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EQUIH ROLL

FIASCO BUMPS
SHUBERTS CONCEDE TO GRIFF

BACKED NED

A MONTH ON DELINQUENTS
Out to "Save Your Association
Time and Money" by Being Prompt in Payments
Follows Demand for One-eighth of Week's Pay

Managers Assert Lay Oflfs Were Due to Misunderstanding With Booking Office—Actor Is Reimbursed for Idleness in Jump from West

'

'

'

•

,

.

.

The continuous employment clause
of Griff, the Juggler's Shubert con,tract will not be tested in the courts.
Both parties came to a satisfactory
agreement Thursday of last week,
with the result Griff called off his
contemplated suit to test his rights
under the contract and to recover
salary for the balance of the term
of it
According to Bloomberg & Bloomberg, Griff* a attorneys in the matter,
the Shuberts, through their attorney, William Klein, admitted their
desire to settle, asserting their failure to provide continuous employment was due to a mlsunderstanding between their vaudeville bookIng office and the Englishman.
The terms of the settlement included salary for the two weeks
lay-off incurred when the comedian
jumped to New York from the West
and a verbal promise that the balance of the contract will be played
consecutively.
Since the settlement of the Griff
controversy over layoffs, the Shubert booking staff has been Importuned by more than a score of Shubert booked acts, who protested
that they likewise have been laid
off under "a contract calling for 20

(Continued on page

2)

GOLDWYN DEMANDS
COURT SEE FEATURE

COHAN SACK-HOME HOUSE
Author-Comedian Builds Theatre
Boyhood Home Town.

Circular Notice Sent

—
Stood by "Town GoMip" Because of Closed ShopProducer Declines Notes
or Salaries Assignment
Only A. E, A.'s Helped
from Town—Orders to

Out "The Night Rose

BLOW

«

(Continucd on Pago 12)

re-

viewed by the whole censor board,
which included Joseph Lcvenson,
the secretary, and they refused to

in

approve of

officially for the

it

pur-

Before George Cohan loft for Eng- its public exhibition in this. State.
land he took a trip to the towu of
The Coldwyn's application for the
North Brook flold, Mass., whore ho
certiorari writ sets forth the film in
spent many days in his boyhood.
was pioWhile* there he decided to make the six reels in length and
dueed last l-Ybruary at a time betown hall over into a theatre.
All equipment necessary has hecn fore the commission was ever in
ordered and In the absence of Cohan existence at a cost of o\er $-00,l.on Chancy is featured tln-reInn, self, his mother. Mrs. Jerry Co- po.i.
•lan. will dedicate the h<>u:e at
il«
having been scheduled tor leiii.
Tim theme ib-aK
initial performance.
iv,. in Oetohel'.
•

—

the Crowds Are Going Remarkable "Divorcement" Takings

Signs of prosperity around a theatre housing a hit may be said t
he uniform hut hero 1h a new one.

>

"A '{ill of Divorcement" made tho
most remarkable jump in business
pace ever known at the George M.

Mortimer

this decision,

of

Fishel,

Jackson's attorney, la preparing a
summons and complaint to recover
royalties on $790,000

which amount

the show is estimated to have
grossed on a one and one -half per
cent, royalty basis, or well over
Jackson's present claim
$11,000.
only covered a two -month period
from May 25 t6 July 25, 1919, and
was mainly a test case to establish
a groundwork for the bigger and

more important
Jackson

is

claim.
the effort

by

White

line-
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has leaked out that .Norman kind. IVitbe some

s,, lhy
(Kid McCoy") wax
'narried to his ninth wife,
formerly his stenographer.
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GEORGE

8EA TALE

M.'S
the
over
was reported this week that
1"
limped
P*t
For the third Ceorge M. Cohan wrote a play while
wit;, s hii^m.
;ii:.t.
k tin- Increase counted over 1^0 on the way to England, which trip
of tb.e initial week's tak- took nine days, the last line being
p« r cvu'
tho boat entered the
ings, the nit.ss go: ig to over $lf».0OO. written as
• o sed $5,900.
harbor.
lis lirsi ••«
v\

.

its

second

wri'k
cent

the

Mated

that In

the list Is confidential.
In addition to the dues mentioned
fines for delinquents, the notice also called attention to the payment of oneeighth of a weeks salary Thanksgiving week. According to the notice the contribution was proposed
and carried at the annual meeting,

and the system of

(Continued on Pago 12)

CONDEMN CABNIYAIS
The Theatre Owners Chamber of
Commerce of Greater New York this
week passed a resolution condemning carnivals.

The organization

Is

now

-framing

I

Inbby.
In

notice in detull

an ordinance to be presented to the
Mini Agugll, the Italian dramatic Board of Alderman prohibiting tin*
star, has been studying for the holding of carnivals on empty lots
operatic stage urged by the late In Greater New York or permitting
Ian ico Caruso, who insisted she the closing of streets for sueli pur-

Cohan Inst week. Asked how busi- possessed tho vocal attributes for
ness was one night, one of the bouse grand opera. It is understood her
debut in "Carmen" Is planned as an
-tinfT ri'pli«'d it was so pood that a
pirkpoeki

The

order to "induce" members to be
prompt and "thus save your association time and money." the Council had decided on the Imposition of
fines.
It further stated, however,
that those members
temporarily
embarrassed will be placed on the
excused list upon request and that

con-

I

willi

$1 per month on al members 'delinquent after Dec. 1. Imposition of
the fine would exactly double the,
annual dues for a total of $24 yearly,' where a member went Into arrears for 12 months.

was

he
to

tribute to the libretto. White, who
en mo to New York from Chicago
expressly for tho trial, contended
that not a line of Jackson's stuff
(Continued on Pag* 30)

MIM

ascribed to the number of attractions closed or withheld from production, are disclosed in a communication sent all members last week
calling attention to the semi-annual
dues of $6 being due Nov. 1. The
circular stated that Equity's Council had decided to impose a fine of

suing pn nn express

oral contract to

PICKPOCKETS KNOW
Where

for

After being out for several hours
the jury In Part XII, of the Supreme
Court, Justice Cohalan presiding,
brought In a verdict for $400 in
favor of Fred Jackson in his $1,600
royalty suit against George White,
arising over the "Scandals of 1919,"
for which the plaintiff alleged he
wrote the book and was, therefore,
entitled to royalty. On the strength

commissioned

pose of Issuing a formal license for

Suit

in Royalties

YET

ing Corporation's application for a
writ of certiorari for a re-review of
Attempts to straighten out the
their "The Night Rose" production, affairs of "Town Gossip" are said" to
been fruitless so far as the
have
which the Motion Picture Commissecuring of any back salaries due
sion of the State of New York conReports this week
the company.
demned "as highly immoral and of were that Ned Wayburn, when
such character that its exhibition called to the Equity offices, refused
would not only tend to corrupt to sign notes in lieu of moneys due
the players, and it is further said
morals, but to incite crime," the
he declined to assign any part of
the
has
directed
Court
Supreme
future salary to be earned by him,
data
all
Equity
serve
censor committee to
a plan reported recently.
the Wayburn show with all
backed
production
and findings anent the
its force and its collapse is called
the court for legal adjudication.
the "worst blow the organization
"The Night Rose," adapted from has so Car experienced in financial
Leroy Scott's work, was first con- and professional prestige."
Equity went on record as favordemned by Mrs. EH T. Hosmer and
ing "Town Gossip" because of its
George II. Cobb, chairman of the
reputed "100 per cent Equlity" comcommission, and on the application pany. The show failed to pay sal-

Samuel GoldwyNn was again

Begin

Will

$11,000

HEAVIEST

ficulty in collection of dues, partly

IN "SCANDALS" SUIT

9'

Acting on the Goldwyn Distribut-

Further indication of Equity's dif-

FRED JACKSON WINS

Now

Deputy

Object to Censors Throwing

of
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Novemoei

Natives

London, Nov. 2.
Walter Wanger, an American theatrical

man who was

until recently

Hastings Turner in "Pilgrim's Progress" and ReMatheson Lang has "Blood and Sand 99 —
vivals
,

—

Faraday Changes Mind

with Famous Playersa New York, has obtained
the Royal O. H., Covent Garden, for
a season of cinema exhibitions

Lasky

LONDON

IN

2.

studios- which the organization has
here. At present there are but two
companies working at the studios,
and both units are part of the
American producing organization of

By IVAN PATRICK

The present contract may

there.

be extended in its length in the
event the venture proves successful.

GORE

Wanger, according to present
London, Oct. 20.
plans, is to give London its initial
The remarkable prosperity of cinema theatre de luxe on the
"Abraham Lincoln*' ui the Lyceum, American plan, and to offer preswhere it was put on as a summer
They are paying a attraction,
the company.
and is still playing to entations along the lines thai are
rental for the studio space they are tine business, is likely to change given at the bigger theatres in
As far as the English the fine old theatre's policy. Now America. His plans also call for
utilizing.
corporation Is concerned there is "Oliver Cromwell" is to be produced the making of Movent Garden the
there with Henry Alnley as the film center of the capital.
no producing going on.
Lord Protector.
In addition to the regular presenAt present Hector Turnbull Is
here and trying some wuy or anEdith Day and Pat Somerset are tation of feature motion pictures,
other to work out a system whereby the attraction at the Finsbury Park] Winger has completed an associathe studios can bo restarted and Empire. Their act chiefly consists] tion with the city council and the
productions made here by English of numbers from "Irene," the best ministry of educatton for morning
being "Alice Blue Gown."
showings of educational pictures at
producing units that will enable the received
Somerset has little to do but look
Famous Players-Lasky to complete nice and feed, although he does well the opera house.
English,
the
with
contract
their
one or two dances. The act had
As a location, the Royal O. H.,
capitalists who financed the V'. P. a warm reception.
Covent Garden, Is not the most
The English
London, Ltd.
L.,
promising to attract cinema crowds,
Armstrong,
Barney
best
the
financiers are much Incensed over
but it is believed by the promoter
the manner' in which production has known vaudeville manager in Ire- that_ the prestige of the house will
witnessing
After
the
land, is dead.
Tailed to materialize at the studios
rehearsal at the l^mpir^, Dublin, on wipe out the opposition that exists
here.
September 26, he returned to Bel- among the better classes as to viewhicli
•epo:ts
v
this,
addition
In
to
fast, where he was taken suddenly ing pictures.
With this In view, the
have come to London from Cal- ill and died on the 29th. He began best in pictures are to bo shown at
cutta regarding the non-fullfilment his stage career as a negro come- the house as pre-releases, with a
of the contract which existed be- dian.
symphony orchestra numbering altween the E, P. Sasooh Interests
most 10" and with the addition cf
The affairs of Ernest Darewski. vocal artists of reputation.
and the F. P. L. people in the
I
I

I

]

.

—New Esmond Hay

AMERICANS IN FRANCE

London, Nov.

Paris/ Nov. 2.
Wager Swain, pianist, has returned to Paris after a' seven
years* visit home, in America.
Carroll Kelly, the artist, is returnin, to America for the winter.
Louis Sherry, after five months in
Europe, is returning to New York
next week.
Clara Rabinowitz, pianist, is now
studying in Paris and will appear
as soloist with fhe Orchestra de
Paris concert.
Among the visitors in Paris last
week were Mrs. Al Kaufman
(siater-in-law of A. Zukor)) also

Arthur Lowe.

Orient, are the cause of the restlessness of the English capitalists.
The studio in Bombay, which the

brother of Herman, Max and Julius,
kllown professionally as Ernest
Rolls, form a romance of theatrical
adventure. Before the Bankruptcy
Court on his application for discharge he stated That his failure occurred In November last, his liabilities then being £26.815 and his estimated assets £11,553. But a creditor, Aris Anagnos, claimed between
£30,000 and £40,000.
The registrar, giving judgment, said that up
to 1919 Rolls had been very successful, then on two plays alone he lost
£28,000; viz., £12.000 on "Laughing
Eyes" and £16,000 on "Oh. Julie" at
the Shaftsbury
His Sadlers Wells
scheme incurred a loss of £7,000.
It was Impossible to say within some
be the
thousands what would

C

organization completed, is
lying idle. Differences between
the E. D. Sasoon company and the
picture producers over a modification of the contract which the latter'
wanted was the cause of the disorganizing of the corporation which
was to produce pictures in India for
particular distri ..tlon throughout
the Mohammedan countries.
At present there are reports from
India that the internal d'sturbances
in that part of Asia are to the effect
that the native leaders have placed
ban on the English mad 3 pictures amount of liability, a Judge having
debtor's contention that
and have forbidden their followers rejected
Anagnos was a partner. Nor was
from theatres showing them. Al- it possible to say what, if any, divi-

India

now

though American made films were
originally Included in the ban, this
was lifted when the leaders we e
shown that, although t
English
language was uaed in the billing
matter and in the original titles,
the pictures were in reality made in
the United States. Now the leaders
are willing to permit thci followers
to see American made pictures and
those of German origin.

His honor
dend would be paid.
suspended the discharge for

finally

three years.

1

Mercedes, with Miss Stanhope,
opened in London at the Victoria
Palace on Oct. 17 and went big.

Jack Vokes and "Don" return per
the S. S. Carmanla on Dec. 17. Their
success here has been as great as
before, and the Moss Empires have
an option on their first vacancies in
Players1923.

Famous

Lasky have seemingly come

to a
realization that their German producing has had an effect on their

Rehearsals are proceeding apace
for the production of Laddie Cliff,

Recently Al Ltd.'s, revue, "Thanks Very Much."
Kaufman, who is in charge of the The secret of the theatre is being
but the opening
company's activities across the rigidly guarded,
date is Nov. 11. The cast includes
North Sea has been informed from Dorothy Maynard, a French-CanaNew York that that outlet will have dian musical comedy favorite; Nelroom for tho placing of but three lie Taylor, Mary Brough, Rebla,
German made productions annually. Claude Hulburt, Arthur Finn, and
Tho German F. P.-L. German or- the Palace Girls, also a troupe of
ganizations has six directors under superlatively wild dancing Arabs.

status

in

England.

Henson

contract in Germany and Just what
disposition will be made o.' the product that they turn out other than
the three productions which are to

Leslie

be absorbed in America
N

RIOTS

is

a ques-

tion.

is

producing.

steadily growing in pop* *'
After this he proposes to "
produce Hastings Turner's "The"
Pilgrim's Progress" and also a series

Nieces"

is

ularity.

J

'

(Continued from page
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weeks' work in 24.
Some of the
contracts were identical with Griff's
and some were different In form.
The Shubert bookers explained that
they were in the midst of booking
conf-sion; tnut they h;. more acts
under contract than they could constantly keep busy, and their desire
was to be fair to everybody.
They s;ild that they had frequently laid off acts after playing
several weeks in order to find program place for other act* which

Matneson Lang has bought "Blood
Sand" for London and will pro-

and.

run of "ChriatoWilliam Courtncldge. p&out Christmas time will
try out a new piece by H. V. Es-

duce
pher

after the
81y/' while

mond

Yvonne

Arnaud

SEA VICTIMS' BENEFIT
London, Nov.

i

Leaves

"Wrong

London, Nov.

2.

2.

'

BEAVERBROOK SAILS

WITH STAFF FOR

Study

fair reception. It is a clever Nietzschean philosophical argument alLondon, Nov. 2.
most without action depicting a
Lord Beaverbrook, newspaper pro- woman losing faith in the superprietor and controlling influence *n man philosophy of her clay Idol.
British Pathe Films and who has
also a very big Interest in Provincial
REVIVE DONNAY8 "AMANTS"
Cinema Theatres, Limited; Major
Paris, Nov. 2.
Hart, film viewer; F. B. Adams,
Maurice Donnay's "Amants" was

managing director; Stanley
manager of the Beaverbrook

Ball,
film

and Clara Tambour.

This effusion, so well playeo met
with a good reception from the red
card holders. Those who paid the
taxe de guerro were, not so satisIt is entertaining, but hardly
fied.
strong enough to attract crowds to
the Champs Elysees when the weather becomes Inclement.

The plot concerns a curate who
mistakes a circus rider, mistress of

that David P. Howclls follows Immediately.
Great secrecy is maintained over

revived at the Gymnaso Oct. 26,
succeeding "Qulnncys" with Huguenot, Victor Boucher and Fallamand,
and Mmes. Fusier, Martha Regnler
and Stem p. The piece was created
Renaissance
the
twenty-five
at
years ago with Lucien Gultry,
Mmes. Caron and Jeanne Granler.

the trip and inquiries in all sections
of the trade elicit nothing. It is bolie ved, however, the trip is to study
I he
workings of the First National
Exhibitors Circuit and probably the
acquisition of the same idea for the
foundation of the British First Na-

The new production of Jacques
Charles for Loon Volterra at th«
London, Nov. 2.
Casino de Paris was presented Oct.
Agitation is g«~!ng on in theatrical
29, entitled "Paris en l'AIr," and
circles to get recognition from the
signed by Arnauld and Willemetz.
government for Ellen Terry. The
Louis Hillier has arranged the

department
vincial

— all

interested

Cinema Theatres,

on the Aqultania Oct.

in Pro-

Ltd., sailed

29.

It Is

be-

lieved

tional.

This delegation

may

not be official
or representative of the trade.

—

2.

*

y

THE MARIGNY

Offers "La Russie Rouge" and All Paris
Takes Sides Government Seems to Favor It
Threats from Communists Fake Shown Up

Since the initial showing of the
Gaumont feature, "La Russie Rouge"
have been idle. The bookers said
whole city seemthey stand ready to fulfill all their (Red Russia) the
contract obligation?, but found it ingly has taken part in a series of
riots
demanding
its suppression or
impossible at this time to furnish
By
consent ivo hooking In all cases. insisting on its continuance.
acts passitig It by the censor, the governShubert
The complaining
spread the reports of their inter- ment seemingly took sides in Its
views among the profession in gen- fiivor and the public has not been
eral.
The foreign acts were com- cooled by the discovery that the
most damaging to the
They could not scenes in
pletely confused.
understand how It happened that a Lcnine-Trotsky cause were faked.
being
shown
at many theatres
is
It
should
standing
firm of the Shubert
give countenance to business prac- with some managers consenting at
tice which had a color of Irregu- least to make cuts at the behest of
At the
the enraged communists.
larity, as It is understood abroad.

•

Number"

a count,

Capitol, Lutetia and Palais des Fetes
tho
film
was immediately withdrawn.
Not all the objectors are

many

arrests.

Mme.

the circus rider's aunt.

NEW CHARLES REVUE
Paris, Nov.

2.
1

ELLEN TERRY HONOR

Order of Merit which is the highest
music, his Oriental
possible honor Is proposed for her.
markable.
London, Nov. 2.
Julia
James,
musical comedy
favorite, was secretly married Nov.
1 at the Registry Office to a wealthy
Frenchman, Maurice Eclfus.

Paris, Nov.

stuff being re-

is Mme. MIsOyra as dancing
the
Leslie,
Earl
American boy. Also in the cast aro
A. Randall, and Milton Boueot was
The
amusing as Lloyd George.
cannibals' dance with the Jackson
girls
and the Deauville Casino
scene were splendidly mounted.

The

JULIA JAMES MARRIES

star,

as usual,

tlnguett,

with

partner,

and

2.

Raymond, the magician, having

MORE CHAUVE S0URIS

London, Nov. 2.
After finishing at the Apollo, Nov.
the Chauve Sourls company will
Welter and Schultz with Isaacs
make a number of appearances at
Paris, Nov. 2.
the Coliseum and elsewhere before
Alfred Welter, formerly with Mar- going to America. Balieff will also
Inelli in Paris, and Paul Schultz of superintend
the production of a
Berlin, have joined the Isaacs the- Chauvo
Sourls number in "The
atrical agency in Paris.
League of Notions" with the Dolly
5,

Sisters in tho east.

Josephine Earle in London
London, Nov. 2.
Josephine Earle is here on busi-

communists. Many consider it raw
opposition propaganda. Street speak- ness.
ers in front of Brezillon's cinema so
stated and provoked a disturbance
that resulted in

for the count's wife.

Casslve was diverting In the role of

finished at the Apollo, has taken the
Albert I to continue his performance.

Paris, Nov.

J

in the provinces prior to its

Yvonne Arnaud, who assumed the
features
There will be a benefit for the
are counted on to enhance the Southern
Syncopated
Orchestra, lead in "The Wrong Number" Oct,
power
drawing
of the films with who lost their equipment and seven 27, leaves the cast Nov. 5.
the regular devotees of music who of whom were drowned in the reare in the habit of attending Covent cent disaster off the Scotish coast,
AT
Garden.
at the Lyric Nov. 4, with a remarkParis, Nov. 2.
ably fine program.
The Marlgny has reopened for the
the personal
under
winter season,
ALM08T WITHOUT ACTION
direction of the lessee, Abel Deval,
Paris, Nov. 2.
Following a short run of the with a company entitled "Qu'en
by marU. S. Spanish play "La Dolores," Firmin Mariage Seulement" (Only
Gemler presented on Oct. 28 at the riage), by Pierrefeu Nancey and
hardly
farce
The
-Eon.
Mouez.
Theatre Antolne a new play by
needed hree colloborators, but it la
Reported He Is Coming to Eduard Schneider, "Le Dleu d'Ar- well handled by Jean Perler, Dugile," with Harry Baur and Suzanne
Despres in the lead. It met with a valles Hieronlmus, Mmes. Casslve
First National

RESET WHEN FEATURE

—

'

It

be present.

The musical and vocal

PICTURES RED RUSSIA'S RUIN
Gaumont

'

of revivals of old plays!

showing In tho West End.
After announcing the cancellation
RING'S BENEFIT
of the Byron play, "A Pilgrim of
London, Nov. 2.
Eternity," John Michael Faraday
There will bo a command per- has changed his mind and now anformance in aid of King George's nounces ho will open It Nov. 8 at
Pension Fund for Actors and Ac- tho Duke of York's.
tresses at the Palace, Doc. 19, when
"The Hotel Mouse" finishes at the
Potter's Version of "Trilby" will be Queen's Nov. 5 and this theatre is
given with Henry Alnley -as Sven- likely to house the Cliff revue,
gall and Phyllis Neilson Terry as "Thanks Very Much," the location
Trilby.
The King and Queen will of which is still kept a secret.

RAYMOND 8WITCHES
GRIFF WINS

2.

The West End Is Beginning to be
marked by Increased activity and
generally better box office, news.
Donald Calthrop will remain it
tenant of the Aldwych, where "My

k

.

^

WITH NEW PRODUniONS LISTED

associated

The Famous Players -Laaky, London, Ltd., Is about to close down the

Incidentally

«, la-

THINGS CHEER DP IN WEST END

Produce Pictures There in
American First Run Fashion

Ban on Films
London, Nov.

^

Friday,

Will

Have Published and Then Withdrawn

Said to

I"

TAKES ROYAL OP

FAMOUS LONDON STUDIOS
Zukor Plant

£ A B L> E S

LONDON OFFICE

*

Jan.

BOURCHIER8 SUCCESS
London, Nov. 2.
Arthur Rourehicr at the Coliseum
a new sketch by Ian Hay. called
"Uncle Ga Ga," made a personal
success.
The- sketch is none too
in

SAILINGS
4

(London for

New

Yurk)

Lastly It was discovered one imArnaut Bros. (Megantle).
portant scene at least was faked.
Dec. 3, Alice Lloyd (Aquitnuia The execution of 00,000 at Tchekna New York for London).
is shown with alleged Bolshevists
Nov. 15 (London for New York)
carrying banners, but inscriptions J. J. McCarthy.
on these banners showed they were
Nov. 6 (London for New York)
not Bolshevists.
Supposedly they Ilorton and La Trlska (Aqultania).
wero Gen. Slastchef's crew who
Oct. 29 (London for New York)
spread terror with their white Lord Beaverbrook and Htaff (Aqulpropaganda.
tania).

good.

BIG SUCCESS IN EUROPE

ELKINS FAY and ELKINS

"MINSTREL SATIRISTS"
PLAYING MOMS,
Principal
Direction, W.

<

S.

BTOl'T*
lrcni««

a"*1

llt»iiit?n»ey

'

•

-

-

Friday,

November

VAUDEVILLE

1921

4,

s
s

FAMOUS PLAYERS AROUND

MOTT OUT OF AMSTERDAM VAUDE. BILLING FIGHT

70

REPORTED GOAL OF BULL POOL

common

stock got close to 6€ for a time this
Its high mark since the big
campaign last April, when it touched

week.

IS, and the tip was spread arourl
Times Square that the bull pool

operating in the Issue had set out to
mark it up to around 70. Whether
the inside operators would hold it
around that level for a time in order

(Continued on page 29)

SHUBERTS BEGIN SHOW
WEEK ON SUNDAYS

SOME SHOW

Many Houses from
Monday Start to Sabbath

PEGGY WORTH

Switch

Starting this week, all the Shubv
western houses will open on
Sunday.
Last week Dayton and
Cleveland got off to a Sunday start,
the added safibath openings being

Washington

R

also

a. Sunday opening. It being
the only eastern house with that
policy.
By switching the western'

becomes

houses to a Sunday

start, bills

BELLE BAKER TRAVELS

en

Time Resent Sale of Rob- be jumped directly into New York
from Chicago, and whatever mainson Stock to Outsiders
terial needed at the Majestic, De-

Big

BY AERO TO BEAT

can be booked for a Monday
afternoon start.
The latter house
is a popular priced addition to the
Shubert string. The Park, at Erie,
troit,

Anderson,
former
G.
Charles
booker of the Majestic, Paterson,
If. J., is out of the Keith Exchange.
The house has been turned over to
Wally Howes, who also books Proctor's 68th Street and Yonkers.
Anderson's wife is a sister of the
wife of the late E. M. Robinson,
general manager and booker of the
Keith middle western houses. She
inherited part of the estate of E. M.
Robinson, which Included stock in
the Keith Enterprises and a part
Interest in th*e Majestic.
Back of Anderson's resignation or
withdrawal from the booking forces
of the Keith Exchange lies a story
which is said to Involve the sale of
the stock to interests considered
unfriendly to the Keith office.
One version of the story connected with Mr. Anderson's retirement as a Keith Exchange booker is
reported to be in effect that the
Keith interests made a bid for the
stock but another bid from interests
outside the Keith Exchange' in exeess of the Keith bid. As a result
the stock went to the highest bidder, according to the story, with
Mr. Anderson's retirement happening more or less coincidental^ with
the consummation of the 'transac-

IN

STRAITS

Cemmittee of Creditors Examines
Ststus of Baltimore BoTilevard
meeting of the Boulevard Theatre Corporation, which controls the
Boulevard Theatre, a new residential
movie house which opened
three weeks ago, this afternoon
disclosed them to be in financial

A

•traits.

was attended by
amounted to
them being
the American with a claim for advertising for $1,800 and the Sun for
The meeting

Creditors whose claims
ever $100,000, among

1900.

A

Flies

basis, will be topped
will probably split

split week
at a dollar. It

Cincinnati

with Toledo,
where a Shubert pop house Is said
to be lined Up.
There will be a change in the New
York plan of booking. To date the
western units have been offered first
the

at

from Youngstown to

Monday on a

starting

44th

Garden

Belle

The Winter who

Street.

BaWr made

the

jump from

Youngstown, O.. to Cincinnati Sunday via the air route in a plane
furnished by James L. Weed, manager of the Keith house at Dayton,
the

enlisted

co-operation of
the occamade In a

Bennie Whalen,

now

get the western
shows, and four or five weeks will
intervene before the same acts will
be booked into the 44th Street, which
has a dollar top against the Garden's
In middle western towns
$1.50.
wheri Sunday vaudeville is permitted the workman is paid Satui iy
afternoon and attends a show on
V it day.
If the new bill opens Sunday the
same man is likely to attend Sunday also. Hence the prevalence of
the Sunday opening In the middle
'
•
west.
will

The

sion.

pilot, for
flight was

Dayton-Wright

machine

coupe type.
The arrangement was
anticipation

of

the

the

of

made

railroad

in

strike

and was perfected through the activities of John H. Elliott. Weed
and Ned Hastings of the Keith theatres in Youngstown. Dayton and
Cincinnati, respectively.
Weed and Whalen flew from
ton to Youngstown, where

•

Day-

they
picked up MIbs Baker and continued
the Journey to Cincinnati, where
Hastings met the plane at Decrfield
Place in a machine. From here the
actress was driven to, her hotel.
This is the first Instance known
In where a stage artist has successfully traveled by aeroplane to fulfill
a contract.
I

CENTURY DEAL OFF
Baltimore Houses Won't Take
Shubert Vaudeville Depend
on Roof

—

tion.

HOUSE

The invasion

ville in

•

Chicago, Detroit.

OF KEITH PERSONNEL

Names—

Shuberts Play Up Headliner

of Shubert vaudeBrooklyn at the Crescent is
responsible for the heavy papering
of Long Inland by both houses.
On many stands the three sheets •
are side by side, and it Is noticeable that the Keith i>eoplo are giving every act equal space and not
playing up any headliners.
The Shubert paper on I*. I. this
week gives the display type and
FOR TULSA
space to the Jimmy Hussey revue.
$5,000 for Week Offered "Name" The Keith paper Is also listing the
Singles for Festival
acts in the order of their appearance, which la a distinct innovain "THE 1IONOB OP Til 15 FAMILY"
Kansas City, Nov. 2.
tion for that office.
By CAM, Mrt'CLLOlUII
The
fall
festival
to
be
given
in
Is another of the Standard Acts
booked by the BURT CORTELYOU Tulsa, the oil center of the west,
SHUBERT IH CLEVELAND
the week of Nov. 13, promises to be
AGENCY.
Cleveland, Nov. 2.
Booking exclusively with the W. Just about the biggest affair of its
V. M. A.— B.
Keith (Western), kind -over pulled off in this western
Lee Shubero arrived here this
and all affiliated circuits.
country.
Agents have been in- morning and went into executive
structed to secure at least two big session with Robert McLaughlin,
name acts, the sky the limit.
manager of the Euclid Ave. Opera
Acting under these instructions, House, Shubert vaudeville.
The
wires have been sent to a number Colonial which played the regulai
of the best known "names" in the Shubert attractions prior to the
R. R. amusement game and in at least opening ot the new Hanna here
three instances, all singles, $5,000 muy be the new stand for vaudeville.
has been offered for. the week.
Fearing Rail Tieup, Headliner

ert

ANDERSON OUT

(HAS. G.

No

Keith's Displays

•

4*

Players -Lasky

ENLIVENS LONG ISLAND

Albany, Nov. 2.
Dewltt C. Mott, who has been in
charge of the Keith theatres in
Amsterdam since last spring resigned this week, following a differ
nee of opinion as to policy.
he resignation came suddenly.
Amsterdam stockholders in the
company operating the house tried
without success to settle the matter
amicably. Ackerman Gill, manager
f the Proctor hous
in Schenectady,
has taken Mr. Mott's place temporarily. A new manager will be sent
from New York.

Awaiting Statement for Last Three-Quarters, Showing Increased Business for Quick UpturnRelatively Big Play in Goldwyn
Famous

After Difference of Opinion
ss to Keith Policy

Quits

Baltimore, Nov. 2.
C. E. Whiteheart, who controls
the Century, denied in an interview
that the Shuberts were to take over
the Century theatre as stated in
He further
Variety last week.
stated that they have been dickering with him .for the control of his
house for several months past and
also before they put vaudeville at
the Academy.
He claims with the present picture policy and the new revue and
dance that he has opened on the
roof atop of the Century will surely
put this new venture in the winning
class. By putting vaudeville In the
Century he would create opposition
to his Garden theatre, which now
runs pop vaudeville and pictures,

committee was appointed to
an audit of the company an is only one block away.
finances and report back with a
The Century Roof, which opened
recommendation for an application Saturday night, Is very favorably
to be made for a receivership.
spoken of by the local press, and
seems to be getting a play. Whether

make

OPENING SUNDAYS

is the novelty or the fact of
it
bringing "Broadway to Baltimore"
Shuberts Adopt Policy of Other that will continue to draw, is
problematical. Ernie Young's "PassCircuits Better for Buffalo
ing Parade" and Fashion Show is
The Shuberts inaugurated Sunday the attraction between the dances
matinee openings for their vaudeville houses in Dayton, Cleveland
RICKARD FINED $500
and Detroit, commencing this week.
heretofore
The
Chicago, Nov. 2.
have
Shuberts
opened their vaudeville bills, East
Tex Rickard was fined $500 and
and Middle West, on Monday.
eosls by Federal Judge George A.
the
Providing the Teck, Buffalo, con- Carpenter
transporting
for
film
tinues with the vaudeville policy in- Dempsey - Carpentier
fight
Jtickard
stalled this week the finishing of across
State line.
the
the week in Detroit on Saturday will pleaded guilty and alter the decienable the shows to reach Uuffalo sion announced he would show the
in time to open with a Monday film throughout the State.
It.i in-e
matinees, this week's bill having ar- most likely will he rented.
rived too late with tin* first perKiekard was fine. $1.0(10 in N w
formance
Monday York for a similar offense.
plaee
taking

—

•

I

night.

STANLEY FAMILY ROW
Wife

Sues

Stan
for
Maintenance

Separate

JANE and KATHERINE LEE

with two of the picked men of the "Royal North West." This was
Stan Stanley baa been made de- snapped, outside of their headquarters, on "The Baby Grands' " visit to
fendant in a suit for separate Calgary. The newspaper critics on the Orpheum Tour are giving Jane
maintenance by hie wife. She has and Katherine a royal reception.
retained an attorney who has set
forth in her complaint that she is
May Chlldrey and the wife of StanFIRE AT 81 ST STREET
FOX TO EN0 PASS RULE
ey Morgan Chlldrey. who Is known
aa Stan Stanley In vaudeville, and
therefore she has taken the name
To Tighten Strict Regulation of Manager's Quick Wit Savos Audi<
of May Stanley.
Door Privilege
ence from Panic
According to Mrs. Stanley, they
were married In Indianapolis in
1910, and from that time on her
husband has treated her in a brutal
Nearly 2,000 persons sat in the
"They shall not pas si" evidently
manner. The couple were separ- is the slogan of the City (Fox) the- audience at Keith's 81st Street Theated on July 25, 1921, and she Is
And It is an atre Tuesday night, blissfully igatre management.
asking for $176 a week to support
herself and two children, Rita Flor- edict which the resident manager norant that the house was afire
c ;e Stanley and Stan Stanley, Jr., must
follow against his better Quick thinking and prompt action
and $1,750 counsel fees.
Judgment because of its emanation on the part of Manager Edward K
written
by
were
Two letters that
from tv* main office which has it Lewis kept the audience in ignorthe comedian to his wife after the
ance of the fact that the theatre
separation have been made part of that only Jack Loeb or Edgar was afire.
matters
other
Allen's passes may be honored.
the complaint. Among
When Mr. T^ewls was informed
set forth in these letters are the
It started when a booking agent that a blaze had started in tin elecfact that he offered his wife opportransformer box in the basetrical
took advantage of good nature, retunities to return to him and the
ment he promptly sent word to the
sulting in the ruling with the result
act.
operator of the projection machine,
Stanley has retained Frederick that newspapermen and all the who was on the last reel of a feaK. Goldsmith to defend the aetion. hooking agents had to pay their ture picture to put on the screen an
and through the attorney an offer
way in last week. The matter will announcement that owing to the
was made to Mrs. Stanley of a fully
lengthy program the usual interequipped home in Philadelphia for be adjusted hack to normal again mission would be omitted.
herself and the two children and shortly is the prevalent belief.
Then, lest the audience h"..ould
support and schooling of the chilbecome alarmed by the clanging of
dren as" well as maintenaince for
the fire bells, the manager teleThis offer has hern reherself.
phoned to the Fire Department the
VAUDEVILLE AT A. C.
fused.
recommendation that the Jim] is on
The letters which .are part of the
Milton S. Harris, formerly with the apparatus be stilh-d when the
complaint indicate that Stanley was
The tire
theatre was approacbe.l,
willing to have his wife return to the Shubert ofllees, is now connect-, was extinguished with chemicals
him as all tinier and to «-'•; :••••
.•d with 1'ox on the managerial staff
wifh „ ut interfering w.Hi the proher a nd la- children.
the Albemarle theatre in Flats
ol
of the show.
.
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BABE GOES TO BAT

BEDINI PLATE-SMASHING
•Km
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Shuii.-rt

to

the
via
vaudeville
flyer
route and this is a break

w»«ek.

;

v..udi-\ die

Ins

I

(.id .higgling act (Bedini &
Ar- act.
thnn with Hex Storey. Humor hath by Tommy :<«>
It tli. .I
The King "f
.!r>; in
is going to take an-

other

t

•

.

Swat will piay
Keith's, Hoston, next week, coming
his
for
y
into the 1'alaco. N.
r.road^ ay d»dud. \'<«v.
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WIFE SUES BERT SAVOY

It

Chicago. Nov.
Anna Mek'en/.ie, divorced wife of
suit here
filed
has
Savoy,
Mert
through her attorney, JLcMcr I,.
Bauer, for $L'5,000 damages, al'crlng
Kavoy promised to marry !'•: again
proline.
and then leo'C' u
'J.

>•

t

>

•

-

iish.

was reported

that

Mere

is

a

possibility of Harris being appoint-

ed manager at
Atlantic City.

ovated at the present
under
reopen

wall

vaudeville

poli.

SEES AND SAYS NO

(

Horace Coldln asked for a !(»».•
mi) policy on Irene Vanderbilt who
.ippnars in his illusion, "Sawing a
The npplieat on
time nnd Woman in Two."
S!|l|li"|-:
was rejected sfter n itooiraiice man

Woods theatre in
The house is being

tie-

v

;

a

\

'

h" illusion.
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BARRING VAUDEVILLE "FLYERS"
Columbia Requests Sam Howe to Abandon Personal
Counter-Billing Possibilities May
Appearance

—

Be Ground
8;»m

I

for Objections

LOEWS

lime's vaudeville re-entry.

lowe
announced last week, Is off.
was to have revived his former dramatic sketch. 'The Broken Heart,"
rvtllfal "Wheat Cakes and Coffee,"
and his "break -in" had been arranged for by the Casey office at one
of the outlying theatres. The Columbia Amusement Co., through one of
itH chief executives, upon learning
of Howe's intending vaudeville re-

K. C.

DISCOUNT

.'

requested Howe not to appear in vaudeville personally, as it
was the belief of the executive In
question that all of Howe's attention
should be centered on his Columbia
wheel show, "Sam Howe's Big
entry,

Show."

The Columbia executive also
pointed out that If Howe should be
on the road playing vaudeville dates
and un occasion should arise that
necessitated his (Howe's) personal
intention to the show, it might be
iliitlcult for Howe to get in touch
with his burlesque company as
quickly as desirable.
The Howe ah<y$T has been going
at a considerable loss this

alo:

.

Down Prices to Compete
With W. V. M. A. Bookings

Brings

Kansas

City, Nov.

2.

The management of Loew's Garden theatre is going after business
with a "Free Discount Ticket,"
which is being distributed through
ehain grocer stores, thus reaching
all

The

parts of the city.

which

ticket,

good for all performances
except on Sunday, makes the folis

—

lowing offers:
Ticket and 10 cents good for 16cent admission daily matinees.
Ticket and 16 cents good for 25cent admission Saturday matinee.
Ticket and If cents good for 25cent admission week nights.
Ticket and 2€ cents good for 35cent admission week nights.
Ticket and 31 cents good for 40cent admission Saturday nights.
<The prices offered In connection
with the free ticket bring the scale

down

to that of the Globe, which
has been going after the family
and is offering Western
trade

beacon, it is said. In common with Vaudeville
other Columbia shows, the Howe bookings.
f-how has experienced few winning
weeks since the season opened.

Managers

Association

LOEW ADDS THREE

Howe

will produce "The Broken
act, but will not appear in

Heart"

Circuit

Has Built and Opened 32
Houses in Year

Another trio of theatres will be
added to the Loew chain within the
next month, the latest three being
the State at Los Ange!es, to open in
two weeks, the Gates Avenue in
Brooklyn and another State house
at Newark. N. J.
All three will run under a vaudeville and picture policy. In the past
year Loew has built and opened 32

it personally, an arrangement agreeable to the Colombia people.
The Columbia's request that Howe
refrain from appearing lr. vaudeville
apparently establishes a precedent theatres.
as regards the vaudeville appearances of burlesque managers who
operate Columbia shows, iJhose
names are a part of the title of the French Composer to Gather Americsn Numbers on Return
bliow. The Columbia ruling in question would also appear to apply in
Luclen
Boyer, the author of 'Madthe event that Al Reeves. Dave
Marion, Harry Hastings or any elon" and other compositions better
known
in his native country,
other burlesque show owner who
France, is in New York for a short
lias been in vaudeville in the past
should want to return to that field stay as the guest of Messmore Kenfor a flyer while the burlesque sea- daH. Mr. Kendall has arranged for
M. Buyer's appearance at his Capi3« n was on.
tol
theatre next week (Armistice
In making the request that Howe
Week), when the composer will sing
forego playing in vaudeville, It is
several of his published and unf:.» id,
no mention was made by the
published songs.
Columbia official of the fact that
The songwriter will take back
Howe in playing vaudeville might with
him a number of American
In- hooked in a city having a Columcompositions for adaptation Into
bia wheel house, and in that way
French and is visiting several of
im^;.' be billed as "opposition" to
the local music publishers for that
own .show. It is fairly supposed, purpose.
however, that the above mentioned
condition might have had more or
100
MUSIC
less to do with the request not to
appear personally.
"Classic" Publishers end Others Ask
for Society Membership

BOYER KENDALL'S GUEST

.

owner of the
flrand, Perth Amboy, lias completed
the erection of the new Liberty in
Sayrevillc, N. J.
Tho houso will
('•forge

Cllasser,

play a picture policy with vaudetwo nights a w»'ck, booked by

ville

Hiirry Lorraine,- of the Fally Mar-

kus

oilicc.

ANOTHER IN QUEBEC

MaTte War*

U

Not. %
Marie Dressier raised a tempest

Booking of Cantor Show Into in a teapot last week
view given one of the
Big Playhouse a Final Test
Chicago, Nor. t.
With the, opening of Eddie Cantor's "Midnight Rounders" at the
(Jreat Northern theatre, the Shuberts are said to be giving the final
test to this house, as to whether or
not legitimate attractions can get
over or not. Everything la being
done in the line of advertising by
the Shuberts to propagate the cause
of the Cantor show and should the
attraction fall to get over and not
develop into a revenue taker it is
said the Shuberts are contemplating establishing a vaudeville policy
in the house.
This house for a few seasons has
been a vaudeville theatre which
played small time vaudeville booked
through the Pantages office.
The
house played continuous from 11

in an Interlocal dailies.

The btaon Marie said in part:
"I have traveled an over the
oountry and toave discounted fl,
per cent, of the unemployment talk.
The whole trouble is that there Is
work for the man who wants to
work and who Is satisfied to go
back to a ore* war wage. Personally, I was absolutely broke last
year, having made and lost two
fortunes.
My Jewelry had been
I had not
sold or was In hock.
worked in four years. When I applied for a Job. the managers looked

me

over and aa much as said, 'What
can this old woman do.' But I had
to eat and to eat I had to work. I
really went to work for much leas a
week in vaudeville than I had been
receiving

do

It.

when

I quit.

-

But

I

JUS

MAIN

STREET OPEN

IN K.

ORPHEDH,
Est

had to

*»

Pretentious
House Seatino
3,000 and Costing $1,250,000
•vm
City. Nov.

Thr Orpheum

Canadian circuit, may add
another week to his books, but
where it would bo located he did not
tho

f>r

s.i.\

.

It

Inline
<Ju<

may

-^

be near the successful
j.y
the Auditorium,

ilin'.>

!.•••.

newest
baby, the "Ms4nstr**t.M offered its
premier performance Opt. SO. At
noon the news film -broke on the
silver-sheet and the opening bill
was on. The feature picture, "After
Midnight." followed and the Four
Camerons were the first act on the
stage, followed by Carlisle and L*
Mai, Swor Brothers, Eddie Foy and

the Younger Fays, Bdlth Clifford*
and Ed Janls and Company. Aesop's
Fables and Topics of the Day completed the first show. Other sets
on the hoi are Sampson and Douhlas
and Ous Thalaro'a Circus.
Bvery one of the S»000 seats was
filled for tho premier and hundreds
were in line when the first Bhow
was over, and continued all day and
night.
Ground was broken ten
months
ago,
work
progressed
smoothly and swiftly, the completed

"What I did every man out of
m. to 11 p. m. with two shifts of employment will have to do. If the
'
acts being used, each act showing unemployed war veterans would
four times daily and eight perform- only forget this bonus cry and reances being given in the house alto- member that the country needs as
gether each day.
much fight out of them today in re- theatre is a marveL It cost 91,260,It is asserted that the Shuberts building thO' country as it did dur000, which with tho Orpheum theprior to making arrangements for ing the war, we would soon be rid of atre, gives tho circuit an invest*
the Cantor show to come into the much of the hue and cry about un- ment, in this city, of over two milhouse were attempting to get Mil- employment."
lion dollars. Tho Main street side
lard and Bennett, the owners of the
of the theatre has a two-story tier
property, to take the house back
of shops and offices. The building
again under their management.
is finished in gray terra-edtta and
buff brick. Its huge entrance on the
Insist on Over- corner is surmounted by a beautiful
8huberts
Net
Do
EARLIER O FFICE
dene, rather Turkish, in effect. The
price for Washington House
lobbies and foyers will hold hunDue to Abuts of Privileges for Pridreds.
Palo blue and gold is the
2.
Washington,
Nov.
vate Parties
theatre ticket agency here has decorative scheme with royal blue
business,
and
wine-colored
draperies. Among
Several owners of theatrical of- been doing an excellent
cents above conveniences is a ,play room and
fice buildings in the Times Sauare charging its clients 10
nursery for children, and a first aid
section have Inaugurated new rules box office prices for choice seats.
A refrigeration system and
It is understood word has been station.
covering the closing of the buildings at night. It has been the pol- sent them from the Shubert offices the latest things in washed air and
ventilation appliances, elevators to
icy for the majority of the buildings in New York that, effective this
balcony, and attendants, at one's
to remain open all night with the week, they must charge 55 cents the
new rules In several making 11 over the regular box office rate for beck and call, are other features.
lighting plant is sufficient to
The
the
theatres,
but
Poll
and
Garrick
In some
o'clock the closing hour.
for a town
build ings a warning is sounded at Shubert vaudeville house the Be- furnish the illumination
the theatre requiring 13,of
3.000;
10:45 p. m. with the occupants of lasco hasn't been named in the
volts.
200
"order."
the offices told to be out of the
Rae Samuels, who was intended
buildings by 11.
to be the featured headliner for the
The new ruling is due to tenants
opening
of the new baby Orpheum,
abusing their office privileges by
is appearucing the premises for purposes
Mtnlo Moore Is back in New the "Mainstreet" today,
choice spot on the Orin
the
ing
other than business, Including par- York fully recovered from a nervinstead and Edprogramme
pheum
ties and card games.
was reported
It
ous breakdown.
Younger Foys, who
he had undergone an operation for die Foy and the
However after were announced to top the bill at
stomach trouble.
F.
R. A
switched to the
were
Orpheum
the
examination by the Mayo brothers
Edith Clifford was
Rochester, Min., the famous "Mainstreet."
at
Minneapolis Vaudeville Competition
appear on the
surgeons advised him the diagnosis also announced to
Hot Hennepin Leads
was wrong and ordered a complete Orpheum bill, but was sent to the
new
house.
He camped in the Maine
rest.

a.

NO VAUDEVILLE PREMIUM

CLOSINGS

—

—

MENLO MOORE BACK WELL

&

POOR THIRD

—

Minneapolis, Nov. 2.
woods for the past two months.
Hennepin, Orpheum Junior
house, continues to do wonderful
business. * Pantages is also doing

New

KEITH

PROTESTS SUBSTITUTE

but the Palace, Finkelsteln &
Ruben's pop house, is running poor
third. With present competition on
folks here believe Shubert vaudeville would not do at all.

well,

Rialto,

Because Adolphus Thrilling used

SHOWS UPSTATE

Amsterdam, N.

her

name without

I

.

j

TAX

*

NEW

!

.

I

i

HARRY ROSE AT COLONIAL
Harry Hose, featund in the
cabaret show at th" Cafe «le Paris,
will take a flyer in vaudeville at the
«'i'ionJnl, Nov. I'l.
Rose will eontinuo at the Cafe do l'aris while
vaudevilling.
Morris and IVil arranged the booking.
Richard Carle's Act
Kiehard Carle has been booked
f.>r a vaudeville tour in the Keith
houses. Harry Weber arranged the
booking.
Carle starts at Proctor's
Elizabeth. He will be se*n In a musical skit with a company of three
#\sslst:ng.

2.

circuit's

'

M. A. H. Aloz, l>ooking manager

C

Y.,

Bsck

in

Vaudeville Lincitp
authority in his
"Bohemian Life'' act after she had
The Rlal'o, Amsterdam, opened
left it, Helen De Wilt has brought
Monday night with Keith vaudeville
a $10,000 damage suit against the and pictures on a split-week policy,
vaudeville producer on the charge
booked by Harold Kemp. The RiWhite and Smith Here
that the person who went under her
Lee White and Clay Smith ar- name during the act's Keith's Pal- alto Is owned .and operated by the
Corporation
Theatre
rived in this country last week to ace (New York) engagement was of Amsterdam
(K*»?th>. which took over the house
open for the Shubert vaudeville cir- mfc| Ior ability as a violinist
the
reason
to
last
addition
in
The team recently closed with
cuit.
Strand.
Chas. B, Cochran's 'League of NoThe Rialto before the acquisition
tions'' in London. They went abroad
PHIL DAVIS' RECORD
FOR
by the Keith people was operated
eight years ago for a brief visit and
The continuous performance rec- b> Edward Clapp, who played what
European
fabecame sensational
ord at Loew's Delancey was broken was advertised as "Shubert'' vaudeThe present last Sunday by
vorites over night.
Phil Davis, the ville booked by Fally Mark us, the
booking is the first open time they blackface comedian, who
did eight independent
ooker.
since.
shows on that day at the Loew
Tho standard and "classical" have been able to negotiate
music publishers who have always
house.
been opposed to the American SoREVIVING THRILLER
Davis did his own specialty four
HOUSE OPENS
ciety of Authors, Composers and
The Ciocldard and Dickey playlet, times and doub'ed into tho AmeriLos Angel*";. Nov. 2.
performance of copyright music "The Man From the Se: ," is to be can Comedy Four's act for four perThe new Wilshirc, located at
performance of copywrlghtcd music revived, having been ac epteo by formances, subbing for one of the
Third and Western avenues, opened
for profit, have finally made appli- the Slvihcrt Vaudeville En hnnge. members of the quartet who was ill.
Ik re last Thursday.
Jae'.le Coogan
cation to the American Society fur
el the button releasing the
:.»
membership after considerable ne...,•<,
n curtain and w*lrnud the
*
gotiation.
:iV!*l:ence, which consisted largely of
They Include C. Schirnier. Oliver
epj-epenfatives of the film industry.
Ditson. Carl Fischer. J. Fisher &
Charles Kay's "A Midnight Bell"
Brother. Harold Flanimcr. Inc.. and
\
as the feature selected by manaHuntzingcr & Di worth and others,
.•••r 'Jlcrin Harper for the opening.
several of whom were vigorously
Tuc Wil.diire is the inert heautlactfvo In combatting the Society
li;' neighborhood house oi tin- West
with slogans to the effect their
.Toast Theatres, Inc.. which has in
music is tax froo and can ho per>:list
the Hollywood, the Apollo
formed without any licenses.
,.-.nd the Windsor.
The theatre has
a setting capacity of 1.000. and half
BIKE
JOE MINUS
h he or< lustra is provided with luxUoston, Nov. J.
us leather divans.
.Joe
Jackson, who was on thei
vaudeville^ bill at the .Majestic iSIiiiDIVORCES
heii) l.iMt week, did the two SunLOUJSE
day shows without using his biLouiso Rowers (Bowers and Ireyele. Jackson was origin. illy supwin) was awarded an interlocutory
posed to use the bicycle, which h
iecree of divorce before Justice
such a hit part of his act, but someA spinal! in the Brooklyn Supreme
body got to the Stat*« police end
;«'ourt from Aubrey MacLeod, form«.i
they put the matter up to City (Tener vaudeville dancer, and now In the
sor Casey, claiming it would bo a
Mrs. Macautomobile business.
for
"sacrilege"
him to ride on
(HITWAKT)
Leod entered no prayer for alimony
Sunday.
or counsel fees on the contention
At first Jackson wanted to quit
she earned more than her husband.
SECOND
3EA80N
with EDDIE LEONARD
on the Sunday shows, but finally
THIS
OCT. 31) KEITH'S ORK'HKIJM, BROOKLYN.
S. H. Lagusker acted for ihc plain-

OPEN PERTH AMBOY HOUSE

REVUE DOESN'T DRAW

8ho Saye She

A

When Howe's name was submitted to the Keith bookers last week
it was readily agreed that he would
make a desirable attraction for
vaudeville, it is said. Howe would
have received in the neighborhood
of 9450 a week, with himself appearing In the act.

MAINE Qg POVERTY

VAUD. AT CT. NORTHERN

BURLESQUE LAYS DOWN RULE

THE
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i

STEWART

and

OLIVE

DANCING KIDS FROM TENNESSEE

consented to go on.
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NEXT WEEK
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SHUBERT VAUDEVILLE BETTER IN SPOTS, BUT
HIGH COST OF FEATURES PRECLUDE PROFITS
Concern Said to Be Reconciled to Continued Lots for First Three Months
Broadway Estimate Places Weekly Loss Between $25,000 and $40,000
Reported by Variety Correspondents as Increasing
Business at Many

BIG DOINGS
N. V.

A CLOWN NIGHT

Gallagher and Shean Amuse
with "Local" Topical Lyrics
Gallagcr

OBITUARY

AT

and

Shean

were

the

chief clowns at the regular Tues-

day night "Clown Night" at the

N. V. A. this week. In addition to
singing 15 specially written verses
in the of their "Mr. Gallagcr and Mr.
Death' re- Shean" song, all of them relating

MILLIE ROTH
Both, died Oct 19,

Millie

Philadelphia

Hospital.

from epilepsy. Miss Roth to theatrical topics of particular inwas twenty-six years old and was terest to a "wise" audience such as
In burlesque for a number of years. assembles on •'Clown Night/* the
Her last engagement was as a comics generally kept things movmember of the chorus of the "Mil- ing with ad lib. contributions

sulted

L«st week, the sixth of Bhubert margin in favor of the Keith house, getting not only quantity but quality
furnished reports of which has been playing to the most for their money.
lion Dollar Girls."
compact and consistently crowded
good business from the out-of-town houses in its history.
Boston, Nor. Si
FRED
houses, although it is still apparent
The opening this week at both
Business at Majestlo (Shubert)
Since the houses was hurt by bad weather
Fred Watson, brother-in-law of
the business is "spotty."
Monday
night
and
afternoon
heavy
I. R. Samuels, Keith booker, died at
vaudeville debut of the Shuberts and Hallowe'en, but indications for
the balance are good in both in- and Tuesday; capacity Monday af- his home In New York Oct. 29. The
reports of losses were not denied.
stances.
deceased was one of the pioneer
light
Keiths
ternoon business at
Shubert organIt is understood the
piano acts of vaudeville and a
Monday
matinee good Monday night
winning
busiof
idea
no
has
isation
standard when a member of the
Dayton, Nov. 2.
and Tuesday matinee and evening.
of the first three months.
vaudeville,

WAT80N

Shuberts good show last week
Broadway reports are that the loss was productive of steadily increasbusiness and they did as much
ing
considerably
upfor the circuit is
In six days as they did the previous
ward of $25,000 weekly.
week in seven. The capacity house
There is little question that busi- Sunday night may have been the
ness has improved at several points. result of an overflow as good seats
Cleveland for a change reported a were to bo had as late as 7.20. The
draw, with Nora Baycs the magnet, Lyric with the Follies of the Day
aod at the same time the Keith bill with heavy advance billinj was
said to have pulled capacity. sold out at 6.00 p. m. and it was
is
Will Rogers, the card in the Shu- Impossible to get near Keiths or
bert Washington (Belasco) house, the picture houses at 7.30.
is regarded as a guarantee of big
A three day Halloween Mardl
The Chestnut Street, *Gras played havoc with the thebusiness.
Philadelphia, is reported doing ca- atres Monday and probably will the
pacity for the first time since open- next
two nights if the present
Boston went ahead $800 weather condition prevails.
ing week.
No 9
week,
the
on
$13,800
total
of
for a
o'clock line ut Keiths with- some
In vacant seats, and Shuberts only
Hhile Pittsburgh held its pace.
these cities the business of about half filled.
ail
Keith's is reported as heavy as
Shuberts will certainly do a good
Baltimore, however, took a business as long as the shows arc
ever
decided flop last week, the Shubert as good as last week and this week,
house there hardly getting $6,000. but the bill for next week looks
and the show there was classed with rather weak. Nora Baycs did well
the split-week bills.
at the Victory in "Her Family!
oThe dollar top idea is credited to Tree" last winter at $2.50 top so
save drawn business into the Shu- it would not be a bad stunt for
conjunction with Shuberts to bring her here very
bert houses in
name attractions. It is a question shortly.
still if the houses can turn a profit
at the scale, with the heavy salaries
Baltimore, Nov. 2.
Busicalled for by the name acts.
Business at the Academy (Shuness for the Washington house is bert Vaudeville) took a decided drop
quoted around $11,000, but that last week, it is doubtful if they did
gross is said to moan a losr
$6,000 gross on the week. The local
Business in the Shubert Broad- theatregoers still place it in the
way houses is a little better, but same class as the Hippodrome
both the 44th Street and Winter (Loew) and the Garden (Amalgated)
Garden started the week with and contend that with the excepness inside

Tuesday
tion of the headline attraction and
have betthe number of acts, the pop houses
Crescent,
tered.
have the call, principally due to tho
Brooklyn, is declared a surprise, fact that they run a feature picture
drawing heavily, though the house with the Ave vaudeville acts.
got away weakly.
The Maryland (Keith Vaudeville)
The Shuberts' legitimate house in had a corking week, with Emma
Buffalo (Tech) tried vaudeville this
Carus and John Steel devlding headweek, with a road show unit en
line honors. It was a toss up as to
It has been
route from Chicago.
which caused the Increase in busidecided not to try further with
ness. The house being practically a
vaudeville in that house, but the
sellout all week. There Is a marked
8huberts say they are looking for
in the character and
improvement
a regular vaudeville stand in Bufgeneral makeup of the show at this

Gross Majestic

week

last

$13,800, in-

'

.

Washington, Nor.

The Shubert

vaudeville

is

I.

October 21st.

night.
larnler

opera

Dorothy Brennan.

Frank V. Lemen
Frank V. Lemen, one of this coun-

pioneer circus men died at the
Benton hotel, Kansas City, age 74
years.
Mr. Lemen was one of the
big acts heading the bill, the balance three Lemen Brothers, whose circus
enterexcellent
of
all
were
which
started
some 45 years ago. In
of
was
taining value, had an exceptionally
try's

Shubert does not ap-

good week.

parently hurt the business here at
The current week, Monday
matinee, was about as usual at
Keith's, while the- Tuesday matinee
at the Belasco had the lower floor
However, a portion
almost filled.
of the last two rows was given over
to the wounded boys from Walter
Reed. Monday night was reported
capacity, no doubt due to Will
Rogers.
Dave Lewis, of the Shubert office.
is
town for a couple of weeks
getting things under* way at the
Belaaco.
all.

m

DEMPSEY FILES DENIAL
heavyweight
Jack
Dempsey,
champion of the world, yesterday
filed a general denial to the $100,000
alienation suit begun against him by
Albert Slegel, aetor and song writer,

Dempsey

who claims

|SARAH JANE SUMMERS!
Who

IWm. and Myrl Summers
tho Lemons traded the show
property for 26,000 acres of land on
1909

Green River, In Wyoming, and 1,400
acres of ranch land In Nebraska.
Frost It. Lemen, one of the brothers
died here in January, 1920, and another one la living at Springfield,
Mo.
Milo Knill, 59, manager of the
road company of "Toto," died at
the Hotel Lincoln, Indiapanolis, of
heart trouble, last week. Tho re-

were

mains

sent

alienated

IN LOVING

Who

Died October 13d, ltll

J.,

Variety
Don't

Iln,

the painter,

23

by

an

was

Advertise

killed here Oct.

automobile

wben

she

alighted from an autobus.

Mazie Mullina Withers, musician,
wife of Frank P. Withers, of the
Casino jazz band, died In Paris Oct.
14, aKed .13 years, following an operation l'or appendicitis.

Primo Cutties, a eelebratod
died at St. llarlo
Italy, after a lonj? illness.

J

otnie,

bom

in

most

el'

(bnua In
his life In

Italian
IjCguro,

He was
1X76 and passed
Home.

Sarah Jane Summers, mother of
Summers (William and
Summers), died in .Jaeltson.

William
At vi

I

Miell

t

JEROME
FRANK
THE VARir-Y VENDER"
.

fii

>

I

1

1

.i

|

S'lr-

<

IMl-'.

a-i\
.-

when he

husband

Passed Away October 19
MK. aad MR8. AL RHAYNK

'iinning

t

Mrs. Knill

for burlaL

her

Who

share

1

and LADDIE)

MEMORY
OP OUR FRIEND AND PAT,
MICHAEL C08CIA

in

wit

Advertise

IN I.OVINU

i

cl< s-\

Don't

WALTER LADDIE

Mn. Nathalie Curtis Purlin, authoress and authority on American
negro music, and wife of Paul Bur-

'

fairly

You

MKMOBT

died.

2.

boosting attendance, the dallies
snappy .ids. the bast
"orinal of any over presented in the
interests of vaudeville here.
Mane Dressier started oft' the curr <"l \Mek
in good style, and Alon"»y alt, moon and night wore both
almost up
t ],
ni:i ,k set by Baycs.
There was unite a bit of paper on
fv '<l«iic,.. but
as the Shubert has
"howl ?.\\y\ more orchestra seats than
•he l>i\i*. the
work anil
race this wet-

Monmouth

MAYME LADDIE

MRS.

Beach, N.
with

Shubert recorded its best
Week since opening when Nora
Hayes headlined last week.
The
in for its

to

If

OP MT DEAR WIFE

was

Tlir

must come

Oct. 27th. 1121.1

life

Soul Beet In Pesee

(LOCKHART

• t 50 cents.

Publicity

passed this

May Her

He

building and the
is
selling out nearly every
Monday night is the off
In tho gallery Mr. Nederhas installed four vows of
rhairs whieh arc being s >M

N*«»v.

^^ooo<^^<^

IN MKMOKT OF
OUR BELOVED MOTHER

are:

Pittsburgh.

cafe concert

team of Watson and Hill in the
Hammerstein days 16 years ago.
Later Mr. Watson did a single
turn and also partnered with the
Morrlscy Sisters and ^ater with

Week.

night.

a French

week with four

Keith's, the past

Detroit, Nov. 1.
Xederlander, owner of the
Shubert -Detroit,
playing Shubert
vaudeville, declared that he was
satisfied w ith the way business is
holding up.
In fact, he says It is
Showing a steady Increase every

houwc

Devilsert,

comedian.

matinee performance.

.T)ave

Matinees

1921.

HELD

.

that
the affections of his wife, known
It
profess iona ly as Bee Palmer.
was announced recently that she
had gone to Chicago to Join the
show with which Dempsc. will tour
playhouse since the opening of the tho Middle West this winter. Mrs.
and
corner
Slegel has a divorce action pendthe
around
opposition
the natives have taken advantage of ing in Chicago.

Next week finds an addition of a
week and a half to the Shubert
books, making a total of 14V> weeks.
The Majestic, Detroit, will play at
pop prices but the bill will remain
a full week, with the feature film
It is the
changed twice weekly.
Shuberts second Detroit house. The
Park, Erie, also, starting next week,
will offer a split week show.

Georges Leybe, manager of the
Univers Concert, Paris.

HELD

2.

con-

tinuing to attract. Business improving constantly, however, as in mostcases a big name is what is needed.
Saturday night of the past week,
showed practically ji full house,
there being possibly fifty scattered
emptyseats on the lower floor, these
well In the back, while the matinees showed about three-quarters
full on the lower floor, with the balconies showing patrons in the front
row. This top lightness la no doubt
explainable by the low prices prevailing on the lower floor at. the

Shubert

falo.

Curtis.

R FATHER

plenty of empty seats.
business is claimed to

The

MEMORY

crease of $800 over previous week.

throughout the show.
Among those also appearing were
Harry Puck,. Roger Imhof, Karyl
Norman, Nick Basil, Harry Burns,
Burke and Durkln, Major Doyle,
Cecil Mason, George Brown, Chas.
Olcott, Oscar Lorraine, Tommy Gordon, Arthur Conrad, Billy Glason.
Hershel Henlere, Primrose Semon,
Chong and Rose Moey, Bennett
Twins, Harry Crawford
Billy

«
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of independent acts playrun of Spokane, died there lan*.
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VAUUt V1LLE
12,000 VAUDEVILLE ACTS

NOW

Hundreds o( Turns Developed During WESTERN EXHIBITORS
War—Estimated 20 Per Cent, of Houses Usually TO FIGHT COMPOSERS
Scheduled as Vaudeville Have Changed Policy
Want

ville

In

servative

this

prominent

The number

week

by

vaudeville

several

Mrs.

ers of Missouri

are strenuously opposing
the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers In their
efforts to collect a tax for the performance of copyrighted music controlled by tho members of the so-

Bambina Maude Delmont
Freedom from
Prisoner Husband

Seeks

of idle acts is nearer

to 12,000 than 600, according to the

opinion of one vaifdevillo man, who
a in m position to quoto figures,
following a recent statistical sur-

vey of the situation.

for

bination,

executives.

ciety.
Tho society has filed a numSan Francisco, Nov. 2.
An aftermath In the Fatty Ar- ber of suits against Missouri and
buckle case came to the fore last Kansas exhbitors, several of which
week when Mrs. Bambina Maude are due to come up t>efore Judge
Kansas City shortly.

His estimates

arc based on the following:

Pay Tax

The Motion Picture Theatre Ownand Kansas, In com-

RUSHES ANNULMENT

bookings in that field,
was designated as extremely con-

existing

to

Copyrighted Music

ARBUCKLE WITNESS

acts laying off at present, as a
of the congested conditions

result

—

4,

1921

!

ON VAUDEVILLE

•This Includes

Don't

November

INSIDE STUFF

IDLE,

ON ESTIMATES OF THEATRE EXPERTS

Variety's estimate of 600 vaude-

Friday,

Carland in

The Vaudeville Managers' Pro- Delmont, central figure in the case,
Judge Carland, who sat temporartective Association lists somewhat rushed to Fresno to get an annul- ily in the Denver Federal District
loss than 500 vaudeville theatres ment of her marriage to Casslus Court last week, handed down a
Allowing Chiy Woods, who is a prisoner at sweeping decision in favor of Irving
among its membership.
a generous estimate that there the Fresno city jail on a charge of Berlin, Inc., in their suit against the
local Edelweiss cafe, which arose
embezzling several hundred dollars over the playing of "Mammy." The
ing V. M. P. A. membership, that from a Fresno labor paper for which justice struck out considerable of
answer,
among
defendant's
the
would make a total of 700 houses. he was soliciting advertising.
Figuring at the rate of 12 acts to
The character of Mrs. Delmont other things the contention that the
suit was a bold attempt at extora house weekly, a high estimate, was ready to be attacked several
tion, the judge citing the fact that
that would make the total number times during the police court hear- the plaintiff is proteced by federal
nf acts employed weekly 8,400 acts. ing of the Arbuekle case, but as the statute.
The allegation that the
In round figures, say 9,000 acts can state withheld from calling her to owners of the cafe do not know
their orchestra plays is
music
what
be employed with all of the vuude- the stand the defense did not bring
not a defense in the judge's opinion
ville theatres open.
the matter up. In the coroner's in- and merely pleads ignorance of the
Houses 20 Per Cent Shy
quest, however. Miss Delmont was law, which excuses no one.
The total number of vaudeville made the target for severe critiTho society is about to bring B0
acts in the U. S. and Cunada are cism by many of the interested suits asking for the federal miniof $250 damages against as
mum
e-.timated at 21,000. It is estimated people
many Baltimore restaurants, cabthat 20 per cent, of the houses reguand dance hall
s,
theatres
a ret
larly listed as vaudeville theatres
owners.
COBT
'WnDCAT"
DUE
have dropped out of that field this
John Cort announces that, in asseason, 10 per cent, not opening as
sociation with Alex Aaronsohn, he
TIGHTEN FIRE RULES
yet and another 10 per cent, playis preparing for American presentaing pictures.
Three Branx Picture Houses DisA condition that has vitally af- tion what is described as a specciplined by Penalties
tacular production from Spain.
at

are 200 vaudeville houses not hold-

!

I

A couple of Shubert agents had a dispute over the Valeuka Suratt
commission on the expected Shubert vaudeville booking, before Suratt
had signed the contract. The agents were Jenle Jacobs and Davldow
& LeMaire. Tho latter firm had directly brought Aifss Suratt to the
Shubert office last week when the latest negotiations were started, but
previously sought Suratt to take a
it was revealed Miss Jacobs had
Shubert engagement.
,
It was Wednesday of last week when the argument occurred, In Le*
Present were Lee and Miss Suratt, besides
Shubcrt's private office.
the agents and Arthur Klein. Miss Suratt put on her Ritzy front when
asked if Miss Jacobs had not attempted to induce her to take the
Shubert route. She thought Miss Jacobs may have mentioned It (Miss
Jacobs represented Suratt for Keith vaudeville, well known throughout
big-time vaudeville). Then Lee Shubert interposed. He said there was
no question about It, that Klein had spoken to him several times Miss
Mr. Shubert suggested the commission be
Jacobs was after Suratt.
divided, to which Davldow & LeMaire and Miss Jacobs assented. Then
Miss Suratt signed with the Keith office.
Just how the Suratt negotiations with the Shuberts were continued
without the Keith office being aware of it la one of the current mysteries,
for both sides of the vaudeville opposition are always alert about those
matters. The Keith end did not appear to have an Inkling until Wednesday last week, when Harry Weber phoned Miss Suratt at Denis
O'Brien's office. Miss Suratt was at the time consulting with Mr. O'Brien
about the form of the .Shubert contract submitted to her.
She was
agreeable to signing it on the spot if her counsel approved of it. He
did not. The Shuberts told Miss Suratt Mr. O'Brien could draw up the
contract to please himself and it would be agreeable. But the next day
Weber induced Miss Suratt. to call at the Keith office and after that
it

was

'

cold.

Last week an agent, who is booking through the Shubert Vaudeville
He managed to get back stage and
Exchange, visited the Flatbush.
In the meanwhile, it was reported to the
later went into the audience.
manager that the agent was seeking an act for Shubert time, and, It is
said, the visitor was physically aided to the pavement.

!

'

A brightly caparisoned new and palatial office suite of the Berlin
music publishing concern has attracted wide attention since opened
The first day Irving Berlin walked in, looked about and said
last week.
"What are you trying to do, beat 'The Music Box?'
to his partners:
'*

'

I

fected the vaudeville situation and

The

piece,

called

"The

Wildcat,''

contributed materially to the conis from the pen and pianoforte of
gestion of bookings is the fact that
Manuel Penella, Spanish composer.
hundreds of cabarets have stopped
It has been In Havana and Mexico
playing vaudeville acts, since the
City and in the chief centers of
advent of prohibition. The cabarets
Spain, where it has played a total
that dropped vaudeville rcVv.es are
The scenes
of 2,700 performances.
estimated to have employed the
The piece
are laid In Andalusia.
services of about
000 acts. These
calls for a chorus of f>0 voices with
have been added to the over supply
an orchestra of Mke size.
of vaudeville acts listed as unMarion Green, Sam Ash, Dorothy
employed at present.
South, W. II. Thompson and Louise
Acts from the Films
Barnolt have been engaged for the
The picture business lias been principal roles, and rehearsals are
(very bad for nearly a year and hun- now in progress.
Present plans
dreds of people playing small parts contemplate the presentation within
[in the films, formerly In vaudeville, a month.
H
havo revived their former vaude"•

ville

i

as a last resort. The ne*w policy went Into effect in July, booked
from tho Keith office, also. The weather doesn't affect the night business.
During tho recent cool spell capacity and standees still prevailed.
The house will keep open all winter.
rial

Charged with violation of the fire
ordinances, three more motion picture companies were fined by Justice Shell, in the* 162d St. Municipal

Over in Philadelphia last week were two acts, one containing a Hebrew
comedian and the other a traveling Kleagel for the Ku Klux Klan. The
K. K. foisted all the literature of the organization upon the comedian
Court last week.
In an endeavor to have him become a member. Finally, tiring of the imThe Nickroll Amusement Co., Inc.
was fined $50 and costs while the portunities of the Kleagel, the Hebrew comedian said, "What's the use
Royal Photo theatre, 1348 So. Boule- of pestering me? You know I'm a Jew and couldn't go in anyway."
vard, under the management of "Why not?" asked the K. K., "Don't you have to wear a mask and wbd
Charles Gerstner and Max Rosenwill know the difference?"
blatt, had to pay $25 and Leo Brown,
1423 Williamsbridge Road, said to
be the owner and manager of the
house, deposited $25 by the judge's
ruling.

Charges were made by local
detailed to inspect exits
see that aisles are kept clear.

men

offerings, adding about GOO
to tho congested vaude-

moro acts
\lilo

Since Henderson's Coney Island, went into short prices and split weeks,
has turned into a gold mine for Weiss Brothers, who had dropped a
sizeable fortune on regular two-a-day vaudeville and tried the pop mateit

when Nellie Revell underwent her last
was some time ago, asked a friend of Nellie's the other
day to explain a remark the patient had made as she was coming out of
fireand the ether. A sudden storm came up as the operation concluded. It blew,
whistled and thundered, and with the lightning the air was continually
hostile.
Miss Revell, apparently gaining consciousness, was soothed by
the doctor, who said: "Hope this storm isn't bothering you, Miss Revell."
One

of the attending physicians

operation, which

"Bother me," answered Nellie, "after working for Merlin Beck!"

field.

The war produced hundreds

of
acts of all descriptions, through tie
opportunities offered by the numerous soldier and sailor revues and
entertainments. Many of theso were
recruits who had. never before appcarcd publicly and who elected to
follow a vaudeville career after discovering that they possessed latent
talent, which took but the viyht
chance to develop.
As Variety stated last wv. k\ the
legitimate
countless
closing'
of
shows resulted in the forming of
largo* number of vaudevillo turns'
:i
).y the people thus thrown out of
vvntk seeking other fields.

The Forty-fourth Street theatre has always been set down as a freak
proposition and regarded as a financial white elephant.
The Shuberts
were supposed to have retained it under lease as a sort of protection to
their interests.
Regardless of probable losses in former seasons, the
Shuberts have made the property a big winner. Last season the profits
are known to have approximated $200,000.
The theatre itself .through
many changes of policy, remains pretty much the same, but it has really
been developed into a three-way plant, with a roof theatre above and
the Little Club below the street level. All three departments counted in

.

]

!

j

'

The theatre proper profited to oyer $100,000 with
East"), the roof house and cafe turning in handsome returns also. The present vaudeville policy may be counted speculative, but any loss thero can be discounted by tho probable profits
of tho roof and club.
The rent of the Forty-fourth Street is $75,000
annually, so that last season's gross earnings were not less than $2;">0 000.
last season's winnings.

'

a picture ("Way

'

',

(

No Improvement
The past week has shown no improvement in the congestion at the
principal vaudeville booking olficcs,
is little likelihood thai
the situation will clear itself up for
several weeks.
The ads en of thu Shuberts, looked
upon to take care of a lar^e numher of nets, has'modifud the situaho Shubert
tion but slightly, as
houses arc using but 125 acts weekconid.nd
This
is
less.
or
more
ly,
a mere drop In the bucket.
The present vaudeville bookinu
congestion has worked to the disadvantage of important feature
turns as well as the rank and file
Several of the Keith agents
acts.
have had many "name" turns ready
for an opening for the last four
weeks and more, but have been unable to secure bre;»k-in«, due to thv
fact that so many nf tho small time
houses are booked months in ad-

At the hearing before Judge Learned Hand in the Federal* Court last
week, application of the Shubert interests for an injunction restraining
the Avon Comedy Four from appearing in Keith houses, a humorous
query came from the bench. The Avons were represented by Kendler
and Goldstein, ex-Judge McCall also beinpr present for that side of tho
Attorney Tuttle acted with William Klein in application
argument.
Mr.
for tho restraining order, final decision on which was reserved.
Tuttle in substantiating his contention that the act was unique, said
received a salary of $1,000 weekly.
it
Judge Hand turned to Julius
Kendler and asked: "What is tho age limit for actors?" The Federal
judgeship calls for an annual salary of $7,500. Tho case got into the
Federal Court on tho allegation of "diversity of citizenship," einco
the action was brought by the Winter Garden Co., Inc., which issued a
contract to the act and which is a Maine corporation.

j

and there

I

'

t

vance.

Down

Arnold Daly, who is at present playing his one-act comedy, "The Van
Dyck," over the Keith circuit, has stated that he never again will produce
another play under Ms own business direction. The sketch he is presenting is a remnant from his Repertoire Theatre, which had a run of
one week at the Greenwich Village, New York, about a fortnight ago.
"A MUSICAL COMEDY COMEDIAN"
Mr. Daly declares that no actor can be at his best when he has financial
Starring in George Choos's "The Love Shop"
matters to Worry over, and that vaudeville, today, offers excellent conThis act Reems to
INldie Vogt in "The Love Shop"' proved a fla«d».
ditions for tho serious artist, referring to the backstage conveniences
lie one of the revues that can always come back, mainly due to Yogis
averr..niedv and abilitv to handle lines— VARIETY- at Majestic, Chicago. found in the two-a-day house*, which be ntates are superior to the
age legitimate theatre.
lVrmanrnt Address: FRIARS* CU'U, N. V.
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AUSTRALIA

WITH THE MUSIC MEN

AMERICAN LEGION TAKES

By ERIC H. GORRICK

COMMAND

IN ST. LOUIS
K

Mills,

C.

chairman of the Kx- ready a

Board of ;he Music PubProtective Association, has
devised a plan whereby tin* wind
roll dealers will be encouraged to
reduce their retail prices and thus
The basis
increase the gross sale>*
of the scheme is a radical reduceeulive

Sydney. Oct.

"The
HER MAJESTY'S—
Business

Maid

ROYAL—

very
the MountainB."
hhr Will stay over Christmas.

gram Arranged

OPERA HOUSE—Berg

and EngCorona, Baron. Miriam Main,
Maggie Foster. Walter Johnson Co.
GRAND.— "The Victim" (picture).

Veterans

for

lish,

Lady. Lady." Still
KOYAU—"Oh."Theodore
Co."
Next,

lishers'

Elaborate Entertainment Pro-

Christchurch
English Pierrots.

5.

4>f

Kansas City, Nov. 2.
guaranteeThis city is fairly blazing with tion of tho roll royalties (publisher)
ing the copyright owner
— the Stars and Stripes and the of a composition a 10 per cent, royWellington
alty of the selling price pt>r roll
Robert Ord, was ushered into this
O. O. H.— "Welcome Stranger." various flags of the allied nations
with a 7 t per cent, minimum. At
bouse by Williamson -Tuit Sept. 24. with Jules Jordon and John D.
in honor of the thousands of Legion
doubtful.
very
present they ure receiving from 8
1b
It
Other
PALACE. After a very success- OHara.
aires and their distinguished for- to 12 cents a roll royalty.
HIS
MAJESTY'S.— Huxham Co..
with "Tho Marriage cf
concessions include the elimination
ful run
eign guests, here to attend the third
Mimi Diggers.
of having the roll manufacturer pay
Kitty" and "The Great Adventure,''
PRINCESS.
Pictures.
annual convention of the American for each roll manufactured, alIfarla Tempest and Graham Brown
Legion. Nothing has been left un- though the copyright law. of 1909
Dunedin
presented for the first time in AusPRINCESS.
Richardson Broth- done to provide entertainment and specifically states that royalty be
tralia Roi Cooper Mcgrue's comedy.
Sept.
Three"
24.
newThe
for
ers and Cherie, Zeno and Don, Poia amusement for the visitors, and paid oi each "manufactured'' roll or
"Tea
piece made an instantaneous hit. Stanton. Campbell Brothers, Mar- from the looks of things no one will record. The publishers, in the spirit
Business has been very big.
shall, Baisden, Laura Guerite, Ling want to sleep.
of fair equity, have* been moved to
T1VOLI. After a season with and Long, La Petite, Newall and
allow a credit on all unsold rolls apThe amusements are all under (In- plicable on other compositions from
pictures nnd vaudeville this house Wiggins.
direction of different Legion posts which the amount can be deducted.
QUEENS.— "The Rive r's End."
comes into its own again and all
vaudeville holds sway. Harry MusEMPIRE.- -"The Girl from Out and consist of parades and pageants, Thus, where tho roll manufacturer
grove is parking them in twice side."
balls and banquets, wild west shows cuts up several hundred extra rolls
Popular prices are in vogue.
daily.
and Hying circus, football games and that he does not sell lie must not
NOTES
The type of uudlences drawn to this
pay royalty thereon, or if he has alauto
races, picture plays, with paMr. MusMile. Nadjt and lit lie have arhouse are very rellned.
grove's circuit is considered "big rived
under contract to l'ullei's. triotic films and musical revues,
with millionaire ehorus girls. SalLtd.
time." Acts are being brought specially from Kngland and America.
vation
Army lasses will serve
Louis London ret inns to America doughnuts- to tin* soldiers, free, from ii.-st prize in each of the following:
Mr. MuH/row set his standard with
l«'ox
News opened. this week- after retord tour of lul- dugouts along the streets, and nine Bronco riding, steer roping and steer
Wilkle Bard.
Tivoli KoUy Girls pleased with a !er circuit.
couples have accepted the offer of "bull-dogging."
dance number. L»«s Corey did two
One hundred bands with over
lie is hampered by a
numbers.
"Kirefiy" has opened big in Mel- free licenses, lings and wedding
weak voice. Mi rlini. acrobat. All bourne.
Claude
l-'leinming
and Rifts, and will be married in connec- a. 000 musicians will he here, comlias
very
clever
dog.
ing
from Washington to the City
tion with some of the entertainold stud",
Edith Drayson have joined cast.
Nell Klemniing in songs
Pleased.
ments. The Army and Navy foot - of Mexico. For one event the bands
oviT.
Moon
Morris,
got
and
Claude >ampier and Hilda Atter- hall game will probably draw an- will assemble as one unit for a
Jutt
eccentric dancers, were big hit. Ar- boro ha\e_b«en booked for tour of
parade.
Mme. Krnestine
other wo.000 to Association Park and special
thur Aldridgc, oi)eratic tenor, scored Tivoli circuit.
the rodeo will be another popular Schumann- Heink is here and has
Slither, quick
with three numbers.
For tins event cash volunteered her services to the comchange musical artist, closed interRev. l*'ranU Gorman has gone into atttraction.
Very clever performer dramat'.e slock with Fuller's. Ltd. prizes totaling some $7,000 are of- mittee. She will sing at several of
mission.
Mel Ward with Folly Jirls got good He opened in "The Saint and the fered, a thousand dollars being the the meetings.
applause for dince offering. Lottie Sinner'" at Opera llou.-e.
hit

9c

CRITERION. — With much boom-

fclg

LIBERTY— "Rudd's New

"Paddy the Next
Beat Thing," by Gayer McKay and
ing of trumpets,

Selec-

tion" (picture).

—

—

—

i

j

I

<

sang

.Jr..

three? lively songs.

too much mugging.
made the hit of the
The
nnd talk.

Spoils act by
Stuart Haines

show

"The Rack." a
a bi-: bit at the
in llfth wi'vk.

songs

with

Hector

Trees, inentalists. a hit.

fire opened.
Good pop time
Boh White with whistling and

made

the

Apollo,

is

..

National attractions.
possible

is

the

rights

to

Goed applause. Very cute. "Two Blocks Away" for Jules Jorand Kddie de Tlsno ftr.^sented don. who has been a big success in
the
"After
Honeymoon."
Best "Welcome Stranger."
sketch seen here for years. Pig hit.
Tubby Stevens, eccentric comedian,
After a very successful tour in
went over for corking hit. Taylor this country Ivy Shilling returned to
and Summers, songs and talk. Act London last week.
laoks finish. Mile. Nadje, songs and
posing, should cut out songs.
Went
A new I'nion de Luxe picture
Maggie Buckley did theatre was opened in North Sydover well.
three numbers.
This girl would ney last week by I nion Theatres.
do for cabaret work.
Miller and LtdThe building will seat 3.360
Rainey, next to closing, were a people. The cost ran into i'30,000.
Hal. juggler, closed.
National attrac-

hit.

STRAND.— First
Muff and

lowed.

Factory" caused very mild laughs.
August o
Balbonla
pleased
with

came

LYCEUM.— Clara K. Young in
from Paris.
GRAND.— Virginia Rappe in "The

Twilight Baby."

MELBOURNE
-"rirefly."
ROYAL— "His Lady Friends."

Jcffersons."
PALACE.— Stock Co.

TOWN HALL.— Clara

-Butt.
Co.,

BIJOU.— Walter George

Newman and Wynee,

bon Due,

Ous
Gib-

Wilt Ilagen, songwriter, has returned from a four months' crui«»
along the Atlantic, during which
time he and Joe McKi^rnan completed the book and score of a musical show they are writing with
Frank Bacon. Hagen and MeKbrnao will leave for Chicago shortly
to confer with the star of "J.lgiitnln* "

PARAMOUNT. — Lionel

More in "The Great
"The Bronze Ben."

•

ADELAIDE
ROYAL.— "The Lilac Domino
TOWN HALL— Dame Melba.
PRINCE OF WALES.— Stock

Co.
KINGS— Joe Hurlev, Bast us and
Banks, Boss Brothers, Wendy and
Alphonse. American Bevue Co.
OZONE- -Pictures.

to all sessions.

Annette Kellerman
tour of

BRISBANE
BIS

MAJESTY'S.— Gilh-Tt

Sullivan

Oct.

Till!

4.

She

e a
will

:ing

and

'J

iving act. The rest of tin bill will
The Oi igbe made up of picture
inal company brought here bv Miss
Stuart
led.
disbari'
has
Kellerman
Parries has Joined Tivoli circuit and
Tommy Donnelly has
is a big hit.
gotten himself a partner and is pretiller cirsent a dancing art on
Bert WiUin and T-an Newall
cuit.
Tie r.-.-t
;ip' pT lying New Zealand
lulled I. A ne
of the company

i

—

•

—

(

i

"BiiH-k

Tasmania

will

do her dancing, wlre-wal

arnl

Opera Co.

CBEMOBNE "Town Topics
EM PI BE. — Phillip Newbury, Edyards and Parkes. Leonard Ne ison.
Lola Astrias, Stlffv and Mo Co.
STRAND. -The Story of the
Rosary" (pj,t uiv).
P\\ ".— "\Ui\ Foam."
Majestic, --p.ob n..m lit n
/•

!•

ii

B.-autv."
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Marty Herman sorted up his requests for premiere Meats to The
Demi- Virgin" at the Times Squaro
Tuesday night to find he had "accidentally" placed two for Henry Waterson next to two for Mo.se GumbW. As the Waterson firm is publishing the songs In the show,
Marty,
malicious-like,
said
he
thought It was advisable to hare
Waterson close at hand to cheer in
case Mose hissed.
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The layout of the larpc floor, that
was bare before the workmen for
Berlin started, lakes in rooms for
the shipping and bookkeeping de-

partments, besides a press room,
managers' rooms and two reception
rooms. The larger of the r» «|>t ion
League have b- ell established rooms )\hh nn ornamental tablet
1.,
T> nan as (hauinan and its rear- \n|?Ii a fountain in the r.-n
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were especially

offices

out and decorated, giving the music
house the most palatial as well aflj
the most spacious headquarters on,
one floor In New York. The work
was finished after an artistic design that provided plenty of space.
as well as plenty of attractive deco-
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Broadway

fronting on

feet,

are 12 professional rooms, besides
four private rooms for the mechanical staff, while special offices are
provided for the firm's members,
Irving Berlin, Max Wlnslow and
Saul Bornsteln.
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Berlin, Inc., new offices on the top
(third) floor of the former Churchill
restaurant building at Hroadway
and 49th street were formally opened last week. The space la 12,000
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TALLEY

J.

taking an unusually keen interest in the
current political campaign as evidenced by the fact that many leading
and representative actors and managers have had erected at the corner of
Hroadway and 46th Street a huge display banner advocating the candidacy of the Hon. Alfred J. Talley for Judge of the Court of General
Sessions. The banner endorses Judge Talley as "able, fearless, reliable
and just." and carries the names of the following prominent actors and
managers as his sponsors and supporter**.
Sam H. Harris. President of the Producing Managers Association; "Leon
Errol. Htar of "Sally"; Jirandon Tynan, President of Actors' Catholic
(luild of America; I>eo Shubert. Raymond Hitchcoek, Donald IJrian,
Oeorge Nash. Albeit liiown. Victor Herbert. Wallace Fddingcr, Rarney
I'.ernard. Wnllae<» M«Cutcheon, Reginald Harlow, William C. Fields,
Joseph Herbert. Walter Cattlett. Arthur Ryron. Tom Lewis. Wilton .Lackaye, J.ouis P.ennison. Clarence Handyside. Itidiert Warwick. Adele Rowland. Conwav Tearle. Kitty Gordon. Jack Wilson, Augustus Mcllugh,
Joseph R. (Irismer. Charles LJ. IMllingham. Mark I.uescher, Pert Green,
Irene Franklin. James Crane. N«--.v Weyburn. Frederick K. Goldsmith,
and John l)tnerson. President of tlie Actors' Equity Association.
Judge Tallev for many yea>-s has been well known to a large body
of tbe theatrical profession, with win in he has always been a favorite.
ei y illuminating and exceedingly Inonly recently he cor.t ibnt ed a
est nig art i(Je on the 'Tassing of the old Daly Tlieatre," wliicli was
[]•• a
nal papers.
,e;i
a <l
featured in ri.nst of tic
tic c;i nd ida cy of Iml^e Talley, the aefors and managers
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JUDGE
ACTORS AND MANAGERS FOR ALFRKD J. TALLRT FORCOUNTY
OV THY: COURT OF CKNliRAL SESSIONS FOR THE
OF NEW YORK.
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Warren, who was H-m-y

II.

R. Stern's lyric collaborator wh n
the Joseph W. Stern Music Co. was
In existence. Is now conducting the
music department f.,i tl. N. >v V.,ik
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Atlantic City for the firm.
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now

In

with Waterson-Herlln & Snyder in
New York, assisting I -co Eevvin .o
the band and orchestra department.
Harding was formerly stationed m
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STRAND.
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I.evif/ki.

H'SK

H<

Lo.Mle,-

personally trying to put u\cr.

;

Parry

Adventure."

on the production.

Otto Motzan is taking a ii.. r at
publlbhlng with a new song h,- IS

in

The Arbuckle case caused a sensation in this country. Newspapers
carried front l ne spreads. All pictures featuring the comedian have
been stopped for exhibition till afArbuckle was very
ter the trial.
popular in this country; his pictures
Dialways drew packed houses.
rectly the news of tho tragedy came
through Union Theatres, Ltd.. exhibited the late Virginia Bappe in
"A Twilight Baby" :it their houses.
The picture drew immense crowds

and Frost, Otis

Bussell

Mitchell.

.

the fact that a roll like the Q. R. S.
costs 34 cents each to produce.
The M. P. P. A. is also getting
after record and roll manufacturers
who are delinquent with their royalty statements. So many are cropping up dally It Is hard to keep
track of each new concern, most of
which are "fly by night" companies
for the main, but which do "kill"
the sales of other more worthy record makes. The M. P. P. A. hereafter will secure Injunctions against
all delinquents in royalty payments

She had earned nothing
n»«r week.
from July 7 to Aug. 13, but had
earned £2"> during succeeding week
and for the subsequent three and
£110.
making
weeks,
two-fifths
That left a balance of £277 10s. To
this must be added £100 for passage money. There would be judg
10s.
ment for plaintiff for £3

KINGS.-"Thc

\*y.

manufacturer would countenance
any retailing under the 75 cent
mark. This is obvious considering

employment under
nine weeks at £15

lost

the contract for

Joe Coyne.
TIVOLI.— Wilkie Bard, Deveron
Brock, Pedro and Pedrina, Daly and
Marr, Lee Chee Loon, Crifehon,
Keith Desmond.

Hdlii

Raglus,

had

plaintiff

HER MAJESTY'S

,

publishers are guaranteed against
because of the 7% per cent, minimum, which means that no roll

Adelaide last
week Mr. Justice Parsons delivered
reserved judgment in the case in
which Flora Cromer, vaudeville artist, claimed £2.r»00 damages against
Harry Bickards, Tivoli Theatres,
Ltd., for alleged breach of contract
arising out of an engagement under
which plaintiff was to proceed from
England to Australia at a salary of
£50 per week. His honor said that
In the Civil Court

"Straight

Place.

imum retail price thereon, but it
does not prohibit anybody from underselling. Thusly. the spirit of competition will be encouraged in that
the roll manufacturer who sells his
article to the trade at 40 per cent,
or more discount than the selling
price will be encouraged to reduce
the price of his merchandise and
thus increase gross sales and Inspire
trade competition and at tho same
time save royalty costs. The only
evil that may result is a too spirited
price cutting war, but which t'.ie

"The

Pierrot's
Wooing,"
next.
"Pang." a Mermaid comedy, closed tirst part.
Charles Pay in "Scrap Iron" provided the second half.
Feature
pleased the fans.
songs.
dance,

an article for such and such price.
They do. however, stamp the max-

The Dempsey-Carpentier fight
pictures have arrived in Sydney in
charge of Tom North, representing
The pictures are
J. D. "Williams.
being screened twice dailv at the
Hippodrome.

"The Glue

Jeff in

people are
well aware of, and do not actually say that a dealer must sell

Also the publishers now detheir payments in cash and
not in notes. It is sufficient they
allow the roll and record people to
remit quarterly and deduct 10 per
cent, fbr breakage, although the law
states payments be made monthly,
with no deduction allowed, without
having the roll and record people
take advantage of the fact.

Fill

tions.
Gazette opened. "Gavotte a
la Watteau." dance offering," fol-

permis-

is

roll

mand

sons.

laughing

anti-trust

fixing

the

son.

Williamson-

that

purchase

will

Sherman

pi ie».

whirl)

sible,

Co., of Bridgeport, has been
thrown into bankruptcy by the association on that score, and proceedings will be begun also against
the Lyraphone Co. f jr the same rea-

act.
It

no

laws

Roll

The Visk Jul»i!ee Singers are :.t
Haymarket theatre this week.
This house is now showing a triple
feature bill of Paramount and F.r.d

talk

ually sold.
I'ndei
the

t

and under the copyright law will
demand a payment of three times as
much royalty. The Orient Music

still

no

is

it

the

Irene Tait

show.

of the

hit

s<x picture,

St.

Clair, eccentric comedian, got solid
applause,
llalrnus. balancer, closed
and held them.
ITLLKliS. business fairly good.
Tilton ami West, in songs and cross-

certified public accountant's
statement that the surplus amount
has been destroyed, will secure a
royally rebate to be applied on other
compositions. The music men were
inspired to adopt this scheme on the
parallel premise they in turn do not
pay author's royalties on all printed
music, tan only on the amount ac-
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crew entertaining the gang. low-comedy offering, regardless of
The reception accorded him at the its deficiencies from a technical
conclusion of his turn was the heart- standpoint. Mann works hard and
iest for the first section of the bill scores as the County Judge, and Is
ably assisted by Anna Burt, who
this far.
Opening the second portion was portrays the role of a wife seeking
Al. Sexton, assisted by the Frank a divorce. Qus Minton aa the husband
His gives a most creditable performSisters and Du Vail Sisters.
APOLLO, CHICAGO
song and dance skit Is entitled "An ance, and George W. Parker as the
Chicago, Nov. 2.
Aviator's Romance," and upon the man of all usage about the court
Shubert vaudeville here this week opening tho girls are introduced house provides a good deal of laughbeen
promgrade
that
has
the
is not
through a song telling of the differ- ter with his antics.
ised to the patrons of the Apollo, ent types of girls the aviator meets.
"Le Petit Cabaret," presented by
and is actually of a class which lacks Sexton sings and dances with them Man toll and Co., closed the show.
merit, with the exception of Clark individually and collectively.
The This manikin musical comedy Is
and Arcaro, who stand above the girls are a good looking lot and above the usual type of acts of this
rest of the bill "as a mountain does most capable dancers. The offering sort and provides a legitimate en-

CHICAGO VAUDEVILLE SHOWS
Chicago, Nov. 2.
Probably one of the most badly
bandied shows that has ever appeared in a two-a-day house. Even
after making due allowances for the
fact that Gertrude Hoffman's scenery
did not arrive until 2.45 p. m., and
granting that she uses ten sets of
lines, there were no plausible excuses for the orchestra not trying to
entertain. As it was the suspense

was made more

through the

intcn.se

orchestra sitting in the pit resting

and not touching a sheet of music.
Topping all this, which already had
proved much too much, none of the
three reels of films that are usually
shown as a prelude to the regular
vaudeville, were thrown on the
screen. In fact, the steel curtain remained lowered until the first act

was

over a mound-hill." This comparison is an actuality, for tho bill is
composed mostly of acts of smalltime caliber, which havo outlived
usefulness on the big time. However, from this group of acts must
be eliminated John Robinson's Elephants, which can easily hold down
a closing position on any of the big
time circuits.
Clark and Arcaro, closing the first
part, came across an easy winner
by lengths and lengths, for no act
on the bill came near approaching
them as far as applauso and popularity with the audience was concerned.
Clark, as the gentleman
vagabond who tries to impress the
French medamoiselle with his world-

Quite a demonstration ly knowledge and versatility, had
occurred in the gallery. This truly everything his own way in the comwas a memorial Monday. The 46- edy line. His "raspberry" gag and
funny antics and business with Miss
minute wait naturally affected the Arcaro brought forth an avalanche
entire running of the bill, and what of laughter. His bit with the servlooked like an all-star feature bill ant also furnishes good, solid humor.
dragged through two hours of slow MIsh Arcaro is an adept foil for him.
"Th,» Kiss Burglar," heralded as
amusement. Samsted and Marion,
presenting "A Bachelor's Dream," one of the big features of Shubert
never dreamed of the mishaps thut vaudeville, fr.iled to register in the
occurred in their offering. They use proportions expected of it. A cona dome spot light when the man dis- densed version of the legitimate play
plays his physical strength through of that name, this farce has possimuscle control.
Tho light balked bilities, but not of a caliber tl at
like a mule, and generally this act would make it a feature turn of conStarting in "one" with
gives the show a good send off. The sequence.
man did his best to overlook the an office set planted in front of the
mistakes, but the woman showed it house olio curtain, the plot of the
through the scowl on her face, 'joe offering is concocted, or, at least,
McFarlan and -Johnny l'alace sang unfolded. The idea being that of a
their pop line of songs. In one num- press, agent who, desiring to get
ber they harmonized beautifully, but funds, frames a burglary stunt in*
in the others they gave volume but an uncomprehending fashion, with
not quality in their singing.
The the object of being able to get the
"Old ral" song should go out, as name of his employer in the papers.
double
song and
follow
4hc parody and accompaniment Then
caused friction.
The boys might character portrayals by an eccentric
select their numbers with more dis- and lighl comedian, which have no
cretion. "A Dress Rehearsal/' proved bearing on the so-called plot whatu travesty in one act. Possibly, ever, and seem to be an uncalled-for
when blunders such as occurred at usage of time. The action of the
this show do not take place, this act farce is in the second scene, which
might prove more humorous, but un- is the interior of a princess' boudoir.
der the circumstances it looked Thero the entire action devolves
crude and ran with the brakes on. about the eccentric comedian's enThe theme of the piece is, an author deavor to steal a kiss from the titled
calls a dress rehearsal, and humor personage, when the farcial performarises through the author breaking ance comes to an end by the man
in with puns as to the impossibility who originally was the "kiss burgof the cast acting his masterpiece. lar,"* and who noif is the present
Most of tho turn is really a bur- employer of the two men.
There are three men and three
lesque on a real rehearsal.
Lady
Tsen Mel, billed as the only Chinese women in the cast, with two of the
star on trte screen, besides being u women doing bits. All of the playnightingale, found the going very ers are competent and experienced
hard. She went through her impres- and make the most oL what they
all set.

sions of

American numbers, mak- have, especially Denman Mally, who
appeared in the original production,
and plays the part of the character

ing one change in a gown, which
does not become her.
Her voice
carries that vaudeville tang which
always pleases. Elizabeth Brice, in

comedian.

With the scene

in

one

relieved of the unnecessary dialog
"Love Letters," really suffered the and talk, the act would speed along
most of any on tho show. In her at a much better gait, and become
act she uses films, and they were impressive as well.
Opening the show were the La
thrown on the screen upside down
and run off in a deplorable manner. Beige Duo, with a neat routine of
The films are connecting links be- hand balancing and feats of strength.
tween her scenes, and with this These men have a good routine and
handicap her offering fell way short work in a consistent and rapid fashof her mark.
Miss Brice worked ion. Next came Harper and Blanks
sincerely, and the boys in her sup- with their songs, dance and charport did their best to overcome the acter portrayals. On the Loew time
mistakes made. But with all this this act was proclaimed as a rule
Miss Brice and her support must be one of the hits of a bill, but in big
excused for the showing. Miller and company fail to register, despite
Mack were the only ones who did their untiring efforts. Their manot have their act interfered with. terial is practically of the same calThe bing boys went into their songs iber as previously used, but they
with speed, and it must be said that have dressed the act up as far as
their work was the only thing that costuming is concerned. Next came
overshadowed what preceeded them. another offering which has played
They came through this chaotic all of the smaller houses throughout
show victorious. It was an acid test the country, and only last summer
for the boys, and they stood it like was seen at the Chateau here. This
24 -caret gold.
Gertrude Hoffman act played by Mr. and Mrs. Mel
and her American ballet camo on Burne, entitled "On the Sleeping
after a delay between her act and Porch," is of pre-prohlbition vintage,
Miller and Mack. After things were and with its dialog based on the
once set sho had the audience \v» '\ subject of drink, naturally scores.
her.
Miss Hoffman still carries but does not do so well as it did
that artisticnes8 And entertaining during its early career. "Sailor"
value with whicji dhe has always Bill Keilly, in the cream spot of the
renders his songs,
been identified. In all, although the first section
program did not list each number, stories and pianolog. Opening in his
Miss sailor costume Keilly sings a song
th*re were sixteen dances.
Huffman uses four spot iighls, two about the war beivg over '»nd therefrom the wings, one from the llys, fore tho necessity of changing to
and the house spot. Zarrell Brothers civilian clothes. After the change
were unfortunate enough to have to of attire Keilly proceeds with impressions of various members of a
Loop.
close this bill.
1

proved to be a pleasing one.

Nip and Lew Fletcher, on
next with their song and dancing
capers, scored. Their acrobatic and
eccentric dancing was executed in a
"nifty" fashion.
Next to closing

McDermott, who still is billed as "The Last
of Coxey's Army." McDermott has
spiced up his talk considerably for

was

Billy

the Shubert time, as well as having
Interpolated a rather "risque" parody

This
on "Apple Blossom Time."
song will probably be eliminated
from his routino by the management, but someone should have "cut"
it much earlier in his career on the
circuit.

Closing the show were John Robinson's Elephants, four well-trained
animals. The routine gives them an
opportunity to show their intelligence and they perform a good many

marvelous feats. They managed i,o
hold the patrons in better than the
average closing act.

vested**' the headline honor, in his
feminine characterisations displayed
a new array of gowns and costumes
as well as a headdress since last seen.
Kltlnge has a host of admirers here,
especially among the feminine species of the sex, who gasp with astonishment at his gorgeous array of
wardrobe. His vocal augmentation
and tcrp8ichorean efforts are conventional assets to allow the audience to admire and study his costumes and his graceful carriage and

bearing.

Mehlinger and Meyers, with their
musical melange, had the audience
syneopation mad, and tho more
Mehlinger sang the more the folks
out front wanted, with the act at
its

conclusion holding the

XcVICXEB'S, CHICAGO

XEDZIE, CHICAGO

Chicago, Nov. 2.
Charles Chaplin's latest release,
"The Idle Class," drew the crowds
In, and even kept
them waiting.
Tho new Chicago, the $4,000,000
movie house, is also showing Chaplin, as is the Rialto, but there seems
to bo enough Chaplin fans to go all
around and still last the week. Klpp
and Kippy, man and woman, jugglers, bowed first to the audience.
In most cases the woman in a juggling turn assists, but in this act she
works. They take in everything in
their work, and many comedy situations helped to make the act entertaining. Farrell and Hatch, two colored men, sing in typical cabaret
fashion. One also plays the piano.
They carry that delivery of Dixie
numbers which is commonly imi-

Chicago, Nov. 2.
The "shekels" of the neighborhood
are still being left at the box office
here with regularity; and the pro-

other stories, supplied dn abundance
A story
of mirth and merriment.
about a colored youth Just 'pushing
the "dominoes" around instead of
rolling them scored heavily, as did
his story of the light between the
"hoofer" and the piano player of a
picture house. His English and Irish
stories, based on his experiences in
Europe, were also well received.
Booth and Nina, man and woman,
trick bicycle and musical novelty,
opened the show. The man works
entirely alone on the bicycle, with
the woman being used in a few of
the tricks, also playing well several

numbers on a banjo.
Rodero and Marconi on next with
a violin and accordion novelty. The
act opens with Rodero playing the
violin, while Marconi, planted In the
orchestra pit, at times "sneezes.".
This of course attracts the attention of the violinist, with tho result
that cross-Are ensues and the man
in the pit comes on stage. The talk
used is reminiscent of the dialog
used by Al Shay no with his orches-

this week justifies this. Prier
to the opening of the vaudeville portion of the show a score of Salvation Army "lassies" took up a collection for their local drive for
funds. 'With the enthusiasm of the

woman doing a spiral while
hanging with her teeth from the top

of the

audience having been aroused by
the speeches and appeal for funds,
Jess and Dell, man and woman, who
began tho proceedings with their
manikin offering, were accorded a
reception upon their appearance.
From a novelty standpoint the act
is a most pleasing and entertaining
one, with the characterizations well
presented. Hill and Crest, two men,
"wop" and straight characterisations, appeared to be unable to get
started. In the "trey" spot was Ah
Sid, a Chinese vocalist, rendering
syncopated melodies.
Singing sn
Irish ballad off stage, with exact
enunciation and in an even brogue,
the appearanco of Ah Sid Is very
surprising, especially so through his
raiment of native hue. This "surprise" worked to his advantage, fer
after each number the approbation
accorded him was tumultuous.
Eddie and Birdie Conrad have an
offering which they have appeared
in hereabouts for several seasons,
with practically the same routine at
all times.
Conrad has ability, but
that
cannot overshadow vanity
which is so apparent in his performance. Miss Conrad, who has a pleasing personality, possesses a "parlor"
The reception actype of voice.
corded at the conclusion of the turn

and the man standing
on a square railing and doling giant
swings brought concentrated attention.
Fred and Willa Joyce sang
songs and spoke lines i»i prose form.
Miss Joyce carries much magnetism
about her, while Fred Joyce offered
contrast and needed atmosphere to
complete the picture. They were
well liked and obliged with an encore, the woman doing a Hawaiian was mild.
Coley and Jaxon, man and woman,
dance, while the man sang.
King and Rose, two men, drew on next, have a pleasing offering.
Robblns Family, an aggregation
The
many laughs, worked up situations
to important moments, and some- of acrobats headed by the father of
were on in the closing
the
troupe,
how finished to only two bows. The

of the tra.>s

1

The act is an entertaining
individual recognition spot.
and put his heart into a Dixie ballad. flash novelty which is presented in
Cleveland and Dowery supplanted a snappy fashion, devoid of interCarr Trio, who had worked several ludes and stalling.
shows but canceled or were canceled, depending on who you asked.
AMERICAN, CHICAGO
Cleveland and Dowery had a turn
that Is worth just what they have
Chicago, Nov. 2.
,
put Into it, and get the same attenA standard neighborhood program
tion and benefit they have given their was offered at this Orpheum, Jr,
(Continued on page 9)
audience, which is nothing.
A i
J
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we have orders from since last published
SYLVIA CLARK
CYGI and VADIE
HOLLNSIS SISTERS
KATE SIMMONS

Acts

TWO ACTS FOR

DWIGHT PEOPLE
W. E. COOK
HARRY RICH
BURNS and LORRAINE
STOWELL'S ILLUSIONS
PRINCE LEO
MARVELOUS MELLS
NATALIE and BADALIE
R. S. CLEVELAND
JOHNNY BECKER

list:

MAMIE REMMINGTON and
HER GEORGIA PEACHES
JACK DEMPSEY SHOW
HARRIET HOSMER

ALMOND

and HAZEL
DE ALBERT and MORTON
ANDERSON REVIEW
LAU ZANNE SISTERS
CARR TRIO
A. VACCO

JESSIE BLAIR STIRLING

TOM DAVIES

JAKE STERNAD'S MIDGETS

Oar New Plant
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Nearing Completion
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been prevalent in burlesque and re
•mjefl for a long time.. iTh« L'vjk is
mostly of the rapid- tire order, with
an abundant'* of "human apie-nl"
injected into it, making ii a ssuiu-ihe

NEW YORK COSTUME
COSTUMES
137 N.

-

gram

show up tenor scored

for two minutes prior to the advent
of the closing turn.
Walter C. Kelly, with his tales of
the "Virginia Judge" and a score of

i

Loop.

tated. They swing into each number with zip, and don't give the
crowd
a chance to get tired. SumPALACE, CHICAGO
mers Duo, a trapeze act, held third
Chicago. Nov. 2.
spot.
woman does the strong
On paper the current bill lined up jaw andThe
muscle work, with tho man
as a corking good show, but it turning and twisting at the
other
seemed to develop far from that.
end of the leather, which is held in
Julian Kltlnge, in whom was the woman's jaws. The final trick

PROFESSIONAL WEEKLY RATES
.

tertainment.

MARION

HOTELS
CHICAGO

"Pinched," a sketch, closed the
show, which ran later than scheduled, possibly due to tho last-minute
switch. This sketch has been on the
smaller time for several years, but
is of the type that can always stand
repeating.
Its underworld plot is
made to order for pop consumption.
Tom Dooley and Gunpowder and Co!
were not seen at this show.

Tom

tra "plant."* The talk is arranged
along the lines of tho Shayne dialog.
Both of the men are excellent musicians and could do a straight musical act in a most acceptable manner without resorting to the preliminaries in tho "pit."
Davis and Darnell in the "trey"
spot with their comedy classic.
"Rirdseed," ingratiated themselves
into the hearts of the audience from
the start and had an easy and
smooth road throughout their turn.
At the conclusion the act was accorded one of the most legitimate
and hearty rcceptins that has been
accorded to an art in this position
at any time In this house. Dainty
Marie, "Venus of the Air." who some
time ago had an accident in tho
house when she fell to the stage
from the rope she was working on.
was quite at c,:iso throughout her
in tii-- offering and unmindful of
her previous misfortune hero. Opening in a gown of antebellum days
design, Miss Meeker sings a. song
ST.
about
the "Old-Fashioned C.irl."
Madison
St.
505
516 N. Clark Street
after which she goes to her routine
on the roman ring:; and the rep"In an advantageous position Miss
Thoroughly modern.
('HANGK OF BATKfl:
Meeker made a substantial showing.
qin.iMi
fH.OO ana
and fO.OO
bntb
drip .
*jp.
without
Sam Mann and Co. in the comedy
ftlnsrl*,
p, minoDi
Wewly furnished.
""
----2.00 Convenient to all theatre*. playlet. "Home-Made Justice." by
flO.ftOnnd «I2.
I)ouhl<
I«-, without Hath.
r, with Bath
SUnscle,
§ in. no nnd SlU.
Andy Itice, found rather a hard time
Ir, with Bath. . . .$14.00 and *HI. OO'Free rehenrnal hall.
l>«abl<
getting started, due to the long
stage wait whieh ensued prior to
his appearance.
This vehiele gives
Mann an opportunity to display his
talents at "low comedy." but shows
nothing new or original as i;ir as the
idea, material and situations ;nv
together
concerned.
It
is patched
with situations and dialog that have

REGIS

1921

4,

like this never blame themselves,
but always prove alibis, vie Plan*
and Co., consisting of two men and
a woman, slapped over a hit. one
man acts as straight and the other
aa a Jew comic. The girl feeds the
comic, and the combination fits welL

ship's
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Chicago, Nov. 2.
The
mill in the local Exchanqe Opens with Bryant
Attendance At Balaban and courts isdivorce
not grinding as it should
House Drops
and Beehler in Charge
Katz
for this time of the year.
In the
past few years the Judges were busy
appending
their
signatures
to diChicago, Nov. 2.
Chicago, Nov. 2.
vorce decr> es during the latter part
With their cmcej completely
Following the opening of the new
of Octo v er; however, this year their
almost
when
25,000
furnished on the tenth floor of the
Chicago theatre,
task Is very light.
persons were turned away at the
Decrees were granted to the fol- Woods theatre building, the Shubcrt
performance, the business haa
[rgt
Western Vaudeville Exchange is
down grade. Thla new Bala- lowing this week:
sit the
Laura Rhodes Daly, chorus girl now in operation. Lester Bryant,
ipm & Katz houae, which is said to from Charles Daly
lessee and manager of the Play(non-profesthe most beautiful theatrical
house, is general manager of the
sional), on the grounds of cruelty.
itructure In the world, seats 5,000
Joe
McGrath
(McGrath
and new exchange .and Dave Beehler.
gad was built at a cost of more Deeds), vaudevil'e, from Lucy Mc- formerly of Beehler and Jicobs, is
calculated
was
upon
$4,000,000,
ban
Grath (Lucy Daly, formerly Sheldon booking manager of the new exat least bring in the "curious" and Dai-'y, now Daly and Warde), change.
The first fid to be booked
weeks to come. Juat to get
for many
by Beehler over the circuit was
the same vaudeville, on grounds of desertion.
a flash at the place, and at
Pearl's Roumanian Gypsies.
•Warde
was
formerly
McGrath's
It is
time to fill the house to capacity at vaudeville paitner.
claimed by agents who are booking
all performances.
through
Helen
Raparawitz
(Helen
Huner),
the
Shubert
exchange
that
However, such did not prove to vaudeville, from George Rapara- eleven weeks' work will be
forthopening day
ae the case, as after the
witz. moving picture operator, on coming from the opening of activiavernge
to an
the house has played
the grounds of cruelty.
ties on the circuit.
The first of the
two-thirds capacity
of ono half to
^shows on the circuit will begin its
former
the
about
hovering
is
and
tour
on
Sunday
at
the Oliver theAT
AMERICAN
HOSPITAL
time.
lake »« most of the
atre in South Bend.
Chicago, Nov. 2.
The shows presented here are
to
The
According
advices
following
received
are
patients
at
the
has t-^'n
said to be the best Chicago
American Hospital, under the per- here Arthur Klein has laid out the
from a picture house presentation sonal care of Dr. Max Thorek:
shows for alt of the Eastern
The opening bill conItandpnint.
Blllie Martin, of the Baby Vamps, Shubert theatres for the next fourselections
aisteil of orgtui solos, song
has
had
an
operation
on
her
chest.
teen weeks, and therefore, none of
c'assical artists, music by an orf
Ml sclia Malecroff, Russian dancer, the acts booked through the new
chestra of 95 musicians under the has been
under treatment for an In- offices will play at any of the Eastat
''direction of Nathaniel Fln3ton.
jured knee.
ern houses or the original houses
one time musical conductor at the
Bot
Schaeffcr,
a dancer, is suffer- 'on the circuit until that period has
TalCapitol in New York, Norma
elapsed.
The Sign on the Door"; ing from an injured knee.
feadg: In
Mr I^-.m P.erezniak, theatrical
That the Western exchange will
Buster Keaton in the comedy, "The atton
has
his
injured
had
arm
y.
have immediate work to offer to
fiayhousc." incidental films and a and is under Dr. Thorek's care.
acts Is denottd by the fact that
pretentious tableaux with 150 pooVictoria Hutcrt. of Geo Whites theatres
have been procured
is suffering with a sore throughout
Scandals,
thin section for bookThe admission price here 1b scaled throat.
Among
the houses that will
ing.
perevening
the
ap to 6C cents at
Lewis,
Follies
of
NeV
of
the
Fay
be supplied with programs aie the
and that price is 16 cents
forman
bee:i operated on for ap- Oliver theatre, South Bend. Ind.,
has
York,
tn excess of the price charged at pendicitis.
and houses In I'ort Wayn\ Ind.;
-the State-Lake, the Orphcum Jr.
Helen Rcmaine, of Plunket & R»» Terre Haute. Ind.; Kvanivllle and
house lipr*\ which is located direct- maine, Jean Bedini Show, has been
Gary Ind.; Milwaukee, Wis.: St.
and gives for a
ly across the street
operated on for appendicitis.
Paul, Minneapolis, Duluth, Minn.;
50-cent top seven acts of big time
Gertrude Gang, of Somu Show and Superior, Wis. The houses In
vaudeville and a feature picture beon
tur
operated
haa
been
Company,
St. Paul and Minneapolis are said
Since the economic readtides.
tumor.
to be some of the Finklestein and
justment has been going on the
Miss Caliess, grand opera singer, Rubin, which are now showing feabeen
have
here
patrons
theatre
Hospital
American
the
at
Is
here
ture films. These houses are to be
Show shopping, with the result that under medical treatment.
put into shape so that they can
thei
the place offering the most for
Mrs. Daisy Pendleton, known on play the vaudeville programs in a
which
upon
money has been the one
engaged
North,
Daisy
as
the stage
few weeks.
have been endow.ng their
*they
in the production of musical reReport has It also that the new
patronage. Therefore, it remains a
on
"or ap- exchange has arranged to book a
operated
been
has
views,
the
matter of conjecture whether
She is get- number of the outlying and
pendicitis and tumor.
encan
admlnsion
of
present scale
ting along well.
neighborhood theatres in Chicago,
'to the "wonder
tice the patrons
Mr. B. Jordon, playing with Fred which are now being booked by an
picture palace," or whether they
Stone and Co., met with an ac- independent exchange.
vaudeville
the
prefer to frequent
He is
cident, breaking three ribs.
theatres, where both vaudeville and
receiving treatment at the
still
feature pictures are shown for a

New

;

.

,

'

.

Ex -Service Men

American Hospital.
admission price.
Blllye Newton, chorus girl, with
overIt la said that the weekly
Sim Williams Girls from Joyland,
head at the Chicago will average in
and
week. has been operated on for tumor
the neighborhood of $22,000 a
has. left the hospital in good condi-
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Hazel Brand, with the Midnight
Rounders, at the Garrick theatre,
was operated on for appendicitis,
but has been discharged from the
hospital in splendid condition.
Frank Morrell, a very well known
singer, was here for treatment as
he was suffering with trouble with

both feet.
dition.

He has

left In fine

I

W

tilt*.
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Losw Office
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Beehler.
6

who had been shell
and had as their only means of
and entertainment an
Edison phonograph with fourteen
records, of which only one was In
good condition.
This record, he
said, was "Mammy Mine." made by
Miss Rowland, and that tho boys
would put it on time after time
throughout the day until their supply of needles would wear out.
Investigation made by Variety

*«
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»TMI.Kim-UI<nM)K

HII

«m.

phonograph

sketch, "No Trespassing." The story
is of a conventional but complex
nature, with Miss Vincent portraying tho role of an authoress and
playwright who desires her husband
to listen to the reading of a story
which ahe desires to havo augmented into dramatic form. He refuses,
and as a result she gets her brother
to pose as a long-lost husband of
hers. He appears on the scene; the
real husband grows Jealous and la
about to kill the trespasser when
sho informs him that ahe had to
resort to these methods to have htm
listen to her story and that the situations enacted by herself and
brother were the Incidents on which
her play was baaed. Of course, the

and

records

Brown

Bros, for

I

needles.

Any

of these entertainment pcrqulsltes for these unfortunate war
veterans can be sent to "Mrs. Marr,
Ward 229. Cook County Hospital.
Chicago, III.." and she will see to it
that- they are used for tho entertainment of the boys in this ward.

husband then saw Its possibilities,
and all ended well. This sketch is
well acted by Miss Vincent and her
associate players, and made a very
good impression. Miss Vincent Is
entitled to a word of compliment on
J

[the scenic investitures used.

MOORE TAKES "LITTLE"

Jack

Ostorman

opens

in

making

Is

his

round of the local neighborhood
Brother of Menlo Moore Assumes house.*;, and this, as the others on
his list, has among Its patrons a
Charge—Harris Quits
host of his admirers, and therefore
Chicago, Nov. 4.
the reception accorded him was a
It
is a
"rocky road'' tho Little most cordial one.
Thla versatile
Cltb, at the Randolph hotel, is com- youth doles out to the folks smart
piled to travel along.
and crisp chatter of a kind they
Will Harris, who got the club enjoy and supplements It with a
which was patterned after the New score of songs of a comedy vein,
York "Littlo Club" under way after which rounded his offering out to
the hit of the bill.
a turbulent time with the police
Lirtu Coates, who for the past
authorities, after
two weeks as three years haa been reclining in
manager of the establishment, has the burlesque field, is returning to
turned over the reins to Lowell the variety with a quartet of colored
Moore. Moore Is a brother of Menlo youth. Miss Coates, depending on
Moore, of Moore and Megley, the their talents, makes two appearances, delivering syncopated melovaudeville producers.
dies, without the sest and harmony
she displayed In her past vaudeville

MAKES WILKE MAKE GOOD
Chicago, Nov.

offerings.

2.

Judgment was granted Edith
len,

a

cabaret

performer,

Alagalntu

BECKER BROS.

Hugo Wilke, president of the Wilke
Amusement Company, in the amount
of $100 by Judge James Haas in the
Municipal Court.
Miss Allen alleged in her complaint that she had
worked for Wilke in a cabaret revue
at the States Kestaurant, and that
he had given her a check for $100
as payment for part of her salary
and that it had been returned from
the bank. The Judgment and costs
were paid as soon as the decision of
the court 'vas made.
The Wilke Revue has also received
a two-week cancellation notice on
its contract at the States Restaurant
and will close its engagement Nov.
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New Chicago

Chicago. Nov.
Tin- Six l'.rown Brothers, with
Tip Top." at tlw clo.r
l-'n-d Slonf's
nl"
thHr st'.'isnii with tin; show in
will play an <>ight-werk on.liiin*
iMgrmcnt at ITilahan and Kalz'n
Chiragn theatn-. Th»-y will b<> hack
with the Stoiif show when it- s«msuti

Frank

Claire Vincent, assisted by

H. Gardner and Co., two men and
two women, appeared In the comedy

has substantiated the statement of
Dexter, and Mrs. Marr, the nurse in
charge of this ward, stated that the
boys hod received a piano the othor
day. but were in great need of sheet
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nicors
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isters at all times. Their harmony
efforts are also of a pleasing type.

recreation

music,

two men and a woman,
in line.
Their aggrega-

songs, dialog and instrumental selections met with hearty
applause from the audience. Duval
of

tion

and SymondS, man and woman, in
the "trey" spot, havo a novelty singing and talking skit. The talk is of
shocked the croas-flre topical tort and reg-

sold iera

'J

!

REVUE
FOUR DIFFERENT CHAPTERS
X

to
of

Chicago, Nov. 2.
Jacobs, since tho vithdrawal
of Dave Beehler from tho Beehler
the Grand theatre, Joliet. 111. The & Jacobs, is said to havo made
two
overtures to Irving Tishman, a
company consists of 15 midgets,
elephants, six ponies and several formor assoeialo. to replace Beehler
as
a
weeks
ten
play
will
It
dogn.
with the agency.
of
TishiiKMi is now booking on Miroad show and then begin a tour
over
circuit,
L(.m-w floor with Ale x Ilanlon.
tho Shubert vaudeville
Dave
by
booked
been
has
which it

BLOOM'S
"MID-NITE
—
—
"l*TXI ,mv. »KtOI<»

8aid

Tishman

Chicago. Nov. 2.
Jake Sten.in.Vfl Midgets', a road
way this week at
under
show, got

--°»

Trio, also

were next

.

BEEHLER'S SUCCESSOR

con-

MIDGETS FOE SHUBERT

m#E* IKE

house. The attendance ia holding
in a consistent manner, With thi>
patrons being well contented with
the entertainment provided them.
Opening the vaudeville portion of
the program were Kobbins, Nylin
and Kobbins, two men and a woman,
with a novelty and trick rollerskating offering.
Tho routine of
this trio la very meritorious and executed in snappy fashion. The Nifty

up

Chicago, Nov. 2.
Through a letter Bent by a former
patient at the Cook County Hospital
to Adele Rowland, telling her that
the inmates of tho ward, mostly exservice men, had enjoyed a number
of records made by Miss Rowland,
tho fact came to light that the boys
there ore hungry for music and entertainment.
In the letter to Miss Rowland.
Fred L. Dexter, u former performer.
told how the ward which lie had
been confied in contained many ex-

CLARK

Jacobs

OPPOSITE
•L" STATION

in

'

greatly Improved.

LENORE BERNSTEIN

Loop That Bars Sal

Chicago, Nov. 2.
theatres in the Loop
with the exception of the Cort theatre permitted tho theatrical committee in charge of the Salvation
drl/c for funds to make collections from the audiences.
"Sport" U. J. Hermann, manager
of the theatre, In denying this privilege to Mrs. Charles Kohl, who was
in charge of the work in the thetheatre manatres, told her that
agers after the var had agreed. to
allow no further collections, so
t\ jrefore he wouM not permit any
The other manain his theatres.
gers v/ho are members of the Managers' Association, however, permitted the collection to be made.

Miss Moore, of Allen and Moore,
appearing in a singing and dancing
act, was operated on for appendicitis and has left In good condition.
Peggy Creed, chorus girl at the
States Congress theatre, was at the
hospital receiving treatment for intestinal trouble, but is much im-

Martha Sahera, appearing

in

vation Collectors

(Continued from page 8)
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BURLESQUE

Friday,
*-.—

MAY SUSPEHD

CASEY

STREET PARADE REVIVED BY

BURIT

Allows Use of Boxes
ish

Old Stand-by of Minstrel Troupes Re-introduced at
Springfield Monday
Used Years Ago in Bur-

—

lesque, but

New

for Present Generation

For the first time in upwards of
SI years the street parade was used
to conjunction with a burlesque
•how,

last

JOHNSON RECOVERS

Monday, Joe Wilton re- 8ees

Fake

Solicitor,

Him

Invites

Into Car and Gets Back $50
viving the idea aj an aid to boosting the business of "Joe Wilton's
Jack Johnson recovered $50 last
Hurly Burly, which opened for a
week's engagement at the Plaza week from a phony advertising
who had obtained the sum
solicitor
Springfield,
Mass.
theatre,
The
Wilton troupe assembled 45 strong while Johnson was appearing re1b accordance with accepted min- cently at the Gaiety.
The pugilist parted with 50
strel traditions at 11:45 a. m. Monday and headed by a brass band of smacks after the alleged solicitor
paraded through the had represented that he was from
It
pieces
Variety's staff.
After Variety apstreets of the New England city.
The innovation, according to re- peared minus the advertisement.
ports from Springfield, attracted Johnson realized he was stung.
Driving down Broadway in his
anusua) attention to the opening of
the "Hurly Burly" show. Prior to Haynes racer one day, Johnson rethe formation of the present bur- cognized the gyper and pulling in
lesque wheel systems, In the old to the curb ordered him into the
'*

days when the burlesque troupes
msed to ''wild-cat" through the
country, booking themselves by letter and word of mouth, it was customary for each show to carry a
band and hold a street parade.
Many a Broadway star of today
started his career with burlesque
shows of this type, with which the

Western

cities, also

make

his

being kept

decision

about

the

bit

in.

They drove to the office of Ike
where the man gave his

PEOPLE'S OPTIONAL

for misrepresentation

and obtaining

bles to a friend,

trou-

who appeared

fifty,

with
which he turned

ECONOMY HARD ON MISS DEAN
Hattie Dean, ingenue with Hurtig
and Seamon's "Puss Puss," an
American Circuit attraction, was

The People's. Philadelphia, goes
i*.o the Columbia wheel route
next \.eek, but it will bo optional
with tho Columbia shows whether
they play the People's or not under
the new arrangement.
The People's was a spoke in the
Columbia for upwar :^ of 10 years.
until a few weeks prior to th* end
of last season, when It dropped off,
because of a continued run of bad
Shortly after the openbusiness.
ing of th- current season, the Peobuck

given her notice, effective this Saturday night at the Olympic. The
action follows the economy program of the circuit heads. Miss ple's became an American wheel
Dean's role v Ml be allotted to two stand. It only played the Amerirecruits from the chorus.
can shows for a short period. The
average grossed about $1,600.
OFFER $2,600 TO TANGUAY
The Billy Watson Show will be
The American Burlesque Associa- the initial Columbia attraction. The
shows will play the PeoColumbia
tion in its efforts to secure "names"
as added attractions for Its shows ple's on a 65-45 sharing arrangehas offered Eva Tanguay $2,500 a ment. 55 to the show and 45 to the
week to join one of the wheel shows. house.

fire

BURLESQUE REVIEWS

PXMAHN ADDED

The Great Herrmann joined
George Jaffe's "Chick Chick" at the
Empire, Hobokcn, Monday, as an
added attraction with the "Sawing
This
illusion.
"Sawing a
Woman" act for the American

a Womaii in Half
makes the second

wheel, the other the P. T.

Selbit
version, opening with "Whirl of
Oirls" last week at the Gayety?
Brooklyn. Sam Howe's Show on the
Columbia wheel also has the "Sawing" illusion as a feature turn.

Billy Sunday, in reply to the tender of an engagement as an added
feature with an American wheel
show, made by the Ike Weber office
recently, Informed Weber he. could
not accept, In view of the fact that
he (Sunday) was booked ahead for
the next two years for lecture tours.

A

representative of the Weber ofstated tli 3 evangelist made no
objection as regards appearing with
fice

a burlesque show.

MARRYING ON STAGE
~

James Raymond and Victoria
Wolf were scheduled to be married
on the stage of the Plaza theatre,
Both
Springfield, Thursday night.
are members of the Joe Wilton
(American
show
Burly
Hurly
wheel).

FINALE B008T8 LABOR
Kansas
For the

City,

Nov.

finale of the first act

Tin-
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Ml** Ferguson
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Sim

Williams' "Girls From Joyland" feature "The Labor's Marsellaise," Introducing coopers, tinkers, cobblers
and finishing with a transformation.
electric anvil chorus and labor parade, in which are carried banners
reading "Union Forever." "Live and

•

.

Ari'lv

.

Miss narlow

.

Viola Pohlen
Hattie Dean

MIm Hart
Sporting DwheM

Slattio l>e Leco

I.t Hickman

r.ollhoy

Hay Road

Mike irpgns

liolton

Hurtig

& St^mnn have

a show at
that recalls

burlesque show better the Olympic this week
Jansen and "Maby far than many a pretentious the days of Ben
musical
comedy this dame Kxeuse Me." "Irish Justice"
Broadway
"Keep Smiling" of James E. Coop- is the scene, and the heartiest
currently at the Columbia. laughter of the season greeted the
er's
Many factors contribute to making always funny courtroom scene with
It has
It a corking entertainment.
been splendidly produced. The cos- Ray Read as the judge. It was
wisely dropped down at the finale of
effects
The
light
pretty.
Is
tuming
are colorful and the scenic changes the show, for nothing in the comedy
line could have followed it.
It has
new, bright and frequent.
"Puss Puss" is a laughing show
been adequately cast, and above all
and more important than the rest th jughout and demonstrates what
can
be done by Intelligent
./ection
Beal
combined, it has comedy.
comedy that secures smiles, giggles and careful selection of comedy
business
when
assembling
a book.
and ripples, also roars, yells and
howls. The first part is rather se- The dialog is peppy and, though not
date from a comedy standpoint. original in many spots, has at least
There are laughs, to be sure, plenty been carefully lifted.
It is an exceptionally well dressed
of them in the initial session, but
,..,„.»
it's in the second part that the re-il
show both
„„... „„
as to
,.„ chorus
.,^.„„ „..„
and princi
,,.
old-fashioned wows are located, (pals, with Mattic De here the prima
That's one of the important virtues donna, displaying a wardrobe that
of this show— it has balance and any woman might envy. She also
It
starts off exhibited the nearest approach to a
sustained interest.
quietly
unfolding v ic among the feminine con.neasily
not
smoothly as it runs along, increas- genf. The souhrette wa Viola Rohing its pace by progressive degrees len, a nice looking, plump \ mdina
until it reaches an 80-mile-an-hour who danced well and "caked" her
clip a half-hour or so before the way Into the good graces of the
finish— and at the finish ltsolf— it's mob. Hattie Dean, the ingenue, led
sweeping along like a cyclone.
several
numbers acceptably and
L»ast season the show was called looked well at
all times.
'Roseland Girls," a title It carried
Four full stage sets, two in each
for several seasons previously. Bert half, were,
if not new. at least newly
Lahr is featured with "Keep Smil- painted and substantial looking sets.
He does his putty-nosed

—

A dandy

can be appreciated.

BUBLESQUE BOTJTES
Povsd 6y PJlrtfi

will, hto

THIRTY -SIX IN THIS ISSVU

'

At the Forty-fourth Street theatre there was a good -sized audience.
The laughing hits wero Dickinson and Deagon and James Barton.
Cecil Cunningham wore a gorgeous evening gown of a thin metallc
material, covered with six narrow panels of green chiffon, edged
with gold fringe. The panels, quite short In front, were longer at the
sides and formed a train at the back.
The young blonde woman with'
James Barton was in an evening gown of iridescent sequins. Earnest
Evans* girls formed a bridal party dressed in white. They wore large
hats and carried flowers.
Genevieve McCormack has a dancing bride In a short, white frock.
She changed to a rather home-made looking dress of violet lace. The
orchestra, under F. F. l>aab. formerly of the Palace, was a treat to listen
There is a grout chance here to make this theatre a real English
to.
music

ball.

Antonio Moreno's il!rn, "The Secret of the Hills," Is another bidden
treasure story. Lillian Hall, playing opposite Mr. Moreno, is an insipid
little blonde and appears in a restaurant scene in a wrap with a fur
collar.
I'nderneath was. a simple evening frock. For traveling a nutria
sport coat and small hat was the costume. A long-walsted dress seemed to
be of velvet embroidered in fine lines of white, the skirt having several
panels. Oleta Ottis wore u splendid gown of sequins in black and silver
stripes.

Who

Not so at the Colonial
said vaudeville business was bad?
Anna Belle, a comely red-head,
night with every seat taken.
appeared
first
in a very short, blackwith Joe and Sherman Treunell,
lace dress and pink tights. Two full-flower costumes were in gold and

Monday

black and blue and silver.
Is Frances Pritchard the same girl who was a sensation one open*
ing night on Broadway? If so, where are the lovely long curls? This
Miss Pritchard has bobbed hair. The taffeta cape first worn was captiUnderneath
vating. It was salmon pink, with a gauzy panelled back.
very short frock of pink
was a white chiffon dress, cut in points.
A heavily Jetsilk, the skirt cut in wide scallops, edged with silver.
studded waist had net for a skirt Discarding the skirt, Miss Pritchard
was in sort of a union suit of the black-studded material. Tho boys
with Miss Pritchard need new Tuxedos,
Elsa Ryan has an amusing playlet in "Peg for Short," but wears a
most ugly dress. It was black, made In one piece, with a white Jabot
Were Miss Ryan's corsets uncomrunning from shoulder to hem.
fortable? Else why did she l-eep pulling at her waistline?
Carl Randall has two nice girls in Dorothy Ryan and Berta Donn.
Tho girls dance better than they dress. One was in a sho: silk of
violet and red, and the other In blue. The skirts were pretty, but both
frocks were cut badly at the neck and »he sleeves were most unbecoming.
Mr. Gallagher and Mr. Shcan have much to thank Bryan Foy for, for
wrifng that song; and what a riot they were Monday night.

A

What

a splendid

picture "Dangerous Curves Ahead,"

is.

A

Chaplin

All the captions are a scream until the
film never held more laughs.
film takes a serious turn. Helene Chadwick, the girl, is first a silly debuA party
tante, and later becomes a really beautiful society woman.
dress of white is shown, the skirt cut in deep petals edged with crystal*

A bridesmaid dress was made with full skirt and a rounded neck. A
walking dress had an accordeon plaite*U skirt and a plain bodice made
with long sleeves. Miss Chadwick looked well in a plaid silk bathing
suit.
Several negligees of the long flowing sleeve style were worn. But
the most charming costume of all was an evening gown of lridescents on
tulle with jet tassels.
A headdress of paradise was most elaborate.
The two men associated with Miss Chadwick in this picture were very
good looking, inasmuch as they looked the real men, not mere actors.
And the scenery alone was well worth seeing.
also as a picture. But
she does dress the part
looked exceptionally young.
There was a becoming riding habit of checkered material and one evenA soft
ing gown worthy of Miss Talmadge's reputation as a dresser.
georgette was laid over gold. A gorgeous diamond tassel hung from ft
chain of the same gems was also worn.

"Poppy" as a book was far-fetched, and

Norma Talmadge does very well in it, even
badly. As a child in gingham Miss Talmadge

is

if

.

—

—

;

ing."

He's
rind situation perfectly.
when the managers of both theatres dining
clean, inclined to be a bit boisterous
and shows were stoutly do. -la ring at times, works like a. Trojan althat everything would be "open ways, but at the same time never
shop" the incongruity of the thin ; gives the appearance of straining

V

Jlnrry

I**raii< is

"Dutch" type and makes it unfailingly funny throughout the show.
Mr. I.ahr has a real sense of travesty—something that can hardly be
Let Live," "In Union There Is said of more than one burlesque
As the some was eonii<\ Ho knows how to handle all
Strength," etc.
produced and rehearsed at a time of the httle ins and outs of comedy

1

Jamc* Wilson
lWrt Marks
I.*»w Marks

,lv',;

—

NOT FOB BILL SUNDAY

.

"PUSS PUSS"

KEEP SMILING
The fironm
The Villain
The Vamp
The l*ri<l»?
The I'rp
The llri<lenni;iid
Tho Host Man..

A corking bill at the Palace was sadly spoiled by an act called "The
Love Race." If this act showed after the Monday matinee something
is wrong with the bookers.
Bessie Clayton put over once again a tr*«

i

retain the old-

time street parade as a sure
attendance bo .ler.

OEEAT

deny this
would result in a general breakdown of the
rule, but was finally prevailed upon
to let the burlesque go on at the
Monday night show, when ho would
Casey was Inclined to
request, claiming that it

Weber,

money under false pretenses.
Mayer thereupon phoned his

By THE SKIRT

mendous sensation.. The ladles' dressing room Is the place to hear the
Boston, Nov. 2.
real opinions, and adjectives such as marvelous, gorgeous, wonderful
"Spanish Love" will show in this and splendid abounded. Miss Clayton never worked harder nor looked
city.
After looking it over, City better. Her first appearance was made In a mauve chiffon made full in
the skirt of many layers and a close-fitting bodice. A sash was tied
at
Censor John Casey decided it could the side. Also
in mauve was an old-fashioned costume.
A tiny, black
be shown, even though the boxes toque' had two feathers, one green, the other mauve.
and the floor of the house is used
A striking costume was of coral velvet. The skirt made very full
generally in the presentation of the had a wide band of possum. A pale, blue ballet dress was oi t a ft eta,
edged
with plumes.
Readly gorgeous was still another ballet dress.
show.
The material was of heavy satin, embroidered In gorgeous pastel
This is supposed to be against the shades. At the sides, were
draped huge coke feathers. Martha Pry or, on
local censorship rules, but as Casey No. 2, is a striking-looking brunette, with bobbed hair and long
earrings.
could see nothing objectionable in
Her dress, was black, heavily studded In steel. Jet chains hung below
the performance ne is allowing it. the hem.
As a result of his decision in this
Anita Diaz was in cloth of silver made with a puff at the hips. Verna
show an appeal was made to him Mosconl, of the famous family, was pretty In a silver dancing frock
"Spanish
on
burlesque
to let
a
Landed with feather trimming. Another dress was of black net.
Love" be used Monday night by
Pearl Nagley, with Bessie Clayton, a pretty blonde, wore several nice
"The Passing Show."
dresses, all for dancing, one being white chiffon and one a black lace.

name as Charles Mayer. Weber and Columbia Circuit Adds It, But
Johnson threatened him with arrest
Shows Need Not Play It

over to Johnson.

The Idea as far as contemporaneous burlesque is concerned, however,
will be new to the present generation.
It- revival will undoubtedly
be watched with 1 .it crest by other
burlesque men. alert to grab any
plan that might prove a boost to
business.
The street parade appears to be an experiment with the
"Hurly Burly" show, which is an
American wheel attraction, its continuance depending on what results
it may bring at the box office.
The 11:45 parade still remains a
feature with th
several minstrel
troupes that are playing the smaller
country.
cities
throughout
the
Uncle Tom shows, and many of the
tented aggregations
touring the

"Span-

Love"

car.

band was always an important fea- the necessary
ture.

in

1921

4,

AMONG IDE WOMEN

BOSTON CENSOR RULE

JOE WILTON'S "HURLY

November

:

for effect in the slightest degree.
With all of the facility of expression
of the experienced burlesqnor at his
command Lahr combines this practiced touch with ih.-» life' artd tfplfit
that springs naturally out of the

(Continued on page

i!3)

A

bull ring

was

utilized

ftfr

Tuesday was like a summer day, but it was zero at the Columbia
theatre matinee.
James E. Cooper calls this burlesque show "Keep
Smiling," and the audience obeyed. Very seldom did they laugh. This
show went much better in Syracuse, where I saw It three weeks ago.
Miss Melton made a picturesque "vamp" and dressed the ro'.e admirably.
She is a striking brunette with a pleasing voice. Miss Ferguson is also
a pretty brunette, if only she didn't sing. Her head tones are painful.
Miss Melton as Rose of Washington Square wore a long black satin
mantle bordered with orange fringe. A red satin bodice, made quite long.
had a black skirt. Gray chiffon was combined with flame-colored plumes
with a turban to match. A gold cloth gown had blue plumes trailing
from the hips. A harem costume consisted of long gold pants with »
(Continued on page 15)

a .'unity

of low comedy hokum, with
Lee Hickman, the other comedian,
and Ray Read inside of a prop bull.

piece

•

II
kman stuck out all over the production like a thumb. He di
rednosed tramp character and made it
stand up glibly and smoothly. givi
able assis .ince to Re >d'' reform*

NORWICH WOULDN'T DO
Dropped By American Wheel After

BURLESQUE CHANGES
The Three Wcldnnos, with

the

ahoy last season, start
as an added attraction with Kelly
The «'o!onia tin at re, Norwich, .t Kahn's Cabaret Girls. American
Tad minus the "sluggers."
Another high light among t..< Conn, tried out for the last two wheel show, this week. The Weldcomedy contributions was the Jani- or tnree we. ks by the American anos do an aerial turn.
tor Uiggins apartment house bit, as Burlc>i|uo Association
as a onedone heretofore on the other wheel nighter.
will
be dropped off the
by Ed Lee W'rothe ami Owen Marroute
-

f

tin^

Fortnights Trisl

Sells -Floto

1

Read

doesn't get as much out of
the' oMglhatdr! but gleaned

this week.

BURLESQUE ENGAGEMENTS

Norwich played as pari of a split
William Marcus has
more laughs than have revcrbc-»ted week with Amsterdam and Blovcrs- pointed
agmt
rtdvtfncV
(Continued on page 23)
ville supply the other two nights.
Dorty'a "Sugar Plums."
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REPEATED AND "LIFTED" MATERIAL

TOMMYS TATTLES

One* upon a time vaudeville seemed a colony; now It looks like a
domain. Vaudeville Is everywhere and everywhere are vaudeville acta
Juat

possible that vaudeville, in Its big time, intermediate time,
small time and other time, not to mention muscal comedy has passed
beyond control of its acts and their material stage material.
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Marshal Foch should have a nice time In America unless some one
Wherever vaudeville is watched nowadays, In whatever houses, there
City
is seen or heard
eard material used by other acts in other houses. As an takes him to a musical comedy that haa a comedian playing a Frenchexample, two big-time vaudeville theatres may be visited the same man.
clay or the same week, each having an act or acts doing or saying, as a
.11
Railroad strike was canceled before it opened, in fact before the
Cents portion of their turn (usually the beat part of it) what another act or script of the play was even finished. This makes another world's record
acts are using.

20

for failures.
No. 11
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The

Leah Peck as the new leading lady
in "The Bad
It Holbrook Blinn
M has not only won the unlfan
tlnted praise of the critics in Chi-

cago and Boston for her beauty and
the intelligence and finesse of her
performance, but also draws praise
from the star, who says ho finds
her an accomplished person to have
She has returned to the
opposite.
stage after
in

is still

.

a

five years'

absence and

her early twenties.

The Lew Brice-Nick Arnstein restaurant attempt on 43d street lasted
two weeks. It collapsed when a
dance license was refused the place.
The refusal came as a result of the
troublo

some weeks ago when Du-

rand's, which the brothers-in-law
took over, was raided for giving an

Briceindecent performance, befo.
Arnstein were in control. Bricc says
great
be
should
restaurant
the
money maker when they are coming.
In the two weeks, he said, and
starving to death, the place itill
broke even. Four parties a night
ti>ok up the overhead, according to
Lew. This was a side street resort.

By an inadvertence the act
mund Lowe was mentioned

of

Ed-

quickest illustration of this Is. say, that known as "burlesque
Originally that was an original bit of vaudeville stage
business, and at its origin confined to its creating act.
When vaudeville was a colony that act held. to its mlnd-rcadlng bit, through moral
or some other force. The act was recognized as the originator and the
material "was left alone." As vaudeville expanded, no such close watch
could be kept. A flopping act, or otherwise an act not making good with
its own stuff, realizing it required a sure-fire hit, hopped on the burlesque mind-reading. It was aa sure-fire for the thieving act as for the
originator. Some other act might have slipped It in when playing a tank.
maybe Just for a !augh or as a theft. Again 'It stood up and the laugh
was so hearty the third act also kept it in. Others saw the copies and
others used it. Maybe some modified or transformed It somewhat, but
there It was, the oil sure-fire. Other bits of stage business in vaudeville arc nearly uj common.
Possibly irt vaudeville all over the country
tome bits are even more so.
In dialog of the laugh-pointed sort,

8mall time

Is

and has been the breeding p!ace of stage material thieves.

The bapd came from ConThe vaudeville associations have acclaimed what they would do and
Intended to do about these lifters. In toto, they have done nothing.
Some complaints have been gone into and decisions rendered, but nothing has in any way relieved vaudeville of Its act and gag stealers.

Tho gag stealing is dally growIf there Is a way, it should be found.
Whlteman ing more prevalent. Acts appear to think any gag that sounds good and
would have can be used without immediate discovery is their property. After using
been hardly any difference noted in it a week or so they believe it is theirs, and would protest against its use
the music.
by anyone else. Like an act, using a stolen gag and accused of it,
claimed ownership through having employed it first in the city he was
The R. H. Macy Co. case against caught with it That's similar to the N. V. A.'s decision in the "Sawing
the Victor Talking Machine Co., in tho Woman" matter, that Goldln Is entitled to show the illusion over here
which the department store recov- because he did it first in the United States. A decision of that nature
ered a judgment for $159,000, is due does more to encourage material stealing than all the efforts to stamp it
to come again shortly on the appeal. out could avert.
The Victor company objected to
Macy's retailing its records at a
Taking up the "Sawing a Woman" incident for a moment The M. U.
price below what it stamped them, Aft, the official organ of the Society of the American Magicians, of which
and discontinued Macy's as a dis- Harry Houdinl is president, published last week a program of the Wintributor, as a result of which the chester Music Hall in England containing an announcement of "Sawing
local emporium began court pro- a Lady in Twol
Wonderful Resuscitation!" That is figured by Houdinl
the early 80s.
ceedings and recovered damages.
to have been programed at the Winchester Music Hall in
mentioned
Prof. Hengler was the magician. Other similar illusions are
extract from
an
Welly Howes, of the Keith office, by Houdinl, going back to the 70's. and also referring to
has taken over the books of the The Memoirs of Robert Houdinl in which is mentioned the cutting of a
Majestic, Paterson, N. J„ a split woman in half, producing twins dressed the same as the dismembered
week house formerly booked by woman. Which would seem to dispose of the P. T. Selblt claim of origiChas. Anderson of the same office. nation of this magic. On the other hand, however, Selblt in reviving a
credit and rights
forgotten piece of mystery, might as well be given full
The benefit Tor Freddie Watson of priority as to say Goldin ia entitled to it through having first produced
was held Wednesday night at the it here.
immediately

Cables from Europe say the population of the leading countries is
again getting restless, There hasn't been an American film star over
there in nearly two weeks.

New York

newspapers are finding out that there is something wrong
in charge of the liquor enforcement laws.
What a sur•
prise to tho people of our country, what a surprise!

with the

men

Feace treaty with Germany was signed.

was held away ovor so long

that

it

BUT, ON THE
Hokum.

it's

An electrical mechanical reproduction of the battle of Chateau
Thierry is now In preparation, and
according to the interested sponsors.
Will soon be shown for the winter
Period in one of the U. S. armories
in New York, and later placed in
Coney Island at an admission of 25
cents.

and

Brooklyn,
havo
days a week.

W.

J.

Forrest
vaudeville

rnrk,
three

Freedman has been appoint-

ed manager of Locw's Metropolitan,
Cleveland.

Nina Byron, who was to have replaced Florence O'Dciinlshawn in
th *
"Follies,"
appeared for the
dunce star during the period when
the Litter was ill.
She is the understudy for Miss O'Dcnnishawn.
Because of some trouble over the
War tax question. Nicholas Schcnele
the Locw offices called all the
ew house managers in a meeting

uncommon, but It was only a
Repeating songs on one program is not
same bit of comedy busifew weeks ago that two acts on one bill had tho
manner by both turns, and without
ness performed exactly in tho same
New York!
Palace,
the
at
happened
cither owning it. And that

it

OTHER HAND—You

still

see—

Dixie melodies.
Jiow stealing.

Red fireplaces,
You tako this
house.
Recitation

— and

modern scenery.
sldo of the house— and

in

Gunga

Christmas shopping

/

Din.

will

take this side of the

I'll

be on the open-time

with

list,

many

people

this season.

Santa Claus does not expect many

To

boost trade he

may announce

offers.

all

business will be done Net.

ARTISTS'

FORUM

Letters to the Forum should not exceed one-hundred and fifty words.
They must be .slyned by the writer and not duplicated for any other paper.

New York, N. Y., Oct 28.
Editor of Variety:
With referenco to tho notice In
the current issue of your paper, 1. e.,
my resignation from the Actors'
Equity Association, I think It would

as an Individual to resign from
"Equity" the moment I felt I owed
it to myself to act as a "free think-

—

ing individual" and also to state
that this part was offered to mo last

March when Miss Helen Freeman
and myself were both mombers of

be only fair to me to st.-.to that I Equity.
Charlotte QranviUe.
have always been against "closed
(Note. The part to which Miss
shop," and voted that way when it
was put up to the members; and I Granville refers is one in "The Great
also*lhen, many months ago, stated Way," due to open at the Park Nov.
that I reserved to myself the right 7.)

—

Showmen

Enrlght with his
of Commissioner
lightning demonstrations of "hammer-fanning," "drawing" and "reversing" that he waa Invited to instruct the police "rookie" class by
came correspondingly inquisitive. the commissioner.
Contractors on the lob declined to
tell what lie building was going to
A memorial mass for the late A.
The thcr houses In the town, Paul Keith was celebrated Monday
bo.
by
which are largely supported
Oct. 81, at St Malachys Church on
Standard Oil and other oil company West 49th street.
plants, are Felber & Sher'; opera
liouse and the Strand.
Malcolm D. Gibson Is again In Elstreet,

Bayonne,

.N. J.

town looked the ground plan
over and decided that If It was going to :^e a theatre it would have a
capacity of 3,500 or more and bothe

v

mi ra, this time as house manager
Elsie Follette and Jack Wicks of the Mozart theatre under the
havo returned from a several lease of Mrs. George W. Jackson.
acted upon as a protective months" tour through Europe.
The latter will continuo as treasurSooner or later something will have to be
pay for and p.ay their own
er while relinquishing the managermeasure for those of the vaudeville stage who
give
it any attention
busy
to
too
are
managers
ial reins.
Comedy
the
Maybe now
The Billy Hall Musical
material
™
with business bad. it may bring Co. opened an indefinite engageRut
that.
do
to
mclin.d
feel
they ever
acin
taken
certainly
be
must
them
Alex Hanlon, the agent and bookment at the Gaiety Monday with a
uc .vera"probable causes. Among
which tends to discourage attendance. complete list of new attractions. er of tho Olympic, Brooklyn, and
count the repeated stolen materia,
Grand
O. II., announced his enHarthe
replace
will
company
This
bow-stealing, is not so alarming. ry Ingalla Checker (J iris Co. which gagement to Etta Wolpom at a
Th» other stealing in vaudeville the
simulation
force
a
to
"showmanship."
havo closed a successful engage- party given In honor of the couple
supposed by the act to bo
Ti™
even the act that perpetrates It. and ment and were to open at New Bed- at the home of Moo Schcnck Oct
J i«mand
It deceives no one. not
of bows that may be taken ford, Mass., on Monday.
number
the
Miss Wolpom, a non -profes30.
limiting
b
bed
couM™ easily
would be tough
sional, Is tho niece of Mrs. George
r In ,r» lto The number of its position on a bill.the That
left-over
some
week
for
borrow
could
Schenck.
In
is
now
Paul Whiteman's Band
No. l JuJn? w?io maybe
II
its fifth week of the Palace engageLous <f the closing act.
Gladys Miller, one of the shopment and may be held over long
enough to tio or break the house girls with tho original "Irene,"
P.
the
and
rooks,
Scibllla
tho "Greenwich Village Foljoined
liuth
by
j.-iaginst
werks
held
11
of
pay
record
men visiting the theatre had to
lies" Moru'ay at the Shubert. New
instructions, claim being for royalties on a tu a Koyc.
the tax to comply with
be
York.
managers in r.illed "Argentine" (stated to
althonp'.i the resident
"Texas'' Jsck Sullivan claimant
were extra T:«pt,".rlne" In error last week).
the case of the scribes
amounted
to $900, of tho world's championship for
paid
Byron D. Bsilsy has resigned as
ehiirn
The
seats
courleoiis in srr-uring choice
royalty for 18 weeks.
quickness on the draw with a pistol, manager of W. S. Butterflelds Reparticular angle that being
for them tint it that
Theatre in Flint to assume th«
gent
cave a demonstration of his prowi

Z

:

is

settled.

•Jt week, tossing specific instrucGeorge W.
coHect tax on all passes
As a result agents and newspaper - has settled

tions to

In fact,

followed

American, Freeport, L. I. Tickets
Were $1 each. It was anticipated
material thefts.
Plans have been talked about and laid to stop the
$2,000 would be realized. Mr. Wataccompllshcd,'
Nono has availed. Something should be done. Until It Is
son has been an invalid for years,
managers may bo rightfully accused of selling second-hand vaudeand is now in a sanatarium. He the
not creative,
least,
if
Whereas each act should be distinctive at
was formerly a single turn in ville
with the same bits or gags, acutely
acts' crowd upon each other's heels,
vaudeville, and Is a brother of I. R.
vaudeville isn't variety any morerecalling to any audience of fans that
Samuels, of the Keith agency.
repetition.

Manor

Is over.

Mother songs.

into the Pavilion there

The

The war

almost ran into another one.

and

material of their own, they have found the stolen tested matter so much
Rapp's orchestra of nine pieces more easily handled by them for returns that they prefer to be known as
at the Pavilion Royale, Long an act -thief rather than to lose the better engagement or leave the stage.

necticut and is known throughout
that State. This IS its first metropolitan engagement. Rapp's combination ranks with the best of the
It remained in
dance orchestras.
Had Rapp
Connecticut too long.

Terms for burlesque shows havo been changed. The terms used by some
burlesque comedians remain the same. "You fat son-of-gun" still leads.

'

They are endured there because they are cheap 'in salary as well as cheap
Mr. Lowe stealers. An agent frequently advances them to better time, but by then
ler last Sunday night.
objects to this reference on the the path has been made so rosy through using the borrowed stuff any
score that he is an Equity member primary ambition held by the act was killed off. They are unable to help
in good standing.
themselves, although there have been exceptions. Though trying new

is

Press agent has gone to court to collect his salary* It'a certainly tough
have to lie about something and then not get paid for it.

"gags," or, as vaudevilllans
Some people think we will surely have a war with Japan. This
term them, "wheezes, there is no end of borrowing, lifting or stealing.
This lifted business and gags sometimes compose an entire act. It hap- would be an awful blow to summer resorts, those rolling ball games
pened but lately in a New York big time house. A two-act on that bill woud never look right with any one but a Jap giving out those, fiveand-ten-cent present a
receiving $400 a week had mado up their turn of stolen material. Seven
different standard Moideville acts were represented during the 18 minutes these two people were oi. the stage. Every one of those seven suf- Show business is going back, now- a- days you seldom
A soubrette with a dog.
fering turns had paid for its material; the lifting act paid nothing. With
A legit with a high silk hat
all of its stolen material the $400 act was still small in time, in its looks,
Acrobats with sleeve garters.
action and delivery, for vaudevilllans of grade A require more than maChorus girls with long hair.
terial, which is always essential but is not always the act itself (as witImitations of Great Men. Past and Present
ness the "nut turns"). On the small time' that $400 act might receive
And other imltationa
$225 and might bo placed next to closing. On th. big time the turn gets
Piano acts, with three men.
over in a way with an untutored audience sub-consciously realizing
Crook sketches.
something Is not right with the act, though perhaps laughing at it. The
Parodies.
"something" is lack of class, personality and ability. In small time
Clown make-ups on dog acta
vaudeville ability 13 often the least.

as appearing In the benefit show for the
MilHenry
Fidelity League at the

Island.

to

N. Y.,Pol|ccPept. ofSome bcjildipo operator is engaged, v sk before,
police headquarters. SulStodderd, the author, on a good sized construction job ficials at
on
damage action at i '.roadway and Twenty-fifth livan made such an impression
his
tjho,

i"

munagf'tmvnt of Charle*
.

new
ton.

rnnli

f

i

IT.

Miles

-doPaVflietrirc in fccran-

"
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LEGITIMATE
BIG PHILLY

PRODUCERS DECIDE TO PUT OFF

BUY MAY

MEAN NEW THEATRE

ACTIVITY TILL NEXT SEASON

Friday,

November

1921

4,

STOCK CO. PR0M0T0R SOLVES

PROBLEM OF TOURING SHOWS

Rumor Has It Syndicate May
Build on Academy Property

Decline of Current Week's Business Clinches DeA new rumor gained great head- Bainbridge Seeks to Secure Broadway Legit Successes for Minneapolis Before They Have Made
termination to Curtail Operations Optimists way this week when the property
occupied by the Episcopal Academy,
His Territory Via Road Companies
Disappointed
southwest corner of Juniper and

—

*
Definite decisions of several active
producing: managers to withhold
further activity this season until
spring, the delayed production programs of others of the apparent
lower admission scales, featured
the week in legitimate circles. The
volume of business this week along
Broadway and throughout the country condensed and the expectation
naturally
improvement
has
of

Locust streets, was

GUILD'S NOTABLE

lief is

SHOW

son,

Guild

members and

their guests

filled

•

Reports from out of
to stronger response to lowered prices. That is
particularly
true of the Middle
Western stands, where the plan of
pre-war prices is most heartily indorsed. Shows playing at $2 top in
that territory have been getting the
play.
That obtains for musical

Broadway.
fown also

point

The

be-

with

38,"

Mary Ryan

starring. direction
Mrs.
of

Under the
Charles Heney, the Hostess, and

.the

This is given more credence because of the fact that the syndicate
will have only two theatres when
the Shuberts take over the .Forrest
theatre next March as planned. It
has also been very persistently reported that the same firm has purchased property at Nineteenth and
.Market streets, close to the new
Stanley. This section is booming.
The Episcppal Academy site is
rather removed from the rialto and
would have to rely largely on a
class patronage from the aristocratic sections on which it touches.
There are few stores or commercial
enterprises of any kind, but, on the
other hand, the rear of the Walton
and Rita Carlton hotels aro only a
block away. The site is-100 by 150
feet, and has three street fronts.
Those who doubt the rumor declare the cost of the land said to be
$300,000 or more, plus the probable
cost of the building, estimated at
$600,000, exclusive of furnishings

and

fittings,

^

-

the Cohxn to the Times Square
ing the "contribution" with disMonday. That will give the Scl- favor, there having been
a number
wyns the two English successes this of expressions by players against
season, they having produced "The
the idea.
The
one-eighth calls for
Circle," which is next door at the
$12.50 on a $100 a week salary, with
Selwyn.
$50 at 1. lining for a $400 salary. SevThe latter show is getting $20,000 eral high salaried stars are expected
and better weekly and leads the to contribute as much as $250.
non -musical list. It has not varied
Although it was general to play
over $300 weekly since opening. holiday matinees without extra sal"The Demi -Virgin," which moves ary prior to the strike, a number of
from tho Times Square to the managers make it a rule to pay an
Eltinge, established a smart farce
extra eighth salary for such per-

been

success abroad.

Next week

new

is

offerings.

weighted with eight

"The

Intimate

Strangers." with Blllie Burke, will

"The White-Hended Boy"
Henry Miller; "The Nightwill go on tour and "The

succeed
at the

rap"

Skirt," with Bessie Barrlscale,
take its place at the Bijou; "The
Perfect Fool," the Ed Wynn show,
takes possession of the Cohan;
will

LEGIT ITEMS

impracticable.

estimated $600,000 for this site.
Another piece of real estate news
Trocais found in the sale of the
Woods Summoned by Chief Mag- dero burlesque house, some time
shows also and a trial in Cincinnati
utrcts to Answer to Charge
three-story
next month. This is a
this week was entirely successful.
at $155,000 and
"Up in the Clouds" was opened
A. H. Woods, producer of "The structure assessed
Deady.
there Sunday night at $2 and drew Demi -Virgin," was summoned on owned by Robert E.
over $2,700. This attraction has not Wednesday to appear before Chief
played New York but has been suc- City Magistrate William McAdoo
FIASCO BUMPS
.
cessful on tour, with runs gained in yesterday to answer to the charge
both Chicago and Boston.
indecent and imof permitting
(Continued from Page 1)
Broadway's successes have an- moral scenes in the show.
a ries at tho end of its first week in
nounced extra performances for
Haltimore, and it Is claimed money
next week, though that is not the
borrowed from one of the players
FINE
EQUITY
general rule. There are two actual
carried the show to Boston, where
(Continued from Page 1)
after several
holidays counted, with Election and expressly states the
"onc- It suddenly closed
Day on Tuesday and Armistice Day eighth contributions are designed weeks of bad business. It is alleged
to have been
on Friday.
j
Some attractions
to meet the unusual expenses of a telegram reputed
switching the regular mid-week "putting over the 'Equity Shop.'
sent by Equity and posted on the
"Stick
matinee to Tuesday. One attracFurther explanation as to the pay- call board In Boston read:
The
tion, "The Circle," will play extra
ment expected of one-eighth of a to Wayburn to the finish."
matinees on both holidays at the week's salary was sent out in the message is also reported having
Solwyn, giving that show nine per- regular way following the "fine" promised backing from the Equity.
formances next week. Three of the communication. It was mentioned The materialization of the backing
afternoons will be at pop prlee*
evidenced as yet, acthttt some members held the idea has not been
The "Music Box Revue" will insert that the contribution only applied if cording to tho number of salary
one extra aftc/noon performance
the attraction In which they ap- claims unpaid.
and will charge Saturday prices for peared gave an
It is alleged that Wayburn borextra performance
four performances. The top will be
two
during Thanksgiving week. The lat- rowed In excess of $8,000 from
$5 Election eve (Monday), Election
cast, one of them
ter notice said regardless of whe- members of the
night, Armistice night and Saturadvanced that
ther an extra performance Was being said to have
day, it being expected to establish a
There arc conflicting
played, the contribution is expected much alone.
gross of $32,000 on the week.
of the
repayment
the
to
reports
as
and that one of the eighths received
•'A Bill of Divorcement" is the
any time since the strike should be loans.
expended
sensation of the street and is about sent in.
Equity Is said to have
"At least, one-eighth" is
the only attraction that went sky- asked by Equity and no limit is $4,000 in bringing the company of
ward '.a receipts. For its third week placed on "the amount of your con- "Town Gossip" back to New York
the gross went to over $15,000, tribution."
and defraying hotel bills. It is now
which is approximately a jump of
The eighth of a week s^.la.y asked known that several choristers were
120 per cent, over the first week's is figured
The Producing
to run to considerable not taken care of.
business. The show will move from
sums, and actors are reported view- Managers' Associatlou paid $109 for

pace by getting $12,000 for its second week (first full week).
Another sudden stopping Saturday held up the weekly percentage
"The
that has marker the season.
Right to Strike" was withdrawn
It
after one week at the Comedy.
is an English drama said to have

/—

Disregarding the cost of anything
committee made up of
"The Lonely Hear:," written and
Mrs. x O. J. Gude, E'izabelh Marbury, but the land and building, interest produced by Basil Sydney, which
at
6 per cent, on the sum invested, opened In Baltimore Oct.
Mrs. Cornelius J. Gallagher, Helen
24, closed
and
Guest, Mary E. .Tomoney, Mrs. J. would amount to $66,000 a year
last Saturday after its Initial week
It
Scfren Ehnls, Edna Cuskley, Mrs. taxes to $28,S0O, It is claimed.
the
before
lights. The author is the
of
R. C. Newman. Mrs. Emmett Corri- would require an annual outlay
lessee husband of Doris Keane.
gan, Fannie J. Flanly, Francesca $125,000 or more before the
Warde, Mrs. Marie Louise Dana, the could put aside a cent for himself.
the
The Forrest, a smaller building, Margaret Wycherly has joined
members and guests were cared for.
Province town Players to produce a
cost only $45,000, compared ta the

"DEMI-VIRGIN" DIRTY

formances.
•The Circa t Way" relights the Park;
Girls" will replace "Sonya" at
tho 4Kth Street, the latter show re-

"We

maining

until

Election

Night, and

2.

of

road

length piece for the organizawhich she will play the leading role. The new piece will have
its initial presentation at the Greenwich Village theatre of the organfull

tion in

ization and will later be brought
to an uptown house if it shows suf-

"Three Live Ghosts." never presented here, is the stock offering at
the Shubert this woek, and It will
monopolize the attention of legitimate lovers almost exclusively, for
the only opposition is "Bringing Up
Father in Wall Street" at the Met.
In a public statement in connection with prcsentgAon of "Three
Live Ghosts" Mr. Bainbridge says
that "it is In line with policy tc afford theatre-goers their first opportunity to see latest Nev York
successes that would not be brought
hero by touring companies."
This
leads Bainbridge to believe that the
golden opportunities for sto k companies is to obtain rights to these
plays and offer them at popular
prices.
"The present adverse conditions help the stock companies to
obtain a better class of plays," he
says.
Bainbridge scored a neat piece of
worV: here this week when he obtained Mrs. Orren E. Safford, prominent society woman and former
actress, to play leading roles in his
company. Ivan Miller returns from
New York to succeed Mitchell Harris as leading man.

Joe Payton will open his annual
season
Thanksgiving

repertoire

ficient value.

Week in Hazleton, Pa. The comrehearsing a pany will play a week stand route
and
will Include in its repertoire
new play in New York entitled
"The Hindu," which will open on "The Storm" the first time that a
Monday in Baltimore. Mr. White- spectacular piece of that nature has
side plays the part of an Indian been attempted by a traveling reprince. In the supporting company pertoire company.
are Sydney Shields, Clarence Derwent and Maurice Barrett.
San Francisco, Nov. 2.
The following plays have been seThere will be no No. 2 company of cured by Manager Lionel B. Sam"Six Cylinder Love," contrary to »e- uels for an early presentation in
ports. The piece is in for a run at stock at the Alcazar:
"The Storm," "Cornered," "The
the Sam H. Harris, but when routed
out, will tour with the original cast. Triumph of X," and a revival of
Jane Cowl's "Smilin' Through,"
Charles McCall, with Comstock which recently ran. for two weeks
and Gest for several seasons, la In at this house. Dudley Ayres, leadcharge of bookings for David Be- ing man of the Alcazar company,
lasco.
McCall succeeded the late returned Oct. 23 after a six weeks'
William Smythe in the Belaseo of- vacation. He opened with "Scandal," which will have a two weeks'
fice.
run at the house.
Ethel Shannon has joined the AlCarle Carlton -Mas a new piece by
Cosmo Hamilton lined up for im- cazar company as ingenue, replacmediate production. H. B. Warner ing Florence Prlnty, while Richard
will be starred therein.
"Danger" C. Allen, who closed last week with
Walker Whiteside

the tentative

is

is

compan

the Morosco

title.

in

Los An*

becomes the new heavy In
place of Tom Chatterton, who recently joined Wilkes stock company
gelen.

Chas.

W. Benner's

"Peck's

Bad

Boy" company, which closed at East

Louis Oct. 15, on account of poor at Seattle.
business,
reopened in Hamilton,
of
fare
the hotel bills and railroad
Ohio, to good returns, Nov. 1. BenPLAYS BOTH SIDES
two chorus girls. Thcso girls were ner says he laid off for two weeks
Chicago, Nov. 2.
said not to. have been members of in anticipation of continued flivvers
Margaret Anglin, who opened in
the Chorus Equity Association.
during .that period.
"The Woman of Bronze" at the
that when the
It is -explained
Equity deputy interviewed the comHilda Spong is planning a season Princess, a Shubert house, this
pany it was found that some play- of Bernard Shaw revivals, shelving week, appeared in this vehicle prememers were either not Equity
"The Fan," which opened at the viously at the Powers theatre, which
bers or "were not in good standing Punch and Judy, but was withdrawn is a Klaw & Erlanger house.
because of unpaid dues. Such flay- two weeks ago. A well-to-do book
ers gave I. O. U.'s for dues, but publisher Is reported backing Miss
RAT FOR HYLAN!
since salaries were not paid the dues Spong's Independent appearances.
were not collected. When Paul DulThe Hylan Theatrical League
zell was sent by Equity to Boston
Sam II. Harris has accepted for will hold a *mass meeting tonight
to arrange to bring back the com- production a new play by Vincent (Friday) at Bryant Hall.
pany, it is alleged he was Instructed Lawrence, entitled "Face to Face."
Ttre affair is in charge of a comto take care only of players in good The piece, which has a cast of five, mittee including, Harry Shea, Moe
standing. There was no obligation will have Richard Bennett as its Schcnck, Alex. Hanlon, Abe Friedon the part of the P. M. A. to bring star. Wallace Eddlnger was orig- man, Harry Padden and Fred Curback the choristers, since Wayburn inally to have played the leading tis, who will supply a vaudeville
was not a member of the managers' role, ho having secured an interest bill in conjunction with the polit-

show be wing In Wednes'The Mad Dog" will place the
Comedy hack in operation; a new association.
Another chorister was sent baek
Eugenie ONeil drama. "The Straw,"
lights
up the Greenwich Village, some days before the show elosed.
and tho East-Wtst Pla,ers will take It Is said she was informed that
the Princess with a bill of playlets. she was not needed, that her hotel
"The Hero" has one more week at hill was taken care of and that her
the Belmont, and will he succeeded trunk was at the station. She was
by "Tin Title." On the name date given a ticket to New York. Re"In the Mountains" will opon at the cently a private detective agency
Apollo,
which is offering "Love sought the address of tho girl,
claiming the hotel bill wa-s not paid.
(Continued on Page 15)
the "Gi.-ls"

day;

inability

Jimmie Whittendale, who was gen- not scheduled for showing here at
eral manager of the firm and manalegit houses.

ger of the theatre as well, Bennie
Carter, treasurer of the theatre and
one Of the members of the auditing
staff of the firm.
At the Klaw theatre no reason
was forthcoming for the sweeping
change which occurred rather precipitately on Monday.
Max Myers,
who has been assistant treasurer of
the house has been promoted to the
post of treasurer, while Allegretti,
former assistant treasurer at the
Park has been placed in a like capacity at the Klaw.
No manager
for the house has been appointed
as yet.

reception

'

W

Minneapolis, Nov.

It profitable to route
legftimate attractions this way unThe Marc Klaw office as well as der, present conditions, Manager
the staff of the theatre has under- Buzz Bainbridge, of- the
Shubert
gone a shake-up. At least three
theatre, playing stock, announces
faces that were identified with the
Klaw organization have been miss- this week that Minneapolis theatreing since Monday last.
They are goers will see New York successes

would make the idea

;

.

KLAW STAFF SWITCHED

Capitalising
Brandon Tynan, Qsns Buck and theatrical Interests and that a legit Three Faces Familiar to Theatre
shows to find
house will be erected on Ibis corner.
Personnel Are Missing
Qsorgs Howard In Charge

the Cort Sunday night at their
annual opening meeting. Brandon
Tynan, president, made the opening
address and introduced the other
speakers of the evening, who were
weakened.
Hon. Victor J. Dowllng, Wilton
Last month several representative Lackaye, Rev. E. Fahy, Hon. Alfred
showmen anticipated a* return of J. Tallcy and Rev. Dr. John Talbot
satisfactory patronage during this Smith.
The program for the evening, promonth, but the advent of November was marked by further weak- duced under the direction of BranThe prediction for the re- don Tynan, Gene Buck and George
ening.
turn of normal prosperity in the- Howard, included Donald Brian, Liland Bert Shadow,
atricals is again set hack and no lian McNeill
real improvement is looked for until Claire Gillespie. Hal Skelly in the
the first of the year. In normal sea- "Vampire Number" of the musical
sons the best business of the legiti- skit which he is now producing in
mate year is ^between September vaudeville called "The Mutual Man,"
und early December, and that period George Remmell, Tom Lewis, Jan
Andrew
of the current season is already re- Munkacsy, Lydia Barry.
garded as a failure. Curtailment of Mack also appeared on the program
production, it is believed, will most- and the meeting was brought to a
ly affect the road, but there are ex- close by the presentation of the secor the second act of "Only
pected to be enough attractions to ond see
continually liven the Broadway list.
Brooklyn has registered better
business than ever before for legitimate offerings. This points to the
public desire for moderato prices,
attractions there using a lower
scale on the "subway" time than on

sold.

that the buyer, Samuel Block
In some way represents big

St.

in

the piece.

ical

speeches.

The tentative opening date of tlie
new Locw Gates Avenue lira re,
i

310 TO ELECT

t

Brooklyn, has been set for Nov. 21.
which will play
vaudeville, is located in the Bushwiek section, which was the reason
for tho Locw interests dropping the
Dc Kalb at U:e termination of their
lease over a year ago.

The new house,

Mutual
ion,

Musical Protective
formerly New York Local

l'n.'HO

of the American Federation of Musicians, will hold their annual elecdirectors
tion
of
and
officers
Wednesday,
Tho*; tl« teu

Nov.

10.

Will take office Jan.

<

,

1,

19l' J.

November

Friday.

4,

LEGITIMATE

1921

AGENTS FRAME NEW

TWO "MARYS" GOING OUT AS

IS

EARL BOOTHE OUT OF CENTURY;

COMMISSION DEAL

CONCESSION TO PLAYWRIGHTS

Organizing

Association

WAS OPPONENT OF LACKAYE

to

Regulate Transactions

Harris May Sponsor Presentation in Which
Cohan Will Have No Interest—Deal Made Before Departure*

Sam

of "Mary,*' George
Cohan's musical success of last
reason, may be sent on tour this fall
by Sam H. Harris In association
Vltual agreewith the authors.
ment as to sending the show out
Again was arrived at before Mr.

Two companies

Harbach and Frank Mandel,
of "Mary," and Julio

who

i

.

made by Charles Edmunds and
James Watts. The latter has been

succeeded by Gordon Dooley.
Edmunds with "the haunted violin"
was engaged under a contract calling for at least 20 weeks during the
season. He worked for four weeks.
He- alleges he was not instructed
whether the management will use
him further, but In the absence of
formal notice of the engagement
being ended, there has been no actual contract broach. Ada Foreman
has been switched to the 1919 "Village Follies" on tour, Jessica Brown
going Into the cast.

1

FIRST
Actors'

Daniel
first

IN

BALTIMORE

Fund

I

own.

Benefit to be Given at
Ford's November 4

Frohman announces the
Fund benefit perform-

Actors'

ance ever given in Baltimore, will
be held on the afternoon of Nov. 4
Incidentally It will be
at Ford's.
the first Actors' Fund affair of this
season.
Fifty society girls of Baltimore
will offer a pageant as part of the
program. It is hoped that city will
be permanently added to the list of
those holding annual benefits for

Cohan agreed with
authors to accept a
comparatively nominal sum for his
interests, explaining his only object
in selling out being to make It pos- the Fund.
sible for the authors and Mitchell to
secure
royalties
the
potential
BATES feUTT SETTLED
which would accrue from the terThe suit brought by Albert L.
ritory not played by "Mary" last
Weeks, author of. "Her Family
season.
There will be no road companies Tree," for an accounting from Nora
of The O'Brien Girl" sent out, al- Bayes for royalties on the piece,
though the same authors wrote it has been amicably settled out of
Mr. Cohan stated he would carry court.
Weeks Is dramatic editor of the
out the contracts given players for
that show, but would not go further. Detroit News and alleged he was
The only stipulation made by Co- not supplied with box office stateremittances.
weekly
nor
han In regard to the touring of ments
"Mary" under another manage- Through his attorney, Henry HerzNathan
recover.
to*
ment was that the show must not brun, he sued
be advertised as being under his Burkan acted for Miss Baycs.
It Is

the

said that

"Mary"

for

the

closing

of

*Sonya" at the 48th Street theatre

was posted Saturday night of last
week to take effect Nov. 12. Upen
reaching the closing date the piece
will

and

It is

managers,
expected the
agents

have completed a 14-woeks run Village Follies." One of them
cyclorama idea and the other
proscenium drop design.

will not be sent on the road, due
to the reported poor conditions out
of town.

SHOW AT APOLLO

will also attract

law.
the
act-

New

York Date for Former
New Cast

Fidelity Co.
"In

the

—

Mountains,"

the

All

Louis

Mann show now under the direction
W. A. Brady, will open at the

of

Earl Booths,

who has been man-

aging the Century for the Shuberts
for the past two seasons, has been
succeeded
by
Charles
Wuerz,
Boothe handling "The Last Walts."
which left the house Saturday and
is
playing Brooklyn this week.
Whether he will continue on tour
with the "Walts" or be assigned
another post is not definite.
The
Century berth is one of the most
important in the Shubert organization.
Boot he's salary is reported at
'

'

*

BALK AT

ON PAYROLL

•

Who

The

$5,000 FROM CARLTON
Harry W. Dunning has brought

ASKS

aries.

came

controversy

about

through the promotor declaring himself "in" on a piece of the play,
through having secured the backing,
and then felt entitled to commissions on the salaries as well. Members of the cast were not booked by
him and saw no reason for the
donation from them ftence the kick
and threat not to appear until the
promotor agreed to lay off his

BARRYMORE'S RUSH

against Carle Carlton for the
recovery of $5,000 which the plain- John Back from Europe to Hurry
tiff sets forth he deposited with the
Sherlock Feature
producer in 1917 as a surety bond.
Dunning was engaged Feb. 15, 1917,
John Burrymore returned from
to tour with the Lubowska com- abroad this week and will rush
pany through South America as through the making of a special
company manager and treasurer "Sherlock Holmes" feature for Faand was asked to post the $5,000 mous Players. This is deemed necas evidence of good faith, but when essary to forestall the release ot a
claims.
Carlton did not send the company 8er i es f 15 two-reelers on the Conan
on tour that season, he demanded Doyle's stories by Alexander Film
the return of his money, which was Corporation, who secured them from
FOLLOWING "6.50"
Nathan Burkan, the Stoll Film Co. of Lonoon. It is
not forthcoming.
representing Carlton, has filed a no- planned to start releasing the two*
Elsie Ferguson's New 8how Booked tice of appearance, but no answer.
ree'ors about January 1.
suit

—

j

For Hudson

in

Three Weeks

"Varying Shores," the new Elsie
Ferguson starring vehicle now in

TRANSPLANT ANOTHER

DUE 'BLUE EYES" CAST

Fred Latham, who staged the proThe road comrany of "Blue Eyes"
follow duction of "The Wandering Jew"
sent on tour by FuJeher and Bohtn
assigned to

rehearsal, is scheduled to
"The Six-Fifty" into the Hudson in over here, has been
about three weeks. The Ferguson similarly direct the presentation of
piece will have an out-of-town "Bulldog Drummond," the drama
breakln and will be gotten Into taken from book form and still playshape as soon as possible to be ing In London.
The play will have Its initial perbrought into New York.
An attempt will be made to keep formance out of town breaking In
"The Six Fifty" in until "Varying at Buffalo, Nov. 7. A. Ej« Mathews
Shores" is ready, the former playing will be In the leading role.
out the ten weeks lease held on the
house by James Elliott for "The
FIGHT FILM
Man In the Making," which lasted
San Francisco, Nov. 2.
The Elliott lease has three
two.
Jack Brehaney, local film exmore weeks to run with the house
having been dark two weeks after change manager, Is the defendant

Blanding Sloane has brought suit
in *he Municipal Court for $300
against the Bohemians, Inc., claiming the amount due him for two
scenic ideas accepted and now being used in the current "Greenwich
Is

BRADY MANAGING MANN

WITHDRAW FROM

CLAIMS "FOLLIES" IDEAS
CLOSING "SONYA"

—

$250 weekly.
Apollo Nov. 14. "Love Dreams," a
The Shuberts engaged Boothe
musical play, is the current attracshortly after the settlement of the
tion, it having started several weeks
actors' strike.
He resigned from
ago, but failed to draw. Notice of
Equity following the bitterly fought
closing has been posted, but it is
campaign
for the presidency of
not certain whether the piece will
Equity between John Emerson and
close Saturday or continue next
Wilton Lackaye last' year.
Mr.
week.
The Mann show has been given a Lackaye used as campaign material
the
fact that Equity agreed to give
seven weeks' booking at the Apollo,
which is listed to house Griffith's Boothe 10 per cent, for the handling
new association. When organized, "Two Orphans" picture as a holi- of Its benefits, the percentage being
understood to be In addition to a
U is believed bogus agents will be a day card. Another house may be weekly salary. It wa. stated at a
target of attack by the llfcensed assigned Mann later.
meeting at the Astor that Boothc's
agents.
porcentage was but 2 per cent., but
EQUITY it was later shown that the claim of
10 per cent, was true.
Organizer
Attorney
Pmrk%r and
At the Century Boothe in addi"LILIES"
O'Neii Said to Have Withdrawn
tion to managing the house also
handled all the arbitrations with the
CUT-IN
It was reported in Equity circles Chorus Equity Association and it Is
this week that Raymond B. Parker, said he recently refused to further
an Equity attorney, and James O'Neii take care of the chorus girl disputes
De- an organizer, had handed in their because the conditions imposed by
Object to Promotor
The supposed with- the Chorus Equity made it too difresignations.
clares Himself In
drawal of the officials is laid to in- ficult.
Boothe came to the front
ternal differences. O'Neii is said to during the actors' strike.
He had
have objected to dictatorial meth- attained the rank of lieutenant
There came very near being no ods employed. Parker has been asperformance at the Klaw theatre, sociated with Paul Turner, the of- colonel in the army and was an efWashington.
in
where "Lilies of the Field" is play- ficial Equity lawyer, and it \n under- ficiency expert
Equity engaging him for similar duing, Saturday night as the cast restood he will leave Turner's office ties.
experience
an actor
His
as
fused to go on until a certain proParker is said to have been, is safcl to be virtually nil and that
also.
motor, who has a piece of the show
unfamiliar with theatricals.
member
of
junior
he was but a
agreed to give up what he claimed
Equity because of that.
to be his commission on certain sal-

presentation.

The notice

meeting

Shubert Manager Supplanted at Important Post and
Goes on Road Quit Equity After Bitter Campaign Over Presidency

between

actors and agents.

ors include a power of attorney to
Changes in cast and numbers for the managers, who are thus empow"The Greenwich Village Follies" is ered to collect agents' commissions.
said to have developed differences Such a provision would make the
between John Murray Anderson and manager a third party to the conothers interested in the production tract. Such a device has been prowith him.
Anderson was opposed posed so that the earnings of
to some changes and went off on agents be made actual instead of the
vacation. He returned last week present system, which works at a
but the matter has not been patched disadvantage to the agents in the
up.
Leon Errol was called in to way of collecting formal commisstage the added numbers, with no sions.
objection from Flo Ziegfeld.
Lyman Hess, an attorney, who has
Changes in the cast may lead to specialised in agency matters and
the abrogation of contracts of sev- agency law. has been asked to aderal
players.
Claims have been dress the meeting and organize the

librettists,

their

understanding

Producer Peeved at Changes not operating under the license
It has been proposea that
in Cast and Numbers
agreements between agents and

sailed for England three
weeks ago. It was at Cohan's suggestion that Louis Hirsch, composer,

staged the- show,
earnings^ from the
secure their
the writers
told
he
and
show,
he would gladly relinquish his rights
The Cohan producto that end.
tion program called for four "Mary"
companies this season, but like the
other tep^ attractions planned, all
went overboard when the manager-^
author-actor withdrew upon the
passing of Equity s "closed shop."
Mr. Cohan after the decision to
quit producing stated that the authors of the plays withdrawn were
the innocent third parties. He also
expressed admiration for support of
who ele*2ttd to
the playwrights
stand on his decision to step down
It is known that
as it producer.
neither Hirsch, Mandel aor Hn.bach ever queried Cohan aa to their
They merely exroyalty rights.
pressed themselves a* being against
the closed shop in the meat re as individuals and as members of the
dramatists association which went
on record against "Equity Shop.
The authors in seeking the
regard to
in
advice of Cohaa
sending "Mary" out again, asked
him to name a manager best fitted
to take over the show. Cohan then
named Sam H. Harris, and the authors are reported having received
favorable consideration from that
There Is no inference
manager.
in the presentation of "'Mary** by
Mr. Harris. When the Arm of Cohan a Harris dissolved the former
stated he would not again form a
managerial partnership and both
principals proceeded successfully on

a permanent organization which has
for its objects the adoption for general use of a form of equitable
agreement for use between actors
and agents, and to work for a better

first

Cohan

Mitchell,

for Friday afternoon at the Continental hotel. The agents will form

ANDERSON AT ODDS
WITH ASSOCIATES

If.

Otto

A meeting of licensed dramatic
and picture agents has been called

closed Saturday night in Hornell,
N. Y., with salaries due the members of the company. The piece h ?d
an all Equity cast due to the producers not being members of the
Producing Managers' Association.
The Equity allowed the producers
to give a note maturing Nov. t% to
cover the amount of salaries due
In order that the piece might be
brought back to New York, which
necessitated sn outlay of $300 to
cover transportation.

ARREST

a
a

in an Indictment returned last week
CLARE KUMMERS'
by the Federal Grand Jury 'or havClare Kummcr la to enter the
tho
received
and
transported
ing
LOHR
MARIE
HAS
WOODS
field \/lth h**r latest play.
S0TKERN DISCUSSES PROBLEM films of the Dempsey-Carpentier producing
"3 MUSKETEERS" ENDS
Marie Lohr. the English actress,
It is the intention of the new promatch. A bench warrant was isPortland, Me., Nov. 2.
signed
has
Canada,
in
now
ducer
to
is
start
work Immediately on
who
Next week will be the last one of
E. H. Sothern, of Sothern and Mar- sued by the United States Judge her initial production in order that
the run of "The Three Musketeers" with A. II. Woods for her first
fixed at $1,000.
bond
and
capacity
played
to
have
who
lowe,
will
which
the piece may be gotten into shape
»t the Lyric. It will bo followed by American appearance,
past week at tho Shuto be brought into New York dur"What Men Do Want." another film take place early in February. The houses the
bert -Jefferson, addressed quite a CASKEY MAKES CHECKS GOOD ing the holidays.
feature produced by Lois Weber, on title of Miss Lohr's initial play has
few social gatherings, including tho
Ogdenburg, Nov. 2.
Miss Kummer first came Into
Sunday, Nov. 13, for a run.
The not been announced.
Kiwanls Club and the Maine TeachComplaints filed with the district prominence
comedy,
when
her
presentation will be under tho diers' Convention.
J. Cas- "Good
L.
against
office
attorney's
MORE
Gracious, Annabelle," was
rection of F. B. Warren Produc"BIRTH" GETS $8,000
In his address before the Teach- key, manager and backer of the produced by Arthur Hopkins, and
tions.
2
Nov.
Atlanta.
ers' Convention, Mr. Sothern spoke "Winter
theatrical comFollies"
"Tho P.irth of a Nation" has just very highly on the Children's thea- pany, by local tradesmen wore with- later with a vehicle for William
Gillette which was produced by tho
completed another big rcr\ ipts week tre and commented on the stand
WEBER'S PLAY PLANS
drawn when Caskey arranged to same manager.
San -Franci-co and Cleve- make good on checks turned down
'Honeydew," now on tour, has here in the home of the Ki KluxJ taken
........ by
..„
been closed for the balance of the Klan. This is about the tenth l"l nn(| |n thIs n yprc t
A warrant for Casat the banks.
J. J. VISITS BOSTON
cason, but will go out again at a that the picture has made hen-, and
Mr. Sothern advocates the found- key was issued on complaint of
wter date, some time next fall. Joe last week the gross wa< almost ing of Children's theatres wIcto th«> John Arnaud. of the llcstaurant
P.oston. Nov. 2.
Weber also has a dramatic piece SX. 000 at $1 top.
l.esl in drama could be cultivated.
ShubiTt was in the city MonJ-Yancai.se.
J.
ft nd a
musical show which he states
day looking over "The Passing
"ill bo produced next September.
Conway, formerly '»r
Harold
The scenery of the show
PAULINE MARKHAM'S DIVORCE
"Aloha," a llawlian play by Ethel- Show."
phcum Circuit publicity dire* t«>r. i>
Chicago, Nov. 2.
bert Hale and backed by Al Jolson. was wrecked by a lire, but one permow handling publicity for .li.hr.
Godsol and Kendall In
being missing, however,
formance
Ermlnie
of
the
Pauline MailJi.itii
closes Saturday night in Springfield,
K °nJ. R Hamp'on~ who came east C»rt.
Mr. Conway came to the
and itb scenery was awaiting the
4
liippo- Co. lias obtained her final papers of Mass., after two weeks out of town,
the
this week, H understood
from
staff
Orpheum
arhave
to
divorce from Prank J. Markham. It Is planned to have tho piece re- show when it arrived hero. J. J.
JUiged for the financing of bis druim-. where he was associate*!
wan granted by Judge written before it is given another came on to see hovr the show
future productions by F. J. Godsol, {with Mark Luescher in directing The decree
llookcd.
try.
McDonald for extreme cruelty.
E J. Bowes and Messmore Kendall, the Hipp publicity.

OWN

the closing of his play.
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Fauntleroy"

BOSTON HOU

AND COMMENT

UP:

Friday, Wovemfier
Is

underlined, for

an at-

traction.

"Over the Hill" (Tremont
This film now on the
Temple).
tenth week and still going strong.
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CHICAGO BOX OFFICES

SUP PROGRESSIVELY
Shortage of Dramas—Cantor
Goes to Great Northern

BUSINESS BETTERS

Boston, Not. 2.
Attraction guaranover $5,000.
production may continue beyond
Business picked up at some of
teeing house.
six-week limit set by Guild.
LEGIT
houses
in town last
the
legitimate
week).
(5th
•Anna Christie," Vanderbllt (1st "Main Street," National
House is new this season. At- week and fell off at others, with the
Wednesday.
Premiere
week).
traction is second since the open- loss of business running ahead of
Arthur Hopkins production of
One of the features Last Week Encouraging, and
Is adapted from best seller the Increase.
ing.
Eugene O Neil play. When Vanof same name, the draw coming of the week was the loss of business
derbilt Producing Co. temporarily
by the "Follies" and Ethel Barry This Shows Prospects
withdrew "Chickens ( "Little mostly from book readers. more
in "Declassee," both playing
Chances for run doubtful.
White House," also known as
house sought an- "Music Box Revue/' Music Box (7th syndicate houses. It is possible that
••Lily Dale")
Philadelphia, Nov. 2.
other attraction. Has been dark
week). Wonderfully framed en- the presence of "The Rose Girl" at
Only one opening this week, with
the Wilbur had something to do
since summer.
tertainment, perfectly spotted in
good business lest week.
one of Broadway's "show" thea- with the loss of business by the
"Back Pay," Eltinge (9th week).
Harry Lauder packed them in at
Playing to standing room "Follies," which amounted to about the Walnut for a gross of around
tres.
"The Demi-Vergin" moves here
-n
the
*he
but
$3,000
week,
second
throughout week, with the money
Monday from Times Square.
and %Mecca" did encourag$21,000,
draw better than $26,800 weekly. last week this show plays here is ingly at the Shubert.
"Back Pay" did not draw excepBarrle's
generally off, with the final week
Is musical smash of new season.
tionally. Is going on tour.
"Mary
Rose" went astonishingly
running strong and the rhow going
"Beware of Dogs," S9th Street (5th "Only "\" Cort (8th week). A well out playing to capacity. The same well at the Broad. The usual rather
regarded drama that has puzzled may be said of Ethel Barrymore, small clientele of Barrie fans was
week). Little heard of since show
Business not af- and what business she lost last reinforced in this case by the many
management.
moved down from Broadhurst.
than an even week she Is expected to pick up this Chatterton admirers here and the
fording
better
$5,000.
Pace reported around
week
about $7,500. week.
break.
Last
Broad did between $13,000 and $14,Moderate run.
000 after "A Bill of Divorcement"
"Bill of Divorcement," Cohan (4th -0
W
ay OU 8e
ar
- Th « on 'y changes in attraction on
the
among
4?iVH
ihI^\
^
t
™fc f™m
sensation
flopped there, and Mrs. Fiske only
week). The
aS
f
Monday
night
were
two
the
at
of
.?,"??,*.
First
offerings.
non-musical
did fairly well.
Bol
Till
Walt Si
We're ;Married." £S?
Shubert houses, "The Bad Man"
week was mediocre. Second week
stering of interest has not been coming
"The Merry Widow" started with
into
the
Plymouth
and
"The
jumped 40 per cent, and last week
measure at Passing Show" into
reflected in enou.
a full house, and did good business
the Shubert.
found an increase of about 120
box office to war.-ant offering
all week, with prospects, however,
The Boston Opera House is dark of a drop this week.
per cent, over opening week, the
landing.
"Enter,
gross bettering $15,000. Moves to "Return of Peter Grimm," Bclasco this week, after two ferriblo weeks Madame," was off at the opening,
of "In the NJght Watch." This show
Times Square Monday.
more
weeks
Three
but has been picking up ever since
(7th week).
"Blood and 8and," Empire (7th
for this revival which has been was affected considerably by the and
iay stay a month. It is next
belie! that It was a picture,
week). Another three weeks or
among the best draws of the fall general
door to "The Bat." which is still a
so for this orte. Business never
been around and in the two weeks never did turnaway most of the week.
season.
Pace
has
reached big figures. Last week-reLast week it anything worth mentioning.
$15,000 and better.
This week's opening show was "In
William
ported around $8,000.
Business in he balconies at all the Night Watch." The advance sale
was $14,000.
Will go on tour
Gillette in "The Dream Maker"
the local houses on Monday night
(with David Warneld).
was
not heavy, but it had a fair atdue Thanksgiving.
was off because of Halloween. It
"Blossom Time," Ambassador (6th "Right to Strike," Comedy. Doubt- Is a big dance night, and this pulls tendance Monday night and was
English drama
this
ful about
moderately treated by the critics.
week). Excellent business here,
from the premiere. Management from the balcony trade, but does It is only booked for two weeks.
last week going to best gross stare
withdrew it Saturday night with- not touch the floor business to any
"Mary Rose," Broad (2d week).
opening. Pace better than $19,000,
announcement; lasted one extent.
out
Did over $13,000.
from
draw
strong
operetta getting
week.
"Little Old New York" (Tremont,
"Mecca," Shubert (2d week). $30,music lovers.
New Amsterdam (44th 4th and last week). One of the 000.
"Bluebeard's Eighth Wife," Ritz (7th "8ally,"
"The Merry Widow," Forrest (2d
week). Only in the gallery has shows in town that showed a gain
Like most of the top
week).
there been vacancies, in the face on the gross of the previous week. week).— $20,000.
money getters, business fell off
of the generally slow going. Mu- When this show started off there
"Mr. Pirn Passes By," Garrlck (4th
Gross around $16,000.
last week.
sical smash still a marvelous box- was surprising business, and some week). About $11,000.
a drop of about $1,000.
office power.
Last week the gross of.it was traced to a general belief
In
"In the Night Watch," Walnut
"Bombo," Jolson (5th week).
that the show was a musical offer- (1st week).
was $31,700.
Warwick show had
gross the Jolson show is about
even with "Sally." Last week the "Shuffle Along," 63d Street (24th ing and also the warm bed it found gdod opening night, but mixed notakings went to $32,000, with the
week).
A 11- colored revue first at the Tremont. Last week it did tices. Advance sale nothing excepgait $1,000 better Jhan the week
given a chance to ride through $12,000. which was about $1,000 more tional, but house figures Lauder's
This figure probably
sell-out last week has started them
previous.
summer. Management now ex- than the previous week.
includes Sunday concert, though
pects it to run through winter.
"Declassoe" (Hollis, 4th and last right. Lauder's figures somewhere
attraction is playing but two
Played to almost $12,000 last week, week). Business for this show off around $19,000.
matinees weekly, as against the
excellent takings for this house.
"The Bat," Adelphl (6th week).
$2,000 to a $15,000 gross last week.
policy of three afternoons former- "8ix Cylinder Love/* Sam Harris It went so strong the first two weeks $18,000.
Winter Garden for
ly at the
"Enter Madame," Lyric (2d week).
(11th week). Rates with the very that' a letdown was not unexpected.
similar shows.
best money-getters of the non- This week it is expected the gross Bucked heavy opposition on open"Demi-Vergin," Times Square (3d
musical group. Last week off a of the first week will be reached, if ing night, and did not show up very
Looks like the farce
week).
little at start of week, with the not exceeded, for there are many encouragingly, but has picked up
Moves
leader and in for a run.
gross about $16,000.
who postpone seeing Ethel Barry - consistently since. From a $500 at
over to the Eltinge Monday, A. "Sonys," 48th Street (12th week). more until the final week.
the opener, it reached the $1,000H. Woods getting advantage of
MThe Follies" (Colonial, 5th and mark at the end of the week. About
Will play until election night
having attraction in his own
(next Tuesday), being succeeded last week). Is feeling the pinch of $8,000.
house.
Last week gross around
on Wednesday by "We Girls," a strong opposition with two other
$12,000.
Marc Klaw attraction. $5,000 for musical shows in town now. At the
SHOWS IN
0BLEANS
'Daddy's Gone A- Hunting," Ply"Sonya" last week.
$3.50 top it is carrying it did $31,000
mouth (9th week). With house
New Orleans, Nov. 2.
e\ Marlowe, Century (1st last week, a drop of $3,000 from the
and attraction of same manage- Sothern
week).
Al G. Fields Minstrels were someOpened Monday for a business of the previous week. Will
ment the business of around $8,000
month of Shakespearean reper- finish strong.
thing of a disappointment locally
or a little better is figured to be
tory.
"Twelfth
Night"
first
play.
the
show looking as if framed for
"The Passing Show" (Shubert, 1st
Last week around
profitable.
"Tangerine" Casino (13th week). week). Opened strong on Monday the smaller places. Business for the
Matinees very good.
$9,000.
Any
difference
in
business
here
Holdis
night
with a $2.50 top. "Cornered" week will be about $11,000. With a
'Dulcy," Frazee (12th week).
at matinees. Nights are a clean in the final week did about $8,000.
ing its own. A comedy success,
sell-out.
>Last week gross again In the stay here this show did not regular entertainment the attraction
though not a smash. Arrived with
better than $20,000. Excellent go- vary $500 any week, and no week could have gotten around $15,000.
the first of the season's attracing at $2.50 top.
tions and has turned a weekly
reached the figure that those behind "The Bat" is doing splendidly at
profit.
"Thank You/' Longacre (5th week). the attraction looked for with a the Shuberts St. Charles. The re'First Year," Little (54th week).
Management confident this type name like Madge Kennedy and a $2 turns look like $14,000 for its first
Replaces "Llghtnii/ " on list as
comedy-drama will pet over. Pace top to appeal for businoss.
week.
leading small town comedy attrachas been between $7,500 and $S,"The Bad Man" (Plymouth. 1st
The Theodore Lorch Stock has nc t
beating $10,000
tion.
Steadily
000, probably not an even break week).
As
the author of this show aroused special notice.
The comweekly, spotted perfectly in this
for attraction.
is an old Boston newspaper man, it
pany
Is presenting "Scandal" this
limited capa ".ty house.
"The Bat," Morosco (63d week). is natural the play got away to a
4
week
to
light
crowds.
Cet Together," Hippodrome (10th
Measure of drop last week for good start.
In final week "The
week). Management claims businon-musical shows was around Woman of Bronze" got $10,000,
ness satisfactory. Big grosses of
$1,000 all along the line. That goes which was $2,500 more than the
The proposed production by Cornother seasons not expected; top
for this long-run mystery play. show grossed the previous week. stock and
(Jest of an intimate musiLast week's gross was
Is $1.50.
which grossed $10,000.
Some
of this gain could be laid to cal comedy written by Fred Jackson
$43,000.
"Th* Circle/ Selwyn (8th week). the fact that the two for one policy for the Princess has been called off.
'Getting Gertie's Garter," Republic
Traveling at $20,000 weekly pace, was used op Monday and Tuesday.
(14th week).
An early arrival
The piece which was to have had
this English comedy easily holds
"The Rose Girl" (Wilbur, 3d Lillian Lorraine as its star was to
farce that has not been able to
the lead of the dramatic list week).
While this
only did
busiclimb out of the mediocre
Four
matinees next week (extra $300 better last week show
than the week havq been tho first new production
ness division.
Ranges between
performance election and armis- before, the figure
of $14,300 is en- of the season for that firm. Accord$6,0*0 and 8.000 weekly, with last
tice days).
tirely satisfactory.
The local Shu- ing to the present plans Comstock
week's totaling $6,500.
'Good Morning, Dearie," Globe (1st "The Claw," Broadhurst (3d week). bert people couldn't figure out when and (Jest will produce another musiCounts as one of the strongest of the show hit town how it could miss cal piece later in
week). New Dillingham musical
the season the
the newly arrived dramas.
Al- out. but with some of the painful
comedy which won excellent rescore for which was written by Arthough not a capacity draw, las: experiences of
ports out of town. Opened Tuesthis season before thur Guttmau.
week's business again went to them
they w*re not quite sure of
day night, replacing "The Love
around $12,000.
their ground. As it stands now It is
Letter," which went on tour.
The production by Marc Klaw of
'Golden Days," Gaiety (1st week). "The Green Goddess." Booth (41st running stronger all the time and
week). Business averages up well danger of a floi is practically
Fools Errant," written by Louis
Succeeded the short stay of "The
each week, with any decrease passed.
Wren.' Same company appearShipman. has been indefinitely postMonday and Tuesday counterbaling in new play, also offered by
"The Three Musketeers" (Selwyn. poned. The piece was given an out
anced later. Pace has been better
Opened Tuesday
George Tyler.
than $9,000 this fall; last week last week). In the last two weeks of town breakin several months
ni^ht.
this
film showed signs of missing ago. since when it has been gotten
takings about reaehed that figure.
'Grand Duke," Lyceum (1st week).
the stride that marked the first five ready for proa net
ion on two occaSac ha "The Hero." Belmont Oih week) Wf tkH
of
production
'.fiasco
II grossed above $11,000 for
lias nnother" week 'to go; "listed "as
sion-, the author having made sevt'.uitry play, vith Lionel Atwill.
ovcr a monlh but last week fell
best
one
of
the
new
of
the
plays
"Tnmiere Tuesday.
eral changes in the script.
II.
H.
and given an opportunity, but even below the gross of the previ- Warr.er, who was
"Greenwich Village Follies,'' Shuto have been the
House
failed to do business. "Tho Title" ous week, which was $7,000.
Cast additions
i>ert (10th week).
Is
to retain
tho feature picture star in f h* Klaw piece, has been
succeeds
Nov.
14.
and some new numbers inserted
policy, however, and "Little Lord sigr.ed for the leading role in a new
Village revue under "The O'Brien Girl," Liberty (r.th
this week.
dramatic play to be produced by
week). «;«-ttlng strong pity ;it box
the pace of predecessors, but rates
Carle Carl Urn.
first week grossing around $4,000
office,
just
managefigured
as
by
Uctween
$1C,production.
class
a
Critical comment favorable.
ment. Nightly business $1.S00 anl
000 and $17,000.
better, with week grossing around "Wandering
'Just Mar*-- I," xora Buyes <27th
Jew," Knickerbocker
Campbell Casad has been offered
$18,000.
Enjoyed a profitable
week).
(lid
week).
Holasco-Erlangor the position of publicity
manager
presentation of Kngllsh biblical
summer run at the Shubert. "The Nightcap," Bijou (12th week).
for
the five Shubert houses in Dedrama. Opened Wednesday night
1'Mnal week on Broadway, comedy
Since moving here business fair.
When here this week he had
last week, opinion rating it most troit.
starting Subway bookings MonLast week $6,000 or a tritlc betterday. Show opened at 3:)th Street
unusual production, but financial not fully decided to accept although
Listed to continue into winter,
success a matter of conjecture the offer looked very tempting after
Jind had several winning weeks
however.
(5th
V:\ro recently did not better an
Drew $10,000 In five days, with fourteen years on the road.
•Lilies of the Field," Klaw
even break. "The Skirt" succeeds
Saturday night getting around
A gain of about $1,500
week).
$2,500.
Monday.
last week, that credited to extra
"Her Salary Man," a comedy proadvertising spotted early each "The Silver Fox," Maxino Elliott "Theodora," Astor (4th week). Film.
Is the leader of the special picture duced by John Cort, will have its
(9th week).
Kaversham starring
week. Business last week around
exhibitions.
vehicle running along to fair busManagement aiming to
$9,000.
out of town opening in Rochester,
iness of between $S.000 and $9,000 "Three
Musketeers," Lyric flOth N. Y., Nov. 14. Tho principal momset pace at $10,000 weekly.
week). Film. Will end run here
weeklv. One of few dramas with
"Liliom," Fulton (29th week). Has
next
Business down to $12,- bei-8 of the cast include Ruth Hhepweek.
of
top.
$3
steadied to box office draw
000 weekly, lately, with last week ley, A. H. Van Luren and Thomas
around $9,500 weekly; considered "The Six-Fifty," Hudson (2d week).
LY Jackson.
advance
reports,
around
live
up
to
$10,000.
Did
not
good business for this stage of

^
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Down

(Globe).
East"
Finishing up Its return engagement. Takings scant lata weeks.

Matinees holding up par- Total Takings Believed to Be
run.
•Ambush," Garriek (4ih week). Has
ticularry well.
drawn some attention, with supOff on the Whole
port thus far mostly from The- "Love Dreams," Apollo (4th week).
No new
Has shown nothing to date. Is a
atre Guild subscribers.
play with music. Business little
attraction announced and current

4,

Chicago, Nov.

2.

Two

successive weeks on MonTuesdays and Wednesdays
have found business noticeably off.
Tho balance of the week has shown
an improvement in most cases, yet
the weekly Intake has suffered and
the final figures have slipped downward In almost every case. Just
what thL will mean should the first
half of the week continue to be bad.
Possibly, though,
Is a conjecture.
the shows may take some drastic
steps should the next two weeks
days,

follow the course of the preceding
ones. This town has a shortage of

Two shows were

dramas.

brought

a crack at the theatregoers,

in for

who have shown much

discretion In
their money.
Margaret
Anglin, in "Tho Woman of Bronze,"
replaced Holbrook Blinn, in "The
Bad Man," at the Princess. The
Anglin show played here two years
ago at the Rowers, and the show
management ran the criticisms the
attraction received at that time as
a present box office stimulant.

spending

Eddie Cantors

Round-

"Midnight

moved again, and this time 'to
Shubert's Great Nprtnern, chasing
out "The Whirl of New York,"
whic'i flivvered, and allowing "The
Greenwich Village Follies" to occupy the Garrlck. The "Village"
show received favorable press comment, but the second act proved a
ers"

.

,

target. The Cantor show went into
the Great Northern at $2.50 top. and
opened strong, backed by plenty of
advertising. "Honors Are Even," at
the La Salle, closed its two weeks'
run Saturday.
"The Midnight Rounders" (Garriek, 8th week).
Finished Its run at
this
house with $18,000.
Under
peculiar contract, guarantee and

provisions,

all

Cantor's

in

favor,

show

went to Great Northern.
"Greenwich Village Follies" opened

Sunday night at this house.
"Tip Top* (Colonial. 12th week).
Though $22,000 is good money, the
show has lost Its lead, and dropped
$3,000

on

last

-

week.

Bsd

"The

Men"

(Princess 8th
week). Bowed out after a fair run,
tucking away $8,400 on its final
week.
Margaret Anglin \n "The
Woman of Bronze" opened this
week.
"Two Blocks Away" (Olympic. 2d
week). Grossed $10,000 on the week.
Should have done much better.
"8candsls" (Illinois. 3d week).
Just one of five musical comedies
trying to make a living. The other
four competitors are running neck
and neck with this attraction, and
each boast of some Individual box
office draw. Touched $22,000.
"Mies Lulu Bett" (Playhouse, 2d
week).
Picked up on Its second

week and did $10,600. The fact that
attraction occupies the same
building as "Afgar," which Is at the
Studebaker. seems to help it instead of this fact being a drawback.
this

"Over the Hill" (Woods. 8 th
week). Film. Dropped $3,000 this
week, grossing $12,000.
"Lightnin 1 n (Blackstone, 8th
week). Classed as a straight comedy; there Is no other which came
anywhere near its capacity. Takings,
$21,000.

"The Bat" (Cohan's Grand, 44th
week).
Holding its own against
other local shows as well ns the
other companies of the same show
on the road; $15,000.
"The Gold Diggers" (Powers', 8th
week).
This comedy drama is
standing up. well. Mouth-to-mouth
advertising helping to swell the receipts;

$19,000.

"Nice People" (Cort, 1st week).
Varlated opinions on this show by
the dallies.
It is spoken of as 4
good show.

"Honors Are Even" (La Salle, 2d
week).
The show owner's heart
must have been broken by the dismal fate of this show. It seemed to
have been handicapped after its
first
performance, and after doing
but $5,000 on its first week dropped

down

to $3,500 on its final week.
is dark at present.
"Afgar" (Studebaker. 4th week).
Estimated to have done between
$21,000 and $22,000 on the week.
Plodding along, unaffected by new

House

openings.

"Whirl of New York" (Great
Northern. 2d week). Tho third attraction to leave this town this
week.
Took in $8,500. "Midnight
Rounders" here for an unlimited
run.

"The
Skin
Game"
Opened Monday night.

(Central).

"The Puppet Master." produced
by the Selwyns earlier in fhe season,
and taken off after a (o\ weeks,
has been re-written by Ed par Selwyn, and will be revived shortly
as "Slim
Allen Dineharf and
Mary Louise Dyer are among those
of the cast selected for the re-stag-

after

Keilly,

Jan. 1,
Esq."

re-named

ing.

Hubert
piece

Osbourne

originally.

drama.

It

authored
is

the

a comely
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Some

NEWS OF THE DAILIES

of the spurt writers on

tli

New Vork dallies make no bones
about admitting their aversion to
the
the
western
fall season which always sees
Of
company or 'The Broken Wing." which
The production
•losed two weeks ago, has been purchased in total and will be taken to football come Into Its own. Forced
England, where the play will be shortly presented. Though the eastern to write about something of which
they know little, and evidently care
company continues, the stock rights for the show have also been sold.

Dr. Richard Strauss, composer of
"Salome," etc., and here for a concert tour, praised American Jazz as
interesting
because of its new

rhythmic forms.
the various sport columns
which
deal
with
the
great
collegiate
Doro
Marie
that
is
to
leave
Reports
"Lilies of the Field," pluying the
Sam Schepps, Inc., has been forgame often times read all out of bidden by Judge Mullan to sell gems
Klaw. are denied by the management that also taking In Norman Trevor.
tune with the subject in hand and hypothecated with the company by
Miss &oro Is starrer In the piece, Trevor being featured. Theatre and
J
«how are participating in an extra advertising campaign, and the agree- readl!y show that from early Octo- Mme. Lydla Lipkowaka.
ber (or the finish of the series) to
ment between attraction ant' house is that there be no changes in the
November
late
the
Mrs.
Enrico
life
of
Caruso
has
seme of
come to
principal roles.
the boys titled in the different this country to settle her husband's
>
estate.
When
that
Is
done
she will
sporting sections is anything but
The success of "The Rose Girl" on the road is a subject of satisfactory a bed of roses.
live in Italy.
Wilbur,
the
At
Boston,
where it appeurs to have landed for
iurprisc.
Actual accounts of games are
E. F. Albee cabled George Bernard
a run. business Is much better than enjoyed by the attraction when sometimes an outright Injustice to
Shaw, asking if it would be correct
offered at the Ambassadoi, New York. Among the Shubert forces there one or both of the teams
caught in to bill Babe Ruth as the "superman
was considerable difference of opinion as to the show's merits, with action, but In the main adhere closeof
baseball."
Shaw answered:
several executives insisting the "Oirl" was a good property.
P.efore ly to the play-by-play policy which "Sorry.
Never heard of her.
being sent out this season cast chants reduced the operating expense, leaves little room for comment on Whose
baby Is Ruth?'
This
and the book was said to have been rewritten by Louts Simon, reports the number of instances In the was taken up by every paper and
belns the piece is better than when offered on Broadway.
"The Rose playing or "breaks" which occur It there were numerous editorials and,
feature stories, the
Girl" was first produced by Dr. Anzelm Goetzl. It was taken off and later is in the daily conmients. from Mon- considerable
put on by the Shuberts. Siit.rn was in ihe original cast und remains in days to Saturdays, that the sport whole going for the best publicity
stunt
in
weeks.
the show.
•
writers have their greatest difficulty
_____
in d'gging up material to write upon
Liane Carrera, daughter of the
welt-known
theatrj
:il
manner, who is •al.-'o identified with the and figuring cut what to do with late Anna Held, has petitioned for
— A
motion picture branch of umun ments. wits very much disturbed last it when they get It.
the removal of Charles F. Hanlon,
week by the kidnapping of his child by his divorced wife. It seems,
For the b g gimes special author- of San Francisco, as executor of her
mother's
estate, saying he Is withthe dune from the West, v/h-ie lie had hern residing with a new hus- ities on footl-all are gcnera'ly emband, told the manager shi* wna'ed to see their child, the request was ployed by the papers to "cover* holding assets from her.
granted, huslnnd No. 2 came on and made up with the wife (with whom those events, surli men as Parke
William Clinton Matthews, known
he had quatreled) and the reunited couple blew Lack West, taking with Davis and "Big" Bill Kd wards writfor tramp characterizations with his
them the wife's kiddie. The manager is naxieus to avoid publicity and ing copy on these occasions. Out- wife, Nellie Harris, according to his
side of that it is \v€*ll known the will left an estate of "about $200" in
^doesn't know what faction to take.
antipathy Damon Hunyon. S d Mer- realty and "about $2,500" In personSpeuUing of folks Idtnlilhvi witii both the pieUucs and le^it. a prom- cer and "Bugs" Raer have towards alty. A watch and chain go to Wilinent actress, in both fields of emit a\ or, it turned fn
Kurope last week the gridiron and that season which liam Matthews, of Washington; a
en the Adriatic. A page toy went fip and down the dork where the brings the moleskins out of the diamond ring to Frances H. Levine,
to step-granddaughter, and the balance
continue
they
passe njjers were disemlarking. calling out the actress* name for fully lockers but
to his wife, named executrix withan hour before she flnal'y came down the gang plank and took the »etter "catch" games and comment on the out bond. If she had failed to suraddress* d to her. If it wasn't quite accidental that she should be prac- season and chances of the different vive her share would have gone to
tically the last passenger to alight, it was a well -conceived piece of pub- teams, neverthless.
his stepdaughter, Mrs. Marcus A.

———_^_

less,

.

t

m

.

—

licity.

Levine.

—

~

The Shuhert attractions listed
nounced that Lionel Barrymo.e
Klaw."

in

'-

the theatre programs last we:.-k anplaying at the Broad hurst in "The

\\;;s

whose varied carter

the theatrical field has extended
from song plugger to personal attendant to i'risco, the dancer, and ambassador extraordinary for J. J. Shubert in New York to find places
where the theatrical magnet could conciliate his gastronomic desires, has
blossomed forth In a new role In Chicago. Having been in Chicago all
summer as "Court Jester" for the Howard Brothers, and later becoming
a wine agent, Rasputin is now the official "laugh finder" for "Afgar," at
the Studebaker theatre.
The ingenious Morris Cost, who was in Chicago prior to the openiag
of the show, was approached, as all producers are, by Rasputin and
•iked for a pair of "Annie Oakleys" for the opening performance of
"Afgar." Knowing that the sale for the show would be quite heavy, Gest
Was a bit reluctant abou: parting with any ducat, especially to Rasputin.
However, the latter impressed the fact on the producer that he could
pot the show over, and would do so if the "Oakleys" were forthcoming
oa the opening sight; if not, Rasputin assured Gest that he would not
like to be heMT responsible for the future of the production as far as
"Kasi>utiu."

in

Chicago was ©easerned.
•'How can yOB put my show over?" said Gest to Rasputin. "Well, I'll
You know, an audience has
tell yen," replied Rusputln; "it's this way.
to laugh to get their money's worth. Now, of course, this woman Delysia
She has a superb form, knows how to show it, but
)* clever, no doubt
that Is not all that i-i necessary to put your 'opera' over here. There are
laughs in your show, and I'll bet you half a gallon of port wine you do
hot know where they are; but I do, and I will bring them to the attention
ef the audience."
Gest was a bit perplexed and, being a good gambler, retorted, 'Til try
anything once. Come over to the Studebaker on opening night and I will
take care of you."

Rasputin when he arrived at the theatre was escorted to a balcony box
by Gest and impressed with the fact that he had better make good or
keep himself tinder cover, as far as Gest was concerned, in the future.
Installed in a prominent place in the box, Rasputin felt at home, and
before the show was under way ten minutes the bellowing laugh of Rasputin resounded through the auditorium. The first sound attracted the
attention of the patrons, and when the laugh was emitted again, the customers Joined in with him and also laughed. From that time at intervals
of three to four minutes Rasputin would cut loose with a Tocal explosion
and kept it up throughout the performance, with the patrons joining in
each time.

Bennic Leonard and Billy Gibson
are to have their own fight club,
which will be located at 50th street
and Eighth avenue on the site now
occupic by tlfp car barns and warehouse buildhigs. The new club will
have a capacity 3 000 greater than
Madison Square Garden and is *o
be ready for occupancy in two
months. Billy Gibson, manager of
the lightweight champion, will manage the affairs of the new enterprise,
'

football squad,
at the Polo
Grounds on Election Day, have re"Get
the
for
seats
40
served
Together" performance at the Hippodrome Tuesday night.

plays

Rutgers

Georgia Daly, the sensational bantam-weight, who beat Georgle Lee,
at the Garden Friday night, is an
ex page boy, formerly employed on
the fifth floor of the Keith Exchange. Daly made his professional debut at the Garden, subbing for
Eddie Anderson against the Chinese
boxer and proved a revelation. The
crowd went wild about him. He is
under the management of Willie
Lewis and was formerly International

Amateur Bantam Champion.

Siegal. former New Engwelterweight champion, is
fighting the action of the Massa-

Nate

land

chusetts Boxing Commission which
recently suspended him for a three
months' period. Siegal was charged
with Insubordination to a deputy

boxing commissioner and of seconding a boxer without a license. The

"Rasp" made good, impressed the fact on Gest after the performance alleged infraction of the rules ocand "also the fact that it would be necessary to have him curred at the recent match here bepresent at all performances to keep up 'the good work. Gest evidently tween Recu and Bogash
agreed with him, for now he is present at each performance in his regular
Whether the owners of the New
seat and as the "laugh claque" of one makes good.
York Polo Grounds, l&5th street and
The brief stay of "The Ix>ve Letter," at the Globe, recalls that of 8th avenue, have any mechanics as"The Phantom Rival," the book of which was used for the musical signed to Inspect the conditions of
"Love Letter." Belasco produced the "Rival." It was one of that man- the stands is unknown, but the upager's shows which the critics acclaimed. Yet, it played but two weeks per left tier needs a looking over,
of real business.
"The Love Letter" also won critical praise, but sim- according to people located In that
'The Love section, last Saturday afternoon,
ilarly failed to show expected strength at the box office.
State-Georgia
I'enn.
the
Letter" may have remained longer, but "Good m >iorning. Dearie" looked during
«0 good. r»» its out-of-town prcmb-re, that it was immediately brought in. Tech. football game.
From a baseball angle this upper
section of the stand Is not a very
that he had,

AMONG THE WOMEN
(('tup

nun

il

t'rotn

pigc

H

I

As a nurse Miss M-lwi I.m.k. d
the hips.
well in ail while.
Miss •'ernu^ni appeared as a hrid«\ wearing a dress
made mi.^'y of white friime. A silver la» e dress had a blue foundation.
A broad sash was of silver. An old-fashioned dress was of pink silk
il had a
With blue velvet ribbons
C..::il \«-lvet was still another dress,
bin,-

<

;

i,;i.

j,

..kin cxlriuh-d at
I

mall

puff at the waistline.
Miss Dyer is a talented mis-, singing and dancing very well. Her
several dresses were dainty.
A violet taffeta had a skirt made entirely
V flowered
of tneks. A pink chiffon di.s^ had three rows of g"'d braid.
chiffon dresv parted in front, showing lace petticoat-.
Miss I.a lay was the usual burlesque soubrette, with loads of pep and
wore many short, good-looking frocks. The chorus was well dressed in
»«1 numbers, especially the taller show girls in many st>lcs of evening
gowns. The ponies in green taffeta puffed at the* back made a nice set of
costumes. The harem skirts of gold with hoops of gold lace were striking.
"The ivih of »6l" was well done in silk hoop skirts garlanded with
rose.--

favorable place, but as for football,
not a better place could be found.
Consequently, with the majority
flocking there during the football
series, a weakened condition of the
stand becomes possible.

The Ambassador
emy,

r.roadway

Milliard

and

Acad-

Forty-ninth

staging a song writers'
tournament with a long list of enThe contestants pay a $5 entries.
trance fee, which is pooled with
J200 donated by tho management
and divided up into prizes. The
Baro Abel, Santley
entries are:
Lester, Grant Clarke, Milton Ager,
Halsey Mohn, Henry Sat ley, Walter
Donaldson, Herman Ruby, C!oorgle
Gershwin. Benny Davi?, Fred Ahlert,
street,

Is

in politics as as.; itanfc

leader to l'ercival E. Naglc.

A fire in the basement of the Slut
Street theatre Tuesday night was
extinguished with t the audience
learning of the trouble, regardless
of the fact that the fire department
was called to extinguish the blaze.

The Refined Amusement Co., own*
of the State Street theat ,
Trenton, N. J., was convicted Tuesday in a jury trial on a charge of
violating the vide and Immorality
era

act by showing motion pictures on
Sunday.
fine of .1 war imposed.

A

ack Dempsey, heavyweight champion, filed a general denial in the
County Clerk's office Tuesday of th*>
charges brought against hlo by Albert Slegel for alleged alienation of
his wife's (Bee Palmer) affctlone,
Louis GoldsoL a brother of F. J*
chairman of Ooldwyn, committed suicide Tuesday evening in
t
lobby of the Rita -Carlton Hotel
by shooting himself. No motive wan
given for the suicide, although it
was generally reported the deceased
ha J met with financial reverses, he
at one time having been a wealthy

Qoldsol,

real estate operator.

•—^_»^

has arranged to
through Bird 8. Color,
Commissioner of the Department of
Public Welfare, between S00 and
1,00$ tlokets weakly for performances at the Hippodrome to the poor
C. B. Dillingham

distribute

of the olty.

Helene Jesmer, forme, -y a chorus
with the "Greenwich Village
nan staiUd suit against
Philip Morgan Plant, a son jf Mor-

girl

Follies,"

ton F. Plant, the multl-mlUlonaire,
for $260,000 damage*. Tho suit in
the outcome of an automobile aool-dent which occurred while the plaintiff was riding with young P* nt end
several friends from New York to
New Haven about a year ago. Mlsa
Jesmer was oonflned to a hospital
fo. several months and alleges that
she is unable to return to stage
'

With Brandon Tynan acting as
chairman a committee of actors has
come out in support of Judge Talley.
Another actors' committee headed work.
by William Collier Is backing Joab
H. Banton.

Tammany

candidate for

BROADWAY 0IOBT

district attorney.

called "Let's

The Notre Dame

who

Facing eviction, Evelyn Nesbltt
last week took from 10 to 20 grains
of morphine, but recovered.

now busy

is

(Continued from Page 11)
John Warwick, Belfast council- Dreams" at present Nor. 14 is' anthe Leonard man, visiting here after 36 years' nounced as the opening of the "Midabsence, pronounced New York the night Frolic," with - Zlegfeld revue
most moral city in the world.
Go."

which may be called
Amphitheatre.

:

ahow
week's
premieres
This
In a long story Sunday in the
American Carle Carlton discussed promise. "Good Morning, Dearie, *
Edith
wife,
with
his
his differences
at the Globe Is regarded surefire;
Day, stating he had not heard from "The Grand Duke" at the Lyoeuift
1

her in six months. He declared her
Interest In Pat Somerset whose wife

and
excellently
received,
was
named Edith Day as corespondent, "Golden Days" at the Gaiety, too,
atrong
touted
having
was
a
aa
dated from a party given by the
chance.
"Anna Christie" waa a
Duke of Manchester.
Wednesday opening at the VanderJohn J. Relsler (John the Barber) bilt. Sothern and Marlowe opened
was assaulted by his brother-in-law, for a month of Shakespeare at the)
Max Katz. and his wife In Yonkers Century Monday, and Anna Pavlowa
Oct. 30 for paying too much atten- opened a two weeks' engagement at
.

tion, according to Interviews given the Manhattan.
out by Mrs. Relsler, to her sister.
"The Three Musketeers" will hare)
As It was a family affair the police but one more week at the Lyric;
made no arrests.
the business Is down to around
Fred Stone's Airedale, Jack, is $10,000. "Theodora" heads the spelost and half Forrest Hills is help- cial feature list at the Astor, with
ing the comedian look for the pet.
last weeks' takings around $16,000.
Business, according to the agenBuying from the French Govern- cies about town, has dome lndlcament for $100 an islet in the Bay of
tion
of improvement. Although the
Biscay, Mme. Sarah Bernhardt announces she will erect her tomb first two days of the week found
there, herself carving the statuary the usual amount of traffic in the
for it.
ticket agencies, there was a spurt
in business on. Wednesday afterGeorge Cohan arrived in London noon that was Indicative o f better
only to announce he hadn't forsaken
times coming.
America for good.
The surprise of the week was the
Professor Frederick Starr of the fact that none of the agencies would
University of Chicago stirred up a take a buy for the Sothern -Marriot last week by saying there were
He lowe engagement at tho Century,
no pretty girls in America.
added that real beauty was to be although the Shuberts tried to put
found only among Llberlan and kin- over a buy for that house. There
dred races on the coast of Africa.
were buys for two of this week's
attractions, however, "Good MornE. F. Albee last week signed Babe
getting
Ruth for a 20-week tour of the ing, Dearie," at tho Globe
Indefinite buy of about 450 scats
an
Keith circuit at $3,000 a week.
a night, while tho week's Belasco
Peggy Hopkins Joyce is back opening, "The Grand Duke," at the
from Paris to collect $10,000 weekly Lyceum, drew a buy for about 300
alimony from her husband and con- a night.
sider a $10,000 a week picture offer.
This is the final week for the buy
E. F. Albon hfl S offered the Amer- at the National for "Main Street,"
ican Legion Keith's Hippodrome for and t!.ero will be no renewal. "The
a reception to Marshal Foch, and Wandering Jew," at the Knickerwent there personally to superin- bocker, receives a buy for 450 a
He was also
tend arrangements.
on the reception commiltco to the night by the brokers, and the demand this week for that attraction
Marshal of France.
was reported strong.
Miss Carolyn W. Ferriday, memAll told, there are eighteen curber of the Junior League and so- rent buys In the agencies.
They
cially prominent, makes her stage
arc:
T* .ssozn Time" (Ambassodebut this week with Sothern and
dor), "Itet-rn of Peter Grimm". (BeMarlowe.
lasco), "Tangerine" (Casino), "A
(Cohan),
Divorcement"
Arthur A. Ford and George "R. Bill
of
Burke, both in "Tho O'Brien Girl." "Dulcy" (Frazce), 'Good Morning,
reported to tho police last week Dearie"
Cylinder
"Six
(Globe),
that their apartment had been bur- Love" (Harris), "Bombo" (Jolson),
.

glarized.

"The Wandering Jew" (Knickerhas taken over tie bocker), "Tho O'Brien Girl" (Lib*
"The Grand puke" "Ly«
ertyj,
Central Bark Casino fio'm Dorval
Bros., lessees since 181*7, and will cfeiini), "Music Box Revue" (Musla
remodel, continuing it as a restau- Box>, "Main Street"
(National),
rant. Harry J. Susakind of Pelham "Sally" (Amsterdam), "Bluebeard's)
Inn and Blossom Heath will manage Kighth Wifo" (Ritzj, "The Circle"
it and music will be restored.
(fclelwyn), "Greenwich Village FoU
Buddy De Silver, Walter llirsch,
(Continued on page 40)
SadiLa Wilson, former show girl,
(Continued on page 10)
C\
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FOREIGN REVIEWS
LA DOLORES

one act by H. Duxcnn.ls, dea nursing home where a
Paris, Oct. 7.
hen-pecked husband feigns madFinn in Gemler is to be congratu- ness, declaring he Ij made of crystal
lated on mounting the great work and needs to be handled gently. He
of the late Jose Follu y Codina, has assumed this malady to find
Dolores,"
"I*a
adapted
the peace, his better half, the lady of
French stage by Georges Baud and bronsc, having rendered his existThe characters
Felix H. Michel.
In three acts it ence Intolerable.
in

scribes

—

It is not a wildly
leave the deathbed vacant for their respectability.
accomplice. Sybil Thorndike is the humorous play, but it is in admirbackbone and mainstay of the per- able good taste. There is very little
formance. Kussel Thorndike, George story, and what there is, is as light
Bealby and Nicholas Han nan give and transparent as gossamer, but it
support which could not be bettered, serves to make pleasant entertainLady Tree's impersonation
Thorndike being especially fine as ment.
the braggart in "F« ac." Tho stag- of the growlingr old woman was the
success of the evening. Eileen Beling is simple but effective.
don was not particularly happy as
Aramlnta. Excellent performances
MAUGET^S
came from Lyall Swete and Roy
'
Byford, and W. Cronin Wilson was
Paris, Oct. 18.
Irenes Maugel has resumed his good as the lover.
management of tho Nouveau theatre, the playhouse within the wax
works Muses Grevin. He has adopted the policy of the Grand Guignol
London, Oct. 14.
and Deux Masques, presenting short
Produced on the afternoon of Oct.
pieces. The best in the present pro- 11, an innovation doubtless due to
gram is "Dans la Jungle" (The Re- the arrival of Aramlnta at the Comturn of Imray) from the story of edy in the evening, Andre Chalot's
iludyard Kipling, by K. M. Lau- new revue, "A to Z," Is one of the
mann.
best.
There are 25 episodes, and
The excitement is well sustained all are so excellent that it Is diffiin the discovery of the murder of cult to choose from their number.
the former occupant of the bunga- The authors and architects of this
low whose body is discovered in a show, merely numbering eleven,
sack hidden In the roof.
have done their work exceedingly
"L'Executlon" is taken from Henri well. The gem of the whole is unMonnier's Popular Scenes by ft! me. doubtedly "The Oldest Game In the
Isabelle Fusie. depicting a crowd at World," a delightfully thought out
a public execution in Paris, in the and 'produced story of famous love
Empire days, an urchin up a lamp affairs, Ronald Jeans and Ivor Nopost describing to those below the vello being responsible for words
swift action of the guillotine i de- and music respectively.
The story
capitating four prisoners. The au- of the episode is delightfully sung
thoress holds the role of the urchin, by Josephine Trix and Marcel de
and Barencey is excellent in the Haes.
type of Monnier's iu>w immortal JoAnother feature Is a Chinatown
seph Prudhomme. The sketch, how- drama In tabloid form, 'The Honor
ever, would be better if condensed. of Quong Poo," by Thomas Burke,
Barencey is also good in "Trois the author of "Linn-house Nights."
Types." two acts by Paul Giafferi, Then there is a distinct novelty in a
present in., three auxiliaries during sketch which is played backward.
the war working in a government Fred Ross makes good with an Imioffice.
They are of different sta- tation of that stage autocrat, Balieff
private life,
tions
In
but thus of Chauve Souris fame, a ballet a
brought together they play dominos long way after Thackeray, capital
and have minor quarrels like school- mimicry from Elisabeth Pollock and
boys. It is well observed, but also a great Noah's Ark number by the
a bit too long. There is no action, Sisters Trix. This clever couple of
albeit
the public is entertained by entertainers stand out vividly from
I
a perfect show and duplicate their
this trifle.
"A bas les auteurs.* an act by previous success at the New Oxford
Johannes Gravier, is supposed to be in "The League of Notions."
a satire on theatrical directors who
have a horror of dramatic authors,
Ono the whole a worthy bill, but
not calculated to attract for long.
Paris, Oct. 26.
Louis Fallens, author of this fouract drama, is a Belgian, a former

t

whose honor

lias

been "good

by an unscrupulous gallant.
Charles Boyer Is convincing as tho
said Melchor.
Tho bouquet, however, goes to Pierre Blanchar, a
newcomer from the conservatoire
this year, who received a second
prize at the last examination.
He
is striking as the moody, then cnerget ic, Lazaro.
The show terminates with a
sketch by Tristan Bernard. "Daisy,"
with Firmin Oemier as a race track
crook who saves a rival from the
police, whereas It would have been
so simple to let him do a long term
while he remained with the girl
they both love.
Kendrcw.

girl,"

is

versation.

He

them

DEUX MONSIEUR' DE MADAME
Paris, Oct. 18.

Comedy
i

by Felix

warm heart for the enterprising
George, and has become weary of
the homely habits of Adolphe. Consequently she is quite willing again
to divorce and remarry the fickle
George. The new farce closely resembles "l7n Ange Passa" given at
the Potiniere last Reason. Gandera
declares he wrote nis play without
knowing of the other. "Madame's
Two Husbands" will not have a long
run, and there is no great harm
done. Gandera has given us some
lively plays, and the present one
has some amusing situations.
Kcndretc.

agrees to go with her lover on
the Sunday trip. Her fate is very
obvious.
"Fear" is an extremely
strong two -act drama from the
French with the exception of one
all the items in the program are
from the French" it Is also the big
girl

—

—

characters.

One

.

of

his

songs,

"Germs," is a fine number.
'The
Old-fashioned Girl" and "The 'Seven

Ages of Women" were alike excellent. "A Legend of Old Venice," the
most elaborate piece of scenic work
in the production, was a capital
spectacle, beautifully dressed and
staged. In this Germaine Mitty and
Tillio Introduced a remarkable acrobatic dance which will be the talk
of London.

Part 2 was opened by Parish and
Paru, wh#> had very little time allowed them In which to make good,
but succeeded admirably. When the
show runs closer and they get a better chance they will be one of the
big things of the production. "The
Way to Write a Play" demonstrated
what a hash three amateur authors
can make of a play, especially when
each of them writes an act without
knowing what his collaborators have
done or are" doing. Starting with a
modern problem Idea, the second
author made the play Grand Guignol and the third turned It into oldfashioned musical comedy.
This
last episode was somewhat lacking
in humor and might be cut with
results.
However, it held an

good

exceedingly good wedding number.
"Let the Boy Win His Spurs" was
one of the very best things of the
evening, the first scene showing tho
tent of Edward II at Crecy in August, 1346,

mous

where he made

his fa-

speech, and the scene changed
the Trocadero, August, 1921,
where some of the "boys" who had
won their spurs banquet ted in honor
of their host who had just been created a baronet. Alas! the boys were
all naturalized enemy aliens, all of
them had made fortunes during the
war by profiteering, swindling, even
blackmail. In the hour of their
adopted country's need. They all
chansonnicr in Paris.
His work, had British names famous in the
mounted by Jacques Copeau at the country's history. In this Morris
Vieux Colombier. is suitably con- Harvey gave a brilliant performstructed. The action is laid amidst ance.
Another good playlet with
smugglers on the Dutch frontier. Alfred Lester as a nervous chaufPhilemon, the eldest pom of Libor, is feur pursued by his amorous
misthe chief of the band, in which his tress,
brought the show to the road
three brothers are enrolled, their
leading to the Bull Ring at Toledo.
business being in driving cattle
Here Trinl danced, but it was poor
Into Belgium.
The fattier Is Ir- after
the brilliant work which had
ritable, perhaps regretting his inGermaine Mitty and
ability to mix in the adventures. A preceded it.
Tillio
gave another remarkable
spy is in their midst, Llbor's only
daughter, Rose, who Is in love with dance in the arena of an ancient
the custom's officer of the neighbor- Roman circus, and we then come
hood and ready to sell her brothers. a modern circus ring, the Dolly SisThe last expedition was successful, ters, many calls, a speech from Aland Philemon announces he Is now fred Lester, In which* he told the
going to commence honest work on public that they were welcome to
a farm to the great Joy of the fam- the authors and producers, as the
ily.
The second act is with the aged company was fed up with them after
farmer, Dauw, with a young wife, six weeks* rehearsal.
The curtain
and it was for this reason Philemon fell after being up for over three
had accepted work on the farm. hours and orty minutes.
He loves the farmer's wife, and
Chief honors in the production
they arrange to elope after having must go to Germaine
Mitty and
to

robbed Dauw of his cattle to pay
expenses. It is arranged to smuggle the animals over the frontier,
but warned by tho sister, Rose, the
customs, officers are ready. They

Til*

without any support this
couple would draw crowded
houses; the Dolly Sisters, who are
still
tho leading lights of "The
pursue Philemon to his home, where League of Notions" as well; Evelyn
Laye,
good in all she did and exshot.
ia
he
Kcndrcxc.
ceptionally so as Nell Gwynn; June,
our own British dancer, and as good
as the best of the ballet school;
Walter Williams, Clifton Webb,
London, Oct. It.
Morris Harvey, Alfred Lester, ParC. B. Cochran has given us of his
ish and Peru, and a host of other
best In "The Fun of the Fayre,"
clever people. In fact, the show was
which o produced at the London
rather
overloaded by genius, the
Pavilion on Oct. 17, after the customary postponement. As a spec- brillianc and length of tho cast making
personal
performances very
THE HOTEL MOUSE
tacle much of it is very beautiful,
although scenery counts for very lit- sketchy. The whole ran smoothly
London, Oct. 1.
and
without
a
hitch, with the one
tle,
the effects being obtained by
"The Hotel Mouse," which Sir Alunfortunate exception already menfred Butt and J. E. Vedrenne pro- the gorgeous colors of tho dresses
and the grouping. Some of these tioned.
Gore.
dresses, as seen <>n the first night,
the French by Miss Tennyson Jesse may be said to rival those of either
and H. M. Harwood. For the first "Chu Chin Chow" or "Cairo" in darthree acts Its sparkle is Just a little ing, "altogether" tights, covered by
too brilliant and subtle for popu- thin open mesh netting, being exLondon, Oct. If).
It Is In such a
larity, but the farce of the fourth tremely popular
"Cairo,'' which is the Oscar Asche
act redeems everything and saves costume that "the most beautiful version of
"Mecca." was successgirl
In
the
world"
makes
her
the situation.
bow fully produced at His Majesty's on
The last act had
much to do with the cordiality of to Loudon audiences. Frankly, she October
15."
Today all London if
the piece's reception. The story is was disappointing. There are hun- talking of
its gorgeousness and arof tho Continent and Continental dreds of girls more beautiful than guing as to
whether the big scene is
"crooks" are the leading characters Trinl, and thousands more talented. simply lascivious obscenity unconThe .Mouse is a delightful girl, who We had been led to expect too much. trolled or art in Its highest form.
Novelties abound, and it was not Asche
is nothing more or less tlrnn an exhas his all on Art with a very
port hotel sneak thief working In until well after 11 o'clock that any- big capital A.
partnership with a criminal whom thing went wrong with tb/» hig show.
The
scene In question is that of
die (-alls her "godfather."
Ono of Then the Fratellinl Brothers bade Ihe orgy
where,
in the ruined pala
their coups lead* to a love affair, fair to wreek a triumphant evening.
to
clashing
and delirious music, men
to say nothing of a general entan- In the last scene of all they Introelement of the dramatic personae duced every stale old clowning and and women work themselves up to
;im i tho vml of „ 1( n iay shows the knockabout trick known to the ages, fever heat of sensual abandon and
Mouse receiving the reward which and. to put It mildly, they "got the fall exhausted, their limbs entwined.
dramatists generally reserve for bird." They -hould never have been As a spectacle It is womhrfulll
virtue.
The dialog is full of ironv allowed to go on with such poor ma- beautiful, and, after all, it is i mat*
and hard-hitting witticisms, and terial. Their appearance struck the ter of "evil to him who evil thinks.*
the whole play is brilliantly acted. one false note in a night of perfect The whole show is a worthy successor to "Chu Chin Chow." and
Dorothy Minto is the Mouse and harmony.
bacscores heavily, whether burgling or
Opening with Bartholomew Fair would be a success even if its comchanalian excesses were eut
in
love making.
1665,
with
She also adds addiKing Charles, Lady pletely.
.strong
very
The
cast
is
a
tional piquancy to the production Castlemaine, Nell Gwyn and Samby wearing a costume of black uel Pepys. the show runs through one. but so even do the principaJ
stands out
tights when on her depredatory ex- many episodes, all good and mostly parts appear that no one
his or her fellow players. Ospeditions.
Holman Clarke as her original, much more original than above
wrestler,
car
Asche
showmanIS
the
"godfather" and partner Is also re- we generally see in revue, until the
with his
sponsible for a fine and highly pol- end is reached in a modern circus. All Shar, and he. on a line brought
been
now-famous
orgy
has
In this last scene Cochran sprang
ished piece of work.
exundue
to task on account of his
his big surprise on LondSn by putposure. Lily Brayton is beautifully
ting the Dolly Sisters 4nto the ring
Courtice
ARAMINTA ARRIVES
with their Pony Trot. Their recep- regal nnd declamatory. the whole
Pounds
well and
London. Oct. 12.
tion was immense.
Among other long castsings
work hard to reach a deAraminta Arrives." the comedv good things: Arthur Roberts proved
served success, but the spectacular
with which Leon M. Lion and Nor- there was indeed a lot
of life in the portion of the show will be the big
lnau McKinnel followed "The Love old dor as a policeman
on
g«nsl as
Thief" at the Comedy on Oct. 11, is slumbering in Piccadilly duty and pull. The music is not so
Circus, a in "Chu Chin Chow'— at any ram
a. horse of another eolor.
It is Vic- scene whic* also yielded
view.
oi
a capital from the popular point
lorian alike in plot, atmosphere and song
G'ur*
Ho, for
brilliant

FUN OF FAYRE
:

CAIRO

GRAND GUIGNOL

.

—

,

acts

George rather enjoys the situation
and carries it to the extreme limit,
aided by the unsuspecting aunt.
Marthe has a tender spot in her

spasm of virtuous repentance, the

|

three

ent.

his story,

hunted and only partly clad prosti
lute seeks shelter In a little cafe.
Her house has been raided, she has
escaped, but the gendarmes are in
pursuit.
The waiter turns her out
Paris, Oct. 7.
meet her fate. A party of half
The famous little theatre In the to
,
Rue Chaptal retains its tradition by drunken roysterers arrive for shelpresenting for the new autumn bill ter from the storm, and one of them
two so-called blood curdlers and makes a bet that he'll stay in a
neighboring wax work show until
two farces.
Tho "entertainment" commences morning he has never known what
fear
is.
Left alone with the effigies
With "L'Homme de la Nuit," drama
In two act:., by Leo Marches. It de- of murderers and their victims, with
a
choice
of the guillotine, tho elecpicts a monomaniac Englishman,
tric chair or a garrotting apparatus
who disinters the bodies of women as
his couch, his nerves soon begin
and steals their hair. Tho police
cannot discover the culprit, and ar- to give way. Tire culminating point
rest a valet in the Britisher's em- comes when he touches a figure
He dies
ploy who is known as the Man of which moves and is warm
the Night.
The audience is kept of terror. Tho figure is the hunted
suspicious until the end, when the Drostilute, and she, too, goes mad
before
the gendarmes drag her
real
offender,
known as a ro- away.
The dead man they Ignore,
spectahle
married
painter,
Is
thinking
he Is only one of the
tracked. Paulaia plays the part of
the Englishman with conviction, show's exhibits. The growth of terror, verging on insanity, is splenMile. Conzalves being his unsusdidly depicted. "E and O E," standpecting snouse. The Impression of
ing for EiTors and Omissions and
the scalping is well felt without not
a chemical compound as might
being seen.
!»••
thought,*
"Lo Rapide 13." one-act drama or comedy by E.is a rather gruesome
Jean Sartene, is more impressive A man is badly Crawshay-Williams.
Injured and dying.
and realistically mounted. It de- His young wife and
her mother are
picts a railroad signal cabin, with eager that ho
shall sign a new will,
the usual husiness of passing trains. but he has little
to leave, having
The solitary signalman Is smitten for years earriod out a system of
with an attack of nj.opWy, leading finingr thrm for their 'errors and
to a collision on tho line, vith all omissions. He dies
They persuade
the horrors of a railroad catas- a neighbor to Impersonate him so
trophe, the relief train and removal that the win can be signed. He dies,
cf the victims. Wmc. Maxa, the star but leaves what is left to himself.
of the house, has an opportunity to The -plot is spoiled, however, by the
scream as the signalman's wife.
dead,..,..-.
body felling out of a wardrobe.
"La Dame de Bronze et le Mon- into which the women have lgAicur 4e Criatai," farcical comedy nomlnously thrust It in order to

in

Ganders, presented /or the reinauguration of the Mathurins. The
title Is the pet phrase of the general
servant of Marthe, who has married
twice.
having
pardoned
After
George for many infidelities, she obtains a divorce and contracts matrimony with the easygoing, sedate,
particular Adolphe.
Marthe has a
rich aunt who is opposed to divorce,
so when the old lady announces her
visit the family must appear as she
formerly knew it. Marthe thus prevails On her new husband to allow
the former one to resume his place
in the home while the aunt is pres-

a story the facislmile of theirs,
which brought ruin and unhapplness to Just such another little
working girl. In the end, after a

|

playlet, in-

troduced Alfred Lester, after which
he kept cropping up in all sorts of

LA FRAUDE

about to surrender

tells

ami Let Live," a capital

,

when they are interrupted by an old
man who has overheard their con|

|

A TO Z

j

soiled

In this there was much
little anatomical display. Here Trinl made her
debut. Of the dances, that of June
no longer '\Little June," and Robert
Qulnault was by far the best. "Let
ecuted.

good dancing and not a

NEW SHOW

drawn the resident
holds the attention until the tragic are vividly
climax. The production is realistic, doctor, who thinks more of the
with plenty of color. Codina died prosperity of his business than the
in 1897, and his pieces have since health of his patients; an aristohad big vogue in Spain and South cratic inmate, and the painter affecting aberration to find tranquility
America. H. "Spanish Love"
asylum.
with a certain success in the United in
"Madt," piece In one act, by
to
superior
States. "La Dolores" is
this work, and is considered his Maurice Leval, Is one of the weekly
series written by this journalist for
masterpiece.
Dolores,
a common Christian a local journal. The usual dialogue
on
domestic
economy
between
servant
at
a
Is
the
name in Spain,
village inn, and, though strictly Madame Mado and her tolerant hushonest, has in a moment of passion band. They return home late from
given herself to Melchor, a local the theatre and decide to have supbarber and song writer. He cares per In the kitchen. Then the houselittlo for the girl, and has composed wife becomes aware of many disa ditty irreverently singing her crepancies and failings on the part
charms. When he wishes to marry of her cook. She orders Monsieur
he learns Dolores is of a revengeful to arouse the servant, and after a
spirit and threatens to divulge the scene of reproaoh, sacks the halfsecret, known to all the men, to his awake woman in the middle of the
The beautiful servant night, forbidding her even to return
betrothed.
girl has many suitors, even a hand- to her bed in the house. A humorsome sergeant stopping at the inn to ous trifle of a pampered lady's
The present bill at the
But he is not brave temper.
court her.
enough, in spite of his bragging, to [Jrand Clulgnol is quite up to the
Kendrew.
challenge Melcbor and to defend the usual.
reputation of the girl, any more
than a rich farmer who gives a bull
I0HD0H GUIGHOL
tight in her honor.
Laxaro, a seminarist, the nephew
London, Oct. 14.
of the woman who keeps the inn,
In the fifth series of Grand Guighome on a vacation, is also madly nol plays produced by Jose Levy
Forgetful of Oct. 12 at the Little the horror-lovin love with Dolores.
his religious calling, he confesses ing public gets its money's worth
his passion, but the girl laughs. Her "Haricot Beans" Is a clever little
love for Melchor atill smoulders, and comedy, in which two friends agreo
when the handsome young barber to share the £2,000 prize offered by
begs for another rendezvous, to a newspaper, providing either of
settle a bet with frequenters of the them should win it.
The competlBut inn editor (a remarkably uncouth
ion, she ultimately consents.
Dolores hears of the bet and swears individual this even for an editor
During the bull tight and a direct libel on every man in
vengeance.
ILazaro proves his metal by saving Fleet street) calls on x>ne of them.
the life of the bragging sergeant, who Is an acquaintance, and tells
and struck by admiration, Dolores him he's won. He, however, wants
finally agrees to open her door to half the prise for himself, more the
him that night. Her first intention real prize is only £ 200, although
was to find a courageous protector the winner must sign f6r the £2,000.
when the fickle Melchor appears as The winner agrees eventually, siarranged. Dolores has not told him though he is very annoyed to see
she is aware of the bet. When she his thousands dwindle to one hun
Then his troubles begin. He
is convinced of the true purpose of dred.
the simple seminarist, who has dis- quarrels with everybody, his past
life
crops
up and costs him fifty,
played his strength in the arena,
she realises the young fellow loves and In the end he has nothing.
"The
Unseen"
is a thrill, with ocher honestly. She then tries to prevent the two rivals meeting, the cultism as its foundation. The husband
of
a
passionately
adoring girlsafety of Lazaro being her first
thought. But Melchor knocks dur- wife is murdered by poachers. Her
ing their confession of mutual love; parents fear for her sanity, but a
the two men meet in a duel and the year later she is quite well in health
and happy because she Is In dally,
unscrupulous
barber
slain.
is
with the
Dolores throws herself in dispair hourly communication
Into LazarO's arms and declares she dead man. She consults him about
has killed tho intruder, whereupon everything, even the hats she shall
Hypnotism cures her, but
the seminarist cries to the crowd wear.
"The Old
attracted by the noise that ho is the she goes raving mad.
Story" Is a little comedy with a
culprit, for he loves Dolores more
touch
of
tragedy.
A
young
law
than life. The curtain falls with
the supposition that the affair will student Is Infatuated by a working
girl.
He
wishes
her
spend
to
Sunbe settled according to the public's
day with him. The way in which he
wishes.
her and mauls her about
Mary Marquct holds the title role, kisses be
sufficient warning, but is
and is suited for the part of the should
not.
She.
after telling him she Is a
Spanish girl,
<

Curse,** well done by Walter
Williams and Yvonne Phillips. The
of the Fayre" was another
fine item, rarely conceived and extall
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modern kind bursts Into the sta- I
tion, having come through mud and
mire in a machine for forty miles
to get her aunt, knowing she would
be at this Junction point. The aunt,

TOWN REVIEWS
LEI

h«n

Mr Woods used

man has

WHITE PEACOCK

Atlantic City. Not. X.
Aloha," opening Nov. 1
-Lai
is a story of
#-<W by Al Jolson.
Kwallan love and leprosy. Scenic3£r the venture recalled the days

to in /eat his

BED-SIDE CHATS

I

whom

of course, is the lady to

ALOHA

17

WITH NELLIE REVELL

the

proposed the night before,
(NcFie Revell has "been a patient for over two years nt St. Vincent's IJoSm
pital, 7th avenue and Iftth street, New York City.
A newspaper woman.
Miss Revell erected a name for herself in publicity work for the theatre and
attractions. Her observations and comment have been invited by Variety,
a* weekly contributions, of which this is the fourth.)

and imagine his consternation when

that lady states that she is not exactly the girl's aunt, being rather
* nn *
Ann Sutherland her great aunt.
From this point on the man's cuMarietta di lUbcray SauUUoa
I
Bcttr Preacott I rioslty about her age, aided and
L*on Oordon abetted by the lady herself, grows.
£°? Mljael
Kafael Roderlgutw
"4
b. l. Fernanderf
The Countess Wyanock
Muriel Tindal Next the modern girl throws herRevetU <U Rlbera j Santalloe
self at the man.

Pittsburgh, Nov.

ft.

THE GAME OF

LIFE

game

of whist, from unseen sources, the cards are shuffled!
and the hands are dealt;
Blind are our efforts to control the forces that though unseen, are no
less strongly felt.
I do not like the way tho cards are shuffled; but still I like the gams)

Life is a

^Suctions with a small fortune and
Madame Petrova
cent, reason _
It would not be complete were not
_
KJJt to that as a 60 per
Captain Xturbert Lang .. .George C. Thorpe
the performances of Miss Frances
KToubllc attendance. The outdoor Don Caesar dl Meadoaa Oonsalea
Howard,
^_T«# th« "black beach." the bamas the modern girl, a
Malcolm Faaaett
outdoor Joeellte
Charles Broken, splendid contrast to Miss Burke,
UnaT living room and the
P«dro
Judaon I* ng-tll while Charles Abbe, whose moment
and want to play,
each
were
residence
the
Surtyard of
was all too brief, did a remarkably Thus through the long, long night will I unruffled, play my hand, until
themselves studied and perfected
*ewa
Madame
Petrovas
"White
Peaand
Us
clime
clever
bit
the break of day.
of
character
work
as
the
tropical
of
cock" is a woman financially inde- station ag nt.
Jfeofcfo*
(Not my lines but my sentiment.)
kabitat.
pendent
and
morally
unimpeachable.
was a well Such is the star's conception of
All that was needed
real
•oven Dlot to have set off the pic- woman, and while the first dramatic
Just before this last game of the World's Series of operations, which
I am playing on the diamond of life, the doctor explained that the
Atlantic City, Nov. t.
operation which he Intended to "do on me" was known as an Mez«
This play, by Rachel Crothers, ploratory," meaning he wanted to find out if his diagnosis of
subtly develops
«"*»- that .d.a
long «*.,.
idea .on.
cher
my conrrTw^mu^anTcSSitlLMo^! ™bU»
ished by her, but not so clearly por- opened at the Globe Oct 27.
It
dition was correct. I don't know why he didn't call it an 'inquisitive.'*
ratine and much and constant talk- trayed heretofore.
deals with the matter-of-fact gloss
Sometimes
After
the
subject
onslaught
was
and
ever
returns
were
In
and
I
same
had again coma
The show came into the Shubert of satisfaction which obscures the
Si on thepoetically
and lengthily Pitt
was
after two weeks of touring. The morals of everyday people in an up for air, I asked the gentlemanly surgeon for an Inventory, warning
again It was mere un inter
everyday small middle western city. him that if I got no rcbato for what he took out I would refuse to pay
i'noki
Selwyns
can
count
"Peacock"
suca
Always It cess, for it measures up
conversation.
Miss Crothers has taken the home
ampr- possible with Madame to the best of a well-to-do Judge who dominates him for what he put in he acquiesced, "fair enough," and proceeded
dmed at active painting of
Petrova, afto elucidate exactly what had transpired. Of course it was all as clear
at anything
seldom
and
scenes
fording her immeasurable opportun- his wife until she becomes abso- as mud to me, but remembering that my person looks like a map of
uf
From a well- the Pennsylvania Railroad and, judging from the
else.
ity to display her grace, talent and lutely insignificant.
points of Interest
author, art, and her triumph is complete. guided and instructive five-year
Juliette Crosby and the
visited, I think he made -a "Cook's tour."
Ethelbert D. Hales, performed the Madame Petrova is a successful study-travel course the daughter reand
turns
with
gusto
ideals
and
artistic
inmuch
with
playwright, judging from her first
orinciprl roles
bor- effort. Her matter is not entirely stincts. How she becomes almost
T have many wonderful friends among Camclltes and Israelites.
Now
Some reality that occasionally
acting, and the new, but it has substance not too swallowed by the maelstrom of de- I have made the acquaintance of a Thermolito which is an Improved
Si on effective
always reliable weighty, and if the essence of art is celt, false pretense, hypocrisy and tireless cooker with a four hundred candle power (or horse power) globe
ften admired and
servility of this ordinary household
ma- simplicity "Peacock" fills tho bill.
Louise Macintosh. In a small
which the nurse, after smearing my affected area with a mustard paste,
three acts to toll.
distinguished a
Madame Petrova dominates the takes
tronly part, quite
The cast was well chosen. Minnie the odor of which could be mistaken for the national flower of Barron
role.
whole thing. Though the story bears
matter-of-fact
Dupree
rever
met the question of Island, turns an the Beacon light and plays its rays up and down the trail
Schemer.
a brilliant climax and powerful de- cringing,
indrawn insignificance any of my bonesome spine. It isn't so painful when she koeps It moving.
nouement with gunplay a promi- better than
as the mother of this But when she hesitates! Talk about the searchlight of acrunlty making
nent feature, there is a charm of play. Frank
gruffly and
one wince under its rays. Meet my thermolite.
subdued color and an atmosphere fatherly lordedSheridan
it oter the household

EVERYDAY

M

—

JHE UNDERCURRENT

The lines arc
about the thing.
Boston, Nov. 2.
clever, at times perhaps a little high
Frank Thomas sounding, and for that reason^ the
Florence Coventry
irrvniEnid Markey play will appeal to the carriage
H&n MU1-V.
Henry Croaeen patrons rn particular.
As for the
Smmi a butler
Jonn MUJan movie fans the plot isn't too far reSfBlalr
J. A. Arnold
Saanldlns. a bookkeeper
moved from the pinema realm to
displease them.
IE&:::::::::::.":::^F&&
K. Anderson
The action takes place in Spain,
MoNaufhton
Geneva Hush covering three acts. Twelve years
JMlth Spaaldinir
nth0B
Pemberton
£
before
^£"£tt
tho play opens Don Miguel,
Ueorgo W ethora d
Interne
Rhea Dlvely an ambitious magistrate, has caused
ffirae Hasting*
the death of a man aware of his
"The Undercurrent" Is tho maiden duplicity, and the conviction of the
latter's innocent son, Don Caesar.
effort In playwritlng on the part of
William H. McMasters, publicist, The latter escapes to appear in his
native town at the opening of tho
satirist, political editor and pubplay,
attempting to steal Don
lisher, famed mainly (to his peras the man who Miguel's wife as his first plan to get
petual grief)
falling in love with her.
even,
later
-quick"
-rich
"get
Ponsl
Kicked the
bble by a signed "expose" in the The wife (Petrova) is Impressed
his
appearance and conwith
both
that
won
for
which
Boston Post,
paper the Tulltser medal for jour- versation and uses him as a model
Don Miguel recart
studio.
In
her
nalistic achievement.
by preference the ognizes in the model the escaped
chose
lie
being ostranged
his
wife
convict,
and
his
for
field
medium of the stock
try-out of his new play, its first from him, thinks Don Caesar her
insists he is
she
later
lover,
though
of
hands
presentation being at the
the Somervl"e Players, and to the not, but that she has fallen in love
Is the husand,
that
it
with
him,
critics,
great surprise of the Boston
who were with him without excep- band's infidelity which will prevent
plans
husband's
to
have Don
the
its
tion, the play, deep as it is in
The wife meets the
industrial economic theme, drew the Caesar killed.
murderer.
Rafael,
hired to
drunken
record business of years to this suburban house, which has replaced the do the job, "vamps" him and is in
husband
appears.
when
the
his
arms
Craig Players in Its search for an
budding Incensed, the latter attacks Rafael
annual
production
by
and is mortally wounded in the
authors.
Before the end of the week the struggle.
E. L. Fernandez adds new laurels
•scouts" were on tho Job, with A. H.
Woods apparently keenly interested. to his family name as the drunken
his role is a difficult one,
desperado,
XeMasters is frankly in the market
with
his
and but he never digresses from the accomedy -drama,
Leon Gordon has
required.
curacy
realized that it can never really go
across unless given a cast and pro- staged the play as well as possible
of the cold, plottho
part
enacts
and
duction of better than average qualting husband with unrelenting preity, as the principal role is of the
of
the cast plays
rest
The
cision.
"grumpy* type.
In brief, the plot revolves around faultlessly.
a crabbed old millionaire, who resents any suggestion that capital
INTIMATE STRANGERS
and labor must meet on common
Washington, D. C, Nov. 2.
ground for common good.
So ob- The Station
Charlos Abt>o
Master
sessed is he with this belief that he
Alfred I-unt
Ames
Vmmnm

wing

*

•

•

5

breaks

off

a budding engagement

Mlsa Burke

Isabel
Florence.

between his daughter and a Columbia professor because of the latters*
socialistic
book, "Tho
Right to

Johnny White
Henrv
Aunt K'len

Live."

Muttie

On

way

he is
by a Fifth avenue bus, and

his

struck

to

his

office

during the struggle to nave his life
specialists a baby dies in an adJy
joining
room in tho hospital, the departure of that soul marking the
J«urn of the faint spark of life in
his withered old bodv.
Upon his
recovery he is completely changed

Howard

Kriime.s

Clenn Hunter
Frank J. Kirk
Klizuhoth Patt^-nton
(Mar© Weldon

Here at the National is the same
Bi Hie Burko in the same sort of
play that has become identified with
her. It is all just as lipht as it could
possibly be, but written only as Mr.
Tarkington could do it. The dialog

Miss Burke has laid
is a
aside the sweet ingrnue of sixteen
W his views on social economics, or thereabouts, but is still Miss
and he becomes a hospital builder Burke in this character of Mr. Tark*nd makes his coal mines models of Ington's. A little bit older, yes, the
prosperity.
whole story being about her ago.
The one novelty of the production
The Messrs. Erlanger, Dillingham
|a tho interlude,
which consist h of and Ziegfeld in presenting Miss
* Drlcl< wall drop of a hospital with Burke have surrounded her with a
wiaing panels showing alternately cast that is remarkable in its colJWO interiors, with a new-born babe lectivenesH as well as its individual
one room and the dying million
To Alfred L-unt and Clenn
isms.
•J
J*re n lno other.
This passago is Hunter must be given credit for two
jense and held a capacity house splendid performances.
In "Johnny
Breathless. Counter-plots are woven White" Tarkington has drawn such
wen through the production. Includ- a boy as every one once was, and
ing the tragedy,
of the rich man's Glenn Hunter portrays him.
underpaid
The story opens in a railway stabookkeeper
his
and
oaughiur and the two miners who tion, where two p.rs«m^ have Income east to see him to prevent a come marooned due to a washout on
sinke and bloodshed
They've quarreh-il over
the line.
in the mine,
re Ia a surprising amount of the remaining sandwich and hardifli
u
it l'roin the lunch
a,r0JU, y built Into the drama, boiled egg that is
an?
oomr< ly possibilities through of hers that they had shan-d arh.-r
th«
starving, so is
is
He
K ro »chy breakfast" scene and in the day.
Jka
redelight.

.

i

1.

•

•

..

lntn '«lo" scenes of the
miners are big. At present
"^ Philology is a little too deep
,ulos a lrinV tor> talkv to
sJIILi
)Ut tll0 ughtfiillv staged bv a
SIS
jrouueer who
COITmly
nij< ct

vlTi#i
•siting

'

UKh

Uiwi?
£naereun
from.

wm

R|>ot oC

vi ,r

/,...

.

melodrama. "The
be later heard

may

Libhcy.

she.

hut she sees

maining lunch.
Neither ein

U*»

lie

th«"

g-t>>

r.'--.perhve

their

wav until late the next day. They
lh<
are forced to spend the niuht in
Alter a delightful bit ot
station.
-oepN-d.
dialog he proposes ami i* a«
They sleep on the benches. The
'

r.e

\t

:<-uiig

morning a

t'."

"L

1

the

,

ll

l

!.'

'
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such fullness of belief in himself
that Miss Dupree had one of the
richest roles of her career. Tnllulah
Bankhead also scored, and no play
in which Lucile Watson holds a part
fails to gain thereby. Vincent Colemar's soldier boy, Don Burroughs'

in

smiling young man, and Mary Donnelly's very ordinary young girl all
added their bit with good grace and
exceptional talented qualities.
In last evening's audience there
was a group of priests who took exception to some rather strong language used to emphasize the ordinary level of one of the characters.
Bchcuer.

THE MAO DOG
Washington, Nov.

2.

In viewing the first performance
a play intended to bring back to
the speaking stage Conway Tearle,
several phases must be considered.
In "The Mad Dog," by George
Scarborough, the Shuberts have
of

What a

the sight of Rennold Wolfs name again at the head of
I, like all the rest of his friends, feared he had
to retire.
I have been buried alive so long here
that when I am so blessed as to be permitted to return to the game, I
don't want to miss a single familiar face. Especially one of so good a
friend as Mr. Wolf, who has done so many kind things for an of us, and
who has helped more than one of us get jobs, also helped ua to keep them.
thrill

column gave me.
made good his threat
his

Bide Dudley of the "Evening World"

is

always picking on me.

When

we worked together on tho "Telegraph,** where he was on the city desk
the day war was declared with Mexico, he blamed me for that, and now
he boldly states I don't know who it was that crossed the Delaware
and suggests that I read up on my algebra. Well, whomever it was who
crossed the Delaware was no friend of ours. His decendants are permitting one of the finest theatres in the State of Delaware to close
for lack of patronage and as far as algebra, well, I may be somewhat
remiss on algebra, but I will wager mj next mess of carrots that I know
more about bcrtabra, erector, quadrotuo, lumbarlum, aacr- lilac thoft
Bide does.

Theodore Mitchell expresses tho hope that I will soon be able to
shake my roll top desk and return to "a flat top one, where the mice
cat my paste and the telephone girl never answers." Offices aren't the
seemingly made a wise selection,
only place frequented by mice. Norma Talmadgo wanted to send me a
first because it gives Mr. Tearle
such a role as his legion of women canary so I would have "something alive In my room." I compromised
admirers will undoubtedly like, and on a mouse trap for the "something allvo" I already have here. I have
secondly because that play, although learned that telephone girls arc not tho only people who do not answer
not the most unusual, still possesses rings.
qualities that interest, even creating splendid suspense, and with an
If I had to be In trouble to find out who my real friends are, what a
ending that doesn't weaken that
joy It Is to record that I have not had a single disappointment, and
which has gone before.
gives
Tearle
a
To say that Mr.
that the ones who did tho most were those on whose friendship I had
remarkably good performance Is to no claim. I am being constantly surprised with new friends, or old
only state the expected.
ones whom I thought had forgotten me.
Mr. Scarborough's story tells of a
man who found the girl he was
B. O. McAnncy, assistant editor of the "Tribune," had a birthday
about to marry in the home he had
His mother, who
built for her with another, his best
last week and sent part of his birthday cake to me.
friend.
He finds them partially brought it said, "Bo wanted you to have the strip directly across the cake,
dressed in the room he had planned it has his initials on It." As everyone in tho newspaper world knows, B.
for his bride. As he 'asks the judgo
O. M. means "Business Office Must" and Is o/n order from the advertisin his delirium in the third act of
use that copy, and the sight of those
tho play, what could he have done ing department that the editor must
else than kill them both? For this, letters are to editors what the proverbial red rag Is In front of a bull.
Instead of the death sentence he so While I have had occasions, to take a few B, O. M.'s to editors, Mr.
craved, they sentenced him to life McAnney is tho first editor who ever sent ono to me. You didn't have
served to mark it B. O. M. to make mo use It, Bo, and I send you, for immediate
Having
imprisonment.
seven years of his term and becomrclcaso next to editorial, all editions T. F. my sincere thanks, congrating known as "The Mad Dog" bebirthday, and may
cause of his fighting acalnst his ulations and prayers for many happy returns of your
they all be spent in the company of tho same little woman, who told
play
bondage, he escapes anoT the
opens with him coming to the lone- me last night, that you were one of the best sons In the world and that
ly mission In Southern Arizona, your brother was the other.
A girl
near the Mexican border.
adopted by the padre has just given
After doing comedy all my life, now they have mo doing straight
her promise to marry the boy and
through the departure of the padre for a lot of cut-ups.
.

—

is

alone for the night.

left

After dressing the man's wound,
which ho received in a fight with
the officers pursuing him, he turns
upon her still the mad dog and takes
what he wants. The next morning
he makes good his escape to the border and over into Mexico and freedom, only to bo drawn back by an
irresistible force to the girl he has
so wronged. He filacer, in hrr hand
his revolver to kill him, which she
cannot do, but finally through
threats that ho will again take her
into the same room where tho night
before he held her his prey, she does
fire, but the bullet doesn't kill, and
he lays throughout the day suffering
and crying for water, but she cannot
forgive him until after while in a
delirium he enacts the story oC what
h;rs made him what he is.
Then she forgives him. and the
last act finds him nursed back to
health, he stating that h<« cannot
have because he must pay his debt
to her.
cureil.

The mad

dog

had

been

solution and her going
iw,»y with him to Mexi- o and safeSus|M-nse
ty i^ jpleinlitlly handled.
is brought in by th«» return t-f the
-heritT and the wondering padre,
who knows that something has hapi»en. d, but cannot quite define what
iM Jinaus, but aiding them to get
it

The

final

(C'oi.t into

....

..1

on page 19)
.

f

i

.

I

.
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The Professional Women's league advises me
in
I

I

I

am a member
can prove that

The doctor who examine*] my tonsils and advised their cancellation, said
1 don't know whether
he thought they might produce AllTHl RITIH.
that's a new pain that they moan to give me., or whether that's, a punon rr»v hu«t»nni1'M n:i r»ie- — \ r.t blif,
r

It is Impossible for me to answer letters, as these little effusions
require all of my strength and I am doing them against the doctors'
So will, my hind fiicnds, who write me, please understand
am not neglectful or unappreeiutlvo of your intorcst, but Just
keep on writing and watch for your answers In Variety.

orders.
that I

William Raymond Sill suggested that he and I do a dance together.
Thanks. Will, but I think you had better get Sarah Bernhardt, You and
she will have more in common.

The

'

News" informs

Cracks."

us, in ten-point type, "The Backbone of the Strike
I suppose I have to begin sympathizing with that strike
we have kindred affliction.

Now

just because

The Salvation Army's slogan, "A man may be clown but he's nevup
was made to order for me. I may be down but I'm never out.

ii'ii,"

Alan Dale says ho has been paging me and Just discovered me in
Cnodness knows, I am easy to page. Call up any hospital
"Variety.'
lluy will say, "Yes, I know who you mean, she is at tho St. Vincent's.*' I
frequently get mall that has been addressed to other hospitals, and
Christmas iHiy received a cable that was sent to "some hospital."
lit
.

•

that

good standing. What do you mean, good standing?
only a laynicmher.

am

'

;

.

'

•

'

"

'

'
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SAN FRANCISCO SHOWS
ORPHEUM, FRISCO
with the honors being
equally divided between a singing, a
in quality,

dancing and a comedy act, which
rank with the best in their respective lines.

George Whiting and Sadie Burt
were the singing hit with a routine
of popular and clever lyrical comedy numbers, put over in their own
effective and original style, and had
the house clamoring for more even
after numerous encores, ami were
permitted to leave only after WhitRegay,

with

Pearl

Ward de Wolf and

Hlalto Versatile Five, In their second

week, elicited tremendous applause
through, Miss Regay*a artistic
hackbend near the finish getting the
biggest returns of the show.
Moran and Mack took the comedy
hit next to closing.
The blackface
artists landed as heavy as ever with
their gags.
The boxing burlesque
Sam
secured the usual screams.
Adams and J. P. Griffith were strong
contenders for the applause honors.
The yodellng stopped the net, and
more yodellng was demanded before
they were permitted to continue
with their routine, in which many
laughs were injected by the comic's
all

antics.

some

BY BUYING OUT

nice aeriul stunts on the

&

'

&

TOM AND MARY

.

"Danse Fantasies," with Frederick
a
Raster and Beatrice Squire, proopened by Tom and Joe Gabby, a
gramed to close, had second spot. song plug preceding the bill.
pair of clever fellow; who open with
Josephs.
Jack
The couple made an excellent imDiablo work, juggle the clubs, but
pression, displaying fine technique
depend on some good hat work for
in an artistlo routine most gracethe laughs, whicti are forthcoming.
HIPPODROME
fully executed.
A tennis racket
The team is well named, aa they
dance, being exceptionally well done,
San Francisco. Nov. 2.
"gab" right on through the act,
sent them away to big returns. "InThe Hippodrome bill was pleasing some of the talk getting returns.
door Sports," with Genevieve Friz- and quite varied, but none of the Grace Johnson, a cute little blonde
xell, Grett Llttlefleld, John Wise and acts seemed to release any great apabout 12 years old,
a
Edmund Dorsey, got a good amount plause demonstrations. Tiller Sis- sweet voice and some displayed
pretty cosof laughs, the work of Dorcey pro- ters won favor in the second part tumes in second spot.
Her dance
truding throughout. Not much ap- with comedy songs and gags.
steps didn't take so well, but she
plause at the finish. Schictl's Royal
"The Mystic Garden," presented managed to get away to nice apWonderettes held closing* spot quite by Chas. Prevette, assisted by Car- plause. Richard Burton and Victor
well.
The Marionettes are nicely roll Dixon ami Billie Merrill, offered Dyer in "Kapt. Kidd'a Kid" was a
presented, and is distinguished from illusions and levltation in an inter- tremendous hit with their good comsimilar offerings through the numer- esting manner in the closing spot. edy numbers and talk that had
the
ous novelty manikins.
Washington Trio, a couple of men house in an uproar. One of the men
East and West, a couple of men and a woman brought forth plenty burlesques
a woman, while the other
with
various
balancing
stunts, of laughs with their comedy, and
is attired ~s Kaptain Kidd, with
opened a pleasing feature with rope registered strongly through their laughs
for the dress. The "pirate,"
spinning.
Jack Josephs.
songs.
complaining of a cold, did a tiresome
Chas. Barney and Co., with a com- and lengthy recitation on "Gunga
edy
entitled "Never Again,"
sketch
Din" while his partner made a cosPANTAGES, FRI8C0
proved to be on the right spot of tume change. Outside of this the
San Francisco, Nov. 2.
the bill.
Flo Kennedy and Doc team were a pronounced hit. They
At the Pantages this week Al Grant give good support. The FlyShayne provided a good feature for ing Weavers, with strong jaw feats recently played tho Hippodrome
the current bill, which was of the on revolving apparatus, opened the here.
'

average type.

Shayne had things pretty much
own way next to closing, and
went over swimmingly. He is ably
assisted by a plant In the orchestra
pit, but the audience seemed to want
more Shayne and less plant, who

Jack Josephs.

show.

AICAZAB BEVIEW

his

casdto
San Francisco, Nov. 2.
Hamilton's
"Scandal."
Cosmo
San Francisco, Nov. 2.
three-act
comedy
and truly risque
If Will King was in doubt as to
attraction
at the
is
the
current
his popularity with San Francisco's Xlay,
lcazar stock house, where it is
spends altogether too much time showgolng public, the large audiweeks'
the
a
two
playing
final
of
after stepping on the stage.
ences that greeted him in his reGeorgalis Trio started the show in turn to the Casino with the original presentation. Hugh Knox, who is
good fashion with their excellent King company (late the Century director of the company, has turned
marksmanship.
Choddy and Dot Qakland) drove away all such ideas. his entire attention to the directing
Jennings, with Florence Sanger at It has been some time since such end, and In "Scandal," although not
the piano, landed in good style. Their a reception as given King was ac- In the cast, penetrated through the
work is of the highest order. Three corded a local artist.
Monday "wings" by the masterly manner In
Kanazawa Japs took' care of the night's first show paused for five which the Alcazar players work.
closing position in good manner. solid minutes until King made an Knox has left no stone unturned In
an effort to give the city's only large
Their clever foot work and manip- 'effort to express his thanks.
stock house the best that the players
ulating of a barrel with much comBusiness at the second show was under his supervision have.
edy Injected won hearty laughs.
still off, but with the return of King
As Pelham Franklyn, Dudley
Lester and Moore uncorked some there is practical assurance for the
good eccentric dancing in the second return of the heavy business en- Ayres, leading man, does some excellent acting. This is his Initial apspot. They are in comedy make-up joyed by the comedian last season.
pearance since returning from a six
but try too much for laughs.
"Days of '49" was the title of the
Kthel Clifton and Co., offering a home-coming offering. James Mad- weeks' vacation, and the reception
melodramatic crook playlet, seemed ison, out here on a vacation from he was accorded Wednesday night
have made any one envious.
to please this clientele immensely.
New York, wrote the play, which would
He is excellently supported by
Jack Josrphs.
has a novel opening, and is so Gladys George, leading woman, who,
woven about San Francisco that ad Beatrix, shares honors with Mr.
HIPPODROME
any native who attended couldn't Ayres throughout the play in firsthelp but applaud for the clever idea class style.
San Francisco, Nov. 2.
Sutherland York, the
The first show Wednesday night, aa well as for the work of the prin- young artist, is well portrayed by
when the second half bill made its cipals. The entire cast, with the ex- Ben Erway, and although Erway
evening debut, passed over in aver- ception of King and Lew Dunbar, does not enter in view after the first
ago Hip style, although the usual who remain as Ike Leschlnsky and act, he created enough impression to
heavy applauding audience didn't Mike Dooley, respectively, Were win friends in the early stages of the
come out

the next
through.
the abthe second show, a familiar occurrence at
this house a short while ago.
The hit of the show was easily
f:iken
when Taylor, Macy and
Hawks, a trio of neat appearing
singers in tuxes. Each is possessor
o' a good voice. The fellow in the
•center, who, besides Niipplying some
nifty v -\;1 notes, does some clean
comedy that simply gained favor
from the jump. His facial contortions and sinning of "J'.reezc" made
lilm a winning entry. They drew r
tremendous hand in return for their
operatic song, in which each burbit
lesques a
from well known
operas at the same time singing
pleasingly.
Flying Kusscll & Co who followed
of its shell until
to closing act got half way
Husiness was good despite
sence of a waiting line for

.

A SHOW

own names,

and, with play. Richard
C. Allan, the Alcabased about zar's new heavy, fitted in well as
city, they
Malcolm Fraser.
Allan, although
Five excellent in delivery of his lines,
fitted their roles excellently.
scenes were used. These follow: I, seemed a bit off color in appearance.
front of tho Casino theatre in 1921; He could brush up a bit on tho hair.
H. a Californian saloon in the days Ethel Shannon, the new ingenue,
of '49; III, a street in San Fran- made a big impression in her opencisco in the days of '49: IV. Colonial ing week.
As .Beatrix's chum she
days; V, same as I; VI, San Fran- didn't have much to do und only recisco in 1950.
mained to be seen a few minutes.
Scene 1 is a perfect replication of However, in these f«'W minutes she
the Casino theatre's front. In scene looked and played exceptionally fine
the old Western atmosphere is and should be in for a nice future
II
conveyed, but it remained for the at the O'Farrcll street houde. Anna
Colonial days setiing to get the MacXaughton (Miss Honoria Vanhand and the big laughs when King derdyke) and Leslie Virden (Beaand Dunbar, attired in Colonial cos- trix's mother) did their bits with a
tume and white hair, appear. Kincr. hang, and besides ejecting the neceswith his brown beard makeup and sary laughs worked out a few extras.
the white hair, was enough to brine: Charles YmJe gave, a good portrayal
The Golden Gate Four of Beatrix's uncle.
laughter.
supplied good harmony, throughout.
Bert Chapman has a small part in
this play.
As Pewsey York's servant he was only in view shortly;
IN ITSELF
doing well. Marie Dunklc makes a
billed In their

the
the

plot

of

the

play

King show and the

COFFEE DAN'S
SAN FRANCISCO'S FAMOUS MIDNIGHT PLAYGROUND

s^ood Mrs.

The
were

Brown.

settings in each of the acts
Generally
arranged.
well

weighed, the players are exceedingone visit to the house
business is the vogue
why
Josephs.
there.

ly capable, and
tells
good

SCENERY BY EDWIN

H.

1021

4,

FRISCO ITEMS

RAMISH SETTLES

Aphrodite" Book«d for a WeekOthers to Follow

San Kranclsco, Nov. 2.
"Aphrodite," which comes into
Takes Over Other Half of L. A.
the Century next month, has been
trapeze, while a woman partner booked for tho Oakland Auditorium
L.
Hipp from A. H.
sings, dances arl cornea in at the for the week of November 20, folfinish for a teeth-whirling stunt by
lowing the local engagement.
Russell with her as the weight.
San Francisco, Nov. 2.
This will be the first road attracEd Hastings opened the bill with
Purchase of the half interest in
some good juggling of the Indian tion Oakland has had for longer the Los Angeles Hippodrome conclubs and hoop spinning. He em- than two performances In many
Loew
ploys talk reminiscent of a juggler months, as but two road shows trolled by Ackerman-Harris &
playing the big time which gets played the Auditorium for one and was made by Adolph Ramlsh, the
spurts of laughter throughout his two-night stands since the MacAr- other equal owner, last week.
act.
A poor finish resulted in no
The release of their interest was
applause coming, although he mer- thur went over to musical comedy made by Ackerman-Harris
Loew
ited some returns for his previous as the Century.
of the new Loew State In
because
Other road shows are expected to
efforts.
Tess and Ann Carter,
Angeles being ready for Its
blonde and brunette, in the second be booked for Oakland^ as several Los
automatspot, created a good impression with are to play this city the coming opening. Loew's bills will
revert from the Hip to the
ically
their piano and singing routine. month.
Both possess pleasing voices and are
State. It is probable, however, that
especially effective when harmonizKELLY PART Bert Levey vaudeville will play the
ing. Their "blues," accompanied by
Hip.
ukes, got them a rousing hand at
San Francisco, Nov. 2.
This is the house that was made
the finish.
Tom and Mary Kelly, now out a subject of heated controversy by
Murray and Popkova, a man and here on the Orpheum circuit, will
good looking blonde woman, did well each do an act at the termination the owners until the appointment
of a receiver some time ago and
with some pleasing comedy talk that
was -marred by an old gag employed of their present tour. Miss Kelly the court ruling in favor of Loew's,
have
three-people
will
skit,
writa
for a getaway. The man as a boob
and Ackerman-Harris two
Inc.,
elicited laughs with his manner- ten by Swift, while Swift is to do a weeks ago when Ramlsh took legal
slms, while the woman, neatly at- talking and singing single.
action to cancel the new seventired, makes a good straight.
At
year lease.
the finish he gives her an apple,
holds her hand, gives her an orange
the
specialties
as
while
were
good
for a kiss, then tells her to wait,
FIFTY-FIFTY
saying he will get a watermelon. usual and the book especially good.
Charles Ellsworth in a song plqg
"Sweetie" Dlehl, in her 'teens, disAgreement at Casino
New
King's
preceded the vaudeville, which was
played a keen shouting voice in
ing

N°W
Tlfeayrrwvember
'

in closing position, lias llussell do-

San Francisco, Nov. 2.
The Orpheum program was even

ing begged off with a speech.

PANTAGES THEA

with Loew- Aokermsn- Harris

San Francisco, Nov. 2
Despite the controversy between
Harvey and Georgia Minstrel
companies, both are to play the
Savoy. Harvey's are booked for
the

that house the week of Nov. 13. The"
Marcus show follows, after which
comes the Georgia Minstrels the
week of N;ov. 27.

Charles and Duke Johnson of th«
Georgia Minstrels have resigned
from the Georgia aggregation and
are to play a two week's engagement
with the Harvey company, following
which they will go to Australia. Ed
Tolllver of the Georgians is to retire here to settle on his California
ranch.

The Pasadena

theatre

again

Is

housing road attractions after giv-

way

for pictures and vaudeville
for a prolonged period, during which
time the Pasadena high school auditorium was used for the road
shows. It is planned to use the Raymond theatre, Pasadena, for road
attractions commencing next month.

ing

Sale on the account of the Curran theatre company of the unusued
portion of the lot they recently purchased for a theatre site on the
southerly line of Geary street between Mason & Taylor streets was
announced last week. A two-story
store building is to be erected on the4
site.

Robert F. Abraham, recently manager of the Frolic theatre, where he
was representative for the Univer-

sal Film Company, is now manager
San Francisco, Nov. 2.
of the New Lyceum theatre in the
of Will King at the Mission district.
He succeeds M.
head of the original King company Thomas, who is to become manager
of
the
Broadway
theatre,
Oakland.
to the Casino; this city, from the

The return

Century, Oakland, last week, was

The "20th Century Kids," who
played the Hip here recently as the
"Juvenile Revue," are touring picand Loew -Ackerman-Harris. King ture houses in the interior and the
is now working at the Casino on a Valley under the supervision of C. F.
straight fifty-fifty basis with the Norton.

marked by the formation

of

a new

business arrangement between King

Loew -Ackerman-Harris

syndicate.

Cost of production of the Kl. revue Is being split by the comedian
and the owners, as well as the
profits. In Oakland, however, King's
second company Is playing with the

San Francisco musicians are holda festival at the Civic Audi-

..

old

agreement of a straight

ing

torium this week. A massive ball
opened the ceremonies. The musi-

band of 250 pieces
drawing card.
cians

Rose Carter resigned

CANCELS LOEW TIME
San Francisco, Nov.
Edythe

Sterling,

who

2.

AKD INJUEED

Irving and Jack Kaufman were
forced out of the bill at the Royal
this week because of illness.
Paul
and Pauline replaced.
Paulette Rorayne (Mrs. J. D.
Grafton) Is confined to her Boston

home with

the big

from

the

local King company last week to
Join the George White show back
east.

returned to

vaudeville in a new act with the
O'Neil Brothers a v couple of weeks
ago, has cancelled her arrangement
for a tour of the Loew houses and
is to go on the *road with her latest
picture, the "Daughter of Canyon
Valley," In which she is starred.
William Bernard will be at the
head of the enterprise, while Leon
Osborne will act as general manager back with the picture Miss
Sterling has arranged several minutes for her appearance.

ILL

is

salary.

bronchitis.

Harry Silver, resident manager of
the Palace theatre, Hamilton, Ohio,
who was recently discharged from a
Detroit (Mich.) hospital after a 10
weeks' illness, has suffered a relapse
and has been returned to Detroit.
His condition is regarded as serious.
Marion Harris was out of the Palace bill, Chicago, last Friday night,
duo to throat trouble. Rae Samuels,
appearing at the Majestic, doubled
In her place.
Miss Harris was at
work again Saturday.
William R. Watson, formerly a
bill poster In Boston, Is seriously ill
at the Rutland Sanitarium at Rutland, Mass., where he lias been a
patient for some time. He is anxious to get in touch with his brother,
Harry B., who at one time was a
tramp bicycle rider and was with

James J. Cook, formerly master of
properties for the two Will King
companies, this city and Oakland,
Is

now on

the staff at

Edwin

Flagg's

studios.

who came out
a special engagement

Will Armstrong,
this

way

for

with the Oakland Will K4ng company, returns to vaudeville soon
with his new act, the "$10,000 Ankle."
He closed for King Sunday, being
replaced by Jules Mendel, who is
dividing the comedy honors with
Jack Russell.

Harry

Allen, formerly with Clay-

ton & Drew, is now with Gates
Lcc on the Pan circuit.

&

Harry London, who arrived here
from Australia last week, is on his
first visit to the States in two and a
half years, having played nine of
theatres for this
period without a vacation.

Fuller's

lengthy

Installing a wireless pet on the
roof of the hotel he Is stopping at
is a usual
occurrence with Otto
Tucker, one of the Rlalto Versatile
Five, who supply the Jazz music for
Pearl Regay on the Orpheum circuit.

IN AND OUT
Paul Ash, leader of the T/oew State
orchestra in Oakland, was out all of
last week while suffering from a
heavy cold. His special musical act,
which finds the orchestra traveling
through tho Orient, was. however,
staged, Eugene Perry, manager of
the house, aiding in its production.

one of Gus Hills' shows.
The Kaufman Brothers were reJules Delmar. Keith booker, is ill ported as being out of tho Royal for
at his home, Xew Roehelle. .lohn the current week because of illness,
SchultJ? and Fred Singhi are han- but the "insldo'Yenson seems to have
dling the books during his absence. been a controversy over the. billing.

Cafe Marquard
GEARY AND MASON STREETS, SAN FRANCISCO
THESPIAN'S FAVORITE RENDEZVOUS

DINING, DANCING,

^

ENTERTAINMENT

BIG REVUE FEATURES

JACK JOY'S POPULAR ORCHESTRA
NIGHT--*

—SPECIAL— EVERY WEDNESDAY NIGHT—THEATRICAL

FLAGG STUDIOS

-

Friday,

November

4,

:

a

LEGITIMATE

1921

PHASE

Room

the House of
the Jew

in

terization.

played, directed
the almost perfectly

To some it seemed such
beholder.
ability was long a stranger to this

Gentle melancholy, piquant
stage.
an adorable femininity
comedy,
mark her every move.
Mr. Sothern Is at his
Malvoli/
As
The thought comes that, perbest.
Is
SO because he does not
haps, he
Lighter
take the part serious'y.
reliefs, a sense of the natural are
apart from his impersonations of
guch solemn fellows as Hamlet and
Romeo, but here a s'.'.rched comedy
very point count
method makes
and those monotonous undertones so
frequent elsewhere absent from his
«

elocution.

Both stars were ably supported by
Buckstone, Frederick
a n d
Lewis. Vernon Kelso. Ignore Chip-

Row

1

Is8aeh»'r.

I

Servant
Hotel P:ik,.
Martinet
Marie Vermilion

11.

An extraordinary dancing show,
with excellent chances of soring for
Joadway hit and run. It c »mb!nea popularity elements o, 'Sally"
and "Irene" with inelodr na and
Everything In the entire
enterprise is standard and /Ithoi
a
blowhole. Everyone connected with
any Important angle is associated
with repeated successes The entertainment, therefore, heirs and shows
tl
marks of masters in construction,
presentation,
performance,

and graceful evidence that "ballroom" dancing can still register
when done perfectly; little Marie
Callahan, Dixon's partner, a knock"The Grand Duke." brought lo the out tiny surprise; Shaw, always a
Lyceum Nov, 1 by David Belasco, beautiful character dancer: the Sunstarts off as a Parisian comedy. shine (Palace) Girls, better than
sinks to tho level of French farce ever and more of them; Kent, a fahigh-class mous comedian, but no minor footlst
and winds xip with
comedy.

himself; the darling

Grand Duke Feodor of Russia is
by the Bolsheviks, residing In
where he is discovered giving
language lessons to the young
daughter of a retired plumber who
has a yearly income of a million
francs.
The plumber is anxious to
break into society and wants his
Besides
child to have the benetlt.
the language teacher he has engaged
a retired prima donna to give the
girl music
In order to
lessons.
"horn in" her son for an income
from the rich plumber the prima
donna suggests a toutor of dancing

Jones and even dignified Miss Kurton making a panting try at it.
The second portion was a dizzy
daze of dance. Specialty after spe-

and physical culture in the person
of the youth, without disclosing the
relationship.
She comes face to
face with the Grand Duke, whose
mistress she was in Russia 20 years
previously. The Duke is the boy's
own father. In the end the youth is
betrothed to the young girl and the

singles,

Darlings,

quartets,

doubles,

wonderful
rehearsed

twelve

girls,

boys, comedy
story
dances,

dances,
acrobatic
dances, class dances it was a dancing carnival. And It worked up a
pyramid of enthusiasm which more
than any other ingredient of this
well balanced show will make it
talked about by heartily pleased au-

—

diences.

Ada Lewis, as she has been for
many a year, is a power and a tower
of comedy. Every word an l every
move a scream. Miss Groody

is

sweet and plays her role with a
lightness that aids it, sidestepping
any bathos or effort at thick charPrima donna to the rich plumber acterization. Shaw is upright and
through the diplomatic manipulation pleasant. Kent, as a cometly detectof the Grand Duke, with the infer- ive
in several disguises, gets it in
ence the latter will once more beand over with thin material. Pauline
come the lover of the prima donna Hall, in bit, is conspicuously clever
a
after her marriage to the elderly
and true; Dixon is the acting sensabut rich plumber.
tion, carrying a tough underworld
The Latin "feeling" has apparent- role through with a broad, legitily been retained
the English mate exaggeration that makes him
in
adaptation and also in its interpre- formidable in the reckoning of retation at the hands of a brilliant
company in support of Lionel At- sults. chorus is exceptional! pretty.
The
will as the Duke.
His role is that
shows, the
of a middle-aged, cynical man of As always In Dillingham
wardrobe
is polite, interesting and
the world who had compunctions in
the first act about luring the young rather charming and bizarre than
Tappe has
daughter of the plumber into caring daring and stunning.
for him. palpably intending to marry done a typical Job of it. which means
her for her father's money, but step- distinction and headlights.
The cast must tost a forhc.t a
Ping aside later, sacrificing himself
to make way for his son, who really week, Rut Broadway should eagerly
loves the girl.
That is the only and loyally support it. for it presents
uplift" to the piece, which is re- a breath of amusement and diverplete with
risque situations and sion with all the elements of beauty
clever dialog.
The Grand Duke's and plot and specialty and wit to
character calls for him to make a concentrate it into an ideal evening's
cries of worldly wise observations entertainment for the wise and th'
°n life, such as his ndviee to the jaded us well as for the out-ofJfirl:
"Marry the man you love or towner who will gasp at the pretty
love the man you marry."
maids and the whizz-bane, dancing.
bears
Ou the whole an excellent rnbT"Good Morning Dearie'
talnment for the better class of the- every llrst -night promise of approxatregoers, who are always, alas! in imating •"Irene" in favor, though its
»»e minority, and it Is a grave qucs- heavy running r si wlil scarcely alJlon whether the majority will se.> low it to enual ll ie
un of hat tight
in it «uf!lcicnt
7. nit.
to favor it with their little slip-over.
Patronage.
This view of it is the
consensus of the ticket speculators
action WIS lr;||||
tl"
Although
Who
I

i

attended the premiere.
Tlie r,»|e of the Grand Duke offc>
nne opporhinl ties for Lionel A \\ ill.

last

s|)iin^. the suit ol

nan

I

'J'*

performance

»tudi,,i one.

is

a

t

aivfnll.s

culling for no
outbursts of histrionic talent ami
jnerHo,,. fl dilllcnlt one to sustain
without becoming monotonous, l.iua
r, «uiell as
the ex -prima dun a is
J'U
vicious and carries through a
William part that is bound to incite
brilliant
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Christian

to

perfection.

Minna dale Haynes essayed the
wealthy uunt and did so with an
"air" that made her a delight. She
and Miss Hayes divided the recep-
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George C. Tyler presented "Golden tion honors of the evening. Helena
Scene 3—Tha Knight's Tent
Days." by Sidney Toler and Marion Royle, daughter of Edward Mi lion
Phirous, a man at asm,
Short.
At the (laiety theatre on Royle, playwright, did sort of a female
tfetvllta J. \ndrrsot!
PHASE 3 SICIT.Y IN THK THIRTKKNTH Tuesday night, with Helen Hayes heavy, and while she was rather a
CBNTURi*
as
the
featured
player of a corking jarring note In the first two acts she
Scene 3-The Hsess of Matteo Bat tad is,
This is the third production improved as she went along. This
cast,
the Jew in Palermo
Mario, a servant
this
Mr. Tyler's man- girl wants to watch her voice. Rusof
play
under
Rurrow*
Charles W.
Andrea .\iu -lieiotti, a merchant of Messina,
agement.
Originally Miss Hayes sell Mederaft plays one of the
Albert iliuuiiiK appeared
Atlantic City youngsters in a manner that is a
in
It
at
Matteo Battadio, the .Tow
Tyrone Power
Then after comedy scream at all times. He is
a single week.
(JUuiello la Had in, hit* wi.e
Ada's Kia.-r for
Plelio .More:
a padre
Lionel Adams Mr. Tyler withdrew the piece Al Jol- just as funny in this piece as he was
phase 4-spain in the middle son offered him $00,000 for it, but the in the Ill-fated "Sonny Boy" earlier
a<:ks
la saying some.
Scene 1— A Room In tho llouw of Malleoli offer van refused. Later it was pre- in the season, wlnc
Robert Fiske was 1-hlly Barclay, at
Hatt.ello, a |)o<t or In S'V.lIe
s nfed in Chicago with Patricia ColAl KH%ar. a Moorish sorv ml .Robert Noble linje in the role originated by Miss the beat a thankless role, which he
Ta/.7.am Zapport.iH. a Jewish merchant.
played exceedingly well.
Sidney II. Mb -rt I'ayes. and after she had appeared
The others are Just bits, some betMarin Zanportas, i,'- wife .Virginia Ru^ell in the play for more than 12 weeks
ArnaMo /apporias, lu.^ ion,
it
was again withdrawn until such ter than others, but all well pUryed
Ansu'tiu Anderson tine as Miss Hayes would be avail- by a seemingly youthful cast.
Matieoic I'.atladio, Hie Jew
Tyrone Power
If George Tyler's fellow managers
t»!lal
i^uii^ann. a ba: lot. ..Belle Beiinctl able to play it again.
J'oir.a'e:, l'e.aia
K.lward Kent
The indications on Tuesduy night do nothing else they should give him
Alon/.o (i.tHlro
.Hewsnl Bnvlilen at the Gaiety were that Mr. Tyler a vote of thanks for developing the
Scene l'— The Tribunal Chamber of the lnwas wise in refusing the Jolson offer younger generation of the stage so
*|ul!
ion
that they may have opportunity to
Juan de Texeda. In(|UiMor Q nerrrl.
for the piece, for it looks at flrs^
Howard T.anjc glance as though "C.olden I>ays" was pick for their stars of tomorrow.
Councll'or
Emmet WhKrfey e,oirg to mean many golden dollars
In "Golden Days" he snows a few
CoonclUor
I'bas. \\. Hurrows
that are possibilities, and they will
oilier of rli
luquisi ion..ltishop Dlckinaon
to Tyler and A. It. Erlanger, who is
r ot the InauiiMtion.
with him in the produc- bear watching. The play looks as
associated
Me.'ville J. Anderson
though it were "In." The piece was
tion.
Surely it does offer many
Soldiers. Couneiilnr«. etc
staged by Sidney Toler, one of the
Scene 3 -A Public Pla< e
golden moments of entertainment to, authors.
I'lfd.
an audience.
It is a play of youth, with the alDavid HelaHco «n«l A. Ij. KrlaiiKi'itheme. It
'
are to he commended Tor attempt- ways sure-fire Cinderella
ranks with "Seventeen" and other
ing to give the theatroffoing public plays of that ilk and with all the
(Continued from page 17)
a high clasH literary effort from the charm of youth it contains a lot of
away. Through the statement of
pen of K. T<«mple Thurston, and the good drama that brings a tear and a the padre that the man is a friend of
soi> in the throat nt times.
dignity of its production ami presthe girl the sheriff does not suspect.
Miss Hayes is a charming ingenue The author gives a final gasp to his
entation at the Kn'ckerboeker releading lady and her work in this audience when the man turns andfleets no small credit on the stage pieee is
going to gain her a host of asks for his hat, which the sheriff
Ar- friends with the theatre-going pub- holds and knows is the hat of the
direction of Fred. OS. Latham.
tistically it is an unqualllled suc- lie the country over, for the play is man he is after. But he lets
the two
cess, dignified und impressive to n strong enough for the little star to of then\ go for
the walk they
degree, but time only will determine make a tour in it next year after her planned, intending to question the
its commercial value.
run at the (Jaletv.
man when th( ;' return, and there the
The play is based on the oft-utiThe show is one that builds up play ends. v
lized
legend of the "Wunderinjf all the way from the first to the last
It Is all excellently done.
ScarJew" "To each his destiny, to each act and in still going at the time the borough has knitted ells story tohis fate. We are all wanderers in a final curtain arrives.
gether with the deft hand of an exIt is played
foreign land, Between the furrow in four acts, the sets for the first and perienced writer, and what a debt of
and the stars." It is in four phases, last being the same. The Urst act is gratitude a
rather
extravagant
opening with a scene in the home in the home of the Slmmojuls' in term but really meant do the proof Mathathias in Jerusalem on the
Karmdale.
Conn.; the second In the ducers owe to Helen Menken, win.
day of the crucitixion, when he spat
new hotel which has Just been portrays the girl! It Is not often
in the face of Christ .and is conthe third a room in the that such brilliant performances
demned to walk the earth until he opened;
come to us, but when they do one
is purged of his sin.
Phase 2 is lo- home of the sister of Mrs. Simmonds
and the final act tho sits enthralled.
New
York,
in
cated in Syria in the time of the
The balance of the cast Is effecFirst Crusade; Phase 3, Sicily in same as the first.
Tin; story opens in the spring of tive, Forrest Robinson as the padre
tho thirteenth century, and the
being exceptionally good, although
10 7, the next two acts a few months
fourth, Spain in the Middle Ages.
As the only fault of the otherwise perlater and the final act In 1SM».
Ih the last phase the Jew, rehe expected of any play that fect direction of IT. C. Huffman is
vealed as n Spanish doctor, Is on might
noted in that he has caused Mr.
is laid in this period, there is a certrial in the tribunal chamber of the
war element in it, Robinson in his delineation of the
Inquisition
charged with heresy, tain amount of
character
main
to cross over the bounds
the
secondary
to
is
all
it
based on his teachings leading to but
is
the development Into what might be termed "the
the redemption of a harlot. At first theme, which
sugary
sweet."
Let this be toned
lit tie Cinderella
of
the
and
romance
S1I „
suit »
wu.u *,*
in his
lie reniwi
refuses to
a word
io utter
down just a little and the actor's
simmonds
own defense and finally addresses of the. play, Mary Anne^Anne
performance
will
be without fault.
Is a litMary
Hayes
as
Miss
the tribunal in a lengthy speech—
The one set utilized depicting the
protest against the intolerance of tle country girl at Karmdale who
interior
of
the
mission
is artistically
Barclay,
to
heen
engaged
Billy
has
religious belief, designed to show
the same intolerance exists today a sweetheart of schooldays. While done not too much local color nor
still
not
severe
in
its
too
simplicity,
Kurope
the
raging
in
the
was
war
as it did on the day of the crucithe lighting effects are such
fixion.
A brief extract from this Barclays have made a fortune in while
the
that
set
lives,
ceasing
to be just
York,
New
moved
to
and
munitions
address is as follows:
Mcak'ni.
the so- a stage setting.
"And yet perchance I was wrong where Hilly has* gotten into
his
homeforgotten
and
cial
swim
when I say there is no sign by
which Christ would not know His town sweetheart. His dad has built
own.
(He points to the crucifix the new hotel in Farmdale. and for
hanging above the heads of the tl c opening night there Is a party
Muffalo. Nov. 2.
members of the tribunal.) There is arranged at which Billy ahd a lot
"Brittle" limped into Huff a hi in
the sign His eyes would turn to with of his fashionable city friends are the second and last week of its
Billy
arrive
and
attend.
They
to
familiar gaze. That you have kept—
try-out. perishing Saturday from a
His cross. But in its polished sur- gives a thought to Mary Anne drop- complication of ailments.
In Klfaces its gold and silver and its ping in, und la about to Invite her mlra It was savagely assaulted by
precious stones the pain He bore to the party when one of the girls Maxwell Beers of the Flmlra Starhim
tagged
pride.
or
less
that
lias
more
"with
is
heaped
out
all
on it
Gazette, Who Stated that the au li(Leaning forward and pointing at as her own refuses to go If he in- ence had walked out on Miss Marsh.
the crucifix.) 'Twas not a cross like vites his former sweetheart.
This story reaching New York via
that that He carried up the hill to
In the meantime Mary Anne's so- Variety and other sources has reCalvary. Rough beams of sytamore cially elect and wealthy aunt has sulted in the cancellation of the
it was, that never knew the temper
arrived from the big town, and when metropolitan bookings of the sho.v
of the plane. The bark was crusted she learns that Billy has jilted her and its closing here Saturday. The
It
had been little niece, who is her only relative show management goes on record
round the stem.
roughly hewn the day before, and of tho younger generation, she de- that Beer's statement is unqualion one arm whereon they nailed His clares war. Billy Barclay shall be fiedly false, being directly attributhand a little twig clung to the made to pay, and to that purpose able to their refusal to issue cert lln
mother tree and shook its leaves in uunty recruits the aid of Dick Stan- passes requested by Beers. As a
lingering life as His limbs trembled hope, played by Donald Gallagher. matter of fact. It is this reviewer's
with the touch of death. That was Dickie is willing to undertake the opinion that If there was any
the only jewel on His cross, and role of devoted attendant on Mary exodus at Klmlra It was probably
they who mocked Him then with Anne at the party, and the telephone not on Miss March, for her mowords who mocked (he pauses is used to New York to provide the ments on the stage furnish ;lc
and bends his head in shame) and necessary sartorial decorations for bright spots in an otherwise rather
spat on Him was that such a
When she arrives nt the hopeless melange.
mockery as yours, whose hollow Cinderella.
"Brittle" is described ns a comedy
party that night she has undergone
worship in a painted shrine, is more
that is surprising by Robert Dempster. The story, a
transformation
a
unreal than spittle in your lips."
sort
of regeneration affair, has to
and becomes the center of attention
do with the fortunes of the Bone
Intense indignation is manifested to all the hoys.
family.
The Bones are a set of sio
l.y the councillors and the accused*
luring the next act the make-beaccounts who keep a nondescript
is condemned to he burned In the
lieve love affairs between her and
They
which is shown l»iek continues, and Just as the hoys village tearoom and store.
square,
public
are a pack of drifters: the father a
briefly. Willi "The Light" striking
arc leaving for Fiance there is a
one
drunkard,
no-account,
the
son
a
his features as Ic dies, purired of
touching scene between Mary Anne daughter
a parasite and the other a
his sin. supremely happy in his forand l)ick that is one of the best flapper. Brittie is their maid of all
giveness at last.
pl:i\ed bits in the piece. In the final
On the whole a series, of «-p'-c- act' Dick is back and so is Mary work, and the play attempts to
laeiilar tableau, with long speeches, Anne, for she went to Franco as a show how by her common sense and
executive ability she saves ihem.
principally sustained with a gran- doi-ghnut girl.
Billy Barclay has from moral and spiritual oblivion
deur and dignity via the sonorous propo-cd
m been turned down by and sets each on the right path.
Ty
toneof
itm'I'Ih Hint
itiul
Anne and has married another All this as done in the play, howMis v. .is a personal .M.ir.v
rone I'nwer.
bin Mary Anne and Dick are ever, is bv no means as clear as it
triumph that brought forth brains ail,
•si rouged
because of a Idler seems. Though It has one
all
|<a.
oin-lu -dun of tie
of aecla :m
In the end this
'h.it was lover delivered.
completely overshadowed
is
Alii or liidr.onic sin
pert' in. pre.
together
are
for the final by its messy treatment.
two
lieIn a seali\
ni her
r« g ist
w
•Hindi as th
curtain descends.
son smdi as this Its production is
Iv
p. it ual.
i<»t
ol
n
1'ndcr
Ali^* Mayes gives a performance an
invitation to suicide.
! o> (if he
by |:
showy put tint stood out Ibai i< corking and Donald (lallaher, more favorable conditions it inhrht
harlot,
lie
iced
iio(
figure
thai
Marsh
qlllle
the
pi
Jn
th<'MJ&.M
have
are wlii'e
nj others
Mo:-l oi
st fVnui
ommcnda- cut in "The Man in tin* Making." is growing i.m'.s of st.i.-;c pi i.o
individu <1
of
wort h>
<

Abarbsnell
Vivian Tobin

cialty,

Minna Henderson

it

•

sixteen

I

Heralds, etc.

.

romance.

little

(

Justin Lass

Annshells Orosly
Florence Austin
Walter M<s>re
Jessies Devlne

.i

(

l.lna

exiled
Paris,

Charlie Mason
Bdffar Alien

Howard Lang

Chapman

!

Percy Wuoilley

Edwin

Blltsca

endear him

are mainly
character sketches, but as they arc
in the majority young folks Under
twenty playing at being grown-ups
I'amille Paatorneld
there are many touches of exagDonald la In he,
geration
that wdll be overlooked. Jo
Ruih Harding
Selena Royle Wallace and Florence Karle are a
S. Men Thonuson
couple of small-town characters
Robert Flake
Jean May that are skilfully drawn and equally
Russell Ale.braii as well played with the laughs comAlexander Clark, Jr. ing fast.
Blanche Chapman is a
Illaialie

|

THE GRAND DUKE

A

William Barclay

Parnum

will
girls.
in the cast

.

.

Mile.

Wrtb

Elaine Jewell
Lloyd Heldoraon
["eddy

manner which

boarding-school

The others

Helen EtSyei
Minna dale Haynea

Kirkland

Pattlc

to

II.

ging and produa loi
pendale ami an exoeilen company,
so there remains only the play. And
Louise Groody stars in the action.
meAs an ingenue of the "l'e;^ o' My
on what an outworn piece of
what clap-trap is Heart" order, an errand girl for a
into
chanics,
woven the golden' words of the modiste, she captures Oscar Shaw,
greatest lord of language the world a rich jind plucky swell, who beThe absurd plot comes infatudated an I who licks
has ever known.
is set off by vaudeville comedy and
Hki-Ihih 1 Dixon, a Jailbird, i» a very
brings a sigh that Mr. Sothern and sizeable rough and tumhle battle for
Miss Marlowe should rest content a llrst half finale. Miss Caldwell has
with classic portrayals when their woven an uncannily skillful continaccepted distinction could do so uity of Interest, suspense and animuch for what is new and worth the mation through the score of Kern's
hearing they eould best demand snappy though not compelling melLt'cd.
for It.
odies, and the interest holds solidly.
Hut the dancing, after all, is the
punch.
Probably no greater allaround stepping cast was ever assembled
anywjie»e.
Miss Groody. of
Oranil Duke Fcod<r Mirhaelovltch
Monel A twill the limber limbs and educated biMorKan Fwiley ceps; Dixon, the leg wizard; MauMichel Alexin
John I, Shine rice and his new partner in tluent
Vermilion

A

Trella

in a

Jo w.tiL.ir
Floreace Bstie

I

1

i

••

Richard Stairfiope

TIMB OF THE

Jew

Squires.

llnnlc
and lyrics by Anna Caldwell:
manic by JsrORM Korn; lUik-.I bv I'M
w.nil Koyee; preMStad by Churl.* 1 »ii
llnshani at the uiobo Tlioaur*.
P r n c p a n— Louise Cr |y, Harlan
:<inl Dixon. Maurice and Hutches, William
Kent, Oscar Shaw. John Price Jones,
P*tty Kurton. l'auline Hall. Ruth Willlamimn, Lllyan White, Patricia Clark,
Ada Naarta, John H. feteaonell Marie <\iilahan.
Sunshine Olrta, Darling Twins.
Roberts Beatty, OertuUe Feel y
i

o.ld

.

Felice

Tvrono Power

piahop Dleklnaoa
Lionel Ailam*

of Tou'ou»e

an

.....'

Bltssy

Btntmonds,

lira.

.Thali Lawton

A PaRc
\uKuxtuH Anderson
Joanne de Reaudritourl
Miriam l,t>we*
The Unknown Knlaht
Tyrone Power
Ijord*. Ladle*, KniglilH. Men al Arms.

-

i

.

>

Al Iss

Mary Anne

Normandy.

of

•

Raymond

GOOD MORNING, DEARIE

I

Duke

Godfrey,

Morgan Farley was an

ciently create tho illusion of the art
of acting.
Jolo.

and mounted production a hearty
welcome. As for the chief players,
Miss Marlowe returns having lost
weight, but the picture of health, a

Alt

Mutha-

SceAe 1— A Tourney Outside Hie Wail* pi
Antiovh
Du Ouesclin
Ralph Theodore
Itutiuond, Prince of TarentCrm.
Hubert Noble

devoted to "Hamlet," "The
of the Shrew" and "The prima donna, and Vivian Tobin as
Merchant of Venice." Their clien- the young girl, while a good type of
in force and gave convent-bred ingenue, does not suffitele was present

Taming

y

FIRST CRUSADB

excellent selection for the part of
the ardent, love-sick son of the

««ch

GOLDEN DAYS

HAY

TMon Ware

Judith
Rachel, MHtliuthian' aistcr.
Mathrvthlas, the Jew
PllASfcJ L'-SVltIA IN THK

one's enthusiasm to a point that demands noisy approval.
John Ij.
Shine also has an outstanding role
as the bourgeoise plumber, which he
portrays .without recourse to horseplay, keeping well within the legitimate requirements of the charac-

THIS

OF THE CRCCIKIXION
linns,

Julia Marlowe
H. H. Sothern and
opened a four weeks* season under
the
at
direction
Lee Shubert's
Century Oct. 31, presenting "Twelfth
by a week
Night," to be followed

ON

IKKSl'AT.KM

1

Scent 1— A

SOTHERN-MARLOWE

ie

THE "WANDERING JEW

BROADWAY REVIEWS

speaks
very beautiful woman, who
with so
the lines of Shakespeare
such
relatively
voice,
melodious a
startle the
well chosen accent as to
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Jolo.

nevertheless playing a leading rob-

stars.

Burton.

NEW ACTS THIS
BE88IE CLAYTON and CO.

MYLE8 MER8HON

(11)

40 Mint.; Full Stage (Special)
Palace

The

perennial

]

Jessie,

CHARLES
TON

(3).

Songe and Talk
15 Mint.;
Out of

and

|

!

One
nowhere as

viewer ever saw

far as this reor heard came this

pair, to serve amidst the wholesome
fare of Intermediate Time, a delicacy
,
may i CO k better in the bigger flavored with Rita taste and tabasco.
That it will be sought for the forehouscs if it gets that far.
Lyrically he told of offering num- most theatres will not be half as
bers a la Chinese, Burmese, Jap- surprising as that It waa ever acanese and Indian (Asiatic also) and cepted for the less exacting ones*
there was mention of tho Spanish, where tld-bits like this do not usualthat referring to an elaborately ly flourish.
Tho man is a natty chap, In tux,
shawled girl who strolled across the
The
apron, probably just as a dash of wearing a black straw hat.

numbers and costumes, haa fash
oned an odd dancc revue which

a langurous blonde alnuous
without being willowy, and permeating distinction far beyond her present theatrical station.
Their entrance gets the good folka sitting
forward personality la unmistakable, and it la recognized and acgirl Is

color.

Into full stage, with a woman at
the piano, the dances, both singles
and doubles, followed in quick succession, Mershon's aids being two
All
in number for the offerings.
numbers were in barofect, whether
Burtho
w ith the ample robes for
mesc and Japanese dances or the
turn Mltty dressing of the East Indian.
I

Closing the first half, this
did the unique stunt of "stopping Mershon was bare from the waist
the intermission," while eighteen in- up and there was scant limb covdividual and company bows, were ering.
Ilia costumes were all of
demanded and served. There was special design, what there was c'
no jockeying; the star could have them. A pointed headdress was the
worked up another full minute of glittering supplement to his trapsalaaming, and had the turn been in ping for the two numbers he worked
any other spot she would have in prior to a prosaic .'.nale. There
jammed the traffic like world's sc- was tittering from part of the house
ries returns in Times Square, de- for his queer evolutions. A youthspite her retiring tactics.
ful girl in an Oriental veil was alThere was a deal of sentiment most as bare as Mershon, therr beover Miss Clayton, which, in view ing a certain amount of lure.
of her extended Broadway biograA colonial number at the close
phy, was not out of place. But the had ah three dancers out, they
hit was on merit, for the entire being slippered for the first time.
company shared it, and generously. The idea of the danco was tho unTo be sure, Bessie gave her assist- wigging of one of the "girls," who
ants the chance to do so. When she turned out to be a boy. Ills imis content to let specialty after spe- personation
was rather effective,
cialty scoop tho gravy, when she though was detected earlier.
docs a sister act with another girl,
The Mershon act looks like a
comparatively unknown, in dupli- Greenwich Village product.
The
cate dress and routine, it may be idea in numbers has been seen in
said that she gives as well as takes. productions, but this is probably the
This seems to be her vaudeville sys- tlrst attempt in vaudeville,
lire.
tem. In this way she has brought
to the front many a big-time dancc
And by the HORTCN and WHITE
art out of obscurity.
same law of compensating, these Songs and Dances
7 Mint.; One <
acts she has made have helped make
American Roof (Oct 28)
her and keep her over the top.
liorton and White are a new comOne thing is clear, however: when
bination. Both were formerly identiBessie Clayton picks dancers, they
fied with other vaudeville acts.
are dancers.
It is a mixed double dancing comThis offering is called "A Box
bination with an old fashioned
It opens with a prolog, a
Party."
the
that doesn't help
frame-up
man singing some introductory pif- offering'.
The girl is a fair stepper
fle and a man and woman, In charand the man an excellent one, but
acter (the Magleys) in a set box on
the present vehicle will never do
the stage. It tears from this Into
either one justice.
the dance action. Miss Clayton apA Scotch solo dancc by the girl in
cosnovelty
reminiscent
pears in a
tume dance, accompanied by the costume is nearly obsolete and
should
be replaced if the couple
Versatile Sextette, a jazz band of
specialists, instrumental and vocal, have ambitions beyond their preswho made a bit of a hit out west ent surroundings.

—

knowledged forthwith. The girl
wears a wrap which, like herself,
three -sheeted "Class."
The* chatter that follows Isn't
wonderful; nor are there any broad
talents displayed in Its delivery. But
there is a knack to the give-andtake which makes It most pleasant,
even where It Is not jurefire. Out
of the cloak, the girl reveals a figure
in keeping with tho r^st of It not
spectacular, not very startling or
very curvilinear, not very anything
is

—

—Just

a svelte and chic picture In
blue tights and gold fringe leotards.
her exit the man does a semlcomedy song that clicks. She returns, now In black, setting off even
moVe spankingly the graces that
nature and culture gave her.
Tho close la a harmony half-classic, and the girl shows she has a refined and feeling soprano, while the

On

man's mellow chords blend with it
sweetly.
Neither has a striking
voice. There is nothing pronounced
about either at anytime. When the
girl does a dance midway, it is not
brilliant, but it Is charming, as is
everything either does throughout.
This audience rose to It all and reacted with unstinted enthusiasm.
Here is an act for the best houses
With strengthened talk it can hold
up a late spot, and would At In a
.

smart revue.

Novelty Monolog
Full Stage

Washington
Washington, D. C, Nov. 2. -'
Claiming as his chief distinction

Belasco,

in the pictures the fact that, after
being in them for two and one-half
years, he came out with the same/
wife, Will Rogers at the Belaeee
staged a come-back, if his return'
can be so termed, that more firmly'
established the fact that he flllg 4'
particular niche all hla own fa'
4

vaudeville; or, better still, the entire
show business.
His talk Is right up to the minute as always, just full of honestto -goodness laughs, and he is just

as dexterous as ever with his ropes.
He belittles the Alms as well as
praising them, referring to himself
as the homeliest man that ever appeared on the screen, and states on,
hia first entrance following Emily
Darrell that she too was cuckoo'
enough to go Into the movies.
It is almost next to the Impossible
to discuss the layout of his act.

There

Dancing.

Audubon.
John M. Golden

KOKIN

and

Be Found

COUSINS.

Two

girls

and a boy surrounded

set that has a split curtain in the back for the entrance of
each number in the form of a billboard posting of some nationally

known
The

advertising figure.
girls take care of the stepping, while their co-worker attempts
some talk, which is very shy of

Abel.

JOSEPHINE DAVIS

comedy, though it is striven for.
According to the way the act was
received the feminine duo would do
better by themselves if some sys-

14 Mins.; One
Fifth Ave.
Josephine Davis, formerly employing two boys, a saxophone player
and pianist, has eliminated the sax

tem

allowing

of

them

time

for

changes could be arranged.
Mignonette Kokin is not new to
vaudeville and with her one specialty that she flashed got solid returns.
The other girl also com-

pared favorably with a wooden shoe
dance done in a Dutch Cleanser
advertisement costume.
The turn I« in need of a bit of
smoothing out »nd refurbishing as
to the dialog, but should go along
nicely when straightened out.
Skiff.

JOHN

GARDNER

EDNA

and

LEEDOM.

Songs and Talk.

'

15 Min.; One.
Palace, New Orleans.
New Orleans, Nov. 2.
Vaudeville has a new clown In
Edna Leedom, who formerly appeared with Harry Tlghe and before that with Coral Melnotte. For
her debut in the funmaking Armament she has a capital foil in John
Gardner, recently with Marie Hart-

man.

The new combination

is

indulg-

ing in eccentric foolery of the bizarre sort, most of It being pointed
at tho thin framo of Miss Leedom
with her slenderness accentuated in
an extremely closo fitting dress.
Both possess personalities adapted
to their present routine and at the
Palace got laughs without straining.
The chuckles came naturally,
eventuating into huge guffaws. The
raillery Is of the light sort vaude|

ville

audiences

relish.

Tho couple seem destined

f ,,r

n

seat in the galaxy of standards their
offering requiring only play ins and
rearrangement to shape it for the
fourth spot on the best of bills.
O. M. Snmui-L

BROWN
Comedy
17 Min.;

and

BARROWS

Skit

Two

(Special Drop)

A man nnd woman team using a
bungalow drop In "two" for a routine of chatter and songs. The man

The song number is
Times." evidently exclusive.
A Dixie number is cued
In and after stripping from house
frocks to evening dresses a harmony
number followed with good results.
The "Pass Viol," a number ret !..ed
the from the former routine, is also

namely, a boxing bout In a minia- enters as a solicitor of magazine
hi the
ture ring between two baby pigs.
subscript ions. Girl appea
The pigs butt each other and at doorway with the cross- • talk,,oc8
the call of "time" dash to their ing following which sin.?
corners to suck milk bottles be- cornet solo. A double number wltn
tween rounds.
One representing a comedy lyric is Brough into play
Dempsey pushes tho other out of with the couple topping off on a
at I
credited to Julius Lensb' rg,
the ring in tho third round.
melndcan and cornet. No.
It's
present.
leader of the bouse.
an amusing piece of comedy busi- City the returns were large. Nothing
I'or the finale a new blues number ness.
1'rownc 1m a good musician and
Through mediocre showman- new in the way of ideas Is disclose*
excellent showman, which should sufficed. The Kour (iossips Is a song ship the turn qifalrflcs only as arj with lb* «iet 'sure -of- the proper ro«n
Insure him foi the early spots on turn wt'.l .suited for threc-'a-dhV'.
early spotter 'for the' smaller' bills.
aults *ih hfttHos on' a- pu* v»ith
U* rU
Ibcc.
Com.
tho best of the bills.
City.
Con.
-

<

on Page 23

TWO

by a pretty

1

M.I

:

Dancing.

I'.

Other Nerv Acts Will

just

9 Mins.; Three (Special).

,

dropped

is

Rogers is going to be an asset to
Shubcrt Vaudeville.
Mcakin.

I

Vincenzo Homeo arranged
He
hap who works In Tuxedo.
Miss Clayton's dances.
opens with a two hammer med'ey
net
dancing
Easily the greatest
switching from operatic to popuJ****In the world.
lar numbers.
A musical comedy hit n- xt with
four hammers followed by Hungarian rag with two of the bitter

It

day.

is the producer of
this
miscellaneous collection
of
dancers, all of whom handle their
respective assignments of measured and Is again appearing with a male
steps with first-class results.
The piano accompanist. Her present
estimated cost of productions' is un- routine consists of a novelty numderstood to be around the $2,000 ber, two character songs and a medmark, and one glanco ovor tho cos- ley of popular numbers, the latter
Opening with a double waltz clog. tumes and setting makes that Introduced by a mind reading idea
The band remains on,
last season.
with
solo's
another
backward!
amount seem reasonable.
He
inand between dances thereafter
that displays originality. The presIn
the opening section Alice ent opening number has too fast a
singles
and ensemble "nip ups." After her Scotch numterpolates
contributes
an
eccentric
rou- Wright and Aleck and Vickey Baber he
numbers to good effect.
tempo, losing its effectiveness on
The sister dance with Pearl Mag- tine which is followed by a jazz zasski form a trio of Ane appear- this account. Slowed up the returns
ley follows, assisted by a man in a double. The girl's song is also ex- ance, while their Russian dance ef- should be better.
forts received due credit and at the
neat colonial conceit of pantomime cess.
Of the character numbers the anIn the number two spot here they same time paved the way for E.
and minuet. Singles and doubles by
nounced impression of Fannie Brice
managed
one
bend.
The
and
turn
Manolo
Marie
Carraskl
step
needs
to
follow
Janis)
and
(Mercer
the men
singing "Second Hand Rose" Is the
and tie up the works several times, modernizing and the-scrviccs of an right into solid admiration with a better. The Italian number shows
Spanish offering that won attention
Com.
with sensational athletic, artistic experienced producer.
no special value. For her final effort
immediately.
Dorothy Beattle, a
and
twirls
semi -acrobatic
and
Miss Davis announces that she can
very young girl, followed and actwists as well as legitimate dancing. INTERNATIONAL NINE.
read the minds of the people In the
credit
cepted full
on behalf of her
Miss Clayton steps in between with Acrobats.
audience and will sing numbers to
Individual toe work, that stood out
a flash of toe work, -holding out the 10 Mins.; Full Stage.
It Is a good idea
fit their thoughts.
with distinction. The fourth numankle eccentricities which no living Riverside*
and should be worked up nicely as
Nine* ground tumblers and acro- ber was virtually a duplication of the act progresses.
dancer has ever rivaled, for the moment before the finale, when she bats with a frame-up similar to the the opening number, only different
Two attractive gowns are worn by
follows all that has staggered the Arab acts seen in the past. A i.ew | costumes being used, with Adolf this young woman, during the change
audience ahead, and outdistances dressing schemo has the men in Blum following, with a routine of of which the pianist is given an opknickerbockers and
vests c'asslcal steps combined with the
short
all.
portunity both on the ivories and
The flnaV is a bewildering pan- wllch are discarded for the tum- execution of triple pirouette and vocally, hTJ also doubling with Miss
demonium of dancing, working up to bling finale, each being in gym shirt like pyrotechnics. At the conclu- Davis in some of tho vocal work.
a bombshell of applause, as the cur- with the name of the act initialed sion he doubled with the toe dancer No. 4 at the Fifth Ave., this turn
In an effective danco duet
tain descends, that is as explosive on the chests.
fair returns, but should
A Spanish shawl dance precedes received
The new touches arc a couple of
as fire to gunpowder. The show
prove a good feature for the threemanship is so keen that the upgrade hand-to-hand stands performed by the entire assemblage combining ef- a-day.
Hart.,
two members with the kid of the forts for a finish. They managed to
is never broken during many min
ve secure sufficient applause to sigutcs In which, approaching the end, troupe as the top mounter. A
nify absolute satisfaction. It would VAN CAMP
every moment tops the one before. over six bent forms is another.
The usual "pyramid" stunts with be a corking turn to close Intermis- Animate and Magic
It looked for a second as though
the Magleys, doing an apparently the entire troupe handing on the sion on the big circuit.
9 Mins.; Full
obsolete whirl of tho old Texas top mounter is presented in the
American Roof (Oct. 28)
Tommy onb-r, would be an anti- routine. Efforts at comedy failed FOUR GOS8IP8.
Van Camp is assisted by a pretty
was
Quartet.
r
until
it
Female
'l
should
up
elimi«p
and
be
dismally
here
bi:*
climax,
young woman. He is a clean cut
11 Mins.; Two (Special Drop).
The ma'e nated.
a bowling knockout.
chap In evening clothes who monThis singing feminine four was ologues while doing his tricks. The
All of the men arc agile acrobats
dancers tore in uith step and flip
in unbroken rise of upward pro- and good ground tumblers, av ag- formerly out as the Four Butter- talk is the weakest part of the ofThen Mi«-s CJay ton's super- ing up with any of this type wit- cups, the characters scrubwomen. fering and probably the reason for
gress.
human toe-ankle work set off tho nessed. They held the house re- I'or the new routine they form a the -early spot.
seething rn;m;izui", and the audi- markably well In the closing spot quartet of wives, the drop depicting
Opening with "materializing" he
C011.
tho exterior of abutting two-family produces a canary and has a new
ence went wil<!.
houses.
F.ert French N rr-Mited with the
twist for the egg 'n the bag stunt,
There is a telephone bit for the materializing a live chicken. A card
Staging. Joe Young and Sam Lewis FRANK BROWNE.
op.ning, each singer receiving tho trick with the aid of a "plant" next
wrote the f-ongs, w it' music and Xylophonist.
Akst, 11 Mins.; One.
Harry
by
same message from hubby, to the and numerous articles produced
orchestrations
effect he won't be homo for dinner, from a borrowed hat, followed
whoso constructive contribution to Riverside.
by
cousin
having the strongest bit of the offering,
out-of-town
this ringing hit cannot be regarded
I'.rowne is a clean cut, slender an

lightly.

any layout;

wish Rogers made though Is well
worth setting down.
He hopes
some day for a President that will
be so seasick that he cannot play
golf nor gb on a week end cruise
on the Mayflower that lasts from
Thursday to the following Wednes-

Sengs and Piano
Full (Special Setting).

Isn't

Will Rogers, everything right up to
the minute and his friendly quibs at
the officials of the government from
the President right down the line to
the Alrdale pup at the White House
were naturally Just gloated over
here, where we have three live
Presidents in our midst. One little

sounded
That
O'Shaughnessy.
grandiloquent and impressed the
The conspiracy was rehouse.
sorted to in order to arouse the
young bride's matronly feeli gs and
cause her to give up her selfishly
The young matron
lazy existence.
sees this and agrees to be her husband's cook hereafter.
The star naturally has all the
"fat" and she makes good use of it
although the support is adequate.

Lait.

1081

4,

WILL ROGERS

(S).

Sketch.
16 Mine.; Three (Parlor).
23d Street.
Miss LeClalr haa a new comedy
sketch dealing with the "cook"
problem which lenda Itself to considerable broad farcing.
A company of two assists, the latter a
newly wedded couple. The wife is
living up to her pre-marital vow of
refu ng to do any cooking; and
while they are awaiting the arrival
of the new cook Mrs. Stevenson has
so highly recommended, poor hubby's stomach Is In continual revolt
against the enforced hunger strike
The new cook
In his household.
(Miss LeClalr) Anally arrives In her
own flivver, objects to her employers living so high up (one flight);
almost refuses to accept the position because they haven't a car and
she will thus be deprived of *er
early morning spin through the
park; Anally takes job on the condition she will not do any clothes
washing and after theae and other
concessions are granted her, she
proceeds, breaking up the house
It
crockery among other things.
Is discernible that this is one of
those broad rough-and-ready farce
sketches that pack hearty laughs in
every bit of comedy business and
which the pop audiences dovour.
Among other things, the idea of
cook taking her daily piano lesson
in which she tortures a popular
song for wows, proved a howl. The
husband, still meal-less, gathers
courage Anally to dlschargo the
cook, the denouement developing it
wax all a frame-up between Mrs.
Stevenson and herself, the "cook"
disclosing her identity Anally as
the widow of the late Senator

POTPOURRI.
13 Mins.;

and CO.

Comedy

Hanginge).
Mershon,

tall

McNAUGH- MAGGIE LeCLAIR

in

lighter

ville.

and CECIL

12 Mine.; Full Stag* (Special
blond, with a
taste for the exotic and the bizarre

younger

than ever, opened
"on the dog" at the foremost vaudeville theatre, and made the "dog"
bark and wag for 40 minutes of act
and about 5 minutes of riot. It
BoeniH incredible .hat, after her long,
glorious and continuously triumphant career. Miss Clayton could follow the world and herself in this
year of 1921 and whizz by anything
she had ever done before. But she
did It. Not In the history of this
reviewer's reviewing did he ever see
a stronger dancing act or a more
resounding, instantaneous, continuous and spontaneous hit in vaude-

blonder,

and CO.

"Dance Creations.*

Dance Revue

November

Friday,

in.

'How Many

ti

'1

'

—
-

Friday,

November

4,

NEW ACTS THIS WEEK

1921

GRACE HUFF and Co. (3)
Tho Trimmer" (Comedy Playlet)

nrtNALD BRIAN, assisted by
"qeRALDINE O'BRIEN.

21

JUVENILITY (8)
ALEXANDRA CARLISLE, wfth
HARRY CARSON CLARKE (1) Singing and Instrumental

and Dances.

18 Mine.) Full (Special Set)
Any pen work for the stage by
John B. Hymer is necessmrily inWinter Garden.
exactly
not
Is
a
teresting
and of consequence, and
Brian
Donald
-range*" to vaudeville, having: ap- "The Trimmer,- written by htm for
some five years Grace Huff and company, is no expeared in that field
In his present offering he Is ception. It is a satire on the vanity
»o.
O'Brien, a of men, especially those who never
Geraldine
by
2sisted
ng woman of attractive appear- get over the idea that they are
his
accompaniplays
"lady-killers.*'
Seen* is laid in a
ance, who
Olrl is working
ments on a concert grand, and sings manicure parlor.
Mr. Brian enters to the on the nails of an elderly lady, who
pleasingly"Merry Widow" explains her mission is to enlist the
the
of
JJrainH
and radiating services of the manicurist She is
traits, Tuxedo clad,
couple ot stories, the 6t years old and her husband 69.
personality.
Brat one very familiar, started him They have been married 35 years
Mr. Brian said he heard the and the doctor has informed her
off.
gecond Htory at the Lambs' Club. that hubby, who has failed in busi-

Sengs. Stories
One.
15 Mine.;

.

"It

Can Be Done"

26 Mins*; Full Stage (Special)

IS Mine. Two (Special Set)
44th Street

LA SYLPHS,

with

NORTON

(3)

o\

CO.

FLETCHER

"Behind the Mask" (Dance Cyolc)
25 Mint. Full Stage (Special

Fifth Avenue
Juvenility is a western act, sponSettings)
Miss Carlisle is better known In sored by Oil Brown. It holds eight 44th Street
This is an ambitious offering,
the legitimate than in vaudeville, girls, each a clever specialist in her
though she appeared In the two-a- line, with Ruth Glanville, a remark headed by La Sylphe, who created a
there
day several seasons ago in "Let Us ablo saxaphonlst featured. If
name by hor dancing in the" legitiDivorce," a playlet that measured are any women saxophone players in mate revues. The act is sponsored
show business who can come within by L. Lawrence Weber and Win.
up well.
For her re-entry. Miss Carlisle several miles of Miss Glanville, they B. Friedlander. Fletcher Norton,
has selected the Lawrence Rising's haven't shown around here to date.' who works diligently throughout the
"It Can
Be Done," first at the She gets a tone out of tho instru- cycle, conceived the act and dePrincess by the Holbrook Blinn ment alone, that's pure gold, a soft signed the costumes, a bit of the
players as one of a group of play- velvety sustained quality that's a material also being credited to Curlets.
It was later used by' Charles delight to the ear. An Intricate se- tis Dunham, cleverly written.
EL Evans for vaudeville. The turn Is lection among several offered by
FOur phases or ports make up tho
Miss Glanville has her playing chro- cycle.
still a novelty.
Each carries a prolog or
The action takes place on the matic runs, with almost unbeliev- description, spoken from behind a
He didn't mention where he heard ness and has no money, must have platform of an observation train, able accuracy.
large mask hung upon a golden
Added to her musical ability she drop. The first tells of a pagau
That would probably be some incentive to live or will pass speeding through the night from
tbe first.
difficult to remember; it's been told away.
Rochester
to
Buffalo.
A wise presents an attractive appearance, temple and of a Are dance. Into
Wife has secretly saved something traveler is first the sole occupant. carrying several costume changes full stage La Srjnabe rieeo from beover such a wide stretch of terriand by so many different for the ."rainy day," knows her hus- He is joined by a stunning lady classily.
tory,
neath an altar. Her oostusae is
A viollnlste, planlste and soprano richly baroaric and a mask of gold
vaudeville singles.
band has always flirted, and if who boarded the train at the same
A song next, with a nifty bit ot manicurist will pretend that she has time he did and supposedly being soloist, also figure importantly in fits snugly to her face. Her Anger
This "fallen" for the okl man's charms, unable to secure a berth she angles the musical portions of the act. tips are also thlmbled with gold.
soft shoe stepping, folio wine.
stepping ability seemed to c( me as wife will pay for the deception. Fly for the man's bankroll. He outwits When it comes to the stepping di- "From a Japanese Print" is the
who
ap- manicurist promises her assistance the lady, who disarranges herself vision the turn is equally strong, next full stage phase, tho mask
house,
the
to
surprise
a
parently expected Mr. Brlen to con- and further cn'lsts the aid of her and calls for the conductor, claim- with four cute littlo dancing chicks, preparing tho way with mention) off
th? own young suitor a husky profes- ing to have been molested.
at
a
whl.-l
fine his dancing to
He who have everything looks, ap- Japan. Norton has a song num"Merry Widow" waits style.
sional ballplayer, to whom she is proves he has not moved from his pearance and genuine terpsichorean ber, "Lantern of Lore," .but
negro dia'ect story, like the first betrothed.
Curtain is lowered to seat by the ash on his cigar. But ability. Four nifty steppers capable Sylphe's dance is "the
one. famlllnr to vaudeville, and an indicate the parsing of 11 days, with she leads the man into a trap, pre- of doing a solo, as far removed from mermaid."
She is perched atop a
to!d
and
splendidly
yarn,
old man i keying assiduous court to suming to have fallen, and while the rank and file choristers of the rock, later descending for the dance
Irish
eounding new. leading up to an Irish the wise manicure girl, who pre- he aids her she steals his wallet. regulation girl act as Blaine and proper, a graceful gliding number.
character ballad, with a <tngiy pat- tends to be dazzled by the atten- In one version of the playlet the California.
"A Chinese Screen," is third. There
The turn is beautifully dressed, La Sylphe and Norton perform oa
ter.
K« vt> necessary heft to the tions of the "handsome gentleman girl is the victor.
Fn another she
A pretty ballad of &0" and kids the old buck along only thinks she is, lor the wallet with numerous costume changes. A stilts, the former, too, appearing
nriddle of the act.
special Interior Palace set enhanced
'concluded the vocalising, with a in fine shape v'a the medium of lly- Is empty.
alone for a too number.
soft nnd well-blended lighting
reeitath n for the finish.
mer's clever comedy lines.
Miss Carlisle makes a splendid by
The concluding phase Is someThe recitation left them cold. A
illy
vanity of the appearance as the lady in red. The effects backs up the specialties. what at variance with the others.
Beneath the
stronger one should be used for the old buck there is a pretty sentiment character is more spectacular than Opening with a brief announcement It changes from the Oriental, and
by one of the dancing chicks, who
getaway or another comedy song.
in his narration of how his wife difficult.
Mr. Clurke fits the part
is timed In the day* of Don Juan.
Mr. Bi\an's voice Is particu'arly tucks him into bed every night. of the traveler to a tee. James T. sticks her bead through a special In an affair with Donna Bablna In
rescnant and well modulated fcr When the manicure usks if she Ford handles the conductor bit. drape In one to tell 'em what it's whose bedchamber "the last dance"
nnd his singing voice can replace wife and kiss him good "it Can fie Done" serves along all about, the act starts with the Is given. There Is some dialogue.
talking,
ensemsurprisingly strong and night he rep'.ics:
»oumi>il
"I might let you with. the Carlisle name, but because three musicians playing an
Donna expressing hatred for Juan
His enunciation is a\so a kiss me got d night, but Mary would of its pri.>viou* showing it does ble number, the turn proceeds to un- and vows to kill him. Her maid,
tuneful.
speentertaining
of
series
fold a
The Winter Garden is have to tuck the covers in. She has little more than that.
real asset.
I her.
enamoured of Don Juan, catches the
cialties, which Includes among othnotoriously difficult for tnk, but done it for 30 years." At this junchand of Donna and the blade entered
ers an Kgyptian dance by the four
succeeded in getting ture the ball-player bursts in, preMr. Brinn
Imthe heart of the mistress.
little steppers, another dance numevery .syllable of his songs and tending wild Jealousy and threaten- MILLER and
mediate blowing of whistles by the
ber with the girls in white satin
stories over to the last row in the ing to kill, etc.. when the old lady 'The Jewel Mystery"
too-modern
castle
guards
brought
a
minstrel costumes, a Spanish numThere was no Jockeying e. iters and pleads for peace, the old Comedy Skit
balcony.
touch to the number.
Upon the
ber led by the soprano singer, a
for applause, all that Mr. Brian re- man glorying in his "conquest." Ball- 15 Mins.; Ont and Two (Special)
entrance of the guards, they And
toe dance by one of the chicks.
jazz
ceived after his entrance reception player pretends to break off with Fifth Avenue
dancing
with
Juan
tho
limp
form of
him strictly on manicurist, wife takea old man
Anthony (colored) three solos by the saxophonist and Donna, and withdraw. "The teat
Miller und
being accorded
merit
home and all four are hap*,, from were principal comedians with "J'ut a prettily costumed dance with dance" Is credited. to Maud Earl.
The act
Well and Take." the all colored show tarn bos by the chicks.
His present turn probably took their respective viewpoints.
The same Idea was" used la vaudeGood vaudeville entertain- which played a few weeks recently carries a male leader.
all of ten minutes to put together. played.
As a girl act that has real talent ville by Gretchen Eastman, who Is
Jolo.
at the Town Hall. One Is tall and
If he cares to secure the right ma- ment.
holding using it in the Apache dance In
lanky, the other short and squat, to sell, it looks capable of
he can easily remain in
terial,
"The Greenwich Village Follies."
a ludicrous contrast in sixes, which its own in an important spot in the The finale has Donna back to life,
vaudeville as long as he may deThe act BABCOCK and DOLLY
alone is good for a wow on their en- largest houses. The name "Juven- with
sire as a standard single.
Juan delivering the curtain
fact
the
Acrobatic
from
arises
and
Talking
probably
trance.
Both wear cork facial ility"
shown at the Winter Garden will Singing,
line that it Is a comedy.
(Special)
make-ups. As a vaudeville vehicle that the girls are all young. Inasdo for once around. Oddly enough 19 Mine.; One
"Behind
the Mask" la featured by
the kid
Avenue
they are using the graveyard scene much as they are not all in
the several brief dancing interludes Fifth
Man and woman. Man couples from "Put and Take," and as done class, however, "Feminity" would be the richness of its costumes and
were all of the step variety, the
settings, and It Is well staged.
Bell.
which ability as a comic with a nimblencss by the team it's an unqualified com- a more appropriate title.
waits,
•Merry - Widow"
Norton's many activities are deservtumbling that is unusual. edy riot The team opens in one
started him on the road to fame, n.t in ground
ing.
La Sylphe is graceful, always.
few seconds of It isn't a case of an acrobat in this with some introductory conversa- LUCILLE ROGERS (1)
being included.
though not all her numbers fit her
who wants to be a talking tion anent visiting a graveyard and
the latter might make a first rate instance,
style of dancing.
The turn is a
comic. It's a comic/ who can handle digging up a body. The reluctance Songs
Bell.
•More.
16 Mins.; One (Special Drop)
flash.
J her.
dialog, who understands comedy of the shorter chap to enter into the
Street
23d
is
a
who
and
thoroughly
values
scheme starts the laughs coming at
with
a
act
opens
the
pianist
A
and CO. (2)
MARC
corking tumbler as well. He does high speed in the flrrt section, but
lyric of extravagant promise to the SHEA snd HEWITT
"Deceivers" (Playlet)
twisters, forwards and all the rest, it's In the graveyard portion In two,
effect he will introduce a prima Songs snd Talk
falls
the
ease,
St Mine.; Full Stage
with the greatest of
for which a special set is carried, donna with
any
sweet *m~*
as »—
—
•«»» •»»
as »»»»-»
Willi **
a voice
~J 16 Mins.;r One
13d Street
and tumbling being interpolated, and that the comedy reaches a delirious
nightingale; also that she is ver- 66th Street (Oct. 27)
Mr. McDermott has a name in not having the appearance of being plane.
Showing at the 68th Street for the
satile and further compll: ^ ntary |
pictures.
He has joined a number dragged In.
The wind howls dismally with
It Is a question whether last half this boy and girl Jasaed v
ef others well known to the screen
Woman speaks with a convincing such wild moaning as might read- comment.
praise
is not a handi- up with their songs and talk to the
lyrical
the
World for a dash before the foot- French accent, specialising in ex- ily be conjured up in the imaginaIt may arouse too high ex- extent of making them a certainty
cap.
sights, designed as a permanent aggerated costumes. The turn gets tion of a couple of scared darkies.
if they continue to play the smaller
switch of endeavor on the part of a flying start with a conversational Laughs follow laughs with light- pectation.
Rogers is a mature song- houses. The routine hoi 1s, if anyMiss
some.
exchange that is away from the ning-like rapidity in the gravething, too much of the swaying
This is yard scene. There's comedy .conver- stress, possessing a strong voice. A
If the latter is Mr. McDermott's regulation two act opening.
a ballad were rhythm and especially should the
Mm, he will need something comedy all tho way. Both have a sation and business galore, com- classical number and
girl's
method of delivery be t>ned
change
making
a
offered first, she
stronger than "Deceivers," unless couple of singles during the act, the pactly arranged and perfectly hanthe pla st to solo. down as the pop .melodies wonld
he be content with three a d-y and man shining as an eccentric dancer dled by the team here that should and permitting
best upon her return register just as strongly mlniu the
depend alone on the draw of his and the woman putting over a num- simply compel howls from any She appeared
with "Garden of My Heart." Her movements. It detracts from whatpicture name. His role in the play- ber with a chic Frenchy atyle, that vaudeville audience.
It did just
was
In foreign tongue ever class the act holds nnd the
last
number
let might be described as crook- stamped her as a real singing co- that at the Fifth Avenue.
voldee of the pair are capable of
—it sounded Spanish or Italian
the medienne, with a method of her
detective -good
samaritar
The team goes into one and sings and there were an unusual number putting over a number without gochanges marking what are designed own. She also dances well.
a couple of songs following the of short vtrscs, some of them prob- ing into the "Chicago" or whatever
is twists in the story. The action
Woman makes three changes, the comedy stuff In two preceding. The ably given in other languages. How- it's called.
scours in the living room of a mar- first a comedy arrangement, the songs should be dropped. They arc
The talk offered is Laned prinsave to those
Had couple. The husband is a de- second also running to the travesty well delivered, but are not strong ever, it meant nothing
There cipally on many a "lifted" or aged
present who understood.
votee of draw poker and he uses idea and the third more on the enough to follow the laughs ahead.
gag
and while perhaps proves satis
singer**
the
enough
of
seemed
the excuse of night work at his straight dressing order. They're all The act should end in the gravepresent who did, or wanted factory for the present environment
Office
Besides giving the act yard where the teaia Is seen mak- friends
to make his frequent get- "darbs."
keep
to
will
tend
the
turn
nnd that brought an
aways to sit in. Wife is suspicious splendid sight value, tho woman ing a mad dash away from a skele- to appear to,
them away from the larger houses.
Ibet.
encore.
that a domestic triangle may be the carries the comedy, getting laughs ton.
As a suggestion, some sort of
As a total the team sums up as
answer. She hires a detective. The from the raising of the barrier and lighting
be
arrangement might
and BABBS being ablt; to develop into a comedy
later enters aj. a gentleman raffles. keeping them moving along like a added, giving a panoramic effect to SHELDON,
that should find It "gravy"' in
act
When he tries to take her jewelry, veritable breeze every minute she the scenery, to give the impression Dances snd Piano
the early spots on many a bill, but
A dandy two- the pair are passing rapidly in 12 Mins.; One and Full Stage
husband, who suddenly discovers occupies the stage.
at present the talk and manner »»f
(Special)
....
something is coming off, draws a act thi«, nnd it should get to the top front of tl'c bnrl^r'Vivd. A? n com
v
its ,' i. ^
•un and covers tho intruder.
rung of the vaudeville ladder In Jig edy turn the a<M constitutes a de- Broadway
eomprise
this
girl
Two boys and a
"'""•
During a lengthy Interchange of time.
cided asset for tin' b«-»t of vaudedancing trio with one of the male WILBUR and
dialog, (luring which time the reIlrll.
ville.
members also a pianist. The open- Acrobatic 8kit
volver is in constant u. splay, the
ing is in "one" with a chap com- 14 Mine.; Full Stage (Special)
Would -b<. robber proceeds to fabri- MERINO and VERGA.
BUTTERS. plaining of being lonesome when Fifth Avenue
CHARLES and
cate a love affair between the wife Songs and Talk.
Man and woman. Skit frame worU
Song, Wire and Iron Jaw.
greeted by a friend and invited to
and himself.
He finally gets the 15 Mins.: One.
The in employed as meana of Introduc12 Mins.; One and Three.
his home t<i meet his sivfr.
Upper hand and pockets the wife's 23d Street.
ing
man's highly developed ability
stage
goes
1o
full
for
Street.
23d
then
action
»-:j m
id- ra
jewelry.
Italian erov-divo
Then for a fin .le I.e. beSpecial li\\]'\\ an
»t
as a ground tumbler.
n :t
man
'III.
the dance rout inc.
If leap.
comes
the piano liio\ ers wit !i
hero
returning
by
Plentiful suppiy
Itul.\hs>
brary
set carried.
and triple dance
d-aibh'
Solo,
his vim.iI nninher let mlueinn
baubles, explaining lie is i detective ing down on \\\" job. p< rmiilin
comedy
Is derived from
Tli
" numbers
w
of
incidental
-ir«\
<<m tin
\,y<
tlii»V"
in
employed
with
the
are
•nd liit lie has his own way of "boss" l'» pi:.- I; In- npriuhl in
<
;i'ii';i"'' an<l
fi'-aiir;\\<>ii>
\\!i'<young woman di.-playing consider- man's elTorts to hang picture, womTin* !• "I
•trnighienlng- out domestic laughs. while 1m- ridev M-- -I.
Business
unin i- ihc "iron able ability on her toes and also an aiding as "feeder."
I.'
T!i'
troubles (Villi' rarioii.u
Hi* ad vice s that love does not in'") S'ini"
>'
il
rope
ll"'
woman
I'ml>
uoiU
Her with ladder is reminiscent, but
a" a eonfnrtionlstic dancer.
Him j.ivv"
thr,vi. i. a deceit.
I'll!: Hand
d.-alin-r with tie
Mhh*
well for laughs.
A mixed r«:ali- heirn; .-llHpfi. l.-o" in m In- i_Ti<l:rfaix bac I; bending while on her toes is worked up
ninny.
" telephone conversation InUcn \, ,s
M:s.m one i»f the most effective lifts in the somersaulting from table makes ,t
l!i"
foct l:;lit>'.
ov\ a rd
w i-'l
the wii«. illu \ the
nun i, .inilii
.un
liis-i.
detective v\ hout ii"ii of a
aro
trick.
Acrobatics
feature
corking
four
lire
ot
.i!<»ft
tin ii.
*hf di<| mt know, may be tended t«» got ii'in oiV si iiti'i "or ,i lu my • - laitt'i-<
n \\y du'i'» r til si tint.-,
toi a ilia
A solo ecrentric dance by one of featured throughout with risky lookarouvo expectations, bu* the .»!ay- cure hit in which \ rt-'ii Ir.iedbl all
:ill(l
elfe
I. lit I- -Hv
hi'i "
in
the boys has value. The other chap ing stunts, all executed with graee
IIIis
aid l-u-iin-.s. V\
lie.-mild enough in totsl.
Mr. the
Jjt
Dialog serves it)••
<I;/.,:.V
a
I
g'-iai
!••
u
ids in nicely with his piano play- and neatness.
**el),
il( ,'
affects a brogue, prob- e, e^l i,i he-:
Kxcellent turn of
in the triple dance bits. purpose nicely.
ing :•
\\ tin
n
o
ably i,, supply atmosphere, btit il
I"- \
^ •
The :<<
?;•• 'J.'M
S'rc'» and A dance trio that should tit into nu it* kind. Uan'1 tumbling insure* it
l. opea; il
good
**"""« ljt,ius Something more nqyel at t|»is boils' ;im.|
any
typo of house.
for early spot in
-.o.»t.
in any, early spot on the better bills.
loi
•-..ir:
is good
dail>
li.ii
"> needed
to lift 'Itercivers" Urto iir! for l!,i' lietl«
B'11.
A b-l.
Hart.
pop hoii-j?
Abel.
• worth while plane.
The:
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NEW SHOWS
WINTER GARDEN

PALACE

Three of the ten acts comprising
Three and a half crowded hours
the current Winter Garden show are
•f show, with enough hits to make a holdovers, Lord-Ain. Hetty King
circuit, not to speak of a theatre.
and The Lockfords repeating. While
Beesio Clayton (New Acts) conies the bill lined up well on paper, it
played very slowly Monday night.
biggest
and
best
through with the
Business was noticeably off. There
act of her career and it's some were numerous gaps visible all over
Breaking in "cold" at the the ground floor, running from the
career.
Palace which comes under the head flrst few rows clear back to the
four or five rear rows, the latter
of nerve this offering swept the being almost unoccupied. The balLheatre and had the audience bleary - cony also disclosed a» number of
eyed. The only act that could have empties.
As per the usual custom with a
followed it did— intermission. The
audience, the bunch were hard
Clayton turn wrung the gang dry small
as nails and colder than a stepout.
inside
and turned the regulars
The flrst half had
heart.
mother's
Eighteen curtain calls when the Hetty King closing switched to that
folks want to stretch, when the men spot from second after intermission
want to smoke, when there's noth- and changing positions with Donald
ing more coming and no end can be Brian (Sew Acts). Miss King did
served by further rioting except to four .lumbers, 'with a costume
again and again pay with interest change for each. Her llrst was a
for meritorious work, is a high sailor
London
a
ditty,
second
compliment to the audience as well Johnny, third an Irish song, and
as the artist. Miss Claytoa, the long fourth a Scotch soldier number. As
and well beloved, drew and pah* a male impersonator she ranks with
And nothing was forced— if
that.
night rep-

—

—

—

anything, she forced the clapping to
•top.

Moseoni Brothers and
sister Verna. however, stepped on an
hour later and banged in a dancing
triumph on the same stage to the
their

li'l

same enthusiasts, where it didn't
seem humanly possible that dancing

introductory palaver and a needless song), the Mosconis worked it
up to a furore and a sensation.
After the lightning pirouettes, spins,
tumbles and leaps of Louis and
Charlie, when Willie threw in a fewnifty turnovers and chic little Verna
rolled on and took the floor and the
air and the entire quartette then

but encountered some trouble with
the orchestra an event which Is
becoming a regular thing at the

—

Colonial.

Elsa Ryan brought the flrst half
its conclusion with her sketch,
which allows a great range for her

to

Whether the stalling
ad libbing.
and absolute stop in the slow lowering of the "drop" at the finish
on the level or not. it made

any undue excitement.

He

is

—

—

and the two
Gallagher and

dall

their

Race"

(formerly

A

sweet

running

show

at

the

torial till after 11 o'clock.
Nine
acts programmed, with five placed
in the Initial half and four following, the Topics film splitting the
entertainment into its two parts,
though they were off key now and with the major portion of the
then and broadly affected, and the strength coming in the latter stanza
pleasant ensemble, carried it over due to Carl Randall and Gallagher
decently.
Tha colored comic, who and Shean, who gave a good evenwould do much better if he blaeked ing a great finldi.
up, did not click here as consistently
Business was practicatiy capacity,
as In the uptown houses, where he for which the credit should be
Jean Merode stood allotted to Gallagher and Shean, as
stole the act
out. and made the final moment their names outside brought forth
wttn her melodious soprano. Stew- considerable anticipation, as did the
art Wilson (If he is the dancer), flashing of their names on the
however, took the personal honors screen a week ago.
with fast, light stepping.
Burns and Freda tore it up for
in

always. comedy showing No. 4. The laughs
as
Herschel Henlere,
This were successive, with tne playing of
it a long-haired holiday.
string instruments topping the
off to returns that more than
A
J^5t Vnff*. It »"*mMn*»d ruined for warranted the encores given.
cnara'cier— mat b.*
some five minutes before he had a funny "wop
heart and came forth for a conven- Burns. Anna Belle, Joe and SherNot a little show- man Trennell ushered in the eventional speech.
manship is responsible for this, but ing with acrobatics that received
It Henlere didn't make them love it. above the usual attention designated
the railbirds at this sophisticated to the opening spot. Following was
theatre wouldn't string with him. Dave Roth, who landed solidly with
As an entertainer he is unexcelled. his piano playing and improved it a
Such a canny mixture of hoakum bit with his stepping. They figuraand artistry has seldom been inter- tively eat up a groundwork of
twined In one act. No use arguing dancing at the Colonial, and Roth's
or quarreling with Il« nlere --the impersonations
of
both
George
chap has the goods; hut he is no White and Pat Rooney were close
enough to strengthen the routine
mug at salesmanship, either.
Anita Diaz's Monkeys were billed materially.
Frances Pritehard, with her two
to open. The show started so early
because of the unwieldly running boys, added inure dancing and succeeded
with it, the youths being
the
time, that this reviewer muffed
monks, though he came in at 8:12 mora than responsible for the success
of
turn.
the
Both are offering
like the conscientious, long-suffering angel he is. This reviewer al- a routine >f footwork, singly and
together,
that
posts
thcin as being
misses
an
ways admits It when he
He is constitutionally truth- on a par with the best in this react.
speet.
Pritehard
an
reviewed
Miss
presented a
Besides, he once
ful.
opening act at length that had dis- nice appearance which, nevertheless,
scenud
muscular
as
if
it
would
the
be of
appointed, apd said,
display was tnanyejous, whcn.it so e^ven njore advantage with an Imbeen
had
provement
at
costumes.
in
Offering
sister
happened that a
one sOlo the girl did nicely with it,
J <J'<t.
•ubstltutcd.
t

strongly in the running, starting
early with a bang and keeping it on
throughout the evening. Fred and
Ethel Carmen started proceedings.
It is a neatly arranged hoop-rolling
turn wl*h fv-n .vi no We people who

comment

attached.

Callahan and Bliss were gi.en the
important next to closing with their
"atmosphere Of '86" and t!i
Dunbar and
gander sport suits. The riddle bits Turner, No. 2, gave the show a good
won laughter, the posing of one and boost. This couple started strongly
the "Attaboy Petey" exclamations with their "nut" comedy, allowed
of the other amusing. As dancers the turn to sag somewhat in the
the team showed up well, the hoof- middle, but took the house at the
ing getting returns, but a little ear- finish with an eccentric dance. The
lier would have suited the comics present burlesque magic is overbetter.
done and should be cut down conAlexandra Carlyle,' with Harry siderably. Twenty minutes for
a
Corson Clarke & Co., debuted here No. 2 act is overstepping the limit.
in the novelty playlet, "It Can Be The house went for the dancing
»

Done" (New Acts), which closed intermission.
The Three Chums
warbled .to fair results on third. The
boys have an excellent stage dressing of silken hangings supposed to
show an alcove In a club, and they

looked neat in tuxes. As a singing
trio the results were perhaps not as
weighty, more because of the numbers used than their vocal ability.
Anthony, the whistling accordeonist. was second.
Lucy Gillette gave the show a
good start. Athlete as well as Juggler, her feats are surprising and
she is a sort of feminine Cinquevalli.
Maria Lo displayed her beautiful procelain nosings for the finale.
I

bee.

RIVERSIDE
Business was

off at

the Riverside

until

there

Yvette

next

Rugel,

walked away with the
vocal

of

hit

the

prima donna has
fully.

range
ficing

Her

voice

bill.
i

to

a

the

to closing,
artistic and

The

little

..roved wonderhas tremendous

and volume without sacriany tonal qualities, and the

.

hook, line and sinker,

letting this
of the applause
hits of the evening.
"A. Modern Cocktail," featuring *
colored jazz band, kept up the pace,
and could really be credited with increasing it.
drummer with all of
the antics of the best in his line provided the outstanding hit of the
This chap, is syncopation
turn.
through and through, even including his eyes.
When they begin to

team chalk- up one

A

have

syncopated

watching.
ber leader

eyes

they

bear

The young woman numis somewhat overshad-

owed by her musicians, but

she

should pass this up, as the present
layout can go along and get returns

anywhere.
Moro
comedy
was
brought forth by the Weaver Brothers, No. 4, with their hand saws.
Few musical turns can step into a
late spot and hold the attention and
gather In the laughs the way these
boys do.
Having laughed steadily from the
second act on, the audience still had
a few fur the antics of the plants
employed by George N. Brown the
walker. Brown is using two young
women from the audien:e for a bit
of the comedy. It might be advisable to furnish them with a classier

house couldn't get enough of her stylo of garb, as what they display
is not in the same category as the
Page an* Green took what was repertoire. Her nresent song cycle sylph-like figure of Marian Ardell in
contains all the necessary elements
Hkig.
left.
for an ideal vaudeville selection, and a white union suit. Attention was
"Little Grey Home," as handled by given the walking race at the finish
her, injects a dash of comedy at the between Miss Ardell and Brown,
right moment.
She is bound to which provides considerable interMonday the lobby display at- graduate into the operatic or con- est and is a good contrast to the
There were a cert field if she continues to de- earlier comedy.
tracted attention.
Although men had figured connumber of easel frames holding dec- velop as she has in the past few
spicuously In the preeceding turns,
orative cards and with no more than seasons.
Sig Friscoe next to closing made his
two photographs of players in the
Royal
Gascoignes
just
ahead
xylophone work stand up strongly.
current bill. The lobby idea is conscored heavily with his comedy Friscoe evidently employs plants
tributed by Ed Bloom.
Business for the night show was chatter and clever juggling. Gas- from tho remarks thrown at him
no better than for the same evening coigne's ad libbing is a big asset from the audience when he requestlast week. Dressing made the front to the turn and lifts into the "spot"' ed suggestions as to numbers to be
Even this brought forth a
of the house look good, but there class without the aid of the really played.
were empty spaces. The rear quar- unusual routine of juggling novel- few more laughs. Friscoe did "veil
ter of the orchestra floor was un- ties. A new dog was shown briefly from start to finish and displayed
Reports in a couple of balancing stunts at his musical ability all the while.
tenanted, as were boxes.
at the 44th Street were that busi- the finish.
Sheldon, Thomas and Babbs (New
Frank Browne (New Acts) opened Acts) closed the show, adding a bit
celhome
town,
over
ness was off all
as programmed in his xylophone of welcome dancing.
ebrations for Hallowe'en the idea.
in
"The
The flrst section of the show specialty, and Jack La Vier, the
Hayakawa
Sessue
The show ran as monologing trapezist, was next as Swamp held the picture honors.
passed mildly.
bill per schedule, but Lloyd and Christie
the
again
but
programed,
llnrt.
seemed possessed of better value. were switched from fourth to third
Several switches were said to hive after the matinee to allow Harry
been ordered foi the balance of the Carroll and Co. to close the flrst

cast, hardly for the better.
since this production turn opened.
The laughs were slim, but the
peppy work of the Love Twins.

bimbo Is a past-master at knot- the
ting up a show. And he tied it so act

number

—

the

made

much

event

•They're Off") furnished a flash for Colonial this week that more than
No. 8, with its copious company. pleased those present, from the pic-

There have been 'some changes

"Mister"

19Jty

he

:

COLONIAL

modestly.

Is trying to grow a mustache, did
better with his base horn
than with the earlier chatter. But
they did like his music and the

4,

a name feature, but framed u»

of

girls.

were no more, with the house still
When a
remaining unsatisfied.
ong is so strong that it can start
and finish an act what comes between is Incidental, and the number
ceases to be merely a song it's an

November

Friday,

Shean were ''in" Monday night, probably due
before they started, and more than combination of election and
that the close. They sang verses to holiday.

.

Love

for

awkwardness, and if done purposely
should lie eliminated, as the ending
as previously handled, a slow curtain with the couple still talking,
allowed for a final laugh and a fit-

a personable chap, who will undoubtedly do much better as he goes
along over here. The operatic numThe
bers were nicely delivered.
four voices announced on the program, used for closing, were not
Arco Brothers started
impressive.
the show with their standard acrobatic and hand balancing turn;
went to it in a frantic maze of Hudinoff w; _ second, with painting,
dizzy dancing the hout-e cheered. whistling and bird imitations, and
Hundreds came to their feet. The "Cave Man Love," the L. Lawrence
whistling, the applause and the Weber and William B. Friedlander
Out can.e production, was third.
yells wero deafening.
Father Moseoni and took a bend
"Cave-Man Love" displayed a
and thea a somersault, and the roof wealth of costuming, much baretrembled. Coming where this act, leggedness and a fine-looking proand as it did, it -turned a threat- duction generally. The act is lackened Waterloo into a howling Cha- ing
and
comedy,
however,
in
teau Thiery. It ruined the closer dragged quite a bit in spots. Helen
and smothered it completely. Not Coyne scored with several dances.
a hundred eyes were turned toward Richard Bartlett and Zella Rambeau
the stage as Siegel and Irving be- Doth worked very hard and made
gan their worthy feats of strength the best of the material at hand.
and smooth stunts. It was a cruel
The Lockfords, openmg the secassignment for a knockout act.
ond half, gave the show a needed
Whiteman's Band played without boost with the tumbling with which
Whiteman. A little of the suave they precede their lallet dancing
personality was missed. and posturing. Down at the close
leader's
And perhaps the long stay is begin- of the show Nana and Alexis did
The numbers went some excellent whirlwind stepping,
ning to tell.
strong, but the high peak of appre- and despite that they had to follow
ciation attained in former weeks all of the other dancing in "Cavewas not quite captured this time, Man Love" and The Lockfords' turn,
though the program was a popular did surprisingly well.
The Avon Comedy Four reone.
Mason and Keeler, third after inpeated the bushel of laughs, this termission, put a comedy punch in
time in a far more favorable posi- th: second stanza that brightened
No up the proceedings materially. The
tion, opening the second part.
effort was made here to crowd over couple did their "Married" sketch,
a show-stopper, though bills have by Porter Emerson Browne.
It
been pretzeled up on less provoca- makes a splendid vehicle for their
tion.
comedy talents, and they squeezed
Martha Pryor deuced. Martha every possible ounce of comedy
has vampish features and a lithe from the snappy lines and situaphysique. She is a hard, w ise babe. tions, extracting laughs galore from
who does relentless blues. One of the hard-boiled flrs'-nlghters.
Vardon and Perry were next to
them had "He Treats Me Like a
Dog" repeated not less than twenty closing, but battled their way
times, which is serving a lyric- through
successfully
with
their
clpsed varied character f»ongs and dances.
It
writer too faithfully.
weakly as an encore, whereas the News Weekly close* 1
BrV.
main portion had sent in a substantial hit. Bob Qeraghty. at the
piano, behaved well, efficiently and

"The

was

ting conclusion.
Bobbe and Nelson made their
offering impress in opening interTh« vocalizing continues
mission.
to be the substantial part of the act
with the remark, "Who is this guy,
Jolson?" also being retained in the
Carl Randall followed, and
routine.
after a somewhat slow beginning
worked up to a tremendous finish.
Always a corking dancer, this boy
adds a sense of showmanship and
class to it that will not be denied
in addition to having accumulated
the best, but her Monday
two girls for his present offering
ertoire held nothing that stood out that register on appearance and
The Irish song seems proffer capable support. One girl
particularly.
a bit unsuited to Miss King, whose figures in the tie-up bit of the act,
brogue is far from convincing. The a dance with Randall, the other
Scotch number, the best of the lot, drawing attention with her efforts
gave her real opportunities for on the piano and maneuvering a
All of the four couple of nice feet as well.
The
characterization.
received cordial applause.
latter is reported as being new to
Lord-Ain, fourth, got over with the act. It's a whale of a "punch"
his falsetto warbling, but did not turn for a bill and a credit to Ran-

closing, far
could survive.
past 11, with a slow start (unnectoo muejj create
of
because
slow
essarily

Next to

WEEK

THIS

44TH STREET

'

A

majority of turns in the
originally of a Shubert
western unit which Included a production act apparently discarded.
Important additions to the unit were
Lilian Fitzgerald and La Sylphe and
week.

show were

half,

AUDUBON

which held but four

acts.
well, getting intermittent laughs, but didn't

Lloyd and Christie went

score their

usual total.
Al Lloyd
has developed a bad habit of ad
libbing in monotones while Christie
Co. (New Acts).
Is speaking that distracts attention
Following intermission the per- from the other's lines and kills
formance showed a real change of laughs occasionally. He is also inpace, going "into high" with two clined to carelessness Jf the flrst
Charles T. Aldrich few minutes of dialogue doesn't
hits In a row.
set the pace with his astonishing click as usual.
The "royalty" routransformations, his complete bag tine hooked them, however, and the
of tricks being in three sections and pair closed safely.
The spot also
concluding/ in full stage with the affected their work, both appearing
baffling "mysterious rag" of red. out of their element in thp early
gold.
of
screen
Walking behind a
niche.

Of
rally,

all

the places to hold a political

Mayor Hy lan's advance men
Audubon ballroom, just

selected the

atop the theatre, and as a result a
political overflow filled to capacity
the theatre underneath. The Mayor's
rally commenced at 9:30 p. m. and
continued on until 10:30, which was
even too late for any of the political
spectators to view the feature picture.

Ergot ti and Herman, of opposite
sex. displayed an elegant routine of
dancer, little singing and the same
amount of strong-arm work by the
feminine. However, her assignment
Aldrich started his first series of
Harry Carroll and Co. closed the of strength-work Is not so striking,
He showed a flrst half in "Varieties of 1921."
characterizations.
for the male partner does not weigh
The
German acrobat as Sir Thomas Lip- Carroll act has Harry Miller back more than a good meal and at the
ton, Rushbottont of Broadway as in the cast
in place of Harry Laugh- same time jumps into many posiDavid Garrick; he was Dickens' lin, and several new
•'chicks.'*
The tions not accounted for through her
Fagln, and he Juggled as Paul Cln- singing
was
away below the stand- strength. Good parade makes the
quevalll.
The table bit followed, ards set by the
Very
original artists. The feats impressive, however.
Aldrich using the newspaper as a Ben
net Twins danced cleverly In a good opening turn for the smaller
shield, while a toy devil announced
double
specialty,
grade.
but were woefully
the noted names of the characters
Alton and Allen, two men, offering
by flipping his tail and disclosing weak attempting to harmonize In
various signs. AUlrlch went further the "Gypsy" number. Grace Fisher songs »hat appear exclusive in lyrics,
with the stunt, stating that it was was so consistently flat as to excite do comedy and show a high da*
evident he used false fingers to hold comment and ducked a top note in of stepping. They fully realize that
the paper while making changes. her "Cuckoo Clock" song that was thVir vocal ability with the popular
The dancing and the selections would be inferior; thei
With both hands in sight he con- noticeable.
merit of the special numbers pro- fore, their adoption of comedy matinued to accomplish the changes.
Aldrich earned a hit, but applause vided by Carroll and Ballard Mac- terial In conjunction with first-class
continued and there was a patent Donald put the ct over.
stepping commands attention
Charles Olcott and Mary Ann throughout.
reason. His speech at the matinee
apparently became noised about opened after Intermission, doing
"Mrs. Wellington's Surprise" ocbill.
and a number of persons present nicely In the spot.
Olcott's best cupied the center portion of the
wanted it repeated. The artist said: lyric was "When a Feller Needs a It Is a comedy skit carrying two
"You force mc to speak and I will friend," which he announces as In- women and the same number ©*
repeat what I said this afternoon. spired bj Briggs* cartoons.
Mary men. The scene is at a hotel, with
I'll give you a 60-seeond sketch of
Ann s a cute, personable, plump the servant disclosing the conduct
my life. In 1907 I had the au- Miss with a * clear soprano voice. of a traveling salesman to his wiM
the
dacity to inuj a few
.:>::: ?:r V.!
r-rjij *\\ iteji* d 11L,
oorn. ».., i« lilies p,-..i „» t^p c>*vn time revealing
Ham Morris. That was against the in .her principal number,
wife's character to the hus'fiBJJ
powers that be. Because of that 1 she wore blue silk overallsfor which The mysterious woman responsible
and bare
was permitted to play 10 weeks of tootsies. A comedy recitation
happens
by [for the husband's trouble
vaudeville in the last 14 years. My Olcott describing the
tne
tribulations of to be the servant; therefore,
sincere gratitude goes to the boys .i screen hero
landed nicely. Wife pi s no attention to the rumor,
from Syracuse. Perhaps I do not- The team had also
""
10
i"
person
been
affectionate
while
the
know them well enough to call them from the No. 3 spot. moved down cated
as the wife's supposed lover
Lee and Jake, hut I hope you are
Royal Gascoignes followed with Is a doctor, consequently enabling
with me in wishing the Shuberts a \vette Rugel
next in line. The in- the wife to smoothe things
long
and
prosperous
vaudeville ternational
Nine /New Acts) closed Went over very big and will unlife."
atan excellent hill with f«. t
ground doubtedly ontinuo to demand
Lilian Fitzgerald rang the bell In
tention.
the next position.
She i* a mimic tumbling and Arabic I yiamidinT.
young
WaN'.i and Edwards, a \ cry
comedienne and a delightful enterCon.
and
couple,
songs
offering
tainer.
Her pleasantries as a
d^JJj
**
do not possess the necessary ^J
colleen are yet faithful in eharaeter.
their
ability to win favor, but as for
and she is just as convincing as a
V
«»ver
dame efforts, they go
mademoiselle. .Miss Fit /.g« raid still
'2|
While not capaeity, the I '.road way well. I w»th members are f'lrnlsneu
remains undiscovered so far as the
attendance Monday ewning com- wlih several song selection*, but wis
legitimate stage goe*.
1I«m« revue
appearances were sine fire, hut pared favorably with any of the efforts of the girl in that line »»
there are other po< -ibiiith s fur this Times Square vaudeville houses on short, while the mans »>' T,,,uIafI JJ
that
occasion,
clever actress.
Hallowe'en
being also i« faulty,
The com.le mlgn*
al maWalter Weems was on fourth, given ereiiit for keeping a large por- endeavor to add conn d;
tion of the theatregoers at home. terial.
which looked a hit too early.
a
nonchalant monologiHt wended his The lower floor had a few vacant
Jimmy Duffy and Co.. u :h quarS Of »
N
way easily, for 4t took them a /while seats in the rear, nviih thei hnjeony,
of v, ohm h and the
bUtto "get*' some of his material. This somewhat lighter and the boxes but
ige ';Mid piaj ing he r>> Vof
oit)' dy
well appearing single, who admits sparsely Oiled.
The bill was short lor, -put over 6n< «»f !"
*..
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NEW SHOWS THIS WEEK

1921

Entering: through
of the bill.
the butler pulla dilapidated drop,chords,
delivers a
in** the necessary
Combination of lingo founded on
was
amusing.
liauor spirits that
Blowing a whistle for the butler to
repeat the chord pulling, he introliit*

show of enthusiasm, but it was not
by any means what vaudeville calls
a ••smash,"
Jewel's
Mannlkins
closed the show and held them in

This turn has a certain elemental appeal that goes with all
puppet shows, and despite its posiduces the quartet of girls, all fur- tion on the bill equaled anything
The Jewel act is a
nished with indescribable costumes in returns.
that call for continuous laughter. model of its class. Its dressing is
The second introduction of the girls brilliant, but the basis of its appeal
4. equally as iunny as the first. is the rough antics of its dolls.
Ruah.
During this period the girls settle
down and offer a little harmony that
nicely.

pleased.

REPUBLIC, B'KLYN

(New

Acts), a collecThe Republic, a new 3,200 seat
tion of Russian dancers, closed the
show, managing to secure sufficient vaudeville house located at Grand
applause to signify their efforts and Kcap streets, in the Williamsburg section of Brooklyn, opened its
being received favorably.
doors Thursday night of last week
with a split week vaudeville policy
booked by Fally Markus.
The
house is controlled by the Small
The shows at Loew's new State Theatrical Enterprises, with the
continue to move along brightly backers local realty operators. The
and evenly, but scarcely ideally. architecture, credited to Eugene De
entertaining, Roso. Is along the lines of the newer
This week's offering
has plenty of variety, but is lacking vaudeville houses, with but one balTho color
elements
of effec- cony and a promenade.
important
the
in
scheme is gold and red artistically
.tive low comedy and speed in dancworked
out.
bright
and
bill
is
full
of
The
ing.
A popular priced s?alo has been
interest, holding these qualities in
installed for a six-act show with a
sufficient degree to be appropriate
feature
picture. For week day eveto the splendid structure the Lioew
the orchestra top is 40 cents,
Company has put up in Times nings
with
the
boxes 60 cents. Matinees
it
does seem that
Still,
Square.
have the lower portion of the house
there ought to be sufficient comedy at 22 cents,
With Saturday and
material of the ritfht kind that would Sunday prices
03 cents in the orfit into these shows to deliver the
chestra for both afternoon and
necessary illlp to small-time audi- nitfht performances.

Pot-Pourrl

STATE

,

'

.
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who like their entertainment
well sprinkled with laughs.

eftces

•

'

Monday night (Halloween)
lower flocr filled up soon after 8 ville did not start until 10 o'clock
o'clock, and, with early departures on
the opening night, with the
being replaced by late-comers, re- house jammed to capacity.
The
mained close to capacity during the Mayos ran through a fast routine,
•ordinary run of a vaudeville show. finding the audience on the alert
But it was an undemonstrative and in a receptive mood. The show
crowd, almost cold. Jimmy Lyons, got a Rood start with this couple,
"With his monolog, patterned some- with Pierce Keegan and Margie
wha. after the scheme used by the O'Rourke holding up the No. 2 spot
This team
late Cliff Gordon and many others, In a capable manner.
probably got the best returns. The easily established themselves and
house was quick to catch bizarre framed up as an exceptionally
twists to current oublic events and strong turn for the spot.
Ada Jaffee and Co. in the James
found a wealth of laughs in the
Carson sketch, "Dafs My Boy."
material. You would scarcely class
Lyons' offering as low comedy, but provided a comedy punch, with the
was tho nearest approach to audience eating up the Hebrew
it
A more ideal audience
robust fun the bill offered, and the comedy.
could not have been picked for this
crowd simply "ate it up."
sketch, as the Republic draws from
It wouldn't be a bad idea for the
locality
(Brownsville),
Loew people to have a representa- awithJewish
the entire theme of the piece
tive make a special study of the
being
ijrawn
around
a Jewish
comedy material offered at this
The Criterion
house and then suggest from the .mother character.
Four
followed
the
sketch,
using a
mass of acts on the books a line of song
routine, keeping up the fast
good low comedy with which to
pace.
The
"nance"
number
used by
flavor the State bills.
theso boys has sufficient strength to
Lockhart and Freddie opened, a be
used
as
their
closing
number
to
clean-cut specialty. The .two boys replace
the present minstrel
waste a little time out in "one" be- The latter is useful, but couldidea.
be
fore they get down to their real used earlier In the. act".
The return, but after they go into the full turns were adequate for these chaps
stage with the ground tumbling and all through the turn. Motion pictable falls, all of them with a novel tures of the audience were taken
twist, they land solidly. That is to upon the completion of tho quartet's
say, the house g~ve every mani- work.
festation of being pleased with the
The only conflict In the bill octurn and applauded freely, but the curred with the Innis Brothers folnumber didn't go over with that lowing the Crescent Four, which
spontaneous outburst of applause caused two male acts to come towhich marks a vaudeville show and gether. The picture taking intervaudeville audience in thorough ac- ruption offset this to a certain excord.
tent, with the bill to be rearranged
Manners and Lowree were No. 2, for the second show. The Innis
a brightly colored and perfectly Brothers had little trouble and
dressed turn wl*h a touch of class scored nicely.
The Jqp NIemeyer
The act
in the fresh costuming, but it had Revue closed the show.
not tho speed. On their first ap- supplies several artistic scenic and
pearance one would look for a fast costume changes and is filled with
routine of singing and stepping, but dancing of a clever nature. It was
the stepping did not materialize. well after 11 o'clock when this act
The man, in mohair Tuxedo, began went on, but the house remained
with a solo in which he was Joined intact until the finish.
The Eugene O'Brien feature,
later by
a nice-looking girl in
orange and orchid summer costume. "Clay Dollars," furnished the picThey sang two numbers as duets, ture entertainment, with O'Brien
s.ited on a barrel, which broke appearing in person for the opening.
The Republic is In a locality
away Into plush armchairs (an ingenious adaptation of the old-time where it has little opposition and
be made into money maker.
bench).
Then the young man should
warbled a medley as a solo while Slg Solomon, formerly at the OlymHart.
pic, is resident manager.
the girl changed into another pretty
ankle-length frock of particularly
agreeable blue, with change of
stockings and slippers to match.
As soon as the thermometer
Then they sang another duet, agree- shimmies downward the gate reably enough, and exited with little ceipts take a rise, which fact was
.stir.
The audience manifestly fully evidenced by Tuesday's almost
wanted stronger materials than Just capacity attendance. The boxes and
Well -dressed singers.
loges were densely populated, and
Jimmy Lyons followed. A mono- except for an intermediary uninlog Is risky in this house unless the habited chair or so In the balcony,
speaker has rugged, far-reaching the house was absolute capacity.
delivery.
Rut Lyons peddled his IMayirig to such an Immense and
talk to a high percentage of laughs. enthusiastic audience, every act outTho house was ready by that time did Itself, with the result the show,
to laugh at any excuse, and they running one act under the usual
took to Lyons' stuff avidly.
seven because of the lengthy Billy
Rcrnico Lo Marr and Reoux is a Sharp's Revue, was not concluded
slghtlyturn. but gosh, awful polite. until past the 10 o'clock dead lino.
*fMoiiiTf almost srrTTPior »i*T^Tm«
S'nai p m "Sfuul;' uovi it4*«f«T**irtr£i j...;E
entertainment, with its flash of pro- revue shared headline honors with
duction sumptuousness and splash The Leightons, tho latter next to
of color. The act has movement and closing, and Sharp concluding the
a good deal of picturesqueness. For show. The Leightons feature their
example,
Miss uko and guitar instrunientali/.ation
with
finale
fjic
Le Marr in crinoline lending a num- to the accompaniment of some
ber und backed by her dress-suited wicked "blue" lyrics that registered
hoys is pretty to look at: but the solid with tho customers. The duo
Point is. that it also is lacking in almost stopped tie- show, but merethe finality of rouuh and tumble fun ly responded w th bows, although
with which pretty much all small the applause
warranted
haira.u'c
time
flavored, some extra versca which were not
bills
should
be
whether they are on Sixfh avenue forthcoming.
Or in Times Square.
The trouble
Billy Sharp's m< lnn^c of jazz,
seeniM to be thai the'Loew office is song and dance .h lighted the audibreaking a way from its established ence and was accordniKly acclaimed.
clientele j„ onb-r to plav tip lo the The f«»ur uirl chorus whanged Yin
including
ln>ignUlc< pee of the State.
s .-cjahles,
their
with
L. Wolfe (illlierl followed in with Tanguay (perl. •<•(>, Pennington. Mabis well-known routim. (imv more rion Harris. I'.onhaii and others, the
the |> 11
was toward '-class" at the girl doing the Penny numher. storf, xp<
rise of low comedy.
fiilberl has ing .main with her midnight blond"
Tic
smooth method of peddling his J r/./apath'ii song md dance.
wicked shoulwares (including the applause com- jazz band i>:* !nd« s
who
tiddler
female
petition which has been prefix- well der-ouaking
hsod).
stood <r*it with her Apeclallies.' aiul.t
lie' did 'not? cical^ any
furor
The crowd was politely in- of course, fchaip pulh d the farewell
terested and applauded with some trick of dance impressions, includ-
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dances.

choral ensembles in
The second half holds
scene that is a pretty
close relation to that good old standby, the "Doctor Shop," and there is
a bit or two here and there that
suggests previous burlesque employment. But Mr. Wells has authored his material splendidly, his
variations on standard themes, so to
speak, being so skilfully performed
that it would be a captious critic
indeed who would seek to trace their
origination. "Keep Smiling" should
render a good account of itself at
the box office as it whirls around the
Columbia wheel. It's a dandy show.
Bell

a hospital

Tlmberg's stepping as one might
expect. In fact, one suspects Timberg
must
have
painstakingly
taught him his steps.
Anot er high light of the bill were
Flanagan and Stapleton, showing
in No. 4, working before a rube railroad crossing, the boy as the fly
salesman and the gal a runaway
from the local convent school. Some
of it reminds of Princeton and Watson's
"Brownderbyville," but its
treatment is different. The usual
flirtation talk is engaged in, the girl
changing to an Ella Shields for a
neat soft shoe solo. The boy uses
a comedy number about "Get off.
your tall light Is out," that elicits
mild mirth until the third and last
verse dealing with September Morn,
who was held up by a bad man and
made to throw up her hands, with
1

tho tagline to the effect, "Get off.
tail light Is out." which is "out"
as far as family audiences are .concerned.
The turn is dudishly
mounted and dressed.
'

Opening were RIcardo and Ashforth
with an aerial turn that
pleased.
Ahearn and Peterson, in
the deuce, scored with a pop song

Harry Conor

.

farceM "A Wide Awake Man," in
which father (Mr. Conor) Is made to
believe he has fallen heir to the
sleeping

sickness

inde—

"

HjT

MALEY

and O'BRIEN

Talk, Songs and Musical
15 Mins.; Two (Special)
State
Maley and O'Brien is an Italian
crossfire team and judging from externals
Latin
of
unadulterated
descent, all of which Iocs not quite
jibe with the act's 'appellation, particularly the "O'Brien" end.
Tho
act carries a special drop in "two,"
bearing their real .names ar dealers
in house furnishings.
One of the

men

enters through the prop store
entrance discoursing on a wonderful
new discovery in very weak and
amateurish fashion, this marv lous
invention
being an electric washing
(Continued from Page 10)
His partner enters and
within the classic walls of the Olym- machine.
pic sinco the installation of the the talk revolves about the demonamateurs.
stration of the contraptb n in ».hlch
Estel Naek steps out of the cho- the prospective customer always
rus for two da4scing solos, one a finds some shortcomings in the manear toe effort and the other an ac- chine and which the salesman imrobatic effort. Miss Nack shoul l be
mediately
disproves.
Thus ho
red headed, but has mislaid the
l.enna and from the front resembles demonstrates how the 'muscwifo
* iille tho
can
enjoy
show
a picture
a stick of candy. She and another
pony evidently had carte blanche in clothes are being churned, how the
the line numbers, for they staged baby can enjoy a merry-go-round
spirit and othv.r things all at one and the
specialties
whenever the
moved them, taking one or two num- same time.
bers away from the girl out front
After the demonstration with all
leading.
its intricate appurtancos are fully
A good looking, peppy bur.~h of 16 shown
the would-be custonjer says
jazzed and shimmied throughout
both acts, made about 11 changes in dialect, "First, I have no money,
and had a perfect average as re- and second I have no wife." In
garded encores. This was one show other words a simon-pure "deadthat spared the leader's blushes by head." This leads into a published
legitimately earning recalls.
double number, making way for
Other specialties were a singing
and dancing double by the Marks some saw music and a trombone
Bros., who also had roles in both jazz imitation. They were No. 3 at
comedy hokum the State but they're doomed for the
acts, and a low
quartet including the Marks, Read deuce on the small time.
Abel.
and James Wilson, the straight man.
Marks did an old school dance, that HOMER GIRLS and LEE.
was welcomed here, while the other
two were busy frustrating Read's Song and Dance Revue.
attempts to annihilate "her'' all 15 Mint.; Three (Special).
23d Street.
through.
James Wilson, the straight, turned
Whoever wrote the lyrics and
and
portrayal
an intelligent
in
tunes for this turn deserves a pro*
ranked right up with the two com- gram credit, for they help consider*
Ho dominated several scenes ably in elevating what otherwise
ics.
and had the opposite to Read in his
might be an average act of its kind
Higgins characterization.
Business at the Olympic has been into a smart offering. The lyrics
but
Kahn's,
in lucid and melodious fashion set
closing
of
the
big since
this show would pull them any- forth the fact there have been simiwhere. It's a pip and a credit to the lar acts in vaudeville before but
wheel in a season when the pro- they will try to d j it a little differducers have been forced to economy
ently. Mr. Lee, a youngster barely
Con.
with a capital C.
—
out of his 'teens, is at the piano
singing
the
explanatory
matter
"MOON LOVE" (7)
with t:.e Homer sisters doing the
Talking
Dancing,
Singing,
29 Mint.; One and Tull Stage (Spe- terps. Lee does not desert his incial)
strument until the finish for the
Fifth Avenue
bows.
"Moon Love" • is sponsored by
Before a classy blue draped setMme. Rialta. It is a girl act, with
a thread of a story, which treats of ting, the trio have mounted their
who
aviator
stuff prettily, the girls' stepping emthe adventures of an
lands accidentally on the moon bracing jazz, military, toe and hock
encast
The
flight.
while making a
stuff,
including a "Holey Boley
Ono Eyes," Eddie Leonard.
lists two men and five girls.
The girls
of the men (aviator) does straight
throughout f->-- their sox
wear
tights
and the other Has an eccentric comedy role. Of tho Ave girls one is a effects, a blue feathery costume efprima and another a solo dancer.
fect for the second number looking
A series of singing and dancing very pretty also. The brunette disspecialties run throughout the turn. tinguished herself with a toe numThere are several excellent elecber that was vivaciously sold, her
trical effects, one showing miniature
moving pictures on a large jug. partner's solo offering being a Rusalso
are
cloud
effects
sian "hock" number that even the
pleasing
Some
The solo dancing girl bad orchestral tempo could not
included.
stands out with a single that intro- ruin.
duces some capably done splits and
For the Jazz getawVy, Lee recites
Russian steps. The aviator has a
that usually the last dance number
pleasant singing voice.
The act needs a better line of has some special name, to It like
comedy than It now holds, and re- the "tickle toe," "foxy trot," etc..
vision throughout that would elim- but "what's in a name?" anyway,
The and the gals go Into a neat dual
inate eight or nine minutes.

PUSS PUSS

your

offering.

drilled

that respect.

of
eccentric dance
should not be slighted also, for it
was as faithful a carbon copy of

Herman Tlmberg's

and dance

is well

conventional

The personator

the specialties.

The chorus

and above the average on looks.
At one period in the show six of
the choristers are on for a number,
making a welcome change from the

The opening bill consisted of six and Co. occupied their allotted 15
standard acts, starting with Frying minutes in the lectch spot with air
the Mayos on the trapeze. The vaude- entertaining
though
far-fetched

**
•

ing Primrose, Bert Williams and
Eddie Leonard. That panicked the
house and more than retrieved the
producer's laurels with whom one
audience neighbor found fault to the
effect he does nothing but introduce

Lis

penchant for napping several times
during the day. The ruse necessitates adorning "father" with considerable chin crepe v. '-lie ho is asleep,
(Continued on page 30)

KEEP SMILING
(Continued from page 10)

temperament of youth. He knows
his business from the ground up.
A second comic who stands out is
Harry Kay, who does a sort of Desperate Desmond hick, with a walrus
moustache and a suggestion of the
comedy moving-picture type about
him that is modernly remindful of
those deliriously exaggerated creations of the films.
Mr. Kay also
evidences the right kind, of burlesque experience.
He keeps his
fun -making at an even tempo, accepting every chance without a miss,
but never forcing himself into
prominence unless the lines and
business call for it. That is to say,
the team-work is excellent, Lahr
and Kay working together like a
world's championship team.
Chas. Wesson is the straight,
handling that competently, but he
registers his best and biggest score
with a dope character in the second
part. This has him as a convincing
looking and acting "hop-head" first
in a scene in one with Lahr, who
does a genuinely funny cop. / Kay
also does a legitimately conceived
character in the last scene, where
he fs a wild-eyed artist in a Greenwich Village interior set, with a
yearning to choke every one in
sight. Lahr also does his eccentric
cop in this scene, and its a whang.
This Greenwich Village set is a particularly fine bit of staging.
Stopping a show at the Columbia
around 10.80 p. m. isn't a simple

-

trick, yet Miss Melton, who shows
genuine class as a comedienne, does
This is a singing specialty, in
it.
which she is aided by Lahr clowning it up for a series of sreams while
Miss Melton
she is vocalizing.
starts with a pop jazz song, encores
with another, and Tuesday night
she had to sing the chorus of the
third one over seven times before electrical effects and considerable
they would let the show go on. And amount of scenery carried give the
remember it was 10.30. She has a turn a flash value that should prove
sweet soprano voice and a peculiar a salable asset for the smaller of
easy delivery that features a plain the pop houses provided the act is
enunciation which makes her audi- compactly condensed and supplied
ble all over the house. Furthermore with the right sort of comedy.
It
she gets her stuff over without rais- falls decidedly short of what coning her voice above a conversational stitutes a good small time tab as
unusual
That's
time.
ton* at
Bell.
it stands.
enough for burlesque as to create
a record.
RUBIN
and
LLOYD
Miss Ferguson Is the prima— brunette and refined in appearance and Comedy, Song*, Dances
manner. She reads lines like a le- 12 Mins.; One
gitimate actress and sings pass- 23d St eat
ably leading numbers wi,th an easy
Two man combination ready to
grace that adds a touch of class to slide Into the two-a-dny bills. They
everything she figures in.
have
worked up a routlno without
Miss La Fay is a cute little sou- waste.
It has variety and i.i enterbret of the chunky type who dances
*
I*— Ain^y. J'AC Wii v ftl!flgfL
like a dcnlTrfi 3imj »ff«ertr i>c p' > w t* -tftlv/logi
mostrategic
ville.
at
proceedings
the
She sings lustily, If not
ments.
An opening dance and song bit
always like a Galll-Curci. But who gave way to a routine oT talk that
expects mocking birds' vocal quali- got over without finest ion. A funny
fications in a burlesque soubret? A
was worked in when an
variety of costume changes which bit
sets forth her attractive figure to elongated cigarette brought the two
perfection boosts her generally ex- heads together, it then being lighted
cellent batting a\fcrage considerably. in the middle.
Lloyd a little later
Miss Dyer, a slender blonde who started warbling, Rubin tho while
leads numbers \ cry capably, is an- doing comedy Juggling and getting
other woman principal whose work
with a remark coma. sharp laugh
is effective.
Bud Palen, Harry Bolton and paring his silence with Caruso's
George Prancis, three (all singing voice.
chaps, comprise a likable olio turn,
An eccentric double d.nce amused.
featured with some nifty harmony
loth men took a shot at single
oca li zing.
stepping, Lloyd starting something
The show has special musi.\ and tli-t liubln finished with a »ang
music -soft, lilting, original
is
it
The lyrics are als when he sprang a rapid comply
.end tuneful.
of praise, written in the dance bit. lloth dress neatly. Kubln
\\oith\
modern jingly jazz rhythm, and fre- works in Yiddish dialect.
Lloyd
quently filled to situations where was formerly of Lloyd and Wells, a
they tell a complete story. Bill K. song and dance team. His teaming
Wells wrote the. book — there's a
Rubin Is a smart idea, for 'the
book, all right. Ho did a workman- with
liaymoud Pltoiz staged tie new team can take a spot. Ibcc.
like job.
'

,

number.
Excellent act of
small big time.

'

.

type for the
Abel.

ARTHUR

A8TILL Co. (2).
Ventriloquist and I mi tat tons.
13 Mint.! Full Stage Set (Special)
The set Is a barnyard scene with
Arthur Astlll making his entrance
as one of the hired hands, thence
going into talk which gives him the
excuse to render a few calls of bi ds
and animals generally hanging
around a barn. Follows a conversation with two or three Imaginary
persons that permits tho ventiiloqulstlc bits, which, Incidentally, are
.Mm

*

'

its

.

A

.

"jtioal

.'!

feminine accomplice

is carried
as a "feeder" for Astlll. Outside of
that and dressing tho stago up she

means little.
Running as it Is the turn appears
to be somewhat lengthy.
With a
little speeding' up It should povo
on acceptable vehicle for the smaller
Class

A

houses.

Skiff.

Len Stephens of the vaudeville
team, Stephens and Hollister, was
In town the past week signing the
final papers In a deal in which he
becomes owner of three houses and

I

land in the vicinity of Raymond
Cape, at Sebago Lake, Maine. This

\

>

I

section of Sebago Lake* Is
Its
theatrical colony.
f«»r
some of the people that
there are 1'atricola, Rrown

famous

Among
summer

and O'llionnell,
Adler and Punbar, nnd
[Wallace (fontcy OwVn Moire1 and
I

4

'

,

I'lorcneo Reed.

„

3

.
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NEXT WEEK (NOV.

BILLS

7)

)

below are grouped

bills

In divisions,

according to the booking

are supplied from.

Lyrle
(Chattanooga

offices they

(Sundsy opening)
Johannys

Lorner Girls Co

El

CITY

(Others to

flll)

half

1st

R Ball
Krtm A White
Ernest

Nat Nasarro Jr Co

(Others to flll)
2d half (10-11)
Godfrey & He'drs'n

Beatrice Herford
(Others to mi)
Keith's Riverside
Creole Fashion PI

Procter's lMch St.
2d half (S-S)

.Mosconl Broa

Anna Chandler

fill)

"Dress Rehearsal"
Franklyn Ardell Co
Patricola
Billy Glason
Miller A Capman

Daphne Pollard
fill)

Alhambra

A Lewis

AinrlDi)

Story

Kspe

A M Brown
Ames A Wintbrop

half

(Birmingham

split)

A Ann

A

Johnson Baker
(One to flll)

J

fill)

A

SM

A Byron

Fred Roland Co
Lanigon A Haney

Dotson

CAM
Buckrldge Casey Co
Dunbar

(Others to flll)
2d half
Toscoe Alls Co
Elsa Ryan Co
Kelly A Pollock

Heaumont Sis
Dunbar A Turner
Lane Harper
Woodbrldge A C'per

Frlscoe

Co

i^tVler

(Others to fill)
2d half

(Others to

Dotson

A J Kaufman
('rare Huff Co
Buck ridge Casey

BROOKLYN

1

Co

(Otheis to flll)
Moss* Franklin
Walthour A P'ceton
Kelly A Pollack
Healy A Cross
"Bridal Suite"

Owen MeOlvney
(One

to

(One

JACK NORWORTH

(One

Keith's Bnshwlrk
Carroll Co
International 9

Dave Roth
Holmes A Lave re
Stan Htanley
Royal Oascoynes
Fisher A Gllmore

Oeo McFarlane

to

fill)

Tucker Co
Gallagher A Shean
Rogers A Allen
Frank Rrowno
(Greenlee A Drayton
Will Mahoney

Keith's Hamilton

Co

Kahne
Kmne & Whitney

llnrry

Johnny Burke
Wilton Sis
(Others to

Orphenm

Keith's
.Sophie

C A F

ITsher

DAB

Wheeler
Keith's Boro Park
Joe Roily Co
"Rubevlllo"

fill)'

L A J Archer

Keith's Jefferson
Burton A Sparling

Morley

(iayton

(Ono

A Allman

Cheni'gh

Miss loleen

MAC

DALEY,

A

to

fill)

DALEY

and

Comedy end Spectacular

Roller Skaters.

Week Nov. 7—TEMPLE. DETROIT.
Week Nov. 14 TEMPLE. ROCHESTER.
Week Nov. 21— KEITH'S. BOSTON.

—

TvPtte Rugel
Janet of France

(One to

I<ong

flll)

2d half

Frank Dobaon Co
I. A J Archer
(Others to flll)
Moss' Regent
A Dale

T.KJtar

— rJtrttft:*.

-r-H-.A--

Grace Huff Co

Clown Seal

(Two

to

2<1

hnlf

Tack Ham

(Others to flll)
Mess' Flat ha «1t
Arman Kalis Co
Joe Darcy

Tracey A McBrldo
Mrs S Drew Co
3

Marie Gasper Co
(Others to flll)
Keith's ft 1st St.
T.an Granese Co

(One

to

fill)

Nat Nasarro Jr Co
Lloyd A Rubin
Msrle Tell Co
(Mflccr

Hyman

Leonl

Lewis A Norton
Fred Burton Co
1st half (7-9)
Moore A Jane
J C Mack Co
Klena Kroner
Melnotto 2
('arney A Rose
W'iams
(Others
to fill)
Marshal! A
Keith's H. O. H.
2d half (8-6)
Tit* A Reflow Co

Animals

B. F. Keith's

2<1

hnlf

Murray Klssen Co

Norton A Mclnotte
Marty Bros

(Others to fill)
Keith's Prospect
2d half (.1-6)

Jlunniford

Holmes A Lavere

Our

studios arc in tht* Longacre Theatre Building, 48th

just

beyond Broadway, and our phone

St.,

Bryant 5400.

call is

Margaret Young

Babe Ruth

Monks

Always

BUFFALO

—

between 12

in

and by

2,

special appointment

Co

,

Ford

Sis

Herschell Henlo."e
Herman A Bhiriry

CHARLESTON
Victory
f

LaMaze Bros

Lucille

Carl

A

A

Cockle
Ines

Roger Gray Co
Hall Ermine
2d half

A B

Monroe A^Orant
Marcelle Fallett Co
I> Malre A Hayes

Geo Teoman
The Cromwells

CHARLOTTE
Lyrle

(Roanoke

split)
1st half

Knight's Roosters

T^xey A O'Connor
Thos Holer Co
Have sA Plngree
LaVine A Walton

CHATTANOOGA
Rlalto
(Knoxvllle spilt)
1st half

John Steel
Jay Velle

Frank Gaby

A

Girls

ERIE, PA.
Colonial

.

A

Hartley

Musical McLarens

Jed Dooley Co
Jim McWilllams

Gold

A Mack
Langford A F'rlcks

Marry Breen
Stanley At Wilsons

(Two

to

fill)

2d half
I».

(Two
-

to

fill)

CINCINNATI
H. It. ReiluV

Joe Cook
Alexander Bros
Tressler

A

Scotch Lads

A L

Flivertons
Doris Duncan
Corradlnl's Animals

CLEVELAND
Hippodrome

Poflard
Ressie Rempcll
Celts Rros

La Prelarlco

(Two

Murray

1st half
Cornell Lcnna

CHAS.J

Jack Hanley
Helen Morattl
Telephone Tangle

"One on Aisle"
Hurry Breen
A Wilsons

Stanley

PITTSBURGH

INDEPENDENT

A Z

Davis
Pallas

D

CIRCUITS
245W47thST.

half
Miller

1st

Jane A
Marie A Marlow
J Southerland 6

N.ycuy

PORTLAND, ME.

Saw Thru Woman
fill)

(7-9)

Chas Ahearn Co

A Sno'zcr
Hollls 6
Lanigon A Haney
Ashley A Dorney
Meredith

(One

to

fill)

2d half (10-13)

A Anthony
flll)

Majestic
(Pittsburgh spit)
1st half

P George

B. F.

V A E

Stanton

A Jordan
Howard A Sadler
Newell A Most

Shapiro

>.

MACON
Lyrle

(Augusta

split)
1st half

Zlska

Marlon CI.iVo
Rurke Walsh & N
Morgan A Binder
Bender A Armstr'j?

MOBILE
Lyrle
(N. Orleat.s split)

A Elmer
A Lewis Ce Rice
M A P Miller
Jones A Jones
Grey A Byron
Keane A "Whitney
11 A G Ellsworth
Morley A Chesllgh
Morton

Glad Moffatt

PROVIDENCE

Melnotte 2
"Danee .Voyage"

E. F. Albee
Seymour's Family

lNt half (7-9)
Victor Moore Co
En-tto Troupe

Frank Ward

Riehard Kcan
Ar.n Gray
A J Mnndell
The CrJghtons

W

(Others to fill)
^l hnlf (10-13)
Joe Laurie Jr
Shlreen
Rsibcnek A Polly

A

Millershlp
Klin City

Ger'rd

Revue

IF

YOU WANT VAUDEVILLE, MUSICAL COMEDY OR DRAMA

"Dancing Shoes"
Bell

Room

Lotw

MAX HART

Building
1540 Broadway, N. Y. C.
80S

•

A

"iffoi-il

Bntwi-ll

2d hnlf

Chadwiek A Taylor
Evelyn Phillips Co
8tory A Clark
Rosabelle Leslie Co

WASHINGTON
R. F. Keith's

4783-4

Hetty's
1

Will. ins

Back
* Wllklps

BOB NELSON
IN POLITE VAUDEVILLE
HERBIE HEWSON, at the Piano

A Pc Monde
Lcwry A Prlnco
Mason A Cole

Grsves

FALL RIVER
Empire
Co

Angel A Fuller

A

Else

Paulsen

MANCHESTER

JAN

Palaeo

Olms

Burns A Freda

Marguerlta Padula
Kelso A Lee
Williams A Taylof

(One

Eva Fay

Juliet

Astlll

to

fill)

2d half

Low PoeUstader
Payton A Ward
Morton A Jewell Co Murphy A White
iiobetl

WILMINGTON

(One

Garrlelc

Monks

Follett's

Bison City

Wells Virginia
"llickvllle

A

R«riil>

to

Co

flll)

FITCHBIBG

..

4

Kimbcrly A Page

W

Follies'*

Wilson Bros

The Frao'Mies

YOtNGSTOWN

Lyrle
Stuart A Harris
Prince lima 3
Joo Armstrong
Princeton A Wats'n
Six Belfords
2d half

Dupree A Dupree
K< l*n A Lee
Columbia A Victor

Hippodrome
Meponald Trio

PAP
valentine
White
Co
Harry dotson

2d half

Evans A Mnssart
Betty Wnshlngton

A Whitney

"Leonard

A

Wright

Dietrich

Eva Fay

NEWPORT.

R.

I.

Colonial

Payton A Ward
Primrose 3
Robert Rellly Co
(One to flll)
2d half
Muldleton A S
Will lama A T»iy!of
(Two to nT)

C.

0RPHEUM CIRCUIT

Bert Errol

CHICAGO

Sis

Majestic

,C

it

;.«

i

(

||

h"

"<1

A

Victor Co
Courtney SI* Co
Speneer K- Willlain*
I;«yiMor»<l A Sehrjim
Wilfrid l)u Hoi*
Th'- Reetor*

half

Cup K.|\vi(iilR ftrv
Be iiiilvn' fc'Nn*-

Ciirnlvjil

Sand"

of

Wiiire

Norton A Nicholson
lionlon

Ronw A

<laut

A

Cuvana

Itica

I>uo

State Liike
Tiiin

I'.it rli-olii

Sam

.M.i

.l;i»l<

<».-!•

l»;«ni

l.v

Mooih K

on
riiian

\

Walters

Nin-*

HLNVI.R
Orpheum

l'al:iee

Bob « Tip
& Puvnc
R A 1 TelHj.k

S'.iln-y

Benny

J:iek

WllllaiiiH

.Io*<'|ihlne
"»;i

I

Cm-ii ruili'h(i>k.'
"in, ,-,, ,^
i-Jif

A Austin

Kllnore

Fine, a

"l'en

Foy

IM.llo
See«l

lh-rlo Girl*

('iHl-i.ll

Co

Roy A Arthur
Joe Armstrong

Bowman Bros
Mason A Colo

I'.Tlo Girls
(One. to fill)

A Carr

Sll

2d half

Arthur

Fox worth

A

S

Geo Stanley A
(One to fill)

Parlor B'dr'in Bath
Leo Beers
Adelaide A Hughes

Mntk A Hamilton
I'ollv A Ox

Vifser
Csrn« y

(>4

A Eva
Mlddleton A

,

F A A Smith

2d half

Bryant 7403

A Eva
A Burnett

Green

Olympbt

Gordon's
Bell

2d half

Pearson N'wp't A P
Redmond A Wells
(One to fill)

Poll's

—SKE—

LYNN

Bq.

A Kennedy

Sully

Roth Kids
Four of Cs

Big Olrr

"Little

Mark Hart Co

CAMBRIDGE

Proctor's

Cleo

Charles Martin
(One to fill)

Dupree A Dupree
Lonna Nacenslo
Henry B Toomer Co

Poll's CIRCUIT

BRIDGEPORT

Co

Gordons' Cent.

Y.

Raymond Wllbcrt
H A K Kelly
#

Watson

4

Astlll

A

Harry Sykes
Pora Hilton Co
Fields A Fink
Three Regals
2d half
Fiddler A Perry

Lonna Aacenxlo
Arthur

Pooley A Sales
Juggling MeBanns

-elth'e

Harry Hayden Co
Powers A Wallaco

Procter's
Id half (3-C))

Fuller

Sully A Kennedy
Six Belfords

Robinson's Baboons

Sheridan Square
(Johnstown split)

Moate Hall

2d half

A Herman

TROY, N.

A Hayes
LKWI8TON

Russell

Canarls
v

Roy A Arthur

Mrs Turnbull

Paulsen
2d half

Marguerite Padula

flll)

A

Angel

Shea's

Furman A Nash
Solly Ward Co

P'neg'n

A Marlon

to

A

Else

Murphy A White

Arthur West
"Tango Shoes"

Kiine
Rolf's

Leonard A Whitney
Wright A Dietrich

BROCKTON

Mr A Mrs J Barry Chong A Moey
Sharkey Roth A W Halg A Tjtvcre

SUITE 417- ROMAX BLOC.

Mattus A Young
Murphy A Lockmsr
H«r ry B Toomer Co

Strand
Mnttus A Young

Hippodrome

A Cowan

A

Bowdoln 8«.
Mason A Gwynne

(One

Weaver A Weaver

Walker

H?

Reynolds

FiuiicH

half

I)

Bailey

Weber Reck A F
to

A Haynej

2d half
Joe DeLier
S eh wars A Clifford

BOOKING
WITH ALL

Marie Gasper Co
Howard A Lewis

1st

flll)

Tom Smith Co

B. F. Keith's
2d half (3-fi)

»v.

to

Betty Washington

Howard

Pinkie

mi*>

2d half
5 Tompkins A Q
Nestor A Haynes
Telephone Tangle

N*stor

Hallen A Gross
Kirk A Harris Co
Kins; A Irwin
Great Leon Co

fads

to

81a

Wats'n

LAWRENCE

Kennedy A Kramer

TORONTO

Cl'ford

Ortons

(Two

A

Archer A Bel ford
Frances Kennedy
Erfords Oddities
(One to flll)
Claude

Kay

A

3

The Faynes

Sisters

"Profiteering"

Wm. Pens

Girls

split)

McFarland A P

Edwin George

•

Princess

Arcade

R. F. Kelth'e
Camilla's Rlrds

Victor

Eugene A Finney

flll)

Boston

Girls

A

Kelly

Russell A Hayes
2d half

Princeton
Primrose

.

to

Kane

Nat ha no Bros

Keystone
Hayataka Bros
Rig Three
"Honeymoon Inn"
Barrett A Cunnecn
Tedestrlanlsm"

3

(8avanna,h

4

3

Tom

BOSTON

TOLEDO

Brady

Floreni-o

Schwann A

(Two

Co

JOHNSTOWN

B. F. Kelrn s

N. J.

B. F. Keith's
Wilson Aubrey 3
Muller A Stanley

Melnotte 2
(Others to

COLl'MRIS

NEWARK.

INDIANAPOLIS

Miller

Fisher

Lewis A Henders'n
Patehes
Bigelow A Clinton
B Bouncer's Circus

A A G Falls
A Edwards

"Love Shop"
P.ert Walton Co

c< rtora

Ruth Budd
Hevan A Flint
ilal Skelly Co

Regals

A Massart

Columbia

JAN
Olms
Geo Stanley

A Cleo
A Fink

'.-maris

Fields

fill)

Weber

Colonial

Harry Sykes
<

TAMPA. FLA.

3

HAVERHILL
van*

Murphy A Lock mat'

The Faynes

Victory
Jcsephlne & H'rity
Corlnno Arbuckle

Polly

Girard

Lyrlo

n A E Oonnun
Sr<llie

!

HAMILTON. CAN.

(Ono

Klalss

split)

half
Jran Shirley Co

N.obe

1st

B. F. Keith's

JERSEY CITY

len Morattl

Rucker A Winifred
Tom Smith Co

Lynn A Smythe

Miller

Tec-how's Animals

CHESTER. PA.

(Louisville

Af-es

4

Prince %

LOWELL

GRAND RAPIDS
Empress
Maxlne Bros A B

Imisy Nellls

Ray Raymond Co
Harry Fox Co

NASHVILLE

Jee

Quinn A Caverly
'Xlps A Taps
Gaidrer A Leedutn
Arena Rros

Q Q Tal
Cecil Gray
Walter C Kellf-y
Snrgent A Marvin
Rmcrson A B'ldwln
Rynn Weber A R
JACKSONVILLE
Grey Carp'tier A G

Joe DeLier

Wm

"Hh.i6owland"
Keith's National
(Nashville split)
1st half

Eros Eraser
Perrone A Oliver
Glenn Jenkins
Fred Elliott
Artistic Treat

A LeTure
Raymond Bond Co
F<-ley

2d half (10-13)
Hallen
"Danes Voynae**
(Others to I'll)

Bros
"Panting Shoes"

P.

Australian W'dc't'rs
2d half

Thos Ryan Co
Rowland A Mochan

KEITH

F.

A Baldwin

Wlnlocke Van Dyke

Princess Wahletka
Hall A Shapiro

Vincent O'Donnell
Dale A Burch

4«ch ST.. N. Y. City

Mark Hart Co

mi)

to

fill)

Bowman

Charles Martin
Samaroff A Sonla

FraneeH Dougherty

(Two

Shea's
JAN
Ohlms
Clinton A Rooney
Farrell Taylor

io

WEST

229

Bijou
Le Clair A Sampson
Itell

(One

to

1— HIPPODROME. TKKKB
A GRAND. EVANSVILLE, INB.

BOSTON—B.

fill)

Nielsen Co

(One

BANGOR. ME.

2d half

A Carson
A Barnes

Huxzell Co
Diaz's

Mints!

A Roycr

A!ma

Mack A Hamilton
Piatt A Porsey Big

1

Week Nov.

Annabello
Marie Sparrow

flll)

Or!

IIAI TE.

ll!l)

Proctor's
Belblni

Weber Beck A F

A

to

'(Oth'-TH to

BOSTON

T^uV-oe—Rova

Keith's Gre+npolnt
2d half (3-«)

fill)

2d half

Laurel Lee

Adgement

Long Tack Ram
:<lllo A Hughes
.lean La Crosse

(Two

Certrude George

HUGH HERBERT

fill)

2d half
*a rimer A Hudson
Rrent Hayes
Annabelle
I

Hv F. Keith's
L« Canlo liros
Uoyle A Rene n it
Joh Towlc

AL PIANTAD0SS

Dave A Dore
7 Honey Boys

E

to

A

Binns

A Meeha^i
A Byran

MYRACVSE

1st half

Mellos

("acting;

•

#

J Tarry

flll)

2d half
"Rubevlllc"
i\ oper & Rlrarde
!•'
P rite hard Co
I'ivik A statxer

fJeorge. Jesse 1

flll)

Rowland

HamlltOB

2d half

flll)

Palace

Frances Dougherty
Krmlprick

Lyrle
(Atlanta split)

A Mutton
to

SPRINGFIELD

Thomas Ryan Co

BIRMINGHAM

McClellaa

(Others to fill)
2d half (10-13)
20th Century Rev

Genevieve A W
SCHENECTADY

be

could

writers

imagined than

Young A Wheeler

Lillian's
(One to

M Hart Co
Frances A PeMar
Duffy Co

Jimmy
Copes
(One

Grill

Besson Co
A M Rogers
"Peachen"
PlasA
Herbert A Dare
Elvla Lloyd
Overseas Revue
Moore A Fields
Paul Burns Co

W

Poll's

Proctor's

Craig Campbell

Hamilton

Oscar Lorraine
Dorothy Dahl
Wilbur A Adams

of

Alice's Pets

(Others to

flll)

combination

Price

Werner Amoros Tr
half (7-9)
Murray Klssen Co

A Allman
Jack '.a^'ler
(Or ..» t»ll)
K...Li Fordhnm
.in

Sberwin Kelly
1st

cIk. Jon

'•

Howard A White
<» A L Mitchell

better

Mme

1st half

Jessie || iilar
Miirsh A Williams

half

A

Young

(Wilkes-B'rre spl

Hill

What

Vernon

Maryland

2d half (10-13)
Victor Moore Co
Signor Friscoe
Kthel McDonough
(Others to flll)
Procter's
St.
2d half (3-6)

J J Morton
(Others to flll)
Hoes' CoHeensn

^

Morgan A Iforan

BALTIMORE
Lady

Chas Ahearn Co

Martha Pry or Co
Mary Marble Co
Kay Hamlin A K

you

Lotcal

8CRANTON

(Jacksonville split)
1st hair
3 KiLaros

Laurie Ordway
Rhoda EUphanta

2d
A Botwell
A B Blnns A

Clifford

Carroll Ciner'n
J Norton Co
Polly A Os

Bijon

will write special material for

Wllklns

2d half

SAVANNAH

Wc

BelllaPuo
Reed A Tucker
Jack Norton Co

The Bradnas

A McOowan
A Cyiri

Faher
Vadlo

A

Os>

Poll's

Palace

Wilkins

Foy A Butler

WORCESTER

A Co
Peggy Cahar t
Bungalow Love

Blue Demons

Spoor A Parsons
Leighton A Brady
J Elliott Olrls
Saxl Holswort)

Vlsser

Millicent Mower
Willie Solar

A O' Co* nor
Summer Eve"

A

BelllsDuo

Moore A Fields
Loney Haskell
(One to flll)

Trlxio Frlgansa

Clifford

Lang

Carnival of Venice
Id half

Oil)

split)

1st half

Ben Smith

Frank Wilcox Co

1st half

'

Sidney

Rente
A

Poll's

(Scranton

A Carr
A Payne

Carney

McCloud A Norman
Walsh A Edwarda
The Volunteers
to

Id half
Elvla Lloyd

WILKES-BARRH

BUov

Temple

Perry Sis

.Gibson

NEW HAVEN

ROCHESTER

Lyric

DIAMONDS

(Others to

"

B. F. Keith's

Back

Loney Haskell
A HartwoB
(One to flll)

Potter

Bob A Tip

(Charlotte spit)
1st half

A Clark
A Dutton

ATLANTA

Inc.

•"Dance Voyage"-

Kls.

Lloyd A Rubin
(Others to flll)

'

Smith A Barker
Four of Cs
Pearson N'wp't A P
Redmond A Wells
(Ono to flll)

(7-9)

Hope Eden Ce

Sit.

Bert Baker

PHILADELPHIA

Teiaak

I

Betty's

Wm

Hurst
Gibson

Roanoke

flll)

Co
Weaver A Weaver

Lane A Harper

Ivan Bankoff

Jji»'k

Rev

20th Century

to

(One

Lelps4g

I*ane

Silber

A Goff
A North

(Two

Poll's

B A

Foxworth A Fr'ncls Carlton A Tata
"Bungalow Love"
Edmons Co
The Bradnas
McCoy A Walton
(Ono to flll)
Chie Supreme

ROANOKE

Claudia Coleman

2d half
A Hartwell

Potter

WATKRIMRY

fill)

Palace
Dorsey 81»

Young A Hamilton
(Two to fill)

"Step Lively"

««0UNTII.6 Creasy A Dayne
PLAJINUSl*"rl ** IT1V1^ I-r0 REMODELING Henry Santry
Co
Tel. »71 John, 45 JOHN ST., N. Y. CITY. H A A Seymour

oleott

Pierce

Wrothe A Martin
F Pritchard Co

Ardlne

to

A

The Comebacka

Itosabelle Leslie

Cook Mortimer A H
Perry
OAR
Morton A Jewell Co

HEHMENDINGKR,

JEWELRY

Garry

A

(7-9)

Procter's

Rev

Joe Laurie Jr
Two Little Pals
Glad Moffatt

Helene Davis
K.

A

Bernard

Mary Anderson
Bradley

1st half

Carpos Bros
Texas Comedy 4

flll)

half

A
A

Fisher
Ladell

(Two
Piatt

Chlo Supreme

\

The Banjoys

split)

F A A Smith
Chadwlck A Taylor

Altrock A Schacht
Claudia Coleman
'Johnny Dooley Co

1st

A Co

Imhofr Conn
Ruth Roye

'

W

ALBANY

(Others to fill)
Proctor's 5th Ave.
2d half (3-G)
2ftth Century*

Unusual 1
Danc'g McDonalds
to

Ha« K Ball
Chic Sale

1st

1st half
Morak 81s

Academy
(Richmond

Rhode's Elephant*

Lyrte
(Norfolk split)

NORFOLK

Moore A Jane
(Others to

Reed A Tucker

Paul Burns Co
Laurie Ordway
"Overseas Rev"

Peggy Cahart
Frank Mullane

RICHMOND

Eddie Carr

Daisy Neilis

LOUISVILLE

A Daly

Capelle

M A A Clark
Jennler Bros

Murray Kissen Co
Wilbur A Adams

A Romaino

Cahlll

Temple
Daly Mack

Bostock's School

A

Robinson's Bab'ons
A Rubin
2d half
Meredith A Sno'zcr
Raymond Wllbcrt
Sam Wright
II A K Kelly
Wilbur & Adams

Keith's Colonial

Keith's

Theresa

Little Pals

flll)

2d
Florence Brady
Echoff A Gordon

A Wiley
DETROIT

(7-9)

A Eary

I.loyd

F £ E Carmen
to

Howard
Dummies

Eretto Troupe
(Others to fill)

J C Mack Co

Harry Langdon

(Two

half

VERNON

MT.

Proctor's
A Q
A Wlnlfd
2d half (I-C)
McDevItt Kelly A Q Babe Ruth
half

Rucker

Clara

Wrothe A Martin

Two

Conlon Co

Musical Hunters
(Others to fill)
2d half (10-13)

MMgets

fill)

to

Tuck

Eary

Clinton

8 Tompkins

7

era

(Others to fill)
2d half (10-13)

1st half (7-1)
I.anc A Harper
Miller A Anthony

Lew Cooper

(One

i

Wm Hallen

flll)

(Others to

nun

1st

Marino A Verge
Monte Carlo
Ifoen £ Duprece

Paul Decker Co
•Wilton Larkaye
Bobbe A Nelson
Loyal's Animals
4 Mortons
Sidney Landfleld
(One to flll)
Keith's Royal
Venlta Oould
Burt A noseaals
Singer's

F X

Musical

M Taliaferro Co
Dunbar A Turner

llollis 5

(Others to

Milton

Pollack Co
JAB
Morgan
Bracks

Milter A Anthony
Murray A Oerris

(7-»)

Babcock A Dolly
Saw Thru Woman

Harry Delf
Three Lordens

Colonial
A Clair

1st half

Auditorium
Althea A Lueaa
Green A Myra
Roland Travere Co
Gertrude Morgan

Lyrte
(Mobile split)
:

C Howard Co

LANCASTER. PA.
Hilly Olason

McCoy A Walton
(Two to flll»

QtEBEC. CAN.

flll)

NEW ORLEANS

A D'danella
Dunham A W'iams Rud*ll>A Dunlgaa
Clevs

KEITH CIBCUIT
Keith's Palaeo
Eddie ]<eonard Cm

Arnold

A M Rogers
Blackstone
2d half
Herbert A Para

Zd half

(Others to

Princess

A Tate

W

Arthur Lyons Co
Mm* Besson Co

YORK.
YORK.

FRANK EVANS

Direction!

Black

A

NEW
NEW

1921

4,

Carlten

Capitol

and (1KO. JKNXY

NOV. 14— ALHAMBRA.
NOV. 21—JEFFERSON,

* sf
MONTREAL

1st half

Rives

FRANK FIVKK

Mack A Lane
Welch Mealy

split)

HARTFORD

UNUSUAL DUO

A Gay
A Francis

f

The Alkens

Tho manner in which these bills are printed does not denote the relative
importance of acts nor their prog; rum positions.
•Before name Indicates act is now doing new turn, or reappearing after
absence from vaudeville, or appearing In city whore listed for the first time.

NEW YORK

Market
Connelly
Nosses

November

Friday,

1st half

HJfdxTsXIJi

houses open for the week with Monday matlr.ee. when not otherwise

(All

InJltated

Tho

Dorothy Doyle
Jim Mclntyre Co
Crane Hay ft C

VAUDEVILLE THEATRES

IN

(One

1

Buvlioi;.n ft Rayne
M< Kay / Anllne
i:.

inn-it

sit^n is

—

t

.

'

November

VARIET

1921

4,

SrhittU's Manikin*

I

A Mack

Moran

Adam* *

oSitf
-gg MOINES. IA.

DENTIST

Mc\

"Indoor Sport*"

Nelson.
SgUufFour

Dance Fantasies

Orpheum

BROOKLYN

'

Watt* * Hawley
Henry A Moor*
Bar hot t*
Claud* Golden Co

plTLUTH
©rpheam
a Fry*
Co
, Howard
j^4 F Btedman

Jo* Bogsnny Co
Ernest Evans Co
Bert Hanlon
Pederson Bros
Frank Jerome
Brengk'a Horse

PORTLAND, ORE.

^

Orpheum
Lee Xld*

Co

Billy Arlington

a 81NQING

Morton

Fid

imM

Wm

Kara

Barrio*

Bernard

ji,

Avey A O'Nell

jCDMONTON. CAN. Cilia Young A A
Orpheum
S'CK'MKNTO, CAL.
play*
bill
<aame
Calgary lt-U)
Worsen Bro*

Orpheum
(7-9)

(Same

plays

bill

Fresno 10-13)
e"
* «V
*
ft Lippard
Helen Keller
gast*a * Hayes Rev Dooley & Storey
Margaret Ford
Brown * O'Donnell
Matty lee

Bea Beyer

Montg'm'y

Marshall

mansas

city.

ST. LOt'IS

Crane Co

H

u/m

Oautier's Toy Shop
Van Cellos
Swift A Kelly

Jack Rose

Orpheum

Orpheum

Shaw

LHllan
Nat Naxarro Co
Torke A King

Gertrude Hoffman

Gaxton
Wm
Cameron

Mary Boland
CHS Nazarro Co

Co

Sisters

McGrath ft Deeds
Rodero Marconi

Dancers
Main St.

tiekefl

Clara Morton

Manikins

Marlette'a

LINCOLN. NEB.
Orpheum
ffammy Lee Co
The Sharrocka

A Marlin

Wm

Halligan Co
F Durybell

LA

Tenev Grey

Orpheum
Ono

r

ANGELES

LOS

4 M

Vel

Co

Muiisoii

M

ft

Orpheum

Wood

Co

LoFcere

Wyde

ft

Stanley*

Alt***

Hughes Musical

Klee

Rlalto

Du

3

Csrtyte

MEMPHIS

SAN FRANCISCO

Orpheum

Orpheum

Marlon Harris
Williams ft Wolfua

B

Corlne Til ton Co

Johnson

Clifford ft

Joe Browning
Plalay
Hill

Bob Hall

A

ft

Grave*

ft

Yv*l

"Pedeatrlanlam"
Mahal Bui Ki;

Anderson
Anderson

Saltan

Folll* Girl*

Mlchon Bro*
Whiting ft Burt

MILWAUKEE
Majestic
4

liehling. r ft

lady Ben Mel
BsTia ft Darnell
Ralls

Royce
Co

ft

Rosso

•

Palace
Rehearsal"
Carpon ft Willard
Lswe Feeley A 3

Vera Gordon Co
Joe Bennett
Chas Harrison Co
Toney ft Norman
Maurice Diamond
Bobbie Gordone

"Dress

The Rlos

SIOUX CITY

Zelayo

Novelty

Norris

MINNEAPOLIS

DemaroHt

Heaeflin

and HILL

A B

Melville

A M

L

J«ck Inglis
'red Lindsay

\ANCOLVER,

Harvey
LAG
Eddie Heron Co
Pot Pourrl Dancera
Lincoln Sq.

Danubes
J*rA* n r.'rls
A G Harvey
Kittle Doner Co
J**B Barrios
"Lets Go"
Montg'm'y
Marshall
Jean Jose ff son
T
P Dunne
Kramer ft Boyle
"resaer A Gardner
4 Ushers
'laalgan ft MoTrlsn Mary Haynes Co
2d half
Silvia
l>oyal
Co
fcanlon D Sis ft S
Maxon ft Morris
Jack Joyce
David Saperateln
The Chattel
Rltter ft Knnppe
Maley A O'Brien
NEW ORLEANS Servola ft Lo Roy
Nelson ft Barry Co

T'.rennan

WINNIPEG

J*n Hoven
Dillon A Parker
Trm Wise

Orpheum

a Mary

Lydell

1 »*lcrt
ft

Scorteld

A

Muller

OAKLAND

A Raymond
Duncan

Due;, in

Oakland

Moody

r "*rl Regsy Co

Stanley

ft.

Lose A Sterling

The*

MiW YOKK CITY

CIRCtilT

Newmans

Jean

Griff

Winter burden

^"1

441

K„ K ,.rn
Smith

yhlte A

li

''

I.

-^

;

M

Mni.- imiy
EfUmtin" My.
*

.1

I',

rs

Co

>voll oa

LS'rnard A Tewat*
r,,
e

fJnudcinlibs

Hreel

•ChncKI.-s of

Moii.n A
T<

W

iO

,\

„
bite
i

,i'i

19J1"

Wiser
ie

p

I

Tsiwlor

.

ft

Way

r

Moilsf
J'ranU

A Lowell
<

"orni'll

Co

.\rilmr l»«apon
rowi-r Trio

l

*

1 :»-

1

SJicll'-y
It

ValJ'fin
Gilbert

Burns

Dovd

ft

ft

ft

D'

ILL.

ft BY
Stewart ft Mercer
HaVle A Patsy
8 weat man C#

Joe Melvin

Thomas Saxotet

J

(One

to

Merrian's Canines
2d half

fill)

Kedsle

Swan A Swan
Cliff Clark
A Gamble
Cotton PlckerB"
Princess Kalama Cw
'Touch in Tlme •
B'TLESVILLE, OK. Nelson
A Madlso*.
Odeon
McRae A Clegg
I

'

,

Hollins Sis

2d half

Craig 'A Cato

Peggy Reat Co
Roberta Clark Co

2d half

and

Loew
A Doll

Harmony

P.oyal

(One to

All)

Dave Thur:«U.V
Waldron A Wlnslow

J.

6

^

Broadwafh'
Lockhsrt A Lsddle
romo ft Frsnce
"»-tty Wake Up"

Ash A Hyams
C W Johnson Co
2d half

r

A

J

Marlin

I

OKLAHOMA CITY
A

I

ft
ft

C Nathan

Holland-Do*

krill

Co

2d half

PAG AHall
Plllard

2d half
Hy^d* Ja«« .„.

Curtis

Johnny Dove

Fitagcrald
"8nappy Bits"
ft

B'way (Pntnnm

'•"

ARItlK

onii^xr"

"Cat land"

Bollinger

ft

M'Kenna

ft

ft Kelly
Taylor
"Kiss Mc Revue"

A

A Kamsden

TORONTO
Loew
Work A Mack

A Bobles

ft

Supreme

Lueey

Marry Duo
Dugnl A I^ary
Williams Darw In

'rank Sh"!'pnrd
Cut urist 1c Ilc\ ue
I

Mills

DALLAS

ft

Qulnru M

U alter Fenner Co
Jennings A Mozler
Melody Fcatlval

WACO. TEX.

lil

i

'

Herman A Engel
Clifford A Leslie
Warden A Doncourt

to

1111)

Columbia
Fox Conrad Co

Dord Robert

llriitt

n

.<

Kiiiine

A-

I

A,

A Daye

I

,i

Oerbcr Rev

Billle

Lcater
I^angton Smith

Stamm

Orville

A

X*

Kenny Mason A 9

Frank A

Billy Miller

VU Tour

Adams A Harnett
oo

Bennle Ono

MAX

MELISSA

TEN EYCK and WE1LY
En Route "Up

la the Clan***" Comaagfl

m/yT

Per. Address i Frtara cTnh,

Cliff

Bailey 2

Bingham A Myer*
"Cozy Revue"

A

ft

(Three to

1

American
O'Connor Twins

A

Ch.-ibnt

Tortonl

Kink's Mules
flit)

2d half

S'd'Iand

Arthur Davida
De Maria FlvStanley A Winthrop Princess Kalama Cu
Jack ft Eva Arnold Dan Sherman Co
(Three to

toiHldina

to

Doro'hy

r.i!)

Poilil

fill)

<

d

.lohnny N«fT

CHARLES BORNHAUPT
12 Bne dee Prince*. Rill sS|:i.u

CITY.
Glebe

F A O De Mont
Alaho A Olrile
Curt Galloway

W

half
The N»if>M
M II. iw k Slatrr
2.1

2d half
A St Claire

Knight A Saw telle
Hay Johnstone Ca
Marcel liardn>**~~~

Monks
DUBUQfJK, IA.
Majeatle

Toy Ling Foo Co
Warren A O'Brle*
Nanon Welch Co
John G'lger
Vsllal A Zermalna

MM IS,

E. ST.

.ir

A.

Clark

Bron."on \ Edwards)
I'd half
Kfi.-a

"New
pens"
(«)ni

K Wilson
L'-adir".

i

Bilrd

A.

to

lili)

KL(.IN. ILL.
Klalto

P. II

! M

Harper
.<.i

ILL*

Erber«i

Three Buddies
'"Down Yondi '*

W Wells

P.e..

A Bro

Hale

Tyler

Cliff

VhI Harris Co
Hurry Golden Co
Mars! on A Mauley
Li o Z.trr»-:| Co

I..

European Lngugrmenta

fill)

KANSAS

i

Empress

Swan A Swan

2d half
pi's \ Kendal
l.ew s & Mi'yi rx

(One to

Baffin's

fill)

CHICAGO, ILL.

(Thre to

Phillips

rxuson

L»-~:iv-"--~

Bosa King

Zuhn A Drlea

ILL.

Billy Miller

Jii
in

ILL,

Empress
Co
Watts A Ringgold]

Milton ft I^ehman
Harris Ellis

Co
lDlene Smiles Davis Kenny Mason ft 8
Fred Weher Co
(Three to fill)
Crescent Comedy 4
2d half
Billle Oerbcr Rev
WASHINGTON

(Oil

Kiithrvn A I'imih
Scot y Pro\ ii
Nii\n My Trio

DECATUR,
Eiiy

2d half

Orpheum
Adams ft Barnett

1

Lynn*

Grand

2d half
Musical Rowellys

GUS SUN CIRCUIT
ALBANY

Frawley
Zermaine

CHAMPAIGN,

lioew

ii

ft

CENTRALIA, ILL.

Dancing Whirl

l.'r.k

A J rd.« n
Evans

If \ou,\\isli

A Winthrop
lark A Eva A mo
Cam Inatlon"

(Three

Majestic

G:ii:iore

Slonli y

flcduIU

Frank Terry
Mora ft Bevklens

«''o

Worth Co

Lazier

DAVENPORT,

Pita Shirley

I',

Majestic

LONDON, CAN.

Laing & Green
\N ilU

ft

K-

Little

IrMiian

A Smith

La Suva

Jefferson
ft

Miner

2d hnlf

Randall Co

li:l

WiiiiliK

l4>e\v

.

fill)

Marian Gibncy
"Cozy Revuo"

2d half

WINDSOR. CAN.

Emery

Kennedy A N«Hon
Cortes ft Ryan
Rawles A Von IC
I^ine ft Freeman
Alex Sparks Co

to

Howard Nichola

I

Kalaluhl's Hawllana

Les A radon

KANSAS CITY

Reyn'ila
F'p'rlck

BR'KFIELD, MO.
De Graw

BAB

Thanka

PROVlDFN( K

ft

Timely Rnvue

(Ono

2d half

Callal

Burke

ft

Strand
Faber Urns
Fiske A Fallon
DnuKln* Flint A Co
T*ambrrt A Fish

Chas Reeder
ConnorM »t T*.o> n»
Bldgc.) N. Y. Gordon ft lL-aly
Danco Folllis

Avery
VAC
Dunn
Barker

|

Merriam Girls

O'Connor Twins
The Maxwell &

Co

I.orrslne sis
(One to mi)

2d half
Aerial La Vails

Carlton

9

DR. JULIAN SIEGEL
I49.'t

Dan Sherman Co

R A E Dean

2d half

A«h»lln

Marks

If

Pltzer

"plTTSBl'RfiH

Dentist to the N. V. A.

Official

Wilfred Clarke Co

-

5 Kervllle's

B A

G Hairy White

ft

Le Roy Bros
Flagler A Mai in
Smith ft Innmn

Song -ft Danco Rev

O'Brien

Liberty
L Stevens

Jim Reynolds

Cclllna

Liberty
Ernesto

Brooklyn.

Froftpect.

Nippon Duo
Maureen Engl In

4 Marx Broa
Al Gamble
Sampson A Douglas
"Touch In Time"

A La

Cuto S Keith Co

Ralph Whit-head

H

Prince

Keith's

Steod's Septet
2d half

ollynna

Fields

I/oew
Lyndall Laurd Co
Conne A Albert
"Strainht"

Gruett Kramer

Little Yoshl Co
Ted A Daisy l.ano

Playing

Les Araooa
Ed Hustings
C'D'R RAPIDS. IA. T Brown's Revue
Txvyman A Vincent Willing ft Jordan
Majestic
(Three to fill)
Little Lord Roberta
Murray A Popkova
Harry Watkins
2d half
Brown ft Elaine
Taylor Macy A H
Austin A Delsney
Kmbi A Alton
Flying Ruaaells Co t'oslor ft B Twlna
Alf Ripon
Nation Welch Co
2d half A
CAL.
STOCKTON.
Yaphankers
Yip
*ip
Thalero'a
Circus
»
Ardell Bros
State
"Melo Dance"
(Three to fill)
Toss A Ann Carter

J

.

W

SPtJFIELD, MASS,

H

HOUSTON

Now

Christopher A
Will J Evans
••Llnqpln H'hw'jr'n"

Bfjislcys
2d half
Lockhart A Laddl<>

Jewel'* Manikins

CLEVELAND

A

ft

Bros

De Lyona Duo
Dane A Loehr
o Hand worth Co

Coslor

Sherman Van

McVlrker's
Glenn A Richards
Ross A Fiynn

It. r«l

ALLEN

nW%Y TO Tim

T'naend Rev

a

WEEK
KEITH'S ROYAL, NEW YORK
WEEK BEFORE
KEITH'S PALACE, NEW YORK
LAST

A Carter

ft

Tiller Sisters

Armatr'g

CHICAGO

tl

Arthur D'MK""
Vincent A Sully
Palate
(

V.

Gene A Mlnetto

Metropolitan
Stutr. Bros

Kintr

Phllbrick

VAC

9

A

liuiii'cn

Kl">n

2d half
Carlos Circus

(Ml

AUSTIN

Moore

2d half

2d half

Nelson A Barry Co Walter Went
Henshaw ft Avery Jerome A France
Martin Co
Jack
"Betty Wake Up"
J K Emmett Co
2d half
Ash A Hyams
Mumford A Stanley Williams
ft Daisy
Johnson Co
C
Virginia Belles
Gaylord A Langton

Sulle

Danny

.1

••limit

ALTON,

Time A Ward

OTTAWA, CAN.
1%'.

T

Crescent

WashinKton Trio
Harney Co

Sutter

All)

BUFFALO

Eadie

Co

R!n A Llndstrom
Kail PiiUard
M.iviil Sn','>rs

•:

A

Dflancey St.
Lynch ft Zella

ft

llnrry

(Ono to

Luckle ft Harris
Janet Adler ft Girla
2d half

Fulton

Harry Gilbert
Sam Liebert Co
(lruit« r

A Hoffm'n

Hippodrome
John West

Washington S
Chas Barney Co

NEW ORLEANS
Cyeda Japs

Lyceum

Diirrr'.l

ft

"Oddities Of

DcV in" A Williams

SHUBERT

A

Melodious Four

W
WESTERN VAUDEVHLE

'Mystic Garden"

"Mystic C.Mid.-n"

BOLYOKE, MASS.

Tollman Revue

-

Johnson Bros A J
Hamilton Co

Tower

Jamea Grady Co

Ta<ii»i*w< i.-I»ir~ .s

2d half
Brower Trio

2d half
I

Kelfer

Howland Irwin

Mack Co
Wallace A Ward

Hippodrome
I

("has

A

Bald

Ubert Carleton

Hall

Eddie Heron Co
Hnrt Wagner ft E
Pot Pourrl Dancers

J Fly on

A Evan*

Miner

Kennedy A Martin
Macks

B»aux

Bar

Mack A Dean
Marco A Co

State

Keith (Western) and

Aerial

A Murley

Metropolitan
Weiss Trio
l^bert Carleton

Mardo A Rome
Co
Tom Mahoney
AsaUi A Takl

Animals
Ed E Ford
J R Johnson Co

fill)

Leonard

Dance Rev

Artb'll

W

A
BROOJiLIN

Greeley Sq.
Swain's Animals

<l;<l"t'l

Stetson
Klein

Martin A Courtney
Jimmy Lyons

B La

4

.

Orpheum

A

Gilbert Co

2d half
Victoria A Dupre

T P Dunne

B.C.

W

Avenue B
Brndy A Mahoney
Bnld A Towns'd Co
(Two to fill)

W

Orpheum

Orpheum

Morrell

to

('has

SAN JOSE. CAL.

Mlnatrcls

OAKLAND

Affiliated Circuits

Reeder

Eihel Gllmore Co

The Chattel
Gilbert Co
L
St Clair Twlna Co

lime Kills
Kellnm ft O'Dare
Tip Yip Yaphankers

A Tosko

Lyons

*d Janis Rev

A

Burn*

A., B. F.

MankJn

2d half

The Norvellos

2d half

K«ne Keyes

M.

GAL

fill)

Cantor's

CHICAGO

Jack Martin Co
(One to fill)
Boulevard
Garden
Hend'aon A Hallld'y
"Poor Old Jim"
Phllbrick A*Dn Voe
American Comedy 4

Co

Sla

Temple

Booking; Exclusively with

Tom Mahoney

Williams ft Daisy
Martin & Courtney

JACK L.E WIS- KEITH.
HORWITZ-KRAl'B— LOEW

(Ono

K. rvllles

Robinson A Pierce

A

Building

of 19IM"
2d half

Zella

ft

to

Novelty Trio

Hippodrome

Harry Marks

ft

N.Y,

Avon

A Scott
Rogvrs A Page

H'NT'GT'N,^*-. VA.

Sv.ain's Novelty

Morton A Mack
Avery
Barker A Dunn
Chlaholm A Breen
Rogers Bennet A T Timely Revue

Suite 1313 Masonic

Wheeler Trio
Murray A Garrlsh

Ushers

Vail

Roy Mack, Boohing Mgr.

CAT
"Oddities

Lowry A Lacey

(One

Cecil

La

CAT

The Larconlans
The McNaughtons
Eugene Emmett
Harvey

Williams

MONTREAL
Loew

GAL

Orpheum

2d half
Swain's Animals

Lynch

Kathryn A Francla
Provan

Scottl

Co

Rlulto

LuTcll Bros
Octsvo
Parker Trio
E Moore Co
Friend A Downing;
V Mesereau Cu

WATERTO'N.

A Lyona

Peggy Vincent

King A Cody

ERNIE YOUNG
AGENCY

Eugene Emmett
Henshaw A Avery
Harvey
Weiss Tflo

Victoria

MAY
Direction:

4

fill)

Hart Wagner

Pa rt
::

2d half

Dick
Wheeler Trio
2d half
Garden

Tower A Darrell
The Perettoa

J J Harrison

Bernard

3

,

Cusson Bros
Gaylord I^ngton Co
Barton A Sparling
Jewel'a Manikins
2d half
Marguerito Merle

2d half

Wm

Mme Rialto Co
Henri Slaters
M Hamilton Co

Collctt

Tho:nuH Trio

Orpheum

The Larconlans

National
Louis Stone Co
A Stetson
Sam Llebert Co

Dick

"Let's Go"
Irene Trevette
Frank Cornell

A Burke

A Mulcahy

H

3

Melville

Danubes

4

!

fill)

2d half

Swain's Novelty
2d half
Poilyana
r ields ft La Adelln
Cato S K< 1th Co

.

Oravca Co

It

to

Initifin

Crrenwald ft A'd'a'n
Palmer ft Houston

ON-

Klndlcr

Lurke

Ia»cw

Murray Volke
Sinclair Twlna Co

Carlos Circus

Pellenb'g's Animals

& Jaxon

''eley

to* E.

ft

AJ

Chas I*edegar
Murray A Garrlah

Adonis Co
Flanders ft Butler
Tavlnr A Roger*
Rlggs ft Wltchie

Dancing Dorans

Henri Ulsters

Danny

fill)

ft

(One

Mm*
A Lillle

K'eefe

(J-7)

C.illcn

BOSTON
Mahoney A

Harvey DeV'ira

2d half
Loula Stone Co

DeVine

Johnny Neff

Hippodrome

I>avc

llebert

Co
Paramount Four

F*LLS,N.Y.

Lewis A Meyera
Dorothy Dodd Co

SAN FRANCISCO

G

Liberty
Princess Toy
2d half

Empire
Jamea A Kendal

Ward

Plllard

ft

ft

Zelda

Gabby Pros

St.

HOBOKEN

P Abbott Co
Monte A Lyons
F La Relne Co

Id half

The Perettos

SUte

to

PAG

Coillni

Brava Mlchlellna Co

Hurley A Hurley
Walter Weat

CIRCUIT

CITY

The Celebrities
Murray Volke
Graser ft Lawlor

4

Vance

Robins
Fred Allen

Norvellos
Irene Trevette

Orpheum

Cennor Twins

A

I

American

Orpheum

Meyer

Tote

Mossman A

Wm

ft

Daisy Lane
Hall

ft

Song

Junta's llHwallans
2d half

Sutton

Bernice Barlowe
Fox A Kelly
Dance Creations

Desert Devils

7

(One

SEATTLE

Marx Bros

Yvette
Joe Fenton Co

Animals

Johnny Dove
Hodge & i^owell
American Comedy
The Celebrities

A K

H.

Mllo

to

Bliou

Raymonds

3

Apollo*

Nora Bayes

(One

Ted

Cvdric Lindsay ft II
Moher A Elurldgo

TERRE HAVTK
Ruth

Wataika A U'atudy
tVlgwum
(Four to fill)
Time A Ward
Infield A Noble
Unrolit
Tiller Slaters
(11-12)
BL'.MINGTON. ILL. Arthur Davida
Will J Evans
Ed Hastings
WASHINGTON
Bentley Banks ft G
Majestic
"Lincoln H'hw'm'n"
Knox Wilson Co
Twyan ft Vincent
Strykcr
Hal
Lew Hawkins
2d half
Murray A Popkova
Shubert-Belasco
Ooss A Jackson
Bobby Jarvls Co
Taylor Mscy A H
Kccfe A Lillle v
Walters H'pk'ns ft C Flying RuHNtlls
I**w Fields Co
2d half
BILLY GLASON
Co Oreenwald ft A'd's'n
Anger ft Adelon
M'Connell A S'pson Preston ft Isabella
Palmer ft Houston
Lucille Chalfant
Rev
Brend.'l ft

Detroit O. H.
Bert 8hepard
Hattie Althoff Co

Johnson Bros

King

A Dad

2d hair
Little Yoshi A

Strand

HAMILTON. CAN.

BIRMINGHAM

GLENS

Benlley Banks ft C,
I'ftsor ft Daye
l*»w Hawkins
Ilelene Smiles Davis
Bobby Jarvls Co
Fred Weber A Co
MODESTO. CAL. CresceAt Comedy 4

%

Melodlua Four

Columbia

Princess
Muslcui Rowellys

Sutton

COUNSELLOR FOR STAGL FOLKS

Race A Edge
"Ono Two Three"

A Wellman
A K De Maco

Ethel Davis
Torino
Olympia Desral)

C The

Littlejohns

Blackwell

Osai

Al Lester Co

Palet
Callon
ft

Emily
J

LOEW
ft

Gabby Bros
Dsve Klndlor
Graves Co
Peggy Vincent
Thomas 3

K

DETROIT

SAN ANTONIO

Raymonds
ft

Phone: Bowling Green 3100
Ronair A Ward
Jones Family
Dancers DeLuxe
Payton A Lyons
Divided Womsn

Donnabellc ft \V
M'Greevcy ft Doyle
Fred I^ewis
IL.ppy Day a"

2d half

H

Theatrical Insurance

'

ALL LEGAL MATTERS.
Ask—JACK OHTERMAN, FLORENCE REED. McGRATH and DI.KDS.

Klein Bros

Wallace Galvln
Adler ft Ross

.1

U L

CHICAGO'S THEATKICAL ATTORNEY.

Palo

NEW YORK

Briscoe

ft

A Mae

JOHN STREET. NEW YOKK CITY

53

2d hul/

Wlchman

Theatre Building, Chicago

Kajiyuma

B<mard

•

Hazelle Black Co
2d half

Duo

l'csci

Laurence

half

2 it

Morrell

-

Ofto

iV:

Kings

4

Loew

BEN
EHRL9CH
Woods

Liberty
*
lien Linn
Fordo A Rice

Llplnskl's

Bowers Walter*

Herman

DAYTON

"POOR RICH MAN"

Harry Conley

A

NKMPHM

De Lyons Duo
Dane A Loehr
Hippodrome
O Hnndworlh Co
Dancing Du Browns Dave Thursby
Kneeland ft Powers Wnldron ft Wlnslow
ft

Victoria

'

Patrick

PRESNO, CAL.

Stuart

ROCHESTER
Bayle A Patsy
Sweat man Co

SALT LAKE
Adsms A Taylor
Bonner A Powers
Seymour A Jesnette J A K Burke
State
Daly A Bdrch
Edward ft Keiii
Lawreno* Crane Co
4 Harmony Queens Columbia Co
TOLEDO

Herman A ylriscoc

Ward ft Wilson
Fortune Queen

Hippodrome
llaahl

A Day

Francis

Dancing Du Browns
Kneeland ft Powers
Stuart ft Laurence
Hazelle Black Co

WRITE, WIRE OR PHONE

Ethel Davis,

—AND—

Sarjorle Barrack*
The Cell is

Royal Trio
Galloway ft Garotte

fl

JOHN'jrKEMP

LOCIS

Rawles A Von K
Lane A Freeman
Alex Sparks Co

2d half

Colonial

Goelet

ft

BALTIMORE

Shubert
George Rosener

Walter Brower
Silma Braatz
Ryan A Leo
Francis Renault

BUSHMAN

ORPHEUM, DENVER
NEXT WEEK (NOV. 6)

Sheppard

ft

revost

1

ATIANTA

Euclid Are.
Mario Dressier
Llora Hoffman
Kremka Bros
Hurrah ft Rublnl
Llbby A Sparrow

BEVERLY BAYNE
in

Rajah

PITTSBURGH

DETROIT

HtANCIS X.

Small

Arco Bro*

A Vers

ft

Chas Reeder
"Messenger Boy"
Worth ft Willing
Faye ft Thomas

DETROIT

Pearl Abbott Co

Rudlnoff

Togo

2.

Kress

3

Billy Broad
Rose Revue
Power* Marah A
Hayea A Lloyd
Tayoma Co

W

Orpheum

Chalfonte Sisters
Conroy A O'Donnell
Molera Revue
2d half
K' nnedy ft Nelson
Cortex A Ryan

Hippodrome

"NO MORE SALOONS"

Mason A Keeler

Thomas

Lyrl*

Marr A Evans
Virginia

Fiorens Duo

I

Willing*

ft

ft

CO LM (J BIS

l*ew
Lambert
Cook A Hamilton

LOS ANGELES

RENEE PIERCE

"Go Get Em" Roger
(•rand
PHILADELPHIA.
La Sylphe Co
Preston A Isabella
Chestnut O. H.
Alex Carlisle Co
Bernice Barlowe
Lean ft Mayfleld
Lillian Fltigerald
Connolly ft W'nrich Fox ft Kelly
Muria Lo
Fox ft Evans
Bert Melrose
Dance Creations
Whipple ft H Co
CHICAGO
2d half
Rigoletto Bro*
Apollo
Monahan ft Co
Jack Strouse
Masters ft Kraft
Marva Rehn
Tartan
A
Newell
Chas Rlchman Co
"Playmates"
Fred Schwartz Co
Marguerite Farrell
Foley & O'Neill
Clark A Verdi
Leona La Afar
Pioneers of M"
James
Barton
Mile Codce

Brit ton

SALT LAKE

Orpheum

The Cansinoo
Bab La Halle

PALL

ST.

Harry Ilolman Co
Ford ft Cunningh'm
Lucas ft Inez
Margaret Taylor
Rockwall ft Fox

Oaa tier's Br'l'y'rs
Millard

Blanch* shcrw'd Co

Worth

Kahn A Boone
Rhyme A Rhythme

Medley A Dupre
Meryl Prince Girls
Welter Baker Co
ST.

ft Avers
Reeder
"Messenger Boy"

Faye

Hetty King
Lord-Aln
Vardon A Perry
"Cave Man Love"

De
• Jovcddah
Nana

i

("has

BOB ROBISON

Blanks

NEWARK

Lucy Gillette
Walter Weems

Legel

Mr & Mrs P Fisher
Phesay A Powell
Barnold's Dogs

2d half
Thomaa A Carl

Al Taylor
"Kiss Me Revuo"
2d half
Australian Delsoa

Dorothy Bard Co

A C

Morln
Jean I<eIghton Rev

Vails

A Burke
Thanks A Kelly

2d half

CLEVELAND

OO Dameral Co
Sidney (.rant
Bkelten Brooks
K & K Kuebn
Karassuffh & EvVt Wanner ft Palmer

A Lowe

Clinton

Owen- White

Carlton

Kresa

Beige 2
Robinson** Eleph't*
Mel -Burn*

BOSTON

Rlulto

faxie

A

Harper

Harris & Santley
Everest's Monkeys
Noeello Bros

Robinson

1* ill

Prank Wilson

Gordon Duo
Licbter

O K

Chalfontn Slaters
Conroy ft O'Donnell
Molera Revue

2d half

Al Sexton Co

Donald Si*
Jack McKay
Jack Conway Co
Emily Darrell
Donald Brian

Chums

l

McDermott

Billy

Harry nines

Garctnettl Bros „

parting Sisters

Academy

S

(K»b*

Lambert
Cook ft Hamilton

INBIANAPOUs)

State

La

Jeanettes

(On* t* mi)

Camarato Duo
Prlacilla Co
CUNTON. IND.

SACRAMENTO
Aerial

3

All)

CLEVRLAND

With RO88 VVY8E A CO.
Pantacea Circuit

Harry White
Dancing Whirl

Jimmy Lyons
The Newmans

A Fletcher
A WaUln
ERIE, PA.
Park

Holt ft Rosedal*
Hegal ft Moor*

Callahan A Bliee
Chas T Aldrlch

(One to

Comedy Sensation

Novelty

Leslie

Doncourt

(Opens Nov. 10)

Nonette
Georgle Price

Hbbs

<T-»>

Samoyoa

BALTIMORE

HUMORE8QUE

T 4 K OMears

Sailor Reilly

Nip
Nip

.

-

WHITE
USTTV
8INGLE-ING
m

Bob Nelson
Majestic
"Kiss Burglar"

Clccollnl

A
A

Wardell

The Arosmitha
DAYTON
The McNaughtons
Howard Martelle Co
Dayton
2d half
Brady ft Mahoney
BoNinger A R'nolds
J Flynn's Minstrels M'Kenna A F'pTlck Link ft Phillips
Ferguson ft S'dland
Eadle A Raraaden
Warwick
De
Maria
a
Salle ft Robles
•Swan"
Dancer- Supreme
Pierce A Dunn
L'O BEACH, CAL.
Jackson Taylor Co
2d half
State

"In Argentina"

>

Crescent
Dickinson ft Dssg'n
Will Rogers

td half

Clifford

Sheppard

Prevost A Goelet
2d halt

Special Hate* to the Profeesloi

Sarah Padden C*
Wilbur Mack Co

A

Small

25

Herman A Engel

Count's Dancer*

CHICAGO

OMAHA

Orpheusa
»-srker
SSIr * Bergman
g*
g *
grrl* * Campbell
S7r a«n Bro*

THEATRE BLDO.
Dr. M. G. CARY
KIR'S

l<

Griffith

* WMt

Baat

Gordon Duo
Brennaa A Murley

iwir

Coiil imi'fl

2d

i»;.:r
-

P;i'.eMiiu N

"Kii

•!

I

on pflr^

I'nli.neg

U«I'l .l!R

-

>

1

...

>

i

».

VARIETY
•i

i.i

.

November

Friday,

',

NEXT WEEK

BILLS

i

4, 1921

•

(Continued from page 25)

KVNSV1LLK,

A

Fisher

(Tsrre iiauta apllt)
1st half
Ford A Pries
Knapp A Cornalla

Hartt
LAM
Hugh Her heat

Buddy WalfHn
Hanson a B 81a
FT. SMITH, ARK.

The
Advantages

Jem A

A

Harris Sync'p't'rs
Lydia Barry
L Coates C'erjacks

Marcel Hardie

A Braun

2d half

The Hennlngs
2d half

L Corbln

Troupe

HITCIIINSON,

KAN.

& Marahall
& Daley
Murks & Wilson
JO MET, ILL,
Orphenm

Wills (Jllbort Co

A K Dean
Maxwell Quintet
It

2d half

Hubert Dyer Co'
Fox a Conrad
Sweethearts

Little

KENOSHA,

1118.

Virginian

Mack A Stanton

Henry Catalano Co

Young a Francla

2d half

Holly

Moran

Sisters

2d half
Valentine A Bell
Mann A Mallory
Hilly Doss

Rev

(One

Tarxan
(One to

Variety

nil)

Orphenm

Rekoma

O

Pets

Keelej

Pnntslges

HnggeU"& Sheldon

Pnntnfjea

(Sunday operilng)
Kane Morey A M

Murdoek & K'nedy
Pantheon Singers
Mason A Hailey
Frlvollti. a

OAKLAND

IV HEELING

Coorgalis Trio
Lester A Moore
Kthel Clifton Co

Rex
"Spider's Web"
Frank Manstlehl

M

Hond Berry Co
Montague Love
Oklahoma 4

Kanazawa Bros

3

l'u n liege*

CINCINNATI

CoNrnan A Ray
Walton A Brandt

Chody Dot A

Haas

Arthur A Peggy
Jarvis Revue
Judaon Cole
Melody Maids
(One to fill)

Caruso

fill)

(One

OKMLGEE, OKXA. TERBE

H'TE, IND.
Hippodrome

(Evansvllle split)
1st half

to Jhe profession.

OMAHA, NEB.

The

EmprVaa

TOPEKA, KAN.

Billy Doss

NoTelty
A Marshall
Swift A Daley

Engel

Rer

Anna Eva Fay
Marks & Wilson

2d half

is

to sub-

Peaks Blockheads

Kuhn

A Rogers

Q.UINCY, ILL,

Orpheam
Oordon

year, either addressed to

perma-

A Delmar
Virginia L Corbln

Maude

nent address or en route. The regular rate of

Holmes A Holli.«ton
Hughes A lKbrow

RACINE, WIS.
Rlulto
Noel Lester Co

Winter Garden

E & H Cnnrnd
Pihto & Royle

4

Viola

Huddles
(Three to

Sampson & Dowlas

Jo Jo Harrison
ThaliTn'a
us

A

are constantly moving from place to place or

Cm

All)

ROCK FORD.
Ross

Lie Lewis

ILL.

Palaee
Foss

2.1 hiiif

John

Four Camerons

OKM'LGEE, OKL.L

Milt Collins

(Same bill plays
Austin 10-12)
Kitty Thomas
Two Rozellns
Reynolds Trio
Bert Howard
"On 5th Avi '
Jennings A lluwl'd
Artois Broa

IIOISTON, TEX.

Uxkvh

Tanwere published with the

bills

cities ih alphabetical order.)

MINNEAPOLIS

sale.

Pnntuges
fSunday opening)
Klaas Manning &
Viol.-t Carle son

K

.

JnhtiMon

(;:i).s'n

c:::«gi>w

Maids

A F

&

Idyil

Karly
l.-diakawa Hros

WINNIPEG

ltoi:imi

t

M'lo.il.s

&

Stepa

"Night Uoat"
li.Mtvr
6

& Hay

Tip Tops

LT. FALLS, MONT.
Fnntogcs

.

;

Howard A

1

(fOllll.l

••*

.lark
I'-vc

Nash &
1 *i

(S;m,.>

A

ii.

i

oinl.t

<

Mnic K'Help"'

:•

Mi-.-

Terminal

1

4

MuJeMlc
(Oklahoma City
M'lit
1-t half
»

I'.-.

man

<

m

•

•

UraCO

A-

> indy Sha

Rita Oouhl
lagL- liaik A

Wilbur

Co

Th«'iii|>.s<ui

w
CO

Ma)i.«fl"d

M

MILES-PANTAGES
EVELAND

< I

f

\-

I

A

l!..lli<l;iy

Waltrr
.Id.-

r.urkc

wo

'tin'

to

ilii rill
!;i >

(

4

I

i

>

ii..i:

iV

I'..

\

n

'

«.^i:-

m

1

hhiijiH

,arry
:

i

ii

r

•

t

I

;

«

v

.

W

A-

i

'>

\>>>:\

i..|.

I

T^r.-

;.

roiiih
C!'\vo tn tuil
'la j

'-'

1

1

.. r

half

,|

t'l'-rini .m>c
.!..« -ks

'''

Shaw

X-

(Two t.» I'"
iVII.M>-B* KBf
Mib-

Sis

;..

I

'""

i

'

r.urn* A

Cr.'lli'P

(Tlwi.
('.

i

Ti'iui r
hall
T.rTry KM' V
-'^

Ci)

M>

Kli'i

t

-

\-

•.•lie nt

•j.l

to Pll)

(Two

nC

b

!'

on

«.!

Ci.gatiiif

M

ron

1"'

Morris

o

l

I

Mile*

Wi

lla.xlifiK^

:

K ANTON

St

Paul
(

Miles

si

y\

MfL-kiT

*

C.'iniini'i
(Two to

Co

Noitilli'M l-'aplu
v a\v Tin il Winirui

llni^r

<:r>" iiwiMi-l

I,*-o

ll.-nrntt
Will, lu-

Swi'di-hall

ll

M

C &

Miles
T.-.l'-t

(

Aii£oi.u Joe

TULSA. OKLi.

Rpgent

U,rl.-\v
\\

t

Co

lluwl. y

!•'

2.1

,

A Duval

K

l'l)

&

Doolr-y

Murdork

"Fall of Eve"

Roy La France

C
[.lay:

lii |l

M'Ul.l

I'Ul.y

Si-arh

lluti.r
I.fo C.r< !' nwui'.i

»

Mnjestle

LAP

Ho^ford

Orphenm

MONT.
«

.".

SAN ANTONIO
Ward A

O'Donru'll
<&•

MaJeHtin

'

(

B

J Gregory Co

LITTLE ROCK

(I

Bronduiiy

Fredericks Co
J Moore

Avallur.d

<

C &

Pnluf.-r

111 "TTE.

A

Claudius
tl'evole

('l»

]>)'iop.scy

B

"Cun\-iit of Fun"

Fit ids

\ fri;:iiia i.^e

Chm-l; Ri-iMiK-r

Fan taxes
Ta Toy's Models
\ nil.
Carlson

i

liny

\-

A Peggy

Lynne A Lorays

Hyron & Halg

DETROIT
piays

2d half

Foster

Carl McCullough

(:•»
hili
Hi'l'lill
1 U
Cr, nrha.o .1 r

Rraan

Silver

.

(Pane

A

Hlgftlns

LaFranco A Harris
Gordon A Day

I.ibonatl

Fat

(The Pantages Circuit bills-, at the
ro.iuost of the circuit. .to juiutod
h'.Towi: in the order of then travel.
Tlie Pantages Hhow.s move ov.r
th«circuit intact. Heretofore the

Mmjeatle
A Charles

Kola Jackson Co

-

are out of reach of their general newsstand

Violet

Ja Da Trio

lluKh.y & Co

PANTAGES CIRCUIT

Cs

Holmes A H'lliston
Hughes A DeBrov

"Prediction"

Geig«-r

Lee Crar.s'on
Austin & Jtuar.^v

1st half
Ellett!

Maude

Gene Greene
"Eyes of Buddha"

Mnjeatlc
IA.

Mnjestle

3

Dancing Kennedys
Larry Comer

Cunierons

WATERLOO.

4

2d half

an advantage to players who

Co

Ellett

Rosa Valyda

Phlna Co

CITC

Mnjestle
(Tulsa split)

Rose Valyda

(7-9)

TtXSA. OK LA.
Orpheam

A

to nil)

OKLAHOMA

Wohlman

Al

Mnjestle

2d half

Jarlc ia>e

(Three

Ireland

Rock Co

GALVESTON, TEX.

FAG
Curt Galloway
W Hale
A Br©

Horsinl Troupe
2d half

The Hennlngs

A

F'kl'n

Mayhew

Stella

Co

Sadller
Whitfield

Wm

Wlnton Bros

The Glockers
Billy Aloha Co
DcMont
Anna Eva Fay

Sis

Tiiyou

D

Mnjestle

.

Bush
Melody Maids

Id half
Hartley A Patters'n

Adelaide Bell Co
to nil)

A Smith
BAB
Adair
Frank

Stein

Muldoon

Majostle
Dczac Better
Stagpols A Spier

Threo Leea
FT. WORTH, TEX.

(Two

Valcnylne A Bell
Corrlne Co
Ernest Dupille

DALLAS, TEX.

A Duffy
If A J Chase Ca
Chas F Semon
Goets

Gardner's Maniacs

INTERSTATE CIRCUIT

W

A Peggy

Pantages

World

Owen

Garry

2d half

Maude Bllett Co
Ross Valyda
Holmes A Holllston
Hughes A DeJ>row
Elly Co
4 Camerona

A

TORONTO

Pnntntres

Sonia de Salve
Amoroa A Jeanette
Talo of S Cities

to nil)

A

Pearea Gypsies

SAN DIEGO
of

C*

Kennedy A' K'nedy

Troupe

I'owell

Edge

J Gibson
Watts A Ringgold
Mellon A Renn
Clarke Co
Langton Smith A L

Loraye
E J Moore
Jack Gregory Oo

which keeps Variety on

A

llara*

Little

Majestic
Tester Hell A Q

J

1st half

Lynn

easily

(Sunday opening)

Al Shayne

Lorraine Sis

OKLAHOMA CITT

Foster

is

Immh

Carl

Shelton lirooks
Santueei
Cuael More f'o
Italian KanJit

MEMPHIS

SAN FRANICWO

Clark

Bennie One
Jim Fulton Co
Zuhn A Dries

2d half

$7 a year

Pun luges
* Scamp

Sen nip

I'liuek

Braslllan Heiress
Will MorrUey

INT).

SP'NG FIELD. ILL.

Orphean*

by the

U

city

Jess

2d half
Ross a Fobs
Fisher a Lloyd
Hronson A Baldwin
Hartram A Saxton

scribe

to

KANSAS

ST. IOI IS
TRAVFL
Emprewt
(Open week)
Dorothy Morris Cs
Humberto Hros
Fantser Syiva
Juanlta Hansen
* ('unary Opera
Ann Suter
Kennedy A Rooney J»ixie Four

Jtrome North

Van A Vernon
I*co Zarrell Co

Laurel

Jan Kubiiii
White Hlat-k &
Jean Gibson

Orphans*
LOS ANGKI.B9
2d half
a Dell
Jim Fulton Co
HAMILTON
Pnntatreo
Cook a Vernon
Chabot A Tortonl
Paul
Sydell
Fnntnges
Hugh Johnson
A F'xs'm'ns Carleton A Belm'nt Amoroa
A Obey
D Harris SyncpTrs Shriner
Finks Mules
Mary Riley
Nada Norraine
Ljdia Harry
I'etite Revue
Herbert Denton
L Coates C'erjacks (Two to nil)
Walter* A Walters

of

to insure receipt regularly

A

Roberts

4

Pink Tool
Harry IluHMey
<hks Alt huff
Joka R Gordon Co

Thomas Saxotet

J

A M

H

II

Orpheam

MADISON. WIS.

way

Harmony

Helilnf

Empress
Wire & Walker
Bum*' A Lo rains

Woman
PORTLAND, ORK.

Joe Melvin

Ernest Dupille
Corrlne Co

Rosa Wyse
Pantages Opera Cs
Joe Whitehead

DENVER

Divided

& Lamal

BEND,

BO.

Ph nt age*

Clemenso

Dixie Land
Choi Gerard Co

lime Ellis
Kellem A ODara
Tip Yiu Y'phankers
(One to fill)

Saxon A Farrell
Hedley 3

n

TACOMA

2d half
Jo Jo Harrison
Carlislo

OGDEN, UTAH
(11-11)

Cuba 4
Harry Antrim
"Yes My Dear"
Hard well Ma) A

Demarest A Col let te
Clifford -Wayne I
(One to fill)

Liberty
Spanish Ooldlnls
Duel A Woody
S

1A.

Orpheam

LINCOLN. NEB.

best

Raymond

Al

Joseph Deeds Co

Pallenbergs Bears
Tiiyou A Rogers
Riggs A Wltichle

Rasso Co

Ought to be apparent

llil)

(•rand
Stanley Co
Yule & HI. hards
Al Jerome
Hall & Dexter
Vincent & Gardner

SIOUX CITY,

Harbor & Jackson

Receipt

i I.i

to

Chas Murray

King Saul
Ara Sis

Pnnlnsjea
Margaret A Alvtroa
Staffurd A iH'Ruti

Al

Gamble
DeMaria Five
(Two to nil*

Regular

(Two

Rising Generation

Houae David Co
VANCOUVER, I I.C.

Carl Rovlnl

"Down Vonder"
Harry Hi

rantafes

Paul

Pmitaare*

Stamm

Orvill.«

SALT LAKE
Harry Tsuda
Rose A Moon
Three Kuhns

Jonos A Bylvest-er
Cencvicve May

2d half

Kngle

fill)

Chung- Hwa 4
Doral Blair Co
Natl McKlnley

Trio'

ST. LOtris
Columbia*
Cliff Haih-v 2
Fries A Wilson
M Millard Co
Fillis FHiuily

Swift

7

Farrell

Bingham & Myers

Midland

The Glockera

of

Sis

A

Saxton
Hedley

Cordon & Dclmar
Virginia
Ltoraini

Moran

2

Lee
Co

l'h.na

"Little Cafe*
Little Pipifax

Revue

Pantatjeo
Lar.-fo

Maurice A Glrile
Duel A Woody

Orphenm

Madam

Haul

"Stateroom It"

Lew Wilson

•

Monka

Raffins

GALESBUBO
,l;ick

Crystal
St Claire

A

Knight A Saw telle
Hal Johnson Co

Cato

Iligglns

Ferris

SEATTLE

D

A

Gilbert

A

Noon Oo

Sheftll'a
(One to

bT.'JOE, MO.

Holllna Sisters
"Ruffles"

Alexs
Bernard

Lea Moras

Dell

A Vernon

Hugh Johnson

Tyler

I/« BEACH,
»oyt

Pantages
t

I*alsley

2d half

Jolo
2d half

Ray La Franca
Craig

Saxton

to All)

Cook

Oo

A

Bertram
Tarxan
(Ona

MH)KANI

Lloyd

A Baldwin

Hronson

I

•
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I
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CABARET

doni act last week and will resume
bis Keith bookings as a single with
his) piano tarn.
Lew Grand 1 succeeded Vavara as accompanist to
Bordonl at the Maryland, Baltisario. U suing the John's Restaumore, Monday.
rant management on 97th street and
Broadway for MOO for breach of
Simeon Got, a brother of Morris
contract.
Hunter produced a 10people show there starting October Gest, returned from Berlin last
week. He has secured the English
10 until January • next fo
$50
rights to a number of _>lays and also
weekly and all the coVer charges.
brought over a number of films.
V

The qusstio* •* haw asany dance
-nces there are in the east was
man by a Vato a rsataurant
this week and
nity representative
•eply

was °A thousand would

Aca conservative estimate."
over twice the numcording to him.
of cabarets and restaurants had
follow
DTung up in the two years

m

The Qolden Glades new show at
Mr. and Mrs. David Belssco have
than came to life in Healy's 6«th street opened Tuesday
presented their daughter, who is
Ave years preceding the Vol- night. The skaters from" the former
Mrs.
Morris Gest, with a house valanswer
Which seems to
revue have
been retained, but
tead act.
ued at $70,000. It was formerly the
questions.
changes _____
have been
_____ _____
made in the Rapee home
the booze
at 71 West 62d street.
Before liquor was prohibited In vaudeville portion of the entertain
a bartender was nor- ment. Included in the new cast are
this country
If
drinks
produce
to
Jake
Lubin
will celebrate his 25th
Moore and Davis, the Fifer Trio,
oslly expected
now any- Helen Hardick and Bertee Beau- wedding anniversary today (Friday)
from a quart bottle and
where from 20 to 22, and sometimes mont, who will be assisted' by 10 but it will be a quiet little affair.
more drinks are produced from the girls.
Besides the show a new Better than manage the bookings
-amc sited bottle at $1.50 *nd $2 a dance orchestra from the Coast was for Marcus Loew, Mr. Lubin likes
Jrow— with the patrons taking a Installed named Holcomb's Cali- nothing as much as playing pinochle in his few spare moments.
chance on what kind of liquor fornia Serenaders.
For the anniversary a theatre party
they're drinking at that.
Outside of the "firewater," there's
Cddlo
forn_ cr y on the s(afr at the Music Box was arranged, that
restaurant
to the
of lhe Ncw york American nas being in deference to Mrs. Lubin.
tbt orchestra side
The past five years have taken over the Rockwell Terrace in
situation.
Harry Rose remains in charge of
been a source of great financial Brooklyn, a well known cabaret
the musicians playing place opposite the Orpheum. A cab- the Cafe de Paris and Little Club
to
profit
playing
at
Besides
music.
jjance
aret and the Joe B. Franklin or- cabarets. Ills name is In lights, for
establishments, there have chestra have been installed.
their
the first time since he entered the
private assignbeen **club" and
cafe entertainment field.
ments with the more prominent
The Aristocrat at 120 W. 72d St.,
combinations being grabbed >y the has been taken over by J. N. and
The Ted Lewis dance place Is
phonograph people for a s ?ries of F. H. Silsbe, formerly connected about ready.
Ir*s on Seventh avenue.
In addition there is also with Sil she's, Brooklyn.
records.
the vaudeville end for the bands.
No less than 17 acts in big time
The "Line House/' a famous tavACTS
Taudeville alone are using bands. ern in Main**, burned to the ground
acts
the
Rags Lelghton (formerly Three
of
list
approximate
An
several weeks ago. The resort was
Leightons) and Frank Du Ball (forusing their own musicians roads situated about 17 miles north of
merly Thnee Du Balls). Joint blackomethlng like the following: Faul Jarkman and was directly on the face comedy act
.on Poll time.
Jones,
Lsham
Biese.
Paul
Whiteman,
line separating the state from the
Clair
Hibbard,
the
blackface
Roscoc Ails, Sophie Tucker. Court- Province of Quebec. The bar was tenor, broke in a new minstrel act
ney Sisters, Nat Nasarro. Jr., U. S. actually on Canadian territory and at Coxhackle Oct. 12 and is comNavy Jass Band, Rosamond John- Maine
their pleting bookings now.
eased
lumberjacks
son, Creole Cocktail, Spirit of Mardl thirst with 11 per cent, beer and
Ted Lorraine,. Jack Cagwin and
Gras. Pearl Regay, Harry Harklns. hard lhpior. Though the place was Emille Fitzgerald in "Qui Chanct
Sextette.
Danse."
Versatile
Pord Sisters.
open for 30 years, it is reported the
Daniel Arthur In a sketch by EdLew Brice and the LcRoy Smith authorities on this side of the line
combination, which is due to break will refuse a permit for a new gar Allen Wolff.
daily.
Billy Rand, formerly Rand and
twice
the
very shortly for
1
building on the grounds that comGould, now teamed with Frank
plaints had been made against it.
West, opens on the Loew circuit
Jack Lannigan "lifted" the orNov. 17, booked by Jack Potsdam.
Bertee Beaumont, who withdrew
chestra out of the Little Club this
Al Sanders and DoPothy Campbell.
week and deported the boys to the from "Bombo" after the premiere
Ben-ens, O'Neill and Astor in a
ho has performance at Jolson's, is beading song and dance revue by Cliff Hess.
Club Maurice. Al Jockers,
Marie Cahlll and Co. in a new act
been playing at Pelham Heath Inn. Healey's new cabaret, which opened
Miss Beaumont is fea- by Edgar Allen Woolf, lyrics by
will replace the band below the 44th Tuesday.
Billy Rose, and music by Irving
CleopatEgyptian
theatre.
with
"Ten
Street
tured
Bibo.
ras." The supporting show furnished
Gordon and Germalne have rePaul Locke, formerly in vaude- by Roehm and Richards includes united, reappearing in their former
Davis, the Flffer Trio, comedy trampoline routine.
ville and of late dancing Instructor Moore and
Tommy
and James Miller. Cordon was formerly of the Boundat a Hot Springs resort, Is now in Helen Hardick
num- ing Gordons and has recently been
charge of the revue at Marquard's Raymond MIdgley staged the
appearing with his sister. Mark
Locke is put- bers.
Cafe, San Francisco.
Germalne has been teaming with
ting in a new show in which he will
Tudor Cameron, who will rejoin
Jack Joy remains at the
sppear.
with Mack Meeker.
head of the orchestra.
Edythc Baker and Clarence Nordwith
associated
strom have teamed for vaudeville
Sammy Smith,
The Old Madrid, San Francisco's the exploitation departments of and will appear on the Shubert
sewest downiown cafe, opened last several music publishln., concerns time. Miss Baker is under contract
week where the "Black Cat" was during the past decade, lias e.tered with the Shuberts for a production
J, prohibition

|

q^^

MUSIC MEN

dues for us," which Mills immediately interpreted as a "kid," and
prepared himself for some "balling
have business with the exeoutlve out" or another. However, this genstaff.
tleman representing the Church
While the work was done at a company, an old-established "standlarge expense, the space and result ard" music house, was In all seriwarranted the expenditure with the ousness, and stated that at a direcprobability Berlin, Inc., will secure tors' meeting the Friday preceding
a full return through people talking It waj decided to pay the M. P. P.
about its new quarters.
A. double monthly dues in reciproThe Arm started in business a cation for the invaluable service
couple of years ago with headquar- they have received from It. Naturters in the former N. V. A. rooms, ally their offer was rejected.
one block south of its present location.
While that suite was a sightJImmie Durante has placed "1 Got
seeing place for music followers, It
does not compare with the new Ber- My Habit's On" with Goodman and
Rosa
Chris. Smith and Bob Srhacfer
lin rooms.
collaborated on the lyrics.
Bob Harris is forming a music
publishing company be vill conduct
Billy Hall Is now wrrh the .lack
under his own name.
Mr. Harris Snyder Music Co. as assistant prorecently resigned from his position fessional manager.
with the Columbia Phonograph Co.

_

HEW

i

|

NOTES

The new

formerly located.

place

is

vaudeville

the

field

an

as

inde-

decorated and lends a pendent agent and promoter of acts.
environment.
Crowley & Cohen are the proprieGeorge Timerman, former house
tors, while Willie Meehan. recently
manager in '-"-.lcdo, has become asan aspirant for the heavyweight sociated
with Sam Fallow, the
beautifully

Spanish

distinct

soxing

title,

Is

manager.

in charge nf the
at "Coffee Dans," San
Francisco, joined the Techau Tav-

Frank M. Shaw,

Sunday

night,

Gerda Holmes, pictures,
er u e grand opera field.

Max Winkler, the head of Beiwln,
Helen Leopold, formerly with the
Fisher staff, is now connected with Inc., musio publishers, announces he
the Broadway Music Corporation. is the sole executive of his organiRoy Thornton has left the Broad- sation, bavins; bought out the- interway to affiliate with Fisher. Fred ests of George Hllbert and B. N.
Steele has been switched to the Beck.
managership of the Fisher Chicago
office from Boston.
Maurice Rosen has been promoted
to head of Remick's mechanical
Edith Wilson of the "Put and division and Eastern sales manageY.
Take" cast, has signed to record for He formerly represented his firm in
the Columbia Crept phone Co. This Pittsburgh.
colored blues singer will have her
Original Jazz Hounds accompanyBob Harris, until recently recording.
ing manager for the Columbia
Qraphophone Co., is entering the
Gus Winkler, connected with musio publishers* ranks and has
Shapiro, Bernstein & Co., died in filed application with the M. P. P. A.
Chicago last week.
for membership.
The application
will bo acted upon in due time.
R. F. Bolton is now temporarily in
charge of the recording laboratories
T/he Lyraphone Co. of America, of
of the Columbia Craphophone Co. Newark,
N. J., manufacturers of the
charge of the
John BrOWn

Is

in'

phonograph records, has been
forced into bankruptcy and is n*w
in the hands of a receiver.
This
The Q. R. S. Music Co. has filed company Is said to be In arrears to
its
formal re)
to the Federal all popular muslo publishers for recTrade Commission's charges gener- ord royalties.
ally denying all allegations as to
monopolizing the music roll busi"The Rose Girl," the muelcal _>lay
ness in restraint of trade and com- which opened! the Ambassador thepetition. The Q. R. 8. Company sets atre last
season and closed there
forth that of the 10,000 .roll dealers still doing capacity business, started >
in the United States, 8,000 handle its' second season at Boston last
the Q. R. S. brand, and that less week.
The music of "The Rose
than one-half of 1 per cent, deal In Girl" is published by M. Wltmark
Q. R. 8. rolls exclusively, which & Sons.
means they always have 22 other
lyric

operatic division.

.

companies to contend and com-

roll

Sherman,- Clay A Co. has lea**?
the seventh floor of 5ft West fltt
street for its New York quarters
HCTOTS

In establishing the $1.25
price, the defendant alleges
it does not specifically fix prices and
does not threaten to refuse to do

pete with.
retail

with Dick Powers to be in el
Mr. Powers has always been
in *m
business with dealers who undersell
LvelHg
the marked price. Thus competition West coast publisher's travel
Eastern
representative.
Id not lessened by_,any means.

Fred Mayo (Fox and Mayo)
Tom Peyton, for somo years general "professional manager for F. J. rejoined the A. J. Stasny forces as
A. Forster, the Chicago publisher, professional manager.
has embarked

In the muslo business
L. Shearer and
Harry D. Kerr and Earl Burtnett,
together
with Peyton, who originally published a number
Jack Smith,
have authored the firm's opening in Los Angeles under the name of
catalog.
the King Music Co., have had thsir
song taken over by Leo Feist, Inc.
Charles Potter Joined the profeslater in the season.
Chaplpell -Harms, Inc., announce
sional staff of Van Alstyne & Curtis
Beauty, Cupid and Co two men, this week.
Potter was formerly their acquisition of the American
two women, produced by Navillus local professional manager for C. C. rights to "There's Silver in Tour,
Sicnarf.
Church & Co., the Hartford pub- Hair," by Lawrence Wright and
James Francis Sullivan h. recov- lishers, before touring Kngland and Wart on David, published in England
ered from flu and Is offering an en- the provinces as part of Potter and by the Lawrence Wright Music Co.
tirely new act.
of London.
Thring Mrs. Potter).

James

for himself.

?

«

supervise festivities.
Continue in both capacities.

He

Frank
(both

Keaney's, WiOiamsport, Will disthe
during
vaudeville
continue

wiil

month

November

of

Stepping into the shoes of Heras director of music
San Francisco, Fhil
Fabelle has done well with the or
chestra.
Fabello's music has at-

which resulted

Sammy White
Show"

;

Charles

If.
Duell
ing.
in New York Oct. 29. He is
president of Inspiration Pictures
The Cunadian copyright law rovand she was a leading woman in the ernlnp, amon£ other things, popular
legit.
music, which was rat Hied last spring
Richard Keane, actor, and Gladys
but has not as yet been proclaimed
Dudley Stone, of the Keith offices, as
a law, Is raising serious discusin Portland, Maine. Oct. 29.
sion among American music pubCharles Ellis, In "Ambush," to lishers.
One clause provides that
Norma Millay, City Hall, Oct. 2$.
a copyright owner not pubHelen C. Stapleton (Fox Alms) to should musical
composition In Canlish a
Morris Gumpel, clothing manufacada within a specified semi-annual
turer. In Greenwich, Oct. 81.
period, and should the Canadian deDr. H. P. Saunders, of a Chicago
mand warrant Its reprint, anybody
hospital staff, and Aileen Rooney. a can reprint the composition by mak-

a •pecial Tucker

for

,

Jerry Richard, banjo, constitute the
orchestra.

—

week

"The Passing

in Buffalo.

Eddie Buzzell is having his present act elaborated into a musical

in

a vaudeville offer that was turned
flown.
Ho has seven pieces, and
himself playing the violin, on which
he gives special solos each Sunday
•ight.
piano;
Billy
Hamilton.
George lliggins
drums; George
Presnall,
Savant,
saxaphone;
S.
cornet; G. Bertieelly, trombone; and

last

left

vaudeville)

in

Oct. 26.

feature picture policy.
bert Myerllnck
St Talt's Cafe,

tendered a
Inc.,
Herman Paley and Leo Zahler.
its employes last who were dropped because of the
Wednesday evening at Keene's Chop recent Kemlck shakeup in the proL. Martin House.
The affair was In honor of
Chicago the opening of the new Berlin fessional department, are back with
In
the Arm.
Matty Levlne, an exquarters in the old Churehlll build- Remlck professional man, Is now
to
Lillian
Irving Berlin,
dinner only to

MARRIAGES
Gaby to Emma

o cn-

is

t

where he

will

tracted attention,

(Continued from page 7)

agent.

festivities

srn revue

executive of tae John Church Music.
Co. called him up and bluntly told
him, "We want you to double our

revue on which Dan KusseM
laborating on the music and

is col-

lyrics.

A memorial service was held Oct.
31 by the Catholic Actors' Guild for dancer with Ernie Young's "Passing
Revue," were married at th. SheriA. Faul Keith.

GovernorCounsel and do so. The

application

ing

the

to

General In
copyright owner Is protected only to
the extent of being the recipient of
The Hippodrome, Pottsvillc, Pa
percentage royalty which, frankly
a
having
Monday,
vaudeville
installed
In the case of an American music
played a straight picture policy for
ILL AND INJURED
man, would probably net him more
a month.
A tin T'llmcr of the Loew press de- profit than were he to op< n up In
Ipartment underwent the unusual Canada for the purpose of exploitJack Werner, general msinager for OJ) r ltion of i, av ing her arm re- ing it himself. The only objection
William R Friedlander, the \auleMiss Ullmer on the part of the loeal music men
}.l s
week.
ro c n
Is the faet that any Canadian citizen
rt ,,,., ,,i n r Jirm some, lime ago,
vide producer, for the last two
weefrjiun
of
hone
kniiting
the
was faulty, is vested with a e«rfaln lien on his
last
pos:
that
resigned
[years,
which in iiseif j« not the
property,
and Is now connected with the Jo.d. to Improper setting. She Is In
be«;t thinif.
N«;w _Yo rkjm spital
Paige Smith and Marty Forkins ofAmerican publisher with
only
The
Harry De Veau, president and
Inc.,
as a looking representative in
flc
ooking manager Actors' Interna- a Canadian offh.. is Leo Feist,

dan
Methodist
Road
Church Monday.

Episcopal

i

!

;aliy
Although
liquor cannot bi
transported in the Province of Quebec without a license, it is not illegal, so far as Canada is concerned,
to carry it over the border into the
United' States. Justice Chauvin deelded ;.t Montreal Inst week in ordering a man to pay a g.n.tge o.vn«r for the hire of an automobile
and x chauffeur to bring a load of
booze from Montreal to Alh.niy.
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located in Toronto. Thus it is to he
discerned that 'he printing trades
wn«* behind that particular^
element
ram-mi
&
with
th"
still
Ella Bradna,
imported success, but
j; ;l
ti'w conyiight law.
show last s» :i«-on. w< ,,]< Kxpertert to he in his ofllee In el'inse in the
\ - Itinu'lit'^
r.;M
the proclamation of ticPending
entl
of
by
l.oi.Wd lor .i f!>«r in ('oiunihia thealre huildlnj;
\>>
n
!,:,s
bill, the Canadian Government
new
« V.
i,m!r\. ilie i.n the Keith time, op'nis investigating whether this clause
nearer with
concurs wiih the .'vrtlcles of the
\-.x in \'.iv»-nil»' r at F..'i
in
lierne convention, and considering
If.-V-r .i!id |iiu«'<»n turn «!•
'IiENGAGEMENTS
tic fjict that sni'h mattein take sevv
')'
T )• a«t w ill !• :o'h Ii."
eral ai.'iis- as a rnle, the new copy!'«• -•
. n.)
.\'i',nr ]V'\1 in,
an' in
i:..n i,m:i-.
K
"
right 1'iw, whie'ii was looked u/>on as
•-' MM.
III In
'xti'inelv favorable in many other
.'.
;iinl
hi'-/, wi'li nrw "Mill

K*

Hi

office.
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tional
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New

York Hpspl-
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Harms,

Inc.,

now occupying a similar
position with the. Broadway Music
Corporation. Mr. Walters was with
the Broadway about three years Ago.
He succeeds Hal Wells.
ment,

is

Mark Morris Is now stationed In
charge of Fred Fisher's San Francisco branch.

The theme song of Eddie Downew act, "Bally, Irene and

llng's

Mary,"

Is

Dowling

being published by Feist
co-author thereof.

is

Norman J. Vause, the picture
actor-songwriter, who arrived rscently in New York from I^os Angeles to call on the local music publishers, has placed his newest composition. "Save All Your Love for
Me," with Jack Mills, Inc.
Jack Mahoney has gone Into tho
music publishing business for himself
under the name of t'nited
Songwriters, Inc.

John Abbott, general /manager for
the London music publishing firm of
Francis, Day & Hunter, sailed Nov.
2 on the Adriatic for home, after six
weeks in New York. Asked for a
statement of his mission here, Abbott maintained a rhnraeterM ically
British secrecy concerning his activities

'

'

•

,

Walters, last In charge
professional depart-

Herbert
of

Association, underwent scri-

ms operation
j
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LITTLE BAG O'TRIX"
BY

NEVILLE FLEESON and ALBERT
IN VAUDEVILLE

VON TILZER

IS

PARK W A Y.— "Lady
WIZARD.— "The Golem"

CORRESPONDENCE
Th«

under Correspondence
•s follows, and on pagee:

in

cities

BALTIMORE
BOSTON
BUFFALO
CLEVELAND

28
32
36

DAYTON
DENVER

34

34

.

32

.-

37

DULUTH

39

INDIANAPOLIS
KANSAS CITY

37

39

I

37

PHILADELPHIA
PITTSBURGH
PORTLAND, ORE

33

ROCHESTER
SAN DIEGO
SEATTLE
8YRACU8E
TORONTO
WASHINGTON

33
38
28
28

39
31

31

35

Love."

and

Her

(picture).

NEW.— "The

L.YCBUM.— "Everyday."

(picture).

BOULEVARD—
GARDEN—

Firman and Oldsmith, Star't* Record,
Last week there was a Charlie
Rodger (J ray and Co.. Four Roeders, Chaplin contest at the Liberty in
Film attractions: "The Idle Class" connection with the picture, "The
and "Steelhenrta."
Idle Class," in which the man or

LOEWS HIPPODROME.— Fal>er

Pros.,
Flint

and

Fiske

and

Co..

Douglas

Fallon.

l>ambort and

Fish.

Kalaluhi's
Hawaiian*; "The Idle
Class" and "Qucenie." film features.
(Keith vaudeville)
Irene Bordoni and Edith Taliaferro prove to be the favorites of a
good all around bill, which is variable,
but singing predominating,
with the better class of songs in evidence rather than the Jazz variety.
Miss Bordoni his most of her coun-

—

MARYLAND—

lish. French and
Spanish, despite
poor arrangement more than pleased.
Edith Taliaferro presents three dis-

by a
tinct melodramas, assisted
Three Musketeers" company of four men. all under the
title of "The Same Old Moon." Miss
Taliaferro is a capablo actress, but
her most ardeat admirers had no
Idea of the versatility that she displayed in this playlet, running the
entire gamut of theatrical emotions.
Bert Errol gave some splendid im-

Personality
-the secret

of the success of the most popular

artistes!

the secret of the popularity of

MflUK
.25

Cold Cream

.50

Vanishing Cream .50

Patties

1.25

Compacts
Toilet Water

1.00

Sachet

.50

.50
1.25

in SHclcs

.25

Brilliantinc

.50

T

AFTER

20 long years of effort,
Victor Vivaudou, master perfumer of France, discovered a perfume so clingingly personal that it
at once individualizes the user.

wit.

CHE8TER

By

B.

—

BAHN

There is more billing out for "The
Broken Wing" than any big attraction has used here in a couple of
In addition, the Wleting
decades.
used extra space in the papers and
butted into the front pages with
reader advs., the most of them of
the "blind" variety. The Indications
are that the extra outlay in cash will
reap dividends at the blK office.

Old
England
Re-i

KEITH'S.—Business is
The Singer
climbing at Keith's.
F.

B.

Midgets three weeks ago started it.
This week the Monday matinee was

LORD

numbers and in
The house was un-

hitting high, both in

enthusiasm.

usually appreciative at the opening.

deserved it. Ben Welch is
always a favorite here, whether in
burlesque or some other comedy

The

bill

GRIFF

And the music lovers "ate up"
the act offered by Allan Rogers and
field.

Leonora Allan.

many a day

It's

since so delightful a musical offering has been presented in vaudeville.
The house marked the event by introducing a concert grand piano.
Sallle Fisher's "Choir Rehearsal"
and Walt Clinton and Julia Rooney
were the other top notchers.

I

Who arrived here to attend the- IVaco
Conference, and incidental^ to pick up
a few PIECES (English Wit).

•

BASTABLE.—First

half,

Bhaberta and I are friends now; it was
a misunderstanding In regard to

"Odds

Just

and Ends." Last half, dark. Since the terms of a contract.
the shift in Erlanger bookings to
It has cost me about $350. and now I
the Wieting, the Bastable apparently
shall have to have a room without a
is finding it difficult to get bookCouldn't
to make up for It.
BAWTH
week.
ings for the last half of the
This is the second week of dark- even get anyone to bribe and corrupt

record

of

25,000

paid

never do), or create any undue exciteI'm one-bow
ment, I did very nicely.

admissions,

SAVOY.— "The Amateur

WANTED:

Clever Straight

Juggler
Td wurk with comedian in fnm-ily
Talking and Juggling kit.

chemists.

:

;

Addrsss FRED A. PELOT
1C1 WKSTMJ?:«TEIt AVK..
ATLANTIC CITY
NFAV JKRSKV

you do not know the delights
of Mavis perfume, send 15 cents to
VIVAUDOU, 9V Times Building,
New York, and he will send you a
If

sneakthlef Invaded backstage at

Opera Hall— old Oranri Opera House
and walked out with a $100 Hlrip
of gray velvet.

onrt.

Devil."

ROBRINS-ECKEL— "The

CIroat

Moment." A letter writing contest
on fans' "great moments" in life,
put on by the Herald and the theatre, served to create extra interest
iu this feature.
The house advs.
contributed one great line, "See
Ciloria

in

Millions

Anns Jum

I

have bool:cd the Brooklyn Hospital

for
ple

Wednesday and the 8t. Charles CripHome, President Street, for Thurs-

day.
Tell Pantages to get that Tour of
his ready for me by the time I havs
The old Fan
finished with Shuberts.
Time wants a lot of beating. I would
not mind having a smack at I.ocwh, but
thoy won't pay the money.

•

bined with the best ingredients
carefully blended under Mr.Vivaudou's personal direction, by expert

:!:ill'!!:i. :iyl

.
j

NEW YORK

STEIN'S

new item

Oi.i

as

:.'.

STEIN'S

,16 oz., £1.00.

Co.,

BOOKLET
vvon
awjccTT

New

giuauuuii:

irony

Mir
in

Miss N.llio Ittv.ll in
Hospital last friaturdiiv,

net re-

<rnt

York,

flir'.r.l

MAKE-UP

of |
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.
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DROP CURTAINS FOR SALE AND RENT
SOME OF THE ACT8 WE HAVE EQUIPPED WITH SCENERY
3KELLY AND HEIT REVUE, -FORTUNE QUEEN
'

CANTOR & YATES PRODUCTIONS
IN VELVET, SILK, SATEENS AND OTHER MATERIALS
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SCENIC STUDIOS

am

T

playing the xylophone, and
Koing to he funny.

in

Thratrr,

COLD CREAM

"With the Lemon-Verbena odor."
Made by Stein CoSmctic

1 nwwuR

Bunpds & Lewis

you that

tolling

doll
it

this opportunity
nt work on a

mlpht us well take

I

of

»'•(.

trial bottle.

VIVAUDOU

A

SYRACUSE

—

—
ful MAVIS toilet creations — com-

bitten in the

$1,000

setting a new house record.
The
Fairbanks feature played here at the
regular Strand prices, the management putting up a top price to get
Armstrong and James have an ordi- the picture under such conditions.
nary black face act. Kitty and Jack
De Maco have a ring act with tenCRESCENT.
All
the
week,
nis rackets.
The Apollo Trio are
Cappy Ricks."
the usual muscular turn.

—

was

pony during the final permotion picture contest hand by a nt,B.
F. Keith's. The leak
formance
which has been running for the past came
ushers received an
when
several weeks in (he Seattle Poslacknowledgement of a box of candy
Intelllgcncer,. was ended this week
that they had sent the Llllputian.
ard the prizes awarded.

The

I hare
me. Had to do it alt myself.
George M. Roscncr in "The
been put In on the top of the company
thio
Brooklyn,
Actor"
offers
imperAnthology of an
STRAND.— First half, "The Three at the Crescent Theatre.
sonations of an old soak and a dope Musketeers," completing the 11-day week (perhaps it needed a little strengthfiend, with characteristic likeness. run of the Doug. Fairbanks feature ening). Ahem!
(Oh! the Huasey); and
Du Calion is better on the balancing which, for the first six days had a although I did not raise any roofs (I

ladder, ever so

It is this perfume
as fresh as a
flower yet subtle as incense that is
to be found in each of the wonder-

Paris

that
Singer's Midgets,

upon the screen.

ginny."

much better than his
Palo and Plaet, "Lea Bouffons
Musicians," walked away with the
iiit of the show with their playing
of
various
musical instruments.

l

generous

personations without being boresome, and closed in male attire to
a good hand. The comedy honors
went to Billy Dale, supported by
Bunny Burch and Fred Speares,
Dale's gay old drunk being particularly well liked by the audience.
Clara Howards sings and makes
puns while changing costume; she
enjoyed her Jokes more than the
audience. Eddie Foley and Lee Leture pleased with chatter and songs.
Melva Sisters got weird tunes and
music at times out of bottles.
Andrieff Trio closed with a spectacular dance number. Shireen. a
mind-reading mystic, was mildly
amusing 'and mystifying.
ACADEMY.— (Shubert Vaudeville).
Headed by Brendel and Burt Revue
the show goes at a lively pace,
Brendel, in his Swedish role, being
They have a company
well liked.
of ten, and the revue is as good a
one as seen at this house since its
opening. Emily Ann Wellman and
Richard Gordon present a novelty
playlet with a surprise finish. Lucille
Chalfant with her impressions of
Jenny Lind scored heavily, the
Southerners being carried away with
her
Cany Me Back to Ol' Vlr-

—

Irresistible!

Talcum Powder
Face Powder

a Syracuse girl. And the cast which
came here included Albert Sackett
and Corbet Morris, both old stock
favorites here a few years ago. For
boy giving the best impersonation many seasons the two were with the.
of Charlie Chaplin received a prize Ralph
Kellard Company at the'
of $50, but instead of one there were Wleting.
four winning contestants chosen, rePictures of the
ceiving $50 each.
Not until this week did it leak out
contestants were taken and shone
Joseph Poshar, one of the

Time" (bur- trywomen's vivaciousness i»ersonlfled. and her several numbers in Eng-

OAYETY.— "Miss New York Jr."
(burlenque).
CENTURY.— "The Matchmaker"

Uang."

(picture).
Naxlmova in "CamiUe" has been
"The Broken Wins" was almost a*
RIVOL.I
"Two Minutes to Go" attracting such large audiences to home talent production for Syra(picture).
the Clemmer Theatre that Manager cuse. Paul Dickey, graduate of Cor"A Wife's Awak- William Cutts has decided to hold nell and old vaudeville favorite here,
ening" (picture).
it over for several days longer.
Ines Plummer. Paul'swrote it.
Caplan
and
Wells,
wife, who starred in It originally. Is

—

are

31

lesque).

By~GRETMACK
AUDITORIUM.— "Spanish
Janis

Variety

of

PALACR— "Harvest

BALTIMORE
FORD'S.— "Elsie

issue

MEMPHIS
1EW ORLEAN8

37

DE8 MOINES
DETROIT

this

Placed Theic oy Elinor Glyn."

SEATTLE

Fingers"

(pieture).
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EVELYN NESBirS ACT
m

Dancing Partner Will
With fthubarU

!*•!•

ui.th

Probably Sign

Nesbit Jumped on the
page of the dallies last week
attempt at suicide
ter an alleged
taking morphine last Friday as
Zq Wag about to be evicted from
235 West Fifty -second street.
The premises are leased to MIks
Vesbit by the Trebuhs Realty Co.,
Evelyn

r

Actor~ "/ want a job."

front

Manager—"I* that so— who are you?"

fc

which

the

Is

backwards

—"/ beg your pardon—my card."

8huberfs name spelled
and who operate the

'Actor

property.

The American Burlesque Circuit
made Miss Nesbit an offer to
as an added attraction with one

.jjo

shows. It is expected at
headquarters
vaudeville
will shortly play
that Miss Nesbit
dancing
turn with
In
a
circuit
their
partner.
a male
\

their

ghubert

Dudley Supplying Shubarts
Bdgar Dudley has entered into a
leaking arrangement with Davldow
at* LeMaire for supplying material

Robert Higgins

He still
for IShubert vaudeville.
rttalns his own office for production

engagements.
lAU CoUMdbB

FAMOUS ABOUJTD 70
(Continued from page 3)
"digest" the now
to let the market
price and then move it higher, or
near the top
profit
its
take
would
and undertake a new bull drive later
inside
on, did not appear, but the
prophesy was that the present upthe
on
around
70
to
go
would
turn

Manager

movement.
Third Quarter Statement Due.

— "Oh,

OUmr Ma

DUUnfkUB'a

Chattel

BWm

a Good lUUow" Co.

Co.

"Lliiftr

—where

can I reach you?"

that's different

current

Actor— "560 East 28th

It is understood that the company
(preparing a statement of the income and profit and loss account

Manager— "Vou

balance sheet is issued only
or twice a year), including
profits up to the end of the third
This statement,
Oct. 1.
quarter,
should be out this week. It is forecast in the trade that this statement will put a very favorable complexion on the business, showing
unoiiK other things that the three
quarters have turned a net profit of
about 7 pe^* cent, more than the
corresponding period of 1920. It is
said another point will bo that the
company in this period of 1921 will
how that it has released 13 fewer
productions than in the same portion of 1920, with a corresponding
(the

owe

cutting

Actor

And

in the

Phone Mansfield 3223."

York.

meantime hurry

rush"

to avoid the

"While waiting to decide, you might read one of the

of overhead expenses
Important
of
effecting

down

my work"—by Amy

nice things said about

Leslie.

Famous Playsmoothly managed. They apbo averse to skyrocketing
move it .up grad-

pear, to
their

issue ,but

ually,

giving

reactions.

am one the contributory
that of a nincompoop
impersonated
by Robert
young man.
Higgins, which is about as clever and
artistic a specimen of eccentric character comedy in its own lino as I havo
Mr. Higgins, who is a
latterly seen.
recruit from vaudeville, acts with restraint, which adds to the comic comOutstanding

characters

normal minor
Last Friday on relative-

room

for

large transactions the price was
up to 65. Apparently the
pool was content to rest there for
Monday it was
several sessions.
easily sent to 65%. and the following day what looked like an inly

pushed

spired reaction to 63% was engineered. Wednesday was practically

•nchanged.

The moves of the pool managers,

William Hodge in his original imper-

Tuesday dip was allowed to take
place in order that the forthcoming statement with its expected favorable influence might be that
rach more emphasized. These arc
pure conjectures, of course, and are
here offered for what they are worth
merely as the observations of an
amateur ticker watcher. It seems

sonation of "Freeman Whltmarch" in
James A. Heme's play, "Sag Harbor."
That was the role which virtually
started Mr. Hodge on his career of
success. Long ago I learned to be cautious about venturing predictions, but
I shall be surprised if we do not see
more of Mr. Higgins as a comedian in
the plays of a higher typo than 'She's
a Good Fellow." He is oh eccentric
dancer of no mean ability, but ho does
not need to depend on his legs feB

to be pretty well settled in the
minds of traders that the pool is
amply able to work its will on the
•tock and its plan in the long run
h to work it up. What happens on
the way Is merely Incidental to the
general plan. Put since the control
of prices is at the command of the
Pool managers it would appear obvious that the ups and downs that
appear from time to time are part of

the general

Is

pulsivencss of the impersonation. The
joung man fancies himself as a lady
killer and the results are scarcely less
laughable than those achieved by

,

ef course, are well masked, but it
would seem fair to assume that the

"making good" with his audlem

campaign.

Intricate Play in

Goldwyn.

From a normal weekly turnover

of

other prints
"The Horsemen" might make a net annouiM«.| thai four
be put out in as many other
profit of •2,00^,000 or more, which will
Goldwyn suddenly jumped to fifteen
On the fare of
represent almost a year's principal cities.
times that. On Friday of last week would
these figures it would seem that
on the Locw stock.
alone the total was 6,500 shares. On dividends
knocked about
which
stock
Goldwyn
Data covering the outstanding
that session Goldwyn established a
between 3 and 4 ought to be worth a
new high since its drop from 17 stork of Goldwyn is not given in the good deal more than 6.
to 3.
The n« w top was 6. In the ordinary compilations, since GoldThe s, range thing about the sitabsence of any other item of evi- wyn is only traded in on the New uation is that Goldwyn, after climbdence it was'assumod that the Jump York Curb, which fum.-hes details
ing .rem J3 to $6,115 late last wc« k,
*as in response to the big week of only part of the group of se- drop] d
ok to $4 at one time on
done at the Astor on the opening of curities <iuoted in the outside marand closed at $">. As has
Tuesday
» obvious
to
oURhw
it
But
ket.
"Theodora," the big imported Italbeen pointed out hero before, the
ian spectacular film, taken over by that if profits from "The HorseCurb offers wide opportunity for
Goldwyn and set for major exploita- men" would cover a year's dividends
prices, and it
lens

New

Brooklyn

from me."

shall hear

—"We shall see.

and the
economies.
The -current pool in
ers is

Street,

tho?)

i

noft

dealings in

«»b:» ro.H

1

tion

throughout the country.
"Theodora's" early promise at
the boxofllec is realized it should
n ave a decidedly favorable' infliienf, e on
the cash position of the
company, comparable to the impetus
K'ven to I .new when it put out "Tie
K,M "
llor.^-men" made by M»ir<.l
twliieh M owm .,i >,
i j0
v inc.). II
* iA s esiiiuaud at y liial lime ihai
If

|

,.

-.

of Loew (disregarding otter obligations) anything like a similar return should put Goldwyn on its
feet.

matter of Bro.-idway report
"Theodora" drew $19,000 in Its first
week-, about IU'lOUu i's serond at

As

llxit

]
i

i,

a

Astor.

,k

New

manipulating

Other Stocks Firm
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quiet,

and then recovered to
from
9, but the volume of business was
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this week that
Loew ov. larger transactions than
have been reported lately has moved
up to its old top of 1<H£. Indicating
a healthy condition of the coneern's
fice,

stock

well may be 'that some interest, noi
disclosed at this time, is hammering Goldwyn down f< i* the purpose
of ae«|iilring what stork it e;.n in
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The 16th
Anniversary

The Survival of the Fittest

Number

We

are going to swing the old, old saying around
it is the survival of the best-dressed.
And
the quickest and best way for you to survive the wave
of unrest in not obtaining immediate bookings is to
take a personal invoice of your act and give its "dressing" the attention it needs.
And the only place to
insure the right kind of costumes and wardrobe that
milady should wear on the st».ge is at the AMELIA

and say that

of

•

CAIRE SHOP.

—

—

the name CAIRE and that
gown, frock or dress that will
make either stage or screen actress look right and
give her the mark of class and distinction necessary

Everything

new

means the very

but

latest

be

will

to success.

AMELIA CAIRE,
W.
New
57th

102

York

St.,

Phone

City.

published in
Inc.
Circle 8840.

December

Costume and Millinery

Wear

Stage

*

Street

Wear

X.

Our Aim

Individuality

wHh

./•*

An

annual event
looked forward to

Special Note:

This establishment has no connection
a similar name.

.A.

a

by

show

of the
business

JACKSON WINS

Prepare your
announcement

NEW SHOWS

D. C, break-in and from
Wednesday to Saturday he rewrote
the whole show and stayed with it
(Continued from page 23)
was ever used, and that the two six weeks fixing it up. Rice was with the result
t!~ it when he awakes
scenes submitted, covering four not given program credit for the he is supposed
to have been In the
pages of manuscript, were thrown "Scandals of 1919," although he did amis of Morpheus -vo years, durout, Jackson at that time being figure the following year as a' *.hor ing which time his son and daughbusy on the libretto of "La L.a of the 1920 edition. Clarence Jacob- ter each have acquired spouses, reArthur Jackson,
who son was another star witness at the spectively, one of them, in addition,
Lucille."

(Continued from Page

ton,

1)

the

testified

nesses.
brother.

1919

as one
Arthur

fasHion.
The feature film.
closed the show.

is

ll

facturirs

Ilc-

Dftlrtri*
j
I

Incomparable
Work*.

rial

idea patented

keys.
Tel.: Franklin 526.

O'P.rien,

215 Canal 8trwt

New Yark

&

Malovinsky

Driscoll

acted for the defendant.

City

CHICAGO PRAISES

When

Oct. 26th,

good-bye time came

at

1U:30

bewitchingly brunette Emily Earle of

was running away with

the election

Tom Bashaw

last night

it

first

honors.

looked like

Her show

girl

parody on "Ain't

Pun?" swept the ballots into the box avalanche fashion.
out for her--— she's on her way, or our gucsser

croud's— isn't

the

still

We

to

Got

Look

— and

A 6c?.

continually at their talk, but did not
give the turn what it deserved.
Frank Dobson and His Sirens, the
first -half feature, provided a flash
with several attractive girls. The
Dobson turn has seen considerable
service, but still retains its usefulness. Dobson runs through the piece
in a light-comedy role, creating several good laughs with the aid of a
diminutive chap and a robust young
woman. The act provided all of tli<>
requirements of a feature for this
house.

far in the lead,

with a few scattering outlying "coffee-shop" precincts
be heard from.

says:

Most of

"Footlights,"

Josephine Davis (New Acts) followed quietly.
Jones and Jones, two colored boys.
No. 5, with a nicely routined line of
chatter, made a strong bid for comedy honors. Following the quiet singing turn, the spot could not have
been more advantageously picked
for them.
The audience laughed

the "Chuckles of 1921"

wards had been heard from and she was

at

forward

to

it

VARIETY, New
York; or any
branch

office.

An announcement

in the

Anni-

versary Number
of

"VARIETY"

is

enduring publicity

on

of

all sides

all

oceans.

of the evening.
Miss La Vere is
offering a dance in male attire that
is one of the act's best assets.
This
act was worthy of a later position.

EMILY EARLE
HERALD-EXAMINER,

Anniver-

Number

your earliest opportunity; arnd

FIFTH AVENUE

the jury adjudicated the fact that
he (Jackson) did contribute to the
book of the show, the plaintiff has
RpeNVw instructed Mr. Flshel to institute
shift
the action against George White.

and

sary

This house had what appeared on
paper to be a strong comedy bill for
the first half, but for some reason
or other the Tuesday night audience sat back and let the show run
along without any great showing of
appreciation.
Although applause
was forthcoming throughout the
evening there was no general outburst at any one* time.
Toyland
Follies opened the show.
It is a
quiet mannlkin turn well handled
and effectively produced. Jack Marley, No. 2, produced nothing to increase the pace. His best work was
done with the recitation containing
the names of the current Broadway
shows. The remainder of his talk
went by with but slight attention
paid. Not even a bow was required
of this chap.
The bill got Its first real dash of
class with Holmes and La Vere, No.
This couple have their Tommy
Gray vehicle in good running shape
and gathered In the first applause

CroTl^MOnAccordion M.rni-

~i!T&tC8t

the

for

possessing a child. From that on
the plot unravels in a very amusing

"Scandals" lyrics trial, which lasted from last Tuesof White's wit- day until Monday, the jury disaFred Jackson's greeing as to whether Jackson had
nn express oral contract or not.
White's testimony was to the ef- The court then charged them to fix
fect that the cast was idle impro- a certain value on Jackson's servvising its own book until Andy Rice ices rendered, if any, and they alwas called in during the Washing- lowed the plaintiff $400. Ned Wayburn and Edgar MacGregor testified in Jackson's behalf.
•
£. Galizi & Bro.
On the strength of the fact that

wrote

all

the

A comedy punch

hitting right.

M

>

PLAYING SHUBERT VAUDEVILLE

w.is

l.-mded

Frank and Teddie Sabinl. next to
The comedy derived from using double trapesc, closed the bl
Jlatt.
taking the male member out of the in an O. K. manner.
pit brought forth a number of
good
closing

laughs.
The vocal efforts of Miss
Sabinl,
formerly Teddie Tappan
registered with the desired effect!
This couple easily earned the next
to

closing honors.
I,c Dora and
Beckman. a man and woman team

M. STIEGLITZ
1540

MAKE-UP

>

Est.

Henry C. Miner,

BROADWAY

HARRY

FIRST, Manager
l>OW.\TO\V N llltANTII:

Inc.

CO., Inc.

(Loew's State Theatre Building)

<

r

&

INVESTMENT SECURITIES

l»y

INERS

H. B. Marinelli is planning a trip
abroad for a general survey of conditions on the other side. He will
sail around the first of the year to
be gone about six weeks.

Phone Bryant 2533
4:

ItKOMiW A Y,

N.

Y.

November

Friday,

4,
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WHILE PLAYING YORK, PENNSYLVANIA, OCTOBER 7TH OUR ROOM AT COLONIAL HOTEL WAS ENTERED AND OUR BANK AND CHECK
BOOKS AND VALUABLE PAPERS WERE STOLEN. HAVE NOTIFIED MANY OF OUR FRIENDS AND HAVE SINCE LEARNED THAT SOME ACTS
HAVE RECEIVED WIRES FROM READING, PENNSYLVANIA, ASKING FOR FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE IN OUR NAME. WE ARE HEREBY GIVING NOTICE
TO ANY AND EVERY ONE IN THE PROFESSION NOT TO HONOR ANY SUCH WIRES AND TO REPORT ANY SUCH REQUESTS TO HENRY CHESTERFIELD, NATIONAL VAUDEVILLE ARTISTS' ASSOCIATION, NEW YORK CITY, AND PAT CASEY, VAUDEVILLE MANAGERS' PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION,
NEW YORK CITY, OR H. BART McHUGH, 538 LAND TITLE BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA.
f

AND
pecting a young visitor. Piazza
manager of the Orpheum.

NEW ORLEANS
By O. M. SAMUEL.

TULANE-~A1

SHU BERT

G. Field's Minstrels.

CHARLES— "The

ST.

Bat."

LOUISIANA

—

Lorch

Theodore

stock in "Scandal."

LYRIC— Bennett's Colored Carnival
STRAND — "Through the Back
Door."
Fritz Lieber

was compelled

to dis-

miss a capacity audience at the Tuowhig to throat
trouble, giving back close to $1,600.
The engagement of the young tragedian was the surprise of the yc .r.
lane Friday night

He opened

The management

light.

some "papering" for the succeeding two shows, when business
Jumped to standing rpom for the redid

mainder of the week. It is the first
time in years "papering" has helped
an attraction here, and especially to
such proportions.

"The Bat"
Charles for

is

two

at the Shubert St.
weeks, playing west

from this point.
Mr. and Mrs.

Ben Piazza are ex-

34 West 34th Street

A.

i

RATKOWSKY
INC.

FURS
Smart Fall Model*
If it's

—but

fashionable,

it's

at a difference.

here

The

be even one-third
than you would have to

price will
less

pay wholesale.
Special Discount to the Profession.

Furs, Repaired and

Remodeled.

^

is

tage.

Business at all theatres is being
The current Orpheum program is
helped by an international conven- an in and outer, slipping into high
Artists playing at one moment only to fall back in
tion of bankers.
here this week were hard put to find the next. The Monday night audiaccommodations.
ence received It just that way, being
hot and cold intermittently. It was
large gathering attracted, perhaps,
a
Ned Thatcher, formerly dramatic
editor of the "Times-Picayune," is by Blossom Seeley headlining, who
something of a card here. Manis
Tulane
doing the press work for the
now. Tom Campbell, manager of ager Piazza switched the first and
last
acts after the matinee, sending
limelight
the house, came into the
last week when he suggested some Junior and Terriss into the opening
spot,
with Homer Romaine transtraffic.
novel rules for automobile
ferred to the end.
Junior and Terriss can easily
Film patronage is slightly on the
It has make the opening position on big
increase in New Orleans.
been very lax the past several bills. Their interlude follows others
too closely to mean much more.
months.
Drapes and costume changes are all
right,
but every vehicle must have
Locw's held its largest opening
They were
crowd since last April on Sunday comprehensiveness.
watched
quietly.
afternoon. Nothing especially sigKltncr and Reaney did not repeat
nificant to draw them save perfect
well.
It is the third trip for the
theatre weather, which may have
act here, which may have militated
The show was of the against
accounted.
them. There are sections of
"pop"
the
type that would hit
routine requiring prodding.
throng, being loaded with sure-flre
Jack
Kennedy
and Co. in "A Golf
ocDavis
"Smiles"
"hoke." Helen
Proposal" was another repeater
cupied the star dressing room.
which meant little. Kennedy tried
Musical Rowleys inducted the en- hard to slip the familiar sketch
tertainment, running more to the across, but met with only moderate
mechanical than the artistic side of success.
music. They Jangled chimes, shook
Vernon Stiles, still debonair and
and important -looking, sold his vocal
tableware
squeezed
bells,
honked horns for their tones. Just merchandise with mastery. He asked
an opener.
for consideration, due to suffering
Pitzer and Day, the rube and the from a cold, later swaying the crowd
damsel, had the hick curtain with with the finesse of showmanship.
the customary shafts of wit, more or Stiles is particularly knowledgeful
The man sped the turn along in the matter of audience appeal.
less.
Blossom Seeley waded right in,
and saved the ship several times
The getting both feet on the accelerator
just when it needed saving.
and
making every post a winning
ceouple pleased.
Helen Davis began slowly with a one. She has some Tiffany wardnow that held the feminine
robe
song that does not belong In her
She is looking better than
routine, but picked up thereafter, eyes.
ever,
getting full 100 per cent
and
running through to goodly appreciafrom her numbers. Bennle Fields is
tion.
along
coming
with the years, securFred Weber landed forcefully, ing a very sure niche through his
running the tumult to heights when unquestioned ability now.
Ven- Seeley turn was the show's hit The
projecting his crying "bit."
and
triloqulally. his work in this par- flash, with something to spare.
has not been equalled.
ticular
Bobby Randall has a disconnected
Weber and every other ventriloquist manner of working that retards him
should have his figure face or nearly considerably.
Some of his bright
faoe him when asking or answering remarks landed, while the more
questions.
sophisticated gags received concenCrescent Comedy Four is a new trated silence. Randall can do a
billing for an old act of the school- better act and should.
room series. It proved a three-ply
Homer Romaine had them gazing
"wow," the auditors being obstrep- in wonderment at his aerial work.
throughout. Some of his feats are quite daring.
enthusiastic
erously
One of the boys, the baritone, is On other bills his turn would be betmaking the error of forcing his num- ter suited to the initial position.
bers across. The wheezes are ancient, mediaeval and modern, but
Interest centered around the perage did not wither or custom stale
Wilbur
the inflnit** appeal of the mature sonal appearance of Crane
first part of the
Ipuns, for they landed quite as vol- at the Palace the
week. While laying off here he accepted the tender of Manager McCoy to appear in conjunction with

ATREALLIBERTY
NOVELTY ACT
(I.XTi:

T.
OF

MINSTRF1.)

THE GREATEST OF ALL WHISTLERS
<ASK ANYBODY)

ALSO DOING PICCOLO SOLOS ON A SLIDE TROMBONE

Permanent Address,

AN

MORGANTOWN, W.

VA.

tal»»s

Wynn's new revue, "The Perfect
had good opening and will
have a good week. Next, "Abraham
Lincoln," second time here and well
liked.

ROYAL. ALEXANDRA. — Walter
Hampden in Shakespearean reper-

humorous

GRAND.—"Bringing Up Father in
Wall Street." Next, return engageof "The Dumbells."
SHEA'S.—Anatol Frtedland, Chas.
Howard and Co., and other highclass vaudeville acts.

UPTOWN THEATRE.—Vaughan

Glaser Players in "St. Elmo."

HIPPODROME. — Vir-

SHEA'S

ginia Pearson and Sheldon Lewis in
person and five other vaudeville
acts, with feature film.

LOEWS.—Vaudeville

and

film.

LOEWS WINTER GARDEN.—
"Three Musketeers"

film.

PANTAGES.—Vaudeville

ture

and fea"The Great Impersona-

film,

tion."

—

GAYETY. "Sporting
with Al K. Hall.
STAR. Geo. Walsh's
with featured acts.

—

Widows,"
company,

REGENT.— "Cappy Ricks,"
and famous orchestra.
ALLEN.— "Stranger Than

film

Fic-

tion" film and Allen orchestra.

PORTLAND, ORE.
HEILIG.— Marcus Show

BAKER.— Baker

of 1921.

Stock in "Bud-

dies."

LYRIC—Lyric

"The

Musical Stock In

and the Photo."

Girl

PICTURES.

— Liberty,

Marshall

To Reach JAMES MADISON
address him 404 Flatiron Building,
San Francisco. I will write my acts
out there until December 25th. New
York office, 1493 Broadway, open as
usual.

PRE-PUBLICATION ANNOUNCEMENT

TO ALL SINGING ACTS
We

oHer you an opportunity

some absolutely

and identify yourself with the introduction of one of the many good
If you have room in
song numbers we *rt in a position to offer you
your* act for one or more good numbers, visit our o r ofessional department at once, as we are prepared to supply songs tnat will fit most
any occasion. Out-of-town act* may either wr-te o- phone their requirements to our- prof essiona manager aid ^e wM' mail copies of
songs suitable.

tendencies.

i

KNICKERBOCKER HARMONY STUDIOS

drop which can bo duly accredthe beat yet shown. The ok*-

lim*!* JET*'

sW

cRr

i

MOOCH
NOW

to secure

NEW UNPUBLISHED SONG MATERIAL

was quite hearty.
Quinn n rid Caverly wer«; in instant favor through their truly funited

Co.

ment

He is working .swiftly,
which also improves. His reception

nv

Plans to distribute films among
his 85 Northwest picture theatres
by airplane in the event of a railroad strike have been completed
here by C. S. Jensen with the Oregon, Washington & Idaho Airplane

Next, "Return of the Bat."

toire.

resulting.

INSTRUMENTAL

PUBLISHED BY

of

^^^^^

Fool,"

Frank Hartley followed Wilbur
with his juggling presentment which
he has switched about, with profit

SPANISH FOX TROT.
ORIGINAL AND UNIQUE

ORCHESTRATIONS

TORONTO

PRINCESS THEATRE.— Ed

a peep into the inside of picture
making, concluding with several

HOFFMAN

.1NO. \X. VOCiKl/S

timers connected without trouble, Nellan's "Bits of Life"; Columbia,
building the laughs with their ex- Pola Ntgri in "One Arabian Night";
perienced method and leaving a suc- Rivoli, Llla Lee in "After the
cess of proportions.
Show"; Majestic, "The Girl from
Tips and Taps proved an unto- God's Country"; People's. Elsie Ferward billing for a quartet of step- guson in "Footlights"; Hippodrome,
pers looking like legitimate comers. Will Rogers In "A Poor Relation";
They have everything. It is just a Auditorium, "East Lynne."
question of proper production for
the boys and girls comprising this
The entire equipment of the Playact, which did exceedingly well.
Gardner and Leedom (New Acts). er Studios at Spokane has been
Arena Brothers made an apt taken over by a group of Spokane
closer, the intelligent canine carried business men organized as the Panhelping the acrobats immeasurably. American Film Corporation.
Production activities are promised for
the early future.

"Tho Heart of Maryland" film in
whieh he enacted one of the prinWilbur gave the fans
cipal roles.

A

JOHN

uminously as those of current vin-

PARTS, INCLUDING E FLAT
EXTRA 1st VIOLIN

READY. PIANO AND

AND

17

THE METRO MUSIC CO.

1547

w TIMBRYMN
By

AND B FLAT, SAX.

Gaiety Theatre Btdg.
N. Y.

BROADWAY,
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BABCOCK and DOLLY
THE PARISIAN VAMP AND THE FALL GUY

"ON THE BOULEVARD"

in

PLAYING

B. F.

KEITH TIME EXCLUSIVELY.

Direction

H.

BART McHUGH
TSS

lesque lines that faintly resembled number, and suffered considerable of
the one just beforo, enough to hurt a walkout. This despite the fact
that tho show was running exactly
it with a house that was chilly.
on scheduule, for the flrst time in
Jimmie worked hard and tried to weeks.

BOSTON
By

LEN LIBBEY,
Krth'a.

paper, the bill thi« week looked wake them up, but couldn't. As a
a million dollars. It contained matter of fact, this act Is an excepof two stars, one of them tionally good one, but it Buffered
names
the

On

like

restricted entirely to the vaudeville

stage and the other who has fared
successfully into other fields. Ruth
Roye and Arnold Daly, respectively.
There was plenty of opportunity to
play up these two headliners, and
full advantage was taken of the opTherefore, it was conportunity.

with the rest of the

Shubert

bill.

Majeatie
vaudeville

bills

arc

were

little

gems, but the effect

was

by ill-fitting fleshings.
Bert Hanlon, who was placed
ahead of Barton, caught the house
on the Jump with as merry a line
of patter as has been peddled by a
single in Boston since Julius Tannen
decided to get rich by going into the
furniture business and selling bedroom suites for all the Al Woods
farces.
Hanlon was apparently
working under wraps as far as
double entendre was concerned, as
Henry Taylor's reputation as a
house manager who will stand for
no blue stuff has traveled around

and Al Gerrard coming through to Boston from the
in "KUck-KUck" went over very 44th Street In such dependable conThis was not due to any dition as regards bookings that the
fairly.
awakening on the part of the audi- experiment was made this week of
ence, but evidently to the fact that Sunday "splash" ads giving not "only
the act is crammed so full of worth- the program of the Majestic, but the
while performers and good 6ongs order of acts and the actual runsiderable of a surprise to flnfl the and dances that it just couldn't be ning time of the show. This method
When Hanlon menthe circuit.
house at the Monday matinee the denied. It ran off quickly, with a of advertising was flrst used in Bos- tioned "Eddie Foy and the Seven
smallest since the Shuberts started snap, with every indication of hav- ton
extensively
by the Loew Little Foys" he cracked a wise one
Downstairs ing been carefully produced and Orpheum, and after being dropped
their vaudeville here.
to the effect that "It took Eddie a
was about half filled, and the bal- executed, and was a peach of a was picked up by the Keith house long
time and a lot of hard work
conies were also slim.
dancing sketch.

And what an

Florrie Millership

FA8HIONABLE

SHORTVAMPSHOES
Exclusive French Novelties
in medium
for stafje

.

and round toe
and dress wear

made from

original

last*

ALL SIZES AND WIDTHS FKOM

Box Toe and

to

1

9.

Ballet Slippers

fnrnlahrd in any denlret] color.
Mall orders promptly nnd carcTuHy flllrl.

DISOOI'NT TO TIIE PROFESSION

simultaneous with the launching of
Shubert vaudeville, apparently to
prove that Keith bookings always
played as advertised.
„ The Majestic a£s were a great
improvement
Sunday over the
previous "standardized copy" being
sent over from New York, but the

getting that act together." He then
looked back at Taylor and said: "I
don't mean nothing wrong," which
only made the laugh louder.
Ciccolini opened the second half,
after a double dose of pictures,
which are still being stuck in after
intermission, and went over neatly,
order of acts was changed for the carrying no lugs, using a safe repevening show Monday, Bert Hamon ertoire and showing a pleasing perbeing jumped from next to closing sonality.
to fourth place, swapping spots with
Tho Boganny Comedians had
Dickinson and Deagon.
This was things their own way, and closed to
a good shift, as it took off the curso a big hand, although their act is
of three singles in the last half of still being developed and elaborated,
the bill.
and will probably continue to speed
Despite the fact that the bill is up beyond its present fast gait.
without an outstanding big name.
Dickinson and Doagon followed
R is entertaining ami well laid out. Cecil Cunningham and held the spot
The capacity matinee, as compared solidly, Miss Dcagon's lisping comwith the slim Keith matinee, with edy going as strong as heretofore.
Arnold Duly featured, would ^seem Dickinson used his professional gag
to indicate that the lower cost box about the two stage hands who
office scale of the Shubert house, brought on the grand being the surwith the entire floor at four bits, vivors of the Avon Comedy Four,
is pulling in more money early in but there were fer of the craft in
the week than the more expensive the house and It fell flat. Dickinson
Keith card. The Loew and Gordon accepted a final bow to ask the
houses are also feeling tho after- audience as a favor to hold their
noon trend to the hubcrt.
seats for the Pederson Brothers,
James Barton and Co. easily who closed the bill, but even this
dominated the Majestic bill, as Bar- failed to hold the house, nearly half
ton could get by either as a comedy the orchestra floor going out before
dancer or as a comedy drunk. He the Pederson foot -stand on the uplAbbey.
fell into the same hole that practi- right was pulled.
cally every act on the bill slipped
into Monday night by misjudging
tho warmness of the house and
being forced to take his encore to
the faintest of patter after having
the beHt of them in this particular toyed with at least two more bows
lino, and Kuth. while not a riot by than safety would advocate.
any manner of moans, did get over
Cecil Cunningham also went over
very well. Actually she should have bitf, although she had to overcome
stopped the show, probably did later a bit of apathy starting in.
Her
She must have boon turquoise pown Is striking.
in tho week.
Her
surprised when she saw a walkout Irish comerly song was peppy, but
start when she r;ime on. but those safe, and apart from this number
that went out would probably walk nor success was due to her personout on any performer, and It wasn't ality and ability rather than to her
any slam at Miss Roye.
material.
She Is still asking the
Tho Three Original Rogals closed audience to guess what stars are In
the show with their novel aerobatic mind in her impressions, and just
what she hopes to add to her act
by this is problematical. The important point to her should bo tho
fact that whatever she hopes is
added— isn't. Strong as her act is,
$10.00
tho pity is that it is not even

Cold as
audience!
Bert and Betty Wheeler came on
Not once during the afternoon next with an act that was Just a bit
ice!
show did the frigid atmosphere dis- above the heads of those present.
appear. Acts that worked hard and Evidently the brand of humor that
should have been appreciated were Bert deals in was a stranger to
given chilly reception, and it wasn't those out front and they were waitlong before this atmosphere out ing for Bert to show some explosive
front began to be reflected in the "nut" stuff. But his act didn't eall
work of the performers, until near for that, and the wise ones rewarded
the finish it appeared that they had him with frequent chuckles and
about given up hope of stirring up some applause. lie in his mental
any enthusiasm, and were content to telepathy burlesque finale put over
wait for another audience on which something well worth while.
A
to work. On paper the show looked clever pair, and they fit Into the
100 per cent., and it was run off on position they have on tho bill.
schedule.
Arnold Daly and William Norris
Phil Roy and Roy Mc Arthur have one of the best acts ("The Van
opened with their comedy -Juggling Dyke") of its sort ever seen here.
sketch, "In a Chinese Restaurant." Some high-brow stuff could have
Outside of the breaking of dishes, well been expected of Daly, but as
which has an appeal to a certain the act progressed the mixture of
element always, this act lacks in- comedy and speed got everybody.
terest.
For eight minutes the pair It was hard to figure out the finish
struggled without results.
unless one was in on the deal, and
Another cold act, Kirby, Qulnn as a result of this the close of the
and Anger, followed in No. 2 posi- act left the audience a bit befuddled.
tion.
Their comedy stuff is medi- They did not recover in time to exocre.
opinion audibly.
The house woke up just a bit press their
Ruth Roye, on next, did not spend
when the George Choos sketch, "A
Dress Rehearsal," appeared. Frank any time in introductory stuff. She
Ellis pulls this act along in a pretty swunc right into "Dapper Dan," putmanner. He has the art of becom- ting all her pep into this song, and
ing Intimate with the audience with- got it over. Trying to hold them
out becoming too personal, and as a warm, she went Into her next numreward for his work, and that of the ber with a lapse of but a few secrest of the company, he got scatter- onds and kept up the fast pace during the entire 15 minutes she stayed
ing applause.
Blanche and Jimmie Creighton in on. There was considerable apprenext position were In a hole at the ciation of her work from those who
start.
Their act was along bur- realized that .she Is in a class with

West

of

Formerly with
J. GlM»berg.
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$55 Up

Prices Reduced,

Mail Orders Filled F. O. B, N. Y. City
Send for Catalogue.
l's*d trunk* and fchopworn samples of all standard makes always on hand.
Ilartman, Indestnirto, Itolbtr, Oslikosh, Taylor, Murphy, Neverbreak, Hal, Ktr.

SAMUEL NATHANS
Ml

N. Y. City.
Seventh Ave., N. Y. C.

Heavy business since
matinee.
opening, despite competition of Or-

pheum (two a day) and

Majestic,

four-a-day. Western circuit.
A. H. Blank, owner of many Iowa
film houses, has Joined with three
other Des Moines business men and
tho Evening Tribune in a birthday
party for all- local kids born in October. Party was held in Rial to last
Saturday morning, with "Huckleberry Finn" the big attraction.
Eleven other parties will be given,
during the year for the 17,000 school
kids In town.
.

Films.

—'Tour

second

alto,

Horsemen" at

Thone

ROLE AGEVT FOR IT * M
THINKS IN THE EAST

Cirri* 1S7S
l'hone Fits Hoy 0«tO

OLD TRUNKS TAKEN

IN

and «2d Htrerts.
Bet. SSth and 39th St*.

Beit. 51st

EXCHANGE

.stronger.

Brenck's Golden Horse opened to
an indifferent house which didn't
bother the horse In the least. Frank
Jerome following has toned up his
act materially, but still fails to
register until toward the close, and
his hoop somersaults in closing carried him over happily.
Ernest Evans and His Seven

Knows," Garden.

AT LIBERTY
To

join

batic

good comedy

act,

aero*

partner

or

is

Just CloMd With RlagUaff Broi. Circes,

JOHN SPISSELL
Burnside, Conn.

particularly

extraordinary values
street

Cirls followed in
bo pulled off for

an act that should
a week for its own
have
week
the production could bo whipped
into something really worth while.
Evans is featured, although he does
not cany the act on his shoulders
by any means. Genevieve Mc "ormack, Eileen Mercer and Sheila
Courtney arc not billed with tho act
this week, apparently having been
replaced
by Harriot Bendol as
danseusa, Olga Trumbull as 'cellist
and Marie O'Donncll as a soloist.
Miss Bendel worked her head off,
and still failed to get across. She
used two daneing costumes that

invited

to

many models

of

the

for

specially priced at

rvcar,

,.00

good and

rebuilt, as the girls
versatility and ability, and in a
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FRED BLONDELL
EARLE CARPENTER
GUS GUDERIAN

BROADWAY'S SAXO HARMONISTS

FILLING KNCAGKMKNT OF MX MONTHS
VT 1KB H LOO MM MIDNITB FROLIC!. CHICAGO.

NOW

JOHN HARTLEY

EDWARD
I

(Formerly Columbia Saxophone Hexiette)
<Bualneaa Bfanavert

FRMD BLONDELL)

at

comedian.

tion to every detail from fit to
style. Trimness and novelty.

'Attention

RI-

"Way Down

week;

East," Des Moines (return): "After
the Show." Strand; "No Woman

Service which, assures perfec-

P.arjfalnR
Have been used. Also a
Sffoiul Hand Innovation :ind Fibre
Wunlrobe Trunk*. $20 and |2o. A f-w
rxtr;i I:trirf I'mporty Trunks.
AIho old
Taylor and Hal Trunks.
26 West 31st
Street. MciHOf'n Liroadway and Oth Ave,
New York City.

Blade by IIF.RKKBT

1M4 Broadway,

Sherman, which opened three
weeks ago, playing eight acts of
vaudeville, will add first-run feature
pictures to the bill, commencing this
week, with no cut in vaudeville bill.
House plays four a day, with 35
cents top at night and 25 cents top

WARDROBE PROP.

PROFESSIONAL TRUNKS
Can now

DON CLARK

WORLD'S LARGEST
PRODUCER OF
THEATRICAL SHOES

TRUNKS,

MnnaRemmt

By

"Bird of Paradise" at Berchel last
week. Current, May Robson. "Erminle" with Hopper and Wilson
have just been booked for the Berchel Nov. 17-19.
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Publicity

NestoLashes

in

a new
way

is

better

of

every

shortens the

own

Plan

i
i

-

4,

1921
—

,

a

c^af

At an expense within

of

lite

The

commodities household words.

same equally fits the profession.
The publicity plan is figured at the lowest rates and may be graduated to any

bead
of your

lashes.

amount, but it is continuous publicity
in each issue during the period con-

But broken lashes arc not all. smarting, tearing, reddened eyes
these are not strangers to you, because twice a day you brush the
heated chemical make-up on the most sensitive feature of your face.
Then too, every make-up session tak»s at least twenty minutes,
and if you are in a hurry, you are as likely to scald or streak your

1

tracted for.

and ruin everything.

face,

November

ia^

,

Variety's Publicity Plan is based on the
advertising foundation of "continual
plugging" that has made brands and

grease

liard

make-up,

an instant."

_

be secured in consecutive issues

Every day, little by little, you are losing your
Every applieyelashes.

Rood minutos making up

feclly

„

-

Variety.

—there

her eyes, when she can slip on

—>»*— -— — »

-•

the discretion of the player, publicity in
the form of announcements or cuts may

Your Lashes

cation

•

licity for players.

Stop Beading

Doris Kenyon, 01 cinema fai.ao,
writos: "I cannot imagine why
any professional artist would
want to spend ten to twenty'per-

—

i

Variety has a plan of continuous pub-i

Variety's

and

,

m
one second, you can slip on a pair of Xestol^ashes. So
quick, so instantly charming. For they are real hair lashes, just
like your own, of a length no beading could possibly ever obtain.
They come permanently curled and beaded, and threaded to a fine
wide blue skin which fits right over your lid. Could anything be
handier?
•»

Yet

in

Variety has given advertisers remarkable results. Some could be directl
traced; other results while not so' direct
were admittedly through Variety publicity. As the foremost theatrical paper
of the world, circulating all over the
world, accepted everywhere as the real
organ of the theatre by all branches of
it, Variety should give returns and doe
Any Variety branch office will furnish*
information of the Publicity Plan, or it»
may be obtained by calling in person
or addressing the main office in
1
New York.

And strong, unbelievably strong, so that one pair, which costs only
a dollar, lasts many wcarings. Though it is as easy to put NestoLashes on as to take them off. the patent adhesive (which Comes
packed with them), when once applied, keeps the lashes in place
until you yourself remove them.
You need

fear no embarrassment under any circumstances with
Nestol^ashes. And how you will enjoy your freedom from the old
slavery to stiff, hot grease!

Stage NestoLashes, No. 2: $1 pr.

—6

pr. for

— 12

$5

pr. for

$10

For private wear, NestoLashes Al Superfine or No. 1 Tine should
be, worn. They come in every shade, and the foundation is a very
narrow, hardly perceptible skin, which is undlscernible on the eye.
The lashes are long, and curly, very demure, very charming.
Private NestoLashes, No. Al, $1.50 pr.

No.

$1.00 pr.

1,

See them at NestlG's where they are demonstrated, or at these
Broadway drug stores:

Harlowe

&

c

Luther

8p«cial Attention to Mail Orders

]

Gray's

Winter Garden

NESTLE'S

Nicker ton'

Na tional

Drug C o.

Largest Beauty Parlors

Macy's
Lord Sl Taylor
and others

in the

12 and 14 East 49th

St.,

GORDON SQUARE.—Verna Merand George McCormack,
Walter Clark and Co., Annette Dare,
closed with her jugglinp
cterity. and pictures.
.i fferlng many walkouts.
METROPOLITAN.— "Dance FolEvery act except No. 2 was seen lies.'' "Katland." Roy Gordon and
here at Keith's during tl
past two Nell Healy, Connors and Boyne,
seasons, so it was really a Keith Charles Gibbs and pictures.

The change in the Shubert policy
new show on Sunday was productive Sunday night of
the largest attendance they have
had (capacity, with the exception of
the last five or six rows in the balcony, which are a mile from the
stage), and the show did not beggar

World.

N. Y.

Phone Vandrrbllt »0M

their act could easily be eliminated.
sl.ould get down
well
to business right away. Selma Braatz

of starting their

They dance

the crowd.

show.

sereau

.

FILMS— Allen,

Foolisa
"The
Age"; Orpheum, "The Three Mus-

Frances Renault, the hei liner,
keteers"; Rialto, •'Dangerous Cunrs
speech,
was called for a curtr
Ahead": Circle and Strand, "Shams
Ethel Barwhich he ans e"red ^
of Society"; Lyceum, "The Midrymore's famous words. He doffed
By J. WIL80N ROY
<d
celved and Sinclair was enjoyed his wig after the first number
HANNA—
"Ladles' Night," good
hugely.
from there on was subtlely striving business Monday. Next, Leo DitChas. TIanlon an
Nat Cl.fton continuously to convey fie impres- richsteln in "Toto. M
OHIO.— The Easiest Way," good
opened to a* good hand, followed by sion he is a real m.ui and no merely
He will business Monday. Next, Mrs. Flske
Dillon and Milto in a ver> .ileasing a femalle impersonator.
vocal offering, the- voices harmon- have to work several weeks to pay in 'Wake Up, Jonathan."
for the outlay of silks and satins
SHUBERT- COLONIAL.
izing splendidly.
"The
which he exhibits.
Bat," second week; big business on
Another vocal offering is that of
Walter Brower's monolog must be Monday and last week.
Count Perrone and Miss Trix Oliver,
STAR— Lew Kelly's Show.
o render one number in English. well protected, I.r it sounded reEMPIRE.— "Monte Carlo Girls."
Miss Oliver has a very smart Pari- freshingly new, although about the
PRISCILLA.
same
used
couple
seasons
as
a
of
Thurman, Hauk's
sian gown. The count has a: excelSunshine Revue, Tom Collins, King
lent baritone voice. Thir team has ago, due to the fact that Mts of it
Quartet
have
not
been
cribbed
and
pictures.
by
other
actnot yet been Americanized to the
ors. Could have made a speech, but
MILES.— Bond, Berry and Co.,
extent of having their own drop, r.'l
i'l^t two bows eloquently waved his Oklahoma Four, Lloyd Navada and
R inson (colored) was well iv hand
toward the drop, indicating Co., Stein and Smith, and pictures.
ceived.
r

CLEVELAND

'

.

DAYTON
By

am

JAMES McLAIN

.1

Keith's about 60 per cent, at the
opening of the 6.30 show Monday
night, Loing to al-JUt 90 per cent, by

—

The show would be worth

8 o'clock.

the money if only offering that miniature musical comer'. "The Little
Cottage." so ably handled \ ; Frank
Sinclair, Cliff Dixon and Mary Collins, not to overlook the cUht ch irus
When an act of this nature
girls.
plays Keith's for more than one
season it speaks pretty well for itself.
Each number was well re-

—

BLANCH ARD

WANTED
Former nct» of llustanoby'a, New
York, communicate with new Humteooby'ft,

Limited.

Street. Montreal,

58-60

there was another act to follow.
f'Mwin C.eorge. next to closing.
Third honors to Ryan and Lee,
BILLY DOSS REVUE
was over their heads at firs' and it mostly Lee. This young woman is bvelvw
c. m.
took him about eigl.i minutes to appreciated for her apparent dumb- 1403 Broadway, New York City
Featuring Dawson, Lanigan and
educate the audience, and he was no ness, and more 'so due to
will be headthe fact See 17s for Biff Time Restricted Covert and May Dean
doubt greatly surprised at the solid that she does not play to the cam- material. Sketches, Comedy
ing for the East soon. The bunch
Acts,
nish.
applause he received at the
are lonesome for the Wrigley sign
Singles, Etc.
era, being apparently oblivious to
$300.00 rewhich forced him to two bows.
on the Putnam Bldg.
Acts Rewritten, Rehearsed and
the fact that there Is an audience.
"lave
is the best show Keith's
Oitenlnira Arranged.
ward offVred for Dave Wellington.
. close fourth
were Bernard and
had for a couple of weeks.

Crescent

lanudu, for engage-

eente.

I

Townes, who judlciousl. In.'cct good
nedy at the proper times. T wnes
sings one of his numbers in Jam s
Watts*

ARE YOU GOING TO EUROPE?
strnmnhlp accommodation* arrana-ed on all Maes, at Main Olllce
Boats are aolna; very fnll» arranjee early. Foreign Money
Trice*.
Liberty Bond* bought and «old.
boafebt and said.
TAIL TAUSIG A SOX, 104 Fast 14th St., New York.
Phone Stayvesant OIBO-fll.'IT.
i

_

i-

style,

without apologizing

4

HICKS & SON

H.

to

that comedian or rmntlonine an im1 ation
or Impression.
Kremka Brothers have a gooil

675 Fifth Avenue,

act, followed by Ro
Hairah and Irene Rubinl. Cc-rr^ Libby
and Ida May Sparrow, programed

opening

Have a

rather pretentiously, get away to
very poor start The first third of

little

your friends

at

53d

Street

your home or
to your week-end outing

fruit delivered to

—take

it

.

THE VOICE PHENOMENON
HELD OVER FOR A SECOND WEEK AT THE WINTER GARD1

NEW YORK
Singing in Four Different Voices
Soprano—Contralto—Tenor Baritone

—

THE UNITED STATES
NOT A FEMALE INPERSONATOR—NO FALSETTO
FIRST TIME IN

»

Veritable Soprano

Acknowledged by Voice Expert*

WILL SOON SING
Alt CbththtinUatldM tb

W

L.

PASSPART, Care

of

LENETSKA, SI6 Romax

Building, 245

AMERICA SONGS

Wett 47th

Street,

New York C IV
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"WORLD OF DANCERS"

In

WEEK

THIS

high-registering snap. Winnie carindera^; Monarch, "Don't Neglect
ries her responsibility successfully
our Wife."
her comedy, dancing and clowning
are clover and secure maximum reMontagu Love, screen star, is sults.
Excellent support is given
utting on an impersonation act at
by tho Misses (iosman and Messrs.
tins week.
ie Miles
Alexander and Haley.
Fenton
blackface
and
Fields
The "innovation" of reserved Boats team put over
a good turn with
one of the downtown film houses
comedy
their
nimble
dancing,
clean
)me*tlme ago has been abandoned,
and antics that scores well. Billed
od first come, llrst served now
as "a possible Impossibility," Horlies.
ace rjoldin presents his illusion of
sawing a woman in half, which mysFiakik Drew of the ,Star wears that tilles and amuses. It's a good trick,
from
that
comes
satisfaction
toll of
He is getting big audi- well produced.
jeeess.
A warm reception greeted the reoce's these days with his burlesque
Frank doesn't need a censor' turn of Bill Bailey and Lynn Cowan
itowq—
always
a popular team here
clean
entertain-,
attraction;
>r wy
while Estedle Davis is given a share
hobby.
lentls h.
of the welcome.
The singing and
Shubert vaudeville bills at Ihe playing by the trio is up to previous
standards',
whi'e
Bill
Bailey's banjo
Sunday
innow
start
Houso
pera
twanging still ranks high in regisead Of Monday.
---

•

—

—

t

5_
KEITH'S.

tering suecess.

'

—

There is a blue ribbon
Keith's this week, undoubtlly one of the best variety menus
fared among tho many good cnhere recently.
seen
rtainments
Sale is achile Charles (Chic)
order to
»rded premier place, in
position worthily he has
)ld this
make good time to outrun several
tae other acts, notably Winnie
Ifbtner and the Ford Sisters.

Hat

r

i

1

"Classy"

word that de-

the

is

the Ford
Sisters'
dance
offering.
There is a grace and
finesse surrounding the act that send
it over to thunderous plaudits, while
every phase of terpsichorean work
scribes

performed

is

The work

skillfully.

—

of their orchestra particularly that
of I). Appolon is high grade.
Chic Sale repeats his rural Sun-

—

day school skit, both scenes bringopening ie made by Red- ing big results. The various rube
aton and Grant with their aero- characterizations
are
splendidly
stunt, "Bounce Inn," which done and
itic
Sale scores tremendously.
1nfi some laughs.
long program at Monday's matThe
Edna Pierce and Hazel Goff have inee was responsbile for the cutting
piano, xylo- of Max Treuber's "Shadowland."
neat musical turn
which finds Next week
and cornet
lorie
Ben
Irene
Bordini,
i. Jively

——

favor and brings an encore.

ucta

one-act musical comedy
by tho Lightner Sisters and
lexanrVr, in which Winnie Lighter is featured,
goes over with a
speedy

—

Welch and Ruth Budd

among

listed

the attractions.

fered

OPERA HOUSE (Shubert).—
Something was needed to bring in
the folks from the highways and
byways to the Shubert vaudeville
at the Opera House, and the management so far as this week is

—
—

concerned has solved the problem,
and the answer is Nora Bayes.
The prestige of this star has brought
joy to the box ollleo, big audiences
have Mocked to the house, and Miss
Bayes has not sent them away
empty handed.
At Monday night's show Nora's
reception can be gauged by the fact
that after a 35-minute act her audience clamored for more. While all
her items were put over in artistic
stvle. 'Crying for the Moon" and
"The Village Vamp" hit tho high
(.lond support was given by
spots.
Dudley Wilkinson and Alan Edwards. Lipinski's Dogs serve as a
good opening turn, the canines

—

showing careful training, and the
is snappy and clever.
Hatlio Altboff in "Son's of the
Day'' seined to have trouble in

act

reaching her audience on Monday
night, but the "sister" part of the
team put over a piano selection acceptably.
Burt Shepherd with his

whips (licked cigars and pieces
paper held in his assistant's
mouth and made 'a ^ond sensational
big
of

feature.
1'p to this point the

hill had been
draggy. but the appearance
'.oh
of
Nelson livened up things
considerably. Nel<on has a snappy

a

trill"
I

good personality,

style,

and sings

numbers with plenty of pep
Art or" Bernard offers some good
protean work.
As an cricon- he
tive-choraeter comedy,
nits on a

liis

i

I

showing
changes

his
in

method

of

eos'uine.

sona ions of
while leadini
Very effective.

musical

!

making

the

His impcrcomposers,
were

orchestra,

the

Mi!i), S"« n here before with the
T.auder show, repeats his former
success with his imitat ons, which
are the best offered in a long time.
Milo works quietly but effectively.
has a good voice, and wins a big
hand.
The Klein Brothers cleaned
Up considerably with their comedy
win k.

FOlt
Qb

-

by

L.

VOIR

<

OI'Y

WOLFE GILBERT,

WEST

Inc.

Tinnin

I

••

*OblUh«TH of

"DOWN YONDER"

line

BEAUMONT
CT8:

».e>t

^CORATIONS.

STAGE

and

WASHINGTON

1

MISTER

on the violin, they being showy.
Georgie Price, working along the
same lines as when last seen here
In the Keith house, landed solidly.
He sings, gives us parodies on popular poems; they're clever, too, and
then sings what the audience wants
him to sing. Tuesday afternoon
they had a little trouble, all insisting on their own particular number,
this considerably slowing up the
making it run close to 30
act,
minutes, but those o4it front had a
good time, ar.d that is what they

-

»

«

t*

,

I

»

1

'

» L

Hi

i

til'

li::,

fr"!il

t

lie

OK

from next to closing.

It

\

I

I

e

<

1

1

1

1

ji

to noto Manager La Motto's
efforts to get the best results In
During the
laying out the bills.
past week he switched it around as
been
never a bill before had
played
bill
the
but
switched,
This week his only
splendidly.

KEITHS

which

was

excellently

laid

* ALL-STAR *

Your Face

•Aiih

food to make
"Profe*M»«y
food.
ilon" have obtained and retained better parts by havlnq
me correct their leatural Imperfectlnn* and remove blemUhei. Consultation free. Feci
reasonable
look

SMITH, M.

>

>»

ik

y *

i

to the

World
The Engagement

Theatrical

CLASS
MANNING
AND

CLASS
IN

THEIR OWN CREATION OF '•IMPERSONATIONS VIA WIRE"

ARRANGED AND STAGED IV
HARRY C. DANFORTH

For a

Tour of His
Circuit

Commencing
Nov. 13, 1921,
at Minneapolis

Others.

During Dinner uml

Sitpp**r.

AFTER THEATRE NIGHTLY

FAY MARBE'S
RENDEZVOUS

D.

347 Fifth Avenue
Opp. Waldorf

V Y. City

SALLY FIELDS &

Nlchtly

•» tho

E.

Announcing

VODVIL

t

F.

Pleasure in

(

REISENWEBER'S

Beautify

Take

out,

notably Frank lyn Ardell in "King
Finest Ball, without

Solomon, Jr."

—

You muit

PANTAGES

everything along with her, being
ably assisted by her Five Kings of
Syncopation, but there were other
outstanding features on the bill,

change was to put Regal and Moore Maude Lambert assisting him this
into the first part, considerably time, also scored, offering a number
lengthening that portion but en- of new song*, which were all well
hancing tho value of the acrobatic liked, but getting the biggest results
work of these two performers as with a medley of his old successes.
If
well as the ladies that closed.
Clara Kummer's one-act comedy,
those blooming old enunciators on "The Robbery," with Roland Young,
the sides of the stage would only has some mighty large holes in it,
work properly it would aid matters very few laughs, and with tho exconsiderably, however.
ception 01 the finishing moments is
Young, of
hardly worth while.
natural
splendid a
is
The show is opened by Jock Mc- course,
the cast fairly good, alKay, just as good as ever, and he comedian:
rather
sugRuth
Gilmore
though
folstarted things off finely. Then
delowed Holt and Kosedalc In artistic gested the school girl In her
livery.
up
right
things
melodies, who held
and
Kddio
Roth
Sharkev,
Bill
to the mark. Then Regal and Moore
tied up the first hit of
They have a new idea in their side Fred Witt
harshow bit, and Maurice Black has their s f ternoon with their sugThe
monizing.
boys strongly
have
we
ballyhoo
the
voice
as
just a
days,
and
gest
cabaret
of
the
old
the
come to know so well. The act went
thcit songs were nothing unusual,
over big.
to
over
and
had
but they got them
Getting back Into the regular proback for an encore after the
gramming of the bill came elongated come
act.
had
been
for
next
set
the
Emily Darrel. and she is surely lights
Aesop's Fables, always interesting,
funny. They liked her and they let
opened the bill with the dandy
her know it. Her little sentimental
skating act of Reynorfls-Ponepan
bit about her dog was an excellent
Will Rogers was next,
closing bit.
was
which
intermission,
ami then
followed by an interesting news
weekly and a clever Mutt and Jeff
eomedv which made every one
COLUMBUS CIRCLE <t 58th St.
ready for Nonnette, who was followed bv Georgie Price.
wort;i>
yes.
Sisters—
Donald
The
of a paragraph all to themselves
closed the show, and you can b,

M MAI.

•*!

The Gayety has as its burlesque
attraction "The Big Jamboree," and
the Capitol "Lena Daley and Her
Kandy Kids."

Sophie Tucker was the big, bright
and wonderful light of the bill this
might be afternoon at Keith's. She Just took

well

Ohio

I

The picture houses are offering
Charlie Chaplin in "The Idle Class,"
at the Metropolitan; Nazlmova tn
"Camllle." at Locw's Columbia; Bert
Lytell in "Ladyflngers," at Loew's
Palace, while Moore's Rialto is
showing "After the Show."

assisted by Maurice Black, ha"p a
dandy offering* they being switched

its. showed sone
posni" and intor-

ST! IHO

ALEXANDER

(film).

came for.
Henry Regal and Simeon Moore,

I

STUDIOS
*

.1

CO.

entitling
praise, which

cla ssic

a

i'-.

&

of the various
tho
members

8TAOK MKTT1M1S.
M()\T WAS 1IIK FIKsT I'KHSON TO f'KKATF. A REAL YCH.I'K FOK
%l MONT
ill \\
SFTT1NOS. UK ALWAYS W \S ANI>
MIK v\l|\ AMI VhTAFT SI \(.K
NOVF.I.TY l>K< OKATIONS ANI> INKJI K
VI \\'\\> Will UK A ICAIlKlt.
IHF\s \IJi; HIS < KITKKION— \l \\ AYS. IK VOI HF.K HKAf.MO.NT FIKST
NOVKI.TY < KFAlOl'-ll. UK FIH*T IN INIM'U. STAi.K SKTTIMiS.
I»YTION> IN NIOIK FAHHHS. I'l.AIN OK l>K< OKATKO IN NfO-AKT.
ON
TONK. OK MINFAKT MMTHOIIS. «.KT Ol K IOKAS ANI>AH FIOfKKS
AT$100.00.
\OI K NKAT SKAMIX'S ST\«.K SKTTIN'tV -SOMK AN I.OW
TH\<TIVK SKIS TO It KNT— K KNTAI.S \ri*LYIM* ON Fl'IMHASK PBICK.
230 W. 46th ST., N. Y. CITY Bryant 9448 £{%<HQL'SK
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*! PRODUCTIONS, REVUES
'

t

net
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dancing number
School ol S'.iu A

C'TY

47th ST., N. Y.

Tb"

WIRTH, BLUMENFELD

Direction

numbers there wasn't a walkout either. These company no second. This
combinato
high two youn&r women do head balanc- tion of three
and a man do
was given unstinted- ing that 1h far superior to any male some thrillers girls
on
the
roller
ly.
A musical tab, "In Argentina." team we have seen In a long time, and their closing bit broughtskates,
them
consisting of native singing, danc- and it is all done with such grace. numerous
calls.
ing, etc., was on the bill, the Apache N«ver for a moment does it seem
Basil Lynn and William Smythe
item scoring premier honors. Next that these two young women arc have some
clever dialogue as an
week Marie Dressier heads the big stepping beyond what is appropri- English jockey
and an American
bill.
ate for their sex. They received four meeting at the
race track. However,
we LI -earned calls.
they do not show a great deal of
progressiveness, still using "Always
Miss Billio Buvke and Conway Chasing Rainbows" for a closing
Tearle are both being presented in number
M. and Mme. Alf. W.
By HARDY MEAKIN
new plays here. Sir Harry Lauder, Loyal.
with
their
clever
dog
BELASCO (Shubert).— it Is sure also with a Monday
night opening, "Toguc," closed the, bill. The act Is
big time vaudeville at the Belasco got away to a capacity house.
truly artistically dressed and the
this week, with Will Rogers headdog is remarkably clever. They inlining after a sojourn of over two
The Cosmos vaudeville bill con- terested right through to closing.
years in films, and with such other
sists o<
"The
Pearls
of
Pekin,"
stellar attractions as Nonnette and
"Hector and His Friends," Nancy
Georgie Price.
Boycr anr Co. in "Mary Lou/' ArrlWill Rogers is still his inimitable enne Carbonne and Co., Otto, Boaz
self, tying up the usual hit (new and Otto, Foster and
Joyce. Feature
acts), and the matinee c/owd Tues-, films.
day afternoon were surely loath to
Nonnette. in spite of a
let him go.
The Strand has as its offering of
cold that seriously handicapped her,
Loow vaudeville "Dance Creations,"
was just as delightful as ever. She Foley
and O'Neil, Prestort ahd Ysois a finished artist on the violin,
and her voice possesses splendid bel, Blanche Boyd and Fred King in
"The
Chameleon
Girl," Will Fox and
quality. This artist knows, too, how
Florence Kelly in "Good-bye Forto choose her material for vaudeever,"
Sting
of the Lash"
"The
ville, particularly in her selections
protatlon

:

wire— write—phone

PLAYING SHUBERT CIRCUIT

NEW YORK

31)—WINTER GARDEN,

(Oct.

PARADISE

in
.

Class,

Manning

and Class

arc

under the direction of
Charles J.
Fitzpatrick

BEAUMONT
COLLEGES.
TIONS and

CLUD3,

WINDOW

EXHIB!
DISPLAYS.

and

Bob
O'D-nnH

TO ORDER OR SUPPLIED ON
RENTAL BASIS.
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VARIETY
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November

Friday,

.

4, I&04

SUCCESSOR TO

BEEHLER-JACOBS AGENCY
307 Wood* Theatre Bldg.

CHICAGO
BOOKING EXCLUSIVELY WITH W.

V. M.

Niagara Falls 14 Academy Buffalo.

BURLESQUE ROUTES
(Nov. 7— Nov. 14)
14

"Baby Bears" 7 Gayety Milwaukee
Haymarket Chicago.

"Bathing Beauties" 7 Km press
Cincinnati 14 Lyceum Columbus.
•'Beauty Revue" 7 Qayety Brooklyn 14 Bijou Philadelphia.
/"Big Jamboree" 7 Gayety Pittsburgh 14 L O.

A,

B. F.

s

KEITH

Edwards Lester
Bo Peep" 7 Penn Circuit Kid
red Frank
Gayety Baltimore.
"London Belles" 7 Hurtig & Sea- Kmerson Charles
mon's New York 14 Empire Brook- Fanchon
Edna
lyn,
Farnum Ted
"Maids of America" 7 Gayety De- Fisher A Phillips
troit 14 Gayety Toronto.
Floyd W C
Marlon Dave 7 L O 14 Gayety St Fog-arty Joe

Mack Al
Mahy Miss F

"Little

"Flashlights of 1921" 7 Lyric Dayton 14 Olympic Cincinnati.
"Follies of Day" 7 Olympic Cincinnati 14 Columbia Chicago.
"Follies of New York" 7 Park Indianapolis 14 Gayety Louisville.
"Folly Town" 7 Gayety Toronto
14 Gayety Montreal.
"French Frolics" 7 Gayety Louisville 14 Empress Cincinnati.
"Garden Frolics" 7 Gayety Buffalo
14 Gayety Rochester.
"Girls de Looks" 7-9 Bastable Syrcuse 10-12 Grand Utica 14 Empire

14

{

i

Empire
"Mischief
Makers"
7
Cleveland 14 Academy Pittsburgh.
"Mies New York Jr" 7 Capitol

"Big Wonder Show" 7 Empire
Albany.
Providence 14 Casino Boston.
"Girls from Joyland" 7
"Bit* of Broadway"
14 Star
Minneapolis 14 Gayety Milwaukee.
Cleveland.

Academy Buf-

"Parisian Flirts" 7

"Greenwich Village Revue" 7 Hy"Bon Ton Girls" 7 Miner's Bronx
perion New Haven 14 Miner's Bronx
New York 14 Orpheum Paterson.
"Broadway Scandals" 7 L O H New York.
"Grown Up/ Babies" 10-12 Van
Gayety Minneapolis.

Martin & Moore
Millow Leonra
MrCall Elisabeth
McKay Grant
MoNell Dixie
Mlckalik Mickey

:

Louis,

Miller

Fradkin Fredric
Frank Herbert

Plasa Springfield.
"Cuddle Up" 7 Gayety

Gayety Kansas City.
Dixon's Big Revue
Binghamton t Oswego

7

Omaha

14
8

START
the Season
with

TAYLOR
TRUNKS

Hackett Dolly
Haley Sisters

"Lid Lifters" 7 Haymarket Chi- York.
"Sweet Sweeties" 7 Allentown 8
cago 14 Park Indianapolis.
Reading 6 Easton 11-12 Grand
Trenton 14 Olympic New York.
"Ting a Ling* 7 Olympic New

HOLZWASSER

&

CO.

1421-23 Third Ave.
NEAR 80th STRBET

NEW YORK

FURNITURE
For the Profession
America's

C. A. Taylor Trunk Works
28 E. Randolph

St.,

finest

designs

for dining room, bedroom,
library and living room.

New York
Chicago

CASH

or

CREDIT

Harris

Lee Mildred

Roy

Verdt

MACK TALKS:

Clifford Jack
Caslnelll Jnle

14 Palace Bal-

timore.

"Whirl of Gayety" 7 Gayety Rochester 14-16 Bastable Syracuse 17-19
Grand Utica.
"Whirl of Girls" 7 BIJou Philadelphia 17-19 Academy Scranton.
"Whirl of Mirth" 7 Gayety Baltimore 14 Capitol Washington.
Williams Mollle 7 Star
Garter

&

Chicago 14 Gayety Detroit
"World of Frolics" 7 Gayety Kan-

L

O.

LETTERS

Walton Fred
Wele Lulu
Whitelaw Arthur

Inauguration of Shubert Yaide
Teck holding center of local
Came in with big pub-

vllle at

attention.

OFFICE

licity

A Davla
Kennlson Jessie
Keane Johnnie
Kelly

Lowe

Irene

Lowrle Renee
Link Billy

Lamplns Mr

and get

up by EDDIE MACK. EDDIE MACK'S
have class, style and good material written

fixed

CLOTH E8

between every thread.
SO IF YUU W.4.Y7' TO

CO

017,7,',

COM H

OYllll.

Cahlll

Arthur Addlo
Athoa reraey

Davis Toots

Itaker Chas

Dean Cliff
Deboy A Dayton

Uakcr Marlon
Barry Kathleen
Barry Mable

DeMlile Goldio

DeVore Marlon
Dickson Jean

722-724 Seventh Ave.
Opp. Columbia Theatre

Opp. Strand Theatre

Bernard Bobby
Rernet Sonny
Bird

M

Doraldlna
Douglas Harry

Dowlng Irene
Dunn Bonnie

Brazilian R'm'ce Co
Drookn Pegffy

DuVall Helen

Brown Frank
Burkhart Addison

Karl lew
Earle Paul

heralding.

A Mrs

Business still shaky In most
Les Kellors
Lewis "Skinny- J'ck quarters. Legitimate way off and
Lemley Jack
pictures) scarcely better. Hipp bolLasarus Creta
stering this week's program with

Clara Kimball Young

Ray

Morgan Jean

and heavy newspaper

McConnell B,A G
Marlon Marcella
Marshall Hasel
Mack Al
Moore J A

Loew's

still

overflow.

(in person),
advertising.

going to capacity and
Burlesque picking up

with Indications of real strength.
Buffalo newspapers are showing
signs of increased interest and spact
In things theatrical. The Saturday

Cliff

is
now running several
columns of dramatic comment by
Rollin Palmer, its critic, and the
Sunday Express announces a nei
department of dramatic news under
the eye of Marion De Forest, play*
wright and critic of the paper.

News

A Bryant

Mrs F

Fur

Stafford Edwin
Searlea Arthur

Gleams Sylvia

Shale Fred
Schuyler Elsie

M

Shaw

Blllle

Smith Dottie

Horter Robert

"Tenor"
Texas A Wnlker
Thornton Arthur

Jansen Harry

CoaJtf

on Purchases Made Now
25% Saving

C

nuber Montle
Hodges Mrs O

We

are offering Fur Coat valusi
that cannot be duplicated anywhera
A call will convince you.
A small deposit will secure a Fur

Tascott

Coat

OPEN EVENINGS
SUNDAY 10 A. M

•

te 10 P.
to 6 P. M.

THEATRICAL FUR (0

M

Andrews Edna

Belfords Six

1582-1584 Broadway

Jack

Calvert Miss
Castle D
Charlott A Tortina
Clark Austin

smash and wide

Getting good play with lots of loose
talk anent future Shubert vaudeville plans here. Shea's Court Street
opposing, playint, up "Third of a
Century" week, and carrying the
heaviest bill (four headliners) is
months. It will be a great week for
the dollar boys.

Kins Loretta
Keefe Cans H

MACK

Abbott Edith
Abbott & Mills
Adler A Dunbar
Altrldge Mlas

THEATRE .—Criterion,

Walsh Ed

Smith Eddie

Betty

Gibson Mrs.

160

THEATRICAL OUTFITTERS
1580

Broadway

New York

City

MARCUS LOEWS ANNEX--WEST 4612 STREET. OPEN EVENING

I

TYSEN THEATRE TICKET SERVICE
72

W. Randolph

Street,

CHICAGO

NEXT DOOR TO OLYMPIC THEATRE
W/T.r^CrUL£rR, £ E \.£C " EA8,N0LY '•••»• PERSONS WEEKLY. WHOSE
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TIME AJJ

EXCESS OF OUR SERVICE
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P
CT AN0
E «-IVERE0, WHEN DESIRED, ANY PLACE
cmrano •»?*£*"£•
J?la J J-iI ^'l
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*
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*.HCi. MATTER TO OUR GENERAL OFFICE-823 GARRICK THEATRE
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FOR
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ANITA DIAZ MONKEYS
THIS

WEEK

.(Oct. 31)

B. F.

KEITH'S PALACE,

NEW YORK

Direction

ALF.

T.

of

Rnssell Mrs J
Rhodes Florence C
Renard A Jordan
Russel Jack

A

Gleams Qylvln

A

PICTURES

Paris Lionel
Preble Edward
Prince Al

Ferro Mack
Foster May
Francis Corrlne

Olbson

celebrating Keith "Third

;

Julia

Gns

bill

"Sting of the I-ash"; Hipp, "Two
Minutes to do'
Strand, 'The
Fighter"; Loews. "Black Panther's
Cub."

Patton Joan

Hammer Mrs T

When Mending for mall to
VARIETY address Mall
Clerk
POSTCARDS, ADVERTISING or
CIRCULAR LETTERS, WILL
NOT BE ADVERTISED.
LETTERS ADVERTISED IN
ONE ISSUE ONLY.

The Leightons, who appeared

Florette

repertoire

SHEA'S COURT STREET— Big

Walman Sara

Qulntrell

Edwards

of

a Century" Week.

Vernon Vernon

Ott

Davenport Paul
Dunbar Ralph

Shakespearean

In

gala

V/alker Frank

Milton

"Town Scandals" 7 Columbia New Darling Sisters
York 14 Casino Brooklyn.
Davis A McCloy
"Twinkle Toes" 7 Grand Hartford Davenport Orrln
14 Hyperion New Haven.
Dancing Howards

No. 55

at Proctor's 58th Street,
New York, the first half of this week, may not use
clothes while appearing on the stage,
EDDIE
but when in the street, well that is another story. No
matter when or where, if they want to be right up to
the minute in dress and style they always come over

Benson * Johnson
Bayes * Fields
Byron Bert
Burton Richard
Barns Barry

week

next week.

Mr

Nasarro

LO

den

Taylor Mlea D
Taylor Laura
Thomas Vera
Turelly Arthur

Ormonde Cora

Billy 7

SHUBERT TECK— First

Shubert Vaudeville In Buffalo; going close to rapacity. Walter Hamp-

Symonda Pursy

"Tit for Tat" 7 Orpheum Paterson
14 Majestic Jersey City.

sas City 14

EDDIE

following.

York 14 Star Brooklyn.
Calvert Marguerite
Tinney Frank 7 Palace Baltimore Chue Joshua I
Cleveland Bob
14 Gayety Washington.

Watson

sure Are here. Going big as ever at
"Bull Dog Drummond*
$1.60 top.

Shields Harry
St Claire Ida
Spencer Irene
Stennings Claire
Sully Eatelle

Livingston Albert
Livingston Charles
Iloyd Jack
Lonergan Lester
Loomia Mlaa D

14

BURTON
MAJESTIC— "Thurston." Always

Shafer Helen

Hamilton Eugene

I<ewla

BUFFALO

Roma In Dave

Hall Oladys
Hall Mrs J
Hallo B Mlas

York Hhlrlry

By 8IDNEY

Plccalo Shorty
Proctor, Pearl
Robinson Phil
Roe Doris

Reeves Al 7 Majestic Jersey City
Stamford 16-16 Park Bridgeport
17-10 Worcester Worcester.
7 Lyceum Co"Record
Howe Sam 7 Cohimbla Chicago lumbus 14 Breakers**
Lyman Tom
Empire Cleveland.
13-15 Berchel Des Moines.
Lyte Rose
Reynolds
Abe
7 Casino Boston 14
"Hurly Burly" 7 Howard Boston
New
York.
Columbia
17-19 Academy Fall River.
CHICAGO
Singer Jack 6-8 Berchel Des
"Jazz Babies" 10-12 Academy
Ahearn Danny
Scranton 17-19 Van Curler O H Moines 14 Gayety Omaha.
"Social Follies" 10-12 Academy Allen Edna
Schnectady.
Ambler W C
"Jingle Jingle" 7 Gayety Boston 14 Fall River 14 Gayety Brooklyn.
"Some Show" 7 Century Kansas Ambler Mae
Grand Hartford.
Adams George
City
14
L
O.
"Kandy Kids" 7 L O 14 Allentowp
Arnold Dick
Widows" 7 Gayety Austin Bob
15 Reading 16 Easton 18-19 Grand » "Sporting
Montreal
Gayety
Buffalo.
Aubrey
14
A B
Trenton.
A O
"Step Lively Girls" 7 Star Cleve- Ahern
"Keep Smiling" 7 Empire BrookEmpire
Toledo.
land
14
lyn 14 Empire Newark.
"Strolling
Players"
Casino Buchanan
7
Kelly Lew 7 Empire Toledo 14
Black Katherlne
Brooklyn 14 L O.
Lyric Dayton.
Belmont Belle
"Sugar Plums" 7 Casino Phila- Barnes Stuart
"Knlck Knacks" 7 Gayety St Louis
delphia 14 Hurtig 6t Seamon's New Berreat Aaron
14 Star A Garter Chicago.

Prices reduced
Liberal allowance
on your old trunk

44th 8t,

Brooklyn 14

Vaudeville Leader

Wada

Palmer Evelyn

W

Right

W.

7 Star

Empire Hoboken.*

ington 14 Gayety Pittsburgh.
"Hello 1922" 7 Empire Newark 14
10- It Inter
Casino Philadelphia,

Elmira

i

210

Century
"Puss Puss"

boken 14-16 Cohen's Newburg 17-19
Cohen's Poughkeepsie.
"Harvest Time" 7 Gayety Wash-

Van A Bt-lle
Van Harold
Vox Valentine

Murray Laura

Ooldln Horace
Orouth Mallie
Oonld Venita

Voltaire Harry

Warnor Doris
Walton Hamilton
While lillly j r
Wilbur a Mansfield
Wll llama Dean H

James

Morralne

Billy
Avenue Detroit
Harrison Lester
"Passing Revue" 7 Avenue Detroit Hart Betty.
14 Engelwood Chicago.
-Peek a Boo" 7 Stamford 8-9 Park Jansen Harry
"Cabaret Girls" 7 Plasa Spring- Curler O H Schenectady 14 Elmira Bridgeport 10-12 Worcester Worces- Jordan John
Binghamton
15
16 Oswego 17.-19 Infield 14 Howard Boston.
ter
14 Empire Providence.
"Chick Chick" 7-» Cohen's New- ter Niagara Falls.
"Pell Mell" 7 Garrick St Louis 14 I.amoni L L
"Harum Scarum" 7 Empire Hoburg 10-13 Cohen's Poughkeepsie 14
I.ea Minnie
Kansas City.

falo 14

Trovato
Turner Dolly
Turner Wnlt»»r

Metsettl Charles

f

Washington 14 L O
"Monte Carlo' Girls" 7 Academy
Pittsburgh 14 Penn Circuit.
"Odds and Ends" 7 Empire Albany
14 Gayety Boston.
"Pace Makers" 7 Engelwood ChiGayety
cago 14 Garrick St Louis.

7L0

AND ALL AFFILIATED CIRCUITS

(Western)

NEXT WEEK
WILTON

(Nov. 7) B. F. KEITH'S,

BOSTON, MASS.

-

November

Friday,

I,

-

VARIETY
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**** SEASON

EDDIE CANTOR. S

HIT

fcOING

THE

LIKE

YEAR

WILDFI&E

l

BBOADWAY MUSIC COBP S «"?S?
-j

>%>

ft*

DENVER
By

at

8AM JACK80N

Adams; Gloria Swanson In "Un- wus the worst year
shows since 1893.
Lash" at the Broadway

der the
Strand;

"Way Down

\n nn effort to stimulate business,
Charles H. Miles is going to try

AraKathlyn Williams in making a
with George Barnes, Oreta
personal appearance as im added at
and Wilkes players.

dla,"

ORPHEUM. —Orpheum

— Pantagea

EMPRESS.

vaudeville.
vaudeville.

traction

to

the

Colonial

bill

tin

week.

PICTURES.—America,

"Not
The Grand Circus theatre lias
Onilty"; Isis, "A Rough Diamond,"
with Tom Mix; Princess, "Beyond," been completely remodelled and rethe Central.
named
Rialto. "The
with Ethel Clayton;
Speed Girl," with Bebe Daniels;
few
weeks ago the big sign it)
A
Rtroli,
"The Queen of Sheba";
was
Brand, "Thunderclap," with Mary front of the Orpheum theatre
repainted,
showing an attractive
Out.
girl in an attractive pose and the

"Come Any Time

following caption,

Amateur performances are getting —See It All."
When Charles H.
numerous and so popular in Miles, owner of the house, arrived
Denver as to cause commercial mnnlast week, he immediately had the
tfers genuine alarm.
sign painted out and a new sign
which read: "The sign on this board
John E. Kellerd and his Shake
was painted out by order of C. H.
Wear can company played the Broad
Miles."
While there was nothing
my the week of Oct. 17, presenting wrong about the sign, Mr. Miles was
10

Merchant of Venice," "HamJet" "Macbeth," and "Julius Caesar."
ellerd himself is a great actor of
old school, but his company is a
Fredda Brindley, John Singer,
Hasselbert and Frank W.
Jfe-*
nfson now
r
and then struck roles in
ffcich they were passable, but the
it of the company was on the level
amateurs. The settings were in
the

afraid that someone might And fault
by inferring the double meaning.

In the past three

weeks as many

as ten theatres have been robbed of
their

Sunday

receipts.

The

latest

ing season at his three local the-

This week he is permitting
theatre patrons to dance in the
lobby of the Miles theatre from 10
to 12 nightly.
He has booked Virginia Lee, screen star, for the Regent and Orpheum.

By W. D.

MAJESTIC—Pictures.
STRAND.—Pictures.
BIJOU.— Pictures.

B0TT8

ORPHEUM (Vannah Taylor.
—Tom Wise and Co., Lydell

A. B. Morrison, with the
force here, has been appointed man*
ager
of the Lyric theatre to succeed
and Macy, Frank Van Hoven, Dillon
and Parker, Pielert and Sconcld, Frank Grey, who has been manager
for
years.
Sccback, Emma Stephens.
PANTAGES (Floyd Dearth, Mgr.). Max Fablsh, after a three weeks?
Bag got t and Sheldon, Murdock stay, left for Kansas City.
and Kennedy, Pantheon Sisters,
There Is talk of installing stock la
By VOLNEY B. FOWLER
Springtime Frivolities (one to fill).
the Lyric theatre, which has been
Charging $1 top for matinees and
for some time.
LOEWS STATE (E. F. Finney. closed
$1.50 nights, the Murat has "The
Johnny Dooley has left
Four Horsemen" this week, while Mgr.).— First Half— Dancing Whirl. "Broadway Whirl of 1921" Co. the
English's had "The Birth of a Na- Wardell and Dancount, Clifford and
Leslie, Herman and Eagle, Harry
*
tion" for a second week.
White.
Second
Half— rlene
(Smiles) Davis, Crescent Comedy
Clay W. Metsker, operating the Four. Fred Weber and Co., Pitzer
Rialto at Plymouth; Arthur R. Nel- and Gaye, Musical Rowellys.
son, of the Star at Kokomo, and B.
LYRIC (A. B. Morrison, Mgr.).—
Van Borssum, manager of the Fritz
Lleber, Oct. 31 -Nov. 1 and 2.
AT FACTORY PRICES
Crescent at Terre Haute, are the
From tka Follow!** Agcnii
latest defendants in Federal Court
cases filed by New Yor* music pubS.
lishers, alleging violation of copyr.ai 7th Are., Hew York
right on "Avalon." "Hortenso'' and
1004
Broadway, How York
"Mother Machree."
Mgr.).

—

INDIANAPOLIS

H

victim

—

scale.

PAY IflGHEST PRICE
ATPRATRINO FREE OF CHARGE
HIGHEST REFERENCES.
N. MILLER, Room BOA, Harrlmaa

National Bank Bnlldlnr,
527 Fifth .Avenue, Corner 44th Street.

NATHANS

FURS

SMALL DEPOSIT ACCEPTED

Beautiful Seal Coats
$65
Magnificent Seal Dolman... $86
Handsomely Trimmed Seal

453 Waahlaajtoa

Stoics

Foxes and Chokers,

all

Randolph

J.

Chtcaajo

2K

Fink Avt„ Plttrtsra)

BOOKS TRUNK

OOl Mala

fT.

p

St..

M. SCHWEIG

Fifth Art. AroJS*.

$12
kinds

alaska1Say fur

Boston

St..

BARNES TRUNK CO.
73 W.

Genuine Mink Stoics

Hudson Seal

SUGARMAN

M.

Used in Motion Pictures.
Guaranteed Never Worn in Street

St.,

CO.

Kansas City

WORTHFt.
TRUNK CO.
Worth, Toi

1105 Mala

St.,

Herkert

& Meisel

CO.

122 West 34th Street

'

By JACOB 8MITM.
William A. Brady was hero lasi
adame Petrova in "The White week to debate on "The Menace of
cock" at the Michigan Shubert. the Movies" before the Detroit ParHe said this
•Xt,
Goldwyn's picture, "Theo- ent Teaehers* Club.
jora."
Prices $2 top.
Two shows

M TRUNKS

H&

.

New York
Opim^Iu Macy (open erenlnci), »bOT« Selmark

01

Waahlaartoa

T. Co.

St., St.

Loots

~'iy.

gMrn. Fiske
*"." at
<*«

NVw

Starr in

in

"Wake

Detroit.

l'p.

Jona

Next, Fran-

PRODUCERS

"The Easiest Way."

Leo Dili idistein in "Toto"'
JH-OatTirk.
Next, "I'll

at
in

IF

Shu-

You

the

Clouds."

YOU

WART—Cleverly

THEATRE

ARTISTS

Designed Setting*

—Highest duality Work—Reasonable Prices—SEE US

are assnred of Drop Curtains and Stage Settings of the

"BETTER KIND"

in dealing

with

us.

220 West 46th

NOVELTY SCENIC STUDIOS

"Threr Musketeers" in third

St.,

New Yo*k

week

FREDDIE

FRANK (STILWELL)

JACK

E.

WEBER, BECK

FRAZER

and

IN

SONGS, STYLES and SAYINGS
WEEK (Nov. 7) B. F. KEITHS BOSTON
WEEK OF Nov. 14 ORPHEUM, BROOKLYN

>E\T
thanks to

EDtVARD

V.

DARLING

*,

LOEWS PALACE.— Pictures.

George Sommes.

MEMPHIS, TENNr

atres.

Hold-up men atis the Iris.
William A. Brady may visit local
tacked the casher and got away with exhibitors Nov. 4, the day of the
Police soon gave chase in
$600.
Marshal Foch celebration in Inthe
which
$200
recovered
autos and
bid condition, being faded, cracked
dianapolis.
hold-up men left at the. bottom of
*nd some of them water soaked.
the auto which they abandoned.
The Little Theatre Society opened
Ben Ketcham, manager of the
The Ed Wynn show gave a Saturpenham theatre, has found that
wee is the best bet here, and the day matinee and only charged $1.50
RLY AND SELL—
Wilkes players there do little else. for best seats. It's the first big muDIAMONDS and PRECIOUS STONES.
sical show in years that has sold
Do Not Barrlf lee Before Seeing Me
main floor matinee scats at that low

DETROIT, MICH.

season at the Masonic Temple "Broadway Whirl of 1»21, M Not.
Friday evening under the di- 4 and 5.

rection of

some novelty stunts during the com-

Passion .second week at Washington;
Minucs to Go" at Madison.

Nance O'Ncil.
DENIIAM. — "Romance and

its

last

"Two

BROA*D WAY.— "The
nower." with

Porter

for legitimate

East" held for

Direction

RAY HODGDON

and

CHARLIE MORRISON

'

»

VARIETY
ALBEE,

E. F.

President

MURDOCK,

J. J.

=;

Tifcr:

•

m

* »

November

g

General Manager

PROCTOR,

F, F.

B. F. Keith's Vaudeville

-*

«

^

>

Friday,

4, NflxJ

Vice-Presi<

Exchange

(AGENCY)

B.

KEITH

F.

New

York)
PAUL KEITH

(Palace Theatre Building;
EDWARD F. ALBEE

PROCTOR

F. F.

Founder*

can book direct by addressing

Artists

S.

HODGDON

K.

The GEO. H. WEBSTER

VAUDEVILLE CIRCUIT I THESE ARE THE BLUE RIBBON AGENTS WHO
301-303 Hulet Block
I ARE AUTHORIZED AND HOLD FRANCHISES
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
TO BOOK YOU OVER THE BEST TIME IN
Consecutive Hoatei for Standard
Acts

1 THE MIDDLE WEST.
1 \V. V. A.. K. I\ Keith (Western)

PLAY OR PAY CONTRACTS

Iff.

PHILADELPHIA

all their Affiliated

Fields and his "Snapshots of
1921" show at the Chestnut Street
opera house. Hallowe'en dented a
number of .the houses here, btit this
vaudeville bill drew an almost caRuth Thomas and
pacity house.
Lulu McConnell were most praised
in Mr. Fields' supporting cast.
The rest of the bill had high and

Lew M. Goldberg

Agency

Agemej

405

Suite

i

>

—

•**!!

»

i

—

iir"*>^ ~~>^'*"'~iiiiii
-

i

j"*
i

"—

•"— li

i

"">r**

—^ ~^m *

Woods Theatre

Bldg.

Woods Theatre

Jackson

Billy

CHARLE8

OJSSKK "%&•£&*""
I--—
—
low

n

g~i

r~i

fi

i

— —
i

i

i

i

At has

spots.

— ii

i

—

~i

""

~i

*

FLOYD
Bldg.

B.

Bart Cortelyoo

Agency

rhlU.

JOHN POLLOCK,
Press Department

PALACE THEATRE

M«t.

keen the case with Shubert bills
here, the program was too long, and
result several good things were
lost as far as their popularity with

?M

Drexel Building

Masonic Temple

Will
the crowd was concerned.
Oakland and his tenor voice and "A
Walking Music Store" seemed to hit
the audience's fancy most of all.
Henry Santrey was brought back
to Keiths after scoring heavily last
August. His syncopation seemed to

C.

W. Nelson

Jack Gardner

Agency

Powell

&

NEW YORK
TELETHONS BRYANT

Suite 304
Loop End Bldg.

Bldg.

Danforth

Eagle

&

Inc.

Th« Ltatflat aaf

Loop End Bldg.

Lartatf

ACCORDION
FACTORY
In

of

ALCAZAR THEATRE BUILDING,

PAUL GOUDRON
EASTERN REPRESENTATIVE, WOODS

Ualt«d States.

till

Th«

only

Heeds — mad*

set

Tom

bj

hand.
277-27t CalaailBl

Powell

Earl

&

Perkins

Agency

Agency

Suite 304

Suite 302

The Western

Vaudeville
Managers' Association

Avon*
Fraadtoa.

Saa

Cal.

Woods Theatre

John Steel's personality was hammered by some of the critics, but
when he let himself go and acted

Keith's is hitting above Shubert
right along here as far as returns.
Their larger house helps some, and
they seem to have retained most of
their old patronage. The Chestnut
Street has to come close to capacity
to split even at their Ibw top, and
this they have failed to do except
for the lirst week, and perhaps one
cially

Some
the

of their revues, espeHurt one,

Brendel and

went

flooie here.
object first, to

to

The crowds seem
(one

the length

r
clay the bill lasted until &:4. ») and
also to the weak Quality of acts in

one and the general routine

nit

n

i

<

\-~

Bldg.

The Simon

J.

Jess Freeman

Suite 807

Woods Theatre

Suite 1413
Masonic Temple

Bldg.

\N

The above

agencies, in Chicago, booking exclu

Carmody, Booking Manager

CHICAGO,

ILL

AMALGAMATED

I sively with W. V. M. A., B. F. Keith (Western) and
^all affiliated circuits.

VAUDEVILLE

IjYOUR NEW YORK AGENT CANNOT BOOK HERE DIRECT

AGENCY

C1TI 1 CD
r
U Li Li H Iy

AUSTRALIAN

1441

circuit
VAUDEVILLE, MELODRAMA AND PANTOMIME

ART BOOKBINDING CO.
119 WEST 4 2H STREET
NEW YORK CITY

J.

Agency

BEN and
john

kn

Thomas

Nash, Business Manager.

5th Floor State-Lake Theatre Bldg.,

the

t.f

COVERS FOR
ORCHESTRATIONS
ii

Woods Theatre

Bldg.

John

without self-consciousness he put
his part of the program over as far

other.

TIIEA. BLDO.. CIIICAOO

l-'mct^r?

make* any

that

Suite 504
Loop End Bldg.

Suite 302

5530

BERT LEVEY CIRCUITS
VAUDEVILLE THEATRES
SAN FRANCISCO

Goldsmith

Agency

Agency

Guerrini A. Co.]

Broadway (Loew Bldg.)

Suite 912-915—1540

Agency
(Happy Jack Gardaer)

Suite 609

please tli e jazz hounds, but his cleverest hit is with Anna Seymour,
also on the bill. This is worked as
a "surprise," but all the regulars
know it is part of the plan of things.

CITY

THEATRICAL ENTERPRISES
BOOKING VAUDEVILLE ACTS

2a a

Woods Theatre

YORK

& Shea

Feiber

Ajency

16074)8

Bldg.

TEA VERS,

Office: J.

Associate Counsel

8COTT

ItKKlII

Suite 306

times

several

and Counsel

LAZ LAN8BURGH

GENERAL OFFICES
BLDG., NEW

John H. Billsbury

Woods Theatre

KAHANE,

O. R. McMAHON,
Manager Auditing Department

Sorcftmor to

EK^IM OB8 AGENCY
Suite 307
Woods Theatre Bldg.

"*

8.

Publicity and Promotion

«t !<•*

—

BRAY

B.
Scc'y, Treaa.

Managers' Booking Dept.

Suite 504
Loop End Bldg.

BaUeti and Flatf

Price
SHOES
CATALOG T FREE
-

E.

BENJ.

FRANK W. VINCENT,
GEORGE A. GOTTLIEB,

William

**

SHORT ForStagc&Street

VAMP

H. 8INQER
General Manager

President
v

Suite 305

Agency
—

~i

I

Circuits^

Harry W. Spingold

Lew

i~i_ n~i_i

MORT

MARTIN BECK
and

*
CIRCUIT

General Western Repreeentative

By ARTHUR B. WATERS
The Shuberts ehowed the best
prospects of several weeks with

i^__

0RPHEUM

l'HONE BRYANT

American Representative, A. BEN FULLER
DELGER BLDG.. 1005 MARKET ST.

SAN FRANCISCO
The features have pone o. k..
with the possible exception of the

Phone

.

PARK

Broadway,

BOOKING

4332

12

New York

.

8993

WEEKS

Mils.

STATES THEATRICAL EXCHANGE

before -mentionc.1 revues.

"0,.r the

the r< :il surprise of th«' pictures here. Twice it
lias bi-i-n hekl over, ;md neither innwas it any publieity bunkum, as
the Stanley people themselves did
not decide until the last minute.
Hill"

WEBSTER VAUDEVILLE CIRCUIT

t

The A'dine is now announced t<>
©pen within the very near future.
The Mae Desmond nto k
who have been playing for

players.
the last

two months at the Metropolitan
opera house, are forced to clovr af-

36

of

jto v**"

urpris".
Victor

it

I

this

£

YV^'f

a
l

wry

MiocoHsfnl "Washington experijum] will direct the Stanley
theatre orchestra :*t every performance the week of Nov. 1L

ment

v. i!!

rcp-v.

'.

York,

Philadelphia,

Baltimore

Washington,

and intermediate towns

Phone State 7210

t

1

M*r.
Standard Acts
lien.

1

ROCHESTER,
By

L. B.

N. Y.
SKEFFINGTON

LYCKTM— John
ill

Charles

Thomas

"The Love Letters."

TMMlM.f,- Vrtmh
I'AY'S

ll'ibtrl

I'ae

New

A chorus girl contest has Loon feature during its loc engagement
*****
added as a Wednesday evening at- Charlie Murray, film comedy weejj
was another attraction for a
traction at the Family.
appearing personally in a IU "| C
vaua
Members of the Rochester News- story turn as a part of the
Joromo and Co., .Six Whirlwind*, writers* Club are discussing staging villc program.
Lorimer and Curbry, with 'The In- a show this season Instead of the
visible Tower," illm feat inc.
annual roastfest.
The latter, has
he*
Sells-Floto circus showe-l
CJAYKTY— "Girls De Looks."
been an annual feature for years,
A IIC A DE — Kinsey Stock Co in being patterned after t:>e annual af- for two performances on
n
-ireus
fair of the (Jridiron Club in Wash- Oct. L'2. the first time a
"Which One Shall I Marry?"
landed here for the we. -k-ena ^
ington.
FAMILY
Family
.stock
in
years.
In consequence il P'^JJJrtB
musical comedies, split week.
ar
big business, the school cm
VICTORIA— Vaudeville and pichaving a free day. With the
CALIF.
tures.
nw
and
navy
number
of army,
ribtures— Ceorge Tlcban in 'Ono
By. ALLEU H.WRIGHT
at
hheti on^utV' hero
Man in a Million," Ilialto; Way
PAVOY (Pantago.s).— The Tan- rWfctod
riov stations. Snn Diego now* iff
Down Fast," Star, second week.
tages Opera" Co. proved a popular a specially good show town.

CHICAGO

Street

(on Alnn>«

week to make way for the
San Carlo opera company, which
plays a four- week season there.
The Desmond -Frank Fielder play-

have made a ko
enormous hcafseimufb

West Randolph

DILLY DIAMOND,

ter this

en

LOUIS— DETROIT— INDIANAPOLIS

ST.

is

liisjand

—Julia

Warren,

c

—

SAN DIEGO,

\

«
_

•

villi*.

Curtis.
Dell and

Harrison
Kay, Nat

i

JM

>

i

!

Friday,

November

VARIETY

1M1

«,
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THE BEST PLACES TO STOP AT

Leonard Hicks, Operating Hotels
AND

GRANT

WALNUT

to

NEAR

ST.,

of the Theatrical Profe«nion, near
Theatres. Kunptng water or private
buths In all rooms. Comfort and good
service our motto. Rates 117.00 a week
and up.
B. F. CAHILL. Mgr.

HOTELS RECOMMENDED
BY ORI'IIEIM CIRCUIT ACTS

Geo. P. Bckaelder, Prop.

DCDTU
A
1 II A

If?
TItit.
DHI\
I

Manager

COMPLETE FOR HOUSEKEEPING.
323 West 43rd Street
Private Both, 3-4 Rooms, Catering-

FURNISHED 500
4

CLEAN AND A TRY.

NEW YORK

CITY

...

fO.RO

Up

IRVINGTON HALL

335 to 359

West 51 tt

Phone

Street

Circle

EUROPEAN PLAN

HOUSEKEEPING APARTMENTS

6640

elevator, fireproof building of the

THE ADELAIDE

175 N. Clark

West 45th

and 515 West 45th
Phone x Loagacre 5555

812. 514

St.

Phono Loagacre 5640

A

building do luxe.
Just completed;
elevator apartments arranged la suites
of one, two and three rooms, with tiled
bath and shower, tiled kitchens, kitchen-

An

West 45d

241-547

FIVR MINUTBS FROM LOOP

RATES

new, fireproof
building, arranged In apartments of three
nnd four rooms with kitchens aad private
bath. Phone la each apartment.

21-25 So. Dearborn St.. Chleago

BVBRTTHINO NEW AND MODERN

THE DUPLEX

and Up.

S35 and 525 West 4*d St.
Phone Bryant 5151-4255

St.

SAVOY HOTEL

Phone Bryant 7512
Three and four rooms with bath, furOne. three and four room apartments, nished to a degree of msde maess that
with kitchenettes, private bath and tele- )xcels anything In this type of building,
phone.
The privacy these apartments 'heso apartments will accommodate fear
or more adults.
are noted for Is one of Its attractions.

EIGHTH AVENUE

Up Weekly

$15.55

One Block West of Broadway
Between 40th and 47th Streets
Three. Four and Five-Room High-Class Furnished Apartments—fit Up
MRH. GEOlMiK 111104. K I,. Mgr.
Phoaest Bryant 5535-1
tly ProfeMMlonal.

55.55 a** Vp WKfcMft Balk
55.55 Aad fcp WfeOt Ba4h

J. O. NICHOLS, afar, mad Ptap.
17th aad Broadway.
DENVBB. COLO,

Hotel Hammond and Cafe
BAM BOND, 1KB.
•ry Modera, Running Water In All

Up Weehly
CLAMAN,
Street, New Tork.

$5.55

Address All Communications to M.

West 43d

Principal Office— Yandls Court, 111

Apartments Can Be Seen Evenings.

Each

Office In

AMD U*

$1.55

NEW TREMONT HOTEL

Up Weekly

917.55

St.

No. Clark ami

St.

minute,

up-to-the

Near Randolph

HOTEL CLARENDON

HENRI COURT

HILDONA COURT
141 to 847

St..

CHICAGO, ILL.
Rates fl.50 Per Day and Up.
On* Block from Palace Theatre.

ALL BUILDINGS EQUIPPED WITH STEAM HEAT AND ELECTRIC LIGHTS.

YANDI8 COURT

754-756

HOTEL ASTOR

Just
Broadway, close to all hoiking ofllees, principal theatres, department stores.
traction lines, M L" road and subway.
We are the largest maintainors' of housekeeping furnished apartments specialising to theatrical folks. /Wo are on th« ground dally. This alone Insures prompt
service and cleanliness.

newest type, having every device and
Apartments are beautifully arranged, and consist of Z, 5 and 4 rooms.
917.05 Up Weekly;
nlth kitchen "and kitchenette, tiled bath and phone,
ettes.
These apartments embody every
AddreM all eemmanleatloa* to Charles Teaeabaum, Irvlngton Hall.
luxury known to modern science, $ 15.55
No connection with any other bouse.
weekly up, 505.55 monthly up.

As

REX HOTEL

THEATRICAL HOTEL
CHICAGO

052 North Clark St.

(Of the Batter Class—Within Reach of Economical Folks)
Coder the direct sapervhloa ef the ewnem. Loeeted In the heart of the city.

off

te the comfort a of convenience of
the profession.

Steam Heat and Electric Light

Telephone: Superior 4310

.

APARTMENTS

•Ml LA.

12th.

Homo

J. A. Delhsler,

rb one: Bryant 1944

Profession

all

LORRAINE

CHICAGO

Catering

Hoteli

Roomt—Slower Baths; Rate: 11. Zt BlaOne Minute Walk
IS.05 Double.
from Orphoum Thaatre.
Opposite New Parthenon Theatre.
THJCO. 0USCOFF, Prop.

Building.

st*;

*£

PEJR

«M>

HOTEL ARLINGTON
Tremont and Arlington

1

Streets

I

CIRCLE HOTEL

Blocks from Penn. Station

* St

156 Wert S5

MAJESTIC HOTEL

Phone:

«*«•«»

COLUMBUS

A

EVERY APARTMENT.

MRS. R1LET,

Prop.

act

gets plenty of laughs.

still

ning beyond the usual time,
started

to

before

leave

DOUGLAS HOTEL

WEST

St.—

SEYMOUR HOTEL
ROCHESTER,

—

PITTSBURGH
COLEMAN

—

EDWARD CROPPER,
THEATRICAL

<

WARDROBE TRUNKS

mm-

NORM MM

t

.

curtains.

f

KANSAS CITY
By WILL

»

i

1921

JEFFERSON THEATRE
LOUItVIUbE,

<FORNIA^CY THP .BUCKINGHAM.

WHALLEN BROS.

KY.

LOUISVILLE, KY.

St.

KAN5A5 CITY. B0.

NEWHOUSE HOTEL

She displayed some
hue bows.
improvement as a singer sinre h» r
Norwood and
hist appearance hero.
Hall offered original fun-produeing
matter, plenty of wise cracks, and
also drew three calls. There was a
K«ner;il tone of chiss to proceedings
so ftr. but Adelaide and Hughes got

R.

HUQHE8

DULUTH
By JAMES WATTS.
ORPHEUM—Thomaa Dugan and
Babette Raymond and other acta,

NEW GRAND — "Saucy Baby,"
NEW OARRICK — "Woman's

musical comedy.
Place" (Aim).

ZELDA— "The

Three Musketcara"

Popular vaudeville has lost its folBusiness at the legitimate uieatres
picking up, and it commences to lowing in Duluth, and inability to
get
good acts is the cause in a large
look like old times around the different playhouses. "The Bird of Para- measure.
Nance
dise" ran true to form.
The Orpheum is carrying on a
O'Neil drew heavily.
very energetic advertising campaign
under aMrectlon of Manager Arthur
E. B. Coleman's "Saucy Babies" Frudenfeld, and with bills getting
musical comedy company, which better every week of late, business
played the summer at the Empress has grown rapidly. Patronago was
here, has gone to Duluth, where it almost capacity air- last week, and
will go into stock in the Grand Opera on several nights hundreds were
House.
turned away. Clown night is proving a great success.
the
dancer
with
classical
"Kyra,"
Charles H. Preston, who l.as been
"Whirl of New York," here next
week, is a Kansas City girl, daugh- one of the Keith managers in the
ter of T. H. Lackey, of the Weber East for many years, is in charge of
the New Grand here.
Grocery Company.
is

Claude Schenk, formerly with the
from Joyland," American
Burlesque Circuit, Is doing the pubwho
licity
for Audrey Munson,
opened an indefinite engagement at
the Gayety theatre. Oct. 20.
"Girls

The management

of the

Empress

has started a policy of inviting the
employes of different large Institutions as guests for regular performances.
is
It
a good advertising
scheme, and the house looks better
filled than empty.

The heavy play being given the
"Bird Of Paradise," at the Shubert
this week, by the colored population
causing considerable discussion
is
among the maiiagus and nuents
here.

The theatrical ndvertising pages
of the local papers these days resemble the advertising of a department store more than amusements.
In nearly all the displays the price
seems to be the tiling, and Is heavily
played up.

Beginning Nov.

1493

6,

Duluth will ob-

serve Go -to -Theatre Week under
the direction of the Duluth Herald.
All phases of the theatre will be discussed In the press by prom
it
theatrical folk, and the local theatres are preparing many interesting stunts.

IN

BOSTON

H &M
TRUNKS
At

St.

Louis Factory Prices

Trunks Repaired or
Exchanged

M.
II

SUCARMAN

ft M New Kngland At*m*j
453 Washington Street

GEO. DUPREE

i

1.

4 IBa

Bejtlnere Ave.

SHUBERT.— "Whirl of New York." (Aim).
GRAND.— Grant Mitchell in "The LYCEUM— "Experience" (Aim).
Champion."
GAYETY.— Dave Marlon's Own After seven years of popular
Company.
vaudeville, including; Western VauCENTURY. — "Broadway Scan- deville and Loew time, the New
dals."
Grand today switched to musical
EMPRESS.— "Beauty Revue."
stock, introducing the Saucy Baby
AUDITORIUM.— "Name It."
company, with Blllie Graves and a
REGENT.— "Hanky Panky."
company of 26 people.

nmre prominently
lhidil.
Iluih
bilh-d than In ntof'oj i\ merits the
f
and garn<red
ion.
iin
dist
.i.hh'd

ON AND AFTER NOVEMBER

PBB BAT WITH BATH.
PBB BAT WITHOUT BATH.
« —555 BOOMS—

55.55
it.55

Run-

many
La

Elsie

Bergere came on with her posing
dog, but those who stayed demand-

ed three

sonality combined with ability and
won four legitimate bows. BajiyaPhone LONGACRE 3383
THEATRICAL
ma, seen here several times before,
has hardly changed his psychology
Furnished Apartments
act, but impressed the crowd mightROOMS
ily and had to make a speech.
Larare Rooms, SU.OO and If
One, Two, Three Room Apart incuts,
Llora Hoffman opened after interSIO to SIN
Manager
BEN
WO
RETT,
D
mission, displaying new and finer
COMPLKTR HOI SKK EKPIXG
ROOM8 NEWLY RENOVATED.
apparel since last seen at the Davis,
48th St„ N. Y. CITY
S10
Vacancies Now Open. also suitable song material.
All Conveniences.
Hal
and Gitz-Rice present a natty
Off B'way Forde
40th
207
appearance and got the strongest
rhone: BRYANT 1477-5
r
hand on exit thus far, Gitz-Rice going into "Dear Old Pal" for an encore. The Marie Dressier turn, with
into this house next week for an John T. Murray and Arthur Geary
indefinite run.
featured, filled the next-to-finish
spot to perfection.
Miss Dressier
the
got applause on her entrance and
at
treasurer
Con Little, former
N. Y.
Nixon, is managing "Cornered" with kept the crowd in good humor
11.00 UP Madge Kennedy, who is drawing throughout. The Barrymore bit is a
Up-to-Dats European
Sensational Togo is well
fair-sized crowds at the Alvin. 'The gem.
named. The part of his turn where
Bat" next
he slides down the tight wire connecting from the left upper box to
The Nixon is recording a capacity the stage caused some of the cusHARRISON
By
week with "Welcome Stranger. Air. tomers up front to beat It.
PICTURES.— Grand and Liberty, Pirn Passes By" next.
"Wedding Bells"; Regent, "Girl from
DAVIS. A show that had merit
Ood's Country"; Savoy, "Over the
The Gayety, heretofore considered found a responsive crowd at the
Hill" (fifth week); Duquesne, "Three one of the strongest links in the
Davis Monday afternoon, slightly
Musketeers"* (fifth week); Olympic, Columbia circuit, is continuing to under capacity, with bad weather
'Ladies
Lyceum, note light attendance. The house and Hallowe'en main reasons for the
Live";
Must
"Poppy"; Cameraphone, "The Sting gave promise two years ago of be- let-up. There was a wealth of good
ef the Lash"; Alhambra nnd Garden, coming a great success, but has dancing, not unusual in the ordinary
"Over the Wire."
failed to come close to the desired bill these days, but particularly noticeable here, with Adelaide and
mark this year.
Hughes headlining. To the credit
The fifth week, starting fur both
the others It can be said that the
"Over the Hill" and "Three MuskeSHUBERT.— Marie Dressier heads of
teers," marks the first time in local a well-arranged, diversified vaude- class of the individual steppers sufby contrasts, even
little
ttovie history that two pictures have ville show at the Shubert, and lost fered
been bucking each other with so little of the drawing power Nora though Adelaide and Hughes have
In other perhaps one of the best dancing
treat success. The Savoy, which is Baycs showed last week.
housing the former, is a sm
house, words, the town can stand a second arts on the vaudeville stage today.
The Balliot Four, opening, got atand the feature could easily be vaudeville house that will show
shown successfully in one of the standard acts with an accepted tention right away, with three
strong in looks, ability and
dames,
larger ones.
headliner, and the slight difference
physique. Boyle and Bennett, first
in price between the Shubert and
here,
were more effective than
time
little to do with the
Rooney and Bent are playing to Davis will have
the usual No. 2. specializing in dancsuccess or failure.
three-quarter attendance at
the
that won three bows. Jim Haring
Torino and Co. failed to go over kins has lost little comedy value in
Pitt in
"Love Birds."
Elizabeth
Murray's name is given especial as well as some of the other openers Fields' "Family Ford" turn, but the
mainly because the bal- whole thing might have fallen Just
offered,
Prominence in the ads. "Theodora."
countestrained
exhibit
Goldwyn's new special feature, goes anccrH
a little below the pace set when Ray
nances, as if to say "It's mighty Dooley and "annle Brlce filled in.
healthy
drew
Linn
hard work." Ben
.Tack McGowan was a comparatively
laughs and warmed the crowd up a new name here, but struck instanInc. bit. Fred Rich, who later accomtaneous favor with a genuine voice
panied Ktltel Davis at the piano, di- Four bows were his. Hal Skelly and
rected tlie orchestra for Linn, who Midgie Mil r almost stopped the
has a voice of »;ood quality. Mile, show and had to give one encore
olvmpia Drsvall lias practically the beyond the usual quota. The turn
same turn y^n at the Davis— one combines sinking, dnneinsr and
HOTEL
thai can stay on the boards for a fdy. e;i'-h effort applauded on real
A
H lll.m;..
hog time, if only for the speed of it. merit, An a< worthy of headline
8 E. cor. 38th
Jt n'unr, \. V. «
Kihel Davis proves the .value of per- honors.
PHO.N'Ki FITZROY :INIM

ft

HOTEL BALTIMORE

REISENWEBER'S

4

W.

Located In Center of City. Cloae to All
Theatrea
M. SOOFBB, Mgr.

,

St., N. Y. City
Complete Housekeeping.

Rooms.
PHONE IN
5

BID.

Every Room: Alee
Rate: fl.tt and ap.

>

33 West 65th
2, 3

HAMMOND,

in

Roomt with Bath.

Manager.

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH
'em at the start and hit 'em square Absolutely 11 re proof. 455 oetelde roema,
with separate bath. Theatrical rate
with their toy dance, which won the each
Single If. 00 per day up. Double 12.10
r
most spontaneous applause of the —
per day up.
program. Five bows sent them off
in favor of Rome and Gaut, whose

2273-4—1475

SOL R APIS.

Only NO TIP Hotel Dining and Check Rooms in Boston.
BR EAK FASTS. 25c AND UP.
TABLE D'HOTE DINNER, f 1.00.
A LA CARTE TILL Mll»'l(iIIT.
FOR RESERVATIONS. Address
GEO. B. STAYERS, Manager

NOTICE

Runnlna Water

68th 8TREET
'Phono COLUMBU8 1348
Single Room and Hath and Suites of Parlor. Bedroom and Baths
Light, Airy Rooms; Excellently Furnished; All Improvements; Overlooking Central Park; Five Mluutes from All Theatres; Low Rates.

SINGLE **.6S AND IP.
DOIHI.i: 53.00 AM) UP.
SPECIAL WEEKLY RATES.

AND

EUROPEAN PLAN.

-

COLUMBUS CIRCLE A

WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE OF ALL THEATRES
CLl'B

Nowly Renovated,
with Kitchen Privilege.,

THE HOME OF THEATRICAL FOLK

LOW RATES

EVERY SLEEPINC ROOM HAS PRIVATE BATH ROOM
*,

Two

In the Heart of the Theatrical District.

„ JETS**
MARTIN A. GRAHAM.

CATERING TO THE THEATRICAL PROFESSION

KATES:

1A1 DSVMailC
1U1 KxJXJIwUJ

MARION HOTEL

BOSTON, MASS.

r

WEEK

VP

BROADWAY, NEW YORK— ROOM

BOSTON, MASS.

CO.
& PUTNAM
408,

BLDG.

THEATRICAL ENTERPRISES—PRODUCING
BOOKING ANYTHING EVERYWHERE
NEW ACTS WANTED— OPENINGS SECURED
,

i

VARIETY

t=
A Curtis
Represent
Pauline Saxon

WARMAN

and "Sis"

—

SINGING

{NEW YORK THEAT res]
WOOD8V ATTRACTIONS
IN A CLAIRE
EMBV THFATU, DsTMIEH
KCirUOLIt
MACK

and

DANCING - PIANO

TWO MELODIOUS CHAPS

Rawson

Now Maying New Fnglaad.
OPEN FOR OFFERS
Addreee*

A. H.

fin Theatre, W. ft* EL
Mats. Wed. and Eat

PROVIDENCE

"Tew Funey Buoy*"

RAINES aid AVEY
In

PAUL MOHER

L

Originator of the Fake Telescope
Astrominist.

AND

W5h>*
Making
Office

Attraction

by

Booked

SMITH.
OkesHea:

Solid,

By WUeoa

Colllaoa

WaRer

HORWITZ

J.

PERSONALITY and SONGS
Direc tion: Al.

(.KOH8MAN

a

Waaee

mm,

SAM

HARRIS

BELMONT

Now

7

PIP IF AX

H.

Oflltl

THE HERO'
«S4«.
BRYANT SMC

Mate. Wed. aad 8aL at S:SS

Assisted by

Six Cylinder Love

Kin EUie and Eddy PAHLO

A new comedy by Win. Anthony McOnlre

"FIN AT THE BEACH"
PANTAGE8 CIBCITT —

(Continued from page 16)
Pete Wendllng, Jack Greenberg,
Harry Akst, Sidney Mitchell, Howard Rogers, Sidney Claire, Archie
Gottler,

Lew Brown,

vl\

WEEK

Jimmy Monaco,

(OCT. 31)—McVICKERS,

Gottlieb and Jack Meador, at Rol-

Billy

ler's

Health Studios last week.

Restitution

Disc rim inution against local talent is being shown in the ignoring
of the repeated challenges of Mike
McTiguc for a chance to exhibit his
fistic prowess at Madison Square
Garden against any of the middle-

of

Johnny Wilson to his credit. Meanwhile the Leo Flynn stable, including Midget Smith the unbeatable
..
„ . .
bantamweight ,
.

.

,

.

.

(at the Garden), con-

tinue to get the •8pota• and the
"breaks" In preference to all com,

ers.

Smith

Is

especially

,

$25,000

of

$40,000 secured a short time

money.

CHICAGO

It Is said that

the

Sixth Anneal Weealer

with

LOTTE

the

ago

In

CHAR.

•tare.

la

M
H |pp 0DR0ME M..I.
Dally

Two

S

N

D

"A NaUoaol laatltutloo"— B'eray

at 41 St.

iT"a

Jeeen4 Plnnkett

BROADWAY STORY

member

^^

history

the

of

STRAND SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
CARL BDOURRDK, Conductor

DE.LAJLV

Coated*

fey

A. E.

HiTlY~ W>»*
DVPJV

in "The.

THOMAS
« 6th

and when -the finish came the
perts are going to Ignore the local
Southern college team was carried
situation is Interesting to the guy bodily from the field by the specwho makes it all possible. It is tators. "Bo" McMillan, the star of
small wonder that there is such the game, was carried to a waiting
widespread dissatisfaction with the automobile, which was pushed for
some distance by the crowd. In di-

The nineteen shows offered at the
on Wednesday were "Lovo

cut

Dreams"

(Apollo),

"The

Hero"
"Tho
Night
Cap"
"The Right to Strike"
decisions of boxing judges, considrect contrast to this treatment ac- (Comedy), "Only 38" (Cort), "Back
ering tho way in which some of corded the visitors was the fact Pay" (Eltinge), "Blood
and Sand"
them are appointed. Recently the that two of the HarvafcT team were (Empire), "Sonya" (48th Street),
rowdies
in
attacked
by
the
crowd.
•The
White
Headed
Boy" (Miller),
brother of a prominent state official
"Llllies
of
tho
Field"
(Klaw),
asked a member of the state athGene Delmont was prevented by "Thank You" (Longacre), "Silver
letic commission for a pass to a the Boston boxing commission from Fox" (Elliott).
"Main Street" (Nabout in New York City. The ath- meeting Johnny Dundeo in this city tional), "Just Married" (Bayes).
Marion" (Playhouse), "Dadletic commission officer had' the man because 'the commission got an idea "Oh!
named a judge of the contest so that Dundee, Delmont and Jimmy dy's Gone a Hun (I ng" (Plymouth).
Hussey were behind Hussey's act "Getting Gertie's Garter" (Repubthat lie could see it. Those "on the
that played the Majestic last week. lic). "Shuffle Along" (6.1d Street)
know" say that a large percentage A story got into circulation that and "The Demi -Virgin" (Times
of thr« judges are appointed through Dundee was backing the Hussey act Square).
personal or political friendships, in which IX Iraont f<£urc.!. Hussey
and Delmont denied the story, Huswith little regard to their qualificasey claiming he wrote the act and
tions for the important position. It
thnt the Shuberts had put up the
is the old, old story of politics putmoney for its production. Hussey'
ting its destructive hand on any
that nundee did back his]
li
agency which can pass out favors admitted
show which closed In Boston about
(Belmont),

(Bijou),

thaws ie

"Tea Mastaraieeet

coffin.

j

silver cup t!uU tamwoiejht titles
from n formidable field I Apparently Jack Sharkey ha* bee
of entries. Including IL P. Moss; Kd- signed to meet Buff at Madison]
ward Lauder, Herbert Lufofrf, 'George Square fiarden- tonhjlrt- (Friday),.

plonahip

went with

And the

—World.

ENTERTAINMENT."

one

I

SKINNER

I

&<Z™.,

i

S5

blood

Sat. 2:11

Presents

•nd

iuu..

W.
FOltOn «««*,
wt-. SaL.

Founded on the Novel by

.

LIdLKI

GEORGE

A Wed.

A

BallleiM

Eve

M. COHAN'S
JOHN GOLDEN ATTRACTIONS

"The O'Brien Girl"
THE ENTIRE PRODUCTION UNDER
THE SUPERVISION OF MR. COHAN.

with the

to

AMERICA

JOHN ORCW
ERR. LESLIE CARTER
C8TELLC WIRW000 . KRNCST LAWFORO
JOHN NAUIOAV
ROBERT RENOEL
THEATRE, W. 41 St.
QFI
OEil*
I 11
Nlvnta „ Elilrt.talrty.
MATINEES WED. (POP.) and SAT.

WVM
W

W. 45th SL Eves.
Mat. Wed. A Sat.

by

Staffed

8:30.
2: SO

GEORGE
in

The Green Goddess

W.

48 St. Eves. 8:28
Mats. Wed. A SaL

I

Thank You
A Comedy

by Meuri. Smith and Cothiaf.

— — —

— — —

AND

ITTI C Weat
LI I I L.C
I

44th

St.

Mate. Wed.

"The

A

Eyee.

8:81.

SaL.

J>

Year

1st

By and With

FRANK CRAVEN

WEST
46th

I

St..|

Evs. 1:30. Mate,
and SaL
Thure.
Tl

DAVID BEL\SCO

Preeeate

UONEATWILL
in

THE GRAND

DUKE"

KNICKERBOCKER £"*%* &
Matinee* Wednesday and Saturday at

OavM

/ARLISS

WINCHELL SMITH

HUP AP DC
LUNuAUlik

LYCEUM

"THE CIRCLE"
BEST CAST

You

Eva. 8:M.

"LIL10M"
U

With Jeatsh Raa lMmi eat

LAST PRODUCTION

BOOTH

of B'way:

Elee. Day
Arsaletlee Day.

oad

SAND

"MR. BKINNBaVS EXHIBIT ION WILL
ENTRANCE HIS MULTITUDE,"—Trtbuna
•:••.
I tDt?DT"V Taea, W. 42 8L
I Mats. Wed. A SaL 1:10.

WiUi a Cast of
N. Y. Favorites

Theatre Guild Production

'

Betaaae aed A.

L

8:11-

Erlanter'i

SUPERB PRODUCTION OF THE GREAT
LONDON SUCCESS

"TH E

WANDERING JEW"
By E.

Don't Advertise in

^mf
Don't Advertise

it

•

8t.

DILLINGHAM

DEARIE'

r

decisions over

Terrmaine in favor and Joe.
Lynch within a month, Phil O'Dowd
now stands as the most prominent
Johnny Huflt,
contender against
holder of both flyweight and hanCarl

J

S. L. Iiothafel of tho Capitol cap
turetf the Broadway handball cham
•

Is scheduled
next week here.

Delmont

I'y virtue of derisive

BROADWAT,
Forty-ninth

and

Mata Wed. and

EMPIRE

a year ago, but that he wound up'
business relations with the boxer
.loe Tiplitz

Mat*

Meiers Draaa.*

ef

'GOOD MORNING

;

meet

Warfield

Return of Peter Grimm"

\

to

2:11

,

MUSIC BOX REVUE

SALLY

.

at that time.

,

PrenenU

R* OAVIO BELASCO
"EXQUISITELY HANDLED.'— Braaaar

Street.

NEW

Harvard

Stadium, at Cambridge, Mass., the
ho had been beaten to a fare thee demonstration of last Saturday,
well.
Leo Flynn is matchmaker at when Centre College beat Harvard
6 to
has not been equalled. The
the Garden and Is reported^ as havcrowd was capacity, as many seeing made oodles of dough since his ing the game as will witness the
installation.
Centre ColJust how long Albany Harvard-Yale clash.
and New York's so-called fight ex- lege had the bulk of the sympathy
half of the assemblage thought

that will help to keep the faithful
in line. Men with the be>t inU rests
of the sport at heart say that unless personal and political co sidrratlons arc left out of the select ion of
judges, legalised boxing Is headed
for the graveyard In this state.
Every poor decision is a nail in its

Mlta Thura & Sa

DAVID BELASCO

David

38"

Globe audience is supposed to be a
hand-picked one, and a Dillingham
W. Atd 84,
AMSTERDAM
Eree, S:1S.
opening at his pet, house usually has
MATINEES WEDNESDAY A SATURDAY
the pick of society as well as Broad50c to $2.50 -*o higher,
way present. The opening night
ZIEQFELD TRIUMPH
price at the Globe was $5.50 box
MARILYN
MILLER, LEON ERROL
office,
but they were offered at
$8.85 at the cut rates, taking the
dump from agencies on tickets that
were not called for principally
through tho fact that patrons that
take for all openings went to the
.8ELWTNS PRESENT'
Belasco show instead of the Globe.
SOMERSET MAUGHAM'S Comedy

•

the

NORMA TALMADGE
"THE WONOERFUL THING"

in

HARRIS Men)

WEDNESDAY MAT. BEST BEATS $200.
"AN ABSORBING AND EXCITING

j

In

A Raw

E»e». 8:30.
Sat. 2 30.

Show

and many other International

T€ i. BRYANT 1470
but as for his chances of capturing
Mats. Wed. end Sat. at 2:1G
the championship, it looks like a 2 Eves. 8:15.
to 1 bet on a decision and 4 to 1 on
"Beet Moslral Show Ever Made la
BveolBRS 8:30.
America.**—Q lobe.
a K.«0,
CHARLES
IRVINO BERLIN'S
Unless the present dope is upset
from every angle, which often hap*
pens, Phil O'Dowd is sure to mingle
With a Caat of Metrepelttaa FaTorttee,
with holder of both championships
B'wy A 40 St. Eves. 8:30
with prospects of a record -smashing
Mats. Wed. A Sat. 1.10
gate.

I

fortunate

Street.

MaO. WeeaeaJay A
H.

"ONLY
Ml
IQir*
IflUOlV^

(Continued from page 15)
of the confidence gang who escaped
with the $40,000 had not been heard lies" (Shubert). and "The Demifrom since and that the $25,000 was Virgln" (Times Square).
The cut-rate list managed to beat
[raised by crook friends In New
York. Sharum and his confederates that of the buys by one on Wedneswere held" for the grand" Jury" and day. As a matter of fact, business
on recommendation of that body on Monday and Tuesday nights was
were turned over to federal officers, such that, with .he dump from the
who brought them to Schenectady agencies tho cut rates offered alto answer a charge of defrauding most everything in town.
There
the
The 8Windlera cleaned wore seats offered on Tuesday night
up $1,000,000 in Florida last winter; to the Muslo Box and to the Globe.
The surprising thing is that the
according to reports.

in decisions rendered in his favor

when

VARIETY—

TOGETHER
GET
FOKINR and FOKINA.

GLOBE-

Glens Falls through the "pay off"
scheme by "Little Jeff" Sharam and
seven companions from two Pennsylvania men was made last week.
Two fashionably dressed women
from New York City drove up to
placing
the Warren county jail and left the

weights.
McTigue since
himself under the management of
Joe Jacobs hasn't lost a battle and
has wins over Robinson and Panama Joe CJans, two colored babies
that all the reBt of the field were
bucking. Robinson has a win over

Wast 4Stk

I

SAM

Stone.

.

KIPPY CADT

COMEDY JUGGLERS
THIS

ERNEST TRUEX

with

Irving Ceaser,

Seymour Simonds, William Raskin,
Joe Young.

AND

KIPP

SPORTS

of

WK RECOMMEND

P,.r,.C«.

TaL:

in

CHARLES DILLINGHAM'S

Dlrecttoa

THE FUNNY LITTLE BAILOR CLOWN

—

To Reader*

Attractions

THKA.. Wrtt 4fUi 8L
Biyaat 4A Beat SJO.

HftTTlS

Eree. 8: SB.

7.

JANET BEECHES

Stated by OaaU Ooau. with

Richard Bennett

Appearing in a New Act
by HUGH HERBERT

JSM

ALLAN POLLOCK

ELTINOE MON., NOV.

H.

!«.

"A BILL OF DIVORCEMENT"

AVERY HOPWOOD

to

En.

Sat. at

St.

A

CHARLES OILLINGHAM PrwtnU

THE DEMI-YIRGIN
Moves

Sway A 4M
Mat. Wei.
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PARIS FILM NOTES
*

during the horse fair. Houry and
Following the complaint of exhib- Mile. Mareya Capri are also in the
itors relative to too excessive sub- cast.
tling. the Scran, official organ of
Paris, Oct. 23.

Emma Lynn Is a principal In
tbe directors' syndicate, remarks
moving picture theatres are not pub- Henry Kou'cell's "La Verlte" (the

at

any

time.

who played the
Thurston Hall, the
heavy; Reginald Denny, the Juvenile
lead; Alma Tell, the lead, and Betty
Carpenter, the ingenue, were all so
self-conscious that one would believe that their appearances in this
picture were the first that they had
ever made before the camera. Their
actions were stilted and mechanical
and the matter of detail was evidently entirely overlooked by the diheroic

Standing-,

role;

and 10 per cent, of read- title is not definite), partly pro- rector.
There is one thing certain about
ng matter is a maximum to be ac- duced in the vineyards of Alsace,
cepted by exhibitors in any film under the direction of Jean de Merly, Alaska, that will be of interest to
Joubert and Cassebois, with Oliver tho women folk, taught by this picrented.
and Duverger as cameramen.
turlzatlon of life In that torritory,
Following the successful trade
and that is that they have marvelKarl Freund, who designed the ous hair-dressers there. Both of the
bowing of "Phroso," from the novel
of Anthony Hope, at the Lutecia a setting for "Lilies of the Field," has principal womon figures have wonfew days ago, Louis Mercanton has signed with Goldwyn as art director. derful marcel waves in their hair
arranged to give a special presenta- Mr. Freund is an interior decorator. at all times. One scene brings home
tion for the American Legion in
this fact with particular force. The
"L* Agonic des Aigles," released in Ingenue and the hero have been
Paris.
November, traces the latter days of shipwrecked and the hero swims
ashore with her, remarking on landMile Musadora is going to Spain Napoleon.
ing that he has been in the water
to appear in a screen version of
The
autumn
salon
of
fine
arts,
to
the
story
of
from
Thcofor an hour and a half. He carries
"Militona,"
The lady made hw open shortly in the Grand Palais, the girl to the ho ae of her mother
phile Gautier.
Paris, will have a section devoted to
war
the
in
"Fanbefore
and
stepfather, and the moment
name
movies, with a projection room.
that she is carried into tho room
thomaa."
her hair changes from a damp bcLeg Nouvelles Photographlques is
Leoncc Perret has arranged with a new trade organ to be published draggeledness to a shimmering
waviness that is simply wonderful.
Angelo to hold the lead in "L'Ecu- this month by Cine Pratique.
Incidentally, the hero is the firs'
yere," which he is to produce noon
forOaumont. Miss Gladys Jennings,
Douglas Fairbanks and Mary man we ever heard of able to swim
of the Stoll firm, will have the title Pickford have promised their serv- for an hour and a half with heavy
and Maupaln, who was fn ices for the benefit matinee for war leather coat and his shoes on. Those
role,
America with Perret, is to have a victims being organized at the Gau- little matters will give a general
big part. * A part of the reel will be mont Palace by the French exhib- idea of the attention that was paid
lic libraries,

executed at Maidenhead, England,

to detail in the direction of the picture.

itors' syndicate.

SECRET OF THE HILLS

the advantages of simple, although
rather prolix story telling.
Antonio Morono
Gay Fcnton
At the opening Hose (Viola Dana)
Marion
Lillian Hall
Lincoln, Drew
Kingnley lienmllct returns to the district chief of the
Frum-is Free land
Oeorg* (Malr? IT. S. Secret Service and confesses
Benjamin lilltmore
Walter Hogern that she has failed to get evidence
Mrs. MUtmore
Oleta Otis against an opium smuggler after
Kicliard
J. liunniti Davis
three months' effort. She says, howThis Vitagraph mystery meller ever, that she suspects an association
between doda tho smuggler and
has enough action and plot to have
been a twelve-episode serial.
In a waif named King, and asks that
she
be
assigned anew to the case to
action and story it resembles one of
work toward Sada through King.
blood-and- thunder
those
affairs
From
here tho story develops
which
the
with
screen reeked in the
early days. It if a picture that will clearly along romantic lines to a love
get over in great shape with the affair between Rose and King, who
low-brow audiences and in the bet- poses as a wounded veteran of the
Rose discovers that there
ter clitss of houses where there is a A. K. P.
change of bill daily it will do to fill are certain relations between the
In on a double-feature bill providing smuggler and the man she loves,
the companion picture is a fairly but she refuses to furnish tho evidence upon which he might be constrong one.
From a production standitolnt the victed.
The secret service chief threat± picture was cheaply put on. It runs
to exteriors to a great extent, and ens that ho will put her on the witwhat few Interiors there are do not ness stand and make her tell what
she knows, and in desperation she
represent any groat expense.
The story is by William Garrett, hastens to marry King, th^ point
having been adupted for the screen here being that a wife cannot be
Chester forced to testify against her husJ>y K. Magnus Ingleton.
^Bennett handled the direction, and band.
The sleuths learn of the
although there were times when he scheme by the record of a marriage
permitted the story to get very license issued, and policemen intermuch muddled he managed to ad- rupt the wedding, mid-way, which,
vance the yarn in a fairly plausible however, is completed by an un-

The story deals with the opening
of the Alaskan country to rail traftwo
fic, the battle being -between
rival factions of railroad builders.
Thurston Hall as the heavy is the
crooked railroad promoter, while
Standing Is the upright engineer
who wins out in the end and

achieves fame, fortune and the girl
of his heart. It could have been interesting, but it Isn't.
Fred.

the professional touch throughout,
both in direction and in technical
picture handling. There are many
tricky turns of theatrical effect in
the story structure and many neatly
done bits of light and shadow photography.
In the same way the
filming has the professional atmosphere, its acting is thoroughly well
done, both as to the minor and tho
principal parts.
Edwards Davis is
in an inconsequential role, while
Sidney d'Albrook has one of the
most Important roles. The picture
is full of convincing types, none better than the warden under the brutal regime, a perfect sample of the
policeman who rules by force. Some of the mass effects, particularly those within the prison walls,
carry conviction. The picture was
presented at a trade showing late
last week. at which Mr. Osborne declared that the fictitious tale was

THE RIGHT WAY
Tho
Tho
The
Tho
The

Edwards Pavin
Helen Llmlroth
Joseph Marquis

Father
Mother
Rich Boy

Vivlenne Oeborn
Sydney D' A I brook
Annie Bcleston

Sweetheart..

Poor Boy

Mother....
His Sweetheart
His Plater
Th« smller
Ills

>.

Helen Ferguson
Elsie

The New Warden

And

McLcod

Tammany Young

Thomas Brooks

2,000 Others in

Bis Film

the picture sponsored by
Thomas Mott Osborne, leading advocate in America for prison reform
and defender of the Mutual League,
the association by which former inmates of New York State conducted
their affairs pretty much on the
honor system.
Tho film is a kind of propaganda
for the Osborne method, but it is
written and acted out in a thoroughly dramatic way. Except for a
few titles arguing a certain point
and except for the appearance of
Osborne in the picture it might as
well be a "crook play." A sit stands,
besides being an argument for a
progressive prison system. It is a
thoroughly interesting human story,
with the play and interplay of character upon character and a crescendo dramatic effect up to the climax.
The story stands by itself, the argumentative details interposed by
former Warden Osborne are Incidental. As a film story It la rather
gloomy, but in a dramatic sense it
stands on its own feet.
The film is described as personally supervised and sponsored by
Thomas Mott Osborn and released
through Producers' Security Corporation of 616 Fifth avenue, New
York.
Amateur crusaders could not have
done this dramatization, which has

This

Is

tells

It

of

two young

—

men—one

one rich who give way to
temptation and are sent to prison.
The poor boy steals in order to gain
money to aid his sick mother. He
goes through the Jail under the regimen of the oppression. The rich
young man goes to prison through a
crime by which he sought to break
away from association with an unworthy woman, and bis experiences
are under the reform method •£
£rison administration.
The poor
»y >has been marked for a career
of crime by his adventures under
prison brutality, and soon returns,
But in the meantime the system baa
been changed and the two men are
able, because of prison betterment
to bring to justice a real criminal
for whom another Is being punished.
The dramatle "elements In the story
concern this latter phase, and It does
poor,

make

striking flletlon. The whole
thing, aside from Its soclologio purpose, makes an extremely gripping
story.
Ruth.
.

NEW STAR

A GREAT
in the Play that

founded upon fact

e

Made

the Far North Famous!
PRESENTS

JEWEL. LASKY
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L

'

;

HOLT

comprehending and indignant
clergyman standing on the sidewalk while the couple take their
positions at the window, the police-

manner.
Antonio Moreno as the star has
all the work to do, and he does It in
the most approved Vitagraph style,
which means the fashion in pictures
of before the war.
He dresses like
a million-dollar fashion model, and
although he is 'supposed to be an
American correspondent for an

.

*tfe Call oP

men being

inside the building guarding the door of the apartment.
At the point where the story
tangle is at its height, and as the
secret service chief bursts upon tho
couple to arrest them both, the whole
thing iK cleared up by the revelation
that King is a secret service operative assigned from tho San Francisco office to run down tho same
gang of dope smugglers, unknown
to the eastern secret service execu-

the JfbrttC

American news service in London
he is never without hiRh hat and
Of course, Tony looks good
with a topper and the cane helps
dress him up some.
Of the support Lillian Nail makes
a satisfying, little ingenue lead, but
that is all.
She really has nothing tives. Wedding bells happy endto do in the picture.
As a matter ing wicked smuggler in bracelets
©f fart, nobody except Moreno has
Joy unconilned!
anything much before the camera.
film has many capital touches
The story deals with sudden of The
incidental comedy and a fine
death, murder, kidnapping, burled
flavor of romance. Certainly it will
treasure, secret cyphers and all tbo
women fans, who, after
Usual appurtenances of the serial please the
all, are the ones who make or break
thriller. The scenes are laid in LonRush.
production.
a
don, one of the Kngllsh shires and

.stick.

^(pammounlQictiwe^

EVERYBODY

—

—

Jack

body
body
him

Hie

young newsnaper man. being
the London fog, stumbles
house where the crime has
been committed and convinces the
ward that she should trust him and
lost

in

into the

he will recover the Jewels and cap-

ture

erimlnals..

the.

He manages

to

keep his promise, but the manner in
which lie achieves the desired end
f* so improbable
that any adu't auMieiu-i'
with a *»>-.»in of tiininuin
S, ''S<
will hardly believe it |>c>«*'Me

Wyndham

Dan Appl»ton

Standing
Thurston Hall
Reginald Denny

Kliza Appleton
Natalie

Dotty Carpenter

Dr.

Alma

which has been a mighty
form and on

Tell

hit in book
the stage.

Leo Deggs
Harlan Knight

dray

Tom

SlatiT

him.

No story is more
suited to him than "The
the
Call
of
North/'

THE IRON TRAIL
Murray O'.WIll
rurtlH Oordon

likes

knows
EveryEvery-

will want to see
in his
own star
pictures.

the hills of Scotland.

Miss Hall is the ward of a noted
historian who has discovered that
one of tho ancient Scottish kings
has buried the crown Jewels, etc.,
and he has manaKcd to discover the
rode that will make possible the recovery of the same. A gang of international crooks learn of his discovery and plan io get the information that ho possesses and obtain
the treasure. They kill him. but fail
to nbtiiin tho map to the treasure.

Holt.

This is thf first of the Rex Reach
productions to be released by United
A tists. Production was made on the
Whitman Kennett lot at Yonkers.
Taking a picture of Alaska in Yonkers would naturally have its drawbacks, but one would believe that
studio stuff could be shot most anywhere and tho desired effects
achieved for the screen. Such, however, does not seem to be the case
It is a good story
in this picture.
that has been slaughtered by adaptation,

direction.

lig ht '"rr.

™mcra

last, but far from least,
the ens' that was selected to portray .Mr. l'.eachs characters.
One is at sea to llgnre just why
picture.
the Strand booked this
A-M.-uo Screen Classic at l,o«\\'s Surely it could not have been prePlunkett, and if
Joseph
viewed
by
Sl: "e ,i> ill,. iVahue
entire
the
f(.ihe picture mart must
it we: e, then
^'•'•k under the auspices of the eirstate these
'it.
is a
erook play w.th a he in a mighty sorry
"The
novel twist and plenty of surprises, da\s for him to accept it.
and p toves Viola Paiia wide oppor- Iron Trail" *s the type of picture
screen
the
expected
on
be
tunity to employ her charaeteristie that inijiht
41
l,, iniimie
minin,. whimsies.
of a daily change of program house,
''l>e
material is perhaps rather but hardly in a Hroadway tleatre
'•rant for ;l UiU feature picture, hut
win iv a full wt'k's run is the polthe *t,, r y has certain odd twists icy.
'nited Artists will be mighty
the next
Whie), -u.s(;,i n iniirest. and the j»ic- careful before Hi- y :\m-\
is produced
if
'">•• is u,i|
suppli. 1 with that inag- IJeaca p.-oduction if
,,; 'l
«l'i;:lit> - suspense.
The delioue- by lie- s mi' bauds that h'.teh«-d this
m nt eonie.s swifily at tb«> la.-t mil! - one.
't fJ' an.|
••Tli" lr->*' Trad" was directed 1,-,
-l,.,-irs up a inystrrious >> ra
"f h« •r.»-anil-l»»'rolne
Kx- I!. W'ilMam Neill. v >.•.»<• work ]<i\<relations.
is
XM 'lt
a.->t
Tl
hi,
INIlel) to be ijesii-t (I.
'!><•
Jinli,:i„ UM eilffin^ in
|
the exception
.ill
•'idw y )».i Ms;
,m M mi^hf lnipro\. tin eep'.loliall-.- bilil W
nature :irt to its spe#'d, but as it of II I'lau Kniu'hr. who plays a minor
awnus it holds
!!•; \\i*« lb-; oni> l.aiural llgU<jl* all iu.c.

work, and
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developed Into a number of subjects, and finally he
man with an ungovernable temper promises to give up wandering and
when roused, and ho wanders into a fighting and settle down. But the
wild and wooly town on his way brother of tho man who was shot
homeward just as the bully is on a comes on tho scene and another
rampage and mixes It with Mix, who change of program is necessary.
la just a little too fast for him with However, this fight winds up without a killing through tho appeara "gat"
ance of Kate in tho nick of time, and
The wounded man's brother de- the final fade-out finds the two in
and
In
the
fight,
cides to take up tho
each other's arms.
event that his brother dies, he is
going to hunt up Dan and have it
May Hopkins as Kate is reajjy a
out with him. Dan's reply is that surprise on tho screen to those who
he
necessary,
as
knew her in musical comedy. May
no hunting will bo
and makes an attractive
will stay right on the ground await- looks
ing events.
At this stage of the screen figure, as well as enacting a
story. Buck. Dan's buddle on the part in a manner that is most conhome ranch, arrives and tries to vincing. Had she started in films
convince him of the necessity of go- some years back she would today be
ing home to save his benefactor's with the top-notchers. Sid Jordan
life, for the old man will die unless and
Bert Sprotte, the former as
the boy that he brought up returns. Buck and the latter as Mac Strann,
Dan refuses to go because of his both give excellent performances.
promise to await the vengeance of *Bke others of the cast are also carethe brother of the man he shot, and fully selected types that can act.
Buck finally angers him Into chasing
Of course. Mix's horse and hound
him home.
dog are also In the story, and the
Once there. Kate and Ruck man- animal end of the cast can be judged
age to change Dan's views on a from this as perfect.
Some very
ventures.

NEWS OF THE FILMS
Charles Chaplin has arranged to tion of being one of the best of the
his portrait done in oils next Interpreters of western roles, but
Sir Willium Orpen In
in some of the stories he has been
London.
supplied with he often lacked a
chance
to appear at his best. In this
Lila I-ee again denies she is to be
combination
married. This time rumor ullied her instance, however, the
of a good actor and a good story
with John Gilbert.
shows
is
possible with

have

summer by

what
Mix properly
suin^

Leo Loeb, of the Bronx, Is
Charles Chaplin for $50,000. alleging "Shoulder Arms" was tuken

Dan, played by Tom
a wanderer on tho desert
is picked up as a youth by
Joe Cumberland, a rancher, who
rears the boy to manhood's estate.
Dan has always been prone to "the
call of the wild." and on the night
before his marriage to Kate Cumberland he wanders off and is gone
for months.
At the home, old Joe
Cumberland is shown wasting away
r>epause of the boy's desertion, and
Dan is shown on his travels and adWhistling

Mix,

Robertson -Colo has plaeed its enhands of the
W. Ayer Advertising Agency.
There will be no break in the schedtire advertising in the

N.

ule of advertising that has been running in the national and trade papers.

A

series of six two-reel comedies
made by Ufeograph Co. of Portland,
Ore., and known as "Peeps Into the

Future,"

now

is

Ha has

November

4,

1921

pretty tinting of scenes in the onslend a lot of atmosphere to a pict
that might better qualify as a sne
cial than some of the so-called
*
that are on the market.
Fred.

VENGEANCE TRAIL
Vengeance

I

"The

Trail" i s **
production, starring Gulm
("Big Boy") Williams, directed by

Aywon

Charles R. Seeling.

It

is released

via state right and will serve as a
good program feature in the popn«

|

lar-prlced cinemas, especially where
"westerns" are best appreciated.
There are plenty of thrills in the
form of expert cowboy riding, ani
aeroplane stunt, etc. The plot is
all about cattle rustling,
/ith the*
hero performing practically singlehanded a few heroic feats that po*«1
sees general appeal for the proletariat.

created

Western atmosphere is well
with a series of outdoor

On

scenes.
played.

about

the whole, rather well

The
five

picture,
will

reels,

which

Is

in

satisfy genJoJo.

erally.

i

being

released
through the Pioneer Film Corp. exis

really

fitted.

when he

from his scenario, "The Rookie."

Friday,

!

changes.

Now It's Mary Anderson who has
succumbed to the personal appearance habit. She makes her debut in
Milwaukee, in conjunction with her
recent picture, "Too Much Married,"
with a gradual working toward New

;

j

York.
Lois Meredith, who has been
abroad for the past two years appearing in pictures for the Famous

Laaky
to

British corporation, returned

New York

last Saturday.

Harry Cohen, foreign representatlve

for Metro,

returned

New

to

York this week after spending
weeks in South America.

Regular

;

Women

Love Regular Red-Blooded He-Men

1

13

Overwhelming Odds

Battling for Success Against

The courts

last week upheld the
right of the sheriff in Trenton \6

close

John

shows on Sundays.
Hogan, a ticket taker, ques-

picture
P.

tioned the sheriffs
leging false arrest.

authority,

al-

Together with Da Sacla Seville
Mooers, whom he manages, Allan
Rock has brought action to compel
Charles H. Bruenner, of Vltagraph,
to turn over for release a film called
"The Blonde Vampire," based on a
novel by Miss Mooers. She is heir
to the' Yellow Aster mine and other
properties, and used an. expensive
wardrobe in the picture, made a year
ago. She fears the clothes will sjs
out of style before a release is effected.

Coinridentally with opening new
offices at 63 Avenue de Champs
Elysee, Paris, Paramount Is spread-

ing advertisements everywhere, laying them even on the boulevard
sidewalks by means of a wet roller.

Gladys Reed, Mack Senaett star,
last week brought suit for $100. 0U0
against Roberto Heurtematte, South
American, alleging breach of prom-

Harriet
Underhill, the leading feminine motion picture
—
lar

woman. On Sunday night she went

a perfectly corking review for

On

a regu-

and wrote

to the Strand Theatre

Whitman

Bennett's production of

REX BEACH
\

Melodrama

Sensational Alaskan Railroad

ise.

of the Los Angrl^s
Commerce, William T.

behalf

Chamber

critic, is

„

of

Clshop, vice-president, In a public

speech last week assured Constance
Talmadge the coast was favorable to
pictures.

For purposes of medical. Instruction the Society of Cinematographic
Instruction in Medicine and Surgery
rathe have taken over "The Power
Within," a feature production whi« h
has been made by Gilbert Gable and
Thos. R. Powell. The picture is ho
first of a series which this organization Intends producing.

THE IRON TRAIL
Directed by R.

Wm.

Scenario by Dorothy

Neil.

Farnum

t

Ted Lewis and his Jazz band hav»»
been engaged by the Greater NewYork Theatre Owners' Chamber of

Commerce

for

their

annual

ball,
December 3

to be held on
at the Astor. The contract calls for
$l,r»00 for live hours, a record price.

which

is

THE NIGHT HORSEMEN
Tom Mix

Whlstlln* Dan

May

Kato Cumberland
Jo* Cumberland
Dr. Byrne
Fuck Daniels

Harry

Haw Haw

I.onH.lnl.*

C

I^n

article printed in the

New

York Tribune on Monday morning.
"If

you

Rex Beach you

like

will like the picture

which

is

called 'The Iron

Trail'

and

is

full if

icebergs and he-men.

Voti

Charles K. French

This Is a whale of a western. Tt
Is a William Fox production, with
Tom Mix as the star, that has a real
story as its groundwork, and therefore has any number of legitimate
reasons for the sensational stunts in
horsemanship, fast shooting and
other western feats which the star
The picis so well qualified for.
ture is a rip-snorter of the typo that
busiday
third
and
second
will pull
ness to any house. In fact, the pictinIn
shown
being
is
ture, which
Loew houses where there is a d.iil>
qualibettor
is
program,
change of
fied from the exhibition value standpoint to occupy one of the full-week
Tiroudwity houses than two out oi
four pictures that have had that
prestige during the past three or
four* weeks.
"Tho Ninht Horsemen" is based
on Max Brand's novel "Wild r.ee^-."

"This
cent.

is

an extremely interesting picture and the scenes

It is

tion, for

AND

IT

that

it

Alaska are magnifi-

has not been advertised as a million dollar produc-

must have cost a fortune

to

do what they have done

in the

way

of

COULDN'T POSSIBLY BE FAKED"
Distributed by

of Lviin Reynolds, who h:i< :i"qultted himself in both departme 's

work

capable manner.
the t^puta-J

wonder

in

building railroads and bridges in the frozen North.

is a sequel to "The I'ntnm.-d,'
The
in which Mix also starred.
scenario and direction both were th<

Mix has always hud

a

it

and

in a

few sentences from Miss Underbil l's

Bert Sprott.Ancifr*»n

Jerry Strann....."i
W:irahiil

just a

liopkn-s

Joseph Bonnoti
Sid Jordan

Mae Strann.r

Here are

U
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AWING

WOMAN"

FOR FILM HOUSES

I

Arranoinfl Acts as Pro-

utts

gram Boosters
throughout the
have an opportunity
"Sawing Through a

theatres

Hcture

Itry are to
irtsent the

illusion.

.am"

thrilling,

absorbing

enter-

tainment.
There is a sort of subsidiary love
Gets $6,051.17 Verdict Against Gilstory running through the main tale,
bert M. Anderson for Commissions having
to do with the love affair of

Oak and the sister of his friend.
action begun in 1919 against She is concerned la the Indian atGilbert M. Anderson for $6,000 by tack, and rescue of the settlers
Nicholas Widder, was finally ad- opens the way for the happy endThe
judicated last week before Justice ing and romantlo close-up.
picture
Richard H. Mitchell when the jury feature Is a typical Hart
nicely.
It
Is
and serves its purpose
brought in a sealed verdict for $5,100 bound to please the Hart fans.
and costs and interest in favor of
It
himself:
Hart wrote the story
the plaintiff.
The total judgment was adapted to the screen by Benwas
nett
Musson,
and
the
filming
amount is $6,061.17.
Widder sued for commissions al- directed by Lambert Hillyer. Th
leged due for negotiating the sale of picture was made by Hart's own
company and is distributed by Parathree pictures, "Son of a Gun," mount.
Rush.
"Shootin' Mad" and "Red Blood and
Yellow," with the Inter- Ocean Film
Corporation as the prospective buyWang
Sessue Hayakawa
er, Widder's charge being that after M«rv
Bessie Love
Janice Wilson
he had procured a purchaser, An- Norma
Frankle I^ee
Buster
derson refused to sell.
On a ten Mrs. Blddln
Lillian Langdon
Ilarland Tucker
percent commission basis, he claim- Spencer Wellington
Ralph If cCullough
Johnnie Hand
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whereby he
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place
five
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rights
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olm F. Coutts, of Coutta
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on tpur of the picture houses
the smaller town and territory
touched by vaudeville,
t is not
ere it will be seen as an extra
The Coutta acts are to
raction.
ready to start out within the next
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THE SWAMP

ed $6,000.
Anderson's defense, through William Klein, was to the effect Widder had to sell a series of six pictures In their entirety and not inMas- dividually to earn his fees.

ek.

AGAINST CENSOR
Men 8ign Brief in
each u setts Before Vote

>minent

The tie-ups with local colleges at the Strand last week In conjunction
with Charles Ray's football feature, "Two Minutes to Go," Is to be
followed by further exploitation by the press department of the Keith,
Moss and Proctor houses, which has booked the film In its bouses showing
pictures. In Des Moines, A. H. Blanks advertised It in the sporting aa
well as the picture sections of the local dallies. ^

Robert son -Cole production, starring Sessue Hayakawa, with the
story credited to the star. J. Grubb
Alexander wrote the screen version,
with Colin Campbell the director.
The theme is one that has been
done many a time in different styles,
with the author In this instance
adding a few new twists to make it
up to date.
"The Swamp" Is a name given the
lower East Side section of New
York.
deserted wife with her
little boy is struggling for an existence.
He sells papers to help
support the household, the mother
being incapacitated on account of
illness.
In the child's struggle to
help matters he is befriended by a
Japanese vegetable boy, who also
offers his meagre financial support.
The father of the child is located
just prior to his marriage with a
society girl.
This is broken up by the Japanese,
who secures a position as fortune
teller at the engagement party.
boyhood lover of the mother appears and asks her to be his wife,
with the Japanese boy leaving for
his native land to marry one of his

ADJUSTING FRANCHISE
Boston, Nov. 2.
n a brief filed by Judge Albert
Tandy and Hulsey Depart
Lynch,
ackett with Secretary of State
to Settle Texas Rights to First
fderick W. Cook, the establlshNational
nt of a state censor of motion
S. A. Lynch left for the South
tures for this state was attacked
after a conafternoon,
Wednesday
no uncertain manner.
ference with the First National ofThe censorship bill will go to the
ficials here, looking to a settlement
Dple at the next State election for
or rejection by the of the Texas franchise.
j acceptance
The conference was held at the
tew.
First National on Tuesrhe brief was signed by Judge offices of
was attended by Lynch,
ackett, Sybil H. Holmes, George day, and
and Ralph Kohn, the
Hulsey
Tandy,
Giles, Arthur H. Smith, Thomas
Lothian, manager of the Hollis, latter representing Famous Players.
No agreement was reached, »nd
and Tremont theatres,
Ionia
the
tomas J. Meihan and Henry Abra- the case will be threshed out in
The case was moved from
courts.
ms, the latter a prominent labor
the local courts to th> Federal
in.
Court, and the temporary injunction
B. Preston Clark, of the Plymouth
secured by Lynch is still to be arirdage Company signed the state
gued.
urging
people
to
vote
for
the
mt
b bill and argued that great flnan8KINNER A8 "GRUMPY"
motion-picture operators loOtis Skinner in "Grumpy," as a
ted outside of Massachusetts tell
utachusetts what she may and United Artists release, is a possibility that is in the offing. The play
ty not have.

A

,

1
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From the coast comes a story about a remark a motion picture director
made to his star during the making of a feature. The star %enjoys an
enviable reputation as a screen beauty, but Is a notoriously mediocre
actress. After working six houra with her one day, taking a series of
scenes, the director said: "Now, Miss So -and -So, for the remainder of
the day we'll use the other facial expression."

Mike Gore arrived in New York this week from Los Angeles as one of
the Sol Lesser party. This Is his first visit to the metropolis, and the
party registered at the Commodore. Gore, on arriving, did not note the
name of his stopping place, and, after registering, went out to see the
sights. When ready to return, It occurred to him he did not know where
to go and spent several hours driving up to the various hotels. The only
way he could Identify the hostelry was his recollection that there was
an Irish attendant at the door. Every one he drove up tb had a doorkeeper* of Celtic origin. Sol Lesser tells the story, Mike protests it Is
grossly exaggerated, but the denial is very half-hearted.
There is a story from the coast that Carl Laemmle has announced that
he is planning an art institute for motion pictures to which the films of
all producers will be admlttejl on merit.
The building Is to be in Los
Angeles.. The question now arises as to just how many of the U. productions Laemmle expects to be admitted if the board of judges are
really impartial.

A

own

nationality.
Improbable in many respects, this
picture has sufficient heart interest
to warrant attention. The cast is a
creditable one, with Hayakawa handling his role in his usual clever
Bessie Love, as the mother,
this style.
and Frankie Lee, as the boy, ore

il

OWLAND SEEKS PARIS

An interesting story, connected with the making of "Two Minutes te
Go," Charles Ray's latest release, is said to have taken place wnen the
battle on the gridiron was being "shot." Before the actual scrimmage
took place the director asked for plenty of action and got It to the
extent that Ray was laid "cold" by the varsity squad during the ensuing
mlxupa. The locale, where the film is understood to have been taken,
was a small college situated on the Coast.

originally produced in
Mr. admirably cast. The production end
country with Cyril Maude.
O.H. Skinner last appeared in "Kismet," is good, with the direction all that
made and distributed by Robertson- could be asked. A fair program
picture, but not the best this star |
The Cole.
\
Hart.
has done.

MARK

XRAN
Broadway

at 47th Street

Beginning Sunday, November 6

|
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for

Place to

Show

Four Horsemen"

Paris, Nov. 2.
R. A. Rowland, late president of
etro Film Corp., who is here ex-

Oak

WHITE OAK
William

Miller

Barbara
Mark Grander

'The Four Horsemen of the Harry
EUphalet Moss
[>ocalypse " Is negotiating with the Roee Miller

olting

p

iverament officials for a
e Paris Opera House for a
ie feature
picture, with the

rental of Chief Long Knife

Hart
Vola Vale
Alexander Oaden
Robert Walker
Bert Sprotte
Helen Holley
Chief Standing Bear
S.

run of
chan-

ENCHANTMENT
Ethel Hoyt
Ernest E<MI»on
Mrs. Hoyt

Mr. Hoyt

Tommy

m _„ _t . „:*t a. -«.
Laugh
with her
Cry with her

—

Marlon Davles
Forrest Stanley
•••••••»«•... Edith
«,•

Shayne

Tom Lewie

Arthur Rankin
Nell a
••*«•*• ..... .Corinne Barker
Mande Turner Gordon
Mrs. Leigh
Edith T*yle
The Queen (In fairy tale).*
The King (in fairy tale). ...Huntley Gordon
Corbin.

William S. Hart here appears In
a Western romance one step above
the old style dime novel, but it is
Before 500 feet of "Enchantment"
packed full of action, has a fine freeLondon, Nov. 2.
hand story, with trick riding and have been unwound it is apparent
to
the most casual spectator that
R A Rowland, of Metro, has been Indians, and is a first-rate thriller of
high comedy is the forte of Marion
table to secure an acceptable the- the plains.
The story is a
in pictures.
Davles
Hart has a capital romantic char- film adaptation
for what he regards as a suitof Frank R. Adams'
a square "Manhandling Ethel/'
We showing of "The Four Horse- acter for him, first as
scenario by
gambler of the sort that Bret Hart Luther Reed and directed for CosHen," but expects to get one some
used to create, and later as an In- mopolitan by Robert G. Vignola—
bne in Deoember. He has had some
In both
dian fighting horseman.
Paramount release.
efotiations with the manai sment characters he is always interesting,
Miss Davles has the role of a careI the Lyceum.
although Sometimes his deeds of free, egotistical flapper, all wise, the
supercourage and wisdom are a lit- pampered only child of doting partle hard to swallow.
ents of wealth, who deny her nothGASNIER'S COMEDIES
The story 'opens in the colorful ing and whom she winds about her
•
surroundings of the Mississippi river finger at will. At the opening she
Manager, MacManue, Negotiat- steamboat gambling fraternity. His spends her afternoons at tea dansister is traveling toward St. Louis sants, assiduously courted by six
ing With Educational.
unaccompanied, except for Mark Harvard seniors. She is afflicted
who has tricked her into
Granger,
attack of youth,
Edward A. MacManus, general the appearance of a mock marriage. with an acute
beauty and self-satisfaction, certain
anager for Louis Gasnior, arrived When the girl learns the truth of
of her influence with the male sex.
New York from Los Angeles on her position she attempts suicide by
Ethel (Miss Davles) has her paronday. Ho will remain here about jumping into the water.
ents well-nigh frantic until one
Miller
Oak
brought
to
they attend a performance of
?<> weeks
is
night
Word
connegotiating a new
a*t with Educational Films for a (Hart), the brother, a gambler in a "Taming of the Shrew, " whereupon
on
swims
to papa to hire the Petruand
ho
it
occurs
camp,
border
•fies of comedies which are to bo
board, learns tho situation, and the chio to take the chestiness out of
ade on the Astra lot in Glendale.
story thereafter becomes his pursuit Ethel by making her fall for him
Mr. MacManus will also make arGranger, and then walk out on her. "Reof his sister's traducer.
tngements for the release of a meanwhile, has entered Into a plot member," says papa, "it's only act)rie8
of at least four features which with an Indian tribe, agreeing to de- ing; you must walk out."
Ethel takes part in an amateur
to be turned out at the same liver to tho redskins a train of piotheatrical performance, playing the
udio8.
He hoped to have at least neers on its way further west. This fairy
princess to the professional
who
Miller,
Oak
to
unknown
plot
is
iree producing
units working there
who must
fairy prince,
actor's
is in Jail in the settlement on unjust
ithin a few weeks after his return.
awaken her from a 100-year sleep
suspicion of a killing.
her lips.
upon
kiss
Astra Studio is the property of
implanting
a
bv
The Indians close in on the white
ier,
whose R-C contract cx- pioneers in a thoroughly thrilling, The actor does so, but interpolates
undertono
an
in
kiss,
and
ardent
an
8 Dec. 10.
A renewal is .being
incident handled with a
ts

he will succeed.

*

dramatic
good deal of

*otiated.

for her.
with the red rid- expresses his love confesses
he was
Later the actor
which has
hired by the father; there is a scene
of denunciation on her part, and it
all ends happily with her accepting
the actor for a husband.
be secured from the distant camp,
The supprior "class" of the proOne of the young men duction, its artistic settings, admirall is lost.
is sent for relief, but is treacher- able direction, splendid supporting
ously shot by Granger as ho creeps rnst.and, above all, the breezy touch
into tho underbrush. At length the which Miss Davies brings to the
heroine bethinks herself of dis- role of tho headstrong Ethel, makes
patching her dog for Oak.
for a highly entertaining photoplay.
The dog rcaehe tho camp, deTom Lewis as the father Is a rev-

Herbert llrrnon

skill,

ers circling the caravan,

SUE FOR RENT
Syracuse, Nov.

2.

As the result of alleged failure to

*e

through

with

v

Edmund

Ruck

the;

October

and

Philip
Crescent
the
'eatre,
South Salina streot picn Palace, arc defendants in a

n 'th,

lessees

of

unicipai

fortified itself behind its little ring
of \* a guns. The fight is going badly
for tho settlers, and unless aid can

Court suit for $f,"(i.GG,
William :t., Arthur E.. livers the written message tied to elation to the film world. He dishis collar to Oak and the gambler plays nil the elements of a film star
8 o»
starts to the rescue. Here is a lirst and gives every indication he could
the property.
example of dramatic tension, with sustain a series of stellar two-reel
"shots" of the hard pressed comodv roles along the same general
alternate
McCarthy Returning
settlers, and tho sturdy horsemr. 1 lines of the late Sydney Drew, or
J J.
McCarthy of the D. W. (irif- riding to their relief. Oak, single- probably a cross between the late
organlzation is returning to this handed, takes on and disposes of John Bunny and Drew. The other
tak- roles were ail well sustained, but it
y from abroad Nov. 15.
He three desperadoes, and then, byholds
is Miss Davies and Lewis who stand
fl u«
to sail from England next ing prisoner the Indian chief,
wday. Tho trip abroad which him as hostage and forces the tribe out.
wagon
the
A few more stories for MHs Daon
raid
the
McCarthy has made has been to give up
does seem a good deal to vies as good as "Kiiehantmcnt."
•cret one ns fur as any leaks train. It
produced, will estabUnh
puts
equally
one
if
but
man.
one
of
expect
to the
real purpose of his mis- oneself in Ih«« frame of mind of ihis M-'»' firmly and unmistakably.
Join.
on
u
'« concerned.
fi'
of
1
K|,T
H»i
"
accepting
ought by

"toes

•

and Elizabeth Cahill, mvn-
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Something

New

for

Norma

Something that will make every exhibitor who holds
one glad he has a First National

FRANCHISE
A

First National Attraction
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TO COAST CLERGY

&

ducing

New

Film Pro-

Company

The Thcatrloa* Enterprise Syndi-

Voted

Down

Censorship

Los Angeles, Nov. 2.
The question of local censorship
of pictures may possibly have a
place on the State primary ticket
next August. An agreement may be
reached among the councilmen now
In office here to let public opinion
•ettle the question as to whether or
not the home of the motion picture
Industry shall establish a censorship board to pass on pictures before they are presented in the local
theatres.

This agreement

a sop thrown
tion

that was

may

lishment of a motion picture censorship committee locally. The recent hearing before the Council was
a most stormy one and was attended by the largest crowd of citizens
that has gone to the City Hall in
recent years to protest against a
proposed ordinance. The council men listened for two hours to the
arguments on both sides and finally
took the matter under advisement.
The latter step wi
taken undoubtedly to evolve some means to
bury the measure without antagonizing the ministers who fought so
strongly for it
Had the question of local censorship been put to a vote at the hearing it would have undoubtedly gone
down in defeat for the council could
not have voted otherwise in the
face of the protest against the measure that was voiced by 40 of the
leading civic and commercial bod-

MUSKETEER DECEPTION
The misleading advertising
7

battle

regarding the various "Three Musketeers" still continues. The Opera
House at Rldgewood, N. J., last
week advertised that Monday and
Tuesday of this week would be their

double feature days, playing up the

name of Douglas Fairbanks and the
title,
"The Three Musketeers." in
Completes Contract large type and very cleverly showand Will 8tar on Stage
ing in small type that Fairbanks
was appearing in "Flirting With
Los Angeles, Nov. 2.
Fate," whllo the "Musketeers" picEthel Clayton is finishing her con- ture was presented by an all-star
tract with the Famous Players - cast.
Las?
with her present picture, "For
the Defense," which is being diLLOYD'S WANDEELUST
rected by Paul Powell. The production is now in its third week and
Los Angeles, Nov. 2.
Humid Lloyd has the travel itch.
on its being completed the star will
Start for New York.
He is at work at present on a new
She has announced here that she two-reel comedy by Jean Havez and
Is to appear on the speaking stage on its completion he will start for
and has several offers under con- New York and then take a trip
Clayton

*

1
1

abroad.

4,
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COAST PICTURE NOTES

accompanied

Marcus Loew has arrived here to
Los Angeles, Nov. 5.
Louts F. GottHChalk has started to be present at the opening of the
to arrange the musical new State theatre and. Incidentally
score for D. \V. Griffiths Two Or- to look over the Metro plant.
phans."
Grace Darmonfl has been signed
to play opposite Gareth Hughes in
Mexico City Is to be the scene of "Stay
Homo" for Metro. George D
Oarcth
the filming of the next
is directing.
Hughes feature, "Stay Home," Baker
direct
to
Baker
is
which George D.
Clarence Badger la to direct Marie
for Metro.
Prevost's next U. feature entitled
"Cupid Incog," by Irving Thalberg.
George Beban is working at the
Brunton lot on "The Sign of the
Leah Balrd will complete "Trust
Rose," one of his biggest successes. Your Wife" for the A. P. on the Ince
The production is to be marketed by lot during the next two weeks.
Harry Garson.
Constance Talmadge has arrived
Ralph Graves and Colleen Moore here and will start work at the
are playing the leads in the latest Brunton lot on "The Divorcee, with
Rupert Hughes feature *Scnt Far Sidney Franklin directing.

New York

'

Out," at Goldwyn.

Madge Mcllamy

to

is

play

the

lead opposite Douglas Mac Lean in
his latest Ince comedy for First Na-

tional release. Raymond Hatton Is
also in the cast. It Is a screen version of Collier's "The Hottentot."

Ruth Roland Is reported as having been accidentally kicked in the
face during the filming of a scene
for her latest serial. In reality she
slid down the side of a mountain.

Bernard Durnlng has signed a
long-term contract with Fox to direct. He has been directing Dustla

Farnum.
Harry Keepers, formerly with
Metro and Vitagraph, is photographing Douglas MacLean in "The
Hottentot" on the Ince lot.

Thomas H. Ince has secured th«
screen rights to "The Brotherhooocl
Hate." by Anthony M. Rud.

of

Bradley King

is

adapting

it

for the

screen.

selected
"Skin Deep" is the
originally
special
the Ince
for
is to
which
Damage,"
called "Lucky
be released through First National
Florand
Sills
Milton
In January.
ence Yidor are in the leading roles.
title

"The Three Musketeers''
Tuesday night

the Mission

closed at
after 421

performances, being followed br
Mary Plckford in "Little Lord
Kauntleroy."

Members of the Far East ProducTom Mix has Just returned from
changed Grand Canyon, where he has been tions Co. who have been filming "The
South Seas
of Desire" in
T^agoon
four times a week— Sunday. Tues- filming his latest Fox feature. Kva
returned to Los Angeles last week.
Novak is playing the lead.
day, Thursday and Saturday.
Arthur Rosson directed the picture
William Farnum is expected here and the cast included Edward
Frederick
PICTUBE BACKERS SCOUTING early this week to start work on Hearno, Walt Whitman.
Edgar Lewis will Stanton.. Harry Maynard and ShirFox lot.
the
Motley II. Flint, the Los Angeles
"''imams.
ley
banker, is in New York making an direct.
Jacqueline Logan has been placed
moving picture
of
investigation
Irvin Willat will direct the Ince
business conditions. In the past Mr. feature, "Wooden Spoil." which is under a long-term contract by C.oldShe is now playing the lead
wvn.
with
sevFlint has been identified
being adapted for the screen by Jo- in "The Octave of Claudius."
eral picture financing schemes on seph Franklin Poland.
the Coast and his investigation is
Dorothy Dalton and Rudolph Valhas been
Blllington
Francllla
part of the preliminaries -to the orHorseadded to the cast of Ince's "Jim." entino (the latter of "Four
ganzation of a financing syndicate
men" fame) head a company of
now in its third week of production. movie
stars up from the southland
to handle picture propositions exfor tho shooting of some San Franclusively.
Sid Grauman has returned from
Miss Dalton's
Jesse D. Hampton is also in town New York, having signed a number cisco Bay scenes.
last until some lengthy
with a like purpose.
of musical features for his local visit will
outside the harbor
vessel
on
a
work
theatres.
She is accompanied
is completed.
8ASCHA JACOB8EN ADDED
Grover Jones,- Mack Scnnett di- by George Melford her director, and
Syracuse, Nov. 2.
rector, was married this week to Miss Kenny, her private secretary.
Sascha Jacobsen, famous violin- Suzanne Avery.
Jacques Jaccard has been secured
ist, will open at the Robbins-Eckcl
Benjamin B. Hampton is resum- by Isadore Bernstein, supervising
here Sunday for a week's run. He
production a*, the Brunton lot director of the West Coast Films
will play at the Robblns-Eckel three ing
with "Wild Fire," a Zane Grey story. Corporation, to supervise the first
times daily, in addition to the regu- Claire Adams will play the lead. Monroe Salisbury production to be
lar program.
There will be no ad- I with Jean Hersholt and Elliott started immediately at the Pacific
vance In the house prices.
studios in San Mateo.
Howe directing.
box

ment.

STAR MAY QUIT FILMS

sideration.

Talmadge,

LOWER

ies.

Ethel

Norma

FOX

be taken as

to the ministerial facadvocating th- estab-

November

Transfers Activity to Pacific SideLeases New York 8tudio

cate has been formed for the pur- by her husband, J J. M. Schenck,
pose of producing six feature films will start for the coast next TuesThe Selznlck organization
The brokerage house of day.
a year.
Barnes & Co. Is the trustee of the took over the Talmadge studios in
propthe
New York on Monday of this week
syndicate and is financing
and have already started production
osition.
The initial picture of the organi- there.
The new offices of the Talmadge
zation will be "The Wraith," by
Arthur Edwin Krows, which has Pictures will be located in the new
been accepted by Carlyle Ellis for Loew State theatre building and
Mr. Ellis will direct Felix West will be at the head of
production.
the pictures for the company. He the New York organization of the
recently finished "Home Keeping company.
Constance Talmadge Is already
Hearts," which was released as a
Playgoers* Production through the on the Coast, and has started production there at the Brunton stuPathe Exchanges.
dios.
M. S. Epstein of the Talmadge -Schenck studio organizaCHAS. BIRD QUITS
tion left for Los Angeles yesterday
Resigns on Coast and Wires for to pave the way lor the company's
remaining star to transfer her acSuccessor to Assume Job
tivities to the Coast.
2.
Nov.
Los Angeles,
SCALE HELPS
Charles A. Bird, v ho has been in
charge of productions for the Fox
Syracuse, Nov. 2.
Film Corp. here, has resigned and
The System theatre, the city's
be
to
successor
his
for
waiting
is
only first run picture house, with
sent on from the east. He will prob- an 11 -cent admission scale, now has
ably retire, though he is understood its own house organ. The System
.o have received an offer from UniNews. The System, with its 11versal to take charge of their "West cent policy, is giving the local RlCoast prdouctions.
alto here something to think about.
It is said Bird's resignation Is the
Tho house was a failure undor sevresult of difficulty in maintaining
eral managements, but the present
Although nominally In admlnlstrat* n
discipline.
has
apparently
control, ho found he had no jurissolved the problem with the lowered
diction over the scenario depart-

Council Otherwise Would Have

Friday,

NORMA OFF FOR COAST

YEAR

Co. Back

PICTURES

office figure.

Bills arc

Announcing
>

SECOND NATIONAL
PICTURES CORPORATION
IGNALIZING
distribution,

a new epoch in motion picture production and

Second National Pictures Corporation has been

formed to market a

series of special

motion pictures which

be released to exhibitors on an equitable
invites correspondence

effort

and

The company

from independent producers and

tors interested in obtaining the

minimum

basis.

maximum

results

will

on the

distribu-

basis of

cost.

Watch

for further
announcements from

SECOND NATIONAL PICTURES CORP.
140.WJRST.42nd.

STREET,

NEW YORK

CITY

—
Friday,

Hevtmber

4

PICTURES

WM

45

ssemts for the opening program al-

BUILDING OF PICTURE HOUSES

STARTS UP AGAIN FULL FORCE
Various Paris of the Country
Smaller Houses Going Up in Southern Territory
—$150,000 Project in San Francisco

Activity Indicated in

Construction of

picture theatres equipment to provide direct current
will cost $3,000.

a wide territory baa sprung
op like a mushroom over the week.
Activity is indicated from ail terri#vir

ritory

Week In New York
Somewhat—Third Promises

Second

Shinnston, W. Va., Nov. 2,
Is being broken by M. C.
Shinn, contractor, to erect a $20,000
80x30 feet theatre building on the
Monroe lot on Bridge street.
The material to be used is tile

LUNN TO ACCOUNT

Ground

Off

Further Declines

Took Percentages for Charity
from Sunday Shows

and brick. The architect is K. J.
Wood, of Clarksburg. When com-

Tho

three initial companies to
present the Goldwyn feature, "Theodora," on tour will o pen, next
week.
Will Pago is on 4Tih road
prepuring Pittsburgh, Detroit and
Cleveland for tho coming of tho
picture which came as a tremendous draw for the firnt week of its
run ou Broadway at tho Astor The-

Schenectady, Nov. 2.
Mayor George R. Lunn has announced that an appea* will be
taken from a decision handed down
300.
Miss Lynne Monroe, of thin city, In the Supreme Court last week atre.
compelling
him to open the account
owner of the theatre, says that the
The picture opens in Pittsburgh
theatre will open during the Christ- of tho disbursements of Sunday on Sunday, In Cleveland on Monmotion picture monies to public in* day and tn Detroit on Tuesday. A
mas holidays.
spection. The case will be carried fourth company will o^ _-n
n Chito the highest court in tho State cago* on Sunday of tho following
Charleston, W. Va., N6T\ 2.
Quince Jones has ground broken no matter what tho cost. The action week. The film will play Shubert
on Seventh avenue for a two -story for the writ of mandamuc was houses, being routed by Jack
building which, he is to have erect- brought by a local real estate Welch.
ed at once. It wilt be used for a dealer, and if successful, is expected
In New York "Theodora" at tho
moving picture show. When the to be followed by another demand- Astor drew $16,000 last week. Its
ing
refund
of
the
money
paid by second, as against llf.OOO on tin
structure is complete the cost will
approximately be $15,000, it is said. Schenectady motion picture theatre initial work here. This week the
It is. understood that Mr. Jon*»s has owners as a sharo of their Sunday indications
are that there will he
already made arrangements to rent receipts.
a further drop in business, indithe place to a concern.
They contributed it voluntarily to cated by the gross on Monday
the mayor's child welfaro fund and night cf this week, although that
most of ft "has been expended for night was an off one all *>ver town.
Strasburg, Va., Nov. 2.

pleted the building will serve as a
motion picture house and the seating capacity will be approximately

Weston, W. Va., Not. a.
with houses in Virginia terThe New Theatre at the head of
confined to email capacity, Main street will soon be closed, as
geme of this activity Is indicated by the management is going to make
extensive improvements. The conreports below.
tract has been let and work will be
Sen Francisco, Nov. 2.
rushed to completion to enable the
Construction of a theatre in Wat- management to open up by Che
The present
fonville to cost about $150,000 and Christmas holidays.
to seat around 1,500 is announced theatre will be built back to the
closed
last
week
by
A. C. alley In the rear and a stage 25
by a deal
The theatre Is feet In depth will be constructed.
jBlmnenthal & Co.
The front will be back about
The new theatre being erected
to be built by publie subscription.
Pictures and road attractions when thirty feet to provide a beauti- here by Messrs. Dalke and Lynn Is
available will show at the new fully
decorated and commodious expected to be opened to the public
Albert Lansburg, theatrical lobby. When the new plans hare the latter part of November. The
aoese.
architect, is drawing the plans for been carried out the seating ce- [seating capacity of the main audibuilding.
pacity will be over 1.000. When the torium will be 500, with a balcony
the
new theatre opens during the seating capacity of 250 additional.
Pittsburgh, Nov. 2.
Christmas holidays it will be one The balcony will be divided for
picture
in
house,
to
cost
new
A
of the largest and most elaborate white and colored people. None of
the neighborhood of $150,000, will exclusive moving picture houses in the seats on the first floor will be
closer than 30 feet to the screen.
soon be erected on the North Side the state.
The stage will bo 23x50 feet.
•y Mark Brower. owner of the CenVictoria and Kenyon
Shinnston, W. Va., Nov. 2.
ter Square,
The new house will be built
Ground was broken on Bridge
here.
San Diego, Nov. 2.
la clone proximity to the Kenyon. street for the erection of the CoThe Mission Theatres CorporaSeating capacity will be 2,000, while lumbia theatre, and the work will tion, which has taken over the Isis
general plans call for up-to-date be completed as rapidly as the theatre, has decided upon the name
Colonial for the local house which
equipment in all details; $82.5t0 Is weather permits.
It will
Is to be opened on Nov. 12.
named as the consideration for the
seat 1,500 and thus be the largest
was purchased a few
Pocahontas, Va., Nov. 2.
lot which
motion picture house in the city.
weeks ago. The house will probaThe New theatre of Pocahontas J. Ward Button, formerly of the
bly be completed by next spring.
has been completed, situated on California theatre of Los Angeles,
Center street. The seating capacity his been engaged to direct the orCarthage, N. Y., Nov. 2.
The Royal Hawaiian Seris 492,346 opera chairs in the main chestra.
Carthage's new picture palace. auditorium and 146 in the balcony. enade™ have been secured for an
•tcted by Edward COlligan, opens The proprietor is G. F. Mustard and indefinite period as an adjunct to
II. H. Homer
The house will have a the theatre is probably the most' the musical program.
this week.
will manage the Colonial.
picture policy, the Initial feature up-to-date and modern movie house
being "Without Benefit of Clergy." between Williamson and Bluefleld.
The theatre, a brick structure, has The maager is W. M. Adams, of
ACQUIT* FILM
The Roanoke,
a seating capacity of tSO.
Actress Brought Assault Charges
screen Is a 14 by It silver sheet.
Which Court Dismisses
The house, finished In mahogany
Charleston, W. Va., Nov. 2.
and cream, is one of the prettiest J While workmen and artists are
Boston, Nov. 2.
the North Coun- busy transforming the Plaza theapicture theatres
Bert M. Cornell, of Allston, a motry.
tre into a new playhouse, changing
director,
was acquitted
its appearance inside and out, Har- tion picture
Canton. N. Y., Nov. 2.
ris P. Waif berg, under whose di- by a lower court judge when aron charges of assault
Canton's new theatre, erected by rection this theatre and others in raigned
E 11. Rogers, will open Thanksgiv- this state arc to be conducted, has brought by Mrs. Anna Frances Filknown
as Anna Frances, of
ley,
also
ing Day under the management of changed the name.
the newly formed theatrical firm,
When the rejuvenated building Is this city. The hearing on the
Rogers
&.
M. thrown open again it will be known charges was private, the reporters
Jk
Southworth.
Southworth is the junior member. as the Capitol theatre. The great and the public being excluded. CorThe theatre will be devoted to pic- amount of remodeling will require nell was arrested Sept. 20.
The woman who made the charges
tures.
until December to complete.
The Rogers' house will have one
A large electric sign will mark against him was being considered
of the most complete equipments in the new theatre.
Other lighting ef- for a "vamp" role in a film and Corthese parts. The projection room is fects on the exterior of the building, nell and his counsel declare that
I9il4 feet, and will be outfitted with with a large marquis or canopy, will fear of losing the part made her
Simplex machines.
Special motor brighten Summers street. Arrange- institute the charges.
ttries

4 "THEODORAS" READY

COURT NAY FORCE

ready are being made,

-

.

MAN

I

[

m

a

charity, according, to

port

The gross for the current week on
The advance dope looks as though it

partial re-

made by Mayor Lunn.

amount

of the fund Is approximate- will be around $14,000.
ly $7,000.
The judge held in his
opinion that it was public money
IN
and a public account. He also held.
that no license for Sunday exhibi- Moss Would atop Jersey Exhibition
tions had been Issued and that It
of "Why Qirls Leave Heme"
was illegal to show pictures on that
day without one.
B. J. Moss, in charge of the film
The Common Council adopted a department for the Keith Circuit,
Sunday motion pkturo ordinance has applied for an Injunction to reallowing such exhibitions on license strain Warner Brothers from exof the mayor, but the latter never hibiting "Why Girls Leave Home"
issued any and exacted no fee.
in Jersey City tho current month,
In lieu of a fee, tho owners do- alleging an exchislre hooking eonnated a percentage of their Sunday tract for ita showing at Keith's,
receipts to be used for charity. The Jersey City, as a first run,
mayor, mm an individual, was cusTho Warners admit the Keith
todian of the account. The percent- booking, hut claim the contract
age was not uniform, but approxi- calls for a she wins; during Septemmated 5 per cent. Mayor Lunn de- ber, which was postponed by the
clares that the records of tho fund Keith people.
will not be open to publie Inspection until the ease has finally been
INSTRUCTING

ZONE DEAL

decided by tho Court of Appeals.

action is taken to force
payment into the city treasury of
the amount expended, ho win not
recall a cent of it but will repay
it out of his own pocket.
He and
his friends claim that the action is
inspired by the local Republican organization in an attempt to discredit
bim. Mr. Lunn is running for re-

If additional

DISPUTE

FREIGHTMEN

Motion pictures covering the shipments and transportation of merchandise throughout New York City
featured the last meeting of the
Bronx Board of Trade.
It
was presented under the
auspices of ths N. Y. C. Railroad.
pointing out every detail and explaining the necessity of prepare

Ing for shipment
The picture was presented In two
sections.
The opening portion
HO SHOWIHO BBDTGS SUIT
c'.welt on the responaibthty of prep*
Because the Sonora Films, Inc., aration, while the second half refailed to book their "Twice Born vealed the various railroads hanWoman" feature into the picture dling various kinds of freight. The
theatre in Jersey City controlled by reels were shown for the benefit of
the Souidgulum Theatre Co., Inc., the railroad employe.
the latter has begun a $10,000 damLeave Paris On Business
age suit in tho New York Supreme
Court.
The plaintiff charges that
Paris. Nov. 2.
the Sonora people were supposed to
Albert Kaufman has-gone to Berplay the feature from Sept. 12 to lin with Elliot Dexter. Albert 'ParOct. 1 on a 60-50 basis, but failed ker has gone to Switzerland to film
to do so.
scenes for "Sherlock Holmes."
election.

OF THE SEASON"
THE FILM SENSATION
COUN1HAN & SHANNON
Present

THE

$100,000

MAMMOTH

*

PICTURE PRODUCTION OF

CABIN

UNCLE

7

AND

SHETLAND PONIES— 2 DONKEYS—6 MASSIVE FLOATS—DOCS
NOW TOURING NEW JERSEY STATE—ANOTHER IN PREPARATION FOR NEW YORK STATE
12

Played 12 Consecutive Weeks

BUSINESS BAD?
"ASK MANAGERS
•

,

Philadelphia for Stanley Co. of America

WHO HAVE PLAYED

YOU WANT TO PLAY THE BIGGEST BOX OFFICE ATTRACTION
AMBOY. n.
ALLEN. LOEW BLOC, 1W WEST 4«th ST.,
N. j..
J
OR jack
JACK allen,
or
•F

in

IN

SHOW

THIS ATTRACTION"

BUSINESS, WRITE OR WIRE WM.

J.

COUNIHAN, ^AJESTIC THEATRE, PERTH

N. Y. CITY.

"HAVE A FEW STATE RIGHTS FOR SALE"
m

i

m

PICTURES

Friday,

NAT! SUBFR ANCHISE MEN CALL UPON
THEATRE OWNERS TO SOFT PEDAL INQUIRY
—

United Artists Offered $500 Reward Took Whole Police Force to Break
Into Home and Serve Papers
for Capture of Taitus

Hiram Abrams, general manager
on Monday of this

of United Artists,

Internal dissension of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America
aa an aftermath of the First Natogether" affair in
tional's
"get
Chicago seemed on tap early this
week. The M. P. T. O. of A. made
denial of the fact on Wednesday
through Sidney Cohen, the president
of the organization, and also C. C.
Griffith, of Oakland, Cal., who was
supposed to have issued an ultimatum to Cohen to "lay off" of the

The First National
executives stated on Wednesday
that they would not issue a statement of any kind regarding the affair, their reason being that they
preferred to deal with their subfranchise holders without publicity
or outside interference.
First National.

Word Is to "Lay Off"
On Monday and Tuesday

there

were any number of rumors to the
that, following the Chicago

effect

meeting, the Messrs. Griffith, Patterson and Varner, all members of
the M. P. T. O. of A., and likewise
sub-franchise holders in the First
National, had come to New York to
pull Cohen off of the investigation
of First National methods that he
was fighting for. To all appearances, according to the information
received by Variety, they were here
to complete contracts whereby the
M. P. T. O. of A. were to undertake
the distribution of the Urban Movie
Chats through their organization,
but in reality they were laying
down the law to Cohen to the effect that in the event he did not
step in the time that they delegates, who were members of both
sides of the question, wanted he
was going to be up against a dispute in his own organization.
Sidney Cohen entered a denial of
this on Wednesday, and stated that
the First National question had not
come up for discussion in any manner, shape or form and that he did
not believe that It would be discussed at this time, also stating
that while the Urban deal was in
the process of negotiation It would
not be completed until some time
next week. In further refutation of
the rumors regarding an internal
trouble he -asked that Mr. Griffin,
who was present In his office, make
a statement, and the latter stated
that first and foremost he and the
other members of the M. P. T. O.
of A. who were also franchise holders in the First National were 100
per cent, for the T. O. first and
foremost.
When asked how he
could reconcile this fact with the
''vote of confidence" in the executives of the First National which he
proposed at the Chicago meeting
with the demand for an investigation on the part of the theatre owners Mr. CrifTUh was Mumped for an
answer.
Film Tax Repealed
Mr. Cohen immediately followed
this by launching into the statement that the U. S. Senate had
voted to repeal the 5 per cent, film
tax, which in the past two years
has cost the industry more than
The repeal of the
$10,000,000.
amendment was ratided on Tuesday
evening in the Senate without the
formality of a roll call. All of the
credit for the success of the repeal,
according to Mr. Cohen, is due to
the exhibitor members of his organization who have been working
throughout the country to bring
f

this to pass.

The members

of

the

executive

committee of the Theatre Owners
who were In town during the week
and hold a series of conferences
.ire:

\V.

John

F.

A. True. Hartford. Conn.;

Evans,

Philadelphia,

I'a.;

W. O. Rurford. Illinois: M. J.
O'Toolc, Pennsylvania; F. M. Fay.
Providence, R. I.; F. T. Peters.
Dallas, Texas; Tom Goldberg. Baltimore. Mil.: C. K. Whitehurst, Haitimore. M.I.; C. C. Griflln Oakland,
Cal.,

and

ford, N.

J.

P.

Ruther-

Ccllins.

According to the "Mime of the
Chicago "net together" of the First
National, the general
the effect that
are t

was most

week received a wire* from Sweetwater, Texas, announcing the capture there of Morris Taitus, for

skilfully

organization to undertake an investigation of the organization so
competitive
non - franchise
that
holders would receive the benefit
thereof. If there Is going to be an
investigation it is going to be from
the inside, and there id great doubt
that there will be any after the vote
of confidence voiced in Chicago.

quaintance.
It required the entire poliee force
Sol Lesser has received an offer of Beverly Hills to serve the W'scombe
warrant. She was released
handling
of
the Jackie
for the
Coogan pictures in England. The on $1,000 ball.
tender for England, Ireland. Scotland and Wales is 50-50 of the gross,
DENIES C0NNICK REPORT
with an advance guarantee of 10,000
pounds per picture. In addition he
"There is no truth in the report
is offered approximately $100,000 for that I am going, in with it. D. II.
six weeks of personal appearance of Connick on a film exchange propolittle Jaxkie.
sition," said J. E. Rrulatour.
ConRead/ to Dispose of
Reported
CoL Fred Levy, who sold 'Peck's tinuing .he added:
"I have also
"Foolish Wives"
Bad Boy" for England, is conduct- been authorized to speak for George
ing the foreign negotiations for Eastman, and he assures me the
Los Angeles, Nov. 2.
Lesser.
rumor erred in his case also.
Around here it is said that Carl
Lacmmle is becoming discouraged
with the progress beiug made with
his mammoth production of "Foolish
Wive*. and expressed a willingness
to dispose of the venture at a loss
of $250,040, if a purchaser could be
secured.

polltiial standpoint

and

?

manner

Entering

Field—One Gets Underway Next Month
The coming year

promises to be
the biggest in history in the non«
theatrical field in motion pictures?
The educational film is about te
play a most important part In the
producing end of the industry during the next twelve months to come
and after that period bids fair te
retain its place as a permanent part
of the film making game.
There are at least three com*
panies. that hav passed the promotional stage and are now about
ready to shoot on educational reels
for use In schools and colleges. One
organization is about to engineer an
amalgamation of several companies
which have been \ roducing educational material as something of a
side issue to their commercial film
service organizations.
One of the leading universities
of the count. y has been quietly
working on a project to produce in
the history of the United
film
States. The plun has been in process of formation for more than

two years and it is now virtually
completed. Their plan call** for the
visualization of the principle events
impcrtanc
of "historical
on this
continent since Columbus disco
ered it. The scripts for this work
have been completed, nnd the com*
pany is expected to start shooting
within the next month. It is certain
that they will be under way by the
first of the year.
(

K nown

H;ram Abrams has booked passail for Europo November

sage to

4 II clct^es or

'

accompanied by his wife, daughter and mother-in-law.
He expects to be gone for a couple
of months, making a tour of the offices established by United Artists

12,

Practically
throughout
Europe.
every country in Europe now has, or
shortly will have, a central distributing branch office for the handling of the releases of United
Artists.

The<rtre 4m»c
jftQ

f

suing

is

Albert

making

1,500

MAN/
ft

attractibg

and the Crom-

low Film Laboratories for the return of a picture, "Is a Mother to
Blame?" which she alleges is her
property and is being withheld. She
wants its return and asks $5,000
damages, to which Gilbert answers
there is a balance of $3,000 due him
which he expended personally in
the

'A

cast iq

extraodinoi^r

makes

DEMANDS FILM BACK
Modra Kovska

Gilbert, film director,

HOME'

the

kfeaj.

for

all

classes of theatres

1

of the picture.

SALESMEN TO DINE

The

Motion Picture Salesmen,
will hold a dinner and dance
the Hotel Commodore Nov. 20.

Inc.,

at

Arrangements have been made to
seat 1,500 diners, with an addispeakers'

tional

seating

table

more.

50

\

The moneys accruing from

the
affair will be used for the building
of a clubhouse.

RALPH MCE
PRODUCTION
.from
Irrom
*Xnna

"WANDERING BOY' READY

Ann
And

1

Fineman and Bennie Zeldman arrived in New York this week
from the Coast, bringing with them
B. P.

the negative of their feature picture "My Wandering Boy," and are
seeking a distribution medium. The
pit-lure is understood to have cost
$61,000, with a great many people
of the Los Angeles film colony having an interest i it.

\rw ptau by
_th*
^teete QichanJion
»

n<4mniv
Edmund

breese

scenario by
Edw&iti

J

.

.

Montaino

Ums^g&gftSS

r

SENNETT OPENING
Los Angeles. Nov. t.
general resumption of production at the Pennett lot began Nov.

A

THE 16TH ANNIVERSARY ISSUE OF

1

"Finding

Himself,"

comedy drama
turing

Alma

two-reel
a
of western life, feaBennett and J. B.
just been completed

Warner, has
under the direction of Carl P.
Winther and IT. IV Reynolds. This
is the first of a series of 18 two-reel
specials which are to be filmed at
the Louis }'.. Mayer studios.
They

will be known as Wintrier-Reynolds
productions and will he made under
s

«

i

|

•

i

\

i

>

i t

m

of Clifford

S. HI felt.

offices

th

New Companies

ABRAMS SAILING

tinetiiiiC

a

WANT COOGAN FILM

th*»

M. Sehcnek executive
were tins week removed from

.1i.vr>ph

TalmadK*' studio on Hast 4Hth

yt'eet,

to

the

l.oew State building.

VARIETY
WILL BE ISSUED DURING DECEMBER
*'

™

•

W
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*

^
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1921

FOR EDUCATION)

*

expressions
til--

ENGLISH

LAEMMLE WOULD HEDGE

The

handled from

Los Angeles, Oct. 22.
Texas Gulnan was landed in Jail
last night and released this morning on complaint of W. F. Wiscombe
who alleged that the artist gave
him a fictitious check for ?48.*2 in
payment for a grocery -bill.
Miss Guinan was arrested after

in which the delegates were permitted to thresh out their sectional
offered a reward of
differences in committee prevented whose arrest he
a great deal -i Jnsld- stuff to be $500.
brought out in the general meeting
Taitus is charged with complicity
of the delegates of the franchise In the organized robbery of the Buf- considerable difficulty by the police,
holders.
Artists, where who had to batter down three doors
The stand tha. lias been taken by falo office of United
the First National is to the effect a nujnber of prints of the Unitcd's at the Guinan household In order to
reach Texas, who was ensconced
they will not permit any one features were stolen.
.t
t*
who is not a franchise holder in the
inside with her mother and an ac-

the person. il

.1.

TEXAS ON WARPATH

TAKEN ON THEFT CHARGE

4,

BIGGEST YEAR AHEAD

1ST

Reported Sub-Franchise Men Tell Sydney Cohen to
Stop Agitation C. C. Griffin Can't Reconcile
Support of Exhibitor Crowd with Chicago Resolution of Confidence

November

,_

'

»

_

__

m

m

Space Reservations for the Motion Picture
Section Are Now Being Made

•

-
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JACKIE OFFERED LEGIT

AMOUS PLAYERS DECLARES ITS BUSINESS
ilDED COMPETITION; CREATED NO MONOPOLY

HOUSE FOR NEW FILM
But

Coogan

Will Offer

Boy's Sponsor,
Feature in Regular

Picture House
k0es

Into Details of It*

Formation in Reply to Charges

Federal Trade Commission and Says Theatre
Ventures and Contracts Were in Self Defense
of

Washington, Nov. 2.
Famous Playera-Lasky Corpora
Adolph Zukor and
>n as well as
individually filed
L. Lasky

among

ors; that

Bos worth,
turo

the producers were
Jesse L. Lasky Fea-

Inc.,

Play Company,
Players Film

Famous

Inc.,

and

Company;

that Bos worth, Inc., was a Calicorporation,
elr answers today to the charges! fornia
incorporated
the Federal Trade Commission. July 31, 1913, with an authorized
capital
stock
of
$10,000, of which
excerpts are taken!
e following
$8,000 was issued, and produced
om the answer of the Famous twelve feature photoplays
per anHowever, the answers of num; that Jesse L. Lasky Feature
ayers.
ikor and Lasky were partlcally Play
Company, Inc., was a New
entlcal.
York corporation, incorporated NoThey state Federal Trade Com- vember 24, 1913, with an authorized
lgsion has no jurisdiction of the capital stock of
$50,000, which was
ansactions allaged; that thA.com- increased to $500,000
on Juno 12,
aint fails to state facts sulifoienl 1914, of which $443,200
was actually
^constitute a violation of Section 5 issued; that Jesse
L. Lasky, Samuel
an Act of Congress approved Goldfish and Arthur S. Friend
parsptember 26. 1914, or a violation ticipated in the
organization and
Section 7 of an Act of Congress control of said
corporation; that
They said corporation produced
jproved October 15, 1914.
36 feaate these acts themselves are inture photoplays per annum and
?ftnlte, uncertain and In violation
maintained a studio in the City of
the Constitution and that the Los Angeles,
State of California;
atters alleged In the complaint do
that Famous Players Film ComInterstate commerce.
>t constitute
pany, a Maine corporation, was InIt denies each
Paragraph One:
corporated May 6. 1915, wth an aud every allegation, but admits that
thorized capital stock of $2,500,000.
respondent Famous Players- all
!«
issued;
that Adolph
Zukor
isky Corporation ic a "New York
owned a majority of the stock of
rporatlon organized July 19, 1916.
said corporation; that said corporaiving its principal office In New
tion produced 48 feature photooffices in certain
ork City and
plays per annum, and maintained
bar cities in the United States and
a studio In New York city; that
certain foreign countries, and is
said three corporations above menbeen engaged in the busi- tioned
xi has
were, engaged in producing
ng Of producing, booking, licensing
Pictures and Included among their
• exhibition under copyright and
employes certain prpmlnent motion
thlbiting motion pictures in varlpicture actors and actresses and
m localities in the United States
certain efficient and skillful direcid In foregn countries; that other
tors; that there was a considerable
arsons, firms, copartnerships and
demand for bookings of certain moirporations are now, and have been,
tion pictures produced by said corAdolph
engaged;
that
ttilarly
poration; and it alleges that aaid
ukor now, and ever ajnee its orthree corporations were never in
wiiatlon has been its president,
competition with each ether, but
ad that Jesse L. X.asky is now, and
were compelled at all times to
nee its inception has been Its viceaffiliate in licensing the exhibition
resident.
of their product in order to compete
Paragraph Two: Is generally dewith other producers and groupa of
led, except that it admits that the
producers who supplied exhibitors
Endent Famous Players -Lasky with pictures upon the so-called
>ration
owns and operates
booking" basis, such ex*
M located in Los Angeles and "closed
Through correspond- elusive agreements by their com*
» New York.
peitors
making it impossible for
nce, travelmg salesmen and othersmaller companies, whose individual
ise^ they make and enter into cern contracts with exhibitors resi- producing capacities were insufficient to enable them to supply exent in various localities whereby
books or licenses for exhibition hi bi tore continuously with pictures,
der copyright the pictures; that aa waa the case with each of aaid
three corporations, to secure exe films are moved and transported
em said studios to certain of said hibitors for their own pictures exorporation's exchanges and thence cept in affiliation with other comwho together would be able
I theatres
of various exhibitors panies
pcated In various cities and towns to supply such exhibitors continuously
with
complete programs.
'here the pictures are exhibited by
.

,

.

4

uch corporation, after which cerain of said films are moved to cer-

theatres of various exvarious localities In the
States and in foreign counted where the pictures on said films
u* again exhibited by such cxhibton undcr such licenses.
other

ain

libitors

in

Jnlted

v

More Denials
Paragraph Three: Also meets a
«neral denial, except that It admits
hat In the motion picture industry
"ere are theatres known as "flrst°a" and "second-run" houses, the
Bret-run" theatres being those in
hieh occur the
initial presentaione of the
pictures;, that an ex•Mtor

M

is

one

business

•ICtu res

to

who

Is

engaged

in

of a motion picture is
making of a contract between

P

*ltor

'

anagraph Five:

It also denies.
that it admits that in the
191G the motion picture in*Y included
those
producers),

e Pt
;

in

booking,

commonly

*n as distributors, and exhibit-

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation

ers-Lasky

Famous Play-

Corporation,

acquired

Sol Lesser, vice-president of

$2,000,000 of the bonds Issued by
said Stanley Company of America;
that said Stanley Company of America has acquired 15,000 shares of
the common atock of said Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation; that re-

I

j

j

tions, this week received an offer
from several theatrical men who de-

sire to present Jackie Coogan's "My
spondent Famous
Players-Lasky Boy" feature picture In a legitimate
Corporation owns the atock of
Southern Enterprises, Inc., a Del- theatre for the Now York run.
According to Mr. Leaser, the theaware corporation, with an authorized capital stock of $5,000,000; that atrical combine offered to furnish
said
Southern Enterprises, Inc., the theatre and to take a fifty-fifty
purchased some of the assets for- Split
after tho rental of the house
merly controlled by Stephen A.
Lynch Enterprises, a corporation was deducted from the gross.
The offer has been turned aside
which owned and operated a chain
of theatres In the Atlantic and Gulf by Lesser, who states as his reason
States from North Carolina to for doing so, that a picture ought
to
Texas, and In the State of Tennes- be played In a picture theatre and
see and parts of Arkansas and Okla- that he will make a deal for the
homa in which "Paramount Pic- "My Boy" featuro to be housed in
tures" and other motion pictures one of the city's leading picturo theproduced by others that aaid Fa- atres.
mous Playera-Lasky Corporation
The "My Boy" showing in New
are shown; that aaid Stephen A. York Is scheduled to take place this
Cynch became, and now la, pres- month with definite announcements
ident and general manager of aaid promised tho beginning of the week.
Southern Erterr rises. Inc., which Claude Gillin&water plays the role
now owns and operates various the- of an old sea captain opposite
atres located In certain cities and Jackie. The production la said to
towns of North Carolina, South Car- have cost close to $100,000 and took
olina, Tennessee, Georgia, Florida, four months to produce.
It la the
Alabama,
Mississippi,
Arkaaeue, first of a aeries of five features that

which
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the
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Coogan la to make.
Jerome Storm, former director of

i
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i

Ray has been signed to
new pictures.

Chartee

direct Jackie Coogan's

Work on

the second of the series
Albert Austin, Charlie

starts soon.

Chaplin's "gag" man has been engaged in a aim liar capacity with the
Coogan organization.

city of Denver, Colorado; that aaid

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
owns one-fourth of the outstanding
atock of Famous Players California
Corporation, a corporation recently
organised to build and acquire the*
atrea In the State of California;
that aaid Famoua Playera-Lasky
Corporation In exchange for a small
Interest In a theatre acquired by
Loews Ohicr Theatres received and
now owns a very small minority of
the stock of said Loew's Ohio Theatres; and that part of too pictures
shown In the theatres above mentioned aro booked and displayed
under the trade-names of "Paramount Pictures"; and it alleges that
by reason of the foregoing and under the state of facts then, and at
all times thereafter, existing, competition waa not lessened, but was
Increased, arid a monopoly was not
created, but was prevented.

Denial 1$

Paragraph Fifteen: It denies, on
information and belief, each and

and

Paragraph Twelve:
It
denies Rialto theatres and owns tho propeach and every allegation contained erty on which the office building
In Paragraph Twelve of the com- known as the Putnam Building Is
plaint, except that it is, without located; that Bald Famous PlayersParagraph 6
knowledge or Information, sufficient Lasky Corporation has also acParagraph Six:
It denies each to form a belief as to the relations quired and owns a majority of the
and every allegation contained in between Stanley Company of Amer- capital stock of Charle. Frohmnn,
Paragraph Six of the complaint, ex- ica and Stanley Booking Corpor- Inc., which, in conjunction with
cept that it admits that in the year ation, or as to the contracts of said David Belasco, leases the Empiro
1916 the respondent Famous Play- Stanley Booking Corporation, and theatre In New York City and tho
ers-Lasky Corporation acquired all except, also, that it admits that the Lyceum theatre In said city (both
the capital stock of Bosworth, Inc., respondent Famous Players-Lasky of which are given over to the
Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play Com- Corporation, in order to Insure spoken drama and not to pictures,
pany, Inc., and Famous Players Film proper exhibition of motion pictures but form a source of supply of draCompany and thereafter, in Decem- produced by it, and to prevent the matic material which may become
ber, 1919, merged said corporations threatened exclusion of such pictures subsequently of value for scenapursuant to Section 15 of the Stock from the principal first -run theatres rios)
that said Famous PlaycrsCorporation law of the State of by an- affiliated group of producers Lasky Corporation Is a stockholder
New York; and that it now owns and exhibitors controlling a large in a corporation engaged In erectnumber of the principal first-run ing theatre j in Canada, that said
all of the assets formerly of said
three corporations; and it alleges theatres, and claiming to control Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
that such acquisition of stock and over three thousand theatres, has leases the Majestic theatre in the
merger were for the purpose of in- Required certain theatres in certain city of Detroit, in the State of
and the cities in the 1'nHrwi States for the Michigan, whieh It sublets to tho
the
efficiency
creasing
volume of production of said three exhibition of motion pictures and Shuberts, and owns all o." the capcorporations which were already interests in corporation^ operating ital stock of the Star Amuse'.icnt
that said corpor- Co., which holds a lease on tho
affiliated and non-competing, in or- such theatres;
der that they might successfully ation has acquired 60 per cent, of English Hotel Building in the city
Black New Eng- of Indianapolis, State of Indiana;
capital
stock
of
the
snd
producers
other
with
compete
Theatres, Inc., a Delaware that said Famous Players-Lasky
affiliated groups of producers which land
leasing
or owning the- Corporation is a large stockholder
corporation,
at the time were producing a suffi
cient number of pictures to keep an atres in various cities and towns in in the corporation which erected the
supplied .Maine, New 1. impshirc, Vermont Missouri theatre in the city of St.
continuously
exhibitor
with complete programs; and that and Massachusetts, in which "Par- Louis, State of Missouri, and reby reason of the foregoing and un- amount Pictures" and other motion cently i' ircha.ved the theatres in the
formerly known
der the state of facts then, and at pictures, produced by others than State of Missouri
said Famous Players-Lasky Corpor- as the Koplar Circuit (but all exall times thereafter, existing, comwhich
theatres in said
or
that
Comof
Stanley
cept
petition was not lessened but was ation, are shown;
is a Pelaware corKoplar Circuit have more recently
increased and a monopoly was not pany of America
poration, owning or leasing theatres been resold to the former owners
created, but was prevented,
Paragraph Kinhi: It denies e;oh located in various cities in Eastern at cost or less than cost); that said
Flayers -Lasky Corporation
and and every allegation contain* d Pennsylvania, Western New Jersey Fumous
in
Paragraph Kight of the com- and Pelaware in which "Paramount has acquired and owns Interests
in
Pictures" and other motion pictures ihe certain theatres in the cities of
plaint, except that it admits that tin
in
San
Francisco,
Angeles
and
FaLos
respondent Famous Players-Lasky pioducd by others than said
Playcrs-Lasky Corporation the State of California, and in the
lie
time of its. or- mous
-.»:
it
a;
1

West

Coast Theatres, Inc., and financial
sponsor of Jackie Coogan's produc-

acquired the entire capital stock of
said Paramount Pictures Corporation; that in December, 1919, Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
merged Paramount Pictures Corporation and Artcraft Plcturea Corporation pursuant to Section 15, of
the Stock Corporation Law of the
State of New York, and, thereafter, Louisiana, Texaa and Oklahoma In
carried on the business of booking which "Paramount Pictures" and
and licencing under copyright the other motion plcturea, produced by
exhibition of motion pictures, some others than aaid Famous PlayerSof which were advertised aa "Art- Laaky Corporation are shown and
craft Pictures'* and some of which acquired, and owns 40 per cent, of
were advertised as "Paramount the capital stock of the Saenger
Pictures," and it alleges that Art- Amusement
Company, of which
craft Plcturea Corporation was in- Ernest
V. Richards, Jr., la vicecorporated to book pictures of a dif- president and
general manager,
ferent character from those booked which operates theatre* in which
by Paramount Pictures Corporation, "Paramount Pictures" and pictures
and operated by means of a different produced by others than aaid Faselling plan; and did not require mous
Players-Lasky Corporation
exhibitors to agree not to book pic- are shown; and it alleges that, by
tures from others; that the only ac- reason of the foregoing and under
tor, actress or director whoae pic- the state of fact, then, and at all
tures were ever booked by said Art- times thereafter, existing, compecraft Pictures Corporation, after tition was not lessened, but waa inhaving been booked by said Par- creased and a monopoly waa not
amount Pictures Corporation, waa created but waa prevented.
Mary Plckford; that after said FaAdmita Owning
mous Players -Laakey Corporation
Paragraph Thirteen:
It denies
had acquired the stock of Paramount Plcturea Corporation it each and every allegation contained
caused said Paramount Pictures In paragraph thirteen, except that
Corporation to abandon said "closed it admits that the respondent, Fabooking" plan and no longer to re- mous Playcrs-Lasky Corporation,
quire agreements by exhibitors that has acquired and owns tho New
they would not take pictures of oth- York Theatre Building, situated at
ers; and that by reason of the fore- Times Square in New York City,
going and under the state of facts for which it paid upwards of
then, and at all times thereafter, ex- $3,000,000, which building contains
isting, competition was not lessened three theatres, the Criterion, the
but was Increased, and a monopoly New York theatre and the New
waa not created but was prevented. York Roof; that said corporation
has also acquired and owns a majority of the stock of the corporaEach and Every One

'

bookinf''

/Wie exhibition.

'

are shown; that said

every allegation contained In paragraph fifteen of the comprint, except that It admits that the said
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
has an Interest In a producing company In Great Britain; that it has
offices in various cities in the United States, Canada, and in foreign
countries. Including cities of Sydney, Wellington, Mexico CKy, Paris,
Copenhagen, Buenos Aires, Rio do
Janeiro and Havana; and It alleges
that by reason of the foregoing and
under the state of facts then, and
at all times thereafter, existing,
competition was not lessened, but
was increased, and a monopoly was
not created, but was prevented.

;

of displaying motion
the public;
that the

Producer or distributor thereof
the exhibitor whcieby the cxis licensed
to make public
Jhlbitinn thereof; and that a mo* n Picture Is "released" when it
been publicly exhibited by exa.it ors
gen orally.
Paragraph Four:
It denies, ex* that it admits that various
SMttcera of motion picture films
established in cities certain
I known as "exchanges" where
J are
booked with exhibitors for
J

ganization In 1916; employed certain
actora and actresses who had become
well and favorably known to the
public, and whose popularity was
such that they were known in the
industry as "stars," for motion pictures, of whom there was great demand by exhibitors in various localities in the United States; that Paramount Pictures Corporation booked
certain of said pictures which were
exhibited as "Paramount Pictures";
that Artcraft Pictures Corporation,
a New York Corporation, was incorporated July 29, 1916, with an authorized capital stock of 20,000
shares without nominal or par value,
to engage In booking motion pictures
with exhibitors in various localities
In the United States; that said Artcraft Pictures Corporation established so-called exchanges in various cities In the United States, of
which Paramount Pictures Corporation had also established so-called
exchanges; that in the year 1916, said

;

!

alleges
Paragraph Sixteen:
It
that all of the stocks of corporations
acquired by said Famous

Players-Lasky Corporation and all
the subsidiary corporations caused
to be formed by it as hereinbefore
admitted were acquired or formed
solely for investment or for the
actual carrying on of the Immelawful business ot said Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, or

diate

the natural or legitimate branches
or extensions thereof, and that none
of said stock has at any time been
used by voting or otherwise to bring

about
r In attempting t<
bring
about any lessening whatsoever of
competition, and that the effect of
such acquisition or formation has
not been to lessen, but has been to
increase, competition, and that by
such acquisition or formation a
monopoly was not created, but was
prevented.
The unswer is signed by .T< sso L.

Lasky,

viee -president,

John Lndvigh, attorney
spondent,

and

Elek

for the re-

Famous Players-Lasky.
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Louis Silvers

THE HOUSE ROCKS WITH APPLAUSE
WHEN HE SINGS IT.
BIGGEST REQUEST FOX- TROT IN YEARS.
ORCHESTRAS PLAVING IT FIVE OR.
SIX TIMES EVERY EVENING.
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BROADWAY'S TRYOUT LOSS
YALE UNIVERSITY TO PRODUCE

ROAD DEMANDS SPECIAL

AMERICAN HISTORY

100-REEL

STHEET'S

Big Project Already Financed and Subscribed
Based on 'The Chronicles of America"—Work to
Be TsWouffMr Educational—4>istrilnrtioii.

Shows
New

House
in

Fans

Committee on Publications **ot "Whirl"
Automobile
at a meeting on Sept. 21,
Missed But One Jump
Spread on Its records a resolution

Far—

"WilDCAT" FEATURE
New Spanish

Operetta Due for

Broadway Production—Under American Direction
The rather mysterious production
a Spanish operetta, to be called
"The Wild Cat." Is due for a Broad-

of

Way showing.

Up to the present
time tho only momentous bit of Information leading out is that the
show has the handsomest drop curtain In captivity, costing $100,000 at
the very least, according to those

Who have seen

Tho curtain Is
it.
of such a gorgeous character that
it alone will be an object of attraction for tho show its promoters
believe.

The Spanish piece will be American- prod iired and is listed to debut
at the Park. Columbus
irole, the
soene of
New York's greatest
Spanish success. The Helen Freeman play opened nt the Park Monday and has the hoiiB* for a run.
«.

Somo

weeks

ago

a

magasine

described a magnillcant <-urtuiii employed in an opera house at Huenos
Aires, it is believed the curtain the
Park will exhibit is tin» same.

Way

^ >how wu rouUa
tD

Kansas

City.

It

JTiis

Close

NONE TO GO ON TOUR

CWw

from
Is a Sunday

Broadway producers have another
worry added to the bad business that has marked the new seasen In New York and out It Is the
booking of new shows for tryout
performances,
Houses used for
such purpos es heretofore are rejecting attractions unless they nave a
little

Broadway

reputation.
The reason
considerable losses have
been sustalned*wlth new offerings.
Is

that

(Continued on page If)

night opening. As the roads between the two cities are not of the
best, the run was Impossible.
The bunch, however, took their
cars to Springfield, 111., while playing the Chicago date, and will pick
ST.
them up next week and continue the
road drive from St. Louis Into New
York, unless some more impossible
Restaurant to Move From
jumps are found.
The members of the company
14th Street to Church
who have made the trip from New
York to Chicago are J. Harold
Site
Murray, Nancy Glbbs, Roy Cummlngs and Billy Shaw, Purcella
Luchow's the famous restaurant
Brothers, Bunny Druce, Joe Keno
and Rosie Green and Jack PearL and landmark on 14th street is
So far the bunch have driven from moving to 42u street. *oT that pur-'
Luchow has purchased the
New York to Boston to Pittsburgh pose
German Lutheran church on the
to Detroit to Chicago.
north side of tho thoroughfare, the
purchase price of the' site being
around $400,000. The church Is next
SKATING
to the Selwyn theatre and is really
Power Will Teach ''Julie" To Ice- a strango structure amid a string of
11 theatres on one block. The conNavigate
gregation Is said to have considered
George Power, of Power's Ele- fho possibility of boing surrounded
phants, included in the "Get To- entirely with theatres and to have
gether" show current at the Hippo- decided upon selling and building
drome, will attempt to teach the art an edifice in a more sedate neighof ice-skating to "Julie," the small- borhood.
Plans for the new T.oehow's have
est of the animals. It is planned to
have "Julie" navigate on the froxen been drawn. The restanranteur has
"lake" over at tho Hip if the ven- told friends that when the new place
is opened, he will again serve real
ture proves successful.
Two special pairs of skates and beer. His idea in not to sell the
shoes will be designed for "Julie's* ambrosia but to serve it gratis to
'»•
use so that she may take her first patrons, without the rc«|iiireinent
a prescript ion.
lesson sometime this week.

FREE BEER AT

NEW

LUCH0WS ON 42d

ELEPHANTS

IN CHICAGO

CONCESSIONS

FOR THEATRICALS

Date Set for New Rates by Roads in Promise
Thall Does not Effect Eastern Lines as
Yet Party Rates for 10 or More People.

Jam

1

to

Sam

—

—

Chicago, Nov. 9.
Starting Jan. 1, all railroads out
of this city will glvej special rates
to theatrical vroupe of 10 or more
persons travelling together.
The local understanding; has no
effect on eastern lines as yet.
Pictures Made of Operation
The promises were made to Sam
Thall, trafllo manager of the OrLooks Like Girl of
pheum Circuit. ^ Mr. Thall has been
Lecture Tour Possible
identified with transportation for
years. Is known to all railroad men
Edna Wallace Hopper has re- and through his voluntary solicitation the concession was obtained.
turned from Los Angeles, where she
underwent a facial operation, of
which she had motion pictures GEO.
taken, showing every process of the
cutting, healing and result * This
JUSTIFIED
week she was considering an offer
from 8hubert vaudeville to make an
act of the film with a short lecture Married, Prosperous and Livand a fsw of her old time numbers.
ing on
Appearing
She appears ready to sing thsm and
look them.
in Pictures

Week EDNA WAI1ACE HOPPER
HAS FACIAL OPERATION

So

formally approving the preparation
Return Same
ard production by the Tale University Press, under the supervision of
Kansas City, Nov. t.
this committee, of a series of moupon "The
tion pictures based
The automobile fans and fanettes
Chronicles of America," a series of with the "Whirl of New York." who
DoojuT "numbering oO volumes, &a*
have been published by the Univer- aspired to cover their entire road
tour in their cars, ran up against a
sity Press.
The plan at present deals with the 1 jump that could not be made, when
feodoctlon of 100 reels ol picture.

$100,000 CURTAIN

—Five

Staff

New York

MAKING. LONG JUMPS

cil's

Without

Reputations

—

PLAYERS IN AUTOS

Tale,

(Continued on pace 0)

York

L

Have Stung Them Too
Some Haven't
Often
Drawn Enough to Pay

4~

New Haven, Nor. t.
Yale University Is going Into the
peoductlon of educational motion
ytotures through the medium of the
CounTale University Press. T)

0.

R. R.

20—

L MARION HAS

FRIENDS

Coast—

Miss Hopper's surgery was done
back of the ear, where an irregular

Los Angeles, Nov. 4.
Incision was made and drawn toIt but recently came to light that
gether. This healed without a perCeo.
L.
Marion,
pardoned from a
ceptible scar. Her face now looks
like that of a girl in her twenties, commuted life sentence about four
without a wrinkle. She was con- years ago In Pennsylvania, has
fined for only three days during the completely Justified the confidence
The films wore of the friends who pleaded for his
healing process.
taken with the cooperation of Jesse release from prison.
Mr. Marlon is living on the coast
Lasky.
If Miss Hopper does not accept with his wife, is prosperous and has
vaudeville, she may uo u lecture been appearing In plcturos.
Mrs. Marlon was an old acnational Sunday syndicate
tour.
They
Is also dickering for a series of Il- quaintance of her husband's.
lustrated articles by her, with the first met 28 years ago in Detroit.
After a lapse of over 20 years they
stills.
Similar operations in the past again met at Long Beach and
Mrs.
have been performed on profession- shortly after were married.
als, notably Fannie Ward and Eva Marlon recently inherited a Irgacy
of
$80,000.
Tanguay, but none compares, it Is

A

said, with the transformation worked on Miss Hopper.

JOHN POLLOCK BE ELECTED

Marion was convicted many yenrs
ago of the murder of his first wife
(Continued on page 2)

ABRAHAM
New

John Pollock, manager of the Orphcum photo and press bureau, was (Now
re -elected Mayor of Leonia, N. J.,

Tuesday on an Independent ticket
by a plurality of 2fl out of a total
vote caet of 1.26G.
Mr. Pollock has been a resident of
Leonia for the past six years. It
will ho his second term a§ Mayor.
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HANWAY

ST.,

OXFORD

—

ALLOWED

HOUSES

tee.

No allegation of the indecency or
disorderliness was made, but such a
show would be prejudicial to the
best interests of the established
houses.
to recomto tho Council the Metropole
music and dancing license be granted subject to conditions that no

Tho committee decided

mend

Without Opposition

Music,

London, Nov. 9.
dancing and stage play

licenses to the

number

of 910 have

been granted without opposition, but
the managements of the Empire, Alhambra and Palace have been

warned that the showing of pictures
stage costumes be worn and that
In these houses will Jeopardize their
no more than six artists instead of
drinking licenses.
over 20 appear. This wrecks the

IN PARIS

Rosalie

Miller,

now

soprano,

In

artistic success.

WHEN

Nov.

lead.

1c

with Godfrey Tearle in the

Playhouse,

RESIGNS AS 0DE0N HEAD
Paris, Nov.

9.

Paul Gavault has resigned as director of the Odeon, rumor crediting him as successor to Fabre at
Firmln
the Corned le Francalse.
Gemler is prominent among those
mentioned to succeed him at the

Odeon.

ENGLISH PLAY CENSOR DIES
London, Nov. 9.
Viscount Sandhurst, Lord Chambej lain, died hero Nov. 1.
He was
official

play

censor and

power over the

coiiMolling

held

theatres.

London, Nov.

Paris, Nov. D.
Ti
Til- i're Mniiccy, having been
takt-n ovt by ON«;i r Dufrenne and
.

will

Yarn.'.,

II.

London, Nov.

9.

«lay ji a
{))•:

m

isi<-

lU'Uff- s d'i

hnll
>*''»»•

on

11m:

I.

SAILINGS
Kov. 19 (Sow York for
A.

Uo-Kou

).<"

Cliff revue,

9.

"The Co-

Optimists,"
renamed
"FantaM;»."
moves to the Queen's Nov. 11.

been entered through Jenie Jacobs
The salary is unannounced, as It is
understood Hayes has taken the
contract merely for the purpose of
exhibiting himself on your side.
Hayes is a monologist, standing
among the best in tho halls over
here.
He has an original style.

her rivnl,
tim's

.I.ie<iue|ine,

Hutli Draper. llohort Schabh-, Albert
Parker (Aquitanla).
Nov. 6 (Havre lor N"W York);
runMetropolitan
Wolff,
Albeit
ouctnr (Savoi^).
Nnv. b (l-'rnm I/»mli»n for N"W
A'i'ji
lurk) AUu'guii'it- N-: mnr.i
«

-

Th»» Hi itiah ballet will be
at the Kings way Nov. 10.

their unqualified
project.

endorsement

f

the

l.-jw,

ELKINS FAY and ELHNS
MINSTREL SATIRISTS>»
««

AY I NO MOSS

ml

STOLI,
Prlaclpal «;ircoll«
Direction* \V. 9. lleanesscj

PI.

"Crusaders of

George M.

Now

France," William

11.

Vv'iuiik.

"Tho Evo

of

indi:pi-:ndkncm
K«\

tha

jlut'.on."

^arl

12. "Wmhlnston
nnd Ills Comrade* In
approves 'ho un- Arms." (](oiK'* M. Wronif.
Filth-, rj of
13. "Tim
tho Constitution."
but later, regretting
Farran
Max
1.

"That He*

14.

"Washington

Colloasuos."

Ills

Ilonry Joica 1-ori.
l."i.

"Joffi-rson

and

III.?

Co'.N'n^ufs," All^n

Jt)lni8"n.
1»».

"John

Marshall

THE

VISION OF

Cons' ltu-

tho

ai.d

lion." I.dwird S. ('orwin.
17. "Tho Eight for a Fi..o
U. l'j.l!IO.

Sea,"

R.i!j»h

THE WEHT

1«. "l'lon. th of th.! CMd S>uUiw<:st," Constan'.-o Elndsay SklnnT.
1U. "The Old Norfhv./." Fr> !or!o Austin
.

20.

9.

"Tho

England haw A nut In

fixvitr.. in

and

Rolgn

of

And row

Jackson,"

<)KK-

2\. "Th.
Paths ff Inland Commerce."
usefulness and should Arctmr 11. llulh-if.
22. "ArtvonturerM of ».)r' 'Kon." Conntanoo
be abolished'' is lie title of a paper
with which Lewis (Tassoii will open Lindsay Sklnn< r.
2.1.
"Th..- Spanish Ilol.l*r:r^nds
Jlerh*»rt
a forthcoming Galh-ry First Nighl- E .ltfilion.
Lewis fassnn, by the
er's debate.
2-1. "Texas nnd
t)m XI. xl an War," NaW. Htrphcnson.
bye, Is the husband of Sybil Thorn- thaiil.
25. "The Forty-MiioyH," S'«-wart Edward
dike and a prominent nainber of White.
\ho brill r»nd *h«»ek proO'vin^ ron2fl.
"Tr* Pns-Ir.t:
V't-ontl-r,"
•b* ,»' -e.
j->
ccrn a' ill- I..
..:."y/:uh
:

outlived

its

•

l

I

«

1

,

1

!

V-

J«hs

liam Wood.

82. "The Sequel of Appomattox, •• WatWr
Lynwood Fleming/.

Paine.

D.

"The

87.

Affo

of

,

! -

J

•

'it.

Bonsae

Invention,"

Thompson.
88. "The Railroad Builders." John Moody.
89. 'The Ago of Big Bualnesa," Burton
J.

Ilendrlck.

"The Armies of Labor," Samoel F.

40.

the wiNMNc or

ABOLISH THEATRE"

CniHade."

Orth.

scones tho sales of tho completed
sets havo been subscribed for to an
extent that gives the Innovation a
guarantee of success beyond tho
wildest dreams of whatever return
thero was on any of tho biggest
serial picture productions that have
been made at any time in the history of the motion picture Industry.
Tho sale of the pictures will be
handled entirely on the basis of the
entire set of 100 reels, which will
cover all of the essential points that
are set forth in the following vol-'

wife kills
and tho vic-

London, Nov.

BIG SUCCESS IN EUROPE

Antl -Slavery

"Abraham Lincoln and the Usloa,**
Nathaniel W. Btepbenaon.
80. "The Day of the Confederacy," 1*jm
than lei W. 8tephon»on.
81. "Captain* of tho Civil War," Wil20V

"The

41.

Masters

,

of

Capital,"

JehS

Moody.

"The New South." Holland

42.

son.

"Tbo Boas and

48.

the Machine,"

P. -Orth.

"The Cleveland Era."

44.

Henry

Ford.

"The Agrarian

46.

Crusade."

Solos

#.

Buck.
46.

"The ratha of Empire." CarL Rosssll

Fish.
47. "Theodore Roosevelt and His Times,"
Harold Howland.
and tho Oroaf

48. "Woodrow
Wilson
War," Charles Seymour.

OUR NEIGHBORS

49.

"The Canadian Dominion," Oscar P.

Skolton.
CG.

"The Hispanic N-H-ns ol 0>«

World," William R. Shepherd.

Xn

Each

of the authors that has contributed to tho scries of historical
literary works is particularly qualified and an authority on the period

with which he deals.
For more than 18 months the Tale
University Press has had the project under way, and for the greater
part of that tlmo they have had
qualified film experts at ^vork on
adaptations of their volumes to the
needs of the screen.
* Tho actual work of shooMng on
the pictures is. to be started sometimo after January. 1922, and It
will bo performed for tho greater
part in the East, wluro studios are
The
being secured nt this time.
vicinity of New York Is at present
looked upon as tho b« nt equipped
central point from which to, opera**
in the work of production.

husband

written

resumed

28.

"Tbo

THE NOONTIDE OP AMERICA
and to have them historically
88. "The American Spirit in Educatlo*"*
and in keeping with the Edwin E. Sloaaon.
84. "The American Spirit in Literature,"
charact
of the historical works In
Blisa Perry.
book form on which they arc based.
85. "Our Foreigner*," Samuel P. Orth.
"The Old Merchant Marine." BalyV
M.
The distribution will bo in the main

*

)

(Havoie).

"Tbo Cotton KlDfdom." William SL

perfect

Dennett Munro.
Nov. 9.
A now thn •'-net. comedy, "Jac- B. "Pioneers of the OM South," Mary
quclino," by Henri Duvernols and Johnnton.
6. "Th,>
Fathers
of
NV.v
England."
Saeha Guifrv. wis produced by Al- Charli-s M. Andrews.
Knpli.ih on tho Hudson."
7. "Uutch ami
phonsc l-'ranek at the Theatre EdMaud Wilder Goodwin.
ouard VII. Nov. 5. Tho pluy was
8. "Tbo
QualK-r Colonics." Sydney G.
well received, and is a success. Lu- Fiah^r.
Folkways,"
M. "Colonial
Charles
1L
cicr f Iuitry is supported by Ber- Andrewji.
thier, Yvonne J'rintemps and Betty
Conquest of N>\t Franco,"
10. "Tho

l>iM««n\onil.
In -the plot a deceived

27.

tional

Paris,

the uV.i

l-Y'-

Nov. 6 (Queenstown for Now
lork) Joseph J. McCarthy (Haltlc).
Nov. 5 (London for New York)

in

for Milton

a'-'-jd, lie strangles the inurLapia Dancing Act At Olympia
dere.-s.
linv.-i of
Paris, Nov. 9.
The progi'.'iin Jnelmb-s a revhal
The Lapia dancing act opened a*,
of Sa< h.L (biitry's three -a ?t comedy
the Olympia Nov. 4.
"Faisons un H*-ve," ereated at the
TloutTi-s during the w.ir, Saeha playBritish Ballet Resuming
In.; bin original role.
II;. \n
London, Nov. 9.

bo inaugurated

tho Intention to make the
film thoroughly educa-

Is

It

works

Wood.

The Laddie

ne

or

THE STORM OF SECESSION

TALE TO PRODUCE
(Continued from page 1) ,
in which the history of the Western
Hemisphere from the discovery of
the West Indies by Columbus down
to thv present time.

4.

Moncey as Cef Con

"queues

of

of the Byronlo
Is migrat- day's production
ing next summer to 2947 Broadway, play, "A Pilgrim of Eternity," at the
York's.
Duke
of
New York. The company will comprise Fallot, Marc Hely, N. Noel,
Among the plays to be produced
Yvonne George, Marg. Picrry and
during the autumn season by the
La Bordlna, dancer.
National Players is "Christ
Scottish
Silengaged
by
Mme. Sylvld was
vestre to hold a role in tho forth- in the Kirk yard," by Hugh S. Robertson.
The producer will be Pat
the
at
P.
Wolff
of
coming pieceVaudeville, "Le Chcmhvdo Demas." Wilson, who was until recently chief
stage department, a
Stoll
the
of
by
rehearsals
during
replaced
Being
Mme. Dermoz, she is Buing the man- post now held by Maurico Volney,
agement for 50,000 francs damages. late the manager of the Palace.

"Enter Madame" "Tor the Royalty
London, Nov. 9.
Frank Curzon and Dennis Eadie
The recitation, *'M*r<»h*ndtp<»:i_j«
will produce "Enter Madame" at the exclusively used by Hayes.
It was
Royalty at the conclusion of the run an ante-war verse and considered
of "Ring Up" at that house, when of such good propaganda material
the lease reverts.
tho English government published
and distributed over 2,000,000 copies
New Play for London's 8trand
of It to date.
umo"
London, Nov. 9.
THE MORNING OF AMERICA
Rehearsals have been begun at the
1. "The Red Man's Continent," Ellsworth
Strand for "The Little Girl in Red." ANOTHER GUITRY SUCCESS Huntington.
2. "Tho Spanish C^niucrors," Irving Ecrto be presented in December.
dlne Hlchman.
"The Gipsy Princess" finishes Father and 8on in Plays at Edouard
3. "Elizabethan
William
Bea Docs."
VII.—
One
a
Revival
Dee. 3.

Opera "Gabrielle" in Glasgow
REVIVE "THE HAWK"
London, Nov. 9.
Robert
Courtneidge will produce
Paris, Nov. 9.
"Gabrielle,"
a
new
light opera, in
)f. ':*.z and Coquelin have rcsu.sclat< (1
at the Ambigu, Francis de Glasgow, lloxing Day, for a month's
(The run, after which it is to be brought
tVoissot's
J'L'Eporvier"
Hawk), *ilh Andre Hrule, J^nu Co- to London.
'[; Mi and Madeleine Lely.
Revue Moved to Queen's

battle

from tho Pie qui Chante

Monologist Coming
institutions,
educational
through
Over for Shuberts— Recites and
it is said that a number of educators in this country have given
"Merchandise"

An engagement

George Tully succeeds Tearle in
"The Sign on tho Door" at the

hor«\

the

16,

,

A

The financing of tho picture proHayes
London, Nov. 9.
to
appear for four weeks for ducing project hdc been accom,
"The Faithful Heart" follows Shubert vaudeville in
New York, plished, an! even beforo a camera
"Araminta Arrives" at the Comedy commencing in January
next, has crank has been turned on ar.y of the

des Agrlcultcurs

conceit in the Sal

English

|

"Faithful Heart" Nov. 16

gave a concert last week for
the American Woman's club. Walter
Hummel, pianist, also organized a
Paris,

I

London, Nov. 9.
"Deburau" was produced at the
Ambassadors Nov. t and scored an

1W1

11,

.

FOUR WEEKS' TRIAL
FOR MILTON HAYES

"DEBURAU" ARTISTIC

^

Harold Henry, pianist, of Chicago,
has taken a flat in Paris for the
winter. Helen Rlnlnger, of Seattle,
Wash., is planning to remain in
France till next Spring to pursue
her musical studies.

November

houses.

The

WAS

success.

K

queues" goes on.' An august comcompany has been formed to mittee of (he London County Council
is considering the matter, manCALENDAR IS THE WAY CALa troupe of dancers round the
ENDAR SHOULD BE SPELLED. run
world under the designation of the agers are taking sides, the publle
to "dear Mr. Editor," and
is
writing
I KNOW VECAU8B I GOT ONE Ballets Franoals, directed by Mme.
OF THOSE BOOKS that tell you Lysana. A trial will first be made a lot of space is being devoted to
subject
the
in" the public press. On
tc
read fifteen minutes eVery day here.
October 23 the "O. P." Club and the
and then you will be able to conNUjhters held a joint
Gallery
First
verse with anyone. Lincoln read a
Gabriel Grovles, conductor at the
lot and so did Wash., but the things Paris Opera,, has been engaged for debate on the matter, at tho end of
which the unanimous opinion of the
that really count are the things the opera at Chicago.
O. F. N/s wrecked tho "O. P." resothey sutd that they didn't read in
books. All the adds In the world
Tillo and Germalne Mitty, re- lution for obllitlon.
are never going to- tell me that I'll cently returned home from New
The production of Cconro Moore's
ever amount to a row of beans if York, have left for an engagement
"Tho Coming of Gabrielle" at the
I'm not Just FRANK VAN HOVEN. in England.
Lyric, Hammersmith, has been postI was in a smoker tho other night
and a fellow even picked on WashCharles Fallot's cabaret troupe poned, as has Philip Michael Fara-

FRANK VAN HOVEN

entertainment unless the order Is
overridden on appeal, and the show
"MACAIRE" REVIVED
ington, so what's a fellow going to
do? When Wilson dies every newsmust end this month.
Paris. Nov. 9.
paper
in tho world will pay editorIt was an attempt to establish In
The popular story of "Robert
London the Ziegfeld Midnight Fro- Macalro," the "pickpocket, and bis ial tribute, but until that day comes
there arc thousands that will -still
lic idea.
confederate, Bertrand, is the subject claim his little bit of flesh that is.
of the play by Maurice Land ray, A certain man in England doesn't
presented by Herts and Coquelin at like the writeups of my success that
AMERICANS IN EUBOPE
the Porte St. Martin Nov. 4. The I send him. That's good; I love it.
Taris, Nov. 9.
I'll send moro.
Ho will talk about
title role is fittingly Interpreted by
me, good or bad. he will talk, and
-Mr*. Henry \v\ Savage, wife of
tho versatile Max Dearly. The im- Karnum
said, talk about me, good
tho New York manager, with her personation
of Frederick LemaJtrc or bad— TALK. TALK. TALK, AND
daughter, aro proceeding to the of this
character is unknowr to the I SCREAMED
I HEARD
French Riviera to spend tho winter. present generation
ANGRY, I LOVE IT,
and only a f t m HE
William Dodsworth, of the Ameri- can make
PLANNED IT AND IT CAMEI
comparisons.
Martan
well
can Express Co., in Paris,
I LOVE IT,
I'LL SEND
appeared as Bertrand.
This re- TRUE.
HIM MOKE. Ill send them to difknown to theatrical people, has left vival looks only
fair.
ferent addresses, where he's bound
for a vacation in tho United States,
to get them. It's great, I'm happy.
the first for many years
FRANK VAN HOVEN.
Channing Pollock, playwright, is RUSSIAN "SLEEPING BEAUTY"
in Paris wbcro he expects to preLondon, Nov. 9.
sent in French his piece, "The Sign
The production of the Russian
on tho Door," early next year.
ballet, "Sleeping Beauty." at the AlRuth Draper appeared for three hambra Nov. 2, is a big success.
performances at the Maison de
The production is beautiful, but
l'Oeuvrc,
Paris, presenting eight very long.
short sketches (without change of
sceno or costume) 'which met with
•

'»

,.

Ziegfeld's Midnight Frolic

NO

"*

London, Oct. 18/ Fratellinl Brothers aro
out
George Bernard Shaw's "Heart- the show.
break House" at tho Court nearly
bored the highly intellectual audiThe British Ballet at tho
ence
death and no one was sur- way baa come to a bad end. Klnn.
While
prised when G. B. Fagan announced li.'.elllgence
remains In theatr*.
that the author had* himself been land, it could not very well
driven to sleep during the final act. dono otherwise. However, the hav«
proIs talk abcut every subject under moters announce that it is
only bethe sun In the author's t evolution- ing closed down for revision,
and
a
ary way, but without any original- number of new dances are being
put
ity.
Into rehearsal. They hope that tha
new program will "bo more acceptThe "Fun of the Fayre," pruned able to the public."
and shaken down, lodks like being
C. B. Cochran's biggest success. The
Meanwhile, Diagbllcff's production
of "The Sleeping Beauty" at the
Alhambra has been postponed, and
Charles Culliver is to run a ballet
season la bis suburban vaudeville

Grossmith's Metropole After-Theatre Production Restricted to Six Artists
Successful, but Unless
Appeal Succeeds Must Close Modeled After

I/ondon, Nov. 9.
DRINKS
'The Midnight Follies," a George
Grossmith after-theatre supper production, was produced at the Hotel
IN PICTURE
Metropole Nov. 2 and proved successful.
Nov. 4 the Entertainment
Protection Association lodged a proTheatres Warned—
test with the London County Coun- English
cil theatres and music halls commit910 Licenses' Granted

'

LONDON

IN

RUINED BY COUNCIL'S ACTION

far*

W. !
Friday,

LONDON'S SUPPER SHOW IDEA

—

ST.,

GEO.

L.

MABI0N

(Continued from pa»;v

He was

I)

srnleneei
was confined Bt
Harrlsburjc.
After adv««rso appeals
his caso was taken to tho Kovernor.
A reprieve was granted on f ho ev*
of tho morning ho was to have been
executed.
Several months later,
while serving his life sontonce, and
on new evidenco adduced, satisfying the pardon board his erlmo had
not been premeditated. Al.u-ion was
pardoned. He immediately left for
the West with the announced intention of rehabilitating himself In
tho professional world and before
his friends, who stuck with huj*
from the start to 'V !•• '•> "" h?f
in Philadelphia.
to he hanged and.

1

Trr>uh'»v.

Friday,

November

11,

VAUDEVILLE

ltol

BERNSTEIN'S

CHI'S

VAUDEVILLE OPPOSITION

COSTLY TO BOTH CIRCUITS
Added Expenses Make Dent at Orpheum's Majestic
and Palace—Shuberts' Apollo Drops from
$16,000 to $7,500 in a
Chicago, Nov.

'

Few Weeks.

9.

Since the advent of the Shuberts
Into vaudeville here, the Palace and
Orpheum Circuit
the
Majestic,
bouses in the "loop" have reduced
the price of admission on week days;
Increased the cost of their vaudeville
program, doubled the amount of advertising space in the dally newspapers, and have also dropped about
$2,000 a week in business with the
corresponding weeks of last year.
Even before Shuberts announced
that they would inaugurate a policy
of vaudeville at the Apollo, the Palace and Mojcstlce cut their top
price of admis. Ion on week days
from I1.G0 to $1 with the coming of
Shubert vaudeville. They then proceeded to strengthen their average
bills by adding two and three more
namea of headline calibre, which
resulted in an additional expenditure
of from $1,000 to $2,000 a week over
the general average of the past.
With the Shuberts starting off their
advertising campaign with a flash,
the space taken by the Orpheum

SHOW

u 8aps" Needn't Apply for Coneessione in His West Indian Tour

Freeman Bernstein

is

preparing

for his annual invasion of the Wont
Indies, sponsoring a carnival show
duo to sail about Nov. II. San Domingo regarded as "virgin territory"
for outfits of the kind is the objec-

NEW FIGHT CLUB EXPECTED
TO BREAK GARDEN MONOPOLY

with ten weeks the probable
length of the junket.
Circulars calling for concessionaires, ask for rides and shows of all
ktnC and hand~ out the advice:
"saps don't apply."
tive,

SING SING PRISON

HAS OWN TOLLIES

Dayton Judge Calls Attention to It
Prisoner For Ono Yosr

— Sentences

Dayton,

O.,

—

—

First Attraction Scheduled.

and Britton

A

new club, to be in direct competition with Madison Square Garden and which will break the)
monopoly held In the east on biff
bouts by Tex Rickard. is to open

UNION MEN SETTLE

CARNIVAL CRIME

Nov.

Inmates of State Institution
Judge Roland W. Baggott of
Domestic Relations Court, called
Presenting Musical Review

SHUNGFIELD TROUBLE

9.

the
at-

—

Lease Secured to Former Siegel-Cooper Store Now
Being Renovated Capacity 18,000 Leonard

Labor

around Thanksgiving Day.
The new club will bo located oa

Had Closed

Difficulties

the site formerly occupied by ts#
Siegel-Cooper Stores at 6th avenoo
and 18th street. The building; sb
now being renovated. The posts
Springfield, Ohio, Nov. 9.
will be removed and a capacity of
The labor difficulties which have 18,000 Is called for, according to tho
tied up local theatres since the start alteration plans which Include 10.0H
seats of plush orchestra chairs.
of the season have been adjusted.

Town's Theatres

tention to the revolting nature of
the charges of which John Wagner,
carnival employee, was found
Benefit for Xnias
guilty by him. Wagner was sent to
workhouse for a year for conthe
"Oh, Marion,"
tributing to the delinquency of two
This Sunday
boys whom he induced to leave their
Jim Coffroth. Billy Gibson and Jim
home In Gary, Ind., to learn to be A settlement between managers and Buckley are tho promoters of tho
acrobats.
hand*
and
opernew
venture which is to stags as
stage
musicians,
Sing Sing. N. Y., Nov. 7.
At that time Wagner was with
Its opening bout a world's champ*
The weekly matter received by the Albert Fisher Carnival, but when ators was accepted, with the theatre ionship match between
Benny Loon*
Variety from the Entertainment picked up by the police in Dayton, workers accepting a small salary lard and Jack Britton, Involving tho
Committee of the Mutual Welfure had left the show and claimed he reduction.
title.
j welter-weight
Since the trouble started no road
It has been no secret that tho
League at Sing Sing Prison, New was on the way to Xenla, Ohio.

Dec.

—

5-7—Public

Invited

a

Fund—

.

information
York,
contains
the
that the inmates of the institution
will stage their own "Follies" production as mentioned in the notes
below.

HARRY WARDELL AS "SINGLE"

mentioned have boon angling
a site with reports Involving the)
car barns at 60th street and Sight*
avenue.
The leasing of tho huge
building
formerly
housing
tho
mammoth stores puts all the specu-

shows have played here nor has
vaudeville been offered. A few picoperated

houses

ture

with

trio

for

non-

The musicians
Harry Wardell is to enter vaude- union operators.
with a "single" offering which have been running a 10 -cent picture
show in the meantime, with Sunday
Andy Rice is now constructing.
This
houses was doubled in siie.
Wardell, who is sometimes dubbed band concerts free.
"3ing 8ing Follies of 1021"
expenditure alone makes a differBy permission of our esteemed Al Jolson's double, has had a checkence of about $500 a week more than
ered
career ever since falling into
warden, Lewis E. Lawes, recently
was usual.
a small fortune several years ago,
With allowance made for the re- elected president of the Prison when an oil gusher was brought in
arrangeAmerica,
of
vision of the admission price and Congress
on some property he was interby the Muthe added cort of the program and ments have been made
ested in.
advertising expenditure, these the- tual Wslfare League of this instlWardell sold his interest for a
show for reported sum of $160,000. That has
atres are running behind the bus- tutlon to hold our annual
*
ville

lation at rest.

l

1

iness of last year.
The Apollo, the

Shubert house,
which opened In the end of September with Donald Brian as the headliner, got off to a start of $13,000 on
the opening week, and going to $16,The pro000 the second week.
grams, on the average, were not up
to the calibre expected from the
Shuberts, with the result business
went o the downtrend each subsequent week, with the gross hitting
as low as $7,600 one of the weeks.
Last week the Apollo did $9,300.
Matinees drew between $100 and

the outside public as well as for
the Inmates.
The performances for the general
publie will be held on Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday evenings,
Dec. 6-7.
In the past our productions have
been along the vaudeville line; that
is,
just straight vaudeville acts.

been greatly reduced through unfortunate investments in theatrical
enterprises,
lately

among

others.

manager

was

of

Wardell
George

White's "Scandals of 1920," and Interested financially in the show,
which, according to report, lost

money

This time, however, it Is to bo a
MOB'S, WIFE'S SKETCH
Plenty of good
musical review.
singing, dancing and a real good
Syracuse, N. Y., Nov. t.
the
famous
only
chorus, such as
"A Passer By." by Mrs. Sim Allen
Baatlle-on-the-Hudson can produce. and Frances Nordstrom, was played
This production promises to outdo for three days last week at the
any and aU our previous efforts In Temp i e Mrm Allen has tho starring
$200.
role> Professionally she Is Rosabelle
The theatre-going public hero ex- this direction.
The proceeds of this production Leslie, and privately tho wife of
pects, with the entry of the Shugo for a Christmas fund for Sim Allen, tho Wlbxer and Vincent
berts, more substantial and attrac- are to
the inmates. It is earnestly hoped representative at Utica.
tive programs than they had in the
that the many friends of the league
While the playlet was favorably
past, and were greatly disappointed
and received here, it was over the heads
when the average Shubert vaude- will respond to our appeal
of
Follies
Sing
make the "Sing
of the Temple patronage. The story
ville show was announce*" with very
success we have borders on the psychological, dealtew acts of headline calibre and a 1921" the biggest
had.
ever
ing with the troubles of a joung
score of acts recruited from the
Oliver Morosco recently prom- couple. They nearly stumble into a
Most of the
small-time circuits.
of "Oh, tragedy until rescued by the soul
performance
give
a
to
ised
Shubert small acts have been seen
Sing Sing. Our ex- of a woman who has gone through
hereabouts at the three and four-a- Marion!" at
are about to be fulfilled. the fire of experience.
day houses, and the theatre-goers pectations
has notified us the enteem to feel th^t their appearance on Mr. Morosco
tire company have signified their
- -—•••-» «_,.«..««
(Continued on page 9)
willingness to give a performance j GEORGIA EMPEY VINDICATED
here Sunday, Nov. 13.
Appelate Division in affirming
The
Friday evening. Nov. 4, "Billy" Justice Morschauser*s decision in
3-CENT PUBLICITY
Mills, stage manager of the VicWalter J. Herman's favor 'n divorce
Euclid Ave., Cleveland, sends Out torla, Ossinlng, again made ar- proceedings begun by Beatrice H.
rangements and brought over three
Checks for Three Cents Each
the spring of 1919, vin-

BR *1

^^^„

Herman

h

t

*'*<£

•"

,

.

acts.

ItUik^^,

consistently on the road.

fee

<s*

•

JANE and KATHERINE LEE
Never seem

to get mixed up In small things. Hero Is their picture
in Britannia, B. C, the day before tho entire town was wiped out by tho
biggest flood British Columbia has had In years. On the Orpheum route*
yes, of course. San Francisco will be host to "The Baby Grands" for tho

next two weeks.

LOEWS FULL WEEK

BETHLEHEM OUT
8hubert 3plit

Week

Too Ex- Change

Bills

pensive for Pop Pricee

in Policy at

Hamilton Elinv

inates Lay-Off

In

Georgia Empey ivaudedicated
The first was Gertrude Barnes in vlllo), mentioned as co-respondent.
Cleveland, Nov. 9.
During the engagement last week popular songs. Miss Barnes put Jier Miss Empey Is a sister of Cleo
of Xora Bayes as a Shubert head- numbers across well and was ap- May field, and was at that time in
liner at the Euclid Ave. theatre sev- preciated by the house.
the Cecil Lean-Cleo Mayfield show,
The second act was the Ming Kce "Look Who's Here."
eral thousand checks on the GuarChinese
dian Savings and Trust Co. bearing Four, a pleasing quartet in
Mrs. Harman lost her case before
the star's signature and each for the costumes that went big
4 Justice Morschauser in the White
act was Manning
» and
last uci
The
in© iaei
amount of three cents were disCourt and
talking com- plains (N. Y.) Supreme
tributed by the theatre management Lee in a singing and
has a very took an appeal. The Hermans are
through the mail. The letters ac- edy skit. Miss Manning
the de
although
non-professionals,
splendid
companying the checks said experts pleasing voice and makes a
fendant is known to Broadway and
had decided a person's time was appearance.
He wae reprean up- theatrical folks.
Mr. Lee had the house
Worth threo cents a second and that
and the act sented by Kendler & Goldstein.
tho theatre management wished to roar with his dialog
out for enrepay them for the time taken to was repeatedly called
audience.
read
WALSH SIGNS WITH U.
ho announcement of Miss cores by the
Bayes' appearance at the local theGeorge Walsh, the picture star

The Lorenze, Bethlehem,

Pa., the

house to install Shubert vaudehas been dropped from the
Shubert books after a month's trial
with a split week policy.
The cost of the shows Is given as
the reason for the house dropping
the Shubert bills, the apllt week
policy costing in the neighborhood
of $2,000 a week, with the vaudefirst

ville,

ville

playing but six days.

The house played

Its

Loser's theatre at Hamilton. Ont.,

becomes a full week starting Nov.
21. This" house haa been playing on
a split week basla for several seasons. Acts playing there, however,
were required to lay off three day a.
Under the new policy the I<oew
Canadian time will be consecutive
without lay-offs.

vaudeville at

ERNEST EVANS HAS RELAPSE

popular prices.

I

I

IRENE CASTLE'S OFFERS

atre.

A large number of the cheeks
Irene Castle has been offend
were cashed in at the theatre box
$2,009 weekly by the Shuberts to
office and others sent through the
appear as the principal "name" or
regular channels to the bank.
Century
Tho cheeks bore a line to the hostess attraction atop the legit imRoof 1'romenade which the
effect
hat they must be cashed
presarios are now operating as aj
within ten days after date.
cabaret patterned after the Cafe De
MIbs Castle is guaranteed
Paris.
VALESKA SURATT SINGING
six weeks plus 40 per cent, couvert
VmI.'sU;, Suratt has signed Koith- charges with a 10-week ropeat after
Orphcum contracts, finally repudi- she concludes three works for Keith
t

HILLIARD ON SHUBERT TIME

Robert Hilliard has been signed
vaudeville
to appear in Shubert
with a sketch yet to be selected.
who is appearir.s in vaudeville in
Thlu v. Ill ho Milliard'., first apthe middle west, will return to the pears nco on the stage since he
coast after playing the Colonial, De- withdrew from George M Cohan's
Walsh signed a film play, "A Prince There was'' (hiring
troit, Nov. 21.
contract with Universal lost week. its engagement at the Cohan TheaHis vaudeville dates called for 30 tre, the author- producer t placing
weeks, though holding a proviso him in tho title role.
that he might caned for pictures.

i

LOUISE GLAUM AND SKETCH

j

ating

and

the' tentative Sllubert deal,
us next Mond;iy at the Ma-

(.p.

Chicago,

J'-Mie.

Way."
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Willi.i n
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new

net

KoM-llo

In

by
as

'The White
La it, with
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her

principal

STAN STANLEY HELD

Ixiulse

Glaum, picture

star, will
in a dra-

four rliKiacid's. and
the si'i-ii, js fi boudoir.
Mi>* Suratt will sing a song in
the an, something she has not dono
will
in sunn seasons.
Tli.

i.

;»!<•

Wednesday in his dressing
room, before the matinee, and was
rushed to a hospital, where doctors
thought a blood clot had formed on
last

the brain.

The
being

act

is

billed

laying off this week.
at the Shubcrt-Cres-

cent.

NEW SHUBERT

OPENINGS

Chicago, Nov.

9.

Several of the new Shubert Iioiihos
enter vaudeville shortly
Frederick Goldsmith, representing
in tho middle west wife Inaugurate
matic sketch with five people.
Stan Stanley, .secured his release
It
Forkins have the act.
vaudeville Thanksgiving week.
Smith
A
previously contracted for.
after a warrant for his civil arrest
contemplated opening the new
in
Miss Castle has not nceopted the
the
on
Saturday
secured
was
had
a
has
houses
the
and
also
Date
Milwaukee,
Garrlek,
Whitemsn's Band's Next
Shubert offer. She
grounds that he planned leaving the
proposition from the Knirk'MhoeUer
The Paul Whi toman Hand will In Minneapolis and St. Paul that
jurisdiction of the court. Th" Stanweek.
the
at
Crll!. New York.
bookings
Keith
its
resume
ep.'ir.-ited, with tho .vtioii
leys ai
The following week the Shuberts
lltverside. New York, .Ian. L\
pendii Z.
of a
The Whiteman Band, wbb-h on will begin the vaudeville career
The life's .v.toii*-. ai>r <i StanMYRTLE 9TEDMAN'S LATEST
obtained in St.
Bond cluded a Ave weeks' engagement at new house they have
house
liai
Another picture star to <Mmt in ley was leaving for Arizona.
Is.
The name of the
pro- the Palace last w«< U, will eontinio- r .on
\ <*
of $:<"'•>
vaudeville is Myrtle St«-dmnn. who to the amour.
not he«»n annoiine, d.
lioy il.
H'< !iorct"i"o:-e at '!i° Palais
Stan!":
by
vide.,
open shortly.
.'

SUpp,.it.

Ernest Evans, who was attacked
by thugs in New York City two
weeks ago, had a relapse in Boston

r

t

i
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VAUDEVILLE
PLENTY OF "HALVES"

JUDGES COMMENT ON SMITH

ON ALL CIRCUITS

FORECASTS SHUBERT LOSING
He

Friday,

LOCAL REVIVAL
'
New Orleans, Nov. t.
Ben Piazza Is reviving "Woman

Illusions Playing

Act This

The playlet
of this city.
is breaking in at Baton Rouge the
latter part of the week, and will be

Goldin Sues
company
Selbit— Mishap by One

—

Week

Believes Actor Truthful Favorably Iman added attraction
Sunday Billing Plays Big Part in Winter Claims and counterclaims con- next week.
tinue to center about the illusion,
Garden Suit Against Smith and Dale.
"Sawing a Woman." The latest de-

Says

pressed

—

velopment Ih the filing of a suit in
the United States Court of the
Southern District of New York
against P. T. Selbit. the Englishman, who is now showing his turn
on the Pant ages circuit, and Alexander Pant ages, head of the circuit.
Horace Goldin seeks an injunction
restraining
the defendants
from exhibiting a vaudeville act
featuring the illusion of "sawing a

at the

Orpheum

FALSE KNUCKLES GET

FOR TOMATO

THE

COIN
with
At the conclusion of the three testimony v/ould coincide
Bierbauer's.
trial in the injunction suit Weber and
Not Unique
of the Winter Garden Co. (ShuThe fact that Smith and Dale
Con and Merlin, the Magician,
and were not unique and irreplaceable
against Joe Smith
bert8')
Frame on Up-State BoxCharles Dale last Friday, Judge was brought out in J. J. Shubert's
Augustus N. Hand of the Federal testimony when it was shown that
ers
Just a Matter of
the
Klein
called
upon
Brothers
were
District Court said Joe Smith testito replace Smith and Dale In the woman in hair* and also demands
Cashing In
fied truthfully .nd impressed him "Whirl of New York."
damages.
favorably and though it is evident
Disposed of the "unique** issue, it
Selbit arrived from England reSmith may hare been biased by the
Syracuse, Nov. 9.
(Continued on page 6)
cently with "Sawing a Woman in
fact the Shuberts gave the defende>
Two,"
which he showed at the 44th Dear Chick:
ants their notice last July 2, letting
Tomato has* won five straight
Street week Sept. 26. Following a
the duo out of "The Whirl of New
few weeks on the Shubert circuit fights with knockouts in the first
GIVING
York" and substituting the Klein
Selbit organized five duplicate acts, round.
He has been bowlln* them
Brothers in their place, this made
following Goldin's example when over
as fast as they bring them on,
no difference to his (the Judge's)
HIS
the
latter put out five companies in
the
was
in
mind. His chief concern
and if they don't get hep to your
vaudeville.
matter of the adjudication of the
little playmate I'll havo him chamIn addition there are five "Sawdefendants' insistence on the performance of a specific clause in Old Time Performer Details ings" playing tho picture houses. pion of the world by next spring.
Now what I'm goin* to coo in your
These are controlled by John C.
their contract with the Shuberts to
Turns Performed by
Coutts and Selbit. according to re- ear is strictly masonic, for I know
the effect that no reference to the
J
can
trust you and I may need a
port
Now Taking Rest
"Avon Comedy Four" should be
Week of Oct. 24 Selbit and one New York press agent, so here goes.
made in the billing but that Joe
of tho Goldin "woman" acts op- You know this fight game Is all fish
Smith and Charles Dale be the sole
Toledo, Nov. 2.
posed each other in Winnipeg. Le cakes and that theirs many a kid
names featured. The Judge's sum- Editor Variety:—
the Goldin illusionist, was flghtln' for. cakes out in the sticks
mary statement continued that this
I would like to publish two acts Boy,
clause expressly inhibited the com- I performed; good acts for some one jumped into the Orpheum. Winni- Who could be made a champ if he
peg, and Selbit was pulled out of had the proper manager.
plainant from advertising the de- to learn.
Tomato would be hambonin'
fendants as the Avon Comedy Four.
Ankle twist eccentric essence Minneapolis to combat the turn, around the rest of his natural life
He clearly perceived it was an un- dance. Splits, flip flaps, somer- although his Winnipeg date was
scheduled for this week. knock in' over these local guys and
usual con tract ua" provision and he sault and ankle twist; turning
my originally
According to report, Alexander never get his name in a New York
furthermore felt that the Winter heels from back, through my legs.
In
Garden Co. used the Avon reference front of me, backward and forward Pantages accused the Orpheum paper unless I thought of a way to
make him a sensation.
as a box office attraction.
In essence time; placing my heels people of a violation of booking
I have been stewin' my brains out
The strong point the Court saw in front of me and walking across ethics in playing the Le Roy turn for months trln' to think of a new
ahead of Selbit.
in the complainant's case was the the stage.
angle to this rackett that hasn't been
One of the many "Sawing a done by every burlesque show on
fact the Sunday newspapers all
I performed tumbling contortion
billed Smith and Dale under their and little juggling monte-banking Woman in Hair* acts came to grief
the circuit, and I finally got an Id
own names mlnui any reference to from 1869 to 1874. I placed the at Keith's, Jersey City, this week. when I run into Jack Merlin, the
the Avon quartet, although since contortion ankle twist, in an essence It Is controlled by Goldin and op- magtcu.r
the Thursday preceding tha three- dance in 1875, and performed until erated by Henry Marks and opened
Jack was playin' up here, but told
by
sheets and 24 -sheets throughout the 1879 or 1880 at Fox's American The- with the usual introduction
me he was tired of smearin' up his
After the committee had kisser
city carried the quartet billing.
atre, Philadelphia; Adclphl Theatre, Marks.
three times a day, so I proNational Theatre, Cin- mounted the stage and the girl had posed we go in partnership on
In this Injunction suit begun by Chicago;
th
Shuberts against Smith and cinnati, and many smaller theatres, been lowered into the box. through Tomato and this idea of mine.
Dale alleging breach of contract by and Gorton and Benjamin's Gold some accident the box parted,
Merlin agreed and I started totln'
plainly disclosing two women to
virtue of the team walking out of Band Minstrels.
him around with me tell in' the mob
The turn he was an old
I hurt my hip in 1879 and was the view of the audience.
the Winter Garden on Monday matside kick of mine who
then I was transformed into a comedy by was daffy about the fight game, etc.
inee. Sept. 2f, Judge Hand did not obliged to stop dancing;
the audience
discuss the minor and only other performed my acrobatic juggling the mishap, with
The first fight Tomato had after
important question Involved as to act a few years .turning somer- quick to sense the situation, booing that, Merlin was in his corner right
extraordinary,
irre- saults with every trick except my the rest of the action.
the
unique,
alongside of me and from then on
At Proctor's 58th Street this
feet
placeable and Exceptional talents of sword juggling.
long;
3ft
he has goaled every sap he fought
the actors, but laid stress on the somersaults with three balls, catch- week John Buck had two "plants'* In the first canto.
contractual clause in the two years' ing and Juggling; somersault, blow- [start an argument in front of the
Well, here's the dope. You know,
contract dating from Sept. 1, last, ing feather in air, catching on head; house relative to the danger of the they throw the gloves in the centre
a
nosuggested
by
slipping
as
[saw
somersault,
throwing
five -pound
with an option for a third year.
of the ring when the star bout per-i
The team agreed to accept $900 cannon ball and catching, placing parking sign standing In front of formers step in the ring up here.
weekly during the first year, $1,000 ball between my feet, ball In each the house, which read, "Don't Park The seconds pick out a pair each
the second, and' in the event of the hand, throwing all in air while turn- Here— Reserved for Ambulance in and tie them on their fighter's hands
ing somersault, catching and jug- Case Saw Slips."
option $1,100 for the third year.
while the seconds
over to the
The argument drew a crowd, opposite corners andgo
Although Max Hart, Arthur Ham- gling..
watch them tie
among whom was Jack Dempsey, them on.
I performed juggling act at the
mrr. tcin, George O'Brien, George
the Keith bookeY. who took the afIn all my experience as a handler
L«-M lire and Anthony Jackson tcs- Grand Opera House, Chicago; Gorand
Benjamin's
Minstrels fair seriously and dashed inside to of boxers I have never seen an optiiitd as to the uniqueness of the ton
inform Buck a fight was about to posing
manager or second examine
iici's abilities, all "concurring, -they (-.vhon stages were laree en.)u^!i.V
start on his sidewalk. Ho was "let
the gloves of a fighter 1 was hanw< re irreplaceable and exceptional and John Robinson's Circus and
In" forthwith.
New
York
Circus
after
my
hip
dling. They will always take a peek
in ability, with Hammcrstoin supunder the edges of the bandage, but
plementing that in his opinion Smith crippled me and I only played five
never think to examine the gloves.
possesses a wonderful v ice, the or six weeks on Keith circuit and
SALARY
IN
CUTS
quifr,
later
years
doing
advance
They watch you tie them to see that
clause question was prime in the
Court's viewpoint.
you don't slip anything inside and
At first, wit'.i work and booking acts.
I am
crippled for life and in Vaudeville One-Nighters Bringing let it go at that.
Judge Edward E. McCall, of counDown Costs to Average $5
Could
sel for the defendants, conducting poor health, but sti'l happy.
Well Merlin and I had one special
a Person
the trial on the "unique" po'nt, the add three Juggling, crying girls;
right bund glove made with a row
Court was inclined to hold with the three-foot long hollow body to place
of
false knuckles across tho back
A general retrenchment policy on
plaintiff's witnesses from the view- crying toy; have Southern tropical
on the inside of the glove. It was a,
days'

—

JOHN SUN

AWAY

TWO ACTS
Him—

'

;

I

I

j

orange
veranda, with

cottage, open
the three girls at
railing looking out; green mat for
tumbling; two cannon balls at any

scene,

trees,

the part of the one-night stand
vaudeville managers lias brought
about a reduction in the cost of the
one-day vaudeville bills from $100
to $G0 for bills ranging from four to
six acts.
Of the number of small
towns in the vicinity of New York
playing vaudeville one day a week
the majority have installed the $60
limit, with but one or two remaining at the top figure and some going
as high as $75 for their bills.
Tho cutting down in the cost of
bills of this grade has greatly reduced tho earning powers of the
smaller vaudeville turns. With the
present cost of a show the players
on a bill receive on an average of $5
per person, with ho fares paid by
the theatre.

salary
Somebody cited
and Dale as the highest
quartet in the show business, to which Harry Weber, as the
defendant's witness, answered that entrance; man and woman open
.salary meant nothing as ;. criterion with dialogue; take oranges from
to ability or box office drawing trees (imitation) and each article
advertising and publicity as you go along.
»wer.
I
could guarantee to put out
being the nucleus of theatrical
value.
Ho mentioned Babe Kuth fifteen to twenty new novelty acts
as /ccevving weekly $3,000 in vaude- In all lines. I spent my whole life in
ville.
Weber also volunteered he the show business except three in a
could "make" Charles J. Tuttle (as- saw shop; then I ran away every
sociate counsel for the Shuberts year montc banking a few weeks.
wit
William Klein) a star in two If you arc a showman it's a beauhud the early hard
I
works, backed by a big enougl. ad- tiful life.
vertising and publicity campaign. times, but Mill enjoyed it.
My health poor and we all have
That won a chuckle, as did several
other incidentals in the course of to give way to the younger. I am
Charles J. JJier- obliged to go to a farm In Florida. I
the proceedings.
bauer mentioned a list of acts re- left you all a good road to follow
SEEKING PEARL SMILETTA
I am 6
years, nd deserve a rest.
ceiving bigger salaries tn.in me deJohn Hun.
Philadelphia, Nov. 9.
fendants, but whose ability was Be6t wishes to all.
.n a divorce action here start* <\
pleasured in ter^s of publicity value
(John Sun Is well known to all by Karl Kerkam, the whereabouts
rather than in actual ability. The
Hath old time vaudeville and circus of Pearl Kerkam. professionally
their
Shuberts mentioned
Brothers' victory against Zicgfcld, people. For a while, after retiring known as Pearl Smiletta <Sniilctta
but the defense conceded the Baths from the stage, Mr. Sun represented Sisters) cannot be found.
Harry Polish of Wolf. fJloek A
are unique and extraordinary in in New York his brother's— G us Sun
circuit.
John has been inactive Schorr. Real Kslalc Trust building,
some of the feats they perform.
rank Evans, Jack now for several seasons. Always this city, has been appointed masCone Hughes,
and agreeable he is ter by '.ho court In the proceeding
3 ferry and Ray Meyers, who were affable
is
seeking to locate Miss
In readiness to testify for the de- pleasantly remembered by all who and
fortunate
are
enough to enjoy his Smiletta. He says his object Is enso.
do
to
occasion
fense, but had no
tirely for Mis. Kerkum's benefit.
the complainant conceding their acquaintance).

point

of

Smith

priced

I

j

I

I
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i
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BUSY BUILDING FOR

Proposes." the playlet of the late
Paul Armstrong, which played In
vaudeville about ten years ago. He
has recruited his cast from among
the members of the Little Theatre

—

November

standard reproduction of the gloves
they use up here and would look
like any other boxin' glove in the
world. The only precaution was to,
use a new glovo every fight.
After our opponent's second had
grabbed a pair for his bird, Merlin
would stoop over and take the remaining two. When he got to our
corner he would lean over Tomato
and make the switch from under J.ijs
sweater tie in the "sure death" on
Tomato's right hand and the other
regular one on his left at the same
time plantin* the old one under the

VAUDE AND FILMS
Biggest Year for Akron with

Rubber Revival
Akron, Ohio. Nov. 9.
Construction of picture theatres in
the Akron -Canton district has been
revived and indications are that
more new houses will be completed
in 1922 than In any one previous
year in history.
Tho Cal Burn Finance Company at
Canton, Ohio, announce the plans
for their $1,000,000 bank and office
building will include a modem motion picture theatre to seat 1,400 and

which will be so constructed that
road attractions can be accommodated. It will be located at Third
street and Cleveland avenue N. and
erection will be started within the
next few weeks.
Announcement is made by I. H.
Beck, head, of tho stock cmopany
behind the building of the Hippo*
drome building, that the new proposed theatre to be embodied in the
building will seat approximately
1,600 persons, and will offer popular
priced vaudeville and pictures. This
house is expected to be completed
late in 1922, and will fill a long-felt
in Akron for popular priced

need

vaudeville.

A. H. Abrams, well-known Canton,
Ohio, theatre owner, 'announces
erection of his new motion plcturt
theatre in Tuscmrawm street EL will
be started soon after the first of the
year. This house win offer motion
pictures exclusively and will be
modern in every respect.
Abrams also announces that he
expects to get his new legitimate
theatre under way sometime during

This house
1022.
will play Shubert

when completed

vaudeville, the
franchise already having been secured, according to Abrams.
new theatre Is to be built at
Dover, Ohio, and construction will
be commenced this winter.

A

MILES, SCRANTON, OPENS
•oats 24)00—Vaudeville and Feature
Picture Ons of Chain

The New Miles theatre at Scranone of a chain owned by

ton, Pa.,

Charles H. Miles, opened to crowds
Nov. 7. There are 2,000 seats, upholstered In heavy velour. Tho enspace Is heavily carpeted.
The opening vaudeville bill included George Lovett. the mental
marvel, and bis company in an act
called 'Concentration"; Paul Fetching in "The Musical "Flower Garden";
tire floor

Morris and Shaw in "The Mosquito
Trust"; Weston and Eline in "At
the Cabaret." and tho Czlganf
Troupe In a festival of Gypsy songt
and dances. Marshall Nellan's "Bits
of Life" was tho feature picture of
the opening bill.
The new Miles and the Miles

Academy are directed by TC;iv C.
Owens, and booked by Fred C. Curtis
Byron D.
of the Pantages office.
Bailey is resident manager of the
new theatre and James Jackson of
the Aeademy.

BORDEN'S TR'AL
Manslaughter Charge Will Be Heard
Dec. 9 In Los Angeles

Los Angeles, No.

9.

of Eddie Borden on a
charge of manslaughter will be held
here Dec. 9. Borden is out under
$2,000 bail and is doing some work
in the picture colony.
While waiting to open lie re last
"On Fifth Avenue"
with
July
which he was
(vaudeville),
In
starred. Borden hit a girl while

The

trial

driving nn automobile, lie wjs arrested and held, Eva Tanguay furnishing the bail bond.
The evidence at the preliminary
hearing sounded weak against Borsweater.
Tomati has bren walkin' out and den, who appeared to have been the
jabbin* a bit until ready and then victim of a not uncommon driving
accident. It is believed he was held
knockin' them bow legged with t
knocks under the right mit. Merlin for due trial to appease loci sentiand I have been cleanln* up on bets. ment.
It's as soft as backln* Dutch Tower
In a crap game. Tf they don't peg us
ROGERS DOUBLING
we'll have all the coin in tho State
and won't give those New York
For his return to New Yor\
managers a rumble.
vaudeville. Will Rogers is doubling
Any time you see Tomato entered at two Shubert houses, Winti-r Oarhave a gob right on his nose no din, Ni-w
and Crescent.
York,
matter whether he's fightin' I/ennard Brooklyn, lie receives his contractor SulV the Barber.
ed salary, $3,000 weekly, in each of
Keep this In your hip pocket and the theatres.
say a few players that Merlin or ine
The Shuberts do not «>\pcct t«>
don't talk in our sleep.
hold Rogers for over a f« * we.-ks.
reYour old pal,
as his picture engagement v;:
call him to screen worV.
Con.
_>

1

,

1

.-•

!
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DELMAR

ABOUT 50 PER CENT. OF SHUBERT

Charge

STANDS STILL DISAPPOINTING
Baltimore, Cleveland, Dayton, Washington
Hard Battle Even Chicago Lags Big

—

Help—No

—

Having

Names

Advertising Battle Features Fight

eighth week.

It

i*

is

now

clear the

has a number of weak

circuit

in

new

Baltimore perhaps figures the worst
jtand, while from the start it has
psen a flght to get a foothold in

\

BIDDING FOR FRANKLIN

its

spots.

off

Joe Woods, youngest of the Keith
will take over Jule l)elmar's books for the Southern time
Mr.
Delmar recovers from his
until
present illness.
Delmar has been ordered to tuke
a complete rest by his physicians.
7r
,,
u\.i
K
in Vthe!
duties
his !.
He will relinquish
Keith office for at least a month.
following a nervous breakdown.
Joe Woods will also handle his
bookers,

.

own book

«
Shubert vaudeville

Vaud.vilU HMdllnar Exp.it,
L.av* "Villas* Folli.,"

JACKSON'S JOKE

MAJESTIC'S 50c. TOP

ILL

The Shuberts opened their second
Temporary vaudeville house he"re Monday when Pantomimist at Dayton, Not
Qiven
Keith's Southern Time
Euro pe- -Good-bye Party
the Majestic becumo a full week

Woods

Jfco

i

i

Johnstown and

for

Pitts -

burgh. In addition to the IS weeks
Fred
Southern route.
the
Isinghl will assist Woods on the
to Delmar books.

on

KOLBEB'S SEPARATION SUIT

stand for the current bill, playing
Joo Jackson's Joke, was that he
at 50 cents top week days, and 75
Kuropo last S;it urday.
cents on the week end. Sam Tauher. didn't go to
and i> at
manager of the 44th Street, New but left for Dayton, O..
ho
there
t'ds week.
Liberty
York, came here to attend to the
moved in
Jackson
Mr.
Mrs.
and
opening.
J., last
Next week the Majestic will split from Greenwood Lake, N.
where
Inquired
week. Some friends
tno week exchanging bills with a
tho Jacksons were going. Joe was
y
was
The openlng program hoMa ,. The alono at the time and paid he Euquietly leaving Saturday for
Kiss Burglar," Nip and Fletcher,
rope. Someone asked what he would
Leach Wallen Trio. Sailor BUI Retldo with his Shubert vaudeville conly, Samoya.
Joe replied he would take it
tract.
with him.
BROOKLYN "OPPOSKH"
The story spread amongst Joe's
The Loew office Issued an order friends with the result a farewell
this week instri.ctlng all agents that dinner was arranged for Joe on FriThe tramp cycling
tho Al ham bra, De Kalb and Halsoy, day evening.
Brooklyn, will be declared opposi- comedian consulted tho cards and
tion to the new Gates Avenue thea- found ho would bo hungry Friday
tre, which will be opened by Loew around seven.
He was at the dinNov. 21.
ner, they sang tho good follow stuff
The three houses declared opposi- to him, patted Joo on the back and
tion
play pop vaudeville, inde- wished him everything wtshable on
pendently booked.
Friday. The only one with a suspicion seemed to bo Jimmy Hujsey.
Rivoli, Now Brunswick, Change
Jimmy told Joo If It was a phoney,
New Brunswick. N. J., Nov. 9.
the whole crowd would follow him
A change In the management and to the last Shubert stand for evens.
booking of the local Rivoli has oc- Joo became Indignant that his friend
currod.
Its vaudeville policy of Hussey could suspect he would take
eight acts has been reduced and the! a meal for a joke and they let it go
bookings are now made by Bobbins a t that.
& Horn. Jack Horn is managing the Joe had to leave New York Sathouse.
urday or catch a boat or live that
day in Jersey City.
Keith's 106th Street, Nov. 21
The newly erected Keith house at
TO LOUIS 8HYXB8
105th street, Cleveland, will open
The Friars tendered Louis Silvers
with Keith vaudeville the week of
Jack Dempsey, of the a testimonial dinner Sunday evenNov. 21.
ing at the Monastery. Wlllio Collier
Keith office, will supply tho bills.
The policy of the house had qot acting aa toastmaster an* George
been decided on up to Wednesday. Jessel as announcer of tho program,
which Included Al Jolson as the
opening act
Vaudeville Off in Asbury Park
Silvers composed a considerable
The Main Street, Asbury Park,
discontinued vaudeville Saturday portion of Jolson* s new "Bombo"
The production and has written the bit
after a four weeks' trial.
house, which formerly played road of tho show, "April Showers.9
t

•
.

The reported doflectlon of Irene
Harry Kolber, formerly of Kolber
Franklin from the "Greenwich Vilat present in Peggy
lage
Follies" at the Shubert is apt and Irwin and
Cleveland. Dayton, too. has had a
"Four Musketeers" act, has
Parker's
to happen at any time the managecrnstant batUe to climb, doing bet- ment and Miss Franklin can agree. filed answering affidavits to Clara
charges
Vaudeville from both sides of the Kolber's separation suit on
ter of late Weeks, while Washington,
forth that
though playing to good business, big time is beckoning to Miss of abandonment, setting
his
left
voluntarily
plaintiff
profit.
the
a
play,
at
to
unable
Franklin. As a vaudeville headllner
hc;j been
Business In Pittsburgh is reported each wants her to return to her for- home at Arkville, N. Y. Mrs. Koland
alimony
for
$35
ber's motion
but that does not apply mer sphere.
good,
throughout the week, according to
While the "Follies" Is playing in $250 counsel fees was scheduled for
(Thursday).
yesterdsy
a Shubert theatre, the Jones-Green argument
Inside reports.
Chicago, too, counts as a disap- management of the show is inde- Frederick E. Goldsmith represents
Kolber
approximately
that
so
pointment,
pendent of Shubert domination, with
The defendant's affidavit avers he
had failed Miss Franklin's contract now the
|ft per cent, of the circuit
of only divisional point separating her has been out of work since last May,
te play to the expected volume
Apollo
when
he separated from Irving Irthe
*vtk
Last
business.
from an immediate vaudeville enwin, and will terminate his engage(Chicago) grossed $9,200. plainly a gagement.
12.
This house Is at a
material loss.
is
It
understood the '"Follies" ment with the Parker act Nov.
disadvantage against strong com- owners have told Miss Franklin if He alleges his wife la now playing
petition through the unit system or she will provide a suitable substi- with Dan Dody's "Sugar, Plums" and
road shows, which does nut permit tute they will release her. Her con- making from $$0 to $75 weekly.
The Kolber's were married April
strengthening as does the booking tract with the show was for 20
28. 191?. in Newark, N. J.
weeks
of the Shubert Broadway houses.
This week Cleveland was again
with
strongly,
reported starting
BOYEB PRODUCING TAB8
NO
IN TIME
Marie Dressier figured the draw.
Charles Boyer, owner Of the PalWherever big names have been
ace. Hagcrstown. Md.. Is In New
offered there has been consistent Independent Booker Has to Refuse York preparing for vaudeville proBessie McCoy s Act
good business, and the value of the
ductions. Mr. Boyer has signed Hoy
names has been shown by the drop
Jerdone. who has completed the
which
bills
One of the largest Independent books and music of three tabs Boyer
In takings by succeeding
arc not so favored. The high sal- booker* In this vicinity was forced will send out.
started
attractions,
aries accompanying the name at- to t' n down the Bessie McCoy act
Dot Clare (formerly a vaudeville rtock Monday.
tractions appears to have held down when it applied for a break -in re- "rlngle"
is the producer for Mr.
the increase in names. One of the cently.
Boyer.
The booking man said that due to
most successful units on the ShuKane and Grant have been sent
bert time is that headed by Jimmy the number of Shubert acts laying out by this new producing unit.
Hussey's revue bill, yet it is one of off weekly
around
New York
the cheapest shows on the Shubert through the Shubert "unit" system
CLAIMS HE'S BABBED
books.
of booking and the number of acts
Sarnla,' Ontario, Nov. 9.
Boston now seems the be*t of the under contract he was booked solid.
Following
the refusal of the ImShubert houses. It did $12,000 last
migration authorities at Port Huron.
week.
CIBCUS
BUSINESS NOT 80 GOOD Michigan, to admit Harry Tate, the
Reports from the various cities
Five acts booked for the Santos- English comedian, to the United
where opposed vaudeville is operArt
igas
circus
attendfn Havana have re- rates, this week, a protest was
effect
that
the
ating nre to
ance in the Keith houses has not turned to New York. It is said that filed with the Immigration Departdropped. In some cases the busi- they had contracts for not less than ment at Washington.
Tate claims he was denied adness has increased. In but one city four weeks, but appeared only two
.lsslon to the United States despite
has the Keith house been affected. weeks. Bad business Is claimed to
that
he held a passport.
That was Boston, whire there was have led to the cancellations.
Business at the Publ tones circus
an admitted drop for soveral weeks.
was also off for the first two weeks, L. A.'»
No Fireworks
STATE OPENING
San Francisco, Nov. 9.
One feature of th* opposed vaude- but Is said to have picked up, with
fireof
absence
several acts held over.
Locw's new State which opens in
The Four
ville shows is the
works by cither side. Extra adver- Bards did not open with the latter Los Angeles Nov. 12 will be a full
tising In the dallies and an increase show, their contracts being set back week stand. The old Hip. the other
In billboard paper about lets out the indefinitely.
With the Four Read- Loew house here has been taken
••fight." In professional circles there ings in tho Santos- Art igas outfit, over by Adolph Ramish who will
b no excitement and there is ap- Mrs. Publylones called off the Bards' continue to play Loew vaudeville.
(Continued on page 10)
After the new year tho Hip will
appearance altogether.
Havana papers carried a chal- secure its bills from Loew for the
lenge as to which was the best act, first half and from Bert Levey the
PERMISSION
prior to the opening of the rival cir- last half.

BREAK

in

DURE

dramatic

a

Mr. Silvers la appearing
Eddie Miller In vaudeville.

with

!

!

:

LOEWS

REFUSED

cuses.

•Hubert Office Stops Act Appearing
at Astoria

8TJLES CLEANS UP
MOSS' BIYIEBA OPENING
The B. S. Moss Riviera, St. John's

The Rath Bros, could not play

the Astoria, Long Island, the first place, Brooklyn, will open Thankshalf of this week, although a con- giving Day with a six-act and featract for the date was offered tbe ture
picture
split
week policy,
booked by Danny Simmons of the
athletes.

The

team

la

playing

Shubert Keith

office.

This, in addition to the Hamilton,
vaudeville and were going to nU in
tho present week, a lay-off. at the wulch reverts to Simmons' books
Astoria the first half and the *Lynn, with the change in policy installed
at that house, gives Simmons 11
White Plains, N. Y„ the last half.
Arthur Klein refused permlss'on houses in Greater New York, or
to the act to accept the dates from seven weeks' bookings.
Sally Markus.
This establishes a precedent. It
la the first time the Shuberts have
Interfered with independent booking
of acts laying off.

WALTER PEBCIVAL
Walter Percival

is

ILL

at the Roose-

New

York, in a physivelt Hospital.
cal condition that is said to have
to warn him
physicians
his
caused
a rest In the mountains is almost

Wslter Weems, Dave Horlick and
Saraiapa Sisters and other Shubert
acts have played the Astoria to fill imperative.
Mr. Percival but lately returned
open weeks on their Shubert con'

'

to

tracts.

first two acts book direct with Broken
Shubert agency, according to cago.

The
the

New York

after playing in "The
Wing" that closed in Chi-

report.

CLAIM IMPB0PEB BILLING
BALTIMOitE DEAL ON

Grand Rapids.

New
Vernon

Stiles

Orienas, Nov.

t.

has retired from

vaudeville temporarily, after cleaning up a wad of money in the stock
market. He will spend the winter
in New Orleans.
Manager Piazza
induced Stiles to accept an additional week at the Orpheum, the
singer saying any figure would do.
I

Menlo Moore has returned from
Maine woods, where he recuperated after his treatment by
the

the
Mayo Brothers, Rochester,
Minn., for stomach disorder.
He
brought back a deer that he says

he shot.

Moore

will

do no further produc-

ing this season.

believe

my

and criticisms

reports

"MISPLA CED AS

Another location Is being sought,
more rentrally located, say the Shu-

!

my

receiving a better spot.

J)V

way."—WASHINGTON HERALD.
"DU BOIS SUFFE RS THE U SUAL FATE OF JUC jfiLKRS ItY (*«CU PYINQ T HE OPENI NG S POT. He is good enough to be much
better accommodated."— SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE. June 27, 192L
YOURS FOR A BETTER SPOT THAN OPENING OR CLOSING,
quets In an amazing

(Pronounced WILfrid doo BOIS)
CupaMy l»y ALF T. HILTON Over the OrplitSM

IHrerted

HAMILTON'S CHANGE SET
It

har been definitely settled that

Moss-Keith
change Nov. 21 from

the policy of the

Hamilton

will

15.

S.

the present plan of nine acts to six
acts and a feature picture.
The Hamilton .will continue to
play a full we-k. is at present.

\

'1

\

'.'

.

South

Shreveport

t

..

justify

THE OPENER OF THE B ILL. WILFRID

BOIS, a most debonnaire young man, dallies with tennis balls and rut-

9.

1

«

AUOIEKJCr

wilfrid Dubois

Another Buffalo Location
P-'.jffalo, Nov.

The Shuberts say they knew the
location of the Teck was against
vaudeville when placing a bill in
there last week for the week only.

I

:

Al

or so

MOORE BACK—WITH VENISON

Nov. 9.
berts when they will agalti give I in f
Miller and Mack walked off the falo their vaudeville.
The negotiations between the
Shuberts and C. K. Whitehurst for bill at the Fmpress Monday, a
the Tnl.ing over
of the Capitol, Keith home booked through the W. Vaudeville at Uptown Fifth Avenue
Baltimore, for Shubert vaudeville !v. A.
The Fifth Avi'iiiip theatre. «t 110th
The comedians object <m1 to their street and Fifth avenue, playing a
"'e still under wav.
contact
their
claiming
Tin. owner of the house wax in billing.
pictuie pi-licy. will start vauderoi sultatian with Lfc Shubert. this! called for featuring.
booked by Jack Ll-t
1.
ville Nov 1*1.
Work, with a deal fiv med whereby
det
Th. house will play tl\« a<
*hj bouse will remain the property
WALKED OUT OF NO. 2
each b.i!i of a split week.
"f its present owner with the shows
Krants and White left the I\i!a< ".
t0 Ik- played
on a percentage basis.
Butterfield Closes at Lima
to
objecting
Monday,
1'roviding the Capitol is secured. X- u York bill
No\
Lima. <
assigned Ihern «n
tn
discontinue tho No. - position
Shuberts
will
The Kegcnt, operated by W. S.
Vaudeville at the Whitehurst house, the bill.
la-d
closed
of
Michigan,
Ituttcrfield
The Jean Crancsc Trio doubled
ci.tcr of the business secweek, owing to light business.
into the spot from the 81st Street.
Mich..

MUST THE BOOKER SC PlCAtlO BEFORE HOUSE MANAGERS

The S:ienger
La.,
ville

— Keith's

New Orb; ms,

Nov. *
Shreveport,
will start playing Keith vaudefollow
will
It
January.
in
,

ibiton

jump
ville.

h'Misi

at

the route, and the
will be from there to Louis-

Rouko on

Clrrelt.

BALLPLATEB ON SPLIT WEEKS
Waito Hoyt, now playing

for Fok
to
last
*pllt
week's engagement at the AudnboM
:•!Jlrooklyn,
with the Bedford,
though holding a contru-'l c.ilimg
tor a full week
an 1
lloyt has also split Fox's l.'it
The Crotona under similar circumstances.
The current u eek iio>t was to
K.dg' and Jauntiest,
split tin* I'av
but was informed that, due to an
oversight, he was not working tinweek. The layoff
fir 1 half of the
time has been promised by the Fox
people after the last half engage-

vaudeville,

agreed

.-

ment

at the Jamaica.

-

VARIETY'S SAN FRANCISCO OFFICES

&an franxfeco

PANTAGES THEATRE BUILDING
Friday,

LEASE

IS

PASSED

OBITUARY

FRANK

N.

MANDEVILLE
manucviuuk

,

Frank N. Mandeville, the musical

ORPHEUM, FRISCO
San Francisco, Nov. 9.
At the Orpheum this week "SawWoman in Halt' was a speComing dicial added attraction.
rectly from the East, it missed the
matinee and opened Sunday night.
The illusion is ably patented by
Servals Leroy and a sta<f of white aproned assistants. These give a
hospital atmosphere to the supposed
vivisection which mystified, creating interest which augurs well for
the box office. It was rushed here to
ing a

bookings at other houses,
though Sousa showed it on a try-

beat

out night recently at the Wigwam,
* Loew booked house.
The extra made nine icts all together and an extra long show.
was a big evening for Corlnne Tilton with her Chameleon Revue. She
scored with character numbers ar.id got a receptistically delivered
tion, Including 15 floral offerings.

U

Benny

and

Phelps also

Western

won on

and

The Sequoia

Is

open with three

one-act plays, "The Plerrotts," "The
Locked Chest" and "The Stepmother." Ruth Brenner is directing
the productions.

Ann O'Day has returned to the
Malt land playhouse to play leads of the Columbia and would take conductor with Montgomery and
She opens In possession in two years. Ralph Pin- Stone in "The Red Mill." conductor
opposite John Fee.
cus, speaking for J. J. Gottlob, de- of "The Chocolate Soldier," "Adele,"
"Tea for Three."
clared the lease dot not expire for
Sunshine Girl." etc. Mr. MandeA new theatre in Gllroy to house three years and that the change "The
for the season
pictures and occasional road attrac- would not necessarily mern a change ville was re-engaged
with the St. Louis Opera
The
1922
tions will open next month.
management.
Company, and his death comes as a
scenic equipment Is being furnished In
The deal, which Is said to Involve
studios.
was consummated by
11,000,000,
The Flying Weavers, on the Loew William H. Manaton, who represents
announced their intention of Mrs. Mary Cryer of Paris, the
retiring from the show business to owner.

LN

circuit,

"COPS!"

work in the act.

M 8candal"

Gets
in Frisco
Official Publicity

in

be left out at

this

McCarthy

ton, he took

66,

manager

over the management

of Murray and Mack, a big time
vaudeville act, Mack being the
present Mack Sennett. Farren traveled all over the world with this
team. He became associated with
the old Columbia, Boston, where he
was 18 years, becoming proprietor,

IN MEMORY OF
MY DEAR BELOVED BROTHER

Chicago, III.. Nov. 14, 1920.
year ham pawed since hI«* has gone
We mlit* her more each day.

BOB and CLOWN

many

was great shock to all connected with
and Gottlob had that company Telegrams of condolence have been received from
many musical celebrities and managers. Mr. Mandeville is survived
by his wife, Ethel Jones MandeThe funeral services Nov. 8
ville.

wero conducted by Emanuel Lodge
Masons, New York City, on behalf
of Genesee Falls Lodge of Rochester
N. Y., in which the deceased held a
He was a charter
life membership.
of the Associated Musical
Conductors of America which was
represented at the funeral by several members.

member

to

tween the sheets.

Claude Anderson and Lcona vyel
On
were surprisingly successful.
late, they held the house with their
clever dancing on roller skates. The
Follis Girls went over nicely, second, and Mlchon Bros, drew good
applause for their hand-to-hand
leap from a springboard and their
shoulder spinning in opening spot.
a brand new routine,
Offering

Manager L. B. Samuel appealed
from the verdict of Corporal Phillip Brady, who did the censoring,
and invited Chief of Police Dan
O'Brien, Captain of Police Arthur
Layna and District Attorney Matthew Brady to witness the performChief O'Brien enjoyed the
ance.
show, he said, and declared: "It is
Burt
Sadie
George Whiting and
not objectionable."
wero the heaviest applause winners
An amusing feature of the incident
and could be held over still longer.
when representatives of the
occurred
Josephs.
auxiliary of the Temple
ladies'
Israel, who had arranged a theatre
PANTAGES, FRISCO
party sent an advance censor of
rr hla
v, ftW
»«.
*~ -„-«.
*k« show.
San Francisco, Nov. 9.
This
pass
on the
their
own- to
v
Pantages current bill contains censor's report caused- 4Vwv
organlzathe «..„„««.«
seven good acts of quality. Little tlon to compel Manager Samuel to
Caruso and Co., topping, with a
~ *~ merely
l
* *«i
r>
B i«
to -~ A ..„i,r sit
Miss George
mixed quartet and a dancing girl, Instruct
,
#
4
.a
« i -~*
get
not ~~i
and
the ibed
the edge of •».
proved worthy of the position. Ca- on
i,
»*•*.*!.
„,,„i
,u^i^
ruso's tenor and the company's har- into it or they would cancel their
mony won appreciation and the girl party The request, for that night
held up her end in good style.
only, was agreed to and so corn*
Herbert and North, next to clos- out.
inp, did very well wit'i comedy talk,
—i^Seandal" Is now In its second
and their brief but effective dances
and acrobatics at the end stopped week and doing a flno business.
O'Hara and Neely, of
the show.

San Francisco, Nov. 9.
Will King has decided to close the
company he sent to the Century.
Various members of the Oakland ag-

I

I

gregatlo.i will be absorbed by the
Will King Company now at the Caslno,

San Francisco.

Who** f/tatstM

Died,

A

years.
According to report the deal

street for

WILLIE WESTON

|

(MAREE RAM FY)

Gottlob & Marx, the lessees of the
Columbia, have had possession of
the present building since the big
fire in 190«. Prior to that time they
for managed the old Columbia in Powell

San Francisco, Nov. 9.
completed secretly,
The aeroplane setting was a
bit.
them, Jaok
What is regarded as a press agent no knowledge of the transaction unFollowing
novelty.
••Rube" Clifford with "Fid" John- stunt in some quarters earned the til it was finished. Gottlob is known
ston registered a hit. Clifford em- Alcazar considerable publicity last to be an intimate friend of Erlanger
ploys much the same business as in week when an anonymous letter In New York, who has been bookhis former a^t, except in the open- sent to the police department re- ing the attractions for the house,
ing, where, as a rube detective, he
in a visit to the playhouse and it is believed that Lurie may
has a good line of talk with John- sulted
censor and an order have difficulty in securing these
ston, a fine appearing straight at by the police
the piano, who marked up an indi- being issued that Cosmo Hamilton's bookings for himself.
vidual tally by his clever violining. "Scandal," the current attraction,
Bob Hall, with extemporaneous either be blue-penciled or stopped.
NO. 2 CLOSED
mutterlngs. was a riotous laughing Objection was found to the second
hit next to closing, but his impasact bedroom scene in which Gladys
sioned speech that stage folk should
Will
Stops Run of Second
King
compelled
is
heroine,
George, as the
not be condemned because of Ar*
Show at Century, Oakland
disrobe (off stage) and climb bebuckle should

MEMORY OF
MY MARGE

mrs. robt.

on their ranch near Stockton.

settle

their individual

time.

HARRY NEVIN8 FARREN
Harry Nevins Farren,

of Gordon's Olympla,, Lynn, Masa,
died of heart trouble Nov.
famous athlete, he began his theatrical career in 1893 as manager of
the Marguerite Fish road show.
Later he became manager of the
Clark Street theatre, Chicago, and
general manager of the II. It. Jacobs
circuit of 28 theatres. Back in Bos-

by Edwin Flagg

George

Howard Anderson and Rean
Graves get laughs from the start
with their bright dialog, but these
slow down and the finish drags a

director of the St. Louis Municipal
Louis Lurie to Get Possession Opera Company, died suddenly at his
home, 180 Claremont avenue, Nov. 6.
of the House
Mandeville was well known in musical circles, having been conductor
San Francisco, Nov. S.
with the Castle Square Opera Comthe
by
occasioned
Surprise was
pany, Boston, four reasons with
announcement here last week by Henry W. Savage management,
Louis Lurie, local theatrical pro- conductor of "Merry Widow," "Every
moter, that he has secured the lease Woman," "Sari," etc. He was also

the one-night
business on
lent
Van Slyke replaced Clem
stands.
Be v Ins.

11, 1021
<

COLUMBIA, FRISCO,

SAN FRANCISCO SHOWS

November

_

After an unusually long run at the
Casino King some months ago organlzed a second company for the
to replace himself, while
own out to Oakland for
season. Several weeks ago King
returned to the Casino and sent the

Casino,

|

he took his
i

San Francisco company

STEWARD

!

thli

world

WM never

known.
]

to on* ho loved.
sleep* alone
Tlt«re is nothing to mark his resting place.
No monument, tomb or atone.
Hit

gave his

all

And now where he

But men aurh as he need no monument.

To he built by mortal hands;
For white on thla earth, he played his
And Almighty <?od understands.

part.

CECILE WESTON
and managing the world's tour of
John L. Sullivan. Following this he
became manager of the Franklin
Park, Boston, where he remained
until last June, when he went to
Lynn, succeeding Charles Leo Benson, who resigned to go to New
York. He is survived by his widow,
Mrs. Edith H. Farren of Lynn;
mother, Mrs. Sarah F. Farren, and
four brothers.

GIOVANNI LEOTTI

FRED
Giovanni Leotti, conductor of the
Fred Steward, manager of the La De Fro Grand Opera Comnany,
Salle, Chicago, died Nov. 2 at the
Black Hotel, Milwaukee, Wis., after
IN LOVING MEMORY
a i ong illness. His wife and brothOF OUR BELOVED BON
erf Earl Steward, a theatre treasAU8TIN C. KYLE
urePf were w ith hinv at the time of
(JOHN AUSTIN)
Steward succeeded Nat
nla death.
Canadian Field Artillery
6th
Brigade
Salle
the
La
of
manager
Royster as
Killed In ctlon November 10, 1»16.
two ye ars ago. Prior to that time
"If ye break faith with us who die
We shall not sleep, though popples
he was the house treasurer. He was
grow
compelled to resign last July, duo
In Flanders fields."
to having undergone several operaGEORGE W. aid MARGARET C. KYLE
The funeral' services were
tions.

to Oakland.
Theatregoers across the bay did not held in Kansas City, Kan., his
*.«_
the former home.
support the %.»
No. «2 company In *i_
nner exDected
m »£T
X
^
will play
The Oakland
Century
r.
'
_
...
Wm. E. Riemsrs, manager of the
t
a
pictures
In future and will also
.
_»,__,_ __ lf ,,, . _.i, n _ Palmer House, Chicago, was killed
house road shows,
as It did
* when
when his machine was upset Oct.
known as the Mac Arthur.
20 on a country road near the city
Riemers, who was 30 years
limits.
ATTENTION ANNOYED HUBBY old, had a host of theatrical friends.
He Is survived by a widow.
San Francisco, Nov. 9.
Alleging that her husband "seemed
to be bothered by her efforts to look
The mother of Helen Stuart TraiCOLLEGE THEATRE OPENED after him and left her," Mrs. Mary ler died recently, age 84, at the home
Rickford, known to the stage as of her daughter, 1720 East 21st
San Franslco, Nov. fi.
Mary Morris, secured an Interlocu- street, Cleveland.
Having experienced a varied and tory decree of divorce
from Reginald
Market
i

,

i

,.

,

.

mi

?y%

.

.

.

'

.

dropped dead in his dressing room
In Houston Nov. S. He had given
a blood transfusion to bis wife, who
died, and weakness resulting Is
given as the cause of death. He was
born in Italy.

;

<\

fering a pleasing singing routine of
better class numbers, got by nicely,

while Coleman and Ray made a hit
with their walking dolls, following
ventrlloquial
entertaining
some
hectic career the College In
stuff.

street, dark for several months, has
Walton and Brant banged* over a
over by an Oakland picsuccess with rather individual com- been taken
ture concern and will bo renamed
explanaedy and talk, the baseball
The house opened
tion being especially effective. Kane. the Francesca.
Morey and More closed the show. Saturday with "When Dawn Came."
Their daring balancing on ladder
The last attraction In the theatre
and pole was thrilling.
was the Ill-starred Clara Hamon
Rekoma, with neatly presented film called "Fate," which stuck It
and hand balancing,
contortion

out for three weeks, after the police
Josephs.
opened.
and city authorities tried vainly to
suppress It. Prior to that It was unHIPP, FRISCO
der the management of Charlie
San Francisco, Nov. 9.
Newman of Newman's College Inn
The Hippodrome bill, tirst half, fame. Newman was run over by a
was lively and entertaining. Zelda street car some months ago and died
Bros, gave the show a speedy start
with well executed aerial feats. Wil- as a result of his injuries.
lis West and Hazel Boyd went over
nicely with songs, talk and a dancHAMILTON'S SPECIAL EVENTS
ing finish, while "Doll Frolics," feaSan Francisco, Nov. 9.
turing the McKinley Sisters, scored.
The sisters, with one at the piano
W. F. Hamilton, formerly of the
and th other singing, round out a New York Scene Painting Studio,
refreshing singing and dancing act who came to San Francisco to prethat is nicely mounted with pretty
pare the scenic equipment of the
costumes.
Palmer and Houston, the male do recent Shrine Circus, has associated
itig an'o'/l man character and the himself with tno Flagg Studios here
woman a straight, were well re- and will have charge of the Special
ceived with good, clean comedy talk, Events department of that concern.
the man's dancing getting especially
The first show to be In charge of
hoavy results.
Swann's Novelty Hamilton since his affiliation with
proved an Interesting tank act in
closing spot, with a mixed couple Flagg is" the California Industries
and a seal doing the usual stunts. Exposition to be held In the Civic
The man battling the crocodile at Auditorium, opening Nov. 19.
the fini.sh prowl a goo<l feature.
Josephs.
THEATRE
I

j

SALINAS'

NEW

San Francisco, Nov.

FRISCO ITEMS

9.

A new theatre has been opened in
Salinas by Charles E. Brown, a merSir Alfred Bult, the Knglish the- chant of that locality.
The strucatri<il man, Is in San l-'rancis'-o.
ture has been leased for a term of
Arthur Van Slyke will tour with years to the T. & 1). Circuit, and
The will house attractions of various
"Angel Face" out this way.
show Is nportel to be doiiiK excel sorts.

San Francisco, Nov.

9.

V. Rickford, an aviator In the war
James Potts, chief electrician at
and now a member of the U. S. the Pacific Studios at San Mateo,
Shipping Board ir. Washington, Cal., died last Thursday of Injuries
D.-C.
received in an automobile accident.
Mrs. Rickford is a daughter of
the late George P. Morris, publisher
of New York.
She played recently the
35 24-sheet posters throughout
at the Malt land Playhouse and rethe city, making no attempt, on the
sided with her aunt In Berkeley.

theory

JUDGE'S

COMMENT

(Continued from page 4)
was Incumbent on the plaintiff to
prove they had performed their
contract. Their contention was Ar- Klein, the Shubert Looker, had
Innocently made a mb take in ordering the Avon Comedy billing
which Julius Kendler (Kendler &
Goldstein), who conducted the di-

was

inaccomplishable,
which Mr. Kendler again disproved,
calling on an expert from the Van
Beuren people, who stated it could
be done as a "special job" In a half
day, bo that if the order were issued
on that Thursday preceding the
Monday matinee, it would be
"sniped" by Friday.
Testify Themselves
it

George Yule, 84 years old, father
Yule of the Alcazar. San
Francisco, died at his home in Oakland last week after a brief Illness.
Tule was a native of England. He
leaves two other children besides
Charles Yule.
of Charles

The two-and- half-year child of
Coleman and Ray died in San Fran- ^
week following an opera*
tlon.
Coleman and Ray are on the

Cisco last

PnnfQges

circuit,

They stated that if there was Inserted such a clause hi their Keith
contract they would afct similarly.
Ben Atwell, the Shubert press
agent, testified he changed the
newspaper copy on Sunday, but not
on Friday, although notified Thursday. He said It was Impossible to
do so, Mr. Kendler showing that an
added starter to tho Winter Garden
bill in the person of Ben L,ynn was
Inserted in the Friday newspaper
copy, although omitted Thursday,
so inversely the Avon billing could
have been altered as desired. The
Monday newspaper copy simply
read "Nora Hayes and Eight Other
Star Acts."
This case came up previously
over a fortnight "ago before Judge
Learned N. Hand for the argument
of tho temporary injunction, the
latter suggesting ho would attempt
to
to get Judge Augustus N. Hand
try the Issues on their merits instead of from affidavits.
A formal decision Is r Xpert rd thl*

Smith and Dale themselves testithat on Wednesday they had
rect examination
for Smith and been promised the Avon Comedy
Dale, disproved, contending Klein billing would be eliminated by Arwas awaro of the clause prohibiting thur Klein, but on Friday when the
any such billing, George O'Brien Avon cognomen was up In lights,
and Max Hart, the plaintiff's wit- t'.iey decided not to go through with
nesses, proving this fact for the de- their contract because of the Shufense.
Arthur Klein on the stand berts* breach thereof.
Shuberts* counsel for a spell inadmitted that on Sept. 22, four days
before the Winter Garden opened, cidentally tried to prove the Keith
people
he made a statement to the effect
Influenced them away be"Smith and Dale mean nothing to cause Smith and Dale are now
a Winter Garden opening, but that working for Keith under the billing
the Avon Comedy Four billing was "Avon Comedy 4."
Judge Hand
the big punch." The Shuberts con- questioned the team on that point. week.
tended they did all in their power
to remedy this mistake by covering
IN ITSELF
the three-sheets bearing the whole
fied

A SHOW

(including
Rice, Hal Ford,

bill

Nora Bayes. Gitz
Moran and Wiser

Revue et al.) with others bearing
only Smith and Dale's names, and
changed the newspaper advertising.
They conceded they did not alter
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may

cost him consideration for AllPrinceton received the kickoflf,
Americau honors) they would have Lourio running the ball back !5
had it.
ya ds before thrown, and followed
Harvard kicked off to start, and with ar en? run for Dv» more. Then

SPORTS
A

sldo

Nght to

bout at the

***•

Garden

Oreb-Weinert season.

laat

One is that he wlfl coach
week was the New York Giants; the other,
that he will manage tho team which
George M. Cohan is to purchase. Although the fiery Trojan and McGraw are close friends, it is rather
difficult to figure out a place for

0* meeting 6f Tex Rlckkrd and hla
trstwhllo partner, F. C. Anderson,
fgckard bit Armstrong on tbc face
with a cane, toward the end of the
of the arena.
big light in* the rear
The dailies printed the story, and
followed, in
Rickard
from
0' denial
t/fclcn he alleged that Armstrong
back pocket
bis
into
Itarh'-f
prompted the incident
Armstrong is suing Rickard for
4B accounting and return of monty
forested in some of Rickard's en-

Bvers on tho coaching staff of the
worlds champions.
Hughlo Jennings and Cosy Dolan are on the
coaching staff at present and their
work is satisfactory to the owners
of the club, so far as is known. If

McOraw should give up active leadership of the team and Jennings
which the lease of the should take his place, as has been
Garden ia involved, and the promo- rumored, there would be an opening
for the famous second baseman. The
Hon of one of Rickard's big fights.
A story from Jersey City la cur- manager of the Giants, however,
will
not
be
Rickard
alwill "not resign for awhile at least,
that
laat
lowed to promote any more bouts according to current belief. Cohan's
af Boyles Acres, tho scene of the debut as a baseball magnate is
Dfcnpsey-'Carpentier battle In J. C. clouded in such mystery and uncerOne angTe has it that the cost of tainty many do not think It will
nAsn'rur up the stadium before and take place the coming year.
Be
a$er the battle was in the neigh- these things as they may, Evers will
borhood of $1 £5.0*0. and that when probably be found on the diamond
UH structure was half complete in some capacity when the season of
It is no secret
$110,000 was demanded from Rlck- 1922 rolls around.
tajpriees, in

Rickard. that he is anything but pleased with
ajp by the contractor.
usable to raise the cash demanded the way matters worked out in Chimta hurry, is reported to have made cago last season and he Is achfqg
a deal with ticket speculators, who to get a crack at the management
of another big league club to demadvanced the money.
Thin, if true. ezplainB the pos- onstrate that the job Is within the
blocks
of
seats
of
by
the
reach of his capabilities. Baseball
session
specs weeks in advance of the date is the salt of life t' Johnny and he
cannot live without it.
for tho conflict.

The Fay Keieer-Young Bob FitzBinunons bout the same evening left
It
a bad taste in many a mouth.
was hard to believe that the same
Kelscr who beat Bob Martin and
gave Shade a terrific buttle could be
guilty of such a lamentable exhibition as the one he put up against
young Robert. Keiser noted for his
•sadly accuracy with a right cross
missed repeatedly by wide margins.
3'z kept piling In on him, cuffing
jabbing with short arm blows
1

After

waiting

two years

f
a
Princeton and
Harvard fought it out in the Palmer
stadium at
Princeton
Saturday
afternoon to a conclusion whieh left
the boys from Jersey on top of a
10 -S score, made possible by Gilroy's run for a touchdown, Keek's
Meld goal and the physical condition of the eleven, for which Prince-

definite

decision.

ton can thank Keene Fltzpatrlck,
the trainer, who Is no less thought
of at that Institution than the unididn't seem to have enough versity itself.
tfea.t
knock
Keiser
to
off.
your
hat
•team
Princeton went through the envas apparently unable to pierce the tire game without a single substituntxsimmons defense but the fight tion, something unique and remarkWis an unsatisfactory one for every able as the game is played today.
oae who knew what Keiser was It speaks volumes for Fltzpatrlck
-capable, of with the "wraps off."
as a conditioner of the Tiger teams
and should call forth a tribute to
Petei McLaughlin, one of the um- Wittmer and Gilroy, who were both
pires in the Eastern League, has hurt during the fray. Time out was
to President taken for Wittmer no less than
been recommended
John A. Heydler of the National three times.
McLaughlin, whose home
League.
The Tiger eleven outplayed their
Mass., formerly Crimson rivals, with the possible
is at Cambridge,
worked in the New England League exception of the first quarter, and
Until he signed with Dan O* Nell's were traveling faster at the final
He is the whistle than at any other period.
circuit five years ago.
author of the double penally rule Princeton looked to be better by one
on catchers' interference with a more touchdown than was regisrunner on third base.
He first tered against Harvard Saturday.
made this ruling in Boston in 1114, But for a goal post and questionbut it was not taken up by the able in judgment by Laurie (which
rules committee until 1919, when he
was supported by Umpires Klem

tad Erasllc.

i

Princeton rushed the ball down into
their opponents' territory, where a
spread formation was used. That
developed into a forward pass to
Stlnson,
who, looking over his
shoulder for the ball, caught it, then
bumped into the 4>ost with such
force it jarred the pigskin out of
his arms, taking away a certain 6
points from the home team.
Again, in the third quarter. Gilro., intercepted a Harvard pass and
was on his way to what looked >
be a certain score until he began to
look behind, which slowed him up
to the extent of allowing Macomber
to catch and throw him.
Fallowed a series of p!ays which
left Princeton with the ball on Harvard's 5 -yard line with four downs
to mako
the goal.
Lourie, the
Tiger's quarter, massed his backfield so that it was apparent nothing would take place but a drive
Into the line. He proceeded to hurl
GarrPy and Cleaves Into the breach
four successive times with the fir
lunge leaving the ball about a foot
shy of the last line.
Tho close
formation, called for bv Lourie, allowed Harvard to close in its defense
and concentrato its full
strength which proved to be capable of retarding ,vie Tigar offensive to 4% yards in four tries.
It was a fine display of fight and
tho power to "hold" by Harvard,
but a mof*. doubtful exhibition of
strategy by the Princeton quarter.
who iuu. found his cohorts capa
of gaining ground on tackle and
around the ends when employing
two other format!' is.
I

the spread formation, with
Lourio going out to the left as a
threat, while Snlvely dropped back,
tossing a perfec pass to Gilroy, who
was standing over on the right waiting for
it.
Keck had crashed
through the line and proceeded to
d> for Gilroy wl at he did for Lourie
a year ago in the Ya'.e game. Keck
brushed thre6 or four Crimson defenders out of Gilroy's path, which
allowed him to get to the 10-yard
mark, where he was assailed by two
more Harvard men. but he "crossed"
them by reversing his direction, and
can'cr Buell over the line with him
for a touchdown.
Keck kicked the

goal

ti'ke Princeton's total up to 10
with a placement goal from a free

to

AUTHORS' LEAGUE OFFICERS

At the annual meeting of the AuLeague of America laat week
progress
was reported In the matter
Harvard played a safe kicking
game, always receiving by a. fair of forming an alliance with the
Authors'
Society of Rngtand.
catch, and no doubt figured on outJesse Lynch Williams was elected
distancing Lourie, who did the bootpresident for the ensuing year;
ing for the Tigers. What advantage
try.

there

was

In this

became

negligible

through the high wind which blew
from the north, and the ability of
Lourie to return from 6 to 16 yards
after catching a Harvard punt.
Princeton showed a driving attack,
entirely the opposite of their ballca rying ability against Chicago.

Channing Pollock, vice-president,
and other officials are Thompson
Buchanan, Ida M. Tarbell. James
Forbes. Arthur I. Keller and Orson
Lowell.

The Authors' League Is aiming to
establish a working agreement with
similar
organisations throughout

the world whereby the copyrighting
46 line cha.fed well, and the ends,
of a work In one country shall
proconceded inferior to Harvard's duo,
tect It everywhere.
outplayed their opponents, revealing
enough versatility to mako Talc
think once or twice before definitely
UNION AGENTS ELECTED
Harvard was dangerous at all designing their campaign for this
Chicago. Nov. 9.
_
u
„,_,
week's
at
battle
New
Haven.
times and brought forth a forward
The
Chicago Federation of Musi-,
clans at Its meeting this week
passing
ttack that well-nigh had
voted
the Princeton side of the field ill
With the case of Babe Ruth, down a resolution advocating making the position of business
before the Orange and Black de- charged with
violating an adopted
agent an
fense diagnosed it and began to
rule, and Judge Kenesaw Mountain appointive one and directed the Job
break the throwing up. Throughout
Landis, supreme head of baseball, be placed on the ballot when officers
the first half this condition prethe controlling figure in the pen- are elected later this month.
vailed, during which Harvard comUntil recently the union had no
alty that should be Imposed upon
pleted four of her passes on the
Ruth, still hanging fire, many people business agent When one was apsame identical play which Prince- In all walks continue to debate pointed Ralph O'Hara was
named.
ton seemed at a loss to fathom.
He tried to have adopted
With Princeton's failure to score whether Ruth in violating tho rule tion paying him by the a resoluright, or wrong.
was
day
At
the same
but
at the end of the third quarter, it
time they are in ignorance of the failed.
looked very much as if the two
teams were giing to a finish with a "inside stuff" on baseball, conse- Is exposed regarding
Landis' acquently the base of the majority of
tie score for the third year in suctions for the good of the game when
cession.
Owen (Harvard) then at- the arguments is founded on news- such action favors a player.
Landis
tempted to run out the ball from paper reports, combined with what is apple sauce, from
a player's
behind his own goal and was forced Uttlo they happen to know from standpoint. He was
placed In his
watching
stand.
a
game
from
the
out of bounds before he crossed it.
capacity by the officials, they say,
Follow ng the scandal which grew and tho player
It was a safety, two points, for
believes he has smali
the
Chicago-Cincinnati chancos.
of
Princeton until the ball was carried out
ou: five yards for offside penalty In- World Series, Judge Landis was
The Ruth case Is really «..twcen
flicted en Princeton. It pulled Har- pieced In power at a salary of Landis
and ^Huppert and Houston.
vard out of a bad hole and allowed $42,000 a year to prevent futuro The latter owners
of the Ne
-ork
them vt kick out of danger. With gambling, decide on contractual Yankees were
Instrumental In landthe exchange of punts the Crimson matters between players and mag- inr Judge
Landis In his present i ogained the ball and started on a nates In conjunction with the trad- sltlon in
baseball. Any penalty Imh, which resulted in Owen's goal ing of certain players at a period
r
posed upon Ruth will have to be
from the field for a three -point lead when a pennant race is very close; suffered by
the New York owners.
that appeared to be decisive, with also other details protecting the
Ruth is out to make money in
only five minutes remaining to play. club officials in general. Very little
baseball and as bis baseball life
only lasts for a brief period, there
should be no rule preventing him
from doing so, after he sincerely

T

i

a season's contract In the
big league. Tho rule that Ruth is
charged with violating was on the
books before Landis took office.
In fact, the Judgo was 'n office fully
ten months bofore the swatter violated It, during which period tho
Judge had plenty of time to eliminate tho rule if it were a bad one,
or modify it There are other inferior rules on the books but as
they seem to also favor tho magnates they may remain th re.
If
there are any favoring the players
they are yet to v e discovered.
During the summer of 1921 when
the pennant race between tho NeYork Giants and the Pittsburgh
Pirates was running closer than a.
gulfllls

Polo

SO.

The

committee announced that
wo total may be swelled to $40,000
through unredeemed rain checks,
•iathewson's gift is more than the
•ntk-e

players' pool in the world's
1905. when Matty pitched
Giants to three victories and
Jbe championship over tho Phila•eries of

tbs

The

—

thors'

Hew York National League team,
this sum being paid by the New
fork baseball fans at a benefit

delphia Athletics.
Pool was $27,43*.

Kansas City, Nov. 9.
As expected Loews Garden and
the Globe, both offering pop vaudeville have announced a cut In their
prices.
The new scale at the Garden Is: dally matinees, except Sun-

Again the kickoff,
receiving, and after another ex- same special,
offering made to the
change of punts. Lourie made a kiddles by the Malnetreet
fair catch 43 yards from the Harvard goal posts, and Keck proceeded

at his camp at Saranac Lake
the Adlrondacka, where he is
lighting tuberculosis, Christy Mathewson, former pitching ate of the
Giants and the idol of the American
boy. received a check for $30,000
Ust week from the owners of the

the

Loew's Garden and Globe Reduce Back to 15-25c at Night

day 10-15, nights, except Saturday
and Sunday, 15-25, Saturday and
Sunday nights and Sunday matinee
20-30. These prices Include the tax.
Children, any time, any seat 10
with Harvard cents. This later price meets the

Up

Grounds Sept

CUTTING ADMISSIONS

came

la

tame for "Big Six" at

KANSAS CITY HOUSES

good «et of falso teeth. John MrGraw, in an endeavor to cinch
things, accepted
price set on

1905 players*

Heinle Groh. Just before the actr nsactlon
materialized for
to chango uniforms. Landis,
without much deliberation, ordered

tual

Jack Sharkey In shape Is liable to
fool the wise boys and
cop a decision from Johnny
Puff when they
battle for the bantam title this week
at the Garden.
Sharkey despite his

Groh

off, alleging Groh
a Cincinnati contract
and tint r ho doing couldn't wear another uniform regardless of what
league or team.
Later on
tho
season, M* Jraw was pinch d fo
outfielder.
a
With a little effort
and cash ho soon had "Irish" MeiiHcl

th*

•overai sot backs is no mean antagonist for any bantam and is rePorted to have trained hard for this
least

r «u.sintf

*etera n

.

of the Philadelphia Nationals tak-

ing ehargo of center field
This
trans ction strengthened
e New
York's hopes considerably In offense and defense. The only reason
Klven was that Meusel had grown
dissatisfied with the Quaker City
team. The only one In a position to
consider the Pittsburgh angle was
Landis.
He didn't.
Another illustration favoring th<»
HKIT KNTTTLKD
FN* TilKIK
o!flei:ils happened toward tho end
oi last "cason when tho Yank playSome
lia.V
Aln.j«i\
Kntiie
Keith
Circuit
Five
Year?-.
at"d
imr
Iho
for
.\i>i'ropr
l'bt>vd
r«uull.\
Sihjr.
Have
era were forced to play exhibition
nivnim:
We Tru*;r. They Will He Kind Knough to Kefraln From UHlng Our Closing.
games that could have coat them
(NOV. 7) KHITH'cJ KUSHWXCK. BROOKLYN.
THIS
HARRY FITZGERALD, Representative tho pennant and the subsequent
(Continued en pagfj 8§>
(Copyright— Entry. Cla«« TV
If". n."»:.?8 -Washington, n. O.i

HARRY

FLORRIE

HOLMES

and LE

VERE

COMKUY

•THEMSELVES"

;

The rumor factory has ground out
P'° reports concerning tho baseball
''Ivltios of Johnny
Rvers for next
f
I

called

fill (111

-»

battle.

Ruff picked Sharkey as the
Nlanfferous of the contenders
to even consider Lynch
Jjno knocked him out the last time
they met
Phil O'Dowd taking a
8, ° n fr0m L
y nch ma(,c Johnny's
m! perfect
*'ibl
and removed one annoying challenger.
Pete Herman is
insistently
demanding a return
™*tch but it's a cinch he won't h,
accommodated until Buff corrals a
arge g^, of the
coln that KQeA wllJl
"* title. Either Herman or Lym-h
would l,o favorite
over the Jersey

deal

failed to

WKKK
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VARIETY'S CHICAGO OPFICE

STATE-LAKE THEATRE BUILDING

Chicago

If You'll Only Marry Me," and it was drawing near to 6 SO. The
proved to be a most capital climax evening performance was switched,
for this worthy comedy offering.
with Rome and Gaut coming on
Opening the show were Mme. before Edwards, and the revue
Everest's monkeys. Made a capital closed in one with time to spare to
opening turn, and it was presented set the stage for the closing act.
Next were
In splendid fashion.
Loop.
— Santher offering one of the most desir- Rosaline Harris and Pauline
dispensed
who
misses,
ley,
comely
able of the season.
pleasing repertoire of syncopated
STATE-LAKE, CHICAGO
Next to closing were See and Aus- a
melodies.
The girls make an attin, with their farcical routine of
Chicago, Nov. 9.
tractive
appearance and render their
Dave See.
songs, talk and dance.
Unaffected
by weather, bills or
in an acceptable fashion.
who was last seen hereabouts in a numbers
competition, this house still lines the
but
they
voice,
Neither
has
strong
a
small-time offering, "An Heir for a
crowds up, besides keeping the
Night," proved to be a sensation are pleasing and blend nicely.
On in the trey spot were Masters lobby and sidewalk full of people
with his grotesque and clownlike
what they describe who wait to get in, and sometimes
antics.
He thoroughly understands and Kraft, withSatiro
Chicago got the
on Legomania, wait for hours.
comedy value, and gets all there is as a Symbolicwith
the Dance." The edge on one of the most pretentious
entitled "On
possible to be gotten from his enoffering is a very novel vaudeville offerings ever presented.
idea
the
of
deavors.
His mind-reading bit
and gives the boys a chance to The phenomena in this case Is
toward the close is very, very funny, one, between
"Frolicland," a miniature musical
dances.
and at its conclusion encore and rest
Marguerite Farrell has a well comedy offering; in fact, the present
encore were demanded. For their chosen repertoire of songs.
Miss offering was a two-hour show given
flni.sh the team use a "cat and dog"
is
Farrell
an attractive -looking at the Auditorium for the policefight which is a capital climax for
brunet, radiates with personality, men's benefit, and .was specially
the turn, which really scored the hit
pleasing voice, and condensed to 30 minutes' running
than
has a more
of the show. Austin is a very fitting
Ernie Young is responsible
displays a most gorgeous array of tir^e.
straight for See and enables him to
and can consider this offering ancostumes, changing for each song.
get
his
"gags'*
and bits over
In the next to closing Bpot was other feather in his hat. The cast,
throughout.
They also carry a Harry Hines with "The*£8th Variety." including chorus, numbers 35. Bepretty and charming lassie, who is Some of his variety is mighty good cause of Its length it closed the
un programed.
The girl does two and other portions quite repellent. show. The curtains parted and
scenes with the men, and is an asset Two blue stories were told in se- showed a beautiful stage setting,
too.
The Rektors with their hand- quence and left a nauseous taste with drapes and hangings.
The
to-hand balancing closed the show.
with the audience. The impression stage was set like a fashion parade.
Loop.
he left with the audience seemed to First before the curtains were the
be negative Monday afternoon. It Kate Simmons Ballet Octet and the
is more than likely that the offensive chorus, who worked in unison and
APOLLO, CHICAGO
The
gags will be expunged during his drew individual attention.
Chicago, Nov. 9.
future performances at this house, Dancing Taylors, who have ballroom
The effects of a poor show last for the management here seems to styles of dancing all their own,
week were quite evident Monday be rather strict regarding risque found as much response in vaudeafternoon. There was hardly half a material and actions. Novello Broth- ville as they did when they hoofed
house on the lower floor to acclaim ers, comedy acrobats and musicians, at the Marigold here. Eddio Matthews whirlwinded through a threewhat developed to be a mighty good closed the show.
minute routine. Matthews kicked a
entertainment. This bill Is not what
goal 'with his dancing.
can be qualified as an all-around
Like any
extravaganza, no time was allowed
PALACE, CHICAGO
big time program, but it has a numfor
encores,
ber of names, surrounded by acts of
and
action
was
noticeChicago, Nov. 9.
meritorious calibre, making it one
Hazel
Kirke
A bill that was as near perfect as able everywhere.
of the best hills in this house since any vaudeville show could be, plus shimmied herself over to a hit, while
the inauguration of the Shubert a favorite headllner, Gus Edwards, Pat Conway led the chorus in a
peach of a number that is musical
vaudeville policy.
In the best revue he has ever had
Charles Richman Is rightly en- out, and one of the best big acts ever comedy from 3very angle.
Frank
The produced on the two-a-day. The Libusc and Mabel Walzer clowned
titled to the headline honors.
presentation of George Ade's com- proof of the bill was in a capacity about. They took up a little time
edy sketch, "Nettie," by Richman, matinee that has been missed at this which was well spent.
Isabelle
Mohr, a production songstress, led
and his associate players is superb. house in the last six weeks.
one
of her musical comedy numbers
Even though this Ade product is not
The regulars who might havo
new it will always prove Interesting thought they wanted a change seem and drew much admiration. In all,
the act was a flash, somethlnp enin vaudeville and make a worthy
all to have drifted back to their first tirely
different from the usual run.
Richman.
any
bill
with
Mr.
asset to
love, the Palace, and it was like a
George Ade was present at this per- homecoming, everybody bowing and and Young has brought to vaudeformance and more than delighted saying "hello" with a guilty smile ville faces not very often seen on
Its stage.
Vaudeville
with the performance.
are
each other. Even Frisco was In much inclined to showaudiences
their appreLeona La Mar, "The Girl with the to box
helping to clown with DeHa- ciation to the
fellow who's different.
Thousand Eyes," seemed to be able a
ven and Nice.
Klnco, as his billing says, is an,
to peer into the past and future of
Gordon and Rica opened the show Interesting entertainer.
He is a
the audience in a most successful
some talk, songs and then go- good start for any show. Then
From the conversation with
manner.
Daning into full for some bicycle riding. iels and Walters in
"The
heard about the house after the perOld
Paul Gordon, admitted by even tho Timer," a comedy act, were spotted
formance it seems quite likely that other
bicycle riders to be the best a little early but did
she will prove to be a strong busiphenomenally
most
business, has given up
well. Sam Mann and
two other
ness-getter this week, despite she In the
and demotes his men and one woman,Co.,
found quick
has played all three of the Orpheum of his trick work salary
is the best response to
time to talk. His
their sketch.
Circuit houses in the "loop" during
The act
criterion on whether the change was was just moved a few
blocks, at the
the past year. Her most recent apPalace last week.
pearance was at the State -Lake last for the better or worse.
"Sandy," a miniature Harry Lausummer.
Fenton and Fields followed the
Rather a co-lhcidental fact was der, whom Gus Edwards presents, Mann sketch. They held up the
fail.
couldn't
His is a personality following
type
similar
two
of
the appearance
spot, and even though the
does
gets
little
chap
over.
The
that
acts on the bill. Clark and Arcaro
lights were set, they had to come out
and Orth and Cody. Both women Scotch songs, a couple of animal and express their thanks. Fenton
imitations,
of
the
baganother
one
take the French type of characteria»
Fields were funny and that goes
zation, with the Orth and Cody turn pipes, and then a repertoire of Lau- as far as the word will carry them.
being on In the fourth position, and der's successes. But best of all is Fay and Florence Courtney, with
the Clark and Arcaro act third after "Sandy's" smile and wink.
their Ultra String Quintet, fed popEthel Forde and Lester Sheehan, ular
intermission.
songs in their own style, which
The latter turn was a bold-over with Marion Forde, should switch means a style that seldom misses
from last week, and probably the their billing to read Marlon Forde, Its mark of creating a fracas. The
This little girl has Quintet
similarity in type of the women was "assisted by."
helped the Sisters, besides
not taken into consideration. How- everything to make her a dancing doing a few selections themselves.
ever, this slmlarty had no bearing star, and if it were not for her ef- The ovation that Patrlcola received
would
forts
this
act
have
met
with
of
whatever on the manifestation
sounded like an encore. To follow
approbation on the part of the au- the same fate it did last year with- the Courtney Sisters is a trick by
out her, when it was booed off the Itself, but
dience.
to follow them and make
The Orth and Cody act, billed as Palace stage. The best answer was 3,000 people stand up and yell for
"Codec and Orth." came out and when the individuals came back for you is another stunt.
Adjectives
brought the first portion of the bill bows there was practically no ap- have been Invented to JuBtly deTheir fast work with the plause until Miss Forde appeared. scribe the cyclonic success
to "life."
humorous "quips" and low comedy She has two solos and scored In is making here this week.Patrlcola
When
knockabout feats accomplished by both, the last solo an eccentric, acro- he finished the applause was so
Mies Cody awakened the house from batic, contortion dance that remiflds voluminous the orchestra sounded
times
Regay.
been
at
of
Pearl
had
it
demeanor
lethargic
the
like a toy piano.
Irene Dclroy is
Without any Infringement It was not to be slighted.
in and received hearty response for
She took her
the endeavors of this couple. The the show stopper. If it is true that
business in which Miss Cody tosses Lester Sheehan discovered and deOrth about and around after the veloped this little dancer he can YOU'VE TRIED THE REST
retire and rest on his laurels, because his own dancing has dete-

CHICAGO VAUDEVILLE SHOWS

Illl

Chicago, Nov.

With a name

like

t.

Eddie Foy in

ths lights variety patrons of yesteryear were out in force Monday night
to five him a most enthusiastic and

sincere ovation. Foy had six memof his younger generation,
ranging from Charlie to Eddie, Jr
Also Josephine Victor, a recruit
from the legitimate; Horace Goldin.
playing a return date within three
weeks with his "Sawing a Woman,"
and In all there was a slam -hang
and sure-fire show from start to
finish, with the house only holding
a little over two-thirds capacity on
the lower floor.
Wilfrid Du Bols, with his classy

ber*

Juggling novelty, started the show
His routine is
off with a hound.
executed in a clean, snappy and sineere manner, without any attempts
to work in comedy points through
•misses." Du Bols starts right out
with juggling a tennis racket and
balls, then 'does a balancing of the
balls as well as bounding them
up several times from his forehead.
From this point on his feats appear
more difficult, and he concludes the
turn with a hall self-propelled circling around a hoop mounted on a
billiard cue which he has balanced
on his forehead. The unusual happened for an opening turn, when Du Bois
He
completed his performance.
stopped the show cold. The regular
first-nighters looked at each other
In amazement, but it was a fact

Dn

—

Bois held the curtain on Ray-

{

mond and Schram.
"A Syncopated Cocktail" was offered by the male duo, and their
"cocktail" was also accepted, for the
folks liked their style of work and
their songs, too. Next in line was
Goldin with his Illusion.
Goldin
went through his usual preliminaries, speeding his repartee and
working considerably more than in
the past appearance, and repeated
bis success of a few weeks ago here.
Chester Spencer and Lola Williams scored the first comedy hit of
the bill with their nonsensical crossfire and singing concoction, "Putting
It Over."

The way was paved by them
Eddie Foy and his offsprings,
offered the travesty, "The Foy

for

who
Fun

Fun there was. and Eddie
and his entire brood supplied it.
Revue."

More

comedy

was

saturated

around by Ellnore and Williams.
Finding the house in good humor

when she made her

initial

appear-

ance. Miss Ellnore "tore loose" and
told everything she knew in the line
Williams obliged as her
of gags.
"foil" and with several song numbers as well.
Their endeavors
placed them with their predecessors.
"Juliet and Romeo," a gem of a
satirical sketch in four scenes, permitted Miss Victor to wend her way
into the hearts of the Majestic patrons. The sketch Is a novelty and
of a type which will always appeal
to class or mass audience.
It has
that essence of pathos and actuality
which teach a moral to stage characfer and laymen alike
on its
preachment of "professional jealousy." The supporting cast play in
superb fashion, and from impressions they help Miss Victor to make

EUGENE COX

SCENERY
1734 Off den Ave.
Phone Seeley SsOl

CHICAGO
Auk:

KRNE8T EVANS

|

"THE

riorated

PAINTED

SCENERY

FABRICS

ORIGINAL IDEAS
PERFECTLY EXECUTED
policy of never selling the

in

MODERNISTIC STYLES

same design twice assures

individuality.

Our Art Department constantly developing new, daring and
artistic designs.

PLUSH, VELOUR, SILK, SATIN, GAUZE, SATEEN
and

NOVELTY MATERIALS

Jack Benny came Into his own,
spotted just right; not a gag or line
was muffed. It only proved that
position on some acts does count,
and on Benny anything less than
four spells disaster, which was
proven in the last two times seen.
He walked away with the laughing
hit of the bill. Norton and Nicholson are labeled just right. "A Dramatic Cartoon." The act had no
trouble in keeping up the pace and
Del raven and Nice made
landed.
it three big wows in a row.
Another
act built for laughing purposes only,
and although seen at this house several times had no troubo in repeating to big applause. It was during
this act that Frisco came to bat with
some extra clowning.

Gus Edwards and his "song rcvim
was all that was needed to
round out a bill of p«'i fo«.t lhUi tainment. After the revue proper Edof 1921"

THE FABRIC STUDIOS
1N«\

wards introduced

sever.nl

among them a

sister

O'Connor

Sisters,

that

now

find?,

team,
looks

the
"in";

177 North State Street

sit

up and tako

was a

CHICAGO

notice.

All In all

Easy Payments
New and Modern

Shops

aiul Studios will oj>C/i

November

15, Illl

management

tiated this policy by coming in mobs
to see their "favorites."
George
this week. His press
agent got plenty of space the week
before his appearance, and in all
his was the only name on the bill.
Walsh was scheduled to close the
possibly
because of the
show,

Walsh showed

.

sketch proceeding him, but was
switched to next to closing, with
the sketch, Charles Burkhardt and
Co., holding the shut spot.

A

one-rceler. showing Walsh In
his athletic manoeuvres, with authorities on his different stunts,
vouching for his expertness In each
sport, took up ten minutes.
The
last few feet of film show Walsh
receiving a rub down, when he is
interrupted by some one, who tells
him he is expected at the theatre.
He jumps into his clothes, and is
running down
the
seen
street
minus his coat and tie. The last
scene shows him running into the
stage entrance of a theatre, and then
George Walsh in the flesh steps
onto the stage from the wings and
speaks for four minutes. The big*
gcr portion of his talk is in keeping
physically fit Walsh spoko clearly

and

well.

Lamb and

man

Goodyear,

and

woman, broke "the Ice" with their
terpslchorean work before a eye in
Prither and Wiley, another
team, offered talk
Both carried the

full.

man and woman
and

harmony.

personality that marks individuality
about their work and took themselves off to three healthy bows.
La Temple and Co. sold illusions.
The handicap In the turn seemed to
be In the announcer talking In a
monotone and being care'ess in his
Victoria Trio, con*
enunciation.
sistlng of three women, did not
stick to any style of songs, singing
those offered in low keys. Harmony

was hard

to detect
The redeem*
ing feature was the heavy set
woman, doing parrot, rooster and

chicken
imitations.
Otherwise
nothing out of the ordinary marks
the act

From here on

the show seemed
Lyle and
be a different one.

to

Emerson have a gem

of an offerIt has been seen before, yet
handled In a much better fashion.
Dialog and songs are nicely blended
giving a musical comedy touch
about the act The man Is suave, a
ing.

Is

well.

The

feeds the lines to the

man

showman, besides singing
I

woman

and her appearance and mannerisms
(Continued on page 9)

BECKER BROS,
SCENIC STUDIO
2321 Wabash Ave., Chicago
ALL KIND8 OF SCENERY
VICTORY
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BOOSTERS FOR STEAKS
Sam Mann.
Al

Julian JBHIage, Walter C. Kelly, Jimmy Lucas and Francln*,
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stale-Lake Building, Chicago
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OH!
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Tel. Tent. ISO**

Formerly ui«h
hdifh srrlckt«nil

it

afternoon for Mr. 1M
wards, which he seemed to r li
J
'fin much n.s the customers.
-Rome and (Jaut came on ;ift' r
larg<>

and were

BETTER THAN THE BEST SHOW

1

Cavana Duo played

.

>

to

empty seuts

but did not feel bad, as supper
to be got ready and the tahle

h;xl
s.

IN

TOWN

FRED MANN'S

sacrificed to an out-^i.l
that were show satisfied. Th»
missed another comedy hit.
Tie

mob
Our

Chicago, Nov. |.
The momentum of the bill was at
the tail end.
The first four acts
slipped from catching on, but on the
average the eight acts showed
better than what has been offered
as entertainment for the past few
weeks. The
has
banked its box office draws upon
"personal
appearances"
of
film
stars, and though the stars have
not been offering any genuine en-.
tertalnment, the crowds, at least
small time crowds, have substan-

W. RANDOLPH ST., CHICAGO
THE FOLLOWING IIEADLINEHS ATE HERE LAST WEEK:

:'.

Drops on Rental

RIALTO, CHICAGO

Next Door to Colonisl Theatre

also a solo c'^ntrif dMti«'»r. fhostMFredericks, who will m.'.ko the en si

(OPPOSITE STATE-LAKE THEATRE)

I

13th

11, 1021

whacks on the back with humorous
reaction and did her bit in excellent
manner. Patrlcola and Delroy »ra
drawing cards with the State-Lak!
"Frolicland" took up th
crowds.
last SO minutes of the show. Jack
Osterman and Booth and Nina were
not seen at this show.

song.

MAJESTIC, CHICAGO

November

Friday,

r.

RAINBO GARDENS

CLARK

at

LAWRENCE.

Frank WMtpfcal

#

nn.l KuImIhi Offbeat**,

Continuous Dane. ng—Vaudev. He.
Mtr B«erS Friday.

Ani.il.ur Tli.ntrl.ul

*

'

VARIETY'S CHICAGO OFFICE
Friday,

November

STATE-LAKE THEATRE BUILDING

Cfjtcago

11, 1921
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SHOW DOES

CANTOR'S
'

AT

IT

-

(Vide

NORTHERN

GT.

Off

Starts

which

»

$13,000—

With

Campaign

of Publicity—

figured has been of great
help to the show. In all of their
houses which Include the New Chi- Eva Tanguay at Palace Rae Samcago, Tlvoli nnd others, they arc
uels at Orpheum
running a slide with Cantor's picture on It, telling the show should
Chicago. Nov. *.
bo seen as Cantor is the best blackvaudeville battle is being enfaco comedian Chicago has had and gaged in between Sam Tischman of
that the place to see him at is the tho Western Vaudeville Managers

PEORIA BATTLE

it is

p»

Top—$1.50

Mats.

ern theatre on the map in their first
week there getting a gross of $13,ftftf.
This "take -In" is the largest
accomplished at the house this seaThree
attractions were at this
son.
house prior to the advent of Che
Cantor show and nono hit the five

*

SHOWS

o

'

masterly

Inraediato TVIlvery.

,'

'

Single Pair or

Pr odu ction Order*.

I

|

8KNI»

FOR CATALOG.

AISTONS,
W. WASHINGTON

Inc.

performance.

port works witli him like line machinery, and are worthy of the
The
phraso "excellent support.'
balance of the cast consists of l>an
who
man,
heavy
the
Carroll ns
works situations up to humorous
climaxes. Tho woman hasn't much
of a role, yet handles her few- lines
as tho servant in acceptable form.

Donald and Donalda and Burt Adler.'not seen at this show.

ST., CIIICAflO

14

MA NAG EMENT

A.

W.

1SOT No.

CTAHK

Acts Booked Fall Down,
Agents Must Settle— Obliged
to. Sign Waiver

HOTELS
CHICAGO

press.
Brady was reluctant
insistent that ho would close
the show. However, he listcnod to
the request of Garrity and consented to be interviewed by two of tho

ar.d

building.

the circuit
this time,

The agents wero

Satisfied

if th<-y

told that,

did not sign the "waiver," that they
need not submit any act! to t ho ofAll signed.
fice.

composed

Mike

of

This Takes In Every Line of

VAUDEVILLE
BURLESQUE

9.

l'oYmeii tt
muni and Amy

both bavin*? been oft
variety stage for some time.

WABASH

CHICAGO

AVE.,

-

.

r

Wm.

It

CABARET

hand-

is

Is So Satisfactory That We Have Never
Lost a Dime by Our Credit Plan.

Our Work

Grave Condition
Chicago. Nov. P.
Win. Tiu-nball, former treasurer
oT the Palace, was taken to a private sanitarium last week suffering from a nervous breakdown. Ills
St. condition is said to be grave.
Turn-ball's

When Your Customers Arc

Satisfied

They Will Pay

REMEMBER
Come up and talk it over. We will make an outline
drawing of your idea. This will not cost you a cent,

CHIS OPPOSITION
l

WE

1

quality of the
show at tit. Apollo last w «k, with
in the lobby
slopping
many patrons
of the house after tho p«vforrnnnof
They all
to express their opinion.
in turn were informed llmt, beginning nex. week, all of iho showswould be of much better riad*. than
In the past.

manifested
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Same Design Never Sold Twice
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OUR FOURTH BIRTHDAY

which released the Pantages
Circuit of nny obligation should
the turns be cancelled after their
initial appearance on the circuit at
This waiver specifies
Minneapolis.
that the agent will take such moans
to square off the act in case they
do not come up to expectations and.
if necessary, make the financial adjustment out of his own pockt.-t
should the acts becomH obstreperous
and threaten court proceedings.

WE SOLICIT YOUR PATRONAGE

VI

DUroiat

WHJFIf

CELEBRATING

sibility

i.

i'.

Special

FOR TWO WEEKS ONLY!

•

137 N.

"ELI," the Jeweler
* TO THE PROFESSION

SPECIAL REDUCTION

future, agents booking at the local
offices wero called in at tho direction of Alexander Pantages and requested to sign a waiver of respon-

CHANGE

TOOTf
TMW2
lAJalUMbb

the business took tho sud-

the expiration of

until

and tho option for extended time was not exercised by the
Pantages office.
So as to avoid getting acts which
would not prove satisfactory in, the

Continued from page C)
•U*1e, srlthont bath
f 8.00 and »».00 Newly furnlahed.
expendi(.•able, without Hath. .fio.™ «"* {*£•"" ConTenlent to all theatre*. a bill does not warrant
«10..%0 and f l£.OOi
taale, with Hath
fc __.«. hall.
h.ii
ture of $1 a M'at.
$14.00 and ilO.OOIFree rehearsal
Dnnble, with Bath
disappointment
much
was
re
Tift
.

dis-

When

Brady, Jr., who Is managing tho
show, got in touch with his father
and told Ulm of the effect his statement had had on the theatregoers.
Brady,
Sr.,
was determined it
should close, but the next night
when the receipts again showed an
increase Brady consented It remain
as long as It does business.

opening on the time, failed to make
good from the Pantages point of
As the acts had contracts
calling for a minirr im of 14 weeks
of play dates, they were carried on

""""A v7iu"devilie'*act

SOS W. Madison

absolutely

$6,900 in all for the seven days.

den Jump Wednesday William A.

view.

Chicago, Nov.

-

^T am

couraged by Chicago's reception of
this great play," said Mr. Brady.
"It ran a year in London and seven
mont.u in New York, but Chicago

BERNARD AND BUTLER ACT

St.,

A.

daily

tages Circuit, in case their acts may
be cancelled for some cause or other.
This state of affairs was brought
about through the fact, that many
acts booked to play the circuit, after

RATES
PROFESSIONAL WEEKLY
Thoroughly modern.
OF RATKflt
.

then I can afford to produce moro
masterpieces like this of Gals-

Chicago

morning newsparer critics.
Chicago, Nov. 9.
When the scribes arrived William
Agents booking through the Pantages office here are now compelled A. let off with a sudden oratorical
effusion
which could be heard
to assume the responsibility of all
the
Garrlck theatre
contracts they make over the Pan- throughout

MTRKB'r, <'HH "ACQ

Booking Bitter Tabloids—36 Randolph

StTREGIS

%.

goes hero—so much so he decided
to close the show Saturday night.
So Garrity told him that he
should not givo up at this time;
that ho (Brady) was u fighter and
therefore it might be a good idea
for him to lay his case beforo the

If

liYATTS BOO^^T EXCHaF^
BI6 N. Clark Street

Williat.i

himself!

TELLS AGENTS OF ACTS

The Jack Cardner agency

Mtl'KHlOB W800

Off

Chicago, Nov.

PANTAGES' CHI OFFICE

OBERBEC K

dpi 4PI W^.^IW^B!lJ%Jr.
ACME SCENIC dRTI5T STUDIOS
Tel.

oik last year.
"If Chicago does not want gocnl

^

Association and

'

1

op. ning
performance with faint praise, although it was superior to any performance the company gave in New*

Brady has reversed worthy's."
The next morning Brady went to
is
not so bad
tho Cunard line offices and made arafter all and tho theatro patrons
rangements for the passage home
hero do appreciate good drama; of tho actors. At noon he boarded
therefore Mr. Brady has decided to a train and went to Cincinnati. The
allow John Galsworthy's play, "The people of Chicago took exception to
Skin Game," with Jane Gray and Pr-udy's remark "that they did not
WEDDING SUPPER
Its English cast, to remain at the appreciate a Galsworthy product,
and tho next day at the matinee
Central .for an Indefinite period.
booked
Tischman
week.
Palace
this
After tho second night perform- and night performances $1,100 was
Nuptials
The following day the
Rae Samuels for his house. Miss ance of "The Skin Game," with the grossed.
Samuels, a Chicago girl, has con- receipts totaling in tho neighbor- averago went higher with the show
Chicago, Nov. 9.
Peoria.
in.
siderable of a following
hood of $400 for two nights, Brady selling out on the three last per*
Frank Clark, manager of Waterwas greatly vexed with the theatre- formancos of tho week and getting

mark. The Cantor attraction
after playing eight weeks in
town, three at tho Apollo and fivo son, Berlin & Snyder's office here
tendered a wedding supper to Frank
at the Garrlck.
When tbo move was agreed upon Gaby, the ventriloquist, and his
from the Garrlck to the Great bride, formerly Ethel Chappell, of
Horthern, Cantor Insisted tho Shu- the Harry Holman act, in the firm's
berta expend a largo a*nount on office immediately aftor Gaby had
newspaper and other forms of ad- completed his evening performance
Ho said if this was at the Palace.
vertisement.
done and the public acquainted with! Clark engaged a caterer and art&e fact that tho Great Northern ranged the entertainment which was
appearing at local
Is housing legitimate attractions, he provided by acts
200 guests were present.
theatres.
would do business.
Immediately after the feast Mrs.
The show opened Sunday night to
Iowa, to
$2,100, which exceeded by far the Gaby left for Cedar Rapid*,
gross at any previous opening in the join the Holman, act.
Monday night the intake
theatre.
was also very good with the show
CHICAGO
pn the Wednesday matlneo playing
(Continued from page 8)
to more people than it had tho preThey work in "one" bvfere
fit well.
vious week at the Garrick.
special hallway drop in a hotel.
For the Great Northern, the show a Joe Roberts has been playing the
has been scaled at a $2.50 top. even- banjo on the small time for a good
ing with the exception of Saturday many years.
At times his banjo
and Sunday when $3 is the scale. playing carried a flneHe which might
.The Wednesday matlneo is at a $1.50 only be expected from a violin.
top and the Saturday matlneo at $2. Roberts' numbers were well 'chosen
himself as one
This revision of price proved also to and he has markedplayers
who are
of the few banjo
be an Inducement. No musical show always
welcome. As far as the auat the Wednesday or Saturday mat- dience was concerned, hl9 turn,
inees have sold at $1.50 and $2 top, though running 12 minutes, was
the women who shop for attrac- much too short.
He encored, yet
tions took advantage of tho lower could havo held the sage as long
oale at this house which is located as he chose. George Walsh followed
and set things for Charles Burkalose to tho edge of tho '"Loop."
company who are
-Arrangements were also made hardt and his
showing "A Regular Guy." BurkWith the Couthoul agency for a hardt, an Ernest Truex type, foritrtitet boy of 100 tickets for each
merly did a double, but has made a
performance, with no return prlvi- thousand per cent, improvement by
have
brokers
He does a
independent
hitching tr's playlet.
lege. The
bought 75 seats for each perform- Hebe character and at no time does
Burkhardt
offensive.
he become
ance with no 'kick-back."
close to his part, interprets
The Bala ban & Katz houses put sticks
out a
rounds
and
cleverly
it very
bver a deal with Cantor personally,
His sup-

STAGE SHOES

Tho

It.

"Skin Game"— drama I will look around for something in tho fnrclal lino liko 'GetThen Orders It on Indefiting Gertie's Garter,' 'Ladies' Nlghf
The Demi -Virgin.'
find
or
I'll
nitely at Central
some with which to make money;

Orders

Jimmy O'Neal of
the Pantages offices, who is booking
the Ascher theatre in Peoria,
Tischman has tho Orpheum In
that town and O'Neal tho Palace,
pop vaudeville house. There has
been considerable rivalry this season between the two houses, with
each trying to excel tho other in
bills.
The ultimate result was the
show patrons in Poorla benefited
and the business at both houses' in•
creased.
It became known here that O'Neal
Frank Clark Host to Gaby-Chappell had "booked Eva Tanguay for the

eame

EVERYTHING

seem to want
hero damned the

not

critics

URGES PLAYGOERS

A

figure

«jy

BRADY CONVINCINGLY

—

Great Northern. Tho announcement
also stated that Cantor was to appear for one performance onty at
tho New Chicago last Sunday where
Chicago, Nov. 9.
he would sing several songs. CanWith the Shuberts using overyl tor was not reimbursed for that appearance. When he mounted the
Conceivable means of advertising
stage at the early afternoon matnnd publicity the Eddie Cantor inee at the Chicago he found a ca^Midnight Rounders/* accomplished pacity house, something unusual for
the feat of putting tho Great North- any house that early in the day.

$2.50

does

•

1
1

1

I

.

i\

I

IHHftLV, Mitr.

Phone Dearborn 1776
An

Dlrertor,

CHICAGO
You Can Rent From Us and Apply tht Rental on tht Cost
of the Drop If You Buy It. Get Our Easy Payment Plan,
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SAM HOWE'S "SAWING A WOMAN"
"EXPOSE" STOPPED BY REQUEST
\

i

—

—

Following a request made by tho
Keith office to the Columbia Amusement Co. and In turn conveyed by
the latter to Sam Howe, the expose

—Howe

of the

"Sawing a

vertised aa

Woman"

trick ad-

a feature with the Sam

Howe show on

the Columbia wheel
has been discontinued. The Howe
show, although advertising an expose of the Illusion as a Saturday
night business booster, really exposed nothing of Importance regarding the manner in which the
trick

was performed.

Howe

"exposed" the Illusion on a
Saturday night at Akron to a
packed house* of curious people,
most of whom had seen the illusion
Curing the week.
The reports following the 'ex*
pose" threw a scare into the producer of the many "Sawing" turns
throughout the country, most of
whom feared the "exposure" would
in
towns they hadn't
spoil
it
reached.

N. 6.

BUCKNER HELD IN

Jam Has Policeman
Among Complaining Backers

Latest

Appearing before Judge Corrigan
in the West Side Court Wednesday
afternoon, Arthur Buckner, cabaret
impresario, had his $300 ball raised
to $2,500 coincident with the adjournment of his case until the fol-

J.

authorities of the
Oct. 28 a warrant

north country.
issued by
Recorder D. H. Corcoran of Ogdensburg on the complaint of John
Arnaud, proprietor of the Restaurant Francalse in Ogdensburg, who
claimed he cashed an alleged worthless check for the defendant in the

sum

was

of $30.

4
Complaint was made in Potsdam
Following the request that he discontinue the illusion, Howe has been several days ago Carkey had passed
another
alleged worthless "check for
"Sawing"
to
playing opposition
turns in several towns, Aid is in $70 in that village. Carkey finally
His last ofopposition to Horace Qolden the adjusted that check.
current week at the Majestic, Chi- fense, according to the Potsdam
passing
of the
the
authorities,
was
cago, where the Howe attraction is
alleged worthless check for $68.
at the Columbia.
One more American wheel show, According to information received
"The Pace Makers," added the from Potsdam, the District Attor"Sawing a Woman" illusion as an ney asserts this case will be brought
extra attraction this week, making before the Grand Jury and that
a total of four American shows now Carkey will be given no chance to
settle as In the pastpresenting the trick.

TOWN SCANDALS
HeUa Hndaon

Patlt B«b«
Blushing- Rose

Ola Hudson
Jack Backloy
Corinne Wilson

Jack Love
Miss Whimsical
Pest? Pete
Heseklah Sap
Dick Dsadeye

Bthel Shutta
Charles Fagan
Joe Van

*

Norman Hanley

Buckner's enterprises, in* exchange
EAST SIDE
for their investment.
In addition to the Arcadia revue, American Wheel Seeking Site Around
Buckner also had a show at the
42d St., East of 5th Ave.
Nankin Gardens, Newark, N. J.,
which is said to have showed profits
The American Burlesque AssociaIt was
Until Buckner disappeared.
tion has started preparations for the
not generally believed that Buck- erection of a new theatre in the
ner would appear in court on vicinity of 43d street east of Fifth
Wednesday, because of the futile avenue to replace the Murray Hill,
efforts all week to locate him, but dropped several years ago and since
Buckner was there with legal coun- taken over by Loew for pictures.
«e'
asking for an adjournment, The decision to build was reached
which was granted.
after several unsuccessful attemp.s
Buckner has been producing by the Junior burlesque circuit to
shows for restaurants of! and on secure a suitable house to be added
for many years, mostly when he was as its second local week. The Olymllc
at liberty. He has become entangled on 14th street, leased by the Kraus
several times through his promo- Brothers who control an American
tions, and was twice convicted of franchise, is the American's only
obtaining money fraudulently.
New York house.
The last time, answering to an
A selection of a site for the new
appeal published in Variety, Fred- house has not been made. Several
erick E. Goldsmith, the attorney, are under consideration, the matter
visited Buckner at the Tombs a 3
having been placed in the hands of
was effective in securing his free- local realty operators.
dom. Mr. Goldsmith Is not acting
for Buckner now, however, simply
stating, "I'm cured!"

HOUSE

SECOND

Who

Columbia Shows May Shift

"The charming Elroy Sisters were the features of 'A Tale of Thre%
These dainty
as cleverly presented by Stone and Manning.
Misses strummed their way into the hearts of their audience with their
musical Hawaiian guitars and then responded to a hearty encore with
some pretty dance steps." Great Falls, MonL

—

RECORDS GONE

25 PER CENT, INCREASE
American Wheel Claims Extra At-

Legion

The American Burlesque

Circuit

at 25 per cent., according to I.
Ileik, president of the American.

II.

When the recent slump occurred
the American heads sent agents and
emissaries scurrying to corral acts
or names that would be "draws" for
burlesque. Jack Johnson blazed the
trail, helping receipts wherever ho
appeared. He was followed shortly
by Johnny Coulon, the ex-bantam

champion, in his weight resistance
Jack McAullffe, ex-lightturn;
welght champion; Cedora and Princess Radjah, who opened this week
at the Olympic as an added attraction with "Tlng-a-Ling," where she
was reported as having done $1,900
the first four performances of the
week.
Tho added attractions are being
routed for 10 weeks with an option
and placed with attractions at the
discretion of llei k.

at

Kansas City Helps

Burlesque Shows

tractions Boosted Business

claim an increase in business all
over the circuit since the installaadded attractions and
of
tion
"names" with the American attracTho reported gain is placed
tions.

Week

Kansas City, Nov. 9.
Records were broken hero last
week by both the Gayety and Century burlesque houses.
rlon's

to the

Dave Ma-

"Own Company" was

tho at-

the former houso and
played to the most admission ever in
the house in one week. On account
of the reduction of prices from last
season the gross fell Just a little be-

••
•<••........ AJ
I.

Golden

b.

Ramp

Buster Sanborn

Eddie Shafer, Road Show Manager
Eddie Shafer, office manager for
Barney Gerard for several years,
has been appointed road manager
for Sim Williams' "Mutt and Jeff
playing the southern one-nightere,
Joining the show at Atlanta this
week.

ABOUT 50 PER CENT
(Continued from page

5)

parently no attempt on the part of
either side to promote Interest
among vaudeville players. In that
particular the Kelth-Shubert op*
posed vaudeville differs from the)
other big time vaudeville contests.
Pittsburgh, Nov.

The current week looks

9,

like

a

winner at the Shubert and Davis
(Keith's), both playing to capacity

Monday and Tuesday at four performances. The Davis has been go*
ing bigger than ever for some
weeks, while the Shubert

is in its
third straight week of gocd bust*
ness. The Keith house is taking a
chance on a third performance Ar-

mistice

Day by moving up

the

first

matinee and shoving the second one
in around 4 o'clock.
under way for the Star,
The Shubert management Is tak-

GILBERT IN PEARSON SHOW

Cities/

Ma_

Geo. H&miltoi
Red Walts*!

Star

9.

A deal Is
Toronto, by the Columbia Amusement Co. interests, on a five-year
leasing arrangement. The Star was
recently renovated and re-seated at
a cost of $70,000. It has a much
better location than that of the
Gayety, the house now playing the
Gerard is the Miner Estate.
Columbia shows. Last season the
When the attachment was placed ^ gtar played American wheel attracJohnson said he was broke and the tlons. It has been playing stock
car belonged to his wife.
since the season started;
With the consummation of the

are featured with "Tale of Three Cities" on Pantagcs CircuIL

'.Shirley

Broadway Jlmmle
Subway Sun
•
Buster Bank

Arr

Bill Ti

Plo Price
Jaok Gates
Happy BUI

'

An affidavit that the wife of Jack
Johnson, the pugilist, owned the
auto attached by the sheriff here,
released the cax.
While playing*the Academy, John-*
son had nls auto and Barney Gerard
got a Judgment against him for $3,600. Interested In the Judgment with

BETTY ELROY

Anna

Hop

prises

Buffalo, Nov.

and

Bell

operation.

(Continued on page 34)

more interest in Buckner's enterand a $50 a week position as
manager of one or another of

or

GERARD ATTACHES JACKSON

FLO

TING-A-LItyG
Helen Summer

This is the second season for Irons
Charles Franklyn presents "Tlns>
ft damages' "Town Scandals," the a-Llng" at the Olympic this week
current Columbia attraction. It waa with Princess Radjah as an added
rated as a top notch show at the extraction.
The Princess was
Columbia early last season. At that needed badly, the show proving one
time it had the advantage of the of the most anemic of the
presence of the late George Clark sisters the American Circuit
Ethel been showing this season.
as the leading comedian.
In*
Shutta, a dancing and jazz singing cldentally
when the burlesque
comedienne, is featured this season, moguls are alibiing the poor busU
and everything in which she is con- ness they can add shows like the
cerned is marked with a nice touch above to their list of causes.
of distinction. The men supplying
Radjah was allotted the closing
the comedy this year are Charles spot and did two of the three dances
FSgan, Norman Hanley and Joe Van. of her vaudeville turn. The speTogether with Miss Shutta they all
(Continued on page 34)
work hard to keep the laughs moving with regularity, but there is a
BURLESQUE CHANGES
noticeable dearth of comedy despite
Three Jolly Bachelors Joined
their combined efforts to fill up the
long lapses of tedious Intervals be- "Keep Smiling" Monday, replacing
tween laughs.
the "Six Foot Three Trio.- The
The first part opens on a full latter turn left the show at the Costage boardwalk scene where noth- lumbia, New York, Thursday, when,
ing happens in a comedy way worth
more than a snicker. There's some one of the members was stricken
talk about "pushing in the cork" with appendicitis and removed to
that has Miss Shutta at one .time ML Sinai Hospital for an Immediate

TORONTO CHANGE

•

lggg

11,

BURLESQUE REVIEWS

lowing Wednesday afternoon.

CHECKS

November

$2,500 BAIL FOR TRIAL

Buckner's latest "Jam" includes,
Carkey Arrested for among other things, the alleged
defalcation of $2,800 from the manPassing Worthless Paper
agement of the Arcadia, Brooklyn,
obtained ostensibly for the purpose
Ogdensburg, N. T., Nov. 9.
Lawrence J. Carkey is no longer of paying off the members of the
manager of "Winter Garden Fol- Buckner revue.
In the West Side Court this week'
lies," at the Antique theatre here.
Carkey was arrested upon his ar- there appeared no less than nine
"angels" against Buckner, alleging
rival by the local police on a warthey were induced to invest sums
rant sworn out by Potsdam (N. Y.)
ranging from $1,000 to $1,600 in
authorities,
charging
him with Buckner's enterprises through the
errand larceny, second degree, in
medium of an advertisement, one
giving a check for $M to Dewitt
of them being a New York policeAllen of that village, which afterman, who is said to have given up
ward proved to be worthless. He his
Job on the force on the strength
was replaced as company manager of Buckner's glowing prospects.
by Harry Seon.
The victims' common plaint was
Carkey is not unknown to the they were each granted a quarter

Lawrence

Friday,

Mile. Nightingale

"Expose"
Did Not Expose Illusionists9 Alarm Groundless
Burlesque Adds One More "Sawing"

Keith Office Asks Discontinuance
*

/

ing heart again. Ever since Nora
Bayes began to pull fair-slsed
crowds and Marie Dressier kept up
the good work last week, with the
largest Saturday receipts since the
place opened, the patronage has
been more like the usual vaudeville
gatherings both as to quantity and
class.
The current week finds a
good lineup there, which, with improved labor conditions, is tending
toward a betterment of all theatri-

Star-Columbia deal, expected this cals here.
tb« Columweek, the switching
shows from the Gayety to the
Baltimore, Nov. 9.
Sim Williams' American Wheel bia
Star will follow immediately.
Shubert
The
Academy with
show, "Girls from Joyland," leaves
vaudeville had its worst week, afNov. 19 and will Join Arthur Pearparticuternoon
being
attendance
son's Columbia Wheel show, "Step
larly poor, while night business
Lively Girls," Nov. 21.
The following* theatrical JudgLeo Stevens replaces Gilbert with ments have been filed in the County failed to show material improvethe "Girls from Joyland."
Clerk's office. The first name Is that ment. Tho presence of a name headof debtor; creditor and amount fol- liner is an apparent essential for
this house to keep in the running.
low:
ILL IN BELLEVUE
Am. Cinema Corp.; Walton ScenBusiness at the Maryland with a
"Bud" Williamson, burlesque, is ery Transfer, Inc.; $456.43.
Keith show was also quite under
8ame et al.; R. L. Hanton; $541.70. the standard last week too, where
in Bellevue Hospital, New York,
Gilbert M. Anderson; N. Widder;
suffering from erysipelas.
the matinee -draw was poor. The
$6,051.17.
Bill Jennings, steward of the BurBen Ali Haggin; J. Saehs; $215.70. race mooting at Plmllco is believed
lesque Club, has been In Bellevue
responsible.
About 35,000 witnessed
Catherine Curtis; J. W. Block, Jr.;
for the past three weeks, following $504.65.
the running of the Futurity last
an operation for hernia.
Ascher Enterprises, Inc.; Mary- Saturday. With the races on, last
land Casualty Co.; $517.20.
week was off In all theatres here.
Augustus E. Lewis; S. G. Levy ct
•

Billy Gilbert, principal comic with

JUDGMENTS

COLUMBIA'S GROSS

traction at

al.;

$160.72.

Dayton, Nov. 9.
Shubert vaudeville at the Liberty
conceded good vaudeville of late,
-but it has not been getting profitaThe week previous Cooper's show same.
Picturecraft Co.. Inc.; same; Rime. ble patronage. Last week's bill is
"Hello 1922" did $8,400 at the CoPlaza Talking Machine Co.; same; said to have cost around $4,000 with
low tho takings of "Folly Town," lumbia.
sarhe.
tho total takings not over $7,000.
Am. Music Hall Co.; sinm: same. Saturday and Sunday night busisome $11,000, election week, last
Herbert Brenon; K. S. Walden;
BABETTE
HALL
MARRIED
ness is capacity in the bettor priced
year, which Is the house record.
$7,461.97.
Douglas Bruce;
S.
Buffalo, Nov. 9.
Bradbury; sections, but it Is at least a third off
At the Century Rube Bernstein's
during tho week, wJfflc matinee
Babcttc Hall, ingenue, and Al $29.32.
"Broadway Scandals" drew the
William
Moore;
Reisonwebers, business is poor.
Metcalfe, musical director of the
lucky week and holds tho record
Inc.; $125.48.
Ono good afternoon attendance
"Passing Review," at the Academy
Zisgfried Cinema Corp.; Louis last week when Francis Renault
Like the last week, were married Thursday.
for admissions there.
XIV Antique Co., Inc.; $490.45.
on the
Gayety, however, tho gross was not
Morris Abraham; McRrldo Thea- held a fashion show reception
Ho
stage after tho performance.
tre Ticket Offices, Inc.; $138.25.
a record-breaker on account of the
Claire Devine III
stunt
J. Cohen Barnstyn (Brit. e\ Col. has been asked to repeat the
difference in this season's prices.
Claire Devine (Mrs. Henry P. Trad. Co.); Reginald
Ward*. Inc.; in the other Shubert vaudeville
Both houses gave 16 pcrform- Dixon) had to leave her husband's $7,327.24.
houses.
Arthur Ashley; Hank Realty Co..
nn.ces, giving two midnight shows "Big Revue" on tho road, to return
/?
home to New York for medical Inc.; $419.41.
during the Legion convention.
Max R. Wilner; P. J. Carey &
"Folly Town," the Gayety record treatment.
BVRLESQUE ROUTES
Sons.
Tnc;
$1,409.66.
Miss Devine is suffering from gall
holder, had fifteen shows, having a
WILL UK FOUSn OS PA<1K
8ATISFIEO JUDGMENT8
mWnlght show election night, and stones and may have to rest for
Norman Trevor; Harry H. Manger.
TIIIUTY IX T1IIK IMiUK
several weeks.
the benefit of the peak war prices.
Inc.; $234.20.
**:

James Plunkett Agency Co.; City
E. Cooper's "Keep Smildid $8,800 approximately at tho of N. Y.; $43.25.
Progressive Theatrical Co.; same;
Columbia, New York, 1 st week.
James

ing''

Is

•

November

Friday,
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The AppelUtt Division, New York,
handed down a decision last week
unanimously Affirming a previous
decision- dismissing Zcta P. Judd's
suit
against
A.
L.
$10,00©
Brianger for services rendered :n
1117, when Miss Judd accompanied
a Miss Francis to California and

•
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NEW WRINKLE

EQUITY'S

ffs a new wrinkle Equity has worked
That's all new stuff and it sounds funny.
those who can't be fined.

out— fining dues
That

is,

it

AMONG IHE WOMEN

delinquents!

sounds funny to

By THE SKIRT

An Equity

VARIETY. Is*.
SIME SILVERMAN. President
114 Weal 4Cib Street

EDITORIALS

1921

11,

acted as the defendant's representative In effecting a settlement with
Miss Frauds and intervening in
ErlangerV behalf to save him any
annoyance, etc. The phi hit Iff in her
bill of |kv.-lieiilars, which the defendant requested, mentioned who was
lUmtnuiK'il to Krlunger's Went Knd
avenue apartment at that time nnd
instructed to Jake care of a young
unmarried woman who was then in
a State of coma and said to l>o suffering f: o:n an overdone of a dreg.
8he wa.-< In tor taken to Atlantic City
and then* to California, whoi her
condition was found to b- serious.
Miss Judd put in her bill for $10,000.
reply was that he had
Erlangcr'
fully rein; ursed the plain I iff for her
services v.-'.th which contention both
the lowc- and the highest courts

circular gives warning to Its members that hereafter, hereunder and henceforth, if not before, any Equity member slipping over the
dues date will have one dollar per month tacked onto the annual dues as
a penalty or fine for owning a lapaable memory. It doesn't say a delinquent member will be fired out of the organisation for non-payment of
dues he Just will be fined $1 a month. By all rules of mathematics, if
the member held out for three months, he would owe Equity $3 extra,
and if for a year, $18 more, which, with the $11 annual dues, would make
his dues for the year $23, if the member paid. But—and there are probably going to be a lot of buts over this trifling affair— If the member held
out his dues paying for six years, ho would then owe $72 on the first
year's dues, $$0 on the second year's dues, $36 on the fourth year's dues,
and so on, betides the dues themselves at $11 a year; but you can figure
In due
it out for yourself, if the member kept on forgetting to pay.
course, there would be due a lot of dues, but do you suppose they would

I

Patricola tooked extremely well and the better for a little added weight.
of steel and jet over blue metallic cloth.
Franklyn Ardell has an amusing sketch in "King Solomon, Jr." The
seven girls are Beryl McCerr, BllUe Danscha, Dorothy Vance, Florenco
Madeira,, Cecelia Shy, Jean Thomas and Olga Broad well.
A bride's
dress was white satin with crystal panels. The girl had a wreath of
orange blossoms. A gausy blue frock was made over a blue foundation.
Black velvet tightly draped a vamplsh woman. Two other draped models
were In green and silver brocade and rose and gold brocade. A mauve
chiffon frock was edged In feathers.
A ridiculous act called "The Dress Rehearsal" had a vamp In rusty

—

Her fiown was a robe

black velvet.

be considered due and dnes or payable?

The

Miller

—

I.

and Capman, a dancing team, wear narrow four-ln-hiand

A play opened Monday night at the Bijou called "The Skirt."
it
was called "The Skirt" is a problem. It might better have
called "pants," for In these, Bessie Barriacale paraded for two acts.

ties

Why
been

Whatever it may be called. It hasn't a chance,
The story, not original, is at times snappy. A western atmosphere wan
ct tempted and there was plenty of gun play. Mlsa Barrlsoals la a clever
little actress, but should remain In pictures until such a. time a good
play comes around for her. Her gown In the third act was mauve chiffon, draped softly over sliver cloth. At the sides were loose hangings of
mauve and purple.

wme

Morlc Staunton,

—

the

first act.

In

a deb part,

let

Her evening frock

out three nerve-racking shrieks during
was of lace and tooked

in the last act

none too clean.

The managers will never wreck Equity. They don't know how and
wouldn't Flick together If they did. But Equity looks most likely to
wreck itrclf if it is going to le wrecked. In the worst theatrical season
in history, in the Equity's greatest crifis as an organisation, its mismanagement .'«.nd msjndgnunt are appalling. Well may its good and
loyal mem erf. devoutedly wish for the return of the days when Francis
Wilson led the Actors' Equity Association.

At the Winter Garden an act called "Cave Man's Love" had four girls
in prominent parts. Zella Rambeau, an attractive blonde, has a pleasing
soprano voice. Helen Coyne does some Intricate ballet dancing, while

Ann Dunne and Ethel Edmunds are ladles In waiting.
Miss Rambeau appeared first In a three-silver flounce

1

concurn

Dancing McDonalds wears a* short frock of orange

with Tuxedos!

But it's useless an 1 duesless to talk about it, for nothin;; lias ever more
plainly spoken for itself. If we criticise the Equity, its agitators say we
nre a managers' paper. And we don't want to be a managers' paper.
And we are quite agreeable it is so. But there are the actors. They
way. The actors nre entitled to a proper
should be protected In
organization. It would be the best thing in the world for them. Hut not
an organisation that figures to take thoir money ho surely that they want
it at $1 a month, with dues and one-eighth of a week's salary besides.
v

girl of Uie

satin.

certainly is. new stuff. The Equity didn't say in the circular it was
x
extortion, just a fine and very fine!
After soaking the forgetful $1 a
month, the Equity tells the member to send in one-eighth of a week's
Anybody else 'would take less. Tho Equity says it needs onesalary.
eighth of a week's salary to pay for putting over the closed shop. That's
new. too. When did they put it over? With 'The O'Brien Girl"?
It

»

•<

Daphne Pollard and Fatrlcola walked away with the show at the
Colonial Election night. Miss Pollard is a scream in her four eccentric
numbers.

dress,

with

A

panels of blue chiffon trimmed with three rows of velvet ribbon.
was a wide cloth of gold skirt and orange ehiffoo
cape. There was the high cornucopia-shaped head drees.
Cleopatra
costume wan most elaborate In gold and jewels.
Virginia O'Brien (with Donald Brian) looked well In a simple white
chiffon frock, cut in different length points.
The Lockfords are an act well worth seeing. The girl, a tiny miss, la
a maid at first, in a black dress, edged with orange.
ballet costume
had a skirt of yellow and coral. Discarding this skirt Mlsa Lockfort
revealed a stunning figure clad only In trunks and breast plates of jewels.
Hetty King's male costumes were right smart, bet it was the Booteh
Tommy bit that made the hit. Her strut la captivating.
Marguerite Keeler (Mason and Keeler) la looking not oi\e day older than
she did 10 years ago. In a red dress, striped In black, and a black satin
cope. Miss Keeler was seen first. The rest of the act waa done la a pink
nightie and negligee.
I wonder if Miss Keeler realises what a pretty
picture she makes in that arm chair with her long, blonde hair hanging
loose?
llfteenth century dress

Ths John Golden

-

A

h.n cftVctBut the Equity members must be perfectly saliHiied with their present
ed a sir- ot car publicity tlc-ap with officers and direction. The present executive staff was un mimously rethe Wnn! y chewing gym people in elected without opposition. That displayed uncertain confidence. There
conjunct ion with "Thank-i;" at the are malcontents among Equity's members; there are those who rebel and
Longacr". .The Wriglcy comi>any at those who call upon and write Variety in the hope Variety will take up*
present is concentrating th^ir ad- their secret grievances, but Variety is not attacking Equity. Rut for the
vertising on a new "I»-KV chicle benefit .of a. actors everywhere, we will say that the notlfieation to Imami the advertisements pose a fine of $1 monthly on a delinquent Is the most outrageous and outproduct.
mention that Harry Davenport and right abuse of a fancied power that could have happened in this free
Edith King <of the show's enst) rec- and beridden country; for, nnd please note, If Equity, us a union, run ever
ommend "Wrlgloy's 1»-K's and fine an actor $1 for delinquency and be or become strong enough to enThank You* as the best of plays." force the payment of that fine, along with the dues, under the penalty of
keeping the actor out of work unless paying, it could fine the actor a
known to week's salary, tell the actor where to work and what to work for, domiLebbsus
Mitchells,
Broadway as L. H. Mitchell, press nate the actor so thoroughly he would be an automaton subject to the
representative for Winthrop Ames, whims of any enemy within the Equity's headquarters, and in time not
la the author of "The Circus Comes alone trample down the American actor but the American* producer;
to Town/' a enildren's Christmas but always a but— meanwhile getting the coin.
book on the Little, Brown holiday
Mr. Mitchell Is also the author
list.
Equity members may be loving and lovable, loyal and patient, nnd
of another children's book called there may be no use in wasting all of this space, for perhaps after all an
"Bobby In Search of a Birthday." organisation that thinks more of money than its members m;iy he right»
This story Is toljl humorously and yet
simply .and deals in terms children
can understand with the reuniting
Of a child with his parents through
the child's subconscious memory of
'Ths Demi -Virgin" matter of the past few days, regardless of the
R circus elephant.
merit of that agitation, brought an outstanding fact onco again into the
of New York city
The Drama League will hold its theatrical light; that the License Commissioner without
right to apsecond luncheon Tuesday, Nov. 15, holds the unqualified right to close a theatre, and
The Commissioner could order a
at the Hotel McAlpin. The lunch peal from his action in a conviction.
show In that
win be $3 per and the subject to be theatre closed upon a magistrate holding the manager of a
with the theatre or pertalked over Is "The Problem Play." theatre for trial, for any offense in connection
would delay
which
be
brought
might
proceedings
Injunction
Among the guests of honor will be formance.
but it is imJanet Beccher, representing "A Bill the Commissioner's action likely for a couple of days or so,
injunction, since
of Divorcement," Arthur Rlchman, probable a higher court would even grant a temporary
If
its final trial.
Florence Kldrldge and Noel Leslie, the prosecuted action is to be shortly determined in
"Ambush," Richard that trial brings an adverse verdict to the theatre and the Commissioner
representing
his order. The theatre
Bennett, "The Hero," Harry Daven- issues the closing order, there is no appeal from
acquittal
port,
"Thank Tou" and George mast yMMi!n-c!o.«<wi..iintll a permit to. reopen is. granted. If an
been closed, it may
has
trial,
of
date
pending
the
theatre,
the
and
Pawcett. representing the Troblem results
reopen automatically with the acquittal.
Play of 20 years ago.
office

A

I

—

Will Rogers was noticeably affected by the tremendous reception at
tho Winter Garden Monday afternoon.
Ills up-to-date patter waa as
amusing as 'ever.
(Miss) Lee White made a sad mistake, opening "cold" at this house.
Miss White's songs are too quiet and there la too much Clay Smith. Mr.
Smith is a clever accompanist, nO doubt, but the piano stool for him.
Miss White's gown was black net extended at the sides. The waist
was dotted In steel, while a panel of lr {descents, brilliants and jet,

.

THE POWER TO CLOSE THEATRES

———

The

Amsterdam.

Rialto,

N.

T.,
last

adorned the front of the skirt.
Vinie Daly does some clever dancing, notwlthstsndlng.
Her black
dress was embroidered in steeL The design was skull and bones, rather
gruesome. A cape of orange satin waa outlined in gold. Underneath
was a peculiar concoction. The waist seemed to be a tightly-fitting
sweater, latticed up both sides with brilliants. No skirt, but heavy, fringe
of steel and jet covered the limbs.
Ernestine Meyers staged her act, and she should also stage the gestures of the male singer.
On the program Mies Meyers says she is
"America's Greatest Dancer." That is saying some. Miss Meyers can
dance, but the "Greatest Dancer"? Her first was oddly dressed for a toe
dance. Of a beautiful apricot velvet, the dress had a bustle back and long
train, but opened up the front to, give room for dancing.
Long, red.
velvet pants was strictly Delysia's costume of a year ago. A Spanish
dancing dress seemed to be of black patent leather printed in roses.
The skirt w?s very foil, and looked heaVy to handle. An. Oriental number
was done In the usual jewelled trunks and breast plates with the bare

shimmering through.
Lorey Lee and Alice Weaver,
talked their songs. Pink satin
hips, and robin-egg blue taffeta
worn. For the Oriental number
flesh

- 9

The measure went upon the statute books
It's a bsd Isw for theatres,
of New York with little opposition from the theatres. The theatrical men

two diminutive misses, danced also and
capes tovered bloomers pointed at tho
bloomers, with apron-like brodlces were
they wore merely a hand of gold mate-

had Keith vaudeville
in Its exact
week, played what was billed as perhaps did not perceive that closing order without appeal
There can rial.
Shubert vaudeville a few weeks last sense. It removes the soundness from theatrical enterprises.
the
order of
by
away
taken
be
that
may
business
to
a
sound
season, securing Its bills through be nothing
A great laughing show at the 44th Street this week. The bill was
Davldow & Le Maire. Upon the one man. It's Immaterial whether the manager has one theatre or ten;
theatres
all
applies
to
so long no act waa allowed to stall for bows.
discontinuing of the booking ar- whether he plays a clean or a dirty show— that law
A colored hand, Including two women, made more noise than me'ody.
rangement with the Shubert agents, in New York, regardless.
the house was turned over to Fally
The uniforms were purple, with gold braid. This act opened the show
Always Is the possibility of a political change In government, the axes and appeared later in Jean Bedlnl's "Chuckles of 1921."
Markup, who continued to book it
That
sharp.
until taken over by Keith's last that were ground and weft dull or those that remain
Margo Raffaro, Marda Du Foyne, Margaret Davles and Billle May, in
week, the Shubert billing having latter could be easily turned against any theatrical manager an Influ- Weber and Friedlander's act, are girls with much dancing ability. Home
been eliminated when the house was ential politirian held a grudge against. Through the picture houses there of the dresses worn by the girls wore orchid silk, with lace apron effect.
tho very near future. It A Spanish dance was dpne In black lace skirts, orange bodice and green
placed on Markus* books.
is going to be political sides to the theatre In
posash. A small Jet sailor perched saucily on the wearer's head. A huge,
BOW looks exceedingly unlikely the theatre can maintain a neutral and
William Sheehy for several years sition in the next New York State election. It's going to he for
green feather fan was carried. A real old-fashioned skirt dance, music
manager «.f the Do K{»lb and the against.
and all, was done in yellow accordion -plaited skirts over black-lace
Shubert. I'rooklyn. for L.oew has
These long skirts were discarded, showing short, lace
petticoats.
rs are associated in their
man:is<
theatrical
been appointed resident manager of
the
that
now
Meanwhile,
soubret costumes. An Oriental danco by the girl, who did the Spanish
the new Cat eg Ave. theatre which own organization, which they were not when this licensing law was dance, was dono in a costume quite daring. The weart. had on only
Will be op-'iicd by the Locw interests passed, some step had better be taken through legislation or test, to what tho law demands.
A square train hung from the shoulders for a
.Nov. 21. The new hou.se which has modify that law in order that the theatre owner at least, who Is a tax- few minutes.
a seating r-a pacify of 3.000 -w ill play payer, may .secure an even break In the courts on nny disputed point
in
done
a shabby, sliver-lacc dress, with many colored
was
dance
toe
A
protection,
the ciis'.orv ny Loew vaudeville ami concerning?
A minuet dance was exceptionally pretty
concerning the license. It seems to be imperative a.s a business
feathers forming a bustle.
theatre.
picture '•<:.. y.
More Jazz dances In black sequin, then a chartruesc
in pink brocade.
else there is no business to the
silver.
A good-looking get-up was a bluo
velvet fringed In black and
the
Richard Warner, who open
An orange witf
hnnTing
their net dress made In many layers. With a sequin top.
;i'.'"nfs
independent
house
the
of
belongings
other
season a~ ii uia^r «»f ihe Alh uubra. and
matched the socks and slippers.
The thieves made their own acts.
is now i'i cliirsc of tin* O/onlal. employes.
•Chuckles of 3921," featuring Clark and McCulIough, Is a whole show
moving ti: j<> Monday and succoed- entrance by way of the fire escape
in itself. The girls' costumes, when new, must have been very beautiful,
ion,
s«l
N.
J,
1
Criterion,
The
without
route
same
the
Ing Rube.-: W'.ijuc who is no longer and left by
but now they are shop worn. One girl, resembling Josle Collins, dressed
r^<» alterawill close Miortly 1<>
il.
being tl
With T.i.
.Mr. Warner
ii
odb-e.
The scaling *.» |.»«ii will h> txtrnmely well. Her grey and copper-colored frock was exceptionally
tions.
was f<>! m- y on the Stage '
is
yood looking. The topper top was long walstcd, whil: the skirt was
pulicv.
"cl< ^aile
The <J. S. Theatre, Ilobokcii. his incrcas d for its vu
known .<-. an author, hiv i-i eonheavy grey fringe.
w M«t
policy
week
i*-»
iliscontiino-d
o'.'yVts
trtbuted
to
nninber of
.Maria Iandatrom (with Tied Rial) has placed herself In the hands
a np'ti n te I
B. M. Irwin has !•<•
and is pla>it;g vaudeville Saturdays
audi-vii'
i< now
Herman
smart clothes. One doesn't expect her
»[ some one who understands
Sl.i n
v.
In
at
»'«• Alhnmhra.
and Sundays on'y. A picture policy relief manager
mana">-clothes with performera on the rings. A blue brocaded chiffon was made
remainder of tin- week.
a small cape affect In back. A small
with
idc
sash
and
had
v.
silver
a
Y.
i.e.
n,
X.
.lame.The Palace,
A ganci of boys gaine.l admi' 'anco
Really stunning was a red
turban bad an elaborate natural paradise.
Lou Edelman end Charlie Pots- seating 'J.OlMt, has been started. Il
to the u-io *' dressing room of tho
loth eoat with a square cape hanging from the shoulders. A small black
bo ready by next fall and will
•roadway Friday night of last week dam have sevpred connections as will
head.
l*iudHlrom's
Mi«s
was
on
velvet
toque,
with
pins,
Jet
'M'.tncrs. r.oth will remain play pop vaudeville.
tcisiie
which
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WHITE'S "SCANDALS"

POLICIES DISLIKED

"Percentage Playing" and "Meal Ticket*" Find
Many Objectors Equity Official* Reported to
Have Claimed Reducing Their Equity Salaries

—

Complaints aro reported piling up
In the offices of Equity, with many

members minus engagements seeking aid in some form. It is said
the number of protests against
proposed moves by officials of the
association are mounting higher
and higher. The objections to the
idea of playing on percentage has
raised a tempestuous controversy
with alleged alibis coming from

BOOST MUSIC BOX SCALE TO

m

THE HERO" CLOSING

H. Harris'

Show Drops

Off in Receipts

—

Wadsworth's Attempt to Refcove Agency Tax
mt

—Equity

The advance

have
to
aro said
angrily resented the plan under t-lie
belief that if such aid was to be
offered a notice p6sted upon the
bulletin board In the Equity offices
should have announced it before
any news leaked into print. It is
understood these protests, along
necessity
of
with the claimed
bringing back two stranded allEquity companies last week, led to
the reported cutting of Equity
Tho shows said
officials' salaries.
embarrassed

.

York critics as one of the best and
for several weeks thereafter several
of the reviewers kept "The Hero"
at the top of their list as the best
play to see on Broadway.
When the cast was asked to cut
salaries, the Equity members of it
arc reported to have advised with
the Equity officers, who suggested

turned from New
called a meeting of the principals
on* tho stage that night and said
that business had been very bad
since tho show took to tho road. He
said that he would appreciate it if
the numerous principals would get

cident arrangement with the ticket
agencies to handle the attraction for

ticket is regarded more
seriously, but it is not

The meal

thought many members would apply in person for such aid.
.
Tho weekly advice sheets sent to
Equity* deputies and disseminated
the members of various companies recently held the idea for
the better paid players in a company to accept a cut in salary and
continuo to play on percentage
rather than lose tho engagements
(Continued on pace 15)
to

"Aloha" Finishes, but Will Be Re
written Rehearsal Called Off

—

"Aloha," the production which Al.
Jolson sponsored as producing manager, has been sent to the storehouse. Originally it was Intended
to brine the show to Broadway after the Atlantic City tryout.
The
comedian-producer at the last min"SKIRT"
ute, however, called off the dress rehearsal that was scheduled for his
Opened Monday* Closes 8aturday, benefit In New York and sent the
Shuberts Decide
show to the storehouse.

THROUGH

Monday

Skirt,"

at tho

opened

which
Bijou, is

close

to

I

said the size of the production
will also be cut down, so as to bring
down tho cost of handling on the
mechanical end.
is

The stage crew and musicians
travelling are being paid over the

Those who saw

tho' show In Atlantic City believe that It would
have a chanco with fixing and Jol-

a portion of their excess pay. __ •
The show was originally booked in
here for 1£ weeks and

It is said
fifth week.
has been making endeavors to terminate his engagement prior to Dec.
(Continued on page 13'

that the production
would not continuo at tho Bijou, but
that it might go into another house.
The producer of the attraction denied all knowledge of any such
ntep, but later verified it, stating
he had not been Informed that the
attraction had no further time available at the Bijou.
The new Rachel Crothers production, "Everyday," is to open at the
Bijou next Wednesday.
offices

up to the present
hood of $25,000.

Is

Kansas

HOLD-UP, SAYS BUSTER,

ON DUCK HUNTING RENT
Trying To Mulct

de Lunc" attempted a

Son and He

Protests to Council of

James, L.

St.

I.

in the neighbor-

Willie ("I3uster") Collier,

Jr.,

$5 top,

and

It

City,

Not.

has been $5 since the opening
applied to holiday evenings.
Ths
increase, therefore, goes for flvs
nights, taking In approximately MO
seats (each night), the capacity on
the lower floor. That means a dollar for each seat for flvo nights, or
$2,600 weekly more that is played to

9.

quite the usual thing to see
comedy bits and situations used
allko by the burlesqucrs and the
attractions at the legitimate houses,
but It was never more noticeable
than here this week. At the Shube rt Bard and Pearl, with the
"Whirl of New York," aro using a
comedy scene "how to approach a
At the
woman, she's over 14, etc.

a normal week. The show has
been getting better than $26,600
weekly, so that Its new scale will
gross $29,400 weekly.

Century, American burlesque circuit, Clydo Bates, and assistants are
doing the same bit.
Both teams worked It exactly tho
same, word for word. It could not
have been done moro the same. If
both acts had used the same script

regarded as a holiday judged from
the new scale, and the only other
change contemplated Is for New
Tear's Eve. Just what the rate for
that performance will be has not
been decided. With the brokers Utk«

foi

'

Willie Collier's

an an-

>

The boost In admission prices and
the consequent new deal with the
brokers came after inside pressure
from interests owning part of the
show and house. Tho ability of the
agencies to get fancy prices for the
revue brought about tho boost, it
was argued that if the brokers could
consistently sell at excess premiums,
tho box office might just as well get
part of the excess. The risk enter*
taincd by boosting prices after open*
ing was finally discarded because
of. tho "Mftslc Box Revue's'' premiere position in the public demand,
together with the limited size (1,000
seats) of the theatre.
Up to now,
only the current "Follies" and "Clair

It Is

Home Town

to be considered

TWO

in its

that White

Saturday.
Tho information was son has stated .that he will have it
given out Wednesday at the Shu- rewritten. The loss to the comedian
bert

now

is

was

nouncement.

was admitted before tho "Follies"
run at the Globe was half over, that
scale was in error. The Harry mores
(Ethel and John) provided the reason for "Clair de Lame's" top. Ths
run of that show at the Empire last
spring was rated a failure.
SIMILAR "BITS"
What the new scale for the Musis
Shows in 8ame Town Have Exact Box means, can be best judged from
figures.
The Saturday night
Comedy Business and Dialog

"The Hero" played last week to
After tho conference
union scale.
considerably under $5,000 gross.
with White the men agreed to cut

JOLSON'SJWN CLOSED

prico

Arbitration Board, contending his
contract called for consecutlvo employment at $500 weekly. The matter was brought to the attention of
the Shuberts, who agreed to liyo up
to tho contract and paid Nelson In
full for the layoff period.
After the conference Equity suggested to Nelson, it is said, that in
view of tho Shuberts' fairness and
the ironclad nature of the contract,
ho (Nelson) agree that for every
week during the lifo of tho "contract
ho received $500 and was not employed he should work a similar
period for the Shuberts after the
expiration of the 35. not exceeding
10 weeks, without recompense.

that the others should do likewise. Lester Allen made a similar
speech.
At tho same time in his retrenchfelt

It

^q

Box Rcvuo" at the Music Box, beginning November 21, and the coin-

at least 16 weeks further, constitutes
Actors' Assn. Attempts to Re- the most striking business move
of
write Play or Pay Contract; a Broadway season, marked by generally subnormal grosses. The origSuggestion to Eddie Nelson
inal "buy out" of tho brokers was
for 10 weeks and has another week
The Actors* Equity settled Eddie to run, but Monday the box office
Nelson's claim against the Shu- list at the Music Box had the ad*
mission scalo at $5 throughout the
berts and then made a suggestion to
Nelson that would nubify the con- week. It was stated that, as there
tickets available up to Nosecutive employment clause in his were no
vember 21, tho posting of the new
contract, according

last week.

ment procedure White arranged
with Gordon and Ford and George
Lo Mairc, whereby they re'eascd
White tioin his contract, and this
trio will leave the show Nov. 19.
they accept the cut. Whether any
The show will be revised to fill in
members lost engagements through the gap
by the departure, and

remaining with tho sl.ow at a cut
salary is unknown.
It has been
to have been brought back col- reported this week that Mr. Bennett
lapsed in nearby towns and the with Violet Hemlng (not in "The
managers were not known among Hero") are rehearsing in a new
the Broadway . producing group. piece.

in scale to $5 f or

evening performances of the "Musis)

PLAYING FOR NOTHING

He

May Accept Cut

-

*

EQUITY ADVISES

the seale of prices Is to undergo a
revision with a $2.50 top to bo asked
during tho remainder of tho run at
tho Illinois.
This came about when Whlto re-

York

—

Pressure from Owners Gets Share Agencies to Get
at Least 16 Weeks More Expensive Show-r*

Chicago, Nov. f.
Three principals are to leave
George White ••Scandal*" at the Illinois shortly. The remainder of the
principals and tho musicians and
stago hands travelling with the
cut
company have agreed to take
in salary averaging 15 percent »and
:

DESPITE SALARY CUT

Sam

—Some Leaving

nois

-

"Tho

$5

SO HOUSE GETS SHARE OF CALL

Also Reducing Scale to $2.50
—Bad Business at Illi-

The pressure Is
Equity leaders.
said to have become so strong from
The closing of Sam II. Harris'
members not working it was re- "The Hero," with Richard Bennett
ported this week Equity officials at the Belmont, this Saturday, around town and try to boom up
had advised protesting members vividly brought out that tho cast business in any manner possible.
they had agreed to cut their Equity of the piece, including Mr. Bennett, Then he told the people It would be
salaries until such time when duo- bad lately agreed to accept a cut necessary according to present conto report
are paid regularly.
The ditions to revise the pay roll with
of one -third of their salary.
Nelson was secured by tho ShuThis is reported to have come cut was requested by the manage- all of the principals to take a sub- berts to replace Jim Barton In "The
about thrbugh the published reports ment in an endeavor to prolong the stantial cut in salary.
Love Walts." His contract called
It had been proposed at a meeting run of the pieco.
At this point Ann Pennington for 85 weeks, consecutively, beginof the Equity Council to give out
-Tho Hero" is now In Its 10th stepped out and addressed tho com- ning Sept. 1. On that date Nelson
meal tickets to such members with- week at the Belmont. "When open- pany telling them sho was willing began a three-week layoff.
Members financially ing it was proclaimed by the New to make the sacrifice herself and
out funds.
Nelson appealed to .the Equity

less

11, Ityp

CUTS PLAYERS' SALARIES

BY EQUITY'S MEMBERSHIP

or

November

who

Every night at

claims St. James, L. I. as his native
heath, has a grievance against the
"SOLDIER" REVIVAL
councllmen of that suburban vil- MUSIC FOR
Shuberts Plan It, with Donald Brian lage. Last year "Buster," who Is a
duck bunting sportsman, acquired a Bids for Rights to Octavus Roy
and Tessa Kosta
deserted tract of land from tho vilCohen Comedy
The Shuberts have started prepa- lage of St James at an annual rentechnically
Octavus Roy Cohen's negro *omrations for the revival of "The tal of $6, Just to clinch
Chocolato Soldier," with Donald as his property. The tract was all edy, "Come Seven," nay be muslBrian and Tessa Kosta in tho lead- wilderness and of i»o valuo to any- calized for winter production with
ing roles. Brian Is at present play- body except rabid duck hunters. On an all -colored cast. Two producing
ing Shubcrt vaudeville and will not it Buster erected a $200 shack for factions are negotiating with the
start work on tho production until tho convenience of duck hunting Oeorgo Broadhurst office for these
his present vaudeville contracts ex- parties.
rights, ono of them being Joe McWith the leas- expiring Nov. 1, Kiernan and Milt Ilagen, two West
pire.
It Is eontemp!ated the revival will Collier was notified the local coun- Coast
who contemplate
writers
be ready shortly after tho new year. cil wanted $7 monthly to renew.! writing tho music r.:^'. lyrics to the
Collier uses the placo only three pieco themsolves.
Negotiations arc
months a ye.ir. Ills contention is still pending.
S0USA RESUMES
that he could rent a whole house
Rousa and his band will resunu for that monthly rate during the
their tour Nov. 21 at Canton, Ohio,,
out-of-season months and considers
"LOVE KNOT"
00 OUTS
followed by Ft. Wayne and Milwauthe price tilt an imposition.
"The Love Knot,' a musical com)<• e,
Tho original routo which was
Young Collier will appear before edy, the production rights for which
cancelled after the leader's accident the \lllage council shortly
to argue
were contro.'.ed ly Ned Wayburn.
will be picked up Nov. 24 at Kansas
•his cause personally.
has been taken over by T. B. Harms
City and tho original Itinerary adOn a claim for royalty advanced the
hered to. If possible the cancelled
producer for the publishing rignts
timo will be played at the concluKATZEN JAMMER" CLOSED
of tho score. It is the intention of
sion of the tour.
Katz^.i Jammer
"Tho
Kids
at
Rousa was forced to cancel his Palm Beach" closed Saturday in tho publishing concern to produce
1021 tour several months ago after Towanda. Pa.
Tho company was the piece in conjunction with a
being thrown from a horse. He will brought back to New York with the Broadway manager.
Wayburn intended to produce
be obliged to conduct with his lyft piece to be revised and a chorus
"Tho Love Knot" immediately after
arm in a sling for some time, to added.
tho
launching of "Town Gossip."
eollo-.
A seeon-1 road rour will be started
In l>ee.niU
just prior to the holi- which closed suddenly in Boston
and caused his retirement from the
days.
"*
LOU HOUSEMAN
ILL
producing fleld.
Chicago, Nov. 9.

the

Music Box

Is

ing the highest priced seats for S
period of 16 weeks, the guarantee td

"COME SEVEN"

(Continued on page 15)

BRINGS OUT HOUSE
Johnson, 8hos Men, Lets Employee*
See "Thrss Wiss Fools"

I

RESTAGINO VILLAGE FOLLIES
John Murray Anderson is again
tho
numbers for "The
Oreonwrch Village Follies," he having conio to an understanding with
his partners in the show. Leon Errol, who was called in to stage new
numbers, is working on tho now
staging

Zicgfcld Midnight Frolic Instead.
One of the new bits in the Village

revue is handled by Cordon Pooley
and Joe Brown, tho bit being called
"Miss Dooley and Mr. Brown,
written -by Eddie Dowling, Raymond K'.agcs'and Fred Coots. The
"Jack Built" finale and music-box
numbers are also now. Kiehard
Bold, the tenor, has been replaced
by George Trav«-rt, but James

Watts,
T\ith the

report* d

u

l-'avir:^,

still

show.

GREAT BR0X0FP" COMING
"Tho Great Broxnpp," n comedy
by A. A. Milne, will opm at the
Punch and Judy Tuesday, Nov. lu.

The east will feature Iden Payne,
and include Pamela Gay homo,
l

Blnghamton, N.

MAY

erected two theatres in the shoe
towns to furnish amusement for his
workers and, when the city fathers
went on record against Sunday «ntcrtalnmcnt, he forced the issue and
brought a reversal of the action of

Ho

i-

VEBT

of the
at St. Luke's

t.

City and

day) every ticket had been sold, and
close to BOO would-be patrons werS
turned away.
Johnson is a patron of the theatre.

4

Houseman, manager

Nov.

Endicott, had their first taste of S
big legit, attraction last week when
George F. Johnson, multi-millionaire shoe man, brought John Golden's "Throo Wise Fools'' to ths
Johnson City theatre, which bs
owns, for a special performance.
"Thrco Wiso Fools" played ths
Blnghamton theatre here at a $2.60
top. Johnson bought out the Johnson City performance outright and
sold tho tickets to employees of the
Endicott- Johnson shoe factory at 60
cents each. By 1:30 o'clock In the
afternoon of the show day (Thurs-

»

T.ou

T.,

The shoo towns, Johnson

the villago board.

ENGLISH PLATERS GOING

FIDELITY'S NEXT SHOW
Kansas City, Nov. 9.
JOHN B. GOING ABROAD
Doro'hy Ward and Shaun GlenTho next Sunday night performGus Hill has arranged to give a
G«-i'i-go
Graham, Alfred derwent an operation a few days vllle in the "Whirl of New York" ance to be given by the Actors' Fi- farewell dinner at the Friars to John
Jtieards,
Shirley, .I«»1iii II. Throuv;h!oi<, Ken- ugo and i';?ihd i) relli us readily as close \])o engagements Nov. 12 nt delity league will bo at the Miller It. Rogers, who sails on the Cyn|Sr. J.onis. and will sail for England. theatre Nov. 21.
expect e-l.
y"
thia. Nov. 12.
J;eth Th0Xil:-«fll.
<">ne.;te l Mov y«t.
Th»\\- may nturn to N« v York In
JJH rei'MVer;
So far lh«- viMinU-ei's to appear
Rogers will os* n an »n»'--. na»>onai
Mr. Milne }s th^ an'ho" n!' "Mr.
>»iuc
e»-v. ;r: j hy th<: Sim
l"
i.;
aro May Irwin. Ina I'lair- and Me
ii'iii'ii
Jtlu- i'iiIiiv In
e.vu«- iteeor-lV:; lo
bureau of lnfbrmnti"n "»
Pim P;»" '> 1':" i»''d -r b«
Lert.i.
Kay Morrlrf.
..ieiau.
for authors u/d muuutf eis,
dies.
Margaret Nybloe,
lanloy,
Mario Davenport, Eula Guy, Mary

Betty

Woods,

is s.

Hospital.

liou-dy

ill

Tho veteran manager un-

;
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AGENTS' ASS'N FORMED

GIRLS BOOKED THROUGH EQUITY
—Abandoned

—

by Disap- "O'BRIEN GIRL" LEAD
Equity for Aid Told SUSPENDED BY EQUITY
Lawlor Assured Them

—

PREMIUMS OFFERED

AS A CLEARING HOUSE

LEFT STRANDED BY PRODUCER
Sent to Middletown, N. Y.
pearing Manager, Wire
to See Police Say Miss
Bond Had Been Posted

13

New

TO AGENCY SELLERS

Organization Wants to Geo. Tyler Allows 50c Ticket
Commissions
if Certain Amount Is Reached

Collect

The establishment of a clearing
house which will tabulate the names
and addresses of players who have
not paid commissions or who have
in other ways not fulfilled the provisions of the new standard con-

George C. Tyler has devised A
new method of pushing the sale of
Th«
seats for a New York show.

Days" at tli#
Gaiety and the boosting is bailiff
tract, is the aim of the new associa- done through the premium agenFinita De Soria Given Notice tion of dramatic and picture agents cies.
which will be known as the TheatriThe plan calls for the sale of a
of Suspension 10 Weeks
cal Agents' and

—Retain Attorney

attraction is "Golden

Representatives' As-

sociation of America. At the second certain number of seats weekly
meeting of the new agents' organi- through each of the agencies. lit
zation Tuesday night it was further the boys behind the counter reach
Finita De Soria, appearing in decided
that
some disciplinary the stipulated amount in their sales
they are to receive a purse of 5t
"The O'Brien Girl," was notified measures be provided for members cents ner ticket for each seat sold
who represent
not in good
Monday by Frank Gillmore, the st- nding at the players
and
the purse is to be split among
clearing house.
Equity secretary, she was suspendThe objects of the new association the ticket salesmen.
One agency has a mark of 2it
ed from membership because of will be to protect its members
seats a week hung up as the minidisregarding the order sent out against abuse from players and
of their sales. The boys this)
April 1 last, prohibiting members managers, and it proposes to repre- week look toward cutting up $121
sent members in all legal proceedfrom signing other than closed ings.
between themselves.
Tuesday's meeting found 25
similar plan has been tried front
shop contracts with independent agents attending, and it is expected
time
to time with attractions that
managers.
over 00 will Join. It decided that the
were slipping through the cut rates
Miss De Soria, who replaced association will not confine itself to and in
those cases the boys have
licensed agents, but that all others
Fritzi Scheff in the George M. Cohad a stipulated sum turned over
would be eligible.
meeting has for the
melon cutting at the end of
han show during its Boston run, been called for next
Sunday at the the week.
was fir.t notified of her suspension Hotel Continental, at which
One attraction as a regtime ofular thing turnd over $100 a week
Oct. 17, which was about the time ficers will
be elected and by-laws
to the countermen in the cut rates)
the
Andrew Tombes arbitration will be adopted.
case was decided against Equity.
for their efforts in pushing the
Through her attorney the actress
seats for that particular show.
replied that she had played inLatlnAmeriean countries for the past two
years and did not know of the regulaSIX
tion. Equity refused to consider the
protest, pointing out Miss De Soria
took the Scheff role in "The O'Brien
Girl."
It was ten weeks following
Miss De Sorin's entrance into the Apparently Asks More Than
show before she was suspended.
Commonwealth
P. M. A. Committee Gathering
Miss De Soria holds a run of the
Orleans Business
Evidence
Stenographer
play contract.
Miss Scheff held a
Fideliiy contract, which Equity apSteals Dialog
pears to have taken no notice of.
New Orleans, La,, Not. t.
It is said Miss Scheff was minded
Katherine Hayden, leading womto remain with the Cohan show
The Piracy Committee of the Proan of "The Storm," p'aying the Tuprovided she received a raise in sallane here this week, filed suit in the ducing Managers' Association Is reary and was allotted an additional
ceiving reports daily of new piracies
District
Court
Tuesday
song in the second act. The alleged Civil
against Charles T. Lewis, Charles in various sections of the country.
proposal was rejected by Mr. Cohan.
An Individual out west is charged
Douglas, W. Mayne Lynton, Ben
Many members who left "The L.
with producing six of the latest
L. Taggart, Joseph Drlscoll, Mildred
O'Briei. Girl" In Boston have apBroadway
hits under their regular
Seals and Rod Waggoner, all memplied for reinstatement. Choristers
titles without changing a period.
particularly
have asked f.-r a bers of the company, for $1,046.38, This has roused the committee
chance to come back. Several girls asking a writ of attachment in that which is intent on dealing with the
applied last week and were advised amount be issued against the com- offender in a manner similar to the
by J. J. Rosenthal, company man- pany's share of the receipts. Miss Grew case in Canada.
ager, that if they wrote a letter Hayden alleges she has not been
Several other cases are reported,
saying they were sorry about their paid in full the salary of $175 a week with a certain illegitimate stenoaction in leaving he would try to that she contracted for in Richmond, graphic service involved. The opinVa„ September 25, and that since
find a berth for them. Kay Carleion is that a stenographer sees the
"The Storm" is going to close here
ton, one of the applicants, did write
various plays

After Joining

An amazing
revealed this

was omitted the name of the show and
when it was to start.
The girls proceeded to Middletown,
from Middle -

piece of booking

week upon

the return

two chorus girls
town, N. Y„ where they had narrowly averted becoming enmeshed
With the law through the laxity of
the booking department of the Chorus Actors' Equity. The girls were
sent there through an engagement
made in the Chorus Equity, to find
their contract calling for a theatrical engagement to start in Middletown was of no value; that the
pseudo manager required they so-

of

meeting Martin, who, with his wife

was
>

j

living at the best hotel there.
Martin sent the girls to a boarding
house, told them to have their supper and come tfround to the hotel,

when he would

let

J

them know what

they were to do.
Calling at the
hotel Martin advised them he had
no .show, but wanted them to solicit
subscriptions for a paper called
"Stars and Stripes," in whk'h he was
interested.

With no funds the young women
thought there was nothing else to
do to obtain enough money to return
suddenly
disappeared,
manager
home. They started soliciting the
leaving tlte girls with no money to following day from merchants, but
pay their beard bill, their wire to were shortly stopped by the police,
Equity headquarters In New York who inquired as to their authority
to solicit. The girls told the police
for aid was answered v. lth n sugof Martin. The officers called upon
gestion they see the chief of police
Martin
The tered at his hotel. Martin blusof the town for assistance.
his way through at the mogirls secured aid through wire from
ment and gained time until the next
friends in New York.
day to disphiy credentials. After
startling side of their story
subscriptions,

licit

and

when

the

The
was that the very thing the Chorus

the officers left
with his wife,

the hotel

Martin,

immediately deEquity has always claimed its bookprevent camped, without Informing the two
would
department
ing
chorus
girls
and
them
leaving
through investigation and a bond to
protect salaries when % producer de- stranded.
The girls immediately wired
sired choristers, happened in this

The girls said upon re- Equity, explaining their position
turning that had the "manager" and requesting assistance to return
engaged them for immoral purposes, to New York. They received a reply
they would have known no differ- to consult with the chief of police
ence before starting out. They be- of Middletown. As they had been
lieve the Chorus Equity made no stopped as suspicious characters
investigation
whatsoever of the while soliciting in the town, the girls
character of the "manager*'* or as to thought the chief would be the last
his responsibility, although the girls person to be in sympathy with them
were assured in the Equity Chorus in their predicament. Instead, they
office the manager was all right and wired friends in New York, who rehad filed a bond, both statements turned them funds.
repudiated by the following facts:
Both of the defrauded young
Evelyn Bdrraan and Margot Kalln,
women are Chorus Equity members
chorus girls, were called to the
in
good standing, holding paid-up
Equity Chorus offices last week,
where Marion Lawlor, in charge of cards.
When arriving in New York they
that office, introduced them to Clarence P. Martin, representing him- called upon Arthur F. Drlscoll, of
O'Brien,
Malevtnsky & Drlscoll, to
self na a theatrical manager with a
show then ready to open at Middle - be advised as to their legal rights
Mr. Drlscoll has the
town, N. Y. It was agreed that the and action.
girls should receive $40 weekly and matter In hand.
Nothing has been heard of Marreport to Martin the next day in
Middletown.
The Misses Borman tin since his Middletown disappearan
Kalln aver Miss Lawlor in- ance.
"The Stars and Stripes" is a pubformed them Martin had been invesIt
tigated, had been found to be all lication issued during the war.
right as a manager and had filed a had an office In the Bond building,
bond with Equity to protect sal- Washington, D. C, and may be still
Instance.

•

'

I

The contracts given them

aries.

I

publishing.

FORTHCOMING DOLLAR CIRCUIT

Show

mum
A

A

LEADING WOMAN'S

BY ONE "PRODUCER"

Share— New

MENKEN'S AND STEWARTS

Association

more do

I

D&
feel

For Switching Her Frohman Contract Miller Get*
Share of Shubert Show—P. M. A. and Equity
'The
I
am
Agree to Split Payments to Actor.

for Me?" so much
Justified in asking

to take me back in
O'Brien Girl" company, as
very sorry I ever left.
Hoping for a favorable reply,

—

Carleton.

Jlill has been in communicawith owners and lessees of theatres throughout the country with
a view to organizing another "dollar circuit" of houses for the playing of legitimate and musical attractions at popular prices.
His idea is to form a "wheel,"
comprising 35 houses, one in a town,
with an equal number of shows, both
the houses and attractions to own
stock in the parent com puny.
Asked about it, Hill said:

Gus

tion

devoted exclusively to a popular
price combination policy.
"Our main trouble with the International Circuit was that we did
not have enough high grade attractions. Then again the houses must
be run as real theatres not stables,
with nothing cheap about them excepting the admission prices. We
need more popular melodrama— the
public always wants romance. This
At
«s evidenced in the pictures.
present musical shows predomi-

—

nate."

have no intention of starting
such a circuit this season. We may
"I

&

this

''Town Gossip" Again?
There is some talk of rewriting
one up on the wrong side of "Town Gossip," lie former and de-

well

be

reconciled* to

chalking

t

the ledger,

but

make plans

Jar

it

is

necessary to

enough ahead and

funct Ned Weyburn show, sending
out once again with llie same
it
produetion but now people.
Negotiations were on this week to that
end, but had Tic! noon concluded up

believe the lime will be ripe for
such a circuit n< xt year. In former
days Oiator New York had about
15 combination t heat res, Philadel- to Wednesday.
phia had
iru, Chicago eight, CinTli^ matter was reported having
cinnati four, while now there is not been bro.'o lied i<» Cmn-co \V. T.od*-n
such house in th»«sc towns cicr.
I

i

•''

:»:,_•

Two

joined

contracts

made

unusual decisions on actors'
have recently resulted
through arbitration. One provides
that the Producing Managers* Association and Equity shall share the
payment of a week's salary to Grant
from theatricals, having accepted a Stewart who was engaged by the
Selwyns
to play in "Daniel," Indefiposition in the textile industry. Mr.
Booths is an efficiency expert. He nitely postponed. The case recently
managing "The Last Waltz," reported In Variety is one in which
is
which is in New Haven this week. neither the P. M. A. nor the Equity
It is said he will leave the t-how this appeared ready to establish a precedent.
week.
Claude King was originally enpaged for the piece. lie asked for
BETTER AKRON BUSINESS
a release in order that ho might acAkron. O., Nov. •.
cept a role in "Bluebeard's Eighth
The Grand opera house here was Wife." The Selwyns informed King
reopened this week for Florence he could withdraw by paying them
Reed in "The Mirage" with busi- two weeks Ralary, a privilege proness better than expected, and Fiber vided for either party. Stewart was
A Shea's Keith house, the Colonial, then engaged. It was then decided
reports receipts double those of a that "Daniel"' be kept for later promonth ago. Cool weather and bet- duction and Stewart made claim for
ter rubber business is the cause.
two weeks' salary. The decision was
that while the contract provided
that notice of withdrawal could be
WILMINGTON'S LEGIT
mad" any time within two months
Wilmington, Nov ?
Miter the signing of the contract
The l'layhouse here ban oeen ihat Stewart was entitled to one
leased by Earl Q. Finney, former week's p-alary and the arbitration
house manager, who will continue committee further dechb-d that as
it as a legit house.
There has been the Selwyns could not be held to
much dissusston regarding Its fate. l-Mi.-h payment, the I. M. A. and
William Gillette In "The Dream Kqulty should pay equal shares.
Maker'' is booked for Nov. 14.
After securing his release, King

Ripe Good Shows in Good Houses BOOTHS LEAVING BROADWAY
Earl Booths, former Equity offiat Pop Prices—To Start Next Season with cial and until recently manager of
the Century for the Shuberts, has
Dramas and Musical Comedies on Tour
advised friends that he is retiring
Is

ES FEATURE ARBITRATIONS

Miss Carleton'e letter addressed
was:
Not. 2, lt21.
Dear Mr. Cohan:
The more I reflect on your speech
In Boston, "What Could the Equity

to the producer

Kay

Thinks Time

—

and the transcribed
and she was added to the chorus Saturday, by mutual consent be- scripts are peddled to the piking
(Continued on page 15)
this week.
Former choristers now
touring managers.
in other attractions, some of which
are closing or have closed, were advised it would be Impossible to reengage them, as the players who
remained with the show would be
continued in. their engagements as
long aa they wanted them.

you

BEING PROMOTED BY GUS HILL

PIRATED HITS

SUIT UNUSUAL

•

"Bluebeard."
but changes
before
the show
opened
brought about his replacement In
the cast
The second odd decision concerns
that of Helen Menken which the
P.
M. A. settled thomselves and resulted In a manager receiving an
Interest In a play In payment of
waiving a contract with her. The
actress
rehearsed with "The Mad Dog"
(whlch opened at the Comedy Tuesday) produced by the Shuberts. She
failed to appear at several
rehearsals and it is claimed signed
a run
of the play contract with
Gilbert
Miller to appear in the new William
Gillette play. "The Dream Maker."
It was first decided that
Miss Menken proceed with the Shubert piece
which was ready to open out of
town. But as the Miller contract was
actual and the arrangement with
the Shuberts was verbal on her
part. Miller had the call on her services and when called she should
report to him.
The Idea was to
give (lie Shuberts an opportunity to
replace her. Miller is said to liove
agreed to another solution, receiving an Interest in the show in return for his relinquishment of the
contract with Miss Menken. George

Scarborough, author of "The Mad
Dog," is reported having made tha
fcotticnent.

»
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SHOWS

AND COMMENT

IN N. Y.

Friday,

HILL WILL TESTIFY

"THE MERRY WIDOW"
FOOLS 'EM IN PhTLLY

in

Arthur

Syracuse, N.

•Amuut h," Ctirruk (oth week). Will
liavo :t minimum stay of eight
week* rind may qualify for more.

Week—

TWO

—

fair figure but not profitable.
strong draw in
musical circles. Has been getting "Oh, Marion," Playhouse (7th week).
between $18,000 and $19,000.
Farce first called "Walt Till Were
Married." Title change has not
"Bluebeard's Eighth Wife,* Rltx
provided expected increase of inHigh rating among
(8th week).
terest and piece may shortly withmoney getting non -musical sucdraw.
Started oft* with press
cesses.
panning, but has played to consist- "Return of Peter Grimm," Bclaseo
Lately gross
ently big takings.
(8th week).
Another two weeks
around $16,000 weekly.
to
go,
revival
being counted
among
top
money
getters of fall.
Was
week).
(6th
olson
"Bom bo," J
Last week gross was $13,000. (Iocs
leader of musical attractions last
on tour with David Warficld.
week, getting $4,000 nightly for
"Kiki,"
the Thanksgiving pregross of around $30,000. Excepmiere.
tional business credited to Al Jolson, for theatre Is off beaten paths. "Sally,"
New Amsterdam (43th
week). Broadway's musical won"Demi-Virgin (El tinge), 4th week).
der felt disappointing demand of
Moved across street from Times
early last week and made dent of
Square (where "A Bill of Divorceseveral thousand in gross. Takment" is now berthed), succeedings around $28,000.
ing "Back Pay," withdrawn instead of taking to road. "Virgin" "Shuffle Along," 63d Street (25th
Week). Money making colored redoing good business at $12,000,
vue riding on its own, the numwith publicity as to its "cleanliof colored patrons attending
ber
ness" factor.
now figuring but 10 per cent. Tak"Daddy's Gone A- Hunting," Plyings
claimed better than $11,000
month (10th week). Looks like
weekly.
this Zoe Akins play was in groove
"8ix
Cylinder
Love," Sam Harris
that draws between $8,006 and $5,(12th week). One of comedy hits,
OfO weekly.
Poor going of last
weekly.
getting
$16,000
around
week's first three days noted e forOrdinarily success of this kind
mer figure approximate.
should be clean sell -out. No other
"Dulcy," Fraxee (12th week). Not
non-musical show boating It outgetting what was expected, yet
side of "The Circle."
this comedy hasn't had losing "The
Bijou
(1st
week).
Skirt,"
Pace 19.000 lastl week, drop
on
Barrlscale
Brings
Bessie
?".7
n*£T "f
of^w*
about
$1,000, due to slow going
Broadway's "legitimate stage. Attnen.
traction originally presented on
1st
East -West Players, Princess
coast with tilm star. "Everyday
week). Co-operative organization
announced to succeed next week.
plays;
-act
one
with bill of four
"Sonya," 48th Street (13th week).
opened Monday with "Autumn
Concluded after Tuesday night's
Vires," "Sweet and Twenty." "The
performance (election), then goEternal Judith," and "The Pot
ing on tour. "We Girls" opened
This week only.
Boiler."
Wednesday
First Year," Little (56th week). Sothern and Marlowe Century (2d
week). Started this week off to
The First Year's" stride in early
excellent business, "Hamlet" atstagt h of second year Just as
traction. Last week, with "Twelfth
strong, and all indications' point
Night." pace around $14,000. Top
to rrn extending until spring, with
''00
is $2.50, instead of $3 as first re510.
weekly gross.
'

w

T^J^S

Go': Together," Hippodrome (11th
week). Had its worst week. Last
work's starting days poor for big
horse, which came back strongly
for tho last half, but did not go
over J?:i»i.000.
•Getting Gertie's Garter," Republic
Closing .Saturday
week).
i'.'Ii
;u:i
|in.|>uHy not sent' to roa it un•

:

til

afte-

N:.ii).\"
.'\.«'

holidnys.
railed

llrst

M:«vt

•n:;."

.

<1 ir.:;

"The Man's
"The Beckon

IHXt Week, with

:

:'V-r.vi::n

Goc-1 Morrir.3, Dearie,"- Globe (2d
Newest Dillingham miis\vie';».
ieal show off to ureal start. Voted
Kvcryxe 11. lit entertainment.
thint? needed for real Globe run.
P.etween $L'6,000 and $27,000 week«

ly indicated pace, putting
in with leaden*.

it

light

praise of critics, .surprise be-

cause of its quick substitution for
"The Wren." Business may build
to paying proportions, though last
was only
week's nightly pace^
"**
around $500.
•Grand Duke," Lyceum (2d week).
Won excellent comment and looks
$12,000 for first seven
In for run.
Atwill
Lionel
performances.
starred by Belasco.
•Greenwich Village Follies," Shubert
(11th week). Changes have worked
to advantage, and revue is supplying satisfactory entertainment,
Business
with plenty of class.
picked up last week, with gross
about $17,500. At that figure show
is claimed to break even.
•Intimate 8trangers," Miller (1st
Starring Billie Hurke.
week).
opened Monday, succeeding the
who started on tour
Players,
Irish

"The White Headed Boy"
week

in

SHOWS

BIG

shows have meas-

rest of the

'

Draws

this

•Just Married," Nora Hayes (28th
week). Farce felt depression of
last week, dropping about $600,
with the gross around $5,700. Figures to remain until holidays,
however.
"Lillet of the Field/' Klaw (6th
Extra spaco advertising
week).
campaign dropped for time being,
show figuring to stand on Its own
like al) others this week.
"Liliom," Pulton ($0th week). One
of several attraction* oa lie* to

Class at

Hollis—"Love Letter"

"Two Little Girls in Blue," which
quit the Colonial at the "ag end of

last
season when it was going
strong and is back for a two weeks'

—

"Green- return, it may have heavy sledding.
"Scandals" Flops
Ruth Chatterton In -Mary Rose"
wich Follies" Drops Away
opened at the Mollis for two weeks.
three flivvers. The Warwick show
Tho usual Mollis audience, classy to
Off—Brady Puts Over
was not praised overhighly by the
the extreme, attended the opening
critics, but seemed to catch on with
strong, although there waa a com"Skin Game"
the theatregoers, registering about
paratively small advance sale, in the
It may be held
$15,000 last week.
neighborhood of $2,000.
over for a third .week, contrary to
No change of attraction was noted
Chicago, Nov. 9.
expectations.
ured up about as expected. "In the
Night Watch" haa made money at
the unlucky Walnut, which had

The wiseacres of the Loop are in at any of the downtown Shubert
This week's openings were •The a quandary whether the William A. houses, but the Boston opera house,
two weeks at the For- Brady bawlout of the Drama where the 8an Carlos Opera Co.
rest, "Dear ""Me" for two weeks at
League and that class of patrons opened for two weeks, waa capacity
the Broad and "Little Old New that frequent dramas was a press for the opening, with a splendid adYork" limited engagement at the stunt or the usual spouting. Either vance sale and all indications that
Garriclc The syndicate Is sticking way the "Skin Game," Brady's pro- capacity houses would be the run
closely to its short run (generally duction now at Shubert'8 Central, for the stay.
two weeks) policy. The Broad's will remain here* indefinitely. SevEstimates for last week:
showB have all been for this short eral editorials and a re-hash by one
"The Love Letter," Tremont (1st
time, although Sktnner is announced of the daily paper critics were the
Opened fair. "Little Old
week).
for three weeks, starting Dec* 8.
result of the bawling in his Sunday
New York/' that preceded, went out
Elsie Janls and her gang come to column.
running very strong, doing $12,500
the Forrest for two weeks after the
The other high spot of the week gross
on the last week of its four.
"Follies," and The Easiest Way" was the putting over of Shubert's
"Mary Rose," Mollis (1st week).
lias a similar ran booked at the Great Northern by Eddie Cantor,
Broad, starting Nov. 21. "The Last with a possibility of Cantor holding Big society play expected with name
Waltz' will begin a longer engage- out here until Christmas. The law of star and new Barrio play. In for
ment at the Shubert on the same spots were the failure of the White only two weeks. Should draw big
night.
"Scandals" and the low draw of the for that period. "Declaseee" finished
first of the week's business of the up rather -veak. doing only $10,000
Estimates for last week:
gross, somewhat of a surprise. In
"Dear Me" (Broad. 1st week). "Greenwich Village Show." On its the four weeks -he played here.
Hale Hamilton-Grace La Roe com- last year's reputation the Green- Ethel Barrymore did about $69,500
the
draw
of
expected
show
was
wich
edy with songs opened fairly. "Mary
gross, with the business trailing off
town.
Rose" went out with about $15,000. theEstimates
from the firsi. w >ek of $17,500 to the
last week:
"Mecca" (Shubert. Sd week).
"The Gold Diggers" (Power's, 9th final week of $10,000. Figured sad
Spectacle dropped some, especially week). Second money bet of non- ending of play worked against it.
on Hallowe'en. While not living up musical shows. WilL go out around
"Two Little Girls in Blue," Coloto drat weeks signs, nearly $17,000. the holidays. $19,000.
nial (1st week).
Couple of weeks.
"The Follies'* (Forrest. 1st week).
"Two Blocks Away" (Olympic, 3rd Show much stronger than when here
Opened strongly at $3.50 top. Ad- week). One more week, giving way last of last season. Jack Donahue,
vance sale was not big. "The Merry to the Irish Players In "The White with the show, local boy with big
Widow did about $22,000 on its sec- Headed Boy." $8,000.
following.
'The Follies," in fifth
ond and last week.
"Greenwich Village Follies" (Gar- and tinal % weck, did $31,000 at a $3.50
Opened to ca- top.
-Little Old New York" (Garrick. rick, 1st week).
week).
1st
Splendidly received pacity, falling off fully 50 per cent,
"The Passing Show," Shubert (2d
opening night and may repeat Bos- on the next three days, but gaining week). Good break on reviews and
ton surprise hit. "Mr. Pirn Passes its stride last three days of the did good business first week. $2.50
Due to stay here until top, with strong list of names. Looks
By" stayed one week longer than it week.
("Follies of good for few weeks.
should and fell off badly at end. Christmas. $17,000.
ported.
Nevertheless success of Milne com- 1920.")
"The Bad Man," Plymouth (2d
"Tangerine," Casino (14th week). edy has persuaded management to
"Over the Hill" (Woods'. 9th
Caught on. Seems to be
Monday night last week this mu- shoot it around the circuit.
week). Film. Personal appearance week).
sical hit got $1,900, first time unof Mary Carr. "the mother," helped just the show for the Plymouth, a
"The
Bat"
(Adclphl.
7th
week).
house
that
needs a pretty strong
der $2,000 for nightly business.
hold box office receipts to $9,000.
Came riqht back again and beat Off a bit at beginning of week, but "Queen of Sheba" thin week attraction, even though it is downcame
back
strongly
at
end.
About
town.
Is a einch
$20,000 for the week.
(Thursday).
$17,000.
for a run.
"The Rose Girl," Wilbur (4th
"Tip Top" (Colonial. 13th week).—
„ "Enter Mads me?. (T/vxt<\ 3d week)_v jProhf»bly„13th week will sunp.lv alibi, week).
'•Thar.l; Ycj," Lonsa-ero 'C«.h aieeJO
Business picked up again
Management has elected to try all Poor business. Shuberts suddenly to management, if superstitious; last week. Show doing around $15,the way with this comedy and ex- decided to take it off and put in otherwise this show is on the wane, 000. Proving pretty good road atpects continuance until first of the "Toto." "Enter Madame" well liked, dropping to $15,000. Disastrous at- traction, despite flop it took in NeW
Last week $7,300. which is but has not caught on. About $5,500 tendance early half of week, and York.
year.
last week.
losing pace.
capacity latter half failed to bring
"Little Lord Fauntleroy," Selwyn
"The Bst," Morosco (C>4th week).
"In the Night Watch" (Walnut, 2d gross to former mark.
(1st week).
Still running on featContinuous money maker in spite week). Seems to have caught on
"Nice People" (Cort, 2nd week). ure film policy. The final week of
of four road shows. Slipped with surprisingly well, and although not
Franeine Larrimore, local favorite, "The Three Musketeers," way below
others last week, but .sure of a sell-out made good money opening walking away with all honors.
figure struck In previous weeks.
come-back this week.
week. May lay over an additional
"The Bst" (Cohan's Grand, 45th Film is now ready for general re"The Circle," Selwyn (9th week). week, although booked for only two. week). Bally hooed with National lease throughout Nr England disPlaying four matinees this week About $15,000
Mexican Band in front of theatre. trict.
(election
and armistice days).
Drew more publicity for this hoary"Over the Hill," Tremont Temple
Uncontested leader among nonhaired veteran. $14,000.
tilth week). Still drawing.
of Divorcement's" slow start.
muslcals, with gross $20,000 and
"Theodora" (La Salle).— Private
better.
This week new gross "The 8ilver Fox," Maxino Elliott showing Friday for newspapers.
(10th week).
Figured success, Goldwyn special, with heavy newsrecord for house Is looked for.
without attracting more
"The Claw,* Broadhurst (4th week).
than paper campaign.
Second feature
TICT0BY
|400 VEBDICT
what is considered average bus- tilm in :i lci*it house.
Counts as one of dramatic leaders,
When the jury sitting before Jusiness.
Last week about $8,800.
although not smash and acting
"The Woman of Bronze" (Princprofitable.
Burrymore provides
Lionel
Management expects ess, 1st week). A come-back, going tice Cohalan in the Supreme Court
of
attraction to run through winter, well.
main strength. Around $12,000.
is
Script
the
of last week brought in a verdict for
target
"The Great Way," Park (1st week). "The 8ix-Fifty," Hudson (3d week). criticism while acting is lauded. $400 in favor of Fred Jackson in hi*
Closes Saturday. Disappointment, $10,000.
Independently produced and acted
$1,500 royalty claim against George
with business at no time indicatdrama, with Helen Freeman the
"The Skin Game" (Shubert Cening show had chance.
lead.
Unusually
sponsor and
House tral, 1st week). After dismal failure White arising over the authorship
of
the "Scandals of ltll," Arthur F.
dark. Elsie Ferguson In "Varying pigked up, with possibilities of run.
heavv cast. Opened Monday.
Driscoll
(O'Brien, Malevlnsky &
Shores" In three weeks.
"The Green Goddess/' Booth (42d
$r.ooo.
week). Holdover melodrama that "The Straw," Greenwich Village
"Midnight Rounders" (Great Driscoll) who represented White
(1st
week).
Eugene
rode through summer easily and
O'Neill Northern. 9th week). First week considered it a complete victory for
drama, relighting Village house [here, with biggest receipts regis- tho "Scandals" entrepeneour dehas drawn paying business this
which tried with several attrac- tered since advent Into legit. Also spite
Expected to remain until
fall.
ho is the nominal loser of »
tions since September.
year.
Usually
after
Ilrst
of
Is third lowest receipts of this show since
$400 judgment award.
George Tyler how on list. Opened playing Chicago. $13,000.
around $9,000; under that gross
Wednesday.
Tho decision proved' Jackson had
last week.
"Scandals" (Illinois, 4th week).—
"The Hero." Belmont (10th week). "Wandering Jew," Knickerbocker Although lauded, for some reason no express oral contract at a one
(3d week). Most costly drama in failed to get over. Doubtful if show and one-half percent royalty interFinal week for this highly retown. Business last week around will remain its contracted time to
garded play which failed to pull
est but that the Jury found that
paying business though given al)
$13,000. probably spelled a loss. Christmas.
Around $17,000.
something <"
Show has met mixed opinion.
opportunity.
"The Title" suc"Afgsr" (Studebaker, 6th week). Jackson did contribute
awardceeds next week
"We Girls," 48th Street (1st week).
Extraordinary press work put the show and for which they
Opened Wednesday night. Mark thi* show in the llrst tunning. ed him $400 settling in full any In"The O'Brien Girl," Liberty (fith
rendered.
week).
Box office strength has
Klaw withdrawing "Sonya" foi; $19,000.
debtedness for services
touring after Tuesday night
been demonstrated from opening.
"Miss Lulu Bstt" (Playhouse, 3rd When Mortimer Fishel (PlttenShow is clicking along at $18,000 "Theodora." Astor (5th week). Film. week). Turning in profit for show hoefer & Fishel), representing Jack "
per week, excellent money at "Three Musketeers," Lyric (11th
Week<l l °
$12,000
*°;.U*n- I**** h« « Preparing a
closing SSli^'wiTr .T? T
week).
Final
week;
$2.50 top.
Madame
against White for the balam*
ag&li
strongly with the week's holidays $?0000
"The Perfsct Fool," Cohan (1st
Mr
week). Ed Wynn's new musical
aiding.
"What Do Men Want."
"Lightin'" (Black stone. 9th of the royalties. It surprised
aP
show, opened Monday nlghr. Was
another special picture, succeeds Week).
Tickets stiil goinjj at Driscoll. who believes Jackson »
Sunday.
premium. $20,100.
booked into house after "A Bill
no basic claim any more.
Follies" for
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•Golden Days," Oalety (2d work).

Won

The

9

"Mary Rose

CHICAGO DISAPPOINTS

j

with

STILL HOLDS SPOTS

t.

tuted by Arthur Van, actor, against
Opens at $3 Top
Gus Hill, theatrical producer, following Hill's action in closing the
Boston, Nov. a.
Van production of "Bringing Up
A spotty condition as far as busiFather in Wall Street" at tho end ness
was
concerned
was noticeable
of its local engagement at the Bas- during the past week. Some
of the
table, will make a trip to New York shows picked up a bit and
others
to permit Hill to appear personally dropped off, but tho general averand offer his version of the theatri- age waa encouraging, as those
shows that oldn't get an increase in
cal row.
This decision was reached by the the gross, were ones that had been
here for several weeks and which
referee following a hearing held here
had about reached the end of their
at which Arthur Van and six of the drawing power.
"Father" cast appeared, with Van
There were new openings at all
as the star witness for himself. Ac- the syndicate houses Monday
m;Lt.
cording to Van's tale, he and his "The Love Letter" came into tho
loyal six are marooned in this city Tremont at a $3 top to replace "Litwithout a theatrical vehicle and tle Old New York." With a male
with mighty slim prospects of get- star John Charles Thomas, it was
considered doubtful by those acting one in the near future.
quainted with shows here if the
public would fall for the $3 top. It
is
playing against two musical
shows in the Shubert houses that
have a $2.50 top, with considerable
drawing power. The presence of

Top—

operetta

Y, Nov.

Former Supreme Court Justice P.
C. A. De Angeles, acting as referee
in the Injunction proceedings Insti-

four matinees this week.
$22,000
Last week's business around $9,- Savage Revival Gets
000, general drop of first three
Opens
"Follies"
Last
Is first (itiild offering of season.
days denting.
IMay hailed by some critics.
"EnWell at $3.50
"Love Dreams," Apollo (5th week).
"Anna Christie," Vanderbllt (2d
Withdrawing Saturday, not havter Madame" Leaves
week). Opened Nov. 2, giving Aring had chance. 'In the' Mounthur Hopkins three attractions on
tains," with Louis Mann, next
Broadway. O'Neil piece morbid
was
$5,000
week. "Dreams' " pace
Philadelphia, Nov, 9.
but splendidly acted.
weekly.
Another flop last wek, when the
"Beware of Dogs," 39th St. (6th "Mad Dog." Comedy (1st week).
week). Another week or so for
House dark last week, when "The Shuberts announced suddenly "KnMadame'* would stay only a
* er
with
...—
Hodge comedy, which steadily
Right to „*....,,
Strike" .abruptly
.- ..
,r
dropped since moving here.
drew." *VMad""Dog. "wTth' Conway I week longer a nd make room for
with Leo Dltrlchstein. The
"Toto,"
Tearle and Helen Menken, opened
"Bill of Divorcement/* Times Square
Pemberton show, authough liked by
Tuesday.
(5th week).
Surprise smash of
all the critics and well spoken of by
new dramas. Felt the fresh slump •Main Street," National (6th week). those who have seen it, has not
Seems to have attracted little atlast week, just beating $14,000.
tention except from readers of caught on In Philly.
drop of about $1,000, but started
But "The Merry Widow" fooled
"best sellers" of same title from
first
with
this week strong
$1,700
the doubting onea and cleaned up
which play was adapted.
night.
Hwitched to Cohan here
Monday with a $4,000 advance "Music Box Revue," Music Box (8th about $22,00(i the second week after
sale.
week). Again shot past $2$,800. showing signs of falling down. A
Cream of entire list. Extra per- .show with less overhead than the
"Blood and Sand," Empire (8th
formance and holiday scales will Savage revival would have coined
week). Leaving soon, with Wilsend It to new figures this week. money with the houses the "Widow"
liam Gillette in "The Dream
Show goes to $5 for all night per- got at the Forest. The advance sale
Maker" succeeding. Ibanex drama
for the "Follies," which opened at
formances starting Nov. 21.
no bigger draw than first indicated. but should do well on tour "Only 38," Cort (9th week). If busi- the same house Monday, was not
the best in the world, but a jammed
with Skinner starring. Last week
ness does not take jump this
greeted the Ziegfeld bunch.
$7,700 claimed.
month show will go on tour, and opening
are charging $3.50 top here
They
is routed to start subway time.
"Blossom Time," Ambassador (7th
this year the lowest yet In this
Takings
last
week
about
$7,800;
winners;
musical
One
of
week).
city.
offer
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TOMMY'S TATTLES

15

IS.Et top and the demand in the
agencies has been strong enough
for the brokers to get double the
b- x office price without trouble.

EQUITY POLICIES

MUSIC BOX BOOSTS

(Continued from page IS)
(Continued from page 1C)
for all concerned through the forced
the house from that source alone
closing of tho show. That .suggesfigures to be $249,600. The box ofew offerings will fice will benefit to the extent of $41,- tion by Equity was printed in rail
least Ave
bow in next week. Louis Mann in 600 more than at the $4 scale. On in Variety two weeks ago.
J.
"Nature's Nobleman" will take up the basis of a 40-week season at
P. M. A. Suggestion
Senate has passed a bill putting a tax on presents. . However, as the the running at the Apollo.
This
It is now claimed that it was not
$28,000 average gross, the takings
tax only include* presents over $20,000, you don't have to worry about piece opened out of town under the would amount to $1,120,000.
Equity's idea, but the suggestion
"The
Ibat present to your agent
title of "In the Mountains."
came from one of the members of
Expensive to Operate
Title" replaces "The Hero" at the
the Producing Managers' Associa1
The "Music Box Revue" is prob- tion. The 1'. M. A. officially knows
poes this look like the "dog days of the drama?
Belmont. "The Man's Name" (first
Wo. Hodge, in "Beware of Dogs."
called "The Reckoning") succeeds ably the most expensive attraction of no such proposition. At one of
At the the managers' meetings a member
Conway Tearle, in "The Mad Dog."
"Gertie" at the Republic. "Every- to operate on Broadway.
C. B. Dillingham's "Bull-Dog Drummond."
day" will be sent into the Bijou present pace, the show is said to turn proposed the co-operative producTuesday, although that house has a a profit of between $7,000 and $8,000 ing Idea, but it waa voted down.
Two years ago it looked as though those drunken dog acts would premiere this week ("The Skirt"). weekly. Thai means that It costs In some way it appears Bqulty
have It all to themselves, instead of that their opposition is greater than The Punch and Judy relights next approximately $18,000 to operate the learned the plan was discussed by
show and house, with rent charged tho P. M. A. and tho
ever.
week with "The Great Eroxopp."
reputed re*
off.
The cost of the production Is pliea to Equity members' protest*
One of Broadway's flops Is runOnce In a while you meet an act that admits it is laying off because ning four matinees this week, but to be paid from the weekly profits were that it wasn't Equity's sugthe act isn't right. Most of them say, "Someone has something against there is a reason. By so doing the named. No flgaro has been set for gestion. It is a fact that Equity's
the production, although It is said bulletin did propose the
lis." 'Twas ever thus.
percentage
piece will have played SO performto have cost over $100,000.
scheme to tho rank and file of it*
ances, counting these out of town,
thereby
The
decision
to
lift
the
Add to "Life's mysteries":
Music
are
rights
membership.
and the picture
Banquet flashlights.
The objection by Equity mam*
saved to the producer. This smart Box scale came after a meeting
Kugel, who called by Sam II. Harris with the bora Is two-powered. Actors with
Carnations.
move is credited to Lee
H at the HudBurlesque comedian's diamond rings.
ticket
brokers.
It
said
is
Blx-Fifty
the
"cards
opened "The
money in bank or at their command
•
were laid on the table,'' with the reject tho Idea of working for an
Piano lamps.
son three weeks ago.
£ur*-flre gags.
The show failed to draw after the Idea that tho attraction get more undetermined salary such as coWr rklng in the other fellow's act.
premiere, and It was decided to out of the ticket. sale. Prices quoted operative playing demands, and
With Election in the agencies for the show range any number of auch professionals
close it Saturday.
Newspaper sporting pages sre running eontsets such as "The Best| and Armistice days this week, the up to $8 and as high as $10 for Sat- will refuse to take such engageWhy,"
and
etc.
The claim la made, ments.
Baseball Game I Ever Sew"! "My Favorite Player—
Those who aro without
opportunity to secure the picture urday night.
Might be a good idea for theatrical papers to try eome like this:
rights by accomplishing 50 per- however, that the average premium funds object because they cannot
The secured by tho agencies nan boon afford to take loss than thotr sal"The beat sketch that ever used a telephone." .
formances presonted itself.
"The biggest flop we ever took."
producer stands the extra quarter of $2 over tho box office price. On tho aries.
Regardless of tho alleged claim of
"The best stage hand we over tipped."
salary to the company which the theory that the broken will not bo
able to secure more than ut present Equity that co -operative percentage
"How we got our best notices."
two extra performances entails.
"Jlerdnboards that really have rosin.''
The Hudson again goes dark, it when tho top moves to $5, the bos idea did not originate with tho offi"Short stories on trunk smashing."
will reopen Dec. S with Elsie Fergu- office will aplit excess with the cials, it farther said that Bqulty
"How to make your own wooden shoes."
son in "The Varying Shore," a Zoo brokers by getting a dollar addi- proposed making a proviso that sax
tional for the tickets.
manager playing gutty easts on
"Female Impersonators, their wives and children.'.
Atkin drama.
percentage must sign tho
••The first juggler to ever use 'Yankee Doodle.'
Only two of the new attractions
clothes."
evening
shop
contrasts and It Js
"How I moke my husband's
of the first two nights of the cur- Attempts to Remove Afjenoy Tax
that a bond providing return
rent week managed to enter the list
Washington, Nov. t.
portation would amp. bo roqolrod.
Music experts explain the lack of "tree song" writing to the fact of buys. They are Ed Wynn show,
A bill designed to eliminate the
that lumber men claim moat of the trees are cut down.
"A Perfect Fool," which the agencies special taxes on theatre ticket agen- If true that would saorads the P.
have agreed to take 360 seats a cies waa Introduced on the floor of M. A.-A. 8. A. agreement which
From where we sit, we don't think tho South is running rut of "Mam- night for eight weeks with a 2S per the Senate last Friday, but was de- guarantees open shop to Its mini
bership. it is not believed th* F.
cent, return and Billie Burke in "Inmies."
feated. Senator Wadsworth, of New M. A. would
permit any msamntr to
timate Strangers." taking 300 a York,
sponsored tho measure and enter Into ouch an ajTaagesnent
same
at
the
Ireland
but
in
lakes
relike
rivers
and
lot
of
with
a
a
have
weeks
for
four
Mil!
night
They
made
fight
a
for
It, despite the opcalling for closed shop.
turn.
time There is only one moon— and it holds all recorda
posltlon which croppod up as sudFurther reports this week wore
The Shuberts tried to force a buy denly as the appearance of the bill
that Equity la planning a road show
Turkey
the
for
good
be
so
will
Day
not
Thanksgiving
Tii it vear.
for "The Mad Dog** at the Comedy, Itself.
for the benefit for members out of
rtur'f-sque s,hows.
but the brokers refused to take that
It is known that Mr. WUdsworth work. The proposed show'plans aro
On
attraction on a buy basis.
received
telegraphic
protests
said
from
to bo much of a secret and
them.
with
connected
"Turkey"
Wednesday night the second of the
Not to mention other shows without
show, seats made their appearance well-known New York nanagcrs, as therefore the report found no veriwell
as
tho
several
managerial as- fication. Recently an Equity memNew explanation of the slump in show business Is because of the gulf in the cut rates for this attraction. sociations. Ins'rle reports
are that ber of standing wrote to a well
scream changing its course in the ocean.
With the new buys the total tho latter had \ anned for legisla- known manager. Inquiring
for varireached 19 this week, "The Deml- tion, calling for more drastic measous data only pertinent to the
They are now writing songs routing for prosperity. The songwriters Vlrgln" (moving over from the
!im.
ures
cu.b
t;»lwt
spec
to
It
management
of
show.
a
The manand the picture directors stopped tho war, so why not? Of course the Times Square to the Eltinge, carrylight of the fight made *c c :t the ager was curloua as to tho Intent
amy and navy had a little something to do with it.
ing the buy with It) ending tomor- agency ticket taxes, although
lost, of the letter, whioh may refer to
row night and no renewal on.
will probably postpone more severe the reported Equity show plans.
Before the auto truck became popular, theatre drops had only "fence
The completed list has "Blossom action than now specified.
That Equity considers tho meal
soft drink.
scenes" painted on them advertising "Jasbo's Gum" or some
Claw"
(Ambassador),
"The
Time"
The revenue law of 1918 provides tlckot plan seriously was shown by
Now they're full of auto trucks advertising, everything from "food" to (Broadhurst), "Tangerine" (Caa tax of 2V4 cents on every ticket a statement issued by OUlmore this
"laundry."
(Cohan),
Fool"
sino),
"Perfect
Tliat the association would
sold by a broker at 50 cents over weok.
•'Demi-Virgin" (Eltinge), "Dulcy"
they
nowadays,
the box office price, and provides start dishing out charity was plaindrops
theatre
Although there's more to read on the
(Frasee), "Good Morning, Dearie"
many (Globe), "Six Cylinder Love" (Har- the brokers must pay the gov- ly Indicated but the methods' prorun the show so fast you don't have time to read thorn, besides so
ernment 50 per cent, of all premiums posed aroused further protests and
to soe them.
ris), "Intimate Strangers" (Miller),
acta are carrying satin rugs you don't get a chance
adverse
comment by member;;.
"Bombo" (Jolson's), "The Wander- gotten in excess of 50 cents. Mr. Olllmoro said that ho
believed tho
who are ing Jew" (Knickerbocker), "O'Brien Wadsworth said' no other business
Striking milk drivers in New fork are punching the men
coming back, Girl" (Liberty). "The Grand Duke" was so taxed. Senator McCumber, council would favorably act protaking their places. One might say the "milk punch" was
vided
"a
satisfactory
system of
(Lyceum),
"Music Box Revue" of the Finance Committee, opposed
but who would make such a bad pun as that?
checking up on these meal tickets
(Music Box), "Sally" (Amsterdam), the bill, and explained the 50 per
can bo evolved." He expressed fear
cent,
provision
for
excess
premiums
"Bluebeard's Eighth Wife** (Kits).
"The Circle" (Selwyn), -Greenwich was designed to suppress high prices that "people" will try to "take advantage of us" by selling the tickets.
Village Follies" (Shubert) and "A and abuses.
It la aald the taxes paid by brokers His suggestion was that "each perBill of Divorcement" (Times So;.).
son receiving a ticket sign his name
The surprising news was in the In New York for tickets sold waa but at our o41ce and then sign again for
$25,000 last year. That la believed to
dropped renewal of the buy for "Bluebeard's be an error and the figure Is set at the meal at the restaurant," roused
and
affected
even
was
page
1)
from
(Continued
es- Eighth Wife," In which the agencies
around $100,000. In some quarters the Ire of many members when they
One house In a large eastern city 12,000. Few dramas failed to
less than a $1,000 de- insisted on a out In the amount of It la believed tho
tax from that learned of the suspicious consideraclaimed to have lost $1,600 during cape with
the seats taken the management
"A
week.
previous
over
tho
crease
tion of the plan by Qlllmore.
represented
was
source should be nearer $1,000,000.
the week a show
was
forced
to
accept.
Divorcement," which sensacently and the house will be dark Bill of
In
business,
the
cut
rates
smash
there
to
has
been
tionally
Jumped
UH USUAL SUIT
for one week this month rather than
dropping $1,000 to something of a change In the gen'SCANDALS" CUTS SALARIES
(Continued from page 1.1)
repeat the experience. Some of the did not escape,
The drama moved this eral run of business with a notween tho parties producing the
(Continued from page 12)
smaller stand managers in the east $14,000.
to the Times Square, where it ticeable falling off In the regulars
are reported acting similarly, claim- week
24, when he was to have withdrawn, show, unless the cash receipts of
strongly again, getting that were In the habit of attending
ing new shows have not been draw- started off
but as yet no arrangements have the box office are seized she will rot
in.
the
theatre
$1,700
two
nights
a
week.
The
help.
house
be paid.
the
ing enough to pay
been completed in this direction.
with
election two particularly good nights on
week
current
The
Katherlne Hayden's suit dovelopea
the
of
out
When White first Intended comFive attractions drop
regulars
was
Wednesday
Friand
figuring found
"The Storm"
ing to Chicago this season, he fig- a peculiar situation.
running on Broadway Saturday. and -armistice days
day.
It is noticed that these reguin
business.
bolstering
general
a
Not one of them will be sent on
ured it would be possible for him to has experienced tough sledding since
elected to play lars have curtailed their theatre
attractions
Several
hitting
the
something
Southern
trail,
and to
tour.
come Into tho Colonial. But "Tip
That constitutes
One extra after- g ing to one night a week and Top" was playing to unuaual busi- forestall an earlier closing the memof a record. It Is an actual demon- four matinees.
the majority of them have switched
stration of bad business on the noon was more it vogue, while most
ness there and instead of withdraw- bers of tho company agrocd to conto Friday night, which has brought
road, with the managers concerned of tho Wednesday afternoons were
ing after 10 to 12 weeks It was de- tinue on the commonwealth plan.
about
a
mid-week
slump
on
refusing to risk further loss at this dispensed with in favor of the eleccided to keep the show running un- Miss Haydcn was cvldontly a party
Wednesdays.
Rain on Wednesday
time. It is true, however, that none tion matinee.
the arrival of Zlegfeld's "Fol- to the commonwealth agreement,
til
On Wednesday there were eighteen lies" late In December. This left no and under usual theatrical procedure
an unexpected matinee
of the quartet was listed among the provided
attractions
listed at cut rates, none
attractions
tho
few
and
demand,
GarGertie's
successes.
"Getting
room for White to come Into tho can only expect her share. Just what
of which doubled In the buy list.
ter" will stop at the Republic, with playing benefited.
houso and he negotiated for the Il- view the court will take in the mat(Apollo),
are
"Love
Dreams"
They
a tour possibly arranged for about
The new batsh of eight nc.v shows
linois.
"Two Little Girls" In blue ter will be watched with Interest,
the first of the year.
"The Hero" this week shaped up with "The "The Mad Dog" (Comedy). "Only had been scheduled to follow "Er- because Its decision is bound to eswill vacate the Belmont after trying Perfect Fool" with Ed Wynn at the 38" (Cort), "Blood and Sand" (Em- minie" in this house, but White took tablish a pret dent.
to reach a profitable basis, including Cohan and "The Intimate Strang- pire), "Golden Days" (Gaiety), "The up the time and came into the house
"The Storm" Is doing well at tho
a reduction in company salaries. ers" with Bllllo Bi.rkc at the Mil- Six Fifty" (Hudson), "Lillies of the In Its stead, with tho date of that Tulann and will probably play to
You'
(Long"Tnank
(Klaw),
Field"
This attraction was hailed as one ler, the leaders.
on tho week. The members of
$9,000
Dog"
later
Mad
being
hack
for
a
"The
set
attraction
of the best plays of the season by got off Tuesday with a flourish and acre). 'The Silver Fox" (Hillott). period.
the company had been anxiously
(National).
"Just
Street"
"Main
on
the critics, Uu* it will not be sent
The now sonic of $2.50 top it in awaiting tho local engagement, sealso appears to have a good chance,
the
>.i(\
"Love Dreams" quits the though the agencies failed to re- Marri"d" (Hayes). "The Great Way" said will go into offset next Monday cure in tho thought It would surely
hano»\ gnrd it well enough for a buy. "The (Park). "Oh Marlon" (" layhouse ». nh*)it f<n- thp \v«'*-k day perform
Apollo, never having had a
take ram of their hnnvli.''' wan'y,
Nor did "The Six- Fifty." which Great W;tv" nt the Park and 'The "Daddy's Gone A'Huntinu" (Ply- lanres. Saturday and Sunday even- hut Miss IlH.vden's suit has them all
Withdraws from the Hudson :md Skirt" at the Pijou failed to im- month), Oru; Act Playd !'i in. .•s.m. ing it is declared the top will he $3. up a free. Meanwhile, she in playinr?
leaves
(Jetting Genii's Garter"' <K»pul«that
house in d arkness. press. "The Straw' at tin- Green.il.-ri
declared that tho show her role ;ih unconcerned as if no'h"Sony*"' played until Tuesday niijht
•.sniifihAlong"' f»:ld sire. -it. will
matinees on ing had hai»;»«'iied, althoin^h I. ml;
bargain
h.'iVL
wich Village ami 'We Girls'" at the lic).
Slnct>.
Hogs"
ChUli
U the 48th Street. No road t'.nn•p.fwarf
of
and
\V« iJncsday with scats at $1.50 and stage >ho is anything but popular.
4Mb Strert weir Wednesday openwas .-innouncfd for it rind ca«t h-ad"The Storm" was unt out from tho
floor.
J:i on tin* lowr
The Kast-West Players at
ings.
°ra started rehearsiiu: with other
dhurst ofll'o.
CoMi'Ke White Is suffering from
the Princess rented tin* house for
Raleigh Dent is manner nf Hi'
attrartlons.
Over at the Shuhcrt* St. Charles.
Memphis. opening Hii.s w n< on the knee and consulted two
one week for a presentation of four l.yc.um.
!..!«> t
we»d< was one of th'.- most
\w a. is
lists who forbade him didng "Th" Mat." ia itrt s«a o;
Saturday with a tabloid and pieture S|»playlet.-;.
'!"•
>*.
"-^ippointlng since Labor
dancing for a few weeks at attracting excellent patronage. Tic;
Ill
'The P.rfecf Fool,'' showing at pnliry. r!:;iiij.;ing twice weekly.
early half of the week was espef
"»«rch
Players
at
tho
with
Tlo-o*
still
appearing
i..l.
White
is
run.
for
a
easy
look-,
top.
cially bad, and tho recovery later $2.50
Bill Woolfendsn has born appoint- the "Scandals" at the Illinois, but Louisiana are presenting "Common
Morning Dearie" at the
rt 'd
not make up the drop in grosp. "Good
have
not
Clay."
but
yet
gotten
Into
has eliminated his terpslrhoroan
The Hippodrome had its worst Globe is perhaps the surest hit of ed representative for Blanrhe Mera winning stride*
endeavors.
*cek since the premiere. "Sally* the musical shows. It is playing at rill's writings for tho stage*
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Maude Adams is understood to
have given her home at Lake Ronkonkoma, Long Island, to be used
as a home for poor and dependttui
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children under the protection of the
Roman Catholic Church,

Possibly one of the ouastandin*
scenes was the Montmarte bit, uti]
lxing some trick scenery, and
Atlantic City, Nov. t.
life's ocean, was a few weeks ago when I tried to write my first colF. Ziegfeld, Jr., will offer at a
"Pop** Is the comedy which Frank clever bit of comedy is put over
umn for Variety, and learned that one's literary style, like one's legs, will Broadway theatre during the holt- Mandel and Oscar Hammerstein, with a good comedy ending. This
become dormant from prolonged inactivity. While at no time during day weeks a second company in second, jingled together for a first scene also gives Miss Janis the od
the holidays this performance at the Globe last even- portunity to do "Mon Homme."
my varied and somewhat hectic career did I ever wield a worthy "Water- "Sally." Following
on the road.
Another laugh gathering bit fell
ing.
man," yet I inherited or acquired a vocabulary while Phllestlne in its company will go
That amiable actor, O. P. Heggie, to the lot of the second act during
quality was adequate for my limited requirements. "A poor thing but
Robert Hllllard announces his re- is chief event creator for the/ new a rehearsal with Charlie Lawrence
mine own." What it lacked in eloquence It made up in elasticity, and turn to the stage in an expanded play. He has one of those central singing, and with the aid of
the
when I attempted to put my thoughts into words and the sentences just version of "The Littlest Girl," by character roles, about which the director instructing others which
would not form, try as I would I could not paint the little word pictures Richard Harding Davis. He will story wanders and circles according Lawrence thought was meant for
vaudein
play the one-act version
to the ability of the plot manufac- him and which got a great deal of
I once could.
ville first.
turers to create for the benefit of hearty laughter. There are numertheir chief actor. In the casting of ous other bits throughout the evenMy heart sank with a thud. An inward inexpressibility and an outGrace George's new play will be the play, thev, or their producers, ing's performance, none of them
ward all overishness submerged mo, I know now how a singer feels when called "The Queen Pays," instead of reckoned without this purpose of the however, leaving an impression with
"A Royal Scandal."
he realizes he has lost his voice.
authors. They picked Joe Allen, a the exception of Miss Janis' imitanervous, fidgety player, who has tions as the practical finale
the
Sam H. Harris will produce a new Just this one characteristic for ev- piece. Miss Janis wrote the of
entire
Two years ago, when I was informed that I might not be able to walk play by Vincent Lawrence, called erything he plays. That he always proceedings.
Mcakin.
again, maybe that I was too stunned to realise the enormity of the "Face to Face."
plays this type well is the great
situation, for I am told that I answered rather facetiously, mumbling
sorrow of "Pop." Undoubtedly the
The School of the Theatre, headed authors wrote a comedy of pathos
something to the effect that I didn't care much about walking anyhow.
Walter HampLater on, when I was alone, I shed many bitter tears about it. But none by Clara Tree Major, with a Board and humor about their chief actor,
den and Arthur Hohl,
9
compared to those shed when I feared I had lost that Indefinable some- of Directors including George Arliss, but Mr. Allen has squeezed the last
thing called narrative ability. But I have regained the use of my limbs, Arthur Hopkins. Robert Edmond laugh out of the author's intended
A. H. Woods will close "Getting
pathos with his unnecessary addiIn the meantime, Jones. Rachel Crothers. Jose Ruben tions
so, perhaps, some day I may be able to again write.
hence the near funeral ot Gertie's Garter" at the Republic
bear with me and my doggerel, and if I go slumming with my English and Kenneth Macgowas, begins ac- "Pop" last evening. Because of this Nov. 19, after a 16 weeks' run, havplease understand that these articles arc not intended to rival Emerson's tivities Nov. 15 at the Lexington method, and the prominence of his ing averaged between $6,000 and
opera house, where offices, class- place in the cast, Joe Allen is an
Essays.
According to the present
rooms and productions are located. unfortunate choice. Ho cannot al- $8,000.
plans the company will be closed
ways
bo the hired man
"The
of
for six weeks to be revived after the
*
The many letters from friends congratulating me on this department
Rosxlka Dolly is to marry George Tavern."
first of the year for a road tour
were most welcome and highly appreciated, whether meant as taffy to Brockbank, son of an English railThere is little to be said for this
the living or epitaphy to the dead, but they had a most stimulating effect road magnate, say cable dispatches. play of an elderly, incompetent hus- starting over the Subway circuit.
on me. I thank you.
Will Rogers Is to return to the band and a thrifty wife, or of the
Hugo Felix has completed the
"Midnight Frolic" when Ziegfeld re- two couples who quarrel and make
up, save that it is an imitation of score and Catherine
That the newspapermen and women have not neglected me Is evidenced opens it this month.
Chisholm Cush"Lightnin' " in so far as the choice
lng the book for the musical version
by the fact that, in one month I have received personal visits or letters
Lord-Ain. at the Winter Garden, of its principal characters is con- of "Pomander Walk," to
from the following: Louis De Foe, New York "World"; Stephen Rathbun,
be proMr. Heggie might be ansays his voice changing stunt was cerned.
"Evening Sun"; Alan Dale "American"; Bide Dudley and Karl Kitchen, hampered
by his inability to get wine, other "Bill Lightnin'" in this play, duced by Russell Janney, who be"World"; Brlggs and B. O. McAnney, "Tribune"; C. F. Zittel; Burns and Secretary of the Treasury Mel- but a first night judgment will not gins rehearsals within two weeks
Mantle, "Mail"; Eugene Kelcy Allen, "Woman's Wear"; George S. Kauf- lon was appealed to for aid. "Get a allow us to determine whether the with Lennox Pawle and Leslie Hunt
man, 4Times''; Ada Patterson, "American"; Fay Stevenson, "Evening prescription," was the Secretary's authors, the producers or the usu- of the original production eleven
ally competent Lester Lonergan, years
•
World"; Alice Rohe, Newspaper Enterprise Association; H. H. Donald- advice.
ago.
who staged the event, is at fault.
son, "Billboard"; Roland Burke Hennesy, "Star"; Sophie Irene Loeb,
Scheuer.
The
five Negroes arrested last
Underhill,
"Tribune";
Molly
Morris
and
Amy
"Evening World"; Harriet
The Selwyns have sold the road
May fer protesting against "The
Leslie, Chicago "Daily News"; Elizabeth Smith, "Evening Telegram"
rights
to
"Buddies"
Birth of a Nation" showing at the
to
Jimmy
Mathew White, Jr., "Munsey'a"; Frank Gould, of "Metropolitan" mag- Capitol were released by Judge
Hodges, who is organizing a comazines; Susie Sexton, "Telegraph"; Rube Goldberg, "Mail"; Arthur Clark, Talley last week on the ground to
Baltimore, Nov. 9.
pan to open Nov. ?4 in Hagerstown.
Maurice Barrott
San Francisco "Chronicle"; H. H. Tammen, Denver "Post"; Charles punish would be to curtail the right Harl
Mlgnon McClintock Md. The piece is to play a K. & E.
Shlrza
Denxlnger, Pittsburgh "Chronicle"; Rex Beach and Robert Simpson, nov- of free speech.
Clarice Cartwright
Sidney Shields route through the South.
Denton Morgan
Clarence D.-rwent
elists; George Ade, and my old boss, W. E. Lewis, of the "Telegraph."
Walker Whiteside
William B. (Bat) Masterson be- Prince Tamar
Priest
Stanley Q. Wood
queathed his whole estate to his A
The Grand, Trenton, has been
Maude Allen
No estimate of value is Princexa Yashda
Nearly every mall brings me an Inquiry about a motion picture called widow.
leased by Corse Payton, who will
given.
have
RevelL"
disclaim
all
responsibility
"The Infamous Miss
I
for It. I
Shades of Theodore Kremer and install a dramatic stock opening
been etherised, sterilised, caujorized, analyzed, novelized, itemized,
Charley Blaney, a real meller, with Nov. 21. The Payton company now
Overcoats and shoes for ex-service plenty of
eulogised, but did not know I had been picturelzed. If I am I'll bet they
villains, persecuted hero- playing at the Strand, Hoboken, will
men are being exchanged at the ines,
virtue triumphant et al. This close the preceding Saturday
are all stills, and if the picture bearing my name can be released, maybe Longacre by John Golden for seats
with
sums
Walker
up
Whiteside's latest. several of
L too, have a chance.
the members to be sent
to "Thank You."
Whiteside is again with the far
to
Trenton.
as a Hindu prince.
A settlement out of court of the East,
"Peggy" Wilson writes me from Marion, Ind., thai she is lonesome In
The story is of the theft of a
divorce suit against Peggy Hopkins
her big home and wants to share it with me. In the same letter she in- by J. Stanley Joyce is now rumored, moonstone from the forehead of an
A. Seymour Brown has written a
forms me that she has indigestion. My services are always at the disposal with Mrs. Joyce taking a cash set- idol. An uprising of the natives is new musical piece, which H. P.
of my friends. However, I don't recall ever having been an antidote to tlement in lieu of further alimony threatened thereof, with the unfor- Krevlt will produce.
It is titled
tunate heroine at the mercy of the
dyspepsia. My long suit is "pep," not pepsin.
and keeping her Jewels.
,
"Pardon Me." Bert French is to
Indian prince.
stage
the
piece.
girl
The
India
lured
to
by
fake
a
Peggy Hopkins Joyce let Stanley
An advance agent writes me that he has more one-nlghters than Joyce
divorce her without contest cable and the attempted forced marquaker has oats, and that he had to buy a lantern to find the opery house in Chicago this week accepting $80,- riage and the final unmasking of the
Two new scenes have been added
in gome of the towns. Yes, Fred, but that beats looking for a Job. There 000 in cash and keeping her Jewels conspirators lead to a stirring cli- to the "Greenwich
Village Follies,"
valued at nearly a million. Joyce max that Blaney with 20 gatlings one of them
are a million lights on Broadway but no jobs there.
written by George E.
recovers real estate he claimed. could have been proud of.
Stoddard,
The
dialog
is
titled
tedious
with
the
"Lolly pops," and
Testimony showing unfaithfulness
Thank you, Mr. Gallagher. Thank you, Mr. Shean. I heard about your with Barton French, the Due D'Ur- trashiest of melodramatic heights. the other by J. Fred Coots, Eddie
kind thought and good wishes expressed in verse in your song on your eal, Evans Spaulding, Edgar James, Mr. Whiteside gave that suave per- Dowling and Ray Klages for Joe
clown night at the N. V. A. Also heard of how the verse was received. Henry Letellier and a Mr. Hudson formance that one is so prone to Brown and Gordon Dooley. "Miss
think of in reading of an Indian
Dooley and Mr. Brown" is the title
I was deeply touched by both, and while your mission in life is to provoke was accepted by the court.
prince, treading mysteriously, cynlaughter, a few tears, that would not be denied, came.
ical, cruel and quoting.
Mr. White- of the latter skit. In the Stoddard
Lew Shank, formerly in vaude- side's reading
was a rare treat, and piece Brown is also the prime funville, carried the whole Republican
him on a higher plane that ster.
A Cedar Rapid dispatch reports the marriage of a man to the mother ticket with him when elected mayor places
ever
as
delineator
of roles dealing
a
vindicative
nature
must
a
man
wife.
What
a
again
Tuesday.
his
divorced
Indianapolis
of
recently
of
with the Far East.
Miss Shields
Besides "Gertie"' several other
have who goes to such extremes to get even with his mother-in-law.
was
good
to
look
upon,
and while
brewer,
running
Frank Schwab, a
Woods attractions are counted on
on a platform to get real beer for not having a great deal to do, did. for a second try on tour. That InCosts five dollars to hit husband, so an informative headline in the the working man beat Mayor Buck, it well.
The rest of the cast was dimmed cludes one ot two "Ladies Night"
"Bvoning Mail" in reporting a family row tells us. Cheap enough! Docs of Buffalo, in Tuesday's election.
companies. There is but one comthat Include the luxury tax?
Schwab is under indictment for vio- by the star.
For a first performance it was one pany playing that farce remaining
lating the Federal prohibition law.
of the smoothest ever seen here, and now.
Tommy Gray accompanied the Farbcr sisters on their weekly call.
The second "Sally" company to was liked by the first-nighters.
Tommy inquired if I was out for "Llghtnin's" record, as I am entering open
during the holidays will be
Edward W. Perkins Is producing
on my third season here, still featured in the cast and going strong. ] headed by Mary Eaton.
a musicul piece called "Suzette"
hope this isn't a "run"-of-the-plecc contract.
Anna Elizabeth Niebcl, who won
which is designed for the Princess
Washington, Nov. 9.
Elsie Janis and her gang are at Thanksgiving week.
Washington paper's beauty conIt is said the
An attendant brought a phone message to me the other day that some atest,
has
added to the "Follies" tho National for their second week producer has arranged for a bond
man on the wire was inquiring, if it were true, that I could sit up. I said, chorus onbeen
of
whipping the offering into shape. with
tour.
Equity
because
several atof
"tell him, yes, I can sit up already, but I can't sit down."
Miss Janis sort of disarms one with
her preliminary work in stating they tractions which opened out of town
haven't a great show, that they but failed to arrive on Broadway.
MARRIAGES
Lillian Lorraine, who, by the way, has fully recovered her accident,
haven't a lot of scenery nor a lot of His most recent try was "The CamEverett Butterfield to Leah May stars, and
brought a petit partridge which she herself shot.
I had juat eaten
leaves you with the feel- eo Girl."
Several seasons ago a
lunch so sent the dainty morsel to the ice box to be kept there until my Ilerz, widow of Ralph Herz, Nov. 6.
ing you were
so if you show written by Sylvlo Hein and
Leon A. Friedman to Mizilla Adel- got what youforewarned,
supper tray came in. That's the last I ever saw of it, so I wasn't quite
expected
Elsio
and
known
as "Tho Red Clock," also
son at the Hotel Astor, Nov. 6. The her gang cannot
as shocked as I might have been when I read about these nurses in groom
be blamed.
is a brother of Ted Lewis,
To be candid, though, the show as "Tho Golden Goose," stranded up-1
Chicago having received poisoned enndy from someone signing himself now appearing in the "Greenwich
state. He afterwards tried produc
it now stands will have considera former patient
Village Follies." He is no relation able difficulty
competing with other ing abroad.
to the press agent of the same name
musical comedies if merit alone is
"Vanity Pair's" cover for November displays 12 pictures which my (formerly with the "Follies," and considered, there 'leing barely an
now agentlng White's "Scandals"), extraordinary feature in
Recent changes In "Tangerine" at
friend, Rita Colycr, says, "expresses twelve emotions."
Well, if fchief although
it with the
reported to be a newspa- exception
of Miss Janis herself, the Casino, have Jack Gleason intb
Magistrate McAdoo objects to Mr. Woods' "Demi-Virgin," ho probably per man.
there
the
being
cast, with Harry Puck out
but
ono
number
that
wont let Mr. Nast's magazine cover express 12 emotions. Maybe he
Gladys
Dickey
Stone
(Keith aroused any undue
enthusiasm, and Gleason was originally in tho show
will insist that they be sent by freight.
Cold storage freight. It's art! office) to Richard Keane, actor, in that the eight
boys
singing
"The
when it first opened out of town.
High art! It's graceful and beautiful. Even a plcbe like myself can Portland. Me., Oct. 29.
Bonus Blues," and there possibly Ted and
Alice Terry to Rex Ingram, both was
Kathryn Andrews, a dance
appreciate it. But if some manager expresses any one of those emotions
a reason for that. The PresiIn
pictures,
at
Pasadena,
Cal., dent was in
the box, the song makes team have replaced Georges Andr*
on a lithograph the censors xvil! call it anything but art. Lo, the poor Nov.
6.
a big appeal for the ex-service man and Mavis Manette.
theatre!
and his bonus. Maybe that audience wanted to let Mr. Harding
Yes, Bert Howard. It was I who worked with you in Lincoln main
Mae Marsh is not entering vaudeknow how they felt about It.
years ago, where your partner's dog lost my pink slipper and 1 had to
Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland Bronncr,
The show is now laid out with ten ville as recently reported. She will
M
Nov. 4, son. Until a few weeks ago scenes to the first act, eight to the remain with "Brittle" which will
go on" in heavy, brown walking shoes with a pink satin dress.
Mrs. Bonner appeared in her hus- second. None is elaborately mount- again be sent out by Richard Hernspecialty ed and none of them stand out for don.
The 'Evening Sun" carries a headline reading, "Uses Axe on Girl Wh«» band's dancing production 1921."
The show was called In for
in "The Passing Sho\ of
any particular cleverness. This is rewriting, Anne Caldwell being asRefused Him.** My, aren't the men getting rough? We girls don't know
Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. Everdean, also true of tho musical numbers,
signed the task. Robert Dempster 1*
what to do to please them. But if he does that to her for refusing him, a the Gill hospital. Steubenville, those getting the
biggest returns
tho author of "Brittle."
what would he have done to her had she married him?
Ohio, Nov. fl, son.
The mother Is being some old timers. There is
professionally
Adelaido
Boothby little plot about King Discontent
(Boothby
Everdean).
and
who
finds
of
goes
about spreading his mala little bit
Burns Mantle, that apostle of optimism, who always
Marc K law denies having acceptTo Mr and Mrs. Harold Worden, ady, for that's what discontent
f;ood in every bad little show, says ho thought they had wrapped me up
at their home, 1306 Perry avenue. really Is. He does it by insinuation ed a comedy by Samuel Shipman
In cotton and ahot me West, where convalescing is one of the ehlef In- Grand
The piece
Mich.,
Rapids,
Oct.
19. and
point blank accusation and called "Fools Errant"
dustries. They have me wrapped in cotton, alright, but haven't shot me daughter.
Mr. Worden Is with gathers some laughs. But in the! was reported on Klaw's production
1 second act
"Pot rount"
K«a4 f*U That's a&ettt Utt only thing they haven't done,
even discontent gets lost.
mm*
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One
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"Anna Christie" is another
play from the pen of Eugene O'Neill
—another play produced by Arthur
Hopkins, with Pauline Lord featured, stage settings by Robert Edinond Jones. The combination, in

a

is

most respects,

felicitous one,

mainly from the standpoint of stage
Its commercial success
artistry.

depend upon whether the public
prepared to accept a heroine who
a graduate from a brothcL Occasionally it does, but not generally
mostly In plays by foreign playwrights. With a native author tho
gamble becomes an extra hazxard.
Eugene O'Neill always takes for
his play subjects the sordid, bitter
things of life. In this instance he
regales us with a Swedish girl with
a "one way brain," brought up on a
drab farm in the West by relatives,
educed by one of the men of the
family, grows tired of the slavery
and winds up in a brothel. The
house is raided, she is sentenced to
jail, becomes ill. and, on being rewill
Is
ja

,

_

i

A PERFECT FOOL

as a play. Miss Freeman and Mr.
Fish are named as the authors of
the stage version. What they have
done Is to take the book practically
chapter by chapter without any regard to dramatic values, not that
there was any too great a suggestion of the dramatic, as suited for
the spoken drama present in the
book.
The res bit is a rather fantastical
but decidedly elaborate production
that is colorful. A series of characters wander through the seven
scenes of the four acts and do not
advance the play to any great degree at any time.
"A bad woman kills herself, but
first
she kills her parents, her
friends and her lover." That is one
of the lines in the play that crops
up several times. By the same
token it might be said that "a bad
plays kills a gorgeous production, a
clever actress and a fairly good supporting company."
The bad woman heroine "of this
particular story is a Spanish street
walker who falls in love and through
that love develops an ambition to
climb in the world. She manages to
reach the heights via the operatic

uneducated Swedish woman would
probably conduct herself just that
way under the circumstances. But
one cannot help remembering she
the same bag of tricks when
she appeared as leading lady with
Ben Ami last season.
George Marlon scored the artistic
success of the evening with a splendid characterization of the father
an almost perfect Swedish dialect.

utilized

He

is first seen as a happy-go-lucky
esmwn, human and kindly even to

the drink-soaked mistress of his
domicile, then confronted with the
problem of figuring cut how t« care
for his daughter, growing heavier in

physique as the problem becomes
more weighty all the time obsessed
with the one belief that It is the
*devll sea" that is responsible for

—

his troubles.

stage, buoyed by the false hope that
as the Irish the man she loves will be waiting
an uneven per- there to receive her. But when she
formance, alternately excellent and
finally achieves her greatest- triumph
nedlocre. It is a well written part,
he has wedded
but not played "wlnnlngly," with she discovers that
world of roses
the requisite light comedy touches another, and her

Shannon,

stoker, contributed

interspersing the tragic passages. turns to ashes.
There was sufficient in the theme
In the last act he gave the impression he was reciting rather than had it been properly handled to have
made a play worth while frm a comvisualizing overpowering sorrow.
Eugenie Blair, only In tho first mercial sense, but at present all that
set, played legitimately and with can be said for it is that it may be
rare dramatic art, the role of a be- hailed as an artistic triumph.
As far as Miss Freeman is consotted concubine of seamen.
It is
s difficult role that a lesser artist cerned it is exactly that. She undertook a role that was most diffimight readily over? 't.
of the entire
The other roles are minor ones, cult, carried the burden
emerged victorious
but all of them played acceptably. play and finally
to pull an exhad
she
though
even
A fog Rrene created* by Hobert Kd- tremely nervous compajiy along
mond Jones Is a fine bit of stage

with her.

Jolo.

Moroni Olsen, who essayed the
role of the lend opposite Miss Freeman, left much to be desired. He
was neither the cold Kuglish nor the
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INTIMATE STRANGERS

proval by taving the stoker return
4n tho last act and forgive the girl
her past through a realization that
she is redeemed by the purity of
her love for him. It is one of those
plays that reads a lot better than it
plays, which, generally speaking, is
no reflection oh the acting, stage
direction or production.
Pauline Lord* with her monotonous intoning, stock mannerisms,
such as plucking at her sleeves,
folding her arms, etc., is eminently
fitted for the role of the unmoral
A slow-witted,
"easiest way** girl.

illusion.

Dennis

THE GREAT WAY

where no harm can come to her, and
right out of the sea comes the very
Her
thing he dreads*— a seaman.
father has come to a realization that
marriage with a follower of the sea
He had
is no course for his child.
neglected -her mother, and all other
seamen he had known had done the
same. The stoker wants to marry
the girl, but she tells him her past
in the presence of her father, and
the only solace they know is to go
forth and get drunk.
A)l of which is a fine depiction
of a certain phase of the sordid side
of life, with a bid for popular ap-

Frank

J.

—

leased, como to New York to join
ber father, whom she had not seen
He is a dull-wittod
since Infancy.
seaman in charge of a coal barge,
with a besotted
resides
he
where
concubine. A wreck at sea brings to
stoker,
who fairs in
coal
barge
a
the
love with her and she with him. The
father hud taken the girl to sea

all

railroad station with a strange man stretching this oat with tho rest.
on the bench beside her.
For a couple it could havo been
She has a million flirts and co- made real laughable, but Wynn
quetries, whims, moods and pos- seemed to exhaust the wagon full.
tures. But never is she called upon
The novelty scene was an enJ- WSSda to be wiclced, for she is playing the larged Corona typewriter, taking
up
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Paul Hanroy role of a girl who is making beStreet Settlement, at
Slumber
WllUasa Frlosd lieve she is very old, kept presentstreet, la a creditable pleoe
Howard Hickman able by a miraculous knack for cos•••••»••••••••••••••••••• midto Cvrtoy metics,
Mr. OraAville-Barker's
and her behavior Is and
of work.
• •••••••• ••••••••••«• » . • •Pall Bishop
play la too well known to need e
must be severely circumspect. She
ment, and Its last not, with Its
Rod Klfby. miumi mumi «I<oota Hendricks wears ankle-lengths entirely.
For
Dostot Rod
Frank Finals* her last scene she dons colonials.
tended discussion la the Shaw
ner. Is as tiresome as ever, as tiroAnd she outlooks the giddy flappers
Richard O. Herndon brought this who wear so much less these days,
some as the rest Is interesting and
at times brilliant with Its discussion fares comedy by Howard Hickman and who havo so much less, no matof sea and the clothing business. to the Bijou Nor. 7, with Bessie ter how much less they wear.
What remains Is the manner of Barriscale starred, but It is not for
Always a wonder of feminine
work being offered beyond the Broadway, not this year of the Lord charm, Miss Burke has the graces
in the present state of the public of the skilled actress anl the deft
Broadway dead line.
purse. Perhaps Mr. Herndon figures artist as well as the endowments of
Warren Dahler's settings and the on
the road tour, with packed houses facial beauty and fluent hands.
dress designing of Aline Bernstein whooping
things up, crowding in
The cast was all that Erlanger,
all help, while so far as acting Is
drawn by Miss Barrlscale's picture Dillingham and Ziegfeld, combining
concerned. Mr. Whitford Kane has fame. If
so, he will not have to lug in this presentation, could have
asput on a cast better than Broad- only a couple
of pretty sets but a
way's average. His own delightful rather large cast around the coun- sembled. Not a false note came from
Irish
accent somewhat detracts try. The cast was competent, but any throat. The list of. players at
from bis attempt to portray a Mr. Hickman padded what there the head of this review is a roll of
middle-class Englishman, but that was of his main idea with pretty honor for perfect performances.
If "Only 38" survives, if "Claris a detail.
Certainly Montague broad hokum, and some of it slowed
Rutherford gave a distinguished things up and came after the action ence" was a sensation, if "A Bill of
Divorcement" is a furore, then "Inimpersonation of the hard-hearted itself was obviously halted.
timate Strangers" should have monbut attractive Madras, while WarIt all has to do with a girl who
burton Gamble as Philip still swam quarrels with her beau and then uments erected to it.
Even New York, which has the
bravely on (rhetorically) in the hist masquerades as a boy and goes to
act.
An extremely effective bit is his ranch for a visit. The second strangest and least accountable
that offered by Albert Carroll as act is clean fun, with a rip-roaring tastes In stage entertainment, which
Mr. Wlndlesham. and Evelyn Carter party fixed up at the revamped glorifies horrors and crowns halfamused in an actor-proof part. The saloon (hat flourished in the days wits, can scarcely be so Insular as
six—or is it seven? daughters were before prohibition. They stage some to withhold obeisance from Miss
amusing in the ensemble, and Er- fake shooting, and then a real bandit Burke and appreciation from Mr.
nita Lascclles and Margaret Linden comes in. Mr. Hickman didn't plant Tarklngton in this simple, lovely,
brought a contrasting beauty to the this climax deep enough, and Oscar amusing und ielightful exposition
of a tlekllngly pleasant comedy by
cast. As Miss Chancellor, Kathcrlne Eagle, who directed, brought it about
llrook probably did as effective very carelessly. The roughneck was an adorable star and a sterling company, all prosented ami projected as
character work as any.
upon us and off before we realized, it should be; and all clean, sophisOn the whole, a presentation of a and so went for nothing. Every- ticated, chaste and bright, a comnear-classic that revives the hope thing ends happily in tho last act. pliment to the theatre and to its
New York may have a repertolro as expected.
.Mtipi»ortcr8.
IxUt.
Miss Barriscale has lost nothing
theatre worth supporting.
Lccd.
of her charm or art by her stay in
pictures, and Paul Harvey, new to
us as a leading man, lived up to his
Julian Mitchell is tho stur of Kd
coast stock reputation. Louis HenPrologue
FUginuld rule dricks made a bit effective, and Ruth Wynn's new rhow. "A Perfect Fool,"
Tt^itrire Woo;l
Lulu
opening
Nov. 7 at the Cohan. Mr.
Hammond was her usual pleasant Mitchell isn't
Jaime
If. Kills Reed
,
Only his
on the stage.
Minor
Ihab*l
Martha Me£3lng;r self as a bubbling ingenue.
is
ther« In tho numbers, and
work
Auntie
Charlotte Cmmi'l.; roles were assumed adequately, but
J one I.uim
Trtoroni u B'n
the number* are the single item of
handed
hokum
unsophisticated
the
l*ulce (afterward Mnic do i'Etoile)
the evening that do not tire.
H?len Freeman these players must have made it
Kd Wynn was there, of courwe. It's
"V"
Eva Ite.ntnn hard for them to face Broadway,
You eould tell it without
L* Vajeru
Ysobel Del Rey though the author himself did well his show.
Manager
Kraft Walton enough with one of these lesser roles. reading the program, that says he's
ImprotMrio
Max Ho.«l
star;
that
he wrote the book,
the
Maectro
Juan <!e la Cnis
There's nothing
lyrics and music.
A Oltnna
Marian Marcua Clarke
Jane
in either for him to brag about exDuval D.ilsell
Don Quixote
J. C. Hyde
cepting a bit of dialog now and then
Charles Abb© that carries a shaft of laughter. All
Button Maiiter
Alii C» a^iim
Horace Fish in dedicating' his AlAtfll ••••••••••»••••••••••••••BUlio
Burke the other laughter comes from the
Isabel
book sot forth that it was "To Helen Florence
France* Howard Wynn idea of humor that should
Glenn Hunter gain its end from the transients that
White
Johnnie
Freeman, who reminded one of Henry
Frank J. Kirk may be in New York if they live far
Kliaabeth 1'attcrson
beauty." Perhaps it was that dedi- Aunt Ellen
Clare Wcldon enough back in the country when
lfattle
cation that grot the novel produced
home. Not the least of the comedy

O. O. Taylor
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Just as though she hadn't been

— the

a

week

charming

Billie

away

same

Burke.

chic,

And

she

can't hide herself under a role in

which she plays "past

28."

If

she

played past 68, the probably couldn't
—Blllle is still Billie, and not even
Booth Tarklngton can change her to
William.
"Intimate Strangers'* Is as typically Tarklngton as was "SevenThe fead,
teen" or "Clarence."
played by Lunt. who created Clarence, is almost Clarence himself;
only, instead of being a near-hero
of the war, he is a near-hero of a
romantic meeting at a wayside railroad station whence all traffic has
been cut off by the weather.
Thereafter the action is noticeably similar the young niece worships and makes love to him like s>
hardened vampire, and the older
be uty la shy and elusive. Between
the ingenue and the juvenile, the
ingenue and the middle-aged lead,
the Juvenile and the past -28 star,
there are many episodes tasting like
"«evrjnt'»en " Wlso like "Only 38," in
which Mary Ryan is appearing, and
which is a staart bit similar in action; between the girl and an aunt
are scenes that might be the Americanized translation of parallel ones

—

]

—

"A Bill of Divorcement" and yet.
probably, none of the authors or
these three successes has seen any
of the other's plays; but Tarklngton
is the same Tarklngton the earlier
Tarklngtons were.
No pointing out of similarities
should be regarded as deprecating
"Intimate Strangers." It Is a wholesome, witty, superficially philosophical yet cannily psychologies 1 progress of healthy American narrative
developed In comedy of purest

Is

from the

Wynn

grotesque schemo

of costuming, frequently changed,
that seems always to blend with his
physical proportions and facial expressions.

Wynn

is all over the
all of the time.

,

The one score on merit aside from
tho star'M went to True Rice, who
did a little of much and got away
with it each time, particularly his
acrobatic work, though for an acro-

bat and in a production as a holder
of a speaking role Mr. Rice held up
remarkably. He, with Flo Newton,
had several "one" scenes with

Wynn.
One of the other

in an artist's studio scene, to smear
soft soap or lather over Wynn's
face.
Ardath mades his rep in

vaudeville, smearing.

That and other
hoke were not as sure Are at the

Cohan as

In vaudeville.
It looked
as though Ardath holds a \7ynn
contract he is hanging onto. The
presumption Is he started with a
pall full of lather and saw It re-

duced

to u dipper's full.
also from vaudedid well la spots. Their specialty was broken Into three places
that separated it too widely. Another success went to a female
quartet that sang the old pieces, and

The Meyakos,

ville,

registered,

but whether through
for entertainment will
probably never be known. Wynn
lnnuenoed against the women on
their ages, though one looks young,
and he must have done it with connt
ne «lbes «°t laughs, but
!u
J ,T
they didn't
fit in overly well.
John
Dale was the dancer. Ouy Robertson
the Juvenile and Janet Velle the
prima donna, with some other
names listed, probably of chorus
gli-Ia that sounded as familiar.
In dressing and production tho

sympathy or

*

.

stage became noticeable at times,
but there was no steady run of attractiveness, and the cheating there
was nearly as plain as in the casting. Of the songs one sounded
well
because the others didn't sound at
all.
The show held speed, with no
encores allowed.
B. C. Whitney Is directing Wynn.
for an opinion. It seems Impossible
J?r ""A Perfect Fool,- hooked un as
it Is. to do business at
the sea..*
against the regular competition in
other Broadway theatres. For "A
Perfect Fool" is a small-time show
in a big-time house.
8imc.

THE MAD DOG

scale to

compete with others.

Also If "A Perfect Fool" gets over
the perfect fools will be the Harrises, the Dlllinghams and all musical comedy makers who not alone
give a real production to a Broadway stage, but pay talent to entertain.
They will see this show and
the gross of the salary list ought to
paralyse them. There Isn't a salary
among the principals other than
Wynn's own. possibly excepting a
couple of specialty turns, and one
of these is used for principals. It's
Just Wynn all the time other than

had forcibly ravished her. This is
the premis.) of "The Mad Dog," u
melodrama In three acts, written bv
George Scarborough, starting Conway Tearle, featuring Helen Menken, produced by the Messrs. Hhubert at the Comedy election night.
Of course, there were "extenuating
circumstances," remorse, and eventual redemption, but tho situation,
nevertheless,
remains
unaltered.
The "extenuating circumstances'
•£0 .that a rlvll engineer Unrts Ms
nance in tho arms of "his l>e«t
friend" two days before tho marriage, kills her, and is sentenced to
llfo imprisonment.
In Jail lie is
known as "the mad dog," because of
his ferocity. The play opens with
his escape, after seven years, the gin
has bathed his wound and this Is the
first time after the "seven loan nn«l
hungry years" he had been close to
a woman or tasted wine. *
The murderer- ravlsher escapes to
Mexico, safe from pursuit, hut returns through an inner urge, risks
the girl to shoot him, she refuses.
he threatens her with a repetition
of the outrage, and she pulN t hetrigger.
She leaves him weltering
In his blood throughout the eni.in;
day, refusing to permit an Indhiti
servant to relieve his delirium with
a drop of water, her heart full oi
hate and loathing. In his disordered
Incoherence he re-enacts his trial
for murder, the death of his moth.
at the shock of his conviction, and
the girl relents. It should be stated
she is a devout Catholic, reared l»v
a kindly padre in a mission in
southern Arizona.
Mr. Tearle he of the trouhl.-d
eyebrows is woefully miscast for
the role of the murderer.
Helen Menken, who gave Midi
great promise in "The Triumph «if
X," gives a carefully studied, hut
rather stilted, fsTfor-msnco of the
virginal, religious girl who is the
victim tif the escaped convict. She
is not overly graceful, and resort.-;
to the mechanics of acting by bending in the center to indicate extreme
emotion. She is gifted with a certain sincerity, but hers is sn art
that requires development before at tainlng fruition. The remaining live
players held minor roles.
In tho last act the star Is culled
upon to say that "The Mad Dog i*

ready expressed in paragraph I. that th'nkiinr "Why a Music Mox?"
For Wynn's own specialty (rest
Miss Uiirkf in the dainty, c-uteot*
girl
golden -red-haired
nosed.
incidental) he dragged on a toy
She isn't wagon and from It drew various
"Jerry" and before, thai.
naughty at all in this, though she comedy safety devices for noiseless dead"
n :*• it In a desolated Mtiip, waterless rubbers and no" on, mark.
does sleep j
1

1

1

vaudevlllians,

Fred Ardath, could hardly be detected, appearing but a single time,

stage and

der as an entertainer and may Justify himself for the kind of a show
he has put on Broadway at that

(

I.

here.

The show
appears to be short on playing ma- Padr. Krancolon
Fomst RobllScu
terial.
It rang up at 8.50 and down
Hslos Menkwii
a.I
CbwU* Kr.u,
was long SiWS"';
Still that
around 11.
ol, '* y
Coow»y T**rh*
5? * ijliaun
enough to get an overdose of Wynn. Kherlft
William Uftr court
Ed Wynn for 20 minutes as a moBut if Kd
nologist can be funny.
"I don't know whether It Is God.
Wynn as a two-hour monologist at or nature, or my own weak self.
$3.30 is funny enough to draw peo- What is, is," says a young girl in
ple Into the Cohan, then he's a won- flnsl surrender to a murderer who
nearly

when Mr. Mitchell's lively and likable numbers make an auditor forget the star. Even some of the 24lnch looking chorus girls have
been
made into dancers by
Mitchell, who has done exceptionally here, perhaps not because It
Just happened, but there had to be
something there besides Wynn.
"A Perfect Fool" bespeaks Wynn's
perfect confidence in hlms^f as an
all-night
comedian.
He clowns,
mostly in "one"; does everything he
American vein.
Tarklngton is perhaps the fore- does too much, and starts bis first
most interpreter of Uncle Sam's cit- and best laugh In the first 10 minizens.
He doesn't select a great utes. It Is, with the plan of speakmany or a great variety of them to ing of the plot, taken from the turn
That
interpret l»y way of the stage, but he did on the Century roof.
those he pictures one sees, one rec- plan in general Is thereafter someThere are
ognizes, and on*» understands. Tark- what closely followed.
with Wynn in
interludes
iiiKlon always has a theme, if not a other
Just what his theme is in "In- them, such as when he did a part In
plot.
ArrohUs"
Worst
World's
"The
be
Imtimate Strangers" cannot
probably It (without" mentioning Jean liedini).
extracted;
pulsively
l»e
hurlesque
mind
when
did
the
or
degree
with
a
might be epitomized
reading, now the standard sure-fire
of fairness as:
vaudeville
acts.
100
or
more
Hut
of
and
more
charm
mor«>
"There is
woman in a left-over from the gen- they don't do it just like Wynn.
eration recently departed than in a Wynn a ml True Rice, have lengthy
comer of the ^eui-ratioii now shift- word cueing that gives Wynn a
h nice to send across a correct aning into high."
Mr Itice addressed
T;irkington wouldn't make It as swer often.
His notion of flip Wynn as Rajah. Wynn picked Sam
slungv mm that.
lingo iy M iM "jV'-^b" aod "roily." lit* IIhiiih in the audience but In the
wrong location while mind reading,
lives in Indianapolis.
the principal concern, even lie 'old Mr. Harris he would like to
I »u
outsiiiniug a Turkiiiglon pi ••ini« rc. see a statement of one of his shows.
i.a Millie Ituik*- premier^ mo leave Tie* chances are thst Harris, who
us hastoii to ;idd to the verdict, al- heard it from his orchestra seat, was

In

the greater part of the stage, with
the legs of the chorus girls when
first showing becoming the stems of
the keys. It was expected the girls
would dance on the keys, but nothing beyond the leg exposure occurred, though there was a song

»

—

—

an ominously significant reJolo.

NEW ACTS THIS WEEK
FRANK MclNTYRE

and Co.

QRIFF

(4)

"Wedneeday at tha Ritz" (Comedy) Bubblaa and Juggling
Full

8Uga

12 Mine. j Full Stage

(8pecial Sat)

Palaca
It does just appear that Gordon
Bostock haa been biding as an author and producer, if this comedy
playlet that brings Frank Mclntyre
Into vaudeville is wholly his own, as
the program says. And no less the
staging, which Bostock also did. At

•ther times Mr. Bostock is a vaudeville agent, with hla brother.
Mr. Mclntyre la the comedian of
weight who was "The Traveling

Salesman" among hla best sellers
the legit. It may be no light job

in
to

a man of Mclntyre's girth with
a debutting playlet for the heavy
time and money, but Gordon has
fit

and well.
"Wednesday at the Ritz" has zest
And snap. It has comedy and acRuns quickly and smoothly.
tion.
Good dialog and people. Situations
and laughs. None but a vaudevilllan
done

It,

much

so

soon.

aould compile

so

Though

a world-beater as a

It Isn't

laugh getter, It's a bear for nice,
and
a
enjoyable entertainment
whale for a legit to land on his first
entrance into a strange land.
Mr. Mclntyre la Antonio Jones, a
aheerful Inebriate who Is awakened
the morning after a wedding celebration by a friend, in what Jones
believes is his suite in the Grand
It's a prettty good little
Hotel.
practical hotel suite for twice daily
working. There is the parlor, a bedroom right and a bath left. The
washatand of the bathroom may be
clearly seen and the business end of
the bathtub protrudes into the audience's range of vision. In the bedroom la a bed and on the bed is a

woman,
Percy

asleep.

Hammond

(the character's
Bostock bid for

(Ronald Daly)
like a

name sounds
a

Hammond

notice)

tells 'Jones he was freely stewed the
night before and asked every woman there to marry him. So drunk.
In fact, they tied a tag to his coat
label and sent him home via taxi.
Jones says it's all right as long as he's
there and peeks around. He lamps
the lady of the bed. Swiftly closing
tha doors, ha Informs Hammond,
who says he must have met the -girl
after leaving the wedding and mar-

ried her. Jones grabs another took,
aaya he's satisfied, accepts the marriage for granted and tells Hammond to take the air.Jonas walks into the bathroom to
wash up. Previously the bedroom

lady had been awakened by a phone
call, so the audience knew there was
a husband around. While Jonesey

washing his face after letting the
water Into the bathtub, enters the
suite Alphonse Martin (Lyle Harvey), a French-Italian looking excitable.
Jones Is humming. Martin looks at the bedroom and at the
bathroom. Then he knocks on the
bathroom door. Jones says: "All
riKht, lovey. I'll be out in a minute."

Is

When

Jonesey goes out there Is
Martin with a gun. Jones starts to
explain, but tha facts are against
him, for Martin says he's the boss
of that ranch with a Hen on the
lad v.

Jones grabs the gun. They strugJones with his bulk easily
pushes the small excitable intc the
bathroom and then into the bathrub. The lady awakes, comes out of
her room ac Martin, dripping wet,
leaves the bathroom. Explanations.
Martin lives upstairs. Up he goes.
Mrs. John Jones (Joan Storm,
gle.

who is featured in the billing) looks
as good standing up to the
strange colncldentally named Jones
They talk
a*, she did* lying down.
over.
She suggests he go
It
home. It's the Hotel Grant, not
the Grand Hotel, and it's all an explainable error. Yes, she has a husband that she's not wild about, as
Just

he

It

and smokes five-cent
She can tell him by the

sells

cigars.
smell.
Is

commencing

to

look

as

though he had fallen in soft and
Jonesey grasps the situation. He
doesn't go after the date very hard,
but suggests it. She is almost falling when John Jones (John Daly),
the husband, unseen to either, enJonesey had Just
ters the parlor.
Informed Mrs. Jones what 'a misfortune it was he hadn't seen her
Jonesey kept on talking while
first.
the husband smoked and listened
and the wife smelled another of
Without evidencing
those stogies.
her discovery she suddenly turned
upon Jonesey, ordered him out, and
then took a look at her cheap
smoker.
Exclaiming, "John, you
here," Jonesey looked around and
saw another big war coming on.
shoot
wouldn't
said
he
John
Jonesey, that would be too swift.
He would just beat him up for a
while and then decide on future
John looked as though he
action.
could do it, for Jon* soy didn't have
awer 20 pounds over him.
John started a struggle and

Winter Garden

Friday,

MABEL WITHEE

•"DANCE VOYAGE*

"Sally and Irene and

Dance Novelty

and CO. (6)
Mary"
Sang and Dance Revue
27 Mine.; One, Two and Three (Spe-

reappearing In New York cial)
after a number of years with *a Shubert-Creeoent
somewhat different routine of comThis song and dance act aura is
edy chatter uttered throughout hla the cat's meow
for class. Class all
manipulation of soap bubblea and
at
the operation of a doll baby some- over It and musical comedy class
what on the lines of a ventriloquist, that. Miss Wlthee la better known
through making the lay figure do In musical comedy than vaudeville.
some of the plate juggling through Her supporting company also bethe manipulating of it by thrusting
speak of legit rearing and as for
his thumb and first finger through
the Juvenile, If some legit manager
its arms.
At the conclusion of his turn Griff doesn't grab him for a Broadway
announced he would give his serv- show they don't know their busiGriff. Is

26. Mine.;
Hangings)
Fifth Ave.

Full

11,

1921

PAUL MORTON and FLO LEWIS
"•roadway Butterfly"

<f)

Stage
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(Special

Musical Farce
22 Mine. | Ono

and

Full

(?-?:;' a |

•at)

The stage la bare except for tha
tableaux cyclorama of velvet that
hldea a platform at the rear, used
for entrances.
lamp and chair
stage left is for the use of a young
naval officer who haa traveled to
many ports and had been smitten
by the dancers of the foreign lands.
He has to wait for hla sweetheart

A

Alhambra
This act

Harry

by Edgar Allan Woolf,
and Ballard MacDon-

la

Carroll

haa bean rewritten slightly
as to book, with tha Carroll -Mac -

aid.

It

Donald contributions a couple of
double songs, from ona of which tha

new

A

title

was

year ago

gleaned.
it

played ona weak in

whom he la to escort to an affair vaudeville at tha Colonial when
and day dreams In the Interim. Nellie King, assisted by two men,
This allows for the Introduction and did it With tha present pair at tha
ensemblo and specialty dances by helm It graduates from a flop into
the eight girl members of the turn. ono of the best comedy skits of the
Also the sailor man bursts Into season.
Opening in "one" before a special
song, in the intent not being logical
drop representing the Interior of an
at times.
After a member of Petrograd, four apartment house. Miss Lewis enters
damsels in neatly designed Russian in evening clothes. She bewails tha
costumes prance a modified native non-appearance of her brother who
number.
lithe lass posed on the la to help her "frame" for a divorce
platform, then took tha stage alone by allowing himself to be discovered

ices gratis for all children's hospi- ness.
Personality, ability, sincere
tals and asylums a tender that laboring and everything that goes to
should be an excellent publicity make anybody a success, that'a the
stunt in the smaller town.
Jolo.
leading man.
The act opens In half -stage before
TOM and DOLLY
a tenement exterior with a practiComady Talk and Songs
cal fire-escape.
Jimmle Dugan la
16 Mine.; Full Stage (Special Set)
A
there with his three neighborhood
68th St.
gals, Irene O'Dare,/ Sally and Mary.
The action transpires before a Jimmle sneaks down via the fire- and she danced splendidly.
No in her apartment by her husband
who has never met him.
special drop of a suburban house escape
to tete-a-tete with the trio names were used, but the work of
exterior with practical door and cel- who have
Paul Morton enters "soused" and
Invited him via a "Jim- this girl is worthy of featuring.
lar doors.
mle, We Are In Love With You" She appeared once again later as an Is appealed to. He exits to pay his
Dolly Ward, after some comedy song.
taxi
while Miss Lewis sings "Can
Then Jlmmle's mother Is Indian, performing ao skillfully that
remarks about her housekeeping heard aloft and the girls
scamper it was first thought to be a man in You Beat 'Em," which he interrupts
and cooking accomplishments, lo- away.
by
returning.
Morton Is finally preThe scene fades-out by action.* The Indian dance was givcates her husband In the cellar. She means of a black
vailed upon to accompany her to
practical lrls-in en with a show of natural athletic
has considerable difficulty getting and iris-out drop in "one."
her apartment* subbing for brother.
prowess
and
and
the
grace
good
It makes
him to leave his retreat. He ap- for a pretty effect, its prime de- looks of the ,glrl brought her out'
The act goes to full stage showing a divided set, two bedrooms, ona
pears, a red nosed "hick" and the
ficiency being it obstructs the view aa the class of the turn.
of
which Morton enters. He dons
conversation develops he haa been from the aide and
"I Hear You Calling Me" was
box seats. If It
making sherry. The passages at could be moved as far back as the sung by the man as a prelude to a a pair of oversize pajamas. Miss
arms between he and his wife over tormentera that would be Ideal. Dur- Spanish number. Neither was im- Lewis assisted by a colored maid
changes to lingerie behind a screen.
his frequent trips below are good
ing the course of this first scene, the portant, though a higl* falsetto used
for laughs.
after
aome
cross -Are
hurdy-gurdy man gives each of the at the close of the song drew at- Morton,
The comedy wow comes when he quartet a slip of paper with their tention.
There was a two-girl through the transom gets a howl
with
a
reference
"visitors" acsneaks down once more while she is fortunes on It What
to
was prophe- French number and then a some- companying
the
remark
busy In the house. A terrific ex- sied is later enacted.
with
what extended Oriental dance.
scratching of the arms. A double
plosion sounds. When Ward reapScene two, shows Jimmie just at- Mention was made by the man of number "Let's Get Married" from
pears staggering with a head covtained his majority, now a boss Hindoo music, but .his preluding Harry Carroll's
Review Is worked
ered with prop foam the house
plumber and the proud owner of a song was "Somewhere in Old Ara- in a verse sung by each in their
rocked with laughter.
bia." Incense burned for the OrienFor the finish they make up and new "llzsle." who complains he tal number smelled more like a dis- separate compartments.
Another double, "How
I Going
Ward suggests she lock the cellar doesn't care much for anything infectant than a perfume.
since Irene and Sally and Mary left
for good, adding as an afterthought
The finale had the officer singing to Feel Tomorrow." sung from the'
the neighborhood. His mother gives
beds
and
finished in "one" with a
she lock him In It. A piano which
him the evening newspaper and of home as the best liked place, the song and dance by the pair. Tha
the couple have bought on the inJimmle reads that the three are number being with a blonde girl husband materializes after a falsa
stalment plan is standing In the
playing on Broadway.
Then to who looked much better in a ball- alarm which consists of the man In
yard and is then utilized for a song
Scene HI, the stage entrance of the room frock than In the garb of the the next apartment demanding a
Dolly handles the Instrudouble.
Orient (she led that number). The
ment while both double a popular theatre Sally, Irene and Mary are eight girla were out In a row cork screw.
playing (of course, that'a quite imShots sound without, the confussong number with Ward carrying a
That meant
in rompers.
dressed,
possible If the realistic vein la to be
ion being good for howla when tha
patter obligato.
maintained
as
It Is for the rest) and nothing and let the turn down with colored maid dives Into Morton's
The two -act la a set up for tha Mary (Miss Wlthee)
It might have
confides to the no finish at all.
bed to be followed by Morton. Hla
small time. It was written by Harry
stage doorman (doubling from the worked better to have flnaled with final exit la head first out of the*
,
Breen. Ward's **hick \ls a "natural"
the Indian number, which is a spehurdy-gurdy
character)
ahe
is
lonewindow.
and Is a trifle too close to nature for
some for a certain boy back on the cialty, but which could be made Into
Tha turn finishes in "one" with
the two-a-day bills.
East Side rendering a "wonder why" a picture finish. The billing stated Morton still wearing the pajama
should
turn
the
On the others
number in a pensive mood that the Wright Dancers presented the pants, and entirely sober, meeting
prove a standard comedy act for It
One of them la the star of Mlsa Lewis for mutual explanations
fetches the query from the doorman, act
,
Con.
contains all the essentials.
&* outflt *nd "he win *• »b,e *° and a proposal
"What's the matter, Mary, bills
which leads up to a
along, provided
carry
it
and
ahe
comes
back, "No, Johns"
tuneful double song and clever
SEVEN BROWN GIRLS,
and
reads some of the epistles rangement is made with the run- da*nce bearing the Morton trade
Jaxx Band
penned by a few of her admirers ning time cut down.
mark.
10 Mint.; Full Stage (Special)
Jbee.
Including one about a seat in the
Morton and Miss Lewis look set
State.
exchange,
home
avenue,
on
Fifth
a
with this vehicle. It is Ideally suitA seven-girl band combination a Rolls-Royce including a post- GRACE EMMETT Company (4)
corviolin,
cello,
ed
to their personalities.
piano,
Morton
consisting of
script, "You understand about the Comedy Playlet
takes every advantage of the comnet, saxaphone, harp and drums.
26
Mins.j
Full
Sat)
Stage
(Special
little
white
band,
that's
out,
you
edy situations and lines allotted by
The program that they present conknow, my wife" all told In lyric Audubon
the author and makes his drunk a
sists of a couple of fast numbers at
Grace Emmett's latest is another real character.
the opening, and then each of the form. Quite clever. Jimmle comes
comedy skit, founded on virtually
girls, with the exception of the harp- on the scene and engages in converThe songs are an asset and tha
sation with the doorman who ac- the same lines as nearly all of her new finish in
ist, is given an opportunity to solo.
"one" a happy thought;
The manner in which the act is cuses the boy of being a crook, Jim- former vehicles. The present con- after tho weak curtain of the other
don't have to tains extracts from "Mrs. Murphy's script.
framed makes it a corking flash for mle answering.
the small-time houses, and If the steal, Tm a plumber.'* Finally the Third Husband" and "Mrs. Murphy
At the Alhambra the laughter was
Consequently those continuous
final number that they are present- doorman, bribed with a cigar is dis- Goes Fishing."
with the applause at the
ing was replaced with something patched to fetch Mary and much to familiar persons do not have to finish pulling Mr. Morton back for
that wan more flashy it would get his surprise Mary comes running await the outcome of the 1921 model a one line speech.
uuwn for another sor.? and dance for full knowledge.
the turn a bigger applause finish.
Fa*.:! Morton
appeared in
The principal still retains the vaudeville in formerly
number.
Fred.
Naomi
skits with
Scene IV la the girls' dressing name of Mrs. Murphy and Is at- Glass. Flo Lewis, after appearing
Jonesey went to it, aiming for the room in which Sally does her "Sil- tired in the familiar costume of with
Jay Gould in vaudeville and
bathroom again, with John going ver Llntag" hlt-of-the-show num- green with the comedy angles alone
in productions, mora latterly
Into the tub also. Then more ex- ber; Irene O'Dare her "Alice Blue shouldered by her.
The 1921 pre- did a single turn.
row.
planations, quiet, with John hang- Gown" and Mary winding up with sentation carries a supposed daughing about listening, for he still held the "Love Nest" In the Sally num- ter, the latter's affinity, and the only
LATENA
TROUPE (5)
a suspicion. Mrs. Jones said their ber,
that
ravishingly
beautiful male member in the cast and an Aorobatie Novelty
acquaintance must end right there. blonde patootie did a sweet Marl- additional feminine, introduced as a
Mine.; One
6
Jonesey pleaded for a lunch for all lynn Miller dance that was a feast fromer associate of the nobility from
Fifth Ave.
next week, but John said he had to for the optics. Jimmie here finally England, christened Lady Maude.
A family act, using fa titer and
be out of town in the early part. gathers courage to propose to Mary
Following several comedy scrimmother,
ono sturdy girl and twa
Jonesey tried his worst to enter the and he phones to his mother, opin- mages between mother and daughter,
boys, one of whom is made up as a
original date, mentioning any hotel ing T better call up the old lady, due to the latter's aristocratic attigirl.
would do for lunch, but the wife the place was dirty as hell when I tude, for which mother blames her
The juggling of bicycles opens
saw her hubby through the back left," and that wowed the family college teachings, the Infatuated
and a real strength feat is handled
of her head and shied away. John, customers. The fifth scene Is back lover and Lady Maude come in for
however, agreeing to himself it was to the slums for & happy reunion. A action. Plenty of laughs result from by the girl who supports a beam
weighted by her father and brother,
all a blunder, switched bis survey, feature act for anybody
who can a conversation between the boss of The main feat is an airplane effect,
whereupon Jonesey started to leave, afford to play 1L
the turn and the society guest, the
Abel.
a
and Mrs. Jones, catching him by
daughter frequently apologizing for the flying machine mounted upon
The machine
the arm as he was going, hissed
her mother's "bulls," but is penalized tower-like device.
breakwhirls
HERRI8
about,
and
trapeze
WILLIS
with
"Wednesday at the Ritz," which
each time for Intruding into the conOne
Comedy Acrobat io
may have been all right or wrong.
versation!
Mother and daughter away apparatus suspended.
proThe audience kept right with the 8 Mine.; Three (Speeial Drop)
leave to prepare tea. During their member of the family acts as
frameFifth
Ave.
peller,
a
being
strapped
upon
sketch until its finish. The bathabsence the visitors reveal their
Two men with a funny Idea for visit is for the purpose of black- work which revolves during the eftub business was good for howls,
while the double complication ao opening. A drop depicts the rear of mailing the mother out of some fect. It is a flash acrobatic offer! of
nicely worked out each time in the a flat building, the men strumming business stock that had taken a sud- for opening and closing big tJmi
short playlet surprised not a little, at mandolin and guitar and looking den boom, of which the owner was
on top of the continued tale from upwards at the windows for cop- ignorant of. Meantime mother sestart to ending. Miss Storm had a pers. A stage hand appears at one cludes herself behind a portable
ACTS
part she played just right; Mr. Har- window, asks them if they can do screen and. a/ter hearing all the talk,
Benny Davis and Con O^nrad.
vey gave his role a most laughable anything else and tosses out a orders the company to leave the
Johnny Hyman has written a new
tinge after becoming soaking wet, horseshoe for good luck.
house. It is an abrupt ending, with act for Jack Wilson, tho turn calling
That is a cue to air the instru- few onlookers able to interpret the for two people. There Is also a new
and the other two men were well
ments and they get down to acro- p-oper .in*;l<\
opening for Kitty Gordon, though
selected.
The "Ritz" piece is certain for Mr. batics. At first the stunts are made
Tn all it furnishes plenty of com- she mny not appear In Wilsons
Mclntyre. and for Mr. Bostock, who. to look amateur and the pair con- edy, pood for laughs before any specialty. Hyman has also suppH°d
a new act. for Mc Waters and Tyson,
tinue to gaze at the windows for audience.
if the bedroom thing hasn't gotten

—

WARD

,

Am

r

T

NEW

to much of a blackcye, could make
this a most laughable and elean
bedroom farce, still holding Mcln-

dough. Some very good acrobatic?
supplied the concluding minutes, the
A benefit for tho New Turk
somersaulting to a shoulder stand Foundling Hospital was staged
at
tyre in it.
being particularly effective.
The the Hippodrome Sunday night under
All the circuits will be glad to get act should have no trouble with the auspices of the Keith
offce. The
this one.
three a day bookings.
Mhnc.
lhtc.
|bir. contained the names
of L'5 acts.

"Nothing New Under the
Sun." and a now turn for Gale
Wcndol.
Klta Greene and Bernico Flair,
Miss Gre-n«
singing and dancing.
was formerly of Winchell emi*
Greene, and has been off th p * Mp
for a' year and a half.

called
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NEW ACTS THIS WEEK
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NICK ALTROCK
BABE RU+H and WELLINGTON Ball
Players
CROSS

and

AL 8CHACT WILTON LACKAYE

,

15 Mint.; Ona
Fifth Avanua

Comady

Talk. Songs,
and Ona
16 Mina.| Full Stage
Vernon, N. Y.
froctor'a,
• Babe Ruth in vaudeville hae the

ML

Two namei known to the baseball world, not so much for their

tha diamond
value aa ball
They are of tho
hits that will remain a mark to game
Washington American League, out*
shoot at for many a lay.
ftt.
at
on
much
but
better known at
home
are
as
oven
appears
Ruth
thought
the stage as though born thore And the Polo Grounds. Hugglns

tame remarkable poise that helped reccnt
total

compile a record of four-base aa

prowess

oa

present
humorists.

their

ji.,.-.i
.,.-*. ** clown
fori
He haa a good them diverting
enough
to M i A «-. #^„
matured smile that will win any, the world's series crowds last month
to
invited
of
especially
altogether
one
and
were
Is
they
and*
gathering
the few ball players who hold in- amuse the early arrivals.
Nick and Al may be good enterterest on entertaining merit
In his skit which Tommy Gray tainers out in the open, but that
by
Wellingassisted
doesn't
go for the stage. Try
authored, he is
they would, the fans just
ton Cross who aids muchly with his as
Appearing in
experienced feeding. Tho act opens would not laugh.
gray traveling uniforms of
la full stage with Cliff Dean at the the
well
started
they
club,
their
builds
up
Ruth's
enCross
piano.
trance through the medium, qf an enough With a parody on "All By
dialog
Altrock
imaginary pbono call which devel- Myself." Then amid
ops that Kuth is going in vaudeville. claimed to Havo as much right on
Another call and Ruth himsetff is the stage ars some actors had play-'
Ing baseball. 'They both alleged bewho
The big slugger in his Tank ing the only two ball tossers
didn't write for the newspapers and
full
bat
bag'
carting a
enters,
that led to a pun on Walte Hoyt.
of golf sticks and bats. Some crossSchact tried warbling in the spotlire with Kuth reading telegrams
Dixie ballad and actfrom friends and well wishers. One light, using a
like Kddlo Leonard.
from Judge Land la drew a big ing something
Altrock mimlccd the motions, but
laugh.
t
vocalize.
dldn
Dean and Cross do a comedy
a recitation,
essayed
Altrock
song. "Little by Little and Bit by
and Schact exiting to "call the reserves"
each singing a verse -and
Nlek's rhyme
"riot."
sneaking off whilo Ruth Is singing in case of a
This ancient bit was had to do with tho days when he
his verse.
Chances
with
hurler
star
was
a
Blade funny by Ruth's intelligent
White Stockings team In
nkndling when he discovered hhn- Chicago
won
hltless
1906, a nine called "the
-

"Greater Leve"
22 Mine.; Three (Speeiaf)
Riverside
Wilton Lackaye is presenting an
oddity in a pantomimic playlet, asted by a screen, spaced in the
back portion of the set, upon which
Is thrown in dc ail any article Mr.
Lackayo picks up on the stage
which 'Mi? the progressive story. In.

cidental music necessitates

*a

19

WILL ROGERS

LEE WHITE

Monolog

8onoe

23 Mine.;

One

13 Mint.;

Winter harden
After an absence In pictures, Will
Rogers has returned to vaudeville
with his original stylo of monolog
work, reinforced by a few rope
tricks, which are qulto incidental.
Directly aft or being- accorded a iccept^n ho remarked It was a shame
special not to go off after the wclcomo,

in the pit. and plays contlnuously from start .to finish.
The program carries the title,
"Greater Love," which infers the
quotation, "Greater love hath no
man," etc., with the story of Arthur
Strong preparing for his wedding.
He comes across a note In his
friend's (with whom he lives) coat
from the girl that reads she is marrying Strong because of his wealth,
but she will always love him. T e
prospective bridegroom takes a look
at his life Insurance policy, made
out to the girl, frames the suicide
to appear as an accident, and proceeds to shoot himself.
Mr. Lackaye, In a curtain speech,
stated the idea originated from the
French with Henri Ridgoau, on the
program credited as the author. The
talk in "one" proved to be more or
less a plea for the act, and it would
seem Mr. Lackaye recognises the
fraillty of its structure by that
t Before a polite audience the present vehicle has a chance. Mr. Lackaye presented an immaculate appearance, in evening dress, and
strengthened somowhat his personal
Impression when speaking before
the drop.
It's an Interesting experiment for
vaudeville, but vaudevillo is unsteady.
Ono 'could say It knows
more about ballet now that it did
years ago, but there remains the
doubt if vaudeville yet understands

I

and

CLAY 8MITH

One

Winter Garden
Leo Whlto made her first appearance l.i America in 10 years at tho
Winter harden Monday. Sho is billed
as ".London's Revue Idol," and
whilo this Is somowhat exaggerated
she Is undoubtedly one of tho favor*
lies of the liritish metropolis.

I

When Miss White went abroad

conductor

thereby assuring himself of success. I with her then husband, George
Practically his entire routine Is Perry, they opened at the Palnew, there being retained only tho ladium, London, for a nominal salshell of his previous offering that ary and shortly thereafter went- to
is, the ropes, costuming and origth- Alhambra whero they were
inal method of bashful delivery. He placed In a series of revues, atstated his was the first act that taining such popularity as warrantever flopped at tho Garden, explain- ed increases of salary to a point
ing he brought some horses from' where it passed the four figures
Oklahoma yearn ago when tho Gar- mark in dollars. In 1916 the couden was a horse mart that he ple separated, Perry returning to
mounted one of tho animals to America where he secured a dl~
show its good points and was vorco on the grounds
desertion.
thrown off, hence tho first "flop." Miss White continued at the AlHe narrated how Lee Shubcrt took hambra during the remainder of
walk up to Fifty-ninth street,
\
Andro Chariot regime.
walked past Durland's old riding
A few seasons ago she and her*
academy, detected* a familiar odor present husband, Clay Cmlth, took'
and then and there decided to erect a threo months' lease of the Amthe Jolson Theatre. "They tell me bassadors,
London, where they
there was* never a Christian ever staged an intlmato revue
suited to
made good good in this house, 'but the house, which seats ubout 800
have been working for three years or less. Prior to that Miss White's
for Goldwyn and now speak the work was of the exhuberant,
boislanguage." You can't beat that very terous, "shouting" variety, but
with
much for fly talk.
her accession to management she
For more general humor that ap- toned down to a point whore her
peals to the public at largo he tells delivery would not got over in a
of a visit to President Harding, who larger auditorium.
perpetrated
Rogers'
own jokes.
This style of working is still
"Where did you hear them, Mr.
in her American appearself alone.
President?
Where did you tell manifest
In
again
entranced
ance
Al
in mo vast an auditorium as
ders."
them? On the Midnight Roof."
While Cross solos "Along Came
the pair deand
costume
tho
"dame"
Winter
Garden, whose acoustics
Rogers winds up with. the stateRuth." a comedy song with good cided to "butcher up some opera,"
Ruth changes to
ment he returned from Los Angeles are none too perfoct. Not only that,
topical punches.
coat
"legit"
a
himself
in
tho decade since her appearanco
Nick getting
with the same wlfo he started there
Tuxedo and comes* on to do the and plug hat. The number was a
here there have sprung up popular
tfitb.
Jolo.
mind reading bit with Cross, which parody affair. It didn't land and
songstresses with methods it would
formerly used. Ruth
the latter
have been wise to observe as a
fans started walking out, thinking panto without a comedy attachment.
JOHrlNY DOOLEY and CO. (4)
makes a splendid immaculate apguide to style. It Is told In vaudewas the last half of the ninth. But It might bo necessary to look back Comedy
pearance In "clvies." The travesty
the burlesque on to that tlmo when Severn came
ville circles that several well meanannounced
Altrock
19 Mint.; One, Two and Full Stage
mind reading is really funny, and Ruth St. Denis' "death dance,"
ing friends came forward with ofthough the Babe was inclined to which "made them famous at tho over, that splendid French panto- Fifth Avenue
fers to hear the White-Smith promlmlst who went homo and never
Jjlke tho rest of the Dooleys, Johntalk on laughs, the pair got a lot out
Polo Grounds."
returned.
He forced his panto ny has been shifting from vaude- posed routine for m America and
Of it
As a vaudeville act Altrock and down tho throats of tho orchestra ville to musical comedy for four or tender advice, but the couple Would
Gray has written wisely and
win the bromide of being all sitters before he was through, after five seasons and has perhaps de- have none of it, would not "break
Well, sticking to the sure-fire trails, Schart
ball field. For the three a faulty start that they were guess- voted more tune to tho legitimate in" for a couple days out of town,
and has outfitted the Babo cleverly. right on the
draw on tho ing about while the upstairs never end than tho others. This season did not visit any vaudeville here
The choice of Cross aa opposite f6r a day, they should
Jenlo
of their names in the big did get it. And so quite likely with ho hopped into a couplo of troupes and opened Monday "cold."
the Stick's Colossus was also a strength
But there is little Mr. Lackaye, but IPs dubious if Mr. which closed so quickly ho has de- Jacobs, their agent, comes to the
happy thought on some one's part. league towns.
rescue
with
the
time.
defense
Miss
Whlto
big
attacking
them
Lackaye
will
have
the
forebearance
cided to play tho safer bet of the
Roth approaches his work in the danger of
was still suffering from "sea' legs"
were true to form. It's a with vaudeville in the pantomime two per day.
toome nonchalant manner ho uses The fans
and could go nowhere before her
a ball player if he that Severn made an art of. Skiff.
on
jump
to
rule
Aiding now are the Madison Sisto
polo
"cripple"
a
on
when bopping
premiere at the Winter Garden.
One
off.
and
field
the
right, on
ters, two maidens of youth and a
out of the lot, and sells his inter- isn't
Be that as Jt may. Miss Wnite,
fan, on taking tho air, hoped "that MARSHALL and WILLIAMS
penchant to show bare legs. There
esting personality fearlessly,
better
tha piano,
Ruth would have something
Singing, Comedy and Piano
Is a straight man for one of tho bits, assisted by Smith at
all in a day's work to the Babe, and
9
completely
IP*
"flopped" at tho afterbut what Johnny considers more
18 Mine.; One (4); Full (14) ~
He than that"
his good humor is Infectious.
noon
performance
Monday
and for
81st St.
Important Is the presence of Robert
Should have no trouble with the big
the evening show practically all of
In Ina Williams, an eccentric Dooley, father of tho Dooley family
time ifrnp ires.
GILBERT WELLS
their chatter was deletod, reducing
Con.
singing comedienne, Henry I. Mar- that has Johnny, Gordon and Ray
Songs, Talk, Dancing
tho act to a series of songs.
shall,
the composer of popular and tho lato William Dooley. Dooley,
14 Min.; One
Attired in a sort of bla#k laco
senior,
was
ono
tlmo
Johnny
in
tho
songs, has a find who in miniature
Casino, San Francisco
BILLY QLA80N
Dooley -Yvette Rugal act, doing a gown, with a wholly transparent
After a year In pictures Gilbert is to his act what Florence Moore
Monolog
skirt
revealing a pair of black
Hindoo in tho Oriental burlesque
Wells, formerly of Lloyd and Wells, was to the combination of MontSO Mine.; One
satin "knickers" (or underdresslng,
in gomery and Moore about ten years number, which Is his assignment
turn
single
a
as
returned
has
Colonial
the songstress
to and fro
Tux and with ago. She is a comedienne, who, now. Ho looks tho part, with the whilo warbling,walked
Glason's present routine white face. He is in a
Billy
in
circles
and
proper coloring of a swart native of
personality of the modest type while without any great vocal abll"eights,"
in
approved
splits the credit between himself and a
English
impression on his en- lty has a ton of personality, a fac- India.
stylo.
Nell O'Hara, with Emmy Adelphl makes an
Tho
Dooley
act
Lakes
In
travthe
Wells
ulty of getting a laugh out of her]
spells "big time."
supplying the several song numbers. trance that
Thcro is *no gainsaying Miss
an introductory personal dancing and with an adeptness for esty stunts always on Johnny's list.
Mr. Glason started off with "Why starts with
typo detailing mugging that is little short of ro- Added are several song numbers Whlto has "personality" of a high
Jaza
the
of
number
Do They Always Say No" and a
order.
Apparentfy she Is possessed
contributed
by
Ballard
MacDonald
the past few years. He markable^
comedy lyric dubbed "Witch Hazel." his doings
The act Is opened by Miss Wil- and a new ballet bit. Entrancing of 100 per cent self assurance.
follows with a blues number, does
described
Glason
Into his monolog,
This may be good acting, but in
soft-shoe dancing, devotes the' liams appearing as a single whilo with the sisters, "Just a Poor Iloothimself as a "hound for chicken." some
legger" served for a starter.
Into any event it is Impressive and jives
couple of minutes to talk. This Marshall is in the pit leading the
There was at least one number i.ot next
tho audience tho thought she is all
burpreluded
his
["two"
Dooley
couple
over
a
ensues
orchestra. An argument
section, although holding
exclusive, ho using "Dapper Dan"
lesque acrobatics with "Acrobatic she thinks she is. In tho aforesaid
of good stories, should be strength- the number of choruses she reabout midway through the chatter.
Tho "confidential" style of wciliLiS-ah^
hearsed for the opening song with Rag" (used beforo by him).
u
One of his best laughs came with the<| cnf ;
the orchestra siding with tho leader pedestal finale was worked for opens with a topical ditty, "Why
numcomedy
a
offers
next
Wells
description of his girl, whose namo
laughs, with Johnny using a small Do Poets Rave of Spring?" after
with a combination and finally walking out on her. As
featured a famous n,umber "Tramp, ber and finishes
some floor Marshall Is the last one to leave she American flag and the ancient but which Smith enters to accompany
Tramp, Tramp tho Boys Aro March- of dances, exiting with
was In the right and he timed ripping bit Tho answering her on tho piano for a coon ditty,
stuff of a scml-acrobatlc nature agrees he
ing."
"Liza Jane." Her third number is
Wells employs decides to help her out by playing "right" and "allay" by a stage hand
Mr.
sure-nre.
Is
that
origNot all the material may be
an Irish bit, "Johnny Callaghan, I
from the wings was funny.
natural southern dialect, and for piano on tho stage for her.
inal. If it is some one elso has lifted a
"bath
robe"
OrlonWant to Bo Tour Gal Again"; then
burlesque
Tho
Following a numbor he immedidance as well as
two effective "gags," including tho a person that can
tal
numbor followed with little a conversational, harmonising duet,
over his songs in ately establishes himself with the
puts
certainly
he,
cellar -Sal vat ion Army bit, "Matrithe sisters and papa Doo- "This Is the Night to Spoon."
With a littlo brushing up audience with tho choruses of some change,
monial Handicap," and an earned flr.e stylo.
Flowers were then passed across
Then Miss W1U ley providing the "atmosphere." Betalk Wells is ready for a spot of his old hits.
encore with "Imitations" had Glason of the
tween
It
and the last number, for tho footlights, with a lyrlclscd
picture
houses. Ho was a hit Hams comes back into the
Oa a bit longer than usual for a In the best
horse
Is used, the wait was acknowledgment
which
a
holds
She
by Miss Whito
wallop.
tho
over
and puts
here.
monologist, but ho did very well on
Tho girls and pop wan- about being "Back among tho dear
It Is not filled.
it all right down to the finish.
fourth.
Johnwhile
Ibee.
around
tho
stago
dered
old friends we know," und for enall done In song and dances without
cos- core, "My Melody Man," a love ditDOROTHY DAHL
a touch of dialog. If she can and ny was wriggling Into a ballet
Songs and Talk
"A VIRGINIA ROMANCE" (5)
eventually will stick a little comedy tumo, and the house expressed It- ty to tho pianist.
tho wait. Dooley tho elder
11 Mine.; One
Songs
cross fire in the act there is no self over
Tho selections were not tho hapThe horse piest, Miss Whlto and Smith having
23rd St
80 Mint.; Full 8tage (Special Set)
doubt but that this is going to be grinned broadly, however.
23rd 8t.
Dorothy Dalil has discarded her an act that is going to go next to bit also has been previously dono by In their repertoire such successes
"When Mary Had Her
"A Virginia Romanco" Is a sing- male partner to return with a single -losing anywhero and make 'cm Dooley.
| of theirs as
Into full, Johnny appeared seated
The opening scream. It's there.
Vrea\
First Gray Hair" and "When u
ing offering consisting of four men act of songs and talk.
on the broad back of tho dray horse, Noise Annoys an Oyster."
minutes
five
to
devoted
Is
portion
and a young woman with old Southwhose shaggy hoofs, in contrast to
Iiefore tho weok is out the couple
ern numbers. A light story Is brought of talk dealing with tho young HENRI SISTER3 (2)
Johnny's almost May Wlrth cos- should hit their proper strido.
husbands.
into play with the songs introduced woman's experiences with
and Piano
Songs
giggles. The nag
the
started
tume,
up
slow
to
tends
early
Jolo.
at regular intervals. Tho story has This talk so
10 Mint.; One.
was billed as "Oertle; Man o* War's
as Its central figure a young South- the turn and could easily be cut State.
only rival." From his perch Johnny
convenern belle with two admirers, one down with a song Inserted earlier.
with
a
A couple of girls
Bareback ARTHUR and LYDIA WIL80N,
the
For her vocal efforts Miss Dahl Is tional slstor act running to popular warbled "Panona,
from Virginia and tho other from
Queen." On tho firmer locale of the Songs snd Tslk
Kentucky. She endeavors to select using restricted numbers satisfac- published numbers with tho excepstraight 14 Mins.-; One (Special)
tho
and
Dooley
stago,
one for her husband.
Her father torily written for her. Tho closing tion of their opening. That num- danced and wrestled and his climb Sta^s
and a colored male servant arc also bit is announced as an Impression ber has a clever idea of an introA neat man and woman team with
equlnino battleship was
of a girl movie fan witnessing a duction for the p:ilr.
One of the aboard the finish. At tho opening a combination comedy singing and
introduced.
a laughablo
Kach of the men supply a solo Western thriller. The idea is not girls is black haired while the other matinee tho finish wan missing, the talking offering that they manage to
number with the young woman also new and is being used by several is a biicktop. their number of red
jhorso walking out on tho act, so deliver nicely. A "Romeo" number
adding vocally.
Among tho num- single women. As done by this and Mark, and it starts them nicely. Johnny said.
Is utilized to open tho act; this Is
bers are "Old-- Kentucky Home," single It contains several lnughs but They follow this with a double, after
The Dooley n<"t r.^-ds working and followed by somo snappy cross-fire,
"Sweet Genevieve," "Old Ulaek Joe," ran be hardly termed strong enough Whieh <-ac\\ offers a solo, going to a
pruning, also strengthening in spots. after which tho man unleashes a
"Sally in o ur Alley" and "Love's for the finish.
double again fur the linish of the
Ho Is a natural comedian like the tenor voice In a ballad that was apSweet Song," all favorites of Jung
Miss Dahl was stiff, tint; with a act.
others in tho family and hhuwm.in plauded. A bride and groom double
on
f.e'.ivery
was
and
smppv
Street,
a
INtrd
have
Tlirv
standing
-1,1,
cold at the
bo- with a dance finish closeg the act.
turn right
1.11. I* and
.1
nr!i j.i/.z
i-.v? »"
numbers
m » p »^ 'enough to make tho big
rank'y ballads
An attractive garden sot is used hindered to a certain extent on thai th*
orrmni but a very
Not a gaudy offering,
hows. s. Thattempting the
early .spot f
tho e.
*lth ihr act framing up as sure account. Her present offering is no? and th» > seem above the
plying littlo turn th:at carries eetl(
„
, h
show
'•'!
:
vmalMitnc
NIL'
noil
Ijeru
a
fi r ?
fvi an early spot on any bill.
up to bib' t,nM Tcuuirenenl*.
IVcd.
tertalumeiit \j'uIh'K
rcUiOdled fuithv.-ilh.

fftdiatea personality.
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NEW SHOWS
boisterously, albeit musical. Ernestine Myeia has third position with
If "opposition" is doing for other her well routined, artistic dancing
for
done
has
Keith houses what it
production, necessarily so placed to

PALACE

the Palace, Keith's should engage
the Shuberts on a salary to keep
their houses open with vaudeville
The Keith
all the year around.
people have met the Hhubert vaudevery best
the
in
ville competition
manner possible— with immense
smothered
alono
bills that have not
the opposition but has increased the
weekly gross to record-breaking

keep the turn as far separated from
the Locktords In the second half, because Miss Lock ford does a number

At least at the Palace, New
York, and the reports are the same
from other Keith opposition city

Alice
sented by George Choos.
Gerestenberg wroto it, and is to be
in
Ellis
looked forward to. Frank
the role of an author-director la the
attention
featured player. He drew
in anothtr Choos turn several seasons ago. hut In "A Dress Rehearsal" he has the best chance yet, and
delivers all the way. Kills ranges
ulcng the aisle and up onto the

—

points.

This week, with its two holidays,
the Palace will likely take the boxPalace
offlce record- Nowadays the
shows.
Is crowded to the ropes at all
for
tremendcus
are
there
bills
The
quality
vaudeville—tremendous In
salin
mammoth
and
Quantity
and
Palary. Last week's enow *t the
ace was said to have cost $11,000
Keitn
the
Opposition is keeping
bookers on their toes, and they have
time for little *1m tfjond *****
books. To many of the Keith book-

men

WEEK

Friday,

RIVERSIDE
Rather an

Indecisive entertainment this week that runs along
evenly enough but falls to develop
a "punch" at any particular point
and Is very much void of that which
The
borders on the spectacular.
show inclined to be shy on comedy
and held no dancing outside of the
snatches offered by the Four MorWhile
tons in the closing spot.
footwork may not be a necessity to
a vaudeville program, the one
framed for the current week at the
Riverside would have been soft
picking for a dancing act.
Loyal's Dogs opened to a house
that was pretty well settled, which
held a fair amount of patrons,
though the latter portion of the
downstairs seats revealed numerous
Anna Chandler
vacant stretches.
found, no difficulty In making an
audience, ready to Incite to enthusiasm, come half way to' allot
her top honors up to Intermission

practically the same attire or
Her
lack of it— as Miss M>erd.
dancing pari in"- r id not overly grace- stage. His comments on tho lines
and actions of the four players who
while
assisting
•"lifts"
his
with
ful
are supposed to be readying a play
her.
nothing or something to do
tha"t
Bernard and Townes, singing, with has
a bricklayers' strike, coaxed
piano and crosstalk, fared well. Sid giggles at almost every try. Clem,
Townes wallops over his lyrics em- the villain, and Rosie, the vamp,
phatically and Incisively, but the who thought the line "How would
team's crossfire smacks of the small you like to go to h " would put a
time and Is devoid of originality. It kick into the going, were the tickThe pistol
is about time the managers of vaude- ling roles on the stage.
ville bouses placed some sort of a re- bit at the close and the position of
ones"
called
down
a really
"dead
the
striction on the conventional "kidhumorous curtain on a strong No. 3
ding" with the leader of the orches- turn. Assisting Ellis are Hudson
tra. There are quite &>bunch of acts Freeborn,
Evelyn Dockson, Nora
now using the "home cooked meal" Huster an/1 Horace Lints.
Will Rogers (New Acts)
appeal.
Billy Glason (New Acts) did well and equaling anything that folclosed the first part.
on fourth. Miller and Capman (New lowed. Sid Lansneld, assisting at
personally
Tom Lewis, programed for third Acts) danced to favof on second. the piano, evidently was
The Unusual Duo, Frank Fivek and known by a few when showing No.
spots
changed
after the Interval,
assistance.
but
needed
friendly
no
2,
with Vinle Daly, opening the second George Jenny opened the show to He did acceptably well.
The men's
fared very well with his earned appreciation.
In

figures.

ing

—

THIS

this is their first opposition

November

11,

1M1

and condescension. It
_
markable the act got even what It
did. Miss Deagon worked as con*
sclentiously as ever and her stags
d-.-i

presence was ths only bright spot,
Dickinson must have been slung
cruelly to maintain
that bored**

frown he did. The minute he cams
on he betrayed his mood when an
audience member coughed and ha
remarked it annoyed him. That
went for an extemporaneous sally,
but when It was repeated and he
whined Into that particular section
of the orchestra floor, "What's ths
matter? Tou got the croup there
or something?" It was not mere

kluding.
The other "name" mildly welcomed
was Belle Storey. Miss Storey belongs in concert, where she would
be best appreciated. Her vocal sal*
(sthenics are far without the kea of
ths hit-and-run, rough -an '"-ready
vaudeville fans. If Miss Storey pre*
fers vaudeville shs could enhance
h
offering considerably by Jazzing
up the) routine, which does not necessarily Imply ths incorporation of
"minnlt-shlmmle" or blues ditties*
but songs of the better 'class vaudeville can accept.

Brengk's Golden Hoi j opened
half.
He
Betwixt and between Miss Chandskates and the smooth surface used
"League of Nations" tangletalk, but made their work almost so endless. ler and her partner were Paul with their posing turn of seven
"pictures" and gave the bill a slowDecker
and
with
comedy
Co.,
a
There was plenty of time for the
start Frank Jerome. No. 2, showed
Dancing McDonalds to close, and sketch that seemed to reach Its a variety turn featuring his acrobatlo
very few left the house while this high point during a more or less stepping that scored. The Pederseja
tiny stepping pair gracefully pir- red fire speech by Decker in regards Bros, were spotted for the
trey, a
scandal mongers taking the
to
of the headliner, knocked things broadest kln<* of knockabout to dig- ouetted.
Ibee.
they could not attain. Ths
names of America's most prominent position
a -kilter at the opening perform- nified ballet work—a ran combinateam is a fore or aft act fcr interwho
Tucker,
citizens
Sophie
in
vain.
Mention
of
Hardances. Tuesday
mediary bills, and No. 3 on a bfs*
Vinie Daly went over to big
tion.
ST.
ing's predecessor brought forth an
was doubling and couldn't conve- applause, leaving the stage for Lee
time layout was too much for them*
excellent show at Shubert's outburst, which threatened to retard Ths brothers perform on ths flying;
niently make the first half closing
An
Acts).
(New
Clay
Smith
44th St. this week, made up prin- proceedings* almost beyond recall. rings, the clown cut-up copping
spot at the Palace, went farther White and
au
their
with
with
Oaudschmidts,
part,
The
The
second
playlet
held
enough
titters
and
the
cipally of Jean Bedini's last season's
down. Into
the act's honors. The straight
Frank Mclntyre and Co. (New clever clown and dog act, preceded Columbia summer show, "Peek-a- giggles, for the flappers present, to streneuousiy to win a littlestrove
an*
making
position,
make
for
maa
pleasing
conclusion.
that
the
holding
given
pictorial,
Boo." The meaty comedy scenes
Acts)
the news
any- jority of the audience in despite the and more important numbers, to- Wilton Lackaye (new acts) held the plause, but his too Intentional desire
it better for Mr. Mclntyre, if
and salaaming as If to receive an
gether with several specialty turns, remaining position In the initial armful of plaudits only
thing. Eddie Leonard was the ab- length of the entertainment.
boomerhave been remolded into a corking half.
sent headline, due to his attempt to
Jolo.
anged for him.
He
illness.
his
Karyl
Norman
opened
it
up
again
after
soon
light entertainment, running approxwork too
Handicapped by this chilly sendimately an hour and a halt Clark and scored. There evidently conhad to leave his bill Friday last
and McCullough, the comedians, are tinues to be inhabitants of the 9Cth off, Bert Hanlon strove hard with
week.
now starred in the billing over the street district who had as yet to his monolog and finally got to 'em,
Another out was Kranta avd
This season the Colonial counts new title of "Chuckles of 1921." see him, as the impersonator's dis- About two years ago a Variety New
White, who tripped on the No. 2
downtown vaudeville When playing the Columbia circuit closure caused a bit of comment Act criticism opined that Hanlon
the
pool The Jean Granese Trio came with
in
double
to
though it claimed not to It was burlesque. Now It's vaude- and carried remarks amongst the was a comer. Hanlon now has "arSt.
houses,
81st
(he
from
down
the position. The story around fol- have been affected in a business way ville. That about sixes It up. But throng on the way out at the finish rived." His line of stuff is all new
lowing the two boys' exit was that by the competitive bills of the Pal- no matter what the monicker, it's of the evening. Norman has In- and Hanlon deserves credit far
they had gone upstairs In the book- ace vs. the Winter Garden and 44th just as sure for vaudeville as It stalled a number for an encore used writing himself a good act. He hag
ing office after they vacated Mon- Street. The Shuberts' first idea of was for burleseue. Too bad the by Whiteman (who played it at the written a few for others and his
day to protest, and found all of their using the Jolson for vaudeville Shuberts haven't 15 or 20 more Palace) which proved to be a good own effort is worthy of any recog*
producer of returns for him and nized vaudeville author.
Hanlon
would have brought the Colonial "Chuckles."
time removed for walking.
Figuring importantly in the con- could have stood repetition, but he handles dialect stories superbly, his
Tuesday evening it didn't matter into the big bill whirl. Though it
"Leeberty Bound" speech convulsmuch how the bill ran, as election Just gets within the theatre zone by densation are the Hon cage scene, bowed out with a speech.
Bobbe and Nelson followed, hold- ing the Brooklynites.
returns were thrown on the sheet virtue of the proximity of the Cen- which has Clark agreeing to enterMiss Wlthee closed th* first see*
The Palace had tury, this house has it own clien- lion's cage, believing he has things ing up the pace set by Norman,
between turns.
slides with the printed names of tele and is half a mile uptown from framed for someone to impersonate which, as usual, was mainly due to tion, subbing for Ernest Evans and
Business since the the beast, and the subsoquent plac- Nelson's singing. Nelson's voice is Girls, also a dance turn.
Miss
nominees and the count written, the Garden.
making the deciphering easy. The opening is said to have been satis- ing of the real lion in the cage, with sufficiently strong, as an asset to Storey (replacing Clccollnl) re*
Last week in particular resulting comedy possibilities; the the act, to eliminate any compari- sumed the vaudeville following the
returns brought little enthusiasm, factory.
news reel.
as Hylan was In before election drew profitable patronage. Monday prize fight scene, with Clark making son reference.
The Four Mortons concluded and
Joe Boganny's acrobatic troupe In
started; but the Democratic trend night this week the house was com- a burlesque boxing bit stand up for
up- state, -unmistakably against the fortably tenanted, though the back yells, and the bedroom bit, with held 'em. The old folks found the their "billposters" a^t registered in
Clark and McCullough as the unwel- going to their liking, getting as spots. There are nine people, ln«
Governor Miller control, caught at- rows had unoccupied spots.
much out of their crossfire as ever, eluding two midgets and a Juvenile
The show classed as a lightweight. come guests.
tention.
Jack Edwards, dancer; the White while Sam Morton's tapping brought laddie. Tfie youngsters and ths
The show started after the news Only eight acts in the lineup for
Bisland. Sharpies and more than a hearty response. The midgets handle the comedy, most of
reel, with Doris Humphrey and a some reason and the running time Way Trio;
company of five (New Acts) in a| a trifle short. Not enough. variety Buckley who, in addition to appear- younger couple also mode their con- it on the rough order when Boganny
A ing in the "Chuckles" tab, have a tributions count with bp.th flashing manhandles the pygmies.
classical dancing number of six range appeared the weakness.
Dickinson and Deagon were id
dances that seemed to drag It out travesty in one half had its coun- singing and dancing specialty, No. forth a nice appearance,' and espe4 in the first half of the show; Helen cially the boy, who produced a voice the next to shut and Rogers? closed*
other.
down
the
of
terpart in the satire
a bit, but the half was held
Abel.
through* Beatrice Herford, No. 4, Three singles were Included, and two Stanley, Pauline Anderson, and that was easy to listen to, "sold"
giving but two bits, her "At the were feminine names. Both ladies Emily Earle, all with the "Peek-a- It well and gave forth no reason for
Employment Agency" and the "Ten- landed; in fact, they were the even- Boo" show when it was at the Co- not being a corking good juvenile
lumbia this summer, are retained for some production.
There are
Cent Store." The house would have ing's hit.
Daphne Pollard, th% English- Aus- among the support. Eighteen chor- quite a few around whom he could
liked another, but* Miss Herford cut
Election eve the Harlem stand
isters are carried.
off
follow and "top."
Agentopping
headlined,
"Employment
mite,
Skig.
tralian
The
it short.
was full up chuck-a-block every*
"Chuckles" closed the show, holdcy" is probably Miss Herford's most intermission with all the promise
where but the upper boxes.
ing
ensemble,
them
until
final
in
the
have
Palthe
at
must
opened
she
It
when
given
satirical monolog.
good nine-act bill, with Ruth RoyS
been written by Miss Herford with ace five weeks ago. Miss Pollard is the wedding number, a prettily costopping.
private functions in mind. Were it billed as having "reutrned home" tumed affair. The scenes in "one"
The show got a rousing start
stood
Monday
up
especially
well
One of the slowest shows ever
not for the broadness often there after English successes, and* she
in booked into anybody 'a theatre was with Johnson, Baker and Johnson's
night.
Edwards
These
had
Jack
that
America
lovhouses
regard
vaudeville
perhaps
does
are many
hat
Juggling and club passing. ThS
dancing
with
a
singing
and
routine,
..-closed
Monday night at the
might get the satire the wrong way. ingly, for it was her first spot as a
pulled many a laugh with
Her routine remains the the dancing featured; Clark and Mc- Crescent to a capacity audience comedian
It is very clean, sharp and laugh- single.
hla
boomerang hats. It's a fast*
conversational
Cullough,
in
several
which included as an integral part
able and In points her best The same to the finale, and it runs with
classy starter for any evening's en-*
"Ten-Cent Storo" caused loud gig- the same smoothness. Her Cleo- bits, and Emily Earle, in a singing an ambitious box party by some tertainment.
social organization.
gles In different Isolated sections of patra nonsense warmed the house, specialty that scored.
audience
Merlin, the magician, deuced ft
The Musical Spillers opened the in holiday mood on The
!4-.fcy
tfco business with ths broastplatcs
"trio house, Mtf"thuiifcir-ch*
Election eve
picked up. the t*znr?>- -McrHn.'*
crowd held patrons who were most evoking laughter. It was the con- show, also appearing in *chuckies. was, therefore, Inclined to welcome and
opening trick is a wham. He bor*
Earl RIckard was No. 2 with songs, anything of merit, but
"Wanted
caricature,
thoroughly familiar with the type cluding
that slow *° w
h** * n * handkerchief from
delivered
with
no
Jolson,
but
a
la
»
£7*
fl«t Motion Dartl,:u
™rtVmuTriJhl
Man," the tale of a cockney "also
of salesgirl represented.
* aEl
* nr8t
y ih
the audience,
places a glass o?
JS was enough
'
threeacta.
No. t held Nat Nazarre. Jr., and ran," that sent the little comedienne mention Rickard was imitating Jol- 5I5L
of s.damper water
JTd with the SSdW!
Wlkter
son.
covered
works
in
blackface,
a
handker
He
has
to smother anybody's enthusiasm.
his band of six besides Helene, a over for a cheery score. In taking
chief on the crown of the hat and
It was bows Miss Pollard made many a first-rate singing voice, and tells
The
singer, and a male plant
show
looked
grea*
on
paper, makes the glass apparently sink
entertainingly.
stories
The
spot
was
but didn't pan out ss well. Will
the second act with- a plant as It bobbed head out front Jealous by
but Rickard fared well con- Rogers
it.
This was followed by
was the first of the two turns on displaying her beautiful unfurled tough,
was the prime "name" at- through
sidering.
some comedy with a stage hand and
the bill carrying a band. Toung tresses.
traction, closing the show after apRial and Llndstrom were third
a plant, with the magician mystify*
Patricola was given next to closffezarro has worked his turn into a
pearing
in Manhattan at the Winwith singing, talking, dancing and
lng them with several corking
fast, pleasing turn that moves with ing and she eased Into the evening's
ter Garden earlier in the evening.
ling gymnastics. The couple have a
Comedy
She had good
puch swiftness there Is always some- biggest applause score.
Rogers was a distinct hit ,.ith the palming demonstrations.
idea
in
utilizing
umbrella
chatter
accompanies his tricks,
thing different doing. The young clear sailing, for there wasn't a song
instead of the conventional Brooklynites, although some of his which pulled legitimate laughs.
man is steadily improving as a per- of her style anywhere in sight be- handles
stuff was
too
sophisticated and
rings. . The setting also* gets away
Charley Olcott and Mary Ann had
former, not so mucWin his work as fore her. Miss Patricola tarried but from
the cut-and-drled ring acta "deep" for many. As a matter of the No. 4 spot, moved up from openthe way he sells It, and that after a few minutes with her violin, using The woman is
tact this mental deficiency was evigood
a
gymnast.
The
ing
Originally
after intermission.
all, counts for a lot, if not the most,
it for a song number and a played
comedy interpolated
the man dence^ twice before, ence with Bert but five acts were scheduled for the
on a vaudeville stage- Naxarro ran medley. It was the warbling of the serves its purpose as abycontrast
for Hanlon and the second instance first half. Six played at night, cutthe act Into the hit of the first part Jazzy numbers that they liked, and the woman's aerial work. They held with Homer Dickinson (Dickinson
ting down tho last half to three.
ml could have taken an encore, the encores were throe Or four. the spot nicely.
and Deagon), who ad libber on two Mary
Ann's sweet personality and
though he didn't bow or beg for it Then came the reward of concerted
The White Way Trio (from the or three occasions each "Take your appearance, coupled with Olcott's
The other plant act was the Gra- handclapping, subsiding when she Bedinl act) put
time
with
that
one." Rogers* stuff assistance vocally
over
several
pop
and at tho piano,
nese turn that is not unlike the Roy submitted her thanks.
numbers. The three harmonize in for the main whanged them when it
the
J,a Pearl act in the outline of its
With Patricola. Frankly n Ardell the usual way, and dance much bet- penetrated, and it is far from ultra insured it for this pair from high
start.
A
double
song
was the
opening, the only difference being was the main idea after intermis"wise." His is a homely humor that
Ji»r than the average singing trio.
spot.
ihe woman upon the stage with" sion, there "Being bdfone more turn They also gain on appearance.
c*nnot miss, tunning fo; the main
Ivan BankofT, on just a bead, rolleu
Cranese as against the man with to go. His "King Solomon, Jr.." did
Joe Niemeycr and Co. closed the towards topical points. He started up his usual total. Beth Cannon,
La Pearl. The three Graneses got all that was expected of it, the house first half with fast
un-Apollo
"pan," his pretty, graceful assistant, is one
dancing. Nie- "panning'Vlbis
over strongly when the tenor start- bubbling with the fun of the half- meycr is assisted by four girl solo nonchalantly chewing his wad of
ed his warbling, and he clinched the farce, half -satire.
Florence Ma- dancers, and the turn zips from one Spearmint and fooling around with of the best toe dancers developed
in vaudeville in seasons, and insures
hit with the encore.
deria, who recently replaced Ruth number to another without a sec- the lariats. After discoursing a litthe turn.
Bankoff contributes his
In the second part wore Johnny Warren, is given feature billing on ond's stalling.
Mr. Niemcyer, a tle on the "movies." during the excellent Russian and hoch solos,
Dooley and Co., Moseonl Brothers. the program, along with Billlle graceful 6teppoii proficient in all course of which ho essayed the inKgncst Ball, Sophie Tucker and Co. Dauseha and Jean Thomas, the lat- styles, docs much to lift the act into formation pictures rank as an im- and Is a consummate showman.
Paul Morton and Flo Lewis (new
and Davis and Prelle, closing.
ter playing the suffragette wife. the feature class.
portant national Industry second acts) took
one of tho comedy hits
Si mc
Miss Maderia as Nettle Moore, wife
The first half held plenty of enter- only to bootlogiping. Then he had of the evening. Their playlet is a
No. 4, was chief laugh-getter next tainment but liUle comedy, but the 'em and kept 'em listening although
having been considerably
to Ardell.
The Idea of a six wife- second section mado up for tho lack after 11. At that, Rogers cut con- revival,
rewritten since last in vaudeville
power household has been cleverly of laughs, starting off with a wow siderable of his stuff.
a year ago.
carried out, with Ardclls hand in with Moran and Wiser's hat manipTho only other high light was the about
Will Rogers topping the bill and the writing msily
Prescott and Hope TCden, mind
detected. The as- ulating turn.
The audience stuff Mabel Withee and Co. (New Acts) reading, closed the lirst half, end
Lee White underlining, the Shuberts sisting wives, in addition to those simply goaled 'em
danco
revue.
Monday night.
A counlc of other held
The turn follows
had a couple of "novelties" to offer mentioned, were Beryl McCaw, DorPcrmano and Shelley followed the "names" on tho program disap- beateninterest.
tracks, but Prescott's show^
tho public at the Winter Garden othy Vance, Cecilia Shy and Olga Moran and Wiser riot, and although pointed sadly. DJckins-on an
J Dea- manship and comedy retorts in hl#
The show started early, having 10 Broad well. Another girl was listed, puzzling the house a bit with the gon, handicapped bv the man's cold handling of
tho audience, put It
acts to run off, with the news weekly but not in evidence. Nona of the trapeze business, caught 'cm quickly that very evidently reacted dis- away ahead
of most acts of thl*
wives were selected by their s'nging with their music, the violin and con- agreeably with him, wen; flat and
on shortly after 11.
typo.
Another refreshing novelty
Griff (New Acts) opened, followed voices, as the curtain "vocalizing" certina making a pleasing combina- would have flopped but for Dickin- is the absence of the usual quack
pointed out.
tion.
son's assured manner that
by the Three Avollos, xylophone and
and ballyhoo about "mentaj>
There was, too, a lot of fun proThe 44th St. wan just short of [orthodoxically in keeping with his ery
anc
telepathy," "psychoanalysis"
m.'irimba experts, offering operatic vided in tho lirst section by
"A capacity in tho orchestra election lackadaisical effort*. Hi* nttitudo a cup 'of
Preseott. descend*
coffee.
and pop selections dexterously and Dress Rehearsal," a travesty prc- eve. The balcony was fair.
Bell,
that evening permeated dire bore- into
the audience while Miss ICden,
siege,

and they now know what

work means.
The Palace

.

week has not not quite so well with his encore.
The Lockfords are in their third
the substance of other recent weeks
view of the week with their splendid comedy and
In
It,
need
and doesn't
holidays. A couple of changes, one dancing rou. e, ranging from the
bill this
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upon the stage, »n*wera Tha men went on. however, and
oeetions whispered to him. offered one of the Caruso ballads
9£ fast talk «muU6t the cueing written after his death, and scored
comedy retorts set terrifically with it. the- protest
fy^tem and hi.
against him singing having as much
In "The Peat to do with the applause as did his
e'nd'coVeene
imnoff
rendition of the number. As the
ImhofTs
ttoSTe" went strongly.
la a class c act finished and the woma.i rose to
S?sh characterteaUonof vaudeville's leave the house
the audk.ice in her
will remain one
He near vicinity started hissing her as
andards for many season.
legitimate study of the she departed. It was an occurrence
,,rS° in a
to spend the that in another house with another
Sd Tad who is forceddumpty
hotel class of audience might readily have
liht at a humpty
Miss precipitated a near-riot
discomforts.
usual
the
th
and
the
clerk
Business for the matinee perireene as the fresh
as
the formance Tuesday was decidedly
Heraell
Jerry
and
:SSe
out
the off, with only about half the orround
S- witted porter,
They goaled them. chestra floor filled.
Fred,
acellent cast.

fc

iindfoldcd

M

Ruth Roye mugged her way to a
with popular published numwas responsible
hirs one of whicU
JL. aavlna* the evening for her. It
If this election night audience
number with wasn't the biggest order of hard"hicktough
actor-proof. boiled eggs ever dished up on
lyrics and
Ixcellent
-The Sponge Cake Eatera" as an Broadway, then write your own
lyrics than menu.
Not one act "went," and
idea is worthy of better
the writer has given It and a better when Jim Morton announced that
delivery than the singer delivered. Hylan had been elected by an estiminutes
and
Miss Roye did 15
mated majority ot 400,000, he
wisely ducked the "Robert B. Lee" couldn't raise a cheer. If they didn't
encore which should be permanently want him to win, why did they
shelved.
vote for him? And if they did, why
The Ramsdclls and Deyo closed, weren't they glad he won? Elseiufferlng during the first part of where
(not necessarily Chicago,
The though that goes, and plenty) the
the turn from the walk outs.
toe work of the trio, especially the roof would have rattled, at least
is
the
strength
male's contribution,
over the election returns. Here,
The opening dances when the hero of the hour couldn't
the turn.
fail to start anything, but the toe draw a pitter-patter, and Pershing,
finale carries the turn over coupled Foch, Dias and Beatty passed on
It's a fair
pith the production.
the news weekly without as much
two a day bottom or topper.
as a healthy yawn what ch nee
Con.
had ambitious acts, hoping for the

BROADWAY

liiit

—

THIS

WEEK

pianist, disclosed a strikingly stately
physique, an equally striking wardrobe effect and a pleasing soprano
that topped a couple high ones effectively. Miss LaCrosse, as the act
is framed just now, with "her pop
routine means no m-jre or less than
the scores of other single women of
her type extant in present-day
vaudeville. Material Is her sole salvation to elevate herself above the
usual plane. As she "Stands she is
assured of plenty bookings for the
"deuce" on the better three-a-day
bills and some of the small big time,

but little else better.
Milo and Hughes were No. 8. The
anybody, was
are recognizable as one-half of
duo
liked.
Being an announcer he fell
Because more than half an hour in soft on election day. That's the the old Bison City Quartet. Their
stuff
contains the usual quartePfow
over
to
the
given
was
show
the
gala calendar unit for announcers,
of
heavy diamatlcs of the headline of- repeaters,
Tammany candidates. comedy incidental by-play, coupled
with
effective vocalizing. One
some
Abraas
Frederick
Burton
fering,
City Hall reporters, suffragettes
ham Lincoln, in the Thomas Dixon and gorrlllas.
Jim's announcing does a tramp and the other a cop,
policeman's
phone booth and
with
a
People,"
the
the
Man
of
"A
drama
was pat and pithy. Then he did his
balance of the bill at the Elfhty- act his old act his oldest act. He a rubbish box as the two props in
the
routine.
singing
all
and
was
Street
flrst
did all but the prunes and the
Long Tack Sam and Co. then held
dancing, with some slight comedy Thousand Islands;
he used the
relief.
livery horse and the jumbled song forth with their variegated Oriental
acts held titles, the death march and the "flash" that certainly Is a colorful
Sach of the other IV.
with a
gong and dance pleasingly offered orchestra hoke. A few of the un- sight. Jim Doherty followed
atmosphere in keeping
and the whole framed as a mighty conscious perked up for him and he lot of Celtic
with
Opening
with
his
cognomen.
acts
new
program.
Two
entertaining
gravely rendered an encore.
number he tells a few
made their debut and both seemingOtherwise the bill ran like a an Irishabout
got
that
"Clancy"
stories
material.
big
timj
ly qualify as
meeting of brothers-in-law.
something. An impression of John
They were Elena Korner and Henry
Little May Marble in Maude Ful"I Hear You
singing
McCormick
Williams
(New
I Marshall and Ina
ton's "My Home Town," stirred up
Calling Me" scored, Doherty giving
Acts).
a few laughs and what went as a
to his resonant tenor.
The films were the usual news respectable "hand," but nothing to full playwears
.a Tux and a black
Doherty
weekly, Topics ot the Day and write Maude about Miss Marble has
and just at
throughout,
hat
derby
Aesop's Fables at the opening sec- been showing this homely dressingthis stage, when one starts
about
Stewart in the room fare* for several seasons.
tion, while Anita
he
does not doff
whyfore
wondering
first National feature. "Playthings Lane and Byron was another "Lane
it, he does that very thing, disclosing
*f Destiny," filled in after inter- and" combinations.
It used to be a cranium wanting for hair adornmission.
Lane and Moran, then it was Lane ment, which leads him into some
Elena Korner was the Initial of and somebody else. Lane still says small talk on that j>olnt With his
She has a "I thought I'd pass away." He hat oft Doherty looks startllngly mathe vaudeville acts.
pleasant dance offering presented in didn't have to think much about it ture, although he is quite a young
Byron is a presentable chap man. When Doherty showed his act
a decidedly fetching setting and her here.
rewarded with suffi- who sings a ballad, does a violin some months ago at an uptown
/fforts were
cient applause to warrant the three imitation and whistles.
Lane still house (his given name then was
bows which she took. Carney and uses his very low comedy, ralslned billed as Joe), he sported a stri-w
Rose in "Lost—A Husband" in th with mildewed gags, and saves him- which he did not remove at all, and
second spot managed to get over self with decidedly nifty stepping that Impressed unfavorably.
This
fairly well on the strength of the and a powerful voice at the end. new idea is for the better.
comedy in the act. The numbers The
stock
make-me-come-back
were
Co.
Francis
and
(14)
Kitty
at a couple of stuff didn't click, and the turn fln«* a treat with their time -old though
offered
filling in
ished fair.
places to break up the talk.
not time-worn vehicle, "Mrs. O'Mal"Flirtation" fs a Menlo Moore act ley's Reception." Miss Francis, doMarshall and Williams scored the
'first real hit
The act is a staaight that wore out the Middle West stages ing the title role, is tryingMo break
comedy singing, with Miss Will- for half a dozen years and still into the "400," and her deportment
Jack Debell is now formally with her Ritzy guests was
iams proving herself a vaudeville looks good.
comedienne of rare distinction. She leading, following Frank Ellis and a howl.
other boys who grew famous in the
is in miniature what Florenc Moore
Clayton and Allman were In the
was to the old Montgomery and part
He is tidy and light and next to shut The team is doing the
Moore combination of seme years does not hog the stage as did at old Clayton and Edwards "Don't Do
ago.
least one of his predecessors. Jean That" act, with Allman tickling the
George F. Moore, with his ex- Waters, his opposite, is a round- uke a la Cliff Edwards, and Claycomic. In spots ton complaining "Don't do that,"
silly-girl
ceedingly easy to look upon partner, faced
Mary Jayne, was a veritable clean- rather effective. The three-cornered while his pedal extremities refuse
up.
The Ditrichstein imitation in kissing match at the finsh didn't to obey their owner and start jazz
"The Great Lover" number was a get a whistle out of the gallery and stepping in tempo with the strumsure fire hit with the house. Miss not much from below of anything. ming of the uke. The team scored
Bv-flte-.CilftojBLjcJaeed.
a- *<?** Kit
Jayns lo vrne of too -rather statu- It ira: r.s>- night for niftiee. Martha Pryor sent in a strong with her posing act and held the
esque show girl type. She has a
She had this spot matinee crowd in to a soul. That
reajly good voice and knows how showing No. 2.
Here she would have they were not waiting for the picto use it. In addition she can dance. at the Palace.
subseIt's a combination
decidedly hard easily justified a later position. On ture was evidenced by the
AbeL
to find
and Moore shoutd count looks and speed she impressed and quent walk-out
Wheeler and Wheeler
himself lucky in having her. A solid sustained.
*it was registered by the turn.
opened to a standing room crowd
The "Man of the People" was and had no alibis and needed none;
switched from the closing spot, an O* K. opener.
Election afternoon (Tuesday) drew
BroWn, Gardner and Trahan shut
changing with Jean Qranese, who
About half a
slowly but surely.
Brown and Gardner, a nimble house
rls doubling at the Palace this week, it.
at 2.05 when the show opened.
which glve3 the first part the un- little man and a vigorous and atbill three -fourths over a
the
With
changed
have
blonde,
usual touch of a comedy act in tractive
of standees was in evidence,
The change did them no fringethe
"one" at the finishing end. The Lin- pianists.
signs of sure capacity for
They had a boy named Bar- with
coln characterization presented by good.
the balance of the afternoon.
Mr. Burton is convincing to suffi- nett, who held his end of the act
performance was of holiday
The
cient extent to make vaudeville au- Now they have a colorless assistbrand, lining up bigger than usual
diences like it, and the manner of ant and accompanist who sings one for this house.
Two big turns
Presentation of the character in the number to nothing and plays one were present, one a flash of proporfour scenes from the original play number to less. The Spanish apache tions. Joe Laurie brought along his
against a black background makes dance for a wind-up, with the girl "Jr." and his "parents" for the
it as sure
a sure .ire applause win- taking some flying falls not excelled next to closing tidbit, that went
der as the waving of the Stars and by anybody except the girl of the for
tho show's uncontested hit.
the act
in
let
jjtripog and the playing of ,"Dixio." Lockfords,
There wasn't a thing the house
Th« nn^ [a present in the net, but comfortably. There should be less missed in the routine,' from the
This "gucrillalsh waiter" down to his
"Dixie" ia passed up for "Marking piano and less early stuff.
would bo a bearcat if it ran about girl's dad who got up at five in the
Through Georgia."
little
as morning In order to loaf longer.
had
as
With tho .closing offorlr.i there seven minutes and
closing dance. Laurie has written his material
came an unusual occurrence.
It possible besides that
for
now
the
n»ado possible a terrific app'ause A desirable No. 3 turn
down to his audiences and has done
I<ait.
nniah for tho turn, but it also v/ent bent.
The gray-haired
excellently.
it
to establish
couple used for his parents are inthat the stage Is the
Place for entertainment,
so the "father,"
Especially
teresting.
and no
a well known type in pictures. At
fatter how amusing tho majority
°f
in which the
picture
houses
a
udience plants are, e «>ntually
This 14th strej*' %ouse didn't look some
th^y are going
to have the effect of like itself the first naif, what with well -appearing old boy has apomeono in the audience who does tho Oriental box office and lobby peared In is exhibited coincident
Jet know bettor taking advantage trimmings as a circus effect in be- with the Laurie act and that makes
Joe is advertising
Jhe same privilege that the a. tors half of the Long Tack Sam company it th« better.
wko by invading the* domain of the which Manager Gorman installed as the Friars ns his home, without
name of the club,
the
mentioning
auditors. At the conclueic-.i of the a stunt.
It certainly drew Vin, al**»» Gran, so turn, In which two though the bill Itself was just uver- lie invites his audience to dinner.
address of the
street
the
piving
j*jOn
are
nnploy«-d
as audience '.'irro, and the headline was even
Want*, whll.j the applause was suf- transrended by others on ibo pro- Mon.istei y, and saying it is quite a
plae«».
looking
;i-od
the
nclent ii> rail
fur an fin-oro, a gram, but Ihi* I'Milt justifies
Tin* lung running "Two Little
Ionian in (be audh:u»\ * th»> p.iint mraiis.
marine was alKit <t ion
found favor
** en the
most eaiKH'ity, with th»> house In- Pais" musical comedy
nun ntunul
tin- Mage
Jack Henry and
»* offer a number without bringing m-Msing
than ibereasing onlv in spots'.
rather
well
with "Frog
did
Mayo
Kdythe
new
The
the Rirl of the art, started hlss- around supper show time.
J* and
Miss Mayc's solo numIMrd."
voiced her disapproval in n continuous policy is j»xt the thing and
JJg
Juliette''
found
"Kitchenette
ber,
other
manner that would not be denied. for the Jeffer.son. Somehow or

James
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filled again just at the
time the vaudeville was on for tha
show.
II art.

last

•AUDUBON

r

best?

|

emptied and

the neighbors couldn't see the twice her at the best There was little
outstanding from the others until
denced by the Sunday business at a dance team appeared for the
this house at present In that ghetto finale.
The steppers were Harry
section the hard-working Inhab- Pearce and Mabel Greta, inserted
itants actually need their physical since the turn played here
>me
rest Sunday to too great an extent weelts ago. Miss Grete is a peachy
to attempt making a 2 o'clock mat- blonde, in fact hasn't a mite of
inee, but around four or five, after competition from the others in the
a leisurely toilet, it seems they come way of looks. "Two Little Pals" is
en masse.
a 12-person act and probably calls
The Tuesday matinee audience for a considerable salary outlay.
was In holiday spirit. Everything That may limit its vaudeville
Alice Thornton and Lester
scored. They were none too exact- value.
ing and only approved the heartier Crawford (new acts) put over a
"Dance Voyage"
of anything unusually worthy. Roode pleasing No. 5.
and Francis opened. Roode is rec- (new acts) followed.
Stewart Casey and Mildred Warognizable as Claude M., one of the
first to introduce the drunk dance ren were amusing with their "Dog
Casey's
on the slack wire over a decade ago. Gone It" skit on third.
Francis (it propably should be the English fop la a bright characterifemale counterpart "Frances") is a zation and the piquant sureness of
woman* assisting with the various Miss Warren ia refreshing. The
props merely, Roode pulled a couple pair do take chances, though there
clrcusy stunts with his grooved Is nothing objectionable, unless It
hoop, stilts and unicycle work on be the dog cleaning bit. Miss Warren's number, "Stretch Yourself,"
the slack wire.
Casey's illusion to
Jean LaCrosse, assisted by a male fitted nicely.
daily, reserved seat idea, as is evi-

Apparent favorable business for
the coming winter period was pros*
aged Monday evening. Two boa office clerks worked in rapid fashion
to bring their lines to
Ihz chow oommenced.

a

close before

applause is the guide, the sttow
hit she mark, with each individual
turn entering for a portion of the
If

applause. Grace Emmett Co.
the hit column bell with more
factory results than any of her
petltors and deserved the distinct
tlon.

Cantwell and Walker, the two-act,
were located after the deuce spot,

the latter being capably filled by
Rlano, Nerthlane and ward. The
combination had to
extend themselves to bring home
ths necessary bacon.
They managed to hold sufficient attention*
William S. Hart appearing in
Rlano, Nerthlane and Ward, earn*
"shifting pictures" found laughter, posed of two men and a blonde girl,
as did his idea of Miss Warren's exploded enough comedy to hold.
finale song being a "perfect rasp- None overdid.
berry." This duo should work into
Holland and Odean, of opposite
the better bookings without trouble. sex, are equipped with fairly good
Glad Moffat with Jere Cleg at comedy talk, dance number* that
the piano filled No. S. She has a will satisfy at the smaller grade ox
voice for use on occasion and dis- houses, but fall vocally, especially
played it with "Old Pal" which Crew the female. The masculine member
returns. Miss Moffat has a bright does most of the wise cracking while
finale number in "Queen Socony," she plays the feeding role and Inter
with its "gasoline lyric."
Herris on makes a change to a burlesque
and Willis (new acts) opened, and costume for some stepping, accomthe Lqtena Family
(new acts) panied by him. He looks like 4 caclosed.
Ibee.
pable comedian, but the other half
needs plenty of rehearsing.
Olga Mischka Co. closed the show
In old and modern dances, with a
costume for each. They won admiThe State switched the running ration. *The company part la a vioof its bill this week, with the vaude- linist In the
orchestra pit directing
ville portion of the last show Monthe dance executions and doing
day night starting at t.45, or one string solo selections during her
hour later than formerly. With the changes.
vaudeville on so late the Jast showThe Ponchelll Troupe,- composed
ing of the feature commenced at of half a dosea supposed Arabs,
ex11.16, causing the Ffouse to remain ecute acrobatics
that received apopen after the regulation midnight plause at frequent Intervals. They
closing hour. The State is at pres- run along the same lines as others
ent devoting about two hours of of their kind, but flopped when eneach show to pictures, with three deavoring to Install a few wise
single reel subjects used in con- cracks for laughs. A straight roujunction with tl
feature. This, In tine with closed mouths would be)
addition to the vaudeville, which better.
runs over an hour, gives the house
an exceptionally long show at the
popular prices.
ST.
The first half bill was devoid of a
The Election Day matinee busii
name feature, with The Celebrities, at this house held up nicely with all
an operatlo turn, having the honors portions of the theatre being comin the billing and lights. The Norvolles opened with a gymnastic rou- fortably filled. The six-act bill with
tine on the trapeze and rings. The several names from the big time furrevolving finish on the trapeze nished sufficient entertainment te
topped the turn off to good returns. satisfy the most discriminating

man and woman

STATE

23RD

Melville

and Stetson,

woman' team

Jr.,

a man and

Wilbur and Adams opened the
show with some corking ground
tumbling by the male member. The
young woman appears merely an **>

a musical meplaced their instrumental ability to good advantage.
The musical efforts outdistanced the
vocal work, with the couple wording up nicely to an applause finish.
Johnson Brothers and Johnson,
No. 3, with a minstrel turn. Injected
lange.

No.

offering

2,

"feeder" for her partner, a routine
of talk being employed between hie

tumbling feats. The turn gave the
show a good send off with Dorothy
comedy with an offering Dahl (New Acts) No. 2, going along
that Is draggy in spots. The best slowly somewhat hampered by a
returns were earned with a dancing cold.
bit by one* of the boys, the stepping
Murray KIssen and Co. with a bar*
bettering the talk by a good margin
The combined ber shop skit secured good comedy
in the large house.
returns
at the start but fell down novocal efforts of the three at the fin-

a

bit of

ish let the boys off with their share
of the honors.

ticeably with the vocal efforts at the

bigger houses, displayed sufficient
strength to top the bill. Mme. Doree
Is no longer associated with the
turn, it having been taken over for
the three-a-day by an independent
agent. Changes have been made in
the cast to meet the requirements of
the lower salaried houses, with the
present aggregation display trig suf flcient vocal ability to carry along
the turn in the houses for which it
U now designed. The routine is
identical with that employed before,
consisting of bits from recognized
operas. The young woman who replaces Mme. Doree as the announcer

Dahl just preceding it and suffered
on this account. A stronger finish
should be worked up by KIssen as

finish.
The picture Idea as used In
The Celebrities, formerly known the KIssen act followed too closely
as Mme. Doree's Celebrities in the upon a similar bit introduced by Miss

the early comedy is productive and
needs something strong to follow it
up.
-

has a good appearance and enuna large portion of the
success of the act depending upon

ciates well,

Monday night far too many
her.
curtains were taken, with the favorable impression made somewhat diminished on this account.
Murray and Volk, next to closing,
gave the show some needed comedy.
Murray, with his slipping trousers,
secured laugh after laugh and
topped off the comedy with a corking tenor.
Few comedians can be
placed in the same class with this
chap as a singer. The combined
singing ability of the two men is
one of the strong points of the act.
While the vocal efforts of this team
ara confined to popular numbers, a
good selection from the present crop
has been made with tho songs getting their Just deserts from two
This team has
capable vocalists.
worked up from the No. 2 spot on
tho smaller bills to next to closing,
which they can hold now with case.
Graslcr and Lawlor closed the show.
It
is a man and woman dancing
team overburdened with songs. The
real returns are gained with the
dance bits, especially the closing toe
danoe by both.

The

toe

McWatters and Tyson No. 4
brought forth some of the real class
of the bill. This couple stepped In
with their travesty work and took
honors. The one published number
used by Miss Tyson stands up
strongly, especially with the Swedish
version, which has strong comedy
value as worked up by her. This
team did 25 minutes and were liked
all of the time.
Oscar Lorraine No. 6 kept the
show going along comedy lines
catching laugh after laugh especially
with the young woman plant in the
box.
The 23rd Street audience fell
Next to closing and following the Mc Watt era and
Tyson act had no bad effects upon
this single, who walked through easily.
"A Virginia Romance" (New
Acts) closed the show.
Hart.
for the plant business.

IN

AND OUT

Eddie Leonard was unable to
open at the Palace Monday through
a return of his throat affliction.
Sophie Tucker doubled from the
Orpheum, Brooklyn.
Wilson and Larsen walked off the
bill at the Crescent, Brooklyn, on
account of an early spot Monday,
Oct. 24. They have been laying oft
since that date.

The Avon Comedy Four were
the

bill

off

Thursday and
They had to at-

at the Palace

work was Friday matinees.

tend the injunction hearing in the
Kelth-Shubert dispute over them bea Maid," with Elaine fore Judge Hand. The bill ran an
ITammerstein, was the featuro pic- act short on each occasion.
ture.
The Klray Sisters were added
The lato hour for the vaudeville of Tuesday to Keith's bill, Syracuse.
the last show at the Stato this week It was a timely addliton Inasmuch
allowed tho acta to go along with as a lumbago attack forced the Lepractically no interruptions from cardo Brothers, "The Tired Bakers,*
people coming down the aisles. The off tho bill. The latter act was unswitch was an improvement in this able to appear at the Monday night
house performance.
the
respect,
as formerly
sufficient to place this couple in the
hit division.

"The

Way

of

!5C^

NEXT WEEK

HAZELTON. PA.

(NOV.

14)

M

Palace

Keith's

•"Labt" Ruth Co

Godfrey

Victor Mooro Co
Jlenry Hantrey Co

(Two

II & A Seymour
Jack LaVler
Berk ft Sawn
Imhoft Conn ft C
Elizabeth Brlco Co

Herman Tim berg

Sharkey Roth

Wilbur

Sadller

Drayton
Oreenleo
Rise ft Paulsen
casting Meiloa
fill)

Kctthfe Royal
Bophle Tucker Co
Flaher ft Gllmoro
Allan Rogers

B

ft

Wheelef

(One

to

fill)

Keith's Colonial
Jcssell Co
ft La no
Geo McFarlane
Marmeln Bis
Ruth Rnyo
I<aurl ft DeVlno

J C Mack "Co
Lloyd ft Rubin
Meredith ft Sno'scr
8am Wright
Wilbur ft Adams
Norton ft "Molnotte

Angel
Cahlll

Page
(Two

(Others to fill)
Kolth's Alhambrm
"Dress Rehearsal"
Patrlcola

Harry Foe Co
IfcConnoll 81s
2*

Owen McGivney
Archer

Moss' Broadway
Frank Dobson Co
Harry Cooper

F

Wilson Bros
O ft R Perry
Julletta Dika
(Others to fill)
Moos' Coliseum

(Two

Boys

ft

to

Mary Marbel Co

fill)

Ward Bros
Chas Ahearn Co

Up Down Millet U>a
McDonough

Ethel

to

fill)

1st half (14-19)

Anthony

Mane

Eddie Buzzell Co
Margaret Touog Co
Ernest R Ball
Page ft Green
The Richards

Mary Marbel Co
Miller ft Anthony

(Others to fill)
2d half (17-20)

Bert Fitzgibbons
PagUflna

Valerie Bergcre Co

ft

Bert Fltzglbhon

Owo

to

fill)

Keith's Fordham
Clasper Co

'

(One

Wm

(Two

to

McCloud

Walsh

.

Nor.

WEST

Andres*: *t9
• Je*-.

»

I

ruiy

i

(Other.-

<

'

till

i<>

14—Blalto,

do Pals"

J.:

•i..i:i

rill)

1

•Tli.

rio

•Woodbrldjco

\ileT%

Heaumont

Mir.««-l-i

*

-\

(O

\

n

i

:

a

1

'•IT

-li. r

I

An«er

Keith'* Hamilton
.Ichnio

Suit.-"
i»o.»l»y

•l»iiy!>-

\

'

jii

,•!

,luli«

.1

t

FAR KOtKAW.W

K'Ull-- Miller

Klsa Ryan Co

2d half
"Rubeville"

Zarrell

Johnny Burke

Keith's Jefferson

(Others to

Crisp Si9

fill)

BROOKLYN

(Others to fill)
2d half
•Two I.lttlo rala"
Elsie La Bergero
•Stephens ft B'rd'ux

Keith's Bushwick

I

Gallagher

ft

Mlllershlp

ft

Burns

Shean
Gtr'rd

Freda

ft

I

Moss' Begent

ft

AMSTERDAM.

N.Y.

hem

Ml-*.

Beck man

I

Bcbson

Martha

T

1
1 1

-

'

2d half

Kenny

ft

Avon Comedy

lloilta

Frltzl Scheff

Crisp Sis

Bessie Clayton

Paganna
(Others to fill)
Keith's 51st St.
B A Rolfo Co

BurUo
Mason
•

North

ft

Durkln

ft

Shaw

ft

Halllday

Mme Hermap

Raymond Bond
Weber Beck

C«>

l'rjor

Loyal's

II.

F

Anlmalu

Royal (inscoyncs
(On? to fill)

Boro Park

La
Kenny ft
Elsie

Id half (10-13)
rlinroBO Rernon Co

ft

1st half
Cornell Leone
Melva Tel ma

Kirk
King

Co

"(.'•real

B«

ri:« ""c

llo'.llj

(Othors to hll)
2d half

'/.

BOSTON
B-nnelt

<t

l>

i

i

<fc

ii'

-a

ft

Lady

3

PATKRSON,

N.

Carson

P

Co

McCormack

Claire

J.

r

!1

I.a\eis

Sargent

jom
,540

SOS

WITH ALL

INDEPENDENT

Kay

Sis

Colonial

•Flanagan

ft

La pa ft Deujam.'a
Clark ft Story
Black ft O'D'inaell
(One to fill)
Ld half
Helen Morettl

Young

HAMILTON, CAN.

(Ono

ft

Wlrcler

to Oil)

MOBILE
(N.

Lyrle
Orleans

^*

ft

Ceo P Wilson
Four Girard*
(Ono to Mil)

s.''!!t>

1st half

rcrry Sinters

Story

ft

<v:

ft

to

Kny Hughes Co
Espc

&

coio
Loi'.w'd

1

J'utton

Boys
J C Mack Co
Cronln ft Hart
Musical Hunters

Wm Hallen
to

Lloyd

Rubin

ft

to

fill)

Fr

'

ft
Lewis
Norton Co

.nan

McCoy a Walton

Tloh

ft

It- e.|

Wm

I'Mniuri.ln

Hi in

City

(One

to

I

Bardi

OJ -ens

Lee

Kane

.

Vr

•"i.-

York'e Animals
LYNN, .MASS.
JGacdftiTe. OItbsoI*

A

ft

Falls

Grant
Bros
Bobby O'Nell Ce
ft

Bowman

2d half

Victor

Kane Sisters
Heney Lewis A •
Prlncoton & Wats*i

ft W'tson
B Jazz Band
(One to fill)

Princeton

U

(Ons to

2d half
Al n Wilson
Mlddleton A 8

fill)

MANCHESTER

Empire

Palace
Dlax Monks
Shapiro ft Jordan
Dalton ft Craig
Elm City Four

to

Spencer

Murphy A White
(Two to fill)

FALL RIVER

Boll

A Lee
Dancing Shoes
Kelso

(Two

O

ft

Kane

Sq.

Sisters

Columbia

.

Wood A Lawsoa

V.J*. J.az?. rU.vul.
(One to fill)

Central

ford

2d half

Kramer

ft

ft

I

BAB

2d halt

Kelso

Be

ft

Dick Boyle
Dovereaea
Arthur Astlll Ce

Green ft Burnett
Brcen Family

Kennedy

Ward

ft

Murphy A Locktnaf
Rlcs A Elmer

Strand
Musical Parahley
Mlddleton ft 8

Eva

ft

2d

fill)

h:ilf

Batches'

ft

Niwenzlo

Lonna

2d halt
Columbia ft. Victor
Lowry ft Prince

Graves & He Monde
Angel ft Fuller
Musical McLarens

Brcen Family
(One to fill)

NEWPORT,

"A MlaiCAL

t

B»

COMEDY COMEDIAN"

(Nor. 7).

Lyric.

Hamilton. CaMis.

11TCHUIRU

Colonial

Kaufman

I^yrle

Geo Stanley A Sis

11]*

ft

1

W

2d hair

Fuller

ft

U

ft

Wahih Deed
(Two to mi)

Danny Simmons

CINCINNATI

•

Green ft Burnett
Dancing Shoes

Jack Benny

B

Paiace

Ll^htelle Rev

Cook

Kl*a J'ord

Ror

Foil is

ft

Le

Allen

ft

('anllcld

Brlchtotis
(Oth- rs to 1111)

DANVILLE. ILL.
Terrace

Gordon
Violet

ft

ft

De Noyer

Gordr-n
Lois
ft

to

fil»)

DAYTON/

'.d

huiJ

H. F. Keith's

Fieldi

<fe

rd

fill)

h:\'t

Pre>- ier A lv ^
ilonrpi .Morion
•'

!

Tenipc.a
I'rinci «s

(One

to

fr

",

Sunrhlne

••

" u ^*

Jiii)

DETROIT

Don'.o

Lenier
(Others to All)

Oat man

ft

Ponton
(One to

Thi»

to nil)

Walton Duo
Carney ft Carr
Conlon ft Glass
Peaches

fill)

2d half

Fdna Vu- r

Co

Four
fr

1'itlnre

Butler
"Overseas Re.vue"

Payton
Archer

CHICAGO—KEITH CIRCUIT

Tu«-'uer

Norton Co
H',!iMit,>n & Barnes
'Ono t.j n;i>

.TricU

B ON'!l

Roscelll

fill)

BROCKTON

Angel

Tip

ft

L'kmar
ft
Elmer

ft

(Four to

Murphy ft White
Eva Fay

HARTFORD

Plasa
ft

(Two

Rico

TMt weak

:d hair
Stanley ft Wl loons

hair

Bu«h Bros
.lack

Hall

EDDIE VOGT

Hippodrome

CnpKol

ft Currish
"Juvenility"
l-'ranlc
Mul.'une
Potter ft Ifrxttv.e'.l

(o

Ward

ft

SPECIAL ADDED ATTRACTION
v
PWTAGES CIRCUIT

fill)

YOUNGSTOWN

Poll's

Murray

(ono

Eva

ft

LEWISTON

Cousins

ft 2

POU'S CIRCUIT
BRIDGEPORT

i-'ay

478S-4

fill)

Jorifphlrie Victor
Vaughn Ci'infort

"Lv.vo Ni-ht"

Bryant 7403-04

ft

Spencer ft WHli'ms
Willie Solar
Reynolds & D'neg'n

ft
•

fill)

2d half

Proctor's

Camilla's Birds

All)

A Smith
ggy Carhart

F

N

Clark

ft
ft

•F Belle

(Two

A Smith

ft

to

Reslsta

l'roctor's

2d half

MAX HART
C.

Co

Miller

Leavitt

fill)

TTelen Morattl
Lovi-nbtrg Sis

Rosfdalo
Binder
Wlll'ms
YONKER8. N. Y.
ft

(Two

SYR VCt SB

PHILADELPHIA

N

•Kokln

Morris ft Morris
2 stenards

(ono to

ft

Edward

(Two

8

WILMINGTON
Burt

Garry

Browne
Wlnthrop

Glmrd

"At tho Party''

The Johannys

ft

Dell

(One

'

O

ft

CAMBBIDGR

Id half
Coffrnan ft Carroll

Mason

Lovnberg

York's Animate

MoBconl Bros

Jean ft White
M'Cormlck ft Irving
Tracey ft McBrldo

F

LANCASTER. PA.

Hope Eden
Norwood ft Hall

Garrlck

Riding School
2d half

Van ft Corbett
M Stewart Co

"Tango Shoes"
Arthur West
Thrco Lordons

ft

.

Burke Walsh

Proctor's

Muller ft Stanley
Doris Duncan

l'roflteerlng

ft

II

ft

.........

i3wj «

Dunham

SUITE 417- ROMAXBLOO

N.ycny

r^

-

Nlobe

Meehan's Dogs
liobson ft Beatty

245WA7tmST.

t^

T7
i/ui'ui

Keane ft Whitney
Vane
R Raymond Ce

SCHENECTADY

Frunkl>n Chas Co

B. F. Kelth'e
nerbert ft Dare

Morgan

Ames

Barker
fill)

Chic 8ale

W

McGowan

Sybil

Gibson

Bisters

Bernard

CIRCUITS

to

Temple
Daly Mack ft D
Rae E Ball

Cowan

Jano ft Miller
KdwIn'George

•

ROCHES

2

Althea Lucas Co

»-

?he Banjoys
he Comebacks

Morak

Co

WASHINGTON

J Sutherland Oe

ft

Prince

Stan Stanley Co

Heney Lewis

Murphy

Miller

ft
ft

(Two

ft

ft

Llddell

Kramer
DeMonds

ft

Primrose 3
2d halt
DIas Monkeys
Shapiro ft Jordan
Dalton ft Craig
^
Arthur "Whltelaw

Perry
"Little Big Girl"

M

Wilton 61s

(Charlotte spilt)
1st half

SEE —

Broadway, N. Y.

Faber
Smith

Koandko

CHAS.J-

ft

Lowry

Kennedy

La Favor

ft
ft

Fiddler

D Ward

ft

Edward

BOANOhrH

YOU WANT VAUDEVILLE, MUSICAL COMEDY OR DRAMA

Loew Building

T

Marvin
Hewitt
Brown Oardn'r ft T

Shea

Beecher

ft
ft

Oraves

fill)

2d halt

Lyrlo
(Norfolk spilt)

L

\

.ROSS WYSE and €0.

Larimer ft Hudson
Dave Johnson

RICHMOND

(Others to fill)
2d half

:.i

IF

(Tiro to

Harris

ft

Sponcer

BIJou

Wallcn

Payton

Marino ft Verge
Paul Le Van ft

Hollman Bros

•The Melofuns

W

Dale

Olrls

Rooney
"

M

ft

B Bowman Bros
A ft O Falls
LWBENCE. M'SS.

BANGOR,

Proctor'e

Dora Hilton
Cnltmel
El Cleve

W

ft

Kane ft Grant
Walsh Reed ft

Sherwln Kelly
Allen ft Cantor

De Garrae
Mark Hart Co
Ann Grey
Combo ft Nevlne
Mason ft Colo

Atwood

ft

Musical McLarens
2d half

Alice

Auditorium

Alice's Pets

Majestic

Grill
ft

split)
1st half

1st halt
Follett's Monks

Frov.lnl

J M.'indcll

Tvcltc RukcI
i'l .I'iklyii Ard>
1 1

Wallace
Dunlgan

Miller
Harry Ilayd'in

M

Lyrle

Boylo

ft
ft

(Richmond

Arthur Whltelaw
Arthur Astlll Co
Williams ft Taylor

F

Sej.

.

Cetonlnl
Stuart ft Harrle

St.)

ft

Lillian

HAVERHILL

Howard

TROY, N. Y.

Ivan Bank off
Harry Dclf
Grace Nelson

Academy

fill)

Eva Fay
Q Kaufman A

Olympia

Bewdoln
Dorlo

Herscholl ITrnlere
Herman ft Shirley

Lelpslg

Girls

ft

S< alo
ft

ft

I'alerlca

Dolly

Ir

B. F. Keith's

W

Ardlne

Empress
ft

win
Leon"

ft

ft

NORFOLK

Andrieff

Raymond Wllbert

GRAND RAPIDS

Harris Co

ft

Powers

Jack George
Larry Harklnn Co
Frank Wilcox Co

Lyric
(Atlanta split)

Tom 8mlth
Keith's

J Morton
Iweith's H. O.

j as

T,

4

Eary

Colonial

•

Keith's Orpheutu

Clark

ft

ERIE, PA.

BIRMINGHAM

"HON CHAPEAC"

A

B. F. Keith's

LangTord Fr'drlck
Jed Dooley Co
Harry Watson Jr
MtParlanco ft p
Ford Dancers
Bailey

Moey

ft

&

Duo

Dotson
Paul Decker

Doge

to

KEITH

2d hair
BAH
Margaret Padula

Kelly ft
Francis

ft

Jones ft Jones
Sheldon Th'm's
(Ono to fill)

Balllota.
ft

1

Vincent

ft

Emma Cams

ft Hlrn
Vincent O'Donnell
Dale ft Burch
Ford Sis

Grayh C'rp'tler ft O Olcott ft Mar> Ann
Roya ft Arthur
Simpson ft Dean
Ben Smith
QUEBEC, CAW.

LOWEIX

B. F. Keith's
Sansone ft Delilah
Foley ft LaTour
Clayton Whlto Co
Banders ft Mcllss
Bert Krrol
Barry Jolson
Wllaon Aubrey t

La

Aripan K«Ilii Co
Daisy Nellls
llalg ft Lavcro
Bobbo ft Nelson

Mmo

and JANET

ft

ft

Temple

Hiding School

StrphViis

M

Eary

DETROIT

2d halt
Valda Co
Joo l>o Ller
Tracey ft MeHrid-^
ft

Ed Carr Co

COLUMBU8

Clalto

Rowland

Peel ft Corvln
Clinton ft Cnppello

Llillun's

Alexander Lros

Walters

ft

Chong

AMOROS

Murray

Maryland

Claude ft Marlon
(One to fill)

fill)

Lavlne

1st half

McLcllan

Thos Holer Co
Hayes & I'ingree

ft

LeDora

C ft F Ushor
•May Girls

ft

(.Nashville split)

F.

(Washington
Three Regale

2

B Rempel

F. Alhee

Tho Bradnas

"Carnival Venice"
(Three to fill)
Gordon's Ofysnnia

Pollard

Clinton

PBOYlDBNCK
Bel lis

Krlth's National

The

ft Harrlgan
Chic Supreme
Wllklns ft Wllktng

(Ono

Gordon's

Shen'e

Toomer- Co

E.

D

Chandon

Gllss

*

Jason-

Royal's Animals

Hippodrome

W

Stanton

Gertrude Morgan

Jo« Cook
"Fllvortons"

R«" )S trrs
f>'Conao:

BALTIMORE

J Kaufman
Tho Crelghtona
Grace Doro

Edna Preon
(Two to nil)

"Toy

H B

Piantadosi

Hippodrome

"Four of Us"
(One to fill)

Bessie Clifford

Johnny Burke

I.

E

ft

Co

(Scollay Sq.)
Tyrell ft Mack

ft O Watere
"Love Swop"

F

Baw Thru Woman

Longacre ThcHrre Bldg.. New York.
Tel. Bryant 6400.
Forty-eljfhlh St.

Rudell
Binns

Scotch Lads

Dave Johnson
Loavltt ft Loikw'J
Smith ft Barker

Colombia

Dane g McDonalds
•Clayton ft Allman

(Othors to

Pack*-:

ft

night's

.

ft

Dell

V

W

ft

TORONTO

White

ft

2d hair

BOSTON—B.

Mullen

Oliver

ft

Ox

ft

Bards

LcBuff

M Devltt

Horace Golden Ce

PORTLAND, ME.

4

Kelly

Skatells

D D H?
Dummies
J ft B Morgan

Parsons

ft

Polly

Maurice Samuels

ft

i

fill)

Lady Qga Towage

Ruth Budd

split)

B. F. Kelth'e

Corradlnl's Animals

1st half
!C

Norworth

"Voung America"
John Steel

Girls

Blodjeska

Hager

Spoor

Krani

CLEVELAND

AUGUSTA

(Others to lilli
2d half (17-20")
•Altrock ft St-havht
lVrshlng
(Others to nil)

C:i\uU'gh

Kramer &

&;

N

AL

JACK

llradley ft Adlne
J ft B Mitchell

Frank Gaby

Arhuckln
Shapiro

Weber

3

Bouncer Co

Bradley

Wah-Lft Ka

Till ft

fill)

Itoehcrs

;;

I)

half
Josephine A Ilrrity

half (U-1G)

l.Mt

C &

FollW

\

Int

l"ecgs

Dore

B. F. Keith's
Mi-Donald* 3

Si-I".

have some wonderful material

line.

CINCINNATI

VVrga
Ml)

Corluno

ft

IJllly

Lyrlr

I

(others to

liulf

C

ft

Sis

Hose Clare
•"Toyland

:«1

.

V.I

Turner

ft

Dave

ft

(Hirnilti^riHiu

We

Porrone

to

Wm

BOSTON

TOLEDO

Bob Sherman Co
Heath A Sperling

and talk, and lots of original ideas r^arty to writ© up. to fit
Better see us now or drop us
you.
a

Lewis ft H'nd'rson
"Patches"
Blgclow A Clinton

Do Carino
Combo ft Nevlns
Mark Bait Co
Ann ft Grey

fill)

Dunbar

Byfcen

.<;

•M«i|-I'

to

Proctor's 23d St.
2d half (10-13)
20th Century Rev

CHARLOTTE

Blalto
(Knoxvllle split)
1st half

ft

ATI. A NT

(Two

t

l

/

The Bradnas

Nestor

B. F. Kelth'e

1st half

(Two

2d half
Vlsser Co
Polly ft Co

Peters

Carr

ft

Foxworth ft Fr'nctg
Joe Armstrong
Edmunds Co

Potl'o

Burns Bros

Harry De Cos

Laurel Leo

Enos Frazcr

CHATTANOOGA

Ward

to

(Johnstown

Arnold

ft

Honey Boys

Carney
Murray

WATERBUBT

Genevieve

Bill

Tom

ft Ferrish
"Juvenility"

Jlinjpy Duffy

W. V.

Duffy Co
Kelly

Vlsser Co
2d half

Fields

ft

Wilsons

ft

Freeman A Lewis

Jimmy

Chlc Supreme
Wllklns ft Wllktns

Tom

Marsh ft Williams
Morgan ft Moran

Edith Taliaferro
Cressy A Dayao
Celts Bros
Sheridan Bq.

Edwards Duo

Alice

(Two

Davis

Ben Welch
Bevan A Flint

In songs,

Carpos Bros
Texas Comedy 4
Fisher ft Hurss
Claudia Coleman

Larimer A Hudson

Marino

40th ST.. N. T. City

Mum' Franklin
"T*.

St. Loads.

Edwards

Lyrle

2d hall

Week

7

split)
1st hair

Mc(iov,,;i
Wilton Sisters

HUGH HERBERT

Ziska
Rives

(Roanoke

nil)

to

ft

"Volunteers"
Step Lively

Proctor's

(Two

Norman

Temple

Yletory
2 Kltaros
Jessie Millar

Mantell Co

1st half

E Gorman

Moore
(

TAMPA« FLA,

Ryan

ft

PITTSBURGH

Elaine Sheridan

Joe Da Lier

i

ft

Ryan

Palace

B

Clausg

ft

SPRINGFIELD

Keith (Western) and

A., B. F.

Creole Fash Plato
2

(Mobile split)

Seven Bracks
Walter C Kelley

Pott's

Stanley

-Bush Bros

Affiliated Circuits

NEW ORLEANS

LOUISVILLB
Mary Anderson
Van Cleve ft Pete
ft

M.

(Others to fill)
2d half (17-20)
Ernest R Ball
Clown Seal
(Others to fill)

Hartley ft Leo
Qulnn ft Caverly
Dance Originalities
Gardner ft Lcedura
Arena Bros

2d half

W

ALBANY

TAD
Pabon

fill)

Lcxey ft O'Connor
Thos Holer Co
Hayes ft Plngroe
Lavlne ft Walters

2d half (17-20)
Donovan ft Leo
Bunting ft Francis
Margaret Young
Black ft White

Ordway

Laurie

ft

to

Victory
Knight's Roosters

Cross

ft

Alexander Co

•Beagy

CHICAGO

(14-16)

Rao Samuels
Joe Darcy
Ruth Howell

split)

WORCESTER

spilt)
1st half

Building

fill)

1st half

1st half

CHARLESTON

Eretto Tr
1st half (14-11)
Joe Laurie Jr Co
Kennedy ft Berlo
(Others to fill)

Weston Co
ft Hart

Ruth Howell

.Harry Carroll ReT
Miss I».di c

B

(One

Little Pals'*

McCormack

Cronln

2d half

nil)

to

"Cinderella Revue*

Stan Stanley
Nakae Jape

PoU?*
(Wilkes-Barre

Nobody

Muslcland
Jack Hanley
Jean Granose

Hooking: Exclusively with

Mack

—Palace, New York.

SCRANTOK

ft Vernon
ft

Seabury Co

(Two

|

(Chattanooga

Hayataka Bros
Dolly Dumplin

Wrothe ft Martin
Berk ft Sawn

Joe Darcy*

to nii)

to

"Two
5th Ave. Healy

Doyle ft Cavan'ugh
Slgnor Friscoe

(One

W4allams Co
ft Keating
Adolphus Co

Walmsly

cordon

ft

ft

Not.
Nory 25

"Overseas Revue"

B. F. Keith's

B Kenny

ft

B

ft

SYRACUSE

Suite 1313 Masonic

Joe Laurie Jr Co
•Shireen
2 Ladellas
•Babcock ft Dolly

K

2d halt

2d half (17-20)
20th, Century Rev
2 Ladellas
(Others to nil)
Keith's Prospect
2d half (10-12)

Proctor's
2d half (10-13)
Victor Moore Co

ITarry Carroll Rev
Miss Toleen
(Others to fill)
2d half
Edith Clasper Co
Miller

Hill
to nil)

Belle

Wm

Roger Gray Co
Hall Ermine

Beban

and GEO. JENNY
PRANK FIVEK
21—Jefferson. New York.

Week
Week

Roy Mack, Booking Mgr.

Proctor's

Majestic
(Pittsburgh split)
1st half
Florence Brady

Cockle

Inez

ERNIE YOUNG
AGENCY

2d half (10-13)
Kennedy ft Berlo

Lyrlo

Hunting ft Francis
Wilbur ft Adams

ft

(Two

Bryant 54 1-842

Tel.

fill)

KNOWILLK

(One
2d half
William Rallen
Evans ft Wilson
Chester ft Kerns
Paul Hill Co

Dave Roth

Broadway.

1493

ft

to

Follies''

JOHNSTOWN

DAVIDOW and
RUFUS R. LcMAIRE

St,

Davis
CasolU's Midgets
Rose ft Dell
2 8ternards
•Big Three

May

(Two

ED.

Oreen

Creedon

••Toyland

A

A

1st half

Eckhoff

UNUSUAL DUO

LaMalse Bros

Lucille

fill)

Marion Clare
Anderson ft Young
Hank Brown Co
Coldcn Bird
NEWARK, N. J.

Co
Primrose Semon Co
•Babcock ft Dotty

(Jacksonville split)
1st half

T

PoM'e
(Scran ton sptH)

Carlton ft Tate
Brownlee'a Dollies
Havermann's A'm'ls
(Three to fill)

Princess

Kisnt-n

RIJou

Snell

Parlor Bed'rra

(Louisville split)
1st half
Lovere ft Collins

Ladellas
(Others to fill)
2d half (17-20)

SAVANNAH

£ealy ft Cross
»w Dookstadsr
The Erroltos

NASHVILLB

Harper

ft

to

ft

WILRES-BABKsl

td half
Selbinl ft Grovlnl
Fox worth A Fr'ncls
Potter ft Hartwell
Fay ft Butler _
.

(One

3

ft Payne
Tucker
"Peaches"

Reed

Olrls

ft
fill)

Fields

ft

Sidney

Telaak

I

ft

J Elliott
(One to

Sisters

fill)

I

Id halt
Boh ft Tip

R M Foster Co
McCoy ft Walton

.

Carle

Leo Berrs

fill)

Moore

B

Berlo

ft

(Others to

2

2

Under Our Management

to nil)

Kennedy

Golde

M Roger*
U
NEW HA

Wells

ft
fill)

Amaranth

La Bernlcla

Rae Samuels
La no ft Harper

1st half (IMC)
20th Century Rev

—

Romalne

Mth

Burke ft Durkin
Donovan ft Lee
H ft H Savage
Miller ft Anthony
Klrby Qulnn ft A

Lane

Engaged by the Messrs. Shubert

Packer

ft
ft
ft

F. Keith's

II.

Murray

Schacht

ft

Praetor's

Ward Bros

Q

"Pedestrlanlsqa"

Long Tack Sam Co
Laurio Ordway
Black ft White
(Others to fill)
2d half (17-20)
•Ted Lorraine Co

2d half (10-13)

EDYTHE
BAKER

Long Tack Sam Co

Cooper

•Unusual

Thomps'n Co
Ray Hughes Co

rill)

1st half (14-16)

JERSEY CITY

Adgement

Th'mpkinsCo

Jack

(One to fill)
B. F. Keith's
Taylor Howard ft

Klutlng's Animals

(Others to

S'zan

to

Brent Hayes
Jean ft White
.M'Cormlck A Irving

"i'edestrianlsrn"

Voyago"

•"Dance

Grant

ft

Follctte

Melnotte

2d half (17-20)

Qeo

I* ft

1881

ft

'(One

2d half

A

M'Loughlin

ft Shacht
Heather Co

•Altrock
•Jo&le

(Two

2d half

Wm Hallen

Co
LeMalro Hayes Co
George Ycomans
The Cromwolls

CHESTER, PA.

fill)

Babcock & Dolly
•Wm Weston Co
Warron ft Wado
(Two to fill)

Frank Stafford Co
Frank Browno

M

fluzan

Proctor's It 5th ftt.j
2d half (10-11)

•Altrock

Capman

ft

(Others to

r Monroo

Bort Walton

Valerie Bergero Co
Cahill ft Romalne

"Moon Love"

ft

Trials Frlganza

to fill)
1st half (14-11)

Proctor's
2d half (10-13)

1st half

Weaver ft Weaver
Bobby Pender Tr

(Two

B

Adams

ft

J ft N Ohlmes
Pearson N'port

Harrlgan Co

W

ft

Arcade
(Savannah 6pllt)

Shea's

1st half (14-16)

Mahoney

Miller

11,

Jason ft Harrises
M Samuels C»
JBf ft M Rogers

.

Valda Co

Was. reus)
Hayataka Bros
Dolly Dumplin
Brodcrick ft Bryan
Fred Elliott
Low Ross Co

Doeley & sales
Juggling McBanns
MT. VERNON, N.Y.

JACKSONVILLE

BUFFALO

Boras ft Wills
Lane ft Harper
Murray Klssen Co

Mrs Darrow

ft

McCorniack ft
Sherwood Sis ft

Richard Kcan

Will

•Wm

(Others to fill)
2d half (17-20)

Bclfords

Mortons

(Others to fill)
Keith's Greenpolnt
2d half (10-13)

Goa

ft

Eddie Leonard
6

F Prltchnrd Co

Nell O'Conneil

Mr

fill)

Mrs H Turnbull
Kane ft Herman
J< A Rolf's Rev

F. Keith's

It.

Redmond

fill)

Keystone
Oto Oautier
"One on tho Aisle"
Nestor ft Haynos
Kitty Francis Co

Furman ft Nash
S Ward Co

INDIANAPOLIS
Pierce

IT wo to

Prlttress

(Sunday opening)
Will ft Bloudy

i^hadowland
Bert Baker
Clara Howard
Silbor ft North

SlKnor Friscoe
4

W

Mldgots

to

r.

fill)

1st half (14 76)

Keith's Riverside
Billy Glason
Venltft Gould

(On*

ii

to

Mont*' Flat booh

Murray Klssen Co
Lloyd ft Rubin

—

ft
ft

lid

ft

to

Byron

ft

(Others

Mollis »

Craig Campbell

Howard

Ln.no

Sabbott ft nroolii
Joe Uollcy Co
Resists

halt

Fred Elliott
Roof
(One to fill)

W

1493 B»w«y <P«ttt«m B !<!>*) W» T*

Price

ft

MONTREAL

.lack

KEITH CLBCUIT
JNEW YOBK CITY

Gibson

Dorothy Doyre
Jack Roof

f ATI
h ousts oi'en for the week with Monday matiree, when not otherwise
Indicated)
The Mils below aro grouped in divisions, according to the Looking offices they
Mt supplied from.
Tho manner In which these Mils nre printed docs net denote the relative
Importance of nets nor their progrum positions
•Boforn name indicates act Is now doing r.e^r turn, or reappearing after
•esonec from vaudeville, or apptaili g in city wh re llati-d for tho Urat lime.

Vernon

ft

Peters ft I.eBu«
Joe Armstrong
J Elliott ft a trig)

DR. JULIAN SIEGEL

"Summer Eve"
Lang

Demtlat to the M. V. A*

Official

A O'Connor

Clifford

Feeley's
Jean ft Kisio

VAUDEVILLE THEATRES

IN

filacer's

November

-i-

BILLS

B

Fodw

VARIETY

2S

Salle (iardeoi
KW* * ">'ll0,#
<llbdon * K'

I*

Boss

\';>:.ir.'»

!'

.

'

November

Friday,

A

Puatoa

Field*

Jo* D* Koo Troup*
(Other* to All)

FT.

MJph Boahurf
1U)

to

JJ£ #r .

VARIETY

11, 1981

WAYNH,

PUTINUBniAMrtNr*Q
iiwelsy WAmUnlla

DTD.

til

Wilfred DuBot*

OBPHEUM CIRCUIT

sjnfTNGT'N. IW>.

u..HnvlJI

^

* F'm'rrls
Id hajf

E»«7

«*

JSriner
9*117

Hoo

•ally

BQDDLETON,

t

A Cbumi

K*llar

HID

to

<<)••
1

Id half

Dan Sherman Co
Al*x Mllford
(Ono to fill)

Lloyd

ft

A Drow

Orron

Sd half

•ay A Fox
Al Abbott

CHICAGO

Cornalla

Bingham A Myers

•
•

JACKSON. IOCS.
SLber

O*

Billy Mlllor

Xaapp A

O.

£.»•"« AMriN:

Maker A Radford

Rolls

MNhl,

New
N.w
Ntw

KaitJTi Rlv*r»H*.
S3* W. 46tti St..

A

Jarvla

Will* Gilbert

A Burt
A Johnson
Anderson A Yvel

Whiting
Clifford

Bob Hall

8*111*, Fisher

Harrlaon

Miller A Mack
Lady Sen Mel

A

Bam my Leo Co

Darnell

talllran A Mack
Orren A Dr*w
LAFAYETTE, IND.
New Man

A

Cornalla
Xaapp
Popularity Qveona'

Co

Pan Sherma

(Othara to

fill)

Rest Co
Howard A Rom
fill)

LANSING. MICH.

RICHMOND. IND.
Co
John T Ray Co
Wills Gilbert

F V Bowera Rev

Dave Manley
Lalo Sena Co

Joe Do Kos Tr
(Others to fill)
Sd half
Frank lyn A Vincent

Sd half
Btbel K*U*r
"Smiles"

C*

LEXINGTON, KY.

(One

to

Chamberlain A B
Maker A Radford

Jam a A

Ytmpeat

Ilarrlaon

A Sunehlne

Prince aa Jadantel
Sd half
Jack Benny

A Oatman

Ray A Fox
Al Abbott

Neleon A Bailey
Sd half

Swan A Swan

Matter
Bell* Storey

A Falet
A E D* Mac*

Palo

U

The Lock fordo
Yes Plokforda
Barper A Blank*

Basneford Family
•Others to All)

A E Bar
McDsrmott

Baaura
Billy

Bddi* Dowllng
Al Sexton Co
triC
Mabel With**

DETBOIT
O. M.

(Sunday opening)
Mail* Drossier
Ll*ra Hoffman
Eromka Bros
Harrah A Rublnl
Llbby A Sparrow
BthoJ Davis

Walter Brower
Bolma Braats
Em* Coda*
Ryan A Loo
Robinson's Animal* Franol* Renault

Duo

•elf Is

Majestic
(Sunday opening)
Bvereot's Monk*
Harris A Bantlcy

BROOKLYN

t-

Betty King
©ecollnl

Cunningham

Oseil

Chas T Aldrioh
Callahan A Bile*
Walter Weema
Tares Chuma
Fred Rogera
Ucllls Oilfett*

A

A Vane*

Robins
Allen

Johnny Jones

BOSTON
MaJcoU*

Zlegler Bisters

Rath Bros
Jimmy Uussey Co

Niemeyer Co
Fermane A Shelley

PHILADELPHIA

••*

S

Rlckard
A Llndatrom

ft*!

Eaalral

Bpiller*

Euclid Are,
(Bunday opening)

Etn Linn

Chestnut
Lord-Aln

O. H.

St.

Man Love"

"Cave

Fltsgerald

Lillian

CLEVFXAND
*r*ndvi a Burt
PI Callon

LINCOLN, NEB.
Orpheum
Bushman A Bayne
McKay A Ardlno
Bennett Bisters
Neal Abel
Carleton A Ballew
Juggling Nelsono
Quixey 4

Mason A Keeler
Joe Boganny Co.
Pffderann Bros
Arco Bros

Rev Nana
Vardon A Perry
Rudlnoft

TEN EYCK and WEILY
PITTSBURGH

Majeetle
Gertrude" Hoffman
Jack Inglts

^ympia

Pesval)
fvne to nil)

CHICAGO
Apollo
Monday opening)
J*rt Shepherd
f*ttle Althoff
Uplnaki's Docs

Donaid

Kay
Emily Da ml
Jack Conway Co

Palae*

Gus Edwards Rev
8anJy

'

Nliulicrt-llclHNro
S-in-1 «y
jA n a
A

.11..1

»

°b

I

'

1

Nelson

Ja>"k

BAYTON

KlKoVtM

liberty
<Janaay opening)
Rosener
*

N

•'

•

1

Mifou*-"
Hjt.s

Bert M'-lroK*
Dolly Connolly

Whipple A
Clark

A

II

Co

Vrrdl
Mirror

A Wallmaa Broken
a James Genial Kd Uv'm

J™
Annatr-ng
1

Orpheum

Connor Twins

UeneHln

*.-

Circus
Hutler
Mrien

V'hnnk»rs
Fry»
A:
Orphfoni

J5arah P;nl«1 n

S

Kdlt

fnflord

1

!

«".»r<l-

ra

•

*i

'

i

NKW

!

M

•

r

.•!

TT

i- r

•<

B LaBar A Beaux
2d half
Willing A Jordan.

(One to fill)
Delancey St.
Rose A Lea Bell
Hart Wagner A B

Long Cotton Co

Wm DIck

I,

n.«\

Drown A O'Donnoil
Matlle Llppnrd
Stonw A Hayrs

K
1"

/.

M

;v

.

Ilr

1

::..ri

!<:".

("iii)'!'

1

*

Direction:

Eddie Sloan

A

Provost

ly
T;i> )T

Goelet

BIRMINGHAM
Monahan A O*
Marva Rehn

Co

I.

Adama A Oerhue
C Mack Co
Lambert A Flah

Co

Mil)

Orpheum
L Stono ''..

LAO
DeVlne

Wllllar»s

At

Hpjs

Staii'' y

T."i«'I
1

?i.»i

!•?)

1'oor

A

1

1

1

•

»

1

t

II..'

&

I.a«ldi''

v.'l t-»

>.'\

Jim

i

U

>

1

•

4

-"<)

!

>

'

'

to

fill)

2d I) ilf
Alvln A Alvln
llnwaril Mirt<:i Co

Brow

in!'l«

ri

r.ymH A

and HILL

JtCK LEWIS-KEITH.

HORIUTZ -KRAI'S— I.OEW.

Toarl A

Z.-l>r

t»t».»r t

Co

Murra> Voflk
Colin'.'a

(One

to

Daii.-rrs
All)

Olrl.s
fo All)

S.I

half

2d half

Goodrich

A

Qutnnell

Mora A Reckless

Bldrii

Joala'*

Ha'

Rooder Bro*
BealaB Pearl
Howlaad InrlaSjat
Bay!* A Patsy

May A Eddy

Stono Hallo Co

Bird Cabarst
Sd half

Wilbur Twns'ndCo
A Thorton

Tllden

Panama Four

A

May A Eddy

A O*

Stono Hall

Wilbur Twns'nd BV
Tlldsa A Th*rat*m
Panama Four

H

HTGTON,

W.TaV*

A King
Ronalr A Ward
Pay ton A Lyoaa
Boyd

Dancers D* Luxa

Comedy Co (On* to All)
1NDIANAPO
CLINTON, IND.

Prlscllla

Lyrlo

Clinton

S

OTTAWA, CAN.
Loew
King A Cody
Robinson A Pierce
Cantor's Minstrels

Seymour A Jeanette Mack A Dean
Link A Phillips
Marco Co
Cameron A Meeker
FiTTsnrRGn
DeMarla S
Lyceum
HOBOREN

SImms A Wsrfleld

Martin A Courtney
Shea &. rhlrley

(Two

to

La Tell Bros
Octavo
B Moore Co

Lawrence Crane Co
Burke
Paramount 4

JAB

Parker'* Trio
"Last Night"

2d half

Bonner A Powers

i-Do

Frlrr.2

Hrua«r"

Hiiiy

V Mors*r*au O*
BOCHESTBBI

Rose Revue

COLl MB18
Orpheum
Marr A Evans

Anna

Morln

(One to

Kahn A Boono

2d half
A Scott
Irwlng A El wood

J

Lolfhton Revu*

Thomas A Carl
Rhyme A Rhythm

WRlalto

Geo
Moore Walmsley A L'ghra
Roger* A Pag*
"Nine OCloek"

Columbia
Owen White A C
Wills A Robbln*
McCarthy A Gale

Delmar*s Lions

Victory
Virginia S

WATERTWN, M«.

Broad

A Scott
Irving A El wood
Miller Paoker A
Blosstt

2d half

JAB

A Mao

Morell

EVANS VI LLE

L Cran*

All)

TOLEDO

DETROIT

Billy

Victoria
-Belle

Blasett

Ross Revue

Reed A Lucey
Randall Co
Frank Sheppard Co
Futuristic L<-»

fill)

c.*%

Uurke

"Fascination"

(One

to

Emery

Special Ratca

Ths Larennlans
Vlllanl nros
J Orsdy Co

All)

RAN8AS CITY

DENTIST
McYK'KER'l THEATRE RL1
Dr. M.
CHICAGO

C'CAKT

PROVIDENCE

The Newmans
Gordon Duo
Phil Adams Co
Monte A Lyons

tlbert CsrNton
Tollman Rev
(One to fill)

GL'NS F'LLH, N. T.

Jewel'i Manikins

2d half

Roy riro*
FlaslT A Ma!!a
Smith A In man
Curt in A l-'lt zk*'1
"Snappy Hits''

(C»n*

I.<

SA<
'!<1

LONDON, CAN.
At

Hazel

to

All)

"New

State

(!urt

I

1

"1

Cunlnri A Joluo
Lmiii nna Lucca

A

!"<

ALTON. ILL.
Hippodrome
Mack A Stanton
"ItUM'-M
2d half

KAMFNTO

cit-y

L»'ji<|.-r"

Oallaway

BTLKSVII.LK, OK.
Odeon
Rosa

\

Maud<-

Co

2J half

MrKenna A F
A Ramadcn
Robles

Dancers Supremo

BOB NELSON

POLITE VAUDEVILLE
HERBIE HEWSON, at th* Piano
IN

I

Sd half
Sterling 4
Anna Belle

I).-

Oordon A Dvlma*

Show"

"Styls

Jack I**e
Fred V Bowara R*V

C'DAR R'PIDS, IA,
MaJesUe
The Hennlngo
Hid Lewis

A HarrwU
Keno Krys a M
A CorseR4

Roatlno

alyila
Kit' :t

F A O
n'd.i

,

Kmplr*
(Two U All)
WESTEBN VAUDEVILLE

'

Monte & Part
>o Ly tf * M.'ir-x
I>nr;i

f tha PaaffaaaloNS

Paramount Four

2d half
A L Stevens
Williams * Dairy
A C Nathan
Oruet Kramer A O rils A Clark
Cay!ord A Lanslor.
Jim Reynolds
Holland D'rkrlll Co Sherman Van A H

C LituHay

EaJle

A

Houston

Adams A Taylor

2d half

Melody Feetlval

Sdhalf
Lindsay A

Mohr

Variety Four
Keefer A Albert*

Lalng A Orccn
Wild A Sedalla
Frank Terry

Rita Shirley
Walter Fenper Co
Jennlngo A Moclcr

O

Prlscllla

Herman A Engel
A I Marlln
A Leslie
HAMILTON. CAN. Clifford
Wssdell A D'ncourt
Ring St.
Harry White
Work A Mack
Dancing Whirl

Lamb A

A

OAJsj

CLEVELAND

J

l>Of-W

CHICAGO
MeVleker's
PoliInT A Hi >
Belli*

l'n

:i

(Thi4-e

.

ll4iulr\ nr<l

Loveuo tonc'nt
Jimmy Lyons

WINDSOR,

Hip Raymond
Dunlay A
Dane* Follleo

us suh (SBonr

If

Orpheum

(One

Evans Mero A B

A

Race A Bdge
"Ono Two TaraOR

ALB ANT

Liberty

Hill

A Oaal
Psscl Duo
Al 'Lester Co

"Doll Frolic*"

J

Lockhart A Laddie
Jerome A Franrn
"Betty Wiki! Up"
Aah A Hyams
C
Johnson Co

7

t

BUFFALO

Loew

4

BOSTON

W

half
:

Tr:

111.)

K«* Tom

Harvey

W

A 8INQINQ HUMORE8QUE

State
Lyndall Laurel Co

WA8H1NGTOV
Haahl

Patsy
Boeder Bros
(Ons to All)

MATTY WHITE
olNGLE-INU
IN

VAC

BAN JOSE, CAL.

OKLAHOMA CITT
S

Dane*

2d half

Zelda Bro*

Sd half
A Pearl
Howland Irwin A

Time A Ward
Tiller SI*

A

Uyeda Japs
Johnny Dovo
Avery
Barker A Duna
Timely Revu*

Al Tyler
•Kiss Ms Revue"

Bayle

Christopher A
Will J Bvans
2d half
Zelda Bros
Keefe A LIUlo
"Doll Frolics"

2d half
13)

Faber oros

to

Beasley

Collins

Bong

Stutz Bros

4

Ktijcn.; Knim^tt.

MAY

Shop

Frill

in "POOR RICH MAN"
" ORPHEUM, LINCOLN, NEB.

L.l

K rio:k
S'cilmnn

t

Hippodrome

A

O*
TAD ALane
Pillard

Thanks A Kelley
Al Tyler
"Kiss Me Revue"
Sd half
Auetraliane Delso*

Bsulah

Palmer A Houston

Brown A Elaine
Coslor

BALTIMORE
Van Camp Co
Murphy A Klsln

"Playmatee"

Gilbert

HOLYOKE, MASS.

WACO, TBX.
Little Toahl

Majeetle

Sd half
Proiton A Isabello
Bornlco Barlow*
Fox A Kelly

A G

"

Aerial Levalle
Carlton A Burke

AO

Bobby Jarvl* Co

Bobby Jarvla Cf

Malay A O'Brien
Kalaluhl's H'w'll'ns

Foley A O'Nell
Plonoera of M'al'lsy
Sd half

Danube*
Hrnwn A Elaine

A K Sutton
Bentlcy Banks

Co

Flint

B'd'rl'd

h\ Hamilton Co
Vox A Drltt

K UMr.'ira

f.

D

—AND—

W

A K

Law Hopklne

II

2d half
Stanley A Elva
Flske A FsMon

BEVERLY BAYNE

Orpheum
I-"

Adama A Oerhue
Chae Mack Co
Lambert A Fish
Ee* Tom 4

FRANCIS X. BUSHMAN

(One

Santos-Hayes Rpv

A

Grand

DeLyon* Duo
Don* A Loehr
O Handworth Co
Dave Thursby
Waldroa A Wlnal'w

2d half
Aerial Leva lis

Stat*

L*w Hawkins

1

L*ew

Catland
Chas Olbbs
Connors- A Boya*
Morris A Shaw
Doraldlna

2d half

Thanks A Kelly

Bontley Bank*

Raymonds

A F*eley
TORONTO

Dora

VAC

Palmer

Loo Arados
Willing A Jordan
Lord Robert

Faber Bros

Pill

Uyeda Jap*
Johnny Dovo
Avery
Barker A Dunn
Timely Revue

S Raymond*
II
Sutton

HOUSTON

*

BAM ANTONIO

BAH Mark*
t Kervllle*

W

NEW ORLEANS

**Mystlo Oarden"
Waehlna^on Trio
Cha* Barney Co

Dupra

Prince Girl*

Wigwam

Anger A Adelon
Burke A Burke
Waters Hopk's A C
Brava-M'nlellna Co

Carter

M

Tollyana
Cato 8 Keith Co

MONTREAL

Loew

ATLANTA

NEXT WEEK (NOV.

Orpheum

(

):•

D'urbyelli

Repan

M. ru.M •
„

Washington S
Cha* Barney Co

Christopher A
Will J Bvans

T A A

A

Medley

Walter BahoP O*
Rosa A 8cha*Bav
Sdhalf
Monte A Parti
DeLyto A Manas
Gordon A Jala*
Luolanna Luoea

Medley A Dupr*<
Meryl Prtnco Girl*
Walter Baker Co
Roee A 8chaeffer

"Mystic Garden"

DeLyono Duo
Dane A Loehr
Fox A Evan*
Handworth Co
2d half
Dane* Creation*
Hart Wagner A B Dave Thursby
Madrid Entert'lners Waldron A Wlnsl'w
OAKLAND

Bijou

2d half

DcIIaven A Nice
Melody Dance
Gibson A Conelll

A

A

Ferguson

Sol Berns
Josle Flynn

Monroe Bros
Shslton Brooks
Clark A Bergman
Morris A Campbell

J!.,\s.i-.l

All)

IB Rue da* Prince*. BRUSSELS

National

SIOUX CITT
Orpheum

.'

A

(11-14)
Ardell Broe
T A A Carter

Tiller Sisters

Ardell Broa

Australian* DoMsl

Cha* Boeder
"Messenger Boy"
Worth A Willing
Fayo A Thomao

(lS-lt)

Arthur Deagon

Ushera

4

The Norvellos
A Lambert

A Knappe

VANCOUVER.

to

Ton Wish Europeaa Engagomeat*

Challls

Mrs Gene Hughes

'>i)l*^

OKI.KANM

Strand

Tim* A Ward

Margaret Merle

Weiss Trio

Doner Co

Sylvia Loyal Co
Jack Joyce

r.-.-i

A

MODESTO. CAL.

Sd half

M Hamilton Co
Tower & Darrell

M Montgomery
Kramer A Boyle
Mary Haynes Co

J

LaBar A Beaux

(Ou*

Relff Bros

Arlington Co

M Montgomery
WINNIPEG

Mjii"i'i)

')n.'i

O Cameron Co
LaTemple A Co

KEMP

J.

Hippodrome

Foley A O'Nell
Pioneers of M'st'lsy

Flying Russell Co
Sd half

CHARLES BORNHAUPT

Gelll*

Rltter

Sd half
A Klein

Billy Trio

If

U#-n Hi-y««rs

Hios

^lurinonf

2

STOCKTON, OAB»

SAN FRANCISCO

Ulaymateo

PHONE

Turner Bro*
Tho.rMcNuiughtons

Lefevero
Mel Kleo
Marjorlo .Barracks
Harry Conley C*

< »

Yip Yip

Mos"

Beasley

Jimmy Lyon*
Homer Mile* Co

O A M

Alf

MINNEAPOLIS
&

J

4>*Vln* A William*
Collar* Dancer*
Oreoloy Sej.

Carlyle Blackwell
Bob LaSallo

L A F

l.Toyd

TherU-ri^a

A

Sd half

Monahan Co
Marva Rehn

Colonial

1

Marlctt's Manlkcnn
Polev A jjaxon

Patrlcola

Orplit'iiiu

Hros

B

Eddie Heron Co

Fisher

FIan«KT*

DETBOIT

Arthur Deagon

Harvey DoVora

SALT LAKE

David Sanrrsteln

I

Ilillii.r.i

WASHINGTON

Tin yes

«rnar<ii

Sinters

Mi

Robe;:

Nlchols'n

MadaTiM- K.'is

Holt A Rosed* !e
Georgie Price
Regsl A Monro
Nonetfo
J»-cU

Gsut

Wanzer A l'almcr
The Rectors

\Varr«-n

Shubert

Terlno

"'•In

Witch!*

CARRIE

MILWAUKEE

«•

Fox A Evans
Dan** Creation*

Flying Howards
Zolar A Knox
Mixtures

Harvey DoVora S

4

Kittle

Rome A
Norton A

A Bmlth
LaSova A Oil more
Mills

The Newman*
Monte A Lyon*
Hippodrome
D Burton Co
Bd Hastings
Burns A Klein
Twyman A Vincent
Madrid Entert'ir ers Murray A Popkova

Caaaoa

Danny

Kellam A O'Dar*
D*mar**t A CUette

Th*

Co

LaFolletto O*
2d half
Butter A Dell
Harry Gilbert

Ed Morton

Deeds

Houeton

Preston A Isabello
Dugal A Loary
Bern Ice A Barlowe
Williams D'rwln Co Fox A Kelly

FRESNO, CAL.

Armst'ng

Sidney Qrant

t

Davla
JUrle Stoddard
J '* A Rico

Jora

A

Bigg*

A

Llebert

Orpheum
Cameron Sis
Wm Oaxton Co

"Up In the Clouds" Company.
Address Frlart Clnh, N. Y.

M

Co
Sej.

4 Danubes
Kar*
(One to All)
Wm Ebs O'Nell
2d half
Avey A
Russo Ties A R
Ollle Young A A
Corlnne Tiltun Rev The MrNaughtons
Eugene Enime.lt
8E.ATTIX
"Betty Wake Up"
Orpheum
Brady A Mahoney

McOrath A

A

Coelor

Takl

American

PAUL

ST.

B

Gautler s Toy Shop
Swift A Kelly
The Canslnos

B» Rout*

5**»le

Adam* A Burnett

Lee Kids

Cellos

Tom

'•».

A

Reeder

Orpheum

QarcineMI Bros

MAX

MELISSA

L
P Frank Co

A

Palmer

Margy Duo

Mankln
Hodge A Lowell
Bam Llebert Co
Johnson Bros

2d half
Stone Co

Sam

BAN FRANCISCO

MEMPHIS

Vhnckles of 15S1"
Reran A Wiser

Way

"Flash** *
Palonberg Animal*

Cullen

Joe Jackson
Vine A Temple
Bert Earle Co

Taylor Maey A H
Lincoln Hlghw'ym'n
Swan'* Novelty

A Ryan

Bros

James Grady OS
Dbert Carleton
Tollman Revu*

Barnold'* Dog*
Id half
Kress A Aver*

Clare

CHICAGO'S THEATRICAL ATTORNEY. COUNSELLOR TOE STAGE FOLKS ON Hal Btryker

and ALLEN
"BROADWAY TO TUB ORIENT"

Rlalto

Rome A

Celebrities

Asakl

AUSTIN

S

(Sunday opening)

2d half

Faltoa

Sd half

A J

Flying Russell Co

A

Vlllanl

Phono: Bowling Oreon 81*f

Twyman A Vincent
A Popkova

Bvon

Rawles A Van K
Lane A Freeman
Alex Spark* Co

Jewel's Manikin*
Sd half

The Larconlan*

Dorothy Bard Co
Pheeay A Powell

Murray

Theatre Building, Chicago

BOB

NEWARK:
Jolly

The

Cortes

Lea Bell

Nelson A Barry*
Jack Reddy
Pot Pourrl Dancers

Carloa Cirrus

Loach Wallon

DAYTON

Butter A Dell
Irene Trovetto

Murray Voelk
Petit Troup*

Lincoln

Johanny Jomfson
Gibson A Corelll
Joseph B Bernard
Juda Trio
Frank Farroa
LaFranco A Hani* 4 Lamy Bro*
7

Helen Keller
Dooley A Storey
Jack Rose
Margaret Ford

Fletcher

A Pillard
A Dance Rev

Song

EHRLICH
BEN
Woods

Mala Si.
.
Beeman A Grac*
Toney Grey Co

Orpheum

M Klss Burglar
Bailor Rellly

Fred

Barl

Beoman A Orace

LOS ANGELES

Nip

B'd'rl'd

Josle Flynn

Gordon A Rica
4 Cameron*

Sharracka
Taxlo

Van

Hall

A Langtaa
Sherman Van A R

half
HAL2dStevens

JOHN

Sd half

ALL LEGAL MATTERS.
IACK OSTBBMAN, FLORENCE KEEP. McOBATn and DEEDB.

Cha* Rlchman Co
Loona La Mar
ERIE. PA.
Park

A
PAG
Collins

Ulls

Gaylord

Theatrical Inwarancm
JOHN STREET, NMW TOMB

Ed Hastings

Daisy Lane

Williams A
A Clark

Mills A Smith
LaSova A Ollmoro

S

BQppo d rooas
Gabby Bro*
Dave Klndler
G L Oraves Co
P^ggy Vlnoent
Thomaa S

Crescent 4
2d half
Little Yoshl Co

SP*GFI'LD.

Dugal A Leary
Williams D'rwln Co

LOB ANGELES

A Day

I

Dancing D'i Browns J A C Nathan
Gruet Kramer A G
Kneeland A Powers Jim
Reynolds
Stuart A Laurence
Holland Do'krlll Co
Swan** Novelty
Palmer A Houston
SALT LAKE
Sd half
Casino
Gabby Bro*
O K Legel
Dsve Klndler
O L Grave* Co

Thomas

Helen* Davis
Fred Weber Co

Morris Co

WRITE, WIRE OR

Sterling

Henry A Moor*
Hlghlowbrow
Watta A Haw ley
Dorothy Jardon

Samoyoa

BfConnell A S'pson
Tvstte
So* Fanton C*
Desert Devils

Whit*

A

Lose

A

"Straight

Henshaw A Avery

Bro

Rlalto

Blossom Beeley
Butler A Parker

Harry Hines

Academy
low Fields Co

A

A

Oddities of ltSl

Stat*

Mark*
BAH
Ksrvlllea

LOUS

Loew
Margy Duo

Peggy Vincent

Jefferson

Ted

Eldrldffe

Hip Raymond
Dunlay A Merrill
Dance Follle*
L'G BEACH, CAL.

DALLAS

Ash A Hyama
TAs Celebrities

Jack Reddy
Ferguson

A

Wm

Lord Roberts

Dugan A Raymond
Moody A Duncan

Marguerite Farrell

(17-11)

BALTIMORE

Essamnn

Mower

Adelaide Bell
Hugh Herbert

Calgary 17-20)

Orpheum

Luoillo Chalfamt
Throo Apollo*
fill)
(One

Lm Whit*

plays

Mehllnger A Meyer
Eleanor A Wllll'ms

Hale

G'rctte

Fortune Queen

1

!

Hodge A Lowell

Ed B Ford

May Wlrth Co
KANSAS CITT

Fisher A Lloyd
Valante Broa

J

(14-16)
bill

A Lawlor

to All)

Fose

A Rogers

Paull

Poor Old Jim
Johnson Bros

Julian Bltlnge

Wm

A

A Day
Ward A Wilson

Francis

RENEE PIERCE

Victoria
Weiss Trio

LOUIS
Orpheum

J R Johnson Co
Muller A Stanley

SHUBEBT CDtCUlT
EEW TOES CITY

Orpheum
(Same

Metropolltaa

Kennedy A Nejson

ST.

Mlllicent

Rawlea A Von K
Lane A Freeman
Alex Sparks Co

2d half
Fred's Pig*

Maxon A Morris

Pearl Regay Co
"Indoor Sports"
Schults Mannlklns

*

EDMONTON, CAN.

fill)

SAGINAW. MICH.

(Two

A Ryan

Cortes

Royal S
Galloway

"NO MORE SALOONS"

play*

bill

2d half
A Nelson

Kennedy

BROOKLYN

BOB ROBISON
j

Fresno 17-20)

DULUTH

A Gordon
Capman A Capman McRae A Clegg

W

Oraser

A N

(14-16)

(Same

Jordan Olrls
Jean Adair Co
Lyons A Yosco
Ed Jania Revue
Flanigan A M'rrls'n
Scanlon Denos A S
Lucas A Ines

Gordon

Burn* A Kl*ln
Johnson Co

Conroy A O'D'nell
Molera Revue

Pitzer

Sampson A Do'glao
Bplc A Span Rev
Adams A Griffith
Nlhla
Moran A Mack
East A West
Mario Dorr
Dance Fantasies

Orpheum

CAT
Harvey
Dorothy Burton Co

SACRAMENTO
IA.

Barbette

"Divorce Court"
Bert Lewis
Alex Mllford

fill)

2d half

C

A Hamilton

Chalfonte Sla

Musical Rowellys

The Rio*

Wallace Galvin

DBS MOINES.

Wilbur Mack Co

A Avey

to

Metropolitan

Morris Co

Orpheum

Orpheum

Gardner A Aubrey
Ralph A Seabury

Raymond

2

A C

Ford A C'nlngham

FONTIAC, MICH.

td half

A)
(Others to

A Roas
Wood A Wyde

Sd half
Patera A Weat
Fulton A Burt

(Others to All)
potty

Llttlejohns
Alleen Stanley
Hughes Musical

Adler

OWOSSO. MICH.

Ralnoa

Orpheum

Bowers W'ters

(On*

Mankln
Tom Mahoney

Les Arado*

Vera Gordon
Joe Bennett
C Harrison Co
Toney A Norman
Maurice Diamond
Bobble Gordone

•

DENVER

John T Ray Co
Dave Manly

St Clair Twins Co

B'klayers

Gautler'a

tinman A Capraan
Bsm Leddy Co

BUI* A Rose
Lglo B*nna 60

Howard A Jenkins
Vincent A Sully
Relff Bros

2d half

Nancy Welch Co

Lambertl

Cook

Pierre S

"As Tou Like It"
ST.

Mohr A

Swan'* Noveltp
Koofe A Mil*
Sd half
Pollyana
Fields A LAdolla
Cato S Keith C*

tdhalff

Th* Haynotta
Jean Bhayno
Geo Heather
Do

Jonla's Hawaiian*
Sd half

Liberty

Margaret Merle

L W Gilbert Co
P Brennan A Bro

A Marlln
A King

Millard

York

Brltt

Pot Pourrl Dancers
(One to All)

Wm

PORTLAND. ORI

jtoae

A

Walter West

Do Llele Sully A Houghton
BXHAZOO. MICH.
MCSKBG'N, MICH. Mr A Mrs J Barry
Raines A Avey
"Smiles"
Sd half

Barton A Sparling
Pearl Abbott Co

Fox

CLEVELAND

A Sheppard

Roller Skater*.

Week Nov. SI—Kelta'e, Bestow.
Week Nov. AS—Keith'*. Lowell.
Week Do*, ft—Keith'*, Tortland, Me.

B

Danny
Small

DALEY

and

Comedy and Spectacular

fill)

Clifford Wayno 8
Lillian Shaw

Juggling

Flaherty A Stoning
Fulton A Burt
(Othere to fill)
Sd half

Av*nuo
Gordon Duo

Q Hughes Co

OMAHA

Foeley A 8
Oarclnettl Bros
State Lak*
Hal Skelly Co
"Dress Rehearsal"

Davis

Graves

LeRoy

Bervale

A Royco
Robinson

Low

York.
Y*rk.
Vsrt.

Tower A Darrell
(Two to fill)

Anerles*

Anderson A
A Baldwin Mlchon Bros

Long Cotton Co

Nelson A Barry*
Asakl A Takl

Follla Olrla

Marx Bros

«

Bronaon

KsmVa

7).

Orpheum

Anastl'g

Carlo* Clrou*
Pearl Frank C*
Mumford A Stanley
Odditis* of 1IS1

(On* to

MAC

DALEY,

to:

Lynch A Zeller
Jerome A Frsnco

OAKLAND

Fink's Mules

10EW CIRCUIT
CITYReeder A
Wm Dick

MEW

2d half

Sultan

Dave Harris Co

(Othor* to fill)
Sd half

BILLY GLASON
14).

Mabel Burk*

Valeaka Buratt
Eddie Rosa
Olson A Johnson
Toto
Jimmy Lucas

George

McRae A Clegg

Hill

Psdsstrlanlsm

Bill

rau Wesk (Urn.
mat WMk (No.

Flamy A

Jim McWllllam*

P

BIBBMBTII.S

siaongLiaa
BEBovlLINS
41 JOHN ST* N.T.CHTY.

JEWELRY

Olbiion

Robhlns Family

Mont

Al.ni A (J:rll.<
IlL'MINtiTON, ILL.
Hilly

Mitjcetle

t/:onlln'.ied

Hill

2d half
Croat

A

Rlnohart

B

A Dug

Morrel) •

on Page

?i

9

j

14

VAfclETY

V

,11

»

Friday,,

(

i

I

i

J

>

'

I

I

November

11, 1921

WHILE PLAYING YORK, PENNSYLVANIA, OCTOBER 7TH, OUR ROOM AT COLONIAL HOTEL WA8 ENTERED AND OUR BANK AND CHECK
BOOKS AND VALUABLE PAPERS WERE STOLEN. HAVE NOTIFIED MANY OF OUR FRIENDS AND HAVE 8INCE LEARNED THAT SOME ACTS
HAVE RECEIVED WIRES FROM READING, PENNSYLVANIA, ASKING FOR FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE IN OUR NAME. WE ARE HEREBY GIVING NOTICE
TO ANY AND EVERY ONE IN THE PROFESSION NOT TO HONOR ANY SUCH WIRES AND TO REPORT ANY SUCH REQUESTS TO HENRY CHESTER.
FIELD, NATIONAL VAUDEVILLE ARTISTS' ASSOCIATION, NEW YORK CITY, AND PAT CASEY, VAUDEVILLE MANAGERS' PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION,
NEW YORK CITY, OR H. BART McHUGH, 538 LAND TITLE BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA.

AND
BILLS HEX!

Kmbs & Alton
JO LILT. ILL.
Orphean

WEEK

Continued from Page 23)
Virginia Lee VorWo Jamca Cullen
Phina Co
Borstal Troupe
(Two to fill)
2d hull
(

Van A Vernon
Melville & Rale
Tarsan

CENTRALIA,

ILL.

Grand
Ilollins Slaters
Infield Bisters

John A West
"Ruffles-

(One

E

to All)

CHAMPAIGN.

I IX.

&

I*a

Duffy

Buddy Walton
Non-U' Novelty

Jack

to

-

(One

to

& L

fill)

to All)

IA.

fill)

Cullen

Hanley A Howard
Keno Keys ft M

DUBUQUE.

2d half
ft A Glocktr
Wayno NTs mil

C

S

2d half

Joa Melvln

& M'rkh'm

ft

Anna Eva Fay
Dillon

A Veak

"Cosy Revue"
Nelson A Madison

Parker

ft

Cliff Halley
S H»j«1<ltes

S

1

'

2d half
Fields & Harr'Kton
Kennedy ft Davles

H Holden Co
Chabot ft Tortonl
Rosa King 3

M

ft

Lincoln \

ft

Teg^y

A Lorayo
J Mooro

Lyne

Hartt

Jack Gregory Co

Steeds Septet
(Ono to nil)

OMAHA. NED.
I

Grand
(Torre Haute

NIL

Empress

*.'

vtv. jv vy in-.

Kmbs

Hpllt)

ft Alton
Ernest Hlatt

1st half

(One

to

fill)

Val Harris Co
Hlgglns ft Braun
Zuhn ft Dries

2d half
Marcel Hardlo

Orvllle Stamni

Jo Jo Harrison
Monroe Dios

(Two

Eddie Fuy & Family

1st naif

Foster

E

EVNSVILLE.

Maraton ft Ma nicy
•Cosy Revue

till)

Orpheum

L

Kedxle

to

OKLAHOMA CITY

2d halt

to Mil)

GALE8BIRG,

T Brown's Revue

PEORIA. ILL.
Orpheum

ILL.

Orpheum

"Bubblclanir'

The Nightona

Palermo's Canines

Joe Melvln

(Three

Fox

C Nazarro Girls
Jack l«oo
Nat Naaarro Co
(Two to fill)

to

fill)

-Rice T'uddinK"

2d half

Nile Marsh Co
Princess Misses
Don C A Zeleya
Howard h Spectacle

(Two

Conrad

ft

to All)

2d half

The La Rays
Foster Hall Co
Hilly Gerber

GR'D

DAVENPORT.

IA.

Columbia
"Touch in Time"
ft Vernon

Van

2d half

Rev

Loo Zarrell Co

ISL'D. NEIL
Majestic

Wlchinan & Ward
Viola

Byron

& Leo
ft

L<>wls

l'rlce

tlnrdon ft Deliuar
Minatrcl Monarchs
Lydell ft Macey
Borslnl Troupe

(Ono

to

fill)

QUNCY.

ILL.

Orpheum

STENOGRAPHER

The

Six yeirs' experience In theatrical
Thoroughly capable.

2d half
Palcrnio'n Canine*

Add:

•

sk

Box

61,

Variety,

New

to

ofilocH.

Y«>rlc.

T.a liny*

Foater Kill

ST.' JOE,

Billy

Gerb.T Iluv

Fox & Co n ad
i

(Ono

E

Watts

Kenny Mason

LOU18
West

G

Pantages
Pederick A Derere
Zelda Santley

Kuehn

"Cotton Plckera"

Chas F 8emon
Francis A Kennedy
Hawaiian Novelty C
SIOUX CITY. IA.

Lew Hoffman

Korlh
Caruso

Davis McCoy Co
I

J

Pantngea
Dorothy Morris
Pantzer Syiv.-i
Canary Opera
Dixie Four
Chuch Hans

CINCINNATI

C.rey

LOUS

Empress
Noanip
Kinmy's 1'ota

Si'iinip
•'a;

1

.

i'C:

I^rle

A Pecgy

Arthur

JarviH Revuo
Jud.son Cole

"Melody Maids'
(Olio

to

fill)

WIIEELING.W.VA,
Rex
Amoros

ft

Obey

Caaaidy

Rild'le

Horace

Lin.'

Co

Saw Thru Woman
Socman ft Sloan

(Continued on

i?c

26)

Al Shayrn

Kanasawa Broa

HAN DIEGO

McKinlev
House David Co

TAOOMA

Mary Riley
Petite Rev

Pantages

Walters ft Wa"l<?»?
Powell Troupe

Larctto
Cuba Quartet

Harry Antrim
Yes My pear

L'G BEACH. CAL.
Bardwoll Mayo A R
Hoyt
Edge of World
PORTLAND. ORE. Bonla
De Calve
Pantages
Amoros A Jean^tte
Jones A Sylvester
Tala of 3 Cities
Genevieve

May

Garry OWen

Carl Roslni
Dixie Land

La Toy's Models
Csrlson
Melodies A Steps

MEMPHIS

Pantages
Paul SydcM
Carlcion ft Dclm'nt

Null

SALT LAKE

Woman
TRAVEL

nelena 17)

Italian Bandit

Chody Dot A Midgo
3

Doral Blair

Divided

Violet

M

ft

Loater ft Moor.
Ethel Clifton <'.»
B.C.

Pauky

[.inky

ST.

Chas Gerard Co

plays

Gilbert

with

A

Saul
"Stseroom 19"

BILLY UOJS REVIE
DAWSON. LAN1GAN and COVERT

Doss challenges Eddie

rleflTernan

on the Eolf links. Covert challenged
Johnie Kilbain, and Lanlg^tn is goIns; to the hardware store and buy
himself some caddy s.

Lew Wilson

(Open week)
Margaret A Alvares

Little Cafe
Little Plpifax

Orpheum
Monroe Bros
Shelton Brooks
Clark A Bergman
.Morris

Campbell

ft

"Marle'tte's M'r'ettes
(One to rill)

MR.

2d half
Durbyello
Rlpon A Jiggo
Coley A Jaxon
Gibson A Connclll
De Haven ft Nice

LAP

MANAGER

a

Danso

Molo

Mr. Frank W.

SIOUX F-LL8. 8.D.
Orpheum
VAL
Lewis
Coley A Jaxon

Stafford

cordially requests

Jo Jo Harrison

T Brown's Rev
2d half
Marietta's M'r'ottes
Austin ft Delaney
John Gelger

your presence

A E Rev
DEND. IND.
Orpheum

Kav'n'gh
SO.

<it

B. F. Keith's Royal Theatre

New York

L'nd Bros

Kennedy A Davh-p
<• org"
(One to

Knapp

Week

Morton

M

City

llarr'glon

ft

T.irzon
fill)

ft

half

to

judge the merits of

New

CENTURY REVUE

"RIP

Edwards, Doyle and Flunks, Rath Bros., Temple
Vine, Burt Earl and Girls, Rome and Cullen, and
Jolly Jonny Jones
"Million thanks and appreciation for your kind
friendship and farewell you gave nic to Paris.
wanted to go but my wife wouldn't let me.
ait rcvoir in Newark

of

November 14th

Cornall:i

To JIMMY HUSSEY and
His

I'antnges

Pantagen

PantageH
Paula

(15-11)
bill

lutntto Bellliiga

KANSAS CITY

LOS ANGEIJ<:s

llrv

Gus Elmor>> Co

l*antagea Op«-ra Co
Joo Whitehead

<l«-orgalla Trio

Madam

bills,

(Sams

R«>on«»y

Coleman ft Kay
Walton ft Brandt
Kancy Alorey ft M

I'antHges
Three Alexs
Bernard ft Ferris
Paisley Noon Co

Chung Hwa Four

*

W1NNIPEO

Littlo

Leo Mors.*

PAT

Al Fields
Dr Paulino

J» -nnii*

Joe

VANCOUVER'

-

Ben Nee One
J Chase Co

i/.ona

Sheftils

Hayden
KlaHa Manning A K Ishakawa Bros
Hayden Q'dwln A R OT „ Ai¥J1 «- rtV _
W FALL*» MONT.
S Lybelle Sis

D Sherwood A Bro
Craig A Cato

Wil.soi.

.V

SEATTLE

Duprcc

ft

Johnson Fox A
Glasgow Mulds

Pantagea
(Sunday opening)

A Noblet

m

Scymore

MINNEAPOLIS

Melody Garden
Lutes Bros

f

Howard

at the
request of the circuit, are printed
herewith In the order of their travel.
The Pantages shows move over the
circuit Intact. Heretofore the Pantages bills were published with the
cities In alphabetical order.)

Watslka

ft

A

Ball.y 2
Wade ft Bailey
Roatino ft Barrett
Al Gamble

8

ft

I'uutugeM
Kckoni.t
O'Hara ft Nim I. v

lh;rl.-\v

"lifi|.

Cliff

(The Pantagos Circuit

*

2d half

K

ft

ft

Terminal Four

PANTAGES CIECUIT

Langton Smith &J.

H A

ft

Novelty

M:ix

IA.

Carlisle ft Lam.Vio
(Ono to nil)
2d hair

TOPEKA. KAN.

"New Leader"

f nfleld

Hanley

EmprpNS
Kuin Ssul
Ara Sinters
Rohx Wyse

OARLWI), CAL.

FantageK
L\iKy

Al Rlpon

Ringgold

Clark
Dresser ft Gardner

A Rogers
A Zerraalno

A

ft

Cliff

MO.

C A A Glookar
John

I'a'.t'i.H

Majestic

Nomi Kalamu

Doas Rev

Valall

ft

DENVER

Brazilian llcircsj
Will ilorriaiy

Sl«OKANF

Mn»r<)

WATERLOO.

(Evansville split)
1st half
Elly Co

Mann A Mallory

Tilyou

J

Chas Murray

PwHls^res

<.'!«

Loruyi*

ft

Hartley

to flu)

Hippodrome

The Kelloggs
Billy

Lynne

Rising Cloncrr.lion

SAN FRANCISCO

Kennedy

IVtfjfy

ft

Harry Tsuda

Shelton Brooks
Santucri

Roae A Moon
Three Kuhna

Juanita Hansen
Annrtutter

Hcitmei-

donna ft Bnnd
Jack Dempsry
llec Palmer
Li

T'RKE irTK. IND. Jack Gregory Co

Crystal

Fi<'lda
r.i

Foster

(17-19)

(Sunday opening)
Huiuberto Bros

Conchas Jr
Rotund ft R:iy
Chucli

2d half

Vincent tl'rdner Co
Hall ft Dexter
Norria' Novelty

2d half

Columbia

RlaHa

Rhrlner ft K'aaiorrls
7 Sweethearts

2d half

(Tmo

Boylo
mi)

Booth A Nina
Wlntergarden 4
"The Question"
Jean Barrios
Fred Lindsay Co

fill)

ELGIN, ILL.

Hubert Dyrr Co

A

BT.

'The Question"
Jean Barrios
Fred Lindsay Co
(Ono to nil)
2d hair
The Dorana
Mabel Blondell
C Maxwell quintet
I'into ft Boyle

(Two

Hubert Dyer Co
Maureen Englin
7 Sweethearts

Harper

A

ma

Anna Eva Fay

Morrell 6

Mabel Blondell
Maxwell Quintet

Kuhn Sisters
"Women"

Rogers
Zermains

ft

to

E A B Conrad

soula 17)

A.

Pantages

Harry Oussey
Chas Althoff
John Gordon Co

(12-16)

Trio

TULNA. OKI
Orpheum

OGDEN, CTAn

A DcRoss

30 Pink Toes

(Sam* bill plays
Anaconda 16; Mis-

Sis
ft
Fafirll

Hetliry

Rauh

Al Jerome

ILL.

Tilyou
Yallnl

(Two

Hall ft Deiter
Claire Vincent Co

Mack & Stanton

ROCKFORD,
The Dorans
rinto

ft

8tan*ord

Harmony Four

Pantages

Moran

3

Saxton

Ray

ft

BUTTE, MONT.

Maurice ft Ulrlio
Duel ft Woody

2d half

to till)

Kuhn Sisters
"Women"

Madison,
Orphean
A Nina
LOUIS. ILL. Booth
Wlntergarden 4

E. bT.

(Two

Ernest Dupllle
Valentine A Bell
2d half
Peak's Blockheads

2d half

3

Majeatle
Nichols

Drlscoll

Foster

Sis Tip Tops

Ratlins Monks
2d huir

Howard

"Dance Flashes'*

Ernest Hlatt

Newport Stlrk

Erbsrs
Lutes Broa •"

Gill

ft

to Oil)

Franclsc 1jo« Co

"Tns Night Boat'

St Clatse

ft

Knight A Sawtelle
Hal Job, neon Co
Marcel Hardlo

SPR'GFTLD. ILL,
Rodero ft Marconi
Henry Castslano Co
La France Bros
Hanson ft H Sis

hair

Harry Watktns
Thornton Sis

IA.

Majestic

(Three to fill)
Ess press

Mitchell

2d
PtCU
Tour
La Crosse
Lane

Peak's Blockheads

2d half
Berry A Miss

Howard & Graff
HU1 A Crest
Rosa King

Hugh Johnson

Liberty

Rlnehart A Dun*
Lee A Cranston
Al Gamble

Phlna Co

B

Virginian

Sweethearts

7

LINCOLN. NEB.

John Gelger
Austin A Delaney
(One to fill)

H

2d half
Flaherty dt Stollns;

James

Sis

io

Princess Misses
Don C A Zeleya
Carson d Willard
Howard's Spectacle
Dalo & Boyle

<One

U

Rev

KENOSHA. WIS.

Harris

ft

DBS MOINES.

CHICAOO

v

ft

Foss

Vernoo

Sisters

iMiiy ijoes

Jcaaie Giba'n

ft

Moran

ErncKt Dupllle
Valentine ft Bell

Henry Catalona Co
Briscoe & Rauh

Id half
Tloward Nichols
Mellon A Renn
Wilfred Clarke Co

CTwo

France

Hanson

Hart

Minstrel Monarch*

Langton Smith

O

Wilfred ClarkAl 'Raymond

IVm

Saxton ft Farrell
Hedley Trio
The Kellogga
Matin ft Mallnry

2d half

J A J Gibson

LftU

Conrad

13

Ma nit *

ft

Ghthm
Maurice ft Oirlle
Duel ft Woody
3

Leo Zarrell Co

Orpheum
Goets

ft

Roberts ft Clark
Nelson A Madison
Lulu Coatcs Co
2d half
Eddie Foy ft Family

to All)

•KANSAS CITY

Empress
Al Jerome
Mellon ft Renn

2d half

(One

Billy Llghtellc

DEC ATI'S. ILK

Watslka

ft

Maraton

Nippon Duo
Naaarro ft D SI
Nat Naaarro C<>
Carson A Willard
La France Bron

(Two

ft

Cook

Tyler

(•real

Rial to
Ilosn

Steed's Septet

Co

Billy Miller

Popularity Queens
Lester

RACINE. WIS.

Nippon L>uo
2d half
Wilfrid DuBuls

2d half
The Hennlng-s

"Rioe Pudding"

his

Offering

IAN WINKLE'S DREAM

tt

Sincerely,
/

j

-RA SK

If..

STAFFORD

I

Yours,

Thvnk* aUo

to

JOE JACKSON"
Corwy for

Mr. Fmrry

farowM

!

tho

dinnor
I

—
November

F.'iday,
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Now!!! The World's Greatest Ballad
J

t

WAY

EASIEST

p

?f

I

!

By

EUGENE WEST

and

MAY LEVY

CHAS.

"BROADWAY ROSE"

Author.

K.

COLUMBIA THEATRE

HARRIS

BLDG.,

NEW YORK

THE BIGGEST THING THAT EVER CAME TO TOWN

The date
new

CORRESPONDENCE
The

BALTIMORE
B08TON
BUFFALO

20

..:

28
31

CLEVELAND
DAYTON
DENVER

25
*2

J.

PRISCILLA.
in

REISENWEBER'S

During Dionrr

1

.

Paquin's

Music has always played a prominent part at the Allen, and the ensemble will put on the opening scene
of the second act of 'Carmen" for
next week.

Others.
Bupi*cr.

At

Liberty— Violinist

K

Cosmetic

STEIN'S

Leader

Thoroughly experienced vaudeville,
musical shows and pictures. A. F. of M.
Address SHERWOOD, Variety.
154 West 46th Street. New York City.

powder.- For the neck, arms and shoulders.

Stem

Models,

Colonial.

STEIN'S WHEATCROFT
by

MakHauk's

"Theodora" opened Tuesday for
an indefinite* run at the Shubcrt-

PARADISE

liquid

Made

Mischief

— Goncsta,

Voux,
and Joe. West and Van Sicilian,
Phoenix Trio, pictures.
FILMS. -Allen, "Never Weaken"
and "All's Fair in Love"; Rialto.
"The Kid"; Strand, "To a Finish"
and "Cinderella of th-« Hills"; Circle,
"Never Weaken" and "Ever
Since Eve"; Orpheum, "Honorable
Alsy" and "Singing River"; Capitol,
"The Girl from God's Country."

FAY MARBE'S
RENDEZVOUS
pflBBUllllIB

26

Dell

AFTER THEATRE NIGHTLY

in

30
33

GORDON SQUARE.— De

58th St.

6.
mill

32
33

'

Sunshine Revue,
and pictures.

• ALL-STAR*
VODVIL
SALLY FIELDS

31

EMriRE— "The

r

Nlgbtlj

27
33

ers."

Ditrichstein

are

NEW ORLEANS

WASHINGTON

business Monday.
rt, -Up in the Clouds."
tO.— Mrs. Fiske in "Wake Up,
ithan."
Good business Monday.
Ktxt, "Mr. Pirn Passes By."
8TAR.— "Step Lively Girls."

e\

of Variety

Not.

for the opening of
theatre at 106th street

set

28.

Co.,

New

giiiwiunai:!.^

Mfrs.

of

MAKEUP L

i

—

—

CHARLES HORWITZ
,

WORLD'S LARGEST

making songs,

particularly

PRODUCER OF

"Anna

THEATRICAL SHOES

Sal lie Fisher & Co. repeat their
rube sketch, "The Choir Rehearsal,"
to good results.
Ruth Budd worked hard to reach
her audience, and eventually did so.
A bright, refreshing turn Is offered by Bevan and Flint Bevan Is

The

slipper presented below embodies
• measure of value which can only be

appreciated

by making an

inspection.

PaUnt Leather

THE NEW

WEST 45TH
OPEN GRILL.

or Black Satin

ST.,

Between Broadway and 6th Av

I.

CHARCOAL BROILERS.

ALL FISH, LOBSTERS AND SEA FOOD DIRECT FROM THE SEA
BEST QUALITY IN FOODS. PROMPT SERVICE. LOWEST PRICES

to

^

TWELVE-FIFTY

141-3-5

Quit* an Innova-

a female Impersonator

a competitor (Julian Bl tinge).
Renault has a good voloe and uses

—

from Indiana."

Bottle or can. 50c each.

York,

impersonations.
tion for

imitate

it to advantage, while his costumes
are creations.
Ryan and Leo Inject plenty 'of
good, clean comedy into their act.
are being presented at Keith's Hip, on bicycles, while the finale on a Their chatter is smart and much of
it Is new, and their dancing Is nimble
and this week measures up to the motorcycle is a hair-raiser.
and attractive. They go over to bis?
highest standard In every particuplaudits.
lar.
Irene Bordonl, Ben Welch and
8hubert's
Opera
House
LJora Hoffman uses her vocal
Hal Skelly are names that mean
much In these vaudeville days. ColShubert vaudeville made a big ad- powers to good results, her various
numbers
being rendered In good
lectively these were probably re- vance this week at the Opera house,
sponsible for the large attendance crowded houses ruling Sunday and taste.
Walter Brower Is a good mono!at Monday's matinee.
Monday. Much of the credit must
Irene Bordlnl's Spanish, French be given to Marie Dressier, whose oglst; uses some ancient material
and American songs were presented name is always a draw here, and in successfully, but personality Is his
that the headline position at this house feature.
finesse
artistic
with
that
The bill Is good throughout, and
stamps her as a ^umlnary, and she she earns her full reward.
looks as If better days have
had her audience with her from the
"Moments from the Winter Gar- it
dawned
for Shubert vaudeville here.
start. A deep pathos permeates the den" Is the name "of her skit, and
entire act of Ben Welch. While his this is the occasion for uproarious
Herman Phillips has replaced IL
humor is as keen as of yore and hilarity of the real Dressier brand.
he can still put It ever successfully Miss Dressier Is ably supported by C. Warner as manager of Keith's
one could not help sympathizing John T. Murray and Arthur Geary
Alhambra. Mr. Warner was transwith him In the heavy handicap un- is a good piece of travesty, partic- ferred to the Colonial, replacing
der which he works; and at the same ularly that of Ethel. Llora Hoffman Harry
Wayne. Mr. Phillips was
time admire the Indomitable courage and Arthur Geary sing well, and the
formerly connected with the Keith
displayed in continuing his stage whole act is a riot.
office and at one time managed a
appearances.
Seated on a lounge,
The bill opens with sonio good
Welch offers a monolog that brings gymnastic work by the Kremka picture house in Brooklyn.
a host of laughs, while excellent Brothers. Roy Harrah with his
support is given by Frank P. Mur- roller skates, and Irene Rubin! with
Johnny Hy man. and Ben Bern'e
phy.
her accordion, make a good turn, have formed a writing partnership
Hal Skelly gets big returns from but as a story teller Harrah is still for vaudeville.
his comedy skit as an Insurance a good skater.
agent, and the four girls working
Libby and Sparrow offer a smart
with him show pep and speed that dancing act that goes big. Ethel
gain favor. Songs, dances and cut- Davis is a clever comedienne, but Matorlal from my pen has m*d« many
hea«llln«rs.
Skelly
furious,
and
ups are fast and
her "gold digging" songs are neither
LET MB WRITB TOUR ACT
Mldgie tasteful nor tactful. Her best conworks hard throughout.
A few er"'%'. ajii~rv''v-;r<?i454s oa bar<5.
Miller stands up well as principal tribution Is the sneezing song.
( IIARI.K* HORWITZ,. Loew Amnn Bid*.
aid to Skelly. and she puts over
Francis Renault staged some good 100 W. 46th St., N. Y. i Phone Bryant B38.
some clever clowning that brings a
big hand.
Elizabeth Saltl In her "Revuo of
1921" is an Innovation as an opener,
but with the aid of a dancing partner and musical director an agreeable pot pourri of singing, dancing
and concertina playing is offered.
Billle and Eddie Gorman get away
in good shape with some merry-

—

30

Good

C0LUMBU3 CIRCLE

issue

is

PHILADELPHIA
PITTSBURGH
PORTLAND, ORE

WIL80N ROY

SNA— Leo
U>."

this

32

CLEVELAND
By

"A

in

ROCHE8TER
SYRACUSE
TORONTO

32

DETROIT
KANSAS CITY

with

•.

under Correspondence
and on pages:

cities

as follows,

a funny fellow, his patter is good
and mostly new, while Miss Flint Is
a big asset in putting over a clean
and clever act.
Keith's Hip
As a final number some thrills are
Whatever may be the reason op- given in "The Golden Globe." This
position or otherwise there Is no is a circular cage in which some
disguising that some top notch bills daring stunts are given by two girls
Keith's

MILLER
1554

m

Broadway

New York
State and

Monroe

Chicago

Streets

VARIETY
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HELD OVER

November

11,
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and
(SOLOMONOFF)

(GIRLIE)
and THEIR

BOY

VIOLINIST
in TERPSICHOREAN TID BITS
7)—SECOND WEEK AT KEITH'S EMPRESS, GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

This Week (Nov.
MR. DEAN, THE MANAGER, SAYS HE KNOWS A

WEEK

BILLS NEXT

(Oklahoma City
split >
lpt half

(Continued from Pago IN)

llusheu Co

I'lod

DTTEESTATE CIBCUIT
DALIES. TKX.
l>ancicL£ Kennedys
I-Arry Coiner
••Prediction"

Three Lees

LJTTLK ROOK
Majestic

CSene Greene
* Eyee of Buddha"
Milt Collins

Ward &

Vinton Bros
FT. WOBTM, TKX.

"Fall of Kvf"
Carl McCullouch

I»ca

LAP
Byron

Majestic
Keliora

Silver

(14-lt)

plays
Aastln 17-1»)

B

TJ boast!

Howard *

A

8AM ANTONIO

Fields
Scarlet

Kitty

A Donnell
Deroie 4k Hosford
Firs A ralons
Nash

HOUSTON,

Fredericks Co

Two
Bert

Deslys Girls

Majretio

AT FACTORY PRICKS
From the Following Agents

NATHANS

New York
New York

1RU4 Broadway.

SUGARMAN
4S3 Washington
Boston
BARNES TRUNK CO.
75 YV. Randolph
OOl Main

St.,

Fifth Art., Pltt-kursk

CO.

Kansas City

WORTHFt.
TRUNK CO.
110S Mala
Worth, Tex.

FT.

Herkert

Columbia;

Vamp."

flint:

Rial Los. "C;i(This Loavo

"Why

PARK THEATRE

Chang and Moey, two Chinese entertainers, opened and did well. Hatg
and Lavere did go over big, their

Beatty A Kvelyn
ft Swedeball Co
Holland A Oden
Oosler A Lusby

ARE YOU GOING TO EUROPE?

whistling and playing of the accorfill)
dion
most effective. The
WILKES-BARRti boys proving
should stick to their music, Steamship accommodations arranged on all Lines* at Main OStee
Pantages
their delivery is very bad and mate- I'rtcr*.
Boats are going very fnlli arrange early* Foreign Money
Deatty A Evelyn
ria, none too good.
"Parlor, BedLiberty Bonds hoaght and sold.
boas; at a ad sold.
Holland A Oden
room and Bath" -is chuck full of
(Three to ail)
PAUL TAVMG at ROM, 194 Bast 14th St., Hew York.
laughs and very excellently played.
2d half
Burns and Freda here on numerous
Phone i Rtayweannt eiae-eiST.
Holllday A Wlllett
(Ona to

Andred Mack
fill)

D.

C

a splendid house,

Powell continues In his original role
Cahlll Wilson has succeeded James Rennie as Pencho,
Wilson giving a good performance.
Frank Tinney in "Tickle Me" next
weekElsie Janis and Her Gang, also
with a Sunday night opening, are atIt looks as If
the New National.
they would enjoy a good week finanWidow" next
Mefiy
"The
cially.

of Xavler.

has
C'.arrlck
last week in

Lend Us Your Ear!
But only for a moment while we tell you that the
only place to receive courteous attention, prompt service

"Everyday,"

Sheridan. Luclle Watson and Henry
Hull, as well as the daughter of
Senator Bankhead, Tallulah Bankhead. Opened Monday night.
The Cosmos vaudeville consists
of -Buddy" Helm and the Lockwood

&

feature
Burlesque, "Harvest Time."
ety; "Miss New York, Jr.,"

Meisel T. Co.
Lonls

like

film.

a million dollars are to be found in the

•

i

9

AMELIA.

i

CAIRE SHOP.

Sisters; Kimberly, Page and Co.,
Jack Bowcll Quintet, Rulowa Elton

Harry and Anna Scranton,
Huckleberry Finn and Tom Sawyer.
Mayo and Vernon, and the usual

:

and kind treatment in fitting up the women in your act
Dresses, gowns*
or show with the newest of styles.
frocks and everything necessary to make a woman look

Atlantic City.

Trio.

St., St.

"Exit, the
Niffht Hose."'

Palace.

SUMMER

Till)

St.,

OlO Washington

BENTHAM

occasions and went as big as ever. father and materially aiding in putIjow Dockstader discussed »vcry- ting everything across, an act not
topping succeeded Tuesday afterthing and made them laugh.
Homo,'' Metropolitan.
L»eo Beers' whistling entrance and noon in carrying off all comedy
exit were effective and his planolog honors of the Shubert bill. It was
contained much that was unusual the Lulu McConnell and Grant
Keith's
and clevor. Miss Juliet has been Simpson in "At Home." Mr. SimpRemarkably good bill al Keith's here on many^ occasions and repeat- son was too 111 to appear and his
this week, each act fitting into its ed her previous successes.
_
_
own particular niche of entertaining
Morton Jewell and Co. closed.
value, headed by Hughes and Ade- These four people, two girls and two
laide in their dance creations. The men, could take any spot on a bill.
ERIK. PA.
audience expressed its approval.
One switch shifted Leo Beers from
CAN BE RENTED
Belasco
fourth to seventh, bringing Burny
With a son substituting for his
8TOCK
FOR
and Freda into the oirlier spot.

"The

mille."

The cast has Minnie Dupree, Frank

SCHWEIG
»2

attracted

Poll's,

opening

Chicago

BOOKS TRUNK

S.

"Spanish Love," although not
opening to capacity Sunday night at

The

St.,

M.

I.usby

M.

By HARDIE MEAKIN

M.

J.

A
to

Direction

and the advance sale for the week
William
indicates Rood business.

H & M TRUNKS

FlftS Ave. Arc***.

(One

WASHINGTON.

Howard

TULSA. OKLm.

St.

Helllday A Wlllett
LI Swedehall Co

(Three to

2d half

Rosalias

Avenue"
Jen&lngs A Howl'd
Artols Bros

S.
B31 7th Ave..

fill)

Thomas

•«On Fifth

Dczso Better
Staf pole A Spier
Dorothea tiadllerCo

All)

Pepplno A Porry
Zona Ksefe

Reynolds 3

TBJL.

to

rentage*

2d half

A Mulcahy
to

Mu:nl.»
Kev

Befloxv

SCBANTON, FA.

1111)

2d half
Deslys Olrls

S

(Two

iSoslcr
.«

Hits A Reftow Hev
Plckaxd's Seals

(Two

4-

&

IMckard a Heals

Andrew Mack
;

Pepplno A Perry
(Three to fill)

B J Moore
Jack Gregory Co

Kola Jackson Co

Gillen

3

Lynn Loraye

bill

Claudius

CITY

Majestic
(Tulsa split)
1st half
Foster A Peggy

Majestic

KurKc Co
Prank Mush
4 Jacks & Queen
Jo"

Orphesm

Frank Vun Iloivn
"Current of Fun"

OALVE8TON. TX.

Onllerini 81s

& Duval

OKLAHOMA

M.»ni;vc-»

(Three to

Clillen

Hite

Miles

Gardner's

Miles
Nada. Noraine
rierson A I^mv

Hull;

The Seebacks

"niossoms"
Alice Hamilton
Wilbur Mansfield Co
1 Haley Sisters
Bronson A Edwards

(Same

(LKVKIAM)

DETROIT

2d half

M

Kay Fern a

I>ooley

Murdotk
&.

K F Hawloy To
Fay TlicnipsiMi Co
Muldoon F'klyn A: It
Hay I. a France

MJXES-PANTAGES

Whitfield A- 1 iv hind
Itork i'u
Al Wohliiiun

Wm

Majestic

GOOD ACT WHEN HE SEES ONE

We

i

that

Gay-

New

are not kidding anyone

we

when we make

claims

can dress you right for the stage or screen for

the simple reason that our product speaks for

itself.

Capitol.

Come

1

in

and look around.

i

EDDIE

MACK

TALKS:

No. 56

AMELIA CAIRE,
102

The Langdons, with their famous comedy act, are
appearing at the Royal, New York, this week (Nov. 7).
They do not wear the best
little

of clothes while in their

car on the stage, but like

formers have

EDDIE MACK

all

other successful per*

outfit

them

for the street.

57th

St.,

This establinhment
a similar vavir.

1582-1584 Broadway
Opp. Strand Theatre

Inc.

New York City. Phone Circle 8840.
Costume and Millinery
Stage Wear
Street Wear
N
Individuality Our Aim
W.

free

no connection with any shop operating under

722-724 Seventh Ave.
Opp. Colombia Theatre*

M

W

kV^ kS^ k^l IsV^fc

MUSICAL ACTS—ORCHESTRAS—DANCE ACTS
"GET

THE
TIME"
to hear
PUBLISHED BY

MOOCH
ROBERT W. RICKETT'S MASTERPIECE ARRANGEMENT
Will be played by everybody eventually— Why Not by you now?

THE METRO MUSIC CO.

Gaiety Theatre Bldg.
1547 BROADWAY, N. Y.

99

An

Instrumental Fox
Trot by Tim Brymn
—At His Best. Full
now
Orchestrations
ready.

Use

It

and

"GET

THE
CITY

TIME"

-

Friday,

November

11,

VARIETY

1921

THE SEASON'S SENSATION
MODE

THIS

HEADLINE

NEW

ACTS

HIT

ARE

IS

SINGING

SWEEPING

THE

THIS

SONG

COUNTRY

THAN
ANY

WITH

OTHER

SPEED

BALLAD

OF

PUBLISHED

CYCLONE

THE

WILL VON TILZEMes.

BROADWAY MUSIC CORP
on, who plays the brother In the

jumped Into the father's role
While
Eddie Clarke, pianist for
Yvette, with no other rehearsal than
act,

just

watching the sketch, played the
A well earned little speech
McConnell told of the sub-

Brother.

by Miss

stitution.

Lew Fields in "Snapshots of 1921"
]« head lining, the act is pretentious
and was well liked.
Practically all
of it, however, has been seen before.
Fiends himself was mighty funny.
The show Is opened by Joe Fan ton
and Co.
Good returns. Mossman
and Vance did nothing to cause any
er.<husiasm,
look fine

and

although the boys do
their soft shoe dancing

with the orchestra

was

good.

Yvette, assisted by Eddie Cooke
and Kino Clark, doing practically
the same as when .-ocn here a short
time ago at Keith's.
Robins was a laugh-getter.
He
iticks to about the same turn he
has had for the past years, but it's
t dandy offering, unusual aid a
novelty.
Will Oakland with about
the same repertoire that he had at
Keith's also a few weeks ago.
His
toal medley of Irish numbers Is always bound to take him away to
big applause.
^flsiv the "At Home"* -skct^H. c?_me

Fred Allen. For the wiseacres Allen
a delight. More than half of those
out front didn't know what i f was
1*

|

/

Now

However,

about.

he did
three calls.

The

Devils, another act recently at Keith's, closed,
repeating their success here.

Seven

Flying

Desert

'

«

—

"Whirl,"

peetant, acquainting everybody with
what they expected.
They got
nothing.
The self conscious and
sure manner of the two boys spelled
their doom.
Deference might have

Tulane

Shuhert's

St.

Kmma

Hunting in "Miss
Lulu Hett." Both legit houses have
lien" have eeUlncd and rareward.
"Timely Kevue"
talnad better parti •» having born doing excellently without cither brought
*e correct tkelr featural in- affreting the business of the other. minht have been styled the unRerTeetloaa and reatevt klemplainly it timely, considering what it conikes. CeetultaUee free.
Fee* Now Orleans has shown
The old vaudetta of the
raasonable.
will support two legit theatres with tained.
regions below with a devil.
The
F. E. SMITH, M. D. meritorious attractions.
light comedian is very light, while
347 Fifth Avenue
the throe girls display none of the
v.iudcin
formerly
Ni'-k llufford.
N. Y. City Opp. Waldorf
pep and enthusiasm necessary to
This ono sunk
keep tabs afloat.
into oblivion before half way upon
Charles,

SHUBERT VAUDEVILLE

Playing

the instrument after

its

Miss Stephens tried
ingratiating.
hard, coming vainly back for an encore

girl

was hung up, with all assenting.
The eccentric fellow whose intimate
clowning is a delight can now

always claim New Orleans one of
his good towns.
Vernon 8tlles has been held otst
for an additional week, but die not
appear through illness. Clinton aad
Capelle were brought over from the
rhe pair
Palace to fill the spot
were hitting and missing until Miss
Capelle unleashed her top notes and
securely cemented their score. The
'

voice is remarkable, considerThe turn
ing her small stature.
necessarily revolves around it.
Tom Wise proved his genial self,

girl's

carrying

course.

silver

hoops

better

should

put

away

HKlllEflT
If.

U?

than

00.1. Harrlnmii
National ISank llolldliur.
Fifth Atmm, Corner 44th Htrcrt.

Billy

sketch

to

PUBLICITY DIRECTOR
I

the

have secured more publicity for
American liurlcsquc Wheel this

season than they have had in their
entire existence. I put Miss Cornell,
of "The Mischief Makers" in the
pulpit of the People's Church in 8t#
This Rtory was carried by
Paul.
over 100 papers in this country. In
one week at the Gayety, Milwaukee,
rny stories were carried on the front
page, three consecutive days.
Will

consider

offers

from

first

class attractions or burl* squo.

HAROLD
BERG

RKFEHENCES

MJM.KR. Room

ordinary

(Over 10 Years' Experience)

D* Not Smcrlflc* Ifefore fWIn* Mo
PAY IIH.IIIvST PRICK
APPRAISING FKEK OF CHAIICK

:i

through

violins

an

AT LIBERTY

r ^v

Hary and Kary were the starters.
The couple are still doing the bends

I

who

for

it

Van Hoven waa never In doubt.
He was accredited Immediately, and
after about two minutes his number

— BUT AND HELIs—
DIAMONDS nnrt I'KKeiolIS HT<»NKS.

One of thoso surefire shows at the
Palace the first half, the score showing
rapid succession of hit?.
|

when none was demanded.

Dillon and Parker missed much it
the start through absence of pace
and tempo. About midway the right
balance was r.ehieved, with the tu n
succeeding nobly after the way had
Dillon can aid
looked very dark.
by appearing less solemn, while the

using

two of the numbers.

NEW ORLEANS

"The Broadway
The
Your Face next week.

Beautify

You Kurt lock f*of !• make
9—4. Maay •* the "Profts-

145W.45 T~M ST.,N.Y

get villc with Del Chain, and who has anybody around just now and can
lately been with his wife, joined hardly fail if continuing to work in
Field's Minstrels here, returning to their present ripping manner.
blackfaCc after a lapse of years.
Clinton and Capelle did not do
quite so well as when substituting
at the Orpheum Monday evening,
Cunning Is appearing with his
The safe of Loew's Columbia waa own show in several of^ the Saenger but the applause waa generous.
Oldie Carr and Co. were sluggish
broken into Monday morning. Two houses.
in pointing their dialog, but sketch
robbers gained entrance in a manused is a self player and can withner unknown and bound the two
Jane Cowl is playing the South at stand punishment and still, bounce
colored porters who were cleaning
across.
the theatre. They then broke into present in Smllln' Through."
Marie and Ann Clark outdistanced
the safe in the office of B. J. Stutz,
any comedy act presented at the
the house manager, but succeeded in
A short show and a sorry one at Palace this season. Jannier Brothonly gaining egress to tha outside
portion of the safe, securing what Loews Sunday. Uyeeda Japs boded ers, acrobats, have a nifty opening
The far from well at the very outset idea, perform daring feats speedily
is estimated to be about $30.
Re- No excuse for the unkempt appear- and can close the bent of shows.
inner safe held some $3,000.
ports from Baltimore stated that ance of the equipment. They meant It's a high power athletic turn.
three iheatro robberies took place very little to the program.
The regulars were in their acJohnny Dove flopped Ingloriously. customed seats Monday evening at
the previous day in that city which
Scotch comedians are not in esteem the Orpheum.
netted the thcives about $175.
They have been
here even when catering to estab- looking at everybody and everything
lished demands.
Dove could not for nearly a score of years. A great
hope for anything when offering bunch for real artists with material,
matter antnt golf to small time and the reverse for thoso who do
By O. M? SAMUEL
audienceH. Van and Carrie Avery not belong. They voted this week's
posed to view the darky and bill a leaden affair, only bestowing
T I" LANK.— "The Storm."
KlUTllEKTS ST. CHARLES- seeress, which always proceeds applause at intervals.
along familiar lines.
'The Hat."
There was
Pielert and Scofleld. who were
LOUISIANA.— Lorrh Stock in some scattered laughter, but most familiar
to the crowd, were accorded
of the people in front had viewed a fair reception, getting Just reward
"Common Clay."
Carplaylets of the sort countless times for the wheel balancing at the end.
LYK1C— Benm-tt'd Colored
before.
Thev. might do something
—
nival.
Emma Stephens did not strike
'The Kml oT the with an idea.
STRAND.
them. They found her smile gracious
World."
Barker and Qulnn appeared ex- enough but her numbers were not
nil

many a laugh and

A

Variety, State- Lake Theatre

BMo»

CHICAGO

AND
THE

MEMBERS
OF

McDermott

(EUGENE CURTIS, JOS.

J.

NEELEY, NELSON TUCKER,

KELLY, CHAS. LUDWIG, KENNETH YOUNGS, RICHARD
G. W. (Slim Jim) 0UKELAN, R. A. MILLER and EDWARD

WORT)

THE LAST OF COXEVS ARMT

Beg To Announce Their Sixth Annual Tour
J,'Y<
'

j

Direction

DAVIDOW &

JieMAIKti

'.

'1<(,

of Prerviber 4t//. V.Hh, when "RUBF.VIUJi" played the Colonial Theatre,
Ji/J'JI./J/ was the uproarious hit of the afternoon."

'/:.;/ :,,,/
,

::s

(OticberW) KI-.LL
you make 'em."

suis-firr as

of

VAK1HTV

said: "

'Ki'JIkriUJi'

is

VAh'Ill V soi*

a real variety act and about

'
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Ae Orphean Graft

Being Featured Over

^^
Hereby gives notice to the theatrical profession in general,
that the act as done by Jeanne Ward Buch, with title, dialogue, changes and methods of resistance, is fully copyrighted at Washington," D. C, under Class C, XXC, No. 1731.
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European and Canadian Copyright* Applied For
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SUNDAY MATINEE W*~

m

INFRINGERS WILL BE PROSECUTED

RESISTA
Chesley and Talsley Darling, late of
the Morgan Dancers, close the bill
with a clever dancing act.

Academy (8hubert)
good all-round bill this week,
Georgia Price, Nonette and Donald
Brian being the triumvirate in
Price is the applause winlights.
Nonette, a favorite from the
ner.
other house, seems to be better than
ever. Donald Brian scored heavily.
By chance "The Merry Widow" Is
playing another house here this
week. Brian does very little dancing, confining himself to a few jig
steps, when the house was on edge
for a few steps of the old waltz.
Regal and Moore are as versatile as
ever. Jack Conway and Co.»offcr a
skit, entitled "The Cellar." which Is
funny. Holt and Rosedale have a
song recital that is pleasinp. Emily
Darrel, assisted by her bulldop, was
seen and heard. Jock McKay, with
his Scotch stories, opened, a good
spot for his offering. The Donald
Sisters closed with some splendid

A

WW?-i

CONLEY
rn'RlCLAKBOUDSHOtS
$?*?**

HAOMtRAV

L

IW» > t

•:>:i

tl.at

-—-"*- and

ability. Nlla Mac rose
the others of the company.
Lydell and Macy brought laughter,
eventually leaving with the honors
of the evening.
The Seebacks have taken their

ba#;

punching moment and made

GAYETY.— "Whirl

i

;

of

Harriet Seecloser.
beginning to act now with a
in "one" with the succeeding
work In the gym prepared and
routined to .get splendid results. It
did Just that here, holding the crowd

back
song

te

a

Mirth"

is

j

\

person.

I: ran so fust that the closing
act was all through at 4:24. something" that hasn't happen d at this
house for several weeks.
Paul and Pauline open the show
with their aerial act. Using the
Roman rings exclusively, tins pair.
have some fair stunts L .:t the man
persists in keeping at one. thins? un-

house applauds.
Weber, Beck and Frazer, three
boys, with two singing and one at

j

,

BALTIMORE

trance. The
sistance, but

Maryland

Me."
(re-

Old favorites vie with some new
faces for popular fancy this week.
Henry Santry returns with his orchestra, which has been augmented
since Us last appearance here. Anna
Seymour, who appears earlier in the
show With her brother Harry in a
double act. assists Santry in several
comedy hits. Cressy and Dayne
present "The Man Who Butted In."
It is a typical Cressy skit and enjoyable.
Leipsig is still the "King

2. Their act runs but
13 minutes and in that period the
boys rush things right through.
They can sing well, but it is unfortunate that they can't keep a few
little vulgar remarks out.
Using their old act, which ia burnished up by the addition of a few
snappy lines, McLallcn and Carson
proved to be just as much of a hit
as ever here. Some o* the gags the
pair put over were too fast for the
people "out front, but night audlences later in the week will appreciate them.

the piano. No.

.

AUDITORIUM.— "Tickle

re-

was soon silenced with
a blackjack and dragged into Manager McCllntock's private office.

and Barnes flopped.
rely on fast patter for their

Hamilton

As they

man

shooting over
they were in bad,
McLallen and Carson, who
about milked the chuckle
of the house dry. They
though they realized they

laughs, with the

some good
following

had just
capacity
acted as

had a cold bunch on their hands
and considered it impossible to get
over big.

Eddie Buzzell's act is quite pretentious for the vaudeville stage,
especially when o/no considers that
it runs for 30 minutes, with straight
comedy being almost the entire offering. It 1? only the good work of

The
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fellows, one able to play
piano to assist in act. If not working.
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675 Fifth Avenue, at 53d Street
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When
the

the

Monday matinee

appeared at

was

the floor

just about half filled.

was probably encouraging

It

those

who handle
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to
affairs

Young

Man,

25,
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Knows
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office.
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versary Number
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first act

An

annual event
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Young

December

in

stuff,

safe was forced open, but the ^uzzell and his company, which now
viewed elsewhere).
robbers got nothing. The robbers includes four women, that hold it up.
PLAYHOUSE.—"The Love of Su
Margaret Young was a disappoint*
then went to the Lyceum, where
Shong" (stock).
they pulled their boldest play, get- ment to those who have seen her
PALACE —Frank Finney Rpyuo
ting the watchman to iet them in iienT" before and considered her pre(burlesque).
with the excuse that they wished to vious showing so good they waited
rent the theatre and wanted to look her coming with expectancy.
around. When admitted they cov- Considering the riot she has been
ered the watchman and proceeded in the past, when she practically
to bind him. ns In the other two stopped the show at evt.ry perform<»f Cards." and his patter and tricks
The ance at the same house for a week,
theatres, with piano wire.
kept the audience in rare good hu- charwomen were around .the theatre, Monday's meager applause makes It
mor. The Avon Comedy Four were but did not notice anything irregu- proper to deduce that Margaret
a riot. Craig Campbell possesses a lar until after the bandits made would do well to discard the frills
splendid tenor voice, but would get their escape. They obtained about and furbelows and go back again to
much more returns if he had a new $100 here, some" change and about the naive simplicity that characterroutine. Vaudeville is not the con- $40 belonging to the treasurer, Wm. ized her former offering.
If she
cert stage, and a little Italian goes Tomlin.
The local police think it were to try out her old act for a
are offering Fur Coat values a good ways.
Lady Alice Pets was a gang who were familiar with week she might note the change
anywhere.
duplicated
proved nifty openers.
that cannot be
The deuce theatre workings and who thought herself.
call will convince you.
spot went to Young and Wheeler, that Saturday night's receipts and
A small deposit will secure a Fur two ambitious young men. Hazel election day's advance would be in "Babe" Ruth and Wellington
Coat.
the theatre. Sometime ago the theOPEN EVENINGS to 10 P. M.
atres here adopted a system of night
8UNDAV 10 A. M to 8 P. M.
depositing, and all theatres have
arrangements with the local banks

Fur Coat*

of

til. the

a
found the watchman in
5™«
J^Si%?Siem^n^f«m;
Night Horseman (film). *«*> Th °ydJolnIng the Btage enciosa, .5ft
The
the a] ey £

"Merry Widow."
FORD'S.——
LYCEUM. "The Moon God"

3

act

hitch.

—

up some

Number

started on time, the
coming on at 2.12, and ran
along without the semblance of a

hit this burg with a bang Sunday
morning, when automobile bandits
robbed three theatres here Ford's,
Lyceum and Academy. /The first
visit was to Ford's, at about 6 p. m.,
when two well-dressed young men
knocked at the front door and asked
for admittance, telling the night
watchman that they were from the

latter put

big

The show

first

of theatre robberies

"Merry Widow" company and want(burlesque).
to do some work. As he opened
CENTURY- "Oamille" (picture). ed
door he was confronted with a
NEW. "Three Musketeers" (pic- the
pistol and told to keep quiet upon
ture).
threat of death. He was then bound
RIVOLL— "Woman's Place" (pic- and gagged. An old negro porter
tu
on the stage was treated
*fJt;
STRAND.— "Hold Your Horses" working
likewise. The small safe in the box
(picture).
office was chiselled open and about
PARKWAY.— "The Affairs of An- $30 in change secured. Cleaners
atol" (picture).
coming about an hour later, when
WIZARD. "The Golem" (pic- unable
to gain admission, called the
ture).
and an entrance was forced.
GARDEN.— Hector's Dogs, Carrie police
The bandits meanwhile were payCarbone, Fremont Benton and Co., ing a visit ,to the Academy (Shu

Anniversary

contract
that the "Babe" mentions so frequently In the course of his act, until
one begins to think that the
greatest ballplayer of them nil is
inclined to be mercenary.
that

of

justification

—

a corking

It

of

the

a drawing card and woi 'd have
been pardoned for considering the

—

bounteoCa success through his per-

f-.

lean attendance. If they hadn't they
would have wondered just where
the famous "Babe" Ruth got off ns

hand balancing.

The epidemic

they had a precedent

The 16th

&

November

11,

1991
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VARIETY
BROADWAY SAXO-HARMONISTS

4MERICA'S GREATEST

2S

BROADWAY SAXO-HARMONISTS
—

**

DANCE NOVELTY"

Broadway Saxo= Harmonists
"

BROADWAY SAXO-HARMOMSTS" -Dance Music "Par Excellence"
"BROADWAY SAXO-HARMONISTS "-Perfeet Rhythm
"BROADWAY SAXO-HARMONISTS'-Class
"BROADWAY SAXO-HARMONISTS"—Novelty
"BROADWAY SAXO-HARMONISTS"—Versatility
"BROADWAY SAXO-HARMONISTS"—Originality
"BROADWAY SAXO-HARMONISTS"—Six Clever Men
"BROADWAY SAXO-HARMONISTS"—Featuring "The Saxophone Promenade"
"BROADWAY SAXO-HARMONISTS"—A Drawing Card

BROADWAY SAXO-HARMONISTS
FORMERLY

"COLUMBIA SAXOPHONE SEXTETTE"
.VW

Fulfilling a Six

at

(lkc

i.

>m start to finish

—

[ART
Season
tight

(LOR
JNKS
reduced
allowance
ir old trunk
s

I

.r

Trunk Works

h

St.,

olph

across with her accustomeed crash
such as sho registered a few weeks
ago a block away with tho ill-fated
Wayburn's "Town Gossip." A small
in ence when he left after seeing the portion of the apathy she encounact with the crisp comment, "Well, tered Monday night, however, was of
tho 'Babe' is an awful good ball- her own making, as the house froze
player." Ruth made so many com- up a little moro than it would have
ments about the big salary he was had she not openly displayeed her regetting that he might well let the sentment of the noise back stage due
to the setting of the La Sylphe full
house in on tho exact figure.
Anita Diaz Monkeys close the stage effects. She Anally stepped back
show. This act has shown hero be- against the drop and pushed it sev"biued" a trifle,
fore in practically the same form. eral times. She then
including a moving llttlo number
It Is a fair act for closing and beSagrada."
"Cascara
opera
from
tho
cause the show was so early escaped
She also referred to something as beany sizeable walkout.
ing "tho cat's patootie," which made
the list for the evening as regards
Majestio
tho anatomy of a slang cat as ejacThe ~e««« ^Inmed » e. hou*w» nnd the ulated bv various acts cover quite a
house sat on its hands and blamed physiological range, including the
the acts. All of which did not alter cats derby, ankle, whiskers, eyethe fact it was a. packed house and brows, and even its mee-ow!
the dullest Monday evening sinco the
The bill's principal fault Is lack of
Shuberts embraced vaudeville and pep and speed and Charles F. Alfou/id it to bo coyly responsive.
drjch really saved It from mediocrity.
Walter Weems, still in .fourth There was no slackening of speed in
placo despite he is deserving of bet- his routine at any time, and when
ter in this particular gathering of interest began to lag he trotted out
the variety clans, came nearest to his trick curtain and w<rked his
arousing the audience. His routine dancing necktie and somersaulting
was as smooth as velvet and seemed stuffed eat until he actually aroused
to indicate that the audience would the house from Its torpor.
Had he
respond if you happened to hit it desired he could have again used his
right.
"sixty second sketch of his life" with
Even Lillian Fitzgerald did not go reference to his return to vaudeville
via the Shuberts, but refrained, apparently realizing that away from
Broadway there was little interest in
the inside woes of the profession. It
must have been a temptation with
plenty of off-week professionals in
the audience, but ft was good Judgment to omit it.
,

with

New York

8t.,

Chicago

M
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MAKE-UP

Henry C. Miner,

Inc.
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FRED BLONDELL

is

from the

playing this \v«-. lv
4-lth Strict with

exception

the

Anthony,

that

the while she is on dangerous ground In
a speaking part, the sketch is sure-

-whistling accordionist, was omitted
because of previous showing, and

fire.

"Go Get 'Em" Rogers, a colored

Callahan and miss In next to clossubstituted In second place. ing
made a big hit, but like much of
Ilogers flopped badly, being entirely
the good vaudeville that was includout of his class. His last threo min- ed in the acts
ahead of them, they
utes of real leveo hoofing was good lacked
the noise and the pep that the
stuff and if restricted to this and his
bill needed to break up its complagngs canned, including "that flea cent runn/ng.
ain't my trained flea" am* other vetMario IiO closed with her "Porceerans, he might make a worth-while
flve-minute spot on tho bill, which lains" posing act, which petered out
into a heavy walk-out.
runs too long at present.
Lucy Gillett and Co. opened neatly
with a pretentious set, \he company
consisting of a male assistant who
does exactly what the shapely woman does when the Juggler happens to
Despite several unfortube male.
nato misses. Miss Gillett displayeed
single,

unusual

versatility,

aeroutttuTtf

iicr'

and heavy overhead routine being
especially good.
Sho lacks a little
tensity in her bigger stunts which,
properly applied, would give her a
much warmer hand on the same
tricks.

The Three Chums found that what
little novelty they used was effective,
but the middle man of the trio overdid the "pollynnna* stuff and became
tiresome. Their singing carried them

through

however, and a

well,

of

variation

would

routino

their

"a

little

probably net them surprisingly effective results, such as a medley of
sure- fire

comedy

club

glee

college

hits.

Alexandra Carlisle with Harry
Corson Clarke in their rear-end of a
rullniiin specialty went over effectively but quietly, tho curtain descending upon intermission without
a hand despite the fart that tho audience enjoyed it. and boosted It in
the lobby smoke-fc^t.

Aldrleli and Fit/K'rvM were followed by the J, a Sylphe d-meing feature which labored heavily with its
announcements made through a huge
mask on a drop of »o>l.l. wrbe four

numbers are richly ::t;i;.-e nal well
handle], Fletcher Nor'-m deserving

I
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his

COVERS FOR
ORCHESTRATION

(NOV. 7)
KEITH'S 81st STREET,

for

credit

efforts
all
but vil.'dly important
loo,. ; numthrough the act. ||,-i
ber was
p ciallv .sure 1\i", wP!i Its
unexpected coined enduu:. ami while
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JUST CONCLUDING A PLEASANT ENGAGEMENT ON THE FOX CIRCUIT

OPENING FOR A TOUR OF THE PANTA6ES CIRCUIT NOV. Htb

For the Keith Circuit,

THANKS TO WALTER KEEFE

MORRIS & FEIL

Direction

EDDIE RILEY

-fl"V

"London Belles"

BURLESQUE ROUTES
14— Nov.

Empire Brook-

14

L

O.
"Maids of

lyn 21
|

W

Locmis Mi**
I<orens Keejina

Sisters

Lowther Hurry
Lyto Ross
Lyons Ed

Fayn*

America" 14 Gayety Klerschman O
Folaojn Bobby
Toronto 21 Gayety Montreal.
Marion Dave 14 Gayety St Louis Forsrth Jalk-t
Fox Hatty
& Garter Chicago.

(Nov.
"Mischief Makers" 14 Academy
"Baby Bears" 14 Hay market Chi- Pittsburgh 21 Penn Circuit.
cago 21 Park Indianapolis.
"Miss New York Jr" 14 L O 21
"Bathing Beauties" 14 Lyceum Allentown 22 Easton 23 Reading 25Columbus 21 Empire Cleveland.
26 Grand Trenton.
"Monte Carlo Girls" 14 Penn Cir"Beauty Revue" 14 Bijou Philacuit 21 Gayety Baltimore.
delphia 24-26 Academy Scranton.
"Odds and Ends' 14 Gayety Bos"Big Jamboree" 14 L O 21 Star
ton 21 Columbia New York.
Cleveland.
"Pace Makers" 14 Garrick St
"Big Wonder Show" 14 Casino Louis 21 Gayety St Louis.
Boston 21 Grand Hartford.
"Parisian Flirts" 14 Avenue De"Bits of Broadway** 14 Star Cleve- troit 21 Knglewood Chicago.
"Passing Revue" 14 Englewood
land 21 Empire Toledo.
"Bon Ton Girls" 14 Orpheum Pat- Chicago 21 Garrick St Louis.
"Peek-a-Boo" 14 Empire Provierson 21 Majestio Jersey City.
"Broadway Scandals" 14 Gayety dence 21 Gayety Boston.
"Pell MeU" 14 Century Kansas
Minneapolis 21 Gayety Milwaukee.
I
"Cabaret Girls" 14 Howard Boston City 21 L O.
"Puss Puss" 14 Empire Hoboken
24-24 Academy Fall River.
"Chick Chick" 14 ^laza Spring- 21-23 Cohen's Newburgh 24-24 Co21)

Falle Certia

Floyd

Marqaard Carl
Maxwell Oeorgiuna
May Kvelyn
Meeker Mart

Fovuavo

Metaettl Charles

Gross S

McNeil Dixie

Haines C
Harmon & Harmon

Miller

Mljares Jesus

Hsather R
Holton K
Hojrard A Lewis
Hashes Fred

Snyder Kunico

R
May

Spiro Mr
St Clair Ida
Stone Joseph

Tiring-

Talt Mildred

Thomas Vera

Knight Will

Knowles Raymond

Wager

Leaver* at Collins
hen's Poughkeepsie.
Reeves Al 14 Stamford 15-16 Leonard Jean
City
Nathan
Park Bridgeport 17-19 Worcester Leff
21LO.
Llnd Lillian
Dixon's Big Revue" 14 Academy Worcester 21 Empire Providence.
Loncrgan Lostar
Reynolds Abe 14 Columbia New
Buffalo 21 Avenue Detroit.
CHICAGO
••Flashlights of 1121" 14 Olympic York 21 Empire Brooklyn.
Singer Jack 14 Gayety Omaha 21 Ahearn
Cincinnati 21 Colombia Chicago,
A O
Ambler
C
"Follies of Day" 14 Columbia Chi- Gayety Kansas City.
"Social Follies" 14 Gayety Brook- Austin Boh
cago 20-22 Berchel Des Moines.
"Follies of New York" 14 Gayety lyn 21 Bijou Philadelphia.
"Some Show" 14 L O 21 Gayety Ball Leonette
Louisville 21 Empress Cincinnati.
Black Katherlns
"Folly Town" 14 Gayety Montreal Minneapolis.
A Fields
"Sporting Widows" 14 Gayety Bayea
21 Gayety Buffalo.
Barnos Stuart
Rochester.
Buffalo
21
Gayety
Burton Richard
"French Frolics" 14 Empress Cin"Step Lively Girls" 14 Empire To- Bobby A Karl
cinnati 21 Lyceum Columbus.
Boll J<
"Garden
Frolics"
14
Gayety ledo 21 Lyric Dayton.
"Strolling Players" 14 L O 21
Rochestor 21-21 Bastable Syracuse
Cowls Roy
Baltimore.
Palace
24-26 Grand Utlca.
Josephine
Sea- Claire
"Sugar Plums'* 14 Hurtlg
"Girls de Looks'* 14 Empire AlCleveland Boh
Orpheum
Pater
mon's
New
York
21
bany 21 Casino 3oston.
Daren port Paul
"Girls from Joyland" 14 Gayety son.
"Sweet Sweeties*' 14 Olympic New Davis A McCoy
Milwaukee 21 Haymarket Chicago.
Davenport Orrln
"Greenwich "illage Revue** 14 York 21 Star Brooklyn.
•Ting a Ling" 14 Star Brooklyn
Miner's Bronx New York 21

W

W

&

Settle

Wafcellefd Frank
Walk or Dallas

Weiss Lulu
West Arthur
Well Billif
Williams A Ribelor

OFFICE
Gordon Roy Mrs
Gleams Sylvia
Hurlbeft Oens
Hath burn Max

Res no Johnnie
Kenjiison
Miller

Jessie

A Murphy

Nash Bobby

Ormonde Cora
Prince Al
Palion Joan

Shaw

Lslla

Casjno
Smith Eddie
Edwards Julia
21 Empire Hoboken.
Shaw Collins BUlls
Tlnney Frank 14 Gayety Wash- Francis A Valtl
"Grown Up Babies" 14 Elralra 15
Pittsburgh.
21
Gayety.
ington
Follette Gustavo
Tenor
Bingliamton 16 Oswego 17-19 Inter
"Tit for Tat" 14 Majestic Jersey
Niagara Falls 21 Academy Buffalo.
City 21 Stamford 22-23 Park Bridge\ "Harum Scarum" 14-16 Cohen's
CITY
24-26 Worcester Worcester.
Newbunr 17-19 Cohen's Poughkeep- port
Casino
Scandals"
14
"Town
By WILL R. HUGHES
sie 21 Plaza Springfield.
GRAND.—"Ermlnle."
"Harvest Time" 14 Gayety Pitts- Brooklyn 21 Empire Newark. New
'Twinkle Toes" 14 Hyperion
OAYETT.—"World of Frolic*
burn h 21 L O.
CENTURY.—"Some Show."
"Hello 1922" 14 Casino Phila- Haven 21 Hurtlg & Scamon's New
EMPRESS.— Musical Stock.
delnhia 21 Miner's Bronx New York. York.
Billy 14 Palace Baltimore
Howe Sam 13-15 Berchel Des 21 Watson
Gayety Washington.
Moines 21 Gayety Omaha.
As anticipated by the managers,
"Whirl of Gayety" 14-16 Bastable
"Hurly Burly" 17-19 Academy Syracuse
17-19 Grand Utlca 21 Em- last week was one round of exciteFall River 21 Gayety Brooklyn.
ment and work. The third annual
pire Albany.
"Jazs Babies" 17-19 Van Curler
"Whirl of Girls" 17-19 Academy convention of the American Legion
O H Schenectady 21 Kim Ira 22 Scranton
24-26 Van Curler O H brought some 150,000 visitors, all
BlnRhamton 23 Oswego 21-26 Inter SJr.hefo^tp.dv.
looking for fun and amusement
i.Vfa?a la Falls'.
"Whirl
of Mirth" 14 Capitol Wash"Jingle Jingle" 14 Grand Hartford
Advance advertising is being done
ing 21 L O.
21 Hyperion New Haven.
Mollle 14 Gayety Detroit by the Shubert for "The Bat" "Af"Kandy Kids" 14 Allentown 15 21 Williams
gar" and Fay Balnter in "East Is
Gayety Toronto.
Easton It Reading 18-19 Grand
"World of Frolics" 14 L.O 21 Gay- West."
Trenton 21 Olympic New York.
ety St Louis.
"Kecr Smiling" 14 Empire NewThe Shubert is dark this week but
ark 21 Casino Philadelphia.
has the Gus Hill and George Evans
Kelly Lew 14 Lyric Dayton 21
Minstrels
next week at $1.50 top.
Olympic Cincinnati.
"Knick Knacks" 14 Star & Garter
When
aefidlnsj for mail to
"Name*
It,
the big musical revue
Chicago 21 Gayety Louisville.
VARIETY mdslreM Moll Cleric given
Denver Legionnaires,
"Lid Lifters" 14 Park Indianapolis
POSTCARDS, ADVERTISING or assistedbybythe
a
large number of Den21 Gayety Louisville. a
CDRCirLAR LBTTKRS WILL ver society folks,
drew heavily at
NOT BH ADVKRTISKD.
"Little Bo Peep" 14V3ayety BaltiLKTTKRA ADVERTISED IN the Auditorium during the Legion
moro.21 Capitol Washington.
Brooklyn.

KANSAS

On 34th

Street

Carp Al
Cassy S

Tort

Dean©

The venture Is literally
field last week. Co.
was nothing new Ing money for the owners, "0«
week
the company is doiitK
in the amusement game, but this
mou Clay." Tho attractions .so
was a real thriller.
have been of a similar calibre.
"
•
management, however, atmoiu

Before leaving for a couple of that it has sec r rod "Alij-s Lulu
weeks' hunting trip to New Mexico, and others of that typo for hi
M. 11. Ilcim, owner of Eloctrlo park, presentation, and thai tlu* comju
said Gabe Kaufman, who handled is intended as a permanent st«
the publicity for iho park last sea- troupe at tlic Majestic.

would be tlu? new manager for
the season of 1922. Mr. Kaufmann
is assistant manager of Convention

son,

A.

RATKOWSKY
INC.

Dickson Jean

Blrastt'ln 11

Knrln Kmlly
Klklns Jack
J'smcralda Edna
Knterbrook H
Kvcrelio Myrtle

Blaine Dorothy

Blumfold

Mr

Brown Frank
Burke Fred

FURS

O A 1Y1 \J iL L«

chance to buy advance models
the moat stylish pelts for
the coming season at below
the wholesale prices.
in

THEATRICAL OUTFITTERS
1680

New York

Broadway

program that apparently was a

bit

over the heads of the house. Not
until she swung into the old "Kiss
Me Again" did the applause assume
the usual Scheffcsque proportions.
"Summertime,** with Lewis Nilsen
featured, drags wearily in the last
moments. Outside of the headllner.
the two best bets were Adler and
Dunbar and Joe Towle. The Lecardo
Brothers' acrobat io routine Is so
framed that half of the audience
reached the conclusion the finale
had been reached before the closing
stunts.
The opening matinee was
out at 4.10, about 15 minutes ahead
of the usual schedule.

BASTABLE.—First
And

do Looks."

FURS REPAIRED AND

SCENIC STUDIOS
W.

Y.) opera h<

half,

apartment house. It follows on
heels of the opening of the new
llgaii theatre here. The latter hot
is under the management of Roll
Dellne.
With the passing of the or
house, Carthage will be minus
theatre adapted for the presentation
of legit.

A

switch in policy from two's)
three shows dally also brings a prlco
reduction at the Olympic, Water*
town. The extra show will be
fered at night, the first evening
starting at 6.45 o'clock and the
on: at 9.10. Keith vaudeville
"Girls pictures will be continued. The

they look weak. scale, to govern at both matinee

Cohan and Watson have practically night shows, will be 25 and 20 cei
the same production as last year. with a special children's ticket'
There have been shifts in the other 11 cents.
principals, but with only fair returns. The title would indicate that
there was a beauty chorus. If there
is it is kept safely back stage. Last
half d^rk.
TEMPLE.—Vaudeville.
WIETING.— Dark all week. 14 -1«,
Hampden in repertoire; 17, Lauder.
EMPIRE.—Still dark. Next week,
"The Fortune Hunter,'* with local

E. Galizi

A Bro.

Once
^^*aai

was " ^
ftT

I

*

^.^saaaaw

gray

3retteit Profession-

Accordion Manuand Refacts re

al

m

pairers.

Incomparable SpeNew
cial Work*.
Idea patented shift
keys.
Tel.: FraakUe S26.
21 S Canal Street

New Vera

Made by IIElfKEKT & MKIStX
now be bought in

City

Mall tli«- coupon for frca trUl twttlf
Mary T. C.oldman's Hair Color KoVorer
you can soon aiaka Uils statement yonneu.
sail
liquid
colortwi
It prorca how a clear
little comb will restore your Lair «o t'» »J™«*
your
loal color In from i to I days, whetner
gJ
gray lialre are many or ft«w.
Tost aa directed on a ttngla lock. Kote
clean
dalntlnw*— how eoft anJ fl'UTy *
1
dl**"
no
makes your hair. No •treaklr.f.
-

atlon, nothing to wash or rub (IT.
Fill out coupon rarefully anJ enclose I
pncfcsfe
Trial
of
hair If possible.
application comb come by rrturn malt.
or direct from Wt
slzeJ bottle from
Don't risk cheap aulwtltulcJ anJ rula yo"

dru«M

h;tlp.

of St. Toiil*

New York

Prices Reduced,

IN

dirt

Mary

A 1 ti A IN o

City

$55 Up

OLO TRUNK8 TAKEN

IN

tiii: hast
IVt. Ql«t and Md fttreett.
Met. Mth and 301 h St*.

EXCHANGE

Geldmae Blda.

Goldman. 941
8t.

Paul,

Ml

T.

Gelsaias.

6t.

Paul., Minn.
Bcn.l rue your

stlse.

m mmi

fieldwaa

SMs-,
.

free t ail UrfU
(1 h
T. (Jolilmeii's Hair <<»l<.f IU>*wref
FPtsial com:-.
I
am i...t oi-li««te.l in **:
way by acn-iitlnf tlili fi«-r iter. IB*
tur.il color t if my hair 1*
•••
d-»rk l»r'WH
(>la<k
J^t hljrk...

ri.a**

^

:

V

w

Mirv

niC'lliini

tklnkh' in

Phone Circle 1073
Phane Fits Roy 08<e

T.

bronfi. ...

I

;
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N'anic
Hire,

Co.

t

.'I'.

.

sin;*

City

Bompos & Lewis
245

The Carthage (N.

Mary

lOOt Broadway, N. T. C'ily.
531 Seventh Are., M. Y. C.

Special Discount to the
Profession

REMODELED

referendum which had Im«imi
by thp Common Council.

owned by Jasper Giglio and
sition this week, the Keith bill
not size up to be as strong as those operated as a picture tlieatre,
which have directly preceded it. pass from ftie Northern •Xew Yt
FrlUt Scheff. headlining, offers a theatrical map. It will become

Mail Orders Filled F. O. B., N. Y. City
Send for Catalogue.
I'sed trunks and tdiopworn samples ef nil standard makes always on hand.
Ilartman, Indeetruelo, Itclber, Oahkoeh, Taylor, Murphy, Neverbreak. Hal, Etc.

For Fall and Winter

A

H<M

Can

S5

i

SYRACUSE, N. Y.
By CHESTER B. BAHN
B. F. Keith's. —Without any oppodid

PROFESSIONAL TRUNKS

BeasU-y Juno
Bennington Whitney

m

Home

did not vote on the Sund
the clesfl
hall and a widely known promoter picture proposition nt
on Tuesday. The blue law iaetl
of athletic events in that place.
brought a taxpay«-r's at lion mul
r vcat
cured an injunction to

Cluxton, of the Pantages cir-

l'phllls

are to continue then

there

Daily Arnold
Dare Al

Artols J
Artoia Mrs Walter

1'tica,

"hop" at the (lying

He thought

convention.
J. J.

Adams

Adler Charlos
Archer A lielford

u*

"Deacon" Jones, doorman at the during the fall and winter, it uu'
Orpheum. known by practically nounced. The stock company opens
every one in vaudeville, took a June 4 by the Bobbin* Amuscs^at

LETTERS

ONE ISSUE ONLY.

be

wrestling.

.""

Kelly Prrd

Kennedy Ma reel la
Klrby Mrs Timothy

Howard Boston.
"Cuddle Up" Gayety Kansas

The Lyceum, Klmira. w ill

j«»Htie,

Roach K J
Roger* Lortls
Ross George

the Knigtafe

The Kansas City Star's critic
Tlu* ii«»\v Cfilligan. Carthago, N.
commented o«i the $2.50 top charged
by Grant Mitchell In "The Cham- opened Monday. The lr\i e will l*
pion" la«* week at the rsrand, as UHcrt fur pictures, nMiirr.'.ement 1
against Nance O'XHI and Kobort Innd 1-eiine.
1
Mantel! At the same house this season for 62 top.
The Mnjentlc Mayers, nt the M»

Leona

Morris Ray

Hawkins f«tw

field 21

the opening, left this week for the
East und a vacntlou.

fjr

Mack Happy
Manning Ruby

Frances M
Franklin Ruth
Frawlcy Hill
FrJdkina John

Irwin

who has been here in personal talent under auspices of
charge of the new local house since ot Columbus.

cult,

46th St, N. Y.
Bryant 2695

DROP CURTAINS FOR SALE AND RENT
SOME OF THE ACTS WE HAVE EQUIPPED WITH SCENERY:
8KELLY AND HEIT REVUE, ''FORTUNE QUEEN-

CANTOR & YATES PRODUCTIONS
SATEENS AND OTHER MATERIALS

IN VELVET, SILK,

—

mmmtm

n,
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rut i
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12000 and
Acts Laying Off This

.

Week

!•

OK

AND
The

*

forn.

week, so we're not in

Smith and Cook do
and so does Variety.

Everything

iow

Tramps

it,

is

last

their

em, Sime; get at those chooser*.

Sic

Original

week's count, and what a
(He eats his dinner at the N. V. A.'s.)

forked last

own.

We

copy no one.

riot

we were

They copy

us.

in

New York

!

Ask Jack

Last week's editorial was a Baguma.

hokum act in "one!9 A lot of new bits and some old ones, but they make 'em
Hawthorne and Cook with "Harvest Time." (Glad one of the family is working.)

Don't overlook the big

Regards to

BUFFALO
—

divorce from

her husband, Clyde berts* entrance lntb vaudeville here
may hurry the decision.
The situation will probably be
seltled within the next fortnight.
financial success of last week's bill of vaudeville
The Musicians' Union has agreed
at the Teck makes the establish- with
the Theatrical Managers' Asment of a Shubert Vaude ille house sociation
on a wage reduction for
as a permanent institution here a r Talo theatres.
In the downtown
practical certainty. The Bedini unit,
houses a reduction of $2 per man
although receiving rather severe and $S
a
week
for orchestra leaders
treatment at the hands of some of has
been accepted. In neighborhood
the critics, rang an phenomenal
houses running evenings only the
business, doing capacity practically
reduction is $1 per man and $2 for
all week.
This successful feeler, leaders.
The scale becomes retroadded to the fact that the Shuberts active
to November 1. A 5 per cent,
are openly looking for a vaudeville
reduction for stage hands has also
theatre here, is about all that is
needed to force the decision. One been agreed upon.
of the Shuberts was in 3uffalo at
least twice last month and, as reThe W. W. Hodklnson Corporacently as a week ago, laid down a tion opened its new local exchange
definite proposal to the owners of this week.
a new diwntown theatre now rapidly nearing completion.

G

.

lfflth,

a

local vaudeville agent, in
this week.

Supreme Court here
By 8IDNEY BURTON
"Bull Dog DrumMAJESTIC.
The unquestioned
nond." New Dillingham drama by
E. Matthews,
per," with A.
ughly English product under
ce of
j to
lest

Fred Latham.
favorable

Way"

Opened

reception.

next.

BLUBBRT TECK .—Walter
pden in Shakespearean rajerDrawing well; mostly from
e.
element.

is"

Making

special

and society busi"Emperor Jon " following.

for school

PICTURE THEATRE3.—Criten.

"Dangerous Lies" and "Wise
Hipp, "Idle Class" and "For
We Love"; Olympic, "What's
Reputation Worth?"; Strand,
From Nowhere"; Loew's

Tools";

Variety's

Managers and performers

yell.

Publicity

and civic organizations were present
and approved.
Davis

The bill failed to measure up to
offerings of several weeks past, but
advance sales Indicate healthy returns at the box office, with a third
performance carded for Armistice
Day. One more first-class art was
needed to make the current bill as
strong as some of its .recent predecessors.
Julian Eltinge Is the headliner.
but gets off easy, with mc e of a
fashion display than anyth'ng else.
Dallas Walker Vried hard ir. the
opening spot, but lost out when she
sing and then made it
tried to

worse when she

tried to step. Being somewhat of a showw. nan, better material might make her act
worthy of big time. Sharkey. Roth
n-Dollar Raise."
and Witt presented po : numbers In
good style, though the pianist is a
week,
zig-zag
last
Business
trifle off on his chords, and the
off,
It
picture
houses
la
likewise rafher generally
wntown
whol would be improved by relying
w's continuing to be the main known that these owners, up to now
on tho orchestra for all accompanlHARRISON
By
with overflow practically popular price picture and vaudeville
menta
Lightner Girls and Alexantly. Hipp pulled up some, due promoters, have been pretty badly
Pictures Grand, "Never Weaken" der pulled one of the applause hits.
Clara Kimball Young in person, scared by the Loew invasion. Cer- and
Olympic, The addition of a classical dancer,
Ricks'';
"Cappy
dropped several days. Smaller tainly Loew's 40-cent top and 3%- "Three- Word Brand"; Regent, -Jim
and good voices make the
feeling
most keenly, hour show makes competition look the Penman*; Savoy, "Over the Ramona,
it
reporting pale. Pantages, who coujd compete, Hill"; Minerva, "The Fox"; Lyceum, act a corker. Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie
hborhood
theatres
Barry
drew
healthy la Ths. Bailey
tly improved business. Vaude- is not Interested.
prominent New "The Match Breaker"; Duquesne,
and Cowan, with Estelle Davis, has
strong at both Sher.'a and England theatrical man, owner of a "Three
Blackstone, Cowan's good voice and Bailey's
Musketeers";
both houses going to sell- string of Eastern houses who was "Conflict"; Kenyon. "Where Lights
banjo as main merit. D. D. H.T
Thurston at Majestic fell here last week looking over the Are Low."
scored heavily. Relying on' intelliof his usual mark. Burlesque [ground.
Is
understood to have
gent wit and little low stuff to vin,
Academy ( \merlcan) with [turned the proposition down. The
the hij monolog Is the most original any
here,
only
house
Loew's
Johnson going into winning owners of the new theatre, there
•gle has offered in a couple of
eatumn. All indications point to insoasons.
Reynolds, Donegan Co*,
creasing unsteadiness in legitimate,
with
more of the daring in their
with shortage of bookings looming 21 weeks, which did not meet en
act than before, saw only a few
entarlly.
tlrely with their approval.
lngs, respectively, except for Satur- walk out.
With the statement from the Teck days and holidays, when the old
Rudolph Schildkraut, the Yiddish that a definite announcement of Shu- rates hold.
Shubert
will play one performance of bert Buffalo vaudeville plans will be
ele,
the Mischievous" at the forthcoming In a few days, it would
The Shubert show thin week is
"The Bat," which opened to about 90 per cent, perfect. The bill
Sunday afternoon, No /ember seem that some sort of agreement
-rapany had been arrived at It may be, capacity at the Alvln Monday night, is neatly laid out and has the right
From Buffalo this
ps to Rochester for an evening however, that, as Is rumored from will stay for two weeks. The name proportion of vaudeville ingrediance the same day. Prices New York, the Teck ma> go over of Mary Roberts Rlnehart, local ents. Monday night found the orscaled at $2 top. The tour is into straight vaudeville, a fact to authoress, to the piece is an added chestra jammed and tho upper parts
moer the direction of Edwin A. which slumping buslneses and un- draw over the well-known success slightly off, yet better than normal
extra matinee is schedKslkln.
certain bookings adds much cre- of It An
The most edifying feature of a
uled for Friday.
dence.
good lineup in the present case Is
11 Mary
Griffith was granted a
Meantime, Shea's Is going serenethat, it Is attracting; greater num"Mr. Pirn Passes By," at the bers of women than heretofore.
ly along Its way with vaudeville.
Nixon, is getting almost capacity Kcmo.lp" V?va....sh'.*»^ cloar oL the
The bills are lielwr «trftneth»n«rt *fidi£&
,tra» wiiifT,renovated
business continues steady.
is *K* n
It
house because of its old
more than likely Shea will build an- upper portions slightly off. Made- burlesque reputation. Continuance
other Main street theatre, as pre- lino Barr, local girl, is In the cast. of worthy outfits will wipe out the
viously planned, and it Is believed "Wake Up, Jonathan," next.
old stigma and help nullify other
that word advising such action has
physical faults of the place.
been relayed here from associated
Jack and Kitty De Maco offered
new motion picture house will something
interests in New York. The Shudifferent in their "Garbe erected In Huntington In the near
de.*
of Recreation.'* Armstrong and
to cost around $100,000. The

Those
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Ballets
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Wear
Low Price

SHOES
CATALOG Y FREE
at
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Kins Lear takes
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'Is
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almost as easily aa
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Stove Amusement Co., recently or- James in the No. 2 spot lack up-toganized to float tha project, plans date material, but they pulled a
part of the structure as an office couple of bows.
Du Calion's balancing act lost
building.
some of its thrill on account of his
patter, which Is nevertheless acA public hearing of the new Penn- ceptable.
Emily Ann Wellman and
recently
code,
picture
sylvania
Richard Gordon followed in "The
drafted by the State Industrial Actor's Wife," both principals scorBoard, was held here recently. Many
schools ing individually in one of tho neatrepresentatives of churches,

est vaudeville playlets of the teaLucille Chalfant was moved
son.
up to the opening cfter Intermission
and got third honors. Palo and
Palet played accordions and various wind Instruments, on all of

crown when he uses

ALBOLENE
M. STIEGLITZ & CO., inc.
INVESTMENT SECURITIES

you are still being annoyed by
•ticky or watery creams, just try
ALBOLENE—you will find it s
Joy Cuts the grease instantly and
It

keeps the face smoqth and soft,
preventing make-up poisoning.

1540

In

I and t oi. tubes for the makeup box AIM in \i lb.>nd I lb.
cans for the d renin* UMe.

which

**£

BROADWAY

(Loew's State Theatre Building)

HARRY
New

Zttablinhrd 1833-

phone Bryant 2533

FIRST, Manager
MOWNTOWN

Jir.ANCll:

A2

P.KOADWAT,

N. T.

York

8ATEEN SCENPRODUCTIONS, REVUES

fLVET, SILK,
iF*Y;

• nd

ACTS;

THEATRE

and

STAGE

DECORATIONS.

Sl^,
»;

1

_ -

U D

THE STLDIO OF LNLHLAL STAGE 8ETTLNG14.
TO CREATE A REAL VOOUE FOR
HF\t MONT WAS THE FIRST PERSON
ANI1 VELVET XT AUK HETTINUH. HE ALWAYS WAS ANI»
HVTIN
"ll K
AIAVVYS Will. IIK A LEADER. NOVELTY DECORATIONS AND UNIQUE
illF \s \RK HIS CRITERION— ALWAYS. IF YOU SEE BEAUMONT FIRST
NOVELTY CREAVoY'LL BE FIRST IN I Nl SI \L RTAi:i3 SETTINGS. IN
N CO- A RjT Dl
TIONS IN UNIQUE FABRICS. PLAIN OR DECORATEDAND
FIGURES ON
GET OUR IDEAS
TONE OR RINKART METHODS.
vIIl'R NKXT SK KK's'tJuK SETTINGS— SOME AS LOW AS 91SS.ee. ATPRICE.
PURCHASE -««.*..
ON ri'SMJHASC
AIPMING O*
T-KKNT \! S APPLYING
RKNT-RENTALS
SETS TO HKN
TR*CTIVE MKTN
TRACTIVE
230 W. 46th ST., N. Y. CITY Bryant 944S *Rjnnoi&
'-

.

i

I

O

S

will

office

...

late.

BEAUMONT
EXHIBICOLLEGES, CLUB8,
TIONS and WINDOW DISPLAYS,
TO ORDER OR SUPPLIED ON

RENTAL

BA8IS.

CTIirils^C
U U U 3
3
*

l

furnish

in-

formation of the Publicity

Plan, or

it

may

be;

obtained by calling in

ummatojperson

'.
The
noxt -to-closing
Apollo Trio, seen hero before in
small time, closed In Rood style,
holding many In. though tho hour

reliable

was

IL

BEAUMONT

COI1H

Brendcl and Bert have changed
their act eince they were -with "Cinderella," the new turn scoring a
near riot Masters and Brown went
over big, while Jazzlmova, which
deserved a special set In 'one, was
another feature for laughs. George
M. Roscner presents the same imitations as at the Keith house last
Heayon and can be counted on as a

At all druoaitts and dtaUn

inc.

showed

Variety Hranch

execution.

:

Mckesson a robbins,

they

Xny

the

main

York,

or

addressing

office in

Ne^

.

I

VARIETY
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THE BEST PLACES TO STOP AT
Leonard Hicks, Operating Hotels

AND

GRANT

LORRAINE

CHICAGO

Phone Bryant 1944

THE BERTHA
COMPLETE FOB HOUSEKEEPING.

fcaii^»" a

HOTEL STRATHMORF
WALNUT
NEAR
ST..

noma

Private Bath* 8-4 Booms,

Cutfrrlaa* <©

the comfort and convenience

off

the profeanlon.

team Heat and Electric lixht

-

-

S9.ro

-

Vp

IRVINGTON HALL

aal^

and

up.

We

BY OBPHKUM CIRCUIT

HILDONA COURT

HENRI COURT

West 45th St.
Phone Longacre SMS

Sit, S14

West 4Sd

.

$15.00

Between 46th and 41th Streets
One Block Went ef Broadway
Three, Four and Five-Room High-Class Furnbihed Apartments $10 Up
Phones: Bryant 8950-1
Strictly Professional.
MRS. GBORGE HlKOKI.. Mar.

—

Up Weekly
Address AH Communications

$9.50

BATES

HOTEL ARLINGTON

la the Heart of ths Theatrical District,

MARION HOTEL

Tremont and Arlington Streets
7
LOW RATES

— CATERING TO

CIRCLE HOTEL

THE THEATRICAL PROFESSION
EVERY SLEEPING ROOM HAS PRIVATE BATH ROOM

•i

NO

Rooms SKBt nod Up*

SAVOY HOTEL
and Up Without

12.00

and Vp With Hath
..«*• O. NICHOLS. Mgr. and Prep.
nth and Broadway.
DEN VER, COLO,
1
i

»

ROCHESTER,
Up-to-Date European

i

THEATRICAL

the Shubcrt

Sunday.

ly

late,

DOUGLAS HOTEL

bill

did not run smooth-

Matinee was \n hour

getting under way,

and at the
there were

evening performance
slight delays (duo, no doubt, to the
BEN DWOBETT, Manager
fact thero are only two acts In
ROOMS NEWLY RENOVATED.
"one"). The audience became very
AU Conveniences. Vacancies Now Open. impatient when the usuul flve-min-

207 W. 40th St.—Off B'way
Phone:

DRY ANT

1477-8

uto intermission stretched into fifteen. The show was not run in the
order programed, and the lighted
letters did not correspond with the

program letters.
O.
Applause honors from a 93 per
Keith's 8trand
cent, orchestra and 60 per cent, balKeith's Monday crowds appear to cony were about even, from Torino,
bo slowing up slightly during the who opened, juggling with moro dexTonight ut 8 terity than the average, to Mile.
past two weeks.

DAYTON,

o'clock it waa Just
10,10 8tandln *

capacity, with

N. Y.

—

11.00

TIVOLI

Jffth Street,

.

UP members

City

of the present company*—
Si Condlt and Blllee Liecester belonged to the original group.

—

ing for Mario Stoddard, and even
At present tho company contains
had the former been the hit expected
Miss Stoddard would have had very Oreta Porter, Bilh o Liecester, Fanlittle difficulty, for she has real ma- ehon Everhardt. Ida Maye, William
C. Walsh, Fred Dunham, Si Condit,
terial put over In a regular way.
Both headllners were brought in George Cleveland. John DeWccse,
even after the eleventh hour, as Guy Usher and George Barnes.
Sunday papers extolled Gitz-Hico Dickson Morgan and Willamcna
and others not appearing.
Wilkes are production managers.
"Tho Queen of Sheba" was held
over
for a second week at tho Rivi
oli.
In Denvor this means that the
picture has made a decided hit.
BROADWAY.— "The Famous Mrs.
Fair,''
with
Henry Miller and
Work on the remodeling of the
Blanche Bates.
old Tabor Grand
house into
DEXIIAM.— "What's Your Hus- a new movie show,Opera
"The Colorado,"
band Doing?" by Wilkes stock.
is being rushed and tho place will
PICTURES.— Princess, "Tho Mys- open nbout Jan. 1, running pictures.
terious Kider"; Rlalto, "After the H will be one of tho Bishop -Cass
Show"; Kivoli, "The Queen of J string of theatres which are acat«» oV>'»"" A rr"" cicx.. "Th" Man f r om

DENVER

1

DETROIT

A

A

BOSTON

IN

M Inula

Walk

HAMMOND,

Running Water

IND,

in Every Room; At*
Rate: 11.25 and as,
Located In Center of City. Clone to an
Theatre*
N. SCOFE8, Mgr,

HOTEL BALTIMORE
DAY WITH HATH.
WITHOUT BATH.
—ADAY
600 ROOMS—

SS.OO PER
$2.00 PER

H&M

KANSAS

12th St.,

CITY, M

NEWHOUSE
HOTEL
SALT LAKE CITY,
UTAH

Absolutely fireproof.

400 .outside rooi

each with separate bath. Theatrical
Single $2.00 per day up. Double $1

—
per day up.

Wonderland.

3

New York

who closed with about the
w aitln *. Desvall,
noisiest bunch oC dops -ver seen (or
^rfcr.-rtowTS- -inwrfMi
-'^heartf/
here.
cosHfully, followed by Fields and
Lost River."
3 lobby Harrington, about all that
Fesslo McCoy Davis, headlining,
suffered the injustice of receiving
tan* bo said for the two acts.
A check-up of theatre patronage
Genevlve the lightest applause. Her entrance
William
Sully
and
By JACOB SMITH
Houghton present what appears to was not punctuated with the slight- since the first* of tho season shows
•'Theodore"
at
Michigan -^hube a new act. Their turn has some est noise, and even though she is that in spite of the general strinthe samo Bessie McCoy of a dozen gency Denver playhouses aro doing bert. Will stay second week if busi4,'viginality and did nicely.
ness
they
the
business
than
did
holds
better
up.
and
appearance
years
as
to
ago
Bernivice Bros, and Co. registered.
Venetian setting would do credit dancing vigor, her second, third and same time last year. The sole exfourth bows wero forced. Her two ception is the Broadway, playing
Frances Starr, "in "The Kaslest
to a full-grown musical comedy.
malo assistants aro good dancers, legitimate road attractlohs. ' The
Eddie Robs was tendered an ova- but tho New York lines arc a mile falling off in attendance h6rc is due Way" nt New Detroit, Next, •Abraham Lincoln.
tion upon his entrance, and there high for Dayton.
simply to lack of good shows. Nance
bas been no louder laughter at
ONeil there last week in "Tho Pas•*I'P In the CloudH," Garriek. Next,
Joe Jackson, the co-headliner. sion Flower" drew well, considering
Keith's this season than ho probows
"Love Hirds."
receiving
two
better,
fared
duced. The threo Victors closed
the naturo of the play.
^
with a very neat turn in hand bal- after creating continuous laughter.
For some reason renl drama, dne.q
There have been several Impressions
ancing.
"Threo Musketeers' " fourth and
real BhoW after It got under of him at local theatres, but it will not score heavily in Denver, which last week at Adams.
Played to
has
caused some discussion in local
since
with
future
Imitators
50
hard
-cent
go
v.aluo.
the
vay, and well over
phenomenal
basis during engagetheatrical circles.
Denver's dislike
Dayton has seen the original.
ment at 75 cents top. To be followed
for this type of entertainment is bo
Shubert's Liberty
Tamco Kajlyama repeated his axiomatic, in fact, that Hen Kct- by "Disraeli" and then "Little Lord
For the first time since opening success of former visits. Works Just cham, manager of tho Denham, a Fuuntloroy."
a trifle too long.
stock house, puts on scarcely any"Way Down Fast,"" third week
Aileen Bronson very cleverly pre- thing but farces and very frothy
Washington.
sents a different school act. Ben comedies.
Louis Helborn, manager of the
Linn's songs with his obesity were
,T. O. Brooks has resinned as local
Orpheum, says that his house is
well received.
playing to a small but indisputable manager for F. B. Warren CorporaWhile following Miss Davis might Increase over
tion.
the
period last
have been regarded as a tough spot year. The houso same
has cut prices,
before the show, It proved easy go- however, and It is
The Temple, in celebration of Hh
not likely It in
taking in any more money than last 22d anniversary, has one of the best
bills
of many years. The public is
year.
It is charging $1.25 top at
responding. Business at the TemInc. night and LO cents top at matinees
plj this week is capacity for all perAt St. Louis Factory Prices

^L^ii"*

One

EUROPEAN PLAN.

Baltinsra Ave.

CHAMBERS

APARTMENT
West

Double.

Rooms with Hath.

Manager.

and unfurnished.

S01

—

KG0

MAJESTIC .HOTEL

St.

FURNISHED APARTMENT

SEYMOUR HOTEL

Hammond and Cafe

from Orpheum Theatre.
Opposite New Parthenon Theatre.
THKO. Ot'SCOrF, Prop.

REISENWEBER'S

in Boston.

1

lUtl,

WOO

Blocks from Pean. Station

Three newly furnished
rooms; new building. Reasonsble rent.
Cull between
and 8 evenings.

CLUB BREAKFASTS. 25c AND UP.
TABLE D'HOTE DINNER, $1.00.
A IV CARTE TILL MIDNIGHT.
FOR RESERVATIONS. AddrtM
GEO. B. ST AVERS, Manager

—

with Kitchen Privileges.

THE HOME OP THEATRICAL FOLK
**«**»»*

NOTICE

HOTEL

HAMMOND, IND.
Very Modern. Running Water In ah
Shower Hatha; Rato: $1.25 gla«

156 West 35th

GRAHAM.

AND UP

$1.00

21-29 8#. Dearborn 8L, Cbieags

Room*

58th STREET
'Phono COLUMBUS 1348
Single Room and Bath and Snltes of Parlor, Bedroom and Bath;
Light, Airy Rooms; Excellently Furnished; All Improvements; Overlooking Central Park; Five Minutes from All Theatres; Low Bates.

SINGLE |2.00 AND UP.
DOrilLE 43.00 AND UP.
SPECIAL WEEKLY BATES.

TIP Hotel Pining and Check Room*

A,

COLUMBUS CIRCLE &

WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE OF ALL THEATRES
Only

Two

Theatre.

EVERYTHING NEW AND MODERN

Hotel

Newly Renovated,

cJ£?S&*

MARTIN

BOSTON, MASS.

BATES

ROOMS

101

UP

»n* Up.

NEW TREMONT

gle;

*M)

D

a 1>er

No. Clark and Ontario Streets,
ChUkoj
FIVE MINUTES FROM LOOIP

Up Weekly

Principal office— Yandls Court, 241 "West 43d Street, New York.
Apartments Can De Seen Evenings.
Office In Each Building.

&C PER WEEK

CH

HOTEL CLARENDON

CLAMAN,

to M.

f

HOTEL

**
*Mfrom Palace
e,
One
Block

THE DUPLEX

Phone Bryant 7918
Three and four rooms with bath, furOne. three and four room apartment*, niMhed to a degree of modernness that
with kitchenettes, prltate bath and tele- excels anything in thin type of building.
phone.
The privacy these apurtments These apartmeuts will accommodate four
or more adults.
are noted for Is one of ltn attraction*.

03 it

HOTEL ASTOR
Ra £?*

830 and 325 West 43d St.
Phone Bryant 6131-4293

St.

ACT*

Manager

REX HOTEL
THEATRICAL

ALL BUILDINGS EQUIPPED WITH STEAM HEAT AND ELECTBIC LIGHTS.
SI I to 847

iB

EUROPEAN PLAN

We

211-847

EIGHTH AVENUE

CAHlLU

HOTELS EECOMMEroS^

I mirr the direct Miprri Ufon of the owners.
Located la the heart of the city, just
Ilroodwajr, eloee to all booking offices, principal theatres, depart lucut stores,
traction lines, "I." road and itatmay.
are the largeat maintainors of houftekeeplna furnUhed apartments specialising- to theatrical folks.
are ea the ground dally. This alone Insures prompt
service and cleanlinesM.

YANDI3 COURT

754-756

F.

**•

662 North Clark St.

and 816 West 48th St.
Phone: Longacre 8830
Phone Circle 6640 A building de luxe. Just completed; Aa up-to-the minute, new, fireproof
335 to 359 West 51st Street
eletator apartments arranged in suite!* building, arranged In apartments of three
An elevator, fireproof building; of the newest type, having every device and con- of
one, two and three rooms, with tiled and four rooms with kitchens and private
venience. Apartment* are beautifully arranged, and con&Kt of 8. 3 and 4 room*.
S 17.00 Up Weekly. bath and nhower, tiled kitchen*, kitchen- bath. Phone In each apart meat.
oitb kitchen and kitchenette, tiled hath and phone.
ettes.
These apart inenta embody every
$17.00 Up Weekly
Address all communication* to Charles Tenenbanra, Irving-ton Hall.
luxury known to modern science. $19.00
werkl> up, $05.00 monthly up.
Ne conne c tion with any other house.

THE ADELAIDE

w*

1**
Running water
baths In all rooms. Comfort
service our motto. Rates $1200 •
El

HOUSEKEEPING APARTMENTS
(Of tht Better Class—Within Reach of Economical Folks)

SS

»th.

of th* Theatrical Profit**,

Theatre*

all

off

CITY

p ro j

to

Telephone: Superior

APARTMENTS
CLEAN AND AIBY.

Catering

11, 1921

%«

J. A. Delhsler,

FURNISHED 500

NEW YORK

323 West 43rd Street

\

Hotels

Geo. P. Schneider, Prop.

1

November

Friday,

In 1899 tho prest_

Temple was opened and

later re-

modeled. Among those still in sear*
Ico of tho theatre are Charley Williams, manager, also manager of the
Old Wonderland, who became associated with tho company in 1892.
Ed Lewis, present doorman, joined
in

The Temple

1893.

now

by

the

is

operated

Moore-Wiggins

Co.,

comprising James Moore and Charles
Wiggins, son of the deceased "Pop"
Wiggins.
Cal Latham, general manager of
tho International Vaudeville Exchange, denies the Shuberts are to
book tho Regent, Bay City. He says
he will cpntinuo to book tho house,
although occasionally able to secure
Shubert acts.

PORTLAND, ORE.
IIKILia.— "Aphrodite.-

PAKER.—"Lombard!,
JLYRKV-'-A

Ltd."

JSTJirht

at JSUximsjkl

ORPHEukr—Canc

and Katherlnl

Leo headlined.

PICTURES.—Liberty.

"The

In*

visiblo Fear"; Columbia, "The Conquering Power"; Rivoll, "Th* Threi
Word Brand"; Majestic "Her Social
"Footlights";
Value";
People's,
Star. "Tho Red Lantern"; Hippodrome, "Tho Match Breaker."

Portland's proposed picture

nance

Is

dead

—

ordibe-

withdrawal

its

fore the city council being requested
by its authors, tho churches and
clubs.
Tho present board of threi

unpaid
with
censors,
viewers, will continue to serve.

Lew A. Cates, formerly publisher
of various Oregon country news
papers, has purchased the Libert:
St. Helens, and has forsaken prl
cr's iidc for motion picture exhibl*

TRUNKS

EDWARD CROPPER,
THEATRICAL

Trunks Repaired or
Exchanged

New
HAMSUGARMAN

M.

England Agency
453 Washington Street

BOSTON, MASS.

IF

Let ut

LOUIS
2tt

E.

fill

that

Th' Deiih.im has p1;iye<1 to nbout
persons a. week sn far this
season, the house running about the
1

WARDROBE TRUNKS
nOTLL NORMWDIE DLDG.,

10.000

same to all attractions. The first
was last week, when "ito38th A. B'war, N. Y. C. slump
manee and Arabella," with Oivta
I'llOXUt fr'ITXROY :tM4*
Porter in the title it.le, held the
stage. The opinion is tho play was a

S K. cor.

YOU ARE PLAYING

DON'T

formances.

IN

NEW ENGLAND

LAY

OF^JF

weak
(he
1

!

odd week or open Sunday

WALTERS. Amusement Agency

TBEMONT STREET. BOSTON.

Tels.:

Beach 1166 and 995

sister,

especially in the

way

two lending parts were handled.

Tho Dcnhn.ui is occupied by a
stock company belonging to the Torn
Wilkes string, regarded by many
veteran playgoers here as the best
stock in the country. Tho players
are celebrating this week their third
uiinlvcr*a.rv.
although only two

Chic

Salo

and

FOR HEALTH -AND BEAUTY
Nothing

John

Steele are dividing first honors;
other acts are Ames and Winlhrop.
Jay Velio and Girls and Kao E. Ball
and Co. Tho Temple was founded
by S;iel<et( & Williams as a theatre
and museum under the name of tin-

tiHir

t>

T

h

i

«

i

n cut.

like our Klwltlo Cai>ln
mi t'v >n -.ii-tii n, .1 i-.r

-It .^!
enh')|»
M;Mili'iir'i>R

i.

j-'

i>

.il;

times square:
beauty parlor
I

flltht up.

20« W. 42d 8t.

OP. *"*

TYSEN THEATRE TICKET SERVICE
72

W. Randolph
KKXT

Street,

CHICAGO

l>OOK TO OLIMTIC TIUCATRK
"iiMC
10. 000 PERSONS WEEKLY. WHOSE
**J
PATIENCE AT A BOX OFEICE LINE 18 FIGURED IN EXCESS OF OUR SERV1W
CHARGE OF 50« PER TICKET. ANO OELIVERED. WHEN DESIRED, ANY PI ACE H
CHICAGO. MANAGERS ARE RESPECTFULLY INVITED TO SEND THEIR
STUFF" AOVANCE MATTER TO OUR GENERAL OFFICE-82.1 GAftRlCK TMTATR*
BUILOiMQ. FOR MUTUAL BENEFIT,

WE CIRCULARIZE. INCREASINGLY.

.

Friday,

E. F.

November

ALBEE,

11»

IMI

VARIETY

President

J. J.

MURDOCK, General Manager

PROCTOR,

F. F.

B. F. Keith's Vaudeville

Vke-Preeiden*

Exchange

(AGENCY)

p. F.

(Palace Theatre Building,
EDWARD F. ALBEE

KEITH

New

York)
PAUL KEITH

PROCTOR

F. F.

Founder*

can book direct by addressing

Artists

801-303 Hulet Block

MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.
Conae-cntlve Routen for Standard

Acta

FLAY OR PAY CONTRACT8

ARE THE BLUE RIBBON AGENTS WHO
ARE AUTHORIZED AND HOLD FRANCHISES
I TO BOOK YOU OVER THE BEST TIME IN
THE MIDDLE WEST.
1 THESE

W.

PHILADELPHIA

V. M. A.. B. F. Keith (Western)

this

Billy

southern section of the
The name is the Jackson
city.
from its location, at the corner of
Jackson and Fifth streets. It is a
new link In the chain run by the
In the

Amusement

all their Affiliated

Circuits

MARTIN BECK

<

CIRCUIT

MORT

H. SINGER
General Manager

President

CHARLES

E.

BRAY

Agency

John H. Billsbury

Jack Gardner

Agency

Agency
(Ilappy Jack Gardner)

306
Woods Theatre Bldg.

Co.

Phil*. Office: J.

7SS

Tat Laadiaa and

Associate Counsel

JOHN POLLOCK,
Press Department

O. R. McMAHON,
Manager Auditing Department

GENERAL OFFICES
BLDG., NEW

PALACE THEATRE

YORK CITY

Suite 304
Loop End Bldg.

TRAVKRg, Mar.

Drexel

and Counsel

LANSBURGH

FLOYD B. SCOTT
Publicity and Promotion

1607-08

Suite

B.
Sec'y. Treaa.
S. LAZ

Managers' Booking Dept.

Masonic Temple

KAHANE,

BENJ.

FRANK W. VINCENT,
GEORGE A. GOTTLIEB,

Burt Cortelyou

Suite 504
Loop End Bldg.

Seating capacity around 1.000.
The Stiefel company has not affiliated with the Stanley company, but
has arranged a booking system
whereby they will hand the best pictures of the big releasing organlza-

&

Jackson

Agency

Corporation.

Guerrini

and

0RPHEUM

THE

General Western Representative

By ARTHUR B. WATER8
A new film house opened here

Stiefel

HODGDON

K.

WEBSTER

The GEO. H.

VAUDEVILLE CIRCUIT

week

S.

Building

Larftst

ACCORDION
FACTORY
tat United State*.
only Factory
that makes any act
of need*
made hv
'ft

The

W. Nelson

C.

—

Eagle

&

Agency

hand

Calaakua
Avtaaa

t77-27fl

Saa

Fra aetata.

Suite

Cat.

609

Woods Theatre

Suite 504
Loop End Bldg.

Bldg.

THEATRICAL ENTERPRISES
BOOKING VAUDEVILLE ACTS

They open with "The Old

tlons.

Nest."

Powell

The Aldine

theatre's long-promopening will be announced this
week and It Is said unofficially

ised

&

&

Earl

Danforth

Perkins

NEW YORK

Armistice Day is the date.
"The
Three Musketeers" is the opening
The Aldine staff will be
film.
headed by Ray C. Browne, PhlladelSian. who has been associated with
s Felt Brothers in opening the

Loop End Bldg.

Aldine, Wilmington, and Duquesne,
Pittsburgh. The Aldine's projection

The Sinon

Jess Freeman

Suite 807

Suite 1413

Acta Rewritten, Rehearsed
Opening;* Arranged.

Woods Theatre

end of the
where the various

lottdft

converge.

Bldg.

ALCAZAR THEATRE BUILDING,

Masonic Temple

Until

Lew M. Goldberg

Agency

Agency

405

Woods Theatre

Suite 305

Woods Theatre

Bldg.

Managers' Association

Bldg.

The above agencies, in Chicago, booking exclujL'veW witKW. V.MvA,B. F..Kejth «y*iten0^d^

recently have boomed
The theatre, as
een by a Variety representative
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|
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Broadway,
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film.

i*oth vaudeville houses did exceptionally well Monday night, despite
Jhe opposition of three legit open-
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AGENCY

American Representative, A. BEN FULLER
BLDG., 1005 MARKET 3T.
Phone PARK 433*

will be a
opening program.
One Arabian Night" will be the

eature

Carmedy, Booking Manage*

VAUDEVILLE

AUSTRALIAN
FULLER
MELODRAMA* AND PANTOMIME

DELQER
8AN FRANCI8CO

aid John McCormack
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VAUDEVILLE,

a

WW 8econd Hand Innovation and Fibre
vardrobe Trunks, 120 and $25.
A few
«tra large Property Trunks.
Also old
Taylor and Bal Trunks.
16 West 3 1st
street, Between Broadway and 6th Ave.,
New York City.

Thomas

Nash, Business Manager.

.

going to be one of the
'-handsomest around here, and it is

BEN and
JOHN
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5th Floor State-Lake Theatre Bldg.,

is
f- recently,
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The Western Vaudeville
John

settlements
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SAN FRANCISCO
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Harry W. Spingold
Suite

chain. It is located at the
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VAUDEVILLE THEATRES
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The 69th Street theatre (which
Was to open under the name of the
Killegarry ) will start within a week.
It is one of the Nlxon-Nlrdllnger
road,

Bldg.

ASTERN REPRESENTATIVE. WOODS

and

room will be in charge of Harry
Abbot and Oscar W. Lummis.

elevated
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Cnn Alwayt L'ae Standard Acta
The Keith's bill had Bessie ClayYork. Philadelphia, Washington, Baltimore
whose "Box Party" sketch was predominated on the hill and most whe Shuberts did nearly $12,000,
Judicious mixture of ju.sz and
house
can
the
nd.
all
abou.
variety.
Al
class
was
and intermediate towns
it
»vender and old lace. Few head- of
Jnert at this houce havo had the
The Shuberts switched James
enthusiastic reception given
t mom .it, and
this Barton In at the 1
been here before, prlnelp.nJlv "Abra«
N. Y.
•ne by a capacity house.
ham Lincoln." "Tho Hit,' "The
he proved the spice of an otherwise
Other acts on the bill which went acceptable bill at the Chestnut
By L. B. 8KEFFINGTON
Tuwm." All
PRINCESS THEATRE —"Abra- Dumbells" and "Folly
matinees Monday \\- re g"od and
a
and
Billy."
flash
Lynn
Thurston.
Bar'l
LYCEUM.—
"Lady
were
Je
ham Lincoln." Next,
ran* the fionfc,
.William Smythe, who started mild- Street. In fner, he
business ought to be the best all-*
vaudeville.
Pop
TKMPLEnot
aad
"The
who
ALEXANDRA.
1'hiladelphians
HOYAL
round this season.
and worked jp to new chattrr and
(JAYKTY. — "Whirl of CSayety."
"The a t Waltz"
Next. "Romance."
(return).
hat brought many recall*. Harry soi-n his work in
FAY'S.- Montagu Love, personal Rat"
Edward H Robins' C<mp.i:iy preopen arms. It was
GRAND. —"The Dumbolls" (reFox's skit was also funny. ospp- took him with
Miller.
Pearl;
Reulah
appearance;
sented "Just Suppos"" to a .ipaeity
i-omeily dar.u art of the year
clally in parts which smacked much tho
"Nine o'clock." turn).
I'.ieker and Sells;
house
last Friday afternoon
the
Lean
—
in
Cecil
stocks
and
laser
G
Mayliold
UPTOWN.
W Willie Collier, who wrote U in theGho
Klntr brothers. Nell Shlpl-etrier
Knyal Alexandra. Tho pp-ris prnisodl
'I'lillvanna."
Slmbert hill app»-aro«l at Keith's
Collabo ration
in "The <;irl from Gods Counrna"
Dancing
tho
conip;i
work
of
with Fox.
the
Mrs.
their
l>iit
—
nt;o
o
h
so
"T
WINTER GARDEN.
only a month «-r
film.
t\-."'
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To Reach

JAMES MADISON

Jddreaa him 404 Flatiron Budding,
Sen Francisco. I will writs my acta
jut there until December 25th. New
York office, 1493 Broadwey, open as
usual.

ven the familari'l
inns of N;i:>ok
halne
The rest was bolfr
i'l»-i'patr:i.
Shuhert
the
ane.-d than mn.t o.
programs here. This and hut week
showed hip IrnprovMner. and, inelLas! week
iM-ter lions'
dtMitall-

skit
i.i

went

hi;; atf.ii'i.

impei'M
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f

*
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AllfADIv- Kinsey Stock

FAMILY .-

Co.

Family Musical Block.
Roberts and Roberts. Mil! nnd Cora
Monagh an. Wilson and Keppol.
Picture's.— "Madonnas and Men,"
Rialto;;

"I

Ae< use," Star.
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»

GAYETY. Tolly Town."
STAR "\\ v/.'/.W Dazzle."
For

C.i:ii«li;m

we have

.

lw-\v.,

Thanksgiving

Hurley, the old. ,>i AiiKiloaa
actress now before the puh': '\ Is a
m< -in her of the cast, playrni; the
The \>< i;"ormgrandmother part.
.in<f was given In aid o'i t!:.' campaign on behalf of the blind. and a
very handsome suci was united.
.Julia

Musketeers," him.

v

hit :,avo ne.nly

"<

k

all

.
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At Home

HAROLD

ReprtRsnt
Pauline Saxon
and "818"

WARMAN

u

and

Now

DANCING m PIANO
New

Playing

Eaa-la*Hl.

OPEN FOR OFFERF
Permanent Address:

KMERY Til LATHE,

PROVIDENCE

KIDS

RAINES and AVEY

Direction

EARL & PERKINS

ER SI AN—

-MIN'KMVA

II

HARRY ELDRIDGE

IRENE FISHER, At Piano

in "I

LITTLE

PIPIFAX

THE FUNNY LITTLE BAILOR CLOWN

ULIS

DONT CARE"

Booked
Direction,

CLARK

Playlaa Lot* CirtaN Thasai Is Mr.

HORWITZ

J.

a-i

Directions

Lu»i«

AL GROSSMAN

Walter
Heiand

SAM

A VERSATILE COMEDIAN
ITow Appearing in a New Act

THK

by

HUGH HERBERT

COPT
w

1\ I
SAM

wish to show you the only original, eccentric

and DEEDS,
will interview" one person in each
town we play and endeavor to keep
you informed as to the opinion of
various skilled and unskilled laborers and artisans regarding our.
ability, merit and showings in their

^^^^^

Two

New York

NOVEMBER

20

17, 18, 19,

FRIGANZA
WILL BE

NEW YORK
the weeks of

December 12, 19 and 26
TOWH SCANDALS
'

How

Won. an

!g

Could
Cook." Al Golden, the straight man.
is a eh an-cut chap, well dressed,
with personality and a clear speaking voice that was a decided help.
He hold up some of the weakest of
the comedy bits through excellent
feeding of the two comics and added
a touch of class to the attraction
that was badly needed.
Coo.
the
Juvenile,
Hamilton,
wandered in and out in a few
Fcenc'8 in addition to a singing and
The song, a
dancing specialty.
comedy affair about a
doleful
boarder, ran for the end book, but
an acrobatic eccentric dance got
across with no competition from
any of the men.
The rest of the women were
Buster Sanborn, a blonde Ingenue
with a cute figure who looked well,
and Shirley Tanner, the f;ouhret. A
neat-looking hrunet, peppy and with
a fair voice, who took whatever
\ocal honors were about.
A chorus of 15 with one a female
impersonator shimmied and danced
in vivacious fashion. Two end girls

"Och

That

were out of the line for specialties,
and the female impersonator was
bewigged in a pick -out number.

The

number

strikingly similar to the
in a vrxuiovllh*. production
**t„Y,
for se viral seasons. This is led by
Huckley,
straight man. a roJack
'

bust baritone with a sweet and
resonant \oice, good presence and
delivery.

As

If

to clinch the idea that the

"Town Scandals' " vamp number
was inspired ">y the one preceding
it

in

Cleopatra,
and Salome are all listed

vaudeville,

Desdemona

Nat.

D

N

at 47 St.

Jusrph Plankett

MARY PICKFORD

in

"LITtLE LORD PAUNTLEROY"
STRAND SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
CAKI. KDOL'AHDB. Conductor

Theatre (iuild Production

<

131

W. *f B'wst. Eva.
Mat*. Wad. aad Sst. St

44th

Fulton

2 2S.

"LILIOM"

THE GREATEST PLAY OF THE YEAH'

JANET BEECHER
rt'wy

Mats.

A

With Jstea* Schildkraat

Eva La Gall.caaa

&

40 St.

Wed. *

ASrO
RFI
DLLAJV.V

Kves. 8:20
8a t. 2.20

DAVID

W. 44 St. Eva 8 IS sharp
MHll Thura 4 8at 2:15
_

I'.fcXASt'O Prcaentfc

Warneld

disclosed.

one

credited with a book.
That would be going too far. But
someone connected with the show
must have owned a book when "Town
Scandals" was put on. for it abounds
in puns, awful ones, such as may
be found In those old-fashioned almanacs which give the answers to
every riddle known. That old joke
book* pretty nearly supplied all of
the dialog. When the regular dialog runs short of puns it would seem
that the comics make 'em up.
Scene three is a Chinatown set,
where the three comics hit the yen
shee and dream they are in hell.
Yes, the heat wakes 'em up. They
naturally would never overlook that
is

I

may

(in fact

not head the bills outside
I am not on them) but I

I

SKINNER
LIBERTY
GEORGE

thaw, la

Then. W. 41
I, at a Wed.

M.

Forty-sixth

Ev. I

St.

A

Sat.

.St.

J: 20.

Kvenlngs

Mata Wed. and

S:3t.

CHARLES DILLINGHAM

COHAN'S

Sat. 2:39

Presents

'GOOD MORNING
The (yBrien Girl" DEARIE'

50C tO $2.50
ZIEGFELD TRIUMPH
MARILYN MILLER, LEON ERROL

SALLY

full at the start of the show
(with the assistance of Mr. Ben
Atwell of course).
"Not 1? the WinU-r (Har/hr.) of
our discontent made glorious Sum-

With a Cast ot
N. Y. Favorites

To Bonder*

U THE

the Shuberts."— Griffspeare.

Math Aoaaal VYoader Show

GET TOGETHER
with FOKINE
LOTTE and

prieo.
la

CIRCLE"

WVN
111

Qt?f Tf
a?Eil*

MATINEES WED.

(TOP.)

Daily

srvUTiV

Mats. Wed."* SaL

thank You
A Comedy

Eiist-tfttrty.

and

WINCHELL

LONG AC RE

CRNEST LAWFORD
ROBERT RENOCL
THEATRE. W. 42 tL
-

unit, ,t

""HIPPODROME
Two

8ta*s4 by

BEST CAST In AMERICA
Ellt. IEUII CARTER
JOHN DREW

hero at my opening, but not for
me. I'm not dead yet.

and FOKINA. CHAR-

saaay other loteroationaj
atan.
Matlnee

JOHN GOLDEN ATTRACTIONS

with the

E1TCLLC WINW00O
JOHN MALLIDAY

VARIETY—

of

WE RECOMMEND

CHARLES DILLINGHAM'S

SELWYNg PREBE.4T
SOMERSET If AUG HAM'S Comcdjr

MESSRS. W.IRTH BLUMENFELD
A CO* Entrepenurs.
Two taxi loads of flowers arrived

neas.

Mat*
Madera Drama.**

LAST FBODtJCTION

I

Garden

by Messra Smith and Ctuhiaf.

— _ _

SAT.

On

top of. the co
beautifully produced
W. 4r,;h SL Eves. i:J0.
ber. staged in a full stage
Mat. Wed. & Sat. 2:30
landscape set, with snow fall!
and
the choristers in white.
The second half all takes place on
board a yacht, a solid looking set.
This starts with specialties.
The
only o'her comedy bit worth menIn
tioning happens along toward the
finish.
It is the decrepit "booze in
the water cooler thlnw," but made
funny even to the regulars by Fa&an
GEO
as an inebriated passenger.
T H E A T R E
Mr. I'agan, who does an eccentric M. V^V/lIAKll lir.ahvay and IV .Strict
character, knows comedy values, and Eves. 8:15.
Mats. Wed. and Sa
gets laughs wherever and whenever
the material calls for them. Considering what he has been handed, he
does extremely well. Norman Hanley does a sort f tramp and Joe Van
is
a tall horn -spectacled comic,
who, like the others, has little or no
HIS
MUSICAL RIOT
material, but does the best ho can.

came a

of

BROADWAY.
GLOBE— and
8L

Ibi

NEW

mer by

"TIM Mastartlaass

I

head the programme inside; I open
the show. You should see the peoTHE ENTIRE PRODUCTION UNDER
ple rushing to their seats for fear
COHAN.
they might miss me.
Of course, THB SUPERVISION OF MR.
we understand that they had to
W. 45d St.
separate Will Rogers and me as
AMSTERDAM
Eve*. S:1S.
much as possible. I wont know matinees Wednesday a Saturday
how I panned out until I read this
—NO IIKIIF.B
week's "Variety's" panning.
Anyway I think it is a bit of an honor
to be first number on a programme
like this, and if Shuberts will only
keep mc on the same number here
for a few weeks, they will have the
gratification of seeing the Winter

HAND LED."— BraaUtr

"EXQUISITELY

K5 Blnseosand

I

Founded on the Novel by

Juliet.

together as vamps. The year Juliet
and Desdemona turned vamp isn't

No

Two.

GRIFF

IN

(Continue from page 10)
the saying sho doeant see anything

specialty consisted of
** itT1

A

R

T

of Metropolitan Favorites.

EMPIRE

in

mispronunciations

int-'. -.lAT'lI

S

-A National Inatltetlou"— B'wa.r
IMrrrtton

MUSIC BOX REVUE

With

Sole Inventor of Sawing a bubble

|

H :l)

tlft

-MAttK-

David

effort for character.

,,

rfr

J.

second comedian, does "Dutch" funny abouL That made it unanthroughout without starting any
imous. Scene two Is before a green
Ho also did a specialty in velvet drop in "one." with a vampire
thing.
"one," allowing them to set for
ff ,y-.i.!r

49 St.

and

I

prima
the
Armstrong,
donna, is a buxom blonde and a
veteran of many seasons. She contributes nothing in the way of en-

,

We,t < 5th pt r <^t.
Te ^ URYANT 14Tt

Mats. Wed. and SaL

ALLAN POLLOCK
—A
Divorcement" —

14, 15, 16

"Opening the Show" famou*

Anna

The

W.

Wed.

Mat*.

H. Lubin and Mr. E. A. Schiller for Bookings WKDNBSPAT MAT. DEST SEATS 12.00
LAST WEEK
"AN ABSORBING AND EXCITING
in "The Return of Peter Grimm"
—World.
ENTERTAINMENT."
man
making)
The
who
is
TRIXIE
BLOOD
*n Tom
By DAVID BELASCO
rvrift

Hamp should also
Ilarop.
credited with a great memory* The
bits are all old timers and not parHamp as
ticularly well selected.
principal comedian does a tire"Swede."
He
some red -nosed
hasn't spared himself as regards
dialog worn to
.selecting
lines,
shreds and extracting any merit it

Kadjali.

THEATRE

THOMAS

Tsar. (Pas)

Loew's Boulevard,

Thanks to Mr.

matinee and night.
"Ting -a -Ling" is a bit and number show with the book of which
there is none credited to I. B.

Walters,

38"
C.

Bill of

14)

I

Red

THE OAT FARCE

IN

BLUEBEARD'S
8th WIFE

%%

in burlesque, and if doing'
business for this show she's worth
Election afternoon the house
it.
was about three-quarters' capacity.
with a reported capacity Monday!

tertainment.

A

Ofsra

liVINfl BERLIN'S

K

grand

with

MI 1314" DV/A
ROY
IflUJI^

.Cast

TEMPLE THURSTON

B.

INA CLAIRE"

«**
2M.

— now — now — now
CO THEATRE. W. 424 A SsL
TIMPQ
1 llTlEa*? OV£. Ms*.

DEEDS

(Continued from pat 10)
tftal set was also used and the services of a dresser and attendant
She Is reported as getting half a

an

MASSIS

N.

**•••
Sst.

Restricted Songs n >w

Loew's Lincoln Square.
New York

TING A LING

in

WMt •*» ••r**Mst». Wsssasdsy

StrstL

NOVEMBER

By

Wm. Anthony McGnira

by

Csswtfy sy A.

Rvcs*. S:16.

With a

THE

WANDERING JEW"

•

Comedy

Piano Novelty

respective cities.
Respectfully yours,

contained

A Ntv

Reeder and Armstrong

SUPERB PRODUCTION OF THE GREAT
L0ND0K SUCCESS

2sSf

"Heat Mnaleal Shew Ever Marie la
Amer'ca.**—OloW

McGRATH

LOUIS— NaKt Wssk (NOV.

8aLa4

"ONLY

public and agents in general are interested in the progress made by various vaudeville acts throughout the country.
The only medium through which
they can obtain the information is
in the press. Critics' opinions have
ceased to be a novelty and in order
to stimulate interest in our offering we,

ST.

TeL:

ERNEST TRUEX

with

-MJN AT THE BEACH"
PANTAOB8 CIRCI1T —

slsUuses Wedneadaf and Saturday at"**.!^ 5,
David estate* and A. L. Eriaaaar't

*
BRYANT till

Wsd.

A new comedy

KNICKERBOCKER £•£* m

We*

Six Cylinder Love

—

OMNIUM,

Attractions
ThMtre

'THE GRAND DUKE"

in

Maskays. Ad«4«
Bsksr

Lsrls

HARRIS

H.

Sam H. Harris

Mm Elsie and Eddy PANLO

and

Lyss.

Etss.S^S.

Assisted by

McGRATH

Waats

.ndgSj

Presents

LIONEL ATWILL

A Avsry Hopwood*

Darstfey

Jaaaa.

45th

DAVID BELASCO

—

FARCE FROUO

Wilson Colllson

arith

Personality and Songs

Loew Tims

Solid,

ARTHUR

By

*.
•:!§.
Thurs.'

W9**[
St.!

LYCEUM

Theatre. W. 4M St.
Mftts. wed. and Sat

"Getting Gertie's Garter"

Originator of the Fake Telescope
Astrominitt.

AND

LAURIE ORDWAY

"SOME SIMP"

In

PAUL NOHER

L. I*

WOODS' ATTRACTIONS
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— THE
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Oswald
A>**b\iri\dale t
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NEW YORK THEATR

MACK

Clare
"Tew Funey Buoy*

1
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Friday,

TWO MELODIOUS CHATS

THE
HONEY

AND

—

SINGING

i

BOBBY

Rom A Curtis

Rawson

"
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VARIETY
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BOOTH
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GEORGE

/ARLISS

The Green Goddess

rnHAN

The

FRANK CRAVEN

V,
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WORLD'S GREATEST
AMUSEMENT STARS
ASSEMBLEO

i*jBU_P E R B_P R

ED WYNN

1.

n A M M E6

ALL-STAR

PROGRAMME
DAPHNE POLLARD

"The Perfect Fool"

incident caused neither laughter
nor mystification, and passed with- one. The hell scene has more puns
NEW
very little business that means
out comment, so why? The man in and
Hoth Fagau and Wan dance well.
question worked throughout the en- anything as regards comedy. The
idea is faintly suggestive of IlyA dope bit in the first part (China- trombone and *-larlnpt specialty, and
tire show in similar attire to the
mer's "Devil and Tom Walker." town set) by Miss Shutta, disc.oscd Alfredo and Silvio an accordi.»n and
If he has a specialty
choristers.
velvet
Hack
to
Chinatown
again,
the
her
as a capable male Impersonator. violin turn during th« nttoptl half.
repertoire
in
his
he
concealed
drop and then just as the Election The "r.erdlr" and "suilliiiK" were Thi-rr Wf to 17 cli<tris:t«r.- on at iho
should si>eak out.
Day
settled
matinee
audience
had
mud*
very vivid. A good all -round Cfilumlda Tuesday
ft (riii>oii.
house
Th«;
Two full stage sets and the
ns»inl)lr
strikr.s
an avrra*r« in
drop was all the production display, themselves back and about resigned entertainer, this Ethel Shutta, who
themselves
dragging
to
the
rest
out
looks,
but
can
jazz
tak«>n
dance
tnt^oth^r
with
tb»y will
the best and
unless the smallness of the
peculiarly
husky singing tnnaT tup any ftfauty [tri/.f-s. Tbo
Olympic's stage prevented any fur- of the afternoon the first real wow whoso
voice comes in as a decided asset (rostunilnu mostly \* burb«s«(iiy.
ther flash. A wedding number with arrived.
This was a musicians* strike that in tho modern jazz number*.
all the women in bridal costume
"Town Scandals" is but a fair CoHelen Hudson, a chunky little lumbia whcr-l sh(»w. and for tin- bf two* the flash of an attraction that had Ethel Shutta stopping the oris well under the 26 per cent, re- chestra on the plea they were play- soubret. and her sister, Ola Hudson, t»T :>art ruiiH along in nrcordunce
duction advised by the head of the ing off key, and members of the form a sister combination that lig- with Anu-rUrari rntliiM' than Cdluincompany volunteered to take the uges well in specialties and num- bin Hlandards. Tuesday (Kloctlon
circuit recently.
With the present book, cast and places of the departed musickers. bers. Corlnne Wilson i« tho prima. Day) buslncRs >as fair, the fine
p r o d uc t i on "Ting -a -Ling" will Miss Shutta'a argument with the Bess Marshall is another woman weather, election and athletic events
echo as faintly around the American orchestra is convincingly handled. principal who handles a couple of all
ivintf an effect on the box ofWheel as the night bell In a private The show leader also made his end numbers.
fice.
"hospital,
Ocn.
of it amusing through his earnest
Lee and DorjR, two girls, offer a
Bell.
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NEWS OF THE FILMS
Robert Kdeson has been engaged
hv Metro to play Col. Sapt in the
Rex Ingram's "Prisoner of Zenda."
,ewl8 S. Stone will have the lead.

Is a dark, slender girl who
handles her part with grace and
appeal, while Mr. Hearn and Mr.
Whltlock carry hero and heavy capably.
Minor character roles are
Arthur H. Jacobs, who retired made the most of, with Harry Dufbrokerage
fleld scoring particularly in an old
picture
motion
'the
from
- n d film employment business a man role.
Lced.

lead.

J

has gone to
«/) pie of months ago,
the coast to make a series of special
casts.
all-star
with
features

HAMLET

president
Hirsch,
of:
Nathan
Aywon Film Corp.. has organized a
called
to
be
Photocorporation,
new
craft Productions, Inc., for the han-

Pretentiously presented by Asta
Films, Inc., at the Lexington, with
an augmented orchestra and scenes
from Shakespeare's play, this film
featuring the Danish Asta Neilson

|

productions.: opened Nov. 7. It is a mistake to
Aywon is to be continued as here- play it as a special. Miss Nellson's
tofore, but the new company will abilities are exceptional, but they
are not the type to enrapture the
handle a higher grade of features.
statcright

of

dling

American public.
Almost emaciThe disposal by Alexander Bey- ated, she has command and distinction of movement.
Her facial pantomime is of considerable range, but
dead whites and blacks have to be
scheme for a long series of personal used to overcome her physical defiappearances on the part of the star] ciencies. She has as much chance
in connection with the showing of' of smashing the box office here as
the picture. Sales has also arranged Walter Hampden would have in
with Beyfuss to make two or three Denmark. What is Interesting about
thts presentation Is chiefly its clear
other features a year.
presentation of the Hamlet legend,
Hiram Abrams slipped away last which intimates the prince was a
Saturday on the Olympic for at least, girl, sex being concealed to save
tho crown for the immediate fama couple of months, says his office.
ily.
Much is made of a book setting
Penrhyn Stanlaws, the artist, who forth this Idea ascribed to an Amer1

fuss to the L. L. Hiller concern of
tho Chic Sales feature, "His Nibs,"
for staterightlng, carries with it a

directing

been

h-s

Famous

for

Players, is In town, having completed the filming of "The Little
Minister," with Betty Compson as
La 'y Babbie. He came east to secure some other photoplay material
for

Miss Compson.

pears and the boy commit* suicide returning to her home after the affrom grief. The sister (she's only fair she remains over night with a
14) vows Ysngeanos. Tims elapses. girl friend.
Thomas Lawlor, the
Olrl bseomss prominent artist.
Is son of a wealthy candy maker of
engaged to Illustrate novel written Peoria, in a liquored condition, enby the coquette's husband.
Her counters her In the hall, aitd noticIdentity unknown, she pretends to ing the dress, believes her a maid
make a violent play for author to and requests that she bring him
have reyenge for Brother's death. some towels. This fulfilled, time
The wife's brother. Incidentally the lapses until morning, when she Is
girl's sweetheart, puts In an appear- leaving for her home.
The boy apance, and, believing the love making pears in the hay at tho same time
with his brother-in-law is on the and she continues the deception.
level, orders her out of the house. Under a fictitious name she gives
She goes. He follows. Explana- him her home telephone number. He
tions,
Clauds pass over.
Happy makes a hurried trip to Peoria and
ending. Six reels for that A very is informed by his mother that the
orglnary program feature.
Miss family intends to go to New York
Griffith gets away nicely with the so that she may accomplish her soleading
role.
discretion cial ambitions.
More
should have been used by her in the
Upon returning to New York he
use of beaded eyelashes wnen play- phones and arranges a meeting with
ing the 14-year-old girL Catherli e the girl. He offers her a position as
Calvert and Wm. Parke, Jr., are companion for his mother. This she
worthy of mention. It cannot be accepts, the failure of a gold mine
possible that the scenario field is In the meantime having crippled her
so barren that it is necessary to finances.
Her villa in Newport is
take a story of this kind for a slx- offered for rent and to^ken by the
reelcr.
Hart.
boy's family, who have no knowledge
as to the identity of the girl they
have engaged. One party In Newport and
her identity becomes
known, and the marriage with the
Nadla OMtleton
Elaine Hammeratein
candyman's
son
is assured.
Thomaa Law lor
Nllaa Welch
Dorothy Graham
Diana Allen
There is a certain amount of inJimmy Van Trent
Arthur Houaeman
in
this
picture
for
the
Davis Law lor
Gaorge Fawcett terest
Mrs. Lawlor
Helen Llndroth younger set. The captions and titMr. Puree!!
Arthur Donaldson ling has been well done. The cast
Alls the bill in good style, all being
Selznick production, based upon recognized film players. The prothe story by Hex Taylor, directed by duction end has been well looked
Wm. P. 8. Earle, with Elaine Ham- after, the interiors having a stamp
meratein as the star. The story of of class upon them. A flimsy story
a light comedy nature calls for no made comparatively interesting as a
Hart.
serious effort on the part, with the picture.

THE

WAY OF A MAID

nothing to Broadway, and
Lubitsch's opinion but little
more.
The German director calls
City for a few days' visit, following Miss Neilson "art itself." Well and
which he will return to Los An- good, but the German is continuing
geles and begin work on the films.
to bank his fortune on Pola Negri,
who is a box office card if not so
The National Association of the eminent a player.
heed.
Motion Picture Industry h:.s asked
in suppressing
all bankers to aid

Mr. Moore

fly-by-nlght
schemes.

stock

picture

assisting Robert MacLarney
there during the year abroad. Is returning to this country on the Baltic having sailed last Saturday. This
seems to verify the story from London of last week that the company
intends closing the English plant.

Hector Turnbull whp is still
abroad is not interested in picture
production at present but Is resting
in the country where he intends remaining for the next six months,
devoting himself to the writing of
.

fiction.

KOW OYER STAHL FILM
Los Angeles, Nov. 9.
Louis B. Mayer is reported here
with First National
refusal of the distributing organization to accept the first release made
by John Stahl, a Mayer director, on
the basis of an advance of 9126,000.
In addition to the aferosaid advance, Mayer's contract with First
National calls for a minimum valuation of $350,000 on all Stahl proto be discussing

ductions.

RALPH BPENCE\S JOBS
The

/\

New York

In

Is

Roswell Dague, in England at tho
Players London studios,

Famous
and

recent engagement of Ralph
Spence with Fox carries with It the
jobs for Spence of picture director,
writer of original screen stories,
ican scholar, Dr. Edward P. Vlnlng.
film cutter, sub-title writer, continIncidental and very effective muklc
director largely responsible for what
uity writer and film editor.
was provided by Herman Hand, who satisfying effects the picture has.
Truly Shattuck has been added
led an augmented orchestra, and the
Spence was the sub-title writer
Nadia Castleton Is a society girl to the cast of Douglas MacLean's
house was well filled. Signs in the
wealth who attends a masquerade "The Hottentot," being made on the for "A Connecticut Yankee" among
of
subway and elsewhere have well ad- in he garb
his other screen work.
of a maid. In place of Ince lot.
vertised this presentation giving
Georg Brandes' opinion. His name

Tom Moore has been signed by means
Robertson -Cole to make six pic- Ernest

tures.

ROSWELL DAGUE BETUKHIHO
1

THE FOOLISH AGE

selling

Produced and written by Hunt
Stromberg, this light comedy film
Alice Blake, one of the State's should prove a suitable vehicle for
witnesses against Arbuckle, has dis- Doris May, and will undoubtedly
appeared from her San Francisco please her following among the
home, and is being searched for.
"fans." The story is light and extremely thin as to probability, but
Abel Gance will return here in provides for a sufficient number of
December with a new picture, called comedy situations which brought
"The Wheel," and Is planning six forth many i- laugh. W. A. Setter
productions for 1922.
directed, carrying the action along

EAST and WEST
ACCLAI

•

nicely up to the latter part of the
William J. Walsh, 42, an actor, story, where a let -down becomes'
The photography is atwas killed as the result of a musket evident.
wound Nov. 6. He was rehearsing tributed to Bert Cann. The settings
with "The Two Orphans" cast at were up to the mark, with most of
the Griffith studios. Mamaroneck. the action taking >lace in interior,
The weapon surroundings.
N. Y., Sunday evening.
The story deals with a young
was supposed to be loaded with a
blank, but exploded when Walsh school girl, engaged to be married,
badly
who gets the idea from the comleaned on It, tearing him
and causing consternation among mencement speech delivered by the
was
He
principal of the Institution that she
the big group around.
rushed to a hospital and died at will uplift "suffering humanity."
afternoon.
Follows
the breaking off with her
five o'clock Monday
fiance, the aversion to the project
him
both
am her father, and the
of
Joseph Ricco, watchman at the
Arena theatre, 623 Eighth avenue, actual plunge Into the social welgame.
The girl then secures
fare*
was badly beaten by three intruders
Nov. 8 and taken to the hospital. offices and a secretary, of the "hard
who Introduces her to
type,"
boiled
He is said to have been responsible
"club" members, where
for the discharge of three men. and hij fellow
others besides himthree
she
selects
$83 on his person was not taken.
The fiance of the
self to elevate.
various means
tries
meanwhile
girl
William Desmond, who is prodistribution of queering tho reform movement
for
ducing
pictures
until he
success
no
with
meet
which
through Metro, arrived in New York
«t^rtw nn or«rnr>i7nt*on for th«j T out»/e\i/i«rftfy nun uiirif TC~roik-o \ ..:-*&%.proceThat
girls.
chorus
of-luck
foreign handling of his output.
dure, coupled with the actions of her
theatrical performance,
a
at
subjects
J.
McCarthy sailed from
J.
the girl's conception of
Queenstown on the Baltic Nov. 6. concludes
moral obligations to society
His office employes are planning to her
which allows for the reuniting of
tender him a luncheon on his return.
the promised couple.

GEORGE MELFORD'S

4

Dr.

Harbara Bedford
Kdward H^arn
Harry Duffield
I.loyd Whltlock
Gordon Mullen

Mark

Grandfather
Duparc
Ivan Holth
Dr. I»rahl

P. Ixjckney

J.

Fred Huntley

Qundahl

This solid, substantial picture,
With an heroic climax, was shown
at the

Loew houses

last

made

week,

Skiff.

Vinna. The exceptional art work is
by Harold <J. Oliver. All together a

worth while offering,

runs

it

with

AGNES AYRES
RUDOLPH VALENTINO
•AT.*--*-—
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produced "Moral Fibre,"

by
a six-ierler l>a.sed upon the story
sccna"«ving ner live a year as in»- ^i^»i. William Harrison (Joadhy, Connno
Courtney,
U.
W.
by
ized
of his wealthy uncle; and nunt. TailWcbsn-r
ing finally, ho sets out in his motor Crilllth is the star and
Campbell the director.
to got Dr. M.nU to divorci- ln-r. but
The Joadhy story is a shallow
Is Injured on the w.iv and t;iUi-n una rcah-inconscious to the hospiinl. which 1,1. -co of hctiori, lacking (xag^r.at.d
on
catches firo while Dr. Murk i« op< r- limnrh and b»»rdrring
kind.
st
thinnthe
of
lodr.ima
ft tinp
to .'-rive him. ».< sj»lt f hi- |"« J- in.
Wolci.tt is the \ouThfiil pro.) ,r.d
Udir..
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Sheik' has played to absolute capacity for five days at
mv Rialto Theatre. I cannot
praise this production too highly.
I look for it to make new boxoffice records all over the country.* I expect a longer run to
greater patronage than any picture I have ever shown. It hits
on aH twelve cylinders."

"The Sheik" opened simultaneously at both the Rivoli and
Rialto Theatres.
day

it

showed

The

to

This breaks all records for both
theatres, with the exception of
the opening day of "The Affairs
of Anatol/' which played to 301

—SID GRAUMAN.

more paid admissions.

i

(

Whole World Has Been Talking About the Book
Now the Whole World Is Raving About the Picture!
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the opening
19,824 people.

Corlnno
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Kllmore
kii more
Nanry Hard, y
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Sheik
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FACE OF WORLD
Thora

The work of 'iss May in the picture will satisfy those who like her,
while the appearance she presents,
throughout, is particularly appropriate to the tale and highly pleasOpposite the star
ing to the eye.
was Hallam Cooley, who offered assistance, as did Olin Howland in the
However, It Is
rolo of the father.
with "Bull* Montana that Miss May
for her
honors
share
to
will have
latest feature. As tho "hard boiled"
into
himself
forces
who
secretary,
the Job and becomes the self-appointed protector of his boss, Montana gave an excellent performance
to the extent of outshining the other
members of the cast and necessltat;.-,#:
an equal rating with Miss Mav.

production

By E. M. Hull
Presented by Jesse L. Lasky

FAMOUS PLAYERS IASKY CORPORATION
AOOIM IuMMnm JttttL
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PICTURES
about 1900 per game, or $2,600 for
the three, several hundred being
necessary for expenses. Ruth and
all the other regulars played and
were liable to Injury.* Tt would be
another question why the exhibitions were permitted when on the
The players
verge of a pennant.
stood to lose everything that resulted from the pennant and World
Series and at tho sSme time did not
receive a cent for services in the
Judgo Landis
exhibition games.
could have Intervened. It may bo
recalled Bodle of the Yanks received a broken leg in an exhibition
game with Pittsburgh in 1920.

1ST NATIONAL RUMORS

DENIED BY OFFICIALS
J.

D. Williams and Harry M.

Schwalbe Say

All Is

Harmony

Williams and Harry M.
I).
J.
Schwalbe of tho First National deny
the stories going around that there
Is friction between them, tending to-

ward

November

Friday,
outright, besides "tuition and keep,"
is something that should be stopiwd
before it brings about a serious upheaval In the ranks of collegiate

will, the fact remains
that the "sure" betters are beginning to make offers to the players,
and, sooner or !ater, will connect
with enough individuals (one could sport.
never do it) to make the throwing
Kxamples of securing a player
of a game possible— hence the ques- who is unable to pay his own way
tion, "Who are the players moat a e that at one of the larger col-

hoped never

leges In the east th re Is a certain
It would seem that some of the fob delivering milk, which, as reseats of learning are courting pos- ported, pays an annual sum* of
sible disaster in this respect by the $10,000 to the one doing the deliveractual hiring and paying of men to» ing; another of positions in "clubs,"
attend their particular institution whero the man, if in k the least way
for the sole purpose of taking part suited, is made a member and bein athletics, with football the first comes manager, securing a salary
Various ways and
choice and proficiency in any other for his duties.
Men means are employed to secure the
sport adding to the salary.
admitted* into college i.i this way results wanted, and it is in this way
have seldom been known to acquire that one institution, in Pennsylwhat is commonly called "spirit, vania, came suddenly to thq foreso why isn't it more than probable front of the football world in '16
that if any "throwing" of games is through a person of wealth becomaccomplished, it will be through the ing interested and donating money
One
"ringers" bought in to build up or lor that singular purpose.
strengthen the football reputation other college, in the same state, had.
continuously gained its players by
of a college?
Professional football, as played a similar method until recently.
through the Middle West and in the When the football regime underwent
up-State district of New York, is a change, and now matters are exan entirely different matter. Those actly opposite, no taint of prof en
at the head of the "pros" have t-ionalisn. being tolerated, with the
adopted a rule not to use men un- result that particular team is havless they have completed their col- ing a disastrous season, but should
legiate courses though it is known eventually be able to build up a
that some players having amateur strong combination of all eligible,

CRESCENT,

—

]

SYRACUsT

CANT PAY

ITS RENT

Picture House in Main Section

likely to 'fall'?"

the stepping out of the organization of either one or the other.
In addition there is the ballplaySubstantiating the rumors there
was something amiss with the inner ers' only share in the first five
games
of the World Series.
The
executive workings of the organization is the presence in town of a reason seems that in case a rule
number of the principal franchise was adopted for them to sharo in
holders of the organization. Their every game whether seven or nine
presence is accounted for through are scheduled, they would lay down
the pressure of personal business in order that all games be played.
and conferences for the betterment This hi ridiculous, especially as the
magnates are paying a dictator
of the organization.
Mr. Williams Wednesday when he $42,000 a year to prevent such
was asked regarding the reported things. The rule appears strictly
differences between him and Mr. for the benefit of the magnates, to
Schwalbe stated that there was not receivo all the profits of games
the slightest foundation to the played after the ones in which the
stories which were only propaganda players share, while at the same
being issued by a rival organization time they can't stand to lose a cerat the time with a view to hurting tain share of the first section, for
First National and giving the im- a rule also permits them to cut in
standing have attempted to slip
pression to the exhibitor-members there.
In other words, the rule permits away for Sunday games with outthroughout the country the organithe officials to share it the players' law organisations. ;:ome being sucsation is not working smoothly.
In proof there was no difference of profits but the players can't share cessful, others not.
This fall has brought to note
feeling between him and Schwalbe, in the magnates' profits.
While on tho road the players arc cases wherein the players are seWilliams asked him for a statement
regarding It, and the same sort of a allowed $4 a day for food. Whether curing, besides their tuition, actual
was
denial
forthcoming.
Mr. one or six meals a day, it's up to money for their ability on the
Schwalbe stated that those stories themselves. It is so arranged the gridiron. Were it generally known.
were going tho rounds continually; manager pays the hotel bill at the opposing teams would protest tie
that as far as he and Mr. Williams end of their stay for all meals and eligibility of those men and thus
wece concerned there was perfect sleeping quarters. Walters supply eliminate thom from participation.
harmony and not the slightest Jeal- Certain checks to the players^ on' but, keeping it under cover, the
ousy regarding their various execu- which they order and sign their men are accepted as regular stunames.
If at the end of a Week dents and are tearing up tho linos
tive capacities In First National
"The fact that there are differ- eating expenses for a player goes and ends of other teams to the exences may be printed." continued over tho stipulated amoi nt of $28, tent of giving their elevens extraorMr. Shwalba, **but even though they tho overplus Is deducted from his dinary strength.
It has long boen known that colare printed they are not going to salary. Several cases happened last
make the slightest difference be- year when the over amount of 11 to leges have offered tuition and jobs
tween Williams and myself."
At 16 cents was deducted from the to "prep" school prospects to dewhich point Williams broke in and players' semi-monthly oi monthly fray the expenses of a higher education, but the paying of money
stated in the presence of one of the check.
The ball players would welcome
franchise holders that any time
any one believed they had some one a rule for a stipulated salary for
more able to step to the helm of tho men entering the big leagues, and
organization, as far as he was con- if an Increase Is warranted add it
rule of
cerned he was ready to relinquish on the following season.
this nature would benefit the game
the post which he holds.
The presence of the franchise considerably.
A certain minor
holders is accounted for by the ex- leaguer is paid $400 a month when
ecutives in this manner: Col. Fred first breaking in. Another one wants
Levy, E. V. Richards and Abe Blank more, but the officials decline. This
are holding a series of executive is a ""big factor why many minor
committee meetings. Col. Levy, who league players refuse to sign a big
has just returned from abroad, su- league contract.
On many occapervises the foreign business of the sions a minor league pi aspect reorganization, and his work in the ceives from $400 to $500 a month in
city will be largely directed toward a class "A" or "B" league, and after
that end. Mr. Richards has inside being drafted to the big time finds
Information regarding the Lynch out that his salary has been reactivities in the south that are to be duced. He therefore refuses to reof Interest of both the United States port.
College players with money
officials and the First National In to burn are willing to sac.iflce anythe notion which the Government thing to put on a big league unihas ngainst the Famous Players- form, with better players in the
Lasky, nnd he is here tojrive his or- minor leagues, through the money
ganization the benefit of that infor- question. If minor leagues can pay
mation. Spyros Skouras, who is at tho price, why can't the big circuits
the head of the company which has afford it?
just effected the consolidation of 18
Judge Landis' powers may be
theatre* in St. Louis, Is here for a negative on the salary question, but

11, 1921

of

Town

Is

Syracuse, N.

Dark
Y.,

Nov.

%,

The first- picture theatre In th*
downtown district to run into flnan,
cial difficulties, the Crescent, oper*
a ted by Buck <& Smith, is closed
First indications of the eomlns

crash came last week when the
Cahills, owing the property, brought
suit
for a month's rent.
The
lessees 'had the theatre, previously
used by the Cahills for pop vaude-

on a five-year lease,
for
payment of
month's rent all in advance.

ville,

provided

which
each

The

rent suit was followed by the
dropping of the Crescent's display
advertising by the local papers.

"Cappy Kicks" was booked In for
week and was shown Sunday.
Then the axe fell. Since then the

a

house has been
ently

the

darl*.

lessees

with appar-

and tho owners

unable to reach an agreement.
Today came the announcement
the Crescent's orchestra, with Drew
II. Cloettel as conductor, would
he

beyond doubt, men.
Some coaches are even referred to moved Sunday to the local Savoy.
as "good getters" of material. Hear- The Savoy for some months has
ing of a prospect they either see or been minus an orchestra, depend*
hear enough about him to make it Ingly upon an organ for its music
Worth *hile, then advance an offer The Crescent, devoted to feature
which he (the coach) knows the col- films during the Buck & Smith
regime, 8 almost directly opposite
lego authorities will stand for.
the Empire theatre, now dark.
It would seem that it is how much
th.i
heads of an institution will

I

i

stand for in this respect that the
danger of the gambling influence
lies.
If colleges are to continue to
have teams which breathe honesty

being paid a check had better be
put on the too ambitious scouts by
Otherwise the
college authorities.
last approaching ultimate climax
will be that no restrictions as to
money will be placed on securing a

Albany, N. T., Nov. I.
In
an interview here Sunday,
i obert
G. Vignola. native of this
city and director for the Cosmopolitan Pictures, referred to the
censors as "long hatred men aqd
short haired women," and declared
that in the last test tho public Is
t'.ie
real constructive judge c* the

player.

movies.

and the

spirit to fight for

more than the mere

something

fact

they're

'

:

I

1

VIGHOLA'S SAY-SO

A

Harry
the future of that project.
Crandall is here from Washington
and is to remain for at least three
weeks on general business as well
as to lend his efforts for the betterment of the First National situation.
Sol Lesser from the coast is staying
in New York now principally for the
furtherance of the interests of the
new Jackie Coogan picture, and the
First National business is more or
loss secondary with him at this time.
All of these members are meeting
to pass on the request of Ruben &
Flnkelsteln of Minneapolis,
who
want a reduction in their franchise
price of pictures for their territory,
because of the tremendous slump
that has occurred In exhibiting circles in the northwestern territory
where they operate.

portant point that ball playing Is a
baseball player's business. He has,
or should have, a perfect right legally as well as morally, to earn all
he can nt that business a the time,
in or out of the Eastern season, unless the league team he contracts
with puts him on a yearly Instead
of a season's contract.
When any
team, corporation, Individual, arbitrator or dictator tells a man he
can't earn his .ivlng at the only
trade he knows, it looks like taking
big chances on disobedience, especially as all of the ball magnates
and their dictator seem able to also
earn money in other lines .s well.
Along with the public letter, published in at least one daily here,
written by tho Rutgers management
In regards to gamblers approaching
the New Jersey players before their

game

SPORTS
(Continued from page

South,
serious

7)

Georgia Tech down
comes the query of how
is
becoming the gambling

with

menace to the intercollegiate game
share of the World Series money.
The particular Incident occurred of football, and what methods, If
in Philadelphia at a time when the any, are being employed to offset
Tanks wero half a gamo behind I what would bo the most stupendous
Cleveland.
A win /er Connie I blow ever dealt to America's sportMack's olub, which looked like d ling world, and the greatest, so far
2-tO-l bet, would have set the as tho public Is concerned, as the
Yanki in first place. In ieu of gridiron pastime Is the only game,
playing this scheduled game, it was attracting crowds of L'O.OQO and betpostponed until the end of the sea- ter, where there never is the whisson, so that the Yankees, to break pered remark,
"It
looks like a
a Western Jump, could play Louis- frame." It Is the most popular of
ville, Columbus and Toledo, as ex- all amateur sports enhanced by its
hibitions.
The former and latter abstaining from any taint of pro-»•*vonresented
cities
the fessionalism, and the gate receipts
of
Nation, while the void of a semblance of personal
contained local profit.
i
a result of
Admitting that the gambling inYanks lost fluence has not made an inroad
Iciais made upon the name of football, and it Is
I

J

-»
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HAS BOOKED

MAN'S

SELZNICK'S

HOME

99

FOR THE

YORK
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THE SHEIK

brother from jail for forgery, but even then would not make
of
use
his
wife's fortune.
Ayr*
In the
.Affnei
end It all comes out right and the
ihlned Ben ******£
S^iSf
Sfceik Alimwi.
fcudolph Valmtlao titled family
which
had
sneered
at
Hab«rt....A<lolplM> Menjou
m*oiiY di'klnt
her is humiliated by her generous
impulses and anonymous financial

E^^::::::n:::^MK
Br Aubrey

ltojro.

•••••••*•••••*•

**•

*»»*i«r

this Laaky production now
m
the pubKivoli and Rialto

wad

in,

«t the

had nothing but the public to
Though by fear of
Siunc for 1L
censorship bled white of anything
ssemblinK human form, the popuM. Hull's novel
larity of Mrs. Edith
this picture is baaed
J» which
past
the box office
Should carry It
This same novel, prewinner.
ridiculous
aa It was,
posterous and
won out because it dealt with every
to
desire
be caught
caged woman's
up in a love clasp by some he-man
responsibility
take
the
who would
and dispose of the consequences,
©ut Monte M. Katt^r John's scenario
hasn't even that to recommend it.
He, in censoring, has safely deleted
most of the punch, and what they
Biased George Melford managed by
inept direction of the big scenes.
These occur toward the end. Lady
Diana has gone—disregarding all
advice alone into the desert with a
native guide only to be captured by
lic

THE

ROPIN*

FOOL

"Ropaa lUUly"
ThsOtri

Foreman

Tho Medicine Doctor
The Sheriff

"Bis Boy" WlllUuna

Rum

Powell
Bert Sprotto

assistance.

The production
every

is

high class

in
respect—the technical details,

direction, lighting and uniformly excellent acting by the entire com-

a Will Rtgers two-reeler,
written, produced by and starred in
by Will Rogers. At the Capitol this
week it eharea the billing and lights
with another two -reel feature, a
Harold Lloyd comedy. That Itogers
This

ia

pany.
There ia but one glaring
error of direction a scene showing
the familiarity with which an Eng- ia currently
personally appearing at
lish serving maid conducts herself
the Winter Garden across the street*
In conversation with a member of
from the Capitol In Bhubert vaudethe titled English family. Director ville may have had something to do
Brenon knows, or should know, with the picture booking.
enough about England not to permit
"The Ropin' Fool" la an example
such a faux pas. It is the one wrong
note in an otherwise acceptable of what Rogers wanted to do In pictures ail the time he has been apphotoplay feature.
Jolo.
pearing before the camera, but

—

to be Just a little too much of
the roping stuff.
Aa in the case of "Doubling for
Romeo." thla picture pokes fun at
the pictures, and in one of the final
titlea the aheriff when ho discovers
that he haa been hoaxed by the film
director, aaya: "Well, aa long aa It
Is a movie, go on and hang JiUn;
I'm in favor of hanging everyone in
the movies."
The picture ia short and snappy
enough to be interesting, and the
special titles at the beginning of it
for the Capitol engagement add a
great deal to the worth for the Insiders of Broadway who will aee it
there.
Aa a straight picture value
in a comedy sense it cannot be aald
that Rogera classes with either Lloyd
or Chaplin aa a ocreen comic, but
there seema to be a poaalblltty he
will build up into a real two -reel

COAST PICTURE HEWS

seems

Will Rogers
liviM Rich
John Inoo

The. Stranger. ..•*...

Tfce

•7

which no producer would let him bet.
Clarence Badger directed.
From the coast comes word that make. It ia Rogers' vaudeville ropFred.
at the conclusion of his contract ing done on the screen, with a comWith Famous Players next year, bination of the regulation speed
Thomas Melghan will become a camera and the slow motion effect.
Harold Lloyd may make one or
stock star in Loa Angelee, under the The picture la fairly amusing, prin- two plcturea abroad. He la coming
nagement of Oliver Morosco.
cipally through the titles, but there east ahortly to talk over the idea.

Loa Angelee, Nov.
Viola
Beery's

f

Dana has purchased Wallace

Home

in Beberley. Hills.

Vera Gordon

Orphcum here

io scheduled for the
early next month.

Jacqueline Logan, the Goldwyn
"And," is reported engngod to Larry
Fisher,

a Chicago automobile man.

Edward Le Saint haa been signed
by Keulart

to direct

Constance Bin-

ney's next starring vehicle.

Lambert Hillyer ia to direct th«
"Brotherhood of Hate" for Ince»
with J. O. Taylor at the camera.

The completed cast for "Sent For
Out," in which Colleen Moore ia to
be starred by Goldwyn, contains
Kathleen O'Connor, Ralph Graves,
J. Farrell MacDonald, Kate Prioa,
James Marcus, Florence Drew, Har-

old Holland, Mary Warren, Elinor
Hancock, Monti Colllna, Charlea Mason, C.

&

Leaaure.

mcmm^mm—mim^mmmmmmmmmmBmaBm
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the young sheik, Ahmed Ben HasBut d 's t lis youth force his
san.
attentions upon her in the forward
fashion of the unleashed Oriental?
By your grandmother's halidom, he
When he kisses her hand
does not!
and she shrinks, he detains her in
bis palaco of a tent, and that is all.
There comes to visit them a Frenchman whom Ahmed knew in Paris,
where he was educated, and this
doctor and novelist in one convinces
tha sheik he should not detain Lady
Naughty, naughty uncivilDiana.
The mere thought of someised.

I

—

thing so uncouth, properly presented
to the Arabian mind, works its neat
affect,

Ahmed

and

decides to release

So rminful is the decision, so
heroic the renunciation, a great light

her.

on him. He loves her. Not
but loves her truly,
as great souls love. Ooh, la,
Passion has passed; nothing
la!
remains but sweetness and light.
Alas, just at this climax the worst
breaks

only loves her,
nobly,

Lady Diana is snatched
sway by a bandit and taken to his
But does the young
sheik hesitate.
He does not. He
happens.

sfonghold.

summons his trusty henchmen, and
away they ride in a cloud of dust
that must have obscured Mr. Mel-

"*.

ford's vision because here, with *
chance to do something, he draws

the veil, narrows the action down to
Even how the
a too easy rescue.
rescuers got through the barred
gates of the hostile city is left to
the Imagination.
At any rate, they
got in with ridiculous ease, and so
what was left* of this picture, which
eould easily have been something
by building up this photographic
becomes
action -full
possibility,
nothing but an essay in film form
on the sadistic urge, and a mealy,
emasculated one at that.

*

\

The acting could not be worse
but it Is bad enough.
Valentino is revealed as a
player without resource. He depicts
the fundamental emotions of the
than the story,
Mr.

%

Announcing

sheik chiefly by showing
teeth and rolling his eyes, while
Agnes Ayres looks too matronly to
lend much kick to the situation In
which she finds herself.
She has
shown herself capable of much better things than this, and the fault is
probably the director's.
Besides,
how eould she live up to that finale
with her hero discovered to be an
Englishman after ail and Quite
ymny. 4e -aiadHfy -h >:\
Minor roles were capably han4U<1, particularly a slave girl, gracefully depicted by Ruth Miller.
SetArabian
his

-ft

•\

«
**

—

tings,

mJk*

•^

f

photography
and
high Paramount stand-

detail

reached the

in his

the public stands for
of diluted drama, it decensorship, and will get more
of it.
If it protests, it should protest to the censor and sharpen its
ard,

but

this

sort

if

Election Pay.

.

WONDERFUL THING
Norm* Talmad»«

Jacqaellno

X.-*;

Lced.

Harrison Fonl
Cath. rin<> Mannerby TruetuUle. .Julia lloyt
Jtm.'s Sheridan Bogga. .Howard Truesdale
\*M-- n<
Robert A Knew
Munnarby
puli-ie Aliinnerby Foadick.
.Ethel Fleming
**<1y Sophia
....Mabel Ben
MgeUca Manner by
Fanny Burke
;8m<iot»i
Bill" Caruer
Walter McEwen
^enmii Lancaster
Charles Craig

«•'**
i. *>Vj

-

i

£?

v-

M.innerby

J*>nsi!t)

.

•<.«

'»-"

v

"ts,'*

\

-

.

"The

Wonderful

.

Thing"

Is

own

productions

|

,4

COOGAMl
PRODUCTIONS.

<^FIVE JACKIE
Now Completed

M

,.

^&&tMm

a

•cretM)

adaptation of the play of the
wnuj name, written by Lillian Trimble

*a.s

Bradley and Forrest Halsey. It
scenarlzed by Clara Beranger

and directed by Herbert Rrenon as
• vehicle for Norma Ta.madge, a
F lrst National release. On the stage
was far from a success, but serves

......
»

*/4*8

a> a

breezy "society play" for the
The role is a relatively
for Miss Talmadge. being
lastly comedy, with a smattering of
Motional display.
one plays the daughter of an
Mneriran
hog miser who has
gpasMed millions In the- Middle
falls
in love with :i titled
JJJit,
ung Englishman, learns from his
that
he hesitates to propose
PJjf
cans.- ho is poor: she impulsively
*>!>« the
question to him and they
are married.
The young bride hoars her huspaml married her for her money and
heartbroken, but eunaot underS? *hy he won't iimp any of her
ylth.
It develops he uiri marry
•J for her monoy in order to save
Ifreen .star.

Km one

Sfi&ti&M

i

•America's LeadingPicture Thcatrcsj
are Now Contracting for the Scries |

erws

Pencils for

.v>
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SCHENECTADY'S MAYOR

TWO-NEGATIVE SCHEME FOR

STUFF—PICTURES

INSIDE

ASKED FOR ACCOUNTING

AND EUROPE TRYING OUT

U. S.

Henry Kolker with Cameraman Kosher at Work on
Filming Marion Crawford Story An
It in Italy

—

—

Italian Director Will

Paris, Nov.

S.

Henry Kolker, accompanied by
Rosher the cameraman,

here on
his way to Italy to film a novel by
Marlon Crawford.
The idea of making two negatives
fer each production—one for the
foreign field and the other for
American assimilation, while discussed many times and threatened
quite often, is now promised definitely for a series of photoplays to
be made In Italy by the Ultra Film
Co, of Rome.
With that plan in mind Henry

Kolker sailed for

by a

make

Italy,

is

accompanied

technical staff, prepared to
pictures for the Ultra con-

Ha

took with him Howard
Brotherton as assistant director and
Charles Rosher, former cameraman
for Mary Pickford.
Kolker will start off with a Marlon Crawford story. Working with
hint all the time will be an Italian
cern.

director,

company

who

will utilize the same
for his own vers* on of the

tale.

EDUCATIONAL HOLDING
OFF ITS PRODUCERS
New YorkHudson Bay Man Coming

Two

Reported

in

London, Nov.

t.

A

representative of the Hudson
Co., which Is the financial
power behind the Educational Films
Corp. in Nev York, is now on his
way there to undertake the supervision of the picture organization.
The directorate board of the Hudson
Bay here recently decided that they

needed to have their own financial
supervision of the American organisation.

Several of the producers who have
bean releasing their product through
the Educational have been in New
York for a couple of weeks trying
to effect a settlement of their accounts with the organization. They
have not been successful, according
to t-vo of them this week.
One has a contract calling for
cash on delivery of negative. Another has placed his contract in the
hands of Nathan Burkan looking
toward effecting a settlement.

StfPEET HUSHES 3ttKECTnw

Work
A. P.

with

Them—Ultra

PRODUCTIONS

A

Picture Men
Disposal of

Want

to

Sunday Shows

9

action

chief executive to

compel

to

make

9.

Woods, replacing "Over the

Hill,"

now running

there.
"Hill" film dropped to $9,200
last week, its low mark of the
Woods run.

The

ALICE JOYCE

A MOTHER

Mr. and Mrs. James B. Regan became the parents of a daughter Oct
Women's Hospital, New

SI at the

York.
Mrs. Regan

Is

Alice Joyce of pic-

tures.
Her husband^ is
fessional.

1

a non-pro-

Lssky Leaves for Coast
Jesse L. Lasky left New York

last
for the coast to look after
supervision of production de-

Sunday
the
tails.

He expect

to

-

distributing organization, who
has spent considerable time visiting the coaat this summer and the various exchanges of hia company, is making a play to get into the pro*
ducing end of the film business. The active management of the
said
distributing organization is being handled by its assistant general
manager, who was formerly its press agent

SETTLED FOR ENGLAND

records of disbursements in connection with the Sunday motion picThe inside on film dirt Is far from being cleaned up as yet. The "dirt*
ture fund, naming November 18 as
Million Pounds Reported Price the day for the inspection of rec- publications that make a specialty of running that form of stuff are still
digging and the latest Is to touoh vaudeville as well as films. Last spring
William Jury Handling ords. The inspection will be con- the head of a distributing organization made a trip
to the coaat in the intinued until completed, according to
terest of his business and Incidentally well supplied with booze with
English Distribution
the terms of the manda ius order,
the
which was issued by Supreme Court result that there wene a number of wild parties staged. The net reaull
is that a certain film comedienne has quit the screen and come
Justice Edward C. Whitmyer.
east
London, Nov. 9.
Under the terms of the writ. to tackle vaudeville and incidentally to be near the distributor. Ha
A big film deal has been concluded Mayor
Lunn is ordered to make a doesn't know that yet but there is going to be a break on the yarn in a
between Sir William Jury and Ar- return at a
'dirt digging" sheet within the next few weeks that will cause
somespecial term of Supreme
thing of an upset, for the distributor is married und the splash will be
thur Levy, foreign sales manager of Court
in Schenectady on December
Associated Producers, by which
mostly
in a puddle of mud.
3 "showing and reporting in what
Jury handles the whole of the com- manner
this
order
has
been
pany's first year's productions.
One of the larger film distributing organizations has recently Issued an
obeyed."
The price paid for the concession
edict limiting the hotel expenses of its traveling representatives to
$6
An
appeal to the Apellate Diviis estimated to be in the neighborper day. The selling staff is very much wrought up over what they desion from the decision of Justice
hood of a million pounds.
Whitmyer will be taken and, if nec- clare to be such penny-wise curtailment and say they cannot live on such
a small allowance for room and meals. They claim they are not allowed
essary. Mayor Lunn will carry the
any expense account for entertainment of exhibitors, and must havs
Isjue to the highest court, he says.
TERW1LL1GER
more leeway in their "swindle sheets" in order :o exist. As one of them
It is said approximately $10,000
Mae Van Dyke Also Involved in will be involved, as this is the ap- puts it: "The home office officials draw fabulous salaries, and when they
Fraud Charge—S1,000 Bail
proximate sura that has been turned tour the country they charge up enormous sums for hotel and other exover to the Mayor by the proprietors penses. The leeches who sit In the swivel chairs in New York should be
made to stand the gaff. Reductions should be started right at the seat
Albany, Nov. 9.
of motion picture theatres in ScheFrank G. Terwllliger, 47 years old, necetady who run Sunday -hows. of the terrific overhead instead of placing the burden on the actual proof 95 Elm street, a picture promoter, The money, the Mayor contends, ducers of revenue."
and Mae Van Dyke, a film sales- v -jb given voluntarily by the picwoman, were held to await the ac- ture men and was contributed to
tion of the grand jury on a charge the Mayor's Child Welfare Fund.
of grand larceny, second degree, by
Police Judge Johti J. Brady yesterday.
SALE
The complainant is Vernard
Leviek,
of
710
Webster street.
Schenectady, who alleges that on First National Men Reported Be
Aug. 3 they defrauded him of $1,000
hind Coast's Studio Sal*
by false representation.
After reviewing the brief subLos Angeles, Nov. 9.
mitted by Attorney Peter A. Hart,
The purchase of the Brunton
counsel for the defendants. Judge Studios on Melrose avenue bears all
Brady decided to hold them for the the earmarks of a First National
Jury.
They were immediately ad- producing combine to take over the
mitted to bail at the district at- lot which was originally built by
torney's office.
Their trial prob- the Paralta. M. C. Levee, who has
ably will come up. at the term next been general manager at the plant,
certain amateur film enthusiast,
as yet
month before Judge Isadore Book- is the purchaser of record. Thus
stein, who was named successor to far it is known that Joseph Schenck
prefers to remain unknown, decided to take a flier
the late Judge George Addington.
is one of the factors in the purchase
In his complaint Levlck alleges and also Watterson Rothnacker of
in the picture business on his own account
Terwllliger and Miss Van Dyke Chicago.
represented to him she was the
Both have First National affiliaowner of a prosperous picture con- tions, one as a producer and the
is an ardent movie fan; he thought he knew
cern, engaged in buying, selling and other as the printer of the First
leasing films. Levlck claims he was National pictures.
Others of the
how pictures should be made and was willing to
told she had a large number of First National producers are also
back his judgment at no matter what cost
contracts for pictures, but that said to be Involved in the deal.

—Sir

-

HELD

BRUNT0N

This Sounds Like a
Fairy Tale, But It's

The Gospel Truth!
A

who

He

more

capital
was needed and
wanted a partner to pay her $1,000 JACKIE'S "MY BOY" ARRIVING
for an Interest in the business.
Jackie Coogan's "My Boy" film
Levlck alleges he gave her the
money and later found Miss was scheduled to arrive In New
Van Dyke's concern was a myth. York early this week. Jerome Storm
He was formerly In the parcel de- is now busy with Jackie on the
livery business, but in the last

By

millionaire, informing all and sundry he wadun art director sf Fa
mous Players-Lasky and directly
attached to the production of Wil-

liam DeMille. He explained that he
to arrange for "shooting"
the exteriors of a film touching upon
old New Orleans.
"Parker" was "touching upon old
New Orleans" himself, but few realized it at the time. He seemed so
regular and possessed the address
of the moneyed class to such a degree that those who cashed the
checks he freely gave seemed very
inclined to do so. But the checks
came back, with three disconcerting
letters, the only balm for the trusting ones, and the old, old story must
once again be told.

was here

—

8tern U.'s Vice- President
Los Angeles Nov. 9.
be gone somo
Julius Stern is now vice-president of Universal Film Oo-

POX TAKES ALBANY MAN
Albany, Ncv.

Frank A. Ticrney, one

known

and secretary to former Governor
Martin H. Glynn, editor and publisher of the Times-Union, has accepted a position in the publicity
department of the William Fox

Lshrman, Owen Moore's Director
Henry Lehrman has writtc and

his

regular

—As
more

•

JftOt»f£ jefichii matter.

he engaged John Barry-

Neilan had a

to play* the leading role.

hand on

the production.

including

Moore,

He

assembled a

free

fine cast,

Wesley Barry, Anna Q. Nilsson, Colleen
Barney Sherry and other well known

J.

film players.

The

vehicle selected
,

hune's story,

man

of twenty-five

time

when he stepped

which

his

was Albert Payson Ter-

'The Lotus Eater," a

who saw

millionaire

off

a

young

tale of a

woman

for the

first

a palatial yacht upon

father's

will

had held him

prisoner.
•

In our opinion the picture

is

one of the most

dramatic, most beautiful and altogether most perfect

productions yet made.
*

Owen Moore's next
which is to bo (ailed
an Awful Thing."

Associated First National Pictures,
(Signed) J. D.

WILLIAMS, Manager

Inc.
[1

fj

direct

photoplay,

"Love

between

picture

Co.

Ticrney. It is reported, will launch an educational
campaign for the Fox forces.

will

-

his

National releases.

First

9.

of the best

political writers in the East,

AmuRement

an arrangement with us he engaged Marshall

Neilan to direct

series of pictures.
few second of his
All matter Qf distribution on the

PARKEE

Chicago, N«v,

said

same source—such a French

The general manager of an important

the

HEERMAN

Tomorrow (Thursday) Fox will
"The Queen of Sheba" at the

"Hush,_we both got our inspiration from the
play called "Entrez Madam."

public the

9.

insert

Somebody remarked to Fanny Hat ton, on bd'ng introduced to hat
recently, that "Enter Madam" wa* a bald plagiarism of one of the
Hatti
pieces, whereupon Mrs. Hatton raised her finger warningly and

Schenectady, N. T., Nov. t.
Notice was servec on Mayor
George R. Luan yesterday by Edwin B. Becker, a real estate operator of Schenectady, who started a

mandamus

w^»

'

Fund—In Court Now

Xfto*xir'*#rt*it, - wis--** -*At: *d d!*
ins films.
week by SoL Lesser, who. In conRupert Hughes is to turn director.
Torwilliger claims that Levlck's
junction with Col. Fred Levy, are in
Ills next production with Goldwyn allegations
against
the
young
is .to find the author behind the woman are false
He said his only session with the Associated First
megaphone directing the actors. connection in the affair was that National Pictures, Inc., executive
This step teems to be very much In he sold a film to Miss Van Dyke committee at the Ambassador Hotel.
line with the scenario writer super- for $1,000 and that she In turn
vision of production policy which turned it over, along with several
SELZNICK ADDS
has been inaugurated at F. P. L.
others, to Levlck, who was to lease
Victor Heerman has been added
The new story is temporarily en- them and after he had received back
to the directorial staff of Selznlck
titled "Remembrance."
the amount he had Invested, Miss Pictures Corp. He was brought on
Van Dyke 'was to share in the fu- from the coast to assume his new
OUT OF FOX'S COAST FORCE ture profits with Leviek.
duties.
Heerman was with the
Selznlck concern once before, when
Los Angeles, Nov. 9.
Howard
MitchLOOK OUT FOR
he wrote and directed "The Poor
Jacques Jaccard,
Simp" and other productions for
ell and Ocorge Marshall have been
New Orleans, Nov. 9.
let out of the directing force of the
One "Mr. Parker" drifted into this Owen Moore. 'His most recent sucFox organization here.
Marshall Nellan
city a couple of weeks ago, a suave, cess was with
debonair fellow with the polish of a when he directed "River's* End."
gentleman
and the wardrobe of a
"SHEBA" BEPLACING "HILT,"

Los Angeles, Nov.

I aew picture concern, Incorporated far $1,000,004 with shares)
tin
r,
sent flva
SHI
UTW IUU1W
Par,
share* KIVUUU
around this
Wll* weak to
iw uiuoivai
different people
pvufriv Will
wit* £
* i«T
ter, saying the stock certificate wa* a gift 1* exchange for the use
of ta
recipient's name i connection with the enterprise.

Know

Is

Opening Loew's L. A. House
Los Angeles Nov. 9.
The opening photoplay feature for
Loew's new house here will be l.crt
Lytell In "The White Lily."

IT

—

-
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WARREN LEAVES

F. B.

UNENFORCED LEGISLATION

GOVERNMENT PLANS PICTURES

HIS PICTURE CORP.

WILL BE LEGALLY FOUGHT

I

F.

Decide to Test Bills Passed in Five
Advance Payments by ExRequiring
States
Deposited
Be
in Local Institutions
hibitors

AS ENLIGHTENING TO LABOR

Gunning in Control
Warren Company OrganC.

ized in Spring

Graphic Illustration of Films More Effective Than

pistributors

jig

statute passed In five different

(a

DIRECTOR

during the past year and
primarily at picture distribuput which was forgotten or not

NOW OUT

es

popped

AS FUR'S CHIEF BOSS

up

again
fh the medium of the AttorneyStato
of
Nebraska
_i«ral ot the
N
which is one of the Slates that
pgged this troublesome law) who,
sent all the large picture
Ufct week,
liAributors a letter apprising them
piey are breaking the law in not
thring up to it.
The law effective in Nebraska,
West Virginia
Kansas, Missouri,
New York, provides a film dis

has

ed,

to 39

Story's Author in .Charge at

Famous Coast Studios
Los Angeles, Nov. 9.
day of the right and might
the director in pictures seems on

Th:»

I

of
th « wane.

One of the indications to
ec t can be seen in the installation of a new unit system of
lh, »

J

ft "*

must deposit all moneys re- producing which has come to pass
from the local exhibitors in in the Famous Players-Lasky coast
State bank or trust company studios, where the producing units

Hitor

red

F. B.

Warren

this

—

Printed Bulletins Would Reach More
Too Much Red Tape

week formally

announced

PATHE FUN

CHARLES VETO OUT

The aro now operating .under the direct
Hogg has since
Theatre Owners' As- supervision of the scenario writers his publication.
Pathe Consortium now appears to
been repaid through Gunning's sale
be controlled by the Banque Indusof his one-third of the paper to
trielle, represented by Gounoullhott
Joseph Dannenberg, its editor, who
and Rlcaud, and. the change to be
is
reported to have raised the
Gugenheim, Contlmoney from a prominent exhibitor. made concerns
i.s
souxa, Madleu, Karman, Fourel and
Charles Pathe.
At tho meeting of the stockholders
CENSOR DIES
Ivance prior to the actual public this .year.
Charles Pathe and his group were
>ition of these pictures,
At the time Turnbull maintained Miss Simpson Watched
directorate ot the
Over 26,000 revoked from the
is not unknown in the ir.dusthat better production at a less cost
Pathe Consortium. This organizaPictures in Seven Years
that the Famous Players often would bo possible by the production was formed to distribute and
millions in advance deposits as ing of the picturo under the direct
produce, but does not control the
Kansas City, Nov. 9.
unearned.
supervision of the man who either
Miss Caroline Hartman Simpson, laboratories or general French prorhile the law Is not aimed in Its wrote or adapted the story for the
one of the most widely known pic- ducing unit bearing the Pathe
To prove his contention, be ture censors in the United
trademark.
inical verbiage at the picture in- screen.
States,
rtry solely, since it embraces scv- produced three features at a cost of died at her home In Kansas
City,
appfoximately^tSO.OOO^
each
which
picaffects
businesses,
it
other
Kans., Nov. 3. She had been In Ill***
have stood up.
ST. LOUIS
ta the most.
health for a number of months.
TI19 success of the plan Is remeeting of all big distributing
Miss Simpson was a member of 18 Local Picture Houses Qo Under
sponsible
for
the
new
order
of
lies was held last week, inthe original Board of Censors for
_ Gower
_
Management/ of Charles P«
street
Kamous Players, United things at the F. P.-L.
Skouras
plaiVTan" dwilf also be deveYop~e<Tat Kansaa/ established by act of Leglsts, Goldwyn, Vltagraph, Metro,
lat rc ,n 19 4
She
held
the
position
y,
}
Universal and Selznlck. Elek the Realart studios in tho near I until
last July when the board was
St. Louis* Nor. t.
future.
Ludvigh, counsel and secretary
reorganised under a new political
Tho amalgamation of the CJty
P., was appointed chairman of
organization.
Wide Amusement Co. and Skouras
il
committee to contest the
It is claimed during seven years Bros., under the
DE MILLE AND "BEN HUR"
title of the St.
of a test case on unconstituof servlco she reviewed more films Louis Amusement Co., with a capMty of laws.
8siling with Pis Art Director— than any other person in the coun- italization of $300,000, was effected
e statute has been on the books
Plant for Europe
try, having passed upon over 26,000 this week and wlU go into effect
the various States for quite some
pictures. Her work was commended Nov. 15.
The dlsths, but not enforced.
It Is now definitely set that Cecil by both producers and the public
The company controls IS picture
ors assumed it was passed to
DeMillo sails for Europe Nov 30. for its fairness and was watched bouses, which will be under the
somebody without intention
taking with him Paul Iricbc, his art with Interest by boards of other general management of Charles P.
enforcement.
director.
States, as Kansas was the second Skouras.
The taking with him of his own State to create a board of censors.
Among the houses Included In the
sigdefinite
director
has
art
a
Miss Simpson took great pleasure
STURES IN PITTSBURGH
combination are the Grand -Florisnificance.
It was intimated In a In recommending pictures to churches
sant, Llndoll, Arsenal, Shaw, Patints
Doing Well Despite Bed previous issue of Variety that De- and was also instrumental in intro- geant, Arco, Maffltt, Lafayette,
the
handle
plans
to
ducing
pictures
Mille
Is
making
use
moving
the
of
Business Generally
Juanita, Novelty, Gravols, Lowell,
the picture is exhibited.

II

Peopli

his reelgnaitoQ as presiat Present
dent of the F. B. Warren Picture
Distributing Corporation, effective
immediately.
%
Other than to state he had ^ojd
Washington, D. C, Nov. t.
his interest in the company to F.
DISPUTE;
A belief is steadily gaining ground
C. Gunning, Warren declined to disin important official circles In Wash*
cuss the matter.
Warren insists
ho is going away for a vacation for
lngton that the government should
several weeks.
systematise and unify its official
The Warren Corporation was
picture
activities
and,
motion
launched last April and last month General Meeting In
through the powerful medium of the)
friction was manifest when GunPathe Consortium Only
screen, disseminate Information to
ning announced ho controlled the
the public at large. Advocates of the
organization and had retired from
Affected
procedure are backed by leading
any participation in the film publifigures of the administration. These)
cation bearing his name.
men number among them not only
Paris, Nov. 9.
Gunning secured the controlling
A general meeting of the Pathe United States Senators but Cabinet
interest in the Warren Company by
officers as well. They are convinced
purehasing certain interests in it, Consortium had the business In the government owes it to the peosecuring the purchase by money a hand mentioning the withdrawal of ple everywhere to Inform and In*
loan I.om William Hogg, the Texas somo of tho directors. It appears struct them through the more readoil "magnate, amounting to $35,000.
the Board was anxious to oust ily understandable, more vivid and
for which ho gave as security his Charles Pathe, who is taking legal Impressive pictures than through*
(Gunning's) one-third interest In action,
the antiquated method of bulletin

ion Picture

lition of America is alleged by and editors* of the staff under the
distributors to have been behind guidance of Frank Woods, who is
scenario editor in chief.
bills in an effort to break up the
The change of producing program
mt practice whereby a picture
the direct result of an experiment
>ltor, in contracting with a film
Jbutor for a series of features, is which Hector Turnbull made here
lired to pay cash deposits in* during the spring and summer of

BUY

•

'

1

'.

publication.

Bulletins are published literally by
the millions. It requires additional
bulletins to induce the publio -to
ask for the first bulletins, tarea
then only a comparatively few take
advantage of the bulletin publications containing Information that
has boon collected at enormous ex«
pense.
The desire on the part of the Department of Labor to place tho vital
statistics before the laboring classes
of tho country to the effect that the
prices of all commodities are coming

The major
is an Instance.
portion of the foreign-born clement
forming the unskilled labor classes)
Is unable to read English or their
knowledge is so meagre, the fact
there has been a reduction of from
IB to 18 per cent. In the cost of
butter would be practically impossible of understanding by them. It
shown on the screen in comparison
of. the amount of butter that could
be purchased for a quarter last year

down

and the amount purchasable today
for the same price the graphic lllue*
tration would drive home tho message the government is trying for.

Certain of the departments are
getting out films at present In the
Department of Agriculture the Bureaus of Home Economics, of Animal
Industry and of Plant Industry all
issue films, as also does the Department of Interior through its Educa*
tional Bureau and the Bureau of In*
dian Schools, while the Department
of Commerce is issuing films for the
Crystal, exploitation of American products)
Louis.
StManchester,
In foreign countries and the War
Shenandoah.
Department for Its Bureau of Vocational
Training of world war
PROTESTING RICHARD'S ,FIHE veterans.
Chicago, Nov. t.
All of the films made are handled
•-I2tfnw,2 is **:-?— after- Tcs Hiekc.?* t-y c-aeh u-V*b\^^.*riGu~ -b~Tcafca~hr-had been fined $600 in the Federal depcndently of the others and the
Court for bringing the picture films result Is a haphazard distribution.
of the Dempsey-Carpentler fight If one of the Women's clubs in some
into Chicago resolutions were passed part of the country would want to
by the Third Presbyterian Church have a picturo loaned showing the
calling upon the Law and Order most scientific manner of preserving
League to obtain tho enactment of pickles and wrote to tho wrong destatutes which would send Rickard partment it would bo 10 days heforo
and "rich violators of the law" to they received a refiy. Then it would
take 10 days more before it wan
prison rather than fine them.
wildcard's determination to exhibit put through the right department,
the films brought forth this j tor in and in the meantime the cueumbci*
would bo gono to seed.
of protest
At tho present time the matter
It Is expected that tho films will
bo exhibited In several of the "loop" has passed the discussion stage her«j
theatres during tho next few weeks. and it is believed that within a short
A question of price to bo paid for time after the first of the ye;ir step*
their use ifl holding up the Immedi- will be taken to organize a departate showing. It is likely that they ment of distribution that will unwill have their Initial showing at doubtedly work hand in plnve wit hi
the Department of Commtu«i< alioa
Barbee's loop theatre,
of the country.
.

'

filming of "Ben Hur" and it is not
unlikely that his trip abroad Is to
Pittsburgh, Nov. t.
advance preparations to that
make
pite Pittsburgh's off color genbusincss, pictures are enjoying end.
edented success. •'Theodora"
added to the list of pictures
'THEODORA" AT LA SALLE
yOi teh. JHiDJPJClat iyejB_ are being *
Chicago. Nui\ ».
in great quantities and more
Will Page, special publicity exrtising money is being spent
director
for Goldwyn' and
ploitation
behalf of tho film than ever bein local history.
"Thrco Mus- Al Strassman, are here arranging
for the opening of "Theodora" at
st tho Duquesne is In its
La Salle Friday. The booking at
week, with a seventh and the
"Over tho the La Salle was sudden, as the
Bibly more, assured.
Goldwyns had Intended playing it at
ill
at tho Savoy is also in its
conclusion
week with the end of the run the Auditorium after the
new of tho Chicago Opera season. A
tho
Kslded.
"Conflict."
clauso in tho contract Goldwyn has
Ilia Dean
feature, started at
Shuberts require them to
Waekstono with half-page dia- with tho
Managers send all of the pictures^whlch go out
ls in all the dailies.
shows
into sKubert houses.
road
as
other picture houses attempting
stumbling block
keep pace are also making This proved to be a
people and thereGoldwyn
for the
ter bids for attendance than
fore they decided to bring the film
to fore.

PRESS STUFF FOOLS COPS

into Chicago much earlier than
anticipated.
It was originally Intended to open

"Theodora" on Thursday night with
Utica, N. Y., Nov. 9.
intending to cause the an invitation performance, but when
Department any inconvenl- it was learned that 'The Queen of
the Gaiety management in its Shcba" would have its local premiere
°rts to put across a publicity
that night it was called off.
hout

ice

:

Girls Leave Homo"
), at the theatre this week, inrtently called out four officers
a grappling outfit, causing them
draff the Mohawk River for a
that was not there,
he theatre's press agent "plant
ft sui tense containing
women's
thing and a suicide note on the
*8ee street bridge.
It was disnt for

^

"Why

ced by a woman, who

v<

The Majestie, .seating 2,400 with
roof garden, at ISfith street and
St. Nicholas avenue, New York, hns
been sold through Aaron A. Cohen
Corn as the broker to a syndicate.

.

The Braddon Amusement Co. was
the

sell< r.

notified

was a gem

* •Uce

Chief

McCarthy

int« r-

* ed the theatre manager and
r" not tlivrrtcd from a purpose to
if - f« m pmiK.-nf things.
r

"The Sheik's" Business

In construc-

and the cops took tho bait,
over an hour they dragged the
before a suspicion 'dawned.

Good Government Club. Burial
was made at Paola, Kans.
the

BOULEVARD - 2AZ23LUPT
Baltimore, Nov.

The

American

poration, owner of
theatre, which, as

9.

Theatres Corthe Boulevard

was

stated

In

Variety last week, was in financial
was adjudicated bankrupt by Judge Rose In the U. S.
Court Monday. Tho action of the
court following the filing of petitions by the creditors alleging that
Chief
the concern was Insolvent.
Judge Morris A. Soper was agreed
receiver.
upon as
According to the petition the concern is Involved to the extent of
$90,000 or more in unsecured claims,
and is unable to meet its current expenses. An offer was made for the
at
capital
outside
by
theatre

difficulties,

$175,000.
$271,000.

Tho

The theatro

large orclnsira

cost to build

was

let

out

Friday night.

QUICK MARRIAGE IN FRISCO

During the term of the receivership, the theatre will be managed by
Bernard Bephkin, Jr., who has had

San Francisco, Nov. t.
Charlotte Rich, pictures. Is on her
way East with her husband, Albert
1-2. Du Brin, New York stock broker.
Tho couple were married here last
week after a courtship of five days.

considerable experience in pictures.

i.

Police.

*ho note
°n

UPTOWN MAJESTIC SOLD

Into the churches. She was a member of tho Daughters of 1812, the,
Kansas State Historical Society and

The paid admissions

to

witness

at the Itivoli and
Itialto theatres last Sunday was
receipts broke
Rialto
Tho
19,824.
its own best record for receipts by
$5 and the Blvoli enme within $1
erryhVJS takings.
)>, v*
;:
XJ

"The

\'

;,

Sheik"

FRANCES STUART DIVORCED
Boston, "Nov.

Babbl Martin A. Meyer

9.

pu formed

the ceremony.

Murphy, a salesman,
was granted a divorce
the Suffolk Court from
Stuart Murphy, a film
actress who supported Caruso In

Joseph A.
of Brook line,
by a Judge in
Mrs. Frances

FARNUH AT WORK HERE

There has been a change in the
plans of the Fox Film Co. regarding
the film, "My Cousin."
immcdlato future of William
the
the
on
action
Murphy brought the
grounds of Infidelity, and j-amed Farnum. who returned from a seven
He starts
Edward Boss of New York as «o- months' trip abroad.
work almost immediately at the
respondent.
On the stage the woman r\»s New York Mu«li«\ h.\s'c.'i.d of vo'og
V'^st.
known as Fran •< Sto.vi.
-

,

SEARCHING FOR STOLEN FILMS
San Francisco, Nov. !>.
Picture films valued at $2l!5,mh)
said to have been stolen In Buffalo)
and alleged to have been brought t<>
San Francisco resulted in vmrinii
being issued here last wrtlv to a>i
agent of tho Burns Detei tiv«« Au« iu-y t
permitting the search of pi<mis«.-j
occupied by "John Doe" Knby, 801
Cabrlllo street, and of Frank Sara at
California and Kearny stre«-i.<».
The films arc said to be prints of
pictures made by Douglas Fabv.
hanks, Mary Piokfofd. Chiirlh- «'hanIt is thought
tln and D. W. Griffith.
»•>
int> nd« »l
thieves
the alleged
smuggle them
.;eld.

into th'>

4

>

>

;
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DEAR AMERICA:
After an absence of nearly ten years,
are in your midst, at the

Winter Garden,

we

New

York, now.

The
fin

affectionate reception accorded us
live

green in our

many

familiar faces

our opening will ever

memory.
7/

was good

to see so

•

"in

our audience and

there.

We

to

will always be grateful for the

kindly interest shown us by

many

£

be told of other friends

wires,

all

and for the

glowing flowers and messages
\

IT

to
Ht

r

pf good wilh
'Affectionately,

LEE WHITE

and CLAY, SMITft

8a
eai
air

De
the

la
of

by
o.

An
toe
aaf

am
tuc
uni

the
arg
opj

Do\
tha
eou
had
bee
cos

All business through

froi

JRN1E JACOBS
Our Good Vricnd and

Representative
Wee
ing
.

toon
Join
oth(

PRICE

CENTS
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AB NAMED AS BACKER
OF

FILM PROJECT

$40,090,000

of

Raw

Los Angeles, Nov. 16.
motion picture
producing corporaand
rtw stock
tion which has passed the prelimi-

new

$40,000,000

GOVERNOR OF MINN.

Bollywood and Beverley Hills and
(Continued on page 47)
9

Duluth "Herald's" "Go-to-theTheatre" Campaign Brings
Big Results

OVER BLUE LAWS

Go-to -Theatre* Week, conducted
by the Duluth "Herald," closed very
The
successfully Saturday night.

Mayor Derided as

observance not only boosted patronage at the local theatres, but did
far more in bringing the theatre

Indianapolis

—Happened

Theatre*
Will Hit

HAYS AT

Mnnc

A

MIDNIGHT

J—

—

Must Use Loew's

general order has been sent out
office to all Keith,
Moss and Proctor houses, instructing
resident
managers to
hereafter bar the use by artists of
the current slang phrases, "That's
the Cat's Meow." "Cat's Pajamas,"
."Hot Dog," "Hot Cat," etc.
This
means the phrases in question are
not to be used by artists either in
dialog form or if occurring in pop

from the Keith

to Start Nor.

Hark,
H.
proved I.
American's Engineer

for

Legit

songs.

ALL AGREEMENTS OFF

Ottawa, Nov. 16.
Due to the shortage of theatres,
brought on by the destruction of the

Dominion theatre, Ottawa Is to try
The strained relations that have out midnight shows for big producand the public closer together.
The coldest period of the fall sea- existed for several months past be- tions coming to the city.
Any plays coming on the Transson hit Duluth the first half of the tween the Columbia and American
Indianapolis, Nov. 16.
Canada Theatre circuit wilt be
week and caused a falling off in burlesquo
the
reached
circuits
thethe
Considerable interest for
patronage. This is customary every breaking point this week, when the shown at View's in the evenings,
atrical world attached to the municcommencing at 11 p. m.
the first cold arrives. American
fall when
Burlesque Association,
ipal election held here last week.
Previously the Russell handled all
With warmer weather the attend- through I. H. Hcrk, president, anSamuel Lewis Shank, Republican
Trans-Canada
Theatres
produclatter
half.
ance took a big spurt the
nounced the definite severance of all tions, but this has been taken over
candidate, was elected by a vote of
and communications territorial and working agreements
Greetings
almost two to one, defeating his
by
the
Orpheum
Players,
previously
discussing theatrical' problems of effective heretofore with the ColumDemocratic opponent by 22,000 votes,
every kind were received by the bia Amusement Co. This appears to at the Dominion theatre.
the largest plurality e\*er piled up
"Herald" from managers, producers,
la any election in Indianapolis. One
(Continued on page 24)
theatre patrons and others.
of the first appointments announced
ALL REVIEWING
Governor Preus sent a letter laudby Mr. Shank was that of Edward
teacher
of
theatre
as a
Chicago Papers Give Full Attention
0. Sourbler, head of the Sourbler ing tho
'CLEAN';
to Vaudeville
Amusement enterprises, to be a morals.
member of the board of public
safety. The board directs the police
Chieapo, Nov. 16.
ACTORS LEAVING
CARNIVALS

Vaudevillian

The order will affect a large number of acts, among them many
headllners who have listed one or
more of the slang phrases in question in

departments.

BARRED

*

The ©lection of Mr. Shank by Equity
Notice
Indicating
Posts
inch an overwhelming vote is of
Many Deserting Theatricals
unusual Interest to sta^o folk, for
the reason that one of the principal
arguments used against him by his
Opponents on the stump and the
Powerful Indlanapolia "News" was
that he once made a tour of the
country in a vaudeville act after he
had gained nation-wide prominence
because of his campaign to cut the
fcost of living while he was mayor
from 1909 to 1913. lie was dubbed

making

(Continued on pn^e

f>)

Kansas City, Nov. 16.
Sunday opened in Tulsa tills

eek with private detectives iratherevidence to 'Vprins" in his serins relative to "blind pigs," "corn
ints,''
"moonshine parlors" and

r

'>

ther

'pleasure' resorts.

Equity without initiation fee and
will he free of dues obligation In

in

CIFANmG UP TULSA
fi illy

notice posted on tho bulletin
board of the Equity headquarters
in New York says that actors leaving the profession should advise
Equity and receive a deferred card.
In this way, adds the notice, upon
the departing actor possibly returning to the profession in two or
three years, he may he reinstated

New Mayer Announces Sunday Pictures— No "Underwear Shows," He Says
Youngstown,
r.eorpe

I...

announcing
suming*

the

Nov. 16.
Olos, mayor-elect, in

his

O.,

policies
of

direetion

when
tho

ascity,

"Not one carnival will be permitted to appear in Younpstown."

)

;

l

(

.!:•.

«.

:

for

sameness through du-

One

currently pop song has fur
and catchllne "He's the
Meow," and other pop numbers
have tho "Hot Dog" and "Hot Cat"

Its

title

Cat's

lines interpolated in the lyrics. This
is particularly so of the class of pop

known

songs

as "Blues."

The order will hit the music publishers equally as hard as it does
tho artists, as most of the publish -

(Continued on page

6)

Kerr's Brief Notice

Chicago, Nov.

1C.

James F. Kerr, manager of "The
Pat," holds the Chicago record for
brevity in press notices to the daily
papers. For the Sunday papers Kerr
sent out a notice as follows: " 'Tho
Pat,' 47th week, Cohan's Grand theatre."

This notice was sent out on the
regulation paper and it made such
an impression on tho dramatic
critics they added a few lines of

comment.

said.

Sunday picture shows will he perthe interim.
mitted, said Mr. oiwen, "iih long as
The notification has lo<«n ac- I th**y run clean shown and no uncepted -is Indicating a !arr,e num- |derwe:»r exhibitions. If they (mnnuse common horse s<«tise we
ber of lvinity irw-mhers have an- M'-^r«et alonp ;ill right, " said Mr.
nounced tie mi- int< ntien of desert- wi
tie
this time, with
>I"S.
ing the st.:..;e
n 1.
Tie- ie w m.i.ve- :,!:<.-• o ;!!<•<•
number so large Equity beli- ce.l
Ib-U'-eri'dillK Kiel .1. W.i itioek.
the notice advisable, If M hen-, were
p']'»'ie
'I).
no ollei ubji rt in pert ::r it

«

theatres seriously this
season and all of the dramatic critics ?.re now reviewing th*- big tlmo
shows each wy^. As a rule about
one -third to one-half a column is
devoted to each review.
The innovatio was started when
Nat Royster, press apjont for the
Palace .and Majestic theatres, got
the Herald and Examiner to review the shows. The other papers
followed suit.

Frequently

plication.

The^iaily papers here are taking

vaudeville

A

their roulinea.

of late In one show three and four
acts have used the slang terms,

Y0UNCST0WM

fcnd flre

20 Yean
Hard

Before,

Publisher*

NECESSARY IN OTTAWA
20 at Newark, N.
Other Houses Taken and
to Be Secured—Grade of Through Destruction of DoImShows
American
minion. Canadian Capitol

SHANKS VICTORY

¥

TOO SLANGY;

DOG,"

Other Slang Lflwwke Shut Out of Kmth-Boolnd

American Wheel Withdrawing from Friendly Affiliation with Columbia Circuit

—Battle Due

PAGES

KEITH OFFICE BARS IT

WAR

LAUDS THE THEATRE

nary stages of formation, has taken
iter a tract at Sherman, between

HOT

OPEN SHOP

Stock and Picture Producer Reported
as Acquiring 40-Acre Site Near Los Angel
Lloyd Brown Patents Involved
ter

TO

BUCK

DATES

48

Europe's Female Impersonator
Ciraeara, European femalo
personator. never appearing over
here os yet, and specializing in
-

classiral dancinpr. has been engaged
as an added attraction for K. T.
I'eatty's
American wheel shows,
f'iraejir.n is duo to arrive over here
in a couple of weeks.
He is now
p':iyin\'

in

Porlin

FANNY BR ICE
doesn't nowl our
|ii'

i.vit

until

»!.•

hi-r

rli'ira* ti-r

doth**

to

fwngs but will wear 'cm

tilt lilii

to

burlesque

Ere.

VARIETY'S

LONDON OFFICE

PARI
VADLdOQ
I?

*•

HANWAY

OXFORD

ST.,

I.
'

Friday,

FAIRBANKS-PICKFORD

BYRON A FAITHFUL LOVER

W.

ST.,

November

18.

\vn

BERLIN

JOINT FILM FEATURE

LONDON PLAY BY PERSIAN

IN

Make

—

—

London, Nov. 16.
"The Pilgrim of Eternity" at the
Duke c. York's, Nov. 12, got an en-thusiastic reception. It shows Lord
Byron, the poet, in a new light, picturing iiim as a democrat and as
the faithful lover of one woman.
is powerful, well written, full

/?

English diplomacy works in
btrange ways its wonders to
perform.
Barred by English
prudery from Westminster Abbey burial, Lord Byron himself
in his diaries made this necessary. He himself In these same
diaries discussed his many love
affairs at length and emphasized
his title.
But public opinion
outside England has made him
a hero, and now a play is revising his character so English public opinion can safely
accept him, perhaps.

It

of

dramatic moments, superbly staged
and acted.
Yvonno
Arnaud and
Cowley
Wright were fine in tho leads. The.
author is a Persian.
Another good play Is "Thank
You, Phillips," produced at the
Comedy, Nov. 14. It is the best

—

•

SACKS EXAMINED;

thing Nettleford has done, either as

an actor or manager. This comedy
has a chance of success.
The lead in Leon LIo s production, "The Faithful Heir," at the
Comedy, Nov. 16. was played by

FACES BIG LOSSES

t

Mary Odette, who forsakes the Creditors to Take 5 Shillings
sceen for the stage.
on the Pound
Anth in. Hope's "Mrs. Thistle
ton's Princess," produced for a special

Nov.

performance at the Royalty,
18, 1l a charming play well
a business proposi-

London, Nov.

16.

Sacks this week was again
publicly examined in bankruptcy.
tion^
"Now and Then" finishes at the The total liabilities, as stated by the
vaudeville, Nov. 19, and "Ring Up" debtor, amount to £24,856, with a
will be transferred there from the deficiency of £17,600.
Royalty,
Nov. 21. , "Christopher
Debtor stated he was a Russian,
Sly." at the New, finishes No. SO, naturalized In Cope Colony.
After
and "Blood and Sand" ths middle of touring Africa he returned to LonDecember.
doi
producing "Three
in
1915,
Irene Vanbrugh and Henry Ain- Cheers" at the Shaftesbury, losing
ley both have new plays by A. A. £2,000 on its six months' run.
In July, 1917, he formed J. L.
Milne for early West find producSacks, Ltd., becoming its managing
tion.
J.

acted, but not

L.

•

.

director at a salary of £40 weekly.
Which lasted till last February. He
formed and was director in two
k
other companies at the same time.

Sax Rohmer, the novelist, and
Julian Wylie will produce a new
t-, je of revue, "Round the World in
Forty Days," in the West End early
In the new year.

He produced "Nobody's

Boy," which
ran six weeks at the Garrick. involving a heavy loss, his share being
£2,700; was also interested in "East
Is West" rt the Lyric, losing £2,300.
and was then concerned In the
formation of two other companies
fcr productions.
He attributes his present position
to the depreciation of the shares in
Sacks, Ltd.; also the depression in
business for the past 18 months;
further, to the heavy rate of interest

THE SCALA, LONDON,
GOES TO WERTHEIMER
Will

Play Pictures After Re-

modeling

—''Two

Orphans

99

on borrowed money.

Opening

Stupendous Production Abroad

HOOPER TRASK

C.

Berlin, Oct. II.

that time. In the event the deal is
concluded Douglas Fairbanks will
make a personal appearance at the

At the Metropol theatre a new
Leo Fall operetta, "The Street Singer" ("Die Strassensaengerin"), had
The libretto,
its premiere Sept 6.
so the program reads. Is by Lo PorNeidhardt,
but
ten and August
thereby hangs a tale.
certain
concerns
The plot
a
Georges Lundt, who, in order to win
the hand of Mabel, daughter of one
Brown, agrees to make of a street
i. e., a
girl an "interessante frau''
lady within a period of three

premiere.

weeks.

—

Also a Democrat—'Thank You, Phillips
Anthony
Hope's Play West End Transfers and Prospects
Ainley and Vanburgh Plays by Milne
99

By

Reported from Paris Stars Will

London, Nov. If.
Walter Wanger has taken a 12
weeks' lease of Covent Garden and
Is negotiating with Hiram Abrams,
who has Just arrived, to show "The
Three Musketeers" there during

Nov. 16.
and Mary

Paris,

—

—

Lundt's

qualifications

for

and methods of accomplishing
task are not even suggested.

this

and Lundt loves her, not k no wis*
who she la Embrace. Curtain.
Accused of 8haw 8tealing
Now one must admit that this on
sounds strangely Uk!
Shaw's "Pygmalion." And

the surface
B.

G.

when one considers

that Friedinani
Frederich, the artistic director
of
the Metropol, announced last sum.
mer that Lehar would write him as
operetta founded on the above play
(later the commission was taken over
by Fall), and that then the statement was contradicted, as Shaw
through his German agent, refused
to allow this use or his comedywell,

it

looks, for all Fredericks last

denial in the papers, like a
He week
case of what you can't buy you take
object

takes for his experimentative
anyhow. There is as yet no eviSonja, a ragged little flower girl,
are here, state they who has as father a comedy porter. dence of Shaw having started prohave about concluded definitely to At the end of the three weeks Sonja ceedings, but surely it would not be
overwhelming surprise to the
make a joint film production in this Is finished and shows off to good an
management if he did.
country, designed to be the most effect at a society ball. But the exBut putting the question of genestupendous picture production ever flower maiden, who has meantime sis aside, "The Street Singer is
not
fallen in love with Lundt, learns bad stuff.
attempted.
It is true Fall could have,
that if she succeeds in keeping up done better, but when
one considers
the impression she lias created it was a hurry job really
the score
Mabel will get him, so she con- is very bright and melodious.
MUSICAL
And
,
sciously reverts to her old street the waltz hit
is there.
Also, if you
mannerisms again. But it is no take your mind firmly off the Phaw
New Show «t Bouffes Cleverly Con- ftse,
for Brown, the umpire, still de- original, the dialog seems
snappy
structed for Bringing on Chorus
clares her to be an "interessante enough and even at times
almost
Mabel, however, won't live witty
frau."
Guido Thsielscher as the
Paris, Nov. 16.
up to her end of the bet, as she will porter father has quite several moAs a successor to "Phi-Phi" Gus- marry Roland, Lundt's secretary. Yet ments, and a second act scene betavo Quinson mounted at the Bouffes Sonja is sent away by Lundt out, tween Lundt and Sonja has action
Parislens Nov. 10 a new operetta, out into the musical comedy finale and vivacity.
night.
In the next act, some time
Of the actors. Otto Treptow,
"Dede," by E. "VUillemetz, music by
later, she has become a film star. Leonard Haskel, Albert Kutznerand
Christine (responsible with Solar for
Hermann
Boettcher, fill their places
Phi-Phi).
Solar seems to« be out
with commendable adequacy, while
of the bill.
Edmond Roze is proTrude Hester berg in a soubret role
ducer, the show a success.
The
is all there from the looks, song and
roles are held by Maurice Chevalier,
dance angle (indeed she is probably
the best of her type now existent in
Baron fils, Urban, Mmes. Alice
these parts). Mizzi Gunter is SonCocea and Peggy Varna.
ja, with practically no voice, and
Jackson arranged the dances and
what
there is, rasping, too old and
The resignation of Emile Fabre, too stout
only one set "Is used for the three
for her role, ye't such a
acta The plot concerns a rich fel- administrator of the Comedie Fran- consummate actress that one almost
rumored, though this
low nicknamed Dede. He buys a caise. is alsoprevious,
forgives and forgets it all. Indeed
the interested
is somewhat
failing shoe store as a rendezvous party declaring It to be false.
But In Berlin they do Just that entirely,
but in New York well.
for amorous adventures with a marIs certain some one is flying a
Business up to standard.
ried women. She suggested the deal, kite, and it is the desire of those
being secretly the wife of the former having an axe to grind to see Fabre
Albert na Rasch Recital
As the administrator deowner. Dede engages a schoolmate ousted.
Albcrtina Rasch gave Oct. 9 at the
as manager and he Introduces mod- clines to "resign," the manoeuvre Theater des Westens her first Berlin
will undoubtedly recommence under
recital, and after each and every
ern ideas, taking Cas'no dancers as
some other form.
number was greeted by thunders of
salesgirls. These bring prosperity.
applause.
Rasch had Just
The first assistant falls in love with
Gaby Bolssy, formerly a music come from Mme.
Vienna, where she, a
Dede, breaking off his sub-rosa af- hall artiste, is booked to appear in born Wienerin, was an overwhelmmusical comedy at the Opera Com- ing success. After her Hungarian
fair and marrying him.
Ique.
Rhapsodie the audience even leaped
upon the stage and tore bits from
Albert Maguenat, barytone, is her costume to take home as souGORDON-LENNOX'S WILL
leaving, for Chicago, being engaged venirs. This success returns her to
in
the
Opera
tor
Mary
Garden
Leaves Big Estate, Mostly to Cousin by
Vienna for two more concerts, to
that city.
and Her Daughter
be followed by Leipsig. Dresden,
Munich; in Holland, The Hague,
A new musical work by Claude Rotterdam,
Amsterdam; In
and
London, Nov. 16.
Terasse, book by Albert Carre, en- Sweden, Christiania and Stockholm;
play- titled "Fretlllon," will be created at
Gordon -Lennox,
Cosmo
wright, grandson of the fifth duke the Galte next spring. The princi- In Belgium, Liege and Brussels, and,
Coblenx,.
finally, the Rhine cities
of Richmond, former husband of pal character will be Beranger. This
This Is
Cologne, Aix-la-Chapelle.
Marie Tempest, who recently re- creation will follow the revival of Undoubtedly the most pretent ous
married, left an esta'c of £139,391, Offenbach's "Les Brigands," due route being played by any dancer in
or over $600,000. Outside of a few early in December.
Europe today.
minor legacies everything goes to
Of her Berlin recital let credit
"Le verbe Aimer," three act com- first
be given to Leo de Valery, her
his cousin and her daughter.
edy by Pierre Mortier, will soon fol- manager, who handled the whole
low "Les Deux Monsieur de Ma- performance with a precision that
dame" at the Mathurins, the bill also was in all respects marvelous. The
CHATJVE S0UBIS SCORES
comprising a short play by Maurice program shot off without a single
London, Nov. 16.
de Feraudy, "La Lole de Mentlr."
wait and the elaborate scenic equip*
Balieff In "Chauve Souris" went The two titles go well together.
ment was well handled. Moreover
Into the Coliseum bill, opening at
the Bluether Orchestra of 80, under
The four -act literary work, "Le Benno
the matinee Nov. 14, and made an
Poswlansky's direction, not
immense success. The season could Dieu d'Arglle," of E Schneider, Is only accompanied the dancing inbeing withdrawn at the Theatre
be indefinitely prolonged.
telllgently, but gained well deserved
Antoine, after a short run.
The
Ethel Irving appeared on the same Nietzchlen philosophy is not suffi- applause for their between-dance
program in "The Futurists," a weak ciently theatrical to attract the numbers, particularly Chopin's Nocturne.
comedy playlet passably acted, but crowd.
Of the dancing let us begin with
with
anti-climax.
only

Douglas

Pickford,

Fairbanks

who

'

—

—

—

Recently his creditors have entertained an offer of compromise at 6
London, Nov. If.
shillings on the pound.
Emil Wertheimer has purchased
The Registrar declared the exthe Scala theatre, where "Abraham amination concluded.
Lincoln" Is finishing its engagement,
and proposes to remodel the house
THOSE BRIGHT LIGHTS
for use as the finest picture palace
Paris, Nov. 16.
in London, laying big features at
regular theatre prices.
A new piece entitled "ComediThe two balconiet are to be torn enne," by Armont and Bousquet.
out and replac d by a single one, was produced No. 12 at the new
the new arrangement to have a seat- Nouveautes.
The success of the comedy was
ing capacity of 1,400. The theatre
a bad
It had
was bought from. Dr. Maddock, the certain. It la quite well handled by a polite reception.
'Louvigny,
Conde,
Capellani,
Paul
King's physician, who built the ediBan bray, Joly, Cahuzac, Mmes.
fice some years ago.
BEBNHABDT'S
FLAT
The openlrp attraction, scheduled Denlse Grey, Gamrielle Dorzlat and
Paris, Nov. 16.
for about the end of January, will be Miss Wells.
Sarah Bernhardt is arranging to
There are three acts to this human
Griffith's "Tho Two Orphans."
stage story. An actress has a son produce In* February a new four-act
a
with
England
from
eturns
who
play
by the husband of her grandGriffith's "Two Orphans" is tenwife and child, bo the actress re- daughter, Louis Verneuil. It is called
tatively booked to ope
in New
York (at the Apollo) around Christ- luctantly retires. But country life "Regine Armand." She herself will
attraction personally play tflc title role, that
mas, the premiere depending upon becomes a bore and stage
The actress returns, of an actress with a grown-up son.
irresistible.
the ability of the produce to get the
introducing her son as her brother
film ready.
It is now in process of
and his child as her own.
cutting to the
'gular Griffith specCOHAN IN PARIS
tacle leng*L so it will consume two
lit
Paris, Nov. 16.
VERB TO LOVE"
and a half hours.
George M. Cohan, the American
Paris, Nov. 16.
aetor and producer, has been here
"The Verb to Love'* was pre- for a week, coming over
from Lonsented at the Mathurins Nov. 11, don.
NO HOUSE FOR BALIEFF
following Gandera's "Deux MonLondon, Nov. 16.
sieur de Madame,*' which has had
Nikita P.alieff of "Chauve Sou is,"
WOLF COMEDY ONLY FAIR
a short lease.
the Russian ballet which made a
Paris, Nov. 16.
"Le Verbe Aimer," by Pierre Morfine Impression hen-, in an exclusive
"Le Chemin de Damas." comedy
conjugated
by
Lucien
tier,
Is
interview to a Variety representaMmes. by Pierre Wolf, at the Vaudeville
Iiarou*. Jacques Baumor,
tive, stated his American visit had
Jane Danjou and Marcelle CJcniat, Nov. 9, did only fairly with a cast.
been postponed because a suitable and tficy arc proficient with the including Joffre,
Francen, Andre
theatre could not be found in New grammar.
Dubosc, Lefour and Almes. Ellen
York. When he crosses he will be
In the plot a wife deceiving her Andree and Germaine Derinoz. The
under the management of E. Kay husband with her husband's host pint deals
with a selfish man re(Joetz.
friend detests being deceived herself formed by love.
and se«-ks reconciliation with the
"Peg o' My Heart" has been
husband after discarding the lover.
switched to the Marigny.
Appeal for Victoria

NEW

THE

I

the criticisms: Karl Ralmund of the
Vienna Opera, the male partner,
does adequately In the pas de deux,
but his solo work was Ineffective
and should be cut at once. Of madame's dances the Hindu is unworthy of her, it being one of those unarm- waving affairs
imaginative,
current for some centuries In burRule lesque and the small time. And her

Program, Parla Olympla, La Pla,
Barney Melley, Augustin and Hartley, Raquel Meller, Spadaro, VUUotts
Troupe, Fernaris, MedinL

PAYMENTS ILLEGAL

Chief Justice
and Bench
Against Ben Greet Co. Expenses

London, Nov.

16.

Hungarian Rhapsodie (well known
In America) needs livening up In
some manner, for on Sunday It
lacked the punch to Justify its use

The Lord Chief Justice and his
two associates, Sankey and Acton, as closing spot piece de resistance.
Her best work is done in the
week unanimously decided that
the Dcllbes
tho expenditure Incurred by the Tschalkowsky Chinoise. Polka Viothe Strauss
London Council in hiring theatres, Pollchlnelle,
the Delibes Coppelia. and,
let ta,
halls, etc., for theatrical companies above all, in the Chopin Walse This
so that elementary scholars could last, a brilliant technical disp'ay.
this

w'tness Shakespeare's plays was, not
authorized, was ll'egal and could
not be charged to the public rates.
This is hard on the Ben Greet
Co., which has spent £2,745 on special

performances.

with

brought

shouts, bravos

the

haiulclapplng.

and the stamping

feet.

Mme

Rasch

is

to give

oi

two more

Neues Theater
Zoo. and she can be sure of gooa
houses *at both.
recitals here at the

am

I

|

London, Nov.

16.

The London County Council has
nlu-ratlons costing £30,000
old Victoria theatre, which
c in only raise C 10.000.
If an appeal to the public for funds falls the
#r«lcr.-d
t

>

the

house must

close.

ERNEST HUTCHINSON DEAD
London, Nov. 16.
Ernest
Hutchinson,
author of
"The Hight to Strike." died suddenly at a nursing home Nov. 6.
aged 36.

*

PLOT

ITALIAN 8TAR FOR PARIS

Max

SAILINGS
Jan.

1

(Hamburg

to
i'ola

New

York),

Ernst Lubitsch,
Negri Emil
Jannings, Director-General Davidson of Efa.
Nov. 15 (from New York for London). Sir Alfred Butt (Aquitania).
Nov. 15— Sir Alfred Butt (New

York

to

Nov.

London).

15— Shaun

Glenville

and

Paris, Nov. 16.
Dorothy Ward (New York to Lonthe
Italian don).
Shakespearian actor, has been enNov. 5— (London for
York)
gaged to appear at the Champs Arnaud Brothers (George
WashingEly see Dec. 15.
ton).

Ermete

Zacconl,

New

Pallenberg an Excuse

Walter D.
Rlt of Love."
th<»

the

farce, "A Littw
has been produced ai

Ellis'

Comoedienhnus

Sent.

26

un(ie T

l.iosom
"Johnny's
of
(Continued on page 23.)

title

BIG SUCCESS IN EUROPE

ELKINS FAY and ELANS

"MINSTREL SATIRISTS"
PLAYING MOSS, «TOM«

* n*

Principal Circuit*
Direction. W. S. Heniir»«ey

-

1

November

Friday,

f:

.

:

VAUDEVILLE

18, 1021

SHUBERTS APPOINT ED. BLOOM

FAMOUS PLAYERS

GENERAL VAUDEVILLE MANAGER

AT

Arthur Klein Giving Entire Attention to Routing
Books Bloom Assumes Full Charge Otherwise
of Circuit Shubert Business Shows Increase

—

—

Arrested in St. Louis

MAIA LINDSTROM

Gives

detectives

McFarlane then admitted his
identity, and said he would return
to Cincinnati without requisition.
on statement.

Work

Picture

to

Coast—Ziesfeld's

to

It is

of the singing

Is

Call

known woman was named

Some weeks ago Roszlka
secured her divorce from
Schwartz, the composer, Mr.
garde acting for that Dolly
as well. Roszlka, according to

railway magnate.

LANGSFIELD DIES
Former Broadway Manager Passed

Away Monday

Removed

tempting suicide.
The deceased was a

CANTOR STOPS AGENTING

up busi-

way and Stanley in«-atres. Now
York, continuing in that rapacity at
tin Stanley alter tin Iiroad wa> had
passed to the Keith Moss interest".
partnership
ini;
Langsfleld suddenly disappeared
circuits cilice dis^oh
some months auo with lrvin« Yai< s. about Oct. 1"'. No reason could he
oni> mplat >.-\ assigned
mysterious defor his
At that lino- Cantor
nhandonin^ the n^eney bu.-iness in parture, lie was not heard of until
_;
Vis attempted
oc ol In:- vi nd- >i!!i product ions, a day or so fol low
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The Minneapolis Morning Tribune critic says:
•There is only one May Wirth in the World. She is headlining the
New Orpheum Theatre this week. She and Phil and her wonderful company. To attempt to praise May "Wirth is like drinking near beer— time
wasted. Kut we can laud Phil. If May Wirth is the idol of tho circus,
Phil
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EDNA'S BEAUTY TALK

This Sunday night (Nov. 2U) the
will Kivc a Uoiind-l'p Dinner

l-'riatp

in the Monastery to Will Ko^eis, a
r'rinr and who has n.-turned to New
Vork for but a few weeks.
A special cuininittefl with Dave
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Shuberts Engage Miss Hopper and
Beauty Film as Feature Turn
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ROGERS' BEEFSTEAK
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the king of all clowns, past, present and future. .
T. M. K. of Tribune.
ALF T. WILTON, Equestrian Director
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Friars Are Giving a Round-Up Dinner to Film-Vaudeville Star
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WIRTH with "PHIL"
MAY
HEADLINING THE ORPHEUM CIRCUIT

ducer's olhee only. Cantor
cided to give lip nuent ing. lie ha*
been booking will* l.oew and oth«T

rides to either of the uptown theatres t'ui ilit« Sunday night shows
addi' inn

of

,(on D. l.angsf'nid represented
the Stanley Co. of America in New
lie was
York for several years.
supervising manage! of the iiroad

...

In

member

the local Mecca Temple of Shrlners.
A brother. Dr. M. A. Lang-sHeld, of
Philadelphia, was at once notified of
Langsfleld had other
the death.
relatives more distant in Philadelphia, and was a friend of several
members of the Stanley Co.

ness at the Century and tne Jolson Will Give Sole Attention to Vaudeon Sumhiy nights. The busses wen.ville Productions
stationed in front of the Winter
Garden .m,l the 44th Street with
Tl.o vaudeville ngeney of l.ew
large si^ns informing the pnbllvCantor's will In reafter be a prothat tie y were available for free
has de-

three

to a Mobile hospital,
exhibited all signs of

Langsfleld

ingratiated

show.
According to Ross the Cincinnati
police are seeking the impostor for
passing a worthless cheek on a merchant there.

The Shuberts have started a bus
effect to build

at Mobile

Mobile, Ala.. Nov. 16.
Leon D. Langsfleld died here Monday morning of spinal meningitis
and starvation. His death indirectresulted from a self-inflicted
ly
bullet wound Oct. 18, when Langsfleld shot himself at Brewerton, Ala.,
through the head. The bullet destroyed the sight oi ooth eyes.

sical

BUSSES FOR OVERFLOW
an

Jean

Bunsister

him- being mentally deranged. Given tho
litigation on.
complained
self so well with a manager of a best of attention, he
vaudeville theatre that this man en- against everything and refused to
suffering
was
he
believed
is
It
eat.
had
also
and
dinner
tertained him at
him accompany his wife to a mu- from temporary insanity when at-

-i

in

Dolly

cable
dispatches, is engaged to marry
ileorge Brockbank, son of a British

while playing in Ohio.
Last week the Impostor was quite
evident about Chicago. He visited
several theatres, where he told the
manager and performers he was
Ross and that he was laying off here
due to the fact that he had some

timore, for next week the management r -lined the act as too expensive.
The Ruth turn is costing
the theatre about $3,600 weekly.

system

in the

proceedings.

Ross said that several weeks ago
he first heard of the man's operating

He

4S.

Bungarde acting for the plaintiff.
Kendler & Goldstein represented
Fox.
No alimony was asked for.
The couplo were married Aug. 17,
An un1914, and have no issue.

the time.

It is estimated more publicity was
secured for this act than was ever
put over for any act playing vaudeville in this city. Pages of free publicity during last week.
There scorned to be no inclination
op to Wednesday, in the Keith offices, to hold Babe Ruth over for
next week at the Palace, New York.
It was stated the probability of
Prospect,
the
being
Ruth's
at
Brooklyn. Monday was more than
possible; also that he might be sent
to Cleveland. It was reported that
when offered to the Maryland, Bal-

baa been below

(Continued on page tt)

desposition testimony was obtained week.
through a detailed questionnaire and
interrogatory statement, Maurice Z.

DRAW

•

It

An

|

make a
thought McFarlane
and dancing team
of McFarlane and Lane.
The Cincinnati police stated he
Despite his successful return to
vaudeville, Will Rogers will not had defrauded actors and actresses
remain In that field. He will play out of several hundred dollars while
the Amsterdam roof for several in that city.
Weeks and then return to the coast
about the first ol the year to resume
Chicago, Nov. 16.
his picture -making.
Some man has gone and done
"Ziegfeld can always have first "Blackface" Eddie Ross, who is apeall on my services on the spoken pearing at the Majestic this week,
Stage," sa id Rogers the other day, wrong.
And Boss is all het up
"because he gave me my first real I about it
opportunity.
I don't even know
This man, whoever he may be.
What my salary Is to be for the! resembles Ross somewhat in apWe didn't even discuss that I pearance, though he is a bit taller
root.
part of the engagement, but I feel I and somewhat thinner in the face
sure he will pay me all he can."
(about 6 feet 11 inches), was around
Chicago last week representing himself to be the blackface comedian.
BABE BUTH'S BOSTON
When Ross arrived in Chicago on
Boston, Nov. 16.
Monday there were a number of
"Babe" Ruth did not prove to be telephones at the theatre asking him
the attraction in vaudeville that it to call up various people, some from
was expected he would be. In this, local business men and some from
hie home town practically, he was women who, Ross claims, had made
far from a riot
appointments with the "impostor,"
This despite the publicity depart- and requested him to explain why
ment of the local Keith house he did not keep them. Ross is marworked day and night in his inter- ried and his wife was with him at
Back

Ooing

refused

Since then

82.

I

Cincinnati
police
wanted there for for-

McFarlane

Tierney Accused of

Assault by Frances Pritchard

—

the

wired he was

„

J.

In a fraction of 70, after a sinking
spell that brought It down to ft
on Monday. At 70 the Issue touches
Its peak since the bis; bull drive of
last April when It got as high ae

PRITCHARD ACT

incident of the quick dip and
rally was the severe punishment of
the bears by the Famous Players*
Mt. Vernon, N. T„ Nov. 1C.
bull pool in as neat s> market
Edward J. Tlrney, until last week maneuver as has come to the war*
partner of Frances Pritchard, In her face In the amusement Issues In a
dancing act, was arraigned before long time. Even shrewd show mea
Acting City Judge Bernstein in Spe- In touch with the situation in Facial
Sessions, yesterday, charged mous were caught In the squeeze
with third degree assault by Miss which was worked something like
Pritchard.' She alleges In her com- this:
Jennie Dolly Obtains Decree by plaint Tierney "struck her about the
Thero was a large volume of holdhead and face with his hands, with- ings out in the hands of speoulators,
Default No Alimony
out justification."
most of It picked up around 62 to
Tierney entered a plea of not 54 and held by players conversant
When Justice Asplnall In the
IJrooklyn Supreme Court last week! guilty, and asked an adjournment! with picture trade conditions, bat
until his counsel, Charles Hal ley,
outside the pool operation In the
awarded on interlocutory decree ofl
could' appear.
The case was put issue. These holders have been
divorce to Jennie Messman against over until tomorrow (Thursday).
confident right along that the FaHarry Messman, the world at large
The actor, who gave his age as 24 mous, Players dividend, payable
did not suspect the surnames hid] years and his address aa 15 East early In January, was ecure, and
the identity of Yanesi Dolly (Dolly Tremont avenue, was arrested last they figured that by the time the
Thursday in New York by Lieuten- directors voted this disbursement it
Sisters) and Marry Fox. The divorce
ant Sllversteln, of the local police would be pretty well discounted by
decree was entered by default, Foxj department, who posed as a booking
the advance.
not appearing in court. The plain- agent to locate tho defendant. The
Sell on Qoed News
on
warrant
made
sworn
was
a
arrest
tiffs testimony and evidence were
The Zu or board met on Monday
out by Miss Pritchard.
taken by deposition in Mayfair,
It is Alleged the assault occurred and declared the dividend, but the
London, where she Is now playing in the dressing room of Proctor's news was not out until after the
The wise holder
in a C. B. Cochran's new show. The theatre, where the act appeared last close of business.

minutes afterward a mar who later
gave his name as Ted McFarlane,
and who said he was an actor, was
arrested at the Marlon Koe hotel.
While being questioned by the

ROGERS RETURNING

K

Edward

RIAL and LINDSTROM

of

gery.

(Continued on page 41)

i

IN

stated this man was said to be in
St. Louis.
Sullivan turned the telegram over to the police. Thirty

generally

Famous Players stock touched
new high ground Wednesday with*

ARREST FOR ASSAULT

Name of Ted MoFarlane
Mr. Bloom has been acting in an
IN
advisory capacity for Shubert vau"SOMETHING for a RAINY DAY"
The burdevil le for some weeks.
This wk. (Nov. 21) Majestic. Boston.
St, Louis, Nov. 16.
den attempted by Mr. Klein of lookLast Week (Nov. 14),
Eddie Sullivan, manager of the
Shubert's 44th Street, Now York.
ing after the formation of the bills,
engaging the acts and the same time Orpheum here, received a telegram
Direction.
giving attention to all of the details yesterday, giving
WIRTH, BLUMENFELD CO.
a description of
of operating a vaudeville circuit the
man who was impersonating
containing several theatres, proved
Blackface Kddie Koss.
The wire
HARRY FOX DIVORCED
too much work for one man.
^

.

—

EDDIE ROSS CAUGHT

Bloom takes up the position of
managing Shubert vaudeVvllle, equipped with a varied experience from the days when William Morris played opposition bigtime vaudeville. Bloom was Morris'
general manager, and it gave him a
wide knowledge of vaudeville matters, of every kind and nature.
Of late years Bloom has boon the

-

POOL PUNISHES BEARS

Statement Came Out, Then Ran Price Up Profits at Rate of $23 a Year Per Share of Common

IMPERSONATOR OF

his principal assistant.

70:

NEW HIGH

IN

Encouraged Selling Around 63 Just Before Good

—

Bd Bloom has been given general
charge of the entire Shubert vaudeville circuit, excepting the booking
office, where Arthur Klein remains.
'Klein will give his entire attention
hereafter to the routing books of
the Shubert circuit, with John Lamp

i

.

is

Sie.aup ;nM

(-inpitatle in a denial of

that she
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'orr
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is rn.'iriiHl

da Mir? i.m
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l\ude
Shee-

film" displaying the

medical process through

which Edna Wallace Hopper evolved

a chicken-looking u'\r\ has
booked by tho Shuberts as a
turn on their vaudeville time, with
.Mlw Hopper to personally appear us
a Iceliircr on the lilm. The act will
"P°r next week or Nov. L'S.
into

t

b*»en

'I"lie
1»»

the report

to I^'stor

The "beauty
scientific

S«m>

film

feet

in

moving picture > aU»ut
length,
it tho us the)

process of the facial treatAlso Miss Wallace's sill pictures of herself before t" d-a^<. ng
(iitiie

ment.
!h<

i!":i

.mc! ,,

l

1
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VAUDEVILLE
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRAS

WEEKLY VAUDEVILLE BOOKING

—

Thanksgiving Week Inaugurates Plait Bills to Be
Sent Into Shubert Theatres Not on Regular
Vaudeville Chain, Much as Legit Is Booked
The

Shuberts

have

decided

to

vaudeville

circuit.

tion of this plan will probably start

Tho theatres
no for reported selected to house an
individual bill are at New Haven,
Atlantic
City
Conn.;
Hartford,
Toronto and Montreal.
(Globe),

may

be added.
The plan will be continued, it was
said at the Shubert offices, with the

Others

CONEY HOLMES FOR
SHUBERTS, WEST

vaudeville one-week bills sent in to
the legit theatres out of town much
as a legit attraction would be
two-fold, to keep the theatres' opon
for tho week vaudeville Is booked
and to give the Shubert vaudeville
circuit extra playing time.
The Shuberts now claim 16 weeks
of actual vaudeville playing time,
with an expectation around tho
Shubert offices early in the week of

an announcement mentioning two

more large cities to be added to the
regular vaudevillo roster as full
week stands.
In December four important stands
In Eastern Canada- may also be invaded. The Shuberts* legit vaudoville plans are In the natirre of
"feelers" in the new territory, any
of which may later be Included in
the regular vaudeville bor"
For
that reason the unit syst.m of
lis
will be userf In the fresh standF.

In

Charge of Chicago Office
Takes Six Weeks of Time
Chicago, Nov.

being framed to four, the
cities mentioned being Toronto, Ottawa, Montreal and Quebec.
If
;hese points are later added to the
circuit, road shows may move Into
fhe Cai.adlan stands aftcf playing
Detroit.

tions started anew for the 'affiliation
of the bookings for the Stanley Com-

STARTS IN NEWARK

the musicians as their home, headquarters and concert hall. The concerts of the orchestra will be given
at noontime, without clashing with
tho regular •vaudeville program of

pany's vaudeville theatres with the
Keith office in New York. The report today is that the affiliation is
to go through*
The Stanley Company houses to
bo placed with the Keith office in.
elude the Sabloaky * McGuirk

Reported Burlesque Performance Given on Sunday Eve
Cause of Present Talk

,

booking prominent citizens

resigned
general

TWO

Route After Jan.

1

will

necessitate

a

switching of the southern Loew
route with the present plans, having
tho shows Jump from San Antonio
to Dallas, and from the latter point
to Kansas City after Jan. I.
The
Dallas to Kansas City
will necessitate a layoff of three

Jump from
fill

secured

Is

the gap.

LOCALIZED PUBLICITY
in

publicity for Shubert vaude-

as far as the Winter Garden
Street, Nev York, are
concerned, is now being handled
from the regular Shubert Publicity
ville

and the 44th

Department

in
charge of Claude
Heretofore, I* has been
issued by the Vaudeville Press Department by Ben H. Atwell.
The
press of work attendant upon the
opening of the new houses along the
circuit his mado it advisable to
switch the local work.
The bills for next week for the
first time in the history o' the organization were laid out, set and shot
out of tho j>res,s department on Sat-

Grenecker.

urday of

Philadelphia, Nov. 16.
Within the past few days negotia-

"SUNDAY" AGITATION

theatre to

Tho Albee plan was gladly accepted in the up-State city and fa.„._., commented
vorably
^ w „. ireilfcV
upon by several

16.

Oklahoma and Waco Off Southern

to

The

&

j

There

Is

NEWARKRJLL

days unless a new house

Shuberts Vaudeville Proas Work
New York Separated

tho

—
—

Reported Negotiations Close to Closing All Stanley
Houses Playing Vaudeville Included Takes in
Sablosky
McGuirk and Amalgamated Agency

One of the incidental features to
the Keith Vaudevillo -Third of a
Century" anniversary celebration
was reported from Syracuse, N. Y..
this week, when the Keith's Theatre there, through Instructions from
E. F. Albec, tendered the freo use
of the local Keith's for the Syracuse
Symphony Orchestra.

vaudeville
circuit,
now. booked
through the Amalgamated Agency.
Newark, N. J., Nov. 16.
The
same
agency
hooks
the Frank
on
agitation abroad to
It is possible there will be a gradA. Keeney houses among others that
ual extension of the promotion of close up Newark on Sundays. The
take in the Whitehurst theatre, BalShubert local orchestras
in that manner to objective Just now Is the theatres.
timore. Whltehurst was lately revaudeville western office* here, and other cities
on the Keith circuit.
It Is claimed by the theatre men a
ported dickering with the Shuberts
has assumed his new duties this
to
move their Academy vaudeville,
week.
recent performance on a Sunday
When Sun was booking through
evening of a burlesque show at Baltimore, into a Whltehurst house.
WEEK
While the Keith-Stanley arrangeB. F. Keith offices,
the western
Miner's started the current agitament concerns vaudevillo bookings
Holmes was handling the books for Policy to Be Tried There by Loew tion.
only,
as both sides are large users
at 8tate
him, and when the former severed
Newark, llko the rest of Jersey,
of pictures with the Stanley Comhis connection with the Keith bookhas been an in -and -outer on the
The newly completed Loew's Sunday proposition. The Sunday pany known as a blf exhibitor and
ing offices Holmes went along with
him, taking about 12 weeks of book- State, Newark, will open Dec. 5 with concession was running without es- distributor, the picture Interests of
a
full -week vaudeville policy.
The pecial notice until a couple of the two will harmoniously work toings with him to the Sun office. This
booking consisted of houses in the Newark house will be the first of the weeks ago. Since then the reform- gether, according to the story.
/Fbout three weeks ago when it
South, Missouri. Kansas, Iowa and Loew theatres in tho vicinity of ers have been active
New York to play full -week vaudeWisconsin.
There is no certainty just now was first reported renewed negotiaHolmes will take 9ix weeks of time ville. The Loew Interests contem- what will be the result of the cru- tions might bring the Amalgamated
plate giving the policy a tryout in
houses into the Keith office, both the
to the Shubert offices.
Newark, with the idea of Installing
Keith and Amalgamated people dea similar policy in other of the new
nied it.
Loew theatres around New York
LOEW DROPS
MILES CHANGES

Coney Holmes, western
manager for Gus Sun, has
that position to become
booking manager for the

The Canadian opening la set for season.
The change
12, and an especially strong
is

AFFILIATING WITH KEITH'S

Use ot
Keith's Theatre, Syracuse

the theatre.

The Loew circuit has completed
The unit headed by- Bedlnl's plans for tho dropping of the Lib"Chuckles of 1921" will start In New erty, Oklahoma City, and tho MaHaven, following Into Hartford and jestlc, Waco, Tex., after the first of
Springfield.
The Woods, Atlantic the year. Both houses have been
City, will off*.* tho unit headed by playing the Loew southern vaudeHetty King. All of the" towns men- ville road shows, with, business retioned are booked for the full week. ported bad from tho start of the
Dec.
bil

providing it proves successful.
TIME-TABLE
The Shubert Kialt6 is at present Splitting
Weeks
and
Playing
the only Newark full -week vaudeMusical Stock in -Detroit
Winter Garden Billing Adjusted to
ville house, the split-week policy beEmbsrsasmsfit of Riohes
ing employed at Proctor's Palace
Detroit, Nov. 16.
and Kccney's.
C. H. Miles announces changes in
The
Shuberts Installed the timehis Detroit theatres.
The Regent
will
remain with two changes table style of billing for the vaude"2D BILLING" DIFFERENCE
weekly; the Miles changes from one ville at the Winter Garden comBaltimore, Nov. 16.
week to two changes weekly, the mencing this week. The new method
The Shubert unle, carrying Geor- acts splitting between thla house is the result of several "name" acts
gle Price end Nonette, was dis- and the Regent; the Orpheum goes having appeared at the house withturbed here last week when Nonette back to the week policy, but Miles out being given the headline honors
and Price insisted their "second contemplates eliminating pictures in the billing. The Winter Garden
billing" contracts be lived up to. and later the vaudeville, and Instead is using two or three "name" acts
The Shuberts acknowledged the will inaugurate musical comedy v^ch week, one of which hu-s hereobligation, with the result Nonette stock for an indefinite run, changing tofore always been given the pref«
said she would step out, leaving the tho shows once a week.
prone. This has brought protests
bill.
This will be a radical change for from the other features which headThe difference was a matter of the Orpheum, and, in fact, for any line In the remaining Shubert houses.
adjustment.
Nonette reopens for Miles house here, as It will be the
the Shuberts next week at Cleve- first time any Miles house has
TO FLAT DOG
land.
played musical stock.
Max Marcin has a three -people
sketch in rehearsal titled "A Dog's
Chance" with Phil Dwycr as the
animal. Edward Sill ward, an English animal actor who played the
ape in Georgo Broadhurst's "Tarxan
of the Apes" production, states he
gave the idea and business to Mr.
Marcin for the dog act which he
calls "A Dog's Dilemma" and was
assigned the title part.
Sillward has filed a complaint
with the N. V. A. In addition to
consulting a lawyer.
lie alleges
Dwyer had read in Variety that
Sillward was slated to do tho part

STYLE

in the Marcin skit and that Dwycr
consulted him before accepting the
role on that ground.

FOX DEAL "COLD"
Th> proposed dcnl between the
Shuberts and Fox on the Shubert
vaudevillo that has been simmering

week. The billing matter for all of them was set so as to
give the various house managers an
opportunity to do advance work on
their shows.
Tuesday, this week,
the bills were ripped apart in the
hooking department.

M.

is "cold,"

at least

MOSES AT DETROIT
Detroit.
Aioses.

Montgomery

!

>..-'
**-***.

Nov. 1$.
formerly
has arrived

located at Trenton, N. J.,
In re to take charge of the Shuberts'
second vaudeville house. Majestic
It
was reported last week Sam
T.jub.'i. of New York, bad come on
o «-upervise the opening.
should
It
Mave read Col. Talbot. n»" S'. T-oiiis.
'«'l
Talbot has return'
^L

(

'«.•>

<1

-

THREE GREAT BABES

Tanguay-Shubert Flirting?
Itcports say the Shuberts are
dickering with Fva Tanguay to play
the Shubert vambville lenses. Miss
Tanguay recently completed a tour
Of the PMitages time.

weeks

on the part of the Shuberts.
Negotiations at
times
several
r\.chod a point when the matter
was about closed, but each time
something occurred to impede it.
The plan was to have an amalgamation of vaudeville Interests in
part with William Fox to invest in
the Shubert circuit, also placing
the Fox vaudeville houses in the
Shubert chain.
Several inside stories have been
around In connection with the deal.

FOUR FELZ PHILLIES

remains on the She*dy

several

f

Four new houses are planned In
Philadelphia to ho erected by the
Pels Bros. When ready the ho;ises
will play a combination vaudeville
and pletnre policy booked through
the She* dy Agency.
Sheetly experts to have 20 weeks
lined up by the first of the year.
The last acquisition was the Aldine.
Wilmington, which opened a fewweeks ago.
Fay's Knickerbocker in Philadelphia, which was reported as hnvinir
I. pen secured for Columbia Burlesque
books.

.

WANTS

last

attr.u -lions,

!

18, 1921

STANLEY CO. VAUDEVILLE

E. F. Albee Gives Free

The tender gave

The Inaugura-

Thanksgiving week.

November

KEITH-PROMOTED

STARTED BY THE SHUBERTS

place their vaudeville bills in houses
booked by the legit department of
the Arm and not on their regular

Friday,

BABE RUTH

and

"The llaby Grands" are headlining

JANE and KATHERINE LEE
Orpheum.
n
the

%*
San Fram-ixco thin w»*.kk ^i.ii
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SHUBERT VAUDEVILLE SEEKS

WITH FEDERAL ENFORCEMENT

MINNEAPOLIS STAND, SAYS
Report in

Ruben

Twin

&

Deal with Finklestein

Cities of

for Palace

FAILING MILLER TAKES

J. J.

Governor's Appointees Preparing for New Driv<
U. S. Revenue Agent Admits Lack of Success
Despite Numerous Arrests and Confiscations

—Ruben, in New York, Refutes

Confirmation

*£*.

—»*'

Minneapolis, Nor. 16.
The Shuberts are to invade the

"BRIDE" REVIVED

vaudeville field, according to
a report locally, which has been
confirmed by J. J. Shubert, to the
effect that they were seeking a location here. The local business situation at present finds keen competition '.n the vaudeville field, and
there is a possibility that the Shuberts may arrive at an affiliation
With the Ruben & Finklestein Inwhich control practically
terests,
all of the Twin City theatres.
M. L. Finklestein has just relumed from New York, where with

Risque Sketch

local

&

R.

FRISCO'S

— For

Anna

"The Bride," a sketch by William
Hurlburt, produced a year ago by
Kolbrook Blinn, with Llna Abarbanell starred, is to be revived with
Anna Held, Jr. (Liane Carrera), in
the leading role.
The sketch originally played a
week at the Palace, New York, but
vrxB withdrawn, termed too risque

Chicago, Nov. 16.
Vaudeville people here say it has
been
that some of the
set
.about
Finklestein & Ruben houses in Wisconsin will go over to the Shubert
Houses at Mlnnevaudeville list.
spoils and St. Paul, each a full
week, are among thOae reported.
The arrangements, while started
from this end. may be completed in
New York.

The F. & R. house (Grand) at Duplaying
Loew vaudeville,
luth,
closed two weeks ago. It had broken
the Loew western jump from St.
Paul to Spokane; acts laying off
three days after Duluth. Loew acts

delphia, the last half of last week
and were to have begun an engagement at Astoria, L. I.
Wilson and Miss Gordon failed to
appear at the Astoria Monday, it
.being reported that they had signtd
Keith contracts. The Century and
Jolson engagement was for Wilson
"single."
Klein,
According to

U

Arthur

Bhubcrt vaudeville booker, Wilson
and Kitty Gordon gave a trial performance for the Shuberts at the
Street

Wednesday

afternoon,

between the matinee and
night shows, and Klein signed Wilson for the Century and Jolson dates
at a reported salary of 1460.^ He
9,

.

.was to play the dates alone.

Early on Sunday Wilson notified
Klein by telephone that he would
not play the two concerts on account of the way he was billed, but
Klein avers that the contract between the Shubert Vaudeville
Agency and Jack Wilson did not
contain any reference to billing.
Jack Wilson and Kitty Gordon
were billed to open at Astoria, L. I.,
Nov. 17 for a four-day engagement.
It was rumored early this week that
Wilson had sigi.ed with the Keith

ELLA RETFORD COMMANDED
Llla Retford has postponed her
opening date here for a week, due
command to appear before the
King and Queen in London Nov. 12.
She will sail Nov. 26 and give her
to a

>1

performance

at Keith's,

A R N

I

N Q

1

WARNING!!

I

I

a new drive

man.

|

LOEWS

BLACKFACE EDDIE ROSS

m

The State-Lake

policy

will

pre-

The

theatre's seatfng capacity

given out as

MARY ANDERSON, LOUISVILLE.
Then Orlando,

vail.

Fla.. Until

March

1.

is

4, COO.

KEITH INTERESTS
DIDN'T PLAY TANGUAY
Chicago, Nov.

home

New

in

BUY DOCKSTADER'S

16.

York.

MISS BINGHAM AT $2,500
Amelia Bingham has been booked
weeks on the Keith time,
opening at the Hippodrome, CleveMiss Bingham is
land, Monday.
presenting "Catherine of Russia/' a
costume playlet, with a cast of five,
for six

originally shown at the Actors' Fidelity League benefit show at the
Henry Miller three weeks ago. The
Bingham act will receive $2,500.

Famous Wilminpton Vaudeville
House Changes Hands

How es Boo king
The Dockstader, Washington, Is
now being booked by Wally Howes
of the Keith office. The house was
closed during the summer and rethis season on the books of
The Keith people
Delmar.
bought Dockstader's interest in the
house a short time ago, according to

opened
Jules

report.
Fay's, Wilmington,

booked through

the Sheedy Agency, has been doing
capacity business with vaudeville
at a low admission scale. With the
change of ownership it is believed
stronger bills will be displayed at
the Keith house.

STAN STANLEY LOSES

arranged the book-

Stanley Morgan Childrey (Stan
Stanley) must pay his wife May
$100 weekly alimony and $500 counLOS ANGELES STARTS sel fees in installments, according
QEORQE CH008 Present*
to Justice Mullan's decision, and
San Francisco, Nov. 16.
Rita
children,
their
two
support
in
Theatre
State
The new Loew
in "THE WIFE HUNTER*
Los Angeles opened last Saturday Florence and Stan Stanley, Jr.
The Stanleys were married In In- •Book by Allan Brooks, Music by Sam Ilearn, Lyrics by Darle
and made an auspicious start The
separated
but
dianapolis
in
1910,
2l), Keith's Alhambra, New Tork
(Nov.
play
Next
Week
policy of the new bouse la to
last July.
four shows a day.

Pat Casey

office

ing.

LOEWS

HELEN ELEY

TERRIBLE TIME IN TEXAS DUE

TO DOROTHEA'S BACK IN 199T
Woman Censor For It—Man Against It—He Plays
a Trump Card by Causing Arrest of Manager
JULE DELMAR RESTING

Marinelli.

SHANK'S VICTORY
(Continued from pa^o 1)
hy the opposition .'is a "clown" because ho hrnl been in vauthviilo.
Shank supporters resented such

recent illness, Julc Delmar

left

for

Florida last Sunday accompanied by
his wife to ho gone two weeks.
Joe Woods and Fred Singh! will
continue to take care of the Keith
Southern hooks until l>ehnar re-

throwers.
Mr. Shank has promised an administration of strict law enforcement, hut not of the "straightjacket" typo. Amusement interests
do not fear any attempts at -blue
law legislation during his regime.

blood.

Sachleben, manager of
the Majestic, an Interstate house
here, was arrested charged In the
City Corporation Court with violating the orders of the censor
board, and a hearing was set for
December. The trouble was another
bare back, its owner Dorothea Sad-

William

the act "1999."
elimination was asked by two

in

lier.

turns.

An

and part

of the big plurality
^•'•v ho |ai,l to the extra efforts the
workers put forth to punish the

Houston, Nov. 16.
is out for

The censor board here

WILLIAM WALSH FOUND DEAD

Syracuse, N^v. If.
Keith vaudeville was Introduced
to the shoe towns, John, on City
and Endicott, last week, when the
Goodwill Theatre at Johnson City
booked In three Keith acts along
with its film program. On Sunday
the Goodwill had Monroe Silver
making a personal appearance. Silver Is the talking machine "Cohen
on the Telephone."

("Bill") Walsh, former
and singer with Alice Lloyd
and also partner of Eddie Carr in
the Carr-Walsh Revue, was found
dead Tuesday morning at 152 West
49th street by Alvln Drake.
According to the medical examiner's report, Walsh died from mor-

Allele

Sisters

Rowland and the
were signed

this

C.allarini

week

for

The Shubert
Shubert vaudeville.
bookings were arranged by Jenie
Jacobs.
Nazarro.

She
Jr.. to

Winter C.truYn,

also

signed

open Monday

New

York.

Nat
at the

bill

there.

William

pianist

phine poisoning.

Minneapolis, Nov.

home wan

drawing name attraction.
The Hennepin seats 3,000
plays ut a pop seale.

New

houses.

Itoosevelt

hospital.

turn to the stage.

Capitol,

London, Conn., with a seating capacity of 2,700, will open with
vaudeville next Monday, playing
acts on a split week basis.
The Lyceum, which formerly
and housed vaudeville, will play road
shows and pictures, according to
Walter Murphy, owner of both

PERCIVAL'S OPERATION
at

NEW LONDON

The newly erected

Lake

Is

in Buffalo.

OPENING AT

vaudeville house with the Statep 'Hey, is said to have "cleaned
up" on the town in a vaudeville
way, and has even dented the business of the local big time Orpheum
when that house did not hold a

Jr.,

I'ereival

The deceased was

In

16.

The new Hennepin, an Orpheum,

Walter

known

vaudeVllle circles,
having appeared with sev, al prominent artists, among thorn Grace
Fuschcr. He was 26 years old. His
well

HENNEPIN'S CLEAN-UP

New York, where ho may
remain for some time, recovering
Eddie Dowling Rushed in
from a serious operation undergone
Philadelphia, Nov. 16.
by him last week. Mr. I'ereival had
The Shuberts rushed in Kddle an obstacle In bis intestines reDowlirv-r and his new acts into the moved, it having caused him much
Chestnut Street Opera House an an pain.
addition to this week's vaudeville
Upon recovery reivival will rc-»
(Continued on page 29)

BOOKED AND OPENING

Mac Boyle

FACTORY TOWN SHOWS

Sachleben— Manager Out on $20 Bail

Miss Retford's present bookings
Following his determination to
will keep her in thia country eight
weeks under the direction of II. IS. take a complete rest, after his

inu<l

Officer, respectively, this month, and
to clean up New York
city will be started, according to reports. The bearing on Federal enforcement is expected to create a
contrast that will b# effective politically, for the present prohibition

the

formance minus Eddie Cox and Loretta McDermott and with a new

I

WARNING!!

Wash-

ington, Dec. 12.

tactics,

Leave

Chicago, Nov. If.
"Jazz" dancer and
"loop" product who is playing at the
State-Lake this week, reported at
the theatre for the opening per-

office.

inili

Miss McDermott
Without Notice

Ralph Day, wealthy clothing manufacturer of New York, and John 8.
Parsons, executive auditor to Governor Miller, are expected to assume
their duties as State Prohibition
Director and Chief Enforcement

Frisco informed the management drive has not made New York any
the couple had jumped the act with- drier.
This was admitted Monday by one
out notice last v eek and that he
was compelled to obtain Paul of the best known revenue agents in
the
east.
O'Neill to replace them at the last
port the featured member.
"Despite the fact that we have
minute.
The act as now constituted bears arrested hundreds of violators and
If you meet him, have him placed
seized thousands of dollars' worth
"STATE-LAKE," ST. LOUIS under arrest, notifying Police Head- no resemblance to his old vehicle.
quarters, Cincinnati; alao. Palace
of booze the supply Is as large as
ever," the official said.
Orpheum Circuit Will Build Junior Theatre, Cincinnati.
House Seating 4,000
NEWARK, DEC. 5
Augusta Going Off
The report that I am dead is totalLoew'g State, Newark, N. J., will
St. Louis Nov. 16.
ly uncalled for.
The Imperial, Augusta, Oaf, temopen Dec. 5 with Loew vaudeville
A new Orpheum Circuit theatre
porarily
on the Keith southern
and pictures booked by J. H. Lubin.
will be built in the downtown disWhether the house will play a full route, will drop off Nov. 26, to pertriot of St. Louis,
or s'plit week has not been decided haps later resume vaudeville from
Indications are that the building This week (Nov. 14), MAJESTIC,
the same office.
upon.
CHICAGO.
w
De completed for the 1922
Ne*t week (Nov. 21)
season.

The vaudeville war which was to
between the Pannow play St. Paul and Minneapolis, have taken place
tnges and Western Vaudeville Assolaying off three days before Spociation offices in Peoria did not makane, the departure of Duluth causPantages had
terialize this week.
ing no loss of time according to that
Eva Tanguay booked In at Asher
arrangement.
Brothers house in opposition to Rae
Samuels at the W. V. M. A. house.
At the last minute Tanguay was
WILSON-GORDON MISSING
Pantages office.
Jack Wilson did not appear at the withdrawn by the
Century or Jolson Sunday concerts It was said Miss Tanguay was tired
trip over the "Pan" tour
her
after
sj billed. Wilson and Kitty Gordon
Phila- In the West and desired to go to her
Metropolitan,
played
the

44th

W

NEW ACT

WARNING!!

HOUSES

^.

Nov.

and

Frisco,

A man of my general appearance,
using my name, defrauding perfor vaudeville.
formers, cashing bad checks, borThe author has revised the piece rowing money, etc., has worked
for its second try in vaudeville with Toledo. Detroit, Cincinnati, Indianthe cast including four men to sup- apolis and is at present in Chicago.

Thoatrcs of the Wisconsin Circuit
Reported for 8hubert Vaudeville

-

Cox

Held, Jr.

(Continued on page 29)
F.

Revised

HAND

)

The initial opening will be attended by Harry Carlin and Bob
Hutchinson, Keith office bookers of
the house.

Nat Naizarro, Jr., 8hubert Booked
Nat Nazzarro, Jr., has signed
with the Shuberts and will open at
the Winter Gardvn, New York, pcx^
week.

#

—

VAUDEVILLE
L0CAL310EH.P.U.

OLD THIERS' CLOWN NIGHT

K. Harris

Sings

—

Songs— Roger
Mike Scott Insists Upon

DAYTON OUT?
Old Timers' Clown Night at the '
N. V. A. Tuesday night brought out
a big audience. The Old Timers' 8huberts Reported Abandoning Ohio
Town for Vaudeville
affair was under the direction of
Nat Farnum and Donald Roberts.
Dayton, O., Nov. 16.
Among those appearing were Col.
Pattce and Rebel Red of the Old
It is reliably reported here the
Soldier Fiddlers; Barney Ferguson, Shuberts have about decided to
Arthur Terry, A. E. Tripp In a skit,
withdraw their vaudeville from the
introducing a reporter interviewing
Judge Land is; Mike Scott, the Dub- Liberty. No date has been set. It
That
lin Jig and reel dancer, and Col. may happen any week-end.
Diamond and Niece (Col. Diamond house opened here with the reHe did a dancing mainder of the Shubert vaudeville
is 88 years old).
specialty with his niece as partner. circuit. Business has been unsatisRoger Imhof did a monolog; factory from the start While the
Charles K. Harris in a medley of his natives liked the show they didn't
songs, Illustrated with slides; Beau- like the Shubert scale of admission,
month Sisters in songs they did 26 which ran to $1 top.
years ago; Jules Vernon, the blind
With the town on its present conventriloquist, who played the banjo; dition the Shuberts prefer to withFrank McNleh and Fred West and draw, rather than to cheapen prices
Sam Curtis, among others, in "Irish and bills.
Justice."
The Savoy, booked by Keith's, has
Son* books were sold before the been a Dayton institution for some
show oy Nat Farnum in accord- time, playing a mixed vaudeville
ance with old-time custom of va- bill (with pictures) at 50-cent top.
In Dayton it isn't the attraction
riety theatres, and Barney Ferguson
it's the price.
(Continued on page 29)

WITH THE MUSIC MEN

Joe Mittenthal has resigned as
sales

manager for the Broadway

Music Corporation and

will again
in the publishing business

embark

on his own in association with Mort
Beck. Mittenthal was formerly an
executive and partner in the

Mc-

Carthy Jb Fisher company before
changed to Fred Fisher, Inc.

Sweep Into
Conservatives
Office— Next Move Consolidation with 802

it

Eugene West has given up his
music publishing proposition and
.turned his first number, "Thrills,"
over to the Triangle Music Co. on'a
royalty basis. West has framed a
two -act with Lillian Herletn.
Buzzell is now business mannger for Jack Mills, Inc., succeeding
Sid Calne, who is publishing for

Sam

himself.

Remick has accepted a timely
number, "Hello Prosperity," from
Bratton and Santley.

As

forecast several weeks ago In
Variety, the annual * election of
officers of the Mutual Musical Protective Union, formerly New York
Local No. 810 of the American Federation of Musicians, proved to be
a ••push -over" for the entire conservative ticket All of the officers

and board members nominated by
the conservative element swept into
office with an approximate majority
of five to one. The election was
held Nov. 10, in accordance with a
court order issued by Supreme
Court Justice Hotchklss.
M. M.
P. U. members not in New York on
the date of election were permitted
to vote by mail, an M. M. P. U. rule
extending the privilege.
Although the membership of the
M. M. P. U. is over 8,000, the total
vote cast was but slightly in excess
of 2,800. Of these conservatives received 2,109 and the so-called "radicals" 691.

The new

officers of the M. M. P.
(Continued on page 29)

U.,

WHITE'S ACTS AND 'CUTS"
Chicago, Nov. 16.

Gordon

and

Ford

left

George

White's "Scandals" here Saturday
night refusing to accept the 15 per
cent cut ordered by White for all
principals.
They will open for a
tour of the Keith and Orpheum circuits at the Hipp, Cleveland, Nov. 21.

Aunt Jemima and Olive Vaughan
are reported as staying with the
attraction and are listed as two of
the members who were not asked
commissions to cut. Aunt Jemima Is to be feat-

Stanley W. Dllner, formerly con- now has several new
nected with a number of music pub- for stories he is working on, inlishing companies, most latterly with cluding Selznick.
McKlnley, has quit the game in favor of a millinery salon enterprise
Despite this is not the most auson West 43d street
picious time to start
'

"Ashamed

of Parents,"

Is

now being

by the Warner Brothers,
the feature from the
defunct Hallmark Pictures Corporation
that originally produced it.
Frank Q. Hall bought the scenario
from Mr. Harris under the title of
released

who purchased

-What
The

Children Will Do."
publlsher-scenarloist
song

,1

ured.

SCHEME TO MAKE THEM
Those

Who Become

'GOATS*

Responsible for Cancelled Act

—

Looking for Way Out Agents Must Agre*
Although Booker O. K.'s Routes

Now

«

18,193 MILES
Sells- Floto

Circus

— Back

Closing

Chicago, Nov.

16.

>

Agents booking acts over the)
Tour Pantages Circuit since having been

compelled to sign the "waiver" os
Denver
"release" to the circuit in case the)
for the Sells-Floto latter cancels acts that are give*
Circus will end at Wichita Falls, a play or pay contract and assume
Tex., Nov. 28, making a complete the responsibility of either squaring
season's mileage for the circus of the act or compensating them fo*
the unexpired portion of the con18,193.
Immediately upon closing the tract, seems to feel that they hav*
circus will entrain for its winter "bitten off" a larger "chunk" than
they can chew, and are now trying
quarters in Denver.
Next season the outfit will be to get out from under. After signknown as the Combined Sells-Floto ing the release for the circuit, tho
Circus and Buffalo Bill's Wild agents, of whom there are fourteen,
began to hold meetings and talk
West.
the proposition over among themselves.
Each point of the agreeTORONTO TAKINGS JUMP
ment was discussed at length, and
Toronto, Nov. 16.
when It was brought to their atAccording to a statement made by tention that In some cases they
the Loew Toronto Theatres, October would be held responsible for as]
gross receipts were 25 per cent, high- much as $5,000, the agents began to
er than those for the same month look for a way out.
last year. This includes both Yonge
It was pointed out at this meetstreet and Uptown theatres.
ing
Charles
Hodgkins, personal
Takings at the Uptown are said representative in the East for
to have increased steadily, week by Alexander Pantages, from whom this
week, since the change of policy order is understood to have emafrom vaudeville to stock the first nated, reviewed all of the acts beweek in October.
fore they were given contracts hi

Nov. 28

to

The season

Chicago and put his "O. K." to the
contracts and bookings;
so tha
The Amalgamated Agency Issued agents could not Bee why, if Hodgalready
approved
of tha
an order this week forbidding the kins has
smoking of cigarettes in the office acts, that .Pantages or some of his
managers "should go against his
leaving In two during booking hours.

CIGARETTES ABE OUT!

George Le Maire Is
weeks and Is to enter vaudeville in
The rule was placed in effect
a girl act. m Five girls will assist upon the request of the booking
Le
Maire
in
'his
vaudeville
turn.
men, who complained the agents
a new music
publishing venture, new companies
were In the habit of congregating
are cropping up daily. F. A* "Kerry"
in the office and filling It with cigLOEWS BROOKLYN BILL
Mills, an old-timer among pop muarette smoke.
sic publishers,
has" started once
Loew's new Gates Avenue, BrookThe rule does not curtail cigars.
again in New York. S. C. Calne, lyn, will open next Monday with
formerly an executive of Jack Mills, split week vaudeville.
has sold out his Interest to Mr. Mills
TWO STREET BALLYHOOS
The opening vaudeville bill will
and has started his own concern.
Two " street ballyhoos paraded
Calne occupies the former Broaker Include Four Danubes, Moore and
& Conn Music Co. suite, Ethel Fields, Fargo and Richards, Jimmy Broadway during the week. One had
the Robinson's Elephants from the
Broaker having declled to free- Lyons and The Celebrities.
44th Street, each animal plastered
lance once again. Tom Peyton, recently started, is seeking a Broadwith Shubert vaudeville signs, and
INCORPORATE "8AVVING"
way professional site. Jack Mahoney
The Sawing a Woman In Half Co. the other were board bearers for a
has embarked on his own.
picture
playing
on Forty-second
has been incorporated at $10,000
street.
under
the
New
York
State
laws
to
Jack Frost, with the McKlnley Co.
for years, is heading his own pub- engage In general theatricals, fairs,
"HOT DOG" TOO SLANGY
lishing venture from a New York tent shows, etc., with Horace Goldin
headquarters. Frost has built up a mentioned as one of the incorpora(Continued from page 1)
name as a songwriter among the tors.
ers specialize in what are known as
mail order and small-town folks to
stage songs not expected to sell to
which the McKlnley Co. still caters
any great extent, but useful in
MILDRED HARRI8 ACT
extensively, and on this premise the
new venture has started to deal
Mildred Harris (Chaplin) is to "bringing in acts." After reaching
with those "back home" folks via enter vaudeville in a three-act now the publisher's office with the stage
the post office.
Dave Ringle has being readied. Harry Rose will
work song as the direct reason for the
signed with the Jack Frost Pubcall, the artist is made more

Waterson-Berlin-Snyder has efopposite her with Freddie Berrens
a song tie-up with Para- lishing Co. as Mr. Frost's writing
at the piano. Lew Leslie will premount's "The Sheik" In the form of partner.
sent the new combination.
Araby"
song
written
by
"Sheik
of
a
Although the Songwriters' Union
Harry Smith, Francis Wheeler and
Ted Snyder.
Vaiiipaign against the music pub- Where 'So no. Pluggers7 are Welcome
lishers to eprrect the several al'TSong pluggers" have discovered
The Vaughan and Pryor Co. Is a leged existing evils in the industry
new publishing company, located in was held in abeyance during the new stamping groimds in the
the Gaiety building.
summer pending the "slump," it Is Greenwich Village tea rooms, many
of whom are more than willing to
renewing Its efforts.
Richard Strauss, the noted comThe songsmtths will hold their permit the publishers' emissaries to
special
signed
as
a
poser, has been
first meeting of the season early in warble
their latest ditties.
The
exclusive artist with the Brunswick December at Keen's Chop House to various village
resorts find that
phonograph people during his so- begin anew their cause. The most this
impromptu
"entertainment"
journ in the States.
Dr. Strauss distasteful practice existing at preswill record his own compositions ent Is "letting" In some three or four is the sort of thing the uptown
naturally.
or more other sonc writers on a song "come-ons" relish as part of their
before it sees publication with a evening's "bohemian" fare and acCarl Seamon, for several years house, with the result the original cordingly grant the song pluggers
music author receives but a percentage of full sway.
several
with
connected
houses, is now export manager for what he should get for his efforts.
the Brunswick Phonograph Co.
The sheet music and mechanical
Askings and Takings
royalty squabble is becoming subEva Tanguay is asking $2,500
Shapiro, Bernstein & Co. have sidiary to this issue.
weekly
for a tour of the Shubert
t;«ken over Lou Breau's "I Want My
Mammy," originally published by
Ernest Breuer, songwriter, arrived Vaudeville Circuit. Miss Tanguay
Be'.win, Inc.
in New York from Europe on the got $3,300 last week at a Chicago
Finland. He has been abroad since picture house.
She took the date
Rose Abrams is with the Robert drafted in the American army, where at
her $2,500 salary, but received
Norton Music Co.
he was assigned to the Secret Serv- $800 additional «n pro
rita for
ice.
After the armistice he hecame
Jack Diamond, the song writer, musical director for the Y. M. C. A. extra performances arrangement.
has deserted mu«Ic in favor of law. in charge of entertainments. Breuer
He has connected with Senator Rus- will resume his songwritlng here.
Keith's Cleveland Policy
sell's firm.
Cleveland, Nov. 16.
The newly erected Keith's 105th
The Big Four, Inc., is the name of
Al Wilson, professional manager
new
publishing
a
Los
Angeles
music
Street,
which opens here Nov. 21,
of the K. B. Marks Music Co., has
unit, headed by Vincent Rose. Rich- will be a full week stand,
left on a Western trip.
playing
ard Coburn und Nueio Herb Brown. eight acts twice
daily except thrco
Neuman Fier, songwriter, is now Al Saltier is general manager.
performances Saturday.
Jack
connected with the Jack Mills proBilly Baskette, song writer, and Dempsey, of the Keith office, will
fessional staff.
Tex Kills have framed a new act. book the house.
Charles K. Harris, the music pubJack Diamond has connected with
lisher, is gaining considerable standMaurice Richmond, who since the
ing in the picture world as a scena- the professional staff of the Broad- Enterprise Music Supply Co. went
rio writer.
His litest production, way.
out of existence with the death of
fected
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PAN AGENTS FIGHT HODGKINS'

Illustrated

Imhof Does Monolog
Medal Before Dancing

November

SETTLED BY ELECTION

BRINGS OUT BIG ATTENDANCE
Chas.

Friday,

"saleable" for the putting on of a ballad
or type of number that if sung in
public is apt to result In sheet

music

Judgment and cancel the acts. With
Hodgkins having taken the re*

sponsibllity in this respect they feel
that the circuit should play tha
acts over the entire time, as it hafl
(Continued on page 45)

FLUGELMAN'S RESTAUKANT
The new restaurant proposed for*
Forty-second street. New York, will
be operated by M. Flugelman, of tha
Hotel Hamilton, on West Seventythird street Flugelman was in tha
show business some years ago, but*
turning boniface, found there was
more money In the hotel business*
The Hamilton is reported making a
profit of $200,000 annually.

fashionable
suites,

a

jwittt

ropean plan.
The Forty-second street reatau*
rant was erroneously reported as1
Lucbow's,
of
Fourteenth street
moving uptown.
j

i

WOODWARD'S DIVORCE ACTI0H
Mrs. Ethel Woodward, throoghj
her attorneys, Delahunty & KlrbXi
has Instituted proceedings for ant
asajOlvta d!"or-«e.-fro.n»-Fre<i J,

sales.

It Is

apartment-hotel,

running to $7,500 yearly, Eu*

WaaA*

the animal impersonator
naming as co-respondent his partner,
in the act, Adela Morrlssey, also"
known as Edith Kimmich.
worked through constant repetition.
The Woodwards were married id

Several times previously similar
action has been taken by individual
vaudeville houses in barring slang
phrases when they became over-

ward,

An Odd Angle
odd angle of the barring of a
slang phrase occurred some 20
years ago when the expression "I'd
leave home for you" was barred
from many variety stagej through
being considered vulga
Shortly
after the phrase became popular
through usage, Harry Von Tilzer
and Andrew Sterling used it as the
basis of a pop song under the title
of "I'd Leave My Happy Home for
You." In the lyric form the phrase
became more popular than ever and
passed muster in the strictest of
variety houses, the reform bodies
that had previously objected to tho
verbal phrase raising no objection

Canada

in 1907.

An

.

LOEW'S FINAL, TWO
Two new Loew houses will

soori

open with a pop vaudeville policy#
They will about complete Loew'a
building program.
The State, Newark, N. J., a 3,000*
seat house, opens week of Nov. 28
or Dec. 6. The State, Boston, seat*
lng 3,500, will be ready in about four

weeks.

HAMILTON, FULL
Loew's

King

Street,

WEEK
Hamilton,

from a split week
vaudeville policy to a full week
commencing Nov. 21, using a fiveOnt., will switch

to its modified use in the lyric.
The slang word "bull" occasioned act bill.
a bit of sporadic barring here and
The Loew circuit Is also playing
there several years ago by the more full week vaudeville in Montreal,
particular vaudeville managers, but Ottawa and Toronto.
in the last few years has apparently
become a part of the English language, used without objection reg- HAFFAN BREWING SITE SOLD
The Haffan brewing site at 150thularly at present in the best of
151st street. New York, is reported
vaudeville theatres.
When Chief Prohibition Enforce- purchased by tho Silverton Realty
ment Agent Yellowley took offico Co. It is proposed to erect a theasix weeks ago he Issued a newspa- tre to seat 3,000.
The deal, with building, will Inper statement in which he requestCol. Goetting, will return to the He'd ed the stago In general, including volve $3,000,000.
Eddie Cantor has written a num- shortly after the new year.
Mr. vaudeville,
burlesque,
legit
and
ber which Fisher will publish.
Richmond was general manager for pictures to refrain from "kidding"
CIRCUSMAN KILLED
the Enterprise for a period of 15 the
enforcement
law.
To
date
no
San Francisco, N«»v. 16.
Will Collins is now representing years.
The location Of the plant action
has been taken as regards
A fight on the train oi the Al 0.
the Triangle Co. in Detroit.
has not been decided upon as yet.
barring
prohibition
quips by any of Rames, Circus resulted in the death
Maurice Richmond, Inc., music pubRoy Thornton is associated with lishers, will also be continued as an the branches of show business men- of William Owen, and Thonuis MadFisher.
tioned.
individual venture separately;
den being charged with muni' r.

I

Friday,

November

VAUDEV'm.?-
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MUGGTVAN-BALLARD BID

ORCHESTRA LEADER'S "CRAFT

i

«
l

AND SEUHT

SUING PANTAGES

FOR BARNUM SHOW OFF

FROM MUSIC PUBLISHERS Never
gome Receive as High as $10,000 Posing as Special
Writers—Charge $100 for "Special Arrange-

ment—All

Says It Belongs Exclusively to Him and Demands
Estoppage and Accounting—Advertising Battle
in Kansas City Boosts Business

It was reported this week that the'
Muggi van -Ballard interests, owners
of half a dozen circus properties,

Numbers.

to "Plug"

G0LD1N CLAIMS SAWING ACT

Got Beyond "Feeler"
Stage Is Report

had opene" preliminary negotiations
for the naming of a price on the
Bailey show, owned and
operated by the Ringling Bros.

Barnum &
The "graft" system

is still

a per-

music busiAlthough the M. P. P. A.
ness.
widely
former
prevathe
lUxninated
lent system of paying actors for the
public performance of their songs,
the orchestras now have a nifty
Besides
graft idea of their own.
paying some of th* big orchestra

CUBAN CIRCUS TANGLE

The

nicious element In the

leaders along the Main Stem fabulous salaries under some pretext or!
other, to Induce them to "plug"
certain publishers' songs, the lead-'
ers are not averse to falling for the
A publisher
petty graft as well.
Interviews a leader and Invites him
to "try out"' a new song he is work*
The leader superciliously
ing on.
proffered
printed
the
at
scoffs

orchestration and informs the pub"We play
representative,
lisher's

own arrangements
want le to do an. thing
later record it on the
you, you'll have to pay

and if you
you and

our

for

records for
Tor our spe«

orchestration, costing $100."
cial
Since most of the big orchestras
along the street are also contracted
to one or another phonograph record making company, tho publisher
comes across.

,

Mrs. Pubillones and Santos
tigas

Watch Ea

&,

Ar-

h Other

Several American acts have returned from Cuba before the completion of their Santos & Artlgas
engagements, and others are expected. The Santos St Artlgas outfit
Nationale and the
is at the
Pubillones show at the Piyret,
Havana, both' said to be doing unsatisfactory business after starting
big a month r.go'.
With business conditions good in
Cuba, showmen declare, the territory will scarcely support two big
shows under canvas. With traddalmost in a state of collapse, as it is
now, it would b- unwise for the
rivals to fight it out on :he island.
One of them will probably have to
find new territory, and returning
performers declare each is watching
the other and jockeying for position
when the time comes to go out o2

Havana.

Santos & Artlgas would probably
be in the better position to break
new ground. The firm has a lot of
animal acts and could make up an
The Irony of It
Inexpensive shew with these, a
The irony of it Is that some of group of native* acts and a few imthe lesser orchestra combinations ported turns for a trip through
have gotten wind of this "gyp" and Mexico, where—it is known, and
they, too, spiel the same sol story. where since the passing of the Bell
only they modestly cut their de- circus there has*becn alrost no enmand to $50 fo** the "special ar- tertainment under canvas.
rangement" of the sons. The unklndest cut of all is that the song
LOFT DISTURBERS
almost _ exactly as
rendered
is

—

printed, with possibly a

LEAVES LIONS FLAT

story in circulation was to the
that
the Ringling people
showed a disposition to talk over
the proposition, but insisted that
there would bo no possibility of a
deal unless the Muggi van -JBallard
side would first give substantial
guarantees governing tho conduct of
thj circus in accordance with its
traditions.
The Muggivan -Ballard
side declined to be bound by any
dictated policy in the running of
the show and the whole dicker was
abandoned, according to gossip.
The Muggivan -Ballard people still
h-ive out one show, the Sells-Floto

Kansas

effect

few minor

City,

Nov.

16.

Attorneys for Horace Ooldin, repPalmer, of Texas Show, Takes Side resenting the "Sawing the
Shows, Quitting Partners
in

San Francisco, Nov.

Two Company,

Inc.,"

Woman
New

of

York, brought suit In the

16.

UnlUJ

One hundred and ninety employes States Court here Nov. 12 against

and two of the three proprietors of Alexander Pantagee, J. J. Cluxton,
Palmer Brothers' Wild An .ial Cir- a Pantagee manage;*, P. 8. Sslblt,
cus are at Palo Alto, near here, producer of a "Sawing a Woman In
idling their time and wondering
what has become of W. F. Palmer, Two" illusion, and "Mary Doe," the
The
the third proprietor, who disap- woman .working in the act.
the side plaintiffs ask that a restralnln ;
peared,
together with
shows. Several cages of lions were order be issued preventing the deoutfit,
which is moving through left behind, and the employes de- fendants from using the act, adverTexas, and is scheduled to stay out clare $10,000 is due them in back
tising it, or in any way giving it
until Nov. 2$.
The Wallace show pay.
Acclosed two weeks ago and went into
Painter, the missing proprietor, so publicity for their own use.
winter quarters after making a it is alleged, took away all the vi> Su- cording to the petition Ooldin claims
se.'ies of stands in the Lone Star able f >aks of the show as .well as
that he first produced the act in
It was after the Rlngllnjs all available funds.
State.
His partners,
had decided to cut out the cotton A. L. Tlnch and J. T. Backman, are April, 1921, in New York, and that
belt th's year on account of low- sticking with the show, which al- a copyright was issued to him covpriced cotton that conditions in the ready has been attached for debt.
eting the act Sept. 10, 1921; also
belt improved almost * over night
The Palmer circus is said to have that the "Sawing a Woman in Twowith a betterment of crop values, started on its itinerary from San
Company" was incorporated in New
and the Wallace show was quickly Antonio, Tex.
York State. In addition to the resent into the territory- Apparently
conditions were satisfactory for the
straining order the petitioners ask
Sells-Floto show was sent in to folACTS
FEW
a judgment for all moneys collected
low on the strength of the Wallace
Booking by the defendants for the met. The
Largely
Houses
business.
Loew
hearing on the injunction will be
The Hannefords, who left the
Standard Turns
held Nov. 17.
RellH-Floto outfit to play vaudeville,
The suit is the finish of the fight
reported to have signed to reat
The number of new acts playing fthat Has .^
been going on here all week
..
,1*. has reached
u~,« «ts
t»»
turn to the Muggivan -Ballard tops the
Loew circuit
Malnstreet (junior Ornext season. Another riding act to lowe.t ebb in
renew a last seasot contract is present time The reason given in pheum). and the Pantage. theatres,
..BaWlnr aof haa been a
May Wirth, who will play a limited booking circle, for the MRtty of
feature at
engagement again with the Walter new turns Is that a
" u » b« r ° f
It was originally planned to use
Main show.
standard acts which have played
*,
but
the Loew time and known to the when t|w MalMtre#t anBaujlc#d
1

NEW

.

.

.

i
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Imnrovleed changes by the Instru- Century's Gallery "Go After" Artists
Sunday Night
SPECIALS
mentalists themselves.
It is not unknown, also, that cerMore
razzing
of
occurred
acts
at
and
"Fauntleroy'
"Musketeers"
tain of the big leaders receive up
the Sunday concert at the Century
Playing Full Weeks
to $10,000 annually on tho pretext
Sunday night, the acts drawing the
of being a staff writer and getting
"bird" being Clay Smith and Lee
Two special pictures that have
Ills $200 weekly as advance royalties
V f hite, opening after intermission, had Broadway runs have been
on any of his compositions, few of
and Cecil Cunningham, who fol- booked for a tour of the Loew
Which are ever published.
houses of Greater New York. The
The Music Publishers' Protective lowed.
The first half ran without dis- films are "Little Lord Fauntleroy"
Association is discussing this probturbance,
barring some disorder and* "Tho Three Musketeers."
likely
solution
a
with
lem seriously
during Nonette's turn, which was
The features will show for a full
to be arrived at shortly.
fourth.
Jimmie Hussey, with a week at the local houses.
pianist, closed the first half, singing four songs and getting away unFOR $25,000
SUES
scathed.
LOUISE
Edith G. Beardsley, as adminisSmith and White, opening the
The first booking of Louise Glaum
tratrix of the estate of Kandolf F.
second
half, drew ill-timed applause.
in the Jack Lait playlet, "Crossed
is
artist,
Beardsley, the scenic
Miss White was abcut to walk off
suing the H. Robert Law Scenic when Smith audibly requested her Wires," was made on the Poll
(Keiths) time, for a "break-In."
in
Studios Corporation for $25,000
to "stick."
They are reported to
The film girl is reported asking
the New York Supreme Court for have done their full act.
$2,500 weekly in vaudeville.
profits alleged accruing to the deMiss Cunningham followed and
Morty Forkins (Smith & Forktns)
ceased artist. His contract called was Interrupted alm6st from her
is representing the act.
for a 20 per cent, interest of the first number.
She talked back to
profits.
net
department's
scenic
the house, and said her name was
The complaint sets forth they Cunningham and she couldn't be
Showed an annual profit of $100,000, buffaloed. Miss Cunningham finand that the deceased personally, ished her act.
secured theatrical contracts aggreThe Century, with a big attendVICTOR RECORDS
*
gating $50,000.
ance, draws its gallery from the
"Sweet Lady" and
15.
Aug.
last
Mr. Beardsley died
"gas house district."
"Ssy It With Music"

LOEWS

LAW

GLAUM BOOKED
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bookers are available. The Loew
books have been congested for several weeks, with no possibilities for
new acts to get a showing due to a
standard act being slipped in when
ever un open spot was available.

fftatu
I

ROGERS' TIME UNSETTLED
Future vaudeville time for Will
Rogers is unsettled. If he returns
to vaudeville it 'will be for the Shupicture engagement may
bcrts.
interfere with that for the present,

A

and following Rogers' appearance
on the Amsterdam Roof (Ziegfeld
"Frolic"). His roof stay is likewise
Rogers appears for his
indefinite.
former production manager through
a promise made when leaving the

^

|t

wa-

^w^

the

%h%

pan

M

added ftttraotlo||#
Th# utt6r
houie
column afler column
of extra newBpaper aj[Me% mnd umed

^^^

additional billing, while fhe Main
street used heralds, tack-cards and
one-sheets by the thousand.
The
extra advertising and newspaper
stuff brought the business, many
going 'o both houses to compare
the acts. The Kansas City Post, in
reviewing the acts, ran the stories
In parallel columns, reporting each
act absolutely the same, with the
exception of changing the names of
the houses.
Various stunts were
pulled by tho management of both
h>uses in an attempt to outdo the
other.
At the Malnstreet Ruth

management some seasons Dwyer, a local girl, asked to be
allowed to work In the act and was
ago to go with Goldwyn.
Rogers is free for future picture used for one performance.
Goldwyn
contract
engagements, his
In Case Ssw Slips
having expired.
Manager Cliff Work of the house
^ also secured an ambulance, with
nurse and attendant, and kept it
standing In front of the house,
placarded "For Use In Case the Saw
"In a Boat" and
At
Slips."
It created a sensation.
"Emaline"
the other Manager J. J. Cluxton, of
••Tuck Me to Sleep" snd
the Pantages forces, was in charge
of the skirmish.
A patron chal"My 8unny Tennessee"
"South Sea Isles" and
lenged him to be allowed to tie the
"Who'll Be the Next" and
"Rosy Cheeks"
girl used In the act to a board and
"If You Only Knew"
"I've Got the Joys* and
haye the board sawed through. The
Q. R. 8. ROLLS
"Strut Miss Lizzie"
M Wonder if You Care" and
challenge was Immediately accepted
"I Went My Mammy"
and the trick performed at some of
"Wabash Blues"
"Remember the Rose"
the shows.
"Dapper Dan"
"It Must Be 8omeone" and
The Ooldin act is by far the
Away"
Nothing
Giving
Ain't
"I
"When the Sun Goes Down"
"most dressed up," the apparatus
"Isle of Peradiee"
"Little Town in the Ould County
being neat and good-looking. The
SHEET MUSIC
Down" (John McCormsck)
girl is produced from an "empty"
"My Sunny Tennessee"
COLUMBIA RECORDS
Jlnrlkisha, and, after being "hypno"When Frsncis Dsnoes With We"
"Sweet Lsdy" snd
tized," lowered into the box with a
"Tuck Me to 8leep in My Old
"South Ses Isles"
swing, her feet and head being exTucky Home"
"Sally, Won't You Come Back"
posed from tho ends of the box.
"Just Like a Rainbow"
end "Second Hand Rose"
which is pulled apart after the saw"Mai"
"Wang Wang Blues" and
Mr. Selbit, however, uses a
ing.
"Wabash Blues"
"Home Again Blues"
rather crude apparatus, the box resembling an ordinary "rough box"'
Business is picking up slowly but sun ly, especially so on the sheet
and setting on an unpalnted frame.
music end. A hit nowadays seems, to last longer in the public's
Ziegfeld

MONTH'S SIX BEST SELLERS

D0WUNG-J0YCE ACTS
dramatic
the
"Poisoned Gas,"
comedy sketch which was featured
at the Friars' Froilc at the Hudson,
New York, is being produced for
vaudeville by Eddie Dowling, the
author, and Frank Joyce, with a
cast of four.
Dowling and Joyce have four
other sketches from the pen of
Dowling that arc to be produced,
one of which Is the "Cycle of Life."
Mae Marsh, the picture star, has
besn offered the leading role in the
latter.

STEEL

The

strike of the
wiil ufTect the

ST.

of the garment
workers' district.
Industrial grievances In the past
have increased business at those
starids the first work of the strike,
With decreasing patronage as the
"war funds" dwindled.

street in the heart

The annual Jam of an'mil acts is
in New York and Chicago with

Tour Under

l

many

years.

During the appearance of John
Steel

here

at

Keith's

some

few-

has been reported that
a petition v.- as presented to him
requesting a renames
bearing 906
turn appearance in concert. Jerry
Jarrigan will continue at the piano
during the tour which will open Incoming September.
it

i

WAITE H0YT AND GCFD0N
Tommy Cordon

JAM OF ANIMAL ACTS

to

Washington, D. C, Nov. 16.
John Steel is to go into the concert field the coming season and is
to be under the direction of Arthur
Leslie Smith of this city. Advance
arrangements and bookings are now
being made. Mr. Smith vs the son
of T. Arthur Smith who has conducted a concert bureau here for a

Garment Work- weeks ago

Olympic, Moss'
ers
Jefferson and Fox's City, all on 14th

CONCERT

Smith's Management

great

STRIKE HITS 14TH

IN

Leaving Vaudeville

lias

teamed

up

with Waite Iloyt. the Yanks' youthful pitcher and hero of the worlds

Cordon wis recently the
the early closing v.t the circus sea- comedian with tin* Carroll -HoagRace." Gordon and Iloyt
"Love
son. One performer s«id he counted land
a score of animal funis in New open in Baltimore for the Keith of-,
York this week, and believed that flee Nov. 28 on speculation. If tintwice as many were eating their pair click a route is to follow. Iloyt

on

heads
tered

off in Chicago, pl-iying scatdates for about enough for

room rent and

feed.

series.

has been playing for the Loew and
Fox offices around (livatcr NewYork.

In his act the girl is tied band and
foot and the ropes passed through
holes in the box. Before the sawing glass plate., are passed through

than heretofore, attested by the continual rails at the Jobbers and dealers for numbers like "All I'.y Myself." "My Mammy,"
"Who'll Be the Next One'' and several others that have long passed
The first five are consistent sellers, with "Wabash
their height.
Ulues" fast beading east from Chicago as a best seller.
"Why, Dear?" "Kcitk mber the Hose" and "Dapper Dan" ure growing stronger daily, with others Just as strong, including, "I Want
Mv Mammy," "Weep No More. My Mammy." "Have You Forgotten,"
"Leave Me With a Smile," "fleorgia ltnse," "Ten Little Fingers,"

memory

"I

Womb

r if

You

Still

Care

for

M<

"Mindy

.'

N

Me." et

the box from top to bottom. On account of the rough appearance of
the box and frame some who sawboth acts thought the latter the
better illusion. Selbit is assisted by
Betty Barker.
The CJoldin act is
presented by TIenry Marcus, for-

al.

the production end. several maulers are enjoying big sales
They are living Berlin's "Say It With
locally and nationally.
Mu^ic Dox Ib-vue"). "Learn to Smile" ("OBrten Girl"),
Music"
"Sweet Lady" C Tangerine"), "Yoo-lbx," and "April Showers"
C Loin bo"). "Song of Love" ("Ithissom Time"), "Love Will Find a
Way" and r.ypsv Lines" ("Shuffle Along). "Second Hand Hose" and

On

merly a

New York newspaper man,

assisted by Kitty Whyte.

The little war brought the business to both houses, although tho
immense
with
its
Malnstreet,
capacity, had the best of it. Sunday
lover 11,001 admissions were paid at
this new theatre and the paying
customers kept coming all we «k. It

(

Wont You Come Hack" <"Ko Hies"), ami "Blue Danube
and "Ka-Lu-A" from the new show. "Good Morning. Dearie,"
from the first week's sales.
that bespeak of potential hits judgii
'Sally.
Lilies'

:;

&

'certainly pays to advertise.

i

—
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VARIETY'S CHICAGO OFFICE

1

Ml

STATE-LAKE THEATRE BUILDING

Chicago

Miss Bayes, who appeared next. was not applicable to the stunts.
The Brothers Klein— Al and Harry They might correct it. The team
in the next to shut spot. The otherwise worked with ease.

for

CHICAGO VAUDEVILLE SHOWS

—were

boys found little trouble in following Miss Bayes they Just started
after the "mob" with their clowning
and comedy talk and had easy sailThe give-me-aing to the finish.
APOLLO, CHICAGO
MAJESTIC, CHICAGO
went over big
letter "business"
Chicago, Nov. 16.
despite the fact that It wag done last
Chicago, Nov. 16.
week by Seed and Austin. Seed and
A siniultaiii-oiia change— that of Austin
Monday afternoon opened better
also had others of the Klein
than the past several weeks have the opening day from Monday to gags at the time, but this did not
betdeal
great
of
a
that
and
take the edge off any of them here.
averaged, owing to a bill that looked Sunday
were* A hit was accredited the boys.
ter variety program as well
It
strong on the billed line-up.
responsible for a more than comClosing were Lipinski's canine endidn't play so consistently, howfortable attendance at this house on tertainers, with their comedy acroever, for the first portion was woful the matinee program and a sell-out
batics and tricks, programed as
and some of the expeeted show- on the ninht show. Nora Itayes was "Fun In Luna Park." The woman
the headliner, and lived up to it. who works the canines assists them
stoppers proved weak.
The first two acts were far be- Miss Bayes occupied the rostrum fpr considerably toward making a good
neath Majestic standards. Pinkie, 40 minutes at the matinee. At the showing with her acYobatlc and
For the
with Harold West and Pauline Har- conclusion, and after she decided ground tumbling stunts.
in chaps, she had done all she was going to first. time in quite a while at this
ris, a small-sized man
In
speech
a
made
Bayes
Miss
do.
to
managed
turn
over-sized
closing
an
the
house,
singing nasally, and
and which she said that she had not hold about three-quarters In until
girl in child's clothes, sang
good
for
a
here
vaudeville
In
played
amateurism
some
finish.
the
danced and tried
Lowe, Feeley and many years. She understood it was
Burt Sheppard. with his South
rope twirling.
question of money, as far as the American pastime of whip cracking
Stella, two women and a man, made a
"But
concerned.
were
houses
and snapping, opened the show.
•em ait up with their drop, but that other
yourself," she con- Sheppard uses a woman assistant,
was their last as well as their first you can see for
have not let who feigns fears In aiding him to
The singing and dancing cluded, "the Shuberts
flash.
Into the question."
enter
that
caliber.
perform his tricks. In the "deuce"
Pantages
barely
of
were
Miss Bayes Is assisted by Alan spot were Hat tie Altboff and Sisters,
Dave Harris and his band came
indulges
she
whom
with
show.
Edwards,
the
who presented a series of comedy
opened
really
and
next
Harris has "acquired" something in a couple of numbers; George songs, which are entitled "Songs of
some
dispenses
who
tenor,
something
Rus80.
a
the Day." Miss Althoff looks nice,
Santrey.
Henry
from
from Ted Lewis and the bass viol sentimental melody in grotesque and wears attractive clothes and gets
trick from the Five White Kuhns. Oriental costume, and Dudley Wil- her songs over in good fashion.
the
He has chosen wisely and well, if kinson at the piano. In her work Sister acts as accompanist on girls
In this position the
choosing is wise or well, and has with Edwards. Miss Bayes interpo- piano.
"quips"
impression.
made a good
complied enough tried and certain lates an avalanche of comedy

and

talk,

which went over. Her solo

efforts are mostly of the exclusive
order, with a few of the popular

Lucas and Francene found them
tough. They worked like beavers numbers thrown in.
them and finished well.
The balance of the bill Is far above
Toto showed a few new effects and the average seen in this house. The
finally got to

He ran long but susspecialties.
tained and finished all in from what
is one of the most laborious singles
in the game.
Olsen and Johnson, famous hereabouts for tying up shows, are getting so far away from their original
personalities that they are killing
tlic splendid impression they made
here last year, their big season.
These boys started as a violinist
and pianist, found they had comedy
veins and developed them for laughs
find speed and entertainment. Now
they are straining to be "nuts," and
they play it to death. They brought
Lucas on and burst toy balloons and
used stage hands and ran up and
down aisles and descended to vulgarities and tooft liberties with the
audience, and as a result they tortured a few giggles and a few reluctant hands out of an audience
which a few months ago, when they
remained legitimate and remained
on the right side of the foots,
cheered them. This is an instance
These boys should
of super-ego.
tone down, do more and clown less,
and get '>ack to the excellent standing that was theirs and rightfully
theirs when they behaved like performers Instead of cut-ups.
Valeska Suratt, with the best act
she ever had in her life, doing the
best work she ever did in her life
(New Acts), sent in u hit that reverberated to the roof. "The White
Way" is class, drama, humor, entertainment.
Blackface Eddie Ross followed
and murdered the regulars with his
easy approach, his walloping wit
and his inimitable banjoics. Fink's
Mules closed a late bill and were
forced to work to a fast moving au-

i

i

Loop.

dience.

be better selectBayes, Milo and
the Klein Brothers give it plenty of
momentum. The first portion lacks
comedy, especially in the closing act,
which appears improperly placed.
Arturo Bernardi, the protean artist who occupies that spot, brings
the first portion to a rather dull and
ineffective ending with his long variety of protean delineations and
impressions of musical conductors,
practically
has played
Bernardi
everything, big and small time, and
given this choice position docs not
accomplish what is expected.
A change of position with "In Argentina." the South American melange of songs and dances fostered
by Scibilia and Brooks, minht have
last part could not
ed, as besides Miss

Special Dlaconnt to Performers

is

noth-

ing of "hair-raising" mettle in this
act, but there is sufficient animation
in it to enable it to qualify In the

closing position of this portion of
the bill.
Harry Ormande helps
greatly with his comedy talk, songs
and eccentric dances, while the
Spanish portion of the company
Elisa Uelirio. Boberto Meirano, Matilde and Elvira and a quartet of
musicians contribute an abundance
of sensational dancing, songs in

—

I

Spanish and melodious numbers,
which make the turn a pleasing one.
Bob Nelson, sandwiched in between those two turns, turned on his
personality "clutch" and let go with
a deluge of catchy and entertaining
songs that appeared to hit the spot.
Nelson has a mannerism which Ingratiates

him

Into the hearts of his

audience from the start, and he has
no difficulty in keeping them Interested. This was manifested in that
at the conclusion of his 12 minutes
of song he was enabled to stop the
show for a full two minutes. He is
accompanied at the piano by Herbert

"ELI," the Jeweler
TO THE PROFESSION

There

been advantageous.

Hewson.

Milo as usual mystifies the audience with the warbling off stage
leading the house to believe that a
gorgeously gowned vocalist will appear. But when a tramp steps forth,

18, 1921

is satisfying, but nothing to becoms
ecstatic about.

Opening the show the Maxwell

Billy Walsh, blackface, either in- Quintet appear In "At the Club."
tentionally or otherwise, did a coun- This act has been seen hereabouts
terfeit of Eddie Cantor. It was not a.-d through various p... .s of the
very well done. Walsh told stories country for a good many years, but
in between his songs, taking an manages to hold interest with the
encore that was not necessary. freshening up of material and reSome of the stories he told could plenishment of song from time to
stand severe censoring, while others time. In the next spot were Velrna
and Thelma Connor, two pretty and
were resurrected.
Four Kings and Dad have selected charming little your™- rs, who
have qualified in vocalization undeoftheir
to
foreign
which
is
name
a
u
Three girls and a young t o tutelage of Gus Edwards. These
fering.
mnn sang und characterized songs. "kiddles" are In the development
They open before a drop in "one" stage, and when .hey mature should
with slits In It. One of the girls be a "find" for production. At presa routine of song
sang a number about the fools who c i t.icy

—

—

material from these cinch successes
to get over an applause hit. Jimmy

November

Friday,

hav

are marrying, and the curtain slit which while well rendered by them
not adaptable to their talents.
parted to show a biide and groom.
Later the same girl, with the trio, Their opening number might be
sang "Daddy, Dear Old Daddy." The left as It Is, but the second song,
other slit in the curtain parted and which Is of similar type ballad—!
showed a Dad at a fireside. The causes the offering to drag. In its
quartet surround hifn and go through place a livelier number might be
a few extra choruses. Possibly this substituted, so when the girls get
The to their next or final number they
is the reason for the billing.
turn must be given credit for offer- might have the audience sufficiently
ing a harmony act in a different awakened to be responsive.
Williams and Howard, who apway. The "dad" did nothing further
than bow with the others when fin- peared in the "trey" spot, have
ishing.
The act pleased, but that line of sure-Are gags Which are*
reminiscent of the Rice Brothers.
was all.
Roth and Slater gave a little relief They seem to possess a most retentive memory as well as being wonswiftforegoing
In
their
the
from
moving singing and talking act. derfully versatile choosers of low
They open before a bungalow drop comedy gags.
"Dance Flashes." with Natalie
in "one" with the woman coming on
as a nurse, with a baby carriage. Harrison, Castle Sisters and Smith

—

She meets a wop who's just arrived.
Cross Are and the man sings a
peach of a medley, sure-fire and
The nurse did a well-renclever.

Bros.,

was

next.

It

Is

a

classical

and

eccentric dancing revue, executed by the girls, with the senumbers based on a song
quent
PALACE, CHICAGO
dered whistling and yodeling bit. story by one of the Smith boys,
Chicago, Nov. 16.
and Slater have an act that with the other acting as accomRoth
There was not the big flash, nor audiences like.
The act is a novelty and
panist.
the big names on the bill this week,
neighborhood houses,
Hill and Rose, man and woman, flash for the
but there was good consistent enbut hardly adaptable for the big
sang,
displaying
just
no
unusual
tertainment furnished by the bill In
bills.
vocal ability nor any special talent.
general, with a deluge of comedy
Lew Wells, the monologlcal -saxMarx Broth- The man cross-fired with the wom- ophonist, was next to closing with
effusing throughout.
an, letting loose one blue gag that
ers and Co., Sallie Fisher and Co.,
his stories and musical specialties^
was
told
with
one
intention,
the
and
and Bronson and Baldwin were in crowd was ashamed to laugh. The Lew had a difficult time following
the lights out front and easily qualrefers to women serving on a Williams and Howard, as these boys
There was
was.f^
ified for these honors.
Jury.
Worth \V ay ten Four, four had about exhausted the audience
a switch In the bill when Sallie' m
comedy stories,
™, carried a lot of action about of their interest in
Fisher." who was -spotted for the
clowning
and singing Since but his musical selections seemed
"show" position, objected to her spot, {«*""
«?t seen .hey have Improved meas- to be a treat and carried him off
and at the request of the manage- urably.
The Lazier
"
Their indifference and col- to a good ovation.
„„.? and
»„j Bald
»«>,«
r>
r*oi.i •;«
who
in,
ment. Bronson
lege boy
registered.
Fitz- Worth Duo, two men. with their
were to be No. 5, changed with her. gerald andactions
Can
ell opened before a feats of strength and hand balancThe change of position did not park drop in "one," showing tramps ing have a marvelous routine. In
give them the leverage they would
packing all over.
enter in some respects, It is similar to that
have had in their original position, hobo attire, start off They
with a medley of the Rath Brothers, while wirti the
but with their hard work in their of different
songs
with
clever
verses, leaping feats it is in a class by
satirical offering by Jack La it they
Jabber a little, and sing again. itself. The art Is of the sensational
easily went over the hurdles and
Neither
of
them
have
voices,
al- order and one bound to hold the
galloped home for the tenth Chi- though the
act is chuck full of ma- audience in on any bill it may be
cago time by a wide margin.
Loop.
big or small time.
terial.
The
talk
could
be
brought
The Four Marx Brothers have up to the standard of the patter placed,
been changing their material about verses, and
they
should
try
less
for
in their musical cocktail, "On the
vocal distinction, making their ofCHATEAU, CHICAGO
Balcony," so that one who had seen fering more
of a talk-a-logue. The
Chicago, Nov. 16.
by
the original vehicle provided
Opening the show week the Leach
Herman Timberg would hardly act went very well.
"Egyptian Fantasy," a revue act. La Qulnlan Trio, a rather pretenrecognize it. Most of it is of the
low comedy order, but it is the kind closed the show. There arc connect- tious sensational slack wire novbetween the different elty. Jwo rather voluptuous womthat Is sure for "wows," and, this ing links
quartet of entertainers had them scenes and bits, and was well han- en and a man comprise the turn,
dled
by
the
cast.
It consists of six and their routine consists of iron
"wowing" throughout
Garcinetti Brothers in the initial girls and two men in the act, with jaw and feats of strength on the
loads
of
scenery.
L.
Johnstone and part of the women while the man is
spot showed acrobatics and hat
numerous difficult
throwing, which proved to be mild Lillian Ziegler and Co. not seen at accomplishing
this
show.
entertainment. Next was Bill Robfeats on the slack wire which they
inson, a "hoofer" who "hoofs" and
are holding gripped between their
knows how. Dancing In his "forte"
teeth or suspended from their necks
LINCOLN, CHICAGO
and enabled him to almost tie up
while they are dangling head down
the show In this early spot.
from the top of an apparatus. The
Chicago, Nov. 16.
Howard and Bronson back again
Inclement weather, economic con- entire routine is of a difficult nawith "Visions of 1971" gave Jack ditions and various other alibis ad- ture and arranged in such order
Lalt two offerings In the big houses vanced by theatres mean nothing
(Continued on page 9)
this week.
Regardless how often as far as the patronage of this
this talented and versatile couple house is concerned. Its patrons are
repeat with their "futuristic" satire* the "thrifty" class of Norwegians
they will always find a receptive that patronize this house
as relioffering.
It became quite evident giously and regularly
twice a week
from their position on the bill that as- they do the butcher or baker
they can qualify and make good daily. They Just come
and come in
anywhere and under any circum- droves, filling the house
for two
stances. They have the goods and performances
each, night.
In the
know how to deliver them.
current bill there are no high spots 2321* Wabash Ave., Chicago
Jim MacWilllams, who plays the or feature turns;
it is Just a fair
ALL KINDS OF 8CENERY
piano and "gabs" as well, had easy standard
neighborhood bill, which
Phone: VICTORY I46C
sailing with
turn
m

,

btlKER BROS.
SCENIC STUDIO

aside and the
his
in the fourth
His mimicry, position. The
was In a most
and talk captivated receptive moodhouse
when
ho came on YOU'VE TRIED THE RE8T
NOW TRY THE BE8T
Ground Floor and allowed him to be a good pilot and liked him exceedingly
well.
Sallie Fisher In "The Choir Rehearsal" is just as charming and
exquisite in the role of Esmeralda Next
Door to Colonial Theatre
30 VY. RANDOLPH ST., CHICAGO
Tucker as when she first appeared
THE FOLLOWING IIKADMNKIIS ATE HERE LAST WEEKi
in
it
five years ago.
Rolls and
BOOSTERS FOH STEAKS
Royce worked hard and furiously in
putting over their dance routine.
Gns Edward*. "Randy", Rome and Onnl, Jack Ofitrrman. Horace Coldln. Paul
There was hardly a step ever seen
(iordon, .lark Drnny, Climter and O'Connor Sinter*.
In Fabric*, Satin, Sateen, Velour, Plush, Velvet,
that this couple did not do, and for
good measure they added many
Metaline, Metal and Gold Cloth
ST. REGIS
more that have not been soon or
505 W. Madison St.
probably cannot be done by others. 516 N. Clark Street
Closing were Mang and Snyder,
with their risling routine and feats
(:ii.\\<;f op ratf.H;
'Thoroughly modern.
of strength.
This duo need step
aside for no one when it comes to Slnirlo. "jtliotH bnlh. .fH.OO nnd ftU.oo Ne>vly furnUhed.
IS
IT IS?
Double, tvlthotit Until. .SlO.r.O and *l 12.00 „
«...«-.•.
,
qualify in their line.
They man- Minute*, with Il:ith
AlO.r.O und 1 1 2.00 Convenient to nil thcalreB.
aged to stem the passing throng, Double, with Hath.
*l t.OO and f 1U.OII Krer rrheamul hall.
IS
IT IS?
this

W1I10N IN CHICAGO
State-Lake Theatre Bldar.,
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Central 1801
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dra^Ky

IVnnaids,
everything

consequential steps. It was noticein some instances the music

ably

.

ma

from a match to Indian clubs. They
fumbled quite a bit. With some of
their Juggling they did a few in-

<&&

.

SOLICIT

NEW YORK COSTUME

Chici^o. Nov. 10.
Valentino w:is obliged lo

wtis also missinp, leavini;

,

the
Loop.

what^vas offered as entertainment,
was nothing to rave over. There
wasn't that variety usually making
up vaudeville. The bij» asset, pep.

I

I.ARSKN. M(.R

WE

trie

due to an error. She was
have appeared with her film, hut
the release date was changed. She
was heavily billed and without Imp.
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Among Our 1,000 Satisfied Customers
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VARIETY'S CHICAGO OFFICE
IS, 1M1

STATE-LAKE THEATRE BUILDING

Chicago

November

Friday,

CHICAGO SHOWS

CHI HUB'S CRITIC

POLICE CHIEFS FEUD CLAMPS

REBUKES HARRY HINES

DOWN

CHICAGO'S CABARET LID

—

littling Circuit

—

Chicago, Nov. 16.
Indication* ate that Chicago will
position
same
as New York
the
in
be
was a number of years ago when
the Lexow Investigating Committee
was active and clamped the lid
down tight on the "Great White
Way," a« far as amusements and
entertainment were concerned.
Here, however, it is no Lciow
Committee which is causing all the
fuss which has thrown all of the
restaurant and cabaret
all-night
proprietors into a calamity state and
caused thrm to us« undue precaution and cl:>se their establishments
early.

Chicago, Nov.

16.

In a very sarcastic vein at one
of the matinee performances, where
the attendance was quite light,
Hines, who was next to closing, let
many people who were patronizing loose a tirade against both the auand management, which
these places would naturally resent dience
any such embarrassment and no brought a most stinging rebuke
doubt refrain from patronizing any from Sheppard Butler, dramatic
place which had been raided by the critic oi the Tribune, who was in
the audience at tho time.
State Attorney.

j

A

a

•idea started to operate. They
arrests all about the city,

made
with

Crowe obtaining indictments against

WANTS

to chastise him verbally in "Winter CJarden" vernacular. Outside of
this fact they are Just three plain
girls who wear
pretty costumes,

MIS

the persons he took into custody
within 24 hours, while no action
was taken as far as the arrests
made by the police department were
concerned.
Then word reached the proprietors of the all night cafes and resThey were told to be
taurants.
careful, as Crowe was out after
their scalps and no doubt would
raid their places some night after
tbe regular closing hour and place
every person in the establishment
under arrest. The person who car- Nov. 1».
ried this message stated that a great
K.
E
B.
Shuberts' Milwaukee Deo. 4
Sold Out Sign, Though Capacity It
Chicago, Nov. II.
6,000
The aarrick, Milwaukee, a new
theatre which Lester Bryant, manChicago, Nov. 16.
UNION SUITS ager of the Playhouse theatre here,
HOSETTES
Bolaban & Rata* new 14,000.000
win operate and play Shubert temple devoted to pictures, the ChtUNDERGARMENTS
vaudeville wi!:«spcn o^ Dec. *~in««
icago fKeaYre; took a StftTdeiT 'ffpafTHor
Aiston Silk Shop, Ltd.
stead of Nov. 20 as originally sched- receipts during the past two weeks
I
CHICAGO uled.
14 W. Washington St.
(and is doing a most surprising

amount of

HYATTS BOOKING EXCHANGE
Booking Bettor Tabloid*—36 Randolph St n

m&o-

cmCAOO

STATE

greatly into ihe receipts of the
the
Orpheum,
Jr..
State -Lake,
hoiiH<»
which is directly opposite.
However, such was not tho case.
With the opening of tho Chicago
there was more light .it night on
Upper State street, with tho rosult
s-that people were attracted to the
Mock to look over tho spot where It
r.imc from. And as the caso is with
lie curiouH a good portion of those
people \v«'h( into the Chicago to
Kive it the "ome over."
At the. present time the Chicago
ik pr renting :i snhRtnnt'nl and o\ (•rhiining pi'o^r.'iin and the house
in

Phone Randolph 3393

ST.

LARGEST AND BEST EQUIPPED
POSING ROOMS IN THE COUNTRY
GRAND PIANO FURNISHED FOR ALL MUSICAL ACTS
ALL KINDS OF SCENERY AND SPOT LIGHT. OPEN SUNDAYS

Had

arc

this little football

New York

played in

their amusements in
that tho Chicago broker
(not 'scalper,' please) knows better
than to try their methods; it simply
can't bo done. The Chlcagoans refuse to be imposed on here, and
brokers who
poor taste in this selection." Then there are no legitimate
are
going to do so, notwithstanding
again it might be suggested that
she acquaint herself with stage how you feel on the matter.
etiquet before the public regarding
"There are no Chicago ticket
her mannerisms and poise that brokers (If you please) in any Illimight be helpful. Due to her trans- nois jails. Can you say as much of
gressions from such etiquet the (urn another class" of brokers, selling
suffered considerably as far as aplittle things to women
probation was concerned from the these funny
audience. The act can develop Into and others for hard-earned and
a pleasing one and will do so If saved -up little fortunes that go
this young woman is a bit more glimmering over night? Send some
careful about herself and her actions one up here If you care.
Let us
while on stage.
show you where we are helping out
Next to closing were Cleveland Uncle Sam very substantially on
and Dowrey, with a comedy talking
skit, "Are You Next."
The talk is war tax, and Incidentally putting a
all of the rapid fire order based on few dollars In the hands of deservprohibition, with the action taking ing ex- soldiers and sailors that are
place in front of a special drop In not working."
one depicting the front of a barber
shop, where hair tonic can be obISHAM JONES BUYS
tained at 60c. on application. The
woman is a very good feeder for the
Chicago, Nov. 10.
man's droll comedy and the turn
Jones, the orchestra leadIsham
gave the bill Its only real comedy
er, has become a resident of Chielement. L. M. Hodges' "Harmony
land," three women and
man, fur- cago by purchasing the home of
'cleaned'

on

New York

a

nished a torrent of music with va- Jane Potter In Rogers Park. Jones
rious brass and reed instruments, paid $23,000 for the property. Jones.
which was most acceptable. Their who is playing at the College Inn,
finish which features the woman
Sherman, If organising sevdrummer working in "Eva Tan- Hotel
to
each
guay" costume and fashion on the eral dance orchestras
drum and traps makes a capital be known as the -Isham Jones
Dance Orchestra.'*
climax for tho turn.

FABRICS

SCENERY PAINTED

Our new and modern

Studios and Shops will he formally

opf.ued for inspection Nov. 21st. 1921.

With

the facilities of this plant

QUALITY

with lines stretching in some instances on the sidewalks for a distance of one block from the house.
From the angle of the "wiso" In
the vaudcvlHe and picture business
prior tot the opening of the Chicago,
was figured this house would cut

CHICAGO

You

all wrong.
game been
under similar
conditions, to have obtained a ticket
through a New York scalper you
would have walked away from the
scalper's office there in your ')'». V
D's' and a barrel.
"Chlcagoans get so thoroughly

conduct t>d here.

we

arc able to offer

you

The house,

business.

which seats over 6,000. has the "Sold
Out" sign on view quite often now,

&LOO*
sr..T£ ••.*<£

sing and dance. The dancing portion of the act is furnished by two
little brunets mostly, who execute
clog and novelty dance steps, augmented with just a bit of song,
while tho vocal effusions are all
supplied by a blonde of Amazonian
proportions, who assumes herself as
being in the "vamp" class, dresses
in that fashion and uses that type
of song.
Ono costume which she
wears to show her back, probably
for the purpose of its comedy effect,
might be eliminated, for instead of
having the desired effect with the
audience, it leads them to believe
that tho girl "might have shown

"With regard to your editorial on
scalping, a business more
aptly applied as scalping, had you
been referring to a small town East
that has a couple of rivers running
around it, where they take you like
Grant took Richmond, you should
really be enlightened on the business
ticket

SPURT

— TIGHTS

OPERA HOSE

190 N.

HOUS

little

beyond the
names and possibly the endeavor of
one of them when engaging in dialog with the drummer attempting

It is understood the house manChicago, Nov. 16.
agement called Hines' attention to
Al. Murphy, formerly witb Fred the transgression and requested htm'
Delmar's "Dashing Dolls," a vaude- [to do his regular act and refrain
ville act, has instituted suit in the from "side remarks."
But Hines in
Municipal Court alfalnst Delmar for turn played "Wise Jake" and con$210, alleging this amount to be tinued nevertheless, at the same
The Delmar act time becoming defiant at the en«
salary due him.
opens on the Shubert Circuit at deavor of the management to #*call
Detroit on Nov. 21.
his attention to anything he did.
While hero it U said that he also
ROY MACK IN BALTIMORE
played oho or two clubs without
the consent of tho Shubert booking
Chicago, Nov. 19.
Roy Mock, manager of the Ernie offices.
to
Young agency, left for Baltimore
Hines is playing at the Chateau,
produce a new revue for Young to an outlying house, the first half of
supplant the present Young revue this week, and goes to the Shubert
at the Century theatre roof in that house in Erie, Pa., for th<* last half.
The new revue opens on
city.

&

the Three Delys give

verification of that fact

"

AL.

bill.

Programed as "Franco-American
(tirls,"

Hines remarked of the small atOn top of this. Chief Fitzmorris
tendance, told the audience that they
(Continued on page 25)
must and should like him, sb one
of the acts on tho bill had told him
H00L SUMMONED
they were very cold. When the reChicago, Nov. 1G.
i
ono of
James A. IIool, president of the spom from tho house after
his songs vas not up to hh> expecHool Realty Co., renting agents for
tations, Hines romarked. "Oh. yes,
the State-Lake building, will have
this is not vaudeville; I forgot this
to face a judge in the Circuit Court
is a Shubert house and apparently
this week to answer why he is not
you do not care for tho shows that
In contempt of court for failure to
are being given here. You seem to
respond to a subpoena duces tecum,,
act Just Bla-ah."
directing him to appear before the
A musica comedy star who Is
Dailey Commission, who have been
investigating the building grafts In playing here and somo of his friends
were sitting in front became
who
Chicago for the past five months.

There is a little political feud on
hero b*?twv«.n State Attorney Robert
Crowe and Charles Fitzmorris. "the
bent Chief of Police" Chicago has
ever had. Crowe charged that Fitzincensed :.t Hints' actions
morris has been permitting vice and With Hool, Roy S. Sebree, treasurer greatly
this time and left
gambling to be conducted openly, of tho concern, will also bo cited and demeanor it
the
theatre.
They were followed by
and that h»v sent him a list of places by Senator Dailey, who is chaira score of patrons as well. As a
which wore violating the law, and man of the commission.
rule Hines does about 20 minutes,
that Chief Fitzmorris had taken no
but on this occasion he cut his act
action. This FltzmorrlK denied, and
LOU HOUSMAN RECOVEBS
much shorter.
then both men, who had been conChicago, Nov. 16.
In his review of the kIiow. Shepsidered, very good friends, threw
Lou llousinnn, manager of the
Crowe Woods theatre, was recovering pard Butler made the following
their hats into the "ring."
about Hines:
comment
some policemen from HUttlclently from the effects of an
requested
"This performer devoted most of
Fitzmorris to clean up. He was pro- operation to enable him to attend
to
yesterday
time
allotted
vided with 40 men and a sergeant. the opening performance of "The his
These men made raids, and when Queen of Sheb:i" at the Woods the- bawling out tho uudience because
com-]
and
for
him.
care
they
didn't
Chief Fitzmorris requested thr> ser- atre last week.
lie was accomgeant to report the names of the panied by his physician and nurse. mentlng sarcastically on the numplaces he ni'ded, the State Attorney He expects to leave tho hospital ber of vacant seats. In the space;
of ten minutes he accomplished a
t61d him not to do so.
next week and resume his duties at
thorough job of antagonising his
Fitzmorris got indignant, sus- the theatre.
patrons and belittling his employpended the police officer jfntl preHow do thoy do it?"
ers' business.
ferred charges against him. Crowe,
in turn, took the man and put him
on his payroll immediately. Then the
breach was wide open and both

TICKET BROKERS

ing or closing turn for the better
class of bills and can quullfy for the
big housen.
Answer Herald-Examiner EdIn the "deuce" spot were Farrell
itorial on Scalping
and Hatch, two men (colored) singing a number of ^j.jcopated and
"blues" melodies for which they
Chicago, Nov. 16.
claim authorship. Ono of the men
is at the piano,
while the other
An editorial In the Herald-Examsings, dances and clowns.
Their iner regarding "ticket scalping" on
repertoire is well chosen as far as football tickets In this city has
melody and lyrics are concerned,
and the men put it over in a man- aroused the Ire of the Tyson Theatre
ner that does it justice. They have Ticket Agency, who operate here on
good singing voices and harmonise a large scalo. The agency resented
throughout in their double num- this editorial very much so wrote a
bers.
most adaptable turn for letter to the editor of the publicathe neighborhood houses and as- tion, which was printed in tho paper.
sures plenty of life and volume to
The letter la as follows:

Talked to and Displeased
Audience at Apollo—Be-

Merry War on Between Fitzmorris and Slate Attorney Crowe" Were Good Friends Cafe and
Cabaret Owners Afraid They Might be "Patties"

SHARP RETORT BY

(Continued from page 8)
each trick in turn appears
more difficult than the preceding
one. This is a corking good openthat

SERVICE
IN THIS

SATISFACTION

and

HIGHEST DBORBB AND AT A

MOST NOMINAL PRICE
SPECIAL INVITATION and OFFER
To

all buyers who visit our plant during the week of
Nov. 21st a special discount will be given. Just call at
our Main Office, 177 No. State gt. (opposite State-Lake
Theatre) and our auto will take you to the new plant
which is located at \V. Van Huron St. and Kedzic Ave.
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BURLESQUE

IS

4
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COLUMBIA GOT OVER

"YELLOW CARD" SYSTEM
RETURNING TO BURLESQUE

—

Stage Unions Waived It for Three Months In Effect Again Dec. 5— No Conferences or Extension,
Says Union

Personally

—

Month

Traffic

Presented

Managers9

The

pugilist

was given

bis notice

Hurtie

A

"Follies"
Instead of M Revue"
billing

"Greenwich Village Revue"

of
in

New Haven and Hartford by Hurt.g
season on the American wheel was
A Seam on as "The Greenwich Viltaken last week at the Avenue, Delage Follies" may result In a legal
troit, when "The Passing Revue"

Jack Johnson was the battle between the bur esque manad .led attraction. The two holidays agers and the Bohemians, Inc..
which Is the corporation presenting
helped.
The Avenue has been going along tho series of three "Greenwich Vilsince the season opened with an lage Follies" to date.
The Bohemians. Inc., has obtained
average of $4,000 approximately
weekly with the American wheel copies of the advertising employed
for the Hurtlg A Seamon attraction
hows.

got $8,600.

in

Floesle

La

the two Connecticut towns.

LOUISE MANION FUND
Louise Manion, burlesque princiANTI-PROHIBITION HIT
pal for several years with Columbia
Kansas City, Nov. 16.
wheel shows, is seriously HI in El
In the finale of the fi.st act of
Paso, Tex., and is in need of funds "World of Frolics," Dave Marlon's
to assist her in the plucky battle Columbia
circuit
show, at the
she is waging to recover her shat- Gayety this week, the song touches
tered health.
giving
their
upon
Jobs back to the
Rube Bern 8 te in has Interested boys, but the big smash was the
himself in aiding Miss Manion, and verse dramatically worked up dehas sent out a general letter to all manding that the boys who were
•f the wheel shows requesting the "over there" when the prohibition
management to Inform the com- laws were passed be given an oppany of Miss Manlon's need. Any- portunity to express their views on
one desiring to contribute to the the question.
The number held
fund may send their contribution them In their seats until the drop
to Kube Bernstein, Columbia The- was down.
atre Building, New York.

made

Mrs. Tudor Wells
Miss Ima Buttin

weight of purchasing tickets
through this medium, as wel as the
amazing amount of money expended
in this manner. This new light in
which theatrical transportation and
railroading has been shown to the
railroads, has gained for the the-

VI Kelley
Wilson

Emma

Carrie Water

Lil Harrison
Spencer Nota penny ........ .Bobby Wilson

Fuller Bull
Howard Harrison
J infer .......•....••••.••..... .Dan Crane
Mrs. O. 8otutT
Carrie Nadrol
Lester Take
George Leon
Sautter Pale
Ed C. Jordan

"Sweet Sweetie GIrls. H
Olympic this week, ranks as

Billy Vail's

Dolly Morrlasey
)«
Florence De Vera at the
..FkMaie Everetto a good

Velle

No. 2 Wheel show.

It's

—

page
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ACADEMY, PITTSBURGH, OUT
out of the American route Nov. 26.
starting with buriesque stock, Nov.
28.
George Jaffe will operate the
stock and George Br en nan has been
engaged as producer. The Academy was a week stand on the American circuit.
Bad business caused
the dropping by tbe American.
At the beginning of the present
season the house got off to a bad
start, and has not improved greatly
since, the average weekly gross running about $3,500.

(

Continued on page 16)

ENGLISH GIRL IN STOCK
Portland, Me., Nov. 16.
Hall Musical Comedy
Co. has Gladys Torke as soubret. It
announces Miss Yorke is English,
over here but two months.
The
company opened Monday at the
Prlscllla, Lewiston, Me.
It is the
Halls* home town. Mrs. Hall is professionally Effle Pray.

The

Billy

Atlantic Coast One-Nightcrs

The Main

.Street, Aebury Park.
and the Broadway, Long Branch,
New Jersey, go into the American

wheel routes as tentative one-nlghters next week.

West

feel

atrical travelers

a concession which

(Continued on page 25)

com-

•

on

the railroads in the

the
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posed of familiar ingredients genSpiegel has stood pat on last erous slathers of hoke, not a little
vulgarity,
a line or bit of business
year's attraction In the 1921 edition
of the Abe Reynolds Revue at the approaching the blue here and there,
and
regulation
comedy scene
the
C lumbia this week. The same
book, the same scenery, plus new and number alternating as per the
usual
schedule.
No
one
is featured
costumes and a corking cast, particularly as regards the women, vin- on the paper, nor does any one receive
program
preference.
There
dicated Spiegel's judgment.
Mr. Reynolds, as usual, scored all are three comics, all having about
importance
as
far
as
the
same
rethrough the show with his Hebrew
character
and quiet, legitimate sults are concerned, each taking
that
allotted
ample
care
all
of
is
methods.
Barring two or three
minor lapses into the realms of to him.
blueland, the comedian rolled up a
Ed C. Jordan does a peculiar
staggering total of legitimate laughs blackface type. It's a sort of dopey
with his characterization.
moke, with imaginary stuff and the
Next of the men rated Is Ben rest of the trimmings. The idea
Holmes, also credited with the stag- holds novelty for burlesque, Jordan
ing of the piece. Holmes is a ver- making the character entertaining,
satile artist who alternates between taking
things easy, making his
straight roles and character.
His points in a natural manner and se"dope fiend" was the dramatic mo- curing his full share of laughs withment Previously he handled his sit- out forcing or straining at any time.
uations flawlessly.
He and Rey- Likewise, Jordan, who carries the
nolds had one of the funniest bits in character throughout the show, una scene in "one." where Holmes covers a convincing negro dialect
cons Reynolds out of his port wine that adds to the characterization.
medicine by posing as a government
Mr. Jordan is a first rate comic,
wine taster. Another comedy howl but he has an all-powerful memwas a bit in the second act Holmes ory. This came in handy when figas Wang-Foo, a mandarin, leaves uring out the dope character, probReynolds in charge of an antique ably with Lew Kelly taken as a
and priceless tea set Flossie Eve'r- model for style, but not otherwise
ette, the soubret, and Fred Hackett, infringed upon as regards business
the second comic, acquire a jag. or comedy Ideas. Mr. Jordan also
with Miss Everette breaking the suggested he may have remembered
china piece by piece, punctuating Johnny Neff when doing a specialty
the state of her lnebrlateness.
with a trombone in the second part.
Miss Everette is a holdover from This had Jordan singing and holding
last season.
She is a well figured the brans horn, giving the impres-

Max

(Continued

Chicago, Nov. 16.
With the buying of their tickets
accomplished through one traffio
manager, the Orpheum Circuit, the
Orpheum, Jr., and the Western
Vaudeville Managers' Circuits have

SWEET SWEETIE GIRLS

I

The Academy, Pittsburgh, drops

8eamon Used

The advertising and
their

Mrs. Mlra Byrd. •••...*.<
Lisopatra .....•.....»••.

Helen Winter

Arguments for
Meeting Next

to Consider It

BURLESQUE REVIEWS
REYNOLD'S REVUE

TITLE COMPLAINT

for the current

Thall

Theatricals

$16,000.

closed Saturday
night of last week at the Avenue,
as added attraction with On tbr 8U*e
....On tbe Street
Abe Reynolds
"The Passing Review" of the Amer- Jacob Rosen bloom
Unci* Dudley Hawkins... ..Fred a Hackett
ican wheeL Johnson has appeared Edl Skinner
. • . »•
Holmes
Kddie,
Hop
tbe
with several of the American burJUIO
• e e e e ee# es as e • e
lesque shows', being switched from Robert s •Roeenbloom
*..7....Btuy Rice
one show to another to bolster busi- Jack Osborn
Joan MacKinnon
ness at different points on the cir- Wans-Foo
*t eimar .................

held.

The record gross

Sam

$8,800.

Detroit,

cuit.

18, 1921

AGREED TO BY PRESIDENTS

leeque

Johnson

Jack

November

FARE REDUCTION

R. R.

for the house with an
extra performance is slightly over

Tee Expensive a Luxury for Bur>

'

Avenue Doubles Aversge Receipts,
with Jsck Johnson Added

Friday,

The record

CANCEL JACK JOHNSON

by the burlesque Interests, who
termed him too expensive to be
played all season. Johnson was securing 25 *»er cent of the gross with
figure named by Scrlbner.
a guarantee of $1,000 a week. For
The "yellow card" system means the final week with Johnson "The
that if a sh">w, for instance, "goes Passing Review" played to $8,200.
into the Columbia, New York, and whereas the week previous be had
uses, say, seven stage hands, that
drawn but $2,8 00* at the Academy.
number must be used by the show Buffalo.
The union carin the next town.
penter with the show sends a "yellow card" ahead to the next stand
RAID "ACTORS' CLUB"
Informing the curpenter in the next
house to be played of the aumber Mildred Gilmour Convicted—Club
of stage hands used.
Name Camouflage
The "yellow card" thing was put
forth by the Columbia people at the
Montreal, Nov. 16.
time of the "open shop" bat *- as
"The Actors' Social Club" of MonThe stage treal, the name being used as a lure
the paramount issue.
hands' union consented to waive it for traveling men and for local adfor three months at the settlement. vertising purposes, although no one
1
has been the general impression of the stage was connected with It.
that at the expiration of the three Is no more,
t was raided a few
months the "yellow card" waiver days ago, and Its alleged proconference
a
of
subject
the
might be
prietress, Mildred Gilmour, alias
between the stage hands' union an I Williams, said at one time to have
the burlesque interests, with a pos- played in burlesque, was convicted
sibility of the stage hands extending of selling liquor without a license
the waiver.
and fined $3,000. Her lawyer said
The peace settlement called for she had left Montreal for New
card"
"yellow
n of the
no discu*
York.
after Dec 5, the clause covering it
The place was a "gyp** establishexpressly stating it will go back ment, picking Its victims from the
the
of
headquarters
Dec. 6. At the
Intoxicated. A few visiting profes1. A. T. S. B. it was stated t'.c "yelsionals were attracted to the cafe
low card" system would be reinsti- at 10 Benott street under the misapDec.
course
tuted as a matter of
on
prehension that it had some profesS, in accordance with the settlesional standing, but no active show
ment, and that no now -wow of any folk were concerned in its operation.
would
be
kind ov
its extension

DETROIT RECORD

i

New

York* last week,
which held two holidays. Saturday
at the Columbia the matinee business was considerably better than
at night, unusual for this house.
The. James E. Cooper show, "Keep
Smiling," the week previous at the

Columbia did

'

$10,000

Ironr a damages' "Town Scandals" got somewhat over $10,000 at
the Columbia,

The "yellow card" system will be
placed in effect again by tbe International Alliance of Stage Employes of America on the Columbia
and America. i circuits Dec. 6. This
la in accordance with a provision
of the peace agreement sigr.ed by
the burlesque Interests and the
stage anions following the settlement of the "op j.. shop" campaign.
While the "open shop" campaign
was on Sam Scrltmerr general manager of the Columbia Amusement
Co., Issued a statement to the effect
the "yellow card'* system had cost
the burlesque circuits $260,000 a
year. That was disputed this week
by another burlesque executive, who
said the cost of the "yellow card"
plan was ridiculously less than the

"

AT AMERICAN HOSPITAL
Chicago, Nov. 16.

Tht following are theatrical patients at the American Hospital:
Robert Stevens of Stevens and
Bergenson, musical comedy, has
been at the hospital ill with
pleurisy.

Charles Nygro, manager of tho
Great White Way Shows, has been
successfully operated on for tumor.
Fred Lee, stage hand, Majestlo
theatre, is here for medical treat*
ment and is Improving very rapidly.
J. C. Booth, father of Mr. Booth
of Booth and Nina, arrived hers
from Akrop, Ohio, and was operated
on for hernia. He is in excellent
condition and expected to leave the
hospital very soon.
Robert Smith, father of C. W.
Smith, treasurer of the Cort theatre, is here for medical care.
Mrs. Henrietta Qulnlan, wife of
Ed. Quinlan of the State-Lake theatre. has been operated on for gall
stones and Is doing well.
Victoria Hubert of George White's
"Scandals," who was here suffering
with a sore throat, has returned to
work.

Fay Lewis of the "Follies of New
York." operated on for appendicitis.
Is improving and expected to leave
the hospital soon.
Blllle
Martin
of
the
"Baby
Vamps," who underwent an operatlon on her chest, has left the hospital.

Helen Romalne of Plunket and
Romalne, Jean Bedinl show, who

was operated on

for appendicitis,
resting quietly and Is expected to
leave in a short time.
Gertrude Gang of "Some Show*
company, who was operated on for
tumor. Is doing well and expected
to leave soon.
Miss Caliees, grand opera singer.
Is hers at the hospital vnder modi*
oal treatment and Is Improving;
•-C&Ssy Fendielon, kni/wn as Daisy
North on the stage, engaged in the
production of musical revues, was
operated on for appendicitis and
tumor. She has left the hospital.
Mr. B. Jordan, playing with Fred
is

Long Branch will play the AmeriSCRIBNER GOLFING
can shows Mondays, and Asbury,
Wednesday Sam A. Scribner, of Tuesdays.
Wednesdays
remain
the Columbia Amusement Co., left open, the American shows playing Stone and company, met with an
for PInehurst. N. C, for his annual the Van Curler,- Schenectady, tho accident, breaking three ribs.
He
.

fall golfing.

last three days.

INSIDE STUFF
ON VAUDEVILLE

Is
receiving
proving.

treatment

and

lm<»

NEW PHILLY HOUSE
The, American Burlesque Associa*
tlon is to have a new house in Philadelphia at the corner of 6 2d and
Market streets, built by local capitalists in conjunction with American
wheel interests. It will scat about

Its qulto likely recent reports of Qua Sun's application to again book
through the Keith office will eventually result in Sun returning there.
B. F. AJbee Is said to bear the kindliest of feeling toward Sun, resulting
1,800.
from years of friendship between them. Junt how or when Sun will reConstruction work Is to be begun
turn isn't known. He left the Keith office nearly a couple of years ago
about Jan. 1, 1921, with a view to
when the Keltb people thought Sun had been unfair toward them in his having the house
ready for occuconnection with the Tivoli. Toledo. Sun denied any unfair Intention, but pancy
by next season.
the surface facts were against him.

The Keith office is reported paying Babe Ruth 11,800 for himself durCOLUMBUS ON COLUMBIA'S
AMERICAN IN NEWARK
The Lyceum, Columbus, O., rs»
The American wheel will start ing his vaudeville contract. SO weeks, and $70O a week to Duke Cross,
Pat White has been engaged to play inf. the Lyric, Newark, Nov. 21 appearing with Babe* Tommy Gray wrote tho set Who pays Tommy cently dropped from the American
put on the shows at the Trocadero, with "Beauty Review." The Ameri- Isn't mentioned.
wheel, having played that circuit's
Folly,
Baltimore;
Philadelphia;
shows for
can has not played Newark this
jveral seasons, will
Gaiety, Philadelphia, and Majestic,
Among the wires received by "Babe'* Ruth on his Palace, Jfew York, shortly start as a spoks ta the
season.
Wilkes-Barre, for the next four
The Lyric has h«*d a varied policy, opening day and displayed in the theatre's lobby, was one from Horace Columbia wheel, playing the shows
weeks.
Goldln, reading:
"Wish you as much success as I have been having of a week.
playing pop vaudeville recently.
The houses constitute a four-week
late with my Sawing a Woman in Half. Return engngement In two weeks
It will be a week stand for the
The Columbus house will replace
have played American
All
Stock circuit.
shows.
The seating at the Majestic, Chicago."
the week left open by the defection
American wheel shows at different capacity is about 1,800.
of Feiber A Shea'a houses In Akron
periods.
Lew Cantor puts forth claims as a songwriter, pointing to his part and Youngstown, O.
White will appear personally,
in a number called "Sally, Irene and Mary," and the fact that he particdoing his specialty, as well as apVAIL BUYS OUT MACK
ipates In the royalties. The number is used on Eddie Dowllng's new act.
pearing In and staging the shows.
The "Sweet Sweeties" show at the
BURLESQUE CHANGES
Olympi \ New York, this week, held
A two-art in vaudeville, ut the time of the tegit actors' strike a couple
Tom McKenna and Violet Hllson
by J. Herbert Mack and Jimmy of years ago, joined tho Actors' Equity. The strike ended and the act joined "Little Bo-Peep" (American)
BURLESQUE ROUTES
Vail jointly, has been purchased in forgot all about 1L The other day they received a request from Equity this weok, replacing Bobby I-Iulen
WILL BB FOUND OS PAGFJ
whole
by Mr. Vail. He bought out to send dues for two years, along with one-eighth of a week's salary. and Katherlne Horter.
THIRTY -BIX IN THI8 1 88 UK
May Walsh and Betty Fuller, from
tho Mack interest last week.
The act Is now receiving $100 a week.
vaudeville, for Singers "Big Show.

PAT WHITE STAGING STOCKS

EDITORIALS
A LITTLE TIP FOR EQUITY

KIETY

pieces of information wo havo that the Equity officers should bo
Informed of.
One is that there ezloto a distinct feeling against the
demand for members to pay one-eighth of a week's salary into tho Equity
ooffers.
The other is that the officers of the Vaudeville Branch of the
Four A.'s (affiliated with Equity) appear to be delighted every time Variety criticises Equity's officials or Its administration*

VAR1KTY. lac.
8IMB SILVERMAN. President

New York

Street

Weat tCtb

City

$T

Foreign

II

Single Copies

VOL. LXIV
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Babe Ruth received over 400 telegrams prior to his opening at the

Gene Ford,

The

The stage may well join with New York
memory of the late Edith Kingdon, wife

pay honor to the
Jay Gould, who
died of heart failure while playing golf with her husband at their
Nov. 14, for to
Sunday,
country home. Georgian Court, Lakewood, N. J..

acts listed for the
forthcoming Actors' Fidelity League
monthly benefit show at/ the Henry

i

are

27,

McKay Mor"The Minuet," by Louis N.
Parker; May Irwin in "A Woman's
Won't," rewritten from the original
by the late Augustin Daly, an- produced by the latter as a curtain
raiser, under the title of "The Obin

stinate Family"; Janet Beecher in
one-act playlet, and Margaret St.

John.

The pals of Bennie Piermont gave
him an Armistice Day dinner at the
Club, New York.
silver
was presented to him. About
40 people attended.
The committee in charge were Jim Sheedy, Fred

A

Fifty
flask

Curtis

and Bob O'Donnell.

Paul Dauer is now assistant
treasurer of the Klaw. He was formerly assistant at the Globe, but for
the past four years has been on the
coast with Universal as a title
writer.

Tho Rath Bros, were granted permission by the Shubert vaudeville
office to play the Astoria, L. I. the
last half of the week of Nov. 7. Early
in the week the required authority
had not been granted, but an eleventh hour request by the independent booker of the house to Arthur
Klein was effective.
Hsgedus

Sisters,

twin

violinists,

society to
of George

both she brought distinction. Few are left to reca'l how well she played
her part with Augustin Daly's company, and how rich a professional
career she sacrificed in marrying.

Among the

ris

we

EDITH K1NGDON GOULD: IN MEMORIAM

until

a tour of the Orpheum Circuit,
starting Dec 5.
Morris & Fell arranged the booking.

Nov.

a question of the

to

life.

George
Whites
been booked for

Miller, Sunday i.ight,
Ina Claire, assisted by

It

of the Vaudeville Branch,

ing vaudeville booked by Harry
Carlin of the Keith office, has
switched to Walter Plimmer. The
house la playing Ave acts each half
of a split week.

Palace, New York, this week.
senders were from all walks of

comes

officers of Equity or the officers
are for the Equity officers in preference.
Very much ao. The Equity officers may be erring in Judgment. One of
the Vaudeville Branch officers is an old boy in matters of this sort So
let the Equity officials watch out for propaganda against them from their
own affiliations. If our criticisms for a moment would help the Vaudeville
Branch bunch we would stop them. But they won't. Let the Equity people see that the vaudeville ciowd don't un lermlne iliem, nor even attempt
it.
That Vaudeville-Branch feUow is a schemer. Also a coin-getter, and
the Four A.'s. is the best look-in he has ever had. So far he has been kept
looking in. Keep him that way.

Bristol, Bristol, Conn., play-

Bert Cordon and

mentioned

We

then, as all managers did, that the forthcoming (present) season would
start lightly.
So It did, and has continued with the exception of the
legit hits, the big picture specials and Keith vaudeville in opposition cities.

This week may be called the first clear week on tap sinoe the season
salary demand is no concern of ours. It was voted for
a regular and annual election of Equity, and remains a matter between opened. There is no excuse this week. No weather, no holidays, nothing.
It should tell the story to theatre managers Just how their business
Equity and its members. We merely want to advise tho Equity officers
of the fact of the feeling, in order that they may ascertain for them- stands. After Thanksgiving It will be the Christmas cry*
selves, for it Is unlikely they would be Informed direct, by members
or over signed signatures.
Burlesque that is a good standard to Judge by since it draws the

$8
SO Cents

j^>I20

recently. ..with.
'•Scandals/' nave

atre,

to exercise showmanship in the management of a theon this page last August, still holds good.
thought

The one-eighth

But when

The

Tho admonition

at

SUBSCRIPTION
Annual

SHOWMANSHIP

Two

Trade-Mark Registered
Published Weekly by

164

11

•

"

Relatively few, too, because of the sacrosanct nature of domestic life,
Better known
have any idea of how well she embodied that reality.
probably Is the apt.'.ude with which she assumed her part on the halfcurtained stage of New York society. When she married, a problem confronted her. While she was received with open arms by her .father-inNew
law, the late Jay Gou^d, his blessing opened few doors for her.
York ,8 Peculiar, socially. Its doors are not easily opened. People are
born to position abroad. Here everyone has position to create; to maintain.

laboring classes in the main, is reporting a slight Increase of late. The
American wheel of burlesque went into extra attractions for better business and got it In spots.
The Columbia Circuit has noted an increase, and though slight, it Is a good sign. As things could not have
grown much worse there should be a turn for the better, no matter
how meagre, from now on. The rest may be up to th« th*ntr« man-

agement.

That the business Is there has been shown by the picture specials.
talking about theatrical box office business, let Broadway out.
That's only one street and for legit hits. The picture business extends
over the country. Picture housos have been reported as doing real business with the specials at regular box office sdale, or perhaps an Increase
of 25 cents over that.
But the week after the special passed but and
the weekly program again held sway, business dropped off again. Some
picture' houses*, figuring they can't get any more with the ordinary weekly
release, pot on o!d pictures.
There's a question of showmanship, like
some vaudeville managers when business is off, cut down their bills. It's
usually the best way to completely kill a drooping patronage.

When

Take Keith's as an instance. When the Shuberts started their opposition big-time vaudeville, Keith's said nothing, but commenced to put
in enormous bills against the Shubert vaudeville shows.
Results: every
Keith house in an opposition city has been doing big business, some
breaking all records, like the Cleveland Hippodrome, nearly as large
as the
bookers

New York

Hippodrome.

That was showmanship.

The Keith

made them come

Keith houses

in

Into their houses. But at tho same time .the
of no big-time opposition havo been doing but
It might be. said why not do the same thing with

cities

normal business.

bills, opposition or no?
The Keith houses would, most likely, If there
were a Sufficient supply of big and drawing acts. Not alone Keith's, but
the Shuberts and other circuits.

Innovations scare.

Mrs. Gould not only created and maintained a position, but she did
Her father-in-law was at war financially with the
so against odds.
Her husband continued so, and other Incidents conpowers-that-be.
nected with his family from time to time occasioned embarrassment,
but with an instinct foreign to the circumscribed, self-consciousness
that dominated American social intercourse, Mrs. Gou'.d continued to
build about herself and her family a group that represented society In
best aspect.
while.
its

It

was not

close drawn.

It

was

general.

It

built

was her attention
Every advantage
thtm to such an

ing the fashion in

New

Just now the picture exhibitor has the best chance of hla career to
display showmanship.
These times will tell how many of them are
When business is good. It's no trick. It's when
If there Is one showman among every 19 exhibitors,
it
isn't good.
whether operators of circuits *or single houses* that would be a remarkable
record. The funny stories heard of picture people and their showmanlike proclivities sound absurd. Yet, on the other hand, one distributor in
New. York that appears bereft of tho most casual showmanship knowledge, did quite the best thing In picture selling that has boon accomplished in New York in two seasons. Having a couple of pictures It held
little faith in, it let them go cheap to exhibitors, so cheap the exhibitors
bought them. The pictures drew with the consequence that* not alone
the distributor is going to make more money out of those pictures than
it ever suspected was In them, but the reasonable rental price has brought
The good will made
It much added business for its full list of releases.
by that unconscious selling may be the means of making this particular
distributing Arm.

was worth accidents or showmen

up around her children an environment worth while. It
to their bringing up that has made them so* remarkable.
In physical, intellectual and social training waa given
extent, that we find one of her small daughters at a
charity benefit reciting in four languages. They were trained for life
as the most exacting director trains for the stage. This is as it should
responbe. It is what American society needs, together with a sense of
much
It is what has made England an empire, and can do as
sibility.
bringing
for this country, and an actress, who knew her own business
of trainto it as well marked personal endownments, made these customs
So she

If tho reports from Chicago last week were correct, William A. Brady
did a neat piece of showmanship in drawing attention to "The Skin Game"
Whether Brady was really angry or not, he got publicity
out there.
thai made business. It isn't the publicity so much as something to base
the publicity upon, whether it's Brady's show, or house, or some other.

York.

Lakewood, where they knew her, business houses closed the day
of Mrs. Gould's funeral for on hour.
In

it,

is preaching economy and many practising
In the show business.
It's not a business of
Where it is necessary to exhibit something to draw peop'.e
theatre, showmanship is required. If one thing will not, maybe

While nearly everyone
economy seldom goes

economy.

ARTISTS' FORUM

Into the

—

another will, or two things, or full value anything to keep tho business
up and break even. In that continual effort at trying and holding tho
Budapest, imported for vaudeville
business, there may be a little more than break even. It should bring
to the Forum should not exceed one-hundred and fifty word:
Letter*
by William Passpart
They must be signed by the writer and not duplicated for any other paper. a profit and a profit, no matter how small these days, looks very big

arrived in

New

Andy Talbot
cuit
city

York Saturday from

of the

booking staff

Orpheum

left

at the week's end.

Cir-

New York

Tho picture exhibitor, conceded above not to be a showman, shied on!
ha.~ been doing for ao many years,
tho special pictures. He howled in all and with all of bis might when
they would surely havo put up a fight
asked
$2,000 a week for a special. But he couldn't do anything with tho
to stop mo from doing so, as my
Your editorial of last week on version and way of doing this bit is regular releases. So someone tried a special, yelling "ruin" as he made,
out tho $2,000 check. The special did It But there were not enough
"lifted" material is the best I have a valuable piece of property and a
specials. But there may be something else. A theatre manager holding
ever read. I want to say a few words sure-fire laugh-getter.
to one routine for all of his theatre life is no worse than the actor he
It
you
say,
acts,
as
flopping
the
reading."
It
is
mind
"burlesque
about
pans for holding to his routine the same way, or the picture maker, or
that lift other people's material and
in
Museum
Dime
the producer. Stop kicking and try something. Anything,
was at McGlnley's
This sort the author, or
bits to save themselves.
St. Louis in 1883 that I first did a of thieving interferes with an origi- if what you have Is not enough.
For nator, and makes that which he has
burlesque on mind reading.
Tho legit managers have had the lesson of thtlr lives, but it will do
years I have been doing this bit in worked on for years a success, com- them no good. They don't believe In good will nor showmanship— Just
museums, honky-tonks, burlesque mon property.
hits and flops, originals and No. 2'a, percentage and the gross. Else why
For more than a year Wellington
and vaudeville not as an imitation, Cross has been using my principal did it take them so long to think of the scale?
but as a- typical burlesque on questions and answers in burlesque
I have made comstraight mind reading. I took ad- mind reading.
on the same bill with Marie see the Justice of -eliminating this
vantage of the idea years ago when plaints several times to the proper played
Hart and I. He saw then and knew particular incident as part of their
straight mind reading was done on
Jack Rose.
these by Mr. Cross, and no doubt that I was doing my burlesque mind frolic.
the platforms In the curio halls of Mr. Cross has been notified to reading. He cannot deny this.
Billy Hart.
the old dime museums. I am the eliminate that about which I comNew York, Nov. 5.
one who made the burlesque mind plained, but he still continues in the
"Circus Girls" Company.
Kdltor Variety:
reading famous, and made it a act. Doubtless, Mr. Cross is getting
I noted with some amusement the
strong, sure-fire comedy bit.
review of our act, signed by "Hart."
a large sum of money on this borSacramento, Nov. 10.
I have no fault to find with hls,opinAbout 15 years ago, when Marie rowed material, and the path has
Editor Variety:
ion but I should, for his enlightenand I first appeared together in New certainly been made rosy for him
I havo always been more or less
ment, explain tho difference between
York in our act called "The Circus n the strength of the use of my
with the number of comamused
a melodeon and an English concerGirl," we appeared in all the big burlesque mind reading.
plaints which reach you, but little
tina.
Ho said I played a melodeon.
time Keith, Proctor. Percy Williams
see in Variety Tommy Gray
I
did I think that I would have occaSurely there Is a difference.
theatres and Hammcrstein's. Every wrote the Babe Ruth-Wellington
sion to make use of it.
trade paper in New York gave us Cross material, but not the burAgain he said we were on third.
The team of Kranz and White
credit for the novelty and originality lesque mind reading. Mr. Gray Is a
Our position was No. 4. Also he
Special mention was clever writer.
of our act.
He is original and are doing a bit of business which is noted that we use a "bungalow
always made about my burlesque too honest to Inject anything be- mine, and which they know is mine, drop/' We carry a full scene, with
mind reading. I am identified doing longing to any one else into an act as I once had occasion to do it in set stairs and other props.
their act for them just for a laugh.
this comedy bit not only In the he writes.
Was this sheer carelessness or
United States and Canada, but in
Something ought to be done and I refer to the business where Mr. ignorance on tho part of your reEurope.
done quick to stop this material White goes into the pit to conduct viewer? His signature is new to
the orchestra. While I was playing
Whoever made burlesque mind lifting and- thieving.
me. Mayho ho is young, in which
at the Majestic, Milwaukee, they
I think the quickest and best way
reading a bitf comedy feature becase we can forgive him.
If it is
For years in all my to stop this thieving In the show were at the l'alacc in the same carelessness he should bo chastised
sides my. -.elf?
town,
nd on that occasion they
"ads" in your paper 1 always made business is for all vaudeville manglasses.
bit or made to wear
mention that I am :-till doing all my agers to refuse to play an act that were not doing this particular
Charles Barrows.
of clowning, nor had they been
original material, including my bur- has taken the best part of another
(Brown and Barrows.)
ochave
taken
doing
before,
I
it
as
Has any one a "t and the sure-fire laughing bits
lesque mind reading.
casion to Inquire.
ever complained about me using that another performer has built up
Oscar Kagles has- been engaged
Kranz and White arc two likable
:.ny one else's material, or doing and has been Identified with for
ars.
fellows and have always been origi- to stage the mpsical version of "i'ohis or her comedy mind rending bit?
It is ahciit 12 or 13 years ago that
nal; so I feel sure tha*. w'.. -n this Is mander Walk" >o be produced by
Had any one else ever done the
mind reading as I am doing it and Mr. Cross, with his wife, Josephine, brought to their attention they will Frank Janney.

Monday on the Century for a
tour of the Junior Orpheum houses
at Kansas City, Minneapolis and Editor Variety:
Sioux City.
Frank Vincent will
leave for a tour of the circuit next
week.

Jim Powers, who was connected
with the Majestic (burlesque) In
Jersey City, will replace Garyn at
the Keith house across the river.
Another switch in managers is
the

moving of

Chicago

J. J.

the

to

Louisville.

remain with

the

DeWall from

Mary Anderson,

Frank

Campbell
National

in

will

the

same town.

Tho general
that
impression
vaudeville agents and booking men
do not secure sufficient exercise has
prompted several of them to form a
gymnasium class, which meets twice
a week at a gym on 42d street. The
theatrical men put in an hour each
day of strenuous physical culture
work, ending it up with wrestling
bouts with a number of acrobatic
teams that make the gym their

headquarters.

The

Reilly interests of

Long

Isl-

and City have completed plans for
the erection of a new vaudeville
house In Lynbrook, L. I. A plot of
ground has been purchased, with
work to be started on tho nmv
houses shortly. Lynbrook has but
one theatre at the present time —
the Arende, controlled by T. V.
O'Connor, which formerly played
vaudeville, but is
straight pictures.

now devoted

to

Immediately after the holidays
the Shuhcrts will present Mrlntyrc
and Heath in a now musical comedy,
to be called "lied Popper," book by
Kdgar Smith nnd Emily Young,
lyrics by Howard Rogers and Owen
Murphy, music by Al. Gumble and

Owen Murphy.

Chicago, Nov.
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SCHANBERGER, BALTO.,

PLAY CENSOR SOON, VICE CRUSADER'S
THREAT AS COURT SCORES "DEMI-VIRGIN"

Managers and authors have been Wife,"

warned that If the production of
salacious or suggestive plays Is
continued, a dramatic censorship
The
will be forced into being.
warning came as a prelude to Chief

and

"The

Demi-Virgin."

Specific consideration of the matter
The differences between the Shuia known to nave been taken by the berts and Fay Marbe involving an
managerial bodies, but the result of alleged breach of contract were
the Investigation of the latter farce amicably adjusted out of court this

week. Miss Marbe securing a new
contract calling for featuring in
the new Guy Bolton musical piece,
"The Hotel Mouse," which the Shuberts have in rehearsal at the present time. Miss Marbe is to be featured second only to Vivian Segal,
the star. In addition, she is permitted to appear at her Rendezvous
at Relsen Weber's, another stipulation providing that should the' play
expire prematurely Miss Marbe is
to play Shubert vaudeville. Arthur
S. Lyons, 'her personal manager,
was effective in securing the new
contract, which calls for a salary
above the $250 weekly involved in
the Federal Court suit begun Oct.
29 as a result of which a temporary
injunction was Issued by Judge
Learned N. Hand.
The Shuberts, suing through, the

before Magistrate McAdoo, it is
Magistrate McAdoo's opinion Mon- thought, will force immediate action.
11,000 Bond
day that "The Demi-Virgin" was
The magistrate bound over for
too risque for Broadway and was
the result of a meeting between Special Sessions. A. H. Woods, prorepresentatives of the theatre and ducer of the "Virgin," which was
John S. Sumner, secretary of the written by Avery Ilopwood, a bond
Tlie
New York Society for the Suppres- of $1,000 being required.
charge was the presentation of an
sion of Vice, held last week.

Correspondence between the antivice society and managerial organisations has been active for
some time. Last week a meeting
with the vice official and a committee representing the Producing
Managers' Association, the International Theatrical Association, Inc.
and the authors' society was held.
Sumner frankly advised' the meeting the possibilities of a play censor
were not remote. He pointed out
prohibition was an actuality, though
the public never believed It would
The creation of a picture
be.
censorship for New York was also
referred to as ~ne of the things

showmen

didn't

think

would

be

legislated.
It

is

reported three of this sea-

son's plays were pointed out as
coming under the notice of the vice

They are, "Getting
crusaders.
Gertie's Garter" (closed because of
poor business), "Bluebeard's Eighth

Nearly Stopped After $10,000
Orleans Week

WITH FAY MARBE
Agree to Feature Her Next to
Star—Free for Cabaret Also

"Impure and immoral" drama. The
started two
investigation, which
weeks ago. was used for publicity
purposes by_ the attraction. Sumner was the principal witness In the
magistrate's chambers Monday, but
police officers testified In the earlier
hearings. Max Steuer, attorney for

TOP

FOR

"Take It From Me" Going
Back to Chi—At Gt. Northern
"Take

SELWYIfS NOVEL PROPOSAL
;

Follow Suggestion of Ticket Brokers to Prolong
Run—$2.50 for "Circle" After ThanksgivingSpecs Guarantee Twelve Weeks' Buyout

May

be Kansas City.
Oaites will send the repeat in at
$2 top, the first scale of tha top for
a musical show in Chicago.
This
was agreed on upon the advice of

MISLED
A downward revision of the ad*
mission scale for "The Circle" has
"Take It From
Girl"— In hooking experts.
the
"O'Brien
Victoroff Left
virtually been decided on by
Me" made a 20 -week run in Chicago
formed He Had to Join Equity
Selwyns Immediately after Thankslast season, beir.g forced out of the
The English success has
giving.
Studebaker because of the booking
topped the dramatic list on BroadAnother member of the original of H arry Lauder there in advance.
opening. It lb one of the "The O'Brien Girl" is aggrieved It closed to
since
way
$17,000 for its last week,
TWo YIUYi-ii.ufckai ultrcctions which
In the closed
established a $3 top this season. In against Equity's stand
spite of the continued big business shop movement against that show
the managers are agreeable to re- during the Boston run.
Playing in Rome New Plsys by
ducing the top price to $2.50 for the
Victor Victoroff, of the dancing
D'Annunzio and Benelli
Selwyn following several conferwas
Stewart,
and
Victoroff
team
of
ences with ticket brokers, who inagitation
Private
Equity
the
victim
of
correspondence from Rome
sist the pace can be more surely, a
(Italy) states that Eleanora Duse is
in the Hub. He was induced to join
continued at the lower scale.
an
"'
element at the Confar
gone
so
The agency men have
Equity three weeks before the "end
stanzl Opera House with a reper.
89 to guarantee the Selwyns a buy- of the run there and left
the show toire which includes
Ibsen's "Lady
out for 12 weeks, they to take 440
the final week. It is alleged Victo- from the Sea," Marco Praga's "La
seats for each night performance
Porta Chiusa" and a new piece by
and with no privilege of returns. roff was "informed" that being a
The present brokers' buy for the foreigner he would have to join Gallarati-Scotti, "Cosa Sia."
The Argentina theatre this year
country.
Equity
not
work
in
this
or
piece expires at the end of next
Victoroff Is a Bohemian, having ap- has a state subsidy similar to that
week.
of
the Comedlo Francaisc in Paris
The lowering of the scale would peared in London musical shows and
and opened Nov. 3 with D'Annunzio's
been here live years.
affect the orchestra floor only, and has
"Parlsina,"
Victoroff
withappears
that
It
rewritten from one of
make
not
would
say
the managers
/
Equity rep- his earlier works. The author will
a material difference in the weekly stood the pressure ofiv.r»
unii'
return
Marlowe
resentatives
to
play
writing and has promgross. The Selwyns have used the
same Idea for other attractions and withdrew from th;- ^.i>t. He did not ised a new play to the Argentina
thereby strung the run of "Buddies" know Marlowe was given notice by management.
Messrs. Ruggerl and Talll, manat the Selwyn for virtually a whole George M. Cohan, after he informed
the manager he would not leave agers of the Argentina, have In
season.
Another angle of the manage- town with the show. Marlowo is preparation a new play by Sem
ment's system is the extra advertis- the player who appeared In Cohan Benelli, author of "The Jest."
Dario Nicodeml is to assume the
ing devoted to their hit attractions. shows for 14 years without a writmanagement of the new State the'The Circle" Is buying more extra ten contract.
Victoroff has been without an en- atre and has promised the younger
Hpace In thi dallies than any other
attraction on Broadway despite its gagement for the 15 weeks .since generation of native authors an op"The
O'Brien Girl" moved out opportunity.
box
office
as
a
position
premiere
Opera will have its regular season
draw. The Selwyns state their idea Boston on the way to New York.
recently
He
obtained a contract to at the Constanzl despite fhe dispute
is to promote the highest interest
of
Stnmboul,"
appear
in
"The
Hose
with
the orchestra, reports to the
its
height
of
the
in the offering at
The extra advertising In- listed to open at the Century Nov. contrary notwithstanding.
draw.
vestment was. also a feature of the L'8. hut which h.is been postponed
until some lime in December.
The
"Stranger" Stays
'Buddies" run.
The success of "Welcome StranNext door to the Selwyn "Natures dancer stumped Equity officials by
Nobleman" opened Monday at %2 presenting the contract there last ger" at the Lyric, London, necessilie tates its retention there for a protop at the Apollo, it being the sec- week and asking for a loan.
ond show to attemnt the pre-war believed a needed advunee could be tracted engagement. Nick Adams
scale this season. Tile demand for arranged similar to the European has been signed to play tlu? star part
Victoroff was told to call in a provincial company now being
the new show was away off follow- method.
again, but has failed to get action.
recruited.
the onanlnaL.
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Opposi-

Concerned

Baltimore, Nov.

l$.

Fred C. Schanberger. who con*
trols the Maryland (Keith Vaude-

New

ville),
the Auditorium
and the
Lyceum, playing Shubert legitimate
attractions, in an Interview in a

!

local

1

producer, permitting the show to
continue.
The case of Miss Hayden was settled this week, she accepting $600.
It is said her attorney received $200.
The stage hands an<|. staff are not
playing under the commonwealth
plan.

"KAYTIME'S" 10TH BEATS 9TH
"May time" opened

fourth season at the Majestic, Brooklyn, last
week to receipts in the vc figures,
eclipsing the figures the last time
the attraction played there, in April.
It was the 10th time the show played
that house.
Frederic McKay, who managed
"Maytlme" for the past three seasons. Is with it again, but is ahead
instead of back.
Its

necessary to support

first

:

-

class pro-

ductions.'*

Commenting Qn the Interview one
of the local evening papers editorially says in part: "Deflation has
proceeded apace. Prices and wages
[have declined, affecting .the whole
Theatrical
life of the community.
[productions are still out of line.
Apparently they have not yet
i

brought down their admission prices
to the point where the public win
Baltimore is a bit different
pay.
from the rest of the country, due
to the fact that theatrically speaking ours is a try-out town. Many
productions are brought here before
being put on Broadway. The difficulty is, however, that we are not
There is
charged try-out prices.
no assurance the theatregoer is
(Continued on page 41)

.

'

TAX ON AGENCY PREMIUMS IN

BUI AS REVISED BY SENATE
Action by Upper House Bitter Disappointment to

Brokers— No Change Possible Till 1923—Only
Elimination Tax On 10-Cent Admissions
"OH MARION" OUT

The defeat in the Senate of an
amendment to section 800 of the;

Makes Six This Yesr In and Out general revenue act came ate a bitter disappointment to the theatre
of Playhouse— None for Road
It was proposed to
wipe out the tax on amusement

ticket brokers.

I

.

tion Vaudeville

From

Me.' the Joe
Gaites show, has been booked into
Chicago for a repeat engagement,
succeeding the Eddie Cantor show,
"Midnight Rounders," at the Great
Northern, Nov. 27.
The Cantor
show, which was moved Into the
G eat Northern, haa been doing
fairly there, around 113.000 weekly,
\ 1th
a system of reduced prices.
The Cantor show's next stand will
It

Statement Legit

daily is quoted as follows:
"There la a strong possibility that
if Baltimore people wish to hear the
spoken drama after the first of the
year It will be necessary for them
to start a municipal stock company." He did not say that all the
legitimate nouses would be closed
after January 1, but stated he was
unable to make bookings for his
Miss Hayden started suit for sal- Auditorium and Lyceum, and the
ary and railroad fare to New York, prospects were none too bright for
It Is alleged she was not entitled to next year.
"This Is not simply a local condisuch a claim under the co-operative
agreement made between members tion, but it is what is happening
of the company at Atlanta som? everywhere; shows are failing every
weeks ago. The show was to have week all over the country. There
closed at that time, Dut it* was then are plenty of actors and plenty of
agreed to continue on a common- plays available, but the public has
wealth basis, George Bradhurst, the simply revised to ray the prices

1

I

iii

Plays Are Scarce

Shreveport, La., Nov. If.
After grossing $10,000 In New Orleans last week. "The Storm," touring on the commonwealth plan,
came near stopping because of dissension In the cast.
Katharine
Hayden withdrew, her part being
taken by Mildred Seals, 'the understudy.
The play will continue on
tour, but is working eastward instead of going to the coast, as first
planned.

Woods, examined one witness, the
wife of a minister, asking #her if
she had seen "Lillles of the Field"
and "Bluebeard." She replied she
hadn't seen the former but lhat
she "hadn't gotten around to that Winter Garden Co., charged Miss
Marbe breached her contract dated
yet." referring to "Bluebeard."
June 14. 1921, and effective Sept. 12,
McAdoo's Chsrge
Magistrate McAdoo In sustaining when she appeared at the Loew
State Theatre Oct 10. Loew is thus
the complaint against "The Deniidefined as "opposition" by the ShuVirgln" scathingly arraigned the
( Continued on page 34)
painstakingly
"deliberately,
play:
and —for the purpose of galo.
coarsely indecent, flagrantly and
suggestively Immoral, impuro in $2 MUSICAL
motive, word am* action, repellently
(Continued on page 28)
GAITES' ^REPEAT

REDUCING SCALE FOR TflF;

Intimates

"STORM" GOES ON

SMUBERTS SETTLE

Sec'y Sumner of Comstock Society Tell* Managers
"Spice" Farces Will Be Suppressed—Chief Magistrate McAdoo Merciless to Woods Piece

SPEAKS OF BOOKINGS

"Oh Marion" stopped

at the Play-

last Saturday night without tickets sold through agencies at a
a.ninjUnVcmviil-, the pr./cractiwi fi urr. f -frgMBlui^r ^wrt -she- £f¥iMMH; -which In-

house

effective on the first of the year, retains the tax of 5 per cent, on premtablished an astonishing record of iums up to 60 cents per ticket and
having six plays close, wtthout one 50 per cent, on premiums in excess
of 50 cents. Though the bill is still
going to the rood.
"Marlon" first opened under the in onference there will be no fur*
title of "Walt Till We're Married." ther opportunity to effect an amendThe management tried to Infuse in- ment until 1923. The only change
terest by a title "contest," but 'he in the amusement admissions is
change of name failed as with othc * the elimination of the tax on 10
cent admissions and under.
slmtliar tries.
There were two proposals for the
Under the management the piece
could have remained open thL week, elimination of tho agency premium
but the house was recalled by W. A. taxes. One called for the discardBrady for rehearsals of "Marie An- ing of the agency tax altogether.
toinette," in which Grace George The other stipulated the eliminawill star, starting Saturday night. tion of the 50 per cent, tax on excess premiums, but would have retained the 5 per cent, feature that
"CHASSEUB OF MAXIM'S"
regarded as a "sweetener" for the
to the storehouse. With that show
added last week this house has es-

—

Lillian

Lorraine

is returning to
new musical play
prepared by Arthur
Hamme.steln and the Selwyns. The
piece is being adapted from the

the stage in the

being

Jointly

French and Is tentatively called
"The Chasseur of Maxim's."
Miss Lorraine has been in retirement for nearly a year, following
an injury due to a fall down stairs.
The "Chasseur" show opens at
Christmas time.

amendment. It Is understood in
agency circles that failure of the
agencies to show unison, as shown
by the two amendments drafted, resulted in bolstering opponents to the
entire plan.

Senator McCumber, speaking

in

oppooition to the amendment, expressed his opinion that the ticket
agency tax matter "was a nuisance
and a scandal." It Is a well established fact that 'Washington dignitaries have had cause for opposing
measures aimed to lighten the burPOP" LAID
dens of brokers.
When visiting
"Pop." a comedy produced by Ar- New York they have, along with
thur llammerstein. was laid away other guests in the big hotels, been
Wednesday for repairs with the asked to pay fancy prices for theother attractions missing since their atre tickets. To those menfbers of
try-out.
Congress who have experienced the
The piece was /rltte.i by Frank "gyp" there is no reason why the
Mandel and Oscar llammerstein II. government should not eolle t half
of the exeess
It
Is reported the authors may
try the piece on their own later in
The antagonism between som?
the seasoD
(Continued on page -S)
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AT $1.50 TOP
MA READE HERSELF

DOROTHY GISH-TO
STAR IN DRAMA
APPEARS AS DENIAL

Complains to Audience of Personal Losses in Baltimore Stock Company

D.

W.

Griffith

—

terested

in

Reported as

In-

LOW PRICE

FOR LECTURE- TOUR
Made

During

Hit

Mind

latest recruit from the films
the legitimate stage is Dorothy
Oish, who has In mind a starring
to

man

vtfia

FAVERSHAM'S INVITATION
William Favertham has invited all professionals to the Maxine
professional matinee Nov. 18.
The matinee will be
followed by an address by the star containing an announcement of
importance to the theatre. His letter explains Itself and reads as
Elliott for a

follows

BOX OFFICE ETHICS

AND JULIA SANDERSON

War and Cast Demanded Show Stop

Discusses Prospect

tour on the spoken stage in a heavy
of the Roma Reade Players, dramatic work.
She is understood
explaining to the audlonce how
to be encouraged in this desire by
ill Miss Keade was. Miss Reade herD. W. Griffith, who is to be interself and In person bounded upon the
stage, making her own explanation. ested in the venture.
It was that owing to the redecoraDefinite plans for the venture have
she had
tlon of her apartment
not yet been consummated, awaiting
moved apparel, jewels and liberty
bonds to her dressing room in the more advantageous conditions.
theatre. Now they were gone.
Shortly after the Roma Reade
MILDRED HARRIS IN FLAT
Players were also gone, as the Callahan Film Co. failed to make good
Negotiations are under way that
the loss, one of Miss Reade's ex- will probably place Mildred Harris,
planatory demands.
Also shortly
the former Mrs. Chaplin, in a
after it was said the musicians in
the theatre received but $13 a piece Broadway production to be presented around the coming holidays.
for last week's labor.
The Callahan has been known as No definite vehicle has been selected
Bijou,
Colonial,
the
Playhouse, for the screen star as yet. though
among other names. Several have it was said the prospective play
vainly tried stock there, but Miss would be of the comedy-drama type.
Reade appears to have been the only
Miss Harris received an offer for
vaudeville "which she turned down.
one to lose personal effects.

ing

MOROSCO SETS

Serious Play

The

Baltimore, Nov. 16.
At the Callahan Playhouse Saturday night as Frank pufrane, lead-

HOPPER TO QUIT

During Star's Brief Illness

Return to Normalcy
Producer Offers

Real

Kansas City. Nov. 16.
Julia Sanderson was both in and
De Wolf Hopper, playing opposite out of the cast of "Tangerine" at
Francis Wilson in "Erminle" at the
Charlotte
Grand this week, will quit tho stage the Casino, New York, last week.
the end of the present season for Her reason for being out was exWill
Same Scale for aat year
at least. He has a contract plained as a cold, with
of
Road Tour ' ot "Love to appear on the lecture platform. the male members of theseveral
company
9
In an interview he said: "I have
Dreams'
"Make It Pos- had this departure under considera- sympathizing with the star and besible for a young Fellow tion for some time. I hope to dis- lieving that no performance should
to Take His Sweetheart," cuss current topics, tell stories, give be given with her out of the cast
a few readings and sing songs."
and her nam.» remaining outside of
Says Manager
In the songs and readings I shall,
perhaps, contrast new and old the house.
methods on the stage. Would it not
This situation grew almost into
be interesting, for example, to give a battle between the cast and the
the Marc Antony oration after the
manner of the old unrestrained management and flnallly Carle CarlOliver Morosco will pioneer the tragedians, and then follow with a ton in order to make everything
return to box office normalcy by modern, human, reasonable reading, pleasant simply instructed the house
bringing Charlotte Greenwood into such as the best actors of today staff to remove Miss Sanderson's
New York with » show on Broad- would give?
name from the lights and to paint
way at $1.50 top. Morosco is also
"The monetary considerations are It out of the house boards, as well
sending "Love Dreams," another attractive, I admit; but, in addition. as strip the paper around the house
musical offering, to the coast at I shall have to appear only five and go on selling tickets for the perthat price wherever the theatres times a week .natead of eight, as formance at which the understudy
now.
I am told that there are was to appear.
allow it.
At the same time Audrey Maple
Miss Greenwood is a successful enough local* managers willing to
and standard star, and her new take chances on me to make up a was readied for the part la the
event Miss Sanderson's Indisposipierce. "Iiet 'Br Go, Letty," is more season's bookings."
During the war and Its many tion should prove at all prolonged
pretentious than it has been during
the past four years, carrying a drives for money Mr. Hopper made and serious, whereupon the star rechorus of sixteen girls, eight spe- an enviable reputation as a success- covered and returned to the show.
The principal difficulty during the
cialty dancers and a quartet, as ful speaker, and his time, aside from
the hours taken by the theatre, was entire affair was the aotftrlty one
well as a pretentious cast.
of the male prlnolpaU displayed in
"The public will return to the filled by these engagements.
behalf of Miss Sanderson. He practheatres at $1.60." says Morosco.
Leavitt 8uceeeds Booths
tically undertook to dictate to the
"To bring back patronage the producers and managers must make It
he
Li. S. Leavitt has succeeded Earl management on the contention
p ijible for a young fellow to take Boothe as company manager of was
Miss Sanderson's personal
i.
3Weetheart. The present prices "The Last Walts." Mr. Leavitt has manager. Provision also was made
make that prohibitive. He dodges been manager of the Nora Bayes to replace the other members of the
(Continued on page 84)
Theatre. Fred Marshall, formerly In cast involved In the affair should
that become necessary.
that berth, has been reappointed.

When

Greenwood-

Make

—

ALL THE THEATRE NEEDS

'.

letter invites afl members of the dramatic and musical
profession in
York to a special performance of "The Silver
Fox," to be given at the Maxine Elliotot theatre on Friday after-

This

New

noon, Nov. 18.
it is a strictly professional matinee; no layman will be admitted, and no charges will be made of any sort whatsoever. I am
giving this matinee, not only hoping that the performance of
"The Silver Fox" will entertain you and Interest you, but at the
end of the performance I should like to hold you all In the theatre for ten minutes, so that I can deliver you a message that I
feel sure you will be glad to get and that will interest you.
I particularly want all the leading (if I may use the term)
members of my profession to attend; I dislike to use the word
"stars," but I should like to see in that audience auch representative names as Mr. John Drew, Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Sothern,
Mr. Otis Skinner, Mr. William Gillette, Mr. George Arliss, Miss
\Ch*ace George, Mrs. Leslie Carter, Misa Billle Burke, Mr. Wilton
tckaye, Mr. Leon Errol, Mr. Al. Jolson, Miss Marilyn Miller,
jssrs. John and Lionel Barrymore, Mr. Tyrone Power, Mrs.
ike, Miss Marjorie Rambeau, Miss Ina Claire, Mr. Allan Pollock, Ma Richard Bennett, Mr. John Emerson, Mr. John McCermack, Mr. Lionel Atwill, Mr. David Warfleld, Mr. Conway
Tearle, Miss Lynn Fontaine, Mr. Louis Mann, Miss Eva Le Galllenne, Mr. Jos. Schi Id kraut, Mr. Ed. Wynn, Miss Mary Ryan,
Mr. Ernest Truex, Mr. Edwin Milton Royle, Miss Marie Doro,
Mr. and Mrs. Hartley Manners, Mr. John Hazzard, Mr. Will
West, Mr. William Courtenay, Mr. A. E. Matthews, Mias Violet
iteming, Ansa "Bessie Ban iac«ue, :«Ilba Ez&UjT Stevens, Mr. Cosmo
Hamilton, Mr. Augustus Thomas.
If I have not mentioned the names of other leading members
of my profession it is because I have not been able to get in
touch with them, or some are away "on tour" and could not attend. I also wish that some of our most prominent managers
would take the time to join us,
This will
will start the performance at 2:15 promptly.
bring the curtain down at 4:20, .giving me time to speak to you
on a subject which I know will interest you all.
I have asked for this letter to be published, as it is the quickest
and best means that I can conceive of reaching you all,, and the
dramatic editors have been kind enough to say that they will
each publish It.
*
Sincerely yours,
Believe me,
William Favcrsham.
'
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ELECTION OP OFFICERS

CLAIRE NAGEL'S DEATH
The sudden death

last

week

of

Claire Nagel, in private life the wife
of Arthur Hammerstein, was a shock
to Broadway. Miss Nagel succumbed
to septic poisoning at Reno, Nev., on

The Theatrical Agents and

Artists'

Association,
Representatives'
the
newly formed organization of draagents,
elected
and
picture
m-tic
officer.* at its meeting Sunday at the
Hotel Continental.
Harry Walker is president; Arthur Hunter, vice-president; Ellis
Ankus, recording secretary; Lyman
Hess, treasurer (pro tern), and
Lilian Bradley, chairman of a tem-

Armistice Day (Nov. 11). She had
been HI with quinsy. Miss Nagel had
gone west to establish a residence
with the object of securing a divorce Mr. Hammerstein, however,
was deeply affected by her death
porary working eommittec.
and it was believed a rcconcilliaThere are claimed to be 30 memtlon was to have been made between
association, mostly
bers of the nex
the couple.

The funeral was

held in Buffalo,
Miss Nagel's homo, Friday (today),
the manager going to that city Wednesday to arrange for the ceremony.

licensed agents.

EQUITY'S

THREE

Three Plays Rehearsing Under Co*
operative Arrangement

circular.
The suggestion
that Equity members should
accept a small salary and a percentage in lieu of regular salary.
AH information as to name of
manager or play or players was
withheld at the Equity offices, the
officers telling those in quest of that

Equity

was

information everything connected
with the plays would remain a
secret until they were produced.
Some Equity members have been

wondering what amount Equity
would demand of the co-operative
players for the one-eighth of a
week's salary the Equity has been
making.
The inquiring members
say they would like to know if the
co-operative players would pay, if
they do pay, their one -eighth of the
"small salary" or the total that
might be received, including the percentage.

HISTORY OF MUSIC
To Be Given by

Clef

Legit

Show

Club as s

The Clef Club, the negro musical
organization founded by the late
Jim Kurope and which has

lately

been giving a series of concerts to
his name, will undertake a legitimate production which
is scheduled to open in New York
around the Christmas holidays.
"The Evolution of Music" is the

commemorate

tentative title selected and the performance will follow the history of
music through all its stages up to
the present time. The performance
will run two and a half hours wiMi
ij0 and 60 musicians augmented by
dancers and sinners.

Marinelll will manage the
enterprise which will break in onl
will

close the ro:ul

1?.

of t<»\vn prcvi-Mi;; to its initial
ing ll'TC.

show-

tour of -The Night Watch" in BalThe company "Sl-ould a Mother Toil?" Going Out
Nov. -<5.
timore,
J.cfflcr & liiv.tton arc organizing
She last appeared on Broadway in headed by Robert Warwick and
a road tour in
"Tumble Inn." Before entering the- Olive Tell has been out six weeks, a. eoii)|.;my f<
dis"Should a Mo.lif. Tell?" The piece,
n*rl<\nls she was widely known as with the business at n.i time
one-night stand
will
play
a
keep
which
promise
to
tl>o model tor ihe Kodak girl picsufficient
playing
route, will employ a $1 top scale.
tures
the English pic*c on th« road.

Miss Nagel was considered one of
the most beautiful girls on the stage.

HOLIDAYS POSH

At the Equity offices in New York
this week it was claimed there are
now three plays rehearsing with a
Broadway engagement In prospect
that have their respective players
under the co-operative or percentage plan suggested in a recent

H.

"NIGHT WATCH" STOPPING
The Shuberts

'•

IIP

RECEIPTS,

BUT D0NT STOP DEPARTURES
Shrewd Producer Pessimistic Over Next Few Weeks
—Jolson Show Lead All Last Week with $34,000
Gross—"Circle" Got $23,000— Music Box, Over
$32,000
8 "SALLYS"

Last week, w.th

its

double holi-

day of Election c.nd Armistice days,
Companies to So Formed suiTi'lht. uu'Chrosa oTHnc i7rto-ir,>v.ir£
Abroad— Africa and Australia, Too again, at least three leaders getting
new gross records.
This week
There are to be five "Sally" com- started off placidly, with takings

Fivs

panies abroad, according to plans around 50 per cent, of the /ame
nights last week, and although next
this week.
The com- week, with Thanksgiving and the
pajiles will be put out in the Brit- Army and Navy annual football
ish Provinces.
A current produc- contest (Nov. 26), looked upon as
tion is in London.
One company a sure thing for big business on
for
each
South Africa and Australia Broadway,
the
steady
outward
will also be put on by the English movement of attractions shows no
Interests.
sl^nn
cessation.
Attractions
of
Flo Ziegfeld insists tho "Sally" which "iung on for the November
company now forming for the road, holidays are ready to exit.
with Mary Eaton In the title role,
One manager who started off with
will be presented for Christmas and .several failures, but who la considNew Year's weeks In New JTork. ered one of the shrewdest producers,
That would give Broadway two predicts that tho period between
"Sally" companies for the fortnight. Thanksgiving and New Year's will
A westei "Sally" with Gloria *'oy be the toughest on record. He estimates that 10 theatres will be dark
in the leai is also in prospect.
on Broadway before Dec: 7.
Bad
business, combined with an ap"BIBI"
MUSIC
parent shortage of desirable plays,
Hunt has purchased an spells the reason. One house offerCarl
original play by Catherine Chlsholm ing a mediocre attraction is seeking
Cushlng, entitled "Bibi of the boule- a fresh play, but, though there are
vards," with a musical score by a number of new offerings assigned
Rudolf Friml, which he declares ho various theatres, he was Informed
will produce shortly after the holl : by a big booking office that but one
days
Dorothy Abiynnrd, now ap- attraction was open for his selecpearing in London In "Thanks Very tion.
The discouraging failure record
Much," a slated for the stellar rol*1
this fall has made It necessary to
call on all production sources, with

worked out

WITH

I

NON-EQUITY'S "FRIEND WIFE"

V. ile,"
"Fi-h-nd
a new play by
Charlr-i IVy ,1, will be produced by
Barry Mi Ci naack in conjunction
with the author.
The producers,

not m«-mb«
tho T'roduclng Managers' Assoi-'.ition. are organizing a
non-Kqulty ea twith the piece to
be placed in rehearsal shortly.
1

•

i"

«

»

tho coiih (\w< nee many plays, good
and bad, have been used up. Tho

general condition of the Broadway
bile there are aphouses is th.it
proximately 15 successes, 35 theas are suffering.
t
Sudden stoppings, somo after a
try of but one week, have dotted the
(Continued or. page 24)
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LEGITIMATE

14

SHOWS

IERTSEDGE

AND COMMENT

IN N. Y.

\.

Friday,

Another week

for this play, based

FORCED IN PHILLY PICK PLAYS AND SEATS

Boston, Nov.

Takings mediocre.
Divorcement," Times Square

week). English drama that
spurted to big business after slow
week is housed next door to
"The Circle" (at Selwyn), only
other English success to catch on
here this season. $17,000 with exfirst

|

'

6M?f

•Blood and 8and," Empire (9th
week). Final week, William Gillette succeeding next week with
"The Dream Maker."
Skinner
to tour in "Blood and Sand."
$8,200 last week.
•Blossom Time/' Ambassador (8th
week). With but two matinees
last week but at extra prices, including a $5 top Saturday for
football crowds, operetta went to
nearly $23 000.
Regular top $3.
Gross about capacity pace at' reg-
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Immoral.
•Daddy's Gone A- Hunting,* Plymouth (11th week). Another week
or so for this drama, then the
road,
with Marjorie Rambeau

j

|

J

Tho

'

starred.
Ben-Ami in "The Idle
Inn" will succeed.
"Dulcy," Frasee (14th week). Profitable comedy looks In for run;
though it Is not classed with lead-

!

j

ing money-getters, consistently
beating most of new shows. With
extra matinee and holiday prices
gross was $11,400 last week. Best
figure since opening.
"Everyday," Bijou (1st week). Play
by Rachel Crothers; opened Wednesday.
Fourth attraction for
house this season. "The Skirt"
ran last week only.
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Capacity
Last week's Wednesday
matinee big, with few competing
nights.
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attractions.
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"Get-Together," Hippodrome (12th
week). With especially good holiday crowds last week, big house
Jumped back to pace of early
weeks, with $46,500.
No extra

'

I

I

|

I

prices.

!

"Good Morning, Dearie," Globe (3d

week). Was given as strong support as other favorites on list, getting fine gross of $27,300 last
week. No extra performances, but
three were at $4 top and two matinees at $3 top.

"Golden Days," Gaiety (3d. week).
Voted pleasing comedy by press,
business has been better than
"The Wren," preceding attraction,
which had most of present players. Last week gross was $6,000.
Not enough to hold house.
"Grand Duke," Lyceum (3d week).
Last week's draw placed this new
Belasco offering with elite of
street.
Gross went to around
$15,000
for
nine performances

—

(one extra matinee).

"Greenwich Village Follies," Shubert
(12th week). Without extra performances,
regular
Wednesday
afternoon being switched to election day (Tuesday) (as was true
of most musical shows) business
good as best previous week; about

1

$21,000,

"Intimate Strangers," Miller (2d
week). Billie Burke show got off
to excellent start,

winning smart

draw for gross of over $14,000.
"Just Married," Nora Bayes (29th
week).
Best takings lust week
since early in run.
One extra
performance aided in gross going
to

Z^iHJ Z

;

i

is

almost

"Lilies

M
Z
SJ^SjlK ^

i

talked -about farce played to about
all house will hold.
Figured sensationally in news early this week,
court sustaining complaint play

takings to over

J m

J

!

"Demi -Virgin," Eltinge (6th week).
With $14,600 in last week much-

(56th

'

™

™--

election night
"Bomb©," Jolson (7th week). Extra matinee last week, giving
show nine performances on week,
extra prices election and Saturday night. Gross around $34,000.
Top money for Broadway.

last
$11,000.

-

VnivS
•

ular prices.
•Bluebeard's Eighth Wife," Ritz
(9th week).
Beat $17,000 last
week, gross figure equaling best
since opening; played eight performances, with prices Tilted for

Little

^

M»

tra matinee in.

Year*

week, it fell off at syndicate houses,
the former aggregation nosing out
a lead of about $6,600.
Busineas at the start of this week
«*«
.ii *„«.r**except.at
the
town, ™-J7«
over i„™
was off all
week). Extra matinee last week, Boston Opera House, where the adwith three $6 nights, sent Broad vanc^sa* Sok care' of Things" Znd
.r .L
u.1:.h« »h.r.
5«;ki«where nothing
way's musical smash to new fig- at
the Majestic,
ures.
Gross was around $32,000. seems to put a crimp in the busiOnly Jolson beat it.
Iness.
There was but one new at"Nature's Nobleman," Apollo (1st traction this week. No new attracweek).
Louis Mann's starring tlo n of a legitimate character is
vehicle by Samuel Shlpman and billed for the Shubert houses the
A
Clara Llpman.
Opened out of coming week. "The Passing Show."
town under title "In the Moun- however, will be switched from the
Shubert, where' It Is now playing,
tains." Has 62 top.
"Oniv
rnrt notH w'.iri
"M*- to the Boston Opera House for the
nliarv M?n
1 Pnr? mSJwtE^ " n *l weekvof the Boston run. and a
flrm "Theodora," will come into the
Mrted to^ succeed afte? Thinks
Shubert for an Indefinite engageLfvfn*
h«H Jr«.,nS*a
ment
Ruth Chatterton will wind
las? week
Routed ror
routed
the
for tne
at the Holl|s on g^^ay, and
rnnri
Skinner,
In "Blood and Sand,"
Otis
» t>i
«/!u
a.
*.
"Oh,
Marion,"
Playhouse.
Closed w
come into this house. The Sel- The last was when he was playing
Saturday without announcement, wyn swung back Into the regular "The Marquis De Prlola" and also White Headed Boy opened Monday. "The Gold Diggers" got a very
add-Tig another to last week's con- column on Monday night, when staged "The Matinee Idol."
good break, and though due to leave,
siderable list of closings which Florence Reed. In "The Mirage,"
The catching on of "In the Night arranged to stay and take up Mrs.
did not go on tour. Show opened waa suddenly booked into this house
Flake's booking.
Watch"
to
the
of
an
added
extent
That gives the
here under title, "Walt Till We re when the film, "Lord Fauntleroy."
week and profit for all concerned "Diggers" show a run up to DecemMarried.
flopped so badly that it had to be and the picking up of "Mecca" were ber.
The LaSalle, formerly dark,
"Return of Peter Grimm," Belaseo pulled at the nd of the first week.
features of last week here.
The opened Friday last week with a
t
,r
Goc ° n iOX T Wl h
)
The "yndlcate bouses may drop [Warwick show did around $16,600, film, "Theodora." "Over the Hill,
5*
i!L 5i^ 55« « i
i
\
the E? 1 1 ^.?* raising their prices for with especially strong play upstairs.
m, left the Woods the middle of
225L.IX!*Belasco^
newest
production, tne Saturday night shows when the "Mecca" went
over $20,000 with the the week, and "Queen of Sheba" now
"Kiki,"
succeeding
attraction football season "ends.
It has l. en aid of the Armistice night sell-out. is showing twice daily.
Noy. 28. "Grimm" nearly $15,000 maintained by people familiar with
Estimates for last week:
"The Follies" at a $3.60 top have
last week.
tne jo^i situation that the extra M
u w „«.
«.
"The Gold Diggers (Powers', 10th
1
"8ally,"
New Amsterdam (46th tax for that show has hurt business *°™ , ve "' J?*
5SL
With time extension granted
week).
week). No extra performances last g nerally and that many persons ^i!r^ly # * n _ i w *
i
*i
is bound to rake In some real
week, show sticking to policy of Save left the box office without buyup pac7™Y7ou^ed
kit
later^ i^b.ooo
9t
would abput hit their
eight
performances.
Climbed tag as a result of the lift.
show entered llke lamb
$19
back virtually to same ilgh water
.
an
*
will
leave
Criticism Is also heard of the. *"l~
with the speed of I
The only show which played an I hon
mark, $31,400.
^llcy tnat the Shubert houses have
«Tw0 Blocks Away" (Olympic, 4th
"8huffle Along/' 63d Street (26th used of a "two-for-one" buy. It is Armistice Day matinee was Enter
w *? ,cb; Probably figured W6ek). The run was disappointing.
week). Top advanced to $8 for claimed this has caused some to MaJ a
i
two holiday nights last, week ac- hold off when the shows are not J° bring its final week of a dlsas- i t missed from opening performance
trous
stay
up
to respectable figures. an d closed with $7,000 for week*
counted for another Jump in gross, being run on this policy in the beclaimed to have bettered $13,000. lief that they will take it up before
The houses here have been han- The Irish Players in "The White"8ix Cylinder Love." Sam Harris the « nd °f their engagement, and dling the opening night question in Headed Boy" opened Monday
(13th week). Advanced to $17,000 that ** h** acted as a boomerang, a rather hapbaxard way this year. I ^Greenwich Village Follies" (Garlast week.
This comedy one of The policy waa never used by the generally bunching three or four for rick. 2d week). Ada Forman Is with
one Monday, with none the next. the company, although mentioned as
few big money
money-getters
-getters among syndicate houses here.
non-musicals.
Love Letter" (Tremont, 2d This Is the way for this and next traveling with the 1919 show of the
week.
Next Monday "The Emperor same name. Entered this town at
the
had
"The Skirt," Bijou. Remained for, week). The "wise ones"
ohe week, another attraction, dope right on this show. It was Jones" begins an indefinite run at tough time, when five musical come"The Last Waltz" dies were here, and none doing
"Everyday," being assigned house maintained that Thomas, a male the Walnut.
after first two performances. Bes- star, could not put over a show at comes to the Shubert, Elsie Janls anywhere near normal. Ib enti
Barriscale
show, however, a $3 top with any great success begins a two weeks' run at the For- to credit for being able to hold its
sle
climbed
during week,
getting when the trend tf things Is toward rest and "The Easiest Way" a slm- own, closing the week to $!">.000.
"Queen
(Woods).
of
Sheba"
from $400 to $600 nightly. Re- a $2.60 top, and this proved to be liar stay at the Broad.
fused less desirable theatre for the case the first week. The gross
j U8 t w hy they chose the Walnut Opened to fair takings of $5,000 on
Extensive adcontinuance.
for this show was $14,000. which is for « The Emperor Jones" is some- five performances.
Sothern and Marlowe, Century (3d far from encouraging.
He is in thing of a mystery although the vertising. Showing twice daily
"Taming of the Shrew" here for an indefinite run, and as terrible pickings of musical shows
week).
"Tip Top" (Colonial. 14th week).
Shakespearean stars far as Is known is not booked p ro b a bi y ] c ^ them to go to the ex- ** as nao lon S run: °- ue to stay un*
this week.
listed for four weeks but sue- further.
til
Christmas week, when Ziegfeld's
treme opposite type. With such
ceeding attraction. "The Rose of
* Mary Rotef (Hollis. 2d week). openers to buck against and a house "Follies" come In. Has been hitting
Stamboul," may aot be ready for Wlth lefla ^an $ lf0 oo paid into the way off the rialto. everybody is con- few»*nag8 recently. Grossed $19,8how Jecturing gloomily on the success of 000.
th
hou8e the fl 8t n gh
^TJSZSiSll "rSSSn/nti.
w^pIc^
f
i the
t end
!f
Casino (15th week).
"Tangerine,"
"Nice People" (Cort. 3d week).
of the the O'Neill traxedv
came fltr ong toward
Elsie Janis
Moved up again, getting $22,700 weekf piayiSg to $2,100 for the Sat- a „d "The Last
Waltz" are figured Clipping along at good pace.
last week without extra perform- U rday matlnfe and $3,000 for Satur- l
"The
Bat" (Cohan's Grand, 46th
e cream
crea
of ine
oi
the^usfnesV
ousiness,
" ? clt in ?
on/«A
BahipHov nrroi
^lActlnn j_„ ._i_w.
Z * ihiaaa #^»
prices election
Saturday
ance.
Paying little attention to
It grossed $12,000 for
day night. n
lt h" a "claM^draw
io?
Ior * rancea week).
night.
Has averaged better than the week>
anything else outside of record it
should do better for g ta
$20,000 weekly since opening at tne second and last week.
wants to establish of year's run. Al_.
As far
Ull » k * nn ««" pomes into the Broad ready outdistanced
$2.50 top.
any previous
a8 has been observed, none of the ^
f
"Thank You," Longacre (7th week). rev iewers has been able to fathom De.c 6 and breaks the two-week run Chicago record, and looks like "The
One extra matinee last week, gross out i U8t what Barrie was drviing at rule at that house. On the same Bat" will reach goal. Extra armisgolng to $10,200; best figure since when he wrote the play, but then "^ht Dltrichstein changes shows. tice performance helped to total
Opened this week very there la a cer tain class that will Little Old New York" was figured $13,000.
start.
well, demand in agencies recorded. a i waya attend his shows, believing to 8ta y untiI December 6, but Is
"Theodora" (La Salle). Claimed
"The Bat," Morosco (65thj week). j t their Ignorance that prevented now expected to go out the week this picture does not come in class
Led the holdover dramas last t hem from understanding.
And before unless business takes a sud- with "The Four Horsemen," which
turn for the better.
week with better than $13,000. tnclr dollars are as good as any.
1 <*°n
had long run at this legit theatre.
Giott* aided by one extra matinee
Estimates for ."ast week:" "
Second film at legit house In town.
"Two Little Girls TnTBlue'' (Colofor total of nine performances.
"Dear Me" (Broad, 2d week).— This film may surprise everyone and
on
repeat,
In
here
a
week).
nial,
2d
"The Circle," Selwyn (10th week). this show has got into the running Doing dismally. Only scheduled pick up, yet on its first few days'
Record for house claimed for last strong. It did $16,500 for the first for two weeks. Likely to drop a business things were discouraging.
week, when $22,940 was grossed. week as a gross, which is a better considerable sum even for that
"The Woman of Bronze" (PrinPlayed four matinees, two at pop figure than any it touched when it short stay. $6,000
cess, 2d week).
Doing quite well
scale.
and well spoken of. Touched $12,played here originally. Undoubtedly
"Mecca"
(Shubert,
4th
week).—
week).
(5th
Broadhurst
"The Claw,"
000, with extra armistice performlocal boy. is re- Perked up a lot and passed
a
Jack
Donahue,
the
Went to nearly $14,000 last week, sponsible for some of this draw. He
$20,000 mark, with packed houses ance.
with one extra matinee. Average
•The Skin Game" (Shubert Cenclowning to perfection and he Armistice
night
and Saturday. tral,
pace for this drama is around is
2d week). Brady's trick wasn't
makes strong a part that was ex- Hard to say what caused the im$12 000 weekly, gross considered
one that worked one week and not
when
the show provement, which started
weak
ceptionally
after a the other.
very good this season.
Show taking $6,500,
The show was bad Hallowe'en. "The Last Waltz"
first opened here.
"The Great Broxopp," Punch & Judy originally
which means profit for all.
booked In for two weeks, coming in at a $2.50 top and
A new A. A. Milne but the business
(1st week).
may
(Great
"Midnight
Rounders"
has warranted the stay to Christmas, when "The
comedy which delighted the house producers dropping
Pass- Northern, 10th week). Eddie Canthe departure ing Show" is headlined.
Tuesday evening.
shines
tor
putting
this
over,
house
(Continued on Page 15)
"The Great Way," Park. Deparie-1
"The Follies" (Forrest, 2d week). above any event of the present day.
Resuddenly without notice.
Last week. Not what Jhey have $13,000 means lower money than
mained but one week. Cort's "Tho
done in past years, but picked up show has been accustomed to getWild Cat'' Jisted to open second
lagc offering a vivid O'Neil drama; quite a bit after being off the open- ting,
yet more than this house has
week In D^tember.
opened Thursday night last week ing night.
$25,000.
Elsie
ever taken in.
(43d
Booth
"The Green Goddess"
"The Title," Belmont (1st week). coming in for two weeks Janls
only.
"Scandals"
5th week).
(Illinois.
week). Played regulnr performComedy on English system of title "Follies" going to Pittsburgh.
Dropped to $14,000. Can't seem to
ances and went to $9,000 on week.
bestowals; regarded light affair
"Little Old New York" (Garrlck, pick up pace It lost.
Due to continue until first of year.
with moderate stay anticipated. 2d week).—
Got nice notices, but
"Afgar ; (Studebaker, 6th week).
"The Man's Name," Republic (1st
Premiere Monday.
was panned In the "second thought" Bids adieu this week. Takings of
week). Succeeded "(Jetting Ger- "Wandering Jew," Knickerbocker columns
of the critics.
Probably $10,500. "Love Birds" Nov. 20.
tie's Garter," which will not tour
(4th week).
No extra perform- explained by fact that regulars went
"Miss Lulu Bett" (Playhouse, 4th
later.
New drama first
until
ances here last week.
Gross to see "Follies'* Monday. This
week). Has picked up in business
Lowell
called "The Reckoning."
around $13,000 again, pace being York hit. 4sn't showing very New surpriseingly. $10,000. "Enter MaPhermnn n the lead.
under expectations. Expensive to but ought to break even on much, dame" chases this show out Nov. 20.
thrpc
"The O'Brien Girl," Liberty (7th
operate; business not profitable.
10th
weeks. $10,000.
"Lightnin'"
(Blackstone,
matinee
Wednesday
week).
"In the Night Watch" (Walnut, week).
Seats scarco. Extra show
switched to Tuesday, as true of "We Girls," 48th Street (2d week).
Opened
Wednesday
to
last
week
3d
this
week).—
up
week
boosted
receipts
Caught
on
with
unexmost other musical attraet'ons Inst
with mixed comment on new Hat- pected gusto and was kept an extra $22,900.
Gross was $19,700, best
week.
tons
comedy.
Grossed
around
week,
iiig
play
In
the
balcony and
since opening. No extra perform$3,500 in four days.
fair houses downstairs except on
ance.
ORLEANS SHOWS
"The Perfect Fool," Cohan (21 "Theodora," Astor (6th week). Film. Monday and Tuesday.
$15,500.
New Orleans. Nov. 16.
Ruslncss last week a little over "Emperor Jones" coming in at a $2
we«-k). Opened holiday we«k. getEmma Bunting in 'Miss Lulu
$12,000. Fair for holiday week.
top.
ting benefit of breaks ind without
"The Bat" (Adelphl, 8th week).— Bett" is drawing well at the Shuextra mntlnee grossed $18,600. Is "What Do Men Want?" Lyric (1st
bert
Best
St. Charles and will probably
Monday
topped at $2.50.
sale
since
week).
Film.
Opened Sund ly
opening,
and with big play of football and attract about $9,000 for the week.
"Tho Silver box," Maxlne Elliott
with light patronage reported
(11th week) Turning profit withThe absence of many m.Vneos nf| Armistice Day crowds passed $17 "The Broadway Whirl" at the Tu500.
out dra\v ng big money. Getting holidays last week due to Equity
lane has shaped into a corking road
around $700 early in week and contract with Producing Managers
"Toto" (Lyric, 1st week).— Open- vehicle.
The returns early in the
climbs to $1,400 and better for lat- for extra pay for ai! performances ed to a nice house. Star is popu
over eight on week. Small -cast dra- lar here and last year's "Purple week looked like $12,000 or more.
The Theodore Lorch Stock at the
Tho Straw" Greenwich Village (2d matics can ofTard to gamble; large Mask" went over especially big.
week).
into a
M;M:es third George Ty- e.ists in Other production*, espe- "Enter Madame" did about
$8 COO Louisiana has not gotten
'«•
Vr pi<
on list, he also having cially big musical shows, could not with the help of an extra mat
matTneV winning stride, but business is betA •*««*«--* ->«
"Dulj-y a.r.d "Gulden Days." VU- afford to chance It.
'A
distinct disappointment here.
ter this week.
•

6th

—

Chicago, Nov. 1|.
the price that stands 'ta
It's
Philadelphia. Nov. 16.
capacity's
way,
in most houses.
Announcement by the Shuberts
that Leo Dltrichstein would play an Business picked up the last week,
yet
standard
Chicago
business has
engagement of at least six, probably
yet to make its appearance. The
eight, weeks at the Lyric was the
Armistice
Day
matinee
helped to
of the week. Dltrichstein
place more money in the B. O fa*
Lsurprise
popular here,
Vi
but this display of
Bat,"
"The
"The
Woman
of
Bronw?
n
h
on the part of the
°P"mism
the man"LightnhV "
agement comes*# as particulai ly un- and
The public seems to be showing
«,_..
"^'Tin
, »
L"
l
l
f . JS"
much discretion as to picking
ter Madame" °L
at the I!21
same house. shows,
while more attention is pajj
Dltrichstein
opened Monday in to the low priced seats.
They art
"Totd" and Is announced to play willing to see the
attractions from
three weeks In that show, and then the balcony, and
let the main floor
at least three more In "Face Value," take care of
• itself.
few anformerly "That Homely Henriques." nouncements were
made for th«
A possible extra two weeks for the near
future.
"Miss Lulu Betts, H at
Utter was mentioned. This star is the Playhouse, leaves in
twd weeks
generally looked on as a "four-week to be followed by "Enter
Madame."
ar« At the same time
draw" here, but the two shows are
"Afgar" follows
probably figured to warrant the ex- the path leading to the
storehouse
tra time. This is the second time while "Love Birds"
goes to the
that, Dltrichstein has pu~ on two Studebaker. "Two
Blocks Away," at
plays, one new and one old, here. the Olympic, left Sunday,
and "The

I

"Bill of

Extra performance

16.

While the business at the downtown Shubert houses picked up last

|

offerings mentioned as succeeding
attraction here. Hodge show will
remain until after Thanksgiving.

"First

Will

—"Follies" Off

:

week reported good.
"Beware of Dogs," 39th St. (7th
week)
One of this week's new

Remain Eight Weeks— Sorting Out Best Attractions
"Night Watch" Lands 'Em
Prefer Low Price S&ts

Have Better of Boston Argument by $6,500

on book of same name. Draw has
atre Guild will offer a fresh probeen restricted to readers, Apparduction Nov. 28, with Arnold Daly
ently.
"The Fair Circaslan" list* starred.
Daly recently tried and
ed to succeed Thanksgiving week.
abandoned a season In repertory "Marie Antoinette," Playhouse (1st
and has been in vaudeville s nce
week). House dark this week for
Guild's new show, "The
then.
rehearsals; show first called "A
Wife With a Smile."
Royal Scandal"; to have premiere
•Anna Christie," Vanderbilt
(3d
tomorrow
(Saturday).
Grace
week). The first of two new EuGeorge starred. Said „o be biggene O'Neil plays offered. Acting
gest W. A. Brady production.
credited more than drama.
is
Grossed $6,000 last week; call this 'Music Box Revue," Music Box (9th

of

!

$9,000.

the

week).

Drew

opening

last

Klaw (7th
best business since

Field,"

NEW

week, holidays materially aiding. Gross claimed better thin $11,000.
"Liliom," Fulton (31st week). Four
matinees last week, performance
on Armistice Day going to $1,600.
Got $12,000 on we* k.
May run
into December holiday period, but
new attraction is due by that
time or first of yea
"Mad Dog," Comedy (2d week).
This new Shubert production did
not open to expectations and another attraction offered hon ' before fit" t w~o'< was eomp'eted.
"Main Street," National <7ih week).
.

'

.

>

j

I

i
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CHICAGO SHOW PATRONS

DITRICHSTEIN'

SYNDICATE
•Ambush," Garrick (6th week). Annothor week for this drama; The-

November

:

*

•

Friday,

November
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MINNEAPOLITANS BACKING UP
BAINBRIDGE'S NOVEL POLICY
Idea of Doing

Away

senting in Stock
[it

with Road Companies by Pre-

Shows from Broadway Makes a

—"Detour" Announce** for the Shubert

signed last spring after age n ting the
Minneapolis, Nov. 16.
Carrying out his plan to give "Follies" for 14 years. The "Follies"
fUnneapolls theatregoers Now York berth was much sought after, but
attraotlons never offered here by Sloan's selection Is believed to have
touring companies, Manager Buzz been strengthened because of his
Balnbridge of the Shubert stock an- connection with the "Scandal's"
nounced^ that **The Detour" will be show.
altered next month.
ttt
"The Detour/' one of the plays of
TEE GREAT WAT' OFF
the present season, of course, has
"The Great Way," an independentnot appeared here.
ly produced play, withdrew from the
Balnbridge is taking advantage of
Park last Saturday, remaining but
fae Inability of producers to find it one
week. The piece was presented
profitable to route road companies
by Helen Freeman, who also acted
tats way and is acquiring rights to
the lead. The company was made
new plays never shown here. It is up
of independent players, some of
making a hit with Minneapolis
whom resigned from Equity because
theatregoers.
Ivan Miller returned this week as of the management's opposition to
leading matt in Buzz Bain bridge's the association's closed shop policy.
John Cort, who has the Park unShubert stock company and is offered Itv 'Civilian Clothes." Miller der lease, plans the presentation
has been playing in "Gertie's dar- there of "The Wild Cat," a Spanish
piece.
The house will be dark for
ter" In New York.
several weeks.

STOCKS
The

M

STAGE HANDS BENEFITED?
Opinions Differ as to Effoot
8oason Upon Thorn

TOMMY'S TATTLES

of

By
It Is an open question whether
stage hands are benefited this season by the many failures that have
darkened the legitimate horlson.
The claim In some quarters is that
while actors are on the losing side
of a failure, it means added salary
for the stage workers, because of
the overtime which the added number of rehearsals entails.
In the
case of a run the stage hand gets
an even break with the actor.
The new stage hands' wage agreement does not call for extra pay for
heads of departments except for

THOMAS

J.

GRAY

Well-known actor and a better-known opera singer are fighting for a
divorce. He wants It tried In court before a Jury. Will the speculators
rush down to make a "buy" as soon as the courthouse Is officially
booked?

They would

also probably got an offer for the phonograph and picture
It looks like a good attraction for Tex Richard's Jersey

rlghta To us,
City dugout

So they are going to break up a nice navy after rehearsing

It

for

years.
If

ise

this

what

happens and there are no ships bulk for ten years, do you realIt will mean to show business-——?

Quartets will have to cut down oa those songs about the "bounding
billows," to say nothing about "When the Bell la the Lighthouse Rings,"

overtime for rehearsals, though all
others are paid per hour. There are
more stage hands without jobs this
season than last, but the proportion
is not as high as for actors, the
crews being able to secure new assignments more quickly.
In out-of-town stands, particularly the small houses, the situation is

etc.

There

be fewer jams bands In vaudeville.
be a blow to English melodramas.
will hurt finales of burlesque shows.
will

It will

It

However
It will

on doing

be a great help

If It

stops

some

of those people

who

still

insist

sailor's hornpipes.

varied.
Some agreements call for
If the disarmament Idea hits the movies they may cut all the picture
a week's salary regardless of the
number of performances missed. cowboys down to one gun.
One attraction booked for three days
In keeping with the same Idea, It would be awful If they cut all the
in a town near New York was called
on to pay for its share of sta^e movie vampires down to one vamp.
hands and musicians for the entire
It would be hard to cut the pie throwers down to one pie, but they
week, though the house was dark
might carry out the reduction Idea, thereby having them throw cream
for the other three days.
In other stands where housos have puffs.
been dark, the stage workers have
Broadway ice-cream soda store may put In someone to stand around
been paid pro rata. The latter sysand be the "life of the party." Thla will give actora who driak ioe-oream
tem it said to prevail.
sodas a chance to make some "wise cracks'* to any boa-boa fiends who
may be toying with a sundae.

lyric, Newark, playing Jack
Trade paper announces that six silk mills closed laat week for lack
X. Lewis' dramatic stock for 10
of business, That's easily explained. Girl acts are not la demand, revues
weeks, will discontinue owing to
are hot doing business, and there are too many actors laying off, which
poor business.
It is unofficially
naturally outs down the sale of silk shirts.
rumored that the management will
put in burlesque stock. Theru it*
Moving pictures are replacing the melodrama, the auto the horse,
The Shuberts luive accepted for women interested In the theory that
another stock company in town, the early production a play by Guy men were equally guilty with wom- soft-shoe dancing wooden shoes, but what caa take the plane of your
]
Blaney
'layers, at the New Or- Bolton with score by Ivan Caryl! en in any charge of violating the agent?
moral code.
pheum, where business is reported and lyrics by Cliff Grey.
as being not so good.
This has been a very easy year for the hotel clerks la New York.
Mrs. Nellie O'Rourke, held for
Mrs. Lydig Hoyt broke into the
It's not as hard as it usually is to remember the answer to that eversociety news this week by an- trial charged with Issuing a fake
Dallas, Tex., Nov. 16.
nouncing she was going onto the rum permit, is the widow of the late living question, "What-i a good show to see la town, one that's doing
George D. Watters, former legiti- legitimate 6tage. She recently ap- Eugene O'Rourke, vaudeville actor. big business?"
mate manager, then general man- peared in a film with Norma TalSuit for divorce from Lou TelleShows come aad go
It's harder on the clerks In the tloket agencies,
ager of the New Art Film Corp., madge.
gen on behalf of Geraldine Farrar so fast they are getting their theatres mixed up.
now back in legit as managing dicame
up last week in the Supreme
There's nothing to statements of Court, but the papers were sealed
rector at the Capitol, playing stock,
maintains that his town Is the first a row between Carle Carlton and by Justice Guy. The sensational
There Is one man in the show business who Is not kicking about busto get releases of Broadway shows Julia Sanderson, says the producer testimony promised did not develop iness; hia name is Cain.
in newspaper statements.
She was though rumor declared Miss Farrar
owing to the fact that no road shows out
of "Tangerine" due to a cold.
named more than one corespondent.
are being routed through this terriBasketball is now New York's latest fad. Just as soon as it develops
tory.
This
declaration
comes
a couple of heroes, you may expect them In your favorite vaudeville
The Supreme Court of the United
Abe Atell was this week dis- theatre.
apropos of the plan of Balnbridge of States has ruled that Mutt and Jeff
charged as the result of charges of
Minneapolis to do only released belong to Bud Fisher, disregarding having unlawfully sold a ticket
pieces which have not been given claims of the Hearst papers.
A well-known fdbtball player
This may mean something, too.
to the Polo Grounds during the
07 traveling companies In his town.
World series. He gave his name as seen receiving a collect telegram.
Alice Brady has filed suit for Joseph Weller, his occupation as
The roster of the Capitol organisation Includes Leona Powers, lead- divorce from James L. Crane, the clerk. His attorney was Wlllam J.
The Christmas benefit season hi now open.
ing woman, who comes from the St. American on Sunday carrying a big Fallon.
feature spread regarding the diffiJames stock, Boston; Albert Mc- culty.
Helen Ryan, said to have been
Oovern, leading man; J. Arthur
with "Slnbad," was taken last week
SHUBERT EDGE
WARFLELD TOUB NOT. 26
Young, character man, last with
Captain Charles Betts' troupe of to the Knickerbocker hospital ac(Continued from Page 14)
David Warfleld will end his en•Launcelot and Blaine" and last monkeys, parrots and seals re- cused by the police of attempted
announcement
Peter
for the time being,
gagement in "The Return of
season with Fay Balnter; Lisle turned from South America on the suicide.
Leigh, character woman, with Grant Ulua Nov. 14. During the voyage
Grimm" at the Belasco, Nov. 26, and and It may stay on for a run.
the
monkey
named
Mephlsto
"The Passing •hew" (Shubert.
Mitchell last season; Tamzon BlanMrs, Henry Thompson White, start a road tour at the Monescaped.
He has been taught to widow of a British officer. Is suing tauk, Brooklyn, the following Mon- week). Did a gross of $23,000 laat
ker, ingenue, who played lead In
drink from a bottle,, then Imitate
which Is the highest figure It
•Pollyanna"
for
George Tyler; drunkenness, and the only way they Frederick J. Dolllnger, manager of day.
The Lenore Ulrlch piece, week,
has reached. Will probably suffer
Philip Sheffield, light comedian. Just could catch him was to leave a the Claremont, Broadway and 136th "Klki," will succeed Warfleld at the
somewhat when It is switched to
street, for $50,000 for alleged slander.
Closed with the Rumsey company in bottle filled with the real stuff near
This is
the Boston Opera House.
She claims he accused her of speak- Belasco.
Syracuse. Others are Sumner Gard, him. This put him to sleep; but big to men she did not know while, "Klki" is at present on tour, hav- the final two weeks.
fcVed Wear, Mabel Benek and Ed- \ ill he ever drink again?
in the theatre.
He says there's lng been sent on the road for the
(Plymouth,
td
'The Bad Man"
ward Ewald. Thomas Magrane is
rotbing to i»
She claims to be re- second time. It having been given its week). This show is credited with
The Rev. F. A. Wiggln, of Jordan lated to the late Duke of Lelnster original tryout earlier In the year $U,(hju gross* loT iaat week. Condirector nnd Ja*ck Robinson Is stage
Boston, went into a and a daughter of a lady-in-waiting
church,
Hall
manager.
and then brought In with the cast sidering the type of show, the busitrance last Sunday and purported to Queen Victoria.
ness is satisfactory.
retained intact.
then to be delivering a sermon by
"The Roee Girl" (Wilbur, 5th
''
The Miie Desmond stock players the late John McCullough, noted
Booked In for two weeks
week).
Philip Adolph Herfort, musical
The pastor director, left an estate of $7,345.58.
Suit the Metropolitan opera house, Shakespearean actor.
more and should be able to hold the
INTO
SHARON,
FA.
BREAKS
Philadelphia, until Dec. 15. Conflict- had all the McCullough mannerisms
business It Is doing for that period.
Erie, Pa., Nov. 16.
ing bookings were the cause. Tho and intonations and created a local
Starting out cold, it has improved
Lillian Bradley, vaudeville booking
Sharon, Pa., closed for a long time in tho past few weeks with mountcompany has done unusually good sensation.
agent, with George Durand, restaurant proprietor, got the privilege to legit attractions, will open again ing business, and last week is supbusiness in this big house with a
White,
watchman at of a jury trial last week despite ob- when "The Bat" plays there Nov. posed to have grossed $16,500, about
George
•l top.
Loew's 116th Street, after being tied
$500 bettor than it did the previous
Pictures will hold sway iit the to a seat, wriggled loose early Sun- jections of the district attorney and 25, at the Strand, which will re- week.
the Society for the Prevention of
Met. for several weeks and will Le day morning and called the police, Vice. The two are accused of giv- open after having played vaude"The Mirage" (Selwyn, 1st week).
ville.
followed by the San Carlo opera who arrested for burglary a man ing an immoral entertainment.
Pulled Into the house to fill tho gap
giving his name as Samuel RobinLon B. Ramsdell, ahead of "The caused when the film, "Lord FaunCompany Nov. 28.
son, of 160 West 123d street.
tleroy," flopped badly.
It Is said it
Dan R. Hanna, son of the late Bat," arranged the Sharon date.
Thera have been no legit attrac- was Intended to show this film for
Permanent stock was installed at
The Actors' Kquity Association Senator Hanna, had four wives.
four weeks and that it had been
opera
tions
His
to
have
been
in
Sharon
since
the
old
fifth
was
June
the Lyric, Asbury Park, Nov. 14, by hall will be held at the Astor Nov.
rented by the Selwyns for $5,000 for
Evans, who last wns seen house was torn down.
Stephen Pawley, who last year con- 19 with a pageant taken part In by Avis
Business was so poor
that period.
here in "Mrs. Palmer" with Mary
ducted a summer run of Keith Kthel Barrymore, Mrs. Leslie Car- Young. Marginal notes, blotted, in
from the start that It was realised
ter, Elsie Ferguson, Marjorle RamZIEGFELD'S
"FROLIC"
16TH
wouldn't do, and the legitimate
It
vaudeville.
deceased's
inindicate
the
the
will
beau and Marie Loro. Others on the
The new "Midnight Frolic" to have attraction was swung in. It is probprogram will be Ylvicnne Segal, tention to bequeath Miss Evans
able that the house will stick to
.Line I .own i>» leading woman of Leon
Randall, Irene $25,000 a year and "The Croft," his opened on the Amsterdam Roof last legitimate attractions for the balKrrol. Caii
eountiy home, w!.v;x she and her night.
the Poli stock at Bridgeport, Conn. Frunklin and'Fi itzi'Schclt.
(Tiiuiouay)
»us p.o^vf.mother spent thb summer as his nounced by Flo Zicgfeld as his 16th ance ot The season. Tie- r>'ucve»t» \>l
"The Three Musketeers" evidently
His he lap will contest her production
Justice Guy last week reserved guests.
Gabriel 'Luskin has taken the
of that character.
The encouraged the Selwyns In trying
claim, for whicsuhe will fight, alLyceum, Memphis, for two years, decision on Mrs. Kdlth Kelly Gould's though she and Tlr. Hanna are al- current roof show was written by another film.
for $'.'5,000 to cover the
8sn Csrlo Opero Co. (Boston
opening it this week with «»tnck at application
dene Puck and Pave Stamper, who
expense of upp»ai from Justice Mul- leged to have qur.rivh d hohre his
40 cents top.
have been responsible for most of Opera House). Second and the last
If musical stoek is lan's ruling refining to grant her a death.
week. Opera at a $3 top caught on
put in it will he in connection with divorce from Frank J. Could. Could
the Zicgfeld "Frolics."
Leon KtoI tine
and the gross for the first week
Helen {Shopman, the act re- « ap- staged it.
feature oirhircs.
has already ohtained a divorce in
was $;iS,000, bigger business than
I'Yancf, wliitli Mrs. Could is trying peared as complainant this week
Tho announcement laid stress the house has done since dolson
against Violet Lorrlng, whom she apori "greatly reduced prices."
in have >«( aside.
played there. At a $.'! top opera was
SLOAN, FO LLIE S' PRESS AGENT
accuses of robbing her apartment
Iconic, J'.oston having been withIVgpy lloj»!iin<. who allowed her in the Hotel Thornd> ke.
Harry Sloan was appointed press
When tho
out
li»r three y« «r*.
HANDS OF POTTER" TO COME houseit was
.ln\e«-. to obbuilt It was to show
agent for Ziegfeld's "Follies." lii-iiig third huslt.Hol. Sianh y
PRYOR'S DEBUT
YOUNG
tain a divorce last week in Chicago,
The
novohzed
play
by
Theodore
top
<•!"••
the
with
same
a hl^heent to I'ittsiiiirch this work in adsa.ss her fourth matrimonial part••••iser, and called "The Hands of
Asbury Park. Nov. *V
less ioinpany for an entire season,
vance of toe show, which is now ner will I'm- an Anwtiraii. "not one
>•;;
ii
or of the PotUr." is to have Us sh<i\v4ng
25 -> ear- old
ivas a failure.
Itoger
Pryor,
playing Philadelphia. The "Follies" of those h;-ok< M -.hovn foreigner.-.
"Over the HilJ" (Treim.'at
handmaMei.
tho
Pryor.
the Provinc* town theatre by the
has been umhaperoncd since leav- I've got nearly a toil Km,' sh r gild- Arthur
'!"•
no eh
J \\g.
Its principal
ing the Oloho, the publicity being ed; "not so had."
* made his debut as Clinton l)c Wilt players of that name.
itn
v.
r'lo
has been entrusted to .1. Pa a!
in "Adam and Eva" last week
handled fioni the Zlcgfcld office for
SUSPEND "THE FENCE"
The attempt to com iet Kdward N. the Myrkle-Hurder Players, a rop- .'(•Ill'S.
Ihe }»<.s(i
nd Philadelphia diKreitung, the millionaire, as equally crtolre company for two years on
The play will follow the presenta'The Fence," a dramatic pec
gagcm«-nts
guilty with two women found in an tour, now plnying a two weeks' en- tion of "The Verge," with Maigaiet
placed in rehear al by George AnSloan \vn< formerly press agent apartment with him was thrown oaf
gagement at Walhr Ueadc's St. Wycherly, at the same tluatre. The derson, was called off after Its first
for White ^ "Scandals," a post now
last week by Magistrate Kytteaberg.
latter piece starts next Monday.
week in rehearsal.
held by .i.i on Friedman who re- The case hud been pressed by ciuu James.
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It

anohter actress on our stage as well food that the young man hasn't
much char.ee to succeed as a paint*
suited to the role ns Miss Young.
an
Tho selection of Juliette Day for er with such a name, and that
name
the part of the daughter was not so alliance with a family with a
hardly
the
trade"
Is
"in
known
only
There is, however, no
felicitous.
gainsaying the fact that Miss Day proper thing.
Old man Broxopp has before him
wallops over her points and scores
with them, but her methods smack the proposition of sacrificing the
of life's accomplishment, changplan
Joy
of the vaudevillo cross-fire
facing tho au'Mrnce and landtag the ing his name to Chillingham (his

BROADWAY REVIEWS
THE MAN'S NAME
Tamamotn

Won?

T.

Dorothy Shoemaker

Mrs. Marvin

Martha 11 Dunn
llal Marvin

Felix

all

artist.

drama

of the mellowest
type and one of those shows that
women are going to, flock to.

The new play was written by
Eugeno Walter and Marjorie Chase.

Just how much of it Miss Chase has
supplied can only be guessed at, but
Walter is all over tho piece in the
There sro speeches every
dialog.
few minutes that are so penned
none but a Walter could have done
them.
In staging, Bertram Harrison has
given the dialog one or two twists
The
that are decidedly different.
manner in which he has two of the
the
big
handle
characters
principal
scene of the play, Just before the
someis
act,
second
of
tho
ending
thing that has not been seen in
many years of consistent playgoing.
Husband and wife carry the scene,
both talking at once, but still with
the woman retaining the dominant
note. It is a trick bit of handling of
lines, and even if Dorothy Shoemaker and Iiowell Sherman did
nothing else in the play that bit
would plant them as top-notchers
forever.
As to the play itself there is very
little of it. The curtain on the opening night rose about * o'clock and
the play was finished by 10.40, with

two long intermissions between the
acts. In all each act seemed to run
a little more than 25 minutes each.
To those that have been in the
habit of seeing Mr. Sherman in
naught but heavy roles the character of Hal Marvin, writer of popular
a combination of heroheavy, will come as a surprise.
There are moments when he seems

Action,

to overact to

a

slight degree, but

It

is no more than natural that his
York after
first appearance in

New

his recent unpleasant notoriety

And

him rather nervous, and

this natuhis work.
But once he is at ease his performance in the piece is going to be one

rally

reflected

Itself

in

of the worth-while pieces of acting
Miss
of the season In New York.
Shoemaker, as his wife, gives a
splendid performance, and the audience on the opening night insisted
that she share the honors of the
evening with the rather better
known Sherman. Felix Krembs as
the heavy offered jhe best piece of
work of his stage career, and in the
last act his characterization could

not have been Improved on by any
one of the present-day stage.
The scene of the play is laid in a
cabin In the Rocky Mountains,

where Marvin has been brought by
young wife in the hope that he

NATURE'S NOBLEMAN
John Roche

Morgan
Shag

McHtmmy comedy

,

Allyn Olllyn

Rockefeller Welle.. Clarke Silvernall
Kennv th l*e

THE TITLE

failure of the

Tho most hopeless

legitimate season is ''Na- John Culver
Nobleman." which opened at Hlldegarde
the Apollo Monday. If it survives Tranto
Culver
beyond the current week it will be" Mr*.
Culver
due to the stubbornness of some- Mr.
Mlas Sharkey

hpr the money, after she spent a
night with him in a hotel In New
York. That was her last resort to
obtain the money with which to save
hor husband's life. This confession
scene is the big wallop of the second act. Whitman and Miss Shoemaker carried everything before

them

In

it.

In the final act Marvin has sent
for the man. He and the wife arc
seated in the cabin awaiting his
When he walks in the
coming.
husband confronts him with the
facts that he hots and stands ready
here that
is
It
to
shoot him.
Krembs as the publisher put over a
He and Sherterrific bit of acting.
man cross-lire a scene that holds
every one tcn*e and which finally

conclude* by Sherman shooting him
through the hand so that he will
c;nry a reminder for his remaining
(1

i.V-".

U

undoubtedly h.is a winner
1ii
piay. one of tho host acted
ilt.it
ha** been seen In some time.
£.wu T. Tamamoto, who plays a
\Y<M
tins

.Robert Harrigan

ture's.

body.

Sampson

The piece was produced in Baltimore earlier in the season, and reports from these were to the effect
Since then it has
it was hopeless.
been rewritten and recast with a
view to its betterment.
The whole thing is ridiculous.
Here is a thumbnail sketch of the
plot: An old German is the proprietor of a small summer hotel in the
mountains. His guests consist of a
politician and his wife, a German
cigar manufacturer, wife and daughter, a young man who writes advertisements for a living, and a musicplugging salesman In a retail sheet
music establishment, who is posing
as a millionaire. The old German
has a wife, son and daughter. The
son is in love with the politician's
wife, the daughter has been betrayed by the politician, the old German wants his son to marry the
daughter of the rich cigar manufacturer, and the betrayed daughter
asks the advert writer to marry her.
In the end the politician, under
threat of being exposed by the girl
he wronged, agrees to let his wife
divorce him so she can marry the
innkeeper's son, and the adv. writer,
on being told of the false step the
daughter made, forgives her and
takes her to wifehood.
The respective characters enter
and leave for their various scenes
with the precision of a protean act
in vaudeville, and you find yourself
out -guessing the authors, Samuel
Shipman and Clara Lapman, by three
or four seconds as each situation is
placed before you. Louis Mann, the
star, seems to have sacrificed everything to create for himself, with the
aid of the authors, a type of lovable
old man full of eccentricities and
side-splitting farcical retorts. In a
brief curtain speech after the third
act he said he was sure the house
was full of friends. It was. but a
goodly number of them hadn't the
heart to wait for the finish of the

This
Bennett

.Sfciata
>

• t

•

• • • •

Courtenay

..Noel Teaxla

•

.Selene Johnson

.lAHMde* Hare
.Miaa Emily Lorraine
Ernest Coasart

Straight.

by

comedy-drama

Arnold

is soundly conceived and
written, but unevenly cast by Rtcha rd G. Herndon, who brought it to
the Belmont, Nov. 14. with a woman
for stage manager, Agnes Atherton,
who also played a maid. Lumsden
Hare, who directed, and Belene
Johnson handled the leading roles
competently, but when Ernest Cossart Invaded the stage In the last
act he drew applause that testified
to isolated distinction so far as acting was concerned. A well-devised
single set alone ran him a close second, for Noel Tearle and Shiela
Courtney slipped up. To Miss Court-

|

,

{

piece.

18,

i

1921

possesses the voice of the aggrega*
tlon and stopped the show in a
mr
specialty in aot one,
Dolly also
Hashed a bit of stepping in an "es«
sence" routine tbat earned rounds.
8he encored vocally after the dance*
,

which satisfied, but left them hunZ
gry for more of bar particular brand

of dancing, which may or may not
be good showmanship. Miss Mormaiden name) and retiring to rlssey is one of the bright stars of
spend his remaining days as a coun- the burlesque firmament and a dewife's

alder cided asset to any assembly.
Florence Do Vere, the Ingenue, is
fllr
a pretty brunet and another corking
exponent of legomania. She had
few opportunities where she registered, looking particularly fetching
in a red dress and hat in a double
song with Billy Rice, the Juvenile.
establish.
The next act is laid In the fam- Miss De Vere was flat on two occaily's country home a few months slons vocally.
The Royal Hussars, a quintet of
Chillingham is like a fish on
later.
their way
land and longs for his former active women musicians, brass*
business life. In a way his charm- to results, playing, trumpets, troming, loving wife had stood between bones and saxopBones in another
him and the world, revealing * do- specialty in "one" before their own
mestic Idyll. Sir Roger has under- drop. The women also worked in
taken the investment of Chilling- the chorus, which was 13 strong
ham's* money and loses most of it. some numbers and 18 heavy on otuChillingham attempts to call a halt era. They -swelled the appearance
to save the remainder of his for- credits, helping the girls qualify as
tune, but his wife deliberately plots one of the best looking bunches seen
that he shall lose it all so be can this season.
The costuming of tho choristers
once more go Into business and be
happy. Up to this point the pretty was also high class, as were the
little comedy is an excellent picture scenic effects of the entire produc*
of a certain aide of English life, tlon. The "flash** scenically was tho
but tt is altogether improbable that full stage set. "A Study in Satin.**
so loving a wife would ; u that he Satin pillars illuminated from with*
should lose everything.
In created a pretty effect of marble
The last act finds the old couple columns with brocaded hangings
try gentleman.

Mrs.

Broxopp

The beat the

can

to

offer

way

of a family tree is
that her father had been a sergeant-major In the army. 6id Broxopp sells out and abandons the
name he Worked for 2C years to

Roger

In the

i

i

'

back in their Rloomebury lodgings, and a special drop back with pea*
Chillingham cheerfully proclaiming he is glad his money is
lost and that he is going to make
He concocts an
another fortune.
advertising idea for an insurance
company "AJax defying tho lightning because he is insured in the
West End Insurance Co." He admits to his wife he is 25 years older,
but 25 years wiser and 25 years
more In love with her. He decides
to boom tho Chillingham Hat and

old

—

cocks thereon.
Five full-stage sets and three in
"one,"
drops,

of

all

which

had

special

showed no stinting on tho
production end and proved that tho

show was worth a

repeat.

Morriseey

Miss

startled the

as

Cleopatra
magnifi-

women with a

it

Is

difficult

But the wife wants an acceptance. tioneer" and other pfays of older
She yearns to be called "milady." days, but charmingly written and
This is virulently English, but it Is delightfully played by an altogether
also human, and the struggle pro splendid company.
Iden Payne as the elder Broxopp
and con provides an amusing if light
entertainment. With a better cast furnishes a characterization that
the chances would have been im- will be long remembered by those
proved, but as a sk 11 led observer in who enjoy the good fortune to atthe lobby remarked, it was better
done in Lotidon. where a more prepared public awaited it three years
ago.

The author himself passed up a
Perhaps this was his explana-

title.

tion to th^gSMaMic

Isced.

SWEET SWEETIE

(Continued from Page lo)
was about to play ihu instrument, but never doing so.
George Leon, a tall, lanky chap,
who, in addition to being a good allaround comic can take falls with
tend. No less delightful, along en- surprising agility. Is one of those
tirely different
lines,
is
Pamela muchly grease painted eccentrics
Caythorne as the loving wife who with the red putty noso tbat seem
shares the joys and vicissitudes of to have succeeded the conventional
her husband with equal apprecia- Tad for burlesque. Bobby Wilson
tion of his worth. The supporting completes tho comedy trio.
Tho
cast, each in their way. contribute three work well together and in
materially to the general
ellence I pairs, each evidencing a nrst-hand
of the entertainment.
(knowledge of tho rough and ready.
Artistically "The Great Broxopp** type
burlesque laugh -getting?
of
is a stage triumph.
Its commercial technlc that flourished on the old
success will determine whether we western wheel, and is still going
are ready to accept as entertain- strong today on the American, and
ment such exceptionally tine theat- in more than one instance on the
slon he

<

ur, vi.m

for the fiasco.

WE

s.» r

Jolo.

GIRLS

THEBroxopp
GREAT BROXOPP
Pamela Oaythorne
Nancy
Mary
James Broxopp

I

William Lennox

Frances Waite
Harriet Durand....

....Frances Nsllson

Minna
alary

.

.

Idea Payne

Honorla Johns
Jack Broxopp
Iris Tenterden
Sir Roger TentrrdV*n

Youns

Nora Field
Bonny Derwent

al. Trougbton
Euaa Ouy
Margaret Nybloc

John

Alice

Phillips

.

.

Marls Davenport

Benham

Pilgrim
Louisa
Mrs. Carter Durand

.

.

Alfred Shirley
Betty Linley

George Graham

Mary Rloarda
...

.Kenneth Thomson

}

rical cuisine.

EAST-WEST PLAYERS

a comedy by A. A. Milne-, best known
to our theatregoers as the author of
"Mr. Pirn Passes' By."
"The Great Broxopp," Mr.
In
Milne's latest stage effort, presented
at the Punch and Judy Nov. 5 by
Iden Payne & Lavarack, Inc., is
quite a different sort of entertainment than one is wont to have
dished up. In England it would be
best described as "homely," which
is synonymous with our word "domestic," to indicate a play of felici-

Am

of a girl

whose

lift-

—

This organisation
rented
the
be hoped thero are enough Princess, New York, for a week.
The
"nut"
was
about
$2,500.
It is
people of "the better class" in New
York to permit of a successful en- doubtful whether the gross reached
gagement for "The Great Broxopp," that.

.

had been

circuit.

Howard Harrison makes a competent straight. The usual small-bit
men are missing but not missed*
Lll Harrison, blonde and attractive*
Is the soubret.
She handles dialog
and business very well, standing out
In a toughs flirtation bit with T*on
and Wilson.
Wilson, who

It is to

. .

sheltered l»y convent walls, but tickling onr's risibilities, nevertheless.
A goodly percentage of the unrestrained enjoyment can be flirectlv
charged to tho characterization of
the vain. \ oung-looklng mother a c
interpreted with thistle-down lightHer whims
ness by .Maiy Young.
and tantrums make for delicious
comedy., U would be tl^fflculjt to .find

Columbia

Jolo.

Oustav Blum, a professional,

Emma

teams with Bobby Wilson

di-

rected a number of amateurs and
semi -professionals for an organisation aimed to "uplift" the one-act
play. This seems a worthy purpose.
But the one-act play needs more
uplifting now than It ever did before, for tho East -West Players
dealt it a body punch that will keep
it down for a long time.
Four plays were given: "Autumn
Fires." "Sweet and Twentv," "Eternal Judith" and "The Pot Boiler.'
The first; was a dreary translation
tous conjugality.
of .spontaneous laughter It is of
The action is laid In England and from the Scandinavian. The secsmall consequence if the plot of the the play opens with a sort of pro- ond was ftn impossible farce by
piece is unoriginal, the second best log
showing
James
Broxopp's Floyd Dell. The third was a thick
role miscast, some of the situations lodgings in Bloomsbury Square in melo from the Bohemian, outragequite obvious, and so on. The out- 1890 or thereabouts.
He resides ously constructed and heavily perstanding fact remains that the audi- there with his wife and earns a formed. The final was a light comence enjoyed itself immensely, and more or less precarious living by edy by Alice Gerstenberg. with some
it is reasonable to suppose that is
creating advertising ideas for com- approach to merit, but useless exwhat they came for.
mercial concerns. f<
.which she cept for Just such enterprises, as it
The piece opens with a 19-ye.ir- supplies the illustrations He Is an lacks general theatrical value.
old daughter running away from a artist in his simple way, likes his
Tho acting may be charitably
convent in a stolen automobile to ideas for their own sake and wants passed over in a professional trade
rescue her mother from an Impend- to educate the public up to them. paper. Those who had seen stage
ing alliance with a youth of 22. His forte Is thinking up allitera- service had either not seen enough
Mother has carefully hidden her big tive phrases such as "Fordyce's to learn or had been seen enough to
By dint of go no further; the amateurs were
daughter, posing as a young widow Pills for Five Perce."
with an infant child, concealing the saving Broxopp Lad ac •umulatcd amateurs.
belter part of her 46 years with the 500 pounds and invests it in a baby
It would be better to let tb/ onefood which he decides to place upon act play alone. It weeps for no upaid of beautifying remedies.
"Mother's running wild and I've the market under the catchy title lifting or subsidizing. The public
come home to look after her," says of "Broxopp's Beans for Babies." doesn't want it because, outside of
the convent -bred daughter.
And a They concoct the idea of showing a vaudeville, it is not good theatre in
mom* nt later: "I'm on the brink of healthy infant in the advertising this country. And this sort of one"I
a acters. with this sort of near-acan
infant
stepfather."
Shortly with "a caption reading:
Are You?"
thereafter: "If you marry that boy Broxopp Ha by.
tors,
s it from ever inWe next see *he Brixopp'n In IducingdiscourageI'll get married, too. and
I'll make
the public to want it. J .nit.
you a grandmother."
Hither so- their mansion near Queen's Gate. 'Jfi
1-tea*
Broxopp's
yearn
later.
lor
ted
phistic -a
observations from the

mouth

Nownber

to be fair. Her
cent white silk and beaded Oriental
accent made her lines nearly unincostume. Miss Everette looked wen
telligible, while she dresses the role
continuously, but topped herself In
without discretion. Even her pera green knickered and feathered
sonality seemed unsulted to the Tie.
headdress creation In which she
Mr. Tearle's reading was
Their son and wife enter and con- whammed over a Jazz song and
stage.
In the dance that held up a full -stage
clear enough, but his love-making fess the boy cannot paint.
His heart end they all go into business with scene and had to he encored in
didn't seem quite real.
the idea of putting on the market "one."
wasn't In winning the girl.
What remains is a pointed social a food for chickens, employing the
Reynolds* methods have mellowed
Mr. Culver Is about to catch phrase, "Chilllngham's Cheese with experience until he has develcriticismreceive a title for war work, but de- for Chickens Makes Hens Lay." oped into one of burlesque's best
termines to refuse it. His school- The son's art education enables hum and su.-est-flre comedians. In this
boy son and his daughter, writing to illustrate the idea with a hen piece he has wisely surrounded himHis
political articles under an assumed sitting upon an enormouj egg, and self with an excellent cast.
name, both see the hollowness of the new firm is to bo known as show has all the elements of good
such honors, given helter-skelter to Chillingham & Son.
burlesque entertainment and is Just
( 'on.
A rather trite p'lof . t > be sure, that.
any sort of person and they join
with the father in urging refusal. with a smattering of "Tho Auc-

ney

j

William A. Brady stood

,

rives at the fact the wife got the

first-

Jolo.

current

.

money from a man. Ho pins her
down and it is disclosed Dunn gave

the

Frances Hurland

Freda

.

the trip to the

did

the piece will eucceed
through word-of-mouth advertising.

nighters

Leonard Doyle

.

make

succeeding audiences enjoy the

If

show as much as

Juliet to Day
Marshall Dunn, a publisher, for- Officer Ryan
.John McFarlane
of Mrs. Marvin, has Dr. Thomas Brown.
Warren Krech
A. J. Herbert
been there for three days at the Jamex Stedmao. «••*..
Kmbree. ..
.Cordelia Macdonald
opening of the play. The two have air*.
Lucy Darragh. ..
.Marguerite Forrast
a scene Just before the husband ar- Wlnthrop Hale.
Edward Fielding
to
leave Lnwrenr* Ferris
rives. The wife begs Dunn
Ray Wilson
.Thomas A. Rolfs
that right so that her mind will be Sainnei Welnii.
at rest, and he consents to go. But
The less one possesses of theatriwhen the husband arrives he asks
the publisher to Join them at dinner, cal knowledge the less he will have
and is altogether surprised at the to apologize for In recording the
abrupt departure that the latter Is statement that Frederic and Fanny
making, after stating that he had Hatton's latest comedy. "We Girls,"
Tt had
intended to remain a month for a Is excellent entertainment.
its metropolitan
premiere at the
rest.
In a scene with his wife Marvin 48th Street Nov. 9, produced by
Informs her he has received a $600 Marc Klaw and staged by Priestly
advance on the serial right of a Morrison, with Mary Young and
When the
story ho has written and they will Juliette Pay featured.
be able to apply this to the $3,000 better part of an intelligent firstnight
audience
emits
yell
after yell
they borrowed from her aunt to en-

without
Here.
the
mountains.
speaking of lines, the action plants
the fact the wife got the money
from another source than the one
her husband 'believes it came from.
Eventually through a series of Intuitive deductions the husband ar-

than humorous situa-

tions.

Helen Lowell

Mary Brandon
Morgan Wallace

mer employer

able them to

lines

H»n« Hansen

Fred Tanner

may

an author.

Mr. Minn
Loulae Beaodet

Sue

Charles Johnnon
Josephine Johnson

his

Qght off the ravages of consumption. They have been there for
18 months; the husband has recovered his health and has arrived as

lines, irrespective of legitimacy and
modern naturalness. Her performance savored more of bulesque.
The remainder of the roleg were
well
generally
feeders,
mostly
played, each with a smattering of
humor, unfolded more through clever

Frt4,

Krembs

Lowell Sherman

This looks like It is going to be a Carl Srhnl tiler
winner of tho calibre that will pay Dora Sclinltsler
A. H. Woods back everything that Dan Srhnltaler
Effle Bchnltalcr
Garter" might Wilhelra
Gertie's
•'Getting
Brand
have cost him at the Republic. It Hello Brum!
is a four-people, one-set piece that Ross Itrand
is gripping-

work about

the
cabin, handles his role as a finished

"China boy" of

Friday,

for

Talk about your^
symphonic poems in tights Miss
Wilson is the answer. Vi Kelley,
ingenue, leads several numbers and
hangs up a good score on appearance, and Ellnore Mack is the prima.
"The Sweet Sweeties" accomplished something at the Olympic
principal boy type.

—

that is rare for a show playing the
house. In two separate instances a
number coming at. the end of a fullstage scene that called for a curtain
received sufficient legitimate applause to hold back tho next scene.
In "one."'

i

One of the best assets "The
Not
Sweeties" has is the chorus.
that it's filled with a bunch of raving beauties— It isn't, although the
average of looks Is comparable with
the rest of the American shows. It's
the ginger the girls put Info their
work that makes 'em exceptional.
There are several of the ensemble
who stand out particularly, Fay
James, who jazzes up the numbers
with the shi veriest of shims; Mildred Stevens, a shapely brunet, who
does a specialty in the second part
with Anna Kramer that gets over,
and May Moreland, who also gets
in a lot of Individual stuff, all contributing considerably to the general entertainment average.
The costuming is away from the
burlcsquy, a set shown at the fln.ile.
wi'.h-each of the girls arrayed as a
different «pocies of bird. h'»!ding *

.'•plendid
assortment of colorings.
REYNOLD'S REVUE
la Ides" is now a household comThe s nic production is up t>» tho
(Continued from Page 10)
modity and they are rich. Their
average.
son, an only child, has been to Kt«m blonde girl with personality,
Her
The *ho\v is pepped up with speand Oxford and has gone in for many changes were .•>»> fillers
As cialties and numbers and lie laughs
painting. He falls in love with the a dancer she is with the best in art* plentiful.
Mr. Vail should look
daughter of Sir Roger Tenderdtn, burlesque. Her kicking, splits and over his show, however, and !imigrace, in addition tt) ability to get na!" blue material, th\l. a': hough
their neighbor.
Sir Hoger is agreeable to the vocal numbers acres.--', earned her gei'.ing iimhs, Is not neeibd.
match, but he, his daughter and recalls on every appcaram
The Olympic did »;apacii> Tuesyoung Broxopp put It to the manuDolly Morrissey, the prima donna, day night, it being tie
regular
•f th- baby wa* another fashion parad^, ,She. n^kta "arna^eur r>igbVi
favourer and bo.«m
thtk
I

f

i

.

t.

'

a

couple of neat dancing specialties. Is
of the symmetrically proportioned

-

Friday,

November

18,
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BED-SIDE CHATS

AMONG HIE WOMEN

"The Rollickers," a new road show
sent out by the Elld Producing Co.,
took to the road last week under

BY NELLIE BEVELL

Frank Folsom's management.
cast includes the

Sanders

Carmen DeVere, Elaine

By THE SKIRT

The

Sisters,

Lorraine,

Does Babe Ruth kpop women out of the theatre? It looked so Monday afternoon at the Palace. There were 20 men to every woman, and
what change In the audience. Very few of the regular clientele, it looked.
My third in bed. Now this is not meant to caat a "Friend Wife," a three-act com- But ita was an applauding audience. Every act received more than its
Thanksgiving!
festivities, but to accentuate your realization of edy drama by Chas. Dickson, Is
Wet blanket on your and
reasons for giving thanks. If, when you wake scheduled to start rehearsals next share of applause.
your many blessings
week.
Barry McCormick Isr proSam Berk and Juanita Sawn, for an opening act, got four bows. Miss
up Thanksgiving morning and find yourself able to arise without as- ducing the show. It will be an "inSawn was a trim figure in a short black lace dancing frock. The bodice
sistance, can dress yourself, can walk out in the beautiful sunshine, or can
dependent"
production
nonwith
a
was of sequins, and a small black sailor hat was worn. Along the same
#it at a table in a nicely decorated dining room and surrounded by
Equity cast.
lines was an all-white satin dress.
Two other dances showed a Jap
friends and family, listen to the music, eat a wonderful dinner at which
mandarin coat and a silver suit was cut like a man's swallow-tail coat
you are guest or host, then you have indeed reason for thanksgiving.
Violet
who
Hemlng,
recently
with short pants.
Especially blessed are you who can work to earn the money to pay for
closed with "Sonya," has started reRoger Irahofs sketch was the usual laugh -getter. Marcele Corrlne, in
that dinner. Even though the work may not be to your liking, be thank- hearsals in "Face to Face," a new
are
able
it
and
to
do
have
it.
Even
you
though
It
be
not the town piece by Vincent Lawrence, to be the sketch, looked well in a nurse's garb.
ful
Anna Seymour laughs a great deal herself. She should give the au«
you wanted to spend Thanksgiving in, be thankful that you can move produced by Sam Harris. Richard
dience a free chance instead. Her first dress was most freakish. Of gray
Even though the money Is not what you think Bennett
on to another soon.
is to be the star of the new
edged with a bold flowered allk, the coat was sleeveless. Hsw
chiffon,
are
worth,
think
of
the
talents
times we have received more than Harris
your
play.
flame chiffon dress was almost shabby.
we were worth, and laughed up our sleeves and wondered how we got
Elisabeth Brice, in an act that reeks with "wise cracks," made fosw
away wjth it. And though your role, your billing, or your spot on the
"Her Salary Man," a comedy proA three-tier ruffled dress seemed to be of ponge*
bill may not be all you hoped for, remember, if you had the star dressing duced by John Cort, was scheduled changes of costume.
the amber light. A flaming colored chiffon was extended at the hips
in
bill,
best
spot
on
the
were
the
featured
in
ads,
the
had
your name to open out of town Thursday of
room,
in electric lights, and all of the other advantages that ambitious people this week in New Haven. The piece and had a narrow gold girdle. The chiffon bodice was draped over golffe
aim for, what would they all matter if you found yourself helpless and will follow "Only 38" into the Cort, A flashy French dress was of gold cloth, with a green -feathered bustle;
A cape of green chiffon had bands of gold. A simple brown accordionunable to play that date? I can almost hear some one say: "Oh, it's New York, opening there Nov. 28.
plaited gown had white collar and cuffs.
easy enough for her to preach, but she doesn't understand what we are
up against." But I do understand your side of it. There are no heartFLAT
DALY
IN
aches, joys or disappointments coincident with the life of an actor, or an
"Six Cylinder Love," at the Harris, uses a four-cylinder car, but is a
The scheme of the Theatre Guild
agent that I have not experienced. I realize too fully the fallacy of the
Ernest Trux -won't
eternal struggle for supremacy, and to what straits our mad race to to bring "The Ambush" uptown 12-cyllnder comedy, and Is hitting on all the time.
failed to materialize through in- have to worry about another part for months to come.
His speech to
outdo or outshine our neighbor can bring us.
ability to get a suitable house in the spongers in the second act Is alone worth hearing.
And the play
I wouldn't blame you one bit for saying why should some one who the Times square district.
teaches a nice, little lesson.
It will close Nov. 19 and be sucIs a physical and financial bankrupt presume to advise us, who are
Mildred MacLeod, a cute little miss, plays opposite Mr. Truex.
In
successful and healthy. All of which is quite true, and you don't know ceeded by "The Girl Without a
It was the dressy second act her gown has the maker mentioned.
It was an
the half of it. But it wa3 just as apt to happen to you as it did to me, and Smile," with Arnold Daly.
the fact that ltdias not happened to you is cause for your sincere thanks- originally intended to revive "The ordinary grey satin, made full at the skirt, trimmed with what looked
The man who is looking down in the well, or perhaps walking Devil's Disciple" with Daly, but this like pink grapes. The baby waist had a white lace collar.
giving.
The real gown of the act, not programed, was worn by Hedda Hopper.
past it, perfectly oblivious of its existence, would hardly know as much has been temporarily abandoned.
It- was a soft, tan material, edged oddly at the panelled sides wl^h steel
about the bottom of that hole, or its depths, or the dangers attending
The waist was softly draped over a long waist line. An oblong
it as would someone who has fallen in and is struggling to be released.
"STAMBOUL" FOR CENTUEY fringe.
shaped scarf formed quite a deep cape also edged with the fringe. A
My notes to you are not intended as sermons; just reminders of danger
The next attraction scheduled for green-feathered hat set off the shining costume.
signals around a pitfall that anyone is apt to fall into. So be thankful,
cheerful and happy if you have escaped it, and aocept my love and thanks the Century, following the four
weeks' engagement of Sot hern
for handing down the ladder for my rescue.
Marlowe in Shakespearean r perAt the American Roof the girl of Howard and Jennings does a £ough
Be thankful, be kind in thought, word or deed. Keep the golden rule toire, is to be "The Rose of Stara- character In a green cloth dress. An act called Qulntent and Hughes
boul," produced by the Shuberts
creeds,
cults
in
the
world
isms or
cannot do anyand nil the. religions,
and placed by the United Play Co., finds the girl In mauve taffeta, draped over chiffon. A small sailor hat was
more for you than these can.
a Famous Players offshoot directed feather trimmed. A rather expensive-looking frock was a robe) made
by S. Rachmann. The United will entirely of dark blue and silver Bequlns. A bride's dress was white satin
I ask myself what have I to be thankful for, and an avalanche of
share by royalties and an interest embroidered in gold threads.
blessings clamoring to be recognized confront me. I am thankful to God
in the profits.
Another bride on the same bill was Lydla Wilson (Arthur and Lydla
for sparing my life, thankful for the strength, both physical and menWilson). Her gown was the regulation white made- of satin, with side
tal, to endure what has been required of me; thankful that I can eat
Second 8hubert at Cincinnati
ruffles of tulle.
An ugly bonnet spoiled this costume. Her first dress
this Thanksgiving dinner sitting up. and while I am still unable to sit up
was of pale blue silk, with a crystal girdle. Very good looking was a
Cincinnati, Nov. 16.
for long at a time, I am thankful. Last Thanksgiving I was fed in bed
blue
dancing
dress. The short skirt was trimmed with feathers
peacock
Resident Manager Edward Rowand the Thanksgiving before that I did not eat at all. The doctor had
while the bodice was of sequins.
A feather perched behind each ear
Just told me I would be in bed for at least two years and might never land announces that the second
Shubert house to be built in Cin- made a becoming head dress.
walk again. The news spoiled my appetite.
William
In
the
Morris
sketch,
the
woman
was quietly dressed in brown.
cinnati—the George B. Cox Me-.
Thankful that I can feed myself, even though I do have to put the morlal Theatre, will be opened next
Sunday, with Guy Bates Post in
Plate on my chest and eat with my fingers.
Abe Reynolds' Revue at the Columbia this week la a show far above
"The Masquerader." The Sam ShuAs far as dressing, nothing to surpass it has
the. average burlesque.
Thankful that I have my eyesight and can see the pictures, can see bert Memorial Theatre, which adjoins it at Seventh and Walnut ever been seen In this house.
toy friends and can read and write. Poor Ben Welch can't do that.
streets, was opened recently, and is
Mr. Reynolds does a Hebrew In a most amusing manner and Is never
Thankful I can get my head up so as to drink out of a glass, drinking to be the permanent home of musi- offensive. Dolly Morrlsscy, Florence Devere and Flossie Everette show
and
dramfttic
the
while
cal
shows,
out of a tube has lost its novelty, though between Volstead and the milk
beautiful wardrobes. Miss Morrissey opens in a gown that spells class.
comedy attractions will be pre- Of purple velvet, lined In cerise satin, there was a sequin trimming
strike my beverages were somewhat restricted.
in
sented at the Cox theatre.
A hat was followed out In the same coloring. Qrey slipcerise.
Thankful to everyone associated with the big benefit given for me
pers with cerise stockings gave this costume a l'renchy look. Another
last year; thankful to everyone who contributed space, money, time or
dress was of white satin, embroidered with brilliants and coral.
The
talent, sympathy, thought or effort.
hung over coral chiffon. The .sleeves were bell shaped
The following Judgments are on skirt cut in points
white
chiffon.
striking
Still
another
on
gown
of
silver
cloth
had
the
file in the County Clerk's office. The
Thankful for my motion picture machine and the films which the first named is that of the debtor sides hung with flame colored chenille fringe. A small hat had aigrettes.
every
comes
operator
who
nice
the
producers so cheerfully send, and for
with creditor and amount follow- As Cleopatra, Miss Morrissey's white and silver dress was spoiled by
week to run the movie for me.
ing:
white chiffon long pants. It gave her limbs, from the knee down, a most
Demetrius Boorss; Marcus Loew ugly line.
A huge headdress consisted of three upright plumes. A
Corp.;
$319.94.
Realty
loving
friends
Thankful for all the nice food that has been sent by
coatee and skirt was of white chiffon with blue embroidery. For her
Lee White, Inc.; F. Van Dorn, specialty, Miss Morrissey was In a sliver dress, made over a formation
and which helped temporarily to make me forget there was ever buch
Inc.; $702.90.
a thing as spinach.
of coral cut In row upon row of petals.
Al Lee; L. Levy; $64C20.
Florence De Vere appeared first in a black net dress, cut knee length.
Forest Realty e\ Productions Co.;
cheered
me
behave
which
friends
Thankful for the personal visits of
It was heavily Jetted and trimmed oddly with brown feathers. A rose-colCity of N. Y.; $43.27.
yond words.
same;
ored
robe was crystalled In the same color. Very pretty was a cerise
Am
us.
Co.;
PI.
Fordham
same.
satin dress trimmed with bands of aequln the same shade. These bands
Gude
the
Inc.;
O.
J.
arrived
at
Parisian,
Theatre
Thankful for the encouraging letters you write me. I've
hung loose, while a shaded feather was used as a corsage. A three-ruffled
Co.; $194.03.
stage where the postman's visit means more to me than the doctor'*
dress was of sliver over pink. A mauve satin, tightly draping the figBradbury;
S.
Douglas Bruce;
ure, had many rows of pearl chains.
Miss De Vere did a Jap song in
$29.32.
Thankful that "you did not withhold your flowers until H was too late
Joe Gold; F. Kuehn et al.; $291.69. a coral mandarin coat and yellow pants.
now.
good
for me to enjoy them. They do me much more
Flossie Everette is a soubret of the cleverest type. Her high kicking
Lee Morrison; C. A. Burt; $80.60.
Bsiton A. Busch; J. DeForest; was especially noticeable. Inasmuch as she Isn't a one-leg kicker. Her
Thankful that you say these nice things about me instead of waiting $552.90.
opening costume consisted of a bright red chiffon jumper and skirt efEarl Carrol Co, Inc.; Globe In- fectively crystalled. A shepherdess like dress was of pale blue taffeta
until I am gone. I need them now.
demnity Co.; $336.08.
made over mauve petticoats. A white dress made, quite short, sparkled
Harrison Music Co.; Morris Music
Thankful that I belong to the two greatest professions in the worldwith brilliants and was edged with sliver fringe. A splendid costume was
Pub. Co.; $258.67.
newspaper and theatrical.
moat Oriental. The coat of a rich wirrc-colored velvet was trimmed
LiMfrs.
Theatre;
Thomashefsky
The long glove-liko trousers were of
In gold and had a green girdle.
ability Ins. Co.; $325.70.
Vhankful for your belief in my courage to win against what seemed
Theatrical Candy Co.; R. Delmas- coral satin. A black dancing frock of lace had for a trimming baskets
es; $97.18.
such terrific odds. I shall endeavor to, Justify that faith.
of brilliants.
Al. Freemsn; Orchestration ServMiss Everette must be complimented on the white frock worn In the
Thankful that the dear sister on this floor possesses that Indefinable ice, Inc.; $105.
second act. The skirt cut to the knees was extremely full. The satin
J.
Cohen Barnstyn (Brit. & Colon* material was heavily entrusted in brilliants.
qurlity called understanding, ar.d realizes thn f nerves are real pains and
A poke bonnet faced
Trad. Co.); Reginald Warde,
ial
that feelings can hurt.
All tho headdresses of this miss were
In pink was quito becoming.
Inc.; $7,327.24.
Jean Duval; Orchestration Serv- good to look at.
Thankful that I was privileged to have children and that I lived to see ice. Inc.; $17.60.
And now for the chorus! Max Spiegel calls them his beauties, and they
Max R. Wilner; P. J. Carey & are shapely girls. The many numbers were splendidly dressed with an
them raised.
Sons. Inc.; $1,409.66.
eye for artistic coloring.. Light, fluffy dresses, each one a good model,
Cornell;
Orchestration
Charles
Thankful that I lived to sec vaudeville raised to the high plane it Is, and
were In the opening chorus. lilnck and white were the popular combiService, Inc.; $14.50.
vaudeville artists are receiving the recognition, courtesy and co-opcratlcn
American Cinema Corp.; Planet nation in many numbers. Sometimes there was a flush of red or orange,
that they are today.
and once blue velvet and ;i white fur was effectively used. An Oriental
Film Corp.; $21,230.93.
scene was wel. staged, with orange perdominating. Kx pensive feathers
Thankful to Variety for giving me an opportunity to communicate
Satisfied Judgments
were conspicuous for luvishncss.
with so many of my friends in different parts of tho world.
David Horsley; W. O. Farr; $12,-

(Miss lievell has been for three years a patient at St. Vincent's Hospital
Uer contributions are a regular feature of Variety.)

Arthur Hughes,
Helen Palmer.

Lew

Preston and

NEW

JUDGMENTS

.

01S.75;

Thankful to the Professional Women's League, The Drama. Comedy and
ihe City Cluba, the Friars, the Catholic Actors' Guild and the National
Vaudeville Artists.
Thankful to former employers, also to former employees.
Thankful to the managers of various attractions for tickets for my
nurses.
*j
Thankful for all the nice Jellies, candy, books, fruits, eggs and other
gifts.

Thankful I found some doctors who are not nlckle nursors, and that
bad an Opportunity to revise my opinion of the medical profession.
Thankful I no longer have to wear iron lingerie.
Thankful I don't have to get In the subway rush.

I

May

21,

1920.

At tho 44th St., Lucille Chalfont wears an old-fashioned hoopskirt
that in the amber spotlight looked like gold. Winn tho lights flared up
the gown v>na surprisingly <>f silver. Attain biue lights made this gown
The effect was nv>st startling. Miss Chalfont then
still another color.

Thos. Cusack Co.; L. Woinstock;
October 26, 1921.

$1,365.85;

INCORPORATIONS

changed to an entrancing evening gown of silver, with which was worn
a large coral velvet hat from which hung a long willow plume of the

Lsff-o-graph Film Corp., Brooklyn, $15,000; S. Dushey, J. Judiche,
I. N. Weber.

same shade. A

coral feather fan war. carried.
that fascinating Fren h girl (with Frank Orth), wore
small
a daring dresii, of white satin lined in flame-colored chiffon.

Anna Codre,

A

Washington 8quare South, flame turban adorned her brunet tresses.
51
Manhattan, hotel and theatre, $200,"Cave Man Love" wears well, and Ze'Ia Rambeau's Cleopatra gown
A. 1L Rosenkampft
C. R.
000;
of gold fringe still remains a feature.
Porter.
I
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ACTS THIS WEEK

NfcW

18

DOYLE

and

EVELYN LAURIE DE VINE

CAVANAUQH

VALE8KA 8URATT

(2)

Variety Act
13 Mine.; Two (8p«cial)
Colonial

and Co.

Friday,

"The Whita Way*

Acrobats

31 Mine.; in 3; 8pecial

6 Mine.; Full

18, 1921
]

KORALI BR08.

(3)

November

ROBERT MILLIARD
Tha Littlest Girl"

and Co.

(3)
'

.

22 Mins.j Full Staga
}
Shubert, Pittsburgh
Broadway
Majestic, Chicago
nice finisher that, minuj any
A
Pittsburgh, Nov. if.
16.
Nov.
the
as
Chicago,
Hamilton
herself
Miss De Vine bills
stalling, allows the boys to open
The revival of Richard Harding
All the elements combine to make
James Doyle, for several years "versatile beauty," and while the
and close within a period of 6 min- Davis' Van Bibber story by th©
with Harland Dixon, with whom he last part of the billing is putting it this Hue star offering of the long utes and makes for action all the actor-author
who dramatized and
It
career.
preand spectacular Suratt
s a rather strong, she certainly
first camo into prominence
way.
played it IS years ago was not
an attractive appearance is the greatest act she has ever
dancer, has entered vaudeville with sents
ladder nearly so successful on its opening
On
labor
brothers
a
The
Evelyn Cavanaugh, from musical which could be further enhanced played and she plays it greater than and two poles during the routine, here as it was then.
Nor will it
It outIf "The any act she ever played.
comedy, as a partner. The Doyle by careful making up.
with the under-stander balancing probably attain any degree of popact is framed along the lines of a Skirt" were commenting on Miss Dc distances "Scarlet," her other Jack each of the Implements. It's pretty
ularity such aa greeted it then.
musical skit, the dancing ability of Vine's facial make-up she would Lalt vehicle, which served for two work, with the top boy showing un* &fr. Hilllard introduced the play*
the couple being reduced to but certainly find fault with the abun- seasons of headlining by a mile. usual speed In gaining his perch,
one-third of the offering, the re- dance of eye shading and the over- "Scarlet" was a play, with Valeska minus any slowing up after he gets let in 1906 as one of the first dramainder devoted to dialog and contrasting of the ghostly white the lead; "The White Way" is a there, and the return down being matic ^offerings ever given in vaudeville at a time when animal and
forehead and the too rosy cheeks. dramatization^ of Valeska, which
songs.
made at the same pace.
acrobatic acts were the vogue.
The drop in "two" discloses the
Miss De Vine opens at the grand makes her reach heights she never
should prove an acceptable There was
It
gives
the
a reason then for acclawhich
before,
and
lobby of a hotel. Miss Cavanaugh with a vocal number, goes into a touched
closing bit for any of the bills.
mation. Today it will not affect soenters, with a flirtation bit ensuing. iK at dance, then hammers a couple author unending dramatic material.
Bklg.
phisticated vaudaviliians, the acThis brings forth dialog of a snappy at the xylophone, following which
Opening "cold" at the Majestic,
PEARL FRANK and CO. (1)
tion being nil, the plot light, histrinature, providing one of the turn's she is assisted by a matronly -look- this venture was viewed with much
Piano
and
Songs
onic
requirements not sufficient to
best assets. It smacks of capable ing woman of striking app arance interest.
Miss Suratt is always
Mine.; One
justify Hilliard's ability nor the auauthorship.
A double dance fol- (possibly her mother) in removing looked to for something startling. 8State
dience's hopes in him.
lows, then a special number, more her over-dress, disclosing a neat The best Monday in many weeks rePearl Frank is a songstress with
The simple plot, though a pretty
Mounting sulted for the house from the anticitalk, a dai.ee and then a song with abbreviated costuming.
voice hard to define. She man- narrative in that
a
at
the
Doyle
bit
by
stepping
Miss
form, wherebi Van
a solo
to the top of the grand piano.
patory "pull" before the merits of
to offer three numbers at the Bibber (Mr.
finish. Doyle's work in the dancing De Vine performed a few contor- the new turn could register.
N Hilllard) says h£ will
And aged
Monday night in a voice that adopt a child actress
division does not come up to ex- tionists tricks, none of them at any those who came to peep and listen State
when her
ranged from a deep contralto, al- widower father refuses
pectations. His final solo bit con- stage unsightly, although quite diffi- went out to ravo and enthuse, for
to keep her \
most bordering on baritone, in a because of her mother's
tains nothing that has not been cult.
"The White Way" Is continents disinfidelity,
rather talky tone to a high soprano. gives little
done before, and is surprisingly
opportunity to Edwin
Miss De Vine is thoroughly show- tant from anything Suratt has ever
weak for a dancer with a reputa- manly in her efforts and impresses before attempted, and at last justi- I In this she was assisted by a pianist Holland as the child's father. The
I who acted
solely aa accompanist
little heavy work assigned to Hiltion.
favorably on the versatility angle. fies and explains her enduring
Two popular numbers were the llard doesn't tax his
The numbers call for no great vo- She opened the show at this house vogue with vaudeville goers. Her
obvious dra[first
They
selections
offered
by
her.
cal ability, and should all be worked and can hold down a
matic force. The apparent ending,
is
entirely exposed
'spot" on "personality"
were
not
selected
with
view
to
a
up along the recitation lines, as other lay-outs.
even to those unacquainted with the
here, for the playlet is bare of inAbel
particular fitness to the lady's voice. Davis tale,
Miss
lyrically they have value.
la cleverly handled when
cidentals.
One, a cheery song about smiles the father,
Cavanaugh is an attractive blonde
suddenly confronted
Miss Suratt Is on the stage, talk- that didn't fit at all. and the other,
with an abundance of grace, and has "WOMAN PROPOSES" (8)
with the child, decides to reassert
ing and acting, for 29 minutes. In la
Kentucky lullabye that was his rights. But the flnlah lacks
an attractive stage presence.
pep
18 Mint.; Full 8tage
her support are two principals, somewhat better, but still not suited
This combination is new and Orphcum, New Orleans
in this day of speed and thrill..
William Rosclle and Viola Frayne, I to this vocalist
Finally she ofshould work around into a satisfacMr.
Hilllard
is undoubtedly welwith Joseph Errico doing a Chinese fered a semi-classical number that
New Orleans, Nov. 16.
tory two-act for the bigger houses.
come to vaudeville, but may need a
The playlet of the late Faul Arm- servant. At the last minute the I was originally sung by Trentlnl in stronger vehicle. This was eviHart.
strong.
It headlined in vaudeville star decided to eliminate her song I light opera and put it over to a cer- denced
by the applause which
about ten years ago. Revived and and dance, standing entirely on the tain extent
greeted his entrance, and the scant
THORNTON and CRAWFORD
It is quite possible that tMs Pearl
presented by Ben Piazza, manager legitimate comedy-drama values of
"In the Swim" (8kit)
And she Frank is the same girl who some applause on exit, though he took
of the local Orpheum (and for sev- her script and herself.
three bows.
Harrison.
19 Mint,; One (8pacial Drops)
eral seasons Armstrong's personal was wise. She enters in a blaze of I years ago was in a Gus Edwards act
Their own drop which, when the representative), it is an added at- glory and builds up an Impressive with a boy who also sang. If this
series
of situations until time and happens to be a fact, then the lady MAXIE and GEORGE.
lights are up, pictures a bathing traction here this week.
again there are outbursts of ap- has gained stage presence at the Dances.
beach is used for the flashing of a
The cast as formerly encompasses plause on sheer admiration of her
The titles say that
rescue fttm.
as cost of vocal accomplishment
If 8 Mins.; One.
eight persons, seven recruited from
she interprets the glittering lines.
Arthur Ashley and Jack Wilson
not the same girl, then the best 44th 8t.
the Little Theatre aspirants in this
turn,
written
the
by
present
Set in an atmosphere that is un- I thing that she can do Is to obtain
It took "Put and Take" to bring
city, and Doris Dagmar, last year
"Wreck's Beach." Lester Crawford
That show didn't last
leading woman for George Kelly in rivaled for tone and staggering col- another repertoire if she wants to Maxie" out.
finds Alice Thornton calling for help,
or
blends
and
clashes,
{continue
as
only
even
on
the
such
small
time.
long, but the colored hoofer stepped
and after getting into a bathing "The Flattering Word."
Suratt can contrive, "The White |
She is an auburn -haired girl, into the Relsenweber cabaret with
The scene is a conservatory off a Way" takes away the breath on slight of figure with a silver-spansuit "saves" her from two feet of
credit. Recently he went Into Frank
water. That, however, provides an ballroom to which repair at inter- the rise of her gorgeous shut-in gled costume that is very pretty;
Fay's act at the Garden and there
The curtain on a blue linen cyclorama of makes a fairly pleasing stage
vals
four youthful couples.
introduction that brings them out in
ap- again ho showed something. Then
first
indulges In comment as to an
bathing suits.
upper Fifth avenue duplex pearance until she starts singing he was smart enough to bring
Miss Thornton soon exits for a whether the man or woman pro- apartment, draped, vast In height, those first two numbers.
They
George
change, Crawford filling the wait poses, and later stepping behind decked with cloths of indescribable were so much unsulted to her that George into partnership.
with "Mother's Angel Child," a yarn shielding palms to overhear the richness and laces of priceless the audience was ready to ride her may be a brother or a cousin, but
he Is there, too.
of the goody goody kid next door. facts in point of illustration as the weave.
No such den of perfumed at the finish of the second one and
The two slim colored boys opened
Another drop showing a cottage in three younger boys and girls spin aristocracy has ever been seen else- it was only the last song that saved
their
love
yarns.
with a song, "Stop and Rest
the country. Miss Thornton emerges
where on a stage.
her.
Fred.
Maxie announced they
Awhile."
to read a letter from her Steve to
The contention is borne out that
Into this atmosphere comes Suratt
would vary the ordinary dance
the effect that flowers are too ex- woman really does the proposing,. dressed In ermines and pearls and THE ROEHER8
(2)
routine but doing an alternate step
pensive, so he'll send seeds here but it is done in such a suave de- cloth of silver and lace, a creation Acrobatic Novelty
number. That had each one going
after and let her grow 'em herself. lightful manner one loses sight of to stagger even the blase.
She 8 Mins.; Full Stage
to it on his own. They hopped off to
But she counters with a song. One the argument altogether la the laughs, she weeps, she dominates 23rd St.
line told of taking auto rides in the charming entertainment the various with repartee and rejoinder, she
The Roehers are two men using well earned returns and came back
park and walking home alone in the incidents provide.
drops the philosophies of Broadway a mechanical device consisting of with the same idea. Both boys have
dark,
The present cast proved a revela- and tho satirical observations of a combined ferris wheel and merry- worked out steps of their own and
the brand of dancing Is far away
Crawford as the lover entranced tion. There was little or none of Riverside drive. She is at ease, for go-round
upon which
bicycles
carrying what looked like a five-' amateurishness, but an ease of her own fate is never at stake she mounted on treadmills are ridden. from the usual. It is hard to tell
cent box of ice ©ream and several manner
and secure demeanor hardly has a girl to save from her former The cycling is done first with the which of the pair is best, for one
pan ales. There followed a flirtation expected.
These young players millionaire husband, in her own machine revolving as a ferris wheel, shoots a step over for a bang and
and quarrel bit, quite the best ma- from cultured families of this city apartment. She saves her; she tells then as a merry-go-round, and the other follows with something as
terial, and it led to a pleasing finale.
Perhaps Maxie is* the bit
were perfectly at home in evening the world why; then she falls back finally in both directions at the same good.
Miss Thornton explains she wanted dress, giving forth an atmosphere Into her own circle and her own time.
more spectacular.
cold cream, not Ice cream, and finds
Maxie
and George are a pair of
sort,
for
no
she
is
prude
or
reformof refinement while deporting like
A few simple tricks on a bar are
the toilet article within the box, sayer—only a swell show girl who has used byj>ne of the members while "stepping fools." They have a fast
experienced players.
ing she'll rub It on her sunburn at
big time offciliig.
Monday night
"Woman Proposes" has long been seen life and known life, and who his partner does the peddling, the they
night as it hurts terribly somemight have "whamed" the
foresees the failures of most girls Impression being given the cycles
times; "you bet I don't say where" considered the most subtle product where her own weaknesses have
show
but
held down
probably
were
provide the motive power for the
that came from Armstrong's pen.
found a ready laugh.
ipec.
been her strength.
device which, from all appearances, in running time.
The new Thornton and Crawford Intervening years since Its original
Laugh after laugh breaks, mounts Is operated by electric current.
act should work out for position in presentation have but served to add and goes into applause, for Lalt,
A cumbersome turn, only a small DORIS HUMPHREY and Co. (5)
the big houses. It is running four lustre to its keen persiflage and who Is fresh enough in New York
time closer as at present laid out. Classical Dancing
revival,
Its
or five minutes too long and the pungent witticisms.
to look at it from the viewpoint of
J7arf.
17 Mins.; Full 8tsge (Hangings)
needed cutting will tune the act coming In a season almost utterly tho sophisticated outsider peeping
WOOOBRIDGE and COOPER
bereft of sketches of moment, is
rightly.
Jbce.
Doris Humphrey has the assist*
in, swings at times from the hip Piano and 8ongs
felicitous. That it will find welcome
ance of one principal dancer, Llsbeth
and at times chuckles tolerantly. 11 Mins.; One
is hardly to be doubted for this
Bode,
LE3 8ILVA3
and four young girls in the
sweetmeat from adown the vaude- It is nip and tuck between tragedy 23d St.
Perch Act
and farce, uphill and down between
Man and woman piano and song six classical numbers executed at
ville landscape has but mellowed in
12 Mint.; Full Stage
melodrama and drawing room com- combination. Man In evening dress the Palace last week, opening the
its absence.
Samuel.
goes to instrument. They vocalize show. According to the dances, the
City
edy.
Miss Suratt, fitted with lines and a "Smile" song with good har- taste In classical stepping has
Perch act.
Two men and a
monizing. Another ballad, double, changed but little since that exotic
situations as she is with gowns and
woman, one of the men acting as MILO and HUGHES
doesn't
fit.
While the woman
sort
furs, nothing to distract from the
balancer of perch pole and the other Comedy and Songs
makes a change tho man sings a form of bare-legged posturing
of died out in high toned vaudeville.
sustained tones and vibrations which popular comedy song
doing gymnastics atop it. Woman 13 Mins.; One
at the piano.
the
of
Miss
Humphrey
are
leads
four
58th
St.
created
from
the
first
moment
It landed mildly.
fills in as assistant, not in gymShe follows with an Irish ballad, numbers, Miss Pode one, and all get
The turn opens in pantomime, the of the action, rises to superb elevanastics. Two perch poles are used,
„ the
„. w chorus.
_.„._..
An in on the finish, the "Cymbal Dance,"
one about 30 feet and the other some characters being a hobo and a po- tions in her characterization. She both harmonizing
upon slight encouragement tho nearest looking to a dance that
five or six feet longer.
Man doing liceman. The latter is pursuing the is natural, and when Suratt is nat- encore
v\«is
P.oiitiio itonnie Heather," an
ural
she
developed. There were bare legs all
ig
a
dramatic
luminary,
for
inside
lofty stuff puts a thrill in everything tramp, who hides
a rubbish
old Scotch number that meant noththe time, more or less. One of the
box an' filches a whiskey flask from in life she has always been one. ing.
he does.
Proadway
will gasp at her In "The
Pes Silvas have been around for the bluccoat's hip poclce; while the
The couple will get nowhere with dancers had more, all the way down
White
Way,"
for
from
Broadway
her thighs and nothing over
has
the present song repertoire.
some time as feature turn with cir- cop Is reporting by phone to the staThey
The ofTlcer never seen her act; all that has gone haven't the voices nor personalities the thighs. Jt was too -bad opening
cuses. Corking opener or closer for tion house sergeant.
the for "acting" in the past is swamped to put over a straight singing turn. the show with that flesh flash, for it
any type of house.
discovers the hiding place,
Bell.
The
routine is framed along trimmed the late comers out of a
tramp gives a dazed explanation by her brilliant performance In this. thosepresent
lines.
sipht.
and makes a getaway after burn- As a comedienne she showed herFRANCHINI BROS.
At
this
house
they qualified as a
self In* "Scarlet," but that wasn't
Mb-s Pode danced as a Xeopolitan
ing the flask, empty.
fair No.
aet for the smaller bills.
Hand to Hand Lifts
really her sort of comedy either. As
Gypsy. She did it in a dashing style,
The copper warbles a ballad, then a dramatic prima donna she Is
Con.
10 Mins.; One
making
The four
it fast and angry.
retires to the box to wait for his
City
brand new, for she never even ap- weeks in New York, where she is choriHters, coryphees or whatever
Two nun in hand-to hand athlct- quarry. Tramp back, opens signal proached what she attempts and pursued and "propositioned." She those trained legs are called reminded
is. Purple one-piece gym suits box and makes complaint about oh*H accomplishes here.
is a comedienne of capacity, to boot.
one of a school for dancing out for a
and white tights make attractive cer drinking on post. An exchange
Her support is perfect. Roscllc Krrico is as "right" a Chinaman as holulay. In fact the whole turn looked
costuming arrangement.
Athletics of dialog cues into another ballad, has everything and does everything make-up, costume and talent could scholarly and missed in vaudeville,
rue c'.can cut, the regulation hand this time by the tramp, who dis- that Is called for by a handsome, construct.
even though the drapes were tasteful
Poth esoteric, snobbish divorced clubman
lifts being run through with speed p fayed a rather good voice.
"The White Way" took IG cur- and most of the dancing happened
their
dr^ss
with
In
"dame"
men
and precision. A one -hand lift from
not a villain, just a silk-lined tains and a speech Monday.
behind a veiling that heightened the
tho floor bringing into play a belt knitting, used for a finale, jot more chaser who takes his pleasures viMiss Suratt and Jack Lait have effect.
contrivance worn by the mounter than tl.e rest of the material put to- cariously but never seriously. Miss here one of tho outstanding trileast, however, in these classigether.
shakes good feature stunt.
Frayne is a find a plnk-and-white umphs of vaudeville.
And Miss cal dancing turns one may be alantics
howled
at
the
of
The house
Experienced athletes with a turn
baby face with all the charms of Suratt has a grip on a future, as most certain to hear pretty music.
that compares with the best of Its the tramp and his "dres..." A two- naivette and all the lures of youth efltaencod by this vehicle, which And almost as certain it will be
Ibce.
iut 'or rthrqo-a-e'ay.
Sitnr,
and all the crass "wisdom" of a few wfii amaac the profession. Loop.
prettier than the dancers.

8ongs, Talk and Dances
20 Mint.; Two (Special Drop)
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WILLIAM HARRIGAN and Co. (3)
"Retribution" (Dramatic)
17 Mine.? Full Stage (Special Sat)
6th Ave.
a

dramatio
by
jSdwin Burke, haa taken a chance
for comedy relief that no one but
an experienced vaudeville author,
or one knowing vaudeville, would
have dared. In ita tensest moments
there is a hearty laugh through the
wobbly walk and talk of a "aouae.
This runs all through the playlet,
"Retribution,**

in striking contrast to its seriousTet with the laughs it Is
ness.
if vaudeville In these days
of comedy and jazz will want to
sketch, on the ground it
this
accept

doubtful

too strongly dramatic. However,
before that opinion is formed, Mr.
Harrigan and the Burke playlet
is

MARMEIN 8ISTER3
"Drama Dances"
17 Mini.; One and Three

HANNAFORD FAMILY

(Special

Miriam and Irene Marmein are
In this dance revue by
Margaaet Shelly, a soprano who
fills
in
acceptably and politely,
though
not
strikingly,
between
assisted

dances to make time for the costume changes. W. Frank Harllng,
the musical director, completes the
company, Mr. Harling also Leing
for

the

musiul

settings,

and the stars for the creation, staging and costume designing of the
entire production.
The Marmein Sisters have a classy
terp act that can compete with the
best of 'em anywhere. Miss Shelly

should be given an opportunity in
regular big time houses, anyone
typical of those big time houses outside New York, like the Colonial,
Alhambra, Riverside. New York, or
Orpheum, Brooklyn. It needs an
average big time audience for a certain test, not like the low comedy
laugh -seeking throng that frequents
the 5th Ave., where the piece played
Jhe first half.
It Is Mr. Harrigan's vaudeville
debut. He Is the son of the famous
Ned Harrigan. of Harrigan and
Hart. William Harrigan has made
his mark on Broadway in the legit.
A company of three capably support, particularly the "souse" an!
Convent Sister. The wife role may

opens before the plush hangings in
one -quarter stage, with a vocal
number disclosing the dancers in
full for a di^y about ore doing
grave dances and the other Joyous

There is a
build up In Intensity.
bit of extraneous as well as lengthy
trenchant
of
couple
dialog at a

being her punishment for her mis-

points.

steps. An Oriental number follows,
in which one of the girls, as a dese-

crating Chinese worshipper at the
shrine of a Jewel-bedeckeJ goddess,
confesses she only comes hither so
often in order to make away with a
certain Jewel adorn'ng the goddess*
effigy.

She

finally

accomplishes

it,

despite the legend that whosoever
desecrates the effigy will be punished, wit! the result the goldess
comes to life (in barelegged undress) for a dance of vengeance,
the offending worshipper exclaiming
for the curtain, "I am blind!" that

demeanor.
Miss Shelly vocalised another
concert type number, the sisters returning for a Queen-of.-Heart3 and
Knave-of-Hearts double dance number, employing the legend about the
knave who stole the queen's tarts,
for the story motif. The costuming

of u reformed crook
and his wife. Their child was run
over by an automobile on the morning of the late a/ternoor. the piece
opens before the rear wall of a
downtown New York hospital. of the number is the colorful comThrough the gates comes the Sister bination usually sported by the
to Inform the waiting wife there Is queen and Jack of hearts in our
only one surgeon In the city who standard pinochle best sellers.
can perform the operation that will
The offering is all class! It was
The Sister No. 3 at the Colonial, a position
save the child's life.
defines retribution for the wife, Bay- somewhat too early for an act of
ing if they have done good the good its type.
Abel
will return, and so with evil.

The story

Is

JAMES BARTON

JULIETTE DIKA
and Co. (2)
Songs
"Meeting All Comers" (Comedy)
17 Mins.; One
20 Mine.; One, Full Stage and One
15 Mine.; Full Stage.
Broadway
Winter Garden
Winter Garden.
Juliette Dika la following about
"Meeting All Comers" is a new
Though several years in the States
as a star riding act in circuses, this vaudeville offering for James Bar- the same routine she formerly ofEnglish turn of the Hannaford ton. The company is composed of fered, and In one inatanoe haa adFamily Is now making its first two men. The skit runs 15 minutes, hered to a comedy numoer ahe sang
American vaudeville appearance. opening in "ore," going to full in '17. It nevertneieae acorea tor
and re- her, as did the Ave .jther songs
That they are a success on the twice stage after eight minute
daily goes without saying.
They turning to "one" at the end of 15 Monday night.
spends
the
Barton
minutes.
Mr.
do it as easily there as they did in
This French girl continues to
the ring or on the mammoth stage final five minutes in "one" alone, present a corking appearance. Two
of
the
New York Hippodrome, with his eccentric dancing. That changes of costume enhanced that
where the Hannafords have ap- would cinch the turn even if it particular asset just so much more.
were not for the preceding laughs A couple of the melodies held nopeared between summer seasons.
ticeable lyrics that registered for
Probably In all vaudeville, ex- doing that very thing.
Opening, the straight man first laughs and brought her more than
cepting the Cleveland Hippodrome
average "response.
Coupled
(Keith's) there is no better adapted appears, starting to sing "Dear Old the
Barton is in the wings and with her foreign manner of delivstage for a riding act of this de- Pal."
scription than the stage of the Shu- joins, walking on, dressed almost ery, the routine hit the audience
berts* Winter Garden.
Notwith- straight. He comedies against the solidly, and with a reference to the
standing, however the Hannafords remainder of the number, grimacing late war, done In French, having to
are probably yet to become ac- and pantomiming for laughs while do with a dream of a French poilu,
quainted fully with the vaudeville the straight continues. Following, It took Miss Dika away to an outlimitations in stage work and their there is a short passage of talk be- burst that would not be denied, and
present surroundings.
And also tween '.he two men on the stage allowed for an encore which in turn
notwithstanding, that as well as when the planted orchestra leader waa succeeded by an earned expresother things, the Hannafords Mon- interrupts them. The "leader" is a sion of thanks on her part.
A "sweet" single, this girl, who
day evening, to the lay auditor, put burly, heavily mustaehed fellow. He
over a perfect performance, from advises the couple to get off the will find the going easy so long as
stage
they
are
punk.
After
a
reshe retains her present appearance
the handsome matronly woman who
acts as ring master to the two neat tort or two, the leader wants to and songs, with, of course, the necperforming girls and the equally know how humpty-dumpty actors essary replenishing of material
two apt young women, all in eircus as they are ever got in the busi- every so often.
As the argument proceeds,
Despite her speech, the applause
dress, and not forgetting that bear ness.
of a riding comedian, Poodles Han- the straight produces a pair of box- continued Into the opening refrain
ing gloves, and suggests settlement of the following act.
Skig.
naford, in his grotesque clothing.
(6).

Circus Act.

8et)
Colonial

credited

19

.

—

Putting aside for the moment
Poodles' capabilities as a ring comedian, he is a flashing bareback rider
and were he to* ride only In straight

would be a dashing rider.
them ail, from the Davenup and down the list, there
no more confident, alert or skil-

drees,
For of

ports
is

bareback rider in all the world
than Poodles Hannaford. His proficiency,
his ease and grace In
r.ighting upon the moving horses
ful

and riding upon them is made so
simply a matter of fact by Poodles
you have to have some understanding of the difficulties to appreciate
what he la doing, an art in that
style of bareback work that is only
shared to date by the incomparable

May Wirth.
The crook -husband has gone in BEAUMONT 8ISTER3
As a ring clown Poodles has esquest of the doctor; could not see Comedy Sketch
tablished himself. He is funny; he
him, but found he wanted $1,000 17 Mins.; Full Stage, Spec. Props
fun and can make fun.
knows
He so advises 23d St.
for an operation.
That's an accomplishment all by
Rose and Nellie Beaumont, a
his wife upon returning to her side
itself
in
circus work when combined
standard team of a decade ago, have
at the hospital.
The old with Tils riding. It is more than
for vaudeville.
They have no money. Meanwhile reunited
team was later a three-act with the comedy aorobat of the stage.
a "souse" has strolled along, hum- Billy B. Van in the combination.
And yet, the spontaneous applause
ming and looking for the entrance.
The present turn is a reminiscent of the turn came when Poodles,
He wants to go in, but became one, allowing the pair to sing a for- doing a front somersault from the
drunk and can not recall what" he mer song hit as they did at Koster back of the horse to the ground,
wanted to go in for. The Sister & Bial's, then In the present day and upon landing started off, withThe
tells him to go to the front gate, style exaggerated for cqmedy.
upon which the skit is con- out losing a step, In a dance with
"straight ahead and around." The story
the sisters back in one of the young women waiting
shows
structed
souse goes off singing "straight their hotel room after an unsuccess- for him In the precise spot.
The
round" as though that were funny. ful attempt to do a come-back in a audience applauded the dancing.
He repeats on his next and next ap- small time theatre. They are dis- Anyone of them In front may have
pearance, continually going around couraged and expecting the can to been able to dance.
How many
the hospital wall and missing the rattle before the next performance. could ride bareback and do the
Hose 1s anxious to make good in
entrance ^ach time. As often as he
So be it always.
order to send her son to college. somersault?
reappears there is a laugh.
There are many references to her though.
Upon the Sister Informing the husband
left her flat, none of
who
So much comment on Poodles fs
parents their child will die within them flattering.
The clerk anPoodles makes this
two hours unless the operation Is nounces the theatre manager. The required, for
act.
None of the Hannafords would
performed, the husband determines former favorlte# decide to try and
He had a gun vamp their way into his good graces. dispute it. Though each of the
to get the* $1,000.
ones could stand alone as
and displayed it to the wife. She They are aided and abetted by an younger
Walker, which riders, they likely and cheerfully
tells him of "retribution" perhaps old bottle of Johnny
from her husband the acknowledge their star.
helping. He says if that will help, Rose filched
night he left her.
The Hannaford Family is a genuhe'll get that, too, starting off, for
manager goes to the "hooch." ine vuuJc/llle attraction.
The
They
another laugh. The wife pleads he but after draining the bottle tells
should
be heavily played, for they
do nothing wrong, but he bluntly them they are through. They deheaviest
the
can
stand
up
under
confirst
"party,"
the
the
up
after
hold
him
will
nounce
aaya he
Wealthy man he meets, on the theory trasting their present treatment Closing the first part, the house
*f with Its applause forced Poodles to
of an eye for an eye a wealthy with the obsequious manner
managers In the days of their glory. his very last encore, that of doing
man's car ran over his child.
exits they decide to quit his lightning riding as a single.
he
After
Shots are heard off stage while the stage, but a 1 rtter arrives from
business between wife and souse is an old legitimate producer, making And that's a bear, too.
The them a flattering offer to Join a reindulged in upon the stage.
There are now two great riding
They double families In vaudeville, the greatest
husband returns with a wallet. He vival he is doing.
shot someone who pulled a gun on "Serenade" vocally to a slow cur- ever. The Shuberts have the HanHe tain.
him. The wallet holds $600.
naford Family and Keith's has the
The manager fails to convince.
looks at it closely. There Is a card.
Not alone Is It
The story, while not novel, suffices. Wlrth Family.
It is the card of the surgeon who
great
to have riding acts like these
The Beaumonts will hold attention
could have performed the operation. in the smaller houses on their mer- on the twice daily, but It Is great
He has killed him. The wife moans. its, but the turn has only a remin- to have them come In families. And
They are distracted. The Sister iscent value for the bigger bills.
cither turn is so good It could folCon.
comes out, tells them there Is hope,
low the other on alternate weeks.
that the surgeon they were looking
They even could be played against
for has arrived and is performing That is not intended in any way to each other the same week and the
the operation.
They will know in bo facetious. There has been no competing theatres would be certhe tain of duplicated attendance, for
exhibit
to
picture
a few moments. The parents can- motion
A comparisons.
not underoiand it. The Sister tells danger of hitting pedestrians.
Simr.
them the doctor while on his way few local short reels only have been

via that route.

Barton and the leader accede. As
Into full stage with the "AN ARABIAN NIGHTMARE"
leader also there, towering above
(•)
Barton, and while putting on their Musical Comedy
kill 33 Min«.| Full Stage (Special
"I'll
gloves Barton repeats,
Setting).
him."
The bout starts with Barton 58th St.
stalling, taking hard blows on the
tabloid presentation of the old
palm of his gloves and wobbling style musical comedy brought up to
about as though going out. This is date and without the clutter of a
brought to a conclusion when Bar- chorus.
ton knocks out the leader with one
The action takes place somewhere
blow, that worthy yelling "suffi- In Egypt. Cleopatra
herself ia upon
cient" and Barton saying he had a diss, a
trio of hand -maidens sit
been trying to think of the word. at her feet and
a back drop shows
"Sufficient" had been agreed upon a Sphinx
and Pyramids, despite the
to admit defeat at the outset.
act's title which might have meant
Following came Barton's single the locale
waa the eastern side of
dancing, held down to stepping only the
Red Sea.
with no
of the eccentric style,
The burly guard of Cleo brings
"souse" stuff.
The Barton turn may perfect the forth two prisoners, both Americans,
one
a Juvenile and the other an acboxing. Just now the slaps on the
tive comic, with Dutch dialect, plus
glove, taken by Barton, take away
from the realism necessary for the a tagline, "I hate that guy." They
comedy. It may be difficult, but are informed the Queen knows
everything knows their own minds
the solution could perhaps be found
good material for the comic. The
in constant rehearsal.
Also a subJuvenile Is told that he la too handstitute for the "Lighthouse" chatsome
to execute. The comlo pleads
But the turn
ter.
It's not there.
for himself, declaring to Cleo that
Is all right.
Its start In the orchesthough he may, not be good looking,
tra pit is a sure laugh, and the
he is a great lover. That interests
plant's appearance good for a laugh
whenever anyone cares to look at her, and she tells the little man she
will love him to death, he replying.
him.

they go

A

'

It may be Barton has framed this
turn to carry along with his other,
"A Comedy Cocktail" (table bit),
that would give him two acts for a
two weeks' stay In any Shubert
house. The booking could be easily
made. In the other act Mrs. Barton
has a role. The present turn carries no feminine part.
Btme.

'

»

—

BEZAZI and WHITE
8ongs and Muaieal
16 Mins.; Three (Special 8etting)
Harlem O. H.
This mixed team bills Its offering
as a "Romance of Melody," with the
lobby display also carrying the inscription,
"the famous Columbia
and Victor record artists." Edna
White Is known to the Columbia
record buyers for cornet and trumpet
selections. Torcom Bezazi Is an unknown quantity as a "canned music'*
artist, but he has the ability to
qualify as auch.
The couple both
can sing, and much better than the
usual run of vaudeville vocalists.
Miss White performs chiefly on the

"What a sweet way
thony comes

to die."
AnIn at the finish, takes

Cleo to task and airs her dialect
lover. But when the story gets that
someone explains the cameraman forgot to put in a fresh negative and the whole scene will have
far,

be done over.
Thla act begins with an Oriental
dance which makes it different.
Usually that specialty would have
come near the finish. The dancer in
a clever gal. She makes the number sensuous without a trace of vulgarity.
Probably the s me dancer
handles "Down by the Nile," following the song with an exhibition of
two-legged
high
kicking,
that
stamped her a dancer of class. She,
too, appeared In tights for a dan~e
to

*

number that also scored.
The turn needa cutting. At least
two numbers could go without loss.
but "An Arabian Nightmare" is well

worth featuring for three -a -day.
Pruned, it might get into fast company.
Player* billed are Snltz
Moore; probably the comic who does
very well; Earl Hall, who may be
cornet.
the well-appearing Juvenile; Janet
In a rose arbor setting Including
Ibrr.
and
Betty Hale.
a practical balconnade to the right,
the man opened with a published
number, Miss White cornet-accom- MILLER and CAPMAN
panying, later taking to the grand Dances
piano for Mr. Bezazi's "rose" song. 7 Mini.; One
Miss White follows with a co.u nct
Fred Miller and Bert Capman
solo that pleased, "O Sole Mlo" as opened
with a song and vocalized
a double serenade number bringing about as well as two-men
dance
them back for the encore, "Will You teams usually do. But their brand

Here is an object lesson of
to the hospital was held up and used.
and LACEY.
Remember," from "May time." That
robbed, but continued to the hos- the pain, grief and mourning that Songs and Dances.
whanged the house and sent them
pital a-foot while someone who was may come from one life through 10 Mine.; One.
off
a hit.
How American.
careless or reckless driving.
about Just then shot the robber.
Mr. Hc/.azi, in summer clothes and
thousands
the
The Sister returns to the slrk much comes from
This couple possess no «li tlmtivo presenting a neat appearance, disroom and the "souse" returns. He annually killed through cars?
traits to distinguish them from the plays
a powerful baritone that
Let the reformers, instead of exhears the name of the doctor; says
general
run of man and woman scores equally as much on his
in
He pending their fanatical energy
that's who he is looking for.
teams in early spots on small time fervent manner of getting behind
attemptand
joys
the
away
taking
explains that that morning his car
hills.
The following routine is em- the sphlt of his rendition. That
ran over a child. He felt so badly ing to control the morals, try pre- ployed: Introductory
number, chat- may or may not be an artificial
he engaged the suiyeon to loo!; venting the awful sacrifice of huaway ter, solo dance by boy, novelty num- aPeition for "showmanship" purcarelessly tak< n
life
after the child, then j;ot drunk and man
girl,
chatter,
her
by
double song poses hut he does Impress as if it
couldn't rcmcmliiT.
The Sister re- lewry day and year; then the and dance finish.
is fii.nc unassumingly out of mere
turns to say the operation has been 1 people of the country can .-ay the
r; irl
has sufficient looks to at- love for Ills song. In either case it
suecessful. as the vesper hells ring. reformers mean well and amount
'Hus playlet will tract attcntio.i, with her partner a was lesponsihle for fetching heavy
something.
Sister, mother and father kneel in to
educate the waf h«rs of it to he as Idanrer of some ability. No. 2 at the toll with every numher. Miss White
prayer.
changes.
There could he a reason for play- careful in warning their children to Am'-ricni, this couple did as well as |o«.Kcd nice In her two
po- Paul C. Smith is credited for the
ing this sketch above all others. To ke. p away from cars as it will be .expected, hut (an no{ look for a
warn automobile drivers to be to warn auto drivers never to drive sition of greater prominence with •taking, which wa« effective.
Hart.
A Irl.
the present vehicle.
Xinic.
where they can not see.
rareful, as a safety-first warning

LOWEY

—

—

I

j

of soft shoe stepping, the real Idea,
won forgiveness and a measure of
appreciation.

After a double number, well timed,
Millor singled with the lariat. There

were no

tricks, the dancer remaining within the loop for the entire
number. Capman went out in front
with a comedy eccentric dance, his
single contribution.
There was a
double eccentric number for the finish and its nut exit took them off for
a satisfactory number two. Another
couple of minutes would help.
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BOOKING BATTLE

TONY BAKER

complication of diseases.
He \Vttl
member of the National Show
home, 147 North 8th street, Phila- Print Company for eight years. He
is survived by a widow, non-profesdelphia.
The deceased was 35 years old and sional.
a former blackface comedian for
Interment was at
that period.
Louis Morganstern
A wife, Louis Morganstern died at his home
Chilton Hills Cemetery.
Baker,
Frank
brother,
Lottie, and a
in New York Nov. 14 at the age of
survive him.
71 years.
He was formerly treasFloral pieces were sent by the urer of the Knickerbocker
theatre.
Actors' Club and Footlight Club of New York, but in recent years
was
Philadelphia. Pallbearers were Jas. in the Frohman executive
office as
Cole, Billy Collins, Jas. Hughes, the representative of Al
Hayman,
Since the latter's death Mr. MorI TENDER and LOVING MEMORY
ganster
represented the Hayman
of our dear mother and father

Tony Baker died suddenly*

dancing, which they handle neatly.
Both are of excellent appearance,
especially the girl, who is a .striking
blonde, and shows to advantugc in

ORPHEUM, FBISCO
San Francisco, Nov. 16.
With Jane and Katharine Lee
monoplizlng the top billing and the
honors of the show, the current Orpheum bill is considerably above the
average, with nearly all acts designed for comedy succeeding admirably.
The youthful stars, supplied with excellent material and a

good vehicle in "The New Director,"
delivered the goods in most artistic
They were received with
atyle.

much enthusiasm and compelled to
bow the.r a knowledgments several
times.

&

In favor was Billy Arlington
Co., the act going for a laughing
He made them howl, and In

Next

hit.

singing with Eleanor Ar1. Taylor and E. F. Hennesey, brought storms of applause.
West Avey and Dennie O'Neil, following, did not seem to be handi-

quartet

lington, C.

capped and went over
to closing.

flying, next
elicited

The blackfacers

a dance.
Cato S. Keith and company, including C. Maude Farker and Ben
H. Howe, presented a satire on married life, "R. U. Married." It is one
of those dream affairs depicting one
aspect of married life, snowing the
difference between a quarrelsome
and an amiable wife. The act is
ably
presented,
and the hou_e
seemed to enjoy the comedy. Bert
and Harry Marks, a straight and a
Yiddish comic, in "The Singing
Lesson," were next closing.
The
comic is a funny-looking chap and
gets laughs on his appearance as
well as for some comedy business
that the team handle in a capable
manner. Both have good singing
voices, which they display at the
finish in a number that also has
comedy value. They received laugh
after laugh and took several legitimate bows.
The Three Kervllles, two women
and a man, with a juggling routine,

good laughs with their crap-shooting opening and patter, and their
clever dancing at the finish hit hard.
William Ebs had the house with the principal feature of which is the
him, employing good laugh material male member's clever manipulating
The of a cue and billiard balls on a
in his ventrlloqull offering.
house applauded for his drinking bit miniature table, closed the show. It
and manifested genuine surprise is a distinctive juggling turn and
when the dummy came to life at the contains novelty through some of
finish, this bringing a hit.
the Juggling feats being accomEd Morton landed solidly in sec- plished on roller skates and also on
ond spot, the house falling hard for bicycles employed by the women.
his parodied medley finish. Cllle The man devotes his time almost
Young and April blew soap bubbles entirely to bouncing the balls from
in opening spot, starting the show the table with a cue that sends
off rather quietly, while Kara man- them into the pockets from various
aged to hold the majority with good angles. Turn well liked.
juggling

routine

closing spot,
audience.

in

working to a moving
CASINO, TRISCO
Corinne Tilton in "A Chameleon
Sa:i Francisco, Nov. 10.
Revue" repeated big. Miss Tilton
three
vaudeville acts provided
The
was given an enthusiastic reception
and her individual efforts received as much entertainment as some of
the highest recognition.

Josephs.

PANTAGES, FRISCO
San Francisco, Nov. 16.
Pantages this week has a well
balanced, swiftly moving bill, with
good comedy. Will Morrlsey, billed
as the main feature, was reported ill
on Sunday and Clayton Kennedy, on

same

replaced Morrlsey,
who is scheduled to appear also in
Juanita Hansen's act closing the
the

bill,

show.
Miss Hansen appears simultaneously with a film scene from her
episode

and

makes

brief

remarks

about he. picture work, while Kennedy injects big punch laughs with
clever comedy lines from the aisle
in the audience. It proved a well set
turn, scoring heavily.

Heiress"
features
"Brazilian
Frankie Kelcey, an excellent comedienne of the nut order, whose allaround cleverness sends the girl act

over tremendously big. Jack O'Malley and Ray Reynolds, possess' ng
voices, handle the straight
parts exceedingly well.
Kennedy and Rooney scored the
show's hit. Kennedy's comedy and
his humorous bits at the piano made
'em howl.
Ann Sutor, strong on looks, with
a rather quiet way, offered several
songs, with a costume change for
In second position, she got
each.
away nicely with a lively dancing

the regular five-act bills that formerly were presented here in conjunction with the Will King Co. and
consumed almost as much time.
Fields and La Adelia started things
off rapidly.
Fields, doing Yiddish,
rattled off a monolog that won many
laughs despite the fact that his talk
Included some antique gags.
Miss
La Adelia did some dancing and
was especially good with toe stepping and legmania. She looks and
dresses, daintily and held the stage
in good style during Fields' absence.
A punch is Injected at the finish
with the singing of a boy not over
six years old, who displayed a remarkably powerful voice for a child.
The youngster had to sing three
songs and stopped the show.
Eagle and Ramona, In Indian costume, went over unusually strong
for this type of an act.
They were
liked right from the start with a
laughing song that held some good
comedy lines. They have excellent
voices and could get by in any old
make-up. An Indian dance at the

good

finish served

them

well.

Mason and

Film

Men Back Langley; Wyatt

Claims K.

&

E.

Support

San Francisco, Nov. 16.
Something akin to a theatrical
war is on in the southern part of
California, where W. T. Wyatt,
manager o*. the Mason Opera House
in Los Angeles, is said to be attempting to force all road shows
that play

Mason

the

play the

to

Pasadena High JSchool auditorium
in Pasadena instead of the Pasadena Theatre, which has housed
road attractions in the past, and
which hi controlled by Jos. Langley.
"Angel Face/* the big Georgo W.
'

musical production that
took to the one nighters after a

Lederer

CALIF.

1

-NIGHTERS DULL

Maude Fulton Likely

to

January

16th. 1917

THEIR DEVOTED DAUGHTERS

When Al Hayman managed
the old Baldwin In San Francisco
Morganstern was treasurer.
He

estate.

was the financial secretary of the
Treasurers* Club since it., inception.

ALICE SNYDER DEYO
[GEORGIE 8NYDER HERBERTI

many

years,

attended the
in a body.

funeral the

Bring In

"8onny" Soon

San Francisco, Nov. 16.
Fulton, starring in her own
and now touring the
one-nighters in California, is experiencing poor business, according
to reports reaching here.

Maude

play, "Sonny,"

Frank B.
company.

is

Hill

being

is

it

.

manager

out

the

of

that house, died in the

IN

BUYS THREE PERFORMANCES
San Francisco, Nov.

MEMORY OF

HAL GODFREY

Who Dlrd November 11th, 1911
The Woman's Auxiliary of the
University of California has engaged the Alcazar Theatre for ihree
evenings, December 5, 6 and 7. This
hospital last week.
He was manie history of
Is the first time in
ager of the Gordon's Olympia, Lynn,
that playhouse that an organization
at the time of his death.
has bought all of the seats for three
consecutive performances.

JENIE JACOBS

;

'

ii

i

'

for

SCENERY BY EDWIN

H.

ORVILLE BUNNELL

Orville

Norton,

Brnnell, 33 years old, of
and Kllmp, pro-

Bunnell

ducers, died at the Alexian Brothers
Hospital, Chicago. Nov. 10, from a

^LL

'

Metropolitan for 26 years, and he
survived also by two sons.

Is

Fred Hardy, aged

77. died Nov. 14
the Manhattan Hospital, where
patient since March.

at

He had appeared with Fanny Davenport, Kate Claxton and others
and was a Civil War veteran. His
family

name was

Perry.

of Henry Young,
treasurer of the Globe, died Nov. 9
at a sanitarium on Long Island of
heart disease. She was buried from
her home in Plandome, L. I. The
deceased was 72 years of age.

"The

mother

Th#
Long

mother of Robert Edgar
publicity man, died last week
in Columbus, Ohio, suddenly.

Jacques,
the
popular
Belgian
comedian, died last week In Brussels.

AND INJURED

Charles J. Freeman (Freeman &
is recovering from a severe
attack of double pneumonia.
Mr.
Freeman suffered a relapse after a
week's illness and was nearly despaired of. Only his perfect physical condition pulled him through,
with Dr. Jesse Helman attending.
It will be some time before the agent
can give attention to business. He
has gone to Lakewood, N. J.
Pierce
Keegan
(Keegan
&
O'Rourkc) Is recovering from a
siege of plcuro-neumonia.
Mrs. Scotty Pa. shley (Musical
Parshleys) and Mrs. Thomas Murphy were both operated upon last
week at the Leighton Hospital.
Portland, Maine, Whilo each operation was serious each was sueccssful.
'The women have b'*on at the
hospital for some weeks, a coincidence of health building for both to
undergo an operation having been
necessary.
Mr. Murphy is of the
Primrose Three.
.lean Young (La Favor and Jean)
has recovered from an operation for
appendicitis and is at her home.
2 9 2 5 Congress street, Detroit
She
experts shortly to resume playing.

Levy)

.

Anna Kilmer, of the Loew othce,
returned to her duties Monday after
been laid up for several
weeks with a broken arm.
Miss
Kilmer sustained the fracture during her vacation and was forced to

having

who retired a year ago, died at his
home in Jamaica, L. I., early this
week.
His widow was with the

Lynn (Mass.) he had been a

16.

i

links at their country horn*,
Georgian Court, Lakewood, N. J.
Mrs. Gould was the daughter of the
late Charles J. Kingdon, of Brook-

LEOi: D. LANG8FIELD
Leon D. Langsfleld died Nov. 14 lyn, and distinguished herself on
at Mobile, Ala., following an at- the stage as a member of the Autempt at suicide near there, Oct. 18. gustln Daly company.
The news dispatch gave an opinion
h^ was temporarily demented at the
Otto Meyer, 70, for 51 years an
time of the shooting. A more com- actor on the American stage, and

plete account of his death is contained in the news pages of this
by
issue.
Ralph Plncus of the Columbia Theatre, and George Ebey, manager of
HARRY N. FARREN
the Fulton Theatre in Oakland. It
Harry N. Farren. former manager
did well In a week run at the Century Theatre in San Francisco. of the Columbia, Boston, when the
Rumors are that it may close soon. "amateur night" was introduced at

The show

!

results

ROSE SNYDER
November 2Ut. 191*
MATT B. SNYDER

from his home

FRISCO ITEMS

1

\

at his a

Claire Nagel Hammerstein
tsBSBBBSBBBBSBBBBBSSBBBBBBBSBHBSBBBSBBBB*
Mrs. Arthur Hammerstein, proFrank Gregg, Jimmy Jones, George fessionally known as Claire Nagel,
auditorium. Martin, Sam Lippincott, Harry LesSchool
dena
High
died at Reno Nov. 11 of septic poisj
When the cor.irany arrived it was ter, Ray Knox and Jdseph Davis.
onlng.
She was 25 years of age.
found lecossary to use the house
The funeral was held at the home
scenery, as the material carried by
parents
in Buffalo Friday.
of
her
MORQENSTERN
LOU18
~
the show was too big to be hung.
Louis Morganstern, aged 71, died Mrs. Hammerstein had been In Reno
as
Gore
Brothers,
Sol Lesser and
Nov. 14 at his home at 133 N. Park- about a month.
well as the' Turner A Dahnken in- way, Bast Orange, N. J., of heart
terests are reported to be backing failure.
He was private secretary
Mrs. Edith Kingden Gould, wife
Langley in his fight, while Wyatt,
Al Hayman for a number of years of George Jay Gould and mother of
who manages the Mason, claims and prior to that time was treas- Mrs. Anthony J. Drexel, Jr., Lady
the support of Klaw & Enanger.
urer of the Knickerbocker theatre. Decies and five other children, died
The Treasurers' Club, of which he in her sixtieth year Nov. 13 while
was financial secretary for a great playing golf with her husband on
successful two weeks at the Columbia Theatre/here, played the Pasa-

Dixon, two men in blackface, scored
a big laughing success with a funny
Among the attractions booked for
Some of the material
line of talk.
has not been heard for such a long early presentation at the Alcazar
"The Detour." 'The Blue
time It Rounded new. The men put are:
their stuff over in an effective man- Pearl" and "The Storm." The comner, but the blackface dialect is pany, which is playing stock, Is
missing. "The Glad Girl" was the headed by Gladys George and DudKing offering. A bellhop dance by ley Ayres.
the ponies in the chorus served as
an excellent opening for the musical
finish.
Humberto Bros, started the per- comedy show.
C0LEMANS' BABY DIES
formance with clown acrobatics.
The Harmony Boy*, with quartet
San Francisco, Nov. 16.
singing, banged over a bu next to
Mr^ and Mrs. Harry Coleman
Josephs.
closing.
(Coleman and Ray), presenting a
San Francisco, Nov. 16.
"walking doll" act on last week's
HIPPODROME
Al "Watson, well-known Pacific bill at Pantages, lost their two-andcoast stock actor, and recently asSan Francisco, Nov. 16.
a-half-year-old
baby, who died In
The Hippodrome bill was of ap- sociated with the Bert Levey Vaude- the Grand Hotel following an
"Kiss ville Circuit in the booking departproved small-time timber.
Me Revue," with Harry Carr feat- ment, has been, named manager of operation.
A few dayc later Coleman, while
ured doing Yiddish, manages to get the Hippodrome In Los Angeles.
a lot of laughs in otherwise a very
doing his act, was injured and an
Dav<? Lcrncr, formerly of Lerner
ordinary girl act. being especially
operation
may be necessary.
»"<! Bixley. and more recently a
weak on principals and singing
Al Taylor." monologulng most ef- member of ranchon and Marcos
fcetively next to closing, also (lis- sho_w, has abandoned show business
DIER0 ENGAGED?
playing a good voice, landed solidly and is engaged in the restaurant
Thanks and Kelly, a mix* d couple, game. Lerner recently opened the
San 1'Vancisco, Nov. 16.
Feonomy
Lunch
in
street
near
Ellis
start v. ell with a smart repartee
It la reported that Diero, th
acand held attention with pleasing the Century.
cordionist, and Ruby Lang, recently
singing.
Inquiries
have been made at ingenue with Will King at the CaFour ITarmaniacs did fairly well.
Aerial La VaHs gave the show a Variety's San Francisco oMlce for sino, are to be married. Diero reirious revolving information concerning Ruth Phil- cently returned here from the Fast.
good finish, with
lips, whose present address is unsti.nts neatly executed.
known.
"W'olford's Dog and Monkey Cirrus
Opens Children's Theatre
The
interestingly.
opened
;uite
San Francisco, Nov. 1C.
Hugh W'.iid, the Australian
monkeys running wild got laughs.
Mrs.
Hugh
Mcmagnate,
and
rical
With
a dedicatory dinner atwhile In- -dogs go through very ordiintosh, wife of one of Australia's tended by visiting theatrical stars,
Josephs.
nary routine.
most prominent theatre men. were artists and writers of note, Hat tie
passengers on the Ventura, which
Mooser opened her new Alladin StuHIPP, TRISCO
sailed from San Francisco for the
dio at 363 Post street last week.
Antipodes Nov. 8.
Han Francisco, Nov. 10.
A good -si/.ed crowd was on hand
The new Alladin Studio has been
The Granada. San Francisco's equipped with a stage, curtain,
for the lirsl show Wednesday night,
but there was very Utile applause newest and most sumptuous moving footlights and dressing rooms to
for the acts that made up the bill picture theatre, will open Its doors
permit the production of a series
for the second haif of the week. tomorrow. This theatre is patterned
Pollyana, a man playing a piano after the Spanish type of archi- of children's theatre plays which
As a tecture and is declared to he the the Misses Mooser plan to offer this
accordion, opened the show.
Several years ago Miss
rule this class of music is sure-fire last word in picture house construc- winter.
at this house, but for some reason tion. Nick Ayres, recently in charge Mooser proved highly successful in
the audience (Id not take kindly to of publicity for the Koth-Pariington presenting "Puss In 1 ots," "The
Pollyana. .Tack and Marie Cray in houses here, is house manager. The Racketty
Packetty
House" and
the next spot fared better, getting opening feature Is Cosmopolitan's
other plays for children.
their linger "Enchantment.'
the best
1
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COAST LEGIT CIRCUITS

SAN FRANCISCO SHOWS

November

have it rebroken several weeks after
it had been set originally.
June Walker retired last week
temporarily
from "Six Cylinder
Love" for a minor operation, and Is
recovering.
The wife of

and

Vernon)

Frank
is

Planters' Hotel,

P. Cook (Cook
confined to the
Chicago, with ap-

pendicitis.

Miss

Delbrldge

(Delbrldge

and

Gremmer) was operated upon Nov.
Ford Hospital, Detroit. Shs
unable to resume engagements before New Year's, meanwhile confined to her home at
Apartment I, 1525 Seward avenue,

8 at the
will bo

Detroit.

Mary Hay was removed to a hospital in New York this week to
undergo an operation.
Rose Mullaney sustained a fractured wrist Saturday night.
Mrs. Harry Carroll was removed
last we.-k to the Misericordia
Hospital, Fast 86th street. New
York, by order of Dr. J. Willis
Amey. Dr. Amey will observe Mrs.
Carroll and determine if an operation for appendicitis Is necessary.
O'D.mncll
Mrs.
Lovey
(Hob)
(O'Donnell & Fltzpatricki Is conlate

fined to her home, 22
street, with pneumonia.

West

'<7lh

May

Irwin underwent a painful
operation last week on her upper
jaw through an ingrowing tooth.

A SHOW IN ITSELF

COFFEE DAN'S
SAN FRANCISCO'S FAMOUS MIDNIGHT PLAYGROUND

FLAGG STUDIOS

:

—

j
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PALACE

jwlvad owing to the lateness
°m S?
of
the Sentry appearance. It was a
two capacity; tough assignment on a long show.
Ths orchestra was at sea most of
tttrformances Monday with Babe]
the headllner, asaleted by the svening, with Bert Jones, the
u tb
Wellington Cross. The Babe refused! leader, making heroio efforts to
Broadway open- speed them up when needed. One
to be feazed by the
no was perfectly at home. or two of the musicians should be
nff
Much credit should be handed Cross replaced. You can lead them but
Con.
for hie perfect feeding. Tho Babe you can't play for them.

were No. S. switched from clos- the three-part prohibition ratlre
doing the turn for several y
There Is no comparison between the ting the first half, presumably to bet "I'm a Smuggler," "Dear Old Flask
Both
accommodate
the scene changes, of Rye" and "Home Brew." Th-re
two, Norvelles or Arnauta.
tar
are the same, both are received the I And then, along came Ruth. Miss wg£ something different and the
same and both give an equal Roye was the sole recipient Monday team earned the encore. Forde anamount of entertainment. No. 3 the ovenlng of the w. k. "Colonial clap," nounced that there were a number
Norvelles went to a big finish on the as usual emanating from the gallery, of "Qltzle's" friends In and that ho
bird thing.
but entirely offered In homage rather would render the famous "Dear Old
And still another turn at the Gar- than in disparagement. After doing Pal of Mine."
den, American though English In a a couple of encores, she had to come
"Cave Man Love," featuring Richway, Lee White, an American with across with her "Robert E. Leo" for ard Bartlett with Zella Ram beau
read his lines like a veteran but
muffed some laugh** Monday on acan English reputation, making her the getaway. The 'Langdons tag- and Helen Coyne, made a flashy No.
count of a bad cold which made his
first American vaudeville appear- lined the first Btanxa.
3. There la little change in the turn
Almost as much off-side stuff in ance. "Retained for a second week
voice Inaudible on some. He got
Keopenlng after "Topics of the as first presented last season, when
with the current Shubert by demand/' as the program men- Day." George MacFarlane vocalised it was briefly
away with a song and also handled connection
shown In New York.
the mind -reading portion of the bill at the Winter Garden to Inter- tioned, those who demanded It must a few better class published num- Miss Ram beau In the feminine lead
travestv. Ruth and Cross were in est as there was on the stage Mon- have been absent Monday evening. bers, and for the encore wound up succeeded In making herself stand
The performance Miss Whito comes back here, with with "Malinda." a request number, out over Bart let*, who has a real
the next to shut spot. The appear- day evening.
ance of the big slugger in a Yank must have run short at the matinee. Clay Smith at the piano, with an voluntarily preceding it with Ernie job on his hands, with the changes
It did not start until &30 at night act that loudly says it was built for
long
recepfor
a
signal
the
was
Halls "I'll Forget You" (announced). and the bulk of warbling. She was
unie
and was over before 11. The ten English consumption.
She opens Mr. MacFarlane scored his usual hit,
tion, during which the demon slugacts mount to $7,000 in gross salary. with the orchestra, singing "We're and again Herbert Lowe, his accom- a beautiful Cleo and was enticing aa
his
acknowlgrinned
and
bowed
ger
a cave girl. The act originally was
Shuberts had been looking for a All Crasy," a little mite of a topical,
A lino of Cross* that The
edgement.
deserves commendation for presented by Wm. B. Friedland-er
name the latter end of last week to does a double "Angellne" with Mr. panist,
intelligent assistance at the and is now one of the Frledlanderhis
Suited a big laugh was Just before add to this bill, hut could
not
it.
find
Smith, then at the piano, that would grand.
;uth's first entrance, Cross remarkL. Lawrence Weber presentations.
It's very likely, both on salary and have .been a good song ten years
George Jeasels "Troubles of 1920."
ing "Ruth is on his way here, so
John Robinson's Military Eletelephone to Chesterfield and have running, as last week with the two ago' for Bayes and Norworth. sings the topilner, held forth for the better phants counted the show's novelty,
and Will Rogers headlin- a song about "Our Child and finish part of an hour. This revue has
him bring over an application holidays
the
mammoths closing intermission.
ing,
the
Gsrden
did
includ$21,000.
speech
with
Long.
Good
the
"So
-by."
numa
Ruth dodged
been commented upon oft-times be- It was necessary to shore up tho
blank."
ing Sunday, of course, which shows ber with the orchestra. Not alonu fore
and requires little repetition stage, for there are four big "bulla"
thing at the finale of the turn and its
vaudeville
possibilities.
is
the
reminiscent
type
of
song
of
instead.
gags
than it is the most advanced used.
told one of Cross' old
In error, it was the Winter
The first half, holding five acts, the songs of yesteryear over here, other
idea in present-day vaudeville reHe made a nice appearance in his ran
Garden that was readied, and that
through In 55 minutes, helping but the melodies go as far back.
tho travesty
vues. The cast still works as concivilian clothes for
last minute carpentry here.
to shorten the total time, while the
caused
It's quite imaginable Miss White scientiously as ever despite the act's
mind -reading bit.
longest turn of the bill was the Jim was liked by tho English for the age. the star particularly maintain- "TUUe" is claimed to be 105 yearn
The" hill was all jasxed around Barton new act, doing 20 minutes.
old,
and
the oldest performing elerags, but America started that, and ing a fervor and eagerness with his
after the matinee. Harry and Anna
Then there was the Monday night although Mies White
have lines that deserves complimenting, phant is the star of tho act It may
Seymohr moved x up a notch to audience. A big house all over, be- breezed in to please the may
Tillle once in th*e
same
be
the
British on
profourth, switching with Roger Imhoff tween 85 and 9a per cent, capacity. the eve of the rag rage hi London, although considerable play for
Thompson elephant turn. The stunt
and Co.. who took the fifth spot and But an odd -looking audience, with this country's song* kept right on miscuous ad libbing is periodically
over
of
stepping
a man has never
presented which Jcsscl wisely passes
the comedy hit of the bill with "The the front of. the orchestra at $1.50 racing until the present d.iy crop of
What little incidental wise- been more cleverly done the slowup.
Pest House." Imhoff's tad charac- holding ever so many who did not songs and singers are as far ahead cracking
which
the animal lifted
ness
with
he does (nor is it part of
terisation it> the best thing of Its look either $1.50 or big time. Even of Miss White now as vaudeville of
Its leg and hesitated* was astonishkind on the vaudeville, stages Klip the «ide boxes held a funnylooklng her day on this side was then of the script) was highly apropos. Al ing. As a wounded soldier, Tillle
Gordon, who proclean -en I conception makes the imt- collection for Winter Garden boxes. "Miss New York, Jr.," the f. Ii. Herk Ijewis (Lewis and
duced the offering) is now given pro- dragging herself across the stago on
formance stick out like a sore thumb.
In the excellent and impressive Western wheel burlesque show Miss
credit for the staging where her knees drew the plaudits.
His vaudeville tour has been one news pictures taken by International White last appeared in over here, gram lv.
Griff, puncher and blower of bubFoster received that honor
how! after another until "The Fest of the Unknown Martyr services at with George l'erry as her stage Allan
bles, furnished an amusing No. 2.
lari year.
House" hHH been handed the palm Arlington laM Friday former Presi- partner.
Englishman single is a good enThe
neat
handDavis
and
Pellc,
with
a
of One of the best comedy sketches] dent Wilson appeared riding in a
Which might bring this thought: to-hand routine, closed the show, tertainer. His baby bit won laughin the show business.
carriage. The audience had observed that if Miss White was successful
but were cruelly affected by the al- ter and hia willingness to perform
Iterk
and .Tuanitsi Stun the solemnity of the services up to on the other side with an American most en masse exodus considering for children in hospitals has won
flan)
opened with their classy dancing that moment, but when the former act, why should she not give Amer- the late hour, 11.16. The men, pre- him gratitude. He mentioned having
Tlv>: pair scored an unu. ual President came into view, following ica an English act, using all Engturn.
senting splendid appearances in amused in several institutions last
PUceeHK considering the position. a caption advising of his coming, lish songs if she has them, or if not, their purple tlghts-unlforms. work week and added it wts a labor of
They opened at 8.05 to a continuous the house burst into full applause, and the English act is wanting, give well up toward the footlights in love. Griff commented on th-e new
stream of walk-ins, but had to take something uoi tendered to any of a turn calling it an "impression* of "one." featuring a hand strength lift idea of the Shuberts that of placfour legitimate bowH at their finale. the other important personages in an English music hall artist. Al- that looks new, as does another ing the good acts to open the show.
most anything along that line will trick in which the heels and head Hut he knows values and it's just
Jack In Vier deuced it with talk the ceremonies and also named.
A somewhat lengthy intermis- he preferable to her present act for are
and tr«i»ezc stunts. La Vier has a
the fulcrums.
Opening the kidding.
good idea and-gets many a laugh with sion, purposely stalled, was conclud- featuring purposes which the Shu- show should be this corking equiliLa Be!g«» Duo, working a hand-tohis contortions in ascending to the ed when the Andrew Byrne orches- berts must give her in view of her brist lc net's spotting at other times. hand routine in "one," opened disThere is no talk in the
bar. His talk is si>otty, the laughs tra played a Sousa march as the salary.
Abel.
tinctively. They are real athletes,
Sousa is White-Smith turn excepting during
coming with long lulls between. The intermission overture.
look like Juveniles and have the pechatter enn stand revisement. Home quit*? popular and his inarches are one song, when Miss White says
culiar habit of changing tho topOf it being moth eaten. La Vier is musically immortal, but not to she can do anything Smith can do.
mounter work about. The Gaudinclined to overdo the "mugging." Broadway. If otherwise all at sea, Smith thereupon places his hands in
poodles closed
Mr. Kyrno might ask the Messrs. his trousers pocket. Both of them
Business looked much improved smiths with their
I bee.
He closed to solid applause with the Shubert
kept the house in.
and
to lend him a melody from must have forgotten that one. hav- ovor tho previous Monday night astrapcxe routine and the accompany"Blossom Time." Mr. Byrne's or- ing been away so long. The act semblies. The lower floor seemed
ing inonolog.
warmer by reason of the better atElisabeth Brloe in "Love Letters," chestra did much better with the was very lightly received.
Opening were the Pickfords in tendance, but there were gaps of
the former Chas. King vehicle, by regulated music for the Arlington
had juggling, doing a very good opening untenant jd s eat a The balcony was
With Singer's Midgets they could
Bdgar Allan Woolf, was third. services. Anyway, the drummer
Sousa.
No. 2 held Harper and, considerably off in comparison to frame almost any kind of a sur-moved up from the opening after worked hard enough over Mr. better turn.
The
bill and make It go.
rounding
nicely
The bill itself ran
Blanks, colored, a mixed couple the orchestra floor.
intermission spot. The switch was
kind of audience the little people
than might have been supposed, and singing and dancing, and passing.
A ten -act show stood up, with draw
justified, the act not holding the
enterown
Its
makes
almost
good
vaudeville
made
whole
a
the
After the Novelles came Belle the first section minus laughs. That
strength for the later spot Gattienlivened by three bright Story,- who has been out of New perhaps through the withdrawal of tainment. The midgets closed the
son Jonos is featured and turns hi show, the
Hannaford Family (New York since opening at the 44th Aleen Bronson, reported 111. Added show, and the Riverside audience
gome nifty hoofing that was needed. spots—
closing the first part; the Street.
Miss Story sang about to the bill were Maxie and Oeorg*9 sat through the preliminary proMiss Brico handled her numbers Acts),
Lockfords, second after intermis- three numbers very pleasingly, but (New Acts) as a replacement and, ceedings In a state of expectancy,
with Jones in the Brice fashion. The sion,
but fully determined to enjoy the
Barton and Co. started nothing.
James
and
novel
spotted seventh, they started somearound
a
act is constructed
(New Acts), next to closing.
Buddy Doyle followed the Lock- thing. With no encores in sight, the rest of the bill in the meantime.
Idea, but the dialog is Inane, silly
Monday evening the house wn«
The Hannafords gave the first fords in a hard spot for him. With colored hoofers retired, but might
and ancient. The attempts at com- part
filled to capacity by 8.15, the audi
a smashing sendoff. New his songs and story, appearing In have tied up the entertainment.
edy were total failures, the lines al- to thefinish
once having an unusual percentage,
Poodles Hannaford, in blackface, Doyle doesn't look big
Consistent scoring featured the of children in its makeup.
lowed no latitude whatever. Miss taking stage,
Kids
his flying leap to straddle enough for the second half in a
opened
after
intermission,
by
going
Brloe handles the four characters
help make a show with their easily
time
read
horse and at the same
strong bllL
His Cantor-Leonard
formerly allotted to a quartet of the
Anna 'odee, who is appearing stirred enthusiasms. Tho bill itself
paper, went right over the horse's imitations to finish couldn't help
a
girla.
with thro unprogramed Frank Orth. started slowly, but built up to a fine
back; landing on the wooden bank him, and he held out the Jolson imishe was of- climax in the Singer production nt
The production is sumptuous, each of
the ring. He was unhurt. The tation through lack of real applause. Th? billing had it that
Al
fering a "nouveau repertoire." It Is the finish. Having In mind the type
letter calling for a full set.
It
but
"business,"
thought
It
Mr. Doyle seemed to recall he wss the same
when
the act of audiences likely to be attracted
routine
as
Hockey wanders through the four house
was a similar accident that hurt on the stage ..Jolson made, as he was Orth and Cody. The change
scenes as an embryo song. writer Poodles at the Hippodrome.
In by the headllner, one wonders why
mentioned
Joison's
name sotto name to Codee came when tin ShuWithout a chance from the script,
the rest of the bill had not more
The Lockfords are a And. Tipped voice.
berts opened the combined Century strong comedy of a simple knockbut comes Into his own at the piano, by Morris Gest to the Shuberts, this
evening
Closing
the
were the
Hussey's
Jimmy
accompanying Jones' dancing spe- foreign couple, that come of a Equllli Brothers, who kept
Revue
and
Roof
about sort. It was almost devoid of
in a
Philadelphia last this quality. Probably the selection
cialty, which stopped the act. The French flying (aerial) family, have
large percentage with their equi- "Tattle Tales'* in
Tho
the
Town").
("Talk
of
latter whanged over a buck and wing a mixed turn of scarecrow, toe libristlc work.
season
of surrounding entertainment was
Rime.
and essence routine that erased his dancing and lifting and handling
finale section Is the fresh portion of dictated by the idea that while the
earlier efforts at light comedy with that Is made quite important by its
the Mile. Codee turn, it being an audience was partly youngsters, the
tinatry persiflage. Leo Edwards and performers. Held over now for three
Idea of a very rough proposal of elders who brought them were enHoward Rogers have several worthy or four weeks at the Garden since
marriage by the proportionately di- titled to something.
Wi*b._the George Jessol Revue minutive Orth wb.o bUtbjjlv declares
special numbers in the act which, opening over here, nothing has been
flSJtSJS]sj of tljt, beadliner Venlta
coupled with the Brloe personality, made of them there, but It looks as adorning the marquee tungstens "I'll give you the dandiest punch in Gould and "BiilyTfiason'haVt the apand Ruth Roye, Marmeln Sisters
saved the turn from a total flop.
Both were called
though they are being groomed for and George MacFarlane in the group the nose, dear" if she is willing. plause honors.
Harry and Anna Seymour, fourth, featuring out of town. There must
He la carried off.
upon for speeches.
kidded and downed their way to be a reason for holding them at the lights, there should bo sufficient
Singer's Midgets Is the Inst wend
The beauteous Lucille Chalfante
safe results.
For an encore Miss Garden and virtually keeping It a "name" draw for the Colonial this followed Maxle's Interlude. Encased in -novelty production for vaudeBeymour did a new impersonation of secret. For value and salary ($400) week, although Monday evening's In the Jenny Llnd costume, this ville. It has everything— speed, surFannie Hrlce singing "My Man." the Lockfords are the cheapest act attendance was much under par, sweet singer supplied the class of prise, Impressive pictorial feature »
She spotted the orchestra four bars on the Shubert time. Their total about 40 per cent., to Ixj specific. Of the show. She carried both leader
to entertain for much more than
but managed to finish In front work is something beyond a com- course, the inclement weather ac- and pianist The latter, Morton the 45 minutes It occupies. Tho act
nevertheless. The Seymours could position of Diamond and McMahon counted for this, but even the skill- Rhodes, drew attention without the has developed by constant enrich
stand a new act, notwithstanding and Ten Kyck and Welly, without ful house "dressing" could not hide chance of a specialty. M. Roderman ment for more than a decade, until
They, have Maurice Diamond's Russian danc- a very evident lack of population. In he pit had a' flute selection while it Is the perfection of smooth runtheir success Monday.
played around the metropolitan ing and without Miss Ten Eyck's AH calls for box seats were segre- Miss Chalfante changed to a stun- ning, effective showmanship.
The Four Casting Mellos three
nouses many, many times with the stately looks.
The Lockford boy gated in the mezzanine logos, leav- ning modern gown. Her reappearpresent vehicle for many, many sea- does Russian dancing also, but not ing the proscenium boxes entirely ance was for the mad scons aria men and a woman—open nicely. The
empty.
flyer is featured in an aerial
woman
are
sons.
chances
tho
extensively, though
from "Lucia," and she acquitted
The show only holds eight acts herself
to
catch
from
After intermission Victor Moore that this pair can do several things
splendidly. Miss Chalfante turn -and -a-half
and Emma ~ Lit tlefleld, in "Change they are not now showing. Acro- this week because of the lengthy is an artist of the concert platform, catch. Hhe is a tnll, slender gb-l
but
plays
perfectly.
offering,
Jessel
acrobiti:
rather an awkward
Your Act," picked up the comedy bats and contortionists besides,
but, too. a valuable one for vaude- with
tempo. They were moved up from theirs is a turn likely without limit. The first section particularly, proved ville, for her turn is skilfully adapt- style in addressing her feats, lnr
once in the air her work has an apthe closing position. Many appear- Just now it is a pretty and skilful to be ideal vaudeville, with Kuth ed for that class of audience.
of during which carries it.
ances at the Palace have taken the exhibition all the way. with tho only Roye copping everything in sight,
Billy McDermott was the next to pearance
odge ofT Moore and Littlefleld, but thing against it the boy's Chaplin although a couple fast runners-up close. They were all primed up for The man flyer has splendid gym
they went as strongly as ever Mon- make-up at the opening. No doubt should not be slightly dismissed, him, for there was no formidable nastlc "form," but his work is subday night. The Moore turn is a in France that Chaplin thing was a particularly the Marmeln Hlstorq competition in th^ comedy 11. .e ordinated to that of the woman.
and the Langdons' ofGreenlee and Drayton are two
comedy .classic.
The pair were novelty. Owr hero it is r.ot. snri .•New Acts)
nhcad. The tram;? rr.onelosiht h*»°
The some substitute might be found, if ferings. The Marmein girls, work- not been around New York for sev- colored m« vrt'~who h&vu a fin*: f.i.-.
forced to the usual speech.
specialty, but spoil it with
ing without Dave Schooler, showed
dancing
stage ha ml in iho cast was the only only a French dandy's dress.
the
played
and Harry Lang- eral seasons and has not
futile attempts nt polite comedy
new bit.
Another foreign act on the hill. a smart terp turn,
bigger houses for longer than that.
Crnlg Campbell copped the artistic not new. however, was tic Novelle don, assisted by Kosc and Cecil, MclJermott started off at fine pace, Talking acrobats are bad enough a
them with their stuff. Starta rule, but the negro entcrlahie,
hit of the evening with a well-bal- (Novello'.') Urotln-is in their clown wowed
ills fals tto nons -rise was a humorOpening musical and acrobatic bit It's al- ing mildly and very polite, with ous aftermath of Miss Chalfante. If who gets away from his racial charanced song repertoire.
the
act. is carried
chatter,
This pair mal-e
golf
some
acter
is hopeless.
Arnaut
the
with an operatic cxterp the tenor most a duplicate of
last in- he Is placed to follow Lonl-Aln, the great parade of talking in rive lansang a light ditty with a clever lyric Brothers' act. Tho Arnauts (now through three scenes, tho
four-voiced
singer,
he guages and they do patter unlntel
use
of a prop auto- imported
the
corporating
the
of
complained
and followed with "Because ol You." abroad) have
considerable! should find it a happy ppot. McDer- liglbly in several tongues. Tlmy v.,,?
a ballad well suited to hi* vob c. A Niivolle Brother* in ihe past. Tin- mobile that made for
merriment. Langdon Is mott's toreador bit is somewhat by nt the Riverside because it tl« k
piano solo by Hector MncCarthy. facts swill to he the Novelles are iiiiith and
hanged. Mixed In with operatic led the locnl crowd to hear darkies
shifts
his comicwho
funster
faeilu
marvelously done, was a trifle roo sons of Olympia PeMvall, als» io a
"booh" wit to hlase bore- burles(|ue. tt came aft -r th"» monolo- talking in Yiddish. The dmiciug is
long: Campbell cloned with Canto's \\iu'de\ ill. (horse nil hird aete Tin- years from
'glstic portion. Jhit ho took chances great and away from the buek-atulproved
cqualls
whirh
of
both
dom,
the
Hid
\o\i-ih-s
1 .Anient from "Pagliacel." delivering
father of the
The ^irls an- pcrlVct in the spot, extending the "bull" wlng style of the brunct school. The
father of tie AimhIH- s re :.ii<l to eflYetive.
it with ilin' dramatic effect to heavy
number too long.
tall man does some remarkable ach'.vn "sf .lights" foi U«:i v's «|ni|i -.
vchir'iiH.
have performed (hi: sineHal Forde and Lieut. «Iit7. Itici* robatic stepping as the linale. a
\\etS»
N'i w
lie
\"me
Laurie.
The ICnmhino and f!ros<^ next, w.ih whi'e f;nr :.rr«.i'-iU«- Tun.- ie.i bird operr.-d
tho
number
four. Th« y did not medley of French, Russian and e» ••
took
ine; \ariely
iuteieyt
.'ii
with
tlir••»!
Henr\ Santrey and Hand closing Hie. whistling l«H' -making turn
Cooper and l.uue, a colored stiHt to >ong numbers, fc'orde split centric stuff, with an occasional
ctt ii.
w oul«l
if
In 'h.it e
show. Santrey got on about 11.04. other siih
and bell- tit.- routin with several bits, one a woniersault to make it more difllcull.
team, deuced it. hi »•">
but held them well with bin show- appeiii. without ;iii.\ Hufie^nient to
Richard Kean In a series of im'"'
Annuls could hop uel-ap, lie- duo i'i 'oss-lalks "continued In our next." wbkh
manship. J ntring the recitative hit tlv mntrao. ii
in
guests. didn't land as well as It might. Lice personations of great actors
otel
iiUmt
the
sm|}
poinll<
h>
.-inployed
witli <<»medy effects thoy began to make Use of niat'-rla',
Old
lbuinew
number,
"In
great roles meant nothing to the
l.i if
:;ets to 'em with a neat buck with a
wall;.
Tlir business In "one." which th.ir father the \oi elien would
." had Forde joining for a liarclientele. He does Joky 11 and
[gcon
uptown
ted
seh-r
COfflMly
WISe
iiei
ud
a
Heir
a
folloivinr
also
he and Anna Seymour have l»e«»n d»»- :(S justified in
"
M* 'VO r r S'* inerf ihnii)*. Th* be«l number v.'.t- ll\de Shyloek and Tctcr the Miser
-\ <
c ite
Tn.»
'";• \r
joint aasjacenientn. had o\'
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VARIETY

ri
in the flamboyant style of a generatloa ago, noisily Impressive as act
lng.
It takes a lot of dignity and
sincerity to make this kind of stuif
go in vaudeville, and the Kean offering has neither. Gerald Redmond
introduces the Impersonations and
makes an Introductory speech In
Which he patronizingly Informs the
audience that although the moving
pictures are popular, still there is
something to be said in defense of
At the getaway
the human vole.
that attitude of player to audience
was fatal. The act got only a patter of applause on Its hectic finish
from an audience that was in the
snood to enjoy almost anything.
No comedy up to date and it was
rough going for Loral ne Howard
Sadler, whose humor,
for the mature. The
woman gets most of her
from turning her toes in

and Verna
such as
larger

it Is, Is

comedy
and kidding her partner about beTheir talk was received
ing 45.
coolly, but their harmony got some
returns.

All quiet mo far, when Venlta
Gould, with nothing more novel than
her series of clever impersonations,
provoked a riot. It had only incidental touches of comedy, but it was
a clean-cut specialty with direct
appeal to vaudeville fans, and they
whooped it up like election^ night

With a final bit as Daphne Pollard,
newly Interpolated. Miss Gould had
make a speech and beg on*. Her
mimicry of Lenore Ulrlc in the
murder scene of "The Son-Daughter.** with appropriate sett.ngs. is a
splendid bit or work, and the wh l.»
to

simple, unpretentious style of the
is a large asset in her a ppeal.
After intermission and the Topics,
BIse and Paulsen, with their fast

mimic

novelty skating and dancing offering did extremely well. The act has
a world of speed for a dumb specialty and* certain spectacular details In the execution of an Apache

dance on

ice skates.
It was getting around toward 10
o'clock by now, and still nothing
doing in the comedy way, when Billy
Olason went to work with his capital song numbers
talk.
It got 'em.

got 'em.
the girls

—

The

and nut comedy
Yea bo, how it

talk

— mostly

about

consistent and funny
and the numbers are winners, particularly "Ladies' Man," with its
blues melody and smooth lyrics.
Glason has the voice and the style
to put numbers over. But one is
bound to ask. why the "Matrimonial
Handicap" recitation?
However,
the elocution came midway of the
act and did no damage.
Then the midgets, holding them In
from 10.10 to 10.55 without a deserIs

Rush.

tion.

CRESCENT, B'KLYN
A

straight vaudeville show, ten
nicely blended and balanced,
n.ade up of specialty turns, minus
the cumbersome girl act tab that
did so much to gum up the earlier
ac.s,

>

!

j

J

1

\

AUDUBON

BROADWAY

terially.

Howard and White preceded with
a sketch which held enough com-

STATE
There i7asn't much applause at
the State Monday night, and that
fact wasn't due to the audience but
the show.
As a general run, the
State's bills have been somewhat
better than the aver .ge show on the

(tenor) exhibits a splendid
solo voice that also counted largely
in the harmonising.
Walter Weems, fourth, strolled on
in his easy-going, nonchalant manner, and had 'em guessing for a few

chap

Weems

IB, 1921

NEW ACTS THIS WEEK

.

A
out any unnecessary stalling.
standard turn of its kind that means
value to any show. The dark -haired

an encore.

Wovonber

|

A

minutes.
As soon as he brought
f' th his trolley discourse, however,
The theatre
it was gravy for him.
party, mostly made up df women
and girls, Just howled with glee
when Mr. Weems told of the colored
baby and the two women leaving
the car in fear of having their seats
pinched. A little strong for a family
audience, but Mr. Weems has a
faculty for handling this near-blue
type of material, and the audience
The baritone solo
Just ate it up.

Friday,

r

could have done another number \ Following the overture, Carlos'
had she cared to take advantage of (Circus opened the vaudeville sec
tlon.
The hand balancing at the
her applause.
Opening the second half were opening got but little, but the quarBaker and Nordstrom, with Clcco- tet of trained ponies won some aplini, the Italian operatic tenor, next. plause and a few laughs were added
A standard In English, a number de- by the trick mule at the finish, with
scribed as a current Italian pop three plants trying to ride,
Pearl Frank (New Acts), with a
song, In Italian, finale from Act 1
from "Faust," and a pop ballad in piano accompanist, slipped over
English constituted the repertoire, three numbers In eight minutes and
Clccolini was In good voice Monday th' audience let her go at that. No
night, and his offering made a nice applause and the betting standing
contrast for the regular vaudeville. 8 to 5 during the act that there was
Charles T. Aldrlch next, with a trick attached t it, and that for
quick changes and bounding hand- the finish she would pull off her red
That
kerchief business In full stage later. wig and fool the audience.
The passing years have ripened Mr. wasn't the case at all.
Mumford and Stanley's act is an
Aldrlch's art as a change artist.
Some of the changes are truly re- old-fashioned variety turn handled
The comedy portions by a couple of old-timers. Abe
markable.
producer With
Mr. Aldrlch also Felnberg bowed as
landed neatly.
seemed to be remembered by the a glrlj revue entitled "Oddities of
fans,
who sent him 1021" (New Acts), a fair small -time
Brooklyn
through for a sizable score.
flash that had an idea originally but
As the audience was leaving the was let slip Into the regular pop
Crescent on Monday night about class.
every other person was saying
Tower and Darrell were next to
"Attaboy, Petey." That about sizes closing and had a hard time of It,
up the hit made by Callahan and but finally got a laugh with the
That "Attaboy" is going to pasting in the pan stuff.
Bliss.
become part of the language In the
The Welse Troupe held them and
baby carriage borough, and that got a lot of applause *as the finishmeans Callahan and Bliss are estab- ing turn of the show. Woford and
The Bogart on the bill but not caught in
lished over there for life.
comics were Just their usual droll the night show.
Fred.
ae ives, working with unction and
the delightful touch of originality
that is the outstanding feature of
their turn.
The departure of Ben Jackson as
Lucy Glllett closed with Juggling, manager of Fox's Washington
featuring some triple and quadruple Heights house, where he has been
balancing and manipulating feats located for the past five years, bethat held the house almost intact comes effective tomorrow (SaturBell.
through her specialty.
preparations already
day), with
made for a trip to Los Angeles, entering the picture business there
with the same concern. H. 8. M.
Those present Monday night hung Hendrick, formerly manager of the
the O. K. sign on the current pro- Fairmont, Philadelphia. Is Jackson's
gram at the Broadway and went su ccessor.
somewhat further to show their apWith "Queen of Sheba" (film) expreciation in the Instances of Juli- tensively advertised, and an elegant
ette Dlka (New Acts) and Frank evening for one to locate in a theBoth at re, an additional box office was
Dobson with his girl act
turns "cleaned" for the evening, placed into operation, totaling three
though the remainder of the bill re- in all, the extra one Monday night
ceived its share of approval.
being for the purpose of advance
Harry Cooper, in an early spot, sale only, and it was busy. Two of
encountered the hardest proposition, the usual vaudeville turns were
mainly due to a slow start, but omitted, resulting in a four-act bill
pulled himself out with a final song that only required 60 minutes of
that had something of a ^hurrah" running time.
lyric for Its finish. The house was
Les Silvus, males assisted by one
far from being
*hat might be of the opposite sex, attired In naval
termed "densely populated," with costume, did a perch act in the openmost of the attendance Bltuated up- ing spot that brought fair retarns.
stairs, but It made up in good nature The turn only works six minutes,
for what It lacked In numbers.
during which time they execute two
Renee Robert, assisted by two distinct perch tricks that requires
boys, danced through to more than more tune to prepare than actually
an average response, she especially execute. The offering may continue
scoring on her toe efforts.
Both on the small time, but as far as propartners combined with her for two motion, that looks remote.
numbers, which scored, while one
Colvln
and Wood, man and
partner
commanded
attention woman, In the deuce spot, have a
through his solo stepping. The ap- splendid idea, and if properly carpearance of the trio also aided ma- ried out with necessary comedy talk

Siiubert vaudeville bills, at the Shu- edy to glide by on the right side, and
bert-Crescent, Brooklyn, this week. previous to Cooper, the Perry s
theatre party, a local fraternal (George and Ray) and the Savages
organization, boosted the regular (Howard and Helen) gave the evenMonday night attendance.
The ing its start.
party thing is figuring largely in esMile. Dilka followed the dancing,
tablishing the Crescent, which ap- taking the running order up a notch
Sears to be "over" as a big-time or two and a finale of a well-dewith a steadily growing served speech. It seemed as though
ouse,
clientele of regulars.
the aforementioned demonstration
The show ran smoothly, without would make it rather difficult for
any particular excitement, but with Dobson, but he breezed through
each of the turns getting over cred- with his routine, scoring to the exitably.
Edythe Baker and Clarence tent of being forced to repeat on the
Nordstrom (New Acts) replaced speech thing. Dobson worked parCecil Cunningham, and the Three ticularly hard, which, with the asAvallos were added, the program sistance of his quartet of principals
holding but nine acts, with ten ap- and eight girls, placed the act on an
pearing. The Ayollos, always a sure equal rating for high score of the
turn to start a show, hammered out night.
The setting and costumes
their regulation quota of standards continue to look all right, from the
and pop melodies on the xylophones, rear of the house, though it might
putting life Into the proceedings help some if the girls were to imright from the drop of the hat. Fred prove when working collectively.
Rogers, blackface singing and dancThe Wilson Brothers, next to
ing comic, kept the tempo up to closing, maintained the pace to the
scoring extent of a couple of encores, and
concert pitch, following,
with some intricate buck and wing- were well received, their familiarity
ing.
towards the audience going particuThe Three Chums, third, gave the larly strong with those seated.
show another boost with their tuneClosing were the Korali Brothers
The boys (New Acts), who held 'em seated for
ful harmony singing.
have a fine-looking Persian setting the Pola Negri feature which folthat makes for class. The trio sip lowed.
Bkig.
from one number to the other with-

called for

t

Loew

One has formed an
house was to play bills

circuit.

opinion this
little stronger In entertainment
quality than the usual run of Loew

a

bills.

ever,

This week's

had a

bill

half,

how-

that would

have

first

been condemned at the American,
Exactly three hours and 20 mlnutes of entertainment was dished up
j

Monday night. It was a little too
much show for the money. There
was a Chester comedy, the News
Weekly and Bert Lytell in "Ladyfingers," the Metro feature In the
film division, six acts of vaude* llle

we.it

and an 8 -minute overture by the
first half, orchestra.
Incidentally, that overact to receive enough ture by the orchestra Is duo. for a
applause to warrant a "speech." little more than passing comment
Miss King did the naval lieutenant, It was the selection from Victor
"Mile.
Modiste,"
well
the dress-suited -ounder, seaman Herbert's
and kilted Scottish soldier. They pla; cd, to be sure, but rather tireto
some
tho
regulars
proof
who heard It
Brooklyn,
remembered her In
of this being a reception on her at the same house by tho same muentrance. The seaman number with slcians only /eek before last. Mr.
Miss King in the uniform of a Brit- Herbert has written others quite as
tsh gob was strategically placed for effective musically.
The Lytell feature and Tower and
third In the repertoire, and the
Scotch song following went over for Darrel shared the light featuring in
the same heavy routine as it did at front of the house, with the picture
Winter Garden.
Miss King topping the regular billing.
very well.
Hetty King, closing the

was the oply

j

I

j

j

'

and

actions, advancement "should
materialize.
Blanche Colvln is a
patient of the M. D. The sick person pays a visit to the doctor, and

the latter. In a comedy way, prescribes a dance tonic in liquid form.
During the procedure, several of the
M. D.'s comments are suggestive,
and on several occasions more than

"ODDITIES OF 102V
Girl

BAKER

(•)

Act

22 Mine.; One and Full Stage
State
Abe I. Felnberg is the producer
sponsoring this act, which starts off
like big time, but after the first two
scenes slumps into the small time
slough and remains there.
Withal It is a clever flash for that
tune, but the general idea was
worthy of being carried out and
treated right. Then It would have
been far over the other small time
offerings of its kind.
Blanche Merrill is credited with
the writing of the act The credit
for the first two scenes may be hers,
but beyond that Miss Merrill undoubtedly disclaims all responsibility.

The act Is opened by the comedian (there is a comedian and assisting him five girls In tho act),
who la A*hol Tier, and he la featured, and he delivers the news he
Is the professor of the Gold Diggers' Seminary.
After thla introduction In "one,'* five of tho students who arc about to graduate
are disclosed in tho full stage set
They immediately launch forth
Into a typical Merrill lyric to the
theme of "Dough, Dough, Dough,
Dough"

Gimme"

and
that

to the
State audience.
Following
this there were live individual bits
by the girls that were entirely in
keeping with the opening and they
got over. But then there came the
slump.
The comic was oh In "one" for a
book number. Not so good! The
girls were back In full stage for the
"Imitations" with Frances
Ite or
Irene Frankly n for one (It was hard
to decide which of tho two the imitator was trying to put over), another tried Marylln Miller, still another had a try at Ann Pennington,
these two not being so bad, but the
Irene BordonI and the final dance

wise

W

Imitation which no one in front
could figure the Imitation of. even
though It was announced, were the
prise flops.
Following this the comedian slips
over a boob character bit (again
In "one") that was saved by the
eccentric dance that he did, and for
the finish of the act the sextette returned to the original Idea. That
helped a little, but the beans had
been spilled to such an extent in
the two scenes preceding it that
there was little chanco of the speed
being recovered.
The quintet of girls billed in the
act are Leon la Woodward, Edna

NORDSTROM

.

u

bination*

presently constituted for

No. S In the better

JEAN DEAN

bills.

scV

(1).

Song Impersonations.
12 Mines Two (Special Drop).

Gimme, 50th

"Gimme,

was a laugh

and

Songs, Dances and Piano
20 Mlns.| Throe (Special)
Shubert-Croaoont
Edythe Baker has appeared t&
vaudeville heretofore with Harry
Fox, and more recently a the 21 eg.
feld "Midnight Frolic."
Clarenee
Nordstrom Is a singing and dancing
Juvenllo from musical comedy, a
male accompanist assists In the
present turn. The act consists of
single and double numbers, running
to the productlo style, Mr. Nord*
strom has a voice that fits the pro*
ductlon stuff very well, and also
dances nimbly.
Miss Bakei sings like an ingenue,
dances much better, and plays the
piano like a jan virtuosi she haj
the stage alone for a session at tho
grand, and simply makes it talk.
The couple have
aL* of class
about them that la an asset A
black velvet sotting backs up the
specialties.
It's a big time com-

St.

Mistress Dean looks hardly past
her middle teens, but she Is both %

and

clever

capable

Is

skillful entertainer.

As

her brother, perhaps a
ae«

bit older, in his duties as piano

companlst
Good taste In dressing, marked by
a show of richness, lends a dainty
background for this dainty single.
Miss Dean entranced in a cloak of
white fur, which, when discarded,
disclosed her In a girlish, above -theknee ler.gth frock. She tossed her
blonde bobbed head in a few lines of
chatter with her brother, the talk
expressing their mutual desire to bo
actors.

This led to the girl's opening
song, announced as her idea of Sam
Bernard.

The number was "Who

Ate Napoleons with Josephine when
Bonapr.rto Was Away," used by
Bernard in "As You Were." The
dialect was fairly faithful. Mention
of Anna Chandler has Miss Dean doing "Sing Does Song and Make Does
Music" in imitation, and she pranced
off for a change while brother tickled
the ivories. Back again, in a fairylike frock of silver, which she then
partly Hid with an old short coat,

Miss Dean sang "Second Hand Rose*
her Idea of Fannie Brice. As an

—

Imitation It waa rated better than
Esmerelda, Helen Hampton, Halley the others. For a finale she danced,
that not only demonstrating her
that.
For a finish they combine BIdwell and Frances Kennedy.
versatility, but bringing a surprise,
with an exclusive number with the
Fred.
through her agile back kicking.
air of "Snoops, the Lawyer."
The comedy skit of Travers DougShe encored, this time giving aft
las Company was next to closing and FRANK CORNELL snd Co.
(1).
Idea of George M. Cohan "dancing
the first turn of the evening to "pep" Comedy Sketch.
for King George of England." Miss
up the audience.
15 Mint.; Full Staae.
Dean is a comer. She is an excelSenator Murphy, formerly carrying a middle ,name of Francis, fol- City.
lent juvenile performer, and it If
Man and woman In one of the likely big tune will, use her
lowed the comedy skit and never
f'>r
numerous
auto
turns
lost a minute in holding them.
that
had
their early position.
He
Ihre.
has a variety of new material, cred- inspiration In Harry Tate's "Motorited to Darby Aaronson, and while ing." A decrepit Ford Is used,
with
working on the same lines as for- the principal comedy
the ne the ELENA KORNER (2)
merly, his additional comedy talk stopping
of ;W engine- every time &a disuse
found immediate favor. He Is enthe man gets into the car, after 11
Mine,;
tertaining from any angle.
Full
Stags
(Special
having cranked It.
The finish is Hangings)
different from the other auto acts
Elena Korner bills herself as "TM
hereabouts, In that It has the front
The Hamilton will Install a new wheels parting from the rest of the Dancing Tourist," the reason for
which
Is explained by Leo Minton,
vaudeville policy commencing Mon- car when the
engine finally decides who assists
day, at which time the number of
her at the piano. She
to keep goliig.
There
are
many
acts will be reduced from eight to
has been with Pavlowa and baa
six with a feature picture added. pieces of comedy business not con- brought back dances from various
The house has been playing the tained in other auto turns, although parts of the world for vaudeville*
typical two-a-day bills at big time the general frame-up follows the acprices.
The policy was not alto- cepted principles of laug' -ottlng as Mr. Minton provides the Introduction
the act and both piano and
gether satisfactory, the $1*1 top at laid down by "Motoring."
vocal interludes between the dances.
night during ths week and 91.65 on
One bit that appear: original with
Vocally he has little to recommend
Saturday and Sunday being above the
Cornell turn Is the testing of the
the local clientele.
him.
The Hamilton Is a neighborhood e..glne with a atethescope. Another
Miss Korner Is a splendid dancer
Is
the
dropping off of a mud guard
house, drawing the same people
week after week, and formerly through the woman sneezing. Sev- and her present offering giver
promise
of seeing her name
played a split week policy at popu- eral others Just as good furnish
lights one of these days.
Bat
lar prices. When a change of policy more than enough
laughs to put the
was originally decided for the house act over as a
dances either to classical or jasal*
first-rate low comedy
a split week policy was anticipated. turn
cal
measure and docs both with an
for the pop houses.
This has bean changed.
*.h
the
Mr. Cornell and the voman assist- abandon and grace that appeals.
bills commencing next week to be
The "Spanish" at tho opening*
played for a full week, two shows a ing handle their parts excellently.
starts her nicely. It contains all the
day, with a lower scale of admission
Bell.
charged.
swing of the tango and tho dlnV
The new prices will have the orcult heel taps that were strangers
chestra topped at 75 cents during Grace Ellsworth. No. 2 gave th* to New York
until the invasion of
the week and the matinees at 60 real start with the boy's dancing
The Elsa Ryan sketch. No. 8, helci these parts by the Spanish players
cents. An announcer on the stage
during intermission Informed the up nicely, the vehicle being capably a couple of seasons ago. This Is
Monday night audience no change played by this young woman, with followed by a golden phesant danot
would be made in the class of acts Rodney Ranous in support Miss done on her toes that lands. Then
Ryan worked up a steady stream o' an Oriental number In which sht
given In the house an
mentioned
several "name" turns which had laughs and can easily fill the sketch displays anything that Gertrudo
spot
In any bill with her present
been booked for the next few weeks,
Hoffman ever did In her palmlost
offering. Clayton and Allman
which Included several
(New
:
vaude- Acts),
finally
No. 4, provide
ville's biggest headllners. The new
omedy days at the old "Corner" and closet
Hamilton policy is to be framed punch, which was followed up nice- a bit of jazs stepping that
ly
by
Ruby
the
Norton In a routine -»f
act cleverly.
*ng th9 line.' of the bills played at
;
flongs.
Miss Nc ton has a varied
the 81st Street.
Tho setting Is a luminous silken
Monday evening, with weather selection of numbers, two of which material of something like slWOT
conditions bad. the Hamilton was are of tho published variety, with
that If
comfortably filled, the bill on paper the remainder exclusive. Th inter- with a hint of pink In It
tbt
appearing strong enough tc draw a woven medley number employed by most effective. Tho lighting for
thought
this
young
woman stands out act is also unusual and well
satisfactory audience in any house.
The Dancing McDonalds opened tho strongly In her routine, with her se- out. It is a turn that is deserving
show. The whirlwind stepplnte gave lection of numbers In general dis- of better than tho opening spot on
continued on Page 28)
the show a fair start with HirrV and
Fred.
the big time bills.
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mean anything other
than a convenient place to have a
meal on a hot day in the middle of

Circle to ever

CABARET

the parte
anything.

never did
The park cops are all
around It The Casino remains from
the old carriage road houses from
McGowan's to that great resort of
its day on 110th street
The Claremont on Riverside is about the only
other survivor. If Zlt can ginger up
the park It will be from among his
own friends. The Casino has had
In winter a dining room with several
booths offside and private
rooms but it never did much. It was
too near home for a hideaway.

Light wines and beer for medl- 1 caused

gasp* of envy.
Eddie
usage are expected to bear Mathewj, a holdover from the last
frollo because of his popularity,
sprang some new Russian steps, besides drawing rounds of applause
on his trick, eccentric dances. Dick
Sheppard, comedian, served Irish

cinal

the price of hard liquor. But
lower prices for whiskeys and champagnes will not come immediately,
according to the liquor dealers. The
up the
cold weather will hold
whiskey "drinking, but eventually
will
force down the
wines and beer
present high price for hard liquor.
Just now the quotations for case lots
of Ave or more are higher than for
some time. Scotch is around $100 a
case; good rye at $85 and $90,
extraordinarily high, while champagnes have advanced to about $90
for customary brands and up to $120
a case" for vintage champagne. The
coming holidays and its demand for
champagne sharply advanced prices
for that drink which ia slated to
begin with the first of the month.
Holiday celebrators estimate it is
wiser to* lay In a few cases of wine
and taice some out with them New
Tears than to buy champagne in a
restaurant at $26 or $35 a quart
^Previously ordinary champagne had
been selling at $70 a case.
Single cases of any liquor bring
whatever may be agreed upon as
formerly and the bottle trade still
remains at the same scale. Kye and
| Scotch offered about of* late at low
prices have been dodged by the wise
buyers as phony. That is why rye
* is now distinguished by "good rye"
and Scotch the same. More Ha!g
A Halg have been on sale of recent
weeks than there has been genuine
Hafg & Halg in the New York market It was offered around $65 a
case in small lots, almost evidence
on its face something was wrong
with the liquor.

down

I

In winter

characterisations showman ly and
Corinne Lewis, prima donna,
displayed a beautiful wardrobe, besides a soprano voice which caused
astonishment.
Flo Whitman, tap
J. J. 8hubert is going In for the
dancer, has appeared in other revues here, and knowing the crowds "Intimate" cabaret idea extensively
dished out dances that couldn't help judging from his present plans with
the Century Promenade atop the
but go over.
The Shuberts will
Lucille White is lust a young Century Roof.
child, yet showed grace, talent and operate themselves the restaurant
Paul Rosen and
space
controlled
by
careful terpsichorean practice. She
have installed Cliff Friend as
la a comer, and will i ndoubtedly be
heard from within a few years. Ruby master of ceremonies on the floor.
patterned
idea
is
Rosslena, soubrette, led many num- The cabaret
the
Cafe de Paris and
bers and peppered up the chorus and after
show -vith her own style of work- Little Club plans running along the
ing.
Lynn Griffin is the tenor of "Impromptu" Idea. Friend has sevthe show.
EJd'na Lindsay, a singer eral new plans for his Sunday night
of pop numbers, scored heavily. entertainments starting with a MuMiss Lindsay "is now appearing In sic Publisher's night Nov. 13, with
White's "Scandals," and is Joub- Jack Mills as the first music man to
Phil.
Kornhelser (Feist)
with his permission.
.g,
She aiJhear.
looked fresh as a bunch of rosps, n'ght, Max Winslow (Berlin), MauAbrahams
( Watcrson-Berlinand did her bit to thunderous ap- rice
plause.
The show* was lirected by Snyder) and others will have the
Charles Doll, while the numbers following Sundays in the order
named.
were staged by Virgil Pennett.
well.
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wines,
sautcrnc,
Light
claret,
sherry, etc., are .expected to go on
i
»w
- i~~
j
*
.
sale in the saloon-drug stores at
w i
^
»
«« c a case when
u
4U
about
the
whole
$35
i

Amerisallng via retailing starts.
cans as a rule have been sparing
drinkers of light wines. If they now
take to them, as they are quite likely to do, It will probably be the best
move In prohibition against whiskeys this country ever started.
After a taste for light wines is acquired, the drinkers will be chary of
whiskey. The many whiskey drink-ers prohibition has created will
willingly switch to wines, especially
aauterne.

'

Securing real beer will wean more
temporary whiskey drinkers away
from the hard stuff and its'high cost.
The 60-76 cent glass of whiskey
over the bar may slowly die away
with real beef around, or at least
the price will get near to normal
again, and not the kill 'em quick
kind of whiskey either.
Just how restaurants will handle
the wine and beer subject has not
The medicinal
been determined.
means of obtaining wines and beer is
•trlctly for home effect There are
few but believe the present administration Is wholly behind this antiprohlbtlon step. As many think it ia
but a matter of time when there
Will be a constitutional amendment
-th&t- will -make win** and-, .beer a.
drink open to purchase by any one
anywhere but In a saloon. Canada,
that believes In selling with restriction, has recognized the saloon
is a perpetual menace through recent measures, especially in the
Province of Quebec that takes In
Montreal. Beer and light liquors
may be purchased there openly in
stores, hotels and restaurants with
.the latter designated as "taverns,"
With the Injunction on taverns that
none can be served excepting when
Restaurants and
seated at tables.
w hotels may serve only with meals,
r
wlth the old Raines law sandwich
"Vosslbly becoming once again a
'

,

Mrs. Mamie Lee Kelly, visiting
here from Panama City, is taking
back with her an 18 -people revue
tomorrow (Saturday) to stay in the.
Canal Zone district four months.
Mrs. Kelly comes north periodically
for new talent, but this is the first
time she has engaged an Entire
revue. Ray Perez is staginc it and
Mrs. Kelly
Joe Manne booked it.
paid the girls half salaries J j ring
rehearsals. The female cabaret proC cer controls the American House
in Panama City and another rlace
The show is
In Colon, Canal Zone.
to play two months in each cabaret.
The cast includes Grade Seymour,
Frankie Morris, Salde ar Gertrude,

Paul Salvin is at French Lick.
Salvin made his father go
away. Paul has been ailing off and
on but persisted in attending t his
restaurant Interests, despite the en-

Sam

'

treaties of

Paul

Sam and Pauls

friends.

a natural business hound
and when tearing away for a
week, thinks he is cheating himself.
Paul admits his son Sam put over a
bear with the Cafe de Paris when
„i,.«„ „k«..„~ ~# *u~*
*
.given
charge of that restaurant,
and^
',_ Q .,„„,.*k„ „,.
*i
is a worthy son of a wort'
y sire.
All the other Slavin -Thompson -Boag
restaurants are doing well. There
is no reason why Paul, with his
unique career (unsurpassed by any
business man of his prominence now
in New York) should not consider
himself first. But the chances are
Paul will be hanging around again.
He just can't help it. As an example of the Salvin and cohorts' acument, the Muntmartre (over the
Winter Garden) without entertainers and nothing but a band, is doing
the banner restaurapt business of
is

..

^

,

"

Buddy Hcllman, Edith Lawson and
others.

Bookings for the past week by
Billy Curtis include: For Shanlcy's,

Eva Dowling. Ethel Rae, Homer
Sisters, Dello NuckOUls, Henry and
Laze lie; for Healy's, Boston, Harry
Preston, Hilda Le Roy, Frances
Meadows, Bill'** Sterling, Fay and
Florence; for Venetian Gardens,
Montreal, Bacon and Fountain and

Broadway. Still Paul worries. It's
a habit he acquired when things
weren't coming so easy and he can't
lose It. If someone would take Paul
Salvin and make him spend $160,000
on himself instead of sticking that
amount In pictures of unsound
value, It would make Paul take a
long trip to spend so much and by
that time he might commence to
like It Meanwhile Sam Is adding to

Ida Iodellon; for the Clarldge, Montreal, Gladys Wilcox; for the Rockwell Terrace, Brooklyn, Stewart
Sisters, Gracie Palma, Miss Prlngle
and Maude Blake; for Cafe Beaux
Arts. Philadelphia, Marvellous Mil-

lers, Bold and Townsend and Jean
Tennyson; for the Little Club, Baltimore, Md., Mendoso Duo, Vera
Griffin and Trixie Hicks; for Venice
Because prohibition enforcement Cafe, Pittsburgh, Madeline Spanagents invaded the El Dorado hotel gler and Flo Radcliffe.
In Fourth street, Troy, N. Y., withThe Ladies Home Journal" startout a search warrant and because a
small flask of whiskey, which they ed a dance and Jazs crusade in Its
November
number, written by John
produced as "evidence" against Paul
A series of stories
Xte'als&rjtk" proprietor, and Rudolph R. McMahon.

the family fortune.

Nikles,

his

bartender,

was

made consecutive in future
lsmes. The first article bears down
heavily upon the Broadway dance
places, taking two or three examples
with thinly veiled changes in names
and telling the truth about them.
The story takes in the prices
charged for booze and food, the
manner and style of dances and the
character of the music It should
be red hot reading, for the clientele

Insuf- will be

ficient evidence, United States Commissioner Clark Cipperly of Troy
dlschraged the men. Relnhardt and
Nikles were arrested about five
weeks ago. They claimed they had
been "framed" by the dry agents.
The agents produced as evidence
a small flask of whiskey, which they
declared they had found in the
pocket of an overcoat in a room off
Both the prothe main barroom.
prietor and bartender denied ownership of the coat in which the booze
was found, the former asserting it
belonged to a patron of the place
who had hung it where the agents
meal. Hard liquor is sold only In found it only a few minutes before
government stores, not over one the raid was made.
bottle a day to a person.
Commissioner Cipperly declared
the agents had not made out a case
Ike
Bloom's "Midnight Frolic." against the men and added that if
Chicago, has a new show which is they had he would have been bound
far above the usual cabaret revue. to discharge them anyway, because
Even on the opening night, the the raiders had acted without aufour frolics, starting at midnight thority in invading the- premises
and running until three in the without a search warrant.
morning, ran with clock -like regu-

of the "Journal,"

BERLIN

it

most of

whom have

never seen Broadway.

(Continued from page 2.)
sees with horror a prison and the
prisoners awaiting death. Her husFriend." Even from a technical an- band is brought in to be shot and
gle it Is sievelike; all the curtains, she rushes before the rifles, cry.ng,
especially the final one, are ludi- •*i»hoot then. I will go no further. I
crously weak and leave a bad taste am so tired." Next, the social revoBerlin as little as lution at Its height, she awaits at
In the mouth.
New York can understand the rea- headquarters with the Nameless
son of its tremendous success in One the news of the workers' miliLondon. The only excuse for the tary progress. Things go from bad
present production is the Bertram to worse and the workers repulsed,
Tully of Max Pallenberg. His per- hundreds lying dead, another attack
sanctimonious must be made. At last she revolts
the
formance of
church warden is an excellent exam- from it; she will no longer sanction
ple of comedy by subtraction; by a all this murder. She is proclaimed
consistently concentrated doing of traitor. Hurled by a fierce cannonade
nothing he keeps the audience in the workers come pouring in; at
howls. Hans Wassmann, co-starred, bay they feverishly shout the Interin an attempt to outplay Pallenberg national,
But further defiance is
only succeeds in overplaying him- useless;
the machine
are
The there. Sonja is arrested guns
self into utter unfunnlness.
as leader
rest of the cast includes a pair of of the revolt. The last dream
scene
Del- finds her in
legs Maly
well-modulated

—

a cage accused, by the
spirits of the dead workers.
She
Business will be good as long as seeks at first to put the whole blame
Pallenberg remains in the cast, on the mob spirit,
then
on
God,
but
which- won't be long, as he goes soon at .last admits
her own share of the
to Vienna to play there his old suc- fault,
in allowing the bloodshed tp
cesses.
begin at all. Thus is she, ujifreed,
free. And so to reality again; in a
Fine, Strong and Vital
prison
she waits her death. To her
"Manse Mensch" (feebly transcomes first her husband; she loves
lated "The Masses") is now playing
him
still
but will make no comproat the Volkrsbuehne, premier, Oct. 3.
mise with his ideas. Through him
Its author, Rrnst Toller, although
she
will
accept
no salvation. Then
at present imprisoned as a Communist leader, has here r sen far enter the Nameless One; he will kill
the
warders
and
set her free. This
above the many dubious tenets of
sacrifice of human life she cannot
his party doctrine and written a fine
take
and
she
has
come moreover to
strong vital play, a play of human,
recognise him as the bastard son of
not propagandish values. From the
her
old
enemy,
War.
She sends him
"Social Revolution of the Twentieth
Century" he subtitles it, and in away and with cleared brain goes
out
to
meet
her
death.
But the
background such it is.
Toller's dialogue la skeletonised;
whole problem concentrated and
th.vcfore dramatizes Itself into the the bare essentials of sentence
problem of Sonja Irene L., a leader structure are alone present. The
tendency of this is towards bromldof this revolution.
ism and the counter, but Toller has
In the first scene Sonja breaks
carried
away from her husband, a govern- sistencyout his design with such conthat the very simplicity of
ment official whom she loves but the
speech seems to vitalise each
whose worship of the state as status
with some almost primitive
quo she can no longer subscribe to, word
rather as though we were
and In a dream- vision (for each energy,
hearing It for the first time In our
scene of reality is followed by a
lives.
dream) she sees tho stock jugglers
The direction of Jurgen Fehling
playing with human lives 'in war to
and the scenery of Hans Strohbach
inflate or depress J he market for
achieve an absolute oneness with
their personal gains. Then comes a
the spirit of the play where Toller
scene where, before a great union
leaves off and Fehling begins is immeeting, she advocates strike but
possible of detection. If higher praise
opposes the Nameless One, the
can
be given we are personally unsymbol of the mob spirit, who advo- aware
of it.
The whole is played
cates the weaponing of the workers.
before a black cylorama which la
But finally, swung by the emotion* only
lifted at certain moments of
of the moment, she gives In to h'm.
climax, such as the appearance of
In the following dream scene she
the soldiers at the end of the revolution scene, when it is suddenly
drawn back disclosing them posed
the restaurants, also Ubcrall. against yellow sulphur mist.
in
In
They are buying from Louis Fisher most of the scenes also the charand the asking price was given as acters are lit by spots and when no
$75,000. to be paid one-third in longer illuminated simply fade out
of existence without actually leavcash with the remainder in monthly
ing the stage. Twenty to thirty step
instalments.
stairs are also used with fine effect
to break up the actors into new
Charles F. 8tncl land, who made divisions: for instance
the union
considerable of a "rep" during his meeting of the third scene is grouped
summer run at Young's Million on these stairs with the leaders
Dollar Pier in Atlantic City, has speaking from the midst of them.
been signed by the Shuberts as an And Fehling's handling of the
tricky crowd scenes shows
The turn is framed along the numerous
act.
a technical virtuosity unsurpassed
Paul Whiteman lines during that In the sense that
it is unsurpassable.
Strickband's Keith engagement.
From a business angle the producland will also play at the Pelham tion la selling out the huge VolksHeath Inn, replacing Al Jockers, buehne night after night and can
who Is now at .the Little Club. continue as a draw there indefinitely.
Jockers replaced Jack Shllkret, who
has gone with the Ted Lewis Club.
Late Berlin Productions
Lustsplelhaus.— "The Actor," by
Wilhelm Schmldtbonn. Cast, Alfred
Frank Fay Is no longer at Healy's. Abel, Hans
Marr, Vilma Aknay.
He dropped out suddenly aft or ab- Comedy amusing
but bad direction
(Miss) Bertee of Helns Saltenberg.
scent for two days.
schaft's.
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Beaumont

is

now

starring

In

the

O lades,

with a revue show and Helen
Hardwlck featured of the principals.
Others are Moore and Davis, Three
Fifers and the ice skaters. Miss Hardwick opened with Wynn's "Perfect
Fool," but left the show In Pittsburgh,
returning to Healy's where she has
been a popular prima donna favorite for three years or more.

at "The Place, on West
49th street and the other at the
Pacadilly, Brooklyn.
The show at

I

«

j

rector.

Grosses Schausplelhaus.— Schiller's
sentimental tragedy, "The
Robbers," well directed by Karlhelnz Martin. Of the leading actors

early

Hartmann, Rainer. Langer and Hitit may be said that the
crowd

ter;

"Ma" Levy has opened a "Kitchen" scenes were good.
Apollo Theatre.— "Frau Luna." an
at 363 West 46th street for "home-

Walter Windsor has opened two cooked meals." Dinner is the only
meal served, although cold after the
show lunches are to be had at the
establishment. Dick Byan is man"The Place*' is titled "It's All in aging the dining room, while "Ma"
Fun," formerly playing at the May- extends supervision over the kitchen.
flower Restaurant. The cast of twenty She is the mother of the Swor
Mildred
Morton,
includes
Fred Brothers.
Miller,
Adelo
the
Carson.
Vee
and Bee dam?e team, Venlta and
$100,000 seems to be the asking
Tina Brown. The Picadilly show is price for several of the Broadway-Musical Artists" and in- cabarets that are losing money. Two
titled
cludes George Drake, Charles A. of tho places known to be losers
Snyder formerly iiilimIc publinl)«*r), have set that figure, to sell, with no
larity.
"Zit" (C. F. Zith-1) and Harry '.Mildred Tyson. Sophie Scholl, Mar- one wanting to buy and those to
The principals, numbering
A. I,. whom the figure was submitted,
ho Ca- celle and a chorus of 15.
nine, put a lot of class behind the Susskind have taken over
having their only laugh of this seafrevue, while the chorus turned out sino in Central Park. No one knows llaase wrote the lyrics and music
son over it.
Zlt of both shows.
io be a surprisingly good one, well what they intend to do with it.
costumed and well rehearsed. The is interested in sevenil ventures of
Murray Stand, for several year::
Joe Termini and his orchestra, indance and show music was played different deseriptions including a
by the Broadway Saxo-Ham.onlsts. persona'ly cmulm-ted hybrid weekly cluding .lirnmic Ferron, Paul Cree- associated with the Paul Salvin resThey specialize in dance music and issued under his own name. Suss- don. Al (I laser and Murry Deutsch. taurant interests, was elected AlderPlay it so well that the patrons at kind has a couple of road houses have opened at the Alamac, Atlantic man from the 4th District, on the
lower East Side, last week. He was
times refuse to get off the floor, and around New York, with his brother. City.
a Democratic candidate.
often hold up the frolics. The sex- The Casino is a city leased propReisenweber's two floors on Cotet is truly unusual, entertaining, crty with the present lease having
Jimmy ^Thompson and Oil P.oag
and
seven years to run. Its owner late- lumbus circle may be sold. Negotiadraw by itself.
The have taken over the restaurant
The comedienne of the show is ly died. I'nder the terms of tin- tions have been going on.
Belle Oliver of vaudeville.
Miss, base it was salable for the unex- prospective purchasers are reported privilege on the Amsterdam Hoof
The Casino is a drab as Walter Kaffenburg, Ben Cberall for the new production of Zlegfelds
Ollvcr war, In fine trim, and worked plred term.
with vim.
The gowns she wore sort of a place too near Columbus a,ud/'Johu Wagner. Wagner is now Midnight Frolic.

new revues

Deutsches Theatre.— "Herodes and
Marlamne,- Hebbel'a masterpiece,
badly acted by Werner Kraus, who
does Alms, and Agnes Straub. Otto
Falkenberg was inadequate as di-

operetta by Paul Llnke. Cast. Oscar
Sabo, KIse Berna, Fritz Steldl. Jteceptlon fair.
Koralsche Oper.— "The Lord of the
World," a revue In the American
style, music by Karl Hajoa.
C«»t
Includes Max Landa, Sascho dura.
Lotto Werkmoister, Paul Westei
meier. Franz Cross, Rruno Kastner.
A moderate success for Director
Klein.

State
SehauHplelhaus.
Imagination." by Karl

— "Chained
Ralmunl.

Cast. Karl Kttlinger (also director),
Lot bar Muethel, Annamarlc Seidel.
Hadfink.
Mediocre poetry, mediocrely produced.

t

f

IN AND OUT

,

,

;

'

r.

i-

'

Aileen Nronson and Co., out of
44th Street this week through Miss
Dron son's assisting player being 111.

Maxie and Georgio substituted.
Wright and Dietrich substituted
Kranz and White at Keiths,

for

Portland, Me.

Jean

Granese

Trio

cancelled

Keith's, Syracuse, this week, due to
the illness of Charley Granese.
Big Three left the program at
'roctor's G8th Street on Monday.
ne member suffering from throat
rouble.
The Pun-American Four

ook the vacancy.

'
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BURLESQUE SPLIT
(Continued from page

18, 1921

SHAPIRO, BERNSTE

1)

be the beginning of a burlesque war
of greater magnitude by far than
any that has ever occurred in the
past.

The

November

Friday,

direct cause of the split be-

tween the Columbia and American
dates back to the "open
shop" campaign and its ensuing results, with a practical victory for
the stage hands.
Sam Scribner,
general manager of the Columbia,
was the chief advocate of the "open
shop" plan and was opposed by
The American held out
I. H. Herk.
against the "open *hop" movement
for some time, but Anally yielded
to the Columbia's plea to join it
in the campaign against the unions.
Through the efforts of Herk, the
union warfare was amicably adjust'
ed a day or two prior to the openFollowing the
ing of the season.
circuits

IT

THE MOST SENSATIONAL SONG
WILL THRILL YOUR AUDIENCE AS NOTHf^
THIS REFERS

WIRE FOR ORCHESTRATI

an affiliation
which called for even closer working agreements than previously between the Columbia and American
announced as consummated,
settlement

strike

(Artists 9

Copy)

JYGg

wm

the deal bringing Mr. Herk into the
Columbia Amusement Co. as assist-,
ant to Mr. Scribner. The Columbia-American affiliation never really
started, lasting but a few hours,
Herk and Scribner coming into conflict immediately on matters of policy, with Herk retiring from the
executive offices of the Columbia the
same day, returning to his executive
post with the American Wheel.
Firet

The

first

Gun Nov.

gun

Sunday,

fired

TO THE UNKNOWN HERO

in the

Nov.

20,

^foyfoe
JCujtc 6/

Words Of
fcilford

XCucdonald Afiryan ovy

James TJG*nleu

21

war will be
when the

American takes possession of the
Newark, and installs its
shows as opposition to the Columbia, which plays the Miner house,
Newark. The invasion of Newark
by the American will be without

Jl

J

Lyric,

permission of the Columbia, as
heretofore called for by the territorial understanding between the

ti.j

two

old
like

lone
rocking cwatr a
fab Una tears ap. Mars
•

sun-shtne thru her

circuits.

With the inauguration of the
burlesque war the American will
undergo a complete reorganization
as regards the quality of the shows
presented.
Unlimited financial resources represented by new capital
will be at the disposal of the American in the fight. Among the new
financial factors that have joined*
forces with the American are Forest
P. Tralles, administrator of the
James Butler Estate in St. Louis
and a prominent member of the bar
of that city, rated as a millionaire.
Mr. Tralles will be elected to the
American's Board of Directors.
The reorganization of the American will extend to its houses as well
as shows, many new links in the
chain having been already provided

A

definite lease has been closed
the Fifth Avenue, Brooklyn,
scheduled to start Dec. 5 with
American shows. The list of new
houses acquired by the American includes theatres in Rochester, Syra-

for.

dear
Smile

readutg* of

lias jiisl bec/t
JT.

sigh

of

Her heart
Her heart

grow dtin
di vine

eyes

hope

r

Washington, another
house in Brooklyn (near the Star),
and a house in Pittsburgh, to replace

great
alt

A;^fiwt

1

her

fears

is

J
Aea

ou

s

Sid

her

is

hghitneH

ha

the

J

:

She

\

too

i

.

had a

Jmd- rV

•

haps
soldier lad, per
**r
the wordse fhal
nt*

I

for

m

the

gladness cabn-fog

might he

it

ro

boy

is

JwfVtf

cuse, Buffalo,

re* ver-eficeshe

meet each honor

the Academy.
The plans also cull for a new
house to play American shows in
the Times Square section of New
York. New houses are to be built
in St. Louis and Philadelphia. Plans
for the latter have been tiled by
Felt Bros.
It Will be at 52d and

Market

her silent
cv

rejuvenated American circuit.
In the case of theatre
owned or
controlled by the Columbia, and
playing American attractions, such
as the Star and Gayety, Brooklyn,
it has been mutually agreed the Columbia and American will give each
other 30 days' notice if either desires
to vacate.
"Notwithstanding the improvement
in the general quality of the American shows, the admission scale will
remain as at present, In most cities
75 cents top, at the highest 91.10.
The Columbia scule averages $1.25

«/

'i>»

hi*

ts

Cotlntry's life id

sou.
<<Vi.

^trnalimimt Cffn'ijh I

SHAPIRO, BERNSTE
NEW YORK
LOU FORDAN
Professional

Manager

CHICAGO

PHILADELPHIA
RENNIE CORMACK

BILLY STONEHAM
Grand Opera House Building

American to return, was reported bia also said the northwestern
some weeks ago, At aho«jjr that 'me houses wcu!d be rcfvirned Jo the
The slogan of the reorganized Herk was said to have presented American.
The Columbia man did not appear
American circuit will be "Burlesque to the Columbia executive board a
at its best, at prices you can afford." statement that amounted to an ulti- to feel disturbed at the impending
Steps will be taken to nationalize matum. Thereafter a Columbia of- battle Herk's statement portended
this slogan as a box ofllce booster. ficial admitted such a statement had and said if the situation arose that
I.
H. Herk is a minority stock- been read and would be submitted the statement suggested, they (Coholder in the Columbia Amusement at the next meeting of the Columbia lumbia) would meet it.
Co. and also holds stock in all of stockholders. This was done. The
The Columbia's exeeutive committhe Columbia subsidiary corpora- stockholders referred the matter tee was reported after the open
tions.
back to the executive committee, shop defeat sustained by the ColumThe American has several scouts composed of J. Herbert Mack, Mr. bia to stand arrayed in factions,
out looking for new houses, under Scribner and R. K. Hynlcka.
with Mack and Hynicka standing
the supervision of Zaeh
The same Columbia officer said together with Scribner alone. This
Harris,
formerly associated with Herk in when admitting the Herk statement, division did not appear on the surChicago. William Grossman of the that were Herk to go to a show- face, however, at the meeting of the
firm of House, Grossman & Vorhaus down, it would be almost certain the Columbia officials on the day Herk
has been engaged as counsel to the Colu'.ibia would remove from the was selected as assistant general
American Burlesque Association.
American such houses as Herk did manager of the Columbia. At that
That the American might turn not reject, then playing American time Scribner's demand he be rehack
some
of
the
Columbia- shows. This was accepted as re- engaged as the Columbia's general
owned theatres operated by the ferring particularly to the Hay- manager for the next five years
American under an ngn-ement with market, Chicago, and the Columbia's was agreed to and an Increase in
the Columbia that permitted the house in Pittsburgh.
The Colum- Scribner's salary in that capacity

to $1.50.

pronW she seewp

Capy right ftCrtxxt bf Shapire, fientslei* 9.C0. %k. Car Ifway t*T St.Xeiu Vorh
/ill rights reserved
Secured

streets.

Bedini's Switch
Jean Bcdini, who lost his Columbia franchise at the beginning of the
current season, will produce for the

•

hows her head to fira
that his flag can gtv

25 South 9th Street

SAN FRANCISCO
FRANK SNOWDEN
Pantages Theatre

1

Building

A story Variety printed the activity, nothing more had been
same week Scribner had offered his heard for publication.
Columbia circuit stock holdings for
While the Columbia Amusement
sale was denied by Scribner over Co. had been supposed to hold »
his signature. The denial was sent controlling interest in the American
given.

to all theatrical trade papers ex- Burlesque Association (wheel), it
cepting Variety. It was commonly now is said the stock of that associreported previous to Variety's re- ation is held in equal parts, 50-M
port that Scribner had offered his by the Columbia and what is known
stock to burlesque managements. as the Amalgamated Burlesque CorVariety had been reliably Informed poration. Represented in the AmtJ»
before* printing its story that one of gamated, according to the story, «*•
the Columbia's exeeutive committee Warren Irons, Sam Levy (Detrolt)f
had taken Scribner to task, in a George Gallagher and Herk.
verbal clash, for not offering his
The members of the Amalgamate*
stock to the other two members of together with the Columbia reprethat committee before attempting to sentatives
(Mack and Scribner)
sell It outside.
With the extension foijn a voting trust for the Ameriof Scribner's agreement, the pub- can. It is the control of the votinf
lication in Variety of tjic stock sale trust that runs the American wneel'
report and the return of Herk to his with the present control deadlocked
American circuit offices, the threat- for power, It Is said.
Meanwhile
ening burlesquc'mattcr of that date Herk and his assistant, Gallagher,
seemed to simmer down. Until the are operating by virtue of their ofrecent rumors and reports of Herk's fices. The Amalgamated line-up »•

Friday,

November

a
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the attention of the railroad officials
when they were attending' the session of the United States Railroad
Board last month at a hearing;
about the Impending strike on the
part of the brotherhoods.
Sam
Thall, traffic manager for the above
circuits, cornered two of the rail*
road presidents and firmly impressed on them theyralue of the*
atrlcal travel
lie Showed thorn
several
millions
of dollars are
spent annually by the actors who

MUSIC PUBLISHERS

CO.

LOUIS BERNSTEIN

-

-

President

-

THE WORLD'S HISTORY
EVER DONE SO IN YOUR ENTIRE CAREER

5WRITTEN IN

FROM FRANCE AND NOW

IN

travel singly

ARLINGTON.

In

companies over

Thall'a talk impressed the officials
Into consideration toe
economic reacUon as well as the

and taking

falling off Id traffic, the officials)
decided to confer with others. An
informal meeting waa called at toe
Blaekstone Hotel, and Thall again
narrated his proposition to prao*
tically all of the heads of the roads
which run west of Chicago, fee*
fore he left the railroad men
as*
snred him that provisions would
be
made for theatrical travel and »*M
a special meeting of the various
traffic heads of the roads
would be

T IT ON FROM THIS COPY.'

ft

and

the Western railroads and that no
allowances were made for travel on
what are known as the "open Jaw**
or stop-over ticket.

called

(Phortrs

In

method of

December to arrange *
selling these tickets a*

as a substantial revision of
16
t0 *° lnt
!* "
° e;ieot lmm9m
diet
well

1

y

Atari

9

The "open jaw"

A»vujl

wm

tickets will

be

to

«

**** wn!cn P«*r Praa-i
H *
tically
all of the circuits in the
end will be Just as beneficial West
to acts
*.

P aylng

the

Pentagon

and

Loew

Orpheum. Orpheum. Jr., and
W. V.
M. A. time.
Through this method acts

going
over the Orpheum Circuit
from Chicago, will not be starting
compelled
to buy a round trip
ticket with *opover privileges to this
poiuL In
case they are to close
their season
n Minneapolis or Kansas
City, the
open jaw" Ucket will be
given them
to those points and
they will be
javed the additional
expense eT>
0ther port,on
*•
tickets to Chicago. Acts
playing the
Orpheum. Jr.. and W. V. M.
AVflke!
wise have other closing
points than
cnioago after oompletlng their
tow.

*

SEy.^JL

They likewise

will

belSiealLTSS

portunlty to buy their
tickets t©
those points only, with
the stop*
over privileges being made
In the
towne they play.

*° f? u rt** ** *• Vantages Op.
„
cult this new ticket
1

.

#

will

prove esno.
advantageous. Acts over the
Loew oircul. have also been
buy.
ing Chicago to Chicago
tickets, while
clally

on known

'yrtal

L-*

i

&nt

*«'<

ait

my

own

v

9

•

Louis.

This fare will be saved in
case they get bookings In
another

direction.

Another Important mctter to be
taken up at the meeting will
be
the reintroductlon of the tenparty
ticket
Through the sale of thin
ticket there will be a saving
of
about 10 per cent at the minimum
and vaudeville shows traveling In-

JKolhwr

teep on

.

firayatf'Sd it

must

on "open Jaw" tickets wfB
enabled to save an additional

tact

be

*f

be

4

sum.

POLITICAL FEUD _

CLAMPS CHI
(Continued from page

GO
BOSTON
JAMES GALLAGHER
240 Tremont Street

Broadway and 47th
NEW YORK CITY

WALTER McGRATH

320 Superba Theatre Building

Lindley-Skiles Building

originally intended from the ac- Herk, knowing his attitude toward
counts were Irons, Levy, Gallagher Hynicka* would have taken a step
and Herk aligned against the two of this magnitude without informColumbia men, with the Columbia ing Hynicka.
The Columbia before has met oppeople believing they could control
through two of the others. It is position and defeated it, principally
now said that Herk would not have what was called the. Progressive
attempted his opposition move were Circuit, though the cost of beating
he not positive of at leant an even down that opposition was considerbreak in the voting trust's repre- able. It was following the abandonsentation, which brings about the ment of the Progressive Circuit that
deadlock. Levy and Herk are known the leading spirits of the Columbia
to stand together.
Whether Herk then formed the American Circuit,
or the Columbia people have weaned for the purpose of spreading over
either Irons or Callagher or both to the east with a popular price bur1cm|U(> circuit. The real intent then
their side is unknown.
Mr. Hynicka, the treasurer of the was to bold the limited burlesque
Columbia Co., is a business associate field to themselves by frightening
of Herk's In burlesque.
Th«y are off opposition.
A few weeks ago a representative
extremely cordial in the r friendly
relations as well.
Just how then- of the 1'ecWal Trade Commission
relations will work out in view of was in New York for a few day«
the impending burlesque feud is attempting to gather sufficient eviColumnlso unknown.
Hurle.sque men in dence tending to show the
New York suy they do not believe bia Circuit was operating a monop-

After a cursory
apthe mattter
He may have heard of the
alone.
status of burlesque just then which
would have indicated anything but
a Columbia monopoly, with the
American seeking to give battle to
It was suggested at the time
it.
the Federal Trado investigator was
in New York that a complaint to

oly In burlesque.

examination, the
peared to have

investigator

left

damage, the

latter then burlesque

stock managers.

As

started the Investigation.
more has heen heard of it.

all -night

the

receipts in these places are
about $36,000 off each week from the>
regular receipts.

of the

He

is

his

of the

Mayor

a by-

is

pro-

younger

burlesque managers.

I.

for

many

Milwaukee In several enterprises.
After the American wheel formed.
.Mr. Herk trailed with It, along with
a western conting nt of managers.
including Sam Levy and Irons &.

RAILROAD RATES
will

(Continued from page 10)
save them a great deal

of

money

in playing the Western circuits and the travellers in general
close to flCo.OOO a year.
Theatrical travel was brought to

business that are affected
It Is claimed that

by this order, and

result Peck resigned his office, to
be succeeded by Herk. who has
American's
the
remained
since
president.

Nothing gressiveness.

H. Herk has been In burlesque
years, growing up with it
in the middle west, where he was
associated with Herman Fehr in

tomers turned out.
There are about fifty cafes and
cabarets which have been doing an

the American

wheel went forward under the direction of George 8. Peck, appointed
that
office
by the Columbia
to
western managerial
the
people,
headed by Herk became restpa
They came to New York,
less.
presented certain demands, with the

Commission at Washington from
some disgruntled* theatre owner no
Herk's aggressiveness
longer on the Columbia wheel had word in burlesque, also

the

9)

stated that he would revoke the
license of any place which had been
raided and the owner convicted.
Seeing that they were to be the
"patsies" in this "internal battle*
the cafe and cabaret owners decided
that for the present It would be advisable to keep from getting enmeshed In the affair by having their
places entered and their patrons
subjected to embarrassment, so at 1
o'clock each morning everything is
"as quiet as a church," with the
key turned In the lock and the cus-

MINNEAPOLIS

LOS ANGELES
BARNEY WEBER

BALTIMORE
SAIVLTUMIN
1405 MaaSon Avenue

Street

UD

I

Bill

Thompson, who ap-

pointed Fltzmorri*, was expected to
step Into the matter and "squ iro" It.
But this he could not do. Crowe,
who is a political colleague of the
Mayor, refused to consider any compromise, and Insists that Fitzmorrls
make a public apology regarding remarks he had made about the State
Attorney. This the Mayor refused
to order the Chief of Police to do,
so the merry war is on. with Thompson having left the "battleground"
to discuss polities at West liaden,
Ind.,
with a number of political
leaders.

NEXT WEEK

BILLS

week with Monday

tha

for

Fisher

21)
otherwise

not

Indicated)

The bllla below are grouped
•re aupplled from.

they

offlcea

which these bllla are printed doea not denote the relative
acta nor their program positions.

The manner
Importance

according to the booking

In dlvialona,

of

In

JAB
Bracks
7

Bobby Folsom
Van Clere A Pete

JAB

+.

NEW YORK

Cooper

H

H

Burns

Mary Ann
Gorman
Laurl DeVlne
Olcott &
Carroll &

(One

to

(Two

fill)

(Two

Mortona

Norwood ft Hall
Leo Beers
El Cleve
Herbert A Dare
Moss' Brondwaw
Richard Keen Co

DAVIDOW and
RUFUS R. LeMAIRE

Emery

to nil)

•Lew Brice Co

|

Sabbott ft Brooka
Cronln ft Hart

Wm

Clayton ft Allman
Marine! n Sis
•Cook M'timer A H

let half

(21-23)

W

OfBclal Dentist to the N. V. A.

DR. JULIAN SIEGEL

Sllbar

Sharkey Roth ft
Walter C Kelley

CLEVELAND
Hippodrome

ALLENTOWN,

COLUMBUS

PA.

(Others to nil)
Id half (24-27)
"Dress Rehearsal"
Lewis A Dody
Vera Sablna Co
Craig Campbell

Frank Dobson Ce
Mme Reason Co
Jim Dohcrty
W»e Patricks
fTwo to mi)

Ladellas
(Others to nil)

2

O'Brien

Marmeln

Dunbar
CAM
Perahlng

Sis

(Others to All)
Moss' Franklin

Harry Carroll Co
Harry Cooper
Clifford ft Johnson
(Others to nil}
2d half

Ameta
(Others to nil)

Chas Ahearn Co
P J White Co

Wm Mandel Ce

(Others to nil)
2d half (24-27)
Morton Jewell Co

Tennessee Ten
Unusual 2
(Others to nil)

David Qulxano Co
(Others to nil)

Keith's Hamilton

FAB ROCK A WAY

Billy Olason

Avon Comedy

Harry

CAM

Fred

Anthony
•Jim Mclntyre Co
ft

|

ERIE. PA.

Maryland

Colonial

Inc.

PLATINUM raf a KMf\ Air* C REMOUNTI. Q
JEWELRY aJlAMUNLld REMODELING
Tel. 971 John,
Clifford

ft

49

JOHN

Johnson

(Others to fill)
Moss' Regent

& Anthony

Miller

Herbert Lloyd Co

•Ruby ft Mitchell
C ft M Cleveland
(Two to till)

Mme

1

Harry
•Lord

2d half
lesson Co
'ouper
<

Fuller

Sc

(Others to fill)
Keith's HlNt St.

Mason

ft

f'ole

Krnest Hall

"The Love Race"

O

ft

Boy

R Perry

Arthur
Keith's n. O. H.
ft

2d half (17-20)

B

N. Y. CITY.

ST..

B Wheeler

ft

Dors

I, oval's

Orpheum

Keith's

•Roscoe Alls Co*
Singer's Midgets
R ft J Creighton

Vane
Holmes ft Lavere
mve Roth
Martin ft Moore
(Two to fill)
Keith's Boro Turk
Will J Ward Co
Wils.m Pros
Pam-'j-

McDonalds

(Oilers

to

2.1

fill)

half

Clayton & Allman
•Cansinos K- VY'k'ns
Juliette Dika
(Others to fill)

Hall

GRANB RAPIDS
Em press

Moran

ft

Genevieve

ft

W

BOSTON

Doris

Paul Decker
Power* ft Wallace

Solly

Denny

Irene Bordnnl

Onllagher ft Shenn
Ivan Hankoff
Venlta Could

Hradna Co

H

ft

Adolphus ft Co
Wrothe ft Martin

A

Flelde
Mlllerehlp A Ger'rd

Jaek Benny
Frank Wilcox

(Johnstown

A O'Connor
Hayea A Plngree
Gardner A Leedum
Lavine A Waltera
SYRACUSE
•

B. F. Keith's

ft

Hills

Lowe Co

(One

ft

P-OOKI N^
Wl TH ALL,

(Three

Sis

Texas Comedy 4
Fisher ft Hurst

)

nil)

Ferity's
S

split

half

to

HAZELTON. FA.

CHARLESTON
Victory

Co

Tompkins Co

Copes
(One

ft

to

Hutton
nil)

2d half
Devoe ft Statzor

Allen

Mary Rogers

A Tucker

Plaaa
Australian Stanley
Smith A Nelman
Brownlee's Follies
(One to All)
2d half

Capitol

Primrose

(Two

CIRCUITS

(Two

to

ROHAX. BIDG
.

Pay

ft

l>/-m

r< 1

Joe

Princess

(Sunday opening)
Four
Clinton ft Rooney
Ilalllot

H Rempel & Him
Vincent O'Donnell
Dale ft Burch

Ford Slsterf
Hcrschell Henlere

PROVIDENCE
E.

F."

Albee

A Diaz's Monks
Peggy Cnrhart
Roth Children
Moore ft .la > tie
Roger Imhoff Co
Yvette Rugel

Kane

ft

Herman

Three Regals

YOU WANT VAUDEVILLE, MUSICAL COMEDY OR DRAMA

MAX HART
— SEE —

Room

Loaw

Building
1540 Broadway, N. Y. C.
803

to

fill)

Butler
X-

2d half
Allen

"PeachesSmith ft Nelman
Thornton Flynh Co
Annie Kent
(One to fill)
IIIJou
Lnypo'ft He nj am In

"Peaches"
Arthur ft Leah Bell
to fill)

2d half

Lorn

Primrose I
(One to fill)

8CRANTON, FA.
PoU'i
(Wllkes-B'rre split)
1st half
S Martells

A

Piatt

Dorsey Sis

Oeo Alexander Co

Ordway

Laurie

"Dance Voyage"

SPRINGFIELD
Pnlnee
Larimer ft Hudson
Joe Armstrong

ft

Wm

Demond

ft Mary Roger*
Hrownlees Follies

(One

to fill)

Tulare
ft Le Huff
ft

2d hair
Tyrell

«

Mack

ft

Crnlg
Lewis

ft
ft

Belforda

MANCHESTER
Palace

Empire
Skatelle
BAH
Betty Waahlngton
Mullen A Francla
Urcen, Family
2d half

Sherwln Kelly
Kane ft Grant
Jones ft Jones
Al Wilson
U 8 Jaxa Band
Stuart

2d half
ft Harris

Lady Oga To wage
Harry Hayden Co
Murphy A Lockmar Cablll ft Romalne
R Royal'a Animala Geo Stanley ft 81a

Samaroff A Sonla
Leo Haley

'

NEW BEDFORD

FITCHBIRG

New

Lyrle
Tyre]

F A

I

M

Howard A Lewis
O'Neill

Falls

A Jordan
A Burt

Shapiro

Dale
Craig

A

Dalton

'l

Bedford

A A O

A Mack

Anderson
Wllkens A

A
A Queens MLallen
Ruth Roye

W likens
Carson

2d half

A Sampson Sheldon Th'm'a A B
NEWPORT, R, L
Washington

Clair

Betty

BILLY GLASON
HAVB YOU 8BEN MT NEW ACT?
BEEN 00I8Q IT AROUND NEW
YORK SINCE APRIL 4TH. 1821.

I'VE
.

td half
Skatelle
BAH
Princeton A Watson

Strand

A

2d half

Tucker

Prirnrose-Semon Co
Hamilton ft Rarnen
(One to nil)
2d half
Stanley ft \v Sis
Australian Stanley

Colonial

Samaroff A Sonla 4
Loo Haley
Murphy A Loekmaf
R Royal's Animals

Clee

Harry Sykea
Flelde A Fink
The Faynea

Broen Family
(Ono to nil)
ST. JOHN

A

Fiddler

Joe Dl Ller

Lady Oga Towaga
Lowry A Prince
Cahlll A Romaino

Perry

"Little Big OIrr
Archer A Bel ford
Brans A Masssrt
Wallen A La Foraff

SHUBEBT CIECUIT
NEW YORK CITY Gen Ed La Vino
A Bar
BOSTON

Winter Onrdoa
Nat Nasarro Jr Co
Hannaford Family
"The Kiss Burglar"

Horllck

"In Argentina"
Mllo
Nip A Fletcher

I«oo

I^ach Wallen t

Fordo

(Other/ to fill)
44th Street
Robert HUllard Co
Masters A Kraft Co

Billy

Cliff

-• KaJosUoWhite Co

Beige Duo
Griff

Edwards

A Rico
Robinson's Bl'ph'tt
Lucille Chalfanto
Mile Codee
MeDcrmott
Gaudsmlths

Qallerlnl Sisters

(One

to

8sJ

f\ll)

CHICAGO
ApoUo
(Sunday opening)
Marie Dressier Co
Llora Hoffman

Kremka

Bros

Bob

ft Tip
William ft Taylor
"Love Nest"
Hamilton ft Barnes
(One to fill)

WATERBCBY

D ALE YT MAC and DALEY
Comedy and Spectacular
Next Week (Nov:

Roller Skatora

21)— Keith's.

Boitos.

I

Week (Nov. 28)— Keith's, Lowell. Msee.
Week (Dee. 5)— KoHk'i, Portia sd. Ore.

Poll's

Miner

Evans

ft

(One

to

fill)

2d half

Wise ft Wiser
Joe Armstrong
Cray ft Hycon

Pay
H O

Hutler

ft

BROOKLYN

W

Stanley ft
61s
Tom Kelly
J Klllott ft Girls

Neil

Queens

ft

W'KES-n'RRE, PA.

Crearent

Nora Hayes
Hernardl

Mernard ft Townes
Harper ft Blanks
Arthur Terry
Tom Lewis
The Loekfords
Mr ft Mrs M Hums

(Two

split)
1st half

Sidney & p,iyno

Pucker
H'-rlo

D

ft

(One

ft

Winifred'

C.lrls
I

Telaak
to nil)

WORCKSTER
Poll's

Mob

Tip

ft
»Vil||;, ins

* Taylor
Do Mond

Craves ft
Annie Kent
'Love Nest"

2d half

Larimer ft Hudson
Renard ft West
Primrose Hmon Co

to

fill)

ATLANTIC CITY

Poll's

(Scranlon

I

Reed

4783-4

Loo Donnelly Co

NEW HAVEN

Peters

Bryant 7403-04

West

to nil)

(Two

Gordon's. Olympla
Le Clalf ft Sampson
Wlnlocke ft Van D
Murphy ft While
Evelyn Phillips Co

Howard

CelenhU

Ruth Budd
Halg A La Vere
Creasy A Dayne

fill)

Palace
Wise ft Wiser
Jason ft Harrigan
Lee Donnelly Co

(One

MONTREAL

3

to nil)

2d half
Kelly

Tom

fill)

Dalton

Chas Howard Co
Laypo A Benjamin
Joveddah de Rajah
Arthur A Leah Bell Gray A Byron
Harry Hlnes
John Elliott Girls Edna May Foster Co Samoyoa
(One to fill)
Everest's Monkeys
Fatten ft Marks

Craves

IF

fill)

HARTFORD

Koken

.Tar row

I

Poll's

I

to nil)

2d half
Tsabolle Lowe

fill)

BRIDGEPORT

I

W

Cardo Bros
F ft M Dale
Jones ft Jones
Mrs Eva Fay

Canarts

Poll's CIRCUIT

1

ft

A Watson

HALIFAX

1st half

to

Harrisa

Walsh Reed

2d half

Jack Hanley
Harry Fox

Co
Co

(Three to

A

Stuart

to

LYNN, MASS.

fill)

Wlnlocke A Van D
Mullen A Francla
Evelyn Phillips Co

YOUNG8TOWN

Amaranth Sis
(Two to fill)

Hardy Bros
Coffman A Carroll
Bckoff A Gordon
'Touch In Time"

245W47th5T.

to

Opera Hoase
Tucaer A Grace
Black A O'Donnell
At the Party"
Marino A Verge
R Travera Co

(One

2d half
split)

fill)

"Rubevllle"

Annabelle

Vlaaer A
B Miller

to

Jack Goldie
Jay Regan

Rae B Ball
Fllvertona

|

Majestic

Pauline

BROCKTON

Bohn A Boha

Alexander Bros
Joe Cook
Mra B H Turnbull

CHAS

5UITF4I/

A

(One

White

ft

Mack

ft

Snwlng a Woman

Fuller

ft

Patfl

YORK. PA.

Lexey

INDEPENDENT

le

(Two

Knlght'a Roosters

Reed
(Two

HARRISRI'RG

Paulino Sis

1st

Murray Girls
Sameoa A Delilah
Fenton

Arthur Whitelaw

Sisters

Angel

I<e-

1st hajf

2d half
Peters A Le Buff

Rarry

ft

Oallcttl

M<( Jo wan

(Augusta

A Groh

'

Bijoa.
(Jacksonville split)

Frederlek Holland

H Brown

Wilmn

Olrls

SAVANNAH

.;,*

Bud Clayton

Kane

(One

2d half
A Francis
Footer A Halpln
"Jed's Vacation"
4 Bntertalnera

Fuller

ft

Warman

B

fill)

:

Woodchoppers
2d. half

2d half

Lane ft Harper
Nakae Japs
to

Ange!

fill)

Murphy

"

Sisters

Margot

Thornton Flyan Co
(One to fill)

Ward Co

Isabel

Shea's

Parlor Hcdr'm

Baraban

Morria ft Morria
Murray Klasen Co
Canslno Broa

Pauline

ft

Sam Wright

N. Y.

Proctor's

DcGarmo

Alice

Wm A

Spencer ft Williams
I'nder Apple Tree

WIM

BI'FFALO
ft

Selee

Broa

YONKERS,

S

Woodchoppers

Kane

2d half

Fritzl Scheff

McFarlane ft P
Arthur West
La Palerlca 2
Franklyn Charlea

Joe

Dum ™'e«
HAMILTON, CAN.
Rnppl

ft

Wa-Let-Ka
Shapiro

D D H?
.

Lyric
Clinton Sis

W

A

Weber

Duncan

Miller Girls

Fnber

t

Ollaa

Three Lordena
The Joannys
Perrone ft Oliver
Davis ft Darnell

B. F. Keith's
Daly Mack ft D

Ella

A

Prlnc'aa

BIRMINGHAM

Sybil
I

Dell

Nlobe
Scotch Lads A L
Lady Tsen Mel
Bobble ft Nelson

Morgan

A

Raymond Wllbert

A Dunlgan
PITTSBURGH

Krans A White
H B Toomer Ce

Burt ft Rosodale
Du For Boys
Victor Moore Co
Creole Fashion PI

I

Raymond Bond Co

Bowman

to

A

Mlddleton
Al Wilson

Music Hall

8

ft

Kane A Grant

Sam Wright

Co

Asttll

I<e

Ben Welch
Humphrey's D'cers

Longford ft F*drlck
Jed Dooley Co
Harry Watson Co

Hickford A Rob'rts
Jones A Cavana'gh
Spirit Mardl Gras

l«t half

Frank Browne

HEMMENDINUER,

B. F. Keith's
Dooley

Arthur

FALL RIVER

Temple

PORTLAND

Rudell

Gertrude Morgan

I

BALTIMORE

Dill

E.

Dogs

Joe Towle

2d half
ft Allen

Mason A Qwynne
Fishier Co
nen Smith
Lady Alicc'a Pete

W

Moey

A.

Amee A Wlnthrop

Alf Grant

Three Kltnros
Lewis & Henderson
Straftford Four

Elliott

Doyle A Blaine
Seven Honey Boya
Laurel Lee

Lyrle
(N. Orleans split)
lat half
Josephine A Ha'rlty
Corlnne Arbuckle

Lyrle
(Atlanta split)

Long ft Cotton
Plantodosl ft A'bot

2d half

Hill

LOWKLL

A Nellson Co
(Two to fill)

(Charlotte split)
1st half
Carmen Ercclle

AUSTIN and ALLEN
"BROADWAY TO THB ORIENT*'

CO.

TONKY

Paul

Mrs Kva Fay

B. F. Keith's
Tcchow'e Cata
Healy A Crosa
"Man of People"
Joe Darcy
Llghtners A Alex

Roanoke

Hollis

2d half

T A F Burns

LEWIHTON

BUon
Yamamato
Wood A Lawson

Princeton

WASHINGTON

ROANOKE

ROCHESTER

Armari Kails
Blnna A Grill

Chong

BANGOR. ME.

Affiliated Clrcnlte

CARRIE

MOBILB

The Banjoys
The Comebacks
Llddeil & Gibson
Morak Sis

BROOKLYN

B OB

Temple

V.
Booking EaclanlTely with W.and
M. A.. B. P. Keith (Western)

Jack LaVler
C A F Usher

Kenny A

Able O. H.
Geo P Wilson
"Telephone Tangle"

Tenny

H'llat'r

PHILADELPHIA

Petri cole

Mellsa

EA8TON. PA.

Modjesk*

nil)

A

Bell

D, F. Keith's

Anderses)

B. F. Keith's
Tork's Canines

Vaughn Comfort

AUGUSTA

Keith's Bushwlck
Allan Rogers
Eddie Leonard Co
Hunting ft Frances

JulletteDlka
Unusual 2
(Others to nil)

spilt)

(Charleston split)
1st hair
Carpos Bros

Rev

Mary

Lillian's

Russell ft Devltt
Profiteering
Dolly Kay
Rolfe'a Rev
Hal Skelly Co

Monroe A Grant
M Follette Co
LeMalre-Hayes Co
George Yeoman
The Cromwells

Cleveland

(Others to

Cowan

Temple
Meehan's Doga
Jim McWllllame

nil)

Lyrle

Danc'g McDonalds

Johnson Baker ft J
Keith 'a Jefferson
B A Rolfe Co
Lane ft Byron
Rule ft O'Brien

Potter

ft

ft

DETROIT

1st half

2d half
Carroll

to

(Birmingham

Columbia

4

B A Rolfe Co
Daisy Nelils
Mme Besson Co

Miller

(Three

(21-23)

1st half

Bailey

2d half

Oeo P Wilson
"Telephone Tangle"
Alma Nellson Co

ATLANTA

Proctor's 2Sd St.
2d half (17-20)
Altrock ft Schacht
Bernard ft Starr

2d half
Toe Rollcy Co

Wheeler

Mardl Graa

Spirit

Berzac'a Circus

Edward

Rogers

ft

Z

split)
1st half

Beban A Mack

Eddie Rosa
Clara Howard
Mantell A Co

Ward

CHICAGO

(Richmond

Gildea

LOUISVILLE

TAD

Building

Academy

Keith's National
(Nashville split)
1st half

Willie Solar

Dewey

ft

A Eva
Stephen* A

Wataon Sis
Burns Bros

Blekford ft Roberts
Jones ft Cavana'gh

Leone

Cornell

Melva Telma
A Eary
ft Harris
LANCASTER, PA. Kirk
King ft Irwin
Colonial
Great Leon
Marvel A Fay
NORFOLK
Carleton A Tate

Kokln

TIC A

I

Colonial

Fitch's Minstrels

1st half

Jafola

Andrlcf Trio

Suite 1313 Masonic

Palace
(Mobile split)

A

Frlganza

Trfaie

fill)

Strand

fill)

Peel A Corvln
Clinton A Cappelle

B. F. Keith's

Allen

ft

(Others to

NEW ORLEANS

A

(Three to

Roy Mack, Booking Mgr.

Caron

Bell

split)

Bobby Pender Tr

(Two

(Others to fill)
2d half (24-27)
Sabbott ft Brooks

fill)

PANTAGKS CIRCUIT
Foxworth A Fr'ncle
Marie Nordstrom

ERNIE YOUNG
AGENCY

nil)

Lee

to

ROSS WYSE and

(One

Morton

1st half

Handera

Gordon A Ford
Long Tack Sam Co Kay Hamlin ft Kay
Jean Granese
Slgnor Frlscoe
Reynolds ft D'neg'n
(Others to nil)

Alf Grant
I

R

St.)

T ft F Burns
Sawing a Woman

half (21-23)

Ioleen

Wm Seabury

Orpheem

A White

Black

1st

Clayton White Co

Tom Smith

(Others to nil)
2d half (24-27)

(Others to

(One

(Waahlngton

Mlddleton

Lynn ft Smythe
Clown Seal

Shane
Shayne ft Nloe

W

Lew Dockstader

Buch Bros
Babcock ft Dolly

1403 B'vrny (Patnam Jlldsr.> N. T. Tenny
2d half
B A Rolfe Co
Wilson Bros
(Others to nil)
Keith's Fordham

Ooff

ft

D

A

Kelso

Gordon's Olyaapla

A P

2d half (17-20)

Jaa J

ft

J.

Danny Simmons
Harry Haydaa Oe
Le Cardo Bros

Featuring

Harry Rose
Byron ft Broderlck

McRae A Clegg

Gallettl

North

ft

Pierce

half (21-23)

1st

Sis

Bert Errol

Chas Ahearn Co
Hunting ft Francis
•Pan American 4
Black ft White

I

Long Tack Sam Co
McCormack A
•ran America 4

nil)

Dawson

N.
Proctor*a

-

fill)

LAWRENCB

s Olyaapla

"Summertime"

Lewis ft Norton
Bernard ft Starr

Ernest Ball

Sutherland Sazotet
2d half
Hayataka Japa

B. F. Keith's

F Mclntyre Co
Margaret Young
Donovan ft Lee

Weaton Co
•Lord ft Fuller
•Ruth Howell Co
Valerie Bergere

Cooper ft Ricardo
(One to fill)
Moos' Coliseum
Mandel Co

fill)

NEWARK,

A O

Weaver" A Weaver
Bert Walton

Brady

Florence

M

A Leo
Jass Bead

(One to

Stanley

Shea's
Ohlms
JAN
Pearson N'port

RICHMOND
1st half

A

Muller

Turner A Grace
Black A O'Donnell
"At the Party"
Marino A Verge
Rutland Travvrs Co

Kelso

U

Frozlnl
Beth Berrl
Dora Hilton

fill)

Musical Nosses

Jarrow

CINCINNATI

(One to

split)

Mack A Lane
Welch Mealy A

Lane A Whale a

"Rubevllle"

Lyrle
(Norfolk split)

6

Hlppedreaae

-

A Gay
Connolly A Francis

Eary

The Golden Bird

Quintet
Buch Bros
(Others to nil)
Keith's Prospect
2d half (17-20)

Hollis

Wm

Beaale Clifford

Edna Dreon

Dobson Co

Eddie Carr Co
M A A Clark

841 -Ml

TeL Bryunt

14v3 Broadway.

Proctor's 5th Are.
2d half (1720)
Roacoe Alia Co
Joe Darcy

Oeo McFarlane

ft

(Others to fill)
2d half (24-27)
Kennedy A Berle

(Chattanooga

ED.

>

Shaw Co

Co

Lyrle

Lane ft Harper
Nakae Japa

Bert Fltsglbbona

Rule

Mme Hermann

Ryan Welch

Under Our Management

2d half
Morris ft Morria
Frances Dougherty
Flora Finch Co
M'Laughlln ft Ev'ns
Murray Klssen Co

Qeo Jesse 1 Co

to

Sabbott A Brooka
Tennessee 10

KNOXVILLK

A Rubin

Lloyd

(21-23)

1st half

nil)

ft

All)

Hilly

PLAYING Mil BERT VAUDEVILLE

Frank Gould
Reslsta
La Pine

(Louisville

TORONTO

Bohn A Bohn

Sherwta Kelly
Danny Slmmoaa

Kenney A Nobody

"Juvenility"
(One to fill)

.

Jack Ooldle
Jay Regan Ce

Market

1st half

GEORGE

NAHnVILLE

Dolly

ft

Majestic
(Pittsburgh split)

El Vere Sisters

Kaufman Broa

(Two

Pabcock

JOHNSTOWN

AND

Proctor's 58th St.

Alhambra

•Billle

MAXIE

nil)

(Others to

Harry Roae
Murray ft Oerrlch
Owen McQlvnev
•Harry Tlghe Co

4

Nlobe
(Others to

Ioleen

Irwin

Keith's

Rlalto
(Knoxvlllo split)
1st half

BEADING
Majeatle

2d half

Be van
(Scollay 8q.)
Regal A Maok
Bell A Baldwin
John Steele
Neleon Co
Grace
White
Co
Clayton
Neetor A Haynes
Corradlnl'a Animals

>

•

Prlneesa

(Others to

Chas Ahearn Co
•Joe Jenny Co

Musical Huntera
Johnny Burke

A

CHATTANOOGA

McBanna

KEITH

F.

Sherlock 81s

A K tales
A Flint

to All)

18, 1921

I Belforda

Craig A Hollswo'rth
"Janet ef France"

Preeeler

2d half

H

Realata
(Othera to All)

Follies"

Levlne Co

W

McCormack A

•Pan American 4
Cook Mortimer A

Primrose Sem'n Co

T "Toyland

ft

Frank

2d half (24-27)

Keith's CotonJaJ

Johnny Dooley Co
Morton ft Lewis
"Wife Hunter"
Segal

to

2d half (17-20)
Murray Klssen Co

Levere ft •Colllna
Marlon Clare
Anderson ft Young
Hank Brown Co

(Others to nil)
2d half (24-27)
Babcock & Dolly

"One on the Aisle"
David Qulxano Co
Donaldson ft Van
Clifford ft Jordan

Casting Mellos

B. F. Keith's

ft

Brown. Q'rdn'r

Morton Jewell Co
Dan Coleman Co

half (21-23)

1st

Ladellas
(Othera to fill)
2d half (24-27)
•Florence Nash Co
2

JERSEY CITY

Thomas P Dunn

nil)

Onlwav

Laurie

Land"
Freda

ft

A A M Havel

Monks

Dayton
Robt Rellly Co

half (21-23)

1st

Long Tack Sam
Anger ft Packer
Harry Cuhlson Co
Page ft Green
Cahlll & Romalne

(One to till)
KelUYs Royal
Chic Sal.*
McConnell Sis
•'Music'

Ladellas
(Others to

(Others to nil)
Proctor's 125th St.
2d half (17-20)

ymour

Sealo
Carl Randall

Devoy

(One

McCloud A Norman

split)
1st half

Walters

Juggling

fill)

(21-22)

Blaine Sheridan

(Roanoke
Follctte's

2

Mine Hermann Co

I.eiuel
S.

to nil)

2d half (24-27)
•Levi no Co

Stanton

A

Cursoti

ft

(Others

"Dress Rehearsal"
Craig Campbell
Vera Sablna Co

The Volunteera
Step Lively

Lyric

Lewis ft Rogers
20th Century Rev
Morley & Mack

Hyman

•Officer

Belle

(Othera to

Arcade
(Savannah split)

1st half

F A O

B. F. Keith's

Chandon Trio

JACKSONVILLE

Walsh A Edwarda

CHARLOTTE

*

Keith's Greenpolnt
2d half (17-20)

Home"

"Build Your

O Ellsworth

ft
ft

D

ft

Dave Ferguson Co

(Two to fill)
Keiths Riverside
Henry San trey Co
Margaret Young
Lillian

Thos J Ryan Co
Hob Willis
Anger A Packer
Clown Seal
(One to nil)

W

(21-23)

1st half

Royal Cuscoynea

E

ft

Sherwood Sis
"Moon Love"

Mahoney

ft

W

ft

Wells V'a/lnla

Juliet

V

Ricardo

ft

McCormack

Rae Sumufli
Harry Knhne
The Langdons

Claudia Coleman
Arena Broa

A
A Caron

Bernard

A Blondy

Bill

BOSTON
Karola Bros

A Garry
TOLEDO

QUEBEC, CAN.

Sno'ser

Meredith
Bell

Mitchell

1st half

Moss' Flatbush
Sophie Tucker Co

CITY Wilbur A Adama

Keith's Palace
Beaale Clayton Co

,

"MO» CHATEAU*

Lane A Harper
•Ted Lorraine Oe
Rae Samuels
Kennedy A Berle

BOSTON—B.

and JANET

AMOROS

Id half (17-to>

Keith's

&*.

Swor Bros
Morgan

•Before name Indicate* act la now doing new turn, or reappearing after
absence from vaudeville, or appearing In city wh«r» listed for tha first time,

KEITH CIECUIT

Herman A 8hlrley
MT. VERNON. N.Y.

INDIANAPOLIS
H.

when

matlr.ee.

A Dlzon
A Ollmore

Doherty

(NOV.

VAUDEVILLE THEATRES

IN

(AH houses open

"Will

FHrWy, Nbvembet

VAklkTY

rt

(ilobe

Lucy

(Jill

Prod Rogors
•1

(

'

hu

ms

Walter Weems
Hetty King
Chas T Aldriih
Callahnn ft Uliss
Maria Lo
Al Sexton Co
Hurt Earlc Co

BALTI.MOKF.
Arsnleiny of Music
Tartan ft Newell
Jack Strouse
Rlgoletto Bros
Bert Melrose
Dolly Connolly

Kdna May Poster Co Whipple- Huston Co
Patton ft Marks
Clark ft Verdi

Harrah

ft

Rublnl

Llbby ft Sparrow
Ethol Davis
Walton ..Hrower
Selma Rraats

Ryan

ft

Ia»c

Francis Renault

CLEVELAND
Euclid Ave. O. BL

(Sunday opening)
Oeorge Ro.sener
Pale ft Palet
J ft K De Ma CO
Apollo Trio
Clark ft An-aro

Emily A Weliman
Armstrong ft Jtitnt*
Nonette
Regal ft Morrc Co

DKTKOIT
Detroit O.

(Sunday
Hen Linn

II.

opening")

Torino
D" valla Co
Hessin Md'.-y Darli

Olympla

Marie Stoddard
Du-Calion
Will Oakland

Brondel ft Burt Re*
Majestic

Bajlynma

-

Novfmber

Frtdiy,

m«rt gheper*
Ettle Althoff

A

Sla

jplnski'» Anlmale
ujsb Nslaon

Fermane A
Whlta Way

art
Rial

Park

arris A Bantley
ejleJn Broa

dele Oswald

penald 81a

O. H.
Jolly Johnny Jonei
Rome A Cullen
Jaokaon
Joa
8*.

Mlchon Broa
8 La Roy

A Temple
Frank Jaroma
Vlnla Daly

Vina

ZJ«t*lc*

Oleeollni
j^cil Cunningham

giklnson
s'stlne

Jimmy Huaaay Co

WASHINGTON

A D'gon
Meyers Co

Rudinoff

Gen Plsano

Nana

Euslcal Avolloe

Tardon A Parry

Broa

jjovelie

DENTIST

CARY
CHICAGO

M. G.
Co

WEW HAVMM
Shaker*
•Chucklea of ltll"

A

Horan

Wlaar

Adla Dowllng
kfaaon A Kaeler

Ulllan Pltsgerald
Paderaon Broa

"Indoor Bporta"

Adama A

Moraa A Mack
Baat A Weat

Sandy

Dane* Fantaaiea

Helen Keller

Llndsey
Harry Jolaoa
Fred

Clark
Morrla

Snyder

Gertrude Hoffman
Farman A Nash
MUllosnt Mower

Marcua Co

ArtlaUo Treat
JBdwln George
Stat* Lako

Baker
Bare Harris Co
Tip faphankera

A Baldwin

A Houghton

Howard's Ponies
Bllnore A
llama
Miller A Mack
Garoinettl Broa

W

—AL

~^ACR="

Monte A Lyona
Walaa Troupa

"Doll Frolics"

Norworth

Piantadosi
Writing Special Material

A

A

Johana Joseftson

B

A

Lowry A Lacey
Irene Trevelto

Brady A Maboney
Lyndall Laurel Co

Herron

D

Seals

Flske

D

Cmedy

C 8

BAH
Plna A Family

Tayoma Co

Australians Delsos

Medley A Dupra
Meryl Prince Glrle
Raker Co
Rose A Schaeffer

Waller Penner Co

A

Mozler

Melody Festival

KEMP

JOHN

BAH

AM

FRANK

Carson A Wlllard
Ulllan Shaw

Orpfaeum
Barbette

A Moora

Henry

Madame

NEW ORLEANS

Ellla

Orpheus

Hekefl A/Aucora
Lydell A Macy
Clifford

Cameron

Wm

Tarsan

DULCTH
Raymond A Bchr'm
Harry Holman Co

OAKLAND
Orphan an

Eddie Poy Co
Rockwell A Pox
Lucas A Inea
Xellam A O'Daro

LAP Durbyella

A Day

Gordon

Corlnne Tllton Rev
Billy Arlington Co
I

Ed Morton
Kara

A 8

Ferguson

Danny
Hart Wagner A E

A

Skfilly

Alexandria

Worden Broa

Cantor's

Sla

Gaston Co
Sidney Grant
McOrath A Deeds
Buokbridge A C'aey

Wayne

MATTY WHITE

ELI

!*>!. P.-*

2d bait
4

Danubea

Mills
JAB
Ubert Carleton

Rawles A Kauffman
Lane A Freeman
Alex Sparka Oa

L

Wm

W

Gilbert

Co

Weiss Troupe

Relff Broa

Coslor A Bcaaloys
Lincoln Sej.

P A A Smith
Willing A Jordca

Arthur Wagner
J Flynn'a Mlnstroln

Poor Old Jim
Betty Bond

BROOKLYN

Marco Co
2d half

Ruaao Tlea A R
Johnson Bros A J
M Hamilton Co

A

Dugal

Leary
Daphney D'rwln Co
Mills A Smith
LaSova A Ollmore
2d half
Stevens

HAL
A C Nathan

Metropolitan
Louis Stone Co

Herman A Engel

A

Leslie

BEACH. CAL.

L'G

State
(20-22)

Ed Hastings

Twyman A Vincent
Murray A Popkova

J

Heedor A Armstr'g Cruet t Kramer A G Taylor Mack A H
Jim Reynolda
Flying Ruasell Co
Pearl Abbott Co
Holland D'hrill A D
2d half
Mumford A Stanley
Dick
Ardell Broa
(One to fill)
Bald-Townscnd Rev
DALLAS. TEX.
T
A
A
Carter
COMEDIAN"
COMEDY
St.
"A MUSICAL
Dolnaooy
2d half
Jefferson
C Barney Co
Lockhart A Laddie Uyeda Japa
4 Harmanlaea
tula weak (Now. 14). TORONTO. CAN. Mankln
Ferguson
S'drl'd
A
Sla
fro
y
Me
Johnny Dove
Plna Family
Chlsholm A Br eon
Johnson Bros A J
Avery
Ebs
KANSAS CITY
LONDON. CAN.
Gilbert Co
Little Lord Robert L
Barker A Dunn
Avey A O'Nell
Seabury Frollon Timely Rev
Darrell
Tower
A
Laew
OUIe Young A A
Carloa Ckrcua
Wright A Wilson
2d half
Pulton
Lerralno Sla
2d half
DeLyons Duo
Seymour A Jean'te
OMAHA
Coley A Jaxan
The Norvellos
Loula Ftone Co
Dane A Loehr
| Bvana Mero A B
Ford A Cun'ngham
R A L Hell
Orphoum
Melville A Stetson
Rodero A Marconi
M Hamilton Co
Juggling Nelsons
-/.drier
Ar.gr r
Lydell A Macey
nlumiord A Muni. >
Carleton A Balieu
If ion i»<efi fcaropeai EMg*u«n*«2U
Johnson Co
C
Bddlo Busaell
Danceri DeLuxe
Toney Grey Co
"Betty WakA Up"
Ching Ling Hee Tr N«al Abel
2d half
The Larconlun*
Bayne Marco A Co
A
Bushman
Orpkoum
Greeley Sq.
Robinnon A Plrrc^
De Haven A Nice
12 Rue den Prlraeeu, BRUSSELS
Lao Barren Co
P"arl Abbott Co
Bennett Sla
The LarrontanH
Wilbur Mack Co
Bridy A. Wuhonoy
Long
A
Perry
PORTLAND, ORE Gordon A )In»!v
Qolxey 4
2<1 lialf
O IfHFMlworth Co
i.'olinl'fl Dancers
Sammy Leo Co
Lamb A Goodrlrh
I)avt 'j'hursby
Orphoum
"Betty Wake I'?"
GnUs
McKay A Ardlne
VVsldron A W'sN.w Olbaoii A Ilftry
Jack Il*»ddy
Klttio Doner Co
4 Dnnub^s
The Sharraeka
Cameron A 1I«wI<«t
Co

EDDIE VOGT
Wm

Wm

W

VAC

W

*•

W

CHARLES BORNHAUPT

Gautler'a

B'klaycrs

Van Hovan
Stella Mayhew
LINCOLN, NEB.
Orpkoum
Llttlejohne
Alleen Stanley

Hughes Duo
Bower* W.'ltera A C

A
Wood A
Adler

Iloan

Wy.ln
Wallaco Galvln

LOS ANGELES
Orphoum

M

Montgomery
Kramer A Doyle
Mary Haynes Co

Silvia Loyal
Jack Joy «

Co

Rltter A Knarp''
Mrs (J^n^ IfUKl'"^

SArRAMKNTO
Orpheum
<21 -21)
<S.t tii"

liiM

Q Hugh's

A
Fargo A

M La!f

Mo.»re

Mank'n

n<-.-

Natloiial
r,i.<Vh»rt A L.>.ldlr
>f

.-!--.

•
1

-»

iL

Rl> hur-ls

.Tim my Lyons
Thr> Olrbriti^B

Punitr A CTrvn
Hrown A Kljinc
"S'traiglit"
Xfurr:iy Vor!l;
N» wlurV. A l''fti

DAYTON

I r irl«l>t

Ss.'fsrn

II

J

Crue« t Kranii-r A
Im Itcynolda

?d half
4 H- llhopa
L Be!!
Jt /

A

SK'li.V
Tt'irns
I

\

fij.i

llDilnn-l

H

»«•:•
l.i'ir-

\

f>iJ\ s

Frosno 24-zTj

Whiting A Hurt
Clifford A Jobnfcoit
FolKa Girls

Bob Hall

Anderson
Anuerivn
* »»ri ncgay
Paarl
Re gay CO
Co
Sebeohtl'a Manikins I Anderson

uri'.
m Graves
A
A Trel

HUGH HERBERT
Addreaa: 229 tVFST 4«th ST., N. T. City
est W«l 'Ntv. ff). OrsMuav Serphit. Teas.

IVknM

<.i

LOH ANt.KLKS

2.1 lixlf

v

«'•)

—AND—

BEVERLY BAYNE
in "POOR RICH MAN"
ORPHEUM, OMAHA, NEB.
NEXT WEEK (NOV. 20)

Lou Ray
Oeo Harrta Ca
(Two to fill)

l.f

Hippodrome

Hey Hr.H

n.iKl-r K
.^tijiih

,\

Curtis

Ac

"Snappy

Miilln.
Ttwn.iti

Fltzp'T
Bit8 ,>

CLEVELAND
Metropolitan
Flying lfiiwar«Ia
/oJjr X Knni

<

M

li

-

22>

De

"As Yon Like It"
2d half

WE8XEBH YATOSYIIXE

Browns

OTTAWA. CAN.

O

Hal Rtryker
Anger A Adelon

Burke A Burke
Watere ll'pkl'a A C
Brava Mich'llna Co

PITTSBURGH
noyal 3
Galloway A O'rstte

Ward A Wilson
'Partuaa Queen"

SACRAMENTO
(2«-22)

Hart A Evans
Jack Lyto

4

r>-Iloy

Bros

Flagler

A

kUli

A
2<\

Majeatle

Thalero'a Clreue

Nippon Duo
Hanloy A Howard
CHIT Nasarro Co
Nat Nazarro Co
Nanon Welch Co

A

Fr.mk

Mora A

Il«-:kl.

s

2

ILL.

Orphi

Adelaide Bell Co

(One to

nil)

CHICAGO

f«ew
l.nmh A Goodrich

Gypsy 8oogatere
t

Thomas

1 layers
Patrlcola
Orvllle Stannn

Tom

(Two

to

fill)

Shu

Columbia

A

Dun?
Brklyeu)

C Nugent
to

fill)

2d half

Jtjan't* 1

Mm j A

2d half

Originators and Inventors
OP IFF. NVrVTML WALKING DOLL

Hill ^A Crest

Wilfred Clarke
Zeleya

2d half

(One

to nil)

DECATI B.
*Af ataika

(Two

H.'i

to nil)

(Two

Moo

A

I

Majeatle
Ballsy t

Oamble

n<

Ids

A

DIRIQI'B,

V
ft

Majeaila
4

Ilarr'B'on

Dave Manly

ba*

Nippon Duo
Van A Vcrnoa

S

to fill)

C A A Olockc-r
V'lnur Oard^n

I

to nil)

DES MOINl

2d

Itoblnnon

ly

(Two

a>

td half
Rosa A Posa
Val Harrla Co
Pinto A Boyle
Alex Melford

"Tha (Vueatlon"
Hill/

IffJhj

U'a
Hall A Dexter
Cialre Vincent
Cliff Clark

Cliff

A Mo/vi

ShO'l.

I

Patrloola A Dalna*
Pord A Price

to nil)

r

Empress

"j

Stanrm

Rlnchart

Harrta

Jack Lee

Khop

A.

(Two

(Two

Wiitslka A U'study
Hall A Dexter
Vlalre Vincent

K'<yniour
Rvarni

A Boys

Emma DeaE

Gautrler'a

Bobby Jarvla Co

Wright A Wil*on

Hedi.Jla
T« rry

2d half

Boralnl Troupa

Brlacoe

2d hair

A

VNil<l

;

(

Boyle
fliij

Knapp A ComaBn>

J

Raymonda
H A K Sutton

Ulbnuu A. Betty
I'ininon A lie< k«

to

Orvllle

Co
Oardner A Aubrey

W1XDHOR, CAN.

A Qulmvll
lalng * Ur«»tin

A

(Two

Ray A

Elly

Sloan
Prevost A Goelct

li\)\

Pinto

DAVBNPOBT,

Kd". lie

Fltr.g«'r.ii.|

Lincoln
"Story Book Rer**

John T Ray Co
Popularly Glrla

Marlonne

CHAMPAIGN.

Coleman and P.ay

Tiller Slaters

Rooth A Nln a
Watta A RlnggaaX
Minstrel Monarcha
J T Ray Co
C'D'R RAPIDS. IA. Coaola A Verdi

Co
Dave Thursby
Waldron A Wlnel'w

Strand
Swain's Animals
Klein

half

(

IN POLITE VAUDEVILLE
HERBIE HEW80N. at tha

M Murphy A

i

Zeleya
Lulu Coatea Ca
2d half

BOB NELSON

Harney Co
Harmanlaea
Family

Time A Ward

Blllle Gerber Rot
2d half
Palermo'a Canlnea
Adama A Barnatt

Follies

WASHINGTON

IXH 18
Laew

A

"Tht Qucatloa"

A Moore

A Rough
Hlgglns A Braun
Brown lll'hlandera
Zuha A Drlea
Morrlsaey A Young Bentley Banka A G Hanson A B'ton Sla
Lew Hawklna
2d half

ST.

t.

Ball

De Lyons Duo
Dane A Loehr

Frill

Kodxla
Poaa

Rev

Mack A Stanton

WACO. TEX.

fd half

Three Cliffords
DuTiel A Covey
Ounlana Trio
Hayes A Fields
8t«nley Tripp £

Popularity
Lutes Bros

The La Raya

4

2

2d half

Ca>

;

Sampsori

Majestic

Barrett

Ardill Bros

P.'na

BL*MINGT*N. ILL.

2d half

T A A rarter
(.'

Maurice A Olrla
Saxton A Parrel 1

BIHy Aloha Co
Lynn A Loreye

O Handworth

8ta«o

2d half

The Camerono

Hip Raymond
Mahoney A Cecil
Geo Randall Co

A Day

'Hnappy Bits"
'

A Bra

TORONTO

Dance

Pau Armenta
Sampson A
Chaa Seaman

J Moore
Jack Oregory Co

A Nlcholo
A Young Howarda
PAG DeMont

Worth Wayten

Lyeauxa
Francla

Ayres

B

H'hlahd'ra

Morrlssey

>

r

Bobbins Family
td half

CENTBALIA. ILL.

Hart A Bvana
Jack Lyle

A Dance Rev

Song

A Bra
A Olrla

Gal Gean

RTLESV'LE.OHLA

J C Nugent
"Hice Pudding**
(Three to fill)

S

'•*

Strand Trio

Jaek
i

"The New Leader"

Heather
PlerrO

I

Thalero'a Circus
2d half

The Haynotta
Jean A Shayns

O

TAD Lane
PAG
Hall
Collins A Plllard

Curtis

Ananlnmltlis

Harry Gilbert
"il«jn«'y Ih Mon« y

4

Hmtth A Inmon

Hlppotlromo
Th«j
v;

.)

A Kl"in
':

BALTIMORE

Dayton
A L Stevens
A C Nathan

(20-22)

Crescent Comedy
2d half
Little Toahl Ce

2

Wardell A Donco'rt
Harry White
Dancing Whirl

Llborty

Margy Duo

State

Helene Davis
Prod Weber Co

2d half
Clifford

CLEVELAND

2d half

P A A Smith
The McNaughtons
D Burton Co

Mora A Reckless

A Day

PltEcr

Qulnnell

Lalng A Green
Wild A Sedalla
Frank Terry

A Ryan

Ccrtos

A

Hill

McVlckor'a
Kennedy A Nelson

8 Llebert Co

Irene Trevette
Morrla Ca

Mlnstrela

CHICAGO

DeVlne A Williams
(One to (111)
Avonno B

td half
Perreat A

FRANCIS X. BUSHMAN

W

U

Monroe A Maa
Haael Green Ca
Chase A La Tana?

The Stanleya

Babe LaTour Co
NEW ORLEANS
Kalaluhi'a H'w'U'ns To pica A Tunea
Ubert Canetoo
td half
Crooce at
2d
half
SAN JOSB. CAL.
We havo written auocaaafully for others, Mll'er Klint A K Dancers DeLuxe
HOLYOKE. MASS. Monahan
A Co
Peacl Duo
Hart Wagner A B Mack
why not youf
Bell A Wood
Marva Rehn
A Castleton
S
Falcone
Clark
D
Dobba
A
WIRE, WRITE, PHONE or CALL
C Ledegar
Playmatea
Al Lester Co
(20-21)
'o Bros
Orphoum
Hodge A Lowell
Foley A O'Nell
Eddie Cassldy
Aerial LeValls
LONOACR E THEATRE BLDO.. N. T. Of
"Pour af Kind'*
"Oddities of 1121"
Ploneera Minstrelsy Carlton A Burke
Veronica A H Falls "One Two Three"
euTH STREET. NEAR BROADWAY
Monro A Fields
Eugene
Bmmett
2d
half
Thanka A Kelly
Caaaon Broa
Phone t BRTANT 1400
BOSTON
Q Hughes Co
Paber Broa
Gordon A Kenny
Al Tyler
Brown A Elalno
Id half
Adama A Oarhue
"Klaa Me Revue"
Chlsholm A Breen
Stanley
C
Mack
Broa
Turner
Broa
Raymond
Co
Co
td half
Murray Voelk
Gllfoyle A Long
Lambert A Pish
Doll A Ray
Australians Delaoe
Swor Broa
td half
Bloaaom Seeley
Kao Tom Four
Dobba Clark A D
Medley A Dupre
Toung America
Jean Adair
M'Cabo
Robinson
t The Norvelloa
J.
Prince Olrla
Meryl
Jaaa Barrios
OAKLAND
Princess J Q Tal
Jack Reddy
"Pour of Kind"
Rosa A Schaeffer
CALGARY. CAN. Roberta A Clarke
Maa A Hill
State
Dancer A Groan
Raker
Co
Theatrical
Insurance
Cook A Vernon
Tower A Darrall
(20-22)
Maa A Hill
JOHN STREET. NEW YORK CITY Pollysna
Llnd Broa
SP1NGF1*D. MASS.
Tha Celebrltlea
Otto Broa
(11-18)
Bowling
Groan
1100
Phono.
Fields
fill)
La
(Ona
to
A
Adelia
Broadway
I Falcons
(Same bill playa
MINNEAPOLIS
C S Keith Co
2d half
Edmonton 14-27)
Stanley Broa
Honaflfji
Marks
Ector A Dena
A A L Wilson
Buaao'a Doga
Busse's Dogs
Howard A Clark
Ector A Dean
Splo A Span
Plna
A
DoVora
Family
I
Sullivan
Co
Harvey
A
Beulah Pearl
Beulah Pearl
A A P Stadman
A Sullivan Co
Cavanaugh A E
2d half
Kane A Ch'.dlow
"Let'a Go"
Broslua A Brown
Straight
F A M Brltton
Kane A Chidlo#
Planlgan A M'rla'n Gordon A Healy
Aerial Lo Valla
Tom Mahoney
T Brown Girls
Thoa P Dunne
T A K OMeara
7 Brown Glrle
Demareat
Collett Pot Purrl Dancers
Carlton
A
Manikins
A
Burke
Jewel's
Purrl
Dancers
Pot
Jack Kennedy Co
2d half
HOUSTON
Marlett'a Manikins
Thanks A Kelly
2d half
Reader A Armst'ng (One to fill)
Stanley A Wlnth'p
Margaret Taylor
Prlnoo
Al Tyler
Carlisle A Lamel
Will lama A Daisy
Danny
Ector A Dena
Claude Golden
2d half
Preston A Isabel lo
Melville A Rulo
"Kiss Me Revue"
Bulls A Clark
Ash A Hyams
A
Sullivan
Co
Veronica A H Falls Kerr A Ensign
Bernlco Barlowa
Scanlon Donos A S (One to fill)
DENVER
OKLAHOMA CITY Kane A Chldlow
Dell A Ray
Gaylord A Lancton Fox A Kelly
7 Brown Glrle
Victoria
Willing A Jordan
Liberty
Fox A Evana
Van
Sherman
H
A
Claremont Broa
Oaryle Blackwell
Little -Lord Robert
Sutter A Dell
Musical Rowellys
Danes Creations
STOCKTON. CAL.
(One to All)
Edith Clifford
Bob LaSalle
2d half
Sarah Padden Ca
•
LeFavra
BUFFALO
ORGrcHOOS Presents
Monahan Co
Prank Farron
Hel Klea
Marva Rehn
Statu
Luoaa A Inea
Tha Gallia
Playmatea
King A Cody
Rlgga A Wltchla
Margerla Barracks
*B*
Robinson A Pierce Foley A O'Nell
Nlhla
Harry Conley
8JNGLE-ING
B Swede Hall Co Ploneera Minstrelsy
tn "A DRESS REHEARSAL"
Kellam A O'Dara
IN A 8INQING HUMORE8QUE
Mack A Dean
DEB MOINES
Prawley A Louise
Tata West (War. 14). KaHB*a Alssaars, W. Y.
KANSAS CITY
Maley

Novelty Danea t

Empire

Id half
Aerial Lo Valla
Thanka A Kelly
Al Tyler
"Klaa Me Revue'*

%

WATEBT*N, H.
A van

'

OL'NS P*LL8„ N.Y.

W

Rita Shirley

Jennings

Id half

Octavo
Meaereau Co
Parker Trio

V

(20-22)

Werk A Mack

AD

A Downing

Friend

Pierre t
A La Ad el la De
"As You Like It"
Keith Co
Wigwam
Marks

4

Aaakl A Takla
Curry A Graham
Nelson A Barrya

A Fallon
Co
A O'Brien

Flint

Powera Marah

Fields

MONTREAL

Burton Co

LaFullette Co
2d half

BUou
Stanley A Blva

L Raymond Co
Long A Perry
"Betty Wake Up"

J.

Zeller
Sisters

American

BIRMINGHAM

2d half

Bros

Wm Morris

A

Holden

Strassle's

Burns A Klein
New kirk A Paynes
(One to DID

Bellhops

Lynch A
t Kenna

N.

Rial to
Burrell Broa
Irving A BlweeA
Blaaett A Soatt
Bernlvlcl Bros
Buma A Wllaoai
Bonlaettl Troupa

BVAN8VILLB

Id half

Trio

TOLEDO

Variety Pour

The Haynotta
Jean A Shayno
Goo Heather

(26-24)

Virginia

Koefer A Alberta
Plorens Duo

Jollce

f>

A DaunMa)

Friend

DETROIT

A Morman

A

Llborty

Oetavo
Parker Trio
Heaereau CS
td half
Powers Marah a)

A

Dura A Pealey

Pollyana

HOROKRN,

Harry Bentell
Boyd A King
"Innocent Eve"

LOEwentcun
NEW YORK CITY DeVlne A Williams
C W Johnson Co
Statu

Tall Broa

Dan Sherman Co
Paramount Four
L Crane Co

Luclanna Lucca

Swan's Novelty

Morris
Doraldlna

La

Burke
JAB
Bonner
Powera

14-21)
A Parti

"Doll Frollas"

A Boyna
A Bbaw

Isabella

SAN FRANCISCO
Monte
DaLyte
Gordon

Monroe A Maa
H Green Co

OrpTaenna

Pox A Kelly
Pox A Bvana
"Dance Creations/*

ON

Mlllman Ca
td half

(Two to SU)
COLCTHBTJB

Jarvla Co
Sd half

A

Dean

Carl

V

td bait

A O Tayoma Co

Bern Ice Rarlowo

OR PHONE

Connora

2d half

Three Buddloa

(Ona to SU)

Sutton

Law Hawklna

<lt-Il)

Zelda Broa
Q'Keefe A Llllla

84.

Chaa Olbbs

"One Two Throe"

Brown A O'Donnell Moss A Frye
Ed Janis Rev
Mattylee Llppard

i

Virginia t

H A K

Bantley Banka

Catland

Mack A Castleton
Al Lester Co
Eddie Caasfdy

Toska

«THIMtCLVE8"

IN. ONH_
TrTRATM BOX a^afaa.
uMak,
(Hat. leVRaaTA't
gABHJ PJYWtRALg

Tan Weak

BAN ANTONIO

ALL LEGAL MATTERS.
Ask—SAM WRIGHT. PEARL REGAT. VAN CELLOS and ZISKA.
Ona Munson Co

HOLMES aid LE VERE

Raymonda

I

MODESTO. CAL.

Swan'a Novelty

PeeolDuo

Brlacoe

Dancera Supreme

CHICAGO'S THEATRICAL ATTORNEY. COUNSELLOR FOR STACiE FOLKS

•Lyens

A Todeaea
Oeo W Moora
Carl
Walmaley A L'gkC*R
A Lyona

Thomaa Trio

Roblaa

BEN
EHRLICH
Woods

Santoa-Hayes Rev

Rein*

MoKenna A F
A Ramadan

Salla

Theatre BuUding, Chicago

Orpheum

fill)

Delmar*e Lions

Gabby Broa
Dava Klndlar
G L Graven Co
Poggy Vlaoant

Preston

SEATTLE

to

INDIANAPOLIS

Comedy Co Rogers A Paga
••Nine O'Clocav"
CLINTON. DTD. Moire 11 A Maa

Black Co

Badle

HAMILTON. CAN.

WRITE, WIRE

A Norman

(Two
t
'

Lyrio

Payton

2d half

Id half
Bollinger A R'la'de

Llllla

R'ng

Bobble Oordona
Maurice Diamond
The Rloa
Lee Klda

4

A

O'Kaefe

ATLANTA

A Kelly
SAM FRANCISCO

Majeatle*

•nivertona*'

Will J Evana
Lincoln Hlghw'm'n
2d half
Zolda Broa

2d half

Swift

MILWAUKEE

Bella

Gates A Duval
"Poor Old Jim'*

Adams A Tmpa'na

Ofarla

(Sunday opanlng)
Vera Gordon

Rhyme A Rhythm
Kahn A Boone

fill)

Todesca

(20-22)

Herman A

H

Molera Revuo

Starling

Joo Bennett
Chaa Harrison

Hlppedrenie

Morln

Thomaa A

Dancing DuBrowna
Kneeland A Powers,
A Laurence

Cbalfonte 81a
Conroy A C/Don'ell

Daaley

Jordan

W

PrlacUla

Statu
-

Lambert I
Cook A Hamilton

A Park
WINNIPEG

A Story
Van Calloa
Oautlar*a Toy Shop

O'Brien

A

Marr A Evana

PrlacUla

SALT LAKH CtTT

Kalaluhi'a H'w'U'ns

B.C.

May Wlrth Co

Margaret A Ford
Jack Raaa

Herbert
Wiley
A Francis

Bronson

A

Lohoa

A

Maley

to

I'.mi-I

to ni:)

HT'NGT'N, W. YA,

CLEVELAND

Conroy A O'Don'ell
Molera Revue

Co

Flint

(One

Hamilton

Chalfonto Sla

4

Sd half
Stanley A Blva
Flaka A Fallon

)W<!

(.J(

2d half

A

(One

to All)

2d half

Lambertl

Cook

Harry Truux Co
Folette

W

Stuart

Dugan A Raymond

Tha Caaalnoo

A

Sully

Kea Tom

W

A

Christopher

A

The Stanleya
Lou Ray
Oeo Harris Co
Hagerty A Gordon

Macka

Aerial

MINNEAPOLIS

Green

Connelly

Jack Inglla
I

Lamye

Toney

Kate

i>Or.

Orphan as
J R Johnaon
Moody A Duncan
Rd B Pord

SALT LAKH

Jnllan Bttlnga
Clara Morton

Hugh

*

A Bergman
A Campbell

LAP
Durbyella
Henry

Van Hoven

A Palmer

Tiller 81sters

D

Parker

VANCOUVER,

Griffith

Bdwarde Rot
Courtney 81a Co

Roma A Oaut

(2#-22>

Time A Ward

Tha Lamonta

Prank Wilson
Warren A O'Brien
Taxie
Bernard
Norton A Nicholson J
Glbaon A Cornelll
Page Hack A M
Cliff Nasarro Co
Prlnceaa Kalama
Nat Nasarro Co
Van A Vernon
ST. PAUL

A

Sullivan

Duke Rogera

(One

Glenn A Richards
Ross A Flynn
Royal Harmony a
Kennedy A Martin

Paber Broa
Adams A Oerjme
Chaa Mack Co
Lambert A Fish

Hlppodroma

Harry Truax Co
Folette Pearl

Laew

:d half
Pauline A Kranafg
Florence JJ.»>t?s

Majestic*

Pauline A Francla
Florence Hayea

PAUL

ST.

MEMPHIS

"Flashes"

"Dreaa Rehearsal"

Dillon

A

Allen

FRESNO, CAL.

J Plynn'a Mlnatrels
Barton A Sparling

t

Nanon Welsh
Watts A Hawley
Tork A King

A Johnaon
Nathane Broa

Joa Bogmnny Co

01KFHEUK cntcuiT

ffanser
a

Jado

A

Ethel Gllmoro Co

Warwick
Patrice

Crisis

Basil

Patrlca A Sullivan
Llebart Co

B'klayrs

Gautler'a

The

W

Christopher A
Will J Bvana
Lincoln Hlghw'm'n

CIRCUIT

SUIT

ALBANY

"Up ha tha Clouds*" Company
Per. Addreaat Frlaro Clab, N. Y.

En Root*

DETROIT

I

GUS

TEN EYCK and WEILY

La Temple Co

Sam

Orpheum

Olsen

Mabol Wlthaa Co

CHICAGO

Colonial
Zlegler Duo
Allen A Moore

G Cameron Co

The Lamonta

SIOUX CITY

The Barry
Rolla A Royce

4

Special Rate* to the Profeaaton
jaa Barton

Jack Martin

MELISSA

|

McVICKEH'S THEATRE BLDO.

Dr.

LOUIS
Orphemm
4 Marx Broa
Ona Mnnaon
ST.

aValta

(Sunday opening)
Area Broa

Ilanlon
Brengk's Home
rt

Mlxturea

Sd half
Barton A Sparling
Holiday In Dlxio

A Hayea
Worden Broa
Ben Beyer
M Montgomery

Stone

Toto

filetera

Rath Broa

ft

and HILL

»

Paiaca
White Bros
Morrow A Barnea
Coslor A Beaaleya

JACK LEWIS— KEITH.
HOBWITZ-HRAUS— LOEW. Ash A Hyama

Direction!

Olorlaa

Chart— t

Toco

MAY

I

Rlckard

A Undatrom

PHILADELPHIA

(14-36)

Vjoae La Mar

VARIETY

Shelley

Musical Splllera

Tha

Sgnsational

mi

IS,

The llennmgo
Hill
•Itlce

A

Crest

ridding"

(Continued on Tagr

3a>

\

>

*"r»

N

*

VARIETY

SHOW REVIEWS

The piece is well played, with the
only possible weakness being In the
man doing the policeman role, who
(Continued from Page 22)
is inclined to overact the part at
playing rare showmanship.
Miss times.
Norton whs one of tiie real contendWill H. Fox, returned from Engers for applause honors of the firs* land with his comedy piano act. got
half.
Oorge Mayo In "Bridal away nicely. No. 4. with the comedy
Sweet" closed the flrat half. This portion of his turn getting returns
Herman Timberjr revue Is w.t ed regardless of the number of laughs
up convincingly and has Ptrong created by the preceding act. Fox
comedy value. Timberg has added has been doing a similar act since
an abundance of pep to the turn, 1888, with his present routine braced
always a satisfying element in an up hero and there with new talk
act of this nature. Mayo provides that helps materially. With tho mua corned v punch with his telephone sical work he stands out as an origLowell Drew, inator and can capably hold down
bit landing solidly.
formerly of Drew and Wallace, gets any spot calling for a turn of this
away nicely with a Ugh comedy role, order.
Wells. Virginia and West, No. C,
and appears to be more advantageously set here than In his former had things their own way on the
two-act. The selection of girls for strength of the boy's dancing, which
e easily provided the applause hit of
act has brought forth some
food specialty workers not over the evening. Tho capable work of
this youngster has promoted hie coabounding with looks.
James Doyle and Evelyn Cavn- workers to Increase their efforts,
naugh (New Acts) opened after in- which has materially aided the gentermission, with Miss Juliet hold- eral routine of the turn. It is only
ing forth immediately after. Juliet a matter of time before this young
stayed over tho half hour mark, man will And himself in a producholding the stage until after eleven tion where he can display his dancTwenty impersonations of ing ability to the most diecrimlnato'clock.
stage celebrities were brought forth | ing
this

!
j

Anger and Packer, next to closing, were well up in the running- for
majority of the impressions hav» comedy honors, with a routine of
been done before, with the only talk that has the stamp of originalnew ones being Frank Bacon and ity. The Koeliers (New Acts) closed
Hart.
Goorge Arties. The audience liked th<> show.
Juliet, and the V>ngth of .time taken
up was entirely due to the requireO. H.
ments of the audience. The Harry
A typical pop house program
Lauder impersonation could have
easily been 'eliminated, as enough showed at the II. O. II. the first half,
Lauder had been given In the pre- embracing a little of everything. On
the whole it was a mediocre show,
ceding turn.
Johnny Dooley, next to closing, running rather slow. The Darrows
easily carried off the comedy honors opened with their familiar quick
vf the bllL The lateness of the hour sketch and shadowgraph work. Nell
Ud not hinder in the slightest with O'Connell in No. 2 found tough
fee howls coming in a steady stream sledding at the beginning, due in
Kramer and part to several new numbers she
torn start to finish.
Surrrll, strong men, closed the show. was breaking in and using a "Sally"
by this young woman, all of which
met with saisfac'ory returns. The

HARLEM

i

Mart.

number.

Corinne

The reaction of the McAdoo opinion had almost immediate demon-

(One to till)
«*'» INLAND. NKH.
Ailler A Clark

of Se- stration at the Kltinge, the fully
quartet was No. 3. Kissen's worded reports bringing a golden
81st ST.
name now occupies the left annun- stream to the "Demi- Virgin" box
and tho assisting trio, Mark office.
Wednesday afternoon the
The evening revealed an ordinary ciator,
Adams. Ben Rubens and Chic Leonprogram which played to a house ard,
paveadorn
the other card. Kissen's matinee line was out on the
populated
densely
most
that was
and the quartet war ment and contlruous until there
throughout the boxes on the sides low comedy favor
with the custo- was a turnaway.
bllng found
and across the first balcony. The mers
The Woods office interpreted the
to the extent they almost
remainder of the seats were possibly
show.
stopped
the
case as a good sign for the future
Those
filled.
half
a bit more than
)werc
(New
Acts
White
Bezaxl
and
„
and welcomed the possibility of a
present gave early indications of beinterlude* followed play censor. Martin
Herman stated
ing a tough proposition for mem- an interesting
Lloyd and Rubin, a two -man
bers appearing on the far side of the by
song-dance-patter combination. The that a play censor would be an adlights.
era, with Ru- mirable institution, for if it operhoof
are
excellent
boys
Burke and Durkln gavo the show
doing character comedy, land- ated along the same lines as the
some added momentum in the next bin
ing neatly. He features a seven- chief magistrate that Is, to judge
to closing spot with their new songs.
note
laugh to the tune of "Yankee proposed plays from the script no
continof which the "bowery" lyric
went big each time it
ued to be good for numerous re- Doodle" that but never overdone. injustice would be done the manwas
pulled,
the
of
agers. He added that if. however,
peats on the "catch" lines
for
the usual IS -minute
on
Though
chorus. The act built up as it went
all too managers were to invest $30,000 in
seemed
stay
their
session,
along and was very much "in" at
short in comparison with some of plays and then be forced to close, it
the finish.
would be a telling hardship.
Mr.
preceding turns.
The B. A. Rolfe Co. terminated the theAmeta,
a mirror dancer, closed Herman also thought well of the
vaudeville portion to successful rev
:th a colorful and striking novelty court's deciding on the status If a
turns with an Instrumental offering.
is made to order for audiences play instead of police officers.
The
George Wlest made his vocal efforts, that
of the Harlem O. H. grade. She Is
while playing the piano, count and backed up by a sectional mirror In New York "World" editorially comreceived some assistance from June
mented
on
that
angle
Wednesday
and her dances in the
whose strongest • asset full stage,area
LieVeay,
follows:
only Illuminated by as
M
seemed to be appearance. The num- darkened
baby floods present a A Return to Due Process of Law
colorful
the
bers offered registered individually
"Chief
Magistrate McAdoo's aceffect. For a finish the butstriking
with the company
U
and collectively
tion in the case of The Demi-ViroTll pe r7on. snowing
gin' constitutes a welcome return
Remaining toned down the instru- made 'JJ, * picture Pi
ncmded a to orderly"
concluded
court procedure to dementalizing sounded above the aver- | ~ Mature
slow bill that played to a near- termine the
age, though enough of the popular
morality of stage proAbeh
audience.
type of melody is Inserted to pre- capacity
ductions. Instead *f a raid by the
vent the act from dragging withpolice or the assumption of the duout having to revert to the jazz
AGENCY PREMIUMS TAX
ties
of censor by an Inspector
rendering for "pep."
page
12)
(Continued
from
authorised
at headquarters to order
Mme. Hermann started the evening with illusions which held the brokers recently is not confined to the deletion of objectionable pasA
amendment.
Senate
proposed
the
sages, we have in this instance a
Interest despite they
were still
coming in. followed by Mason and circular sent out by one agency complaint based upon evidence
Shaw who had a rough time of it in which is selling stock called atten- which includes a copy of the book
the No. 2 spot. Their songs got lit- tion to its direct wires to theatres and the testimony of witnesses who
The as a point In proof of quick service. have seen the play.
tle and the conversation less.
only thing receiving recognition was Exception was taken to that from
"The producer will have an opporthe girl's revealing of her imperson- another agency, which objected to
ation as the "boy."
To mako it the Implication that it. too, did not tunity to present his side of the
case
in court.
If it is found that
worse the aforesaid bit of "business"
was overdone to an extent far and have direct wires. All the major 'The Demi- Virgin* is immoral unlines.
agencies
direct
have
above that called for. adding on an
der the legal definition of the term
Tickets for the Music Box are he will doubtless
unnecessary encore that seemed to
be punished for
demonstrate a very poor sense of commanding tho highest prices on Its presentation. If it is found to
showmanship. The girls arc a nice Broadway.
Reports of a pair of bo
proper
he
can
go
on showing it
looking couplo and probably worked tickets being sold for $35 a pair
as they have done many times be- does not touch the limit. The brok- as long as the New York public is
sufficiently
Interested to make It
fore to better results, but it was an ers' theory is that an attraction In
pay. This is as it should be. No
off night for them and they would
will bring almost any
have had done better to leave well such demand
patrolman
or
Inspector Is comenough alone without aggravating sort of price. But It is the agency petent to decide offhand what is
that benefits from the excess premthe situation by prolonging it.
and
what
Is not fit for public conNorth and Holliday held the cen- ium and not tho attraction itself.
The admission t: x law was first sumption."
ter position of the running order in
their revived "Back to Wellington" effective in 1917, at which time the
and a Buster Keaton comedy ended tax on amusement tickets sold for
BROKEN RIBS
'BUSINESS'
Ihe first half.
tikly.
a premium of not more than 50
Portland, Ore., ..ov. 16.
cents, called for a payment of 10
Selmar Jackson, loading man with
per cent, by the broker.
In 1918,
ST.
however, a reduction was effected, the Baker Players, required by the
Tlits house liad a strong comedy and for CO-cent premiums brokers "business- in "Buddies" to deliver
layout with its seven-act bill the were required to pay but
per cent., a body blow to Rankin MansuVM,
first half.
Tuesday evening, with or 2H cents on each ticket. That juvenile, broke two of the younger
the house well filled in all sections, is the present law, with the CO per man's ribs, so realistic was his
the comedy started early and kept
pugilism, according to the rove-,
going strong until the final curtain. cent, levy on premiums over 50
The Melnotte Duo, a two-man cents per ticket, being the same ad latlons of Mansfield's physician last
Wednesday,
four days alter "Budin
original
regulations.
the
acrobatic team, opened the show
The report of the revenue cilice dies" closed.
with a laugh, working up the comMansfield had complained of pain
edy easily and topping off the turn for the fiscal year ending June, 1920.
with some good wire work. Orr and shows that $25,930.90 was tho total after the first few performances, but
Hager, No. 2, slowed up proceed- brokers' tax on ticket sales. It is assumed it was caused by i«i>< ittil
ings, the singing turn having several alleged that one agency paid in hitting
of tho same .«i>o*
draggy spots that pulled down heav- nearly 80 per cent, of the sum. The
ily on the vocal ability of the couple.
for
report
the
year
ending
Juno
of
The early chatter needs to be fresh"East Is West" Cut
ened up a bit, with the act in gen- this year is not yet published.
It is known that the $25,000 item
The management of tie m-.-oiM
eral calling for additional speed.
A continuous howl was brought for tax premiums from tickets sold company of "J-Jast Is We.«r." playiit;:
forth by tho comedy sketch, "Tea by agencies is incorrect. Some re- the Middle West territory, has orfor Three," by Lynno Sherlock and turns from agencies are fled down- dered a reduction in sabn-ie>- for all
Co. It is a vehicle that has seen
That is a district separate members of the cast.
much usage, but hits upon a com- town.
Beatrice Prentice, who l.;is hern
edy angle that will be productive from the theatre xone and the colfor some time to come, especially in lector there Is supposed to have playing the lead, is lejviivr ?h«» comlisted the premiums tax la usothor pany du? to ill* cut.
fcnii«e.s on a nar with the 23d Street.
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23RD

WUllasss

Mends

Welfss

ft

Ce

aVIot

(One te

BraaUlan Hal

ail)

Will Morrlsey

QCTJfCT, ILL.

(femaajr npsnlag)

Newport SUrk •
ft Beys
(One to 111)

Mahal Harper Ca
Pantheon Btaanrg

Corinne

Id half
Wilfrid Dn Bols
If arston ft Stanley

Clans Manilla*

Lloyd
Maxwell Quintet
T Bweothoarta
Id half
C a A Oloeker
"Cosy Rama"
Zuhn a Dries

ROCKPOKD.

—

half
Newport A Ktlrk

Al Fields

a

Harrette

Gamble
Tho UmuingH
JOLIKT. III.

ILL.

Helena 24
Pederlek ft Devere
<Zelda Santley

F

Orphean*
Oordon A Detmar
Harry Haw A 8ia
Minstrel Monarchs

Ishakawa Bros

a

to

CinasMi

Roland

Howard

(treat

Princess Mlaavs
LaPrauce ft Harris

Kenny Mason ft 8
SIOUX CITY, IA.

Kuhn Sis
"Women'
Tllyou

Bernard Co
Watts A Hawley
Tork ft Klnc

Marlon Beauc-latr
Byron £ Prioe
Brown's Rev

Tom

(One

to

A

Warren ft O'Brien
Van ft Vernon

SIOUX FALLS

Olocker
14 half

Irene Jonanl

Roattlno

LINCOLN, NBB.

ft Ba'rette
ft O'Brien

Warren

Alf Rlppon
Coley.

Bmhs

A

ft

Leo Lewis Molo Faace
Jaxon
Id half

ft

Alton

BKND, IND.

SO.

J B Bernard Co
John Oelger
Borstal Troupe

Nina

ft

Woadlck ft Lad no
R ft B Dean
Robinson

Bill

Crandail's Circus

Daffy
Cranston

ft

Ford Sheehaa

Lee ft
Phlna Co

Great Lester

2d half
The Rectors

Rcsa King 3
(One to -SI!)

Nelson

Ray

r<ew Hoffman
Olorla Joy Co

VANCOUYBR,

I>avls

B. C. Jack

ft

(Two

Laretto
Cube, 4

CINCINNATI

Hairy Antrim
Too My Dear"

Lyrte

R

ft

Carl Roolnl
"Olsle Land"
Charleo Osrard

Chnok Haas

to

Co

Irene Myers

Woman
SAH FRANCISCO

OMAHA, NEB.

Burke

(Two

to

R

Jphn

HAMILTON.

Roonoy

(One

J»or*

K-

Majeslle

A Bothwcll
Jean Mlddleton
Clifford

12. afti-r

Tlu

1

;i

Carl MeCulloufh

"

hcrr

.it

n"

l.nt

noas«.

show did only

i.i'odu.tio

uj.t

.

to

:i

W.-iKh-

ingi..ii.

Most

tlw cast

ot

is
i-.inrniiic lo
although .laim-x !l«-njoinhit; I'Vitx J.»m1)o. in
JarkHonvillo. Fla.. to play SlinkcKpnnronu roles, and Thomas Coflln

NVtv

Cooko
•I.

York,
is

<:ontinii«'R

Alltoi-t

i-or-ior

Mil

io

with

Idirlo/.

th*» .irm.

tlif

roporting to

whilf

diFhnWortf*.

..iii.Morl
tlir-

|,; ;i:

-

SAN ANTONIO

Aurttin l-.';»
I>fazo llettpr
Ntaifpolo A S|ii< r

Majestic

Kola Jackson Co
Dorothea Sadlor «'o Llbonatl
WhltH.Md
Irclju.l Howard A Fleldi
Claudius Ac Soaftet
U'ni Koek Co
tic

Al

Nash A O

Wohlmnn

Threo

^rsjentlr
Kriuii

I.firry

«

il

.-

'i»rn» r

"l'r« ilii-ttoii"
'«>

ne

"HVTR

Mri'i'iif
(if

IllKliiici"

Milt ('.•liins
\\ 'inton
Itrn*

MTTI.K UOCK
MajewthEvilly Thormi'"
Ko/^ll-J""

Two

A

l.>evoio

I^ees

iioirsTON. ti:\.
f>.in<Inir

rlrii-kHiin

Hyron A Hale

(2< 30)

'Sumo

fair week her*-, although tho \l«:<mm1mii lo <1oh»> 1i;i<1 |h:<>ii i«.'h1hm1 1>clh<;

Majestic
Pallcnberfr Rears
Swift ft Daley
"Fall of Eve"
Ena-llah A Marston
Hartley A PatterwB
2d half

Ward A l*>oli»y
A Scollcld
L i r Mu;J:t6
o alvehton.tex! Tom Wise Co

\

U

Nov.

('.,

closer

.

WORTH, TEX. OKI^IHOMA CHI

FT.

Majestic

Love"

Sloaa

fill)

"On Plfth Avpnue**
Bort Howard

"Mttle CotlHRo"

SPANISH L0VE M CLOSES
]>.

ft

IMcriot

Mm nn A MnUory

Wa.shinBton,

to

Keillors

Max Dloom A Co

Novelty
Hilly

Walter Haitlnn
Larry Rellly Co

Sosman

B K Hawley Co
Iluajhea A Debrow

KHloesi

Palrrmo'H Cruiiu'M
M'llon & Ttohn

CAN,

Ray Pern

Braun

fill)

TOPEKA, KAN.

PRORI.%, ILL.
Orphenin

8is

Reynolds 3
2d half
ft Marie
Artols Bros
"Blossoms"
Plnlay ft Hill
Alice Hamilton
Wilbur ft Mannflcld Mabel Burke Co
Jennlnr* A Howl'd
3 Haley Sisters
Bronson ft Edwards Howard ft J Cats
rx»s

Morris" FollleH
(Two to nil)

ft Jaxon
Molo Dance

B

Aerial Rooneys

Batter
ft

ft

Clay Crouch
8haw's Animals

DALLAS, TEX.

Aubrey

IND.
Hippodrome

Coley

Pnntaajos

DTTEES1 ATE CDtCUIT

(Evansvllle pplit)
1st half
T & J oibsdh
K & B Conrart
Larry If ark ins

;•«

TORONTO
DowaJn*

Oordon Co

Kennedy

TRRRE HTB,

Kmprees
Thornton Slstrr*
Austin ft Delam-y
John Oclajcr

ft

"Harmony Land"

Charles Althoff

Ann

"Cotton Pickers"
Cliff Clark
Hiffgins ft

Burke
Oden

ft

Holland

(Snndaf opontnc)
Marraret ft Alveres

fill)

ft

W.VA,

Box
Gardner's Manlaci

Harry Bassey

Madison

ft

Dorothy Morris C#
Paatssr Sylva
Canary Opera Dials Fonr

WHTBLINO.

•• Pink Toai

Fox

Gardner

Rve"

Bogle ft Marahatl
Hartley ft Pat'rson

2d half
Viola fr T.<e T.< n
Al Rlpon

Santncd

PORTLAND. ORB. Oaa Rlmore

2d half

1st half

f"i'«

Marie Gr?y

Sheltoa Brooks

Re rue

8heftl!'a

StaJford

Lutes Bros
Adams ft Barnolt
Val Harris Co

Orpheaun

u-i-rkf.

McCoy Co
ft

Pnntns;es

Book Kev
Dave Manly
OAKLAND. CAL.
ft Cerjacks
Humbarto
Bros
SPR'NGF'LD, ILL.
Juanlta Hansen

Pollenberfe Bears
Swift ft Daley

ten

)

Scamp ft Sea inn
Carl Emmy's Pctt

Coatoa

OKLAHOMA CITY

'Spanish
l'oli'K. Nov.

LOUIS

ST.

4

Do Ross Three Deslys Oirla
F HarmonyftFour
Bobby Ilenshaw Ce

ft

story

2d half
Al Jerome
Kennedy ft Davis
L ft Mabel Hartt
Josephine Worth Co
Shrlner ft F's'mons
La Baraecla Co

4

r.aurcl

McKlnley
House David Co

Divided

Booth

MADISON. WIS.

f»

Paula

BardweU Mayo

Morroll Sextet

Barbette
Austin ft Delaney

"Fall of

Mae

ft

Jan Rubin!
White Ulack A U
Jean Oibson

(Open Week)
OUff Bailey S
Jeneo ft Sylvester
MareolHardle
Brownlnc ft Davis Oenevleve May

Jo Jo Harrison
Monroe Brothers
Id half

Goett

t

8tan

TACOMA

Ce
ItaHan Bandit

Holden Co

Viola

(ITT

Wire ft Walker
Hurna ft .oru.no

flit)

Chaa Ledeaar

H

Murray

KANSAS

Three Alexs
Bernard ft Ferris
Frank Wilson
Nasarro ft Darlings Paisley Noon Co
Lao Morse
Welch Co

KKNOflHA. WIS.
ft

KUInff Qcnrratiaa
C'ltarles

2d half

Cosy Revue

C

y

Nell

••Flashes"

Ernest Hlatt

UENVRR

Doral Blair Co

S

J

2d half

( af.-."

Kmpreas
Hurry Taudu
Hom ft Moon
Three Kuhns

Pnntmcee
Daley ft Horlew
Max A Wilson
"Help"
Terminal Four
Arlsona Joe

Madam

1

Little Plplfax

i

Chans ITwa

Da

Ja

a Zermaino

••T.lttlo

NKATTLK

Marsh Cm
Rose Valyda
Fox ft Conrad

Gasew
Peak's Blockheads

W

<'o

Jack DempF<
nee rainier

Nile

Harr'jrton

Hcinn.

Cionna

f.o

HolllnaSla

a Day
KAN8AKCITY, JIO.

OOBRN. UTAH

Kny

ft

Chuck

*-

PnsAa gea
"Htateroom
T^ew Wilson

Tops

SPOKAXK

Bro

ft

St<p«<

Kay

ft

J Cities"

(Jarry Owen
Cilbf rt ft Paul
l'okln Troui»e

1

Nlsrht Hoftf

Foster

Six Tip

Pantnajes
of World**

"Edre

"Tale of

i'".

# Pantaa;r»
(\>nchaa Jr

nil)

Kale

phiys

bill

Toy's Mod^s
Carluon

'The

Kkiih

W

Oordon

Vallal

(lt-22)

(Haine

Troupe

SALT L.\KP

Paataara

M**hvlieji ft

Sin

&

Powell

BITTK. MONT.

IflHKoula 24

DeMont

(I

TTwo

2d half
Hanson a B'tun Bis
Fields

ft

Mary Riley
Veiite Hovue
Walters ft Walt*r»

T Hayden

ft

I.u

2d half

Morau

O

Johnson Fox ft
Ulasfow Maldn

BKACH,

I/O

Hoyt

Violet

Barrett & Hurri*
Maude KUett Co

Mellou

Moore

Paul Sydel!
Amoros ft JeanetU
Carletoa ft BotmooT

•

Hut Johnson Co

3

plays

bill

Anaconda

Ah Rid
Tyler A St Cla.ro

F

A

Kanaaawa Bros

(elttsabln

a Hoy*

SAN DISOO
Oeora;alla Trio

Lester

(22-23)

(Paine

LOUD*

8T.

C

ft

Dr Paallaa
Kthel Clifton CO
OT. FALLS, MONT. Chody Dot ft
At Shayne

Rosa Kins; Co
(One to fill)

Sit

Roattlno

Little Caruso

Coleman A Ray
Walton ft Braait
Kane Morey ft k

Haydea O'dwln ft R
Dancing Humphreys

a

Fisher

Great Lester

Al

CPHare A Meetey
Jerome North

Benaer ft Balrd
Lanatle Bakers
(One to All)

UahtoUe •
BAcnrs, wis.

The Boctora

LOS AN«]
Rekoma

Billy

Phlna Co

P/*!!*V\
Wllirld
DuBois
Marstoh a Mauley
mil/ Utrhtetle
......

Id half
PotUaberrs 1

A Daisy
a j Chant Os
or* a Marsh*
IH
VaUal*
"Fall of Bv?^
PARsUHnf CIRCUIT

I

the machinery
..
_
necessary Mfor an effective enforcement of the law Is to be hod. Is a
matter not necessary to discuss In
this connection."

TOLftA. OftLa,

Swift

fessional pride must revolt.
Such
ARK. Al Jerome
plays as this and Indecent exhibiKennedy A Davis
tions in general will grow more
I, ft M Hartt
2d half
Josephine Worth Co
prevalent and audacious in this B J Mooro
Bhrlner ft F's*m'ns
city unless tho law which covers Hartley ft Pattors'n La Bernlcia Co
Two
Rose
las
such cases Is seriously enforced,
2d half
Jack Gregory Co
Oootx ft Duffy
and, on conviction and sentence, an
adequate punishment meted out by jOALKSBL'RO, ILL. Leo ft Cranston

Murray Kissen's "Barber

.

te sil)

(One to All)
FT. SMITH.

how
-,

lftjl

TUyea

(Continued from page IS)
B*Ur Aleha Os
vulgar
in
and
every
respect •ft
Cass
offensively illegal.
Ootdoa A
"It is my duty as laid down bj K a J Chess
Id half
the highest court of this 8tate, to
* at Clsiie
judge this play as it would Appeal Trior
Hal Johnson Co
to the intelligence of ordinary men Tb* Caaaerona
and women, and not experts or Marks a Wilson
those connected in anywise with
ELGIN, ILL.
theatrical productions. This play Is
an Intentional appeal for the profit Oordoa a Day
of the box office, to the lustful and (Two to Ail)
Id half
licentious, to the morbidly erotic,
Crandoll'o School
to the vulgar and disorderly minds. (Two to nil)
"It Is an outrage upon the decent
V'NSVTIXK, IND.
management of theatres, producing
many excellent plays and comedies (Terra Hante split)
therein; an Insult to the theatrical
1st half
profession, whose talents are pro- B 8horwood * Br©
K
ft B Vanahn
stituted, presumably under compul- "The Intruder.**
sion, to enact parts against their Henry Catalan© Co
own sense of decency, and pro- Francla A Kennedy

ville**
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•W Clark Ce
Rita Om1«

(Two

to

18,
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IXraest DapUls
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of hie report, which ae«
counts for the error. The amount
of tax paid by one of tho biff agencies was approximated hy another
one, which counts up to lit per
cent, of the amount Hated la tho
revenuo report.
portion

the court.
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FAMOUS PLAYERS' NEW HIGH

TOMATO K.0/S ANOTHER;
CON'S STUFF COPS COIN

(Continued from page
over lightweights ever brought out of
Thurs- Albany, and at one time clamored
Jack Sharkey at the Garden
In their 15- for a match with Johnny Dundee
day night of last week
uund bout for the bantamweight and other top-notchers. He boxed
the crowd, in New York rings many times,
satisfied
Ifcamplonshlp
tfthough the large majority of the meeting such boys as Walter Mohr,
I00U or 10,000 (at $11 top) present Eddie Wallace and Harry Condon.
the
w ere Sharkey rooters. Despite
George Perry is the holder of a
dailies derided Sharkey's efforts he
»ut up a fine battle, much better unique present a gold watch and
Sharkey
for.
chain
of handsome design, with an
than had been looked
entered the ring with every con- Inscription saying it is the joint
fidence. HeTBctt told friends Thurs- token to Perry in appreciation by
day night would see a new champion the world series members of the
He fought New York Giants and Yankees. It
in the bantam division.
a heady fight, hpwever, holding off is the only present in existence
until the* seventh round when he given jointly by the two teams, and
commenced to force things slowly wes presented to Mr. Perry the other
evening at a gathering of the ball
forging to the front until the 13th
round, when Buff assumed an un- players and sports writers.
It
looked for lead he never lost.
The New York State Basketball
was a real fight all the way. one of
Garden
In
a league, recognized as one of the
the
at
staged
best
the
strongest professional circuits in
long while, and one of the very, very
the country, has opened its third
few down there that looked as
season, all clubs getting Into action
There's
level.
the
on
were
though it
except Troy, which will be unable
so much money in a Garden fight, in
to start at home until December.
bets besides the gate, that one can
Utica and Glens Falls won their
foolalmost
It's
never be certain.
home games, while Schenectady,
ish to make a bet, for some time even
Cohoes and Gloversville managed
the wise money is not let in on the
There was a quite recent to get an even break in home and
frame.
road games.
Kingston and Amchampionship
a
when
this
case of
sterdam both lost away from home.
passed owners.
Charles
Solodar
of Jersey City
In the crowd Thursday night were
has bee. added to the staff of refmany women. One girl alone and erees and made a decided hit with
in the H section made it eloquently
upstate fans In his first appearance
known she was for Buff. A habitual in Schenectady Saturday night
gum chewer, she would shout, "Beat
The Albany team, two times win"him, up Johnny," or when Sharkey
ner of the New York State Basketwent to-a clinch, yelled, "Fight, you ball
league championship, has not
bum, fight." Otherwise she seemed entered the race to date.

The Johnny Buff

decision

—

Ron
Dag

Morlin'e
meriins

of
01

Trirkc
ill
incus Qf
dim

Win Heavy Jack on Latest
Victory
Syracuse, Nov.

16.

Dear Chick:

I

*

persistent selling all day Monday by
knucks have been holders who sought to take advana pair of charms but I tage of this expected dip as well as
No
pulled a new one the other night for by players on the short side.
I had a hunch that too much of the support came Into the market and
knock em dead stuff might hep them the price closed a fraction over 63,
close to iU, low for several months.
Tomato has been rfnookin all Apparently the pool gave this sellup.
comers bow legged and I was gettin ing movement every encouragement.
leary that the peasants would smell It could have checked a decline at
any moment, but the weakness at
a cheese nlbbler.
the -ioso would suggest that it did
Merlin suggested a stunt to work
little buying if, indeed, it did. not

The

brass

workln

Do.

Loew,

work on the short

side

itself

in

pf
Inc

1,100
4,500

Orpheum

like

in Instead of the knucks in the
gloves and believe me xantippe it

3)

Apparently tt has been
h « dividend was sure promlse.
and had been dl8COunte d for the checked close to 6 after going above
time being around 67. It is market 6 on the strength of expected profits
dogma that there Is always a reac- from the film, "Theodora."
The summary of transactions Nov. 11 to
tion on the coming out of good news
inclusive is as follows:
and this development was looked 10
8TOCK EXCHANGE
for on Tuesday when the dividend
Thursday—
High. Low. Last. Cbjr.
announcement was due. There was Fam. riuj-L.. Sales.
— H
C.Ci© -«Vi M'-i 84
ar 6 ued tna *

800

80

80

81

15H 14% in
19H 19tf 19H

— S4
+ %

Boston sold 175 Orpheum at 19KG10%.

Friday— Holiday.

Saturday—
Fam. Play-L..

1.000

«4\4

m%

03% 04

800
pf
80
80
Loew. loo
2.000 1.V4 IS
15*
Boston sold 100 Orpheum at 10%.

Do.

Monday—

Fam.
Do.

04% 03% 08% +
70% 80% +
—
10
15% 15
10% 19% 19% —
100 Orpheum at 19%019%.

Play-L.
pf

Loew. Inc

+ £

.

4.200

400 80%

1.800

Orpheum

400

Boston sold

Tuesday—
Fam. Play-L.
{»f

ne

Orpheum

.18,000 07
1.700 88%
2.000 15%
2.900 19%

04%
80%

%

%
fi

%

07*
89)
104

15
18

If
order to accelerate the slump.
Boston sold 175 Orpheum at 16%0>19;
a police card. The egg
On Tuesday, against all prece- Chicago sold 800 at 18%#19.
box was one tough
Wednesday—
out the
Flay-L..19.00f 09% 90
08% 44%
hombre from Lockport named Tim dent, with the statement
price opened up 2 points and adDo. pf
8,900 88% 84% 94% -ft
beltin
hail
Duffy.
Duffy was
Loew.
Ine
8.080 15% 15% 15% ..
four points on
Orpheum
060 19% 1T% 17% — 1
Columbia out of all the northern vanced more than
than 67 at the
THB CURS
New York light-weights and had the day to better
The forward trend contin- Tnursday— Bales. Hlffh. Low.Last. Cn§%
cleaned all the Kellermans in his close.
....
400 5% 5%
5% ..
the Ooldwyn
Friday—Holiday.
neighborhood so he picked oh ued unabated Wednesday when
new high was established up to the Saturday—
Tomato for his next victim.
800
6% - %
time of writing this report. The Ooldwyn
Orifflth
100
0% ..
at
A special train load of Lockport Tuesday
jump on dealings in more Monday—
rooters came along to watch their
Ooldwyn
200
6%
5%
0% ..
16,000 shares, of course, repreWednesday—
champ step up another rung on the than
sented pool buying and on top of Ooldwyn
1.800
8
4% 6 -10
pugilistic ladder but they never
that a lot of covering and the buyfigured that the ladder had rubber
stock sold on Monday
LOCAL 310
They were layin 8 to 6 that ing back of
steps.
In anticipation of a reaction.
(Continued from page 6)
Duffy would win on, a decision and
80
Talk
of
write your own ticket that he
who will take office the second
wouldn't be stopped inside of 12
Insiders have right along been Thursday in January, 1922, are:
rounds.
declaring that 70 was the objective Anthony Mulieri, president; William
Merlin and I grabbed all we could of the pool, but, as usual, now that A.
Roche, vice-president;
Isaao
handle at sweet odds bettin that it has touched that level, the tip is Rosenberg, treasurer; William A.
giboney
their
This,
Tomato would take
Dooley r secretary*
abroad that it will go to 80.
Those elected
Yale's
victory
over
Princeton Inside the limit. I pinned my hopes
Morris
Benevente,
are
of course, is entirely within the trustees
seems to indicate that the sons of on Merlin for while I had no worries
power of the pool, but whether th3 Harry Kantor, Leo SIroky. ExecuEli are about ready to take their
over
about Tomato gettin a decision
committeemen elected are
pool will choose to work the common tive
place after a two-year wait once Duffy, I had my doubls about a
thing Charles Gartner, Arthur Glanmme,
more with the leading elevens of knock out unless we had the aces higher is mere guesslc g. One
Goldberg,
Jacob Qoldrlng,
while .he pool's Jack
obvious
appears
the east.
In their next-to-closing back to back for Duffy was touted
Henry M. Klrlgast, Jack Rosenberg,
contest
last
Saturday at New to me by Hlghlo Shannon as an- speculative operations in and out on Samuel Suber.
Haven the Blue showed a driving other Joe Grimm when it cum to one side or the other, in the comThe next move in the Mutual
mon stock is for immediate profit,
backfleld fronted by a line Which takin it.
there lies behind the campaign Musical Protective Union battle,
was capable of holding off the, opt:>
not
told
me
However Merlin
some definite objective in relation which ended with the election of the
position
until
their
cohorts got
worry and after what he accom- to the preferred. Oft Tuesday nearly conservative board and officers, and
(Continued on page 32)
plished with the switch on the 2,000 shares of the senior Issue which lasted for upwards of a year,
knucks, I didn't have no chance to changed hands for a net advance of will be to form an affiliation with
SHUBEKT SEEKS
sqawk.
more than 3 points to 83%, which is the new local No. 802 of the A. F.
(Continued from page 6)
Tomato was breezln along In a sensational movement in a stock of M., the organisation which rehis partner he has been attending front poppln Duffy with a left jab
which normally has a turnover of placed 310 as the Now York local,
the executive Committee sessions of whenever he wanted to and shakln
200 shares a day and does not and formed with the backing of
the FirsrNational. H. J. Ruben is him up now and then with a right 100 or
fluctuate two points in six months. Jos. N. Weber, president of the A.
still in the East and believed to be cross
but not slowin him up an
movement F. of M. at the time of the recent
carrying on the negotiations with av/ful lot with all the beltj he was What the plan behind the
strike in the New York vaudeville
is is obscure, but it is an important
the Shuberts.
slippln him.
and picture theatres. The plan of
factor in the whole operation.
The Palace Theatre here, one of
making the M. M. P. U. a holding
It was a pipe that Duffy would
Profit Rste^23
the F.-R. chain, has been hard hit stay the limit so in the middle of
corporation and dissolving It as a
by the opening of the New Henne- the sixth round I told Merlin to slip
for
profit
account
and
Income
The
labor union Is already under way.
pin, a Junior Orpheum house, and In the new record as soon as it was the nine months ending Oct. 1 was As soon as the new officers and
if the deal
is over.
it is believed that
Just as I finished puttin the issued after the close Monday, to- board take office after Jan. 1, 1922,
consummated the Shuberts will works in Tomato stopped a wild gether with the announcement of the Anal details of the affiliation will
present their shows at the Palace. swing with his kisser and fell smack the declaration of the dividend for be consummated.
This will make
There are three pop vaudeville on his back.
the last quarter, payable Jan. 3 to No. 802 the working union and will
houses operating on Hennepin aveI holders of record Dec. 16. It is the give Its membership control of the
nearly had heart failure.
I
nue at present, and the Palace has looked at Merlin and he was as usual consolidated statement, in- $1,000,000 club house property of the
the poorest location of the trio.
white as a nurse's apron. Both of cluding the earnings of subsidiary M. M. P. U. on 86th street and Lexus watched with fear and trembiin companies in which Famous Players ington avenue. New York.
I. H. Ruben when asked by a Vawhile the ref. give Tomato the owns 90 per cent, or more of the
The conservatives almost had
week dumbwaiter count that all the home stock.
this
representative
riety
their plans upset a week or so bewhether the leal with the Shuberts townera get when their battlin In
Net operating profits were $4,- fore the election, through the flophad been closed refused to make their own back yard.
The kid
the nine months after ping back of one of the radical
any comment. Further asked as to finally moved one leg at Ave so 1 186,637 for
all charges and reserves board members, who had previously
deducting
whether or not there was any kind took a chance and threw a sponge
Income, excess and left the radicals and came over to
for Federal
of a deal on, he also refused any full of water over him which done
After allowing for the conservatives. Harry Rosenthal,
profits taxes.
information whatever.
the trick.
dividends on the the board member in question, reof
the
payment
One of the Shubert vaudeville
and
nine
at
feet
his
Oii
climbed
He
preferred stock, the earnings' are signed from the board, and A. lUuno
executives stated last week that lasted the round out by doing a corat the annual rate of $23.24 on the was elected to serve in his place.
there had been a deal on whereby rect imitation of Strangler Lewis.
206,849 shares of common outstand- This gave the conservatives the
the Shuberts were to take over ten We worked like mad men over him
The statement for the corre- necessary majority In the board that
ing.
of the F.-R. houses, but the gen- durin the minute rest and Merlin
period of 1920 Indicated prevented the Jamming through of
business in the slipped in the Joker which was to sponding
eral reports of
resolutions that might have made it
profits at about this rate.
houses playing Shubert vaudeville sprinkle his hair full of cayenne
No.
The other features of the week impossible for members of I*. 802,
as reported in Variety's columns pepper.
M. M.
U., to
were the continued strength of also belonging to the
had caused the deal to fall through.
In the next round Tomato walked
voted.
have
Finklesteln & Ruben have re- Into a clinch and rubbed his head Loew, which maintained Itself at or
president now
Finkelstein,
Samuel
into the musical all over Duffy's pan.
stc PP cd
cently stepped
That done it above 16 and a sudden and un- of the M. M. P. U., around whom the
comedy production field to help the Duffy couldn't sec a yard away and explained slump In Orpheum. The controversy centered, was not a canLoew recovery is put down to a
control,
business of the houses they
every time he opened his yap to
didate for re-election.
and have turned over a string of sneeze, Tomato would sock him on favorable condition in attendance
particularly
their houses to playing that class the Jaw and knock the sneeze back at the circuit's houses,
in New York, which promise a genTERRIBLE TIME
of attraction. Perry Kelly has been down his throat.
clearing up, perhaps more
eral
(Continued from page 5)
made general manager of the cirDuffy was swingin like a wind

worked

like

we was

to

•

a

i

a nice

girl.

Joe Tiplltz narrowly got the decision In what should have been a
draw with Johnny Drummle In eight
Drummle. 38 years old,
rounds.
bexed rings aroung TiplUz, hitting
him on the head and face (when
cover up) enough
Tiplltz didn't
times to have knocked Tip a dozen
times,

if

Drummie had any

of his

©Id-tlmc speed. It was only about
two or three years ago that Drummie
placed a k. o. on Tiplitz.
Bert Kolima gave George Shade
an awful beating. Both are about
the middleweight limit and both are
from California. Shade has a couple

Kolima
of brothers, also fighters.
pasted George plenty, and got the
decision without a protest. Kolima
looked like a Mexican and a comer.
He's a nifty boxer with a punch, reminding some from his style of the

eld-time middles.
In the Buff- Sharkey bout, oft times
the noise of the crowd was so continuously loud the house and the
The
fighters never heard* the bell.
only sign of the round was when
the seconds Jumped into the ring.
It was Buffs first match since defeating Pete Herman for the title a
few weeks ago.

Jabez

Albany

White,

bantam-

who recently won the
weight,
Judges' decision over Jack Sharkey
In an eight -round bout in Madison
Square Garden,

being boomed

is

a match with Johnny
.

Buff,

-for

cham-

pion,
by upstate sports writers.
White boxed a 12-round draw with
Buff in New Jersey last Bummer,
scoring a knockdown in one of the
early rounds. The Albany boy has
boxed the best in the bantam class,
including Joe Lynch, former champ,

three times;

Roy Moore, Terry Mc-

Spencer, Marty
Collins and Fete Herman, another
former champion.

Hugh,

Wee Wee

Ernesto Farina, known in boxing
Young Maxwell, of
as
Albany, who cut a wide swath in
the lightweight division of Northern
and Central New York, pleaded not
guilty to robbing Joseph Leonard,
o
Brooklyn, near Snyder's Lake,
circles

July, before Judge Pierce II.
Russell at Troy, N. Y., Monday. His
bail bond of $10,0(0 was renewed on
application of his counsel, Philip
Clrillo.
Leonard is said to have
"been lured to a~7onciy si»»>l !.«.«.'.
Snydci's Lake or the night of July
27 by Mabel Cloud, reputed to be
an Albany "gold digger." lie was
held up and robbed by Maxwell
and Moe Koscnstein and left in the
last

roadway. Both Maxwell and KosenstMn were indicted nt the October
session of the Rensselaer county
Rosenstein was argrand jury.
rested a few day after the hold-up
and is at liberty in $10,000 bail.
Maxwell, it is said, fled to Montreal.
where he boxed under an assumed
name until he secured enough
money to fight the ease and then
haunts In
returned
old
to
his
Albany. He was
sled the first
dry he arrived home, brought to
y to face the formal charge, and
lie is one of the sturdiest
;

am

—

.

nearly tore the referees
with wild lunges. Tomato
kept drivin his right over until Duff
sunk to the floor like a punctured
hag. He was through for the night
Their wan no st-nsc
ar.d. knew it.
in Ret tin "up for he 'couldh t nave
licked Sophie Tucker after the pepper and those punches on the button
New r.rand, Duluth. also in its had done their work.
and
droves
Billy
with
week
third
Merlin and I arc still smokln half
The buek cigars and flgurin on the next
his "Saucy Baby" company.
open
on
New Palace. Superior, is to
If we could coax Leonard
v ctim.
I"'"") VJ.li. up hero and un« the knucks wc
JimNOV. -0 Willi
would bo rnanagin a champion the
We would fight him nt
next day.
OLD TIMERS
catch-weights and donate our end
^Continued from i>age 6)
Markus.
Tally
to
the foots with a taper. Mike
lit
So you see this fight game is all
Scott was presented with a medal,
The public only see the
fl>h cakes.
appearing.
before
lie insisted on it
guy in their takin it on the mush.
Mr. Scott was a riot with ids stepa thing about the
know
dont
They
any
ping, offering a challenge to
over in the corner with a towel
LTi-ycar-older in the elub to dupli- Kiiy
dance slick. n out of his pocket.
cate the steps of a particular
Your old pal,
performed bv him. with no acceptCon.
l
ancea from the young hoofers.
cuit.

At present there are four houses
in the circuit, the New (Jrand, Minneapolis, which has the Schuster
Musical Comedy Company, with
Dave. Hurt featured; now in its
fourth week" the Majestic, St ."Paul,
which lias Jack Crawford's "Ron
Ton Follies" in its third week; the

I

mill

dome

and

i

promptly than looked fo- of the members of the censor board who
under which the com- reviewed the show Sunday. Saehpany has been laboring. If this view leben said he talked to Mrs. Kggcrt,
Is accepted It would appear logical
another censor, and she said she did
the Orpheum drop not see anything wrong, and told
attribute
to
better than 1914 to less than him to do the best he could. Monfrom
i
IS in one hcssion as Indicating c.uiet day afternoon Mr. i\eoieit. another'

difficulties

off

j

business at the box

office.

saw the show, lie said the
woman was wearing that bareback
dress and he did not see any use In
leasing prices In Orpheum wasting time, so went down and tile 1
at work.
have been explained by the com- charges against the manager of tho
<•
pany generally on the pressing of show. Ho did not go to
S m hMystery

Certainly

in

censor,

Orj)heum

some major

influence

is

-

«m«M

lots

In

weak hands

for «ale.

but a turnover in one session of
around 3,r>00 shares (as against a
normal daily sale of about 200 to
300) disposes of this explanation
Small holders do not move with that
degree of unanimity. The calculation of 3.R00 includes, of course, the
Hoston and Chl< ago markets, as
well as the New York exchange.
Among the Curb stocks trading
was without feature except thai

Goldwyn

failed

to

make good

its

•

leben.

The dress worn by Mis* Sadlier
lie- censors
be worn the rest of the week,
notwithstanding the cen. >rship objection, according to Sacbleben, who
made a talk before the audience
Monday night following Miss Sadlier".s act. telling what the ccn-ors

which was barred by
will

bad done.
Saebleben

wan

-:i

ri

*•i

1

t'i

|»

dice

hpndiiuariers and booked, but. made
$U0 cash bond and was released.

1

•

*

I

X

80

.
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THE ONLY ACT OF ITS KIND

NOVEL

SENSATIONAL

-

UNIQUE

WIRE WALKERS

ACROBATS

SKATERS

BICYCLE RIDERS

The bicycles used are patented and any infringement

will

be promptly prcszcuted.

(Patent No. 1200970, October 10th, 1916)

'
/

Special scenery beginning this

week

in

Management and Direction H.

Kansas City

B.

MARINELLI

I

CORRESPONDENCE
The

oities

under Correspondence

as follows, and on pages:

of

issue

Variety

are

NEW

ORLEANS
40
30 PHILADELPHIA
39 PITTSBURGH
38 PORTLAND, ORE
40 ROCHESTER
i.... 32 ST. PAUL

BALTIMORE
BOSTON
BUFFALO
CLEVELAND
DAYTON
DETROIT
KAN8A8CITY
MEMPHIS

31

40
38
40

MINNEAPOLIS^.

NEWARK

BOSTON
By

this

in

38
31

39

40
31

39
40
32
37
36

SEATTLE
SYRACU8E

TORONTO
WASHINGTON

but the storm had Increased
instead of abating, and it was not
a night for people to venture out.
Later in the week the show will
probably go over big and play
capacity.
should if word of
It
mouth advertising is any good.
Eddie Leonard, who was No. 7 at
the afternoon show, was switched
to No. 4 at the night show to better
balance the bill. He was a riot at

ter,

LEN LIBBEY

Keith's
exception, and there appeared to be an excuse for this exception, the bill atjlne local Keith
house this week is one of the
strongest that could possibly be
presented. It was a "big time" show
from start to finish, and there were
followers of vaudeville In the house
at the Monday matinee that seemed
to appreciate that they were getting
a splendid run. The applause was
more frequent than it has been for
several weeks past, and on one or
two occasions the show could have
been stopped by the acts if they had

With one

team, were next. From the start it
did not appear that Boyle was right.
His dancing lacked punch, and as
the pair rely on their dancing to put
the act over the effect was very
But they worked so
noticeable.
hard that they got a hand that
called for an encore and started to

do one when suddenly Boyle stopped
the act and apologized to the house.
As the pal; appeared at the evening
show, according to report, it is presumed the setback was only temporary.

William and Joe Mandcl have a
•jrlesque act that will produce a
giggle any time. They demonstrated
conclusively that it isn't what you
do, but the way you do it that
"
counts.

Miss Rugel had them coming from
the start, probably because she
started to give the house what they
wanted from the beginning and
didn't waste her time and theirs

—

is

and with her "Little Gray Home"
number she went very big. This
song also demonstrates the wide
vocal range she commands.
The

only out about her act is that using
a white spot and wearing a white
costume. This effect Is wearing on
the eyes of those on the floor after
some minutes. A minor fault that
could be readily remedied.
Franklyn Ardell in "King Solomon, Jr.,' never was in danger. This
act is prettily staged, and he has
got 'together a company of girls that
help out a lot. There are plenty of
laughs and the idea of the drop
curtain before the act starts, blaming the entire thing on prohibition,
wasn't amiss. It is a sure-fire hit
and handled very cleverly.
Holmes and Latere are a couple
with an act that has a kirk in it.
When they appear with their theatre
box scene they get some good
laughs, although some of the stuff
dancing came so fast and with such an absence of effort on the part of Holmes
the house could be pardoned for
missing a few. The turn woke up
the house when it wont into the

falling at theatre time.

At the

evening show things were a bit bet-

off the bat.

and

Boyle

Bennett,

a

REEDER » ARMSTRONG
The Original and Only Two Piano Act

in

One

yet to play you.

der wraps at the show Monday.

shoes wins the popular and quick
approval o£ the theatrical profession and others who are discriminating in their choice of footwear.

1554

State anJ
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*

rm

office,
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K

Street*

World's £arg Ci t producer
of Theatrical Shoes
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1493 Broadway, open as

usual.

Monroe

Chicago

address him 404 Flatiron Building,
San Francisco. I will write my acts
out there until December 25th. New

York

Broadway

New York

To Reach JAMES MADISON

r

MILLER

I.

Eddie Leonard was working un-

Loew's Metropolitan, Brooklyn (Nov. 21-23)
Loew's American, New York (Nov. 24-27)
&

The ingenious and artistic manner in which I. Miller designs

it

"Statetman" J, H. Lubin,
DIRECTING

<

SHOES

Miss Lavere carrying the dancing
end.
It was over then
hard, and
winding up with the stage box lden
closed especially strong. Tho encore stunt of the couple is also now
here and was appreciated.

.

STAGE AND STREET

main part, in which Holmes performs very well at the piano with

We've played the "State" of Memphis, and the "States" of California,
too. Last week the "State" of Buffalo. But New York "State"— we've

*.

MILLER

I.

both
shows in both positions.
Yvetto Rugel was No. 4 at the matinee, but followed Leonard at the
night show, and the rest of the bill
trailed along as planned.
Lately the Keith people here have
been bolstering up the opening and
closing acts in conformation with
tho announced policy that every act
at a Keith house is worth seeing and
that tho position of the acts does
not indicate their value.
The act
made any play along those lines.
When the curtain rung up on the that opens this week's show is
first act the house was slim down- "Sealo," the trainod seal, and it is
Workstairs and not any better in the bal- a "whale" of an attraction.
conies. The appearance in the city ing alone on the stage the soal went
throuph
tricks
without
a
hitch
and
probably
reof Marshal Foch was
sponsible for the slim attendance, liroupht down the house, getting
this and the fact that a nasty rain everybody feeling pretty good right

was

in

an excellent spot, and
was very well received. In

ing

introductory numbers. Her
easily in the concert class,

with
voice

good form, hav- and nobody walked out after the
his act Belfords got under way.
This act
fact, he closed strong a show that was well
never got a better reception here, above the standard.
even In the old days.
Only somebody like Herman TimMajestic
berg could have gone over following
Jean Bedinl's vaudevillized bur*
Leonard somebody that knows how lesque show brought a peculiar reto handle a vaudeville audience like action at both the matinee
and the
Tlmberg does. He uses his act that evening show Monday. Clark and
includes
about . everything
that McCullough, virtually unknown te
would amuse and gets his imita- Boston outside of the burlesque
tions over very big.
In the finish world, pulled a turn -away house at
of his act he was joined by Ardell both performances,
crowding out the
at the matinee, and they got the act vaudeville regulars through early
o-. erto a screaming close.
buying. The lobby lizards and the
The Six American Belfords close dockers both called it good busithe show. A walkout was in order ness, estimating that fully 25 per
just before this act came on, when cent of this week's business at this
the Tlmberg act closed, but those house will be new faces and potenthat remained seated saw an act tial regulars.
that was well worth waiting for.
It
hit the burlesque houses

caught the house

I
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SHUBERT PRESENT

MABEL WITHEE and
•

1

r the Sweetest of Musical Romances

Week

Chestnut St. Opera House, Philadelphia, This

Book by EDDIE
Lyrics

DOWLING
Music by

RAYMOND W. KLAGES

by

Read what Variety hat
MABEL WITHEE

make anybody a success, that's the the hurdy-gurdy man gives each of
and CO. (5)
leading man.
the quartet a slip of paper with their
and Irana ar.J Mary"
The act opens in half -stage before fortunes on it. What was propheSong and Dane* Ravua
a tenement exterior with a practi- sied is later enacted.
Jimmle Dugan is
27 Mint.; One, Two and'Thrae (Spe- ce,* flre-escape.
Scene two shows Jimmle just atthere with his three neighborhood tained his majority, now a boss
cial)
gals, Irene O'Dare, Sally and Mary. plumber and the proud owner of a
Crescent
SbubertJimmle sneaks down via the. flre- new "lizzie," who complains he
This song and dance act sure Is escape to tete-a-tete with the. trio, doesn't care much for anything
who have invited him via a "Jim- since Irene and Sally and Mary left
the cat's meow for class. Class all
mle, We. Are in Love with You" the neighborhood. His mother gives
oyer it and musical comedy class at song.
Then Jlmmle's mother is him the evening newspaper and
Miss WIthee Is better known' heajrd aloft and the girls scamper Jimmle reads that the three are
that.
away.
The scene fades-out by playing on Broadway.
Then to
in musical comedy than vaudeville.
means of
black practical iris-in Scene III, the stage entrance of the
Her supporting company also be- and lrls-outa drop/
in "one." It makes theatre. Sally, Irene and Mary are
speak of legit rearing, and as for for a pretty effect, Its prime de- playing (of course, that's quite imthe juvenile, If some legit manager ficiency being it obstructs the view possible if the realistic vein Is to be
doesn't grab him for a Broadway from the side and box seats. If it maintained as it is for the rest) and
show they don't know their busi- could be moved as far back as the Mary (Miss WIthee) confides to the
personality, ability, sincere tormenters that would be ideal. stagedoorman (doubling from the
ness,
laboring and everything that goes to During the course of this first scene. hurdy-gurdy character) she is lone-

short-arm jolt at a time In the battle
they could least stand it, but the
results should ultimately swing in
their favor, as the dope is that the
male burlesque patron, bringing the
woman to the Bedlnl show in the
guise of vaudeville, can then convince her that the average burlesque
show Is as clean and aa funny, and
during the season tag her along
with him to the Columbia houses,
which are daily running heavier into
the ratio of the gentler sex.
For, undeniably, the Clark and
McCullough show is burlesque, and
when the floods finally oame on and

=

Mizpah Temple Mystic
Shrine desires to book
high-class

two or

and

Musical Show

three

days be-

December

1

also six nights

two matinees

in

5 th,

and

March,

1922.

C. A.
Fort

MEIGS

Wayne,

Clark's Inimitable mugging started leading up to it. There Is too much matinees, proved a sore disappoint- for Nov. 29. Sergle Rachmaninoff,
Russian pianist, plays a return enth house settled down for the fast- camouflage, however, and too little ment.
gagement on Dec. 1.
est moving after-intermission show of the man's ring work.
the Shuberts have flashed thus far
No little uneasiness Is manifested
The Glorias opened the second
in their Boston battle. No stronger half
with a high-speed society among the' theatrical managers over
The H. P. Dygert Interests, which
comparison can be found than the dancing routine, being jumped In to a threatened small -pox epidemic
control the Crescent and the opera
reception it received as compared fill the gap caused by the switching which has broken out here.
houie at Newark, Wayne County,
with the Lew Fields conglomera- of Joe Nlemeyer's dancing act with
have taken over the Granite, contion early in October, which came four girls.
Permane and Skelley
ballad singer with the "World sidered the best theatre In Newwofully near a flop.
"Pulleyold
their
followed
in
ark.
Al Read has been manager
playing
Frolics,"
of
the
Gayety
this
Back stage and pit everything ran Pulley" copyrighted routine with the week, uses a baby spot In one of of the Granite for the past year.
like clockwork.
The advance sale frightened little Frenchman on the his numbers, and it was a scream Dygert now controls all of the
the heaviest since the season trapeze that will not run on its to see him trying to get the right theatres In the Wayne county meis
pulleys. II then steps Into a violin

A

opened, and the house, with its two
Sunday shows, should have a sec- and concertina duo, closing strong
after some really remarkable harond week.
mony that had the bouse begging
City Censor John Casey turned for more.
out in person to catch the Clark
The Bedlnl show then crashed on
and McCullough routine, especially
the bedroom scene with the mani- at 9:30, running 80 minutes without
let-up, even the bits in "one"holda
He found the show rough,
curist.
but clean, and what few spots he ing up well. Eighteen girls are not
only
being carried, but they are
mildly criticised were in the vaudebeing used, their total dancing being
ville acts and not in the Bedinl
excess of the average entire
far
in
revue. The White Way Trio (BuckColumbia show and of an average
ley, Sharpies and Blsland) dropped
worthy
of a Way burn. The Seven
their dance hit at the matinee under
orders from House Manager Taylor, Spillers (colored jass band) are
flashes three
used
as
who nailed it at rehearsal, and the times in theensemble
routine, working poorly
stuff Casey nailed were innuendoes
still being in the
and
apparently
not under ban, but merely hinting
for the Clark
of blue. The trio worked next to shaking-down process
closing in the opening half and went and McCullough revue.
big.
A softening of one or two jof It was all new to most of the
their harmony numbers and more women in the audience, this burnovelty would work wonders with lesque stufj, and they fell for It
hard, the lion tamer scene, the prize
this act, good as it Is.
snappy
Moran and Wiser closed the first ring travesty (preceded by athe
bedlittle
exhibition bout) and
half, working rougher than they
have ever dared before in Boston, room scene. They not only fell for
It, but they are going to clamor for
and the rougher they slammed it
over the more the audience loved it. more and be disappointed if they
don't get It. All of which makes it
It was 9 wham from opening to
look as though the Inroads Into the
close, despite the fact it has played
Boston a dozen times without the field of burlesque acts to fatten
change of even a suspender button. vaudeville may turn into wholesale
raids around next June.
The Seven Musical Spillers, a
flash colored jazs team of five men
and two women, opened, holding
well against a seating house. Earl
Rlcard followed as a blackface
By WILL. R. HUQHE8
single, being the sixth Jolson Idealist
Grand, Chauncey Olcott In "The
who won't admit it that has played
the Majestic since vaudeville was Ragged Robin"; Shubert, Gus Hill's
luunched. Rial and Lindstrom fol- and George Evan's Minstrels; Emlowed in their ring gymnastics, de- press, "The Honeymoon Limited";
serving full credit for the clever
Gayety, "Cud[way they have camouflaged their Century, "Pell Mell";
real act by the songs and patter ldle Up"; Regent, "Yankee Doodle"
Company.

edy

bit it

would have been a

eastern

cities.
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TALKS:

Weber, Beck and Frazer now appearing at

B.

F.

Keith's Orpheum, Brooklyn, have been peddling their
wares for years on the small time. They visited EDDIE
MACK'S recently to find out what the trouble was.
Eddie replied: "You need a little class in your clothes."

EDDIE MACK'S

clothes supplies the class needed

for the Big Time.
In short, Big
P. S.

—

Time Clothes make Big Time

that it is noticed the hip pocket
trousers hold just a pint.

in

EDDIE MACK'S

'

Upon complaint of Mrs. Leona
who claimed that her husband
had lost all of his money In a gam-

Opp. Columbia Theatre

Opp. Strand Theatre

CERS
WANT—

New

York.*

bling game, the police this week
raided a room In the Coates Hotel,
occupied by the "Heart of America
Fifteen men
Showmen's Club."

were arrested, charged with frequenting a gambling game, but were
released on bonds. *

The biggest press stunt of the
season was put over Sunday by
Fred Speer of the Century, when
he landed a full page feature story
The article,
In the Sunday Post.
"Street Stylea Ruin the Shows,"
everyday
the
effect
that
the
was to

ft Doers Wert of Fifth At.,

If.

MANUFACTURER SELLING
DIRECT TO THE PUBLIC

Sport Coats
PtaM

vU

rarfM

ft»f

Mfttr

mrirtM

Sarfc

Poloa

US

la

UMVt

Hi

display left nothing In the girl revues to excite the tired business
man. It was profusely illustrated,
girls from the "Broadway Scandals" being used for the models.

"Over the Hill" Is the Newman's
feature this week, and is running at
The prices are 50 and 75
the RoyaL
*oy
cents/an
i/ai increase.

ROCHESTER
L. B. 8KEFFINQTON
LYCEUM.—Walter Hampden

By

Shakespeare, last half; dark,

In

first

half.

t- Vaudeville,

except

—

|

the legitimate houses were
concerned and enjoyed a big business, with several capacity houses,

with "Ace of Hearts," film feature.
ARCADE.— Kinsey Stock Company In "Down East Folks."
FAMILY.— Musical -stock, and
at two dollars and a half for the
Dainty
choice seats. In the popular priced added acts, O'Ncll Sisters,
amusements the "Main Street" was Florette, Wilson and Wilson.
Talmadge
Norma
PICTURES.—
the hip noise, and had capacity most
"Tho Wonderful Thing," Reof the time nights and several of in
Anatol." Rlthe afternoons. The advent of the gent; "The Affairs of
Orpheum docs not seem alto; "Man, Woman, Marriage,"
far as

to he hurting the
tice Day, which

Orpheum. Armissome of the man-

agers figured would help out on the

Star.
Tii«-

i

.-giil.tr

bill

at

She

'IVmph-

while Sir Harry
off Friday
Lauder and his company plays a
stand, rnaliin-o and evenone-day
m.
ivi
have been advanced,
York City ing. Prices
l<l!>:i Ilroadwny, New
ranKing from .10 conts in the galSoe I'a for Dlff Time Restricted lery to $2 downstairs.
Material. Sketches, Comedy Acts.
Single*, Etc.
Madame Alda and Charles HtekAct* n>wrltten, Ilehearaed and
ett are booked at Convention Hall
Opcnlnffa Arranged.
lays

of the
... assured of Drop Curtains and Stage Settings

Work—Reasonable

"BETTER KIND"

Cannot

lie

Lrm Than

Duplicated for

$40
III* K+lrrtlon of plain and far trimcouIm riiDglnff In price from SX5
to SI 'SO.

med

Open

Until 7

I*.

M.

THEATRES

ARTISTS

Cleverly Designed Settings— Highest Uuality

SCENIC STUDIOS

"disgusted with

Link,

iynBLANCHARDc.

722-724 Seventh Ave.

1582-1584 Broadway

The Family press agent got -a
story and picture Into one of the
.Sunday sheets about one of the
former members of the company
having returned to the company

The week has been a peculiar one Friday; Harry Lauder, Friday.
With the ShuGAYETY. "Garden Frolics."
Belles,
Virginia
FAY'S.—Five
bert dark all but two nights, the
Gleeson-Houllhan
Meyers,
Trene
Wilson -DeW If Hopper "Ermlnlc" Trio, Emmet and Ryan Company,
opera had things its, own way as Burns and Wilson, Bert Andrews

new baby

Acts.

Elkins, Fay and Elkins send word from Scotland

Two Henry W. Savage shows are
booked at the Lyceum next week,
"The Merry Widow" and "MltsV

hit.

The Liberty Is offering "Dream
Street" for the current week, and
calling attention to the fact that
regular prices will prevail Instead
of the advanced ones charged in the

TEMPLE,

MACK

tropolis.

place where his face would show.
had been intended for a com-

If it

In theatrical circles.

EDDIE

FRED COOTS

some for a certain boy back on tho his surpriso Mary comes running
East Side, rendering a "wonder why" down for another song and danca
number in a pensive mood that number.
fetches the query from the doorman,
Scene IV la the girls' dressing
"What's the matter, Mary, bills?" room in which Sally does her "Siland she comes* back, "No, Johns," ver Lining" hit -of -the -show, num.*
ir;
Irene O'Dare her "Alice Blue
and reads some of the epistles
rn," and Mary winding up with
pfenned by "a few of her admirers,
Including- one about a aeat In the the "Love Nest." in the Bally numexchange, a home on Fifth avenue, ber,
that
ravishingly
beautiful
a Rolls-Royce, including a post- blonde patootie did a aweet Marl*
script, "You understand about the lyn Miller dance that was a feaat
little white band, that's out, you for the optics.
Jimmle here finally
know, my wife," all told In lyric gathers courage to propose to Mary
form. Quite clever. Jimmie comes and he phonea to his mother, opinon the scene and engagea In conver- ing, "I better call up the old lady;
sation with the doorman, who ac- the place was dirty aa hell when. I
cuses the boy of being a crook, Jim- left,** and that wowed the family
mie answering, "I don't have to customers. The fifth scene la back
steal, I'm a plumber."
Finally the to the slums for a happy reunion. -A
doorman, bribed with a cigar, is dis- feature act for anybody who can
patched to fetch Mary, and much to afford to play It.
Abel*

KANSAS CITY

Ind.

J.

to say:

"tally

fore

(Nov. 14)

Prices— SEE US

in dealing

with

us.

22° We,t 46th St "
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A REAL COMEDY ACT WITH EUROPEAN FLAVOR
JACK

EDNA

JACK

A

RIANO, NORTHLANE
"NUTS

WARD

N
D

EVERYTHING"

N'

PLAYING VAUDEVILLE—ALSO APPEARING NIGHTLY AT

CAFE DE PARIS
ENGAGED FOR ONE WEEK—NOW
the

By JACOB SMITH
Nora Bayes surely packed them
and Jammed them at the ShubertDetrolt last week.
The house did
the biggest week since the opening.
Show changes every Sunday nlw.
Majestic (Shuberts') had good
business the opening week.
No
matinees are given. There are two

shows at night at prices up to 50
cents, except on Saturdays and Sun-v
days, when they advance to 75 cents.
This week Leona La Mar is headlining.
Other acts are Charles
Hlchman and Co., Harris and Rantley, Everest's Simian Circus, Marguerite Farrell.

Next,

Doris Ktiane in "Romance."

"Abraham Lincoln" at New Detroit.
Next, "Welcome Stranger."
"Theodora." second week, Michigan -Shubert. May remain longer.

"Way Down East" held over a
fourth week at Fox-Washington.
At
the
photoplays— "Disraeli."
Adams; "Camille," Madison; "Way

LAST WEEK!

N. Y.

SPORTS

TEMPLE.—Vaudeville.
STRAND.—Double bill.

Especially

Nazl-

was

during the second

this

noticeable

half,

when Yale

Harold clearly held an edge on their opand
Lloyd's "Never Weaken."
ROBBINS-ECKEL.—James Kirk- ponents. In all Tad Jones has eviwood's "The Great Impersonation." dently welded a team together that
Was a good novel (penned by E. is as sound as possible in t!.e rudiPhillips Oppenheim), but the Para- ments of the game with sufficient
mount production is unreal.
strength to get within range for
SAVOY. Mary Miles Minter's Aldrich or O'Hearn to try for a field
"Her Winning Way."
goal if lacking the necessary walNext week will be Savage Week lop to score a touchdown. It Is an
at the Wieting. "Lady Billy" with eleven that will undoubtedly .be
Mitzi starts the ball a-rolling, and quoted as a favorite over Harvard,
next comes "The Merry Widow" re- though a deal of embarrassment Is
mova's

DU

"Camille"

—

with a bound. His routine
is executed in a clean, snappy and
sincere manner* without any atoff

tempts to work in comedy points
through "misses." DU BOIS starts
out with

VARIKTY "LOOP'

surprise.

—

BOIS, with his
WILFRID
classic juggling novelty, started the

Juggling a tennis
racket and balls, then does a balancing of the balls as well as bounding them up several times from his
forehead. From this point on his
feats appear more difficult, and he
concludes the turn with a ball selfpropelled circling around a hoop,
mounted on a billiard cue which he
has balanced on his forehead. The
unusual happened for an opening
turn, when DU BOIS completed his
performance. He stopped the show
cold.
The regular first-nighters
looked at each other In amazement,
but it w.s a f&ct—DU BO!S he'd
the curtain on Raymond S\ 8chram.

was a complete

down during the

half except
generalship
J
by Lourie, who was generally critidegree
of Judgsimilar
cised for a
ment a week ago against Harvard.
The loss of Stinson and Keck because of Injuries during the first
half was a decided blow to the
Orange and Black hopes, but that
much more credit is. due to the
team, as it was without the aid of
either man that they drove down
the field to their only score and continued to worry the Yale side of the
field almost to heart failure before
tho final whistle blew.
The bowl .held the greatest crowd
of its career for the event, with anestimate of 200 shy of 75,000 people
being present,. There were at least
20,000 cars parked about the scene
of action, some placed as far away
as four and five miles. Some idea
of the tremendous traffic which
poured out of New Haven after the
game may be learned from the fact
that it took one party of motorists
two hours to make the first nine
miles coming back toward New
York, while anyone who made the
return 75-mile Journey by machine
considered
themselves lucky to
peach home before 11 o'clock. Tho
for

apparently

first

poor

Phil Smith, of Smith & Buck.
lessees of the Crescent here, which
has gone dark as the result of poor
patronage, has Joined the Universal
By CHE8TER B, BAHN
sales force and is working out of
B. F. KEITHS— The bill lost
the Buffalo office under Morris
Jean Granese, who was out as a re- Chase.
sult of illness, and at the opening
matinee the spot went to Fern RedThe Strand here won't have "The
mond and H. Wells in "The Gyp,"
the headllner for the first half of Sheik" in spite of previous anThe
the week at the Temple, the local nouncements to that effect.
family time Keith house. At tho film has been Jumped to the Robnight show the Keith bill got back bins-Eckel, and is down for the
Next week the
to normalcy, with Sully and Ken- week of Nov. 27.
nedy coming on from New York to Robbins-Eckel splits the week between
"Godless
and "Moral
Men"
All the gap.
A bad cold raised hob
with the vocalization of Anatol Fibre."
Friedland, sharing headline honors
this week, and Anatol left the singEastwood's (N. Y.) first picture
ing to Neil Mack, his musical di- house, Melva, Just erected in that
rector.
Mack surprised 'em with a Syracuse suburb by Dr. Percy Kligood tenor voice.
man, Syracuse dentist, will open on
WIETING First half. Walter Thanksgiving with Al Robbins of
Hampden. Thursday, matinee and Syracuse as manager. The latter
night, Sir Harry Lauder. Both per- will not, however, sever his conformances of latter sold out.
nection with the Robbins-Eckel at
BASTABLE—First half. "Whirl Syracuse, of which he is assistant
of Gayety." Last half, "Broadway manager. The Melva has a seating
Masqueraders," billed as a musical capacity of 500 and is unique in
comedy, but said to be a burlesque that it is an all -Eastwood product.
operated independently by a Buffalo
combination.
EMPIRE.— All the week. "The
majority were still coming in at
Fortune Teller," produced by the
(Continued from page 29)
midnight and as late as one or
Knights of Columbus Choral Society under the direction of Milton started and demonstrated* no small two a. m.
A born.
defensive power.

Majestic,. Chicago.

right

riage

SYRACUSE,

Stopped the show cold in
the opening spot in the
toughest house in America,

show

East," Washington; "After mance when she eloped to OgdensShow,' Broadway; "Clay Dol- burg with Leland Bayley. The mar-

lars," Colonial.

The
to the

scarcity

and price for

between the two' service

Members of the Alcazar Theatre'
stock company, San Francisco, have
been Infected with the golf virus,
and during rehearsals, as well as
between acts conversatkm concerns.
Jargon of the game. Dudley Ayres
was the firs* to fall a victim. Rich*
ard C. Allen and Bert Chapman folafter, until now prac-*.
tically the entire company totes golf

lowed aoon
bags.

Maurice Wolpin

tickets
26 at

Grounds has caused much
comment around New York, but not
any more so than at West Point
itself, where a near upheaval in discipline took place last week in the
mess hall when the commandant
spoke to the cadets on the subject
of their being cut down in regard
to their usual allotment of the

pasteboards.
While the corps

was

at

mess

-they
•

with

UwU«

i

ica said

the unusual!
BOI8, now sound-

While flames of unknown origin
ing the tocsin for a better spot for caused upward of $12,000 damage to
building,
himself and confreres of the first the Symphony theatre
and last division, can and should be r.inqrhamton. N. Y., the playhouse
placed near the middle of the pro- itself escaped.
gram. DU BOI8 is juggling with
the ease of a Salerno, approximatThe Strand, Oswego, N. Y., reing audience demands keenly and cently taken over by Morton &. Sesmodernizing in method, manner and sonske, will be used for pop vaudecontent his branch of endeavor. He ville starting Thanksgiving. Alterclosed the show successfully enough Jntions to permit the presentation of
to insure heartiest approval in a vaudeville are now under way.
more propitious spot.
Claiise Miller, pianist In a CarVART^TT. hit O M. SAMUELS
thage tilm nou.se, staged h»r own xuNEW OBLEAXS

-

CATERING TO THE PROFESSION

THE NEW

WEST 45TH
OPEN GRILL.

141-3-5

I

ST.,

Between Broadway and 6th Av.

CHARCOAL BROILERS.

ALL FISH, LOBSTERS AND SEA FOOD DIRECT FROM THE SEA.
BEST QUALITY IN FOODS. PROMPT SERVICE. LOWEST PRICES
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JENIE JACOBS presents

THE ACRO-MUSICAL-CLOWNS
THIS

WEEK

(Nov.

14)-WINTER GARDEN, NEW, yORK

toM

himself some caddys.

rested

WILFRID DU

nUT

Doss challenges Eddie Heffernan
on the golf links. Covert challenges
Johnle Kilbaln, and Lanigan is going to the hardware store and buy

The mystery shrouding "the ghost
the Carthage
(N. Y.) opera
house" wa« r»|orcr»rt when police ar-

I

.

BILLY DOSS REVUE
DAWSON, LAXIGAX and COVERT

[

The toughest

now managing

Army-Navy game Nov.

dead.

I

is

the Ambassador Billiard Academy,
49th street and Broad w:.y.

I

Amer-

institutions.

now $6, and boxes, which are the
only vacancies open to the public,scale at $100 for four seats and $150
for one holding six chairs.

j

otitic in

tickets

-

:

A FEW WEEKS AGO

the

Prices on the tickets have more'
than doubled over last year, when
they were- quoted at $3, the tax is

of attack

Eugeno Stein, 21, hailing
f iom Pennsylvania, on a vagrancy
charge. Stein confessed that, out of
work for several weeks, he had established his boudoir in the attic of
!th.» opera house, operated as a film
theatre recently. Stein was nabbed
as ho was climbing to roost via the
tire escape.
Stein had made his
bed from V>ld carpets.

way

their privilege.
This
year it will be impossible for
cadet to take care of what frlent
he may desire, it being hard enough
for^him to see that his Immediate
family gains entrance to the battle

of
j

the

the Polo

which the Crimson excels cations, and when it vas announced
in.
that Congress would receive 700 and
Princeton was dangerous at all tho Disarmament Conference memKnown to thousands of Syracuse
picture fans, Maurice Dunn, Sr., of times, mainly due to the way she bers 300, a general growl came from
106 Alexander avenue, Syracuse, cut loose with the overhead game, the assembled throng.
ticket taker at the Strand theatre and might have had another touchThe cadet corps is probably more
is

at

number as

in store for

Keith's on Saturday launched its
free dancing school and the stunt
brought a good response.

since its opening,

Irritated

have been alloted than any one else,
as it has always been the custom
to allow each cadet at least four
seats for the game, with members
of the team securing an advanced

Yale this Satufday un- were addressed by the "K. O.," who
less
she
improves her defense read off a list concerning the desagainst a passing game, a method tination of the much desired appli-

vival as the Thanksgiving show.

LESLIE

Directeur Generate—

Down

DETROIT

"Love Birds," at Garrick.
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vrtft. Street

jfc&ytrA*

General Professional Manager

Mgr.
240 Tremont Street
Boston, Mass.

MURRAY WHITEMAN

JOE DRAKE, Mgr.

Manager
381 Main Street
Buffalo, New York

36 Eiist 5th Street
Cincinnati, Ohio

DICK REEVES, Mgr.

JOE HILLER, Mgr.

DON RAMSAY,

235 Loeb Arcade
Minneapolis, Minn.

347 Fifth Avenue
Pittsburgh, Pa.

DAVE HODGES.

Mgr.

3608 San Jacinto Street
Dallas, Texas

FRANK CLARK,
FRED KRAMER.

Mgr.

42 Monroe Ave.
Tuxedo Hotel
Detroit, Mich.

HARRY LORENZ.
Louis,

Mo.

W. Randolph

St.,

Chicago,

Mgr.

111.

PHIL JULIUS, Mgr.
Hannah Hotel

FRANK WATER80N

Cleveland, Ohio

Globe Theatre Bldg.

Manager
Philadelphia,

Columbia Theatre B'dn.
St.

Mffr., 81

JAMES KESSEL,

Mgr.

Snperba Theatre Bldg.
Lei Angeles, Calif.

MORT HARRIS,

Pa.

Mgr.
Partages Theatre Bldg.
S^n Francisco, Calif.
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MOST UNUSUAL SELECTION
OF

INTERNATIONAL PRIMA DONNA

—imported PK

In a Cycle of Delightful Songs

DRESS SHIRTS

j*
Wishes

and Pleated— made for one, two and three stud> showing.
Single and French Cuffs.

Guaranteed to

cent,

to

circuit

LOW

peg.

thank Messrs. Martin Beck, Frank Vin-

Ceorge Gottlieb and Frank Saunders for

ON DISPLAY

IN

LEONARD BONNEAU

show will better last week's
pacity figure of $14,600.

ca-

THEATRICAL OUTFITTERS
New

IBM

BROADWAY

house for the storehouse.
with business better than $14,000.
It is evens a holiday week will
"The Perfect Fool" was the best
bring enough business into the box of last week's group of new offeroffloe to tide an attraction over, but
ings, drawing $18,600 in eight perit-failed to do so in these three informances and the demand good this
stances.
week. "Dulcy" had its best week

The holidays, however, with extra
inatlnteu, provided record' takings
at Music Box, which went $500 over
"Sally's" business for a gross of
$32,000.
There were three $5 per-

at the Frazee, with $11,400. "Thank
You," at the Longacre, perked up,
it going past $10,000 » for the first

formances. Next week all evening
performances for the JtMusic Box
Revue" will be $5 top. "The 'circle* at the Selwyn grossed $22,940,
claimed a new record here; there
were four n.adnees played. "Bombo,"
the Al Jolson show, led the list,
going to around $34,000, with three
matinees. "Blossom Time" at the
Ambassador
got near $23,000. "Good
-.
\.
„
,i\
Morning, i-v
Dearie," without
an extra
performance went to nearly $28 000
at the Globe, though Saturday
prices were charged for the holiday
nights.
"Tangerine" at the Casino
with eight performances went clean
for a cross of $22,700. This attrac«.

"

by an extra matinee.
Field" drew over
"The Bat" led the holdovers

time aided
"Lilies
$11,000.

the

of

by going

to $13,000, with one oxtra

performance.

Both "Blossom Time" and Jolson's
show charged $5 top Saturday night
for the football crowd.
The
scale will go for the Army and

same
Navy

night (next Saturday). Prices for
Friday night next will also be tilted
In i»
iu
nuniDcr oi
a number
of houses.
nouses.
Though
xnougn
tnat „ lho d
after Thanksglvlng>
the number of visitors for the service championship is figured a sure

amusement demand.
Managers last week missed

the

importance

f Armistice Day.
Most
were closed and Broadway was crowded. There were but

of the shops

six attractions offering a special
matinee, and all drew excellently.
Clean, clear, brilliant photos from any
The Rialto sensation this week
fchoto or cut.
Prompt «U- very. Sample order 25 8x was the opinion of Chief Magistrate
10s._on* Oil, COLORED. $3.60 delivered. McAdoo anent the complaint against

Lofty an* Advertising Photos
1

1

2C&S0 in frame, uil coloiou. I1G 00. lettering i>Iioto» free.
8ample of 2 sizes
from your )>hoto. $1.00, which will apply
on ordf.'P. Postals up to five photos on
one card.

$1.75 for 50.

V.

$22.00 for 1,000

BARBEAU STUDIO
Oswego, N. Y.

/?

M. STIEGLITZ

"The Demi-Virgin."
was the

comment

The
most

court's

&

ever

CO., Inc.

BROADWAY

FIRST, Manager
DOWNTOWN BRANCH:

BEAUMONT
VELVET, SILK, 8ATEEN SCENERY; PRODUCTIONS, REVUE8

THEATRE

and

STAGE

DECORATIONS.

*^
SHR *«
U U
1

w

1

^^

U

£|
O

Cylinder Love" (Harris), "Intimate
Strangers" (Miller), "Bombo" (Jolson's), "Wandering Jew" (Knickerbocker), "O'Brien Girl" (Liberty),

Phone Bryant 2533
42

Anniversar

"Grand Duke" (Lyceum), "Music
Box Revue" (Music Box), "Sally"
(Amsterdam), "Bluebeard's Eighth
Wife" (Rita). "The Circle" (Selwyn), "Greenwich Village Follies"
Shubcrt) and "A Bill o: Divorcement" (Times Square).

Number
^f "W

^^^i|Bb^p^ubbbj

The cut rate list diminished
somewh t through the moving out
of a number of attractions, but
were still It shows listed,
numbered among them being two of
the week's new attractions and
three of those that bowed last week.
The list during mid-week read:
Nobleman"
(Apollo),
"Nature's
"The Title" (Belmont). "The Mad
Dog" (Comedy), "Only 88" (Cort),
"Blood and Sand" (Empire), "We
Girls" (48th Street), "Golden Days"
(Gaiety), "The Straw" (Greenwich

of

there

|

Village). "Lilies of the Field" (Klaw).

"Wandering Jew" (Knickerbocker),
'Thank You" (Longacre), "Silver

on the New Am- Fox" (Elliott), "Main Street" (Nasterdam Roof Thursday night The tional), "Just Married" (Bayes),
week's most important premiere "Shuffle Along" (6Sd Street) and
was set down for "Marie An- "Beware of Dogs" (19th Street).
toinette," with Grace George, to
open Saturday night at the PlaySHOW AT $1.50
house.
(Continued from page IS)
The Park is due to reopen early
rates
cut
in New York because they
in December with "The Wild Cat"
John Cort will also use the Cort for are the stamp of the inferior shows
"Her Salary Man," which is due to and he wants his girl to see the
succeed "Only 38" in two weeks. best Young couples are the back"Daddy's Gone A -Hunting" will bone of theatre patronage. At presleave the Plymouth at the same ent they are barred from seeing
time, with Ben -Ami listed to follow good shows because the average
in "The Idle Inn," a piece adapted youth now earns between ISO and
$40 a week and he cannot spend two
from the Yiddish.
The grand opera season opened days' pay for one evening's amusebrilliantly Monday with GaiU-Curcl ment"
Morosco proposes to produce
making her initial appearance under the Metropolitan management. shows and plays hereafter at 11.50,
The It Han songbird was passed up no matter what their magnitude.
by the Met when she sought an He has partially procured the
audience some years ago, she then Selwyns' consent for a house on
going to the Chicago Opera Asso- 42nd street for the Greenwood production at the old -tune rates, and
ciation and fame.
Sothern and Ma.iowe, booked for has already booked "Love Dreams"
four weeks at the Century, will be in San Francisco and Chicago on
held over for at least two weeks ad- the $1.50 scale.
ditional.
"The Rose of Stamboul,"
which will succeed, will not be
SHUBERTS SETTLE
ready for another month.
(Continued from page 12)
The Shuberts finally forced a buy berts, although all Loew theatres
for "The Mad Dog" at the comedy, play continuance performance at
but the buy Is so small that the popular prices with a 60-cent top.

swung

into action

BROA1WAY,

N.

T.

list before the week was out.
The traordinary," LeMaire stating for
others were all passed up by the his part that he had effected the
brokers.
The week's surprise was Shubcrt contract and was surprised
the demand for Palace stats al the some months Kit* r when he was inagencies due to the Ruth engagement.
Mr. Lyonx as hct personal rtpre-

The complete list numbered 20
shows on Wednepdiiy. They arc:
"Blossom
Time"
(Ambassador),
"Return of I'eter (;rimm" (ttelasco),
"Tangerine" (Caslnoi, "The Perfect
l-'ool
(Cohan >, "The Mad Dog"
(Comedy), "The Demi-Virgin" fttl-

sentativc.
With the v.c-a' contractual agreement the suit is dropped by both
litigants, Miss Marbe having retained Keudler & Goldstein as her
counsel. This was the third injunction suit begun l»y the Shuhetts
"Cf.od against performers since the ineeptinge),
"Dulcy"
( Krascp
Morning,
Dearie'
(C.IoMj,
"Six tion of Shubert Vaudeville.
)

and ACTS;

The 16th

in
is

December

an annual event

An annom*
for

the

Aniver-

Numbe

sary

should L ~ forward-

ed to VARIETY)

vew

York, or any

branch

office.

J

An announce-

uttered

(Loew's State Theatre Building)

HARRY

at the piano.

severe
against a agencies for the greater part are The Shuberts' top is $1.00, playing
Broadway £how.
The Eltlnge at looking at it as a Joke. Some are twice daily. Miss Marbe's salary
once became a Meoca for those who taking us low ns four scats a night for tho State week was reported as
wanted to 6ce what it was all for tho show and the total of the the highest yet paid by Loew, $1,250.
about.
Indications were that the buy does not reach over 75 scats a
Another Unique
night.
Supporting the Shuberts* bill in
Of the current week's attractions equity were affidavits by Jenie Janone were announced as a buy by cobs, Max Hart, Anton E. Johnson,
Wednesday, but thero was a possi- Arthur Klein, Ed Davidow and Rubility that the Woods attraction, fus LeMaire to the effect Miss Mar"The Man's Name," would enter the be's services were "unique and exstricture

INVESTMENT SECURITIES
1540

their

Orpheum

OUR WINDOWS

"Blood and Band" is the only
scheduled departure this week. The
succeeding attraction at the Empire will be "The Dream Maker,"
with William Gillette, This week's
new attractions started off with
York City
Broadway
"The Man's Name" at the Republic,
given very favorable comment, and
Special Sale of Underwear in Our Ladiee' DepL *•
"The Great Broxopp." an English
comedy that was liked, at the
Punch and Judy. "The Title'* at
the Belmont is considered light and
Is probably aimed for a moderate
started
tion is leading the $2.60 musical stay. "Nature's Nobleman"
STORY
"The at the Apollo, with a $2 top adshows without question.
(Continued from page 13)
demand
little
was
There
mission.
O'Brien Girl." also without an ex"The
Reason from week to week. Last tra matinee, drew new figures, for it after the premiere.
Saturday three audden withdrawals $19,700. "A BUI of Divorcement" Verge," a drama presented down
were made. "The Great Way" left with an extra matinee moved up- town by the Provincetown Players,
the Park dark; it opened Monday of wards, $17,000 on the week.
was reported an exceptional play.
last week. "The Skirt" remained no
Newest of the dramas to land Is "Everyday" opened at the Bijou on
longer and was taken off at the "The Grand Duke," at the Lyceum, Wednesday.
A change of title to
BUoa, while "Oh. Marion," which getting $15,000 in nine perform- "Wyman" was immediately canStarted out under the title of "Wait ances. "Intimate Strangers," at the celled.
Till We're Married/* left the Play"The Midnight Frolic" again
Miller, had a strong opening week,

•

the

JOSEPH SULLIVAN

Direction

%xti&SQ4

.

touring

Next week (No*. 21), Orpheum, Winni-

Jstnpfetc assortment of Krementz 10 and 14-K gold Stud?. Links
Sets.

Now

treatment*

courteous

fit.
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Custom Made

ffeiii
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Friday,
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OF UNI SI A L STAGE SETTINGS.
FIRST PERSON TO CREATE. A REAL YOGI F ok
AND VELVET STAGE SETTINGS. UK ALWAYS WAS AMI
ALWAYS WILL BE A LEADER. NOVELTY DECORATIONS AND L-'NUft!
IDE AH ARK HIS CRITERION—ALWAYS. ir YOU SEE BEAUMONT FIRST
YOU'LL BE FIRST IN UNUSUAL 8TAOE SETTINGS. NOVELTY CREATIONS IN l'NI(|UE FABRICS, PLAIN OR DECORATED IN NUO-ART, DYTONR, OR RINEART METHODS. OKT OUR IDEAS AND FIGURES ON
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The annual
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JANUARY
ARE WONDERFUL

tour of the Columbia Saxophone Sextette begins

WATCH FOR THEIR NEW RECORDS

FOOLED

DON'T

BY A BAND
CALLING THEMSELVES

BROADWAY SAXO-HARMONISTS
FORM ERL

COLUMBIA SAXOPHONE SEXTETTE
FRED
BLONDELL, Mgr.

—

to

fill

—

men Carpenter, Guderian and Roine were temporarily ena road engagement in the place of regular members of the Columbia Saxophone

Blondell and three of his

gaged

who were unable to leave New York City at the time, and only after the most terrible
we able to send them on the road to fulfill engagements which we could not

Sextette,

rehearsing were
cancel.

At

SEXTETTE,"
The
N

trying to steal

Columbia

this

"FORMERLY COLUMBIA* SAXOPHONE

Sextette prestige.

COLUMBIA SAXOPHONE SEXTETTE

has included in

among whom were

of America's greatest saxophonists,

Now

were dispensed with.

the termination of the engagements, their services

fellow, Blondell, has the audacity to advertise—

membership some

its

RUDY WIEDOFT, ROSS GOR-

.

MAN, NATHAN GLANTZ, BENNIE KRIEGER, and others, now famous, and the
COLUMBIA SAXOPHONE SEXTETTE will always maintain the highest standard. The
title COLUMBI^ SAXOPHONE SEXTETTE is my property and I have instructed my
,

attorneys to prosecute Blondell

and

<>

crowd

his

HARRY
Metropolitan Opera

&
&

NEW ACTS

Home

to the limit.

A.

YERKES
1425

Studio,

Phil Bush, featuring Jack Allen and
the Ryan Sisters.

stock

player.

The father

Is

acters

is

taking over Jules

Sam Kuhn,

man-

juveniles.
The Jos.

.

Eugene West with

formerly house

Lillian Herlein,

Hart office will present
ENGAGEMENTS
Harry Beresford in a rural comedyleft the GreenClaude King to succeed Arthur
drama, "The Night Before Christwill
re-enter
week,
wich Village this
Hohl, "Fair Circassion" (Newell).
mas."
vaudeville.
Muriel Stryker, Midnight Frolic.
Ned "Clothes" Norton in "Pardon
Shellah Terry in a musical ro- Me," a production act with 14 peoBobby Watson, replacing Charles
mance In seven scenes with a cast ple, produced
Ruggles,
in "Demi-Virgin."
by Harry Krivit.
of four, entitled "May and DecemGeorge and Stella Watson, "Black
ber."
and White Revue."
Dot Qualters, with a pianist.
Harry K. Morton. "The Pink Slip"
MARRIAGES
The Le Roy Smith band, Maxle
(Shubert).
Albert Goerisch, auditor Garrick,
With Emily Lee and Wesley Pierce,
"Varying
O'Brien,
Geraldine
recently
dancing act.
Ray Hodgdon and St. Louis, to Mildred Clark,
Shore" (Sam H. Harris).
Charlie Morrison. John Wagner is with Arabian Knight Co., St. Louis,
Nov. 14.
producing.
Claude Schcnck, advance agent, to
"Oh, Wally!" five people, to be
produced by Harry C. Greene and Teddy Warden, "Broadway Scanu<tl»," In Kansas City, last week.
Gus Stewart and Olive Stewart
Queen Marie of Roumania has ap(Stewart and Olive), with Eddie
pointed Laura D. Wilck her AmeriLeonard's act, were married in New
representative for the disposal
can
York City, Nov. 9.
of a number of stories and plays
Lillian V. Klein to Frank C. Flantwo

act.

James Watts, who

•

NOTES

FURS
Than Wholesale

Less

from the royal pen. Miss Wilck last
week received a number of manuscripts from her Majesty, which will
be disposed of in this country and
the proceeds will go to charities In
Bucharest, Roumania. These char-

agan, of Toronto. The bride is the
widow of the late Charles Klein, the
dramatist.

BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY

now by Amos

with "Three Wise Fools."
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney B. Pfeifer, at
Kibeiv old "Call a Cop" act and will ager at Loew's Avenue B, is vaude- their home in Buffalo, Nov. 11,
produce a condensed Version thereof ville producing. He is sponsoring daughter.
The father represents
with only the four principal char- a "Kiddle Kabaret." 14 people, all Variety in Buffalo.

Sam Shannon

^

Paglia,

following which same theatre. Albertson
date for as late of picture*,

a bi-weekly change of

bill in lieu of
vaudeville, returns to its former
regular vaudeville policy of five
acts and pictures, booked through
the Keith Family Department, be-

ginning Nov.

In a fortnight or so Gilbert Miller
Europe, to be gone about

sails for

two months.
"Fact
Bennett,

21.

You who know
ciate

,

must apprethese amart furs. The most
style

appropriate piece for every occasion is here priced at onethird less than you would have
to

pay wholesale.

8pecial Discount to the Profession

INC.

Furs Repaired and Remodeled

FOR SALE

scale.

right
Keith's

for
is

the

now

Ready

will be installed.

For Your Inspection!!

Lillian Herlein has been booked
for the months of July and August
at the Scala, Berlin, next summer.

W. W. Passpart arranged

THE NEW

TAYLOR

it.

TRUNK

at the

the

1

Esctuilv*

SEVENTY
DOLLARS

on royalty basis or outright

Box

100,

sale.

Variety,

the

N.

Y.

Street, CHICAGO
W. RandolphOLYMPIC
TIIKATRK

Amsterdam

bill.

H. M. S. Kendrick has born appointed bouae manner of Fox's
Audubon, replacing iien Jackson, who
la now situated in the borne otflee in
ho film department. Mr. Kendr ek
hails from Philadelphia, where ho
supervised the Fairmount.
1

NKXT DOOR TO

'.WHOSE TIME.AND
CIRCULARIZE. INCREASINGLY. 10 000 PERSONS WEEKLY
PATIENCE AT A BOX OFFICE LINE IS FIGURED "* "CESS OF ANY
°Y" PLACE
f Ice IN
1?5
CHARGE OF 50t PER TICKET. AND DELIVERED. WHEN DESIRED. THEIR
SMALL
CHICAGO. MANAGERS ARE RESPECTFULLY •"VITEO TO SEND
THEATRL
GARRICK
STUFF- ADVANCE MATTER TO OUR GENERAL OFFICE-023
BUIUgrjf..rAA MUTUAL BENEFIT.
:

Jules Kibe and Paula Kane have
been routed over the Sablosky time
I

(war tax IS)

IN WEIGHT
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Parisian Bootery

SHOES 217
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All
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tYSEN THEATRE TICKET SERVICE
WE

at

necessary
playin.

New

AmsterSunday shows
dam, Nl -/ York and Ac- demy; al.so
Two orife'lnal vaudeville skotf-hon. coj.y- Majestic, Brooklyn. John MeN'ally
rlpht^d, for two principals and sIhkI**. Is booking
the Brooklyn Sunday
MurIc and orchestration complete. KithT houses, nnd Pat Woods furnishes
Address,

72

In

the cast, opens In Atlantic City pea
erection of a 3,200 -seat the- 6. Lewis A Gordon are Interested
atre in Bayonne, N. J., was started In the venture with Sam H. Harris.
last week by Kalsersteln and Hockstein, the owners of the Strand in
the same town. No definite policy,
y
has been set for the new house, although generally reported vaudeville

The

:

!

34 West 34th Street

chard
Robert

III

Frederick Truesdell

j

deemed

A. Ratkowsky

to Fact)," with
Violet
Heroin*,

Ames and

j

Prices
•

billed

Madge Kennedy has started en
The Orpheum, Altoona, which has her first starring tour through the
*
south
In "Cornered.**
been playing the Jimmie Hodges
tabloid company since Oct. 24, with

Jack Osterman will play the
Royal the week of Dec. 12. Jack
Rosenthal, father of the single and
Mr. and Mrs. Marco Wolff, Oct. ities have all amalgamated under
manager of "The O'Brien Girl," has
31, at their home on the coast, a the Red Cross Society, and Queen
arranged a matinee party for the
daughter. The father is a brother Marie is the presiding officer.
company which will visit the house
of Fanchon (Fanchon and Marco).
Mr. and Mrs. Harry West (P.ertha
Harry Cooper will appear at the In a bus, plus a brass band.
Wright), Nov. 1, son.
Blackwell's Island (N. Y.> ThanksMr. and Mrs. Willie Pierc?. at giving entertainment, his 24th conA report from Easte-n Canada
Chicago, Nov. 12, daughter. Pierce
says Colt AlbertRon while appear'is
Western general manager for secutive Thanksgiving appearance
ing at the Strand, Halifax, got into
for the prisoners over there.
Fred Fisher, the music publisher.
trouble through being charged with
Mr. and Mrs. L. II. Gautler, in
having broken into the room of
do
intend
not
offices
Keith
The
Sacramento, Cal.. Nov. 6. son.
Mr. nnd Mrs. Robert L. Keith. reviving their Sunday concerts at Ixinna Nacienze. also playing the
Nov. 14, son. The mother is profes- the Manhattan Oprra House, New
sionally Helena Shipman and a York.
The neighborhood Is not

BIRTHS

was

they will play a return
Loew.

I

W. 42d
Man.-i*

St..
it.

id

NFW YORK
it

STEIN'S HAIR

!!

by

Stein

Cosmetic

STEKWS

TAYLOR TRUNK WORKS

W.

NKW

Sam Minti

For the eyebrows and eyelashes.

Made

A.

'410

4lfli

St.

YOIIK

28 F. Kdiiilolph St.
< I1H \(.0

COLOR

Di'i imiitntiiiii

*I

S

Complete with mirror and brush, 7 5e. n
New York, Mfrs» of tj
Co.,

:££

MAKE-UP

|

(Bite]!

-

VARIETY

Friday,

November

18, i»21

DON'T OVERLOOK
FULL
ORCHESTRATIONS

MOOCH

NOW
READY

ZHAT SOMEWHAT DIFFERENT INSTRUMENTAL FOX
PUBLISHED BY

"Kandy Kids" 21 Olympic New
York 28 Star Brooklyn.
"Keep Smiling" 21 Casino Philadelphia 28 Huriig & Searaon's New

21— Nov.

(Nov.

York.
Kelly
28)

"Beauty Revue" 24-26 Academy
Scran ton 1-3 Van Curler Opera

House Schenectady.

21

Olympic Cincinnati

Columbia Chicago.
"Knick Knacks' 21 Gayety DeGayetv Toronto.
"Lid Lifters" 21 Gayety Louis-

28

"Baby Bears" 21 Park Indianapolis
28 payety Louisville.
"Bathing: Beauties'' 21
Empire
Cleveland 28 Academy Pittsburgh.

Lew

troit 28
ville 28

Baltimore.

"Maids of America" 21 Gayety
21 Star Cleveland
Montreal 28 Gayety Buffalo.
Empire Toledo.
Marion Dave 21 Stur & Garter
"Big Wonder Show" 21 Grand
Hertford 28 Hyperion New Haven. Chicago 28 Gayety Detroit.
"Mischief Makers" 21 Penn Cir"Bits of Broadway" 21 Empire
cuit 28 Gayety Baltimore.
Toledo 28 Lyric Dayton.
"Miss New York Jr 21 Allentown
•IBon
Ton Girls" 21 Majestic
Jersey City 28 Stamford 29-30 Park 22 Easton 23 Reading 25-26 Grand
Bridgeport 1-3 Worcester Worcester. Trenton 28 Olympic New York.
"Monte Carlo Girls" 21 Gayety
•Broadway Scandals" 21 Gayety
Baltimore 28 Capitol Washington.
Milwaukee 28 Haymarket Chicago.
"Odds and Ends" 21 Columbia
^Cabaret Girls' 24-26 Academy
New York 28 Casino Brooklyn.
Fall River 28 Gayety Brooklyn.
"Pace Makers" 21 Century Kansas
"Chick Chick" 21 Howard Boston
"Big Jamborefe"

IS

'

1-2 Academy Fall River.
aCuddle Up" 21 L O 28 Gayety
St Louis.
Dixon's Big Revue 21 Avenue Detroit 28 Englewood Chicago.
"Flashlights of 1922" 21 Columbia
Chicago 27-29 Berchel Des Moines.
^Follies of Day" 20-22 Berchel
.

Des Moines

City 28 L O.
"Parisian Flirts". 21 Englewood
Chicago 28 Garrlck St Louis.
"Passing Revue" 21 Garrick St

Louis 28 Century Kansas City.
"Peek-a-Boo" 21' Gayety Boston

Grand Hartford.

28

Springfield 28

Mell"
Minneapolis.
"Pell

21

L O

M Step Lively Girls"
21

Howard Boston.

"Harvest Time" 21

L O

28

Gayety

When sending; for mall to
VARIETY address -M nil Clerk

Ackerman Paul
Adam'son

Nell

Artela J
Artoia

W

Mrs
Mrs

Raker Annette
Harnea Athea
Barte I^eon
bates Dotty

Kennedy MoUy

Baulm Mias J

Kervllle Joee

W

Two

Beattlea
Bell Flo

Bender Harry
Benton Ruth
Berker Mrs M
Bloomberg Phil
Boas Howard
Broad Billy
Brodler Reo

Brooks

Mr F

28 Academy Buffalo.
•Jingle Jingle" 21 Hyperion New
Haven 28 Miners' Bronx New York.

Mr R

H&MTRUNKS
AT FACTORY PRICES
From the Following; Agenti
S.

NATHANS

N*W York
1004 Broadway, New York
n:*1

7th Ave.,

Casey T
Cauley Barton
Choppman Lonls
Christie Miss
Clifford Jean
Clinton Fred

Cohen Harry
Cole Dorothy
Cols Muriel

St.,

J.

rm»

M.

St..

SCHWEIG

BOOKS TRUNK
St.,

CO.

Kansas City

WORTHFt.
TRUNK CO.
11105 Main
Worth, Tex.
St.,

&

Meisel T. Co.

JOIO Waahlnsrton

St.. St.

Billy 21

Gayety Washing-

ton 28 Gayety Pittsburgh.
"Whirl of Gayety" 21 Empire Al28 Gayety Boston.
"Whirl of Girls" 24-26 Van Curler

bany

OH

Schenectady 28 Elmlra 29 Bing-

hamton

Oswego

30

1-3

Inter

Williams Mollie 21 Gayety
ronto 28 Gayety Montreal.

"World of Frolic"

IFT.

Herkert

Watson

Grand Trenton.

Chicago

A»e. Aread*, ttt Fifth Ave.. Pittuvrsh

OOl Main

lyn.

Lonls

Louis 28 Star

M
Est.

&

21

To-

Gayety St

Garter Chicago.

INERS

MAKE-UP

Henry C. Miner,

Inc.

HICKS

& SON

675 Fifth Avenue, at 53d Street

La Meet Lou
La Mont L
La Tour Babe

MacDonaid Sadie

Mahey

Fleurett

Manners Ceoel
Marley Jack
Mehllnger Artie
McKay Grant
Mlchallk Mickey

little

your friends

your iiome or
to your week-end outing

fruit delivered to

—take

it

Belmont Belle
Byron Bert

Morris

Bell

Dowlng Irene

Dublin Walter
Duffy Marcellne
Dufln Bros
Earl Lew
Barle Paul
Edwards Leater
Bldred Frank
Emeraon Mabetle
Ewlng Florence

Fancbon & Marco

Fern Bob

Morralne

Mada

Chue Joahua

W

Dixon C
Davenport Orrln
Davie A McCloy
Davenport Paul
Dancing Howards
Dunbar Ralph
Dixon F B

Pearl Jack
Pratt Herbert
Prevent Mr

Riley Sid
Roe Doris

Ross Geo
Ross Harry

P

Rowland Miss
Simons May

The
Pearl

Snyder Eunice
Stone Joe

D

Taylor Mlaa

Vernon Hazel
Vernon Vernon
Vine Dave Mra

Freed Karl

Wager

Frisco
Frltzchre Charlie

Wakeman Frank
Walker Dollar
Warnlck Harry
Warsaw Ern
Watklna Billy

Goodyear Mildred
Gordon Homer
Gordon Nathan
Grenvllle

Edna

Green Mart on
Oravetta Mrs
Groaa S Mr
Gygl Ota

Hodykln L,elth
Ha/fan Frank
Halna Mrs C
Hall Mrs J
Hanson Alice

Mr R
Harmon A Tlarmon

Havard Grace
Harvey Jack
Haughey MIso
Hawkins T^ew
Hayes Will

B

Albert Oene

Adams Oeorgs
Arnold Dick

There

nothing
particularly
in the Shubert bill this
week. It is a fairly good show, each
act possessing merit and as a whole
furnishes entertainment, though not'
Tascott
of the kind that arouse** any unVoltaire Harry
bounded enthusiasm.
This week
Valll Arthur
marked the change from a Monday
Van A Belle
opening
to Sunday, the house be.
"Vaud'vlfle Leader"
ing about three-quarters full, due
Vox Valentine
to a combination of apparent rea*
sons, first inclement weather; secWells C
Warner Frank
ond, the lack of a big name.

Freer Fred

L

Hendrtekson Jas
Horter Robert

Hathburn Max
Hodgee Ollie Mrs

Ward

8 J

Warner Doris

.

is

startling

Whipple and Huston

"Time'*

Wilbur A Mansfield
While Billy Jr
Williams Dean R

WASHINGTON
HARDY MEAKIN

press was enthusiastic in their
praise of the revival and the re-

markable

The house Sun-

cast.

day night at the National, if not
capacity was so close to it that
everybody was happy.
Poll's is also housing a musical
comedy, Frank Tinney in "Tickle
Me," it got away to a dandy house
also,
with
indications
pointing
towards a big week. Press liked
the show.
"A Buck on Leave" one of the
productions staged in the A. E. 'F.
during the war has been revived
here for the week at the ShubertGarrlck.
Indulgent critics stated
It

offered

amusement.

he Cosmo « vaudeville consists of
The Teacher's Romance;" Tabor

..n£

Bettle

Make-up comes

off

almost as easily as
Bottom** head, in
Midsummer Night's

Dream, when you

ALBOLENE
Cuts right into the grease and
docs the skin good" instead of
harming it, preventing make-up
poisoning.

Has

practically super-

ceded the sticky or watery
fashioned creams.

Weil BlUIe
Welas Lulu

old-

In I and fl os. tubea for
the make-up box; Alto

Whiting Charlotte
Whlteledge Orvlile
Wicks Jack
Wlllards Temple
Williams A Rlbelro
William Flo
Williams Geo
Wllllama H
Williams Rid
Wllaon Al

H

in
lb. and I lb. caw
for the dreuink labia.

lectri
J?OR HEALTH AMD BEAUTY
0t
to

E£f

JSS.

,,
. .

k#

„ «K

Ur

K&'rlnJ

At

hlr0P0d7
'

**>

W. 42d

St.

all

drujnriita

an*

dealer*

""trto Cabinet n*th«

8a tuple free on

Tr"<-

TIMES SQUARE,^;
PARLOR l0P» M
BEAOTV
H^ur m

Woods Joe
Worth Grace

Zimmerman

in

are topping -the bill. Their offering
presents many Interesting features.
the satire on the N married couple
Wolf Howd C Mrs with the automobile tire being very
funny as well as Mr. Huston's charWard 8am
acter study of the "Eccentric," exZelgler L
cellently done.
Zambounl T Mrs
Rlgoletto Brothers, assisted by
the
Swanson Sisters, make a
Tork Shirley

Janaen Harry
Jarvla A Harrison

Weet Arthur
Wheatloy Jean
White Anita
Whitehead Joe

Gray Thomas

req *e$t

McKESSM « ROIBMS
.

BrtablbhedlBB

Incorporator

Mianwfacturtnf Chimuti
talUM Street. New Yort

•1

Qs. Rialto Thaa.

ARE YOU GOING TO EUROPE?
0m

Willie

hi
•!!
PH™' SBoats

rrices.

Austin nob
Alfreda Blllle Mil

Ahern Will

"" 0d * t,0nB

"««*

on all Lines, at Main OS.ee
rery fall, arrange «. aP ly. Forelsrn Moaey
Liberty Bond, bought and sold.
TAUSIO A SON. 104 East 14th St.. New York.
Phone Stnyvesant 01.10-0137.
are

sjrolnsr

bought and sold.

PAUL

t

"SAWING A

I

CAME

WOMAN

ap-

Belasco

'Tenor*'

Texas A Walker
Thornton Arthur
Trovato
Turner Dolly
Turner Walter

Gannon Florenoe
Gannon Betty
Gordon Roy Mrs

By

Reavls Ruth
Rene A Florence
Reppeler Hera

Skirt

The NeW York Symphony

peared In concert at the National.
November IB. before a big house.
This is a T. Arthur Smith attract
Hon.

"The Merry Widow" has at last
reached Washington and the local

Ray Frank

Smlletta

tional.

Pavlowa before a capacity house
under the direction of Mrs. Wilson
Greene appeared at Polls on Friday afternoon the 18th.

Smith Eddie

Francis Corinne
Footer May

Patton Joan
Parquet te Arthur
Pay ton Joe

B

Shaw Leila
Searlls Arthur
Stafford Edwin
Smith Dottle
Sehnyler Elise
Shaw Blllle Collins

M

Olbson Myrtle

Cecil

Smith Al
Sherry J Barney

X

Lewis J»k "Skinny"

Tlmberg Herman
Thuraby Dave

Fein Mr F
Finn Albert

Summers

Dr

1

Denegan Francla

Keliors Lee

Newport Hal
Norton Chaa

I

Ruesell Jack Mrs
Russell Jack
Ring Blanche

Clifford Jack
Caalnelll Julee

and Green; Freemont-Benton Company in "Handkerchief 13;" "La
Graclosa;" Harry Bentelll; The Melroy Sisters; feature and comedy
Alms.
The Strand with Loew vaudeville
is offering "One-Two-Three;" Hash!
and Osai; Al Lester and Company
Pesci Duo and "London Bridge"-,!
with a feature film featured above
the show.
The picture houses offer the following: Loew's Palace, May McAvoy; Loew's Columbia, "Ladle*
Must Liver:" Moore's Rialto, "Judg^i
ment" while Crandall's Metropolitanhas "One Arabian Night."
The underlined attractions for the"
coming week (Nov. 20) includo
"Irene" at Polls; Lenore Ulric in
"Kiki" her new play at the Nai

Patton Joan

Kennlson Jeaale

Nelson Helen
Nelson Owen

BAG

Prince Al
Preble Edward
Parla Lionel
Perettoa The

Comer Larry
Catnro J L
Claire Josephine
Cowlea Roy

Elliott Will

A Towns

O'Nell Eva
Ormonde Cora
Ott A Bryant

Jessie

CITY

'

Ray

McConnell
Moore J A

Burna Harry
Berg Harold

Karmlno O O

Donnelly James
Douglas Harry

Morgan Jean

Buchanan Mollie

King Loretta
Keefe Chas H

Moore Menlo

CHICAGO OFFICE

Have a

Marts Eddie
Morris Johnny

Nathan Joe
Nevada Loyd

Cushman John

Lam pins Mr

Laaarus Areta
Milton

Munson Bertha

Leona

Irene

Birch Stella
Berrent Aaron

Corbet t Selraa
Covert Dawsoa
Crowley Jas

Mijares Jesus

Monde C Mr

Gaiety Theatre Bldg.
N. Y.

Bradley A C
Black Katherlne
Bernard Mike Mrs

Ball Leonette
Brunln J
Bobby A Earl
Bento Brothers
Kurton Richards

GOOD

BROADWAY,

Lemley Jack
Lyons George

Dr Chaa Fern Ben Ce
Lloyd Jack
Florettl • A
MoCsJl Llssle
Mack eV Betty

TIM BRYMN

1547

Lowe

C

Miller

Heathler

H.

Krause Helen

W

Coleman Harry
Cenley June
Conroy Frank
Coek Marie
Copsey Geo

Francla Milton
Niagara Fall.,.
Frank Herbert
"Whirl of Mirth" 21 L O 28 Allen
Franklin Irrln
town 29 Eastcn 30 Reading 2-3 Franklin Ruth

SUGARMAN
453 Washington
Boston
BARNES TRUNK CO.
75 W.
M.

Randolph

"Town Scandals" 21 Empire Newark 28 Casino Philadelphia.
"Twinkle Toes'' 21 Hurtig & Seamon's New York 28 Empire Brook-

Kosloff Maurice

Livingston

CanUl Jack
Ceasldr John

Dalton Nancy
Daley VI
Danube Oscar
Dare Annette
Dare Hasel
De Beaute Bea
Deboy A Dayton
De Cousey A James
Delmar Gene
De Onaonne Nellie
Dl Formers Carlo
Dolan Joe
Pitts- Donaldlna

Tinney Frank 21 Gayety
burgh 28 L O.
"Tit for Tat" 21 Stamford 22-23
Park Bridgeport 24-26 Worcester
Worcester 28 Empire Providence.

Klmple Mr
King Cecil
Kalght WlUlara
Knowles Raymond

Leavers A Collins
Leonard Frank
Leonard Jean
Leslie Georgia
Lewis Roy

Brown Burton
Brown Frank
Burnett

Keefe John
Keith Eugene
Kellty Rogere
Kelly Jack

A B

Edna

Barn we oiuart

Kawal Berlnce

Star ton 28 Olympic Cincinnati.
"Strolling
Players"
21
Palace
21 Miner's Bronx Baltimore 28 Gayety Washington.
New York 28 Orpheum Paterson.
"Sugar Plums" 21 Orpheum PatHowe Sam 21 Gayety Omaha 28 erson 28 Majestic Jersey City.
Gayety Kansas City.
"Sweet Sweeties" 21 Star Brook•Hurly Burly" 21 Gayety Brook- lyn 28 Empire Hoboken.
lyn 28 Bljon Philadelphia.
"Ting-a-Llng" 21 Empire Hobo"Jazz Babies" 21 Elmlra 22 Bing- ken 28-30 Cohen's Newburg 1-3
hamton 23 Oswego 24-26 Inter Cohen's Poughkeepsle.
28

Hendricks Herman
Hlght Pearl

Adelaide A Hughes
Allan Florence
Johnson A Johnson
Appleton Prank •" Jones Florence
A r matrons Geo
Jones Mr L
Artoia Gladys
Joy Mlaa E

Lyric Day-

Cleveland.
-Hello 1922-

Niagara Falls

Allen

POSTCARDS, ADVERTISING or
CIRCULAR LETTERS WILL
NOT BE ADVERTISED.
LETTERS ADVERTISED IN
ONE ISSUE ONLY.

Burke Fred

Gayety Omaha.
"Puss Fuse** 21-23 Cohen's New"Follies of New York" 21 Empress
Cincinnati 28 Lyceum Columbus.
burr; 24-26 Cohen's POughkeepsle 28
"Folly Town- 21 Gayety Buffalo Plaxa Springfield.
Reeves Al 21 Empire Providence
18 Gayety Rochester.
"French
Frolics"
21
Lyceum 28 Casino Boston.
"Record Breakers" 21 Academy
Columbus 28 Empire Cleveland.
•harden Frolics" 21-23 Bastable Pittsburgh 28 Penn Circuit.
Reynolds Abe 21 Empire Brooklyn
Syracuse 24-26 Grand Utica 28 Em28 Empire Newark.
pire Albany.
Singer Jack 21 Gayety Kansas*
**Glrls de Looks" 21 Casino Boston
City 28 L O.
28 Columbia New York.
"Girls from Joyland" 21 Haymar"Social Follies" 21 Bijou Philadelphia 1-3 Academy Scranton.
ket Chicago 28 Park Indianapolis.
•Greenwich Village Revue" 21
"Some Shoa" 21 Gayety Minneapolis 28 Gayety Milwaukee.
Casino Brooklyn 28 L O.
•Sporting Widows" 21 Gayety
•Grown Up Babies" 21 Academy
Buffalo 28 Avenue Detroit.
Rochester 28-30 Bastable Syracuse
•Harum
ScarunV
21
Plaza 1-3 Grand Utica.
28

Aubrey
Ambler

LETTERS

Empress Cincinnati.

"Little Bo Peep" 21 Capitol Washington 28 L O.
•London Belles" 21 L O 28 Palace

B,

TROT. WE'LL SAY ITS

THE METRO MUSIC CO.

BURLESQUE ROUTES

7f

IN HALT'-OPERATINC

ON ORPHEUM CIRCUIT

LEROY
CONQUERED

I

1

Friday,

November

VARIETY

18, 1921
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DOROTHY WARD
We wish to thank MESSRS. LEE AND J. J. SHUBERT
9

for extending our original six

weeks contract to an
9
eight months most happy and comfortable engagement anil for their offer to return next Fall.

-

We also with to thank the members of the WHIRL OF
NEW YORK COMPANY for their kindness in giving
us a wonderful farewell supper

—not

forgetting the

CHORUS LADIES for their sweet flowers and presents
.

Sailed Tuesday on the Aquitania to

fulfill

•

contracts

previously arranged.

Opening Alhambra, Glasgow

FOR PANTOMIME SEASON DECEMBER SIXTH

SHAUN GLENVILLE
•'i

M. O. T. P.
mighty good ••flash act" They do
* dab of almost everything, each
bit more than well done and their
closing number brought them excellent returns. A good reception was
tendered Clark and Verdi on their
entrance, remembered from their
many appearances here at Keith's.
They do about the same act, which
always goes over big. Two other
acts whose reputations have been
established on the Keith time also

The Philadelphia Ice Palace, located In West Philadelphia, Is planning an ice skating revue for Debigger Jovntown cember. Last April a revue with 12
ads was so popular It had to be
weeks.
Norval
Hill" (Stanton, 7th extended several
Baptle, Gladys Lamb, the Paulsons,
Katie
Schmidt.
Dill
Wlnslow.
the
(Aldlr.e,
Musketeers'*
Mullers and others who were In last
year's
revue'
will
be
Included
in
this
Lash- (Stanley).
L/eave Home" (Palace fall's entertainment.

PHILADELPHIA

appear— Dolly Connolly, with Percy

who did very well, and
Bert Melrose, with his tilting tables

Wenrlch,

By ARTHUR
The Alms at tin

and chair.

"General" Edward LaVlne, still houses ar«:
"Over the
another of the former Keith acts,
brought many laughs in the opening week).
"The Three
spot while "The Broken Mirror"
was Interesting because of the work 1st week)
"Under the
of the two men before and behind
the supposed mirror. Their sketch
•'Why Olrle

B.

WATERS

i

around the idea is effective. and Victoria).
Jack Strouse on second worked
"Salvation Nell" (Karlton).
mighty bard and did earn a few
"Enchantment" (Arcadia).
laughs with his telephone connection
with the manager, while Mathieu
Metropolitan opera house,
The
Claude Newell, with vacant for a few weeks, due to the
Taflart and
their musical acrobatic offering, departure of the Mae Desmond stock,
closed the show well.
opened with pictures Wednesday.
Special mention is due the Inter- "What Do Men Want?" la the Aim.
national News Weekly. Its pictures The enterprise is under tlr direcof the service In honor of the Un- tion of William Greenhouse ani
known Hero at Arlington on Fri- Harold Wertheimer, and the film
day were excellent.
There will
will remain ten days.
be three showings u day at 26-50
built

Keith's

brates

Its

week. The
the circus

Fred G. N lion -Nlrdllnger.
The house is devoted to pop
vaudeville.
Jack
McGowan of
"Mary" famo was an added feature
of the Monday performance of the
anniversary week program.

TORONTO

HIPPODROME.—

LOEWS—

mond

FOR VOIR COPY

WOLFE GILBERT, Inc.
WEST 47th ST., N. Y. C'TY

Pub. by L.
•65

rebllfthera of

"DOWN YONDER"

charmers
The act

sed and went over big.
splendidly put on. the only pos
side opening for censor being that
he drags out the drunken bit just
tritlc too long.
,
ii
The Rathe news weekly held the
bouse seated with their splendidly
presented views of the services in
honor ol the unknown soldier.

c!<

WIRE— WRITE—PHONE

melody

is

;i

,

Y»«w»«yt leek teed

peeTffuy
—

•* tfce

»•

•*•

"Prefev

"^ ~
tfctal««4 aai retihitS Mffer parts ky fcavlaa
feature! !••
tl
Mtrfet tktlr
I* Mirott
perftettoM aatf renev« klenMhu. Ceateltatloa free. F«M

rtateaakla.

,

F.

E.

8MITH, M.
Avenue

D.

347 Fifth
Opp. Waldorf

N. ¥. City

ALLEN.—Feature

•The

film,

Old)

Nest."

STRAND. —Feature

"Out*

film,

Vadis."

Road shows throughout Capada,

the

Mltzi,

bright

star

little

lA

"Lady Billy." had a wonderful
opening and looks, to have a fast
hold on Toronto theatre patrons foF
her week stay here.
Doris Keane had an appreciative
audience for Monday and •'Rom
D»nce" .,::: liava •» wucc«h.iful week*

.The Dumbells packed them In on
opening night, and their 24th week
here within the past two seasons
may bring a 25th or more.
The Winnipeg Kiddles stopped]
over night on Sunday la Toronto
and

it cost for each child Just $4.60
for room, and with four In a room,

Thla Is how Canadian hotels
These children have it on tho
grownups, though, as the company
$18.
rate.

management

•

foots the

bill.

-BCY AND SELL—
and PRECIOUS STONES.

DIAMONDS
Do Net

Sacrifice Defers Seeing

Me

PAT HIGHEST PBIOB
APPRAIBINO FREE OF CHARQI
HIGHEST REFERENCES.
N. MILLER. Beeea ttf, Hairiness)
National Hank DalMlna,
327 Fifth Avenue. Comer 44th Street.

PROFESSIONAL TRUNKS

in

his

"After

film,

the Show.**

.

ROYAL

with

REGENT. —Feature

AmerleaA

may have their ups and downs, but
cele- they manage to keep going and as
11th ancilvcrsary this yet we have had none forced te)
house was named after close.

nom-de-plume. of* the
Samuel Nlrdllnger, father of

late

.cents.

the "Gossipy Svx." a bright hit. was not as overlong as some of
Sybil Vane, the Welsh prima donna, Shub?r».s\ but It also lacked the big
went over big with her voiee, ably punch of last week's.
Victor Herbert is conducting the
assisted bv Leon Domque at the
piano. He does, however, force him- orchestra at the Stanley this week.
iho
to
times
at
bit
little
just
a
self
Hay Raydi triment of the singer.
Beautify Your Face

of

The Nixon, 62d and Market,

Mosconl Bros, with their
For the week of Nov. 2ft, termed
ALEXANDRA.—Doris
brother and sister aro heading a by the Stanley people Jubilee Week,
dandy bill at Keiths this week. The an unusual array of big bookings Keaoe in "Romance." Next, Horry
Lauder.
in
resee
Wiseacres
exceptional
made.
been
has
act brought forth
PRINCESS.— Mitsl in "Lady Bilthis the fear of the newly opened
turns and the dancing of the enNext, "The Chimes of Norly.*;
Aldine by the opposition.
different.
tire family is unusually
mandy."
while
splendid,
have
players
is
whole
Desmond
Mae
a
The
as
The bill
GRAND.— The Dumbells In "Biff,
N. Y., for six Bing, Bang!" Second week of this
Hope Eden assisted by Prescott in gone to Schenectady,
weeks. They will return Christmas visit and 24th week of playing in
her mind reading act was an out- Day.
^ Toronto.
standing hit.
Roth vaudeville houses were off
UPTOWN THEATRE.—Vaughan
The show is opened by two re- this week, due probably to bad Glascr Players in "The Sign
on the
less
markably clever hand balancers. weather breaks and slightly
Door."
spectacular bills. Keith's had Karyl
Herbert and Dare. They received Norman as a headllner, and alSHEA'S. —Ford Sisters, Bessie
followed
five well earned calls, being
though the act is popular here, its Rcmpcl and other high class audcby Harry and Denis Du, their danc- appeal is limited. The Llghtner Girls ville.
compar"Tho Love
ran away with the show and. In fact,
ing naturally suffering in
Bros., saved it. Lew Dockstader was an- Shop" and other vaudeville acts.
ison with that of the Mosconl
over other feature, and the first con- Feature film. Tom Mix in "After
who came later, the boys went third
densed play. "Parlor, Bedroom and Your Own Heart."
well though. Hope Eden was
and Hath," which has played here on
and then came Harry NorwoodHapFeature film, "Passion
Have
May
"It
In
Hall
this circuit lr. somo .'me. wnt.well. Fl 'uM,''' With Doi'cltdiiia III pclbUll.
Alpha
Eddl-a Dowllng. added at the last
pened to You." Their quiet manner of delivery was a positive re- moment to the Shubert bill, was
excellent. the outstanding feature, and the relief and their material Is
The Mosconl Bros, close intermis- views generally dwelt on his work.
sion which is followed by Robert Lillian Fitzgerald, the headllner
Emmett Keane and Claire Whitney was only a mild success. The bill

The

GATBTT.—"Maids
with Bobby Barry.

Made by

HERKERT

ft

MEIflRL

Can now be bought

Prices Reduced.
Mail Orders Filled F. O.
t

B.,

of St. Loala

New York

in

$55 Up

City

*

8end for Catalogue.

N. Y. City

ned trunk* anil nliopworn aamplee of all atandard makee alwaya on hand.
IntleNtrurto, Briber, Oahkoah, Taylor, Murphy. Ncvcrbroak Hal, Kio.

Hartman,

SAMUEL NATHANS
IAS I Broadway, N. Y. City.
531 Srienth Ave., N. Y. V.
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STRAND.—Elsie

*^ vv^ m» EJjg 1

"Footlights.

LYRIC—All
bill,

colored

Thomas and Thomas,

Blair and Brown, Davis
the Macks.

vaudeville
the Dicks,

and Taylor,

The Hodklnson Corporation has
its own exchange here, with
Andrew Qugel In char*©. The Arm
was formerly located in the Pathe
opened

offices in this city.
f

Vernon Stiles has accepted an
engagement of three weeks at the
Strand, beginning Friday. He is on

Lend Us Your Ear!
But only for a moment while we

vacation here.

you that the
prompt service

tell

only place to receive courteou* attention,

Jane Cowl appears at the Shubert
Charles next week In "Smllin*
Through." Old Doctor Joe Vion Is
.blazing tho trail for Miss Cowl and,
us usual, has taken the southern
space honors to date, being all over
the papers and even hopping into

\

St.

and kind treatment in fitting up the women in your act
or show with the newest of styles.
Dresses, gowns,
frocks and everything necessary to make a woman look
like a million dollars are to be found in the AMELIA

the magazine section.

Maurice TJarr. managing director
Saenser houses, is spending a
fortnight in Chicago.

of the

CAIRE SHOP.

The

We
that

are not kidding anyone

we can

when we make

Come

in

and

looft

itself.

j

102

formerly they sought engagements
in the Lone Star state.

Inc.

?

New York City. Phone Circle 8840.
Costume and Millinery
Stage Wear
Street Wear
W.

57th

Henry Bauer, general manager
the

St.,

The

i

Our Aim

This establishment has no connection with any shop operating under
a similar name.

i

i

j

M E3 J^t frs« E3

is

E3 *

of«

a guest of Walter

Orpheum

held

its

largest

fair, muggy and disconcerting for
the most part, due to lack of speed
and balance, and but for the Armstrong sketch and Williams and
Wolfus, might have proven almost

calamitous.
"Sultan," handled by pretty Emma
Lindsay, held them nicely at the
start, easily paving the way for
others to follow.
Finlay and Hill did not take up
the running, though disclosing tiresome,
disconnected
clowning in

made in several moons was that headline honors with the Brendel
registered by Daphne Pollafd at Burt Revue, a good act El Brendel their opening minutes which were
Keith's ^capacity matinee Monday. and Flo Burt put over a revue that never retrieved. Here is an act that
"Up In the Clouds"; From her first appearance, and con- bristles with funny situations, is should be taken apart and entirely
Next, "Af- tinuing throughout the entire turn, snappy and speedy, and earns big rebuilt.
big business Monday.
she was simply a riot. The current plaudits.
As Yonson, the Swede,
gar."
Burke and Rush, who followed,
OHIO.— "Mr. Plm Passes By"; bill, however, is neither top-heavy Brendel proves himself a real come- suffered
through
in a
good business Monday. Next, "Abra- nor lopsided; the talent is dis- dian, while Flo Burt as Hilda is singing way with similarity
the preceding
good
equally
successful.
Some
tributed in such a manner that the
ham Lincoln."
turn.
It is a llght-waisted inter"Theo- greatest possible returns are se- dancing Is offered by Frank MasSHUBERT-COLONIAL.
lude requiring proper placement on
ters, Peggy Brown and Helen Nellcured.
dora" (film).
a program, and, as they say at the
STAR.— "Bits o* Broadway."
Amelia Bingham offers a playlet, dova,
race track, it never got up.
Breakers.*'
EMPIRE. "Record
Ben Linn, heavyweight comedian,
"Catherine, Empress of Russia,"
Joe Browning was just about 50MILES. Four Jacks and Queen, which gets a cordial reception, not sings several songs with good effect,
50.
He has done something with
Bush,
Frank
Joe Burke and Co.,
because of any intrinsic merit, but and shows. some nimbleness for his
Walter Hastings, Gardner Maniacs because of Miss Bingham's delight- avoirdupois.
Torino has a good make-up, but cannot hope for wide
Acclaim
the accepted matter
and pictures.
ful acting.
The minor parts are juggling act, while Marie Stoddard projectedwith
by stage parsons these
METROPOLITAN.— "The Fortune agreeably filled, but the running wins favor With her impressions of many
years.
Francis
Wilson,
Queen." Ward and
time of the act could be cut to ad- vaudeville artists.
Will Oakland
Charles King and Llla Rhodes
and Day. Galloway and Garrett, vantage.
was In splendid voice and scored a
Royal Trio and pictures.
triumph with his Irish ballads— par- relied more on names than material.
Vaughn
Comfort
first appearance
The crowd was loath to bestow atPRISCILLA.— Horde's Ranee Re- here in white facv ha a 00 8e ticularly the medley.
'"
vue, La Rose, Adams and Taylor, ,""\?
ft
Du-Calion has some interesting tention altogether.
ao ng " that t
* rf fl 5 ,flwl r
* c "°"hand.
Reefer and Albert, Variety Four, good
i2F
A big factor
f
Li chatter as a London "chappie" while
Marion Harris, who Is splitting
A
for success
pictures
Zenos
and
Musical
the work of Jay West James at disporting himself on a ladder, and the headline, did not appear MonSQUARE. Thurman, is
day
evening, but was well enough
goes
over to a big hand.
the piano; Jay is some ivory tickler.
Florence Crystal and Jim Anderson,
Olympla Desvall puts on a good to do so Tuesday.
One big laugh collector was Jim
Stratford Four and pictures.
Williams
and Wolfus gave yeoturn, including "Tiff -Tiff," the
FILMS.— Allen, "The Son of Wal- Harkins with his family of Fllver- circus
winged horse, whilr-a flock of dogs man service in bringing them back
Hngford"; Orpheum, "To a Finish", tons In their automobile skit
with
some
new
foolery.
The ubiquitous Joe Cook returns show some wonderful training.
Strand. "Never Weaken" and "Ever
good closing act
Since Eve"; Circle, "Handcuffs and with most of his old stunts and goes
Next week Emily Ann Wellman,
Tuesday was the hottest NovemXt«»ef* ':..Rialtn v ."DanKerpus Busl-._over in good shape. .. Trapeze wnjjj..
uiT"- d«.y-*"ri<r-**SC ">v-aro. "xt""Jjecaiif«
"Bum 'Em Up is about the only thing Joe omits. 'Premier pjtfitioT*.-Capitol,
ness
necessary to use the fans at the
He gets into the Alexander Bros,
Monarch, "Experience,
Barnes'
Palace.
and Evelyn turn as hitherto and
Ziska held them heel and toe,
Allen's Capitol (films) has changed livens up that act as well.
The
opening. The magician still sports
hands, and the house is now under Alexanders put on some classy ballBy
the knicks and powdered hair, dothe management of B. C. Steele, bouncing, and their talent is not
Although business at the new ing his best work down in the audiovershadowed by Cook.
former owner of the Lucler.
The Murray Girls have a pleasing Hennepin continues good, cold ence. The finish with the rings lets
Keith's Hip
singing act which brings an encore, weather and snow last week slowed down the turn some.
Unquestionably ihe biggest hit while Corradinl's animals Is among up box office receipts everywhere.
Doyle and Elaine began swimthe speediest and cleverest offerings
mingly, pot mixed in their
Sarah Padden, at the Orpheum midway and gained a new strokes
so«'ii here in some time.
burst of
Gearge speed at the finish tape.
Wyatts Scotch Lad* and Lassies this week, is at home.
couple
suffered by playing the closing spot. Sackett, her husband, is the house of girls with personality who could
Next week Dorothy Jardon and manager.
step out with regular material.
Josephine Moore are headliners.
Seven Honey Boys have a new
Kathlyn Williams, from pictures,
Opera House (Shuberts)
setting for their minstrel lore and
Excellent support has been given
o» ««-»i'»»P: T". compioml-m
fry
g
Shubert vaudeville at the Opera Al
holds experienced cork people who
Glllls.
house in the past two or three
get a maximum of results from a
weeks. Monday night's crowd filled
They
It never rains, but it pours. Rleh- seeming minimum of effort.
the theatre, and the bill submitted
are very sure as a small-time feaare offering Fur Coat values this week is first-class entertain- ard, the Wizard, is at the Met. ture.
Mme. Ellis Is foretelling futures at
that cannot be duplicated anywhere. ment. While Hessie McCoy Davis
is
Laurel Lee was nleely spotted
CnneP ' n and 1 '" U,ine S
A call will convince you.
alw.y S a.,l K «.raw.»hehaato dl vMc|arran"
'
fourth.
The demure lass Is
••".
B
Fur
deposit

CLEVELAND

By

J.

Plan

opening assemblages of the season
Monday, due mainly to the appearance of local players in a revival of
"Woman Proposes" (New Acts).
The bill proper was an anemic af-

f

Special Note:

mat

Wigwam,

Publicity

Kattman.

i

Individuality

fight

Jackson Hornung, Variety's Houston correspondent, spent a week in
Now Orleans. Hornung averred the
Texas cities are sadly in need of
theitres to house legitimate attrac-.
tions. That condition causes attrac-'
tions to veer from Texas, where

around.

AMELIA CAIRE,

Dempsey-Carpcntier

pictures started well at the Tudor,
but 1 lie -returns have declined considerably since the opening days.

claims

dress you right for the stage or screen for

the simple reason that our product speaks for
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MINNEAPOLIS
FRANK BURKE

A

Fur Coat*

25% Saving on Purchases Made Now
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Any

Variety bran
will

office

furnish

formation of the Publicity
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person
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Coat.

OPEN EVENINGS
SUNDAY 10 A. M

to
to

10 P.
6 P

WARDROBE PROP.

M.
M.

THEATRICAL FURCO
MARCUS LOEWS ANNEX
HO WEST 461* STREET OPEN EVENINGS
:

TRUNKS,

Bumpus & Lewis
SCENIC STUDIOS
W.

46th St., N. Y.
Bryant 2695

City.

I

NEW ORLEANS

$10.00

Rirgilnn.
Have hoen usod
Also a
Snro ml ITnnrl Innovation mid Fibre
V.'iir.lrnliP Tru«l<n. |20 nnd 125.
A f«>w
>vtra larjfo rroporty Trunks.
Also old
Taylor and Hal Trunks.
26 Wrst 31st
Strict. Hftwpon Broadway and 6th Ave.
::iz

i'MV

\ew York

245

—

t-eoure

will

sr.iull

By

O. M.

SHUBRRT
Kmma Bunting

SAMUEL

doine
something in a dancing way, displaying unusual grace. Her wardrobe, too, can be accounted exhibit
A.
Her voice remains a wee bit
sugary.

ST.
Lillian's rets, removed somewhat
CHARLKS.in "Miss Lulu Hett." from the usual canine prescription,
Blanche Ring in "The proved palatable, gaining unstinted
Broadway Whirl."
approval and shaping up like
LOUISIANA. Theodore Lorch closer of proportions. The dimlnu-a
Htock in "Slippy Me(Jee."
tiveness of the dogs Is nn asset.

TULANK—

—

DROP CURTAINS FOR SALE AND RENT
SOME OF THE ACT8 WE HAVE EQUIPPED WITH SCENERY:
SKELLY AND HEIT REVUE, "FORTUNE QUEEN"

CANTOR & YATES PRODUCTIONS
SATEENS AND OTHER MATERIALS

IN VELVET, SILK,

the
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B. F.

ALBEE,

President

J. J.

MURDOCH,

General Manager

PROCTOR,

F. F.

Vice-President

B. F. Keith's Vaudeville Exchange

i

(AGENCY)

B. F.

(Palace Theatre Building,
EDWARD P. ALBEE

KEITH

New

York)
PAUL KEITH

F. F.

PROCTOR

Founders

Artists

can book direct by addressing

WEBSTER

AMALGAMATED

VAUDEVILLE CIRCUIT
THE

VAUDEVILLE
1441

Broadway,

12

BEN and
john

FRANK W. VINCENT,
GEORGE A. GOTTLIEB,
Managers' Booking Dept.

FLOYD B. 8COTT
Publicity and Promotion

New York

I

AUSTRALIAN

Phone

PARK

J*

CHICAG O,

ILL.

STATES THEATRICAL EXCHANGE
ST.

8.

Feiber

many

when

in

they wsro finally given the rostrum.

and Counsel

Davis (Keith's)
three-ply bead liner with plenty
of strength drew filled houses four
times Monday and Tuesday. After
an ordinary beginning the mob got
interested about No. 8 and then
showed plenty of appreciation.
Bevan and Flint came right after
Edith Taliaferro treysd, and with
that handicap managed to score a
solid hit. despite the preceding applause winner.
William Sea bury and four comely
damsels were on fifth for a hale
hour chockful of original masterful
dancing by th* whole group.
Ben Welch won applau. e on entrance for his fortitude and still
greater and longer handclapplng for

A

LAZ LAN8BURGH
Associate Counsel

JOHN POLLOCK,
Press Department

YORK CITY J

& Shea

THEATRICAL ENTERPRISES
BOOKING VAUDEVILLE ACTS
Suite 912-915—1540

a brilliant turn.
Irene Bordonl, next to closing;
didn't lose the throng for a second,
working up to stronger applausa

and a veritable storm when she
sang, by
Care."

request,

'If

You

Could]

Mandel and Co., manikin act
opened fairly well a good starter,

Broadway (Loew Bldg.)

NEW YORK
TELETHONS BBTAMT

Carmody, Booking Manager

Floor State-Lake Theatre Bldg.,

Sisters failed to keep

KAHANE,

Sec'y. Treas.

Car Standard

but

Managers' Association
Thomas

B.

a i^hh
~

4332

The Western Vaudeville
John J. Nash* Business Manager.

BENJ.

GENERAL OFFICE8
BLDG., NEW

American Representative, A. BEN FULLER
DELGER BLDQ., 1005 MARKET ST.
.

BRAY

E PALACE THEATRE

CIRCUIT
VAUDEVILLE, MELODRAMA AND PANTOMIME
SAN FRANCISCO

Act.

O. R. McMAHON,
Manager Auditing Department

WEEKS

CI TI CD
rULLLIx

E.

limn

PLAY OR PAY CONTRACTS

Gensral Western Representative

=-

j

Canaectiva

H. SINGER
General Manager

CHARLE8

New York, Philadelphia, Washington, Baltimore
and intermediate towns
i

801-303 HuUt Block
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

CIRCUIT

MORT

President

THONE BRYANT SMS

BOOKING

ORPHEUM

MARTIN BECK

AGENCY
m

HODGDON

K.

S.

KM

BERT LEVEY CIRCUITS
VAUDEVILLE THEATRES
SAN FRANCISCO
ALCAZAR THEATRE BUILDING,

PAUL GOUORON
EASTERN REPRESENTATIVE), WOODS THEA.

LOUIS— DETROIT—INDIANAPOLIS

with localised appeal. Calte*
Bros, mads a negative beginning In
the deuce spot, but got results whsn
they began to show some dancing.
Fat*, was with Kay, Hamlin and
Kay, who closed, for after 7 •rdonl'g
turn many started to leave, but
stopped when some curtain trouble
developed.
Then the aerobata
started breesiry and held most In
with good work on the bar and
tampoline.

ST. PAUL
ARTHUR Q. 8HEEKMAN
METROPOLITAN—War pictures.
By

BLDO.,

CHICAGO

Next week, "Miss Lulu liett."
CAPITOL—Film, "Two Minutes
Georgle was just a to Go."
ance on the week at the Nixon, and Moore.
with her usual followers, among t-Vght leader over the other two in 0£ O " E R
"Three Musketeer*"
H West Randolph Street
CHICAGO
Phone State 7210 them many carriage folk. In sight. applause, and the female singing (Eecond week).
"Zlegfeld Follies," which up until duo, though placed Ideally here, are
BILLT DIAMOND, (Jen. Man*.
GARRICK
"Insido
the
here worth a later spot lian No. 2.
year always
played
last
Cup."
Cam Always Use Standard Act*
fcr>
Thanksgiving week, will return for
Jock McKay opened flat. Blase
that occasion this season.
patrons perked up when a single In
You might call this old homo wcpTc
Own Song Writer,** Is papearlng as
"one" flashed as the opener, but at the Orpheum. Iru-z Kaqan. odd
a "special added attraction" at
Ethel Haydcn, soprano, whose lost interest wli'Mi ho t.Yh!"ie« d of the best liked nclreMsex who ••v«r
Loew's this week.
home is in Canonsburg, Pa., near small time.
By SIDNEY BURTON
Up-to-dato material appeared with a St. Paul stoek she
here, and who has been studying and a little action are what he was leading woman for the Shubert
MAJESTIC— "The Easiest Way."
An old-timer, contributing to the
Ihowlng to bang-up business. The "Do You Remember" column In a under Madame Sembrlch in New needs. Holt and Rosedale had an company), is appearing with Joseph
York for three years, returned from easy time of it, artists that they Bernard in "Who Is Hho7"
11.60 top will set one of season's
Enlocal dally, recalls Peter Jackson
records.
"Mr. Pim Paasea By" fol- playing Uncle Tom, Parson Davies a concert last week, and was eulo- are, deucing, In a semi-classical thusiastic reception at every pergised by all local critics as a song recital that wins on voices.
formance. Ralph Riggs, tiie -J.uk-. r,
bws.
doing Simon Legree and Joe Choy- coming wonder. She is due for a
was born in St. Paul, as vhh Wil8HUBERT TBCK.—The Era- inskl taking the part of Marks at New York appearance early in Jack Conway and Co. in "The liam
Demarcst, ^ ho is oii»ih<« bill
Cellar" started aubplclously.
ConKror Jones." Drawing axotls trade, Wahle'a, where Shea's now stands. February.
way, being a native, was awaited with Estelle Collette In An excellent
t
will
turn In heavy week. After each show a three-round bout
nut-music act.
eagerly
when
to
enter,
he
was
"Ladies* Night" next.
staged
by
was
the two pugilists.
The Lyceum, which recently put warmly greeted. On the burlcsquo
PICTURE THEATRES. CriteJohn Paul Kvofe fs aetfnsr dracut rates with 86 cents top into ef- playlet type it can stay in vauderion,
"Enchantment"; Hipp, "The
fect, is making further bids for ville, with
Conway a good comic matic critic for the St. Paul Pioneer
Wonderful Thing": Olympic, ''Matattendance by offering souvenirs to and carrying the act over for con- Press and Dispatch during nio illrimonial Web"; Loew's. "The Primal
It is a Loew house.
all patrons.
tinuous laughter. Emily Farrell In ness of Wilbur Judd. Mr. k< <:fc. a
Law"; Strand "Bits of Life."
By COLEMAN HARRI80N
"Late for Rehearsal" might discard scenario writer of reputation, has
PICTURES.—Grand and Liberty,
sporting
writer
local
Asked by a
the act name. It serving merely for been reviewing only the Orpheum
Both "The Easiest Way" and "The Wonderful Thing"; Regent and what the Shuberts would do when her opening gags, in which she Is for the Pioneer Press; now lie reTPhe Emperor Jones" come into Blackstone, "Poverty of Riches" Babe
Ruth played the Davis assisted by the orchestra leader. views all the mora important houses.
town with exceptionally heavy ad- Lyceum, "Her Face Value"; Cam- (Keith's) here. Johnny Black, pub- Emily puts her humor over in rich
vertising.
The latter's copy was eraphone, "Conflict"; Olympic, "Un- licity director for the Shubcrt, re- style.
On Armistice Day the seven men
llever and original, "Easiest Way" der the Lash"; Savoy, "Over the
in Ona Munson's "Manly Revue." at
plied the management would get
H.lllard closed the first half to a
bslng large space with extended Hill" (7th week); Duquesne, "Three
the Orpheum. all former service
Judge Landis as a counter-attrac- couple of curtains,
and Regal and men,
trading copy. Both shows showing Musketeers'* (7th and last week);
tion if necessary.
entertained the wound". .solMoore opened the next part, winxcellent results.
Pitt, "Theodora" (2d week).
ning on sight and scoring the laugh- diers at the Aberdeen hospital.
George Rosener, of the Shubert in hit with their burlesquo "world's
"The Bat" scored a record for the lineup last week, after a single reMarion de Forest, dramatic edlSt. Paul's new film hou<*.\ iviedgreatest" and "carnival" business.
to
of the Express, has had her Alvln. drawing biggest receipts in hearsal entered the cast of Emily Horllck and Sarampa Sisters took man's Tower, did an exeeii.-m. busiWay. "Little Woman." published in the history of the house for a play Ann Wellman's play when Charles the place that Nonette might have ness last week.
The theatre was
added
matan
with
without music,
book form by Samuel French.
Stanton took 111. Mr. Stanton is a held down, had she not left the unit opened with Fairbanks' "The Three
The heavy Plttsburgher.
inee Armistice Day.
Musketeers," which is b*ing held
at
Baltimore
owing
holding
to
a
the
present
during
continued
draw
second billing contract, as Price for a second week. The Tower is
Jack Yellen, billed as "Buffalo's week, its second there. "Tickle Me"
Mary Roberts Ri nth art, co-author does. The substituted turn went the only opposition of i'np >:-tanro
next.
of -The Bat," was forced to make over nicely, the male being a "lever that the Flnkelsteln & Rubin syndia short speech when discovered in soft -shoe dancer, able to hold his eato have In picture houses.
Local objectors to carnivals have the opening night audience.
own with most of his typo. U corbie
gained a point in their stand by
Price can't help but succeed through
citing the example of Youngstown,
The Star and the Per.shlns aro Improved voice and action.
He
wherein a newly elected mayor, both housing colored tab shows.
goaled 'em right away; but when
will
announced
he
George Oles, has
was
generous
he
encores,
with
not permit any kind of carnival to
Shubert
which his admirers couldn't get
ORIGINAL
operate there.
of. a few were noticed leavA show that measured up indi- enough
ing, either because of too much
on
Best Satin One Strap
poorly
materialized
good
vidually
attendfair
getting
Mm. Fiskc is
Georgle
Donald
or the lateness.
with
fault
wa
no
There
the whole.
the order of the acts. A combinacouple
and
crowd
a
cold
a
tion of
E. Oalizi & Bro.
Black, White,
Special
of ordinary turns militated against
n
Siva'i^l Profe«plonthe desired effect.
CROPPER, Inc. At St. Louis Factory Prices
$£.85 1'o.tpHi.l
Pu!? Gray.
A
P»nk,
«P<J-«*J
il Aiv>rd!.»n M.m'in v s
Robert HI lard's name got the
Trunks Repaired or
fiutuivn- inJ He"ALLETB— Box Toe. Ki.l or Satin.
for real drah-ma.
ready
audience
Al*o Short Sole.
Exchanged
InrrmriiMtile Spe- They got light stuff and weren't at
FLATS— Black. White, rink Kid,
Ne* all affected (New ActH).
cial Work*.
Perhaps
M.
Soft Toe.
Idea outfitted *hlft
their unrealized hopes put a further
II * M New Basiand Ag'n.y
km
HOTEL IVOR MAN DIE BLDQ.,
d8t
J.GLASSBERG *****
There was
453 Washington Street
Frtnklln S2«. damper on proceedings.
T.I
225 w w4 *York
Catalogs* v. Free
no denying the merit of Georgle 4 K. cor. .ISth * B'svajr, IS. Y. <
215 Canal Street
BOSTON. MASS.
nd Regal
PHOXUt PITZIiOY 3848
Price, Holt and Rosedale
New Yarfc City

Mala Oflea
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58th St.

* ALL-STAR *
VODVIL
SALLY FIELD8 A
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RENDEZVOUS
in
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tho third

behalf of the management.
The quality of the bill does not

By WALTER D. BOTTO
OUPHEUM.—Vaudeville.

LOKW'S .STATE.— Vaudeville.
PANT AGES.—Vaudeville.

I.YRIC— "Uroadway

Whirl

of

lOl1 !." Nov. 3-6; business fair.

During the last throe weeks business baa picked up with all tho theatres here.
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in to

vaudeville business, ^o all
arc |;ivin;.; n^

v:iu<l<-ville bouses
''i-st bills possible.
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Tim Memphis Enterprises Co. (a
Lynch subsidiary) has closed the
Rijoii and Savoy picture theatres
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CITY. M0.

Absolutely Artrproof.

400 outHlde rooms.

each with separate bath. Theatrical rata
Single $2.00 pci day up. 1'uuble J2.&0
per day op.

"Aphrodite."

Morris Goat's spec,

its local premiere last Thursday
night The bill did the best business
sinco
"Chu Chin Chow." with the exThe Rial to, the Shubert vaudeville
of "East Is West," and Fay
house here, la playing to better busi- ception
landed because she knows all the
ness than It has since opening. The
by virtue of her days as
house is selling to clubs and frater- old-timers
an ingenue with Baker stock comnal bodies for the first part of its pany
here.
week, helping considerably.

NEWARK

John Hamrlck announces from
Seattr* that Nov. 20 is the probabls
opening date for the new Blue Mouse
theatre here.
He will open with
"Queen of Sheba."
Over $*,00* was the loot of thres
masked bandits who entered the office

of R. B. Charles, auditor for

Jensen A Von Herberg here Monday
morning and overpowered Charles
Just as he had opened the safe con-

taining receipts for late Saturday
Proctor's Palace Is playing to ca- and all day Sunday from the flvi
pacity business almost dally. The local J. A Von H. houses.
advent of the Shubert has done
nothing more than to increase the
I
business of the local Proctor house.
BLUE MOUSE.—"God's Country
The bills, of course, have boon
and
thfe Law."
strengthened and the showgoing
THEATRE.—Miss Dl
public has responded.
Pont In "Ths Rage of Paris."

SEATTLE

CLEMMHR
WINTER GARDEN. — Dempsey-

PORTLAND, ORE.
— Baker Players In
BAKER
"Linger Longer Letty."
LYRIC. —Lyrio musical comedy
Blue Elephant."

company

in

"The

CarpenUer

light.

COLONIAL..— "West

of

ths

R&

Grande."

LIBERTY. — "Great

Impersona-

tion."

COLISEUM.—"Footlights."

Amateur nights will be tried
at the Lyeeum the;, Ire l>>\

Hi st

time

taurant.
"Rose's Melody Boys," at
one end of the dance hall, furnishes
the
dance
music, while a second orGeorge P. Webster, character man
with the Baker stock, celebrated his chestra provides the accompaniment
for
the
revue.
This plan results in
41st anniversary as an actor Nov.
15.
When Webster started with W. fast entertainment, with no lulls or
walls.
E. Sheridan at the old Baldwin, San
Francisco, David Warfield was an
The Class A theatre lias dropped
usher in the Bush street; David
Belasco and William A. Brady were Its price of admission from 25 cents
for
adults to 13 conts for children to
actors, and Frank Bacon was editor
<v»r rululw ;md
cents for
of a small weekly newspaper in Cali- 10 cents
children.
fornia.
Brady had. a little earlier,
been a peanut butehcr on California
trains.

Alb« rt Deane, exploitation man for
Paramount in Australia and New
Zealand, was a Portland visitor last
week. He has Just arrived in the
States to start a world tour for the
study of exploitation methods in the

Gucciioi

&

Co.

Th« Ltarfini and

flu-

out
ihe

in this cit v.

George

.'

i

l.rown,

••|iro.u enfative

pie-

Memphis Ke

&

CO.

1421-23 Third Ave.
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FURNITURE
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Latitat
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formerly*

of the

HOLZWaASSs^R

lihn exhibition busines.-*.

ii.i

tin-

J
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nai'd.
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KANSAS

tacle. ^ot a cool reception unanimously from Portland reviewers at

ACCOSDION
FACTORY

.-.ere

BOO'HiNniNG

APT

I2tn St.

ments of Truth."

MEMPHIS

Hussell 1>( nt, of Hcitumnnt, Texas,
plause.
haj been appointed manager of the
Lyceum
theatre.', which n-oprns SatA few vacancies in rear orchestra
and many in rear balcony at Shu- urday, Nov. Jl.
bert'*. Liberty review night.
Vinr.e Cnrline, formerly with TyKmily Ann Wellman and her so./n Ticket Agency, New York, in
company, headlining, presented to now treasurer of the Lyric theatre.
an interesting audience "Tho Actor's Wife."
Kvery member of the
Pantages Theatre is now running
six acts; heretofore they only h;ol

COVERS FOR
ORCHESTRATIONS

A

NEWHOUSE HOTEL
HALT LAKB CITY, ITAH

STRAND.—"Way Down East.'*
PICTURES.—Columbia, "The Conmake up for its briefnoes, but Is
WILKES.—"A Widow by Troxy."
excusable If they come back with quering Power"; Liberty, "Two MinSoBUNGALOW.—The innovation of
of
Rlvoli,
"Shams
the strong bill advertised for next utes to Go";
two
Peoseparate orchestras at the Bun*
"The
Fox";
ciety";
Majestic,
week.
galow
Star,
has won the approval of ths
Kisses";
"Handcuffs
ples,
or
"Cold Steel"; Hippodrome, "Gar- patrons of this popular theatre-res-

strong ap-

to

U9* PRR DAY WITH BATH.
PKK DAY WITHOUT BATH.
—Wat ROOMH—

—

here.

convinced ono It Is easy to get Into
vaudeville. Just collect a few jokes
from Adam's Diary, black your face
and sing, whether you can or not.
Adele Oswald substituted for DuCalion and Lucille Chalfonte, two
acts programmed but not arriving.
Ph« does not appear really to like
her work, so only mildly pleaseo.
The Apollo Trio closed satisfactorily, mixing posing and hand balancing. Very few walkouts due to
the shortness of the show and also
the fact that Mr. Rosener requested
the audience to see it through on

(pic-

REISENWEBER'S

baa

tho Palace theatre.

DAYTON

Reversing the order of the past
few weeks Billy Lightelle Revue
opened.
Billy dances better than
ture).
NEW.— "The Conquering rower" the average singer and sings better
than the average dancer. The act
(picture).
1UVOLI- "One Arabian Night" is dressed and set very nicely, but
(picture).
has five incapable girls, even for the
PARKWAY.- 'Her Winning Y/~>"
(picture).
Jack Benny stopped the sho* In
PALACK.--Uilly Wataon Co. (bur- No. 2, taking two bows after his
•
lesque).
encore.
Benny is very versatile
<.AYKTY.~"LiUle Bo Peep'' (bur- and capable. I To can monologue
lesque).
with up-to-date material and his
MARYLAND (Keith's).— While not violin touch is very pleasing to the
looking bo 'good on paper the bill ear.
thin week 1h one of the beat of the
Bob Cook and Dot Oakman had
season. Armand Kaliz and Co. fea- no difficulty
in gaining the confitured^, in allegorical operetta well
dence of the audience with their
pluyed.
Mme. Bee son has a new personality and individuality in
sketch, well liked but not up to her
rendering exclusive as well as pop
former vehicle. It is entitled "The numbers.
Another show-stopper.
Woman Who Knows." Others were Unusual when
this house is not
Stephens and Hollister, Bobbo and satisfied with
four bows.
Nelson. Choi.g and Rosie Moy, Daisy
Not
to
be outdone, Fenton and
Nellis, Half? and Lavere, Aeroplane
Fields knew they would stop the
Girls.
following their welcome after
A C A D K M Y (Shubert ). -- Lew show
the backst *e wop number proved
Fields in "Snapshots of 1921." Bill
Laughs
also improvement over the past few to be a blackface team.
from
start to finish.
Moss.shows.
Yvette, Fred Allen,
Then on top of all this the Wllhat
man and Vance, A. Robblns, Joe
lanton and Co., Desert Devils, Mc- Trio closed to two bows, opening
f'nnnell
and Simpson.
Business with some very funny moments
picked up quite a bit at the Acade- with their krazy Kar, followed by
my last week. Donald Brian prov- some expert rye-ling. Tholr dog

CKNTL'HY.- "Thunderclap"

with

Europoan

>f

HOTEL BALTIMORE
f:.M

Battlaiara Ava.

company received a strong hand in
draw with the revival of "The the parade for applause.
Qeo. M. Roeener has not varied
Merry Widow" playing at Ford's
his Anthologir of an Old Actor since
giving him additional publicity.
The Maryland was a bit below her his last visit, so repeated his forusual business. No excuse, as the mer success.
This is the way the applause honshow was up to the standard.
The jewelry stolen from the dressors should have run, but you cannot ing rooms of members of the "Bon
tell about these foreign countries Ton Girls"
at Miner's Empire a
(apologies to Joe Jackson), as the week ago was recovered by the local
trey spot, Palo and Palet, stopped detective bureau.
Three boys are
Keith's show the first half is of both shows yesterday playing In an being held for the theft.
the two-a-day caliber, three acts ordinary manner about every wind
show stoppers at the 6. SO show instrument known.
Loew's new theatre, at Broad and
with an 80 per cent, house. The
Jack and Kitty DeMaco open,
best show Keith's has had since performing the usual ring work New streets, expects to open next
That will give Newark four
month.
inaugurating the three -a -day pol- with a we -are -wonderful air. No.
icy.
and James, almost vaudeville theatres.
2, Armstrong

LYCFUM.— Dark.

COLUMBUS CIRCLE

to- Data

HAMMOND.

Kl'ROPKAN PI. AN.
I\D,
Rnnnlna Water In Kvery Room; Ala*
lioumii with Hath.
Kate: $1.25 and up,
located in Ctiitor of City. Close to i
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1348

N. Y.

ing a
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COLUMBUS

terprises. Inc., here,

SEYMOUR HOTEL
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'Phone

ProH.

MAJESTIC HOTEL

REISENWEBER'S

manager

In Beotoa.
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St.
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IJ^ht. Alr>-Beomii; Kveellently PnrnbOieil; All ImproTementii; Overlooking Central Park ; PlveMlantr* from All Theatree; I^ew Kates.

SINGLE St.M AND TT.
DOUBLE *3.0* AND CF.
SPECIAL WEEKLY BATES.

f

58th
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THRO. OrSCOFF,

Penn. Station

Menager.

Tilt:

CIRCLE HOTEL

EVERY SLEEPING ROOM HAS PRIVATE BATH ROOM

with Kitchen Privileges.

156 West 35th

GRAHAM.

LOW BATK8

CATERING TO THE THEATRICAL PROFESSION

\

A.

New,y ««"ovatod,

Two Murks from

,.„.E^V;,.,

MARTIN

BOSTON, MASS.

BATES:

1A1
DsTbTIMQ
1U1 WSXJ^JlWlO

In the Heart of the Tiici.tr.ca1 Dletrkt.

HOTEL ARLINGTON
Tremont and Arlington

Kle:

PER WEEK
UP

Cat

America's

finest

design*

for dining room, bedroom,
library and living root*.
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or
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Rom &
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Curtis

Represent

WARMAN

Pauline 8axon
and "8is"

Mow

|

Solid,

Direction.

P| TIAhPs?
I lilVJlL

Direction

EARL & PERKINS

HERMAN—

—MINERVA

Personality and Songs
Lew ClreaM Taaaka U Mr. labia
Dlreetlea AL ORQSSMAN

Loew Time

ARTHUR

HORWITZ

J.

GRIFF
"My

iff
Uttle

and

ALBERT VON TILZER

Fitzgerald Hlds., Now York.
quite a pleasing success at
Shuberfs 44th St. this week
(Nov. 14).

"THE

WANDERING JEW"
By

is

TRIXIE

Co:

SCHAMBERGEE SPEAKS

me
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*Taefc»

S

2 M.

M
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at 4T Si.

Jeeea* Ptsnliait

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
"The Three Musketeers"

in

STRAND 8TMPHONT ORCHESTBA
CARL BDOUARDB, Conductor
Theatre Quilt Production
4ft».

Fnltnn
ruivon

W.

rws*. Eva. 840.
M- tat at 2 jo.

tf

Ha(^ wvtf

"Bent Monica I Sbow Ever Hade l»

America."—Olohe.

"LILIOM"

VINO BERLIN'S

IK

MUSIC BOX REVUE
of Metropolltaa

With a Caat

the increases through the holidays.

The second Shubert house at Detroit (Majestic) was claimed to have
-started off very well with Its 60-

Sat.

Eve 8:15 aharp

44 St.

DAVID I1GLASCO

David

—

—"A

Pnarnta

Warfield

"The Return of Peter Q^inlm

PlAV Of THE Y£A»" in

"TMt

la

W.

Eva La Oa'lleaae

Street.

4

(Pea)

Matt. Thtir.

POLLOCK
ALLAN
0MATC8T

i

A

With Jeteph SahlMkraut

Favorltee.

N)W — NOW — NOW — NOW RFI ASfO
THEATRE, W. 424

TIH/HTC
CH
1 1IV1EO JVC*

Orpheum, Memphis, next week
(NOV. 21)

going to get his money's worth and
he has found from sad experience
SHUBERTS APPOINT
he often pays a high figure to witness a play which 1h doomed to
(Continued from page 3)
failure.
In booming times lie was
willing to take the risk. Today he general manager of what are known?

Wed.

A Natiaeaal taatltatioa"—B'way

Dtaretlaai

Eve*. 8:U.

"HALF."

the last

a

theater, w.

«SWJ kUU.

4ft

ATINEE THANKS0IVIN0 OAY

Evas. l:3t.

Wedeetday 4 SaL
HARRIS Otvt

THE OAT PABCR

BLUEBEARD'S
8th WIFE

"ONLY

McGRATH and DEEDS

FRIGANZA

12)

Weet ttte StrMt.
IJati.

N.

TEMPLE THURSTON

IN

ERNEST TRUEX

I\ 1
SAM

E.

INA CLAIRE

Attractions

Wnt Anthony McQuIrs

by

CAHT
V/

good act as they never get up until
3 P. M.. so they can't be on early.
They are good -hearted and free
with money, as they owed me fifty
cents for laundry, and said they
would pay me if they had to give

In Vaudeville

Am

(Continued from page

SUPERB PRODUCTION OP THE GREAT
LONDON SUCCESS

ST. LOUIS
38"
Reviewed by SCRUB WOMAN
A Naw Cemedy by A. E. THOMAS
First Floor, BREVORT HOTEL
Hill IClA° D/VaT w « 8t 4Bth Street.
DUA Tel. BRYANT 1470
McORATH and DEEDS must do a lYUJOIV* Mala.
Wed. and Sat. at 2:15

NEVILLE FLESSON

lioombiTtf,

&

HARRIS

»*

Wednesday and Saturday at J:13.
DavM Belaue and A. L. Erlaaaer'a

Tei. : b'hyant «<«
Sat. at Sxtt
Mats., Wed.

with

ORPHEUM,

Trii

o'

1IT

!

Agence Artiston.
Wirth Blumenfeld

Bag

"THE GRAND DUKE"

AVERY HOPWOOD
H.

Preaenta

Jjfatlneee

1.30.

NEW YORK—

IN

|

KNICKERBOCKER »*»•

1.30.

DEMI-VIRGIN
By

A new comedy

A VER8ATILE COMEDIAN
Row Appearing in a New Act
by HUGH HERBERT

is the sole irtventor of sawing a
bubble in #two In full view of the
audience and will take steps immediately (if not sooner) to stop
the infringements by Selbit nnd
|Goldin, who have merely substituted a woman instead of a
bubble.
My lawyers are Messrs. Tft, Tta,

nnd

in

Six Cylinder Love

AT THE BEACH"
PANTAOES CIRCUIT —

Boombcri?

an*

Eve. R:30. M;it». t
Thurs. end 3a

I

St.

LIONEL ATWILL

MARJORIE CHASE

1

46th

DAVID BELASCO

THE
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PANLO

WARNING

Ra

and

WEST

LYCEUM

Eva. 1:4V
Sat.. 2:13.

Sam H. Hams

i

"FtJN

—

Weil,

—THE MOST FAMOUS PlAY

8AM

Aaalated by

Hisi Elsie and Eddy

4 2d Rt.

THEA.. W. «dSt. Eva.
Maia. \v«l. and KaL.

EtfLi

Playlet

TUB FUNNY LITTLE SAILOR

W.

.

If tin.

EUGENE WALTER

ULIS »d CLARK

DONT CARE"

Booked

T1IEA

REPUBLIC

By

Originator of the Fake Telescope
Astrominiat.

HARRY ELDRIDGE

PIP IF AX
CLOWN

WOODS' ATTRACTIONS

A. H.

MAN'S. NAME"

"SOME SIMP »

In

ORDWAY

LITTLE

England.

"THE

AND

in "I

New

RABIES aid AVEY

PAUL MOHER
IRENE FISHER, At Piano

Playing

OPEN FOR OFFERS
EMERY THEATRE,
PROVIDENCE

Permanent Addreee:

"Tew Funey Buoys"

LAURIE

NEW YORK THEATRES

HACK

and

DANCING - PIANO

TWO MELODIOUS CHAPS

THE
HONEY
KID3

—

SINGING

i

BOBBY

,'

OAVID BELASCO
"EXQUISITELY HANDLED."— Braatfer MatBy

Bill of Divorcement
laaera la "Tha Maitarfleeea ef Hedera Draaa."
With JANET BEECHER
cent top orchestra policy.
Garden
is not."
as the "Shuberts' Winter
Eva. 8:1V
r»i nni?
St
tl'way
A
40U)
rliDinr
and Forty-alxth St,
Decision as to wlK»ther to accept shows," including the road shows
Mate. Thuni. A Sat. 2 15.
Boston, Nov. 16.
EVE. at 8:15. Cherlet frehaiea Trctcnu Evcnlnga 1. 30. Mate. Wed. and Sat. 2:39
the latest offer of the Shuberts for
MONDAY
and
that have played the .Garden or
Monday
strong
was
Business
CHARLES DILLINOHAM Preeenta
the control or a part interest in the
GILLETTE
MonKeith's.
-Century is expected Friday at a were intended to play ic lie does Tuesday nights at
IN UIS NKW PLAY
heavy,
so
not
matinee
was
meeting of the board of the theatre not relinquish that position, dou- day's
and re- but better than the previous MonWttta a Caat of
company.
Charles E. Whitehurst bling, it with his new one
at the Century, day, when Babe Ruth headlined.
N. T. Favorites
indicated that under no circum- taining headquarters
Shubert
the
matinee
at
Monday's
is well k own in
stances would he and his associates New York. Bloom
show business, house was big and it held capacity
give up entire interest in the the- all branches of the
Ta Reader* of VARIETY—
The Bedinl "Chuckles" f
people, at night.
Thra. W. 42 St. Ev. 8:20.
handling
of
knack
the
has
atre. In the event of the signing of
WE RECOMMEND
JLlDEitxI I Mate. Wed. A Sat. 1:10.
of information is getting a big play from the burpossessed
and
is
DILLINGHAM'S
CHARLES
a contract with the Shuberts, the
cities and theatres, lesque patrons of the city.
Sixth Aaaoal WaJ»dar Sbaw
M.
Century would be continued under bearing on all
Ruth did not prove to be a senconditions.
besides
LAST PRODUCTION
the present management, showing
sational draw last week that was
Bloom's first proposal, it Is said,
Shubert vaudeville now at the
with FOKINE and FOK1NA, CHARto lojkcd for, though Keith's did cawas
post,
new
the
taking
LOTTE and maajr eHbar LatcnuitlaaMBl
upon
Academy.
pacity business during the last half.
1

,

f

broadwat.

ULUDL

EMPIRE

WILLIAM

'GOOD MORNING

The Dream Maker DEARIE'
IDCDTV
GEORGE

COHAN'S

GET TOGETHER

'The O'Brien

"inside stuff' to the Schan-

The

statement is reported in
New York as Schanberger taking
the stand that, through the Shuberts
devoting much attention to vaudeville, they are unable to properly
handle their legitimate booking
berger

business.
.:

Schanberger holds a legit booking
contract with the Shuberts, while
the Shpberts are playing opposition
vaudeville to his Maryland, Baltimore, at the Academy.

Some months ago the Baltimore
showman declared the Shuberts
could not make a booking in Baltimore without his consent, legit or
vaudeville, and that his booking
contract provided against a general
booking condition. No action was
taken, however.
The Schanberger statement as
quoted may presage a ces^.itlon of

bookings in Baltimore
in the Schanberger legit theatres,
with the local manager preparing
the natives in advance.
Shubert

legit
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order Shubert vaudeville bills be
THE ENTIRE PRODUCTION UNDER
prepared and played on open time
THE SUPERVISION OF MR. COHAN.
of the Shubert legit theatres, not
Washington, Nov. 16.
regularly on the vaudeville circuit,
The business at Keith's does not
4td
Sre. .:?5:
as reported elsewhere in this issue. vary, increasing If anything with
There was an increase of business the weekly big name headlining. 4ATTNEE8 WEDNESDAY A SATURDAY
50c to $2.50 —NO HIGUER
all over the Shubert circuit last Monday and Tuesday nights Keith's
ZIEQFELD TRIUMPH
week, due mostly to the holidays. held its usual crowds.
MARILYN MILLER, LEON ERROL
A specific increase was reported
The Belasco with Shubert vaudefrom Cleveland, which seems to ville seems to bo hanging at one
have grown better In Shubert at- level for attendance with no marked
tendance the past two weeks.
change. The switch from a Monday
The Apcllc, Chicago. bo-'t« it* to • Svndny *>n*jr\in«r ""currlng l»v«t
SKLWYNS PRESENTprevious week In gross, going to Sunday found the Belasco three$10,300, considerably under the high quarters full.
SOMERSET MAIHHIAM'S Comedy
vaudeville
mark since the Shubert
opened there. The Crescent, BrookDayton, Ohio, Nov. 16.
lyn, is said to have taken a house
The Strand (Keith's) keeps on its
with the IIEST CAST In AMERICA
record with Will Rogers headlining, vaudeville way at a 60-cent top,
MRS. LESLIE CARTER
JOHN DREW
a
$2
through
there
E8TELLE WINWO0D • ERNEST LAWFORD
while the Liberty (Shubert's) is givbut mostly over
ROBERT RENDEL
JOHN HALLIOAV
or more scale prevailing on holi- ing out coupon books with special
THEATRE. W. 42 St.
CI7I
days and Sundays. Newark is also ladies' tickets, for matinees, with
OILJL.YY
I 1Y
Nlfhto at Eight thirty.
in
week
last
30 cents additional, Including tax.
said to have picked up
MATINF.B8 WED. (TOP.) aad BAT.
Otherwise there is no change of
the same way.
York,
importance
local
in
the,
vaudeville
New
Garden.
Winter
The
Kvi-*. «:^0.
Sfr.rf.
W'i»t -i^t
MAIINKK SAT! IlKAY. 1.3't.
also the 44th Street, are reported to situation from previous weeks.
MATINEE THANKSGIVING DAY
have bad good business last week,
Pittsburgh. Nov. 10.
the Winter Garden its best so far
Through
Shubert last
r.usinosr.
the
at
with Rogers headlining.
This week
the Winter Garden, however, issu- week was fairly good.
on
the
suspicion
dropping, so far, tho igh Louis
it
ing paper it throws
theatre,
that
.loiinny
of
gross
charge,
and
Allemann,
in
d
report.In
though Variety has been informed Ulark. on publicity, are introducing
did
all kinds of stunts to kerp things
from three sources the Garden
That is not
Letters have been sent out
ii<»inp
S" 1.0(10 last week.
H E
very high for a house of the Gar- to various organizations off'iin^ GEO. ^Vrll/^*Y
M"'
an<l
,,a<l»*iiy
(Jl.r.n)
Jh'm sections of seats at reduced M.
den's capacity and scale
The
Wed. and Sb
Sunday.
Mats.
1. lis,
and last week the American Eves. 8:15.
with the holidays and
Gard. n's audi- -u« en of late have F.ecion almost filled the onhestra
looked like paper or cut rat. s. The oik' ni;;ht, while a co ii»le moic
Ga'd'U tickets aie sold at full price groups are in prosper for this
Monday, w»'U and next. Tho hous" hi in?,'
cut rate otlices.
in
th,.
however, in Times Square a man far off the llialto, a ticket n^i-m-v
not connected with the show Im-i- has Iiomi «'stahlished in the heait
MUSICAL RIOT
HIS
exhibited -•"» parses for the of the city at a drug store with
n,.,N
Winter Garden, each calling for I'.ill.v I>ris<oll in fliirnc, the lust
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nd o!"l'e;-. d ritue ii loial history an;, sueli ven'mission for two
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PEACOCK ALLEY

ter that has been done in pictures, fled Central Park riding habit and reasserts itself and he returns to
made so through Miss Murray's immaculate blouse; there is a pal- seek out his master.
Mae Murray nifty dancing in it and the sur- pably posed scene at an up-to-date
It is the dog that is the main
Blaw Harmon
Monte Blue
mining camp, with modern machin- theme of the tale at all times, but
Fall Oarriaon
Edmund Lowe rounding "business.**
The picture was privately shown ery; a landslide Is unconvincing, and Interwoven there Is a love story, a
Alas Smith
W. J. Ferguson
Andors Randotf at the Hotel Commodore's ballroom at the finish the wholesale slaughter touch of the wild lite of the range,
Hip Fen ton
William Tooker one evening last week.
fosaph Carlcton
A promis- of the villains borders closely upon with its cattle rustlers, etc., that
Aboar Harmon
Howard Lang
Mayor of Harmontown... William Frederick cuous manner of issuing Invitations burlesque. Obviously a machine- makes possible the use of the dog
/©To.
friendly made program feature.
overflow
of
brought
an
M.
Durant
Moat. Dubois
in bringing the lovers together and
Itoto
Jeff rye Lewis watchers.
The Aim ran about the
the defeat of the outlaws trying to
By Himself usual feature length, maybe a bit
''Napoleon"
part them.
longer, but it held even that crowd
If the exhibitor Is looking for
It may be safely ventured "Pea- until its end.
Strongheart
Flash
John Bowers something different this picture cercock Alley" la the best picture Mae
Moran
Mae Murray will be measured Clark
Kathryn McOuire tainly fills the bill, and for one thing
Betty Houston
Murray has ever done. In doing it hereafter by her performance of Ash
William Dyer the star of the production Is not the
the chances are that Miss Murray Cleo of Paris until she excels It, and LutherBrent
James Mason type of actor that is always trying
Nash
••
ha* also indulged in a wider scope that is going to be some job for Dad Kinney
Nelson McDowell
Seems as
K. J. Brady to hog the camera lena
Jimmy the Dude
of screen playing than hitherto has Mac Murray or any one else.
James Houston • • •
...Robert Bolder dogs have too much sense for that.
fallen to her share in fllmdom. And
Sime.
with
the
lead,
John
Bowers
plays
on top of that "Peacock Alley" is
Made originally for the Associated Kathryn McGuIre opposite him. Mr.
a good picture, a very good picture,
COUNTRY
GOD'S
FROM
OLBL
Ejwerj
convincing
and
handles
is
Call"
is
for
Producers,
"The
Silent
rea picture that will do something
leased by First National In the open the dog nicely. Miss McGuire was
exhibitors, for Its producers and, Neeka LeMort \
Nell Shlpman
n Carllu'e 5
a pleasing picture and supplied a
most of all, for Mae Murray's pic- Mark
Edward Burns market. It is labeled a Laurence few thrills here and there In her batOwen Olend^n
production,
Murfln
ture standing.
Al. W. Fllson Trimble -Jane
J. Randall Curlls c
tl
with the outlaws. It is to Wilpresented
Davis.
Larry
Berrell
by
H.
O.
t>'>rge
Plorre LicMort
Inc.,
It's a Tiffany Productions,
Walt Whitman Trimble directed the production and liam Dyer the majority of audiences
Old Inventor
film, understood to be the first of Otto Kruua
t\ K. Van Auker
will
hand the palm. He plays the
Miss
"The
Cross
Murfln
adapted
Miss Murray's own production com- N olix \va
Dili n Lelghton
Pull," a Satevepost story by Hal heavy and Is forced into a couple of
That "Tiffany" in
pany's output.
battles
with Strongheart. These not
under
Evarts
the
for
the
screen
the name stands up well In this pro"The Girl from God's Country," a
knowing shepherds will figure he
duction, that has class throughout, seven -part feature presented by W. present title.
have
must
been a mighty brave man
shepherd
dog
The
real
star
is
the
from some of the gorgeous mount- H. Clune and released by the F. B.
the dog.
ings given the restaurant and home Warren Corp. proves one thing, and Strongheart, a trained police dog to take a chance with
Fred.
Trimble
purchased
New
which
in
scenes to the magnificent ward- that is that Nell Shlpman, the auimported from
robe display by the star.
thoress and star of the production, York, It having been
Germany
kennel
owner.
by
The
a
In playing and action the picture should stick to acting in the fu- work this animal does is not exruns easily, holds and has a c^jple ture and leave the writing of her traordinary to those aware of the Juck Ncrman
Herbert flawtlnaon
Bert Bosch
of twists as unexpected as they arc stories to some one better qualified. capabilities of these dogs and know Itobo Harmsworth
Win. Oourtwrlght
nicely worked in and out. For in- In direction Miss Shlpman might what they have done in field trials. Simon Fisher
Jimmy
Verne Winter
stance, where the husband of the re- also have had some on* on the sal- But from an audience standpoint Kate Blair
Lillian Rich
tired restaurant vamp is arrested ary list qualified for that position this dog will be a wonder. It is a Grandmother
Margaret Mann
Fred Vroom
for forgery, through patronizing his instead of taking it on herself to do good looking, upstanding animal and iv»lmnr
Mrs.
Clever
Mary
Huntress
done.
everything
to
be
wife's expensive whims; that came
training has made him worthy of the Marlon Culbreth
Doris Pawn
She not only has written and di- starring
with almost a shock, but it fitted in
honors. Mr. Trimble Is to kvers •.•••.•..•••«...••••. K. a* W arren
parts
three
in
the
played
rected,
but
view of his distress at the accumulabe congratulated on the work that
story. Two of the parts were mighty
tion of bills Just previously shown.
he has done with Strongheart.
IW looks like the author of the
Then there was his distress again, Important and the third was a bit
The picture is In seven reels at story of this feature, Hulbert Footbefore they were married, and the in a single shot.
this time. Rather too long and can ner, must liave been bitten by the
reality
"The
Girl
God's
In
from,
country boy (possibly from Indiana)
easily stand cutting In the early sec- regular motion picture bug, for he
had walked out on his first love, the County" is a serial that has been tion. There is a little too much has his hero, who Is a clerk in a
rage of the Parisian restaurants, done as a feature. It has all the im- scenic and title footage in the first sash and door factory, fall heir to
believing it unbelievable she could possible thrill producing stunts that reel in an effort to create atmos- $80,000,000.
That sounds just like
one would expect in a serial that is phere.
lead her life and be on the level
motion picture money, doesn't It?
the girl went to Normandy to the destined for the entertainment of the
The
picture
is a ^Universal thriller
The story Is a Western, somewhat
quiet of her family homestead, to veriest lowbrows, but which ceem different from the usual run. In it directed by Jack Conway, who manpine and regret. He went there, too, entirely out of place in a feature.
aged
to
put
a lot of life into a
Strongheart
supposed
„- to
,_ repre,^ r .~
Is „_.,,,„..
._
ra _^— »
The titling is also unworthy of
unable to remain away, and because
a cross between dog and wolf, couple of fights in the story. The
she had used her influence to secure boasting about and the picture might the 1 tter of a type that was exter- feature, however, is one that will
bis Indiana firm a French govern- have been improved to considerable minated by a campaign of the cat
get by in the nickel and dime houses
ment contract. He saw her there, extent had intelligent brains been tlemen in an effort to protect their where they wouldn't know how
thanked her, told her how far apart exercised in this particular regard. stock. He is taken as a pup and much $80,000,000 was anyway.
It Is a northwest yarn to a certain
they were, he was going home, and
If Universal ever expects to get
reared by a naturalist -author, and
she said she was good, swore it on extent, but the threads of plot are as he grows from puppyhood into the full value out of Mr. Rawlinson
the cross of the church behind them, so mixed up that one cannot figure maturity the call of the wild as- from a star sales point they had
Just what it is all about. The hero- serts itself when he Is parted from better see that he is provided with
because she was and loved him.
There has been some fine manip- ine is supposedly an illegitimate his master. The silent call for the better story material than this is.
ulation of material in this scenario child, who lives with her grand- companionship of humans always Rawlinson is a good actor, and he
father at a Canadian trading post.
by Edmund Ooulding, based on
Ouida Bergere tale. It may have The hero is a French flying ace who
been made strong in sentiment in has been blinded in action. This
the original. It is stronger in the gives the impression the war Js past
and through with, but in the Anal
picture.
The principals leap from the Pea- reel the blinded ace with the aid of
cock Alley of Paris to the Peacock the girl makes a tranB-faoiflc flight
Alley of New York, then to the home in order to capture a Boche who is
town of the late vamp. In that home, escaping with the plans of a new
town things commence to happen. plane. With continuity of that sort
Though the kid has made his com- no great Imagination is needed to
pany and the town through the con- figure how loose Jointed the story Is.
At the opening a party of tourist*
tract, they leave him flat when,
flashing his smart -looking wife, the come to the little post where N^eka
company buys his stock and his is living, father, daughter and prouncle turns him out. Back in the spective son-in-law. Miss Shlpman
city the bank account runs low, the is playing Neeka as well as that of
young husband forges his uncle's the daughter of the tourist. The
name, is taken away to prison, and grandfather of Neeka recognizes the
the misunderstood and misunder- name of the elder of the two men
standing wife, seeking for her hus- tourists as the same as the betrayer
band's release, goes back to the res- of his daughter and plans to retaurant in New York against her venge himself. Neeka saves his life,
promise to him not to do so, but in and she is taken back to California
order to make money and meet with the family.
Here through a series of Impossome one who can help her mate.
She meets blm, a lawyer, who In- sible events she comes in contact
vites her to his home after the res- with her real father, who is the detaurant performance, to assure him- mented brother of the tourist whom
Capitol
Her dad regains his
self she is right ard not wrong. He she saved.
Is assured and promises his assist- sanity through a recurrence of the
ance, as the husband bursts in big quake In which he originally lost
Roosevelt
through a window. He was released it, and all ends well, for after Neeka
when the uncle withdrew the charge, jumps out of a plane In the middle
Boston
the uncle first informing the nephew of the Pacific Ocean and kills a man
Capitol
his wife had gone back to the stage to recover the stolen plans of the
and was playing around with the plane, Is picked up again from the
Alamo
sea by the machine which is maniprestaurant's hangers-on.
After the compromising sight he ulated by a blind man, there Is
Criterion
saw in the lawyer's parlor the hus- nothing left for them except to fly
Rialto
band returned to Indiana and the to Japan and be clinched In each
girl to Normandy, but that didn't other's arms for the fadeout.
Lois
Incidentally, that "quake" stuff
stop them from again getting towon't be so forte to California augether there at the finish.
Metropolitan
diences,
especially If they are naMiss Murray played this girl of
the restaurant as finely as it could tive sons.
(Mich.)—Rex
As a picture "The Girl from God's
have been done. She had the abanRegent
don and demureness shaded to a County" Is a laugh, and if it is to be
nicety.
But will some one please taken as a sample of what the F. B.
Palm
explain how It was possible at mo- Warren Corp. is going to release
ments for Miss Murray to look a bit that concern should first think it
In the smaller houses on
elderly (unless It were the drop ear- over.
Rialto
rings) and at all other times to bo double bills it will get over, but
about the prettiest looking girl a there isn't any chance of it hitting
American
in
the
first
run
league anywhere at
film could show.
Fred.
Monte Blue as the husband mny any time.
Stanley
have played the role in a mannor to
Metropolitan
leave a personal opinion. He didn't
make it anything it was not, that's
Merrill

has

proven himself worth w
playing leads opposite some of
biggest of the screen stars, but
a picture "The Millionaire" Is aboui
the oheapest millionaire that has
ever stepped forth.
The manner of that money com*
ing along Is funny in Itself,
aged recluse is bumped off by
band of crooks because he refused
to pay them tribute to the extent
$1,000 a week. He leaves his money
to the son of the only woman
ever loved and the crooks in tun
go after the heir.
There Is a house with secret pas.
sages and all the other necessary
adjuncts
to
the
old-fashioned
screen mystery meller. and they art
used to a fare thee well in this
case. In the end the hero roundi
up all the crooks with the aid of
the police, and marries the little

Ctos of Paris

i

- THE SILENT CALL

—

•

e

e
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bookkeeper who worked in the sash
and door factory with him.
There isn't a bit of class to the
picture outside of the star and
Doris Pawn, who plays the heavy
The rest is just cheap U. melodram-,

:

THE MILLIONAIRE

,

!

Exhibitors Join
the Chorus
Praising

I

'

//

AMANS HOME
The Bodkingjs

Tell

the Story

NEW YORK—

CHICAGO—

BOSTON—

CINCINNATI—
LOUISVILLE—

OKLAHOMA CITY—
FORT

WORTH—

LOS ANGELES—

ATLANTA—
JACKSON

ROCHESTER—

PUEBLO—

.

RENO—Wigwam
SIOUX CITY—

TROY—
PHILADELPHIA—

STEELHEART

too bad so many film
(onritni? men noqnlre s scropn strut.
It yells acting every time employed,
and they all do it the same.
The types of Paris and Indiana

certain.

It's

drew Itfughs. W. J. Ferguson was
the comedy hit in pantomimic expression.
The cast is an excellent
\>ne.

Frnnlt

Worthing

Kthil K.Midall

"Hutch" Durban
Stove
Mrs. Freeman

Vera
Dick Coll-r
"Old Tom" Shelly

A

typical "frontier"

William Duncan
K«ll(h Johnson
Jack t'urtia
Walter JtodRers

Euna I.uckpy
ArJotu Malino
Karl Train
Charlca Dudley

program fea-

ture, laid in another "Lost Valley."
Frederic and Fanny Hat ton, who What the makers of "westerns"
wrote the sub-titles, have done hot- would do without these carelessly
ter, but still there were smiles for mislaid valleys it Is hard to imagseveral. A special orchestration by ine. It is a Vitagraph release, scenLouis Silvers has a Jazzy arrange- ario by Bradley Smollett, directed by
ment or two that will keep any William Duncan, who is also starred
house orchestra on Its toes during in the production. Despite Its length
the running of this film.
That of six full reels, the story is cumumusic was lively and appropriate lative, piling up feats of courage
all the while.
for the hero that smack of the miracThe direction by Robert Z. Leon- ulous in the matter of luck. Phoard makes the film, with Miss Mur- tography and lighting are excellent
ray.
There isn't a flaw in it nor for so unpretentious an offering
has any one tried to save a dollar too much of the hero who stays days
without throwing, either, a dollar and days on the trail with a clean
away. The Paris restaurant scene shirt and a stiff collar; the heroine
is probably the best of that charac- goes with him, attired in an unruf-

WASHINGTON—
MILWAUKEE—

SAN FRANCISCO—Granada
INDIANAPOLIS— Colonial
TOLEDO Temple

—

BUFFALO—Strand

TOPEKA—Orpheum
WORCESTER—Plaza
AKRON —Orpheum

LYNN—Waldorf

TULSA— Majestic
MADISON (Wis.)— Sirand

MUNCIE— Grand

And still they come /

Fred.

SERVING TWO MASTEBS
and Bradford present "ServMasters." a screen version
play,
"Break Down the
Walls," written by Mrs. Alexander
{Grossman. The Capitol Film Co. Is
Lree

,

ing

Two

of

the

distributing the feature, with no
mention of this being made in the
billing, the distributers In all probability
preferring to remain In
oblivion.

Josephlce Earle

is

the star of the

From general appearwas made in England, or if

production.

ances
I

|

it

not it Is an antiquated American
picture that has long remained en
the shelf. The story is a simple one
and not especially plausible. A man
of wealth refuses to allow his wife
to Interest herself in his business
affairs.
He becomes entangled and
Is on the verge of financial collapse
when his wife comes to his rescue
with money made In a dressmaking
establishment which she had started
unknown to her husband and made
a success of.
The cast supporting the star Include Da las Anderson. Pat Somerset and Zoe Palmer.
No special
merit is displayed in any ins' .nee.
With the production end of the
cheanest order. This feature must
be offered at a price to have a lookin with any house manager. Hart.

.

m
November

Friday,

18,

PICTURES
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GERMAN PICTURE NEWS
By

HOOPER TRASK

C.

Berlin, Oct 26.
Decla Biacop, makers of Call-

The

featured

therein with Dagny Servaes and Harry Liedtke. will be
with them. The exteriors of Ernst
Stern were shown to the press at a

The
and other superior productions, special night lighting. T^ey are
no more. They have at length monumental in the best sense of the
consolidated with the Ufa to the word. Lubitsch displayed that tretune of two Decla shares to one of mendous energy which characterhe Ufa. And thus end the three izes his direction and gives his films
thousand rumors running wild In that unsurpassed tempo and unhalt£ari

is

the Berlin film world for the last ing forward urge.

six

love springs up, especially when he
learns she is unmarried. His wife*
a shallow thing, has had an affair

with a man whom she really loves
but could not get and fell back upon
>&3 man she married to gsln a scclal

UNSEEN FORCES
•

• • • •

position.

The girl through her psychic abildiagnoses the case of the wifev
jrings her together with the man
she loves, which in turn releases the
choice of her own heart.
With Sylvia Breamer, Rosemary
ity

•

•

'.

Charlie Chaplin is at last begin28 the Decla had a surplus of 6,000,- ning gradually to sift in. The first
000 marks to Its credit But on Sept. reels to be shown were the ancient
6 is was on the verge of bankruptcy! and rather unfinished scenes in the
Yet this apparently unstable organi- roller skating rink. Its reception
sation at once received two excel- was not brilliant as the operator
lent offers of amalgamation and its added to its liabilities a far too fast
stocks shot up numerous points on tempo. The second, the scene at the
health resort, was better operated
the exchange.
The first offer was from the Na- and got over nicely.
case, Feb.

tional Film and was two Declas to
one' National, plus 800 marks. It
appears also (although the whole
proceedings are shrouded in an impenetrable hase) that the National
had "helped" the Decla to an extent
that made it necessary, if the offer
was concluded, that the Delca
bankers take over six millions'
worth of new National shares. If,
however, no fusion was made, the
National would take over the Decla
Bank debts of 41.000,000 marks and
the Decla in return buy 26,000,000
new National shares* These offers
were turned down Sept. 20.
There was also i rumor that a
dollar offer had been made. This,

father's place. Believing she loves
another he drops her from his life*
After a lapse of several years they
meet again at a house party. He.
meantime, has married.
The old

.

months.

To review the whole

fa^t that the production was which they characterise In a manner
turned out as a Paramount picture that gets them over.
all tb,e more lamentable.
The picture, however, Is a very
it might have been a pic- much
hashed affair, with scenes
ture worth while, but the titles are badly matched up, continuity that is
the most trite and matter of fact exceedingly rough, and titling that
that have been screened in a feature is bad:
intended for the better houses in
On the whole, the picture is far
some time.
from being up to Paramount standFred.
The screen version of "A Prince ard for production.
There Was" is taken from the Cohan
play, which in turn was based on
the story by Darragh Aldrlch en...... Sylvia Breamer
titled "Enchanted Hearts." Walde- Miriam Holt.
Rosemary Ttaeby
••••••••••
mar Toung provided the scenario Winifred
Conrad Nagel
Clyde Brunton
under the supervision of Frank Arnold Crane
Robert Cain
Woods, and Tom Forman supplied Captain Stanley
8am de Grass*
Martlndel
Edward
Brunton.,...
Robert
the direction.
Garrlty
Harry
Peter Holt.
..,
Neither scenario nor direction Joe Simmons.
James O. Barrows
..Aisle Herring
help the story.
•••••••••
Mrs. Leslie.
Andrew Arbuckle
Ltalle... >•••••
The first couple of hundred feet of Mr.
Albert Cody
Henry Leslie
the picture were shot on Fifth avenue. New York, and the balance was
feaInitial
the
is
Forces"
"Unseen
shot In the studio. The studio street
Franklin
depicting a scene near Second ave- ture produced by Sidney
through
released
nue is altogether too apparent as for Mayflower,
First National. Carrying an all-star
studio stuff.
in its billing tho feature is to
Meighan plays the young million- line
a large extent far more effective in
aire who has looked on the cup and
the acting division than the average
permitted a manager to handle all
The
•tils manner.
of his financial affairs.
Mildred picture billed in
Cort story has been substantiHarris
father was John
the

makes it
By titling

MAN OF STONE
Conway Tearle

stars in Selznick's
of Stone," supported by

i

• •

"The Man
girl whose
is
Martha Mansfield and Betty Howe. ruined through the manipulation of
story has the North African the manager of the young milliondesert as its setting, and gets some aire's affairs. Little Charlotte Jackfairly effective bits of picturesque son is the little slavey of the East
backgrounds and costuming from Side boarding house who is the
this fact, and the picture is reason- medium of bringing the two toably entertaining in a Laura Jean gether.

•

Theby and Conrad Nagel topping a

• e • • •

long east the picture Is well fortified in acting. Director Franklin
brings out the points to a nicety,
with the production end displaying

.

The

Llbbey sort of way, with a dash of
Oulda's "Under Two Flags." It Is a
coincidence that it should come out
just as the story of similar locale,
"The Sheik," is attracting a certain
vogue.
of course, would seem to point to
But the two stories are different.
the Eta (Famous Players), but as "The Man of Stone" need never disnothing more was heard of it, it turb the censor. Its ethics are as
seems likely to have been a comeon. pure as conventional fiction could
The Ufa offer was accepted Oct make them. On the surface at
16 and the minority have demanded least the picture could be shown In
* statement of Decla finances at the First M. E. church of Moline,
the time of fusion. Thl.; has. how- eves, if the hero, disappointed in
ever, been refused on the ground of love, does go on a solitary bat and
being now of only "historical" in- drink himself into ,a touch of the
terest, and there is little chance that D. T.'s and even if he is unduly
The
an accounting can be forcc.l. It, of familiar with a native girl.
course, looks very strange that a D. T.'s are described In the titles as
really bankrupt company should re- an attack of tropical fever, and the
ceive such' favorable offers and that native girl is the hero's servant.
Thus the purity of the screen is
Its stocks should rise on the market.
Maybe the censors
The first signs of the fusion are protected.
already beginning to make them- haven't got the fifth largest indusbuffaloed!
try
selves felt the playing of Decla
It's just cheap, florid fiction, but
91ms at Ufa theatres. The first to
th/J apappear was Ludwig Berger's "Ro- it ought to be Interesting to
large public that consumes
mance of Christine von Herre" at parently
this sort of literature, if the magathe U. T. Kurfuerstendamra, and
zine output indicates anything. As
this was followed by "The Tired
a routine release for tho neighborDeath," by Fritz Lang, with Lil. hood trade it probably will do well,
Dagovar.
although there are glaring inconsistencies in the telling.
The two latest Decla films, as
Capt Nevill Deerlng, a British
mentioned, the first to play In an officer, returns to England after a
Ufa theatre, are worthy of praise campaign in Egypt, where his deeds
in that they attempted ..iuch, but of daring have earned him the title
the carrying out was far frcn com- of "The Man of Stone." His mispletely successful.
sion Is to marry Lady Mary in LonThe first. "The Romance of Chris- don, but on arrival he finds that she
tine von Herre," was both written has jilted him in favor of a richer
and directed by Dr. Ludwl Berger man. Broken hearted he goes back
of the State Schauspielhaus. The to the desert on a government misscenario concerns a countess vrho, sion to the Moroccan tribes. Once
to escape a brutal and faithless among the palms he wrecks his
husband, has herself buried as dead health with drink, and in a drunken
and then escapes the tomb to wan- state wanders among a group of
der the land in boy's clothing. The native travelers and seizes one of
ending is happy the husband dead their dancing girls.
Instead of tearing him to pieces
and the countess united with her
expected to do, the
lover. The cast included Werner as they might be
Arabs
pick up the raving officer
Kraus, Paul Hartmann and Adele
him back to his
carry
Sandrock, all of whom did bril- tenderly and
Laila she
The dancing girl
liantly.
Agnes Straub played the cot
goes along as his nurse
is called
leading role and although acting up
Capt. Deering
his life.
and
saves
to standard she is no film type, her
has to go farther into the desert
face being too strong. The direction
solitude to parley with the tribes,
of Berger is very sensitive and attakes Laila along. Tou can get
and
mosphere and beauty are finely sus- this down with a gulp if you try,
tained. But more action, more con- because,. Capt Nevill is most circumflict!
Dr. Berger is an' intelligent spect in his relations with the girl.
.man, as his stage work has shown,
Meanwhile Lady Mary's rich
and perhaps his second production fiance has jilted her, and she trav(for this was his first go at films) els all the way to the middle of the
will be more pantomime and less desert to make up with the captain.
Pose.
First she makes Laila believe she is
the captain's wife and Laila de"The Tired Death," which fol- parts for her own people. But when
lowed "Christine," is considerably the captain learns of the situation
better film stuff. Tho scenario, by he spurns Lady Mary and all her
Frits. Lang,
also the director, is works and sets out in pursuit of

• e • e • •

In addition, the cast holds several players who manage to score.
Nigel Barrle Is in the picture for a
bit that amounts to but little. Guy
Oliver as a valet manages to extract some comedy from his role
and pulls a few laughs from the

Arthur Hull as the heavy
little, and Sylvia Ashton
and Fred? Huntly have minor roles

audience.

has but

ally

artistic ability,

i

"Unseen Forces"
ture of merit
J.

D. Hampton,

is

a program fee**
Hart,

who

is

worked up by Franklin, who

has turned out a feature that should New York or Los Angeles with all
have a direct appeal to the female expenses paid or the cash equivafollowers of the screen.
lent for the greatest number of eon*
The psychic ability of the leading tracts on Hampton productions
character provides the fundamentals from Oct. 31 to Dec. 24. There is
upon which the tale is based. also a similar prise for the manager
Miriam Holt is the daughter of a of the exchange which shows tho
country innkeeper. From childhood greatest volume of new business and
she has been able to foretell things collection: on Hamptcn production*
which are about to befall her during the same period.
acquaintances, and in later years is
brought to the city to display her
At the Rlalto next week thO
ability, which she does purely for Pauline Frederick "La Tosca" feat-,
the benefit of mankind.
ure will be shown with the film out
Early in life she falls in love with by Hugo Rlesenxeld to fit the musij
a young huntsman who stays at her by Puccini.

—

Saw "The

being in exchange for her lover. All
people refuse her request, but, rushing into a burning house. Rho is
saving a bahy left there, when Doath
stands beforo her.
Hero is her
chance to win her lover back. Hut
at this cost sho cannot tako him
and, throwing the child to safety,
sho awaits in the burning cottage
rcunion through death.
Lil Dagover as tho wife is deco-

rative enough and Pornhard GoeUke
as Death combines the sinister with
the sympathetic.
Fritz Lang's direction achieved some line
>ments.
hut he seems to lack a final feeling
for style, the whole being a bit con-

It's all

pretty far-fetched, but

CimfiMi ]:,..»!•
Jack Carruthcts

rh:i!-!o»t»;

"The Sheik" beat

Mr

Cricket

l

u

'

A

tused.

Krnst Lubitsch and Director Da-

vid son of RJfa aro (wiling for Now
York in January to be at the opening of "The Wife of Pharaoh." the

Kfa-Famou8 Players supcrfeaturc
which is being finished hero next
month. There is also a possibility
thai Kmil Janninge, who is being

If

there is any ono
aide to tell the

hit

took

in

by 22,625

game played

to

37,625

»*»

Draw Your Own
ConcluMiom. "The

Sheik" Will
Draw the Crowd*!
JESSE

L.

LASKY

pretenU

GEORGE MELFORD'S PRODUCTION

"THE SHEIK"
with

AGNES AYRES and RUDOLPH VALENTINO
By

E.

Scenario by Monte M. Katterjohn

M. Hull

a

Huntly

paramount

anywhere that
answer of A

while George M.
Cohan played the title role; ns a
picture it becomes a very ordinary
though
riven
feature
program
Thomas .Mrighan ijs stari* d in it.

Was" was a

fight

'The Sheik" beat that by

Ja"k?"ii

Prince There Was" after the first
few scenes are flashed on the screen
then that person is ready to become
an inmate of nn asylum for the
As a play "A Prince There
blind.

that

The Yale-Princeton

:

isn't

by 14,912

75,000.

Ouy Olivr
huh

'

that

TheTJempsey-Carpentier

Sylvia Ash'.on

I'ri'Uty

World

90,000 paid admissions.

Arthur

Strait. >n

J.

Mrs

last

105,403.

"The Sheik" beat

NlK'l Hani..

Hi;.n.l
J.

games of the

The record hitherto for the Rivoli and
Rialto Theatres was 97,713, made by "The
Affairs of Anatol."

it's

.

•

"The Sheik" beat that by 7,222

ments of stirring action amid tho
Hush.
mass of inanities.

Chnrlos IMw:in1 Martin. .Thomas M<!Rh:ui
MU-lrod llarriK
Kath«'!-ln»» \\'<""Ih

New York

the history of entertainment, no

The first three
Series played to

harmless and there arc a few mo-

A PRINCE THERE WAS

in

That is the entire population of a city
as large as Albany, or Salt Lake City,
or Trenton.

—

caned a German folk song and has Laila. The girl has been taken capsomewhat the quality of "The Blue tive by bandits and there is a lot of
Bird." A young wife loses her hus- desert fighting, with rushing horseband on the marriage night and goes men and fluttering native costumes,
to Death to ask him back.
Death but the captain wins and brings her
triumphantly back to camp.
tells her that it is Impossible, but
There is another battle around the
promises his return if she can save
between the captain's followcamp
from death the life of one of three
and the pursuing bandits, and
different persons who are about to ers
Mary
is conveniently killed by
Lady
die. She tries, first in Arabia, then
a stray shot, so that the captain
In Renaissance Italy and finally in
suddenly find that ho is in
may
China, and fails each time. Then
love with the nativo girl and the
Death gives her ono final ch.inee. to picture may end with an appropriate
bring him the life of another human
embrace.

all

Week

such record has ever been made.

—

—

Sheik" in One
In

Q>ictum
<

fr FAMOUS PLAYERS LASKY CORPORATION
*****

releasing

his productions through the Paths
exchanges, has offered a prise to
the ales force of that organisation
of a trip for self and wife to either

!

j

—

PICTURES
ed a poor

INSIDE

them

An amusing yarn which proves that even an exhibitor 1s entitled to
change his mind has come to town via a travel' - from St. Louis. John
Ketnik, present owner of the MeXalr theatre arui airuome'"Vh**fei. Louis,
originally bought the property as an investment.
After fixing up the
rouse he put it on the market. A business woman liked the proposition
so well that the only remaining detail was the signing of the check. On
the night scheduled for the sale the house was showing "Scrap Iron," and
the business woman, exercising a woman's prerogative, came too late to
get near the door. A crowd jammed the lobby, as Is usually the case with
a new house, and Ketnik was so busy Inside he forgot all about his business appointment. By the time Miss Prospective Purchaser was able to
battle her way to the gate she found a changed and chastened man. The
picture business was saved an astut* showman, and Ketnik now thinks up
all the superlative presentations that make the McNair a money winner.
The wiseacres around Broadway are discussing the threatened battle
between Tom Moore of Washington and Paramount. .The Washington
manager of the Paramount exchange sold Moore five pictures, Including
"The Sheik." Meantime the home office made arrangements with Nick

Loew

the big special. In the Interim
notice from New York he
threatened to close his Rlalto, where he was to play it,
sell

Moore had advertised "The Sheik," and upon
wouldn't get

it,

The victim

two weeks and sue Paramount for damages. The matter was then
who waived the Loew claim and let Moore run it. It
plays the Rialto for two weeks, commencing Nov. 20.

for

put up to Schenck,

When Goldwyn booked Will Rogers' five -reel
Romeo," at the Capitol, New York, Rogers, upon

comedy, "Doubling on
hearing of the booking,
offered to make a personal appearance at the Capitol In connection with
the film, at his own transportation expense and without additional charge
to the theatre. As a suggestion, Rogers proposed it be made an all Will
Rogers week, with the Rogers' two-reeler shown there last week, added
to the same bill. Both proposals were rejected. A few days after Rogers
received an offer of $3,000 to appear alone, across the street from the
Capitol, at the Winter Garden, in Shubert vaudeville.

in

The defense In the case of Roscoe
Arbuckle has subpoenaed 27 witnesses. Alice Drake and Dr. Maurice
Kahn among them. A deposition by
the hotel detective of the St. Francis
alleging Miss Rappe cleared Arwho has secured work as chamber- buckle of injuring her in a statemaid In the hotel where he lives, ment made to the detective is also
D'Arcy has her convicted of boot- declared to be in the district attorlegging (honest to gawd, this is done ney's harfds.
seriously) and she is Incarcerated
in the same jail where Betty is do"The Girl from Porcupine" Is the
ing her ladylike bit, and mourning
the second of the James
over the supposed villainy of Tom, title of
Oliver Curwood stories that has
having discovered the planted note. been filmed under the direction of
Betty and D'Arcy's victim get chumHenderson for the Arrow. The
my and when D'Arcy appears at the Dell
picture was completed two weeks
jail to press his courtship (we have
ago.
gotten around to a strained sort of.
comedy by this time) the whole]
Ben Wilson is directing Jack
situation is laid open; Tom is recalled and forgiven and D'Arcy Is* Hoxie in the Eocond of a series of
Westerns for Arrow.
six
arrested and punished on the spot
because they find he has a silver
flask on his hip and is in a measure
George Randolph Chester has rea sort of bootlegger himself.
signed from the Vltagraph Co. and
This sketch of the plot, tangled organized the George Randolph
as it Is, gives only a faint im- Chester Productions for the purpose
pression of the utter confusion of of producing two features a year.
Idea in the picture. It might have
had a chance as a frank burlesque,
court martial. Betty puts the officer
in her car and drives at 80 miles an
hour to catch up v/ith the distant
train. For this she is tried and sent
to jail for 10 days.
In order to get rid of his victim,

but when the authors, director and
actors take themselves seriously It
transcends all bounds of weird ficfutile

thing

meaning
is

the

actor-made crudity.

The whole
last word in
to.

Rush.

LADYFINGERS
Robert Ashe

Rcrt T.ytHl

Almost equally the bon mot of a picture making proprietor that he Knld Camden
».Ora Cartvv
Haddon
Frank Elliott
could not afford to pay a well-known author like Shakespeare the roy- Justin
Rachel StetherUt
Edythe Chapman
picture proprietor, who, but Lieut. Ambrose
alty he would demand, is that of another
DeWUt Jennings
recently said, when it was proposed a travesty film of Rip Van Winkle
be produced, that it would be useless to play Rip in these times without
If photography and lighting could
his. whiskers were shaved off.
put over a production into the spe-

That a special feature following its Broadway showing had done
$20,000 last week at a 55-cent top, the regular house scale,
was the claim wired in by Leo A. Landau, manager of the
Mr. Landau's point was that, at the house
Alhambra, Milwaukee.
scale of 55 cents, the gross would exceed what "Theoedora" is doing at
Mr. Landau mentioned "Theodora" was
the Astor, New York, at $2.
t'oing $10,000 weekly. He erred In that. "Theo's" first full week at the
Astor was $18,700; the next week around $14,000. and last week about
In clinching his point the Milwaukee manager .added the
the same.
over

proper pjace to play pictures Is, in the regular picture houses. He did
not seem to take into account picture houses that cannot hold $20,000
gross, or whether there are enough special features to keep even the
Alhambra open all season; and another Item he altogether omitted
is, what the Alhambra did in an ordinary week with its usual weekly
program. The Landau idea seems to be that. If special features were
only placed in the picture houses, the plot ne houses would do capacity
It's an idea he will be joined in by all exhibitors and no
nil the time.
producers.

NEWS OF IDE FILMS

Tom entertains Betty at luncheon
and misses the last train that will
get him on his ship In time to start
for maneuvers. He Is in danger of

tion without

18, 1891

writes

and D'Arcy plants
Tom's coa^ pocket.

pathetic letters

STUFF-PICTURES

Schenck of the Loew Circuit to

girl.

Friday,

class, then "Ladyflngers," the
Metro Classic release, with
Bert Lytell starred, would be a special in every way.
But such does
not happen to be the case, for the
story and direction play a big part
in
developing a special for the
screen, and while the story in this
particular instance could have been
made a wonder if it had been properly handled, the direction would
have slowed it up to such an extent
that it would have been draggy.
That seems to be the particular
trouble with the Jackson Gregory
story, which was adapted to the
screen by Lenore J. Coffee, and
which was directed by Bayard Veiller.
The feature is announced as
u Bayard Veiller production," and
all credit is due Mr. Veiller if he
was responsible for the photography
and the lighting, but his exceedingly languid tempo In handling the
action destroys all the credit that
the former two artistic touches
cial

latest

tl

He has

devoted three years to tl_
picture Industry acquiring knowl>
edge which qunllfle* him to head hli
own producing unit.
s

Armando Lopes

Ulloa,

who

been Consul General from Hondui
to New York, has returned to
country after having completed
contract with Pathe which gh

him the concession to handle
clusively the product of that organ
isatlon in the Central Americ
countries.
Jesse Weil is now handling
City Line Theatre on Liberty a
nue, Brooklyn, for the Leader Thea'tre Corp. and acting as publicity
representative for the other houses
which the company controls. He is
issuing a breezy News Weekly in
the houses which carries a lot of
chatter of local people that should
prove a first aid to the box office at
this time.

Guy
and

Newell, the English producer

director,

is

in

this

country,

carrying on negotiations for the disposal of the rights to the feature.
as a waif by a bank burglar. Orig- "The Bigamist," in which Ivy Duke'
is
starred. Miss Duke was to have
inally of good family, he eventually
drifts into the circle where his also come to this country, and
planned that at least one pictwas
grandmother is active. She recognizes the family resemblance, and, ure would be made here by the combination,
but her illness made the
although stories of the boy's past
reach her, she refuses to 'believe trip impossible.
them.
Finally, when the boy has
Advices from the west co
been tested and come through with
flying colors, he personally makes a studios of Robertson-Cole are th
confession and decides that he must Sessue liayakawa's next product
atone to society for the wrongs that tion, "Street of the Flying Dragon,**
He will be his most spectacul r photohe has done in years agone.
gives hlmsek up, makes a confes- play. It is bas^ " upon an oriental
sion to the authorities and does his love story by Dorothy Goodfellow.
bit.
On being released he does not and was adapted by Eve Unsell andturn to his wealthy grandmother, Garrett Fort and directed by Nor- \
but decides to make his own way In man Dawn.

i

it

the world.

Naturally, there was a girl behind it all. She is the ward of the

grandmother, and after his release
she seeks him out and throws her lot
Eventually there Is an
with him.
all round reconciliation and granny
is seen with her two "grandchildren
and their baby" Just prior to the
final <scen-\

A good story, to be sure, but flow
and draggy through direction. As
a matter of fact, Lytell stalls and
scowls Into the camera to such
length that It is tiresome, and Miss
Carew, who plays opposite him,
seems entirely too mature for the
role assigned her. Edythe Chapman
easily walks off with the honors of
the picture as the grandmother, and
it would have been easy for her to
have made as much of this role as
Mary Carr did of the mother. In
"Over the HIU" had she been given

Metro has bought "Hate," a short
story

by

lished

in

Wadsworth Camp, pubCollier's.

It

will be used

as a vehicle for Alice Lake.

The Warner Brothers and Harry
Rapf have purchased from A. H,
the film rights to "From
Rags to Riches" for $5,000. Woods

Woods

has also disposed of the film rights
to "The Confessions of a -Wife" for
$:.r»oo.

Leopold Friedman, general counsel

and secretary of Marcus Loei
returned from the coast M(

Inc.,

day after

five

weeks' absence.

Penrhyn Stanlaws, who has beea
directing

for

Famous

Players,

re-

The Milwaukee man might have made another point that could acturned to the coast this week after
count for the poor business in the legit theatres this season, even in
signing a new contract with that
company to continue his directing
Milwaukee that where a public may see an enjoyable special feature
the opportunity. This picture could activities.
at 55 or 80 cents, they secure as much, if not more, enjoyment from it
have been built into one of those
than they possibly could receive from a $2.50 or $3 spoken play. Not
gain.
Florence Deshon has been entear and dime compelling mellers
jilone the public is saving money as between the two, but they feel they
"Ladyflngers" is a story of a boy had it been given sufficient atten- gaged by Rex Ingram to play iAdf
possibly
that
can afford to wait for the next picture. Which sums up,
who has been forced into crooked tion in the making. As it is, it is Burlesdon in his Metro production,
were there *s enough special features, such as the three or four now paths, through having been adopted a good program feature.
""he Prisoner of ZendaA
Fred.
doing business in the picture house, there would be no legit plays out
to draw money, and with no legit plays, the legit theatres would be
empty, and with legit theatres empty they would play pictures, special
features if procurable, so it looks as though Mr. Landau's excellent Idea
might carry a kick back if In full operation, for through it he would
create another and unlooked for opposition.

—

'

the midst of negotiations with the banking house
Co. for the underwriting of $2,000,000 of debenture
bonds with negative film collateral as security— that Is to say, the
•Ustrlbutlnr .corporation offers to put up as security for the bonds its
Lloyd Robinson, formerly
equity in the negatives It controls or owns,
an employee of Famous Players, Is a son-in-law of A. B. Leach, and Is
arranging the matter.

First National

of A. B.

Leach

is in

&

COMING

The last Installment of the original loan made by the West const
bankers to Associated Producers, Inc., amounting to $650,000, was made
The organization has since been refinanced elsewhere and,
this week.
from all available Information, Is progressing favorably. The arrangement
for distributing its product through First National exchanges seems to
bo working out satisfactory.

Warren Corporation's fit>t attempt at direct exhibiting in
began with the engagement Sunday at the Lyric of the Lois
fortnight's advance campaign
feature, "What Do Men Want?"
in the dailies totaled something like $8,000 in cost, and It Is understood
the attraction Is paying the Shuberts something like $5,500 a week for
the Lyric's bare walls. The picture opened Sunday and played to $1,300 on
the two performances, since which timo it has been ballyhooed in the
streets with a squad of youths distributing what purported to be free
tickets of admission. Monday It did $600, Tuesday $400. The feature was
originally placed with Famous Players, rested 18 months, and was finally
The

F. B.

New York

A

Weber

I

there turned bar-U.

lapses prostrate
travesty.

THE SPEED GIRL

in

unintentional

The whole vapid rave might have
Realart production
is
a
bern put on for no other purpose
as half of a double feature
than to feed the vanity of the
It
bill at the New York Tuesday.
eamera actress. Certainly it can
stars Bebe Daniels and is in effect a have had no sincere purposo to
crude comedy dramatization of that amuse an audience of grown up
Jf this kind of trash is
the coast people.
actress* experience on
the
stars
salable why not have
some time ago when she was ar- write their own stories with no other
and
self-exploitation
then
rested for auto speeding, and spout end
n few days In jail under more or frankly let the public go hang. The
amuse
the
star
to
idea
would
be
circumstances.
less ridiculous
The screen comedy-drama in- who made the picture rather than
is
spired by this adventure furnishes the fans who pay to see it. That
rate entertainment for the the bald intent of "The Speed Girl."
first
This

shown

scarcely conceivable
fan of a mentality
more mature than that could be
amused by the feeble invention.
The story starts in a comedy vein,
goes into melodrama, has a few
moments of "stunt" thrills and then
explodes- in the wildest kind of
infantile.

It

that any

film

is

/Cheap melodrama, and

finally

col-

The story concerns one Betty
l>e (Hebe Daniels), a tomboy sort
Her horse runs away
of person.
and she is saved by a Naval Ensign

named Tom Something or
Presently Betty is grown up and a
She still loves Tom, but Is
courted by a blackguard named

Other.

film star.

D'Arcy who has ruined and desert-

'•^j!J..WW«...m\\\\-
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It's

:

just like Aladdin's wonderful
Rub the button and get

lamp.

anything you wish.
Sure, you
can wish a full house and get it.

The Funniest Picture
You Ever Did See!

November

Friday,
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PICTURES
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THEATRE OWNERS CALL

COBB SAYS CENSORSHIP MEETS

PARIS FILM NOTES

SECTIONAL GATHERINGS

WITH BIG PRODUCERS' FAVOR

governor-general of tho is'and. Ho
Paris, Nov. 5.
nerds but the recommendation of a
Bernard, the actor, fol-. member of the nobility who is to
success as Planchet in visit the inland on a tour of inHpecMousquetaires," has de- tion. The latter is none other than
cided to quit the stage and give his tho husband from whom the wife
time to film acting.
escaped in the Canadian wilds.
In tho midst of a tropical storm,
The exhibitors consider tho rent- when the two are together in an isoers and producers aro offering too lated hut, the truth is revealed and
many private shows, known here as later an annulment of the marriago
"specials," to which people uncon- as roe d upon, which brings about a
nected with the Industry are invited, happy ending.
Pictoii.'illy the picture hap much in
thereby spoiling the novelty of now
I

South and New England to
Armand
lowing his
Hold Conventions in Autumn "Les Trols

~

Declares State Policy Eliminates the Irresponsible
Important sectional conventions
have been called by the Theatre
Only One Appeal to Courts Bar 3 Out of 1,000 Owners
of America for late November and early December. The first
Points to Board's Leniency

—

—

SUED

J

Away

:

We

esting question.

condemned

"Twenty Years After." Leon Mathot
Charging that the Tiffany Pro- vention at which accessory makers, holding the role of d'Artagnan at
producers and others will be repre- the ago of 40, replacing Alme Simon
President Sidney S. Cohen, Gerard, too young for the role in
national organization, and this sequel.
band, Robert Z. Leonard, to breach Senator "Jimmy" Walker, of New
Andre Nox will play and superintheir contract with the Globe- Pro- York, the organization's counsel, tend the work
on Tourjanski's "Le
ductions, Inc., the latter brought a will attend. Important trade mat- Prelude de Chopin," being produced
ters affecting the southern district by the Ermolieff Co.
damage suit this week
$60,000
.

come before the convention, it
is declared at the Theatre Owners'
national 'headquarters.
On the heels of the southern powwow will come a" convention of the
New England section, with exhibitors
from Maine, Massachusetts,
will

I

the

as a whole because we could
not see where any eliminations
would benefit it. While admitting
our Jtand to be correct, appellants
deny our right to condemn a picture as a whole.
"Out of nearly 1,000 pictures examined by our board, only three
have been condemned. We find the
majority of the picture features are
all right, and every effort is being
made by the board to avoid making
eliminations. It is the old story of
th good having to suffer for the few
We are exercising exevil ones.
ceptional leniency, as many of the
pictures now submitted to us were
made before tin board went into
p: stars

-

against the Tiffany Co. In the New
York Supreme Court,
alleging,
among other things, the defendant
wrongfully removed the negative of
their "Peacock Alley" production,
starring Miss Murray and directed
by Leonard.
Henry L. Gates, general manager
of the Globe, sets forth that he is
well known as an author ol novels
and a publicity and advertising expert; that last April 18 he contracted with Miss Murray and Mr.
Leonard for a series of four pictures for a consideration of $200,000,
plus a 15 per cent, gross interest;
that he paid them $12,500 on account and organized the Glob© Productions, inc.; that he promoted the
capitalization of the $200,000 company, securing Herber E. Cronen-

Connecticut on hand.
This will take place In Boston Dec.
C and 7, with headquarters at the
Copley-Plaza, and Mr. Cohen and
Senator Walker present.
The Louisiana State body met In
New Orleans Monday and Tuesday
of this week.
E. T. Peters, of
Texas, represented the national
body.

BUILT

weth, as financial backers, the forsubscribing $30,000 immediate-

Fort Worth, Texas, Nov. 16.
The new Rialto theatre here
and that on March 23 last he aropened
last Sunday with the Selzranged with the Associated Exhibitors for a releasing channel simul- nick production, "A Man's Home,"

mer

Initial feature.
The house is
under the management of J. S. Philformer Pathe branch manager
The complaint continues Mr. Gates and more lately at the head of a
purchased Oulda Bergere's "Pea- string of Independent exchanges In
cock Alley" story for the first pro- Jhla territory. He has been in the
duction, and that soon thereafter picture distributing field for If

taneous with a $10,000 publicity

as the

tie-

unit.
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Frances Starr.
The Belasco revival of the stage
production is responsible for the
decision of the picture producer to
remake the film version.
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KIDDIE CLUB TIE-UF
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for divorce by Roy Mayo.
Charlotte Mayo was awarded $2.">0
monthly alimony and $?.000 counsel
fees.
In the answering aflldavlts

he stated that Mrs. Mayos desire
for publicity to nave a way for a

motion picture

a :inpr can-or iinluci-ri
her to commit th«« all* t?* <l jidnlteiy.
plaintiff, Mr. Mayo, was jrrani'-vl
h.i
l«»t <•.
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COAST PICTURE NEWS
Los Angeles, Nov. If*
Grant Carpenter* the novelist and
playwright, and Isabel Johnson have
been added to the permanent staff
of the Goldwyn scenario 'department.
Mr. Carpenter Is srtaptfns;
the Peter B. Ryne story, "Brothers
Under Their Skins," and Miss Johnson is doing the same with "Jane,"
by Mary Roberts Rlnehart.
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Douglas Fairbanks and Mary Piokford have cabled friends that. they
return to Los Angeles by Janu-

will

Walter McOrall ary 15.
O race Mora*
William V. Mon*
Katherlne MacDonald has started
Klchurt* Headrlck
her next First National ivlease at
Cosmo- Art Studios.
the
Stewart feature

Gloria Rwanson Is to make another
Klinor CJlyn etory, "Beyond the
Hocks." Jack Cunningham .adapted

never saw

it

is

said to

b<

something

tike six

to the screen.

Revan, ono of the Sennett
comedians, has received his final
Billy

naturalization papers.

He was

Betty Oompson's next starring veby William D.
At present the tltl- is '"The

hicle will be directed

Taylor.
Noose."

in length, but the projection
time at the 81st Street theatre this
Wattcrson Rothaker is here in conweek belles that. The story was by
.lane Murfln and Larry Trimble, nection with business of his Hollywhile Anthony Paul Kelly furnished wood lai»oratorles and to complete the
the
working script, and Lklwln dctads of the deal for the Mrunton
Studios in which he Is inter* .-.led.
Care we directed.
The opening scenes are laid In
Tin- late Robert Harron's brother
mowbound Canada, while the final
shots are supposedly neath the trop- John Is to appear opposite Viola,
Dana
in
Metro's 'The live Dollar
ical plare of the Jamaica sun.
Miss
Stewart has a role that fits her com- liabv."
pletely, and her supporting cast is
Jameq Ronnie ha* been engaged for
all that anyone could ask for.
She plays a little French Canadian ihe le.idinK role in "Tho Dust FlowKirl who marries a youru? Knplish- er." a I'.nMJl King story, whi«-h is to
rri.'in
who Is In the woods. Later, ho made i.y Goldwyn und< v )\ '^land
when another woman arrives on the \'. !.'•<. m direction.
scen«« and declares herself lo be the
CiT' de ATille Is le;i\i
wife iu the ahsenee of the husband
4 f-a- XeW
the young wife runs away into the Vi.rk ne\r week. He Is ^utinu. abroad
siorm.
After n« an hln^r parties arc ind will in'l;e ;» two rno/Mlis iimr of
or'-ranizt'd they fail to lind her.
In Ivirope.
th" meantime she is in the cabin <»f
a timber reclamation patrolman who
V'lli'ie Frederick has titii>-iiased
aM-- in love with her and ihI<h her "Tii" filmy ol (Memenlin
hy Wilto many.
I^)cl e. nnd it will Ik- utilized
She consents as n meas- ham
ure of protection to her child which for her next Itobertson-Fole feature*
1* to be born.
r. ri;.;dn'T Sullivan is wilting an
F've years later. In T maica. her
husband has risen ii\ ihe service of original, as yet untitled, to l»e pr«>the government to sufficient extent d\iced by Thos. Inoe, under the dito ,be, a candidate for the post ,oi rection of Iryin, )VUia|^
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WEIRD MAYO ANGLE
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son there is underlying all this Is
hard to say, for the picture Is far
from being an undesirable one, in
fact, It In even better than some of
the other Stewarts shown on tho
Main Stem.
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Here

Chicago Journal, which runs on its
feature page a "Junior Journal" department devoted to children. Arrangements were made that all
"Junior Journal" members should
see the picture in return for pub-

McOermott
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The picture
Broalway. although it
was announced by tho First NaThe tie-up was made with tho tional back in July. Just what rea-

<

hi

ri

.
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y

Hubert Randolph

that has been released by First National and for some reason or other
has been permitted to slip by all of

theatre.

BIRD NOT RESIGNED

i

\

:

.'''Mill'
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Anita Stewart
Herbert Rawlins^

Arnold

Julie'* Child

A newspaper "tie-up" with Mary
Pickford's "Little Ix>rd Fauntleroy"
has been made in Chicago by Jones.
Linick & Schaefer. which Is showing the picture at the Randolph
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"The Dust Flower/* a new Basil
privilege in that office, due to the
building of the Rialto was a fact that they refused to abide by King story, has been adapted te the
feat, the structure having an order which was Issued, directing screen by Charles Kenyon and will
been completed in 48 actual working them to assume the responsibility be produced under the direction of
Rowland V. Lee for Goldwyn*
days.
It Is one of the prettiest of all contracts they
make over the
houses in this section of the country. Pantages circuit In case their acts
Claude Giltlngwater, Kate Lester*
may be cancelled for some cause or Patsy Ruth Miller, Cullen Land!*.
Nell
Craig, Dana Todd, Rlohard
other.
FILM REVIVAL,
Tucker.
Esther Ralston, Arthur
The release not only makes It Trlmbeland
and Lucille Ricksoa are
Remake "Easiest Way" Due to Stage mandatory for the agents to square
In the cast of the initial production
Return
off the acts as far as liability on that is to be directed by Rupert
u ghee for Goldwyn. it la entitled
the part of Pantages is concerned,
Lewis J. Selsnlck is to re film "The but they must also sacrifice
their "Remembrance," and Mr. Hughes Is
Easiest Way" to which he controls commissions and
also responsible for the original and
as well reimburse
the continuity.
the film rights. Selsnlck originally the circuit
for the railroad fare exmade the picture with Clara Kim- pended to send another
Jesse La sky has arrived from New
act to reball Toung In the role that was place
the defaulting turn.
York and will remain a month or
played in the stage production by
more.

NEEDED TWO

n<»;\

COURAGE
Naomi Child«ni
Joan Blarkmoore
8am d« Omaae
Htephun Black moon
Lionel Bolmore
Angus Ferguson
Adolph Menjou
Bruce Ferguson
.....Floy.l Whitlook
••Speedy" Cheater
Aleo B. Krancin
Mclntyre
Ray Howard
Rtephan Blackmoora, Jr

The

"

«»ver

Fr**d.

playing.

record

HAY

I

wmo

years.

'

the F. j>ir;ur<

Charles Hodgklns became
personal representative for Alexander Pantages in the east and took
particular Interest in the booking
of acts out of the Chicago office, local agents are said to be on the border of rebelling and refusing to do
business with the office under the
terms which- Hodgklns Imposes on
them.
Several agents during the past
week were barred from the booking

ly,

up with an advertising

been changed to

<8ince

SONG

has been book* d

has

this point."

Time

weth and his brother, John Croncn-

\

l."

48 DAYS

Fort Worth House Opens in Record

*

Con'l':

IN

comparison to

in

la based on a story by
Soutar, scenario by Sada>
Albert A. Kaufman pre*
sents It. and the distribution Is handled by First National under the
management of Joseph M. Schenck.
It Is an Intensely interesting meloThe agents, none of whom total drama, directed by Sidney Aa very big revenue annually, are Franklin, admirably produced with
an excellent cast, in which Naomi
looking on this order with great Chllders, Lionel Belmoro and Sam
alarm. All of the agents accepted de Qrasse stand out.
the proposition originally, but now
The story takes its title from the
they seem to feel the entire con- sufferings of a man and wife, who
through the anguish of having
go
missions they receive in a year
would be eaten up were they com- the husband serve 18 years before
he is released from a life imprisonpelled to make good two or three
ment sentence for a murder ho did
contracts which have been cancelled. not commit.
The tale is laid In ^
One agent remarked: "It is a good Scotland and the atmosphere 'of the
way for Pantages to get out of the locale Is carefully reproduced.
play or pay contract which he Is Scenes In a steel mill are undoubtnow Isruing. aa the original con- edly genuine and the tale Is cumnV
latively progressive. It holds Intertract
not
cover

Rhode

Hampshire,

and

of the features that are being marketed today is well worth white

"Courage"

FAN AGENTS FIGHT

(Continued from page «)
consented to do, and release them
from responsibility for any mistaken
judgment on the part of Hodgklns.

and

Island

,

"The

New

Vermont,

the Tiffany enticed the star and diexistence.
"Personally, I do not approve of rector awry from the Globe's emeliminations where a doubt exists, ploy, charging that the Cronenand we try to keep away from im- weths and George Perry, the maposing our individual standards and jority stockholders,
ere responsipersonal likes. The only point at ble for the organic ton of the new
issue with us is whether the law Is corporation in oruer to deprive
violated.
Henry L. Gates of the benefits of
"I believe there will be minor his position, as general manager.
changes in the enactment, principally as to what constitutes an 'educational' pic^uro to determine exFILMIZE "FOLLIES"
emption from payment of the licensing fee. At present we are ruling Fenny Brice's Hit Number to Be
Made Into Feature
that all 'industrials' must pay until
toe law is amended to cover that
Universal
is going to fllmize the
classification."
I
Asked if he favored Federal cen- Shapiro-Bernstein "Second Hand
sorship. Senator Cobb went on to Rose" number, which is Fannie
Brice's hit In the "Follies." Grant
[ay:
"Even if there wore Federal cen- Clark and Jiramie Hanley wrote the
sershlp, the Individual States would song as a sequel to "Rose of Washreserve unto themselves the right to ington Square," which was written
pass upon pictures. I favor a uni- by the same authors the previous
form standard of censorship, and year for Miss Brice's use.
Gladys Walton is to be starred in
have been in correspondence with
the various State boards lsklng the screen Version of the song, and
them to meet for tho purpose of dis- work will be started on the production within the next week on tho
cussing the question.
"William J. Bryan recently made coast.
'a statement before a public school
board that a half hour talk to chilREOPEN
CRESCENT
dren. Illustrated by motion pictures,
Syracuse, N. Y., Nov. 16.
Would tea oh them more than could
TJie Crescent, closed last week
be gleaned by the~ old-fashioned
The head of the when rent was not forthcoming, may
book learning.
school board before which he spoke r open, but whether with pictures
coincided with Mra Bryan, and in or some other policy has not been
deeided upon; nor it is ki own who
this I heartily concur."
the next manager will be.
The Cahills. owners of the theFOR "BIRTH" atre, and oiii-o operating it with
The manager of the liroadway pop vaudeville, may step in. O'lurs
and Auditorium theatres at Wins- negotiating.
ton-Salem. N. C. booked 'The Hirth
of a Nation" for his liroadway theKahn to Goldwyn
atre for Nov. 7-8. The crowds came
denize K:iha. who has been with
so fas! he had to open tho Auditohe l.'niversiil for a number of years,
rium, directly opposite, rushing the
film over to tho Auditorium reel by is to leave that ori;ani/.:it ion Jan. 1
reel as it wa" run off in the I'.road- and beonnip allllialcd with <!o!dwyn.
•
kahn started as s< >'i '-t.n y to Carl
way.
I.aemmle. and later ic^-ame manof the export dixisiun of I".
amr
Keith Books "Conflict"
«'.
lie
at th«> Central,
tho K«illi :ip'l

Following "The Three Mousquetaires," Pathe Consortium Is proceeding to film Alexander Dumas'

ductions, Inc., "wrongfully
induced"
...
„
„
Rented.
Mae Murray and her dheetor-hus-«f| f the

their losses.

"Of course, the producers started
out with a feeling that consorship
is an irritant, but now most of the
.__.
with the
_r
producers are co-operating
board and our work is progressing
Up to date there has
fa /orably.
been but one appeal to the courts
and that one is more or less of a
test case which involves an inter-

Its favor,

films.

at the City Auditorium.
A moving picture exposition will
be held In connection with the con-

Mae Murray and Leonard

sentative
"I believe the majority of the picture producers favor State censorship for the reason that the better
producers are anxious to keep the
screen clean, feeling that in no other
way can they succeed. That is illustrated every day with* the higher
grade of producers such as D. Vf.
Griffith; Charles Chaplin, Douglas
Fairbanks and others. They are directly benefited, as so-called censorship eliminates the Irresponsible
who find themselves
producrs
swamped and put on the sensational
pictures in a vain effort, to retrieve

of

North and South Carolina, Virginia.
Tennessee, Georgia and Florida, who
will meet at Charlotte, N. C, Nov.
29 to Dec. 2. Headquarters will be

j
Senator George Cobb, head of the
TIFFANY
State Motion Picture Commission,
Globe Co. Alleges It Enticed
Variety
represaid
to
a
week
this

:

members

will bring together the
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"SREK" BARRED

SCREEN S FREEDOM POLITICAL

Di
i,

KANSASRT

ISSUE IN JERSEY AND MASS,

CENTRAL FOR
Sennett's

WUX 0'

for

Opens
House

Production

Tomorrow—Has

Four Weeks

morrow.

The Mabel Normand

Rev. Carl Nau of St Paul's
Episcopal church.
The final decision regarding its
showing was made yesterday when
Mrs. J. M. Miller and Mrs. B. I*
Short the majority membership of
the board, voted "no.
The two
women voted against the film at a
previous showing, but Mr. Ilarrfl
[approved the picture and called the
other gentlemen-in to witness it It
pleased them, but the opinions of
the ladies could not be changed.

.

—

—

,

Detroit, Not.

INVESTIGATION OF

Twenty-four neighborhood
ture houses will play "Over
Hill" next week on a pei
arrangement with Fox. The

FTGKT FILM PERMIT
n

Chicago, Nov.

star-

the first time so many
have co-operated In one
ing arrangement.
It will be a test as to the
ot the picture, owing to its pro
seven -week run at the Foxlngton here?
Fifteen theatres in the
territory playing Paramount
use "The Sheik," week of Nov.
Tin idea of simultaneous runs
increasing on specials.
It is

Want to Know How
Come

tree

19.

With the granting of a permit to
show the Dempsey*-Ca . entier fight
Alms at the Barbee theatre here,
through an opinion rendered by Corporation Counsel Samuel Ettleson,
on the invalidity of a city ordinance

URBAN'S PLANT

50-50.

is

Alder

'

Universal has sublet the Central
theatre, New York, to Mack Bennett
was for a four -weeks term, starting to-

Massachusetts situation.
The association committee
called together to meet a group of
Boston men, headed by Alfred 8.
Black, to talk over the situation of
censorship in the Bay State. The

Nor. 11
•The Sheik" will not be exhibited
in Kansas in spite of its approval
by Dwlght Thacher Harris, chairman of the board of censors; Mayor
Burton of Kansas City, Kan., and
City,

the

UNIVERSAL SUBLETS

1

Simultaneous Runs for Picture Specials Increasi
15 Theatres in Detroit Section to Play
Sheik"

Home

The freedom of the screen has become a hot political issue in two
states within the past ten days. No
Sunday shows were given in New
Jersey last Sunday on a rutins; by
the Court of Chancery, which re-establishes the blue laws; while in
are
preparations
Massachusetts
betas; made for a special state-wide
The
referendum on censorship.
executive committee of the national
association met Tuesday of this
weet in New York to deal with the

HOUSES IN DETROIT

g HAY HffSIU" NEXT WEEK

Outvote Men on State Censor
Board, Including Mayor

Kansas

18, 1

a

and Chairman

Rule on Sunday Shows Barred in Former
Where Blue Laws Are Re-established—National
Assn. Acts on Mass. Referendum Over Censor

November

Friday,

24
i

1

ring vehicle, "Molly O," will be pre- Takes Over Tousey's Place at IrvIngton—Similar Invention
sented at the house during the term
prohibiting the exhibition of sue?)
that Sennett has the lease for.
films. Chief of Police Charles FitsNew England men wanted to place
Charles Urban has taken over the morris directed the censo. in charge
The Universal has been running
before the committeemen for their its own productions for a couple plant formerly used as a publishing of the police department motion picInformation an outline of what the of months past.
house by r*rank Tousey at Irvlng- ture bureau to approve an applicaconditions were. A censor law was
Sennett is paying $5,000 weekly ton-on-the-Hudson for the turning tion for the exhibition of the
passed by the Massachusetts Legis- for the house, lights, orchestra of out of the Spirograph,
pictures,
fight
new home Jeffries-Johnson
lature last year, but was vetoed by 18 men, and the house attaches. projector. Urban has been selling which nave been barred from ChiGoYomor CoolWge, now Vice-Pres- He will handle the advertising apart stock in the new concern for some cago for more than 10 years.
ident in the Harding administration. from the theatre.
time.
The new machine operates
In the meantime an aldermanlc
The fact that Coolldge killed the
The house is costing U. about with a disc arrangement, somewhat Inquiry is going to be made as to
Legislathe
of
hands
bill ties the
14,000 a week to operate exclusive similar to the flat talking machine how "Tex" Rickard was able to pry
ture at least until what would have of their advertising and the co. t of record, on which the pictures pro- from his path the city censorship
been the expiration of the gover- their pictures, for they must be Jected are recorded. The sales price ordinance covering the showing of
nor's term In office if he had re- charging themselves with some sort is to be about $75 a machine, which fight films.
Alderman George M.
mained the Bay 8tate executive. of a rental against themselves for runs a picture about four minutes In Maypole announced that he will ask
The reformers are impatient and the productions that they have been length.
for the council Investigation.
For that reason placing there.
decline to wait
An elderly inventor by the name
The weekly "nut"
It is said that before the permit
the strong reform organisation of with rentals and advertising has of Bettinl, who is at the head of the question reached Ettleson officially
the State proposes to use every been placed at approximately $7,000, Bettlni Syndicate, Ltd.. in New Rickard applied to Schuler and
channel of propaganda between now with the present business not stand- York, had a similar invention some Welnfeld, former law partners of
years ago but he never marketed it tho corporation counsel, for advice,
and next election day to win sup- ing it off.
port for censorship when it comes
Universale Intention was to have There mny be a clash between Bet- and that the latter's opinion folup for popular decision In a the Central for the presentation of tinl and Urba.i over the patant lowed closely the lines of legal adreferendum at the polls.
"Foolish Wives," the Von Stroheim rights to this form of a machine. vice handed out by his old law firm.
*
At the meeting Tuesday at the special which they made at a cost of The Bettinl machine coul be placed
•Tm in sympathy with boxing and
Association
more than a million. Although the on the market at a sales rrlce of ap- I would like to see it legalised, but
Clarldge the National
committeemen merely heard the actual shooting of the picture was proximately $25 each.
I don't see why Rickard has any
The latter Is the Inventor of the more right In Chicago than any
Boston delegation In their analysis completed late In July It has not
phonoproof
record
for
form
rcaohed New York as yet In the cylinder
other promoter," Alderman Mayof the situation. No plan was
posed or discussed for a campaign meantime U. has had the house on graphs which was purchased by pole declared.
to meet the propaganda of the re- their hands and doing the best that Edison some years ago and used on
"I have investigated the issuance
This will be dealt with they could with their regular pro- his reproduction machines.
formers.
of this permit to Rickard.
I find
gram specials. None of them got
later.
that Acting Corporation Counsel J.
with
break
business
any
sort
of
a
particularly
W. Breen appeared at the city cenThe Jersey issue is
exception of the Prlscllla Dean
sorship bureau simultaneously with
Interesting and comes as the newest the
"Conflict" now In the final Aceepts Promise to Pay in Lieu of the appearance of Chief Fitzmorris'
twist to a complicated situation. In feature
This
weeks
stay.
four
has
week
a
of
mayor
letter directing the censors to issue
Judgment
one Jersey town the
the permit in view of the Bttelscn
challenged the local ministerial as- production has just done a little
The $7,327.44 judgment entered by ruling that he had no power to
sociation with the statement that if better than break even.
At present it is planned to let the default In Reginald Warde's favor withhold it longer.
Sunday picture shows are stopped
he will see that the sheriff of the house to some outside attractions last week against J. Cohen Barn"I find also that though issued in
county clotes up every country club for the period between now and sty n, doing business as the British the name of Rlckard's company, the
and golf course on Sunday. This January when It is expected that & Continental Trading Co., has been permit was actually delivered to
lead la being followed by numerous "Foolish Wives" will be ready to vacated by mutual consent and Breen.
Why all this interes" in
other town executives as a good show.
stipulation, the creditor agreeing to Rickard and
his fight films?"
Carl Laemmlc left the coast yes- accept payment of the amount sued
political move to set themselves
•T am also going to find out
It terday carrying with him a print of
solid with the popular vote.
for, $6,500, in Installments maturing
makes ten film fan friends for the "Foolish Wives" in 20 reels which next May 1. This sum represents a whether the censorship ordinance
politician in place of one country will be further cut in New York so balance due on the lease of 40 means anything," added Alderman
that there will be ten reels when it Christie Comedies by Warde, Inc., Maypole. 'If It means nothing, as
club enemy.
Is shown to the public
The pri- to Barnstyn for a period of five the Ettelson ruling Indicates, I will
Goes Back Several Years
before the New York years.
The transaction involved ask the council finance committee to
The Jersey tangle goes back sev- vate showing
nights
and $16,000, of which $9,500 was paid, save the $30,252 appropriated for it
take
opening
will
two
eral years to the time when a strong
the entire 20 reels will be shown, leaving the $6,500 balance due which in 1921, by making no appropriilobby at Trenton backed by the film
tlon next year."
was not satisfied.
men won a measure which gave ten reds each night.
The Dempsey-Carpentler pictures
The stipulation provides that if
each locality the privilege of rulare being shown to capacity houses
ing by local ordinance for or against JUDGMENT AGAINST AMERICAN the amount is not fully satisfied from 9 a. m. until 11
A default judgment for $21,230.93 with'r the stated period of time bee's Loop theatre, p. m. at BarSunday pictures. The only restricwith an admisshould be taken with full
tion was that profits for Sunday was entered late last week against Judgment
sion of $1.00 and war tax being
shows should go to charity. No the American Cinema Corporation accrued interest.
charged.
It Is expected they will
sooner was the State law In effect by the l'lanet Film Corp. arising
remain there for four or five weeks.
organizations from the sale of E. K. Lincoln's starreform
the
than
TEST KANSAS
opened a fight upon it. About two ring vehicle, 'Tlie Inner Voice." The
Kansas City, Nov. 16.
weeks ago Vice-Chancellor Kracke picture \\"iio produced by the Planet
Richard J. Hopkins, attorney genMARRIAGE FtLM
handed down his decision in a test and hold to the American for a sub- eral of Kansas, has advised the
case. The ruling was that all local stantial cash sum, leaving a $20,000
county attorney of Norton county, Unconventionslity of
Sunday
permitting
Fannie Hurst's
ordinances
balance due on a note, payment on Kansas, that the state's anti-SunMarriage in Selznick
shows were in conflict with the which was not satisfied, Judgment day theatre law applies to picture
state Muo laws and were illegal on being entered by default.
houses aa well ns regular theatres.
Elaine Ilammerstcln has just comthe principle that the state law in
However, he stated that he would pleted
a Selznick picture entitled
nil cases governed where it was in
in Trenton, N. J.
Consolidation
like to see a test ease tried in order
"Why Announce Your Marriage."
opposition to a law passed by any
The interests connected with the to stop tho continued agitation in under
state.
the
of
tho direction of Alan Crospolitical sub-division
State, Tunton, N. J., under the dl- various parts of the state over the
On the basis of thir decision re- reetion of Milton Hirsmeid, have opening ot picture houses on the land. The title suggests the recent
form roganlzatlons all over the state taken over the management of the Sabbath. In case the law as it now newspaper storie; which had to do
with the somewhat unconventional
notified the mayors of their towns
be vigorously enSt. Regis and Broad Street theatres, stands should
that he must call upon the sheriff
forced all over the state it would proceduro of Fannie ITurst, the
Trenton, for pictures.
to close up picture shows on Sunday
The St. Itogls has a seating ca- hit a large number of the Kansas novelist, in "joining out" with a
and arrest the theatre managers. In pacity of l,0O\» and the Uroad Street City (Kan.) houses, as they are all husband who took dinner and
Rockefeller,
William
Park
Asbury
breakfast with Imt "occasionally."
open on Sunday.
2,:;ot».*
manager for Walter Readc's three
The play date of" Hie big Selznick
houses, announced that no attempt
special. "A Man's Home." at the
tin- sheriff in prevent8chenck
aid
Handling
Inspirations
to
them
theatres
the
open
to
would be made
Capitol, New York, has l.«cn fi\ed
ing any citizen from playing golf or
Joseph M. Sehenek's offices are
last Sunday when tho court ruling
automnhilc for pleas- now handling the productions el as the w.ek In ginning !»«•.•. I*.
became effective. Film men fol- from using an
purposes, oi in any other way Inspiration Pietun-s. starring Uiehlowed the same course throughout ure
violating the spirit or tho letter of ard Parthelmess. whieh will l.. disShowing Up L. Wolfe Gilbert
the state.
Sabbath laws of the state. tributed through First National.
strict
A special re* h;n lieu made nl'
This left the situation in the the
in the state fol- The first one, 'Tol'l.'e
mayors
Other
Asbury
of
Hettrlck
David."' will L. Wolfe CillM-rt. the sone, writer
hands of Mayor
the same line with the pur- be released shortly.
lowed
acline
of
novel
a
took
and
who
musie imMi-h
Park,
hy ih«- Loeu
plain, of drawing
He promptly instructed the pose, it was made between
.\b-tro Company.
tion
Mr. Cill.ert has
and
now
sharply
issue
the
proto
l.oew contract a. id this reel will pr •sheriff of Monmouth county
English
Film
Trader
Arrives
ponext election so that the 1922
ceed against Sunday picture shows
.f.
Walnwright. Knglis!'. lilm eed«> him aw a "niblieity Mnnt a"
campaign might have the
litical
and then made a public announcetrader, arrived in Ameriea early every I.ocvv tin aire he plass. The
force
of a popular referendum on
the
ment that he would call upon
this
week
and immediately left for film shows .Mi-. C,ill»»al in the throes
whole subject of the Puritanical
Ministerial association and other the
the Cos st, where \\o vrill r-main of composing a popular *ong. anions
forced his Sabbath enforcement and reform
|

WARDE AGREES

LAW

TRIANGLE-AnXEN

NEAR DEFDuTE

Al

Issues in Court Soon

if

Loses Appellate Appeal
Some definite court action
looked for within a short time
the group of suits brought by
present Triangle Film Co.
Harry E. Altken, Roy Altken
others seeking to recover $000,
on an accounting. The cases
become involved in a mase of
technicalities, all preliminary to
actual Joining of the main issue,
an appeal on a Supreme Court
cislon In the case of Triangle
Roy Altken comes up

in the
pellate Division Nov. 26, and if
court of review rules against
defendant it is believed jock
will end and the substance of

matter be submitted, at

some of

least

preliminary phases,

its

Hyman

Wennlg, one of the
defendants with the Altkens
case
in

charges

involving

was

spiracy,

in the

of

Supreme

New York Tuesday

in

on a technical motion. T
through Attorney Arthur
Graham, had secured an order
an examination of Wennlg
the conspiracy case,
nig applied for an order to
the original order, fustics
reserved decision.

trial of

This

a

is

repetition

M
of

manoeuver performed by Roy
ken. Triangle secured an order
examination before trial. Roy
piled to have it vacated and
Supreme Court ruled against
This decision Is
one that comes up for argument

application.

ppcal before the Appellate
Roy
slon late this month.
carry the appeal to the New
Court of Appeals If the first
went against him, but it is not
lleved he would do so, but
t

submit to examination before
Harry E. Altken is in Calif
Triangle has not asked for an
der for examination before trisl
the case of the company's fa
president, so ho is not concer
these preliminary moves.

<

0RMI HAWLEY STOPS:
Watertown's Only Woman Mai
Leaves Post

Water town, N.
After

a

Y., NoV,

siege

short

of

tl

management, Orml Hawley, nr
lilm star, Rave up tlie job and
ed to her home at White!
t

1

*

•

Miss Tlawhy wast engaged by
theatre owners after making
The
sonal appearance here.
s. emed
au*piciou.<< but Miss

I

ley appears to have tired. Thel
(.aimed to have heeti no lacl
harmony in her .Managerial flUpP
She in;iy form her own comf
iind

reiur

in

I'irture

making

:

|

••-,

;,

C

reform bodies, who had
movements
land, that he (the mayor) looked to

in general.

until early in

December.

other things.

Houss

Norwich, N. Y..
Nurwleh. \.

V..

3<

Nov.

°*
Mi.'ele
is
A' !|i'!l!:ci'l||i
sale of the Adam 'Tenuis in'
in the Colonial late to (he
iHH
ii.LTla'alriea! Co.. one.
i

I

:

Onei.n'a
MilVis
is

and

Will
will

manager
main as

he
l<

<

!o\

;

s. -nl

hut (».-<
assistant

1

i

i

.

i-villc
ll'te

\\ -u:-'

»"
wir

'
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MOTION PICTURE DEPARTMENT—Pages
November

Friday,

18,

PICTURES

1921

BANKERS, MERCHANTS

SUED THROUGH FIASCO

L

Named as

People

47

VAUDE DAY AND DATE

"BOYCOTT TALK

GRIFFITH

Hart Co. Wants $148,000
Special Pictures Corporation

A.

42 to 47

FOR LLOYD STARTS ROW
Exhibitors

HELPS PICTURE'S PUBLICITY

Were

Dissatisfied

with Price of Comedies

DeThe Associated Exhibitors

fendants

releascolumns of publicity In the London ing through the Pathe exchangee
dailies.
have completed a deal in Greater
"Way Down East," nevertheless, New York for the
playing of the
will eventually be released to the
new series of Harold Lloyd comeregular picture houses after it has
dies day and date with the three
Opening
played engagements in the legitibig circuits, namely Loew, Keith
mate at regular theatre prices, and Fox, which practically
gives
which will enhance Its value as a
the first run to those circuits
draw for the picture palaces a plan over
In all the neighborhood zones of the
the Empire, to the members of the inaugurated In America originally city. The Theatre Owners' ChamLondon, Nov. 16.
with "The Birth of a Nation" and
One of the film trade publications lay press, in which the press man followed out with other big film ber of Commerce has passed a resostated Griffith would make two
lution condemning this move on the
attempted to start an agitation
the features.
pictures one
for

English Trade Paper Suggests Reprisal by ExhibiLos Angeles, Nov. 16.
American Press Man Presses Publicity
tors
Seventeen prominent bankers and
business men of this city and Pasa-

—

dena are named in a
the outgrowth of the

suit which is
fiasco of the

Special Pictures Corporation. The
>peratlng on the Spe-

company was-

Productions

—

Santa
Monica boulevard. After they had
been working for a time the Warner
Brothers were called in to take
British
exhibitors
the
charge of the affairs of the com- among
pany and manage the producing against D. W. Griffith, charging the
producer
being
with
end, but after about two months it American
cial

lot

on

Inimical to them in refusing to play
was decided to close the studio.
The suit is filed by the A. L. Hart "Way Down East in the regular
film
houses. It was suggested that
Production Co„ and is for damages
aggregating $143,898.37. The action all the Griffith pictures be boy"'

1

recover from the stockholders cotted in reprisal.
came about 'hrough a
all
It
money for three
by the plaintiff. luncheon given by Mervyn MacThe stockholders named as de- Pherson, press representative, for
fendants and their holdings are: "Way Down East," now running at
Marco Hellman, $25,000; Irving
Hellman, $20,000;
Dwight Hart,
George Hart, $20,000; R.
$7,500;
Rogers, $10,000;
X.
E.
S.
Haris to

their proportion of
com. dies produced

—

kinds

of
legitimate theatres and the
sort for cinemas. The "Way

The exhibitors of Great Britain criminated again.st.
East" people are advertising in the are what may best be described as
As a result of the resolution, the
nine principal cities of Great Britain "joiners." They will join any asso- members of the organization of exthat the picture will not be shown ciation organized to "agitate.'*
hibitors may as individuals refuse
anywhere but at the Lorn'on Empire
A somewhat similar movement to play the Lloyd pictures, which
this season, following out the same was started among exhibitors In will cut the revenue of the producer
line of publicity adopted in America America in 1915 after the success of in New York tremendously.
during its engagement in New York. "The Birth of a Nation." when the
Heretofore the bigger circuits
MacPherson, who was an Ameri- Griffith offices announced the picthave refused to play the Lloyd
can newspaper man. Is making full ure was too big to be shown in
comedies
on a first run basis beuse of the "controversy" to secure cinemas.
cause cf the price. The smaller ex-

TWO

PH1A. FILM HOUSE

wood,

E.
$5,000;
J.
Wightman,
$1,600; T. M. Gronan, $5,000; C. F.
A. Last, $1,000; Willis H. Brown,
$500; Myer Slegel. $1,000; S. S.
Wold, $5,500;
W. J. Lawrence,
$4,000; C. F. Whittier, $1,000; Mllo
Whittier, $1,000; J. M. Kent, $1,000;
W. D. Longyear, $5,000.

EUCLID CLOSES
Locw

Downtown

Shuts

Hou:

Bad Business
_

Cleveland, Nov.

16.

The Euclid, an old house, one of
downtown film theatres which

the

has been operated by Loew, has
been closed because of bad business.
The house is the property of one of
the local banks and It will be converted into v a business building.
Business In the lower section of
the city has been such that theatrical managers have come to the decision the city is over-thcatred.
There are too many houses for the
population and there may be a general weeding out.

Aldine

and

MAKING LONG RUNS

IN

PHILLY

69th

Quaker

On

New

Street
City

Sixty -ninth

is

19.

in

FOR BALTIMORE
Located on Charles StreetManaged by Depkin

scheduled to
This Is the

located

Street,

at

the

end of the Market street elevated,
a converging point for five or six

Baltimore, Nov.

Baltimore

interurban troliey roads.
Philadelphia. Nov. 16.
There will be a special private
The first regular picture theatre
to attempt long runs with usual showing Nov. 8. Governor Sproul will
attend,
as well as other notables.
features will be the new Aldine. Its
intention is to hold its feature long- The feature will be "Under the
noted soloist, it is hinted,
er than the prescribed one week and Lash."
may be an added attraction The
up to four weeks or more
Outside of the lejlt houses where 69th Street (formerly called the
special films have been cxhibtcd for Killegarry) belongs to the Nlxonruns this has not been previously Nirdlinger chain of houses.
The experiment of opening this
tried in an established picture theabig house (it seats 2,500) so far out.
tre here.

A

The Aldine is looked upon as an in a locality which a few years ago
opposition house, principally to the was nothing but fields, and is only
just beginning to be built up into
Stanley company's local theatres.
a residential section, is being
watched closely here. The 'prices
KILLED
FILM
will be 17 and 22 cents in the afternoons and 26 and 36 cents in the
Ejected Miner Returns* Shooting
evening.
Despite this low scale,
Theatre Owner
first run pictures of high caliber
representatives
Loev*
Locally the
will be the run.
The ads of the
state the closing of the Euclid is
Newark, O Nov. 16.
house in running "Under the Lash"
due to a desire on the part of the
John Gallagher, 50, owner of two
saying
"By special arhave
line
a
circuit heads to concentrate their picture houses here, was killed In
efforts to give better shows at their the lobby of the Gem Saturday night rangement with Jules Mastbaum,
president of the Stanley Co."
other houses here.
by a man giving the name of James
The Aldine, 19th and Chestnut,
Carl Shirley, 40, a coal miner of
opened
its doors with "The Three
Odenville, Ala., and who has been
Musketeers" Nov. 18.
WHITE, PEERLESS'
here for several weeks.
This
house,
which is under the
After being ejected from the theaArthur White, for a number of
management of Fred and Maurice
years of the Farious Players -home tre by Alva Gleason, an employe,
Felt, occupies the site of the old
office executl /e staff, has been ap- Shirley returned with a revolver and
Jayne Mansion, an historical and sopointed booking chief for the Peer- told Gleason he would get him.
cial
landmark for many years, and
Gleason, a world war veteran,
That organizaless Booking Corp.
has been under construction for
tion is the subsidiary of "he United grabbed Shlr!cy by tho arm and
more than six months. The seatBooking Offices which furnishes tried to wrench the gun away from ing capacity Is
1,600, all downstairs.
the motion picture attractions to him. Shlrlev broke loose and opened
The projection equipment consists
lobby
theatre**
the Keith, Proctor and Moss houses. fire at Gleason. The
of three Proctor automatlo maB. 8. Moss has had charge of the was filled with men, women and chines, said to be the first e/er InFour shots were fired at
offices, but Its activities have grown children.
stalled, and there are a suite of
struck
the fifth bullet
to such an extent it would now re- random, but
fore- four or five rooms for laboratory,
quire Mr. Moss' undivided atten- Gallagher in the middle of the
death was almost instan- offices and so forth, for the use of
tion. He has to look after his other head and
the projection department on the
taneous.
interests in the theatrical field.
third floor.

MAN

W. Hook.
the three big circuits by combining
stage 70 by 80 feet will be built offered the Pathe organization sufthe house, so that the theatre can ficient number of days so that the
be easily converted to accommo- booking of the pictures in the new
date the biggest productions.
Lloyd series to be played by them
will be done on a basis of $1C0 for
three days.
It was this fact that
EXHIBITORS
persuaded the representatives of
the three circuits to get together
Not Even Buyers Asked to "School
and arrange a Joint booking of the

A

in

Days" Trade Show

ganized to produce feature pictures
in San Francisco and vicinity, filed
papers of incorporation last week.
The new concern Is headed by Isadora Bernstein, former directorgeneral at Universal City.
The other incorporators nre: N,
D.
S.
Dragomanovlch, Oakland
Miller, San Leandro; Robert JarJames M. Wallace,
vis, Oakland;
Palo Alto; M. S. Stewart, N. E.
Mason and S. N. Scott, San Francisco; C. N. Mai try, Oakland, and

Doris V. Rushing, Berkeley.

original

"MY BOY" XMAS

photoplay

Rupert

"The

Basil King;

••

by

Dust Flower," by
"Jane," by Mary Roberts Rlnehait. seenarized by Isabel

Hughes:

Jackie Coogan's new picture, "My
Boy," will go into the Strand comby
Summons."
"The
Johnston;
This
Christmas
Day.
mencing
screen
Newlin
Burt,
Katharine
holds back the New York showing
adaptation by J. (J. Hawks.
several weeks, but on account of
the unusual attraction to children
C. DeMILLE SAILING
Moe Mark persuaded Sol Lesser to
hold the film over for that time.
William C. DeMllle returned to
Les'er will not remain In Now the coast this week after a brief
York for the premiere. "My Boy" 's vlHit to the metropolis.
Cecil DeMille is due here from the
Jackie's first picture of his new
series for Lesser. He Is already at coast Nov. 30 and plans to sail for
Europe shortly thereafter.
work on the next.

to releasing 100 prints of the picture

the

theatre,

ment was compelled

the

manage-

to

withdraw

They
House,

in this

country.

one at the Sherman

will hold

Sunday evening,

Chicago,

M 8hebe" Didn't Arrive en Tims
Nov. 27, and another in New York,
at the Hotel Astor, Dec 1. AdmisPortland, Me., Nov. 16.
sion will be by Invitation only, each
The Fox film. "Queen of Sheba,"
card to bear the name of the person did not arrive here from New York
to whom Issued, and will bs sent to In time to open at the Monday matiexhibitors only not even to buyers. nee at the Jefferson. It had been
The trade showings are designed for billed. The Jefferson Is not a picfirst run exhibitors so they can ar- ture house.
range for their Christmas week
Later another print came from

—

showing without renting

blind.

Boston and was exhibited

BRUNTON'S NAME CHANGED
Los Angeles, Nov.

(Continued from page
Is

to locate Its laboratories

Charles M. Schwab, the steel milis said to have furnished
the financial backing for the new
organization.
At the head of the new company
lionaire,

will be Lloyd Brown, whose inventions are tho foundation for the
formation of -he eompa y. He has
perfected a new camera and projector /hich makes possible the use
In a different way of
he regular
standardized size of film.
On the same frame space as here-GOLEMS"
tofore used fcr a single picture, Mr.
There are two films entitled "The Brown's Invention makes possible
fiolcm"' h:ittling in
the Northern the plaelng of four picture**, and
New Jersey territory. The Famous this will mean a saving of 75 per
Players production is playing, that cent, in the amount of film used.
section
through regular booking A four-reel picture can therefore
ehanm Is and II. Jans has a picture be made- by using as much film as
of the same title heinjr played by ex- Is now employed for a single reel.
The site in Sherman is more than
hibitors in oppos.t'on.
The pieture w;ih aN b Id f»»r the 40 acres In size, and work is to be
the eo
New York t. n jiory. but by an ar- gin almost immediately
1
of the yi c- "t ruction of the buildings' for
rangement the
/' ».».
'•
.*
plant:
,<
jri
wit'hhWA
j
ond was

TWO

>

|

1)

and stu-

dios there

chael C. Levee, former vice-president anJ treasurer of the Brunton,
Is the pre«!d«>nt of the new United
Studios.
In a detailed statement the presiJoseph
that
while
states
dent
[Schcnc'c Is Interested in the project
the head of the organizahe Is n
tion.
Norma and Constance Talmadge are now making productions
on the United lot.

.

at n!ght.

SCHWAB

16.

The United Studios is to be the
name by which the Brunton Studios
are to be known in the future. Mi-

the film

Alexander 8ailing for Consultation
William Alexander sails on the
Manchuria, Nov. 113, to consult with
Sir Oswald Stoll regarding the distribution of the Stoll Film Co. output in United States and Canada
Alexander is handling the Stoll
Co.'s two-reel Conan Doyle subjects

of the T. O. C. C. received assurances that such was not the case.

Christmas week.

performance when, because of the
demonstration that was staged in
front of

pictures.

As to a general agreement beThe Warner Brothers and Harry tween the three circuits for the
Rapf are staging trade showings for
booking generally as a body on all
their fllmlzatlon of "School Days"
big pictures and thus holding out
along somewhat different lines, prior
the small exhibitors, the committee

Ray Browne, a

GOLDWYN

ONLY

FOR

BOOKER

$500,000 FRISCO FILM CO.
San Francisco. Nov. 16.
The West Coast Film Corporation, capitalized at $5U0.u00 and or-

16.

to have a $2,500,000

and* Jacob

'

Phlladelphian, who
BUYS 8 STORIES has been associated
with the F« t
Goldwyn's scenario department Brothers in the opening of their
has purchased eight stories for early Aldine Theatre in Wilmington a d
production. They are:
the Duquesne in Pittsburgh, Is the
"Always Warm and Green," an manager.
original tale by Gouvcrnrur Morris,
who is also writing the continuity
"CALAQARI" UNMOLESTED
in collaboration with Ruth Wightman; a story by Xathlecn Norrls,
Los Angeles, Nov. 16.
not yet titled, the author working
The Goldwyn feature, "The CabJosephJulian
with
scenario
the
on
inet of Dr. Calagari," finally played
Their a week In this town unmolested.
Under
"Brothers
son;
Skins," a magazine story by Peter The picture was the attraction at
B. Kyne, which Is being fitted for Miller's last week where it was
the screen by. Grant Carpenter; the permitted to be shown without any
scenario for "The Christian" has interference on the part of the
been completed by Charles Kenyon American Legion or any of the loand awaits the approval of Hall cal picture player organizations.
Caine, who Is coming to America
It was at this same house that the
next month; "Rememberance.'' an picture was originally shown for one

is

addition to its amusement enterprises In the Ambassador theatre
being erected by the Ambassador
Theatre Co.
The new playhouse
will be located on Charl
street. one
of the most fashionable in the city, Chaplin release, "The Idle Class."
and it will b» ready for occupancy
Wednesday of this week a comabout September. 1922. The build- mittee of the T. O. C. C. met with
ing alone is to cost $1,250,000.
B. S. Moss, Nick Schenck and a
The new theatre will be under the representative of the Fox circuit to
management of Bernard Depkin, Jr discuss the situation relative to
who has been Identified with motion those three circuits having taken
picture theatres for more than 10 over the first-run contracts of the
years In this city. Interested with Lloyd pictures.
William Brandt
him in the corporation which Is >»e- was at the head of the T. O. C. C.
hind the project are Harry E. Karr, delegation.
J. Qk Fenhagen, Theophilus White
The Lloyd -Pathe situation is that

,

h

hibitors, however, have taken the
picture and have built Lloyds' reputation to such a degree that he is
now only second to Chaplin as a
comedy star and box office drawing
card. Because of this fact the members of the T. O. C. of C. felt that
they should have gotten the best of
the break when the question of circuit bookings came up.
Under the
new arrangement they would be
forced to take second run on the
future Lloyds, and they are unwilling to do this.
The playing of day and date with
the bigger circuits would also bs
passed up by them at this time in
the light of the recent flop that
business took when a plan of that
sort was tried out with the Charles

$2,500,000 HOUSE

Open

Philadelphia. Nov. 16.
top of the Aldine opening, an-

Aldine, First in Philly, to other big film house
make its debut Nov.
Hold Usual Features Up to

Four Weeks or More

part of the releasing organization,
stating that they are being dis-
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Writing, Revising,
•

Directing -and Producing
for the Theatre

•

i

Special Songs to Order
'

HARRY CRAWFORD, Mgr.
HARRY STORIN
JAMES L. SHEARER
GEORGIE COHAN
BILLEE TAYLOR

^

Since

September
First

-

TIGHE
HARRY
Complete New Act
PHIL BAKER
Material

f

Special

STEUAMAYHEW
Three New
Songs

\

DAVIS
ETHEL
Two New Songs
NEWPORT
and STIRK
Complete New Act
t

CRONLN
and HART
Complete New Act
and WHITE
BEZAZI
Produced and Staged

CRANE
SISTERS
Complete New Act
and CHAPLOW
JAMSComplete
New Act
HEIGHTS"
DIZZY
"THEWith
Anderson and Burt

YOUR
OWN HOME"
"OWNWith
Courtney and Irwin
"ONE
ON THE AISLE"
With James Tenbrooke and Co.
"ONE
AISLE"
ON THE
With W. H.
James and Co.
St.

"LOVE
LESSONS"
With
Steele and Co.
Lillian

ALL ABOVE ACTS ARE WORKING!
What's the Answer?

Now

in Production

232

WEST

Opposite

46th ST.
N.V.A. Club

Phone: 2187 Bryant

New

Acts for

In Association with

JEAN SOTHERN

HALE NORCROSS
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TOURING MANAGERS STILL COLD rIEFEl HOUSES COHAN TO PRODUCE IN LONDON
IN PARTNERSHIP WITH COCHRAN
ON P. JL'k PLEA TO COME IN
LEFT DARK TO

Only Advantage

Was

—

Opportunity to Cast Equities
Succeeded* in

—Have

and Non-Equities

—Reduced

Without Outside Help

Fee

Baltimore

Situation

Comment by

4-

and

—

Sun's Critic

—Big Business Done by
Although six weeks have elapsed
METHODISTS ATTITUDE
Established Production—
tlnce the Touring Managers' Association announced it would call a
Cold
Openings Flop—
meeting to decide what the memNames Known as Sponbership would do regarding the ofsors Necessary
fer of the Producing Managers' As- Convocation at Syracuse Exsociation to permit the one-nlghtpected to Result in Shift
itand managers to join the P. M. A.
KILLING
of Opinion
at a considerably lowe. .d fee, the
meeting has not materialized. It is
Improbable any will be held. The
Syracuse, N. T. Nov. 2 J.
Baltimore, Nov. 23.
rank and file of the T. M. A. manThe attitude of the Methodist
Two of the three legitimate theagers appear to be "cold" on the
of America on atres here were dark last week, the
Church
Episcopal
lowering of the memberP. M.
ship fees idea, T. M. A. managers dancing and the theatre may be Auditorium and the Lyceum (formtaking the stand that the only ad- shifted, as a result of the deliber- erly Albaugh's). All three have atvantage membership in the P. M. A. ations here Friday and Saturday tractions now, but one or more may
go dark for a week or indefinitely
would give them would bo to allow
the board of bishops of the during the balance of the season. It
them (T. M. A. managers) to en- of
all depends on the kind of attrac
M. E. Church.
(Continued on page 15)
The managements
The convocation of the Methodist tions offered.
opened
today,
but the have determined that unless plays
Episcopacy
churchmen will n/6t reach the prob- with a Broadway reputation or from
CENSORS' lems confronting the church before
(Continued on page 45)
(APPEAL

MAYBE

Begins as Star of 'Tavern" in January Plan Musical Revue to Follow— "O'Brien Girl" to Go Over
Cohan Due Here Sunday, November 27

"BANKS OF WABASH"
GOING ON THE SCREEN

ALTERED

A

FROM

DECISION DENIED
lo

Redress

Goldwyn
toill

—

Producer, Dancing Masters has made a new
appeal for a change In the tradiFilm

Left

Be Changed

State.

Lon Chancy

standi

proluction, which the application of tho
petitioner states cost $J0< ,000 to
produco at a time before the censor
board was ever in oxistt ore.

Gabriel

I...

is

1

ONLY REMODELING
UNION SQ. THEATRE

Unlikely

^he Appellate Division, acting on
the Goldwyn Picture Corporation's
writ ef certiorari in the matter of
re-reviewing their "Night Rose"
production which the State Board
>f Censors condemned as tending to
Incite crime, last week upheld the
board's dicision, thus finally denying the Goldwyn company the privilege Of exhibiting the feature in

New York

the last of the week.
While the bishops arriving here
today declined to discuss the matters to come before the conference,
it is known that the Association of

1

<

:

s.

tin-

in the

t'hddwyn

Methodist stand as regards

tional

the light fantastic.
A new effort to

the
church's policy regarding the thein
prospect,
also
it
said.
is
atre is

HEADLINING HOG
Shown

<

-

Stage at Newton, Kansas,
Brings $115

Kansas

City. Nov. 10.

Tlioy do* strange things in theatres
out in Kansas. Kverythine from religious :inil educational exercises lo
political gathering; and Irirlesque

s'ows,
latest

ever,

counsel, stated he has no further
redress other than ;i p is. aide rehashing of the lilm and stoiy to
conform with the eeiisais' opinions

wh'''h

Which inc'ii^
which is unlikely.
New York Stale picture lans will he
lenled seeing "The Night Hose" ex-

nn

m

hibited.

fro

tht
*

ll

.

(

aus

thirn^

was
te<,l<

a

*

no
to
th(

The Union Square theatre, on 14th
which closed recently as a
stock burlesque house, I not to be
torn down, as originally reported.
The owners of the property are remodeling the theatre and will put in
a new front in addition to renovating the interior. No definite policy
has been set for the house when
completed.
The Union Square is considered
one of New York's most prominent
house
the
landmarks,
theatrical
having been the original Keith
vaudeville house in the city.
street,

change

comment

The very
off, how-

he pulled
roue hbret*. hoi? rale

p^acr from th<

>!:i:,'i'

of

house" in Newton, Km:;
was cuiduct
by thi('!"•''
'•'fork Improve-

']>«-i-;i

•-ale

f

the ani-

Cincinnati.

—

$11

The

greatest of the 'J.

I'

I

•

.-•

l

;

American

the

medium

Edgar

OHIO, CLEVELAND,

TAKES SHUBERT BILLS

be revived through

sold. Is finally to

of the picture screen.

Selden

has purchased

all

rights to the title for picture purposes from the holders of the copy-

Vaudeville to

Move from Opera

House— Legit

at Latter

right.

The

which Is to be written
Cleveland, Nov. 23.
around the theme of the song, Is to
Commencing Dec. 6, Shuhcrt
be utilized for the first of a series vaudeville is to move to
the Ohio
of specials, In which Madge Evans theatre, operated and
booked Jointly
is to appear under the management by Robert J.
McLaughlin and A. L.
story,

of Mr. Selden.

J. Paul Dresser at the time of
writing the song was a member of
the Arm of Howley, HavIIand &
Dresser, who were the hit publishers of that period. Mr. Selden was
an Intimate friend of the lyric writer
who died about 16 years ago. Selden secured for him his first engagement in New York in the cast
(Continued on page 5)

DETROIT'SCAPACITY
Department

Fire

ures

A n

2.1.

tho

Arrangements to ship several
productions overseas from there
will be made immediately.
Mr. Cohan will personally appear
Paul Dresser
(Continued on page 16)

"On the Banks of the
Wabash," which, although written
more than 20 years ago. Is still listed In the sheot music section of the
Sears-Roebuck catalog and of which
more than 100,000,000 copies were
ballads,

— 11C.354

|

at.

f

i

partment

i

om

olliees

r>

•-

i

N-.v.

by

den Secures Rights

Announces

Erlanger. The vaudeville Is now at
the Euclid Avenue opera house.
After the switch that theatre will
take the legit bookings first named
for the Ohio.
McLaughlin has been interested
in
Shubert vaudeville since it
opened here. He has managed the
Euclid Avenue.
It is most likely
the consent of Erlanger was necessary to the change and obtained.
The Ohio is a modern theatre, not
so long ago opened, and seats

around
Fig

Theatre Seats

Detroit, Nov. 23.
the Detroit Kire Dereveal- that the
J. .T. Shubert. who came here to entire s,Mtin<: enpa-lty of local thel*
lir»,:b"»l
and the standing
the opening of the new atres now
.itt'M.d
:t:o
persons, mnklnt* a
Cox Memorial Theatre capacity
(•.em-re \\
l.st SiiihI iv night, saw; that the low urand tntai theatre accommodation
nt of th> .'-"lump in the .iniusemont f-u* 1L"?.<;74 persons. This moans that
l>
aehnl, and pre- one person in ri^ht. in Detroit, may
I.< ':•
|ei- iiethat, |h -inn.! ; With th" new atbnd a show any evening In the
,lv
•
year.
;ir. tin re will be a. gntdnal return
Detroit claims 1 G.I theatres.
j ii'iiii: i! conditions.

"SLUMP HAS ENDED"

Invasion

lish

actor-author-manager has boon set
for January.
Mr. Cohan and his
Dresser's Famous Ballad to party are due to arrive
on the Carmania in New York Sunday.
Be Revived Edgar Sel-

GOLDEN GOOSE

f

London, Nov. 21.
George M. Cohan has formed a
producing partnership with Charles
B. Cochran of London, The Eng-

2,000.
It has a more desirable location than the opera house.

The opera house seats

1,400

and

is

an old theatre, the principal reason
why the Shubcrts were in favor of
the change.

JOHN PHILIP SOUSA
Rota Hip
fur Ins
Mihy vs o

ttont uniform* p; ortirnM*
ri-i.-drntnii »» a n <1
th.it'H
iii« their ufll<-ui uuuiiu-m

C
B R O O K ^9
143

"Kvcri/thlno In At lire
for f/ifj T h c a t r c "

^^

Went 40th 8tr«*t. N. T.
Brooklet No. 7

City.

.^_»

..

VARIETY'S

LONDON OFFICE

CABLES

**

HANWAY

ST.,

OXFORD

I

ST.,'

W.

I.

November

Friday,

HULLABALOO OVER

GRIFFITH IN INTERVIEW DISCUSSES

KITCHENER FILM

BRITISH ROW OVER 'WAY DOWN EAST

Booked

for America,

fice

Understand How "Any Person of Intelli- "MIINC TOENAILS"
gence" could See Him as Anything But ExMEREY EXUBERANCE
9
MacPherson One of Hundreds
hibitors Friend
—Row Continues in England Appeal to Cohen So Critic Declares Offering

Unable

to

—

London Empire as

bowing at the
till continuing.

In America the Griffith policy of
first presenting his big spectacles in
the $2 (legit) theatres and enhancing their value in the eyes of the
general public and the film theatre
fans has been so thoroughly established and proven that It would appear from this side that our British
cousins have lost their perspective.
When seen by a Variety representative. Mr. Griffith said:
"I have not been able to establish
to

my own

satisfaction

Just

what

CREDITORS COMMENT

ON KHYVA'S

papers.

wish

to reiterate, however, that
intelligence who has
the slightest knowledge of motion picture history cannot believe
that I would authorize any statement calculated to harm an exhibitor In any part of the world. I
am certain that none of this comment is forthcoming from the older
exhibitors, with whom I have been
associated since the old Blograph
days, fighting with them, for them
and they for me, to get better pictures for the public. I know of no
partnership that could be closer than
that between th»» exhibitor and me.
There is a feeling between us
stronger than anyone else knows.
"Wo have worked together for
years and understand each other.
Misunderstood speeches at luncheons
or unfair agitation by prejudiced
persons eannot seriously disturb
"I

any person of
e

in

the.*-

call

Many

Vitions.

how

discussed

often

I

with

exhibitors re-

have visited them;

them

projection,

Unpaid, Accuse Her of
Being German by Descent

Bills

London, Nov. 23

Khyva

Albans, in her own production, "The Painted Laugh," was
received kindly by the audience at
the. Garrlck, Nov.| 16, but badly by
^he press. There was only the one
matinee.
The audience, Nov. 18,
was dismissed by the management
and money returned, announcement
being made Miss Albans had suffered an accident.
It was discovered later that Miss
Albans and her companion, Mrs.
Saenger, had paid their bill at the
Hotel Cecil and left with luggage
about the time the curtain should
have risen. The police discovered
neither woman had registered as an
alien, and a gathering of creditors
St.

unwomanly

attitude.

died. The show ended in an
The film was angrily denounced as fiction by Kitchener's
sisters and other Influential people.
The film is backed by Horatio!
Bottomley. editor of "John Bull:" tt
shows Kitchener's departure be-(
trayed by the German widow of a.j
British army officer, who cannot
visit her because "his chief is leav-

Many

Douglas
London, Nov. 23.
still raging in cinema

Falrbnnks

.tnd

Mary

ing for Russia."
i
Kitchener sailed for Russia on the
cruiser Hampshire, which foundered
German
without explanation.

DUKE AS CENSOR

A

was In fact examined as a spy folHighland Chief with Own lowing the accident and repatriated
Army, Made Lord Chamberlain
to Germany, where she told an
American woman she received 100,London, Nov. 23.
000 marks for betraying the Fleldr
The Duke of Atholl has been ap- Marshal. The story is unsupported.
pointed Lord Chamberlain and cenSir George Arthur, Kitchener's

Atholl,

i

tional

War and Home

in

Parisian

distinction?

offices will

compel

FIRST

IN

PRISON

"Over the Hill" Shown to Convicts
in

British Penitentiary

London, Nov.

23.

"Over the Hill" was shown to the
convicts at Pentonville prison, Not.
20, and had an enthusiastic reception.
This is the firs film ever
shown in a British prison.

London, Nov. 23.
bought the British
"The Glorious Adventure,"
made by the American, J.

has

Stoll

rights to
the film

Child
Play

it

drastic cuts.

STOLL BUYS LADY DIANA'S

FATHEB'S DUTY

yarn to give

The producers say it is booked all
over France and America, but the

talent.

establishing in court that she did
not bite her toenails on the stage.

EDEN MU8IC HALL 8HUT

i

Pafis, Nov. 23.

i

featuring Lady
The Eden Music Hall has been
Diana Manners, now Cooper, daugh- shut down pending rehearsals. The!
ter of the Duke of Rutland.
revue business has been poor.

Stuart

Nov. 23.
FIrmIn Gemier (a prominent and
Paris,

highly suitable candidate for the
of the Odeon next
year) produced a four-act play by
Victor
Marguerite,
"Liaison
de
1'Homme," at the Theatre Antolne
Nov. 17. This vork was well received, but will not do for th». general public. It is admirably played
by Harry Bauer, Andreo Megard
and Madeleine Acezat.
The plot deals with a father's

Blackton,

management

duty toward an illegitimate child.
During an invalid wife's absence
the man has a child by his mistress.
When she returns home, four years
she learns the truth and the
impulse prompts expelling the
mistress, but ultimately realizing
her own Inability to play th. role
of a mother she returns to Switzerland in solitude, leaving father and
mother together with their child.
later,
first

OPENINGS AND WITHDRAWALS

SHOW INCREASED ACTIVITY
|

Sacks Offering With Edith Day—Monckton Hoffe
Play with Godfrey Tearle Clemence Dane-*
"Will Shakespeare"—"Fantasia" Opening

—

London, Nov.

Divorcement."

23.

It

Is

a melodrama,

As

the holidays approach activity picturing Shakespeare as a passion*
the West End grows more pro- ate, vengeful lover who murders
nounced weekly. J. L. Sacks will Marlowe In a tavern row over tab
produce a new play at Christmas maid of honor, Mary Fitton. Basil
with Edith Day and Robert Hale in Deane's
production
was
the leads, while George Graves has superb.
acquired the rights to "Now and
"Fantasia," at the Queen's Nor.
Then" and will reproduce it in the 21, has possibilities of developing
West End.
Into a great winner.
"The Faithful Heart" at the
Usual Demonstrations
Comedy Nov. 16 is a fine play by
There were the usual demonstraMonckton Hoffc and had a great tions by the gallery against the
reception.
Godfrey Tearle's per- price of, scats and an old-fashlonoil
formance stood out. He appeared slap-stick scene was booed. The
as the man who had left his sweet- production, scenery and costumes
heart behind when a ycung ship's are very beautiful, equal to, if not
officer.
Years later he returns as better, than anything else In Lonan Important soldier and is about don. There are several fine scenes
to marry a society beauty when he In a Persian temple with a sudden
is called on by his daughter, whose attack
by Arabs, who offer toe
mother was tho sweetheart he left beautiful slaves as a sacrifice On
behind him. He promptly sacrifices the altar.
The Noah's Ark scene
a great career to do his duty by and the Mary Queen of Scots
the girl. Mary Odette, lately a film scene are also exceptionally good.
The diminutive comedian, Ivor
star, was a sensational success as
Vintor, and tho Palace Girl troupe
the girl.
were
deservedly big hits while Eric
Withdrawals
"The L»«ai;iie of Notions" at the Blore, Nellie Taylor, Dorothy Maynard and Arthur linn all were good.
Oxford finishes Nov. 26.
"The
Pilgrim of Eternity." the frequently The show wants drastic revision
and
iron stage management andb
postponed Byron play by tho Persian, Mr. Ardoshlre, did a flop at then will go big.
Miss
Maynard is only in the shew
the Duke of York's, nnd finished
Nov. l'j after a weeks run. Shaw's for six weeks and then she returns'
"Heartbreak House" will close at to New York to play the lead In
*
"Bibi o." tho Boulevards."
the Court Nov. L'C.
in

TABLEAUX AT ODEON
Paris, Nov. 23.
"Louis XI. Curious Homme," by
Paul Fort (who has, recently been
lecturing in America), w
produced b; Paul Gavault at the Odeon
Nov. 19. This is probably tho last

brought statements Miss Albans
was either of Russian or German
American parentage.
A search of the women's rooms novelty

duction has been Just as seriously ing. The management of the theaprepared as the longer ones. These tre stated not a penny had been
long-tongued talkers seem to over- received in rent, a check having
look one thing— that if * neglected been cancelled on the ground Miss
my shorter pictures I merely neglect Albans wanted to pay all bills at
The orchestra got theirs in
myself, for after all I am tho one once.
who suffers soonest, longest and advance, but the actors had remost from making bad pictures. It hearscd and appeared without getseems rather absurd seriously to ting anything.
A special benefit will he given for
c iurgo that I purposely make a
them, Ruby Miller appearing in
target of myself.
"I have as much respect for a Miss Albans' role.
short picture as the long one. The
Miss Albans in New York is unonly reason any picture is long Is
the same reason that another pic- derstood to be the daughter of Osture is short, which is that it re- car Saenger, music teacher.
quires that h-nnth of film lo hit the
storyThat is the only reason my
PICKFORD'S HUNT
films ever have been long, to tell
the story as 1 thought correctly."
London, Nov. 23.

ORPHEUM TOUR

sor of plays. He is the only man in biographer, acted in the film, and
Great Britain (Sinn Fein excepted) is now criticized for doing so. Ittl,
1
who runs a private army. These an ordinary spy melodrama wit
vita
stars number 300 and are known as the only Kitchener's name and sen saa

-

music and other things in
this manager will mount
which we are both Interested.
"How ridiculous it is that anyone revealed only egg shells, torn cloth- here, having resigned as director of
ing
and
the
a
telegram
from
Odeon,
a
man
to take effect Dec. 31.
should say I did not put as much
thought effort and expense Into my named Schmidt asking 50 pounds The six tableaux of Fort are creditFurther in- able, but it Is Lableaux, no more.
short pictures as my long ones! for a piece of music.
From the time I made my first five- quiries showed all money had been
reel production, 'Judith of Bethulia.' drawn out of the bank and passDANCER SEEKS SUICIDE
to the present day, a flvc-recl pro- ports vised for France that morntheir

FRANK VAN HOVEN

and the critic, of course, Atholl highlanders.
had to deny he was a German.
They form the retinue of a feudal
Finally Justice Darling asked if castle in Perthshire, where the duke
play of testimony had to be carried maintains the dignity of an oldthrough to the end. Learned coun- time highland chieftain.
sel then consulted.
Defendant let
it be known he had a high opinion of
PREPARING VIENNESE
Miss Irving, but an honestly poor
London, Nov. 23.
one of the performance in question,
his language being an exaggeration
A German actress Is now being
taught English in Vienna so she
intended to Indicate this.
Critic Carroll then a greet! to re- may head the new musical production
at Daly's in place of local
pay Miss Irving for the costs of

Illegitimate

23.

uproar.

testified,

Toward
an
Worked Out

Of-

how-he

London, Nov. 2S.
representatives that the big AmeriIt
has now been proved that
can film success would not be played Ethel Irving did not bite her toeIn any picture theatre throughout nails
while playing in Brleux's
England the current theatrical sea- "The Three Daughters of Monsieur
son.
Dupont." Saying she did was merely
Although it is not the first experi- exuberance of language on the part.,
ence of this kind Griffith has had in of Sidney W. Carroll, critic for the
England with his super-spectacles, Sunday Times, against which Ethel
It Is the first time the exhibitors of
Irving brought suit for libel bethis country have expressed their cause Mr. Carroll wrote as follows:
This latter action
disapproval.
"Every shred of reserve was
seems to be due to a misunderstand- scattered
to the flies and the womah
ing.
who wants children from a husband
The result Is the trade papers, and who. refuses them becomes a raging,
the lay press on the other side, have frothing epileptic, rolling on the
kept the pot boiling. There has been floor and biting her toenails."
talk of reprisals on the part of the
In court Miss Irving maintained
owners of the cinema theatres.
One prominent English exhibitor, that to bite her toenails she would
who did not wish to be quoted, gave have to assume an Immodest and

causes are behind this agitation. It
seems to have started tnthetyakeof It as his opinion that his associates
a statement attributed to an em- will never forgive Griffith unless, he
ployee of our London organization repudiates
Merv-n
MacPherson,
shortly after "Way Down East* press representative for the United
opened at the Empire.
Artists, whose speech at a luncheon
"The gentleman whose name has started the agitation. He cited the
been used in this connection is Mr. case of George Spoor some years
MacPherson who, they Inform me, Is ago, who came over hero with the
connected with the publicity bureau Essanay Chaplins and said If the exover there. I have never laid eyes hibitors wanted his product they
on Mr. MacPherson, and, of courue, would have to come to him. Years
did not even know he was In our later, when the aforesaid Chaplins
He is one of hundreds were reissued, they refused to deal
employ.
similarly employed. If any state- with Spoor and he had to distribute
ment was attributed to him by the them through another channel.
It is said the exhibitors have comEnglish exhibitors that aroused
with
Sydney Cohen,
their Ire it was something which I municated
president
and
of the Motion Picture
knew absolutely nothing of
could not have sanctioned in any Theatre Owners of America, asking
From associates who have that the M. P. T. O. back up the
way.
been In my organization for a long British exhibitors in their stand.
while and who were in London at
the time, I have been advised that
Mr. MacPherson did not present
himself as a personal representative of mine and that his statement
of what took p'ace has been fully
GOING
threshed out in tho Loudon daily

London, Nov.

A

Costs of Action
Cables from London given below
over 'denying
storm
the
Griffith's "Way Down East" to all
exhibitors this year while it Is

War

Takes a Hand

hullabaloo has resulted
the private showing this week before members of Parliament of high
position, officers of the army and
navy and society people of the
Kitchener film, purporting to tell

—

•bow

25, 1921

Paris, Nov. 23.

Mrs. Russell Scott, a dancer, doscribed as an American, attempted
to kill herself last week by dropping from a three-story roo.n window. She fell on to a wooden roof
of a fhed, which probably saved her
life.

D'INDY COMING
Paris, Nov. 23.
Vincent d'Indy, the French com-

poser,

conceit

leaves this
In

week

New York

to

Dec.

give a

"»

:,

for

which purpose he has written a special score,

lit-

delphia

play

then goes to Philawith the Belgian
violinist, Kugene Ysave, the couple
visiting Boston, Baltimore, Cleveland, Pittsburgh, Washington and
then Canada In April.
Ysave has
not visited the United States for 5.'.
to

work

Pickford aro hunting for a theatre
The storm is
in which to show her "Little Lord
circles over the playing of IX W. Fauntleroy."
He hlmse'.f will ap- years.
Griffiths "Way Down East" at the pear in connection with the showNov. 22 (Paris to New Yor.>),
Empire and the subsequent contro- ing of "The Three Musketeers" at Vincent d'Indy. *
versy developed by the advertise- Coven t Garden, specially leased for
Nov. 19 (Paris to New York
tents on the part of the Griffith that purpose by Walter Wanger.
George M. Cohan (Carmania;.

De
ind

Courville will withdraw 'Tins
•
at the Gaiety *
i

.

spear"

'

n «-

rv ;.
1
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i
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and ELKINS

MINSTREL SATIRISTS"

-
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BIG SUCCESS IN EUROPE

Needles'

and later will produce it
York with the
,,.,,
Mi irs
!9,

£

l

PLAYING MOSS,

STOI.L and

Principal Circuits
Direction, W. 8. lienor

-

Friday*

November

VAUDEVILLE

25, 1981

ORPHEUM DROPS 8 OVERNIGHT
TOUCHING NEW LOW PRICE, 14

1

1-2

AMALGAMATE: CUTS OUT BIDDING

Dividend Next

e Halls and Gulliver Circuit Togethi
Takes in 26 Halls—Stoll's and Moss Empires Not

Tax

Ignorance of Reason Vote
Month—Rett of Market indicates
Famous Steady

in

I

—

Profess

Officer*
„

LONDON VARIETY CIRCUITS

Sales

—

The jolt of the week In the amuse
tat stocks was the crash of
leum overnight from 18 to 14%,
[A ghare below its previous bottom

QUESTION OF TITLES

Lee Shubert Explains Operation

RENAULT'S DISPLAY
•

txhibits $10,000

Worth

of

of

—No

BROWN

in their

Vaudeville

Qowns

in

Chicago, Nov. 23.
Francis Renault, female impersonator, in giving a fashion parade
At all of the Shubert theatres he Is
appearing in. He shows his $10,000
worth of gowns and costumes to the
women after the matinee perfor-

|

mance.
This week he is doing it at the
Apollo, Nov. 2& (Friday).
The daily papers are giving considerable apace to the stunt.

no "general" anything in
their vaudeville offices, said Lee
Shubert this week in explaining the
operative and physical mechanism
of the Shubert vaudeville.
Arthur
Klein had not been distjrbed. said
Mr. Shubert, in any way through
the activities of Kd L. Bloom on the
vaudeville end.
Mr. Klein, added
Mr. Shubert, continues discharging
all of the duties he had been doing
since the circuit opened, and before,
while Mr. Bloom had taken up matters requiring attention that have
Is

Guests

New

Columbia Theatre,

at the

York, Sunday

Direction:

of

(Nov.

Objectionable

for Violation

16).

m

"The Syndicate Halls," with aa au-

The National Vaudeville

Artists

has placed a ban on the modern
dances, making it a suspension infraction of the rules to perform any

BEE PALMER OUT

OF DEMPSEY SHOW

of the objectional feats of terpshlcore

at

Had Been with Show

has

been

amalgamated

with

tho

London

Theatres), of Varieties (Oullhrer Circuit), tho latter with an authorised capital of 600.000 pounds.
The si -called ."amalgamation" So
generally believed to be merely a co-

booking agreement between Walter Payne and Joseph
Davis, of the Syndicate Halls, and
Charles Gulliver, managing director
of the I* T. V M controlling 2« musio
halls in and around London. There
remains but Sir Oswald Stoll, with
the Coliseum, Shepherd a Bush and
Wood Green Empire, as the only
London houses on the Stoll Circuit,
and R. H. Gillespie, managing director of Moss Empires, with Flneebury
Park and New Cross Empires preoperative

AARON KE88LER

Weeks— Not

Members and

— Suspension

Dances

By Wilbur Mack.

A Hit
There

new comedy

"THE LOVE BOOK"

"General" Anything

Shubert Theatres

N. V. A. Notifies

BARROWS

and

Theatres, Consolidate*,
better knowu to the profession

thorised capital of 260,000 pound*,

DARBY BROWN
of

21.

Variety

BARS BAD DANCING

on Wednesday on the swift
(Continued on page 89)

London, Nor.

ACTORS' SOCIETY

IN SHUBERT OFFICES

This movement came sud-

t%%.

Combine

Five

Suited?

any of the N. V. A. dancea held

at the clubhouse weekly.

Cards naming the dances objectto, such eu, the "Chicago." "Scandal" and other muscle-moving rou-

ed

Butte, Mont., Nov. 23.

are distributed

tines,

among

the senting vaudeville in the metropolis.

The closinK of the Jack Dempsey members and guests. The first Income into that office of late.
The new arrangement probably
The question of "general" author- show in its local engagement at the fraction brings a warning and the pretends a further absence of comWOULDN'T PLAT THREE
ity came up following lust week's Pant ages house here last Saturday
second by a member draws indef- petitive bidding for artists.
The Shuberts were offered the
Variety, which published a story- night marked the discontinuance of inite suspension from the organU. 3. theatre, Hoboken, for vaudeBloom h
been appointed general Bee Palmer as a feature attraction isation.
ville this week, but turned down
DULL IN DIVORCER
the Shubert Vaudeville with the heavyweight champion on
the house when the owners de- manager
This la the first time on record
circuit,
with
Klein to devote his at- his tour of the west.
Chicago, Nov. 28.
manded the shows be played three
Miss Palmer has been with the an artists' organisation has taken
tention
in
future
more
to
the
routAnother
slack week In the divorce
week
and
times a day during the
Keports on the lead in a movement of this kind. courts. Only two professional couing books, considered in vaudeville show for five weeks.
*— —__
four times Saturday and Sunday.
•
—
her act from Wlnnepeg and Minneples have had their matrimonial
Following the Shubert refusal to the most important part of a circuit.
Klein is said to ha\*e vehemently ai>olis havo been to the effect that
spliced.
book the house it was switched to
BETTER TO GRAND RAPIDS knots
she
had no particular appeal for the
A divorce waa granted Jack FulWalter Pllmmcr for a pop vaude- protested to Lee Shubert against audiences in those centres.
leaving
train
The
Pennsylvania
the "general manager" as applied
ton (Fulton and Burt) from Georgia
ville policy.
'

*

,.

.

for a rand Rapids at Howard, violinist, on the grounds of
m. makes connections at desertion In the Circuit Court NoRichmond with train leaving that vember 12. A decree was also grantpoint at 2:50 a. m., arriving Grand ed Helen Huber from George Huber
Rapids 11:55 a. m. This train ope- on he same grounds in the Superior
rates a through sleeping car from Court by Judge Dennis Sullivan,
Mackinaw November It.
Jacksonville,
Fla,,
to
vaudevlle since connecting with it, lieved of her contract because if City. The unsold space Is wired to
Ben H. Ehrlich acted aa attorney
said there was no controversy over Illness and pending legal actions in the Cincinnati office each evening.
for the complainants in both suits. ^
Chicago
which
require
her
presence
standing.
any on^'s
"I am general
manager of the Winter Garden, Cen- there.
Miss Palmer, according to Walter
tury, and the Al Jolson Theatrical
Company. That's all the general Keefe, held no contract with the
managership I am aware of. As Pantages circuit for a tour of that
far as the vaudeville is concerned, time. Her contract was with Jack
our entire organization is behind it Kearns, manager for Dempsey, and
We are all working for it, and in under that she was playing the time
everything pertaining to our vaude- as part of the Dempsey show which
was organized by the manager of
ville, as tar as I know, Lee Shubert
to Bloom.
Klein charged it belittled his connection with the Shubert circuit. Through Klein's pro-

At the Pantages offices in New
York It was stated thai iiom....;
yarding
the discontinuance of Bee
test,
a
statement
as
related
above
The Loew Issued an order this
Palmer was known except that she
week declaring Keeney's, Newark, was requested of Lee Shubert.
no
waa
longer with the Dempsey
Bloom, who has been passive in
N. J., opposition to the new Loew's
show; that she had asked to be reState there, which opens Monday the matter of position In Shubert

XEENEyS, NEWARK, 0PP0SISH

With vaudeville.
Both houses are located within a
few blocks of each other.
Keeney's, Brooklyn, is also declared opposition to Loew's Metropolitan, Brooklyn.

15

YEARS AGO
Random Items from

(•el no

dated

Variety

Is

Nov. 25, 1906)

Cincinnati
11:40

p.

.

'

the champion.

the boss.**

Unofficially it was statel that Miss
Palmer had missed a number of perJames J. Butler, president of the STAB TBYOTJT IH MINNEAPOLIS fctinances in various
towns along
Snptre Circuit (Western Burlesque
the tour. She had pleaded illness on
Minneapolis, Nov. 23.
Wheel) In an interview declared that
several occasions and hai not put
Reports
here
the
to
effect
that
Ida company stood ready to consider
Bayes and Marie Dressier will in an appearance on other occas* proposition to buy the assets of Nora
play the Finklestein & Rubin Pal- sions when the company was exthe Columbia Amusement Co. (Eastace, which has been the center of pected -to appear three and four
ern Wheel), but no proposal of comconflicting reports since the opening times a day in some of the towns.
promise would be entertained. PayThe Dempsey show is said to have
made of the Junior Orpheum's Hennepin.

he said, would be
Empire stock or cash. Mr.
Butler was commenting upon a conference held previously between L.
Isiwrence Weber of the Columbia,
and Harry Martell of the Empire.
Weber's plan was to merge the two
Apposing circuits, Columbia to abandon its stands in Cleveland, Buffalo,
Indianapolis, Detroit, Kansas City
and Albany, and the Empire to accept all the Eastern Wheel shows.
Martell had put thia proposition up
to President Butler just before the
quarterly meeting In Cincinnati of
the Empire directors, but Mr. Butler
declined, he said, to put it before
the board.

ment,

either in

According to the story. It is played to almost $14,000 gross on
planned to play the two stars on a the week in Minneapolis and a little
program which will include feature over $12,000 in Wlnnepeg.
The managerial report from the
Should they prove a
pictures.
"draw" at the Palace a trip over the latter town did not state Miss
P. A
houses now housing travel* Palmer had missed any performances but that her act did not parlng attractions is assured.
This is believed to be preliminary ticularly appeal to tho audience. She
to the placing of the Palace In the was presenting three numbers and
Shubert vaudeville agency for book- her shimmle dance to the ac-

R

&

Bailey,

Pawnee

It Is

Ben Wal- fendant.

vi*

JANE and KATHERINE LEE
speeding patrons to the box office on the Orpheum Circuit This
(Nov. 21) Is their second week in San Francisco—-next week (Nov. 28),
Oakland will greet them. "The Baby Grands" are having a grand time.
Still

MUSICAL CHIR0S

EXPECT 'TATTY'S" ACQUITTAL

San Francisco, Nov. 25.
expected that the Roscoe Arbuckle case will be in the hands of
the jury here not later than Monday
of next week. The State's two most
The Uingllng circus closed In important witnesses, Alice Blake
Arkansas, but there were still eight and Zey Prevost, pave testimony
big top shows on tour in Texas, that In the main favored tho de-

namely Barnum

«* t'vV-c*

companiment of a pianist

ings.

Samuel Finkelstein, who retires
as president of Mutual Musical Protective Union. Jan. 1, 1922, will,
thereafter,
devote himself principally to his former side occupation
of chiropractic practitioner.
Jos. N. Weber, president of the
American Federation of Musicians,
is also a chiropractic and rated as
a leader of that branch of healing.

Books "Three Chicsgo Judge Mskes Chorus
Musketeers" for Tour
Translate Complaint
Circuit

"The Three Musketeers" has been

booked by the Keith office for a
feature of the split week Keith and
Moss houses. The Fairbanks feature was reported last week aa having been booked for the Marcus
Loew houses in Creator New York.
ft 1* presumed that the Keith ."»nd
Mosa bookers will follow the esiab
llshed precedent of dropp'ng several
will return to vaudeville shortly as acts from their vaudeville bills on
an act, playing the Miubert time account of the length of the picture.
with his jupscling turn. Bex Storey

consensus of opinion here
Klckelplate. Robinson and Hagen- Arbuckle will be acquitted of the Weber has conducted a chiropractic
beck.
(Most of the shows closed charges against him>
Hnnitorlum for several months past,
their 1921
with headquarters in one of the
seasons between the
middle and the end of October,
Times Square thentrieal buildings.
GOOD
CONEY ISLAND
although the Sells-Floto outfit reHenderson'*, Coney Island, this
mained oiit in the Lone S'Mr Stat*» week installed a 10-piece orchestra,
BEDINI BACK. JUGGLING
until a week ngo.)
hi
lnrnKr t. rich
which doubles
Jean Bed In
burlesque producer,
lace,

Sells -Floto,

Bill,

tho

It is the

NOW

i

*

John
Brown,
Frank

\V.

Considinc.

William

Chris

O'llricn
and
were re -fleeted
J.

iniester
International

Officers of the

Chicago and

Brown was
the concern.

O.

Co. in
that
financially interested in
it

became known

quota.

at this house even
during the out of season period
necessitated the booking of bigger
bills.
Coin-y Island now boasts an
SO, 000 winter popi. .i. u. .. hleli aesen business.
e<» inh' for the lb nl<

The business

FIELDS-AILS MARRIED?
MortimeTheis'a
-Win.-M.
and Souk," which had made
Sally l-'ieltls is t'j.mted .is ha\in«;
an unusual impression on the West- been secretly man nil in Koscoc Ails
ern Whe
out of town, was due at this week.
Mi. Ails was popularly
the Circle. New York, in a few supposed to be ine husband of l-Wn
weeks.
The company had lately Tanguay ami Aliss Ki« Ids was retaken over that house and was ported as man-lid io ('barley Con
(Continued on page C>
way.

I,

will assist Bedini.

l'edlnl

in

recently

with one of his t'oi iiht Columbia
ul.ecl shows, wit ii tie- S-nihrrt offer
•.'
.1
route lollop iii^;

Woman

l

broke the turn

It's

Never

Too Late

Mrs. .Terry J.eu<uM<i
i'-",

TS ye.*rs of
a -.luoree recently
Leadfonl,
J
Mr.
7
\ears old. at

wis granted

irom
Hannibal, Mo.

'i

me grnndparecc
lid wards.

•«»
•>("

'.(.ead fords
•

I

M;< Icle

are
lice"

TOO VERNACULAR

KEITH'S FAIRBANKS
Vaudeville

MATTHEWS

IN HOSPITAL

Sherrie Matthews has been at the
Mlsericordia Hospital on Kast 86th
New Vork. for several
street.
month*, attended by 1/r. J. Willis
Arne.v.
Mr. Matthews la suffering
from a broken hip, hit ha.« recovered of late, though still conhued.
Matthews years otfo was a partner
of Harry Bulger, the two at that
time forming one of t>ie beM \oovn
of variety pairs.

Chicago, Nov.

Girl

LM.

Judge W. R. Fotser in the Chicago
avenue police court is not "hep'' te
the lingo of chorus girls.

As a

re-

tangled up when
three girls of the theatre attempted
sult

he became

all

to state their differences to

him

la

the vernacular of the theatre.

Helen Cay, who appeared against
Margery Vaughn and Alice Big low,
chorus girls, told the court: "I am
a nimble hoofer and these beauties
are Jealous of me. I do the 'Cincinnati' and 'Frisco' better than they
can.
When they found they w^re
was to
Koin? to get the atr and
keep tho end down they got peeved.
i

of them biffs me in the face and
the other pulls a handful of my hair.
Then they rolls mo in the gutter."
'*.
"Hold on," said the judge.
don't understand." Miss Cay translated the dialog and Jrd«e 1 tzer
sent them all home,

One

•'<

J

•

VAUDEVILLE
SHUBERTS BASE

ROY GEORGE, GRAVELY
ILL, WINS PARDON

$1000,(100

ON KEITH FRANCHISE

SUIT

Harrisburg, Nov.

Syracuse, Nov.
Shtilji its

hrivo

26.

brought suit

here against ihe Keith Interests involving between $750,000 and $1,000,000 and based on the allegation that
the Keith franchise granted to tho
old Grand Opera House, operated
by the Shubcrts, in 1906 is still in
force.

RUTH STRIKES OUT

•

AT THE BOX OFFICE
No Repeat at New York Palace
and Out-of-Towners Balk

original franchise was much
until June 1, 1904, when an
agreement was reached to cancel

The

Hopes that the Babe Kuth- Wellthe instrument. The Shuberts assert that tho Keilh interests agreed ington Cross turn would be held over
to pay $8,000 in settlement of Shu- at the Palace,
New York, for the
Continued on page 26)
second week went glimmering, when
the Keith people decided to send the
OBSERVING FRABITO
act to Cleveland this week.
The $8,500 weekly, which the act
Italian Comedian Removed to Belleis reported as costing-, has not made
vue Hospital
tho out-of-town managers enthusFrank Frablto, formerly of the iastic about securing tho turn. It
Burns ai)d Frablto vaudeville team, was suggested while the act was
was removed to the psychopathic playing the Palace that Cross do a
ward at Bellevuo, New York, Mon- "single" early in the bill, in addition
day, for observation.
In
to working with Kuth later on.
Frablto has been perfectly northis manner two acts for the same
mal up to two weeks ago, but became Irrational this week, when he price would be available. This would
attempted to enter the stage door allow for the dropping of an act on
of a local theatre, claiming he was tho regular bills and bring the salary within reach of most of the
working on tho bill.
Burns and Fn-da were appearing houses.
According to report, J. J. MurFriends
at the house at the time.
of Frabito Induced him to accom- dock refused to consent to the proposed
arrangement after witnessing
pany them to Bellevue, where he
was placed in the observation ward. the act at tho Palace. Ruth's "draw"
Frablto was a well-known Italian was not proportionate with advance
comedian and a member of standard expectations, it is said. His Boston
teams of that class for the past appearance failed to startle in a
eight years. He is 37 years old and town where he should have pulled
tremendously, and even at Mt. Vermarried.
non. N. Y.. "breaking in" for three
days, the hitter struck out at the
Arrived from Australia
box office.
It was at Boston that Babe made
San Francisco, Nov. 23.
Dorothy Brunton arrived hwe his rep as a pitcher and fencj buster
from Australia on the before being sold by Harry Frazee
to the Yanks for $125,000.
«

—

SING SING'S

Prisoners'

from

critically

ill

Sing, in its

Answering

Sam

tells of plans for its forthcoming
"Sing Sing Frolics," a performance
to be given by the inmates, Dec.

William

6-7:

known as BUly Vandergould, from

An

over

Arman

Albright,

operating

at

Franklin,

Pa.,

was

handed down Not. 19 after Albright
came to Pittsburgh to be served.

The Victor Amusement

Co. of

Mom

Keesport and Anthony Mascara*
Sing Sing a thrill means one
operating there, were enjoined Nor*
thing only pleasure.
21.
In all eases Goldln's complaint
Last Friday night the inmates alleged Infringement of patent and
were treated to an extraordinary* of copyrighted speech accompany Ins;
the exhibition.
bill of vaudevillo numbers from the
Victoria theatre at Ossinlng, N. Y.,
After the Victor Amusement Co,
by the courtesy of Brlggs & O'Neil edict, the management there, having
heavily billed the feature, b egan
and William Mills.
The first number was a full- negotiations with Melville SeKUn,
blooded Indian, Chief Tendehoa, Goldln's agent here, for presentation
who has a pleasant singing basso, purposes, with the result they are
and perfect control of his voice, again operating until injunction to
which he uses skillfully and with be dissolved when they file a bond
of $500; In other words Goldin will
very fine expression.
allow operation upon payment of.
Next, Larry Meehan and Gertrude
Newman rendered unusually good royalty for the privilege.
None of the three defendants filed
comedy
singing
and acrobatic
dancing. The ragtime yodeling by an answer, but any might do so, and
thus
attack the validity of the proMiss Newman proved very catchy
ceeding, which has not been decid*
and was very favorably received.
(Continued on page 26)
This was followed by Al and Mary
Royce In singing and dancing, with
a burlesque on boxing that kept
the audience constantly
roaring
BILLED
with laughter.
Last but not least was the "piece
3
de resistance," Zaza and Adele, asIN
sisted by Bob Pearce. This was the
best number of the all around, good
program, and introduced some very "Santry and Seymour" Do
fine dancing, approaching the whirlThird Turn on Same Program
wind, with variations.
The next thrill to be shared alike
by the 4nmates of the institution
Next week at Moss Coliseum', New
and the outside public is looked forYork, a third turn will be made up
ward to, on the nights of Dec. 5-7,
for the program of Henry Santry
with keen anticipation. From past
and Anna Seymour (Mrs. Santry).
experience it has been found the
Santry and his band, also Harry and
musical comedy numbers are most
Anna Seymour appear separately on
favorable with the public. Accordthe bill
.

j

TWO ACTS

ONE BHl

TIMES

Morris* charges
the
sketch,
Kaliz's current vaudeville act. Kalis has retained Harry Sacks Hechhelraer to
contest the suit. The attorney has
filed a notice of appearance, but no
answer, stating Kaliz's skit Is original with the actor-author and that
he has played it fully two years
withe
anybody contesting Its ingly, this year's 1.. mates' show will
originality..
contain predominatingly such numHechhelmer claims Kaliz pro- bers. It is to be a musical revue in
fesses not to know who Morris Is, two parts, each of three scenes.
and that the Kaliz act has been duly The fa n scene, as well as that of
copyrighted.
a cabaret, will give opportunities
Morris' complaint, which he filed for several vaudeville novelties, such
last week through S. S. Zwerdling, as Egyptian, Spanish scnorltas, toe
is that in the summer of 1919 he' and modern dancing and melodious
to

plagiarism
"Temptation,"

of

having gonej
order *«i»f"ej
professionally

offices here, the order
into effect Nov. 9.

—

i

Takes Case to Court

of with Pittsburgh as headquarters for
League at Sing that purpose.
Goldln's first legal complaint wasj
weekly communication against Jean Belasco, who maintains

for all kinds ot people, the
the harrowing
pleasant and
kind, but for the population of

"MINE," SAYS MORRIS

N. V. A. Claim Unanswered,

23.

Another Thrill for ding Sing
There are all kinds of thrills

tuberculosis.

OF KAUZ'S SKETCH

Nov.

the Mutual Welfare

that as George could not
raise funds for a lawyer he had appeared in $he applicant's interest.
The board notified Hopkins it had

was

Y.,

The Entertainment Committee

testified

George

Performances

Sing Sing, X.

1882

to his "Sawing a Woman" net. HI*
attorney, Ben L. Giffen Of Ptttg*
burgh, is In Chicago today, stopping
alleged imitators there and proceed*
ings have been started la Cleveland.
at the Prtscllla theatre to bait the
act there. It Is Goklin's Intention to
go after all alleged Imitating sots

Dec. 5-7; Souvenirs for Ladies

&

penithat

Own

in

Pittsburgh. Nov. 23.
Horace Goldin baa obtained pre*
liminary injunctions stopping three/
exhibitions operating her* simile*

SHOW

HAYING FOR LADIES

this fact.
C. Floyd Hopkins, local manager
of the Wilmer
Vincent theatre
Interests here, appeared before the
board. He said he knew George to
be a man of good reputation and

a letter from the
physician
sayint

FROM

DECISION

Woman"—First Shown

'

received
tentiary

25, 1921

Withdraws Request for Injunction During KaiiM*
Hearing Opinion* on "Sawing Through a

23.

'

at Price

alive

November

FEDERAL JUDGE IN PENN*

The State Board of Pardons on
Nov. 18 recommended a pardon for
Hoy George, of this city, known professions My in vaudeville as Ray
Adams, who has been serving a
term of three and one-half to ten
years in the Eastern Penitentiary at
Philadelphia for larceny and receiving stolen goods.
Gov. William C. Sproul has' ratified the action of the board and
granted the pardon.
George, in his application for a
pardon, said be is technically guilty
of the crime but is not morally
guilty.
He is thirty years of age.
In 1920 ho advanced $160 to a
friend at Hanover and received an
I. O. U. for $160, Including $10 interest and an automobile.
Later
he went out over the Western
Vaudeville Circuit to the Pacific
Coast, and upon his return to this
State he was arrested by the State
Police at Connellsville, where he
appeared under the management of
William Hawthorne. He was taken
to
York, and on June 21, 1920,
pleaded guilty and was sentenced.
George said he found after his
arrest that the automobile given in
security had been stolen, but that
he had accepted it In ignorance of

ville in Salt City

The

G0UHN WINS

Plea That Theft Was Unintentional Releases Him from
Prison

Seek to Revive Syracuse Grand Opera House Agreement and Ask for Half Profits of Keith Vaude-

Friday,

in their acts.

Since Mr. and Mrs. Santry were
married, the acts they arc in have)
beer, booked on the same programs;
out of the Keith office. So far Mis*
Seymour, after completing the turn
with her brother, "walked in" on her
husband's act that appears later.
Mr. Santry and Miss Seymour developed from that a two-act by itself
that followed at the cncKof tho
Santry turn. It is that ( wo -people
bit that is ,now receiving special
billing.
It marks the first Instance
of the sort, though there aro seV«
eral cases of two acts be" - booked
together on bills, with one aiding

submitted his "Temptation" playlet

singing, from ragtime to grand
opera, in solos and chorus.
The sale of tickets Is breaking all
with compliments, but found un- previous records, and steps have
suited for Kaliz's use. At the same been taken to provide special train
time a copy of t lie playlet was sub- accommodations. The prison is acmitted to Edgar Allen Woolf and cessible by very tine automobile
Wilson Mizncr for their opinion, roads and hourly trains on the New
which proved to be complimentary. York Central.
When in November, 1920, Morris
The lucky ladies in the audience
saw the Kal z act at the Talace, will '>e the recipients of nandsome
New York, he entered a complaint souvenirs to be thrown from the
with the N. V. A., charging Kaliz stage during the rendition of a spehad infringed on his theme, title cial number.
and characters, with minor variaTickets are $1 euch.
tions.
The N. V. A. notified Kaliz
of
Morris' claim, and the actor
agreed to submit a copy of his
BILLIARD CONTEST
script
for
comparison.
He has
A three-cushion billiard tournafailed to do so to date, according to
ment for agents

to Kaliz at the latter's residence for
his approval, which was returned

.

the other.

:

MAY WIRTH
HEADLINING

on the

with

"PHIL"

Mori

i

i

T.

WILTON, Rohm

CARNIVAL PEOPLE IN JAIL
Kansas

A

!'t|HH1

froic.

City, Nov. U3.

'"ul-a

In re

today

The Morris

is.

righted June

duced by
10L'O and

K.

L'G.

was copyand was pro-

skit

ID 17,

Thon ns Reatty during

19L'l

as an added attrac-

tion f<>r H"aHy\s
burlcsi|iie show,
*Osil.

American Wheel

"French Frolics."
Watty and Morris control all performing rights
for
the
Morris

•

"LOVE LETTERS" TAKEN OFF
"Love Letter*," that has been

!

vaudeville this reason, with Elizabeth Rriee, lias been sent to the
storehouse. The act was first produced with Charles King
the lead.

sketch.

I'aul

L,

Clark,

i

—

i

Tcmpleton

(Tcmpleton

became

more painful, until the
and booking men oi
dancer was forced to see a doctor.
week at The
examination
revealed an ln«
Ambassador Rilliard Academy.
Tho entries include Meyer North. fection of the bone had set in hich
George Sofrnnski. Alex Hanlon, Moe forced the dancer on to crutches
and necessitated his leaving the act
Schenck,
Irving
Tishman,
Abe at the
1'alace, New York, this week.
Friedman,
Sam
Kacrwltz,
Joe
James Tcmpleton continued with
Cooper, Dave lio e, Bennie Ti* r
he
Clayton act, Hal Hixon replacmont.
The players have been hai'dl- i.g h s brother.
the
the

Loew

It

office started this

.

.

|

in

The
ing

plaintiff r.sks for

and

n

account-

royalties from Kaliz.

manager, ami
FOKINE'S ACT PRODUCTION
19 others, including one woman
Michael Fokinc is staging his »ii st
\.'iudcville
act,
in
Vlad.i Maslovn
were
the Reno Carnival Company
DAVE
SABLOSKY
MARRYING
Constantino Kobeloff, who are
and
arrested here, el:? ,d with gamDave Sahlosky, tho agent, is en- duo in vaudeville shortly in a dance
bling and running gambling devices.
gaged to marry Katherine Segall, a production called "The Spectre of
None of the accused was able to Philadelphia society girl.
tho Rose."
give bond and were beH! in jail.
The couple will wed about Jan. 15.
Marinelli haju the act.
(•ays

Mercer

Rrothcrs), appearing with Bessie
Clayton, last week sprained a tendon in his foot, but continued
throughout the engagement at the
<>. rheum, Brooklyn.
Subsequently
the injured member refused to heal*

VAUDE

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT
j

ALF

TEMPLETON'S FOOT INFECTED

capped, with a specially made
to he a wa r»led the winner.

,

u.

RETRIBUTION" STORED
1

Agnes Wood
Nov.

secured

a

d

:

\,»r.

.

Cincinnati, from Ki< hard
Storey, Jr., non-professional.
Miss
Wood has retired from the stage,
and is now living at Frankfort, Ky.
(R. I\ N. No. 3). She was formerly
with Barney Williams and Co. in
a vaudeville sketch.
14, at

Ti

Kdwin Burke

Ihaiion."'

playlet, "Retrt-

preduccd by Lewis

& Gor-

don, with William Harrlgnn making
his advent Into the
twice dally
through that medium, was sent to
the storehouse after its recent 0th
/ venue, New York, showing.
The subject matter was looked
upon as too sombre for vaudeville.

-

Friday,

November

VAUDEVILLE

25, 1921

~ ""
T

A report says Billy Sunday has been listening of late to the vaudeville
Assault Charge Due to Miss agents. No details are given. Through listening, it ia accepted Sunday
Is agreeable to a route if the price is right.
About l'O years ago HamPritcharcTs "Temperament"
mersteln's per Loney Haskell offered Sunday a job at "the corner,**
and told the evangelist to name his own figures as a two-a-day single.
Sunday* sidestepped then by saying he was "booked for two years ahead,**
Mt. Vernon, N. T. Nor. 2t.
Declaring, "It looks to me like a meaning meetings in towns to reform them. It is also said Sunday is still
case of overabundance of tempera- pulling the two-years'-ahead stuff, but the agents don't take him seriously
ment and nonsense," City Judge now, for he appears to have been frequently laying off of late. They

'

Take on Shubert
Vaudeville—Claims Business Is Better Last
Week Called Banner Week of Circuit

Advertising for Picture Theatres to

ff

—

are going after
largo picture theatre* to add to
They sent
their vaudeville circuit
oat an advertisement this week to
the theatrical and picture trade
papers to interest picture exhibitors who are suffering through lack
The Shuberts ap- Justice Mullan Doesn't Conof business.
pear to. be of the Impression they
firm Referee's Recomcan attract some houses from that
mendation for Cut
One Shubert man the other
field.
day lamented that some of the Shubert vaudeville theatres were old
Deciding
Harry
on
Carroll's
houses, some of small capacity, and prayer for a reduction of his $200
that those matters in connection weekly alimony, Justice Mullan last
with a change in policy, to vaudeville week handed down the opinion to
worked against them.
the effect: "Upon the testimony
This is the tenth week of the Shu- taken by me and re-examlnatlon of
vaudeville
Its
circuit.
New
bert
the papers I find not only that deYork staff appeared more cheerful fendant is amply able to pay the
in speaking of business prospects alimony fixed by Mr. Justice Bijur,
early this week than they have been but that such fixation is an unsince the opening of the chain. usually equitable division of the deThey claimed that last week was fendant's income.
I
am unable,
the best on the circuit so far, with- therefore, to concur in the opinion
out any extraordinary event con- of the referee. Motion to reduce alitributing to the betterment, and that mony is denied, with $10 costs."
Monday's ("this week) reports from
The referee was Leigh ton Loball along their line were also en- dell, whom Justice Vernon N. Davis
couraging.
.appointed to take testimony as to
Reports coming in from other the defendant's finances and income
sources than the Shubert people in- July 6 last.
Mrs. Estelle Carroll,
dicated a slight increase as a rule the week preceding, was awarded
in the Shubert business, with one the $200 alimony and $500 counsel
decided uplift, Chicago. Last week fees as a result of a separation
also other theatrical branches said action she began on grounds of
a slight upward trend was notice- cruelty and inhuman treatment.
able in business and looked to this She was also granted custody of
holiday week to accelerate the their two children.
spurt, though at the same time exReferee Lobdell's report recompressing dubiousness over the pros- mended a reduction to $50 weekly.

Shuberts

The

George C. Appell in Special Sessions imposed a fine of $10 on Edward Tierney, who was charged
with third degree assault by Frances
Pritchard, with whom he appeared
In a dancing act until last week.
At the same time the court said
that had a charge of assault been
preferred against Miss Pritchard
she would have been found guilty
also, as she slapped Tierney in the
face on the stage and then walked
off.
Tierney, however, refused to
enter such a complaint.
The row started on the stage at
Proctor's last week.
Tierney and
James Donnelly were supposed to
turn Miss Pritchard in the air three
times. After the first turn at this
performance Miss Pritchard ordered them not to turn her the second time because it was said the
music was "behind." But It was
too late to stop and Miss Pritchard
went over, but fortunately landed
on her feet. Then she was alleged
to have slapped Tierney.
Donnelly and Tierney finished
alone and as the latter walked off
the stage Miss Pritchard was alleged to have come out of her
dressing room and to have given

BARRY CARROLL'S $200
AS ALIMONY, STANDS

*

between

pect

Thanksgiving

and

Xmas.
Qsin

in

Chicago

The Shuberts are claiming gains
at unexpected points, like Chicago,
Cleveland and Philadelphia, Their
claim for the Apollo, Chicago, last
week was

$16,900,

but a more disin-

terested source gave $14,500 as the
gross there*. That is an increase of
$4,000 over the preceding holiday week
(election and Armistice Day), and
about $5,600 over the week before.
Last week at Chicago Nora Bayes
headlined. This week Miss Bayes is
at the Crescent, Brooklyn (Chicago
now being a Sunday opening on the
Shubert
time).
The
Shuberts
claimed capacity at all per form
(Continued on page 40)

SELWYI»TSSUNDAYS
Bids

Made for Vaudeville on
bath— Keith's Offer

1)

©t "The
Main Line," afterward
called "The Danger Signal," after
Dresser's arrival in New York from
Chicago.
"On the Banks of the Wabash" is
the State song of Indiana, and the
plcturlzatlon of the theme is to be

which was
Dresser's birthplace, around 1870.
Terre

Haute,

k

If

not for vaudeville, then for burlesque.

There are theatres playing vaudeville with the managements unaware
of what it is all about, according to some of the stories floating about
recent Instance was of a house, out of
the New York agencies.
He
town, that an enterprising New York independent booker got to.
asked the house manager how much his acts were coating. On the list
was a single man turn at $800. The booker confidently told the manager
there was not a single male act In vaudeville getting that money, where*
upon the manager dismissed his booking agent, engaging the explainer
in his stead.

A

With everything else slowing up theatrically, the "clubs" or private
Many associations
functions that call for entertainers, are also dulL
holding annual affairs during the fall or winter are reported having deferred their social evening. Most often the reason given the club agent*
who have handled these affairs in the past is that the societies do not
(Continued on pige 41)

FOX RULES AND

WHY

FRONKES, ALIAS

Pluggsrs Made Bar Neces<
sary Loeb and Allen Passes

Song

—

FRANKLIN, JAILED

edict by William Fox denying free admission to his vaudeville
Been Swindling
theatres to trade paper reviewers
and agents, starting at the City
of Theatrical Profession
Theatre, is effective in all Fox
One
houses for several reasons.
Irving Fronkes, alias Franklin*
was foi the purpose of keeping the
numerous song "pluggers** from who has been swindling members of
floating in and out as if they owned the theatrical profession and others,
the theatre. Edgar Allen, who with
was taken Into custody this week by

The

Members

Has

Jack Loeb, are the only ones whose

f| FLYING HOWARDS

of Sept. 24 of

"Avon Comedy 4" as one of the
GREEN VS. DUDLEY
acts listed to open at the Winter
Application for Receiver to be Heard
Garden the following Monday.
Mr. Cohen, the advertising expert
8unday
for the "American" testified that no
Sol Green has brought Supreme
such advertisement appeared in that
Saturday's edition, but Kendler & Court proceedings against Edgar
Goldstein, Smith and Dale's coun- Dudley, the
booking agent, for an
sel, showed that a suburban edition
application for the appointment of
did carry such announcement, adda receiver of the Edgar Dudley Co.
I ing more weight to their testimony
that the Shuberts had breached assets, the motion to show cause
their contract by billing the defend- being scheduled for argument Friants as the "Avon Comedy. Four." day. JusJJce Charles N. Guy signed
A copy was submitted to Judge the order Wednesday, stating the
Augustus N. Hand in the Federal plaintiff has a cause for action, askDistrict Court Wednesday morning ing for the dissolution of the partand a decision is expected dally.
Despite this newly discovered evidence,
Kendler & Goldstein agreed
ILL, On a trapeze and rings The FLYING
have tho world beat in the speed, daring and precision of that if Mr. Cohen were called back
their hair-raising feats. The male member of the duo does things that to the stand and he testified the
begin where others leave off and his feminine partner is likewise won- "ad" was an error they would alderful and also wonderfully charming. As a whole the bill Is stunning
low that testimony to stand as is,
from start to finish.
o that the decision may be hartoned.

nership.

Green's complaint, filed through
Kendler & Goldstein, states that on
Aug. S last he paid Dudley $300 for
a quarter interest In the booking
business, and eventually expended

—

$310 additional until 10 weeks later
Dudley gave up the agency, went to
work for Davldow & Le Maire, to
whom he transferred all his con
Kerr Dislikes Billing
<<
»t
leaving Green minus any as
Donald Kerr leaves the -Green- trnr
8etM
The originator of the sensational one heel swing. Always working. Now wlch Village Follies" In three weeks,
ith the
on our way back east. Playing Loew Circuit. Week Nov. 14 Colonial, following a disagreement
management over his billing. Kerr
Detroit.
HELD FOR GRAND JURY
holds a two years' contract with
Western Representatives: HARVEY SPECK, GUY PERKINS.
Arthur Buckner's case, In which
Bohemians, Inc., the "Follies" proEastern Representative: ABE FEINBERG.
he
is
ducers, but it was mutually agreed
charged with selling more

THE FLYING HOWARDS

K

AN ACT UNSURPASSED

*

—

Coincidental with the reviving of
the title of the famous song on the
C0RINNE TILTON
CIECUS PEOPLE SAILING
screen, a special edition of the song
i« to be gotten out, and a spcrial
San Francisco, Nov. 23.
Several important features of the
Cnrinno Tilton, vaudeville actress
drive made for its revival through Ringling-Barnum & Bailey Circus
the mechanical devices f...' reproduc- will sail SaturJay for London aboard now headlining on the Orpheum ciring. In buying the picture rights to the Adriatic, to appear in tho Olym- cuit with the Corlnne Tilton Revue,
the title, Mr. Selden also secured a pic cirrus In that city, the opening was married to Bert Levey, owner
of the Bert Levey circuit of coast
royalty for his organization on all date being Dec. 26 (Boxers' Day).
Of the copies of the revival edition
In the party r.rc Merle Evans and vaudeville and picture houses, here
Tuesday.
Of the number, which is to be known his Ringling bund
40 musicians,
As the "Madge Evans Ed tic .i." and the Segrlst-Sllbin Troupe. 10 perFrances Whits In
likewise a cut on the royalties se- sons; Mile. Lietzel nnd the Auscured from the mechanical devices. tralian Woodchoppcrs.
Philadelphia, Nov. 23.
The cast for tho picture has been
res
White may resume vaudeRingling
Fran
The appearance of the
•tactically selected, and the direc- features in London was arranged by ville on the Shubert time.
She Is
tor 1a to be announced within a John
Ringling while abroad last booked to headline at the Shubert
/*bort time.
house here next week.
winter.

MARRIES

.'

i

hook him,

RAE SAMUELS
_ THE NEW LEADER

JOURNAL, PEORIA,

BANKS OF WABASH

in

to

passes will be honored, states that the State Intelligence Department*
Franklin enlisted In the lOJd Ordbecause of the fact the small time
agents would corner the nowspaper nance division of the National
men and argue with them as to Guard during the last recruiting
why they "panned" their acts, this drive. It is said he has been using
rule had to become effective.
official army stationery to recruit
Now Mr. Allen finds the agents do people for
a picture company which
not visit the Fox houses promiscu- he was supposed
to organise for a
ously, refusing .o pay their 50 cents
trip to Miami, Fla.
In 1920 Franklin was expelled
At that time Kendler & Goldstein apology," said the court. He added in, proving that they had no serious
in the first place and
frlra the National Vaudeville Art*
were substituted as counsel for that ho would have to find Tierney business there
only did it to kill time. Mr. Allen
ists* Club after an Investigation reMrs. Carroll. They moved to re- guilty, inasmuch as he had used
states that the numerous complaints
vealed that he had falsified his ap(Continucd on page 41)
undue force.
resulting from the verbal battles
plication for membership to comply
between agent and critic in the with the
requirements.
back of the house resulted in the
Franklin possessed cards when
passing of the rule.
apprehcaded that
the ImThe newspaper men are still wel- pression he was aconveyed
representative of
come in the Fox houses, but they the Keith and Orpheum circuits.
must secure passes from the book- He is not known
at either the Keith
ing office and not "crash the gate"
or Orpheum headquarters in New
by seeing the resident manager.
York.
According to report, Franklin corAVON 4 DECISION EXPECTED responded with stage or screen
Decision on the Injunction suit struck applicants, promising them
by the Winter Garden Company immediate
publicity
upon
the
(Shuberts) against Joe Smith and strength of his theatrical connecCharles Dale has been held up the tions. He would accept a.i Initial
past three weeks pending the stipu- payment depending upon the gullilation of a technicality concerning bility of the victim.
itself with the advertisement in the

HOWARDS

laid

hope

New York American

set.

(Continued from page

Tierney a call because she charged
he used abusive language toward
Again she was alleged to have
slapped Tierney. The actor seized
her and they struggled into the
room. In the scuffle Miss Pritchard
received a bruise on the head which
Tierney declares was accidental.
Miss Pritchard testified and admitted she slapped Tierney.
Attorney Halley, appearing for Tierney, used this as his defense.
"I think there should be a double
her.

Sab<

Sunday vaudeville may be started
at the Selwyn on 42d street, New
York, early next month. Bids for
concerts at that house have been
received by the Sehvyns from both
the Keith and Shuberts offices.
The offer from the Keith office
guarantees 25 Sundays during the
season, also guaranteeing the Selwyns not less than $500 profit for
each Sunday. The show would play
on percentage with the usual terms
applying.
"The Circle" Is playing the Selwyn as a regulur attraction. Jt has
one

OK VAUDEVILLE

BUT BLAMES ACTRESS

HOUSES TO VAUDEVILLE TIME
f
M
ML
r

INSIDE STUFF

COURT FINES TIERNEY,

SHUBERTS TRYING TO ADD FILM

*.

than the allotted "quarter" inKerr may join the Al Jolson show, terests in his cabaret enterprises,
"BoMbo," after leaving the "Fol-;camo up before Judge Corrlgan
the West Sido Conrt, Bucklies," negotiations now being under in
ner being bound over to the Grand
way to that effect.
Jury under $2,600 bail.
There
Woman Elephant Trainer Kills were six complainants each of whom
to call the contract off.

i

|

held a
Seattle, Nov. 23.
one-quarter** interest in
Bertha
Wilkes,
elephant Buckner's business which included
trainer with the Sells-Floto circus, a show at tho Arcadia, Brookl>n.
killed (ius Danileson, wealthy lumN. Y'., and another at tho Nankin
berman,
last
week in Everett. Gardens, Newark.
F.ach of the six swore they paid
Prosecutor Stiger will charge he
was shot for his life insurance and $1,000 for their share in answer to a
property. Both were willed to Mrs. dally newspaper "business opportunWilkes, whom he wanted to marry, ity" advertisement, the commvi
and her daughter, Treva Pote.
complaint being grand larceny.
•

Mrs.

—

.

VAUDEVILLE

=
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November

20, 1921
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DEATH TO

THANKSGIVING DINNER HOST

JAZZ," CRIES

1

UNION

MUSICIAN HEAD IN PITTSBURGH

GATHERS OLD TIMERS AT BOARD

^aahM«

Charles W.
Friends

In His Monthly Letter to Members, President of
No. 60, A. F. of M., Writes Scathing Denuncia-

Young Enjoys Holiday Meal with' Old
Known Less Than 43 Years

— None

Now Annual

Dinner

•

^

tion of Jazz

Event

Charles W. Young, the old -time
actor who holds the distinction of
being the stage manager for George
M. Cohan's first production, "The
Governor's Son/' staged a novel
"old timers" Thanksgiving dinner
at the Elks' Club Thursday, at
which were present sixteen old time
performers, each of whom have been
Mr. Young's personal friend no less
than forty-three years.
It was the second annual dinner
Mr. Young gave, starting last year
on the first anniversary of the death
of the host's wife.
Feeling he would not want to be
alone, Mr. Young decided to surround himself with all his old time
friends, and though he decided to
make it a "13** affair, last year as
now, there were more present, because of the ready response to the
score or more invitations.
Those
attending Included Joseph Norcross,
the pioneer minstrel, who played
with every minstrel show about 60
years ago and who also holds the
distinction of being the oldest living Elk, being the seventh man
initiated 64 years ago (he is 81);
Charles Sturgis, variety performer;
Willis P. Sweatman, the colored
comedian and creator of the monolog; Major Burke, well known for
his musket drill In vaudeville many
years ago; Dick Qullter (Qullter
and Goodrich) of the first song and

F.

No

AMD

R.

NO STATE HEADLINER

HANGING

Not Permanent Policy

The current week marks the

The deal between Finklesteln &
Rubin and the Shuberts to place

FOX

and

EVANS

Only the Bond Are Free
Boston, Nov. 23.
Joseph Moreau, at one time a juggler, playing the Keith circuit, appeared as complainant in the Attleboro district court last week against
his wife, whom he married a few
months ago. Joe complained that
while he was able to juggle plates
dance team from America to go to and other household utensils on the
Europe, and later supporting Har- stage he was unable to dodge the
rigan and Hart; Willie Gerard misslea hurled at him by friend
(Donley and Gerard); Jerry Hart, wife.
said the present trouble
comedian;
Barney
"nigger"
It Is
the
Fagan, old time dancer; Hugh arose when the court ordered Moa
the
1
his wife to take up separeau
D'Arcy, author of the "Face on
Bar Room Floor"; William Lydn, rate residence, and Moreau patrolled
known In "Ben Hur" companies the street In front of her new home
years ago; W. C. Hartman, the pre- wearing a silk hat on which was a
mier acrobat 40 years back; Nellie placard reading, "Hurrah, I'm a free
McHenry, familiar as "M'Llss"; man." This led to Mrs. Moreau takLaura Bennett, Josephine Cohan's ing up the attack again and Joe's
friend and associated with George appearance in court with his head
M. Cohan productions; Leonora In bandages. The 'case was conBradley, a leading serio-comic bal- tinued until the end of the month.
lad singer of 50 years ago and still
going strong In "Blossom Time";
Erba Robson, another performer
popular a half century ago, and
Fannie V. Reynolds.

Neither the

act.

"AFTER THE OPERA"

A

first

real surprise for vaudoville.

Baltimore, for vaudeville
has been temporarily suspended to
await a final decision In the deal
now pending whereby the Sablosky
& McGuIrk theatres and the other
houses booked through the Amalgamated Agency would be transferred to the Keith office.
Whltehurst is at present playing
vaudeville in the Garden, Baltimore,
booked through the Amalgamated.
Should a favorable arrangement
be made whereby he could secure
his bills through the Keith office for
the Garden It would eliminate any
chance of his installing Shubert
vaudeville at the Capitol without
selling the house outright, which he
refuses to do.

nor the last
a name of suf-

first

half bill contained

ficient prominence to be given preference in the billing or lights, the
feature picture being given the additional publicity throughout the

I

The new Loew house

will not

ad-

here to this policy permanently. It
is the intention of the office to supply the State with a "name" headliner

YEARS AGO

(Continued from page 3)

anxious to build up

Its patronage.
the Empire shows were
re-routed so that the.Theis company could remain at the Circle
for at least four weeks and the possibility of holding it longer was be(As It turned out
ing considered.
the show remained at the Circle for
practically the remainder of the season and was the £how sensation of
tho year. It was later taken out of
the Wheel and routed in the Stair
& Havlin popular priced legitimate
circuit. The principals were Bonita.

A number of

Lew Hearn and Alexander

Carr.)

Billy Gaston and his bride. Ethel
Green, were booked to open in a
new act at Atlantic City. Their
agents were Barney Myers and

Weber show, but at the last
minute elected to remain in vaude-

Jos.

ville.

The part was given

to Otis

Harlan.

Frank ("Slivers") Oakley, tho
pantomimic clown (who afterward
committed suicide under tragic circumstances), signed contracts to
appear at the London Hippodrome
the following January. He had been
with the Bamum & Bailey show the
previous summer.

VAUDEVILLE-PICTURE MEN

Ralph Johnstone (who later beaviator and was killed when

Baltimore, Nov. 23.

came an

E. Whltehurst, the local
C.
theatrical man, announces that he

his plane fell)

.

has formed a company with Frank
Keeney and Milton Hlrschfcld of
New York to produce pictures. The
company, Whltehurst claims, has
taken a lease oh the old Biograph

ing trip proved too strong a temptation

ST.

14th

booked by Winonah Tcnney. The
house has been playing stock of

New

recently "walked out"
the Palace. New York, rather
than appear No. 2 In that house.
All of their Kolth timo was canceled

of

'.he

In

MIRTHFUL MOMENTS
A., B. F.

Circuits.

Keith (Western), and Orpheum,
Direction:

Jr.,

BILLY JACKSON

York.

The team

for

HOLLINS SISTERS
Booked Solid— W. V. M.

action.

ONE-WEEK STARS
Shuberts Tender Vaudeville to Can
tor and Hslperin

to yield abjectly

some
to

the

musicians)
existing;

even though momenta*
rlly financially remunerative, not
eventually prove socially demean*
'Jazs-craze,'

ing?" I think It surely will. Whyt
Musically speaking, these are the
impressions: The fiddle whines and
wails, reminding one of <Mr. Thorn**

Cat on a moonlight night. Inviting:
bootjack bouquets from back win*
dows; the saxophone bawls period*
ically like a lonesome cow; the clar*
Inet yelps occasionally as if *'
healthy brogan had descended on
the tip of Fldo's tail; the trombon*
heaves up spasmodically like the fel*
low who has imbibed too freely of
boot-legging moisture; the muted
cornet sounds like a cross between *
cackling hen and a hare- lipped tenor
with a cold In his head; the baa*

drum and crash cymbal recall what
Flanders field must have been Ilk*
Immediately prior to the armistice*

—

TRYING HARTFORD AGAIN
Hartford, Conn., Nov. 23.
will again
play Hartford next week, when the
Shuberts' "Chuckles of 1921" will

The Shubert vaudeville

Moss' Riviera, B'klyn, Dec. 1
Chicago, Nov. 23.
Moss* Riviera, Kingston avenue,
appear here.
Finding themselves with an open
Brooklyn, will open Dec. 1 with
This week Shubert vaudeville
prior
to
Christmas,
week
Eddie CanKeith vaudeville supplied by Dan
tor an.I Nan Halperin will play opened at Parson's.
Simons.
The Lelghtner Sisters and Alex- vaudeville.
It Is unknown if the Shuberts InThe Shubert Circuit is said to
ander Revue and the Four Mortons
tend to continue the!** vaudeville
will headline the opening bill of have offered Cantor 13,500 and Miss
six acts, .^he Riviera will be a spl)t Halperin $2,004 for that week, to here or place the "Chuckles" show
appear in an Eastern house.
in to avoid an open week for It.
'

cancelled*

dividual musicians themselves act*
Ing like a bunch of Intoxicated
clowns, indulging in all sorts of
physical gyrations, making move*
ments that took me back to 18tt
when at the Chicago World's Fair I
saw in the Dahomeyan village oil
the "Midway" a dance by about 40
African females clad mostly in £
piece of coffee bagging. I thought
that was ridiculous, but 'never did I
dream that in arayenllghtened coun*
try men could be found, who, even
for money would go that show "on*
better."

When the craze dies out, the de*
for this sort of thing will
cease, but your status of being it
"clown" will not die with the erase.
To coin a phrase, I consider this sort
of exploitation a "musical immoral*
mand

ity" which cannot be condoned bo*
cause of its "money-getting" potence.
In the interest of conserving a litSquare Garden (where Thaw killed tle dignity for the musical profesStanford White), was capitalizing sion, I would ask contractors
to
her success by framing a singing minimize what I believe
will evenand dancing act for vaudeville.
tually prove a detriment to all of us,
by distracting their players to at
P. P. Proctor was considering a
least refrain from the antics I have
change of policy for his New York described. If the
music must be
houses from continuous to two-asomewhat distorted to satisfy the
day.
aesthetic tastes of the "Willy -boys,"
their little "ladles" as well as of
Llewellyn Johns reached New their
venerable papas and mamas—
York on his first scouting trip for who may
be busily engaged elseAmerican acts for tho Moss & Stoll where in pink-tea
"social uplift" and
tour in England. He said the Moss"Americanization" work— Well and
Stoll chain held *7 houses and
good; let it go at that, but don't conoffered 50 weeks' work.
tinue to disport yourselves as if you
had Just escaped from your keeper
For the 482d time the New York
In a sanitarium for the feeble-mindpolice warned the vaudeville theatre
ed. Put on tho brakes gradually. It
managers that they must keep
is the safer plan.
As you are runstrictly within the Sunday law in
ning now you invite a skid Into the
their "concerts" on the Sabbath. The
ditch where in years gone by the
managers intimated that the lid
was being clamped at the instance "Stadt-Pfelfer" lay in public estimation— a tolerated buffoon for
of the stage hands' unions which
complained that non-union men public amusement but not for pubwere employed In some of the lic respect Quod scripsl, scripsi.

a

Street Theatre, New
York, Las a pop vaudeville policy

den,

and he

Ida Crlspl

studios in New York and the
scenario for the first picture has already been selected and titled "The
Price of Honor."
Whltehurst and his two associates have been booking vaudeville
in the same office for several years
past, but this is said to be the first
venture together in a business way.

Krsnz and White, Shubert Booked
Kranz and White were engaged
this week by the Shuberts and will
open next week at the Winter Gar-

was a

trick bicycle
rider.
He had been booked for a
route, but an invitation to a hunt-

various kinds since the start of the
season.

the willingness of
j

i

whenever available.

15

beg your indulgence for a short
on the question, "Will

dissertation

and the piano—poor thing Is pulverized with arpeggll and chromatic*
until you can think of nothing else
than a clumsy waiter with a tin
Edward S. Keller, an agency Arm of tray full of china and cutlery talc*
Myers & Keller.
ing a "header" down a flight of con*
for a vaudeville tour.
crete steps. So much for the mus*
James J. Morton, {.he monologist. leal effect. Add to this the con*
Bill Woolfenden is producing the
tentatively accepted a part in a new sideratlon of the practice, of the In*
turn.

Reviving "Elopina"
Wilfred Berrick, son or Corporation Council Berrick, and Lilly Dean
Hart, daughter of the late B. C.
Hart, veteran newspaper man, are
reviving Jesse Lasky's "Eloping"

profession, although in the insurance game the last 20 years.

POP VAUDE AT 14TH

article In full follows:

week.

Capitol,

Laura Bennett, the stage mammy
and character woman, was the guest
of honor. The host himself started
in the show business in 1865 and
was 39 years actively engaged In the

The

m

since the opening of the new Loew's
State, New York, that the house
has no; used a headline vaudeville

Special drop in one.
While half of the Western theatre
Booked solid over Loew Circuit.
owner partnership returned to MinDirection FREEMAN a LEVY
neapolis, Mr. Rubin remained in
New York to close the matter.^ It
CAPITOL HELO UP
was reported that the cost of ShuReported
Amalgamated- Keith Deal
bert shows as against the new Or8tops Shubert Negotiations
pheum, Jr., Hennepin (Minneapolis)
bills with large capacity at a 60-cent
The negotiations between C. E.
top, was the cause of the halt in the
Whltehurst and the Shuberts for
negotiations.
the taking over by the latter of the
It was admitted at Shubert head-

quarters the Palace was being discussed as a future stand.

Pittsburgh. Nov. 99.
William L. Mayer, president of
the local musical union branch, NO.
•0, A. F. of M., has issued a scathlns;
Indictment against the jasz craaa,
In bis monthly letter to me ber*,
under the caption of "Jan Maniac*,*
he appeals to musicians of Pitts*
burgh to hasten the death of the)
"musical Immorality" alter assert ins;
Its life will surely be short.
Tho

Time Since House Opened-

First

Decision Yet for Shubert Bookings Northwest

Shubert vaudeville in Minneapolis
and St Paul was still being discussed by the principals in New
York City this week.

Music and Musicians

summer

who had made a
show

atop

hit In

Madison

Proctor houses.

Tho late Philip Mindil was running a publicity bureau with offices
in the Knickerbocker theatre annex.

Fraternally yours,
TV. L. Mayer, President.
*

Brooklyn House Takes on Pictures
The Supreme, a new 3,500-seat
house In tho Brownsville section /bf
May Tully gave It out that her Brooklyn, which opened with
vaunew vaudeville sketch, "Stop! Look! deville recently, has discontlnufed
Listen!" was being expanded into a that policy for pictures.
The hoise
three-act play by Matthew White, played a split week
policy. IndeJr., and she would use It as a starpendently booked, which did lot
ring vehicle.
prove a draw.
^V

day,

Nownbcr

VAUDEVILLE

25> Ittl

*>

3^~

CON'S ADVICE

PANTAGES CHICAGO OFHCE

WOMEN AND RACES

BARS AGENT UNDER "WAIVER"

"Don't Trust 'Em," Says Our

Own
ey Schallman
Hodgkins Bart
and Tortoni

Revokes

Waiver

Him—Pantage*

Chicago, Nov. 23.
Chabot and Tortoni, who appear

Signature
Loses Chabot

HERE UNABATED

Local Proctor Houses Excepwhen Charles Hodgkins, Pan.
tion—Expected to Continue
came upon the scene and With-

freeti
att,

personal representative in the

out provocation, it is said, began to
The vaudeville booking congesberate Dennis Chabot. Chabot threw
the pen he was about to sign with tion reported previously shows no
sign
of abatement. This is especially
&B6 walked out of , the ofllce. The
team are now on the Orpheum Cir- so of bookings In the Keith office,

Through

Sidney

About

an and Keith-booked theatres.

Schallman,

the only exceptions to the congested
condition mentioned arc the local

independent agent, they negotiated
to play the Pantages Circuit, due to
the tact that the Orpheum Circuit
did not want to pay the price of the
act A few days before Chabot was
to sign for the Pantages contract he
was informed that he would have
to oper. in Seattle, los'ng about four
and one-half weeks' work, due to
{he fact that the starting point of
the circuit is Minneapolis. This ho
refused to do and told his a^ent.
SChel-man then went to tho Pantages office and it was agreed that
the act would play tho entire time
tlton. in the meantime Cha)>ot began
negotiations with the Orpheum CirSUit, and they finally offered him $50
more a week above the Pantages

Proctor houses booked by Lawrence
Goldic and Wally Howes, and the

Keith-Moss houses

New

Greater

and around
booked by

In

Xork,

Danny Simmons. Even
three booking men have

the latter
their bills
set considerably farther ahead at
present than at the same period of
the year heretofore.
The congestion has resulted In
cutting down the number of vaudeville
productions to a minimum,

Loew

circuit

is

also

contract.
As a result of the Incident Schall-

number

practically
.

'

of legit attractions chiefly

among them, have contributed in
man, who had signed the Pantages creating an enormous over supply of
waiver, to be responsible for con- acts, with a lesser number of houses

tracts himself instead of the circuit to take care of them than, heretoWhen Pantages canceled, kicked the-, fore, through not open.'ng.
The the center
traces and announced he would not cutting down of bills in many houses worry in*.

observe the waiver agreement. No has also figured ih the inability of
sooner was the remark made than the existing houses to absorb the
Hodgkins Issued an order barring supply of acts.
Schallman from the Pantages office.
Schallman has written a letter to

Alexander Pantages

telling

him

of

•Huberts' Liberty Goes Into
tinuous Performances

Dayton,

O.,

Nov.

Con-

23.

started a
policy Sun-

The Shuberts' Liberty

tontlnuous vaudeville
Say* at the same time reducing Its
eale from $1 top to 30-50. The
former number of vaudeville acts
baa been cut from eight to five, with
nine reels of film, inclusive of the
feature (this week, Marion Davies
In "Enchantment").
The .show rune for the full week
With the acts doing two performPictures fill in beances dally.
5 and 8:30.
8unday and Monday the Liberty
had the largest night houses it has

tween

so far held, holding an 80 per cent,
orchestra and 40 per cent, balcony.
The Liberty has really adopted
the Keith's Strand policy, though
the latter house plays a split week,
also at a 50c. top. Its business continues undisturbed.
Loew's local house is advertising
heavier than heretofore. It is between the two opposition houses
and may be feeling the effect.
The Shuberts are advertising a
strong list of coming feature pictures.
If presented they are quite
apt to prove attractive.
The change in the Liberty's policy
cam about through the Shuberts*
decision. It is said, to tithe- withdraw their vaudeville from this
city or try the pop plan of prices
With the never-stop show.

visitor,

n;;

of the

new

L"s Angeles
Ho was accompanied on tho trip
by Sid Grail. nun. L« e*\. w'll remain
heiv al. out a wool;, rci'irn to Lor
Angeles for u few days, ma!;:.* a stop
*l Kanras City on tiio v.v.y Hast and
probably be back in Now York a
Week later.
in

place.

Then Klein got

eral ^hours

1

wasn't

Ginsberg didn't look'like no .lghter
me or else he was awful clever,
for he didn't have a mark on his
pan. He looked more like a Juvenile than a hitter as he sat on his
stool with his hair greased up like

8plits

—

YORK

and

KING

•THE OLD FAMILY TINTYPE"

i

1

1

|

|

i

having arr.'.cd hero a few

days -if tor tho o»>c;i
Loew'H State theatre

of the ring, so

i

San Francisc*. Nov. 23.
Marcus Loew is a San FranciscD

with the New York ofllce aad Lee
Shubert directed hJm to get some
woman with a name to replace Miss
Bayes in case she refused to appear.
Nan Halperin. at the Great Northern with Cantor's "Midnight Rounders," was requested to hold herself
in readiness to take Miss Bayes'

HEUMS

i

LOEW STARTING HOME

for the arrival of Klein
in the evening.
Meantime Ciarrity got in touch

a matinee idol. I was sizln' him up
Films Hold Acts and thinkln' what a pretty picture
he would make when his kisser
Week— Horwitx Booking
bounced off the floor, when the bell
The newest split week vaudeville rang for the first roun»\
Tomato and Ginsberg start boxln*
house. Tuxedo, on Hamilton boulevard,
which opened early this cautiously with both missln' rights
month, Is in charge of Tom Ealand, and fallln' into a clinch. As they
formerly general manager for the step apatt Ginsberg hooks Tomato
Miles circuit
The new house is with a short right that didn't have
booked by J. M. Leasie. It has a much steam back of It and down
capacity of 2,000.
Five acta are goes Tomato for a 9 count.
I looked around for Merlin but
played each half, the booking made
by Arthur J. Horwitz, a New York he was a good magician and had
made himself disappear. I tumbled
agent.
The Tuxedo splits its feature film right away what had happened. He
with the Majestic, the Shubert sec- had slipped Ginsberg the knucks,
ond house here, playing at 60 cents and unless somethln* was done prettop.
Though changing its feature ty quick I could klrs my sugar bon
picture weekly, the Majestic plays voyage.
But your little comrade has a few
its vaudeville bill a full week.
brains left ap I sent one of our
towel swingers on the run Cor the
dressing room with full Instructions
16 JR. ORP
what to do at the same time holJunior Orpheum houses to play lerln' to Tomato to cover up and
State-Lake policy are now in course stall until the bell.
of construction at Los Angeles and
He done Just that, alth. *(?h GinsSan Francisco. It is expected they berg nearly brought him down by
Between
will be ready to open In three hittin' him In the back.
rounds I did some magic. aning mymonths.
Chick—"Going O-jf—r.or.Q
self.
As
soon
as
the
for
be"',
rang
It is also r< ported
that Jr. Orpheum houses are to build at Seattle the next round Tomato walked over
and Winnipeg, along with tho policy to Ginsberg and feinted him Into a
As the referee b/okc them
of the circuit of parellelin:; the pres- clinch.
ent Orpheum circuit with Junior Tomato sunk to the floor holding
While Playing the "Orpheum" Circuit
houses, playing the new popular his gloves low yell in* foul.
Contracted the HOOF and MOUTH DISHASi-;
There was a near riot at tho
priced policy.
Junior Orph.?ums are now playing ringside when the refere disqualiwitz, pianist, is leaving for Nice,
AMERICANS IN EUROPE
in Chicago, Milwaukee. St. Louis. fied Ginsberg aft r he had seen
south of France.
I
Minneapolis, Kansas City. Torre t 'at Tomato's cup was dented.
Priscclla Kennard and Virginia
John B. CauMwcll, former IT. 8.
Haute. Springfield. 111.: Now Or- made the switch between rounds.
When I sent the towel boy to the Nash have arrived In Paris, after art commissioner, will return home
loans, Sioux City, Ctiampagnc. III.:
the Adriatic. Nov. 15
by
Kvansville. dress n' room I told him to grab a tour in Spain, and are sailing
Dccitur.
Davenport,
Lole Fuller has gene to BucharMadison. Ilockford and South Pond :i:i o'd cup and knock a dent in it. home early In December.
est. Rumania, accompanied hy Mrs.
whieh ho done.
Then when he
R. A. Rowland, of the Metro Film. J. Cameron Hawkins.
.lipped it to me I transferred it to
to
Menton.
been
York,
has
New
The Coburna Sketch
omato.
We saved our Jat hit Merlin and south of France, ta confer witn the BEDFORD, BROOKLYN, HOUSE
Mr. ;ind Mrs. Coliurii ha e been
tii"
^kiit ain't been seen or heard Spanish
Vicente
Blase o
The Bedford section of Brooklyn
writer,
Myo:»od for vuudo\illo by tin Keith
suppose he will use Ibanoz, relative to th" reel adapted Is to have a new theatre that will
fivin since.
«>l.l(-.\ starting* cu* of town. Nov. LS.
and coming into New York a week her in his act. for she ought to bo from his "Four Horsemen of the seat about L'.OOO. The new house is
swell lookirf dish in Mights and
to be located on Fulton street, near
or two later. Th > oup'o v ill preApocalypse.
XoMtrand avenue, within a halt
nt a skotoh called "At Home." by she would be handy to hard him
Arthur Zlehm. genrval manager block of Loews Fulton theatre, and
George V. Ilob.ul. v.h.ih will intro- the eggs ami »hlr.;:s. Th it is about
s'.ic
can do for him for she of tJoldwyn. has hen in Paris look- is to e«»yt with the real estate apduce a brief hciic among other a"
proximately IN00.0C0. Harold Whlting over the market.
bits, from their le.^it success, 'The couldn't cook one.
Fanny Ward has returned to ean will build th<> house. The policy
good
and write oiu"- in a
lie
letter Olc."
Paris from London. Clara Ilabino- h::s not been decided.
Con.
The rat Casey oHlc? h:u the ac'.. while, Your old pal,

Tuxedo

DAYTON CHANGE

They waited

to

DETROIT'S SPLIT

the circumstances.

—

—

vaudeville
producers
finding
it
almost impossible to assure themselves of a consecutive route. The

booked ahead for a couple of
months, the same conditions affectprice.
ing small time producers, resulting
However, through the persuasion ir. little or no new material being
of Schallman he went over to the prepared.
Pantages office and agreed to take
Booking men in touch with conditheir route when Hodgkins came on tions are a unit in declaring
the
the scene and spoiled all further congestion in bookings will continue
dealings. Chabot then went to the throughout
the season,' as many
Orpheum offices and signed their factors. Including the closing of a

Refuses to Go On in Chicago Unless He Is Paid by
Shuberts Promised Adjustment in New York
Now Playing Crescent at $3,500 Weekly

to work. For sevhe, with Garrity and
Lampe, coaxed Miss Bayes to go on.
About half an hour before she was
due to appear Miss Bayes finally
spotlight
man
properly
and
that
the
gave in, on the understanding the
If
would
do
asked me
I
him a favor
gets the right light cues at the matter would be settled ih New
and make a match for Tomato with right time. Miss Bayes contended York prior
to her appearing at the
a tramp named Kid Ginsberg, as the Shuberts should pay for the Crescent in Brooklyn Monday afterGinsberg was a friend of his who man. They replied no provision had noon.
needed dough. I had never heard been made in the contract, thereMiss
of Ginsberg but said all right, for fore she should pay h!m.
According to report, the Shuberts
since \/e have been usin* the brass Bayes rebelled at this early In the stood upon their contract when
knucks In Tomato's gloves it hasn't week and served an ultimatum that Nora Bayes reached New York Afmade any difference whether their unless the amount was forthcoming ter playing the Apollo, Chicago.
the end of tho week she would The Shubert
names was Ginsberg or Riley they by
-Bayes contract that
H
walk out" and not play the re- calls for $3,500 does not provide for
have te?n takin' nose dives as soon
mainder of the time.
as they were belted on the chin.
extra payment to a member of Miss
As usual, I went out look in' for
Word was immediately sent to Bayes' company. A stag* hand
poor misguided suckers who might Lee Shubert and Jenle Jacobs, her carried with an act Is presumed to
think Ginsberg could stay more agent. It is said Miss Jacobs sent be part of the company and his
than a round with Tomato and of- a telegram to Miss Bayes advising salary Is paid by the act.
fered the usual odds. I was mighty against her stand. Shubert tried to
It is said Miss. Bayes was inpuzzled when I found quite a !lttle get her to defer the matter until formed the Shuberts finder no conGinsberg dough around for if I her arrival in New York, but this ditions would accede to tor exnever heard of this bi.'d how could proved of no avail, so Klein rushed traordinary demand. Her attention
these peasants up here be hep that to Chicago.
was called to her contract that
there was a fighter named Ginsberg.
Saturday aflernoon Miss Bayes holds an indemnity clause allowing
However, I figured that some of sent word -to J. J. Canity, general the managers to claim her salary,
them right be takin' the short end manager for the Shuberts in Chi- $3,500 weekly, as an agreed upon
on general principal and let it go cago, that unless the money was had adjudication for a default or unat that.
before the matinee was over she warranted breach by her.
The night of the fight Merlin has would not appear at the evening
Bayes
opened
Miss
at
the
the knucks all ready to slip In To- performance. Garrity and William Crescent, Brooklyn, Monday, and- up
mato's glove when he picks our Lampe, the house manager, tried to to Wednesday evening was still appair from the four that is thrown in persuade her, but she was obstinate. pearing there.

us regards the out-of-town Keith's

cuit.

CARPENTER BECOMES ULTIMATUM

times in my life with the usual aceChicago, Nov. 23.
deuce results, but this Is the first
Nora Bayes, appearing at the
time that I have been crossed by
Apollo, "balked" a bit last Saturday
one of the "egg in the bag" boys.
and for a time it seemed as though
Merlin slipped me the needles she would not appear at the evenperformance or depart for
like I have never been punctured ing
before and all because he got stuck Brooklyn where she is playing this
week.
The Shuberts anticipating
on a skirt up here that I was kind
the move by Miss Bayes had disof interested In.
patched William Klein, their attorWe had some words about thU ney here, for the purpose of Inducmoll but after p'ayln* the chtll for ing Miss Bayes not to break her 2dweekly with
a day or two ho seemed to be all week contract at $3,500
the Shuberts by falling to appear.
right so I didn't give the thing anMiss Bayes carries a carpenter
other rumble.
with the act, whoso duty she said it
Last week he. cum to me and was to see that her drops are hung

satirical offering

es*

NORA BAYES' STAND ON PAYING

Beatrice Fairfax

Syracuse, Nov. 2S.
Dear Chick:
Never trust a woman, a race horse
or a magician.
I have shot the
works on the first two at different

BOOKING CONGESTION

In vaudeville in a
•^Then the Clock Rings," recently
negotiated with the Pantages office
over the circuit.
ire for a route
^f were about to sign their con-
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VARIETY'S CHICAGO OFFIC*

skater

can amuse in
way than talking.

and

stylo that

\.>

*

Friday,

vast throng move, cough or talk.
Just loved it, and the best anis the applause after each song.
Dave Harris was in the "trey"
spot. This act was reviewed at the
Majestic last week and credited with
having ideas bodily taken from
Harris seemed under the
better others.
assumption that these turns were

They

CHICAGO VAUDEVILLE SHOWS
APOLLO. CHICAGO

STATE-LAKE THEATRE BUILDING

Cfjicago
swer

November

25, 1921

turning out to be the meal harmonizing. It would be in order
ticket for the two.
Then they go to get a better closing.
Lane and Freeman, two men.
into "one" before the olio and sing
a song, special, closing to good ap- bordered on the risque many times.
plause. Gill and Veak's act hit the. One chap is dressed in tux, while
nail on the head.
the other is in street clothes. They
"Coxy Revue," a full stage, five- serve the comedy small time audi-,
people act, with special settings, ences
what they delight in hearcould have switched places with ing, but If they are aiming to per-

man

m

worthy of mention in this re- u?n and Veak. A~girl steps out and form before big time audiences, majJIbTjy^mTBparrow's 'dance offerspect and came to Variety's Chicago offers a prolog. The special drop in terial fs what they need.
After the Shubcrts' good show ing got over in capital stylo.
to take exception to the opin- "one" parts to a full stage, showing
office
"The District School," the headRich
at
Eihol Davis, with Fred
last week, another came in the curFrom the pres- a chap dressed as a Juvenile han- line aot, closed the show. It ia. a
the piano, submits an exclusive ion of the reviewer.
rent attraction. The bill opening at song cycle supplied by Blanche Mer- entation of the act here the opinion dling the violin, with the prolog girl school act. opening in "one" wltk
the Apollo Sunday is a good all rill. Paul Gerard and Rich. It is a of the reviewer is substantiated. He at the piano, while another girl a special district school drop, with
trespass on the provinces of handled a miniature curtain, from a doorway, from which the pupils
around vaudeville show. The at- darb of a routine, and Miss Davis does
Henry Santry, Ted Lewis and the which two specialty toe dancers come. Then they go Into full stage
fashion.
tendance at the opening matinee puts it over in excellent of the show Three White Kuhns, and not in a come forth. The two girls whd do with a special school scene. The
Closing the first part
was very good on the lower floor was Francis Renault, with his new deviatory manner, but Just boldly the toe work could strive for better big redeeming feature of the turn
with only a few rows of vacant display of gowns. Renault is quali- carrying out the ideas, themes and harmony and unison In their steps, was the jazz band finish.
The
eats, but the upper portion was fying more and more as a showman business of these acts in almost instead of working separately, as teacher harmonized with two other
About a year ago they now do. The fellow does -a solo fellows, while one of the girls did
light.
every time seen, nnd this new turn minute detail.
Marie Dressier, aided by John T. seems to be a cuckoo. His routine when Harris was playing this thea- on the fiddle. The piano was too a petite French number. Of the
Murray and Arthur Geary and com- Is the best he has ever had and tre he visited Ernie Young, who was far in the wings to ,,ermlt the girl act the fellow and girl who do the
pany, held the headline.
Marie's Renault stops into the front rank booking Ted Lewis and had also playing it to the best advantage. half-wits came near wrecking tbe
shrieks, solo song, travesty dance as a female impersonator.
His handled the Santry act, and made The revue was cozy and classy.
turn with their dancing. The • act
Nelson and Madison should be is well presented.
and "Dresslcresque" mannerisms gowns won much admiration from overtures to Young to have him
seemed to be to the liking. She and the women, and his general routine produce an act, as Harris explained labeled the show stoppers of the
Cortez and Ryan and Kennedy
her associates presented the trav- had the approbation of the audience to the agent, on the order and style bill. Even the dousing of the glims, and Nelson not seen at this show.
of the Santry and Lewis acta Harris didn't stop their applause.
The
esty, "The Barrymores at Home." in its entirety.
Loop.
offered to work in the act for Young man plays a 70 -year-old messenger
The quartet finish, in which Dora
at a salary of $150 a week. Due to boy and interrupts the girl, who is
Hoffman joins the trio doing a
CHATEAU. CHICAGO
the fact that Lewis was still under looking for somebody to work in her
PALACE, CHICAGO
legitimate operatic duo with Geary
Chicago, Nov. 23.
had
management
and
Santry
his
Cross-fire,
clever
handling
act.
of
while Miss Dressier and Murray
Chicago, Nov. 23.
Just the regular type of show as
Young did not lines and offering what audiences
"act-up" the finishing wallop of the
Gertrude Hoffmann's name, top- been with him also.proposition
was want are responsible for Nelson and is always seen here, with the cathink the Harjrls
turn, as well as bringing forth a
ping the bill this week, was of suffipacity attendance prevailing retornado of applause which caused cient value to give this theatre a proper, and informed him of the Madison's hit.
The Gordon Sisters worked on a gardless of weather conditions: This
Miss Dressier to make a comedy capacity house Monday night. Ap- fact.
house sure must be a gold mine to
worry
Santry
does
have
work.
not
to
trapeze and did strong Jaw
speech in behalf of the members of
pearing No. 6, Miss Hoffmann over the business that was lifted They have a .neatly dressed offering Ascher Brothers at all times.
the company and herself.
proved
a
terrific smash und took from him, as Harris is not the showJoe and Agnes Riley, youngsters
capable
offered
in
a
with stunts
Ryan and Lee had the difficult
spot of opening the second part with down one of the biggest artistic hits man or in any way possesses the manner.
The ropes they use are who possess loads of personality
"Hats an' Everything." This couple ever recorded at the house. Miss mannerisms or voice of Santry. covered with rhinestones. Possibly and talent, have a pleasing offering
have riot been seen hereabouts in a Hoffmann deserves a special niche Harris, however, has tried to follow at this show only their stunts left in "Irish Hearts," a melange of
long while. All of their sure-fire for giving vaudeville what she has. more closely the Ted Lewis style of them in uncomfortable positions, song, music and talk. Joe is a cappunch lines went over.
Their It takes heart and courage, beside a work, especially the "clarinet" busi- such as facing the wings or the ital harpist and plays strains of
dancing, which they seem to curtail long purse, to do what Miss Hoff- ness and the Lewis way of selling it. back drop.
music which are heart-touching.
He badly fails, for there Is not that
a bit year after year, should still be mann has done.
Agnes dresses in most becoming
Bobby Roberts and Maude Clark showmanship or personality disa feature, for Ryan is a hoofer of
fashion and has a faculty of getting
no mean ability. Miss Leo is no opened the show. Although badly played as is done by the originator.
McVICKER'S, CHICAGO
her talk and songs over with loads
slouch in that direction, either. spotted, this act got more than its The business with the bass viol of
They have a
of "pep" and zest
Chicago, Nov. 23.
After starting off with a few of their share. With special scenery and a the Kuhns is too well known not to
most pretentious set depleting tbe
quips, this couple had the mob in reason for numbers Miss Clark and become recognizable on sight, deThe bill sagged in spots. Alex exterior of a home in provincial Iretheir grasp and kept them that way Mr. Roberts put over a dancing and spite the fact that Harris mounts Sparks and Co. cancelled, and this land which is very impressive.
singing act of merit. The act also the viol in most awkward style.
to the finish.
The Aarons, a pair of youthful
Switched the running order so that
Jennie Brothers, with their work the opening act was a sketch. Dena prodigies, a boy 10 and a girl 8. are
Miss Hoffman, who Is styled as carries a piano player, Harry Sig"The Queen of Diversified Song," man, who had his inning with a solo. on the double trapeze, opened the Cooper and Co. followed the picture an Inimitable pair. They have a
has a repertoire of three classical It is a pleasant relief to find a piano show. These men are showmen and with "Christmas Eve," a crook routine of songs and imitations
ballads which she put over in a player who doesn't take himsMf too display a number of thrilling feats. playlet.
Harmony Queens, four which can easily carry them on the
smart and appealing manner. Had seriously, 'tends to his knitting and In the deuce spot was Jean Barrois. women, .sang pop numbers.
At the rate the little
All bigger bills.
female impersonator. Barrois has a
she countenanced to do another, the is a real help.
four carry class and each possess girl is going now when she reaches
folks would have liked it, but there
Edwin (tcorge with a now lino of novel manner of working and his pleasing voices. The numbers per- the stage of adolescence she should
was no more until she appeared in chatter and more misses than' be- dressing-room scene Is original and mit harmony, worthy enough to be a "pip" of a comedienne. As she
the Dressier act.
fore, took an easy laughing hit. most interesting* from an audience earn an encore.
works now she is a juvenile wonWalter Brower had the stump George could have stayed longer, standpoint.
Kavana Japs have a fast moving der.
Wylie and Hartman dispense a
spot, that of following Dressier. On but left them laughing.
act, the girl doing stunts on a bar
Mr. and Mrs. Siegfried offered a
appearing he said something about
"Young America," a playlet that good line of comedy chatter and
having been hard sledding in never grows old, came In for liughs, song. The man has an especially juggled by the man. The turn in comedy sketch, "The Home Run."
it
the trey spbt held up the curtain. It Is an assemblage of dialog based
good
falsetto
last
week.
Dayton
But it did not applause and a tear; its title devoice and gets his opappear to be tough for him here, scribes it.- and the cast lived up to eratic number over in good order. At first the style of the Havana on domestic difficulties which is reThe woman is a comedian of no Japs work might be understood to plete with laugh-provoking situafor his talk was just what they
all expectations.
mean ability.
wanted, and he got laugh after
and' Lange be lack of knowing how to sell their tions. .The Dixie Four, a contingent
Jack Inglis walked on. gave the are presenting Gilfoyle
the turn in which stuff but as they go along one is of colored singers and dancers, had
laugh with it.
His recitation on customers
a
new
version
of
a
nut
Gilfoyle originally
"women," which he used for his
with impressed with the fact that they the house in spasms of laughter and
and then walked off with a neat hit. Anna Held, Jr. Of appeared
thetr
finish, went over with a "wow" and
course the fa- sell their stuff without any comedy, tumultuous applause with
Furman
and
Nash
dealt
up
pop
songs and eccentric dancing.
mous Anna Held display of gowns stalls or fakes.
proclaimed him a hit
Bert Adler monologed In the " Closing the show were the Wille
Selma Braatz, with her juggling songs as vaudeville wants and and jewels are missing, but Miss
novelty, closed the show.
Miss likes. Both men can sing and know Lange displays half a dozen smart fourth position, and found laughs Brothers, in a sensational perch and
Braatz has a good routine, but her how to sell their songs. They fin- and elegant frocks, which are de- scarce. Adler pans marriage and ladder balancing offering. The unHis closing poetic derstander works with the manneropentng work in juggling the top ished with a medley of titles woven serving of commendation.
She the women.
hat, ball and parasol is stretched around a girl that proved a comedy wears them in good stead and also piece of business about general sub- I its of a sphinx, standing stolid
jects,
including
gem.
prohibition, got the while his partner is accomplishing,
possesses
a pleasing singing voice.
out too far and starts the audience
Miss Hoffmann scored an individ- QtUpyle's style of comedy and song most attention. Dorothy Bard and hazardous and what seems Imposon the outbound voyage. If she
speeded this work a bit it seems ual hit, beside her company coming are? most likable, but he might elim- Co.. consisting of another woman, sible feats.
apparent she would be able to hold in for their share. This is probably inate one gag about the boy's have a pleasant, refined offering.
more than she does. The opening the best act Miss Hoffmann has trousers. It is not necessary, for he The woman playing the piano en- McMAOTS MANAGING LA SALLE
ters before a subdued lighted stage,
position might be a bit more ad- ever produced and will long be re- gets laughs enough.
Chicago, Nov. 2«.
Jean Adair and Co. closed the and the other woman creeps In
vantageous for her. Kremka Bros., membered by vaudeville goers.
Jimmy Lucas doesn't have to show with the domestic sketch, from a special drop set in "two" John McManus has been appointed
eccentric gymnasts, who are in this
The manager of the La Salle, to sue*
spot, have a line of feats which move from the Palace; he can stay "Any Home." There is a true story depicting a French window.
might make them a better qualified at this house for 40 weeks and every of family affairs aired right out in piano player at one time does a ceed Fred Steward, who died return for the closing position, as it week be just as b4g a hit. They the open which with the younger violin solo and for an encore Miss cently.
seems as though they might be able love Jimmy and his stuff. This Is generation should make an impres- Bard plays the saxophone to the
McManus was formerly treasurer
violin accompaniment.
She sang
to stem the outgoing tidal wave.
probably the sixth or seventh time sion.
Glenn and Jenkins and Tip Yap- her songs in a pleasing peculiar of the house.
Deucing it were Roy Harrah and this year he has come through with
The act was given a
Irene Rubinl, the former doing his this act, but they laughed just the hankers not seen at this perform- manner.
hearty farewell.
skating feats and talk, while Miss same and sent him off with a rous- ance.
Loop.
Rawles and Von Kaufman offered
Rubinl turned out melody from her ing hand.
the second sketch on the same bill.
accordion.
Harrah could cut his
"An Artistic Treat," a posing act
EMPRESS, CHICAGO
They open before an interior set.
conversation and spend that time in with lighting effects and equipment
with the woman phoning an emskating, for he is a "crack-up** that stands out above the ordinary,
Chicago, Nov. 28.
ployment agency. A blackface man
closed the show.
Loop.
1734 Ogden Ave.
A peach of an Orpheum junior bill applies, and through this fact much
for this neighborhood, and it ran
Phone Sector Mel
humor is derived. For a curtain
with snap. Not quite a half house
f
the woman steps into "one,"
STATE-LAKE, CHICAGO
came to see it, but likely this was coaxer
Ask: JACK LA IT
due to the weather foggy and sings a number, with the man
Chicago, Nov. 23.
An immense ovation and then rainy. Joe Melvln, with his neat
Immediate Delivery. Single Pair or
Juggling
act,
followed
quietude
Baker
Belle
prevailed as
the picture
YOU'VE TRIED THE REST
Production Orders.
NOW TRY THE BEST
made her entrance on the stage to Melvln is now carrying a special
SEND FOR CATALOG.
do her turn. Never during t Mo en- drop hung in "two" with hoops and
tire 25 minutes that Miss Baker was boomerangs painted upon it.
He
on the stage did a person of this docs his hoop rolling, hat and Next Door to Colonial Theatre
14 Vf. WASHINGTON ST., CHICAGO
30 W. RANDOLPH 8T„ CHICAGO
boomerang throwing with the same
TIIK FOLLOWING HEADLINER9 ATE HERB LAST WEEK t—
expertness. His smile is contagious
MANAGEMENT A. W. OBERBECK
1IOOSTER9
FOR
STEAKS.
an- quite in order with his neat apFour Marx Bros., Man* anil Snyder, "Blaekface" Eddie Rom. Mr. it Mrs. Jinny
pearance.
Melvin's closing diablo Barry, Broniton
and Baldwin, Olsen and Johnson, George Walsh and Dan Shermna
trick sent him ofT to three curtains. and Co.
Mitchell and Markham, man and
iioi
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sticking to their crossroutine, with the man as the
ballyhoo at Coney Island and the
woman a prospective sucker. Tinaudience didn't seem to grasp what
it was all about.
Gill and V«ik, another man and
woman combination, did not find it
hard at all to get under the crowd's
skin.
They open in "two'' before a
drop of a restaurant a la Thomp-
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BONG

TRYING ST. LOUIS

BUTTERFIELD dRCUTT

SHORE

IN,"

Shubsrts

PLAYS 2 DAYS WEEKLY

PULLED OUT IN POLICE RAD)

Opening

at Jefferson

ST.

Vaudeville

ON GAYFITS STAGE

Nov.

23.

A Shubert vaudeville bill will play
tho "Shubert -Jefferson
here next
week. It will he the Mario Dressier

Bookings from TeTffis West-

An arreement whereby

—

First

Chicago, Nov. 23.
The Committee of Fifteen and the
As a rePolice arc on a rampage.
sult "Bay" Shore, proprietor of the
•Bntertainerfl' Club" and a "Black
and White" cnfe on the South Side,
and S5 of his employes were hailed
into the morals court on a charge
of giving- indecent performances.
The fart that Shore's establish
Mnt had been raided was a surprise in political and police circles,
as it was understood Shore was
with the administration.
When the case was called Chief
Justice Harry Olson of the Municipal Court was sitting instead of
Justice Samuel Shullman, who gen"in"

this court.

llorrelli,

—

—

^ELL," the Jeweler
TO THE PROFESSION
Special Discount to Performers

WHEN

IN CHICAGO

State-Lake Theatre Bid*.,.

Ground Floor

J

BACK TO

for
attorney
Shore and his employes, remarked
to the court when the case wns
Called that he was surprised to see
Judge Olson sitting. Then Borrelli
further angered the justice when he
"What judge is going to hear
said:
this case, as I want a Jury trial."
no difference what
"It makes
Judge is to try the case. The judge
it not on trial; your clients are,"
retorted Judge Olson.
Borrelli then asked for a continuance of one week. Judge Olson
gave him one day. Again the attorney asked what judge would he
assigned to the case. "I can't understand your persistency," said
"This is a simple
Judge Olson.
charge of conducting an indecent
•how. The judges are not on trial."
Borrelli then declared he would
seek a change of venue. "I am going to try this case at once. The
person on the list Bertha
first
Kicks shall go on trial immediate"I know,
ly*'' declared Judge Olson.
What you are getting at. You want
to have time to get somebody to
oome in and swear I am prejudiced
against Bertha Ricks." Later Judge
Olson granted Borrelli permission
to prepare the petition for a change

.Francis

in Chicago

Michigan territory.
A rumo;- from Chicago to the effect that Butterffeld had terminated
his booking agreement with the
Keith office and was placing three
of IiIh houses with an independent

out the employes of the place for
whom ho had "John Doe" warrants.
Mr. Thrasher stated that this was
tho beginning of a clean-up of resorts of this type on the South
side.

intimated that officials of
administration were rethe civ;
ceiving tribute lor tho protection
afforded Shore in running the place.

agency

DIDN'T SUICIDE

Moving

It

w;i

was denied by the

there

Keith officials this week.

TOP" GOING OUT

•TIP

Boston

to

—"Scandals"

Chicago, Nov.
of

£3.

who have a

vaudeville circuit in the

southwest, have combined their Interests in booking.
After a two-year absence from
the Western Vaudeville Managers'
Association hooks, their shows are
supplied from that
cc again.

in

OAITES'

Colonial

Charged With Violation of
Mann Act

Chicago, Nov. 23.
"Tip Top' will leave
the Colonial for Boston after the
Chicago, Nov. 23.
weeks, on Dec. 3.
of
17
Charged with luring Elsie Walcut, completion
Originally the show was to have
19 years old, here from her home in
Dos Moines, la, Jose DuBolse, who remained at the Colonial until Dec.
make way for
styles himself as tho "Svengali of 24, when it was to
Vaudeville," attempted suicide at the Ziegfelds "Follies," but after the
Grace Hotel by taking poison when visit of Charles Dillingham this
the police placed him under arrest. week It was decided to send the
Georgo White,
The bottle was knocked from his show to Boston.
grasp be'ore he could drain its con- who has been at the Illinois with'
his "Scandals," will change his base
tents.
to the Colonial, opening Dec. 4,
DuBolse, a Filipino, who appears
where he will remain three weeks,
in vaudeville as a -Chinese violinist,
was charged with a violation of the when tho Ziegfeld attraction will
Mann act and held in $2,000 for the come In. White will make way at
tho Illinois for Elsie Janis, who will
action of the Federal Orand Jury by
United States Commissioner James open there on Dec. 4, remaining for
three weeks, when the revival of
R. Glass.

Fred Stone

in

"The Merry Widow" will begin.
who arraigned him said
Leon Freldman, who has been
was arrested on a similar press representative for the White
charge in Des Moines two months show, when the attraction moves
ago, the girl being Lillian Shipman,
over to the Colonial, will assume
of Fargo, N. D.
At that time he tho role of general manager for the
played his violin in court to prove
Whlto attraction, and Al Lee, tho
that it was his music, not himself,
company manager, will go ahead to
Officers

that he

'

that attracted the girl.

Chicago. Nov. Lu
Emil "Jazz" Casper, princip;i.
gomedian with Dave Marion'* "B«g
Show," had been hankering all se; .»
son to marry Hasel Clarke of Los
formerly in tho show
Angeles,

but did not want the
"knot" tied until he struck SI. * >uis.
Last week the show was there.
Casper and Miss Clark visited the
City Hall to get a license early
business,

Monday morning. Then h* was on
way to tho office of Justice Mcto have it over with when
Robert T ravers, manager of the
show, came along.
"Where aro you going?" said
his

Chesney

Travers, as he stopped the couple.
"We are on our way to get married; come along and stand up for
us," replied Casper.
"I should say
not," retorted Travers, "you are not
going to get married now.
Yon
have been howling all season' long
that when you got to St IjouIs
you were going to have a big wed-

The llossettier Amusement Co., ding and
Kansas City, and G ruber Bros., Well, that

RETURN
"

Filipino

Crowd and Time

Big

Tho week is in the nature of an
experiment. SL Louis had been par-

sup-

office will

ply the Butterfleld houses with bills tially settled upon for vaudeville by
for two days a week was consum- the Shuberts, but the matter did not
If next
mated this week by W. S. Butter- reach a definite decision.
week looks good at the Jefferson,
field and "Tlnk" Humphries, Keith's
another
bill may follow to determine
Western manager.
if
the town will bear vaudeville
Under the new arrangement Flint, weekly. The Dressier
hooking also
of venue and directed that it be
Mich., will play vaudeville Saturtakes up tho week for that outfit of
heard by Judge Heap today.
Kala- acts which
days and Sundays only.
otherwise,
would have
Judge Olson told Borrelli he mazoo and Lansing will play five
would not stand for any stalling, acts on a split week policy and re- had to lay off.
that this case must be disposed of duce tho cost of the hills; Saginaw,
at once and that he would utilise five acts, split week, with Jackson.
Another weekly vaudeville proevery Judge and juryman in the Which is closed, but reopens Christ- gram placed by the Shuberts for
building to- try the cases with.
next week will be at Holyoko, Mass.
mas week.
In all the Shuberts will play 18
Samuel P. Thrasher, head of the
The new arrangement was necescommittee, stated that the evidence tsary due to conditions and poor vaudeville shows next week, inclusive
of one split week stand (Erie,
in this case was so vile that it could business at the above stands, which
not be spread on the court records. forced a change of policy in the |Pa>
He declared that he would insist on houses mentioned. The supplying
of bills for two days a week is an
Immediate trial.
ASSOCIATION
At the time of the raid there were innovation for the Keith people, but
over 400 white slummers in the es- an exception was made to the gen- Southwestern Houses Return
After
tablishment, who Wfi'e released af- eral rule in the caso of Butterfleld
Two Years
ter Thrasher and his men picked through current conditions in his

on Rampage

tee of Fifteen

Western (Chicago)

the Keith

Casper Weds Between
and Second Acts

Emil

unit.

£harged with Giring Indecent Performance at His
Black and White Cafe on South Side Commit-

LOUIS WEDDING

Bi>l

Nsxt Week

St. Louis,

ern Agency for Week-ends

erally sits in

—

>

.

Chicago, Nov.

"Take

L'3.

From Me," Joseph M.

It

Claites' attraction at the Studebaker
two seasons ago, will succeed Ed-

have nnd
«>f

all your friends.
what you are going to*
will be on the stage

invite
is
It

the Gayety."

That was enough for Casper.
With Travers and the bride-to-be
he made a round of the newspaper
offices, displaying his license, and
the papers made the announcement
through their news columns and
carried pictures of the couple. Last
Friday night was the time scheduled for the ceremony.
Between the first and second act
the ceremony took place with oil of
the members of the company on the

stage and 2,000 persons In the audience witnessing the marriage.
Mayor Kiel acted as escort and gave
been doing a big business on the Miss Clarke away, while Judge
James
Coffeyfleld acted as best man
road this season, and will come
Into the Great Northern with prac- for Casper. Justice McChesney perAfter the
tically tho same coat as played at formed the ceremony.
ceremony Mr. and Mrs. Casper rethe Studebaker.
stage,
ceived
the
osj
the
audience
The top price for evenings will
be $2, and the scale for the matinees after which the second act went on
on Wednesday and Saturday will be with much merriment being made
by the cast at the expense of the
$1 top.
bridegroom.
A truckload of presents were reEugene Wayne Mov's to 8tste-L«ke ceived by the couple and displayed
during the ceremony and reception.
Chicago, Nov. 2: J.
Eugene Wayne, who has been mu- The members of the company gave
sical director of tho Majestic or- Mr. and Mrs. Casper silver of all
chestra for several years, will re- description. From tho members of
linquish that position next Monday "The Whirl of New York," which
to Frank Cumming, formerly leader was playing in Cincinnati, a large
at the State-Lake theatre.
wedding cake^w as received. On tbx>
top of the cake were four miniature
horses with men mounted on them.
Attorney Now Assistant Manager
This is the emblem of the "Four
Horsemen and Ponies," an organiChicago, Nov. 23.
J. II. Brown, a local attorney, has zation to which Cs>per and the
been appointed assistunl to Will- members of the musical show comdie Cantor's "Midnight Rounders"
at tho Great Northern Sunday for
four weeks. The show Is said to have

do the advance work.
Miss Walcut, held as a material
told Commissioner Glass
she first saw Du Boise in a Des
iam C. Lampe, manager of Shuberts' pany belong.
CONFESSES BIGAMY
Moines theatre. "He was dressed in
After tho performance the couph
Apollo here.
Chinese costume." she said.
"The Carnival Man Goes Home to Tsil
were the guests at a dinner given
ourious green of the spotlight played
in
It
their honor by Joe Oppenhelmer,
About
Arrested
Henry Kaufman Resigns
upon, him as he drew bewitching
manager of the theatre, nnd hl»
his
music from
violin. I went to the
Chicago, Nov. 23.
Besides the Oppcnbrother SoL
Chicago, Nov. 25.
Henry Kaufman, ror the past nine heimers, Travers and his wife were
2321 Wabash Ave., Chicago show again and again. So new I
Edwin Miller. 27 years old, a
am here, for it was those tunes former concessioner, and recently years with the Finn & Helmann the only guests.
ALL KINDS OF 8CENERY
vhieh hmurht me hero "
circuit, and later with the Orpheum.
IMi-ne: VICTORY 34€6
cashier at a sido show in Riv
Mrs. Casper is traveling with her
View Park, was held for the Grand Jr., organization, has resipned his husband, but not appearing in tinposltioh.
show.
Jury
Judge
in
bail
by
$5,000
Fetter
I
H
e"E ^T Sf'
in the Sheffield
venue police court
?;<KO
on a charge of bigamy.
^\
Miller was charged by Mrs. Elsie
witness,
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Miller of 2419 Broadway that while
she was still mar. -led to him Miller
on Sept. 9 eloped to Crown Point,
Ind.,
with Fannie Broulette, a
chorus girl with De Recat's "Smiles
of 1921," where he marrivd her.

i
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THE FABRIC STUDIOS

Show at States
Chicago. i\'i»\ ':{.
Will J. Harris opened a re-w r< vu»'
;if
the States I'eMluUr.int 1.ih». wet-Kin follow the oITVrliiK v\ lie
hm<>
Wilke had in the lilac
Will

Central 1801

Only Add^l Proof That

):<-

Modern Ideas Perfectly Executed
1:.

1

<

SATISFACTION

DESIRE TO
ACQUAINT YOt WITH THE

CO.

GOWNS

AND

SERVICE
WE NOW

YOUR PATRONAGE

COSTUMES
1

QUALITY

,

NEW YORK COSTUME

PAINTED

Otnt

home and

ent

St. confessed to his wife in the presence of his two children that he had
married again and left the house
|Thoroaa;kljr modern.
CHANGE OF RATES:
Immediately.
Single, wlthnat bnth. . . SH.OO and ftt.OO Newly tarnished.
Mrs. Miller then obtained the warDoable, wlthont Bath..
2.
nth. .Sto.no and Sii^.oo
tnentrea.
all
Convenient
to
Slaale. with Bat*
Sio.no and m 12. 00
rant.
She informed Judge Fetzer
Double, with Bathl», . .914.00 nnd *10. OOlFroe rehearsal hnll.
hat she had begun suit for divorce
SOLICIT
against him. She declared that he
had done the sam.>. thing with another girl five years ago and that
she stood by him at that time.
The second Mrs. Miller s;iM -he
did not know her husband
I. .en
LARGEST COSTUME
previously married.
MANUFACTURERS, IN WEST

WE

SCENERY

FABRICS

M.\

I.T.

SILK. SATIN and

EAHY

t-

M

I'

YVMKNTH

—

NOVEL EABRM
HK.NTAI*
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BURLESQUE

10

""SS COLUMBIA AGAINST AMERICAN
—

The Issuance

—

the applause warrants the
brought forth a general
letter from the Columbia circuit this
week ordering house managers not
to distribute the "encore applause"
unless

repeat,

announcements.
The Columbia
the

takes

letter

stand

that

In

Colored

—

appears to bo the first move
the way of a retaliatory measure to be taken by the Columbia
circuit against the American wheel
for arranging the play the Fifth
Avenue theatre. Brooklyn, came last
week in the form of an order issued
by Sam Scrlbner to the managements of the Star and Gayety theatres, Brooklyn, that hereafter the
two theatres mentioned were not
to pay half of the salaries of extra
attractions playing with the Ameri-

What

in

At the Columbia offices it was
stated the circuit takes a common
sense view of the applause encoie
matter, that it is not desired by any
means to have the Columbia, shows
overdo the encoring of songs or
numbers on applause that docs not
call for repeats, but that it was also
not desirable to issue any kind of
an announcement regarding applause, as that should be left to the
can wheel shows. The Star and
discretion of the patrons.
while playing American
The unnecessary repetition of Gayety,
Burlesque Association shows are
numbers on both burlesque wheels controlled by Columbia Amusement
Is a chronic habit with the majority
Co. interests, In which Scrlbner perof showa It was to get away from
what has grown to be a nuisance sonally has a considerable interest.
The houses are leased to the Amerithat the Gerard card was issued.
can or a subsidiary corporation by
The Gerard card read:
Columbia affiliated corporations,
the
••It has long been the custom of
many burlesque shows to t .ke un- with an understanding that either
deserved encores on each musical party can give notice to the other
number, with the result the show is of a discontinuance on SO days'
tediously dragged jut until It be- notice.
It Is understood that although the
comes monotonous. Realizing this
evil, Barney Gerard, producer of order went forth from the Columbia
Tollies of the Day.' announces no general manager to the resident
encores will be taken unless the ap- managers of the two Brooklyn
plause warrants same, insuring a houses, there will be two exceptions
made to the ruling, in the cases of
speedy, snappy entertainment.'*
the Kelly & Kahn "Cabaret Girls.''
which has the Weldanos under contract at $400 weekly for several
HIT
'

FLAG THE

weeks to come, and tturtig St SeaMaequeradere" Holds mon's "Puss Puss," which also has
an
extra attraction under contract.
At Present, ^inieh
Promi
AH other American shows, however,
Is the Best.
playing the Star and Gayety will
have to stand the full amount of
ftyracuso; N. T., Nov. 23.
the
salary of an extra attraction, if
Masqueraders,"
"The Broadway
an independent musical comedy one is carried into those houses.
The
ColumbU interests control the
production, Buffalo owned, opened

"Broadway

Bijou, Philadelphia, and Gayety.
Baltimore, also playing American
shows on some such arrangement as
existing at the Star and Gayety.
Brooklyn. Nothing has been issued
by Scrlbner as regards sharing for
extra attractions for these houses
to date.

L H. Herk sent out orders several
weeks ago to American shew producers instructing them to put on
extra attractions as a means of
combatting the poor business that
burlesque has had to contend with
since the opening of the season.
Most of the American wheel producers complied with the order.
With but one or two exceptions, the
extra attraction idea has greatly
boosted the drooping business.
The Fifth Avenue, Brooklyn,
starts Monday, Dec. 6, as an American wheel stand with "French Frolic." Negotiations were still on by

three-day run the following day.
closing, In

which an Amer-

—

ican flag is used, is one of the beat Stay on Examination Granted Bill
points of the production.
of Particular* Asked
Bert Lewis, the principal comextreme
edian, does not resort to
In the Fred Irwin suit against the
make-up or to play upon any na- Columbia Amusement Co. for $1(T tionality.
Jack Gerard is assisting 000 damages/ *ho exar- a tlon
!
Lewis in the comedy end passably. 8am Scrlbner and J. Herbert Mack
The weakest part of the perform- has been stayed, the latter counsel
ance is the series of art poses so meanwhile making a motion to vacalled given by Mile. Lotta.
Mile. cate this examination brf.ro trial.
Lotta likewise failed to Impress faorably in a later role as a school

—

—

American this week for a New
Tork house, one in the Immediate
neighborhood of the Columbia being
under consideration.
Sam Scribnor, Columbia general
manager, is expected to return from
South
Carolina winter resort next
a
Monday, following a 10 -day golfli.g

Knight of tho lload

Vamp

The

KANDY KIDS

Billy

Sheriff

Flnan

Dolly flweet

Sitting through

ing a novelty.

It

was so

ordered.

Sunday,
with
"Jimmy Cooper's
Beauty Review."
The show did
on the day.
Up to Wednesday the business had
been holding up well. The Lyric.
Newark, was formerly Waldman's,
an old time burlesque house, with
a history dating back to the wild(Continued on page 41)

to the proposition.
With baited breath the hardened
reviewer, attuned to any and all
sorts and grades of theatrical entertainment, awaited the shocked
remonstrance of the distinguished
star, or his bewildered wonderment,
or his first fool question, barrymore spoke not until after Dolly

I

more, in the tones that made him
famous, held down to sotto voce,

spake thus:
Hurtig eV Seamon's ."Greenwich
"Jack, somehow the old Boweries
Village Revue" turned down next haven't got the pep and sip they
week at the People's, Philadelphia, used to have when Lizzie Frelelgh
reported the weakest link in the sang 'Nancy Brown' and Benny Jansen did the courtroom Jew. and
Columbia chain.
Gilbert and Goldie and the little
Burroughs kid and Charlie Carter
«•
FROMCftHrra AVE. worked in the
olio,"
The Fifth Avenue, Brooklyn* opens
It wasnt Just what satgnt have
with smsrlnsa Burlesque Circuit bees) expected from Barrymore. Bat
Ah! perhaps
attractions. Dee. a, whea Trench he eoaOnued.
Frolics" Jumps Into the new link weald come forth phrases of
(Continued on page 411
Cleveland.

FRENCH

from

Tr~»<

from start to finish, and It makes
the sort of entertainment the Olympic pays to see.
Business Is picking up like a
Rolls Royce. Tuesday evening they
were packed In. Seating capacity
100 per cent, occupied and standi
to the limit of safety. Perhaps

Kahn

stock burlesque in the old
Union Square up the street Probably another reason is that the rules
'have been greatly relaxed for 14th
street stands, and a touch of the old*
time burlesque spice is permitted.
The Lena Daley outfit plays II
pretty wide open in this particular,
but the tabasco is clipped orer
fully and always designed for
edy purposes alone, A hearty, teafle)
laugh takes the euree off coarse*
asset te a eery treat extent while
Cot brutal smut for Its own sake la
defensible
under any eircumstances.
That seems to cover the
situation la the Lena Daley show.
Burlesque need not go on the da*
fenslve for any reasonable lnfusioa
of spice. Its robust fun Is wholesome compared to the subtle Indecencies that characterize some of
j

our Broadway farces.
Alexander Saunders is working
(Continued on page 36)

Is)

FEDERAL INQUIRY
Trsde Commission

Reported

tttll

Investigoting Burlesque

this season,

Despite the impression the proposed investigation of burlesque by
the Federal Trade Commission had
been abandoned, it was reported
this weok representatives of the

stepped into the role of principal
the Haymarket this

Columbia Amusement Co. had Indirectly heard that the Washington

whom

trade regulator Is still looking into
the burlesque situation.

Chicago, Nov.

23.

Leo Hoyt, who has been managing
"Girls

From Joyland"

comedian at

week

to replace Billy Gilbert,
Williams permitted to Join

"Step

Not much concern has been given

Lively Girls" on the Columbia cir-

the matter by the burlesque people
in view of very recent events. Principally among the events le the
stand taken by the American wheel
as virtually proposing opposition te
the Columbia, leaving the question
of a "burlesque monopoly" apparently s simple matter of deduction.

cuit.

Williams

show

now managing

is

the

himself.

One-Nighters Replace Trenton

The Grand opera houso, Trenton,
American wheel
N. J., stopped
Ht.u.il Sit
so in coniliiy.
The
wi
play
trolled
y Lkn Levinc.
ii

MAJESTIC, SCRANT0N, BACK

Lena DeJey

Sweet had entered and cavorted her teur night drew them in, but It la
very much hour-glass figure about said the whole week shows a great
in a vamp ditty, whereupon Barry- Improvement since the closing of the

WILLIAMS AGREEABLE

Clamage Columbia show, which was

cut loose, and it took a flying detail
of a dozen oops to put the lid on the
Policemen, petroling the
rumpus.
aisles, tapped some of the troublemakers on tbc head and forcibly
ejected others.

Babe Healy
Grace Robertson

•

HOOTCH

badly roasted at Syracuse the first
half of the week, was even too much
for the Hamilton and Union College boys to stand when it was given
Its final Utica presentation at the Colonial Saturday night. Peevish with
the show and spurred on by the effects of bi. 1 liquor, the co.legians

— AND-

multitude of deficiencies
an effective low comedy, laughing;
show covers! Lena Daley's "Kandy
Kids" is dingy in its dressing as far
as the \ rus and minor principals
are oonceinod, and the singing Is a
fearsome thing to endure. This goes
for the whole troupe and twice for
Miss Daley. But the show is a roar

Barrymore was laying off (it seems
off more than any other
The American got off to a good first-class Juvenile; that boy needs
start at the Lyric, Newark, last a good agent) and was agreeable

slightly less than $1,000

Gray

What a

with John Barry more appealed to
your not so humble servant as offer-

he lays

Billy

Alex Saunders
Arthur Meyer
IfauV.ene Davie

Tbe One and Only

a burlesque show

trip.

John O. Great

Hokum

Iky Shrlmpsky
Nervo Bunuo
C1a-a Hm'th
Mabol Rose
Fedora Swift

Marty Semon

Mephiato

Philadelphia, Nov. 23.
adero, burlesque, 1003-05
Arch street, offered at public sale
thia week by the Samuel T. Freeman
Company, was not sold. The highest
bid made was $60,000, subject to an
installment mortgage of $160,000
RIOT
which has been reduced to $130,000.
The theatre io subject to a lease exCollege Boys Go After Burlesque piring Sept. i, 1923, at an annual
Show in Utica,
rental of $14,000.
Utica, N. Y., Nov. 13.
"A Whirl of Gayety." the Irons &

Beatrice Adelaide in character
is not bad. and F. D. (Kddie)
Richards' songs will take him some
distance.

sonps

to educate the theatre-going

Mr. Smooth

White

Evelyn Bourtia, a soubret. does

well.

national

Justine Gray
Ruseell K. Hill
Dl ly Foster
Allen Mack

NO BUYER FOR TROC.

girl.

launch a
advertising campaign

formulating plans to

is

lur<

aimed

Margaret

Nobody
Guard

the

TURNS DOWN PEOPLE'S

IRWIN'S SUIT

Wheel Shows

The American Burlesque Circuit

Adjusts

BOWERY BURLESQUERS
Ming Soubrette
Mtns Ingenue
Magistrate

Y„ Wednesday (Nov.
and came 1 to Syracuse for a

The

of

BURLESQUE REVIEWS

in Oneida, N.
16),

paign to Emphasize Merits

public, enlighten the masses and
The differences between Jack remove the prejudice existing In
Johnson, colored pugilist, and the
minds against one of the
many
American Burlesque Association cleanest and lowest-scaled branches
that led to the cancellation of
of the amusement field.
Johnson's twenty-week contract as
An extensive survey of the
a feature act with American shows
early last week, were satisfactorily burlesque situation was ordered by
I. H. Herk some time ago, and upon
adjusted at a conference between
Johnson and American circuit offi- the facts and remedies recomcials last Friday. Johnson will re- mended, the effort toward national
sume his American engagements enlightenment is to be founded
Several of the leading magazines.
Dec. 12,
Johnson's American show engage- Including the Saturday Evening
ments have been on a basis of 25 Post, will be utilised as mediums to
per cent, of the gross, with a $1,000 reach the theatre-going public. The.
National Federation of Women's
weekly guarantee.
Next week Johnson will play the Clubs, representative clergymen and
Dunbar, Philadelphia, an independ- leading minds from all walks o* Ufa
vaudeville
house.
Johnson are to be invited to witness burent
booked the date direct, and stated lesque performances. Their opinions
he would receive a straight salary will be placed before a. great many
people, principally women.
of $3,000 for the week.

effect

really called for.

Ex -Champ

Cam-

Advertising

National

lesqus Differences

audiences

might misconstrue the card and refrain from applause when it was

VINDICATE BURLESQUE

JACK KEEP S ON

Columbia Notifies Brooklyn Theatres Not to Stand
Half of Extra Attractions with American Wheel
Shows Irons & Clamage Notify American
Wheel to Vacate Haymarket, Chicago Herk
Says He Will Hold Possession—Miner's, Newark,
Beaten in Injunction Application to Oust American from that City

a card by Barney
Gerard to be given out by Columbia
house attaches In advance of "Follies of the Day" and wblle that show
Is playiag, which states no encores
will be taken by the Gerard show
of

£5, 1921

PUBUOTY DRIVE TO

LOOKS LIKE REAL WARFARE

Columbia Officials Say Let
Patrons Decide Encore
Nuisance on Both
Wheels

November

Friday,

i

The

Columbia

1

appears likely that the Majestic, pictures nnd combination shows.
Bcranion, will again become the
American wheel stand in that city.
The Amerio.'in shown are now pluy- Harold Berg Engaged by Gerard
1ng the Academy the last thrcp days
Harold Uerg bos been engaged bh
of the week, it w*-nt into the Ameri- ndvsnee man for Barney Gerard's
begincan route shortly before the
Follies of the Day" (Columbia).
ning of the current «?enson. following the falling out of the Majestic,
controlled by Louis Eppsteln, as a Finney's Show First st Columbus
result of the open shop campaign
will
The Frank Finney Revu
then being conducted by tho bur- Htnrt the Lyceum, Columbus, off as
a Columbia wheel house, Nov. 28.
lesque circuits.

and

American

wheels are the only circuits la the
burlesque field.

'

•

it

BURLESQUE CHANGES

FRAiNOa KtiMAULT
HEADLINING
Shubert Va;;.!- i!'«- with Nora Riyes and Normon Ri.w-s (lordonl. Rcnault with a most gorgeous and claborato wardrobe Is creating a sensatlon over the new vaudeville Circuit.
This week (Nov. *!) Apollo, Change*
Next wok (Nov. 27) Oarrick,
Direction: JENIE JACOBS.
St. Louis.

Monica Desmond Joins the "Girls
at the Columbia aext

de Looks*
week.
s?

\

BURLESQUE ROUTES
WILL BS POUND ON PAO
TTTIRTY IN TIII8 I8BU
Vi

Friday,

N^vtmber

8I>

EDITORIALS

IW1

11

PRESS STUFF AS PROPAGANDA

'WARE THE PLAY CENSOR!

1
..

the legitimate managers are not alive to the possibility, not to say
In The Menace to Journalism," in George Harvey's North Amerprobability, of a censorship over the stage, they may take it from the ican Review, Roscoe C. E. Brown, once editor o' the "Tribune"
picture trade that a dramatic censor is altogether likely. The thing that and now professor at the School of Journalism, Columbia, presents conJolted the film makers to a realization of the- situation was the ruling of clusively the evils of propaganda. "Unless the American press," he says,
Trada-Maxk RaitsUrea
the Appellate Division of the New York Supreme Court sustaining the "rescues itself from this growing tendency to be the mouthpiece of exPvMfeked Weekly by
refusal of the New York censors to license a Goldwyn picture.
tra-sanctum preparations of news and 'accelerations' of sentiment, and
by Its own self-contained enterprise se»*ks out everything that is im81MK &*iVKlMAN» rrealdtirtNew York City
The picture trade had never really accepted the Miller commission as portant for men to know and presents it as appraised and interpreted
114 West 46th Street
by itself, it will cease to be the Fourth Estate."
disinterestedly
really serious. It regarded the Institution as an unjust Invasion of rights,
SUBSCRIPTION
and, the wish being father to the thought, was convinced an appeal to
$8 the courts was all that would be necessary to upset decisions by the comForei»n
IT
II
Annual
"But nothing short of a rule: exclude all 'publicity,'" he goes on, "will
10 Cents mission which the makers regarded as unfair. Even after the argument
Single Co»lee
shut up the propaganda bureaus, stop the deluge of tainted news, and
while
decision,
the
awaiting a
had been made to the court of review, and
once more open the closed doors to the disinterested reporters."
• No. 1
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trade never expected anything but a judicial opinion favorable to the

liKlETY

If

'

screen.

'

The professor's language is somewhat academic, but lie has the facts
Bert Levy's book, a collection of
and the remedy. What has happened, particularly since the war, is
In its fights against the further spread of censorship in other States,
out.
now
stories,
is
simple enough and has come about because wealthy interests discovhuman short
the film trade made the widest possible use of the "talking point"' that
"For the Good of the Race and the New York censor was not effective because the law provided for re- ered the advantage of getting on the right side of the press. With this
in mind, they have hired press agents. .In corporations publicity men
Other Stories" Is the title of the view of its decisions by the courts. It was held as almost a certainty
Inquiring reporters seeking
have offices next door to the presidents.
volume. It is composed of, as Mr. that the bench would protect the freedom of the Industry whenever a facts no longer can see the president and, by questioning, get the truth.
battle now has been fought, and the censor
They
see the press agent who hands ibem a typewritten statement which
Levy states in his preface, "human test was made. The legal
has won. This decision by the second highest tu rt In the State gives says what the corporation heads want said, and no more. If this sort
Incidents gathered 'on the wing' as
the vaudeville tremendous authority to the Miller commission.
of thing were printed day after day, week after week, it would sink the
ft were while touring
paper.
circuits of the wor!d." The author
Appeals,
It is said Goldwyn proposes to carry the case to the Court of
frankly states in his i.reface he
relief
this
direction.
The
for
In
prospect
small
be
smokseeraa
to
but there
found his copy "in Pullman
What makes a paper intereating is the truth, or such of it as you can
thorough examination. The picture
ers, wayside stations, lunch rooms, Appellate Division gave the Issue a
get.
What whittles down a paper's value is printing what Shubert, or
dressing rooms and back stage in Objected to was screened for the inspection of the Whole court, which Erlanger, or Albee, or Loew, or Zukor or anyone else with special Inevery country and clime" and that confirmed the censors In their contention that the film was "of such terests would like to Bee printed.
If newspapers refuse to print the
he worked "in such places and at character that its exhibition would tend to corrupt morals and incite to press agent hand-outs, these gentlemen will practically give them' away
such hours between shows or en crime," in the language of the law.
as the Bhubcrts do in their organ, but they will continue to pay exroute When I had neither the time
r.ewspapermon big money to slip stuff over as long as that policy pays.
nor inclination to cultivate literary
This recognition by the high court to the principle of censorship under
and'
grammar
weapon
reformers
my
hands
make
of
to
weapon
in
the
or
a
powerful
Style
the new law puts a
It is easy 'or herd to "slip stuff over," depending on the paper, but until
punctuation behave, and the ieSult It will employ to the utmost. The attention of the buaybodies has just
every paper of any standing makes It a rule to exclude all publicity,
is," adds Levy, "IKerary vaudeville been turned from the screen to the stage, specifically In the scandal over
Mr. Levy, who has "The Demi-Virgin," and they are capitalizing thai for all it is worth. those few now wanting to exclude it absolutely will have that much
..—that's all."
gained an international reputation It ought to be obvious this is a time for the legitimate managers to harder a time doing so. Carefully camouflaged by high -paid men, it will
high-powered copy desks.
Unfortunate states of mind
as an entertainer, betrays In his watch their step. It may already be too late to apply a remedy within slip by even
result from this. For example, recently a $10,000 press agent who had
literary work a human touch that the theatre, but it Is certainly no time to hand new ammunition to the
managed charity drives was drafted lor picture work, and promptly
His powers reformers.
is born, not acquired.
informed an inquiring theatrical reporter that, even If he did try to see
of observation and sympathetic nathe president of the concern, the president wouldn't see him. As the
"
to such lovable
ture are attune
press
agent was there to suppress the worth-while news, the reporter
in
reproduced
he
had
characters as
threw up his hands. Ho got the news where he could, confirmed it as
his two vaudeville classics "Spike
the
press
otherwise
letyears,
through
or
(mostly
by
for
best he could, and let it go at that.
The public
and Red" and "Lena and Joe," while
gypping ticket speculator. Especially has
his pride of race is amply reflected ter), have complained of the
theatre
manager
remained
silent
York.
The
has
New
in
happened
this
Race"—
Good
of
the
the
"For
his
in
The harm was done. The president of this concern has been bellow*
a powerful appeal to his own people. when he did not defend his box office. Isn't it about time for the man- ing murder since, explaining his door is open to all newspapermen and
Vaudevlllians throughout ^merles ager to complain against 'the ticket speculator? We'll say so.
so on, but temporarily the injury will persist until this contrary attitude
will recognize the Intimacy of his
is as fully spread abroad as the first fool dictum of the press agent.
The ban of the ticket speculating business as it has affected the the- The mistake was in not differentiating between news on the one hand,
character delineation In "Vaudeville Cameos," a series of three In- atre manager has been the "buys." Whoever heard of a speculator making and advertisements and the usual prepared jazx handed fan magazines
cidents of the "two-a-day," which a buy for a show he did not have faith in? Unless he was compelled on the other. These last are the proper field of the publicity man, and
go to prove that Levy has 11' ed the to, and that could only happen through circuits or managers having whatever else may be said, the situation on Broadway is not what it Is
In his more than one house. The circuit sometime forced a buy for an infe- downtown and in Washington.
written
stories he has
"Leaves from My London Sketch rior show. Not often. The manager of one house or three seldom, if ever.
delightful
some
As far aa we ever found out or were informed, the speculating buy
Book" he- has given
On Brosdwsy doors are still open. Downtown and In Washington the
pen pictures of the historical and has never done more than to give the manager in hand the cash he press agent reigns supreme. Papers are filled up with his "aids to remetropolis would have to wait for day by day, week by week, whether the play
English
picturesque
porters/' al Mr. Brown shows with the public paying leas and less atwhere he mingled with many fa- would run or the buy would be for four, eight or 16 weeks. The man- tention
what the newspapers say. How little attention they pay is
mous artists, all of whom he brings, ager got no benefit excepting the cash immediately and the "commission," evident to
after every Election Day.|
with a* pride of good fellowship, into if the speculators paid any kind of a bonus. Either one or the other
Levy's volume will add has made the ticket spec too strong a factor Jn theatricals.
his book.
Mr. Brown states there are now about 27,000 press agents In this
to his fame, as a world-wide character in his own special lin.-.
The speculator wou!d not buy for a show he did not believe he could country. Once that profession was only associated with theatricals, to
Accordingly, the manager was taking small chances, for the "boost" a name or attraction.' Now the main purpose of most of the pubsell for.
Willie "Buster" Collier, Jr., has proof of where the specs bought for a failure have been few and far licists is propaganda.
deserted his native village of St. between.
-v
"Press stuff* in a daily may not be easily detected. Often so neatly
James, L. I., as a preferred duck8o why the ticket speculator? Granted the 50-cent premium is an and thoroughly disguised it Is almost beyond detection. In a trade paper
hunting place In favor of the neigh- accommodation, but why then the gypping spec, with the best seats and like this one, for theatricals, where its trade readers know more
boring village of Sunnybrook where at the highest prices?
about the show business than any of us could poslably know, "press
he has leased an unknown and unstuff" Is picked out easily. And as quickly does It disgust a reader who
named little island at an annual
For that reason Variety, for many years, has stuck the press
If there is a public content to pay the top premiums that run to knows.
It all started when unheard of figures, why should not the manager and producer have that stuff in its department, headed "News of the Dailies'.'
rental of $8.
That department
the St. James village council sought extra money? If the speculator is necessary to the theatre, why should also carries stories the dallies publish which relieves Variety of rewrites
forest
of
small
the
rental
a
to tilt
of theatrical news not exclusively collected by it. With all the precaunot, the theatre manager be the speculator, by proxy \
tract which Collier had leased from
tions, however, press stuff Will slip in. The other week an expert reader
them' at $6 annual rental to $7 per
We
all know if the theatre has a real hit It will sell out, whether it's looking over Variety hit upon not less than six stories in the paper
month. Collier sought to plead his on 8th avenue or Broadway. And it can sell out through Its box office. that bore all the earmarks of press work so plainly that how they got
cause before the councilmen the first If the tickets are in the box office. With a flop it can't give the tickets past our copy readers is unfathomable. Especially one story, so raw
of this month in order not to miss the away. That's an axiom of the theatre and of the specs.
in personal publicity, for a theatrical newspaper to print, it gave the
best part of the duck-hunting seareader a sickening strain. Yet, another expert reader had passed that
son, but found the boarl of village
The ticket speculator invests his money in office furniture and rent. stuff In copy.
governors would not convene for His stoclTln trade is virtually guaranteed before he purchase* it. The
several months, according to the
producer invests his money in a speculation, not for a speculator. After
It's a fine journalistic point Mr. Brown made in his story—that the
incorporated town's statutes.
Acthe producer knows he has a hit the spec comes around, The theatre newspaper printing the truth, or the fact as it knows it or gathers it,
cordingly, with the assistance of
owner builds his theatre, which is his plant. The producer goes in there itself, not receiving It by hand or mail, will get the confidence of its
Collier, Sr., "Buster" discovered the
with his show. And when the play is cinched as a hit the speculator, readers, for, in the majority, while the pape" may be wrong now and
island near Sunnybrook. The $200
without investment, makes more money out of that show than the show's then, its readers grow to know that it's honest at any rate. While readshack he had erected at the St
owner.
ers may not recognise press work or propaganda, they can and do
James tract was transported to producer or the theatre's
recognize truth as it so often agrees with their own knowledge or
Sunnybrook, mounted on his "lizof
this
the
best
example
"The Music Box Revue" at the Music Box is
thoughts when It is honest That la Mr. Brown's idea in brief, and It's
zie."
The enthusiastic sportsman
and the ticket speculators are as wise a gentry as could be selected. Forty- a dandy.
will inaugurate his new hunting
two dollars for two seats at the Music Box; $21 apiece for tickets that
grounds a week from Sunday with a
I sold
out of the box ofllce of that theatre for .a Saturday night's perrecruited
professionals
party
f
Sam H. Harris and his associates put eight next door to the theatre, across the street frbm It or in Times square?
formance at $5.50 each.
from the Friars.
hundred thousand dollars into a theatre and two hundred thousand dol- if the public will pay $8 to $15 apiece for Music Box tickets and
stewed themselves for weeks worrying pack the house to the last seat every night, why should
then
production;
lars Into a
the theatre
The inmates of Blackwell's Island whether they could earn a profit at the capacity and scale, to see ticket control those tickets and that price? Why? Isn't it asnot
legitimate for
had their annual Thanksgiving speculators make the public pay $50,000 or more a week to see the a theatre to charge as much as the public will pay to see its play, as
night performance presented -by the "Music Box Revue," and of that $50,000. the house and show divide not it is for the specs to gyp the public out of the same amount?
Keith offices. Those scheduler1 to over $27,000. They built a theatre and production that cost a million
appear were Harry Cooper, Sophie to make $23,000 a week for the speculators who never invested a cent.
A ticket office of its own is the thing for a theatre with a hit Then
Tucker, Roscoe Alls, Chick Sales, Of course, the revenue law provides for the specs to pay half of the let the specs buy their tickets of that office. If they are getting $8.80 for
Avon Comedy 4, Margaret Young, excess premium plums to the government.
the Music Box as a rule, why not have the specs pay $7.70 to the theatre's
.Val
and Ernie Stanton, Johnny
ticket office.
I^et the specs make $1 a ticket.
Why let them tell the
The Music Box management got together with the specs. The man- theatre manager how to make the $1? A tlekct office with a spec in
Dooley, Anatole Fricdland, Burns
and Freda, "The New Producer," agement told the specs that at the $4 scale the house was charging on charge and a cash register! It was done and not so long ago. Do it
W. and J. Mandell, Ward Brothers, week days, it would not stand for the gyp the specs were putting over. aKain. Get the money, or gut a break, or sell the tickets through the box
They agreed with Harris et al.
Will Mahoney, Kennedy and Boyle. What did the .specs do? Wise guys!
ofllce, if they must be left at the door to be taken up when the people
Oleott and Mary Anne, Harry Tighc. Said they were sorry, the Music Box was entitled to more money and are entering the house. Allow the CO-cent brokers to keep on, If they stick
Lewis and Body, Murray Clarrish. they were willing it should have more money. Very nice of the specs. to 50 cents.
The show was under the direction And they said if the Music Box Increased Its scale to $5 on week nights,
of Eddie Darling and Leo Morris* n. it would be getting $1 more for tickets, and they (specs) would buy for
The public condemns the theatre when gypped. The theatre is the
And the Music Box did It. The Music Box risked
the next 16 weeks.
patrons, to get $1 more a goat. The layman pays the specs and blames the manager. That's huCalifornia is the scene of a bill- placing its good will against the public, it-s
man nature. But it doesn't stop the manager from getting all the blame.
posting war at present between two seat in order that the specs could continue to sell Music Box tickets at He wouldn't get any more out of his own ticket office than he gets
r
opposing minstrel shows, Hock- $8.80. $11 and as high as $l. or more apiece for every night in the week! through all of the others manhandling his admission scale.
wald's (ieorgia Minstrels and Har- And the specs laughed. Who could blame them?
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What would have happened if the Music Box had changed its allotIt was not poor business judgment of the Music Box management.
They followed the custom of the business. It may be done again, but ment of tickets for the specs under the new $5 scale? If 50 were promised
10 were allowed. How quickly that would have brought them around,
and
If there is money to he had in theatre catering, the
let's hope not.
Or ask the specs if they have any notes to meet
people of the theatre should have it and the ticket speculators are not meaning the specs.
through having made a theatrical production, or If they owe b'lls for
among those.
scenery or costumes. The spec doesn't even act as the middleman, he
Los Angeles with paper that carThat is why we suy why should not the theatre be its own spec? doesn't even gamble; the pennies he throws up have either two heads or
ried as a catch line, "After the
two tails on them, as far as the theatre manager Is concerned.
office
ticket
opened
have
a
management
Box
Music
Why should not the
minnow comes the whale."
billed to play a week's engagement
at the Auditorium. Los Angeles, recently, and the Hockwald's Georgia outfit followed them In a week
later, the Hockwald billers flooding
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NO DECISION ON
"LAST WALTZ" CASE

prints "blacklist*;

MEMBERS AND MANAGERS

—Any Can Appear
Contract—Managers Owe Sal-

20 Suspended Players

List of

Under
aries

P.

M. A.

—32 or

Less of

Equity in its current monthly
booklet publishes a box within which
are listed the names of managers,
alleged to owe money to Equity

Them
"LILIES" RECEIVER

DUE TO BICKERING

ing from the closed shop. The resignations were made in order that
the players might take engagements
in attractions of independent managers who refused to issue closed
shop contracts. Out of the total, 18
of the 20 players listed as "defaulting members" are women.
Most of the actresses listed are of
recognised merit and, protected by
the strike agreement, are at liberty
to appear In the attractions of the
Producing Managers' Association
which, with but two exceptions
(George M. Cohan and Henry Miller), takes In all the important $2
shows. At the same time they are
free to accept other engagements,
and some are said to have been in
need when accepting an independent
contract.
Equity explains why the players

have been suspended

indefinitely In-

stead of being expelled. The const4 tution of the association provides
that an expelled member may apply
for re-election

and renew member-

ship at the cost of entrance fee plus
the missed dues. In the matter of a
suspended member applying for reinstatement, the penalty for the
offense will be what the Council
choose to Inflict.
There are 32 managers listed as

having

failed to

pay

salaries.

Nine

are alleged to have stranded shows
(Continued on page 15)

HUDSON BACK
Weehan's Tenancy of Ten Weeks
Expiring

The Hudson, New

York, leased to

John Meehan and his partners for
10 weeks for the production of "The

Man in the Making," returns to Sam
Harris and the Selwyns, who have
the houne under a lease from the
Henry B. Harris estate, next week.
"The Man in the Making" closed
at the house after two weeks. Since
that time "The 6.50" has held the
stage of the Hudson for a brief
time, otherwise the house has remained dark with the loss sustained by the Meehan corporation.

Show Turning a

Nice

$12,000 Pace

Profi'.

SELWYNS FOR TWO YEARS
After being deadlocked four hours
the arbitration committee appointed
to settle a claim for salaries of certain members of "The Last Walts"
chorus adjourned Monday with the
case undisposed of.
The matter
dates from the summer, when the
"Walts" show went on a six-per-

The company was
called
together and it was explained by the management the
show could run through the summer by eliminating the matinees,
otherwise it would be closed. The
basis.

Takes

Unloved

Wife"

Showing

Over Jan.

Scheduled

Selwyn

1—'Two

St.'s

Scale Twice Pushed
Until Spring in

Up—Good

remaining to give the show. The
chorus men played through the

New York

is

—

at

23.

"The Unloved Wife" will play
n, xt week at the Shubert-Jefforson.
Its announcement says there will
be matipees for ladies only.
The
night price will be $1 top.
Luella
Arnold and Gordon

Hamilton are
the featured plryers.
The Jefferson h. j be.
playing
pictures for a month. "The Unloved
Wife" marks the theatre's return to
the legit.
•

First Offer,

Right All
Except Partnerships

New York Houses

FOR 'SHUFFLE ALONG"
63d

Orphans"

—Arrangement

AS HIGH AS 113,000

Portland, Me.
Portland, Me., Nov.

It

ing

FOR L ADIES ONLY
"The

APOLLO

KIFFITH SECURES

summer, accepting six-eighths salThe run of "Shuffle Along," now
That amounted to $22.50
back of the fact that ary.
completing ita seventh month at the
weekly, the men being paid $30
the company went Into the hands of
63d Street Music Hall which it put
*weekly.
receivers Monday afternoon, when
Equity registered a claim with on the map, is one of the surprises
Judge John C. Knox signed an order the Producing Managers' Associaof the season. When the all-colored
in the Federal District Court ap- tion, stating the Shuberts were not
pointing Joseph Klaw and Kenneth privileged to cut chorus salaries. revue opened on the eve of sumM. Spence receivers.
Joseph E. There was no complaint regarding mer, its contention of a run during
Shea, through Harry Saks Hech- the principals at seeing to play on the hot weather was not seriously
considered.
The show now Is beheimer, who also represented the a six-performance basis.
Equity
other creditors, began the bank- now contends that although the lieved good until spring. Its gross
ruptcy proceedings Saturday, al- chorus accepted the six-eighths idea, has gone up to as high as $13,000
leging that by reason of diverse in- the principle of a minimum salary and the admission scale has been
advanced twice to $3 for the holiday
terests as to the method of manage(Continued on page 36)
evening performances two weeks
ment and certain irreconcilable difago.
ferences arising
between Henry
Confidence in the attraction has
Stanton, president of the corpora"BLUE KITTEN"
been shown by booking heads,
tion, and William Hurlbut, the author of the. play, it was indispen- Hammerstein Names Musical Show 'Shuffle Along" having been assigned the Olympic, Chicago, after
sable that something be done in orLorraine Manville in Title Role
the New York run. That the piece
der to permit the show to continue.
At the hearings before Judge
"The Blue Kitten" Is the title would get a "Loop" theatre there
Knox Monday afternoon, Mr. Hech- chosen for the new musical play was also a surprise. With Chicago's
heimer argued the situation was which Arthur Hammerstein is pro- enormous colored population, it was
caused by personal bickering, and ducing.
The piece is a musical figured the show could remain there
that the creditors were only desir- adaptation of "The Chasseur from almost as long as New York, but
ous of placing the play In a posi- Maxim's," now playing in Paris. management intends limiting the
(Continued on page 15)
Leon Errol will stage it. Edgar Sel- run there to six weeks. The obwyn adapted the book, with Rudolf ject is to return the company to
Friml and Otto Harbach doing the the 63d Street for a new revue next
summer. It is claimed at the house
HARRIS'S HACKETT PLAY score and lyrics.
In the cast are Joseph Cawthorne, that the draw is 90 per cent, white
Wallace Eddinger to "Star in It— Lillian Lorraine, Douglas Stevenson, patronage, the play from colored
Author Returning
Robert Woplsey, Lorraine Manville patrons now being mostly upstairs.
"Shuffle Along" may also be ofand Dallas Welford. Miss Manville
Sam H. Harris is to produce Wal- is an 18-year-old American girl who fered in London this season, but the
ter Hackett's "Ambrose Applejohn's has studied singing abroad and is original company will remain here.
Adventure" in this country. Wal- highly regarded. She is to play the
lace Eddinger is to have the role title role in the new Hammerstein
$1 TOP BEATS $2
originated in England by Charles show. It is said she is the daughHawtrey. The author arrived In this ter of a well known asbestos paint
country early this week and will re- manufacturer. The Selwyns are also Low Scale Shows Draw Mors Than
High on the Coast.
main hsre until the production is interested in the "Kitten."
made.
San Francisco, Nov. 23.
This is Hackett's first visit hero
Dollar top shows are coming into
in six years.
He wfcs co-author of MARCIN-BOLTOFS "AT E0ME"
their
again
on the one-nighters
own
both "It Pays to Advertise" and
"At Home" will be a Max .Ma rein
"Under Cover," although he did not legit production to go into rehearsal out this way. Reports from various
receive credit on either production, the middle of December. The play attractions show that the one-night
having disposed of his inte.est in lias been written by Marcin In col- dollar top shows are outstripping in
print of receipts some of the twoboth of them prior to production.
laboration withCJ...' Uolton.
Some years ago he adapted the
Marcin is a member cf the Pro- dollar attractions.
book "Mamie Rose" presented with ducing Managers' Association. He
The latter productions, featuring
Arnold Daly as the star under the usually books his \>'
<\::h the a one-dollar matinee, are doing good
title of "The Regeneration."
business at these performances.
SMubert offices
corporation

25, 1921

Committee Adjourns—Equity's Side

at arrangement called for the girls In
the chorus to take a week's vacation In groups, enough choristers

Internal strife within the directing ranks of the "Lilies of the Field"

November

Arbitration

formance

members, presumably meaning unpaid salaries In companies directed
by the managers.
For the first time the publication
also prints a list of 20 players who
have either resigned or have been
suspended through differences aris-

Friday,

W.

Sets

has secured tho
York, for a period of
two years, beginning next Jan. L
Selwyn it Co. have leased the house
to the picture producer. According
to the present plans, "The Two Or*
phans" la to be the opening attrao*
tion at the Apollo under tho GrifD.

Apollo,

fith

Griffith

New

management.

'

Although the Selwyns started off
season rather badly with a
failures, the arrangements
series
that they have made for their three
4 2d street houses will return them'
to easy street by the first of the
In the Selwyn they have a
year.
hit In "The Circle," and are getting
money from both the house and the
attraction, "The Bill of Divorcement" at the Times Square is making money for the house, and with
the

*

the lease of the Apollo to Griffith
they are fairly well set
With Sam H. Harris they are interested in the leases on the Hudson and the Cort, neither of which
propositions has made any money
so far this year, hut with Elsie Ferguson scheduled for the Hudson it
looks as though the house may hold
a winner before the year is out.

NATIONAL'S CREDITORS

ACCEPT SETTLEMENT
Given Long Notes ahd Bonus
—Liabilities $126,000

A

meeting last week of the 21
creditors of the National theatre, a

new house

built by Walter Jordan
on Forty -first street, just west of
Broadway, resulted in a moat un-

usual plan of settlement. The creditors are to receive 10 per cent, of
their claims every three months. It
being figured that the total claims
will be taken up. in two years and
eight months.
In consideration of
the agreement to accept the longtime payment plan, the creditors are
to also receive a bonus of 60 per
cent, of their bills.
This bonus is
said to be secured by a majority
stock. If the payment of the bonus

undertaken by the house instead
of an allotment of stock, the total
time payment period would extend
for nearly five ,years.
It Is said that all the creditors accepted the plan with one exception,
a supply man who holds a chattel
mortgage on his goods.
Notes are to be given each creditor dated three months apart.
Before the National was completed, it
was reported the Shuberts had
agreed to take a half interest in the
house, the amount mentioned being
around $200,000. Later It Is said
the Shuberts arranged to take up a
$100,000 mortgage instead, they being occupied with the building of
five theatres of their own.
The Jordan interests are said to
have expended $216,000 on the National. The amount of the creditors*
claims is around $120,000.
The
is

house
opened
with
a
failure
("Swords"), and the second attraction,
"Main Street," has not attracted big business.

TEARLE BACK IN PICTURES
Conway

Tearle will return to picunder the Selznick
banner, his legitimate starring venture In "The Mad Dog" having
closed Saturday without previous

MARY MOOEE HTJUEED

ture-making

Mary

Moore,

18 -year-old
tho
Injured when a
motor oar in which she was riding
with her sister overturned, was still

actress

notice*.

who was

unconscious Wednesday night. The
accident occurred Monday of last
week on Long Island. Miss Moore

This leaves Helen Mencken minus
an engagement. She had made some
sort of an agreement to play with
William Gillette In "The Dream
Maker" and then elected to appear
Equity ruled
in "The Mad Dog."
that Charles Frohman, Inc., as man-

was removed

the Broad Street
she failed to recover consciousness. Dr. Lorenz, the
famous Austrian surgeon, was called
into consultation, and physicians
ager for Gillette, was entitled to a
share in the profits of "The Mad
placed the upper portion of her body
At the hospital
in a plaster east.
Dog."
Wednesday it was stated Miss
She
fighting chance.
had
a
Moore
Lupino Lane Sailing
This being Thanksgiving week, wo all have som thing to be thankful for, and I take tr s means In sustained a fractured skull, one o
Lupino Lane has withdrawn from thanking my many friends for their well wishes. I also thank the powers of the World's (Ireatest Circuit her vertebrae was split and severalf
"Afgar" and expects to sail for Mr. K. F. Alhee, Mr. Lauder, Mr. Kdw. Darling. Mr. Martin Keek, Mr. Vincent, for their many court esle ex- thrown out of position.
to me. I am at America's Leading Vaudeville House, l:. F. Keith's PALACE. N Y this
week (Nov" 21)
London to visit his wife, returning tended
Miss Moore last appeared in/««Don
During my Palace engagement I will demonstrate my Newest Achievement, that of doinir Six Different
to New York in time to enter upon and Difficult Feats at the same time.
She is the daughj( er of
Juan."
his contract to be starred in comeThanks to Mr. Wm. Morris for
P
n Offering.
James Moore, well-known/ cafe
T'nder the Direction of
dies for William Fox.
owner.
jr
EDW. 8. KELLER.
hospital.

to

When

HARRY KAHNE

THE INCOMPARABLE MENTALLST

(
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Friday,
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IS

OPEN AIR OPERA
WOODS' "DEMI-VIRGIN"
ARMY AND NAVY GAME PLUS HOLIDAY NEXT SUMMER AT $2.50
ORDERED CLOSED
MAKE HARVEST WEEK FOR BROADWAY
Liberty Park, Baltimore,

Re- License Commissioner Issues
Request After Reading Script

named, Engages Co.-r"Aida" With Trimmings

No Such Big Takings Due Again Until Christmas CLOSE BERNARD IN
—Spec* Punt Music Box Prices Sky High—Cases
TWO BLOCKS AWAY"
Houses Relighting The Cut Rates
in Court

—

—

Makes
This

harvest

is

week

for theatres

being the clings period of the fall season, with
ne general big takings expected unThanksgiving, in
Christmas.
til
combination with the annual Army
and Navy football fixture, supplies
the 'holiday spirit, greeted in the
vernacular of the day with an aerial
attack by both the successes and

and ticket agencies.

It

the speculators.
The speculators, in particular,
take the offensive, with the "Music
Box Revue" tickets for Saturday
Virtually
night punted sky-high.
no seats' arc available at the ticket
valued
pasteboards havoffices, the
ing dribbled into the hotel stands.
Early this week specs In the hotels
were asking $25 per ticket or $50 a
pair for Saturday evening and admitted they were "instructed" to get
It is believed an even
the price.
higher price will be set before the
week Is out, for the visitors attending the footbaU classic are regarded
as "easy," and the specs little fear
any comeback for the reason that
such tickets are not offered New
Yorkers.

—

sldered remarkable. Tickets for any
part of the house for Saturday are
bringing triple the box -office value,
with seats four rows from the rear
in the balcony bringing $7.
Their
box office price is $2.60. The demand for the Sam H. Harris-Irving
Berlin show is extraordinary in
other ways.
A steady stream of
mail
next
orders
extends
into
March, the sales meaning at the box

That the Music Box

command such a

attraction In its third

tickets
price for an

month

In —''Rose

fihubsrts'

of

Revival Going
StambouT Later

The closing marks the eleventh
show of the season playing the Er-

office itself.

lower prices langer city time that has stopped.
the matter of This Is something of a record conthe smashes, and prices for New sidering the season and the numYear's Bve even have already been ber Is lower than it was to date
The last season.
set as high as last season.
Music Box will top at fit ($11 with
Among the others that have
the tax) for the lower floor, and the passed are "The Broken Wing,"
entire balcony will be $5.50.
It is "Hollo's Wild Oat" and "Shavings."
likely that the Jolson show will ap-. three of the productions of last
ply a similar scale for the lower year.
The others are all producfloor or part of 1L One of two other tions that were made this year and
outstanding hits may work in a sim- did not weather the storm. They
ilar high priced scale. But the specs included "Sonya." "The Man In the
charge of $25 per ticket for this Sat- Making," "The Hero," "Brittle," "A
urday la equal- only to the box seats Bachelor's Night,' "The 6.50" and
and Navy game. •The Wise Child."
for the Army
Boxes at the Polo Grounds are sold
at $100 for four seats and $150 for

Any movement

"straight -arms"

six

The

seats.

for

in

price,

however,

is

for

all

The

three.

license

com-

Betty Rutland, Dancer, Injured by
Fall in Boston Hotel

Boston, Nov. 23.
A change in plans will bring "The
Chocolate Soldier" into the Century
Betty Rutland, a professional
Dec. 12. The Shuberts are rushing dancer, has filed suit for $5,000 damthe revival which will be presented ages against the Hotel Brewster, at
on a bigger scale than the original. one time owned entirely by Lotta
Plans call for over 50 persons on Crabtree, the retired stage star, as
the stage and an orchestra of 36 the result of injuries alleged to
musicians. The cast will be headed have been sustained by a fall on
by Donald Brian, Tessa Kosta, John the hotel premises.
Dunsmere and Humbert Duffy.
Miss Rutland has been strapped
"The Rose of Stamboul/' to have in a plaster cast for months, and is
been the next Century attraction, under the care of her sister, Gerhas not as yet started rehearsals. trude Rutland, formerly the dancing
One plan calls for an intensive run partner of Leon Errol in "The Cenfor "Chocolate Soldier" of about tury Girl" at the Century. The acfour weeks, but if a longer run is cident to Miss Rutland happened
Won the "Starabour show will fol- as she was on her way to a relow it in.
hearsal of "The O'Brien Girl" at the
Sothern and Marlowe, booked for height of the Equity issue in Bosa month at the Century, are being ton.
held over for two weeks, by which
She played with Fred Stone In
time "Soldier" is expected to be "Chin Chin" and "Jack o' Lantern,"
ready.
and with the Weber and Fields
Jubilee Co. The date for trial has
not yet been set.

WAGONER

IS IN

Impresairo

Elected

—Producing

M« A.

to

WARFIELD THEATRE

P.

Kummer Comedy

Marcus
Charles Wagoner, one of the most
successful Impresario in the concert field, will debut as a legitimate
producer around the holidays. His
first will be a C'.aire Kummer comedy, having accepted several pieces
from that playwright.
Mr. Wagoner drew attention by his
skillful

management

of John

Mo-

Cormack, the tenor. The singer has
gained a fortune through concerts

and mechanical records. Wagoner's
Participation is said to have made
him wealthy.
This week the new producer was
elected to membership in the Producing Managers' Association.

Loew

New

San Francisco, Nov.

23.

Rechristens
Coast Theatre

Woods had practically deWednesday afternoon ho
would clone "Th« Demi-Virgin" nt
the Kltinge, pursuant to the wishes
of Commissioner of Licenses Gilchrlat.
The Commissioner saw the
performance at the Kltlnge Saturday night, and Monday asked the
Woods office to scnd# him a script of
the play marked as to the changes
which had been made in proluction.
This was done by the manager.
Tuesday night the Commissioner
A. H.
cided

I

For the procession Robinson's
elephants have been contracted for,
while camels and other animals
needed will be used from those on
exhibition in the park. An incline
at the rear will .bring the entire
retinue upon the stage.
The theatre at Carlin's may be
covered over before the opening of
the season, the management being
inclined not to gamble with the
chanees of rain after the start of
the performances. Like last summer there will be four weeks of
MATINEE
FAVERSHAM'S
grand opera, but a new scale of
prices has been decided on.
Professional One Fallowed by ApXhe top price will be $1.50, that
peal for School for Theatrical
probably being the highest admisChildren
sion for open air performances of
the kind.
Last year the highest
William Faveraham gave a pro- priced seats were $1. There la a
fessional matinee Nov. 18 and fol- capacity of 1.600, with plenty of
lowing the final curtain made a provision for moderate priced secspeech in which tu called attention tions.
to the school maintained for chilFour operatic performances will
dren In the dramatic profession by be given here, starting Dec. 26 at
non-professionals. He told his hear- the Lyric Music Hall, by the Defeo
the women supporting this Opera Co. The operas to be sung
ers
school, which charges a nominal fee are "Hansel and Gretel." "La Boand suits Its hours to the needs of heme," "Rlgoletto" and "Madame
children appearing on the stage, Butterfly.**
The venture is also
never had appealed for help to meet Carlin's.
a yearly deficit. He thought it time
stage people aided, as the school

sent a letter to the Kltlnge theatre.
stating the play should be with-

drawn tonight.
The advisability

of eecuring on
injunction restraining the Commissioner from exercising his powers
until such time as a decision could
be rendered In the action which fs
now pending against Mr. Wools in
Special Sessions was discuses 1. Mie
manager finally decided he would
withdraw the piece until such time
as the case was Anally settled before
a Jury. This will mean that the attorneys for Woods will undoubtedly
move to have the trial of the manager moved from Special to General
Sessions of the Criminal Court, itnd
in that event a Jury trial w<d be l«ad

for the

.

manager.

The show has been doing

full

ca-

pacity at the Eltmge, around fl4,8ff
weekly.
Monday when the manager appeared in Special Sessions for pleading on the charge preferred
««»-<t
him, his attorney asked the action
be postponed until next Mondayr although the assistant dlstr*et attorney wanted the case to be heard.
The Court granted the adjournment.
Tuesday afternoon at the meeting
of the Producing Managers'
elation it was bettered
would be taken there on ma alleged
complaint made against the John
Golden office for having used the
agitation against "The Demi- Virgin"
to secure publicity for its attraction,
"Thank You." From those present
at the meeting It wan learned no
complaint of that nature had come
before the body for attention.

»f

wished to buy a $69,000 building.
A committee beaded by John
Drew was appointed to devise

means

of aiding the school.

COHAN LEASE

1

Concert

Blocks
MacCauley's,

Cohan and has not done particularly
good business on the road.

LOTTA'S HOTEL SUED

"S0L0IER" AT CENTURY

the Dilling-

"Two

to close at

is

Time

Louisville, Saturday. The piece left
New York after a few weeks at the

missioner acting on the rebuke ,ten(Continued on page 16)
con-

is

In

production,

Away,"

regular and is printed on the tickets,
The Saturday night top scale for that money going into a fund, which
the expenses.
defrays
the Music Box is $C60 this week,
because of the game. Its regular
Cases in Court
scale Is now $5 for all night perCourt matters relating to three atformances.
"Bom bo" at Jolson's
and "Bloasom Time" at the Ambas- tractions cropped up within the last
sador are topped at $5.50 on Satur- week and is regarded as a deterrent

can

1th This Season Play-

Barney Bernard,

ham

Top Scale

day.

1

ing Erlanger

Baltimore, Nov. 21.
"Carlin's" is the new title to be
given Liberty Heights Park, the
largest outdoor amusement resort
here.
John J. Carl in is the managing director of the park, which
was extensively reappointed last
spring.
He has designed for next
summer one of the most ambitious
operatic ventures ever attempted in
the ope.i.
"Alda" is to bo presented on a
scale not possible within doors. The
back of the theatre will be removed
and from a natural wooded section
beyond the triumphant march will
be started. The procession will begin about 200 yards from the theatre and special lighting devices will
illuminate the approach, the entire
spectacle being visible by the audience from Its seats in the front.

Renewed by

A. L. Erlanger
Seating Capacity

More

The Klaw & Erlanger lease of the
Cohan. New York, where "The Perfect Fool" is playing, is due to run
out with the conclusion of the presErlanger has alent season. A.
ready closed with Max Spiegel for a
continuance of his tenancy of the
house under a new lease.
The house is to be remodelled dur-

L

ing the summer and the seating capacity added to. During the present week about 100 seats have been
added to the present seating capacity by the placing of an additional
row at the front of the house and
some extra seats along the sides.

MARBLE FOR SHUBERT
Cincinnati, Nov. 23.

Beginning next Sunday, the new
Marcus Loew while here announced that for personal and for Sam Shubert Memorial theatre here
will
be closed for one month. Manlocal reasons he had decided to rechristen the Loew's new State, now ager Edward Rowland says J. J.
Shubert
wants the rear of first
in course of construction, the Warfloor auditorium decorated in marflcld.
ble, the same as the George B.
Cox Memorial theatre, another
a
JAZZLAND" BY TED LEWIS Shubert house which was opened
Ted Lewis, Inc., is the name of a last Sunday.
Tho house may be reopened
new $25,000 corporation organised
Christmas week with Eddie Canthis week to engage in general thetor's
show, and the New Year atatricals, and most particularly to
produce a series of two-reel come- traction will be "Mecca." Business

LOR1NG SMITH
STARRING IN

"UNDER THE APPLE TREE"
HEADLINING ALL BILLS
LYRIC THEATRE, HAMILTON, CAN* THI8 WEEK (NOV.

21)

WOOD

WILLIAM
STRICKEN
P. M. C00LEY KILLED
not been so good, it la said,
"Jazz king" in the has
Blnghamton, N. Y Nov. 23.
William Wood, manager of the
simultaneously with the and another report is that the Shuof
number
CI.
a
for
Hudson, Union Hill, N. J., for the
TAIE CIRCASSIAN' PRESENTED sponsoring of a new musical show berts haven't enough musical Bhows P. M. Cooley,
Paul years manager of Mme. Modjeska Keith interests, suffered a stroke of
Washington, Nov. 23.
composed l>y Ixwls, titled "Jazz- to keep the Shubert open.
well known in theatrical circles, paralysis last week, and Is confined
and
treasurer
of
the
Shubert,
Hillmann,
"The Fuir Circassian" received land."
was fatally injured when struck by to his home. He will probably be
rather refulgent treatment from the
John li. r.eaufojt, a Pittsburgh was today appointed assistant man- an auto, the driver of which speedinvalided for some time.
local critics on its first presentation broker, and Milton Snell, a Los An- ager also.
ed and failed to report the accident.
Wood is one of the best known
Monday at the CJarrick. The cast is geles lilm man. are also inM-reau d
Cooley di«d ?,0 minutes nft<«r he legit managers in the profession
a lengthy one and rercived some in the venture.
was pi ked ;i,» from the street.
AFGAP. KEEPS GOING
Ho came to New York some 24
dies

with

the

,

leading

role,

praise.

The "Herald" said:
"A colorful
story of romantic sentiment, decidedly novel in. conception. fanning
but a faint and tenuous thread of
humor, wends a somewhat laborious
path through four copious arts."
"The Post" stated that Miss Certrude Newell Is sponsoring the production and had provided a sumptuous setting for her play.
'

»

**

Chicago, Nov.

D0RJ3 KFANE ILL
-J.\.

About

*

'On

:.iy

at the f'.an :ek, wl—n it \v;is
announced Doris Keanc was Whi ill
to appear in "lloinanio."

night

Short, the understudy,
most creditable performance

Florence

gave a

m *

a

<

lie

in;:

e. >n<-l u:

rac

i

• •

lit

.

(

Stamboul."

in the role.

WW.**.**

LM.

iaa or Its Chiat ih<- St udchukcr
wci-K',
"A fear." wi'li Dtdysia.
lest
in Cleveland thin
t<ok to tin roa<
work. T> n weel- \ h ivi- been routed
for the show, "t was originally intended to close, as Delysia was to'
havo rehearsed in "The Rose of
I'poll

Detroit. Nov.
wn-i 'vfunded .\!oo

MISS TAYLOR'S

NEW PLAY

J. Ilarth-.v Manners'
Laurel te Taylor is to

new

play for

be produced
around the holidavs out of town.
This will be Mr. Manners' play
written with an American locale,

ago. assuming the managefoi
of the Ihoadway theat
Iatt and A. .V. Dingwall. Foi
the past half dozen years or more
wOloi
h<> managed the Hudsoi. in

years

ment

:

Jacob

Hill, first as

a vaudeville house and

He has also been
and Is along different lines from associated with Arthur Alston In a
anything he has herctoforo at- number of popular -priced snelodra*
matlc productions.
tempted.
later with stock.
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AND COMMENT
Theatre

f!uctiors --.-The
l

(7th week). Last

(Jin Id's

Wife

new pro-

.

.

.

1

'

l!

.

f>

1

WEEK

HILLY THIS

"Emperor Jones" Draws Best

Monday—"Easiest Way"
Easy for Two Weeks

With

.

.

25, 19*1

OPENINGS IN

roOTBALL BOOMS BOX
MARKED DECLINE
OFFICES IN BOSH
WITH BAD BREAKS

8othern and Marlowe, Century (4th Inclement Weather Puts Heavy Two Turnaway Nights Give
week). Engagement extended another two weeks after this. Cura
Shows Increased Gross
Crimp in Box Office'
rent play is "The -Merchant of
Smile" ami 'Boubouroche," with
Venice." "Chocolate Soldier" reArnold Daly next week. Both are
The Shakesvival, will succeed.
Boston, Nov. 21;
Chicago, Nov. 23.
two-act plays.
pearean stars got around $17,000
"Anna Christie," Vanderbilt (4th
Tfce cloak of bad breaks keeps
One of the best breaks 'of the Sanlast week, playing but one mat- hovering over the Chicago, theatres, son, so far as business Is concerned,
week). An active box office sent
inee.
the stock of this new drama upinstead of a gradual ihcrea.se, a was registered at the theatres last
wards. Did not get quite $7,000 "Tangerine," Casino (16th week). noticeable decline has the upper Friday and Saturday nights, due to
for its third week, but the Jump
Last week business as strong as hand. Last week's resume Includes
city to
in business, excellent percentage.
ever, with the takings totaling unpleasant weather, that put the the immense crowd In the
Saturday takings $700 better than
Unless show is tampered heaviest blow and crimp In the box attend the Harvard-Yale game.
$20,500.
previous Saturday.
with it look's set for the season. office the last few days of the week. Every house in town Was packed at
"Beware of Dogs/' 39th St. (8th "Thank You," Longacre (8th week). The Incoming and outgoing shows both performances, and for the first
procession. time
week). Remains for holiday busiBetter attendance again evidenced have formed a regular
thli season the speculators
ness and then to road; house
with several The tables have been reversed, and found no difficulty In getting rid Of
here last week
seat
box
pay
would
people
where
probably awaiting a new attracDrew
figuring.
around
parties
prices for balcony seats, they now their buys at fancy prices.
Hodge show did not hold
tion.
$9,000, which is best gross for
to come to
The Colonial got the cream of the
pace of early two weeks in
eight performan.ccs since opening. have many inducements
the theatre, yet are shy. Through business, due to the fact that the
Broad hurst and here; takings
Started this week strongly.
this some good shows havA suffered. Harvard team, with the coaches,
considerably off.
"The Bat," Morosco (66th week).
At present there are* a few shows
"Bill of Divorcement," Times Sauare
Strength of this drama amazing that prefer half a- house at war occupied boxes at the performance
<7th week). Looks settled for a
considering that three road com- prices to an overflowing crowd at of "Two Little Girls in Blue," after
long run, with box office draw and
panies are on tour. With extra pocketbook admissions.
As a result,
they broke training.
advance strong. Over $15,000 last
performance it should be good
week; big figure for house at $2.60
•Fred Stone and his show, "Tip prices for the Saturday night perfor $13,000 this week. Should con•
scale.
Top," have been tapping each cus- formance were Jacked up 80 cents
tinue until spring.
"Blossom Time," Ambassador (ftth
tomer for $3.86 through its entire to a $4 top, the house doing $4,400
week). Best business for house "Tha Circle," Selwyn (Uth week). run. Now conditions do not war- for that show.
Management continues to attract rant the show staying here, even
and attraction looked for' this
Otis Skinner in "Blood and Sand,"
attention through extra advertis- though the book reads "until the
week, with Thanksgiving providing, yet show is leading the non- middle of December."
ing a $4 performance and the
The show at the Hollls, was the only new atthis
week.
He opened
traction
musicals.
Around
game
a
last
$19,000
football
Navy
and
Army
which beat "Tip Top" in admission
week.
Last week
$5- Saturday night.
It Monday to a house that showed a
scales is White's "Scandals.'.'
this musical success went over "Tha Claw," Broad hurst (6th week)
the
sale of about $1,100, which is a betwasn't long, though, before
$20,000.
Pace a bit off. last week from the "Scandal" show woke up that Chi- ter figure than either of the two
Down shows that Immediately preceded
"Bluebeard's Eighth Wife," Ritz
first month's going. .Gross a little cago is now box office shy.
Without the .ad-,
(10th week).
over $10,000.
came the "Scandal" price, followed
vantages of the holidays business "The Great Broxopp," Punch & Judy by salary cuts, and another box of- him, and the play looks good for
held to profitable gait last week.
(2d week).
English comedy ap- fice cut, and now the "Scandal" show business during the two weeks' stay.
Skinner generally stays longer
Over the $15,000 mark; holding
pears to be well liked. Figures to pinch hits for "Tip Top" for two
up "with dramatic leaders thus far.
stand a good chance In this small weeks, allowing Elsie Janls to coax than two weeks in this city, but
"Bomb©,* Jolson (8th week). Is up
house. Critical comment favorable, the people into the Illinois.
two weeks has been set as the time
the limit for shows in this -house lately.
entered
with the big money getters. With "The Green Goddess," Booth (44th
"Enter Madame"
three matinees this week and. the
week). Little change in this hold- Playhouse Sunday .evening. Even It Is figured It Is better to have near
Saturday night scale up to $5,
over
melodrama,
Conslstantly the critical critics found room to capacity houses
for two weeks than
another gross of better than $30,around $9,000 weekly; within $200 throw in many words of praise for
000- looked for.
Around $29,000
of that gross last week.
this attraction. The show is in for to have a play drag on for three of
T
"Ths Man s Name," Republic (2d a limited run, with advance sales four weeks to spotty or decreasing
week). Drew good notices, though promising a profitable stay. "Love business.
"Daddy's Gone- •- Hunting,* Plymouth (12th week). Will remain
draw for first five days little Birds," with Pat Rooney and Marion
"The Mirage," in which Florence
into December; rehearsals of "The
under $5,000 (opened Tuesday, Bent, drew well at the Studebaker. Reed Is playing at a $2 top at the
Idle Inn" with Ben Ami delayed
1a. st.
wc&lc)
The top notch feature of the season Selwyn, leaves town this week, and
Pace of Zoe "Liliom," Fulton (32d week). Last in Chicago so far is the Eddie Canuntil this week.
Akins' drama fair, never putting
week saw this holdover drama tor show, "Midnight Rounders," Thurston will come In. Thurston
it in "big money division."
again at around $9,000, which Is placing Shuberts' Great Northern on hasn't played here for several sea"Demi-Virgin," Eltinge (6th week).
the groove it set for, the fall. That the recognized local theatre map. sons.
Went clean last week all the way;
The Cantor item even overshadows
"Theodora" (film) came Into the
is paying business for both house
Since Shubert, supplanting "The Passing
publicity attendant court proceedthe long run of "The Bat."
and attraction.
ings against attraction responsible "Mad Pog," Comedy. Was with- "Midnight Rounders'* tenanted the Show " which was switched to the
%
for steady box office line. Nearly
drawn last Saturday without an- Great Northern, the daily receipts Boston
Opera House for the final
$15.000— all house will hold.
nouncement, as indicated last have Increased with clock-like reg- week.
ordered
commissioner
License
week. Stayed two weeks House ularity.
Estimates for last week:
show withdrawn by Friday. ManEstimates for the week:
dark again.
agement may flght it.
"Tha Gold Diggers" (Powers', 10th
"Main 8treet," National (8th week).
"Tha Love Latter" (Tremont, 3d
"Dream Maker," Empire (1st week).
Efforts to send this one over have week). Booked until Dec. 24. Extra week).
Despite the capacity play
New attraction, with William
not materially boosted mediocre advertising followed this announce- of the last two nights of last week,
Gillette starred. Opened Monday.
pace. "The Fair Circassian" men- ment, with $17,000 take.
with the show playing a $3 top, the
Top $2.50, with matinees antioned to succeed it, but.it may be
"Tha White- Headed Boy" (Olymnounced for $2.
assigned another house.
pic, 1st week).
Great play from gross for the week was about $13,"Duley," Frazee (15th week). Three "Marie Antoinette,"
This would seem to indicate
Playhouse
(1st universities. Has been asked to per- 000.
matinees this week with holiday
week). New Brady show starring form at different universities but re- that Thomas and his musical show
prices attaining for two perGrace
George.
Premiere
listed fused. For six days, close to $10,000. are about ready to go, but so far
formances should again give this
"Greenwich Village Follies" (Gar- no announcement of a coming atfor last Saturday postponed until
comedy $11,000 and over. .Last
rick. 3d week).
Picked up, with traction has been posted. When
Tuesday, this week.
it
week the takings were $9,000
total
of $16,500. Going along fast.
"Music
Box
Revue,"
Music
Box
"Everyday," Bijou (2d week). New
"Queen of Sheba" (Woods'. 1st Is considered that shows went out
(10th
week).
Standing
room
at
Rachel Crothers drama opened
Film. Opened at $1.50 top. of this house playing to a turnaway
all performances, with the gross week).
Wednesday last week; comment
$26,800.
New scale at $5 top then switched to continuous, with this season after doing business in
mixed; some reviewers, however,
top of 75c. Grossed $9,200.
Film the neighborhood cf $1.0,000 weekly,
started
this
week,
which
gives
the
giving excellent opinion. Is startthe Thomas flop is especially unhouse a capacity of $29,400. At- billed circus-like.
ing slowly, as most plays by this
"Tip Top" (Colonial, 15th week). fortunate.
traction
is
Broadway's
smash
author, but has a chance.
Closing in two weeks. Receipts keep
leader.
"First Year," Little (57th week).
"Blood and Sand" (Hollls, last
going down. Got $14,000, one-half
Thouph some of the matinees are "Nature's Nobleman," Apollo (2d of its gross when starting. Leaves week). Got the carriage trade at
week). House is guaranteed for
off, night attendance continues to
for
Boston.
White's "Scandals" the opening, with indications pointfour
weeks,
with
an
option
for
hold up, and Broadway looks for
ing t
big business for the two
seven weeks in all. Opened to a moves in from Illinois.
this comedy hi to run through a
"Nice People" (Cort. 4th week). weeks. Is one of the favorite playhouse last week, which
$2,500
second season.
Hplding own against other shows.
aided, show going to around $7,005
ers in this city.
"Mary Rose" in
"Get Together," Hippodrome (13th
"The Bat" (Cohan's Grand, 47th
on week. Is $2 top.
week). New features have been
week). Run beginning to tell from the "last week did $13,000.
Introduced, management strength- "Only 38," Cort (11th week). Final receipt angle. Around $12,000.
"Two Little Girls in Blue" (Coweek. Going to road. Coil's "Ihr
ening show with novelties. Busi"Theodora" (La Salle, 1st week). lonial, 3d week). Did $\100 better
Salary Man" succeeds next week.
ness in the big house claimed to
Film. $4,000 first week. Something gross last week
than the week pre"Return
of
Peter
Grimm,
"
Belasco
over
averaging
satisfactory,
be
must he done to hoost gross or it
(10th week). Final week. Going looks
vious, doing $17,600. and is running
$ 10.000 weekly.
like film will have to vacate
on* tour with Warfleld. Belasco's if
stronger
all
"Good Morning Dearie," Globe (4th
the
time.
With the
it does not want to stand heavy
• second
attraction of seasu.i,
Ki- loss.
week). Classes with the musical
moving of the Shuberts' "Passing
ki," succeeds next week. 'Grimm"
comedy leaders; advance sale ex"Woman
of Bronze" (Princess, 3d Show" to the Boston Opera House
Capacity
got $13,000 last week.
tends into January.
week). Getting mueh praise but not and "The Rose Girl," the other Shuaround $27,000. which was the "Sally," New Amsterdam
(47th so mueh monev. $10,000.
bert musical show, closing here this
week). Upstairs hurt on Monday
figure for last week.
"Skin Game" (Shubert Central, 3d
of last week, but musical smash week). Page Wm. A. Brady. Third week, it should get a break that will
"Golden Days," Gaiety' (4th week).
came hack and went to a gross of week of this show's run grossed carry it along for two weeks longer
Has not been able to draw the
measure of business that is profit$30,500.
more than any other week. $7,000 at least.
able to house and will be suc- "Shuffle Along," 63d Street (27th is big money. Originally show was
"The Passing Show" (Boston
ceeded after two weeks more. Talk
week). Colored revue looks set for going to leave after first week.
Opera House). Moved to this house
of "The Straw" moving up from
run through the winter, as indi"Midnight
Rounders"
(Great after doing
a very fair business at
Village.
cated by fall 4>ace. A surprise Northern, 11th week). Other con"Grand Duke," Lyceum (4th week).
money maker.
tracts that could not be cancelled the Shubert (downtown) for three
Is commanding a brilliant draw, "Suzette," Princess (1st week).
A force this attraction to road next weeks. Move necessary to allow
with the house heavily populated
musical scheduled to relight house week.
Climhed to $14,000. "Take film to come in. Business held up
upstairs as well as down. Played
Thursday ni^ht.
It From Me" Nov. 27.
very well last week with capacity
to $13,800 last week; total ca- "The O'Brien Girl," Liberty (8th
"Scandals" (Illinois, 6th week). Friday and Saturday nights.
pacity at scale is $14,500.
week). Seems to grow stronger $15,000 far from good. High prices
"The Bad Man" (Plymouth, 4th
"Greenwich Village Follies," Shubert
each week, with good call for ad- hurt grows. Might get better mark
Past changes and
(13th week).
vance. Nearly $10,000 last week. at Colonial, where it rocs next week. week). Is doing better all the time,
new numbers have livened revue.
Elsie
Janls eomes In to Illinois.
and is considered to be the best bet
Musical show playing to $
ton
Did not hold the holiday business "The Perfect Fool," Co .an (3d
"Afgar" (Studebaker, 7th week). in the way of a comedy that the
pace but got better than $18,000.
week). Went clean for all per- $0,500. Left Saturday for Cleveland. town holds. Did about $13,000 last
"Intimate Strangers," Miller (3d
formances last week, approximat- "Love Birds" opened Sunday.
week,
liter than it has done since
week). Tiilling one of the smart"Miss Lulu Bett" (Playhouse. 5th
ing a gross of $17,500. That Is all
arrival.
Billie Burke
est draws in town.
house can hold with a $'\50 scale. week). $9,000. Has had a good run
Show looks best piece "The Silver
starring.
considering
everything.
"Enter
"The
MaRose Girl" (Wilbur, Cth
Fox," Maxine Elliott
by Booth Tarkington since his
week).
Despite the cold reception
(12th week). Busines not up to dame" opened Sunday night.
"Clarence." Around $12,500; good
"Lightnin'"
(Blarkstone,
11th
expectations,
but
management
this show got when it came in, it
for this bouse.
claims steady profit and continu- week). $20,000. with advance sales has come from behind and has
"lust Married, Nora Baye-s (30th
sky high. Seats as scarce as hen's
ance through winter.
managed to eke out six weeks. Did
week). House making a profit "The Straw," Greenwich Village (3d teeth.
better business last week because
right along and attraction also,
week). Last week's takings just
though probably in less measure.
week, which is not profitable for cf the football crowd. Last week,
fair. An O'Neil drama commandShould run until first of year and
so big a production. Will remain "The Nightcap" underlined.
ing much attention. Started this
may stick longer.
until Christmas holidays and then
week better, and if strength is
"The Mirage (Selwyn, last week).
Haw (8th
"Lill.es of the Field."
tour.
developed, will he moved uptown.
Did fair considering the house had
week). Business promoted to pay(2d
"We
Girls,"
Title,"
Belmont
week)
48th
Street
"The
(3d
eek).
played nothing but films for several
ing basis by clever extra adverExtra advertising for this new
Too Knglish and no chance on
Interested parties have
tising.
weeks. It was necessary to adverpiece, but chances doubtful. Last
Broadway. Will he replaced as
started receivership proceedings,
week's grpss did not bette- $4,000. tise extensively that show was not
soon as a successor Is picked, and
which may slow up the pace.
"Theodora," Astor (7th week). Filip. a film.
may he withdrawn Saturday.
Went ot $H,fi00 last week.
Pace off about $2,000, with gross
"Theodora" (Shubert, last week(.
"Six Cylinder Love," Sam Harris "The Wild Cat," Park (1st week).
of
around $10,000 last' week.
production
Cort
SpanJohn
A
demand
at
Steady
Opened strong.
(14th week).
Big advertising
ish piece. Llsteu to relight house "What Do Men Want?" Lyric (2d campaign.
box office for this comedy; one
week).
Film.
Stunt publicity
Saturday night.
Business early in
of the hits.
"Over
the
Hill"
along Broadway attracting tran(Tremont Temweek not capacity, but gross is "Wandering Jew," Knickerbocker
ple). Final week.
sients. New film Sunday.
6th week). Around $: \000 last
from $15,000 to $16,000.

"Ambueh," Kan-irk
week.

November

Friday,
'

Philadelphia, Nor. S3.
Four openings this week, varying
from musical comedy to tragedy,
are likely to change the complexion
of things theatrical here.
The four openings are Elsie Janls,

"The

"The Last Walts,"

Easiest
Jones."

Way" and "The Emperor

There are no sure-Are knock-outs
in the collection as far as Philadelphia is concerned, though Miss
Janls ought to get the cream at the
Forrest. The Shuberts opposed bar
with their •Straus operetta at the
Shubert across the street, and they
have the advantage of a New xorjjf,
run prestige.
"The Easiest Way" Is juai the
'

.

.

kind of a show for the Broaot' limits allotted two weeks the revfvaTof
the Walter drama oufeht to do business, especially as Miss Starr- if
about as popular here as anywhere,
;'

"The Emperor Jones?'

in the' east.
is,

by

It

may keep up
v

very nature, problematical.
the good wofk 'of
"In the Ntg t Watch," which surprised them all at the Walnut, awi,
then again, it may flop as it htm
its

in several cities. At its open*
ing Monday the O'Neill play had a
splendid house and drew most of
the critics. No' limit has been wet,
as yet, on lis stay.

done

"The Bat" faltered
but

came back

last

Monday,

later in the week,

and fne Thanksgiving week's sales
have been reported as excellent.
Is

now assured

It

that this thrUler
Christmas,

will stay until after

Dltrichstein with "Toto" has been
catching on after a mild opening.
In fact, Phllly seems to have taken
to this comedy more than New 'York
or Chicago did. The notices were
splendid and the show is getting
-

much

word -of -mouth ad-

praise by

However, its business is
not enough to warrant the manage-

vertising.

ment

keeping "Toto" more than
"Face Value." Ditrlchnewest comedy, Is to come in
and remain probably three

in

three weeks.
stein's
Dec. 6

weeks, making six In all for Dltrichstein
unusual for the present season here.

—

Dog Drummond,"

"Bull

the Dft-

lingham music-less show, hops Into
the Garrbck Monday (28th), making
the only opener on that date. "Little Old New York" was figured as a

an extra week here,
but three proved its limit. Openings Dec 5 will also include Skinner
in "Blood and Sand" at the Broad
and a new show at the Forrest to
succeed Janis. This latter has not
been named.
"The Last Waltz" may stay at the
Shubert until Christmas, when "The
Passing Show" opens, but that Is
not a certainty. Neither syndicate
or Shuberts announce much In adpossibility for

vance this year. There is nothing
else even hinted at except Ethel
Barry more for the Broad, probably
Dec. 26, and "Ladies' Night" to follow Dltrichstein at the Lyric. The
Walnut has nothing underlined.
Estimates for .last week:,.
.

"The Easiest Way" (Broad, let
week).
Two weeks, considered
surety for that time. Advance sale
consistent; opening night big. "Deaf
Me" last week went out to about
$10,000.

"The Last Waltz" (Shubert, 1st
week).
Looks good, but for how
long nobody knows. Despite opposition
at
opening, drew a $1,750
house Monday, oft some In the balcony.
"Mecca" in Its last week
dropped to

$19,000.

Elsie Janis
rest, 1st

of

and Her Gang (For-

week).

Excellent business

and "Merry Widow"
and although new is ex-

"Follies"

behind it,
pected to clear big in this big house.
"Follies" drew capacity throughout
its second week for great gross of
$34 843
"Little Old

New York" (Garrlck,
3d week). This comedy has fluctuated and finally settled at fair but
not satisfying profit.
Figured Its
name was against it here. "Bull

Dog Drummond" suddenly brought

next week. "Little Old New
York" about $12,500 last week.
"Emperor Jones" (Walnut, 1st
week). Had class house at opening,
but many who went did so out of
curiosity
and were not visibly
pleased. Ileal demand for this kind
of thing here, but not an extended
one.
"in the Night Watch" limped
In for

About $11,000.
"The Bat" (Adelphin, 9th week).
week for first
came back en-

hit at closing.

Off at beginning of
time during run, but

cournglngly:

"Toto"
liked here,

$16,500.

2d week).
Well
and picked up some after

(Lyric,

disappointing opening.
Will probably hold its own now throughout
three weeks' run.
Not, however,
considered a slam; $13,000.

Charles Ruggles has continued In
his "Demi-Virgin" role at the Eltinge, New York.
Mr. Ruggles was
out of *he piece for two days last
week,

during

which

Watson played the

time
part.

Bobby
Watson

received two weeks' salary for tbo

two performances.

!
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COHAN TO PRODUCE

SPANGLER QUITS

HUNGRY, NORTHWEST

(

AS OPERA MANAGER

Ca TO TOUR

ASKS STOCK

Surprise Story
About Mrs. MeCormiok

•

grfrinbridge, of Minneapolis,

Company

to Other

Prc u cd to Bring Hit
Bird"

Towna—WtH Do "Bhw

(or Holidays

Minneapolis, Nov. 2t.
Evidence that there Is still money
for road attracNorthwest
g* the
tions is contained in many letters
received by Buss Brainbridge, man*
tjtr of the Shubert Stock Company
lure, since he announced New York
attractions, not shown by touring
companies, will be produced by his
company. The Northwest wants
Brain-bridge's Company to make a
tour covering the larger cities.
Right now Brainbridge is having
trouble getting exclusive
production rights on "Honeymoon
House." This piece was scheduled
for production in New York, but
Minneapolis &tock producer got It.
the first. Since then the play broker,
with which he dealt, wants to
Brainbridge is
release.
got bis
standing pat.
plans
call
for the pronow
His
ducing ot "The Blue Bird." which
Will play the Shubert during the holidays. This will be the first attempt
ST any stock producer to stage a
Many of the cast of 75
spectacle.
will be recruited from local ranks.
Melville Burke, stage director, has
Invited children of Minneapolis for
Sj tryout, and has already selected
many local youngsters. Brainbridge
has the Maeterlinck set for the
holiday week.
Minneapolis is going to see following New York productions never
before seen here at $1 top: "Cornered." "The Detour," "The Hero,"
o>

little

Are Even," "Nobody's
Money" and "Honeymoon House."

"Honors

The Jack X. Lewis stock has
moved from Newark, N. J., to

FIDELITY'S BI6 BILL
League Show Nov. 27— Ins

Now

Claire'a

Playlet

A pretentious bill is announced by
the Actors' Fidelity League for the
show at the Henry Miller next Sunday evening (Nov. 27).

generation.

Alma Tell, with McKay Morris,
will give "The Minuet," a comedietta by Louis N. Parker.
Ina Claire also will do a new playadapted from the French of
let,
Lucien Olivier, and produced at the
Theatre Antoine, Paris, and never
before shown in this country. Lord
Dusaney's "The Murderers" will be
played by a Cast of three men not
yet announced.
"The Railway King," an abridged
comedy-drama by Ernest Klton, will
be staged with the author in the
principal part and Miriam Elliott.
Earl Gilbert, Marcelle Nelkins and
Albert Houson in support,
Maurice and "his partner. Miss
Hughes, promise a new dance, and
Janet Beecher will contribute a

chairman of the executive committee and principal backer of the company, and Mary Garden, director-

i

general, refused to discuss the mat-'
ter further than to say Spangler had
reslgneo and that they had picked
a man better adapted for the position to succeed him.

A

story

8howloss Region

in

going the rounds that

out.

Shaw upon taking charge announced that he would immediately
commence a campaign to get the
l>alance of the

$500,000 subscribed.

He said ther- would be no change
monolog.
The box office scale will remain as in the company executive or artistic
departments at the present time.
formerly at 50 cents to $2.
Mr. Shaw also stated that he would
work under the direct orders of Miss
HILL- VAN HEARING
Garden and do Just as slie directed.
Ogdensburg, N. Y., Nov. 23.
Spangler, prior to assuming the
Gus Hill was justified in ousting position with the opera company,
Arthur Van, comedian, from the had
been convention manager for
"Bringing Up Father" show, .n
the Chicago Association o
Comwhich he was starred at the time
merce for 13 years. It was through
the production was suddenly closed
that organization's endorsement and
In Syracuse .by order of Hill.
So backing
of the company he was aptestified former chorus girls in the
pointed to the post made vacant by
Van starring* vehicle who remained Johnson.
loyal to Hill at the time that Van
Johnson who is here, when asked
raised the standard of revolt in
if
ho would return to tho opera
Syracuse.
company,
said:
"What is tho use.
The girls gave their testimony beOscar
Hammerstein said tha* grand
fore former Justice P. C. J. DeAnopera was not a business but a disgells of Utica at a special hearing
held here. The Utica Judge Is the ease, and I want to keep as far
referee hearing the evidence In the away from I* as I can."

KNOW

Innoeent Stock Manager Qives Sun-

day Performance
Rochester, N. Y., Nov.

21.

PBOGBAM
Despite the Arcade announced a
"Ambush," tho Charles Rlchraan show for last Sunday night, no show
play which ends a seven weeks' stay was given. For a number of years

at tho Garrlck Saturday, may be
Minneapolis, Nov. 23.
taken over from the Theatre Guild
Small towns la the Northwest for booking by the Shuberts, The
Lade showless by transportation piece will probably be sent on tour.
was first planned to switch it into
its, lack of business, and other
onuses are ripe for good rep shows, a Broadway house.
The Guild is
according to word received hero.
ring a new kind
Clint and Bessie Bobbins, small of program, starting Monday with
town favorites of old, are cleaning "The Wife With a Smile" and
"Boubouroche." Qoth are two -act
HP.
Their stock show played Huron, plays, with Arnold Daly and Blanche
B, Dak., one week at 75 cents top Yurka in the casta.
nnd were 'held over for second. Sevil rop shows are being organized
MITCHELL'S SHOW A LOSES
and will tour Dakota?, MonSam H. Harris will close "The
Minncsota.
Champion," starring Grant Mitchell,

nothing outside of pictures has been
permitted on Sunday in this city, so
when the Arcade announced it would

open on Sunday the police commissioner notified Manager M. R. Williams there would be no show.
•

On

the previous Sunday a "sacred
concert" was staged.
It Is said
police who attended it reported it a
dramatic performance. When called
upon to explain Mr. Willhuns told
the commissioner he was unaware
that he was violating any law. The
Kinsey Stock recently came here
from Toledo, where Sunday shows
are permitted, and Mr. Williams
after its engagement at the Bronx claimed to be under the impression
opera house week after next The that shows were permitted on Sun- "TANGERINE" INJUNCTION
running expenses of the attraction day here.
The motions for a temporary in- are $4,000 weekly, and the show
The matter has aroused some disjunction against Carle Carleton in- has not been yielding the manage- cussion here.
While theatre men
stigated by W. V. Fauhce and John ment a profit.
are not particularly anxious for
J\
Watts, two backers of the
Sunday shows they believe they
Tangerine" show were granted by ST0LTZ MANAGING
at least have the same right
WARFTELD should
Justice Guy last week, who also
as picture interests in case they did
Melville Stoltx, for tho past 11
stipulated a receiver be appointed to
want to open.
take over the assets of the corpora- years manager of the Shubert and
tion.

Faunce

set

Rouse, Grossman
$45,000

for

&

forth

through Klaw

Vorhaus he paid Louis,

half interest in the
production and Watts $10,000 for a
One-tenth interest in addition, to a
$1,000 note, which he did not pay.
Carleton'N
answering affidavits
Stated in part he did not form a
holding company because he did not
Want the control of the show to
pass from his hands and that
Faunce's only interest in the production financially revolved about
a member oC the cast, J.-amtte
a*

•

&

Erlangor

in St
manage-

houses

will take over the

of David Warn old's tour in
"The Return of Peter Grimm" when

ment
it

starts next week.

WM. SEYMOUR COMING BACK
William Seymour, for many yearn
general stage director for the late
Charles Frohman, in about to return to the Hfnge. Tie has been in
retirement for several years owing
rt>

ill-health.

Methvin.

In and Out of "Village Follies"
Ula Sharon is the newest addi"Greenwich Village Foleent. wcc!.i\ yn; alty as co-author of lies," joining Monday. She replaced
the pie.'c and that ho also appro- Margaret lvtit. Gladys Miller also
priated In
(too advan
royalties has left the show.
for the mv.Mic publishing rights from
Leo ]-Y:s' |j,r.
Smith son Staging "Red
epper"
•'Thi\«»-i >*.•••
Frank Smilhson will stage the
did not j.tart out
(suspicion 'y as a musical attraction new Melntyre and Heath show,
bet ha*
,•',
drawing real mniKv "Red Pepper." sehedu'c.l for pro«C late.
duction next month.

The eoinj.'iiiuants allegvd^Cai-L-tnn
Was diverting one and on*-- ha If per

,

$.".,

i

•

'.

lt

i

tion to the

.

tlon where its future could not be
Interfered with.
The amounts involved In the petition were small,
the prime intent being to get the
show out of Mr. Stanton's control.

The

petitioners'

arguments men-

(Continued from page 1)
In the first offering In London with
Cochran, he starring In "The Tavern." Later a musical revue will be
produced by the new managerial
team.
Tentative plans also call for sending "The O'Brien Girl" to London,
the Idea now being to present the
same company as now appearing In
New York, this company to tour

America later.

The plan of George M. Cohan to
produce shows in England was first

stated in Variety prior to his sailing six weeks ago. The trip was
dual In purpose, Mr. Cohan wishing
to take a vacation sad at the same
time survey English theatricals
with a view to producing there.
When the Actors' Equity Association voted in the closed shop Cohan
viewed the proceedings skeptically,
and when the Equity officials flatly
declared
players
appearing
In
Cohan's
attractions
must sign
terests asked that Joseph Klaw be closed shop contracts because of his
their receiver, and the petitioners independent stand as
manager he
appointed Kenneth M. iSpence.
cancelled his entire producing proIt was agreed between the attor- gram for this season, retaining only
neys the activities of its present of- "The O'Brien Girl,- for which there
ficers should cease entirely and the were a number of run of the play
production be vested solely in the contracts Issued.
hands of the receivers.
Asked at the time he ordered an
Internal dissension is given as the other productions called off if he
reason for the oourt proceedings. would in the near future produce,
It is said that Shea and Hurlburt Mr. Cohan declared the stage was
were Interested In the production, his birthright and no one could take
both to get a percentage of the that away from him. When the
profits.
Shea's bit Is reported at 10 first news of Cohan's activities in
per cent. Reports are that the ap- Bngand was broached It was the
plicants for a receiver asked for a opinion along Broadway "The Tardivision of profits.
It Is alleged, em- was a type of play virtually
there are no actual profits as yet, assured of an English reception.
despite the Jump In the business at
During the trip abroad Mr. Cohan
the Klaw, because the production Is said to have spent less than ten
outlay and other costs have not days in London, most of his time
being devoted in traveling on the
been paid off.
"Lilies" is said to have an excel- continent.

chance to land for the season.
business Jumped when a special
advertising campaign was started.
Election week the show did better
than $11,100.* Last week, without
holidays, business again moved upward, the show going to around
The original cost of the
$11,600.
extra advertising was nearly $2,000
weekly, which the house shared id
and which was a natural increase
In operation costs. Harry Relchenback handled the advertising on a
percentage basis, he to get II per
cent on the gross above $7,200. According to the business, the publicity expert has been the only winner to date.
lent

Its

The consummation of the arrangement with Mr. Cochran is reported to have been made in Paris
just prior to Cohan's departure for
Cherbourg, where he boarded the
Carmania last Saturday. It was
known If he decided on producing
In England it would be nebessary
for Cohan to combine with an EJwglish manager, as the regulations for
theatricals there provides an enormous tax on attractions of producers who do not have pre-war
standing.

Mr. Cochran Is one of the most
energetic of the English managers.
He has no less than seven theatres
and amusement resorts under his
Relchenbach left New York for control in London. They are New
the coast last Saturday to bring Oxford, London Pavilion, Garrlck,
back the print of the Universal pro- Princess, Apollo, Alwych and Palduction "Foolish Wives."
In the ace. He is ulso well known in New
•

DIDN'T

GUILD'S NEW

Showo Reported Cleaning Up

Is

Mrs. McCormlck is prepared to assume the financial backing of the
company and have Miss Garden step

reached a decision.

Rep.

Continued from page IS)

tioned the allegation that the officers of the corporation were dissipating and diverting the funds of
the company for their own purChicago, Nov. M.
poses and were making unnecessary
George M. Spangle r, who became expenditures.
business manager of the Chicago
At the hearings R. A, Francis apOpera Company early this year, af- peared for the corporation and Ditter the resignation of Herbert John- tenhoefer ft Flshel for the Klaw
son, has also abdicated, stepping Theatre, where the attraction is now
aside for C. A. Shaw, formerly tour being shown. In exchange for the
manager of the company, who has appointment of the receiver, Hurlbut
been appointed temporary business agreed to withdraw the injunction
suit he had begun earlier against
manager.
the corporation
the furThe resignation of Spongier came ther production toofrestrain
"Lilies of the
as a complete surprise to the memField" on the ground of breach of
bers of the opera company and the
contract in that his name had been
250 subscribers who had pledged
omitted from the newspaper adver11,000 each to back the organization.
tising as author. Mr. Stanton's, in-

May Irwin will make a special appearance in "A Woman's Wont,"
produced by Augustin
Daly under the title, "The Obstinate
Much mystery surrounded his]
Family," but rewritten for the new resignation. Harold F. McCormlck,
originally

Akron, O.
Ralph Kcllard has joined the
stock in Toledo. O., as leading man.
The Mae Desmond Players are at
Hudson) In
the Desmond
(old
Schenectady, N. Y. Miss Desmond
and Frank Fielder head the comOther members are Frank
pany.
Camp, Jay J. Mulray, Sumner Nich- Van injunction proceedings.
Van and his supporters appeared
ols, Mary Duncan Stewart, Eleanor
hearing, but Justice DeAnBrent, Louise Sanford, Earl Dwlre at tho
gells declared that additional eviand George Carlyle.
dence was desirable before he

NORTHWEST RCADY
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CONGRESSMAN'S "BREACH"
Washington, D. C, Nov. 23.
Anna Elizabeth Niebol, with a
"company on the road," said to be
the "Follies," is suing Congressman
Manuel Herrlck of Oklahoma for
Mr. Herrlck has
publicity
considerable
beauty
self-conducted
a
contest as well an introducing what
ha# been termed "freak" bills in
Congress.
Mies Niebel, who Is a Washington girl and 19 yearn old, has her
suit presented through her mother,
whose address Is given as 155 West
She has
46th street, New York.
supplied the local papers with much
in the way of sensational copy, one
statement being that the Congressman made love like he would make
a political speech.
For the sum of $50,000 Miss Nhl.H
feel* her heart aehee will he compensated.
breach of promise.

attained

through

meantime Mark Vance

is

handling York, both as a manager and
sportsman. His productions which
reached America were "The Better
'Ole,- "In the Night Watch," "Deburau." "As You Were" and "Afgar," the latter piece still playing

the publicity for "Lilies of the
Field" and the Theatre Owners'
Chamber of Commerce BalL

EQUITY* "BLACKLIST"

(Continued from page 12)
The full list is George M. Anderson,
M. B. Benson. Edwin Lamar, Morris
Walnstock, A. Robl, J. J. McArthur,
Jacob Ooldenberg, Ned Wayburn
and Martin Samp ter. The rest of
the list Is:
Walter Hast, Arthur
Buckner, Alan Brooks, Max Cohen,
M. Thomashefsky, James Cormlcan,
Leon Do Costa, William J. Fallon,
William C. Stewart, Henry Jones,
Clifford Devereux, Frank Fay, Ous
Edwards, Sam A. Marcussan, William Moore Patch, Deborah Beirne,
Barry McCormlck, Arlo Flammer,
Harvey D. Orr, Phillip NIvens, Richard Lambert, Edward Hutchinson,
Morris Rose, Gerald Bacon and Morris

Wlttman.

here.

The English manager has been
quick

tor

adopt American methods,

and

his long experience here prior
to his English success as a pro-

ducer stood him in good stead. The
most recent of his use of American
theatricals for London was his
production. "The League of No-

'which Is In good part
"What's in a Name." That revue
was put on here by John Murray
Anderson, who went to London to
tions,"

stage the
Cochran.

T.

"Notions"

M. A.

show

for

COLD

(Continued from pngc 1)
gage Equity as well as non-Equity

Though it is stated by "Equity" actors.
Inasmuch as all but three or four
that there are others owing salaries,
the printed list is in part an appar- of the T. M. A. managers succeeded
ent substitution. In several cases It in casting their shows and operating
companies with non-Equity
is noted that there are two names their
known to have been associated with casts, the rank and file see no nethe same attraction, so the list does cessity for joining the P. M. A.
Several attampts were made by
not actually represent 32 shows.
The manager and the backer are T. M. A. officials to get the memnamed separately. In the cases of bers together to at least talk over
Fay and Edwards It Is supposed the P. M. A. lowered membership
money due is for rehearsals, since offer, but so few T. M. A.'s showed
the proposed shows of neither one any interest the idea of the meeting
actually opened. Nearly half of the was dropped.
names are little known on Broadway
or not recognized at all by showmen,
o
#)
the inference being the attractions
were of the small stand character.
'The Married Woman," by ChesJ. J. McArthur is known on the ter ltailcy Fernold, was placed in
coast.
Wayburn's "defaulting" re- rehearsal this week l..y Norman
fers to his "Town Gossip," which Trevor.
In the cast in addition to
was an all Equity company who Mr. Trevor will be Margaret l>ale,
were advised to remain with the Mrs. Kdmund Gurncy, Crant Stewshow after Heveral ml."s»ed salary art, with a leading lady yet to be

MABBIED WOMAN

announced.

dates.

The s'aging

will he

rection o( Tvcvor

Another "Lilies"
Another "Lilies of the l'i» hi company is being organized. The second company will take to the road
playing road time into Chicago,
where it will be placed for a run.

to

oi"'n

in

and

under the diq planned
it
i

New Vork Christmas

\vee»;
.Id)-,

stock

Tiierk,
X.

(Jest,

formerly ** Ah ComIs general manner

for tti- company and ,'ilso Loiis
intcic^t in the projecL.

an

LEGITIMATE

1«

does his role needlessly throughout,
ovcr-emoting, looking distracted all
the time, and shamelessly angling
for "sympathy." Mary Donnelly, as
an Interpolated **flapper/* with no
significance in the story* stole the
comedy honors with ease and reline* and consequent unsatisfactory vealed prospects, though her stature
Is scarcely suggestive of the ingenue
reading of many of his speeches.
Miss Ucoiac -w»ui, ~ u anything, type. Minnie Dupree, In a weepy,
more charming than in any of tho then eccentric, then declamatory
many characterizations she has re- role, registered heavily and "came
galed the publio with. Her beauti- back'' conspicuously.
"Everyday" sounds as though it
ful, musical voice, her charm of personality, her exquisite delineation had been rewritten in chunks. The
of a role that ranges from the light- scenes are not smoothly knit toest of light comedy to the most gether, and some start so abruptly
poignant tragedy, reveals her once that they seem out of another play.
more as an artist of tho very first But the principal flaw beyond this
rank.
Her largo following of ad- and the uncompelling central theme
mirers will enjoy her latest produc- is the constructive error which
tion, but when they have been ex- causes one Wyman, a principal fighausted. It is likely the general the- ure more so than any of those who
atre-going public will bo meager appear except the Bankhead charTherefore,
with its patronage of this typo of acter never to show.
most of the arguing and far-fetched
semi-historical costume play.
The piece was produced under the squabbling is over some one the audirection of Miss Georgo and John dience has not seen and never sees.
Cromwell, intelligently east, bril- The play was originally named after
this character. NoW he doesn't even
liantly and lavishly staged,
Jok>>
get a chance to say a word in his
own defense, though he Is the main
victim as well as the main hero, and
the bone of all tho voluble conten-
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.a Salle
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FMiinte Nolau
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Eastman
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,
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Iii a special frame reducing the
proportions of the proscenium arch
of the Playhouse, William A. Brady
presented Graco Georgo Tuesday
evening in "Mario Antoinette/* written by Edyro&r. Before the curtain
rose on the first act one or two of
the daily newspaper critics fried to
wheedle out of Brady the identity
of "Edymar," each meeting with the
game reply "I can't tell you. 1*
Variety's reviewer hasards a guess
it is Theodore Kremer, famous a decude ago as our foremost writer of

,

John JJacfarlane

25, 1921

OUT OF TOWN REVIEWS
HER SALARY MAN

BULLDOG DRUMM0ND

Atlantic City, Nov. 23.

Capt.

Bubbling over with humor and
teeming throughout with irresistibly
droll situations, "Her Salary Man"
at the Apollo la the latest production of John Cort, made in associaIt is a
tion with Alex Aaronson.
comedy by Forrest Rutherford, and

Algy LongwortU
Peter DarreH

Geoffrey" Mil
U. Franklin
3am
Carl Petersen
Dr. Henry Laktagton. .C. H. Crocker-]

James Hnndlej
St. Clafr Dayfl<
W. Hocking
William W. MnMe
Hiram G. Travsrs. ........ .George Barraua
Edward M. Favor
Denny

Thomas

Derbyshire
Marcovitcn

much to commend it.
plot reveals a high spirited
girl, heiress to a large fortune
and striving vainly to free herself
from the leading strings of her puria self- constituted
aunt,
tanical
there

Baltimore, Nov. li.
A, E. Mat

Hugh Drumuoaa

is

Glllen

Wallace Hickman
••
Bronlow
James A. Boabell
Attendants at Dr. Lnklngton's Nursing
Home.. John W. Albaugh. Jr.. J. H. Hunt
Phyllss Benton
Dorothy Tetley
,
Trma Petersen
Mary Rehson
.«•
Maid ................,.....' yn tola

The
young

Rendered desperate by
guardian.
the boredom of her surroundings at
This melodrama, now at the
a Southern California resort hotel, Wyndham,
London, bad a success*
she advertises for a husband to
ful premiere here Monday.
It baa
handwhom she is willing to pay a
all the embellishments of that style
some salary on condition that he of entertainment guns, drugged]
live at a point not less than 2.000
cigarets, choloroform, etc.; in fact,
miles distant from her place of everything
Blaney and Kremer used
abode.

—

marriage immediately to delight In.
Tho story, briefly, is of ono Hugh
in by mail, by wire
seems scarcely likely that this and in person, greatly to the dismay Drummond, who returns to England
a captain after service with
and
miss
young
of
venturesome
the
play will Imbed itself firmly in this
I^ucile Watson
the British Expeditionary Forces in
Mary Donnelly lean and therefore hypercritical sea- the indignation of her scandalised
the
late
war. The honorable capis
the
quest
appears,
aunt.
As
it
Lait.
Bon Hurrough* son.

Frank

Mm. Raymond
May Raymond
T. D. Raymond

November

Sheridan
Minnie Dupree
Tnllulah Hankh«;id

tion.
It

Henry Hull

Wan

Offers

of

como pouring

hopeless .there arrives a figure of tain, tired of the humdrum existsterner mould, wealthy and ignorant ence of civil life, yearns for advenHe inserts an advertisement
of the strange situation into which ture.
he unwittingly stumbles. The girl stating he craves excitement, and
Miriam Sears does the wooing, sweeps him off his as he has a handsome income, he
Charles I,aite feet
matrimony and then gets his desire when a young girl
into
William Morris
answers his ad. She, the heroineMyrtlo Tannehill banishes him in accordance with the
Frank Morgan agreement, after handing over a to-be, tells of a hospital next her
Gillette
William
check for $10,000 as the original home where things do not seem to
.Marie Hayties
Setting
that run according to Hoyle.
Harry B. Humphrey Instalment on his salary. From
Arthur J. Wood time onward the chain of events forth to investigate, the captain,
Arthur Ehenhack leading up to the denouement is who has been nicknamed "Bulldog

THE DREAM-MAKER

Kirk patrick openly espouses
this Rachel Crothers comedy-drama,
after being under cover in several
earlier productions by the same author and with some of tbe principal

Marian Brace

Dave

Brue*.'

Frederic Farrar

Rena Farrar
miTu.

notably "39 East."
The
Shuberts are interested in this one
players,

CJeoffrey
Dr. Paul

Clement

.

It is at their Bijou, which has Nora
not been luckily Itooked so far this Finch I.arwen
Uuck Wataon
season, and that takes in the pres- Joseph
C. Bates
ent occupant.
fast enough and funny enough to
"Everyday" is conceived and exeWilliam
Gillette wrote this four- suit even the most blase patrons.
cuted along lines similar to "A Bill
Ruth Shepley as the girl is
of Divorcement," though it far ex- acter from a story by Howard E.
happily cast.
On a par with her
melodramas.
coeds that success in sanity and en- Morton, and produced it at the Emexcellent work is that of Edna May
There Is nothing upon which to tertainment.
It will
probably do pire. The Empire has seldom seen Oliver as Aunt {Sophie Perkins, ui>on
)>aae this guess other than a "hunch" well, too, to draw half as much as
Mr. Gillette whom falls the burden of providing
from a conviction some day Kremer the British accident is* getting, if so utter a failure.
would write a "two-dollar play" that "Everyday" were British, It might seemed to sense it, himself, after the lion's share of the comedy.
A. H. Van Buren as a confirmed
would be talked about in laudatory be called weighty, earnest and pur- the third act, and before the act
bachtdor who falls victim to the
terms. If the mysterious "Edymar" poseful; being only American, it
which
killed all hope, and addressed machinal
girl is capital.
is Kremer he probably feared to rates as wordy, tedious and nebuthe audience in clever phrases and There is considerable pruning to be
face comparison on the part of the lous.
e
m,
«o
be
clea ed before
critics with his earlier work, which
Miss Crothers has gathered Tallu- excellent observation when he said ?.°T
Her Salary "Jf
Man" takes its rightful
,.
»,._._,.
earned for him a competence that lah Bankhead, who scored in her Athat the audience
was doing
the bet- place in the spotlight, but the .maplaces him in comfortable circum- "Nice People." and Henry Hull, who ter
acting and that it must have terial is thin.
Scheuer.
stances for the remainder of his was made in "39 East," and surcome hard
days. Also, if it be Kremer, he can rounded them with other excellent
Oillctte is a grand old gentleman
afford to stand "the gaff* of com- players, and put them through their
of the American theatre, a tower
parison, for "Edymar" has turned artistic setting-up exercises and all
for its finest functions. But in this
out an exquisite piece of writing, thi drills of the manual of dramat- lamentable effort
to surround himpossessed of the utmost literary ics, in pursuance of the vicissitudes self
a whimsical character who
merit He has taken for his subject of a patchy, disordered, frequently turnswith
out
a
hero
everlastingly
a fictitious incident in the life of the incoherent and never important done In "Llghtnln* so
"— he not only
unfortunate queen of France which book.
miscast
himself,
but
created
an un
The first act had comedy the Intended farce.
led to her undoing and that of her
When an opening 1-1
I
ICQ
f\pi I
family, culminating in her being "Main Streef sort—and rather well night audience
***-ViV.
--3
at
the
Empire,
the;
written
and
done.
It
looked
then
as
dragged to the tumbrel and brought
very
atmosphere
of
which
redolent
is
Paris, Nov. 12.
from Versailles to Paris to be though it would develop into a of dignity, plush and standards,
hearty laugh show. But suddenly it
guillotined.
This house Is running as a sort
laughs despite its handkerchiefs at
The play is in three acts, the first veered, even before the first curtain what
are intended for dramatic of opposition to the Grand Gulgnol
fell,
into a mess of "serious" mush,
laid in the queen's bedchamber in
scenes,
little
need
added
debe
in
and
giving a similar program with
the Petit Trianon, in 1777, and la- and waded through charity and tailed narration of tbls premiere.
equal success. A new bill was ofbeled "The Queen Dances"; the sec- ethics and love and art, and finally
The
story
switches
domesfrom
a
ond In the gardens of the Trianon, led into a morass of maudlin mouth- tic episode to a crook yarn an im- fered to habitues, but lacks novelty
The principal item is "The Monkey's
showing the Temple of Love, dubbed ings about honesty. And it was in- possible, impracticable and incredPaw" of L. N. Parker and W. W.
""The Queen Gambles.** and the third tangible dishonesty that dragged the ible crook yarn.
Oillctte plays an
the queen's ante -chamber hi the heroine from millions and a big man ex-convict physician who once loved Jacobs, adopted by Robert Numes
palace of Versailles, titled "The to go broke and walk out in the the heroine's mother, and he saves as "La Main do Singe." The dramiddle of the night for a butchers
matlc story was given in French by
Queen Pays.'*
her through four acts of implausible
) The piece
opens with the atmos- son who, she thought, could sketch, words and events from a* band of Antoine several years ago and the
revival seems to please the present
phere of the period carefully visual- and who profaned wealth and tho ridiculous
badger-workers
who
The supporting Items
ized via scenic and sartorial detail, bread and butter ho had been eat- "frame" her to get some oil stock. generation.
include M Le Diagnostic." one act
showing Marie Antoinette slept in ing.
The dramatic "punch" is in his drama
In
this
day
and
age—
and
in
this
by E. M. Laumann and Paul
the "infamous bed" of Madame Du
forcing
them
to
act
her
before
as
Barry, the mistress of her late town if an audience or many audi- though nothing had happened, to Carrlere, being the tale of a bacfather-in-law. Her brother, Joseph, ences can be thrilled by a diatribe convince the girl it was all a dream teriologist who, deceived by his
Kmperlor of Austria, arrives incog- on altruism, a jeremiad against so that her heart should not be wife, leads his domestic rival to
believe he Is suffering from a.. Innito to attempt to counteract the making a lot of money within the Uroken.
curable disease and so causes him to
scandal attaching to her alleged law, and a panegyric on conscience
It couldn't happen— even In a play.
well, tho town has been hiding
commit
suicide.
amour with Count Fersen. When
The subject is not
And efforts to make It happen Monthe lady in waiting draws aside the something from the undersigned. day night were futile, despite some fresh, and moreover, not partlcucanopy to waken Her Majority it is And this is such a wanton blurb superlative acting. The audience larly well developed. "Isidore" Is a
against
inferential
thievery
that
discovered the bed had not been
occupied and she enters shortly even a holy and high-minded yokel
thereafter, revealing she had been from the West failed to be sold
out to a dance all night. Emperor with It.
For almost a whole act Miss
Joseph commands Count Axel sail Bankhead
and Hull and Minnie
for America with Lafayette the folrave and swore and defied
Dupree
lowing day, to save his sister's repand wrecked families and threw
utation as the Hue d'Orleans, cousin
author, ot which there Is little
away what looked like very sub- well, but they were too few to sus- the
of the king, is plotting the queen's
And ino say beyond the fact the man is
stantial and desirable, futures over tain a success as a comedy.
downfall and using such an innocent
pajamas
and the lady in a night
a flimsy point of commercial integ- tho programing distinctly pointed it attire.
affRir to make her unpopular with
It is not as humorous as InAnd the story on which
rities, which had been settled in a as a drama.
*.
An.tt. ..
»
#
*.
the populace.
tended.
it
was
based was a drama. If Mr.
hundred better plays,
which
Denounced Uh' his plotting in the Kobert "Louis Stevensonand
dismissed Oillctte should choose to retire from
second act by Count Axel. d'Orleans in one line: "There are not three this play and turn it into an honest
is banished from the court by the
a„f
ways of getting money; there are farce with a comedian who would
queen, which results in the ultimate only two earning it or stealing it." descend to tricks and tactics of farce of the same category. As I
overthrow of the monarchy some Miss Crothers may have tho line by which he, himself, would neve- be
at M
»»Meu?a Hv novel
n
years later. Throughout Marie An- crediting Stevenson, as this reviewer guilty, even to save the property, tlcularly
about'? X?™**
the new proprotoinette is idealized in her pure love does, and savo half an act
Kctnlreiv.
and help he might sell it to the public. This gram.
lor Count Axel, with Louis XVI, al- save her play.
is not
suggested in any sense of
though a weakling, standing by his
Miss Bankhead is beatific as the raillery, hut as a sincere alternative.
SIMONE EST
queen to the tragic end. In a scene daughter of a mid-West politician, When people want to laugh, let 'em
CA
with the count she reveals to him just returned from live years abroad,
that is one of the rules of the theParis. Nov. 12.
her love, protesting she has no heart where she absorbed "ideals." Why atre, as iron-bound as any; and
Rerthoz, on taking charge of th_
for court intrigue- -"Take me away. ideals are any better in immoral when a drama works as
a farce it Capucines for the winter season,
1 want to bo a woman."
Krance, apathetic England, brutal should be one. George Cohan did it presented a three-act farce by Ale;;
lust prior- to that Kmpcror Joseph
Jermany, drunken Russia or gypping with "The Tavern," and that w:<s Madis and Yves Mirande. Simon ne
"1
has said to the nnnit,
rely on the Switzerland than they are in the not the first Instance; It had been is like that.
Such is the title, dehonor of a common* r, Count Axel wholesome Middle West, Is not ex- done before and after llrst perform- picting a demi-mondaine
with two
(the count has protested he was plained. Anyhow, she returns with ances.
lovers, the one who pays tho bills
merely a commoner). The fute of ethereal notions about honesty, so
In the east Miss Tannehill stood and the gigolo who docs not.
But
a kingdom in in your hand*.." The much so that she makes a heel of out as snappy, vigorous, clnrming Andre, the
latter, is a rich young
refusal of the count to take her with her doting and seemingly decent and technically excellent.
William man, and accepts the gifts the
him to Aiiuiii'a inspires the queen father, caust s a rupture between her I Morris, always a polished player, large hearted
young lady insists on
to break lor word to the king that parents, double-crosses a man of carried a colorless role with per- giving
him because ho realizes it is
(sho» will never gamble again, and importance whom she has promised
sonality
and high lights.
Miss part of the game of an amant de
d'Orleans makes use of this action to marry, and leaves her father I Sears, ns the lead, was underweight, coeur.
However, the wealthy proto poison the minds of the populace broken and humiliated, to go out Gillette was eccentric and
at limes tector discovers the situation by
against Marie.
into tho night and marry a foul- effective, but he committed himself su
the couple one night anil
The last act is laid on the d.iv mouthed upstart who villiflev his to a nervous execution that could ho prising
forthwith quits. Then Andre is
when the mob breaks into the pal- birth, his
ome, his calling, his not endure through four full acts, perplexed until he
lots on the brilpee and seizes the queen, ending friends and his benefactors.
I with
tho result which he undoubt- liant idea of furnishing
funds to an
with a tableau showing her before
Miss Bankhead looks ravishing edly projected for it.
impecunious painter to pose as a
the guillotine.
;md has a dramatic quiver in her
"The Dream-Maker" will probably rich suitor and nef protector
of
There is insullicient plot to make larynx that should be worth a. for- live a few weeks while the Gillette Simone.
an entire play, with the result the tune in a reasonable play. Frank draw continues, and it might go on
He
Is a psychologue and convinced
pit ee is too talky.
It also lacked
Sheridan, as the father, in sturdy. tour and slip along on his name. As his mistress
would not love him in
conviction through the necessity of dominant, true and convincing, even either a vehicle for him or a play
on the same manner if he could o\ enly
recruiting Pedro do Cordoba at the when he has to take the unneces- its own, as it is now revealed, it
eleventh hour for the role of Count sary and inexplicable defection of will never quallfv to bear the name visit her. Andre wishes to be the
preferred, forbidden fruit being the
Ajtel, causing a stumbling in his his ideal-mad daughter. Hull over- of Charles Frohnuin.
Lait.
sweeter. Consequently Shnone con-

also.

—

Drummond" by

his

Flanders, finds himself
sorts of scrapes.

comrades
enmeshed

in
in

all

There

enjoyment In ."Bulldog
for it furnishes all the
the old-timers in modern
settings which Chas. Dillingham has
given the American production.
The cast is an English one and
gives satisfaction. The work of A.
E. Mathews In the title role. Ssm
Livesey as Carl Petersen. C. H.
Croker- King as the villainous doetor. Miss Tetley as the damsel in
Is

Drummond,"
thrills of

"*

I

.

distress and Miss Mary Robson as
thy adventuress, is outstanding.
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i.aues to make him presents from
the allowance of the supposed protector (paid secretly by Andre) who
is under contract, as it were, to be
always too busy to visit Simone.
Finally the subterfuge is discovered,
when, to the astonishment of the

doting Andre. Simone Innocently
confesses she loves him sufficiently

—

!

to at* ct'Pt him and his millions. This
'»»Khly Parisian comedy is well acted

" n(1

',

n»ite diverting.
"Simone est
(,()mm « c *" Will surely have a long
,un particularly a:; the Capucines
*
such a tiny house and it is snob}rn to "frequent such resorts.
-

'

'
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ROBERT MACAIRE & CLE.
Paris. Nov. 12.
There are several theatrical ver-

ions of the famous pickpocket, the
original belnc n.
fir ! ,'„ 111

m,in
ni,-^
luy^^^^^^^^^Si
^,
;

;

'

jts failure
t„ a farei
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v ivl7i

to urtAiAt
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suras
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cape from Lyons prison, pursued by
the police, and put up at the^Adrets
Fnn while a wedding pory
merrv They
Thov meet
ma^ some unscrujru-8
merry

i^lng
^/hISL.

-

i

vrswaa ss^sr^j^-wS
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policyholders, theTVompalS^thSe^l-'

^.i.ig premium, without losal The
popular crook's sagacity leads to his
Action as a French Congressman,
nd he Is put at the head of the Department of Justice.
But Robert
eecomes so disgusted at the actions
of tho respectable crooks around
h.m that ho dons his former attire.
makes a pretense of suicide, and
turns his back on society.
Max
Dearly is applauded In the title role,
but the success of this irony is moderate.
Morton, a French comedian,
who has played much in London for
Alfred Putt, is a sympathetic Bertrand.
The m« anting, true
the
period, is interesting, but the Porte
St. Martin theatre does not hold a

U

trump

card.
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SHOWS IN FRISCO
San Francisco, Nov. 23.
Ruber* B. Mantell's business at the^*
'"iimbin theatre here this season^
fell about 20 per cent, below what*
it
was last year. "Aphrodite" at f
the Century took away about $28,00' \
on its week stand.
•
The Harvey Minstrels did not
b'ay to expected receipts. The reo*
son is said to be the exceptional).'
light billing done by the attraction
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NEWS OF THE DAILIES

AGAINST BLUE LAWS

INSIDE SIUFF
>*J
OHLEWT

Day

.

'
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Miner, reported on the Targe of a marriage engagement
Pickford most ofton mentioned), laughed it off when asked, if
I jack
ere true, by Flo Ziegfeld. She said that, if she married at all, it would
Sam Harrison. Harrison is the gargoyle-rlsaged, grim guardian
He is known as "ths actor's friend/'
the gate for Ziegfeld shows.
having been known to have passed in any professional. Zieggy
with
ths fair Miss Miller, providing that
agreement
an
have
,
to
>tpl
But, he admits the contract doesn't
will not marry for four years,
if Marilyn should happen to make up hsr mind to ths contrary.
Harilfa

w

,

[

i

Rev. Dr. C. S. Kemble, pastor of
the Methodist Episcopal Church,
Irvlngton, N. J, startled the Lord's

•

I

\,

Alliance meeting last week by
protesting against Protestant- Purltan legislation aiming to promote a
Blue Sunday, the attempt of a
minority to force its views on the
majority.
Following some heated
remarks made in support of such
measures, he said: "We must remember that this is not a Protestant
city.
Every third man is a Jew,
and possibly every third man is a
Roman Catholic. Two-thirds of the
population are not Protestant The
Roman Catholic Church does not
agree with us at all as to the observance of Sunday.
"The Jews are not in accord with
us in our conception of the Sabbath.
Now why should we force
upon members of these two faiths a
bill
that
disagrees
with
their

with Alls* Delysia, ths French star, is on ths way to the
The show started
intern stands after a disappointing Chicago run.
tronglv hut dropped to $10,000, which, with the heavy royalties and salintended
It
wan
by
heavy
loss.
Comstock
A Gest to
a
spelt
ay list,
dost the show, but that was prevented by the 20-week guarantee conThe former's weekly envelope thought and their views T We have
tact held by Delysia and Lupino Lane.
no right to force our views and
is f 1,500 weekly.
conception, which is the Puritan
Recent advices from London that Melcel Skldelsky, an Importer and conception of the Sabbath, upon
exporter, had failed for 2,000,000 pounds sterling is of more than passing them.
"All we have a right to do is to
interest to Broadway. Johnny Skldelsky, as he was known here, "burnt"
use
our
influence
within
our
up the midnight roof shows during the war. Smitten with a Century churches and
among our parishionroof revue principal, he presented her with a $10,000 diamond ring and ers.
I don't believe that we have
manwell-known
postly.
Then
he
offered
buy
to
a
a sable coat equally
any right, as Protestant -Puritans, to
ager any theatre or group of theatres, but the manager rejected the force our conception of the Sabbath
proposition. Welnstein, Johnny's secretary, was almost as lucky In piling by legislation. It Is all right to do
up a fortune during the war, and during one of their visits, gave a party it in the churches and to voice our
Each of the 40 girls present sentiments from the pulpit or in
at Atlantic City for the "Follies" chorus.
propaganda, but I don't believe in
was given a handbag as a favor, and within each bag was a $1,000 bill.
legislation which forces
reJohnny was one of three brothers whose father was fabulously wealthy. ligious views upon those our
who do
The family lived in Siberia and the father, through the favors of the for- not agree with us. It is not Amermer Czar of Russia, secured vast coal properties near Vladisvostock. He ican in spirit."
also is said to have owi\ed valuable mines and tracts within the Man"Afgar,"

Johnny was the "hard-boiled egg" of the
churian section of Siberia.
and the father sent him forth to shift for himself.
Around San Francisco, twenty years ago, Johnny was in a number of
business deals. He gathered a fortune when the war broke out by trading
in Italian ocean-going ships and landed in London with a million in his
own right. He managed to build up a credit three or four times the
size of his own fortune, but the late failure is said to have wiped him
out entirely. One of the brothers is dead. The other was in New York
recently on matters which called for the payment to the Skldelsky estate
He told
of well over a million dollars from the National City Bank.
friends that he had visited Johnny in London some weeks ago and had
loaned him $200,000, but knew that sum would not last long in Johnny's
hands.
sons,

i

The engagement of "The Madras gorino" by William J. Faunce and
House" at the Neighborhood Play- Inhn J. Watts. Kninro pays he purhouse has been extended two weeks. chased a half interest for $40,000.
James

L. Crane has filed a general
denial to the charges against him
brought' by his wife, Alice Brady,
who seeks a divorce.

E. F. Albee Is authoring a history
of vaudeville shortly td be issued by
O. P. Putnam's Sons.

Anna

Elizabeth Nlebel,

who wqp,

a newspaper beauty contest in her
home town, Washington, D. C, now
on the road with the "Follies," is
suing Congressman Manuel Herrick
for breach of promise to marry.
She is only 19, so the action is
brought by her mother as guardian.
The Congressman recently attracted
wide attention by his proposed law
Margaret Porter Cesare, daughHenry, is suing
Oscar Edward Cesare, the cartoonist, for divorce in Reno.
ter of the late O.

here in the meantime.

"Yours Merrily" John R. Rogers sailed for the other side. He
didn't appear to have any special mission In going over, and said his
London address would to the Eccentric Club. John R. wanted to make
another voyage over. He has made over 100 trips abroad and back.
John R. recently started hia "Golden Jubilee" in show business. It netted
him enough to pay expenses. His previous complaint was no one would
give him a job in theatricals over here through believing he was too old,
which he vigorously denies. Rogers sent out a list of donors to his
Jubilee fund. On the list he said he mentioned everyone he could recall
that he may have secured money from, thinking in this way they would
receive the credit at least of his public acknowledgment. John R. Rogers
has had an eventful theatrical career. Those who know him and of it
respect him for it, also his age. There are many Rogers' stories around,
all with a funny twist to them.
Just before leaving, a manager said,
"John, how would you like to have lunch with me?" John answered ho
Would, and appeared for the lunch with 20 of his friends.

William

Harrlgan

and

Louise

Groody have also decided to go it
separately, according to Interviews
given out by the actor.
Albert L. Johnson, husband of
Peggy Marsh, was fined $26 for disorderly conduct last week. The Ane

grew from charges made by Mary
Daly, who said Johnson, accompanied by his wife, entered her room

George M. Spangler last week re- at the Great Northern, New York,
signed as business manager of the and slapped her.
Chicago Opera and was replaced by
A. C. Shaw, manager of tours. No*
Charles W. Collier wants $17,260
trouble with Mary Garden, director,
from Jeanette Brown, known on the
is indicated.
stage as Jeanette Mohr, which he
says he gave her to deposit as part
Carle Carlton Is being sued for an of a trust fund for her benefit.
An
accounting of the profits of "Tan- attachment has been Issued.
Earl Fuller

is

being sued for sep-

and alimony by Beulah
Modjeska Suggs Fuller. She says
their marriage consisted merely of
clasping hands and promising to be
good and faithful. He denies there
By
J.
was any marriage. It is said his
wife was 8. Marie Downing, of
Man in France Is being tried for having eleven wives, And he was first
St. Louis. He married her ten yean
never in the show business.
ago, and three years ago married
Norvah Williams in Greenwich,
Plays about great women are now coming in, the second one having Conn.
had its Broadway opening. Probably the great people of today will play
it safe by engaging their own playwright before they die.
Definite announcement has been

TOMMY'S TATTLES
THOMAS

Complaints:

Goalem and Bow claim
inal line, "That's
say, is their own

The

Bumm

that Slap and Kicker are using their own origa fine way you disgraced me at the party!" Which, they
and they have been using it for over a year and a half.

Brothers, acrobats, protest against the Four Stallers using
their idea of throwing a colored handkerchief to each other after doing
a trick. The
Brothers claim they were the first ones to use a
colored handkerchief, though by accident. It was dirty.
Flossie Throat objects to Gertie Glint wearing an evening gown while
singing a ballad.
Miss Throat says she can prove that she wore an
evening gown while singing a ballad over three years ago.
Center Pelde, "The Club -Footed Juggler," says that Haf Sole, of Sole
and Heal, Is using his walk. Sole denies this, saying at the time Mr.
Peide caught his act, he had a nail in his shoe.
Mr. and Mrs. Hunky Dorie complain against Luke and Lizzie Luxx
for standing In the centre of the stage and telling Jokes to each other,
causing some of the audience to laugh. Mr. and Mrs. Dorie claim this is
their original piece of business.
Bambo and Bimbo against "Giddy" Jack Glutton, lnfrlngment on parody
idea about bathing suit ripping.
Class, Highbrow and Co. objects to the character actor playing the part
of the father in Oswold Snoot's sketch, wearing a beard. Mr. Class says
that his wife (Miss. Highbrow) first conceived the idea of having a father
wear a beard years ago while playing the small time. It came about
one afternoon, when the stage door man got drunk and did not bring in
the laundry, so the audience would not notice the actor, who was playing
the father, had a soiled collar. Miss Highbrow suggested he wear a
beard. The beard has been kept in ever since, They ask that the beard
in Oswold Snoot's act be taken out.
Luna's Dogs and Ponies ask that Hayloft Animals be stopped from
tramping in the entrance while the act ahead of it is on, claiming he
originated that 62 years ago. Mr. Luna will be 41 years old next Tuesday.
Taka Nlpp, the ventriloquist, objects to the Great Flopper using the idea
of talking to the man in the cellar; also the business of imitating the

Bumm

aration

GRAY

.The late "Diamond Jim" Brady's successor as a first-nighter seems
Football season Is at Its height this week, but the shortage of musical
George Meyer, a downtown merchant. Mr. Meyer, according to the shows on the road has taken the kick out of it for the college boy.
box office men, has even taken the old seats reserved for Brady, two
on the aisle of the first row. Of late the openings have accumulated for
Experts waste a lot of space picking the All -American eleven, and
Mr. Meyer. As many as six or seven on a Monday night do not appear to never think of giving any credit to those hard-working young men who
in
probably
reservations,
his
all
of
takes
up
disturb him. He regularly
lead the cheering.
the belief that it is necessary at every premiere to preserve his seat
location.
Japan's delegates -at the Disarmament Conference at Washington are
getting a lot of publicity, but they will never be called great men; It's too
A chorus girl recently applying for a position in a Broadway show hard to pronounce their names.
was offered an engagement, but declined it on the ground the wife of her
The Idea of having a conference to stop fighting without an Irishman
divorced husband was a principal in it. When assured the second wife
was contemplating securing a divorce, the former wife Joined, with the present.
two women now reported to be on cordial term a
There will always be fighting while they allow man -and- wife teams In
Charles Wuerz, recently appointed manager of the Century, Is rated the same dressing room.
He has had charge
as one of Broadway's champion house managers.
of no less than 10 theatres within Greater New York territory. He started
Will Rogers claims he Is the only movie star who came to New York
his managerial career at P. G. Williams' Novelty, In Brooklyn, and without a press agent. He says most of the stars get the press agent
the
at
manager
city
acting
as
before
before they get their ticket
managed the Columbia in that
Comedy, Lyric and Astor for the Shuberts. He was also manager of three
Nowadays it's nothing to see ten or twelve stars in one picture, and
picture theatres, the Academy of Music, In New York, and the Newark
some times it means the same thing.
and Strand in Newark, N. J.

Yiddish theatricals are Interested In the series of suits and countersuits started by members of the family of Boris Thomashefsky and
others. There are reported to be a pair of actions. One of the parties
interested was overseas during the war, his wife remaining on the atage

Constance Talmadge and her husband, John Plagolou, have separated
because he wanted her to give up
her career.

to forbid beauty contests.

to be

Herbert Lomas, an English player who appeared here in "The Skin
Game," then returned to London, was brought back by David Belasco
During rehearsals, the manager decided he
for "The Wandering Jew."
was not suited to the role picked for him and is now retained as an understudy. Mr. Lomas haa a run-of-the-play contract.

Watts' interest is $10,000. The attorneys say "Tangerine" has cleared
$75,000.
Carlton, opposing the motion, declares he understood Faunce
put money in because he was interested in the career of Jeanetta
Methven, who plays the South Sea
island wife In the production. He
declares Faunce, contrary to agreement, is seeking complete control.

made that Fay Balnter will marry
Lieutenant - Commander
Reginald
Tenable. U. S. N.

^^^

Samuel Falk, attorney, has been
appointed to take testimony as a
referee In Alice Brady's divorce suit
against James L. Crane.
*

_

A

Spanish theatre has been
founded in New York with a theatre
specially

built for it in prospect.
Is being forwarded by a committee presided over by the Spanish
Consul -General.

Work

From London comes word noting
the disappearance of Khyva St
Albans, daughter of Oscar Saenger.
Sally Fields wag the latest victim
of the supper burglar. Jewels principally were taken from her apart-

ment, Nov.

19.

The Chicago Grand Opera has
paid Ben Atwell the $6,650 back
salary for which he was suing.

Mary Garden announces the Chicago opera will no longer go barnstorming in New York, but stick to
the western territory, leaving the
east to the Metropolitan.

Harry

F.

Brinckerhoff

was ar-

rested charged with petty larceny

week and then discharged with
tho apologies of the court. It was

last

a case of mistaken identity.

After considerable publicity the
papers finally carried interviews
last week with Constance Talmadge,
announcing she would seek a separation from her recently married
non -professional husband.

Marie

Goflf

has

brought

suit

against John Cromwell for divorce.
He is stage director for William A.
Brady, and she appeared with him
In "At 9.43."
Th*» divorce suit of Geraldlne
Farrnr against Lou Tellegen has
been set for trial Dec. C.

First-nighters and reviewers were puzzled over the authorship of
"Marie Antoinette," which Grace George opened In at the Playhouse
Doris Kcane will be starred in
"The Czarina," an Hungarian play,
Tuesday. One critio labelled the show as "Young Mr. Edymar's piece."
duo to open after New Year's. Chas.
The unknown "Edymar" was In quotes on the program. From the best
Frohman, Inc., sponsors it.
sources it is said that Margaret Mayo wrote the play. The reason for
hiding her identity Is supposed to lie In the fact that she is known only trolley car.
Accused of peddling cocaine at
with
soft
hat
wearing
a
red
Nozzle
a
Hank Uppor objects to Harry
*s an author of light comedies and farces.
stage doors, Ross O'Neil and Willvest, claiming it is an infringement on one of the figures painted on his
iam Willis were arrested last week
Anent the death of Louis Morgcnstern last week, the oldest employe drop.
and held in $2,500 bail each.
nf the Empire, New York, is the colored porter, who has been there for
From now on your agent will pay you a lot of attention.
the past 27 years. William Frank, now Ethel Barrymore's company manGeorge W. Hammond, special
ager, was formerly Charles Frohman's *oflftce boy. Arnold Daly held a
policeman at the Bedford, Brooklyn,
At least until the twenty-fifth of next month.
similar post
appeared in court this week com"Allie" Rhelnatrom, now a manager, was C. F.'s stenogplaining of disorderly conduct on
rapher.
the part of Benjamin Sherman, 17.
It Is said Miss Adams haa a completely equipped laboratory in the SchenCasos
were reversed when tho
Some time ago the Shuberts bought the Interest in the royalties of ectady, N. Y., plant of the General Electric Co., and some of the corpor- magistrate
had Hammond arrested
'Enter Madame" owned by Dolly Byrne, one of the authors of the piece, ation's highest paid experts are associated with her. Miss Adams made charged with assaulting
the boy.
Paying Miss Byrno $15,000. The piece on the road has not created the a study of stage lighting while she was on the stage and devised the syssensation it registered in New York*
tem used for illuminating "Chantecleer."
Mary Mooro is confined to ttroad
Street Hospital, New York, as the
The opening of "Intimate Strangers" at the Henry Miller, with
The equipment of the former Ned Wayburn's "Town Gossip" Is re- result of an automobile accident.
was treated by Dr. Adolf
Biliie Burke, reca'ls the fact that Booth Tarklngton had Maude Adams ported to have been finally purchased by Arthur Hammerstein and the She
famous Viennese orthopedic
in mind when
he wrote the play. Mis* Adams is reported -to be very Selwyns. Much If the wardrobe and scenery is said to have been returned Lorenz,
surgeon,
and la recovering.
His
touch employed in experimental lighting work, her aim being for a rev- to Its makers who held unpaid bills. Those portions and possibly the
visit attracted wide attention in tho
olutionizing the present methods in stage and ploture studio lighting. remainder were later disposed of to the producers mentioned.
dailies.

PANTAGBS THBATRB BUILDING

&an Jfrancfeco

VARIETY'S SAN FRANCISCO OFFICES
It

Friday,

with her present partner, a likable
hap. The couple are seen to better
advantage In their double work than
with their individual efforts, though
I-

HARVEY'S MINSTRELS

with serious playing, stopping the
show.
Stafford and De Ross, with Charles
Harvey's Colored Minstrels were Pierce at the piano, presented a
at the Savoy here last week and well-staged singing and dancing act
gave a very satisfactory entertain- suitable for better houses. John R.
ment. The first part was somewhat Gordon and Co. in "Meatless Days"
of a departure from the regulation proved an entertaining farce with
minstrel opening, as a number of good situation, getting plenty of
Harry Bussey displayed
ladles also graced the semi-circle, laughs.
although vocally their efforts were quite some versatility and kidding
not required till the closing feature proclivities in a routine starting
with burlesque magic and cartoon
of the program.
Harvey's boasts six end -men and stunt, followed by comedy, with the
straight
playing a steel guitar. He
two end -women, and with the aid of
(Whitney winds up with good soft-shoe danca
suave
interlocutor
ing
club
Juggling for excellent reViney) soon got to the audience, and
the "old boys" seemed to go even sults.
Marguerite
and Alverez, with good
better than some new sounding gags.
The company is especially strong in balancing feats on a swinging trapese,
opened
the show nicely.
A
every
male voices, and practically
stand is featured.
member In the first part was en- head
"Thirty Pink Toes" consists of a
cored. Irvin Richardson, with his
double -voiced solo, and Emmett male trio of knockabout acrobats,
Boss, with a clear baritone, met with with a xather unusual opening in
special favor. The olio consists of bed showing their toes, accounting
six specialties. Frank Kirk "brewed" for the billing. They gave the show
finish.
a number of melodies on "home a dandy
Sylvester and Jones, both neatly
made" musical instruments, after
attired,
made
their talk count for
which Charlie Beecham and Helen
Johnson offered a medley of sing- big laughs, and their good singing
voices
landed
them
a hit. The CenOlonxo
ing, talking and dancing.
Trio, youthful girls displaying
Moore performed some magic feats tury
keen
ability with songs and dances,
Goldand gave way to Goldman and
man, who easily established them- held second spot most successfully.
Josephs.
Chick
selves on the saxophones.
Beaman went over sailing with his
monolog, and pamplln, and closed
HIPP, FRISCO
effectively with his gun spinning and
balancing feats.
San Francisco, Nov. 23.
The Hippodrome bills don't seem
The show concluded with what
be
getting
any better, which probwas billed as "A Musical Melange,"
in which the Octoroon chorus that ably accounts for business declining.
The
current
program is minus any
also appeared in the first part had
a chance to display their vocal abil- big feature: It is just ordinary
small-time
entertainment.
ity.
Essie
Payne.
This was led by
The show was only lightly billed,
Davis and Harrigan, straight and
which probably accounts for the Heb., were the laughing hit with
business having been only fair.
their talk on old subjects that went
over surprisingly strong. Davis is

San Francisco, Nov.

23.

there a million on looks

ORPHEUM, FRISCO
San Francisco, Nov. 23.
With Vera Gordon and her company in "Lullaby" topping, the cur-

and

deliv-

ery, and Harrigan Is a typical Yiddish. The pair should eliminate the
present song finish and end with
talk.
Gordon and Jolice, a mixed couple

rent bill struck a high average. Miss
with domestic talk along familiar
Gordon was received with much ac- lines,
some laughs and
claim.
The vehicle, though light, passed received
quietly.
Three Kelly Kids
affords the star an opportunity of
were
out o'f the bill.
showing her talents, and she Injects
Lucianna Lucca, a male doubleso much of her pleasing personality
voiced singer, starts well with an
in the natural mother role that the
off-stage falsetto opening, giving
weakness of the sketch, is forgotten. the
impression of being a woman.
She was forced to a speech.
His dual singing won heavy apJoe Bennett carried off big honors, plause. Dura and Feeley, two men
his melodramatic offering giving with knockabout tumbling and head
him a flying start. He has some balancing stunts, closed the bill well.
good talk and his dancing nearly
Pen, a family with more tumbling
stopped the show.
Harrison and and foot juggling by the elder,

Dakin,

with

Billy

Hogue

at

the

have a nifty arrangement of
songs and dances, with delightful

opened the show.

piano,

comedy Injected In spots. Coupled
with pretty stage drapes, all this
made the act look too Important for
second spot, where it registered a

>

%

Josephs.

Theati j orchestra,
Kansas City,
Swedish and Lewis M. Forbstein, di rectos?
the
Royal
died
of
Theatre
orchestra.
singer,
youthful little girl with a piano ac- Nov. 22 In Copenhagen. From 1870
ability,
marked
displayed
cordion,
Mi.ie. van Berkel, a Belgian vau«
when she retired, she
1892,
but appeared handicapped with a to
tours and at deville performer known as Ambrei
poor instrument. She started with starred In American
twice
villc,
died in Brussels.
was
She
Deiro's "Sharpshooters March" and the Metropolitan.
ended with popular numbers to enMme. Guttave Goublier, wife of
thusiastic applause.
IN KXMORY OF
the French song composer.
a comedy recitation by Marmon was
Lena Torranoa, a
well received.

San Francisco, Nov. 28.
Just before she sailed from San

.

ing, as usual, scored heavily,

with

policy,

in

his usual

"Barnes and West, American Globe
The Woodwards have
been separated for five years. Woodward having lived continuously in
Australia since he and his wife and
partner agreed to disagree.
Mrs. Woodward was given her interlocutory decree when she produced letters from her husband in
which he stated that he had no intention of ever returning to her and
expressing surprise that she had
not started divorce proceedings
years ago.
Trotters."

San Francisco, Nov.* 23.
During the Christmas season
John Philip Sousa and his band will
be heard at the Civio Auditorium
here under the management of
Frank W. Healy. Two concerts
will also be given in Oakland.

Healy's

agreement

with

Sousa
San
De-

calls for six concerts In all in
Francisco. These will be given

cember 25, 26 and
and evenings, with

27,

afternoons

programs

of

popular marches, suites and overtures. The completion of the present tour, including Cuba, Canada,
Mexico and the United States, will
bring the total mileage of Sousa's

band

to 800,000 miles.

OPEN OPERA CAREERS
San Francisco, Nov. 23.
For the purpose of giving advanced vocal students practical ex-

The first performance of the new
company will be given Nov. 29,
when "Cavalleria Rustlcana" and
"Pagliacci" will be presented in
Native Sons' hall. Other operas are
to be given

Dec

6,

12

and

30.

make-up handled the

number.

Pantages for the first time this of the girls is the possessor of an
season programed eight acts. The excellent voice, while the other is
a comedienne of first water, and
bill ran to a clean, fast entertainment and was received with enthu- given better material .-ould hold
down the most Important spot In
siastic approval.
Charles Althoff, headlining, fur- houses of this calibre.
Delyte and Marmon, a neat apnished the show's hit next to closing.
His clever rube characteriza- pearing mixed couple, made a most
tion went better than ever and pleasing 'air ~ r sion with their talkMiss
comedy business with the violin ing and singing routine.
drew riotous laughter, concluding Delyte, formerly of the Delyte
.

A SHOW IN ITSELF

COFFEE DAN'S
SAN FRANCISCO'S FAMOUS MIDNIGHT PLAYGROUND

picture operators' organization.

MRS. KINO RESTING
San Francisco, Nov. 23.
Claire Starr, ingenue lead at the
Casino and in private lifo Mrs. Will
King, is out of the show. She has
been resting for several weeks.

FRISCO ITEMS
Jack Russell, comedian, recently
a member of Will King's company
in Oakland, has returned to vaudeville with his former act, entitled
In his company are
Soule, Gcorgo Stanley and
Bornldcen Stead. The act is now
playing In the north.

"Who's Who."
Ethel

Rube Goldberg,

Service

and Rates

to the Profession

HOTEL TURPIN
17 Powell

Near Market, SAN FRANCISCO
One Block from All Theatres

St.,

Beloved Partner

ANNA WALSH
'ho died Thanksgiving Eve., 1110.

Alexis Houart, French music pub*
Usher.

The wife of Thomas M. Love, gen*
manager of the Broad, Forrest

eral

and Oarrick theatres, Philadelphia*
died in that city Nov. 18, in the
Woman's College Hospital. Mrs.
Love was active in charitable movements in Lansdowne, and Was a
leading member of the Century
Club.

TOBY ZARA

Mrs. Julia Jacobs, mother of CyZara, for several years a
manager of the Globe*
of the Zara -Carmen Trio, rus Jacobs,
died Nov. 11 in Boston, after a lin- Kansa*- City, dlel at her home In
Saint
Louis,
November Is. Mrs.
gering illness. A widow survives
Jacobs resided in Kansas City for
him.
a number of years.
Mrs. Tillie Forbstein, 65 years
Mrs. Jed Prouty died Nov. 14 after
old, died at her home, 801 Euclid
avenue, IZansas City, Mo., this week. a brief illness of pneumonia. Her
Deceased was the moth*--' of Leo S. husband returned to New York from
Forbstein, director of the Newman a trip west the day after her d^ath.

Toby
member

ILL

SOUSA* FRISCO DATES

making a strong closing comedy end alone, and In the charSTAGE HANDS HAY CUT
acter of a moderately soused YldSan Francisco, Nov. 23.
The Rios on rings took care of dlsher won more than his "usual
opening position in good style, the favor. The musical numbers brought
Officials of the Allied Amusement
woman displaying an unusually good forth a hitherto undiscovered
Industries
are conferring with the
chorvoice for this type of act.
ister in the person of Jackie Adair, stage hands in regard to a cut in
J;.ne and Knthcrlne Lee in the who displayed marked ability in
indicate that the
Tommy Gray sketch proved a most number leading. Miss Adair put wages. Reports willing
to accept a
stage hands are
welcome holdover.
Josephs.
over "Wabash Blues" for the hit of
and
also a change
cut
cent,
5
per
the show.
Hazel Carlton and Sydclle Eurke in working conditions.
PANTAGES, FRISCO
The same negotiations are under
eopped the vaudeville honors despite
having to open the show. One way with members of the motion
San Francisco, Nov. 23.
posings

tho

-

San Francisco

There has been no change in the
which continues to be three
vaudeville acts, a comedy picture
and Ann Norman hit and the King show. This week's
next to closfng. Toney show, "Apartment 12-K." Is minus
had some new stuff and used plenty 1 *w Dunbar, who was out on acfrom his former routine. His danc- count of throat trouble. Will King

inp.
.Tim Toney
the bull's eye

Nilsson,
operatic

Francisco for Honolulu, recently,
I know she is in Heaven.
Mrs. Irene M. Woodward was handANQIE CAPPELL.
of
decree
an interlocutory
ed
divorce by Superior Court Judge T. married. A fight for her estate will
George E. Wood- be made by
Fitxpa trick.
I.
a Mrs. Murray, who
ward, her husband and former claims to be the singer's adopted
convaudeville partner, made n
daughter, though Mme. Nilsson detest.
nied it and receive' relief from the
For years the Woodwards have courts.
been known to the public as

perience in operatic technique, the

CASINO, TRISCO
San Francisco, Nov.

CHRISTINE NIL830N

Christine
nightingale,

My

WOODWARDS DIVORCED

Community opera
company, under the direction of Au18.
The business at the Casino since gusto and Aristide Neri, has been
the return of Will King and his
bit.
The company is
organized here.
original
company
averaging open to all, and any singer who is
Maurice Diamond and Helen Mc- around $12,000 weekly.Is
This is conAlahon were a hit from entrance to sidered pretty good
and
business at this anxious to obtain stage training
exit.
The scarecrow bit went big time,
King has drawn knowledge of repertoire may regand Diamond's solo dance won tre- $22,000 although
a single week during his ister.
mendous applause. Miss Florence sojourn on
at this house.
Gast, assisting, also figures prominently, especially with her toe danc-
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OBITUARY

is a pretty girl and has a
winning style and teams up well

Sisters,

SAN FRANCISCO SHOWS

November

AND INJURED

MARRIAGES

Following her recovery after an
Larry Boyd, agent and manager
operation for appendicitis, and after in the carnival field, and Birdie
but a short while at her home in Elizabeth Gilbert, non-professional,
Auburndale, Long Island, Frances were married at Richmond, Va., last
Clare, last Thursday, fell, severely week.
hurting her knee. She returned to
Harvey Schloeman to Grace!
the hospital for further treatment
Mr.
for a few days, and is now at home Wlerenger, non-professional.
Schloeman Is connected with Wat'
once more.
erson,
Berlin
&
Snyder's
profesBrennan (Diamond and
Sybil
Brennan) has been at home at Free- sional department.
Tommy Tucker (with Hubert Kinport, Long Island, for about two
weeks, recovering from a poisoned ney and Co. in vaudeville) to Mae
hand, brought about by an infection. Griffin, non -professional, Nov. 15,
Herman Timberg doubled in last in New York.
week's Keith's, Boston, bill as the
Ruth Miller to William Boyd, Holresult of the collapse Tuesday night lywood, Nov. 18.
at the Copley-Plaza of Franklyn
Mabel Dillon, pictures, to Joseph
was Koletsky, New Haven attorney, in
Ardell.
single
Timberg's
jumped to an earlier spot on the New York, Nov. 18.
Wednesday matinee, and after a
Earl Lindsay, stage director, to>
forenoon of rehearsing he stepped Ceclle Sanker, in Philadelphia, Nov.
into Ardell's role in the "King Solo- 9. The bride was In George White's
mon, Jr.," girl tab and played it for "Scandals," leaving the show sevthe balance of the week.
eral weeks ago.
David Samuels, general manager
J. Lynn Griffin to Dorothy LaRue
of the Shu bar t orchestra depart- (Newton), at Dallas, Oct. 21. Both
ment, returned this week after hav- are at the Ike Bloom's "Midnight
ing been confined to his home for Frolic," Chicago.
ten days as the result of an automobile accident in which his back
was severely strained.
BIRTHS
The Lockfords did not open at the
Mr. and Mrs. Jules Levy, at their
Shubert-Crescent, Brooklyn, Mon- home in New York
city, Nov. 16,
The Glorias boy.
day, due to illness..
subpMtuted.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Brody at
Mrs. Jean Swor (Swor and Westbrook) Is at the Lutheran Hospital, their home in New York, Nov. 14,
son. Mr. Brody is a company manNew York.
Dorothy Blake (Hampton and ager and was formerly in charge of
Blake) has been confined to her the Lyric, New York.
home for several days with an atMr. and Mrs. Ben L. Mulvey, at
tack of ptomaine poisoning.
their home, Freeport, L. I., daughter.
Jack Fauer, the agent, had his The mother is professionally Charknee crushed last Friday in an ele- lotte Amoros, and the parents are
va f or door as he was entering the In vaudeville as Mile. Amoros and
car.
Immediate medical attention Ben Mulvey.
prevented the agent from being
To Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Rosenthal,
laid up.
a daughter. Mr. Rosenthal Is the
executive secretary of the American
Society of Composers Authors and
ACTS
"Olive ft'aycs," a two people au- Publishers.
dience act.
Jack Yellen, songwriter and exENGAGEMENTS
Buffalo newspaperman, will break
Robert Ames, "Face to Face*
in a new single shortly in his native
(Sam
H.
Harris).
town, Buffalo.
Lecta Corder, "Red Pepper" (ShuCrane Sisters, written and staged
bert).
by Paul Gerard Smith.
Donna Montran ("Bathing Beauty
The E. H. 8Ufford Mfg. Co. Is
r. ,-ue") in Bong and dance act with
Walter Davis and Murray Walker suing Sam S. & Lee Shubert, Inc.*
assisting.
in the Supreme Court f?r $6,172.32
Arthur Shaw and Co. with three for services rendered March 18, 1918,
people in an act written by himself.
Shaw is a recruit from the in the construction of the Shubert
theatre, Philadelphia.
The plainlegitimate.
Fred Walton in Toy town (new) tiff Installed the chairs and other
things and
with two people.
admits payment of
Charles Burke and Marjorie Dal- $2,573.58 on account, leaving the
ton, with company of three.
balance due. A $250 bond has been
posted to insure the costs in case of
Msntell Disowns "Daughter*
a verdict for the Shuberts.
San Francisco, Nov. 23.
Ida Mantcll, a member of Theo>M. C. MOOSKB
dore Lorch stock players in New ITATTIE MOOSEROrleans, recently announced that
she was a daughter of Robert B. Aladdin Studio Tiffin
Mantell, the Shakespearean nctor.
Thone Douglas 3974*
When the report reached Man- 363 Sutter St.
8AN FRANCISCO'8
tell hero he denied it, saying he had
no daughter on tho sta^e.
Oriental Show Tine© And Headquarters

NEW

Room

for the Prof«»B*!on.

cartoonist,

Is

here for ten days.

Walter A. Rivers, former dramatic

San Franciso Bulletin,
has entered the publicity field with
W. Partridge, former editor of the
United Press and Universal Press.
editor of the
J.

SCENERY BY EDWIN

H.

'

in

San Frflnolsro with his wife nnd
baby. Rube and his family will be

When

in

SAN FRANCISCO

MEET AND EAT
With DAVE LERNER, ECONOMY LUNCH No. 2
24 ELLIS STREET, NEXT TO CENTURY THEATRfc

FLAGG STUDIOS

"

Friday,

-

November

LEGITIMATE

£5, 1921

EMPIRE, SYRACUSE,

BED-SIDE CHATS
over, all you have to do is recover from
Well, now that Thanksgiving la
"Indigestion" brought on by defying Volstead. Pay your
that attack of
confectioner and your bootlegger, then begin saving up
orfst. fruiterer,
for Christmas.

Do you ever get tired of eating alone? I have eaten over two thousand
alone, most of which are fed to me while I am lying in bed. I someshare part of'my meal, especially if it la
nes prevail upon the nurse to
electable dish sent .by some kind friend, and without which the
monotony and sameness of two years' hospital food would become
unbearable.

have been bountifully blessed with thoughtful friends

who have

pro-

dded numerous and sumptuous repasts: Mrs. Farber, Mrs. J. J. Murdock,
Mrs Win. Sleeper. Mrs. Thos. Bevan, Nina Lawrence, Mrs. W. H. DonMrs. Chas. McElroy, Mrs. John Cort, Mrs.
aldson, Mrs. Ralph Belmont,
Mrs. Judge Weeks, Mrs. Rex Beach,
C. Turner, Marillyn Miller,
Edward Darling, Jenle Jacobs. Pauline Cook, Lillian Lorraine, Mrs. Geo.
Harold Orlob, Thos. J. Ryan, Laura
Mrs.
Cort,
Harry
toddard. Mrs.

Emma

Carus, Georgie Gardner, Houdini, Mrs.
Emmett,
Gus Edwards, Catherine Calvert, Gertrude Vanderbilt, Gracie
Mrs.
Chas. McDonald, Mrs. Thos. Broad Dr Gilmore, Mrs. Dr. EI wart,
of the
Chesterfield
Henry
Inn"
and
Head
"Arrow
Reilly's
hurst, Ben
who have helped me to forget there ever was
S, V. A. are among those
such a thing as diet.
tennett.

Trlxie Frlganza,

AMONG THE WOMEN

FOR FIRST RUN FILMS

By KZLUE BEVELL

I

19

Taken by
version

Some of the older nuriCo telUan .amusing story about a nurr.? answerstock r.nswer.
ing an Inquiry as to a patient's ^condition, pulling the old
"Mrs. X.? Oh, she is very comfortable today." Another nurse passing
she
has
been in the
bo,
to
ought
"She
remarked,
heard this reply and
morgue six houis.

City's Best Legit

Syracuse, N. Y., Nov. 23.
Syracuse's finest legitimate theatre, erected 10 ylears ago
the Empire becomes a picture house as a
result of a lease taken by Mitchell
& Morris Fitier, Syracuse picture
men, from W. Snowden Smith,
owner of the theatre.
Alterations costing $15,000 will fit
the theatre for picture purposes.
The projection booth will be constructed In the gallery.
The orchestra pit will be enlarged.
A
sidewalk box office will be placed.
Greater illumination of the front
of the house is planned. The Empire's stage facilities will be used

—

—

for atmospheric settings for all fea-

ture films.

Irving' Merlin's
Mutdo Box Revue" will go down in 1921 history.
Reams have been written about this entertainment. Nothing has been
exaggerated. Mr. Berlin has given Broadway its very best bet.

Aleta In a sort of prolog wears a white satin nightie heavily encrusted
in pearls.
Eight Handl girls wear white satin dresses made with full
skirts and a music bar done In Jet.
Florence Moore, In bed, of course, had on a mauve and gold neglige.
The bedroom was exquisite In coloring against the bronze draperies.
Wildu Bennett in a fan number was in gold lace. The skirt extended
at the sides was hung oddly with red beads. The six girls with Mis*
Bennett were draped in different colored shawls, heavily fringed.
Haig In a four-season dance waa in a white sleeveless coat
trimmed deeply in marabou. The different seasons were depicted In
short chiffon skirts of appropriate coloring.
Ivy Suwyer as a diner-out appeared In a chiffon cape over a dress of

Emma

yellow tulle. The course dinner was oddly done by several girls. Notice*
a6ly nice was Miss Haig as a black and silver chicken. Mile. Marguerite
made a dainty bit of French pastry in all the pastel shades.
Margaret Irving, in an amusing skit called "Nothing But Cuts," was
in gray cloth trimmed in mole.
There was a purple sash.
monolog

A

by Miss Moore was done In white satin embroidered In pearls.
Miss Bennett, singing "Say It with Music," wore flaming red net and

carried a handsome feathered fan.
Exquisite were silver fringe dresses combined with flowers for the
and his brother will be Fountain of Youth number.
house manager. William Otis will
Renie Riano, a real comic, wore blue taffeta with leather trimmings
direct an orchestra of twelve. James in black.

Morris Fitzer will be managing

director,

O'Brien

Did you ever have occasion to 'phone a hospital to inquire about a
answer
patient? Save yourself the trouble, also the nickel. Here's the
'Very comfortable" or "as well as
'Yes. the is here."
in advance:
evasiveness
could be expected." Try it some time. You will find that
non-committal answers the average nurse
Is not a lost art and that for
monger.
scandal
'would have Li Hung Chang sounding ltkc a

Fitzer Bros, for Con-

—

By THE SKIRT

be chief electrician,
Fitzgerald will be stage
carpenter and Robert Fitzlnger will
be art director. William Meany,
now at the Happy Hour, a second
run house operated in North Salina
street by the Fitzers, will become
chief operator in the projection
booth.
The Fitzers began film operations
will

Miss Bennett looked gorgeous in a green evening frock. The robe was
heavily crystalled and edged with ermine. One sleeve waa of fringe.
In a court scene Miss Sawyer was In mauve chiffon and a blue hat
Miss Bennett wore yellow velvet trimmed with white and kollnski fur.
Two sets of jury girls were in mauve dresses and green hats, and
black net and brilliants.
transformation was done and the girls
appeared as bridesmaids. Miss Moore was in red velvet.
An odd dancing frock worn by Miss Haig was tangerine chiffon combined with gray.
"The Legend of the Pearls" Is still a mystery, but the production end
was sufficient. In this number Miss Bennett was regal in black satin

Edward

A

Syracuse with "Dreamland," a

in

show just around the corner and pearls.
West Onondaga street, from their
Tommy Gray never wrote anything quite so funny aa the "House
new site. They founded their for- Hunting" skit.
tunes on the Happy Hour, and sucFor the finale of the show the men of The company did look nice with
Mr. Pritchard of White's studio ventures the opinion that I will soon cessively took over the Regent and their evening coats worn with short satin knickers.
again be calling him on the telephone and placing orders for "ups" and Arcadia theatres, which they later
The three seta of costumes by the chorus for the finale were exquisite.
No. no more fiats for me, all "ups" hereafter. That word flat released.
"flats."
Long straight crystal robes were another and black and white sequins
After lying flat and
Jars me. I shan't even want to live in one again.
still nnol
In addition to the Empire, they we
lose
all done up like Ramos* s cigarettes for two years, one is apt to
Scenery of the usual sort has been done away with In this show.
will have the new Ricoli, under conNo, I never want to see another screen and I struction now at 218-222 West Fay- Sumptuous were hangings of bronze brocade.
Interest in flats.
One drop waa a black
hate ceilings.
ette street, and seating 1,400.
gauze encrusted in sequins, and a drop curtain of pearls and beads was
The Empire from time of comple- very beautiful.
Lou Cline, who l'.es awake nights wondering why the public ever made tion until last spring was operated
The bill at the Colonial is called "Holiday Festival Bill," rightly
Harding president while George Broadhurst is around, tells this one: as the Syracuse K. & E. house.
Recently at the box office of the Broadhurst theatre they received a When the owner jumped the rent, named. There, was little enthusiasm, however, until Paul Morton and
From then on it was smooth for the other acts.
letter saying, "As my father has died please remove his name from the the latter interests declined to meet Flo Lewis appeared.
the advance. The Empl.c was dark Miss Lewis was first in a bad looking sequin frock, but looked better In
first night list temporarily."
for
weeks, and Anally Howard pink pajamas, lace trimmed. The third change waa very good looking.
Rumsey opened with dramatic The dress in silver with the skirt cut In points was over green.
Here's one Harsy Hlrschfleld tells: A chap went into a soda water
stock
for the summer. The season
Miss Cavanaugh (Doyle and Cavanaugh) was very prettily frocked in
emporium meaning pouring the ium into the em— and said, "Give me over, the
theatre closed again. Rum- gray chiffon made with a ragged hem and edged with feathers.
The
.an ice cream soda without flavor."
sey later returning to try out the girdle was green and a small gray hat had one long plume.
"What do you mean," said the dispenaer, "without flavor?"'
house
with
winter
stock. The venMarga
Waldron
setting
showed
exquisite
am
stage
of black and orange
•*I want a soda without chocolate."
ture was a financial failure.
with a live cockatoo swinging on a perch. Miss Waldron's first ballet
The clerk went away, returned, and raid: "We haven't any soda withdress
number
was
white.
sparkled
done
The
with
crystals. ' A Rusin
Since
that
time
the
theatre
vanilla."
has
without
take
it
have
to
you'll
one
out chocolate. If you want
sian costume was of gold embroidery on net. A red coat trimmed in
been dark.
black lynx was slung across the back. Hat and boots were of red. An
Oriental dance was done In a full gold net skirt. Really beautiful was
Stephen Rathbun of the Evening Sun came in and taught me a new
a bright red dress made short. The skirt had frllllngs of the same shade.
Solitaire, and now 1 owe myself eleven dollars.
Harry Tlghe has two girls with him now. The tall dark one wa.«
nickel

in

—

LEGIT ITEMS

well dressed in the new tangerine shade in chiffon. The long waistei
Gus Hill starts rehearsals next bodice was gold
Our own beloved "Brlggs," that Inimitable portrayer of human nature
and the skirt and long bell sleeves were edged In gruy
week
on
an
all-colored
production
keeping
back
toward
have
done more
Whose cartoons in the Tribune
The other girl, a short blonde, had an over trimmed blue dress.
fur.
of "Mutt and Jeff." which will play
the tears and putting blue in gray skies for me than all of the medicine
The full Inflated skL't was smothered with red feathers and there was
the

negro theatres throughout the
have had, encourages me by saying that he has read Variety for
a black and silver sash.
south and southwest.
The ebony
years and won't stop now on my account; that they can't keep a good
The girl of Murray and Gerrish looks like Marlon Bent. Her first
"Mutt
and
Jen!" will open In New
fine
at
job
have
done
a
loophound,
fellow
they
old
woman down. Well,
affair.
A ballet dress of pink followed,
York at the Lafayette Christmas dress was a simple little mauve
keeping me down for the last two years, and if I am good It is only
then a white taffeta had green medallions and a blue girdle.
week.
because I am down.
The girl of the Musical Hunters had riding breeches topped by a
William
Hurlbut's
new play, green cout and hard black sailor.
Optimism Is one of the most valuable requisites in a hospital attend- "From Saturday Till Monday," Is
If Florence Walton, at the Palace this week, expected any ah's and oh's
ant, but like all of the other sunshine cults it can be misinterpreted. due to go into rehearsal shortly. As
The cart which carries the victims to the operating room passed my with Hurlbut's "Lilies of the Fields" for her wardrobe, she must have been disappointed. Quite likely there
floor the other day with its human freightage on its journey to the play, a special folding corporation never was a more blatant display of jewels, dreaces and furs In a vaudegreat adventure. In the nature of an abdominal operation, and what do will be organized to sponsor the ville theatre. Her jewels consisted of a bandeau of diamonds. Dozens of
bracelets encircled her left arm at the wrist and above the elbow. The
you suppose the orderly waa whistling? None other than "Look for the piece.
right wrist waa encircled In rows of pearls.
The first dress was of
Bilver Lining." I'm gladjt was one of my off days for operations.
Oliver Morosco will try out two roses, with stripes of silver paaaamenterle hanging loose.
An ermine
new pieces in his west coast stock cloak was worn. Her second dress waa of gold. The extended skirt was
In arranging the preliminaries for a bout on the operating table company after the first of the year. hung with bunches of pink grapes and gold bugles. These bugles also
doctors freely admit that the dangers accruing from the shock to the One Is T. P. Robinson's play, "The decorated the waist.
A chinchilla coat was over another gold dress,
system are not to be ignored. My system seems immune to shocks but Copy," a mystery drama, and the hung with chains of spangles.
my vanity received an irreparable shock yesterday when upon examining other is Charlotte Greenwood's new
Bessie Clayton, as usual, danced away with the honors.
Here is an
an electric heating pad sent by a solicitous friend, I found the label musical starring vehicle, "Let 'Er act worth many visits. Miss Juliet was in a long-walsted dress of white
reading "Super Warming Pad." I never imagined I was a prima donna, Go Letty."
and silver. The skirt had two wide bands of feathers.
for all the musicians in the world could not pull a note out of me with
Rac Samuels looked charming In a fuschla colored dress. The skirt
a corkscrew, and my neck Is too short for me to wear floppy hats
The Shuberts new musical piece, had two bands of astrakhan, two rows of gold trimming and oddly hung
required of an ingenue. But after being featured in a cast (even though
from
the waistline were bunches of cherries and grapes.
It sounds
at present in rehearsal, has underIt is a plaster of parts cast) for two years, until I almost thought I
It was the prettiest dress I have seen in
gone a change of name from "The ridiculous, but it wasn't.
was an entire production, imagine my chagrin to learn that I am not Hotel Mouse" to "Little Miss Raf- vaudeville this fall.
even a heavy. The label says "Super Warming Pad." My Lord, I'm a fles." Vivian Segal and
Rose and Cecil Langdon (with Harry Lanudon) eould find more beFay Marbe
mob scene. Well, mob scenes, have done more to immortalize Shakespeare are to be featured in the cast. Ivan coming sport clothes. The younger wonmii didn't look so bad in the
agents)
press
of
tho
and popularize motion pictures (with the assistance
Caryll did the score, Guy Bolton corduroy trousers.
than tho plots have.

I

the

book

and

Clifford

Grey

the

lyrics.

Whenever I find myself yielding to an attack of self-pity and feeling
orry for myself, all I have to do is to think of the boys who got their
wounds doing some real good in the world and are still lying in casts
and braces in hospitals far away from home and friends, and compare
my lot with theirs. Then hate myself for
impatience and begin

my

could divide some of my comforts and luxuries with them.
treason but it looks like the theatre takes better care of their
Wounded soldiers than the government does.

WUhing
This

I

isn't

Mary Hay, formerly with

"Sally,"

will shortly make her next stage appearance in one of the forthcoming

i

To dato she
musical attractions.
has received two offers, the most
probable being the production of
"Pomnnder Walk," providing an
agreement on salary can be reached.
It

was

also

declared

likely

that

Then the Time* informs us that a husband finds that fat "reducing
George Stewart, brother of Anita
makes happy homes. Wouldn't it somewhat depend upon the cause of
Stewart, would be In the cast of the
their getting fat!
Which reminds us of the late John L. Sullivan when "Wiilk," for which rehearsals start
he said "if I could have as much fun taking It oil as I had putting it
next Monday.

on.

Id start tomorrow."

Someone Is always tfiklng the Joy out of life. Hero I've gone on for
Teurs ending my letter "Cordially yours" and finding it a most expressive
[way of signing myself to a letter between the business and intimat^
rtyendH, then along comes Nancy Boyd in Vanity Fair, with a mirth
"Spelling travesty on the, nsininity, the uses and nbuses of my favorite
lorm of closing letters.

Richard Hcrndon's "The Title"
whs reported this week ns closing
Its New York run Saturday night.
It was stated that the taking off of
the play would be definite, with no
road tour considered
medinte futtir**

for

the

1m-

There are no medals on 'The Bowery Burlesquci's" at the Columbia
this week.
All the comedy falls to one man. and he isn't particularly
funny. The only laugh he received was in the second act for a bit of
Miggt s.t veness.
Dolly Sweet, the lead, Is nice to
•There arc but three finale roles.
look at. and If she would only lose the baby talk.
Miss Sweet's first
dress was of solid jet, made tight fitting with a train.
One side was
split.
Another striking costume was a band of silver forming a skirt
and tiaiu. There was a short coat of white chiffon with a deep band
of (oral velvet. Discarding the coat and skirt Miss Sweet was in white
An Eve costume consisted of yellow
tight: and a sliver trimmed tunic.
and green chiffon foimlng a train. A pearl dress had feather trimming. There was a very long train and a huge headdress of feathers.
Margaret White and Justine Gray in soubret roles arc not dressing
They wore several dresses of filmy tulle
the part usual in burlesque.
made with full skirts and baby waists and narrow girdles.
the
One number had
company made up in the different children rhyme
Another attractive number reprecharat ters.
It was splendidly done.
The show
senting the girls as the many fruits was most attractive.
opened with the chorus dressed as young Amazons In white tights and
pointed tunics.
The costumes oi
Splendid was a minuet, far down In the program.
the I'ompadour period were ulnk. with white wigs.

j

NEW "ACTS THIS WEEK
ARTISTS' FORUM

MARGA WALDRON

Jackie,

jyjLJTMfc...Vov. 12.

4»«^*«

.

many.

•

-mc-s-y

nice

:!.>.

that need nice leaders.
Variety:
And that's that, and that's all
Fn Variety of Nov. 4 Ibce reviewed
there is.
& » at the Colonial under New Acta.
So good-bye, Jackie, and eontinue
I've been In New York since April 4,
same successful Jackie
and am now playing return dates In being the
that you havo always been, and beall the houses.
Still I am now rebe
to
me
lieve
viewed under New Acts. It Is to
Yours sincerely,
laugh.
Al. B. White.
In regard to what Ibce said about
(Kranz and White)
my material, please have it understood all my material has been
New York, Nov. 18.
bought and paid for to Neal It. Editor Variety:
O'Hara, the humorist, and said majum
I should apologize to Mr. To
terial la original. If anybody else Is
Bezazlan and your critic who covdoing rfny part of it, they are in- ered his act at the Harlem Opera
All my
lr.nglng on my rights.
House last week. My shortening
Hebrew gags but one arc original. the name Bezazian to "Bezazi" misThe one that isn't is an old gag I led your reviewer into stating that
fixed up and was the first to tell
this tenor was an "unknown quansame In Us present form.
The
tity" In tho phonograph field.
The night Ibee caught my act I facts arc that Mons. Bezazian has
was suffering from a slight attack actually made 126 records for the
of laryngitis; but I don't like to phonograph companies.
mention these things during my act,
E. K. Node 1.
thereby gaining cheap sympathy
from the audience, but I realize now
New York. Nov. It.
I should have announced It and got Editor Variety:
a little sympathy from the critics.
I have uttended the Sunday matIn regard to Bell's review of my inee at the Columbia every Sunday
act at the Palace a few weeks ago, so far this season.
As you know,
he said that, according to Jones, the most of the acts that play the house
orchestra leader, I was requested by are for a showing.
Their success
•him to make a public apology for at that house may mean their fustopping him during the rendition ture. The audience consists largely
of one of the songs and make him of actors at the matinee.
play it over again. I met Jones on
Watching the audience at the
the street that day and asked him
Columbia on Sundays I have found
if he had made such a statement.
that 90 per cent of the people who
He replied he had not and that he walk out on the last act are actors
did not know where Bell got his inactors who should know better,
formation. Since then I have found
and who are the first to complain
out he did tell Bell, and when he
when any one walks out on them.
did he was telling a falsehood.
tfcr'or

.

>

;

—

I hope you can find a line in your
The way Jones played my music
paper to dust off the brains of some
that evening was atrocious. It was
of those bright boys who try so
impossible for me to start my song;
hard to help their own business to
therefore, I asked him in a very
flop.
John Xcff.
soft and nice way to "Please try
again,
over
introduction
that
The applause that fol- DELL and RAY
please."
lowed this was terrific and unex- 8ong« and Talk
14 Mins.; One
I was sorry they did appected.
plaud. I didn't show any signs to American Roof
A man and woman team with a
the audience the music was not to
my liking I might have forgotten routine framed for an early small
my words or something to that ef- time spot. Published numbers and
chatter
comprise
the
fect, but it seem the audience took incld ;ntul
turn. Girl opens with a number, her
tha correct meaning.
For the rest of the act Jones kept partner doing lifcht comedy and
running in and out of the pit. While wearing a brown derby, interrupt1.
cat in tho pit he kept shuffling ing to introduce the talk. Doubling
his foot and annoyed me very much. in the vocal work a "blues," ballad
However, I gritted my teeth and and pop number are used. Vocally
finished my act to very big applause. this couple will have a c'.iance in an
Being o; a soft nature, I looked early spot. The turn needs speeddown at Jones and said: "Jones, I ing up, with both members greatly
am very sorry I had to stop you in need of animation. Monday night
during that song, but I was very an uncalled for encore was taken
anxious to do the number right." with ten minutes all that this couMore applause. The lights were ple should attempt in any house
p t up again and I stepped down to with the present offering.
II art.
the footlights and shook hands with
Jones. The Louse Just shook with JEAN and VALJEAN
:

•

1

J

applause.

Everybody I met told me that I
acted like a perfect gentleman; but
It hurt me considerably when Bell's
review of my act said thai Jones
Believe
"demanded" an apology.
me, if ho did, he never would have
got

Billy

it.

New
.

G la son.

York, Nov.

Editor Variety:
This is a letter sent by
reply to Jack Rose.

—

21.

me

in

Acrobatic
5 Mins.; Full Stsgo
23d 8t.

:

cut ol

all.

which Marga Waldron makes her
Initial entrance, this girl Is delivering a particularly pretty dancing
turn thit should find no difficulty in
holding its own with acts of similar

type.

Besides the attractiveness of the
Miss Waldron personally is
pleasing to the eye with costumes,
changed for each of the four numbers. Her toe dancing received the
setting,

most recognition. It is employed
at the opening and conclusion of the
act

Especially so the final offerfast number that brought responses at instances, terminating
that must have been
outburst
in an
ing,

a

gratifying.

Assisting the dancer was George
Halperln at the piano, who scored
on his own with three selections,
well chosen, short and to the point.

Mr. Halperln demonstrated enough

Strnlght »tarts

!n

or.

"Aula," .and

Sine Jack, 1 lead the orchestra tho comedian interrupts once or
ami I did that many years ago; twice, entering and exiting through
a ml lack, it isn't anything with the the left side. This leads up to some
slightest resemblance to the way crosslire, the comedian resorting to
you lead the orchestrn.
dialect including not a little YidThanks, very much Jack, for say- dish ad libbing. Eventually he disYou too, closes a powerful tenor with a pop
ing that I am original.
.la- k,
are very original, and when number that pleases, followed by a
you told mo you wore going to play ballad. A comedy song got them
tho Palace New York, I told you off strong.
how clever you wore and what a
The act Is a sure-fire frame-up
tiom -ndous success you would be, for the intermediary houses. Abel.
and you were, were you not? So
The.Hanneford Family horses at
you see, I am very honest, and when
Winter Garden, New York,
tho
tell you I load an orchestra not
I
:i!l
like you do, you must bc- held a stage reception Tuesday af;it
ternoon, following the performance,
I:i«v" that 1 am very honest. I only
wl-li you could see me lead the given to the horses from the Horse
A long
orchestra Jackie and if you did, you Show, with their riders.
and I could both put our ideas of table was spread on the stage,
leading an orchestra together, and with the show horses an t the Htorse
make one good leader out of them Show horses arranged alongside,
and get him a Job in some nice together with the performers, house
Tou know and I know. staff and society people.
theatre.

One

14 Mins.;

Columbia (Nov. 20)

the

girl,

Bkig.

and

8TARR

Comedy, Songs, Dances
12 Mine.; One

to

engage

In

some

nine minutes of "craxy"
The turn opens with a brief ex- crossfire, running In the main togarbling of sane
impossible
wards
planation by him they will not use
The straight instructs his
a "flirtation" opening as the audi- talk.
character vis-a-vis that in
ence knows they are acquainted, "Dutch"
"saloml fish" one
This idea isn't properly cap- order to catch the
etc.
up in the morning some
must
get
italized, and might go better in a
evening, sit on the front porch and
lyric.
through tho
The girl is on In a smart looking catch the elusive fish
window, etc. This "nuttish"
rear
morning costume for a double song
for the flock
Croj3flre chatter is responsible
ttrlcted.
that sounds
laughs the team annexed, the
about her former matrimonial ven- of
speed
as it progathering
talk
tures, with the man going in for
gressed. It is something away <Xrom
comedy along spiritualistic lines.
crossfire and
line of
The material isn't overstrong. A the usual
State
seemed to interest the
double popular number pleasantly
patrons.
harmonized Is followed by a laughThe team sports hybrid fishering song solo by him that landed
men's uniforms, of which golf
solidly through the excellent delivknickers and baseball stockings
ery.
Tho
form outstanding features.
After a change to short-skirted
straight renders a mother ballad,
orange dress she sings ballad exhibby
his partner.
followed
by
a
parody
good soprano voice. More
iting
A pop parody medley makes for
crossfire of weak material in which
The act was a hit
the getaway.
he alms for comedy and misses with
this house the last half of tho
at
a double song harmonized for the week.
Abel.
eight

*-—

SHERWOOD 8ISTERS

and BUR-

TON

BERNARD

16 Mins.; One (Special Drop)
State
To the vamp of "By the Sea," two
fishermen enter before a special

a well formed pretty outdoor drop

brar.cttc.

ability to class himself with the best
of the keyboard accompanies who
are at present sprinkled throughout finish.
the twice daily bills, if not even a
The turn did well here in the seclittle more than that
ond spot, but with proper material
It's a sweet dancing turn, this.- they will qualify for the big bills.
Opening intermission, it found im- They can sing, have personality and
mediate favor, and built itself up appearance. Everything in the turn
Con.
as it went along, and closed out to landed but the dialog.
substantial returns that label it as

being "In."

26, 1981

.

Classy looking couple. The boy,
a typical clean-cut juvenile in Tuxedo;

November

FOX and BRITT
Talk and Songs

and F LETCH EH

Songs; Talk

18 Mine.; Full Stags (8pecisl)
Colonial
Surrounded by an especially attractive set feat has a staircase
leading from thm upper portion of
l£c~&3£k»-&c?<P* *© the »tas<v »j\ojy

Songs, Piano, Dances
8 Mins.; One; Full Stage (Special)
H. O. H. (Nov. 16)
Kenneth Burton and the Sher-

or

PAUL HILL and
Comedy Act

Co. (1)

16 Mine.; Full Stage
68th St.

Paul Hill and a male assistant
a low comedy turn made up of
hoke travesty bits. Mr. Hill appears
in a misfit dress suit and eccentric
facial makeup, trick mustache, etc.
offer

The

assistant does

a burlesque

fe-

male Impersonation throughout most
of the act.
This is very broadly
conceived and made 'funny not only
with wood Sisters have framed this three- by the exaggerated makeup worn
formerly
"A Tale of an act. For the opening Burton walks but through the personality and

23d St.
Bernard,
Jul*
Florence Scarth in
Overcoat,** has a new routine ofj
foolery with several song and dance
bits which has been worked out
partner.
with Miss Starr, his ne
A kidding flirtation bit opens,
Bernard as a moon face comic calling the girl's attention to a dropped
.•

'kerchief, though making no move
She wonders how
to retrieve it.
long she'll have to wait for a gentleman to come along and pick up the
He replies he'll wait
bit of muslin.
with her, for it would be dangerous
for him to perform the courtesy,
having on his brother's tight trousers. He suggests a taxi ride in the
park and when she evinces interest

he adds that

it

was merely a sug-

gestion.

With Miss Starr

a change
Bernard monologs, speaking of a
She was
girl he took to dinner.
dressed like a queen, but had the
appetite of a tramp. He produces
some silverware from his pocket to
oft for

decipher the name of the maker.
Use of the knives and forks is the
only point recalling the Bernard
and Scarth turn. Miss Starr, back
with a dance, showed skill at high
kicking.
Bernard, now entrancing
from the front, offers her flowers, a
big box tied with his necktie, disclosing a small boutonnlere.
Bernard landed best with a "recitation" bit, cued with wrong music
from the orchestra and having Bernard singing sourly.
A Spanish
double number closed.
The team
several times appeared to have
trouble with the orchestra, but
should smooth the routine without
trouble. It should be worked up for

A fair enough closer for the splitweek schedules that has the man
and woman working on a pair of
flying rings.
The latter does a
neck-spin from a trapeze as her
main contribution, incidentally handling what talk there Is. Her partner dresses and does .1 Chaplin
throughout.
He showed two in- the better houses.
stances of nice work on the rings
which were worthy of a better re-

My Dear Jackie: All my life I sponse than they received.
havo wanted one thing and. have
It might help to lose the Chaplin
tried to avoid another. The thing I imperc nation and "business" that
wanted was to play the Palace the- goes with it in favor of one or more
atre in New York. The thing I did add 1 straight feats such as the
not want was to see my name in male half appeared quite capable of
In the same being ible to produce.
the Artist's Forum.
Bkig.
week both of these thing:-, happened
to nu\ with reverse English.
BARTON and SPARLING
1 did hot get to play the Palace
Songs and Talk
because— oh. well, you would not be 15 Mins.; One
interested in that, and I was men- Stste
tioned in the Artist's Forum by
Two-man team. Neat straight
you; and Jack, that was the un- and
opposite.
'boob'
roly-poly
kiml.'.st

CLAYTON

Co. (1)

Dancing

Letters to the Forum should not exceed one-hundred and fifty word*.
They must be signed by the tcriter and not duplicated Jor any other paper.

Friday,

Ibee.

"PERSHING"
Dog Act

12 Mins.; Full Stag*
23d 8t.
A trained bulldog, given the surname of America's military leader,
performs a line of stunts which the
trainer claims Is "extemporaneous"
or at the call of the audience.
However, a youth planted in the
rear of the house calls out the feats
and there is no questio about the
tricks being routined and cued. The
dog is asked to sneeze, a natural
stunt for a canine of this species.
"Talking Jewish" has "Pershing"
on his hind legs barking and the
movement of the front paws to hold
balance is indicated by tho trainer
to be "talking with the hands." The
dog walks backward, shakes the

—

"shimmy" (tossing his head *o and
fro while holding a a, Oman's silk
vest), poses and walks up a ladder
backwards.

For the

finale

"Pershing" climbs

down

aisle,

pausing at foot of or- comedy ability of the player as well.

chestra to sing In the spotlight. No
apparent reason for the "audience"
entrance. He finishes the song on
the stage where he is Joined by the
Sisters in a poorly executed dance

Several of the bits are away from
the familiar, such as the opening,

which has Mr. Hilt and the assistant

making

their entrance through a
in a scenic "flat" a stage hand
carries on the stage. Another, and
The special drop raises, disclosing a veritable wow, is the bit which
special full stage eye drapes for a introduces the crying of an infant
double piano and song number by in the audience whilo Mr* Hill is
one of the girls and Burton both at trying to sing a sentimental ballad
pianos.
The singing aroused kid- with the baby constantly interrupt-

door

number.

from the house. The girls' ing.
and enunciation are hopeless.
Burlesque
They topped this with a double mounter on

ding

voices

dance that passed.
A dramatic travesty next in "one"
with Burton a villain, one sister the
heroine and a comedy messenger*.
The tieing of the heroine on imaginary railroad tracks where she is
run over by a motion picture engine
projected on a picture sheet is not
novel.
The dialog also was reminiscent, having to do, with the*
"Where are the papers" ''At the
news stand" brand of humor.
The act has been amateurishly
produced. Burton Is the only member of the trio who has a chance to
get by vocally.
As a straight
dancing combination they might

acrobatics,

with

tho

a wire, travesty
dancing, dancing with a dummy,
and burlesque impersonations are
Included.

Both Hill and assistant*

are capable knockabout comics who
know how to get the best possible
results out of their material.
The
act is packed with laughs, most
arising from some pretty ancient
sure-Ares, but always good, no mat*
ter how many times repeated ia
vaudeville, especially in the pop
houses.
BclU

PONCHINELLO TROUPE

(6)

Tumblers

9 Mins.; Full 8tage
qualify for the smaller bills.
The City
This Is what is usually termed
present vehicle Is hopeless.
The
poorest orchestra heard this season Arab troupe with a somewhat different sort of setting.
The four
didn't help matters any.
Con.
men and two boys are dressed ia
Ponchlnello costumes and work la
LA PINE and EMERY
clown white with the exception ot
Song, Danee and Talk
the little negro top-mounter.
Thie
16 Mine.; One
little fellow adds a lot of pep te
58th St.
the turn and the other youngster
Man and woman. Woman, in In the act who does some excellent
fashionable costume at opening, efcontortionists bends and tumbling*
fects a stuttering character, leadis also a distinct asset to the turn.
ing up to a pop double number. The
The four men take turns at the
man solos with a rube prohibition understanding
number that was only so-so, the The work is so and sommersaulta*
fast and they seem
punch coming with the return of to enjoy it
so thoroughly that they
tHe girl in "hick" get-up, a red and
apparently run amuck at times. One
white checkerboard, straight lined
of the men landed in the orchestra
dress, a comical hair knot and Inpit Thursday night.
That is bad
describable
burlesque
stockings. judgment
and an acrobat hurling
Cut so tight that she threatens to
through the air straight at those in
burst forth in all her glory any
the front row does not inspire the
moment, considerable comedy is ex- pleasantest
sort of a feeling.
acted therefrom, leading up to a
For a closer the act is there. It
dance by the woman and encore to
has speed and some clever tricks
the man's saxophone accompaniworthy of applause.
Fred.
ment.

The team

is

framed right for bet-

ter small houses.

Abel.

PAULI and ROGERS
Songs, Tslk and Dancing
13 Mint.;

and GREEN
Songs and Dances

DANCER

Two

(Special Set)

American
Along the conventional lines for
10 Mint.; One
a versatile mixed double routine
American Roof
following tho "hold-up" idea and
Mixed colored dancing team em- having a gun the most prominent
ploying a routine padded out with prop.
vocal numbers. Introductory numThe couple present a nice appearber by the boy opens the act lead- ance. The girl makes two changes.
ing up to a double popular number, They give promise of being able to
followed by a stepping bit.
Solo handle a more substantial routine

and jumps to the
The latter explains dancing by both members Is brought than they are now delivering. A
the dog weighs 2" pounds and 1) forth providing the real merit of the special drop Is a woodland view.
More steps of a spectacular It set
prove his confidence in the man act.
unnecessary so far as its
Jumps immediately upon signal. nature should be introduced for this relation to the act is concerned.
The turn is made interesting couple to keep pace with the numTwo songs and some dancing inenough for a good opening for ber of other colored acts of this tervals in the patter.
Neither
a

tall

ladder

trainer's arms.

three-a-day time.
This is not Leo Carillo's dog
"Pershing," of a different breed and
which has appeared on the vaudeville stage with Carrlllo at different

time*

ibee.

which have been playing
around of late.
Opening after intermission on the
^toof, the returns were ,4lght with
the finishing bit decidedly weak.
style

Hart.

strengthened the general impression. As it stands the act can probably pa 1 in an early 'spot or the
smaller houses, but the vehicle will
never take this mixed duo very far
above that classification.
Bkig.

-

\H
y,

November

HARRY TIQHE CO,
££. ana Talk.

25,

AfctS TMiS IVtfiK

1M1
ftdngsi

tame abrupt laugh and
Harry Tlgtae
-vpgsentinu a new turn which is
the and two
Toward
Tlghe.
lastly
^flth the

familiar cough,

physical
£1 walk on, or dissimilar

combine on a couple
aombers with him which leade

(portions, to

finish.

gamdva nt ages

and the piano.
a song on the
allowing

of

ustline to increase;

your

sung by Tlghe,

which he goes to the keyboard
which la spaced by
or a number
"talk on the •'gals," prompted
memo book of
miniature
a
The two girls
phone numbers.
anter to co-operate on a slang lyric
the
delivering
Tlghe
has
that
"cracks" with the feminine duo unable to comprehend. Then a parody
oo opera, done In* ragtime by the
Uo. used by untold .numbers of
g^ts, witii an encore in the form of
a recitation by Tlghe concerning "A
Vaudeville Piano."- that held suffletsnt comedy value to connect.
The act could stand some cu* lng
and especially should the ragtime
opera bit be passed up. Too many
it.
connected
with
recollections
Tlghe appears neither to more. adpredisadvantage
than
nor
vantage
viously, but continues to remain the
same iu his work, which is questionably enhanced by the presence
of his two feminine partners.
The comedy is sufficient to push
the turn over to acceptable returns
and as it stands will pass as an
which
act,
"standard"
average

otter

FLORENCE WALTON

HARRY LANQDON

Danesa
A4 Mine.; One end Full Stage

•After the Ball"
23 Mine.; One (•); Full (•);
Palace

(f)

Dane*) Revue

30 Mine.) Otis and Full Stage
( tpeoi al Settings)

SifeAiftl-

pp to the
Entirely in "one,"
with
the act opens

SHAWS RIVUI

BILLII

(2).

Mint.; One.

Palace
Florence Walton has again rejtMIss) BUlle Shaw has been pay. turned to vaudeville. She has made
ing around In this new vehicle for her usual trip abroad, come back
several weeks, but it is far from and fixed up for her hotel appearbeing in shape. Hal Hlxon is out ances in New Tork and, having a
of the turn, also Herb Hoey. In little odd time on her hands aftertheir plana Miss Shaw is experi- noons and evenings, she has decided
menting with a youthful singing and vaudeville patrons must have a
dancing Juvenile. The kid shows chance to see her. Therefore this
promise, stopping the act on two Palace engagement.
occasions, once with a corking buck I
In advance of her appearance an
and wing routine and the otherlavaunt courier of the dancer let It
Russian
instance a Jaxz acrobatic
be known that she was going to
solo.
give the public something new. She
The act Is sumptously produced, was going to give vaudeville two
but hicks pep or punch until within acts one in which she intended to
about 10 minutes of the final curtain act and the other in which she
when the specialty dancers assist- would dance. That was the plan
ing Miss Shaw get down to the meat Miss Walton tried in the suburbs,
of their hoofing. Previously the act but when she came to Broadway
allowed ample opportunity for Miss Monday she danced. She also sang
Shaw to flash on and off in various a song, or rather talked a song that
bare -legged costumes, all in good was entitled ''For No Reason at
Between the All," which was just about what it
taste and classy.
many changes the dancers soloed or was.
But when it came to dancing,
doubled and the male piano player
that ir. dahclng of the ballroom
sang to different results.
The act tells a story in rhyme type. Miss Walton again proved she
about the three youths trying to is about as good as there Is in that
woo the damsel. Dancing solos by line. Assisting her are two young
and Leon
the three dancing youths and a fast men. Alexandra Vlad
her partner in
trio routine put the- act over at the Leitrum, the former
finish.
A novel effect was Obtained a tango and the latter in a waits
by an entrance of Miss Shaw from and one -step. Two musicians, a
beneath a huge Tureen. This was pianist and violinist, play during the
prefaced by a few rhymed remarks dances and while the star is making
by a memlKT who may have been her change;;.
Maxlmilan Dolin Is the violinist
the stage manager or elect rleian of
and his two solos between dances
the act.
deserved the applause. He Is
well
The toy soldier, Iceland, jazz
with enough
restaurant and bridal numbers all m finished musician

—

!

showmanship

]

When

the absentees return, in union
they take up the chit-chat
While No. 8 gets Into a man's twopiece swimming suit and a wrestling
bout follows.
For the finish the
heaviest of the girls undertakes to
throw the man and toss*
him
lightly about the stage, although- he
suits,

Is tall

and looks

to

weigh around

Tho turn lacks showmanship.
The rough stuff, both in Its attempts at comedy and in the
straight athletic exhibition, spoils
the old appeal of undraped femininity.
Closing the show at the
State the turn got very little. IU
Place is in burlesque rather than a
•mall time vaudeville catering to
mixed family audiences. The rowdy
atmosphere probably is objectionable to women.
Rush.

WILLIAM HALLEN
Sengs and Stories

One

William Ilallen is an eccentric
nut comic, with a style that is noticeably away from the general run
of nut singles of the present day.
Beginning with a rambling nut
ditty, he follows with a routine of
stories, some that wilhaound familiar to those who know vaudeville of
a couple of decades ago, and others
that are up to the minute.
Hut it
isn't
what Mr. Ilallen does; It's
how he does it. Instead of unreeling his yarns, whether old or new,
in the usual cut and dried manner.
he characterises all of them, some
with a funny hesitant, explosive,
stuttering delivery, others with an
•cid-proof brogue.
And while he
hi a nut
comic, he never makes
himself ridiculous. Thai is to say.
the audience laughs with him. iuV
at him.
Incidentally, he breaks no
straw luits nor electric bulbs.
Mr. 1 fallen. mUIi his compete' *
ty.uy oi handling material, and distinctive style should step right into
the bigg< .%t
l «* -, n
good.

I

'.lis

a, id

make more
Bell.

Harry Langdon is ussisted by a
company of three people in presentlng his new comedy offering. It is
in three scenes, the scenes being
entitled "In the Ruff.'* "Treated
Ruff" and "Ruff Riding.** It Is a

The Gallarini Sisters, two young
appearance, have been
an act for three or feu* reasons, but
this seems to bo their first week in
girls of nice

young

One

In the waltz
the three offered.
with Leitrum there was some pretty
figure work, and the one-step was
all exhibition stuff that even none
of the sharpest of the sharpshooters
in the old days would h ve attempted. There was one consolation and that was that Miss Walton did not attempt to ''Chicago.**
although she undoubtedly could
stage a "cean** number of this sort.
BETTY MARTIN and PHILIP
Miss Walton is still the class of
MOORE
the ballroom dancers In vaudeville
Aerial Gymnasts and Acrobats
and if anything her appearance well handled.
10 Mine.; Full Stags (Special)
improves with years. Monday night
Before the couple make their enOrphewm
she looked as beautiful as Gcraldlne
trance the auJlence is given a
Opening in Tuxedo and black eve- Farrar, her appearance, in fact, chance to look the set
and effects
ning dress, Moore goes to the flying bringing the comparison to mind.
over.
Mr. McCormack uses an old
Fred,
rings .'or some aerial acrobatics
sailor dummy and Miss Wallace a
while Miss Martin changes to white
little girl.
Mr. McCormack is a
gym suit She is a nicely formed FRANCE8 BELLE AND BOY8
ventriloquist whose voice-throwing
girl, smooth and girlish in figure.
Singing and Dancing
compares with the best, and he unMounting the rings she does a series 12 Mine.; Full Stsge (Special)
covers a line of wise conversational
of swings with a slide to a knee
68th SL
patter with the old salt that is
hold featured.
plentifully
featured with laughs.
Conventional singing and dancing
Moore solos a routine in which is trio, woman and two dancing boys.
Miss Wallace offers a neat bit of
featured the "Windup." It consists
T T *ual
singles, doubles arid trios. dancing In a bathing ?t'!t in addiof gripping the rings and winding
Two boys start act before scrim tion to her ventrfloqulal contributhe ropes about the arms. At each
drop in one. with brief dlalbg, tions. A bit which has the old sailor
forward somersault the ropes make
which brings Miss Belle on in full dummy apparently sobbing called
an additional loop, lifting the athstage set, pretty eye. with effective for some expert vcntriloqulaliam
It's flashy and a
lete up a notch.
lighting.
All three dance well; by Mr. McCormack. a difficult asnovelty.
singing on par with regulation signment which be got away with
some double balancing dancing acts.
After
Dialog should be perfectly. The turn should fit snugstunts on the Romans the pair go to eliminated, aa It means nothing. gly into the best of bills. It's difthe floor for some acrobatics and Dancing will carry turn In early spot ferent from the others.
BeB.
lifts. The feature 1 the "Seal Roll,"
Miss Dells shows
In pop houses.
which is a lift by Moore r f a hand- two costumes, one a dress, other COOPER and RICARDO
to-foot and a roll across the stage abbreviated soubret cabaret creaComedy Talk and Songs
while In a reclining position and tion, both tasteful. Boy wear Tux
16 Mins.; One
holding Miss Martin aloft.
It's a outfits.
Five or six weeks of prac- H. O. H. (Nov. 17)
Pip.
tice spins in the outlying houses
This pair have been around for
This pair have the goods and are will do much to give the boys the Heasons. but
arc showing a new idea
u rsal novelty for either end or a presen-o now lacking
when they and a new line of talk. Opening
in
pot on any of the bills.
Con.
are doing anything outside of danc- "one"
carrying a suit case. Cooper
ing. Samp applies to her.
Hell.
attempts a ballad. Miss Rlcardo in
policewoman uniform, carrying a
SHEA and SHIRLEY
FOUR BELLHOPS
stuffed club, parades her beat across
Piano, Comedy and Soros
Acrobatic
stage behind him.
21 Mint.; One
7 Mins.; Full Stave
They go into convocation in
City.
State
which Bhe ,is anxious to learn
Jimmy Shea and Mamie Shirley,
"What
he baa in the grip."
Four
lively
young
Her
of
Shirdressed
the
nnn
in
the latter formerly one
dialect
and manner of
ley Sisters, presenting a corking bright red jackets like the Hi itish Hebrew
loss jacket rind dark trou- working are reminiscent of Fannie
variety act running to laughs for Army
the strength of the. turn. Miss Shir- pers. Yhoy go in for straight luni- Itrice without any infringement.
He explains that he has a wedbjing
for
the most part, with sonic
numbers
of
couple
a
handles
e
j
y
pyramid build- ding dn-Hfl therein and that it is for
while Shea feeds talk and handles hand-to-hand feat
f
the
firHt woman who consents to
finish in a rouIn one number ing aid make a f..
the piano for her.
The cop|»cres.s applies
tine m««del<'d r»n tl>(- Arabian sM.lt; of marry him.
topieal in type he managed to con
for the assignment and exits in
work.
It
vulse the lUKilfiic" at the City.
eban^*«.
make
Cooihm- insists that
Two ol the m< ha\e .ipj au-nlly
is Jimmy Shea'.s inimitable manner
*•{" lb"
When nhe
Arab troupes. .she rot urn the nriPof fun-muking lhat gets the aei it* conio com nilv
Mbs Shirl-.v f«i th»-> giv«- a fast and si «*ik 111:4 l«Mrn« that il i.s pigskin y.hc says
although
applause,
the IijM' !<»r\vi»'d, hall "it'll eome bark."
1:iO(IIis
le r sampl-- .if
'.l'<l
pieaslnc
looks
He solos a ballad, aftf-r wbieh Fhe
n oftlr .«'d: \vb • oin«'f A-ulf and the leap*
numbers nic»l\. Tic;
into
tiu
air
and I"IV.;imI drop to returns for (J»t Married." a £<x»d
order.
jazzy
A bil ol eroKFtlre.
(Inli.M'd
eii«li»:
backlteiid eoinedy nttr.i'»ei.
1:1
n
!>•
iiju-i'iii::
pil <v and
Aft'-i"
rionble l-YonHiy son^,',
wlili h b. iu^r tb» n h> t'.K- r.-.-t npain. followed b
«l
double, the number with Sb<a
lot them ;i\ .(
1"
iiiei-l\.
Tl|fy
!.-«>
!'<>r ;»n ena
in
tb<
r.imiil
|«>
'f
inli'-iiee
a.
the pin fin gol to le
core roin< <f.i'i<d> biiMifi' :* with n
M lltrtlM'Tl. -.
wallop Hid from thai puinl on there
born
toy
ltd like, lull.">w«-d by h<r
The f|i:ari« (J*i little- llu'l ix not
was no slopping (he r.el. The;
away with I'm- omhiif '» f mii'iar. I'H bundb.- tb *ir Hininif- voralt/inp ol 'IdiHs" to born and
V alkc d
uke
nreompaniment
topped o'Y a
style.
\v!i
ii
s-'taj»
and
!•<•»' tin
Mule
of
U
"
honor:laugh
anil
.})pl;iii.
good entertaining eome»K- <1«
.)«Tit.
<>;
ib s ft- ,:
an ini v« s.l'
f>', Tin 1;"
Id. 1;'
b'.
Clli's

effects in

joins sister for a Berlin number
wjth incidental clowning. Coulson
is back with a "mother*' ballad,
to which he adds a sentimental recitation. Girl return after a change
of costume and go Into another
double which merges Into a medley
of pop numbers, mostly of the ra£
variety, which makes the finish.
On early at the East Harlem
i

house they took three bows and
passed fairly well. Neatly dressed
trio, but they have nothing out of
the ordinary to offer, although they,
do the song routine satisfactorily,
the harmony of an extreme sort being the best liked feature.

"CHIC SUPREME"
It Mine.;
58th St.
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(Special*

in

and his diction

is

none too strong.

The parted curtains in full stage
women, one being the

discloses four

prima

and

ensemble

leader,

tin

other three girls executing typical
dances illustrative of the son*:
themes. Four such numbers are ol
fered.
Oriental, Frenchy, Dutch
and a military send-off. including

a well executed drill. The prlma's
voice, though well pitched, doe* not
convey one well pronounced lyri<line arid therefore means nothing
Cdreful pronunciation would enhance the value of each number
tenfold. The "chorus," though they
are more than that, ifc a fast, hard
uorkiti£ tiio that was responsible
lor the act acoring the hit it did.
The coHtumhu,' is superb, really a
sartorial
*tlasb"
in
itself.
Tin-

Dutch

number in performed will;
wood shor lo^s and the

the usual

>

:

(5)

Qn% snd Four

"one" announces in
rhymed talk wliat the audience will
see with the usual expression 01
hope the audience will be pleased,
which, as later develops, is an extraneous detail and could well bo
eliminated.
The man presents a
foreign though mposlng appearance

ii

l

ninth.

Revue

|

t

1S)

eccentric
the
blonde* furnishing
eosnedy. The trio stick consistently
to jasz numbers from the publishers' catalogues, and get their best

»

j

SL (Nov.

145th

Harry Coulson wears Tuxedo and
works straight. The Singer Girls
are, a familiar sister combination,
the brunette playing the piano and

Coulson
this direction.
does several solos, and tends assistance
In
and
trios.
There
doubles
quial abilities with a full sta;e production holding a number of clever- is no danetng worth speaking of,
ly conceived scenic effects.
The and this rather slows the turn
scene is that of a summer resort down.
Coulson appears alone before a
with a miniature dasclng pavilion,
bath house, etc., showing In the dis- purple drop In "one** and delivers
tance p »d located oa the shores of an Introductory number lending to
a sheet of water. The figure of a the entrance of the straight slater.
man rowing in a tiny boat and an- The two go into a ""baby vampother chap diving Into the water for number with the girl at the piano—
a swim are likewise shown in min- one of those conversational exThe piano Is in
iature, but with surprising fidelity. change numbers.
The dancing pavilion Is electrically* a sort of alcove made by a shallow
rye.
bsck
to
••three/'
Comedy girl
lighted and other details are equally

Hugh McCormack and Grace Wal
It
.that earned applause.
by far the showiest number of lace huvo backeu up their ventrilo

number
is

St.

the
metropolis.
The girls are
musical, one quite widely accomShe plays a variety of
combination of golf and motoring plished.
and judging from the applause and Instruments, opening with a violin
as
her
sister
plays the accordeon.
laughs it Is going to develop into
accordeon-playing
a standard offering that will even The
eclipse "Johnny's New Car." It was woman clings to that instrument
noticeable that Langdon a-id his whilst the other takes to the brasses,
company were not at all sure of muted and otherwise, for the lively
pop numbers or the Jawing strains.
themselves as to the laughs.
The girls look rather striking hi
The first scene Is on a golf course
with Rose and Cecil clad In striking their Venetian or Neapolitan cosgolf costumes, doing more gabbing tuming, a bright stage picture all
than golfing, and Harry caddylng the while. Their music goes toward
along behind them.
There are a substantial success, as they please
chances here that will work out. all portions of the audience. Theirs
The second scene, in full stage, at Is not the rollicking, hip swinging,
the front of the club house will feet rocking cabaret musical perbuild up to be as funny as the front formance, but a classy and cleanof the road house in time.
As It cut specialty, such as genuinely
stands now It has a lot of laughs, entertains and pleases as much with
but they are not of the "wow" the appearance af the girls as with
quality.
It's different, that's
their music.
Finally the auto bit Is use.I for why, to the composition of the perthe closing scene.
It
Is different sonnel, and the playing.
than the old car stuff. This time it
The -girls could have received the
Is a smart looking roadster with the benefit of a better position for them
girls in the front scat and Harry than opening after Intermission, In
riding in the rear.
Some of the "oner but still they didn't appear
copper stuff Is Used and still gets to mind it and assuredly the audi*
laugas.
The prop tin cans In the ence did not. It's a very placeable
hood an 1 the bio at torch backfire bit turn for the Shubert c! -cult, disfrom the old act is still present and playing good booking judgment.
lands with the usual effect.
8imr.
The three scenes make pretty
stage pictures and the two girls COULSON and SINGER GIRLS
show to advantage in the smartly Sengs and Comedy
cut golf clothes with k nicker and 16 Mine.; Three (Special Drops)

Miss Walton
and
well
Fifth Avenue
showed a new step or two in the

dances

One

10 Mint.;
444ft

-

1(0 pounds.

IB Mins.;
bSth SL

Musical
(t)

i

k™«*

punching bag upon which she goes
work A man suddenly appears
and the girls quarrel over him. They
decide to settle the dispute with the
boxing gloves.
There Is a tworound comedy bout ending in a
comedy knockout Two girls arc
off, while the man returns ;nd engages the third in meaningless talk.

GALLARINI S4STCR3

(S)

Two

i

.

.

Jto

and CO.

to please vaudeville.
hose. Harry is he same boob ehar»
After having sung 'Tor No .Rea- actcr as of yore and quite as funny
apWallor.
In
Miss
in bis inimitable way.
one.
son at ATP
JYcd*.
peared for the tango in full stage.
Vlad, assisting her. was dressed in
McCORMACK and WALLACE
a costume that suggested Valentino Ventriloquists
in the "Four Horsemen"; very ef17 Mins.; Full Stage (Special)
Hi
fective for stage purjK>stts.

lessen the fact that there trailed for special drops.
The cosshould be M>me needed revampi:- : turning of the principal was lavish,
done if added value is to be Rained. but the turn attempts too much.
ttlrifl.
In an effort to depict versatility
Miss Shaw or the author riddled
the dancing: members with too many
LYNDALL, LAURELL and CO <4) lyrics. As specially dancers they
Girl Athletes
qualify, but the brief appearances in
12 Mint.; Full Stsge
the preliminary dances take the
auts
edge off their specialties and exThree stocky, husky girls in short
hausts their repertoires.
skirted bathing suits are disclosed
The
turn could cut 1A minutes
special
the
.
.
..
rising
of
curtain,
a
the
„
at
_ i#M fl „ a «_!_*,
finish
.
.
down
to the sure-fire
..
, and get
7
,
...
b
drop furnishing the background of
...
.
th* n
i. n i.»
pianist
benefit.
The
with much
a bathing beach. They talk about should stick to the piano for his
the absence of men, beginning a
His solo with the
vocal numbers.
that
conversation
goes through
orchestra flopped due to flatness on
most of the act. All of It Is dethe final top note.
livered in the labored style common
At the Broadway the act built up
ts acrobats, men and women, the
after a phlegmatic start and was.
World over.
Con.
good for several curtains.
Presently one of the girls unveils
g decorative awning and reveals a
doesn't

]

21

t

dance carries with it four
wlul muskets for props with whit
the manual of anus h performed a*
an incidental bit.
Although the man i* pint of tl
compai.y, bo doea n(*t tak<» any bows
mill t try
•

1

•

four women. The act is .»
"lla^h"* for (no bettor three~a-da
mid can IU In nle<.H\- earlv on tbt

witb

l

\

tht^

lee daily.
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PALACE
Nothing

in the billing or advertis-

dark house. Ho need It from the
cello number, with nothing but the
baby spot upon himself, while a
singer billed as Buddy sang two
This
ballads from an upper box.
chap was In the bows on the stage

ing of the current week's bill at the
Palace that would Indicate any of
Are acta had any the best of it as
far as type was concerned, but in at the finale

the theatre at the night show Monday there was no question who was
the headliner. It was Bessie Clayton and her company, opening the
second half of the bill, that walked
away with all of the applause honors, playing a return there in three
The four acts that were
weeks.
billed equally with her were Florence Walton (New Acts) who closed
the first part; Harry Langdon (New
Acts) Miss Juliet, and Rae Samuels.
Miss Samuels and Miss Walton were
about a 50-50 split for secondary
honors of the evening.
The nine -act bill offered proved
to be a lot of show, and without any
film assists It ran from 8 o'clock
;

way

until

after eleven, Harry Kahne,

the closing turn, coming on at 11.03
still working at 11.20, with the
bouse on Its way. The majority had
remained seated through his first
three tricks, which he managed to
pot over in 12 minutes, and had he
been wise he would have allowed
things go at that end snapped to

and

bis finish.

The Royal Gascolgncs opened. The
dog

stuff,

the balancing of the half

chairs, and the final cigar
lighting bit all getting brief ap-

dosen

Boyle and Bennett looked
fine a flop at opening, but took up
tbo running and finished with two
encore bits to their credit The last
bit was a little forced but it got over.
Will Mahoney, on third, landed
with both feet That goes for the
Predance portion at the close.
viously he managed to pull some
With an audience other
laughs.
than the wise Palace crowd he would
nave been a "wow." His dance finish, however, made him just that,
plause.

The Hannaford Fsmllv, with the
Poodles." was sent from fifth

noted

to eighth for its holdover engagement, the spot this week being more
The
Important than last week.
show might have ended right there,
of
performance
so electric was the

Broadway as the patrons poured
Business
forth at the conclusion.
was extremely close to capacity.
That the program pleased was evidenced by the few walkouts despite
the three hours of show. Ten acts
run according to schedule, with the
exception of Johnny Burke, who
failed to ap. ear, and was replaced
(by Val and Ernie Stanton.
The 21 -minute episodes brought
the initial half to a close, in turn
Harry Tlghe and Co. (New Acts)

the bareback riders and the wonderful pace of the be-wigged comedian-equestrian star "Poodles.'* The
turn opened after a season on the
tan bark of the Sells-Floto outfit,
and there was some doubt about the
way the routine would work out in
the comparatively small stage ring,
as expressed by the family. But the
success of the turn is so sure that
it can play all the time it wants in
vaudevillo up to the opening of the
big tops. Repeats in other Shubert
houses are quite probable. "Poodles"
earned the right for a repeat of his
somersaulting finale and leap to the
back of the fast-moving white horse.
One of the assisting riders drew attention. The smaller of the two men
bareback experts several times performed well and surely, and may be
heard from later on his own.
Miss Rowland had a routine of
songs nicely suited to her, and she
seemed at ease. She builded nicely
and finally exited to honors that
placed her close to a tie for the
evening. "I Got It," an amusing bit
of lyric delivered with a dash of the

all

the

way and walked

off to

a

solid

hand.

show was

"The Kiss Burglar" was spotted
third, where it started much better
than it finished. The turn la a condensation of the three-act show of
that name which had Fay Bainter.
Only the lace pajamas of the bedAttendance down- room scene actually recall the originee showing.
nal, although some of the plot Is
stairs was as good as last Monday

tossed out
Monday night For the evening performance there were four switches
from the programed running order,
and it looked a certainty that the
going was quite ahead of the mati-

used, In fact, too much of It The
the empty seats scattered bit In "one" with Denman Maley
about The balcony was a little landed over anything else. "Nothmore than 60 per cent, occupied. ing But Temperament" with "busiThe Jump In patronage may lie part- ness" sent It off to a flying start,

with clever box-office dressing cov-

ering

which could not be later maintained.
The distinguished foreigner bit has
been adapted from an after-dinner
amusement stunt It was last done
Two of the feature turns recently with success by Leo Carrillo and
lopped over from Keith bookings. Louis Mann at a Friars affair.
Nip and Fletcher were, an early
and both landed here after Palace
appearances
Adele Rowland and big score. On second, the dancing
Nat Nazarro, Jr., plus two aids and boys provided fast pace. The house
a Jazz septet. Young Nazarro was was enthusiastic over the back
moved up from tenth to closing in- kicking of the blonde member. The
termission, a spot that seemed Just Paulsons opened the show, and the
right for him.
Tho opening with Leach Wallln Trio, with Its odd apthe bare-thighed Hclene was tepid plication of Iron-Jaw work, closed
well.
The
enough.
girl later connected
lbftc.
with an exhibition of toe-hock .stepping. It was the acrobatic drmring
accounted for by the liberal
of paper known to have
been scattered for the opening performances of the week.
ly

amount

—

that landed for Nazarro, billed as
tho "Shuberts' newest star.'
The
bouse liked it so much he encored
with a ring of "butterflies."
Naxarro's act has a peculiar arrange it, calling for quite a continued

all

started 'em

laughing early and continued along
the same lines until the finish, which
was more than average.
Following the Musical Hunters,
who opened, came Murray and Gerrlsh with a neat review of melody
which had the boy attending to
most of the vocalising and the girl
indulging in a couple of dance impersonations of musical comedy
feminine steppers. On rather early,
the couple nevertheless demanded
attention through their appearance,
which, along with the mixture of
songs and footwork, continued to
hold the Interest, though they were
still walking in.
Two of the numbers used are from recent Broadway
productions, with the "Love Nest"
supplying the concluding bit that
had the pair holding a diminutive

"it"

—

excellent

share in aiding, while

The couple

style,

—

WINTER GARDEN

lyrics did their

Morton made his "stew" count
the way.

house which lighted up on a dark
stage with a slow curtain for the
was a good second finish. The act pleased and scored
air."
means
nhe
number. The
accordingly with the only doubtful
Miss Rowland was serious with points the dancing impersonations.
"Nobody Knew," a story of senti- They should either be improved
"Too Hoo" as the encore upon or eliminated, with the possiment
slangy

brought her back, and they wanted
more, but the piano had been rolled
Mildred Brown was the acoff.
companist. Miss Rowland sported a
pretty
frock of white and silvery
despite the fact that they were
The billing credited a Fifth
ver.
Betty cold during the early turns aveiuie firm as supplying her sport
onday night.
but she showed none.
Miss Samuels was the first of the clothes,
Maxle and George repeated the
big type acts to have a whirl at^he
success
the 44th Street last week
of
audience. Although programed for
appearance with
next to closing she was* in the first and their own
Fay
Frank
at the Garden several
part Monday night and she walked
of slim high
brace
This
weeks
ago.
bill.
away with the first hit of the
"wowed" the next to
Five numbers were contributed by brown steppers
were listed No. 4,
Miss Samuels, with B. Walker at closing. allThey
the way down, and it is
tbo piano. They were all "to the moving
if any other act in the
wise stuff." and put over in a man- doubtful could
have taken up the
line-up
ner that is totally the possession of running after the Hannafords.
Miss Samuels. She practically tied
after Intermisshow
resumed
The
no the show when she left them sion with the colorful
"In Argenwhile they were asking for more.
tina," which also landed for a real
Another switch brought Harry score. It is not a great act. but it
Langdon following Miss Samuels, possesses a kick several, In fact
and Florence Walton closing the first There
is a dash of Spanish -made
part, which was the spot originally
though of the South
assigned to the comedian*
Miss convincing,
American
brand. A wonder some
Walton was undoubtedly a box office revue producer
grabbed off
draw for the house Monday. That the dancing pairhasn't
feature "In
much was apparent to the entire Argentina." They who
are billed Bllsa
audience that night, for her friends Delirio and Roberto Mandrano. What
were In the front rows and boxes,
tango they dance! If they had
and there wens ten floral offerings a
come north during the one-step
passed over the foots at the con- craze they would have been a senslusion of her act.
sation.
And they prove the origin
Miss Walton's friends remained of the tango was Argentina grantduring the Intermission following ed they hall from there.
Better
bar act, and when the Bessie Clay- still, though, was their Apache.
ton act was about half through they That much -done and much -faked
walked
though
almost
got up and
as
number should have the fire and the
It had been planned.
It was rather
passion as given It by these South
discourteous on their part, for hav- Americans.
Theirs counts as the
-kog waited for the Clayton act to most realistic ever shown here. An
laome on after intermission, they Ingenue was lucky in singing to a
f should have remained to the finish. bald box patron who was no shrinkThe fact that they left did not, how- ing violet, and that put over the
over, lessen the triumph of the Clay- number.
Another of the Li tin
ton act The applause for the little American maidens danced In Spanblonde dancer was thunderous in ish style. Her headdress made her
proportion.
It was a true tribute look like
an Indian. Harry Oron the part of vaudeville lovers for monde, the comedian, and probably
the genuine vaudeville entertainment the only American in the act, was a
with
herMiss Clayton Is presenting
valuable factor. His fun got over
self and company.
and he showed something In a dancNext to closing Miss Juliet ap- ing way, too. For the finale, baggy
peared with the act that she has red trousers with a spacious pocket
been presenting for years, but some- in back holding a tiny dog recalled
what different in routine and pre- the Chaplin film, "A Dog's Life."
sented in a special draped set of There are four musicians, the men
material that was effective, looking like natives from the other
Kjy
e Msoup 'eating" served to open, side of the equator. But one strange
and it was followed by the Intro- instrument, and that the drum,
duction of the various stars of the beaten with the hands, and imporlegitimate and vaudeville stage. The tant In the Apache number.
extent of her success may be gathMllo was the first hit
Listed
ered from the fact that she worked seventh, he gave the show a boost
almost 10 minutes, and the gallery on fourth. The mimic didn't fool
was still clamoring when she left them with the carpet and trick billafter 11 o'clock.
Fred.
ing, for he has been around often.
But he amused with his vocal tricks

An

and Morton and Lewis. The latter
pair rolled up an acceptable total
with their comedy vehicle, which InThe
cludes a quartet of songs.

COLONIAL

A

show occupies the
Colonial this week that ran so elose
to 11:80 it didn't make much difference and had tho taxis in front of
the house lined ap three deep on
longthy

bility always
the girl dance

remaining of having

minus the "name" an-

nouncements.

Owen McGIveney

did the honors

for the No. 3 allotment

^

J™
wol! d

1

social crowd that would laugh
but never wildly applauded, be
probably didn't know how near the
exact truth he was. Mr. Hlnes made
the remark to Induce applause for
a return and speech. They laughed
at the Idea but applauded Hlnes
lightly, though he did quite well in
the spot and for the house. It was
then going on toward 11. Harry
Hines has a certain way that is a
mannerism for him, and it helps him
on the stage. If he could polish
that up he could throw away all the
The single blue used
blue ones.
Monday evening was the bridegroom Jumping out of the 12th story
window when a knock came on the
door. That's not so bad for a night
show, but there are the matinees.
But it's too big a laugh to throw

a

That is the way one must
believe Mr. Hlnes looks at it Still,
there must be a clean' gag somewhere that could replace it for Just
as big and a much healthier laugh.
Mr. Hines also told the audience the
life of an actor was a hard one, with
hotel rooms and food, while the city
folks after their business went home
to their mother and a home-cooked
meal. He liked the meal, and if
anyone in front wanted to send him
one, etc., a bit reported to be in the
act of Bernard and Townes and not
unlike the request made by Joe
Laurie, Jr., to send things to his
home address. It's a good bit Whoever owns it should have it for
away.

themselves. Hines got laughs with
a parody at the opening. His position after the Hllllard sketch was
not In his favor, for the sketch Is a
story of sentiment that might subdue a house.
Just before the playlet and when
Charlie Howard and Co. had their
inning, they found it easy, for the
Howard turn was really the first
The
laughing act of the night.
show ha/1 run short on comedy be-

Mr. Howard Is doing
fore that
all new act of the "drunk,"
now standing before the old saloon

and while nearly an
ln

to

^
^u^.JLT.

*
I.1 1t
ft!
™J !*• *£;
* hls
Kfde
speed changes.
The dialog was en
tlrely lost during a major portion
of the running time due to the playing of the ore? :stra. which seemed
unnecessarily loud. Especially was
this true for those situated behind
the halfway mark downstairs. However. McGlveney's physical exer1

Friday,

November

ft,

MM

Anna Scranton, a good opener tor
any house with their double sons;
start and afterward the good wire
work. The Scran ton n come to tbo
44th Street alter pluming the
circuit. They were on the oi
bill of the State, though thai
likely has been forgotten by

Loew

one by now.

The 44th Street held nearly
paclty Monday night with a
ed Monday matinee. The
bill runs pleasingly and is so
balanced In general character
even the lighter turns do not
cldedly hurt it
The bill there this week pro!

•%

cost between $0,000 and M.S00 t*
Of the acts the following
salary.

have appeared previously on tbo
big- time in New York: Cliff Edwards, Masters and Kraft Review,
Charles Howard and Co., Harry
JHsto.
Hines, Everest's Monkeys.

RIVERSIDE
With Adelaide and Hughes,
Santrey and Band, Margaret Younff
and the Stanton Brothers (Val and
Ernie) among the features of, tbt)
current bill at the Riverside, tbo
show looked great on paper, bat
didn't click so well in actual performance. Variety seemed to bo

and dance pro*
dominating, with the result Santrey
lacking, with song

in the "ace" position did not
mand the strict attention be

com*
war*

ranted, and when It came to bjsj
afterpiece with Anna Seymour qutto
a few breezed,

Adelaide and Hughes booked Into
a house where they are known to
half the audience found it was open
and shut for them. This Is their
return to vaudeville after a spall
with an ill-fated musical comedy
starring vehicle. They were billed
Into the Riverside hastily last week.
evidently as a fill-in engagement
Contrary to expectation, Adelaide
and Hughes did not incorporate one
scene, song or costume from their
defunct show, but showed the samo
act virtually as done a year ago*
except for the new pianist, Joseph
Michael Daly. Closing intermission,
the act bowed off what turned out
to be the hit of the evening's on*

drop but with the "saloon" crossed
off and "drug store" substituted.
James Graham as the straight and
Alberta Fowler as the singer compose as good a little company as
Mr. Howard has ever had. Howard
Is not quite so extravagant with the
extent of his "drunk" or beer carry- tertainment
ing, but seems to get louder laughs
Sealo, opening, went through a
tions were sufficient to demand the with the little he does do.
routine of tricks which were all tbo
received
It
required silence and
Opening the second part were the more interesting because of no huwith the applause bringing him Gallarinl Sisters (New Acts), two man visible assistance on the stage.
back for what might be termed a young musical girls who do a pleas- The various props were placed toshowmanlstlc speech a few lines of ing turn. Everest's Monkeys closed side the wings, the seal pulling them
appreciation delivered with Just a the show, with the monkey rag band on and performing bis tricks and
wee bit too much emotion.
taking the laughs, while the flying immediately sending them off. Tbo
Marga Waldron and Co. (New monk on the double trapeze, to close, animal made an interesting opening;
Acts) put the after intermission half gave the act a fine sendoff. It's a for this bouse, as it is bound to to
in motion, succeeded by tho Stan- dandy comedy* monkey act.
any grade of theatre.
In the first part (No. S) Joveddah
tona, who tore It up with considerHarry and Grace Ellsworth w
able success. The boys got to the de Rajah, a mind-readying act, got the first brother and sister act
assembly early with their talk and the most attention. The two prin- the bill and, like Harry and
carved a separate niche for them- cipals the reader being a blind- Seymour, the other blood relation
selves with the upstairs gang, which folded woman did but 15 minutes, combination, second after Internals*
doted on their rendering of melodies making the turn swift and snappy, sion, their forte runs mainly to*
by means of the enlarged "uke'' and for the answers were given with ward song and dance. Grace misharmonica. It was a set-up for the rapidity following swift queries. The worth has developed into a vivacueing here is expert
It is all cious
brothers and ther cashed in full.
Jazx stepper and Harry, wbo
Doyle and Cavanaugh did "nicely, straight work, though many laughs bears considerable brunt of tbo
though it seems as if the latter are obtained from the reader's re- team's labors, now has a long dismight cut loose with a bit more plies. One card given the man was tance "hock" stepping solo that
stepping than she is at present announced as "a booking agency In brings down the house.
That
doing.
Miss Cavanaugh is capable Chicago, Ernie Youngps."
Miss Leitsel (No. t), whom every
of taking more of the assignment, sounded plenty, but no one was rec- circus patron knows for her aerial
but is sacrificing her dancing in ognized.
work, proved to be a pint-sised
The
man,
supposed
Jovedto
be
favor of doing "straight" for her
8urpriso to the Riverside patronspartner.
While that may be all dah, is swarthy skinned and speaks who enjoyed the little lady's atrial
right. It doesn't get away from the of an East Indian lineage that goes frolic immensely.
To watch bey
fact an added bit of footwork on back thousands of years. He is of lithe little body hurtle
through tbo
her part should be an asset to the exceptional address, displays the air numerous times as she,
swings
very best of showmanship in this
turn.
work, whether upon the stage or in on the right wrist is certain to
Johnny Dooley was next to clos- the audience, and keeps his voice command admiration, and she eering, encountering a rather slow
scored aplenty on Monday
perfectly modulated according to the tainl.
start, but overcoming the handlcan
JJdtanco he Is from the stage. The evening.
before bowing out. He is adhering noticeable shouting
Vol and Ernie Stanton were No.
and
noisiness of
closely to his former routine and other
similar turns Is missing here. 4 with their Eton college hokum
It is "pie" for those who like it,
The Joveddah
stands up with that despite its familiarity never*
though it was apparent that there any of them for act
straight mind-read- wants for interest. They clicked s>
were many present who were look- ing and should do
picture.
Adelaide
as well at the box perfect
ing for further developments along office
In the smaller towns as any of J'ughee, closing the first half, «u*
this line. It's a good laugh act that,
them can do. The man must share jon to a reception and exited to A
however, has the mirth spaced con- some percentage
salvo.
of the reward se
siderably and evidently could stand
with the woman reader whom
Julius Lenzberg's orchestra bold
some condensing.
At least It cured
he
addresses
as
Princess.
forth during intermission, making
She
hanseemed that way Monday night.
dles herself and her voice very well. that spot something more than tho
Siegal and Irwin terminated the
The applause success of the first usual siesta period. During tbo
evening.
BMg.
part was the Masters and Kraft Re- rendition Lenzberg's jazzy drummer
view. They do quite a lot with it shook a couple of wicked sticks that
considering that but six people in made him sound like a whole Jass
ST.
all are carded.
Three are men, inin himself. That boy sure can
The 44th Street (Shuberts) prob- cluding the principals, and the other band
ably held the class vaudeville audi- three are girls. Of the young wqm- torture those traps for a straight
trench orchestra drummer.
ence of the town Monday evening. en one is a kicking dancer of quite
Margaret Young reopened after
The class went there to welcome some personality who holds up the
Robert Hllllard In his revival of feminine end. Masters and Kraft "Topics" with a new song cycle In"The Littlest Girl." There could be dance themselves into favor, finish-* cluding a new chorus gal number
no argument about it. Mr. 'Hllllard lng big and securing some laughter to the effect "It's a long way from
Chllds to the Ritz" that Miss Young
was virtually the only one of the bill en route.
sold as she only can. A new Dixie
to receive a genuine reception on
Cliff EM wards as a single turn,
tune with a peach of a medley, hi
his appearance.
Among the social No. 4, with a pianist, displayed little. which
she spills a lot of wise patelement, In their several parties and He seems lost alone.
While his
evening dress, was Lillian Russell, work, make up and style have not ter stating that Moe and Joe and
who merely sat through the per- changed since with Keegan and Ed- Abe and Sam always write about
formance from her modest orchestra wards or Clayton and Edwards, and sweet Virginia "ham," because here
seat.
Edwards still hums his blues In up north it's getting cold, and Dixie
"The Littlest Girl" has been re- songs, Cliff Edwards alone doesn't royalties are good as gold. That
tltled "Her First Appearance."
Mr. look to be enough. He will increase brought her back for "Hello ProsHllllard produced the playlet years a fading standing and promote him- perity." a vtimely number, which
ago.
Last week under New Acts self professionally through again again necessitated an extra recall
with a "Chicago" number.
She
in Variety Mr. Harrison of Pitts- securing a partner.
burgh gave the playlet a completeNo. 2 held Sailor Bill Reilly, per- could have stayed on all night after
review. There Is nothing to add to haps Inserted late on tho bill since that, but wisely bowed off.
Harry and Anna Seymour pleased
Mr. Harrison's comment excepting he was not programed Monday. Mr.
this: The 44th Stroet Monday had Reilly did not give the act ho is !Wlth a lot of fl y talk
Miss Sey"sassy" style registering.
its largest advance sale of any of capable of.
IUs- turn held too mueh pour's
the 10 weeks Shubert vaudeville has of slow selections, and though of the Harry, as ever, feeds neatly
been regularly playing that house. pop brand of their class were alto- steps legitimately. Anna scored with
Mr. Hllllard also has a following, gether too slow and too continu- tho "Kissing Cup's Last Race"
apparently strongest Just now in so- ously so. His appearance could be sneezing number, which the late
ciety, though
his legit following improved as well In dress.
Since Clifton Crawford made familiar in
must be of moment besides. Thar Sullor Reilly removed the uniform vaudeville, although her Blanche
means new business at least during ho may have been of tho Impression Ring impression was not o good.
a Hllllard engagement, and th#»re is another kind of an act goes with a Miss Seymour has grown careless
nothing so valuable to vaudeville as change. That Is not so, in this case with it because, If memory serves
new business of the desirable kind. anyway, and a turn along the old right, she had It down pat some
*
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When Harry Hlnes, next to closing, in the usual courso of his talk-

ing routine, said the stage manager
had Informed him that on Monday
evening tbo 44th Street always held
\

much better for him, time ago. All told, brother and siswith or without the uniform. His ter exited to good returns.
Monday night act was a had one for
Henry Santrey and his "By.cbthe No. 1 position.
pated
Society
__„__„ Band"
_
opened with a
r
The show opened wrlh Harry and good pop medley. Tiut after a couple
lines will be
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found a few Impatient ones
m songs for
the exits, although well
Making

To

the atmosphere
londay evening, judging from the
tner even tempo during the couple
rf preceding turns, he should hare
jazs and that would
lad 'em red hot
»ve anchored them for anything.
The Santrey - Seymour travesty
concluded. It IS now billed as a
Mgular act. Santrey, taking the last
nrtain for his band alone, announces that the writer of a quartet
fore 11.

1

suit'

bill due to their working in full lowed, getting by nicely after a slow
stage, no time being available to start.
The taller member clowned
change the set. Miss Bayes. preced- her way to safety. The double haring the closing turn, having worked mony vocalizing was accepted mild-

the

The Johnsons, two men, use xylophones with a routine of fast popular numbers employed. They held
the audience nicely, with the closing
time exactly at 11 o'clock. Hart.

lyn,

CRESCENT

r

Both

LOEWS STATE

girls are

m

ORPHEUM

Business at the Orpheum, BrookTuesday night was a trifle less
than three-quarters capacity, with
Norah Bayes headlining at the opposition Crescent up the street.
Singer's Midgets were topping at
the Orpheum, which made it necessary t7 drop an act from the usual
eight. TiVt of the acts ran before
The Crescent (Shubert vaudeville) intermission on recount of the length
headvaudeville
real
second
of
the Mii^ets* bewildering array of
its
had
liner with Nora Bayes thiH week. scenic and novelty lumbers.
as
bill
Rogers
Will
a
used
house
The
The little 'oiks ha ye a new scene
topper for one week, when he dou- for a closet
It is programed the
bled with the Winter Garden. Miss "Legend of Lady Godiva." The voBayes opened the Winter Garden calist Of the ensemble introduces
and immediately after was Parted the scene lyrically. He is garbed in
in the^out-of-town Shubert houses. monkish costume. A full stage set
She has gone as far as Chic igo and with castle, moat and lower. 1 drawis now on her return trip, with the bridge is disclosed. Lady Godiva, in
Crescent the first of three weeks for pink fleshings. Is led across the
her around New York, the others stage mounted on a' white palfrey.
being the 44th St. and Rlalto, The knights emerge from the castle,
Newark. At the Crescent Bhe start- descend "the drawbridge, arrayed in
ed the week by drawing matinee shining armor. A drill credited to
is
at t : afternoon Ned Way burn's direction closes the
It
busliiess.
shows that the Crescent has en- performance % Ten scenes, including
countered light business. **e nights the elephants and other Incidentals,
take care of themselves, 'as the were applauded in turn. It's an Inhouse has a small seating capacity teresting act, no matter how many
and can be a near sell-out practi- times it is witnessed.
cally all week for the evening shows.
The. rest of the bill ran ..ostly to
The early matinees of this week comedy turns and played smoothly,
showed more encouragement than each act getting nice returns, with
tha house has had since vaudeville the hits going to Holmes and La
has bepn installed. With the only Vere, third, and Roscoe Ails, clos'logical reason being the headllner. ing the first part.
The supporting bill is not " the
The Holmes and La "ere turn,
most satisfying nature. It' is top- "Themselves," is one of the season's
heavy with men. Of nine acts, five novelties. Tommy Gray is the auare entirely of men. Arthur Terry thor and he has equipped this pair
with a bit of chatter and a rope with a capital vehicle. A new touch
Terry starts was a comedy audience song by
opened the show.
atons- the monologistic lines, a de- Harry Holmes. "Ha. l.a," in which
cidedly difficult style of work for an, the orchestra joins for the tag line,
opening turn, especially as the talk followed by a verse in which the
is of a quiet nature. The Brooklyn house Is invited to join. Somehow it
audience was fairly well seated doesn't belong and detracts from the
Tuesday night by the time Terry c'ass of the rest of the offering.
started, which helped him to a cer- The audience verse could be dropped
tain extent with the rope spinning without- harm.
A new finish has
and dance at the finish, lett'ng him Holmes carrying Miss La Vere out
Harper and for bows after he has blackjacked
off to fair returns.
Blanks, a colored dancing team, No. her to stop her from talking. After
but mildly entertaining a few bows he thrbws a dummy into
2, proved
until their final Chinese number, the aisle. This got a scream. One
which shapes up as a neatly ar- more, with her carrying him. ought
The finish to be good for a repeat laugh.
ranged, novelty bit.
brought applause.
Roscoe Alls is showing practically
Arturo Berpardl, No. 8, provided the same routine he used with
an expertly worked up protean of- Midgle Miller. The comedian is
fering; Bernardl retains a set that featuring Kate Pullman in this turn
has seen much usage and is greatly along with Charles Calvert* a hard
lacking in class. For an act playing working Jazz dancer who slams over
the bigger houses a more attractive a solo to results. Miss Pullman has
setting should be used. The costume developed wonderfully under Ails'
changing and character work of this direction. She Is a clever foil for
chap brought forth several rounds the crossfire kidding in "one" and
of applause, with a generally good looks immense In a black jazi cosImpression left by a turn that runs tume at the finish. The jazz band
a bit over the regulation time.
dancing finish put them away
A real dash of pep was provided and
solidly.
Alls and Miss P.:llman
by Felix Bernard and Sid Townes, kidded and speeched In an encore
No. 4. These boys have worked up bit. The gags are mostly familiar,
a corking two-act, with Sid Townes with some ad llbbing by Roscoe, but
getting more out of a popular num- the dialogue is always given a
ber than the average singer of this punch by Alls' contortions and trick
style of .song. To offset too great walks. They took one of the hits
an amount of vocal work, the boys of the bllL
have injected some good comedy
Dave Roth, second, did well In the
talk, which has more strength in early spot with piano -playing and
the manner In which it is woiked up dance Imitations of George White
than in Its own brilliancy. The ap- and Pat Rooney. Roth does a piano
plause honors of the first half were bit, where he imitates a pianist in a
easily captured by this team. Mr. motion picture house accompanying
and Mrs. Mel -Burns in their light the Alms. Vlolinsky also did this bit
farce,
"On the Sleeping Porch," and there Is some priority discusClosed the first half, garnering a sion.
"Bell" says he did it 17
goodly number of laughs on the years ago with a wagon show, so
strength of the man's drunk char- there you are. The solo on a oneacterization. Mel-Burne keeps his stringed cigar box violin was well
efforts along these lines within the delivered and landed. The dancing
bounds of decency, getting his at the finish helped the Roth total to
laughs legitimately and landing a couple of legitimate bows, which
them solidly all of the time. An made the business of looking at the
easy laughing hit was captured ly gallery and asking them "More?"
this cOuple.
seem superfluous. It shut off the
The Glorias opened after inter- applause on the lower floor like a
mission, replacing the LOckfords, switch.
who were out of the bill on account
Sybil Vane, with Leon Domque at
of Illness.
The Glorias confined the piano, whammed over a juicy hit

vaudeville, in that they are the oldest
women acrobatic team, started the
show with a alp that was refreshing.

S3

This week's frame-up at the State
is somewhat of an improvement in
capable tumblers, run
ly, but the tall girl kept pecking ning "through
the familiar stunts the respect that it puts more emphaaway with nutting until she thawed wlth the precision that comes of sis on the low comedy. Not enough
them.
practlsed ability. There is also a but still more than the average since
Richard Keane and Co. in dra- bit of dancing here and there that the house opened.
matic impersonations, were spotted makes a neat contrast to the tum>st
The middle of the show had
about right, following. The com- bling. Like all good acrobats the of the strong laughing material in
pany consists of a male member who girls also sing. But let that pass. "Did You Vote?' with William Mormakes a superfluous announoement They went over nicely.
ris and Co., followed by Brady and
j
about
Keane's
accomplishments.
Second held the Pan American Mahoney with their dialect converEach characterization was applaud- Four, a quartet of colored men in sation, ending in a serleB of parodied
ed by a gathering, roost of whom dress suits. They dished up a brand songs. These two bits of clowning
had never seen the originals.
of close harmony that just suited were preceded by Re iff Bros., whoso
Cooper and Ricardo followed and
regulars, the rep including an comedy is light, but whose cleanhad quite a job to get going. Bur- the
Imitation of a circus calliope, that cut dancing specialty gives their ofring the first few minutes pf dialog,
the house simply ate up. Inasmuch fering back-bone and substance.
they didn't take kindly to Miss Rlas this old "tried and true" of the
Business was somewhat off Moncardo's comedy efforts. She got to
singing fours knocked 'em day evening. The house never did
them with the bridal song, however, old-time
over
at the Fifth Avenue, which has fill up by a third, although the twoand the pair finished solidly but a clientele
that knows vaudeville thirds capacity was probably occuwithout an opportunity afforded for values,
it might be a good idea for pied twice from 7 to 11.30 as the
the uke and horn encore business
the dusky songsters to dig up a people came and went. The crowd
they do. The idea of the salesman
more of the same type, such was more demonstrative than usual,
and the policewoman is new anj can couple
as "The cows in the meadow they with the laughs coming often and'
be built into a good comedy o« 'ermoo,"
etc.
That probably would heartily durihg the comedy numbers,
go
ing for the Intermediate bills.
GeOrge MacFarlane, assisted bj a be new to most of the present-day which garnered the bulk of the' apbooking men^ and plause.
regulars,
and
pianist, really started
the sho\
Four Bell Hops (New Acts), a
next.
The br.rl*one. in excellent would more than likely be a wow
first water. The house couldn't
Of
the
voice, sang "Belles of St. Mary,"
quartet of ground tumblers with a

in full stage throughout her turn.

recent pop hits has Just arrived,

which brings Anna Seymour on for
their hoke crossfire.
Business was capacity Monday,
aided materially i>y a box party
under the auspices of a Jewish
Abel.
philanthropic orgar lzation.
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"Waiting for the Sunrise." 'Til Try get enough of, the harmony singing. dash of Arab in their routine, made
Pan Americans could have a fast and sightly opening act. They
to Forget You" and two popular The
published numbers. A short speech spread their applause out Indef- did only seven minutes, but it was
initely, if they had Introduced a litget-away.
necessary
*°r
the
was
solid acrobatics.
MarFarlane's act is unique, lnas- tle Jockeying.
Irene Trevette was No. Z with her
McCormack and Wullace. a double dialect
'much as he stays out In "one" until
songs, displaying nothing
ventriloquial turn (New Acts) put
through, minus piano solos.
novel, but a well-dressed and agreeBlllie ShaW's Revue (New Acts) a lot of life into the third spot. able enough single without special
followed ahd dloscd to several cur- Emma Carus, fourth, and a decisive distinction. She peddled four songs.
hit. cuiiv*
called mivuuuui
attention to
inewBiinw
fact that Spanish, French. Italian, and fo the
tains. One of the male dancers took uii.
u the
a nasty looking fall, ripping his she is now .wearing her hair bobbed, flnish a Ja
darkey character inum
Tuxedo trousers, which was pie for also that she is a red-head cur- ber of curwit popularity. She ocBert Fitzgibbons, who followed. The rent y (last season Miss Carus was \ cupted 10 minute a without starting
The auburn tint and more than the perfunctory patter.
"nut" opened by remarking the chap a blonde).
in the act ahead did a ripping good abbreviated locks are very becomReiff Bros, came through with the
dance.
Fitzgibbons is assisted by ing. She is a real old home favorite
'his brother Lew, who plays the at the Fifth Avenue.
Everything first suggestion of comedy with their
incidental
conversation They broke
piano and the xylophone.
While she did Tuesday night went over
handling the latter instrument, Bert solidly and there was. a surplus of the ice somewhat, coaxing a giggle
or
two
for
the first time. Perhaps
goes to the piano, extracting laughs upplause that more than called for a
they paved tho way for the next two
by discordant accompaniment. One curtain speech.
numbers.
Their
mirth is mild, but
of the howls was Fltz's pantomime
Kirby, Quinn and Anger, a pair,
imitation of a back yard musician, of rough and ready damping comics, they can dance like a house afire,
stepping
and
the
finish got 'the first
while a song plugger delivered a and a soubret, with personality and!
Fitzgib- a voice, entertained with a line of] real returns of the proceedings. Neat
ballad from a stage box.
looking
pair,
this
in their Tuxedos.
bons sold them mildewed gags with patter, singing and dancing that put
remarks, ''Give the public what they them across solidly. Both of the They are wise not to force the comedy,
but
their
let
clean-cut
dancing
want." and "What the hell Is it all men are good soft shoe steppers, and
about," to riotous returns. He took each can tumble with grace and specialty make the appeal.
The
William
Morris
vehicle
Is a
the comedy hit without much com- agility.
The house liked the turn, labored affair in itself, but it I j made
petition, making his final exit a walk a first rate variety combination,
by
across the stage with his overcoat the way, and said so unmistakably. funny by the low clowning spirit in
which It is handled by the two men
over one arm, remarking, "The
Long Tack Sam and his company and the woman. They act up all
dressing room is on this side."
of Chinese acrobats and balancers over the lot, with plentiful mugging
The feature picture followed.
gave a needed punch to the show, and abundant roughhouse incidental
Con.
sixth. The troupe, which holds ten business.
The playlet Is built
around a travesty on the blue laws,
P' I'formers, hop from one stunt to
the other with lightning speed. The which takes the form of a dream in
horizontal bar work of a Chinese which the husband, who Is too lazy
With nine acts in the layout, the acrobat and some difficult back to vote, is projected ten years into
first
half bill at the American bending by a Chinese girl, vied with the dark future when hboch, theshaped up as a satisfying pop priced Long Tack Sam's Bits for returns. atres, short skirts and the other reentertainment.
With the feature Long Tack, in response to applause maining relaxations have been legispicture end devoid of an attraction that warranted it, delivered a neat lated out of existence. The material
of distinction, the vaudeville of the little speech at the finish, mention- has a topical touch, and although
program was looked to for a large ing that the Chinese at home (in the points are sledge-hammered
portion of the ertertalnment. Les- China) had asked him to thank the across, they meet sure response.
ter Raymond and Co. opened the Americans for aiding them in the
The audience was now set for the
show with a juggling routine. Ray- recent period of stress and famine. su re -fire nonsense Of the Brady and
mond does his work in a polished A good showman this Long Tack Mahoney act. Dialect comedy somemanner, keeps up a steady line of fellow, and a clever artist.
how always gets to the "pop" audichatter, some of which is bright and
Lynn and Smythe were next to ence, ahd the smaller of the pair
some otherwise, and leaves a good closing
with his ridiculous fireman's get-up
in
turn
the
presented
sev(New
Dell
and
Ray
impression.
eral seasons ago by Mayo and Lynn, scored. The combination of a little
Acts), No. 2, passed along quietly,
comedian who is browbeaten by a
with the show getting a good boost and more recently by Howland and hurley, bullying straight man selLynn.
Mr. Smythe makes a splenwith Josselyn and Turner, No. 3.
dom
fails, and this is no -exception.
did straight for Mr. Lynn's highly
The male member displays musical amusing
and correctly drawn Eng- The talk was punctuated with
ability with the 'cello and saxolaughs,
and the parody singing finish
The talk has
phone, his efforts along these lines lish fop character.
been brought up-to-date, and the was a surge of merriment. They
helping the turn materially.
sang
two
numbers and
Comedy came to the front with turn generally rejuvenated. Smythe could have travestied
done a third. *TyndalI
Dobbs, Clark and Dare, No. 4, who has a pleasant tenor of good qual- and Laurell and Co.. athletic girls
banged over an early hit with their ity that he uses to good advantage (New Acts) closed the show.
rough and tumble comedy. For the in a ballad. A representative act of
"Hush Money," a Realart feature,
average pop vaudeville house this its type.
Alice Brady, was the picHomer Girls and Lee closed with starring
The comedy is
trio has the goods.
ture, a light story that fitted the
well singing, dancing and piano playing.
the
horseplay variety,
of
worked up with a solid finish that It's a conventional two girls and a vaudeville interlude in quality.
Ruth.
should create a howl in any of the male pianist flash dancing turn,
with entertainment features that
three-a-day houses.
Phil Adams and Co. closed the are sure for the pop houses. The
ST.
first half. The Adams act, which is turn landed In the money.
Bell.
With a seven-act bill, which ran
of the glrly variety, 'has seen much
smoothly and speedily, those who
service, but continues to provide
contributed at the box office demonentertainment of a caliber to keep
strated their satisfaction to a more
it in the feature class in the houses
The show Monday went over with or less degree throughout the evenfor which it has been framed. The
The
act Is now carrying but four girls. excellent returns. Ward and Ray- ing and It was rarely lets.
mond
and Edward Clark Co., re- main consignment was delivered to
FolIt originally played with six.
lowing the slapstick comedy turn of gardless *>f the latter following the Combe and Nevlns in the next to
closing spot. They entered to a reDobbs, Clark and Dare, the Adams former, shared the Jilt honors.
act had no trouble keeping up the
The Ward and Raymond combina- ception and added to it as they
pace in the comedy division.
tion afford an excellent example of went along until a halt in proceedDancer and Green (New Acts) the proper delivery of comedy with ings was threatened.
The boys
opened after intermission, with Mae emphasis on the feeder, a tall and ducked the issue, however, with a
in fourth position. The* little prima and Hill, a quiet talking turn, in the slender feminine of matronly ap- few words.
donna opened in a hoop-skirted next spot. This couple have a cer- pearance, while the comedian posThere must have been a forced
costume and sang "That's Enough tain amount of class that adds to sesses a quartet of accents. Edward switch In the running order, as the
for Me," "Remember the Rose," and their offering. Their chatter is In- Clark, following, or next to closing, J. Rosamond Johnson troupe (New
after a piano solo and change to teresting, and with the neatly ar- also came into the limelight of suc- Acts) held the opening spot, being
short skirts, did two operatic num- ranged dance finish the returns were cess with his characters that called succeeded by Paul and Mae Dolan.
for overtime work.
bers and closed with "I Want My adequate.
The company The latter turn, which has the man
Otto Brothers, next to closing, is a female pianist who remains at doing all the juggling, should reach
Mammy," a croony ballad just suited
throughout, accom- ar understanding with the drummer
to her personality and voice. They tried for comedy honors, but had the keyboard
The Clark in the pit, as the noise from beyond
liked her immensely and acted ac- difficulty in keeping up with some panying in fine style.
of the earlier turns in this division. act can stand up before any audi- the foots came very near excluding
cordingly.
through
the
returns
were
light
The
ence.
In
Josephine
Davis
Creighton
was
No. 2. everything else, not to the adJimmy
and
Blanche
with a assisted by a male pianist.
She vantage of Dolan or the enthusiast
"Mudtown Vaudeville" also clicked, greater portion of the act, the
fin- sang four comedy numbers.
gained
at
outburst
favorable
at the traps either.
Jlmintermission.
opening after
Porter J. White did nicely with
chin whiskered Rube ish. The Three Falcons on the ring.*
Hal Crane offered a dramatic skit.
old
m'.e's
disclosing a well- It
show,
closed
the
his
and
mannerisms
contained throe characters. It Is his dramatic sketch. If recollection
character and
laid out routine with several feats founded
a police captain holding serves he has changed the other
on
deft handling of the verbal passages
Ilart.
of merit.
White
a mother behind the bars, charging male member in the cast.
between himself and the gawky
her with the murder of her hus- carried the story alon< to a conschoolgirl rolled over.
clusion
that
was
good
for
band.
three
Her
or
son
admits
he committed
Hetty Martin and Phillip Moore
Evans and Wilson
the crime, due to his father's actions four curtains.
(New Acts), one of the best of its
succeeded
with
a
vehicle
toward
that
would
at
the
along
family
ran
half
show
as
a result of
The first
kind, opened and took four bows.
an even pace Tuesday night. Eight drink. It holds the usual tense mo- be much the better for some cutting.
Con.
acts, all of them straight variety ments, but the lawyer for the de- There's a tendency toward Ustlessness at intervals and it would untype, the show embracing acrobatics, fense could easily be eliminated.
singing, dancing and conversational
Mme. Rhea, assisted by a combi- doubtedly aid the team if the elimiNo nation of the opposite sex, exercised nation process were put to work.
comedy chatter, principally.
Charlie Ahearn with his gang ran
The last show at the Broadway sketch or girl act in the line-up. discretion in picking assistants, for riot, walloping
out a substantial
Monday night ran two 'acts short, as Km ma Carus. headlining, divided they hold up the present turn. Both total for themselves
with the bike
Tack
Long
the
honors
with
applause
are capable musicians.
Madame rider out in front
is the policy of the house. The missall the way.
The
ing entries were Kdna I>reon and Sam Troupe, the latter being the Rhea has a variety of dances and act never
gave
a
hint
of being on
Busithe
bill.
turn
of
feature
other
does toe work.
the Koban Japs.
Jussie and Ossle, gymnasts, held the wrong side and from the first
About throe -quart era of a house- ness was light in the balcony, and
laugh, also due to the speed of th»
ful were in when l\rs»* diS^d a bit better than fair in the orches- attention in the opening spot, with
50 per cent, of their success as a routine, worked up to a grand fina'e.
opened with Pfr?| arl/ij»i,, *°P**on tra for the Fifth Avenue.
r
(Continued on page 26)
White*
.unique
Black and
In result of comedy.
lex folt
pictures.

„

:

<

work to three dances, two
double and a solo skating bit by the
member.
The act seemed hardSale
_'
to have made its appearance before It was off. These people are
.far too clever dancers to curtail
their offering to such a short space
of time.
The audience expected
more when the final curtain was
lowered. - Tom Lewis with some
comedy slides and chatter alon* the
same lines provided the comedy
punch for the spot. The audience
laughed steadily at the Lewis talk,
giving him his just returns.
Miss Bayes. next to closing, did
30 minutes devoted to her usual
style
of
songs.
Alan Edwards
Works in with Miss Bayes in some
of the vocal work displaying a voice
of merit and an appearance that
should place him in the matinee Idol
fClass.
There was little doubt but
what the entire audience was made
•'tip
of, Bayes admirers.
They appeared to like every bit of her work
'And came forth with the proper applause in every instance. Several
-encores wore necessary, each of
which brought forth round after
round of applause, easily scoring
one of the biggest applause hits
ever gained in this house.
The Musical Johnsons cl ed the
show, replacing Harry and Anna
Scranton, evidently taken out of
their

,

,
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Regal
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Presslcr

VAUDEVILLE THEATRES

IN
(All

Monday

house* open for the week with

when

matlr.ee.

otherwise
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Indicated )
The Mile below are grouped In divisions, according to the booking offlcea they
are supplied front.
The manner In which these bills are printed does not denote the relative
—^~—
•»••
^...
Importance of acta nor their urogram poaitions
•Before name Indicate! act Is now doing new turn, or reappearing after
absence from vaudeville, or appearing In city where listed for the first time.
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KEITH CIRCUIT
MIW YORK

Tha Crelghtons
Johnny Burks
(One to fill)

Katth's Royal
Victor Moore Co
Frankly n Afdell

Ruth Roye
Kane A Herman

H

Master Gabriel

Ted Lorraine Co
Anger A Packer
Conroy A Howard

Hollls 8
1st half (28-20)

Ellsworth
Melnotte Duo

Royal Oascoynes
LoyaT's Animals
attfe's Ceeeadal
Stager's Midgets
Howard A Sadllsr
Bert Fltsgibhons

(Others to

2d half

Dancing M^>onalds Miller A Anthony
Marmein Sisters
Anger A Packer
Valda Co

Peggy Brennan Co
(Others to All)
Id half

Henry San trey Co
H A A Seymour

C A F Usher
(Two

A Seymour

to nil)

H A A

Seymour

~~

Farnum A Farnum
DeQarmo
(Two to All)
Praetor's Oth Ave.
2d hslf (24-27)
"Dress Rehearsal"
"Modern Cocktail"

Lewis A Dody
Vera Sablna Co
Mary Marble Co
Ladellas
(Others to

Rolfe Co

Ernest Ball

Lewis A Dody
Byron A Broderlck
Albert Donnelly

(One

Mass' Franklin

Rae B

Baal

A Dody
Kennedy A Berle
Lewis

Laura Ordway

Mme Herman
(One

to All)

2d half

A Ann

Olcott

(Two

2d half
Musical Hunters

Orpheum

McCormack A

W

R

Wild A

to nil)

(Ono

W

Columbia

Lstell

to nil)

BROOKLYN
Thos

.1

Ryan Co

Co
Coogan A Casey
(Jeo Jessell

T^w Welch

Bergman McK A N

Keith's

Dunbar
CAM
Clown S*»l

M.>iKurt'l

(Others to All)
Moos' Regent
Murray Klnaen Co

A Ann

Percy Haswlll

Co

Misses Townsend
Msrgot A Francois

"New Producer"
•Molly Mclntyre

Peggy Brennan Co
(Others to All)
Keith's 81st St.

Krone A Whitney
.loo

A

BIRMINGHAM

W

Lyrie
(Atlanta split)
1st half

Taul Docker Co

Mi-Cloud A Norman
Flleen Sheridan

Eve

W

Ward Co

A J Mandel
Byron A Broderlck
MrFarlnnn A P
(Others to nil)
2d half
Murray Kissen Co
Joe Laurie Jr Co

Walsh A Edwards
.

Bill

Genevieve

A

W

NORFOLK

Dogs

Academy

LANCASTER, PA.

(Richmond

Colonial

split)

1st half

Harry DeKoe

Doherty A Dixon

B A E

2d half

Anthony A Arnold
Jack Roof Co
(Two to All)

<£o:i

8

Emerson A Baldwin

Babe Ruth

a

"Volunteers"
Step Lively

Frank Wilcox

Frank Rrowne
Hums A Lynn
Music Land

•Grace Doro

Chic Sale

l>

Austin
Maxine Bros A

Denny A Barry
ERIE, PA.

City 4
Godfrey Tierce
2d half
Camilla's Birds

Keith's National
(Nashville split)
1st half

AZ

"Rubevllle"

Cornell

(Ono

Melva Telma
Kirk A Harris Co
King A Irwin

to All)

2d half

Turner
Marina
Polly
Ft

A Grace
A Verga

th«>

Party"

Moran

Travers Co

(.RAND RAPIDS
Empress
P George

Leona

Great I^eon

LOWELL
B. F. Keith's
Nestor A Vincent

Bowman Bros

I'eggy Carrie rt

Barsban

A

Groh

MAX HART

A

Ben Welch

Laurie

Reason Co
(One to HID
Glrard
O B Alexander Co
Greenlee A Drayton
(Others to All)

J Archer
Flernie
'One to nil)

L A

CMBBDGE,

Amanda

Miller

4

—sk —

Howard A Lewie
Blackston** Co

(Two

to

Empire
Anxcl A Fuller
Six Belfords
2d half
Canaris A Clco

j

Ki-lly

Cansino Hros
(One to nil)

A

I.iii

W

hslf
Hiiley

M

(V.NVii

A Queens

(Une'to nil)
Plsca
lT^—z-~t-a

fill)

2d half
Joe Armstrong

Si&ters

Woman

Sawing a

2d half

Joe Dl Lic-r
Winlocke A Van

D

A F'dr'ks
A Haynes

A Atwood
B'DF'RD. MASS.

Clair

New Bedford
Cartone & Marrons
Perry
OAR
Homer Miles Co

Powers A Wallace
Lniina Cnrus

DR. JULIAN SIEGEL
14»3 B'wny (Pntnam Bldaj.) N.

(One

Mlddleton

Fields A Fink
"Juvenility"

(Two

A Perry
Big Girl

Fiddler
Little

Archer
Wallen

A

NEW YORK

Hudson

AL-

H Beresford <*o
B«lna M Foster Co
Dance
(One

nil)

:M half

(Others to nil)

Hlckey A Hart
Putlon & Marks

44th St.

Hetty King

Wwlmsley A K'tlng
Cansino Bros
(Two. to nil)
Palaee

A

I.

A P

A Hnrrls
Harry Sykes
Angel A Fuller

Stuart

Six Belfords

ST.

JOHN

Opera Uaasa
Doc A Ills Pals

Wood A I>awson
A West

Ollie

Jerome Mann
5

Musical Mcl*aren*

W

Laypo * Benjamin

'

Eva Shirley Co
Harris A Santley
Sensational Togo

|

Bernard

i

(Others

BROOKLYN

CITY

Winter Garden
Edythe Raker
l*ana La Mar
Kranx A White

Vov.-igo
to

R.

Colonial
Canaris A Cleo

SHUBERT CIRCUIT

fiipitol

Larinur

Bel ford

A La Favor

HARTFORD

Sldell

2d half

HALIFAX

fill)

A

NEWPORT,

to nil)

Sherman A Rose
Chas Keating Co
Marie Nordstrom
Sawing a Woman

& Hoys

Menettl

Murphy A White

2d half

2d half

1

Kenney A Nobody

Sheldon Th'm's
(One to nil)

Eddie Foyer

to nil)

to

A B

Lyrie

Opera Houses
-Pagana
V
"Telephone Tangle"
Little Jim
Bell

A S

to nil)

FTTCHB'G, MASS.

A A L Roth
(Two to nil)

2<1

|

Kane

Fsden Trio
Princeton A Watson

Dentist to the N. V. A.

Ofltrlal
4

Sh'ld'n Th'm's

(Four

Ja.pi

Primrose Semon Co
Kspe A Dutton

Tom

Palace
Hunniford

N.

Evens A Massart
Harry Sykes

"Artistic Treat"

F

Poll's
I

Janet of France
Eddie Foyer
U S Jazz Band

Nestor

F*L RIVER, MASS.

& Anthony

2d half

T A F Burns

T.nngford

fill)

Hippodrome
Samson A Delilah
Murray Girls

Gilbert

Gray A Byron

4783-4

All)

2d half
Sherlock Sis A C

Poll's CIHCUIT

B

B-yant 740304

(One to

Mario Hart Co
(One to Mil)

(Two

Samuels Co
Primrose Trio

i:

A Romalno

Carnival of Venice

A Harris
YORK, PA.

BRIDGEPORT

A Margu'ritc

Story A Clark
Malia Hart Co
Low Cooper

Janet of France
Cahlll

A Mack

Tyrell

Langford A F'dr'kd
Marie Nordstrom
Blackstone Co

MASS. M'NCn'STBR, N.H,

Sherman A Rose

Opera House

Keystone
Pcrer.

Sonla

Gordon's Cent. Sq.

Curtmell

Loney Haskell

Hayataka

All)

Joseph Regan
•Arabian Nightm'rc
Valda Co

Prince

Strand

Jack Gold*

Monarch Comedy
(Two to nil)

Co

SHENANDOAH.PA.

2d half

to

Jack Benny
Courfnev Sis
("alts Bros

Den

Nancy Boyer Co

A

Samaroff

Busch Bros

YOINGSTOWN

Rim

Mme

Kane A Grant
Henry B Toomer Co
Cahlll A RomaJne

(Others to All)

Proeter'e

W

fill)

Bess u- Clifford

Sfrnards
A O Duncan
Franklyn Chas Co

K Taliaferro Co
Sharkey Roth A

Howard A Lewis
A C

Sherlock 81s
2d half

B.Rempel Co

schenectA>y

3

A Cunneen

A Weston Co

Pan American

2

Clintnn A Rooney
Ruth Iludd

Chas Keating

Jean A White
Traccy A McBrlde

LYNN, MASS.
Gordon's Olympla

Geo Edwards Co

I'isher & Hurst
Claudia Colertan
Arena Bros \

B

Strand

YON KERB, N.Y.

'Jacksonville split)
1st half

Able O. H.
Beaty A Clauss
Norton A Melnotte
Wild A Hills

to All)

to All)

Murphy A Lockmar

Proctor's
"Flirtation"

Melva Sis
Texas 4

KAHTON, PA.

A Cantor
A Mack

(Two

B. F. Keith's

BIJou

Fdwln George
Dewey A Rogers

Tyrell

BROCKTN. MASS.

Johnson Bros A J
Boyle A Bennett
Mrs Sidney Drew
Tom Smith
F Walton Co
Beatrice Herford
Creole Fash Plate
"Dress Rehearsal"

SAVANNAH

YOU WANT VAUDEVILLE, MUSICAL COMEDY OR DRAMA

C

A Norton
A Morgan

Joe St Ange 3
Dallas Walker

Colonial

McDonald

Allen

(Two

WASHINGTON

RuHsell A Dcvllt
"Profiteering"
Dolly Kay
Holfe's Ilevuette

A

and JANET

•MON CHAPEAC-

2d half

Temple
Mrs II Turnbull
Jim McVVIUIams

II?

AMOROS

A Co

2d half

Harry l^ayden

Wlll Stanton Co

(Three

ROCHESTER

Jos Victor Co
Adler A Dunbar

Lady Oga Towaga
Will Stanton Co
King A Mlddleton
The Faynes

Berlo Girls
(Others to All)

(One to

Brooks

Temple

Whltelaw

2d half

Rhea's

Barrett

Onra A Partner
Florence Brady
l^owls

to All)

LEWISTON.
Music HaB
Foxworth A Francis

Ackland & May
Rappl

W

Roanoke

I

Room 80S Loew Duildino
1640 Broadway, N. Y.

to All)

(Charlotte spilt)
1st half

I

IF

Jim

(Two

DETROIT

"At

BOSTON
B. F. Keith's

Little

Althea Lucas Co

I'

Foxworth A Francis
King A Mlddleton
Wardens A La C
Lady Oga Towaga

to All)

Colonial

ROANOKE

A Rosedale

Seed

(Two

2d half

Parsons

AL-

to All)

UTICA. N. Y.

"Telephone Tangle"

I>Avere

&.

i*c

A Atwood

(One

All)

Pagana

Blue Devils

BAH
(One

Hippodrome

Majestle

(Four to

Dancing Shoes
1

Clair

Fantlno Sis

A Boys

nell

Pelaricla 3

-a

Arthur

Walters
Franklyn Chas Co
Martha Pryor Co

Wilton Sis
Ed I*e Wrothe Co

READING, PA.

B. F. K< .tu's
Jas J Morton

2d half

Murphy A White
Princeton A Watson
Skatello

Warman A Mack
Rich A Cannon
Mullen A Francis

RICHMOND

HAS

.an

Empire

A Harris
Wardells A I*a C
Wlnlocke A Van D
U S Jsas Band
(One to All)
Paul Air PauUne
Stuart

Sq.

Geo P Wilson

Adolphus

L'WRENCK. MASS.

BIJou
Bud Clayton

F A O

A Fink

Fields

The Fnynes

BANGOR. ME.

His

Lyric
(Norfolk split)

Francis
Everett
McCool A Rarlck

Hunniford

Faden Trio'
Mrs Eva Fay

Lc Cardo Bros

TORONTO

A

2d half

to All)

{Two to All)
Bowdoin

A Haynes

Samaroff A Henla>

(Washington St.)
Harry Hnydcn Co

:d half
Ladellas

A H Brown
Fabvr A McGowan
White A Leigh

Hart

PHILADELPHIA

Jas J Thornton
Bert Errol

2

W

1st half

Manning A Lea
Little Revue

to All)

Amaranth

Bva Fay
Nestor

Fred Elliott

Green A Burnett
Frances Kennedy

Trozint

The Balllote
(Two to All)

Hippodrome
Fox
Crcssy & Dayne
Mehlin^er A Meyer

Kred Burton Co

Sralo

Polly

2d half

A

Hollls
Patrlcola
Kddie T/eonsrd Co

Keith's Bora Park

to All)

A

Kenny A

Young

V A K Stanton
Kaufman Pros
Wells Virginia
McConnell Sis

split)

La Maze Bros

Jack LaVler

Morton A Jewell Co

Morgan A Moran

Auditorium
Lane A Whalen

Dummies

Maryland

Moiconl Bros

4

JonnnyB

BALTIMORE

Orpheum

A Henderson

l'.trry

A O Duncan
Sullivan A Mayors
Elm City 4

Rc^er Gray Co
Hall Ermine A B

Dufor Hoys
3 Belmonts

Doyle A Elaine
7 Honey- Boys
Laurel Lee

QUEBEC, CAN.

Frank Gaby

Cockle
Carl A Inez

Willie Rolls

to All)

2d half

Rae B Ball
Bob Willis

I«ewls

Stratford

Bradna Co

Mrrio

1st half

Kitaron

CLEVELAND

Bert

1st half

Yvette Rugct
Rule A O'Brien

NEW ORLEANS

Grill

T & F Burns

Trip to Hltland

Bvans A Wilson
Columbia A Victor

Miller Girls

Colonial

Gertrude Morgan

Gordon's Olympla

Proctor's

McLallcn A Carson
Burns A Freda
Anderson A Burt
Ruby Norton
Gallagher A Shean

Banders A Meliss
Seven Bracks

J-'hir^on

Lucille

Blms A

Wilson Bros
Leavltt A Lockwo'd
Kesista
(Others to All)

(Two

Musical Hunters

E. F. Alhee

Palace
(Mobile split)

split)

Sis

PROVIDENCE

2d half (1-4)

.1

A

B. F. Keith's

A E Mitchell
Foley A LaTour
Furman A Nash
Davla A Darnell
TROY. N. Y.

KEITH

F.

HAVHILL, MASS.

(Scollay Sq.)

J

Ames A Wlnthrop
Moore A M Jaync

B. F. Keith's

Lyric

Stanley

J

Spoor

half

(Blrminirhnm

K

Clara

Ylsscr Co

.1

G

LOUISVILLE, KY. Juliet Dlka
Ernest Ball
Mary Anderson
Roy & Arthur

B. F. Keith's
Ernie A Ernie

Kay Hamlin A
Howard
A B Morgan

to. All)

half (28-30)

(Others to All)

A Pauline

Prownlee'e Follies
(One to All)

Dlas Animals
Helen Morettl
Smith A Nelman

"Phadowland"

B. F. Keith's

Lonna Nacensio
A A G Falls
Joe Towle

& ilartman
(Ol.lMniR, O.

ATLANTA

CARRIE

M

Welch Mealy A

Godfrey Pierce Co

AUSTIN and ALLEN
"BROADWAY TO THK ORIENT"

Bros
Cook

Mack A Lane

PORTLAND, ME.

A Caron
North A Halllday
Bell

Benjamin

Alf Orant

Fay A Butler

Klrksmlth Sisters
(One to All)
Gordon's Olymphs

Bookla* Bxolaslvely with W. V.
BI. A., B. F. Keith t western) and
A 111 Hated C'lrenlta

A

Laypo

2d half
Bell

BOSTON—B.

I

Boll

2d half

BOSTON

*

J J Morton
Sidney LandsAeld

Jarrow

A A L

Boston
Harras A Wills
Burke A Durkln
Swartz A Clifford

CHICAGO

Mclntyre Co

1st

Ray Hughes Co
Juck Roof Co

6 Now.sea

F

Chas Martin
(Two to All)

Espe A Dutton
A Lee

Building

2d half (24-27)

(One

Pagana
Hanvey A Francis
Soul Mate

(One

A A L

Temple

Suite 1313 Masonic

Long Tack Sam Co
Mary Marble Co
Cook Mortimer * H

1st half

A Gay
A Francis

Coneiiy

Palace
Joe Allen
Fay A Butler
J Elliott A Girls
Rudell A Dunegan
Royal's Elephants

Kelso

N. J.

(Others to All)
1st half (28-10)
Wil! Morris
r.ucker A Winifred

Lyrie

Rlalto
(Knoxville split)
1st half

NEWARK.

Ray Raymond Co

Lillian's

O.

Roy Mock, Booking Mgr.

Summer Eve
Gibson A Price

Anna Chandler

Lyrie

H'llster

Mary Marble Co

Nelson
Henry Lewis A O
Sabbott A Brooks

KNOXVILLE

A

*Chas Ahearn Co

A

CHARLOTTE

CHATTANOOGA

1

A Vokes

2.1

Keith's BuNhwIek

Frank Dobson Co
Kennedy A Berle

(Chattanooga

TOLEDO,

2d half

Gertrude Morgan
Lea Donnelly Co
"Tango Shoes'*
Primrose Soman Ca
Reed A Tucker
J Elliott Girls
Overseas Revue
(One to All)
8P*NGF»LD, -MASS.

(Others to All)

Grorlnnl

Henry Melody i
Hamilton A Barnes
O'Neill A Queens
(One to All)

B

Potter A Hart well
Frederick Roland

A Vokes
A Cunneen
Weston Co

Latell

ERNIE YOUNG
AGENCY

Print
(Louisville split)
1st half
Perry Sis
Clifford A O'Connor-

Gibson

1st half

A Eva
A Hughes

A

NASHVILLE

Majestic
(Pittsburgh split)

split)
let half

Anderson Young Co
A Travers

FolTa
Leo Haley

split)
1st half

Barrett

Wm

All)

(Wllkes-Bsrre

(Others. to All)

B. F. Keith's
2d half (24-27)

Paul

;

A

Phllllpps
Selblnl

Wylic

L A J Archer
Dotson
(One to All)

W

(Others

N.Y.

Klalto
Camilla's Birds

Frank Dobson Co
A J Mandel

BOB

Ales

to All)

FAR ROCKAWAY AMSTERDAM,

Herman Tlmberg

Keith's Jefferson

Frank Wilcox Co
S Harvey Co

(One

Hills

"Rubevllle"

V

Venlta Gould
Florence Nash Co
El Cleve

Olcott

Travers Co

2d half
Bcatty A Clauss
Norton A Melnotte

2d half

to nil)

(Others

Moran

Polly

(Others to All)
2d half (1-4)
Babcock A Dolly
Tennessee 10
"Jed's Vacation"
Hnrt A Roso
(Otb.ri to All)

Slgnor Frlscoe

JOHNSTOWN

CINCINNATI

Turner A Grace
Marino A Verga
At the Party

Areads
(Savannah split)

Ott

split)

Yoang A HamlltOB

Knken A Oallettl
(Two to All)

Poll's

Dolly Dumplln
Ben Bernle
J A mo roe Co
2d half

Psil'a

(Scranton spilt
1st half

W'RC'STEB, MASS.

SCRANTON. PA.

Joe Laurie Jr
Babcock A Dolly
Tennessee 10

JACKSONVILLE

A

Ed

(One to

A Prince
A Meyers

Laurie

Sullivan

Dunlgan
Footer Ca

Melofuns

Beresford Co
Tom Kelly
Royal's Rlephants

Praetor's
Yessler Co

1st half
Hill
Violet
Lois

H

Florence Naah
Resists
(Others to All)

(Others to All)
2d hslf (1-4)

(Oth-rs to All)

(Roanoke

to All)

PA.

S

loleen

Devoy A Dayton
R.bt Rellly Co
Thos P Dunn
Brown Gardner A T

W

McCormack A

Pan American 4
Cook Mortimer A

(Johnstown

Buch Bros

J C Mack Co

Monks

K->Jlefs

Mortons

td half

H

M

WTLK1

A Byron

Gray

Harry Watson Jr

Owen McGlvney Co

(Others to All)
2d half (1-4)

Co

2d half

Market

Frances Kennedy

(Two

Gllmore

Ben Smith
Lady Alice's Pets

All)

ALLKNTOWN,

3

Keith's Hamilton
Morton A Lewis

(Two

to

A Cowan

JERSEY CITY

Nielien

4

Jed Dooley
Richard Keens
Ivan Bankoff

"Young America**
Sheridaa Sqaaro

1st half (28-10)

Morale 81s

Kecjran A O'Rourke
Berzac's Circus

Gordon A Gates
Geo D Hart Co
M A A Royce
Arthur Baret

G

INDIANAPOLIS

Lldell

Victory

"One on Aisle"
Martha Pryor Co

half (28-30)

Vincent O'Donaell
Muller A Stanley
Ford Sis

1st half

Carmen Brcello
Mason A Gwynne
W Fishter Co

Milo

F A O Walters

(Others to All)

8hlrley

A Garry

Carpoa Bros

CHARLESTON

Bell

Bvans A Wilson
Columbia A Victor
Green A Burnett

Heney Lewis A

Alma

Stephens

Geo P Wilson

(Two

A

Tisher

I

Arthur West
M'Farlane A Palace
Trennelle

to All)

Praetor's tSd St.
2d half (24-27)
Lew Brlce Co
Morton A Jewell Co

1st

to All)

Lyrie

Herman A

The Banjoys
The Comebacks

2d half

2d half (1-4)
Sabbott A Brooks
Will Morris
B A Rolfe Co
(Others to All)
Proctor's
2 Ladellas

List Season. Frances White "Jlmmle" Co.

Andrlef 1

Bden
MT. VERNON. N.Y. Bops
Healy A Cross

Bernard

Ryan Wetar A R

A

Rudell

Edna

Walmaley A K'tlng
Patton A Marks
(Ono to All)

Hershol Henlere

Davis
Jack Hanley
Gordon A Ford
Joe Darcey

(One to

Mack A Manus

\

ALBANY

ECCENTRIC DANCER
With B. A. ROLFE A CO.

Trennelle 3
2d half
Solly Word Co

Richard Carle Co
Weber Beck A F
Paul Nolan Co
Conroy A Yates

All)

JACK HEISLER

C A F Usher
Huston Ray
Santrey A Seymour

PITT8BTBGH

Proctor's
Id half (24-27)

NEW HAVEN
J Armstrong
Lao Donnelly Os

B. F. Keith's

I<oney Haskell
All)

(One to AH)

All)

SYRACUSE

"Summertime"
Weaver A Weaver
Trials Fiiganaa

HAMILTON, CAN.

(One to

G B Alexander Co
Redmond A Wells
Beeman A Graoa

Bobby Pender Tr

Ollbsrt

Nakae Jape

Lady Tsen Mel

Brent Hayea

Frinscsa

Henry's Sextet
Stan Stanley Cs

A Whits

Beban A Mack

Nielsen Co
2d half

JAN Ohlms
Pearson N'port A P
Bert Walton

Jean Graneae

TeL Bryant Ml-S4t

Tack Sam Co

I*ong

(One

Laura Ordway
Spirit Mardl Oras
(Others to

(Others to Ally
Keith's Prospect
2d half (24-27)
Slgnor Frlscoe

loleen

Wilson Bros
(Others to All)
2d half (1-4)

(One to All)
td half

Willie Solar

GIRL**

(Others to All)
2d half (1-4)

Ernest R Ball
Leavltt A Lockw'd
Janls A Chaplow

All)

1st half (28-30)

R A

MM Broadway

1st half (28-30)

2

Beban A Mack
Lady Tsen Mel

Bailey

ARTHUR

"THE BOSK

J C Mack Co

Owen McGlvney Co

Keith's Ferdham
Henry Santrey Co

and

Tuck A Clara
Long Tack Sam Co Jane O'Rourke Co

Alice

A White

to All)

RUFUS R. LeMAIRE

St.

Frank Dobson Co
Creedon A Davis
Coffmsn A Carroll
*Laura De Vine
Bessie Clifford
Valerie Bergers
OAlcer Hyman
Duval A Symonds (Others to All)

Slgnor Frlscoe

(One

ED. DAVIDOW and

W

All)

Mth

Praetor's

Johnny Burks)

Four Mortons

I

UNDER OUR MANAGEMENT

"Modern Cocktail"

A Q HeCormack A

"Parlor B'r'm A B<
Will Mahoney
Jean La Cross
Golden Bird
(Others to All)
Meet

Adgement
A Hayes
Nancy Boyer Co
Redmond A Wells
Brent

BOYLAN
With

M'DevItt Kelly
(Others to All)

Santrey

R08E

All)

"Jed's Vacation"
(Others to All)
2d half (1-4)

Bert Oreen
Claude A Marlon

CHESTER, PA.

F Dougherty

Juliet

Alma

Hlckey A
Primrose S
Nakas Japs
(Ons to A!l>
Id half
Larimer A Hadaaa
Australian Stanley

2d half

2d half

A GUmora

Fisher*

Marimba Band

to All)

Black

A

Clara
Jsas O'Rourke^ Co

MONTREAL

HAZLETON. PA.
Black

Reynolds A Doneg'n
Lew Dockstader

1st half (28-30)
•Hollls ft

Lew

All)

(One

Wm
Tack

All)

WATERBUBY,

Brownvllle Follies

Chas Martin

A

Stars

Grant
Co

„fl»Jt

Mantell Co

Oonne

Ford A Goodrich
Chong A Moey

Keith's Alhamhra
Brlce

Ksllcs Co

Glaaon

Itiiiy

Mardl Gras

Spirit

(Others to All)
Proctor's 115th St.
2d half (24-27)

(Others to

Ann Gray

A H

Cook Mortimer
Cole A Oage

Lillian
loleen

Fallette

LeMalre A Hayes
v »oTti»n
The Cromwells

(Three to All)
2d half

"Making Movies'*
(Four to

A

Monroe

Hayataka Japs

Meehun's Dogs
Spencer A Williams

Hoffman A Hughes
Lillian Gonne

•Chss Ahearn Co
I^ewis A Rogers

AQ

MOBZLK

(One to

Samuels Oa>
Roth

A A L

"A Musical Comsdy Comedian"
ADDRBQS: FRIAR'S CLUB. N. Y.

(N. Orleans spilt)
1st half .

M

M

29, 1081

Dance Voyage

Alf Orant

VOGT

EDDIE

Dooley A Bales
Daley Mae A Daley

Majestte

DeVoo A Stataer
"Making Movies''

Amanda

Shea's

Armsnd

Evans A Wilson
Habcock A Dolly

Oenne

BUFFALO

Buch Bros
Johnny Burns

1st half (28-St)
••'A Passer By"

(Others to All)
2d half (1-4)

4

(Others to All)
Keith's Groenpolnt
2d half (24-27)

(Others to All)

Lillian

Doyle A Cavanaugh
Casting Msllos

Wm

BAB

Rogers A Allen
Margaret Padula
Holmes) A Lavere
Dave Roth
Herbert A Dare

Roger Imhoff Co
Hybll Vane

to All)

Harry Carroll Co
He Men
Eddie Miller Co
Raymond Wllburt

Santiago Tnt«a
Daisy Nell Is
Keith's II. O. H.
Id half (24-37)

Hjrams A Mcnltyre
Rae Samuels
Lynn A Smyths
Leo Beers
Helen Morettl
Wheeler
Oeorge MacFarlane Levlne A Co
Mme Herman Co
Unusual Duo
Honor Thy Children
Sophie Tucker Co

—

Raymond Bond Co

(Sunday opening)

(Two

CITY Lane A Hsrper

Keith's Falaee
Bessie Clayton Co

A Flint
A Mack
A Kllss
Fenton A Fields
Theresa a A Wiley
HAKKISBUKO

Devan

(NOV.

November

Friday,

Crescent
Lre White Co
Mil.'

Codee

Gallerlnl

Sis

MrD.rmott
mack A Hega>
Bard A Pearl
Hilly

M

(

Gaudsmith Bros
Robinson's Animals

BALTIMORB
Academy

I

to nil)

Arco Bros

November

f.

21,

A Wlaer
Olgn Miahkn
Permane * Shelley
Whlto Way t

^

Verdo» * Pern
JJSTi withee Co

Boganny Co
j^
Jif Dowllnff
JJ^n A Keeler

Ulao Fltigarald

peasrson Bros

BOSTON
Maje«tl«

Mara Bar**

M« A Fletcher
Jy* W alien t
Mile
joT edd«ih

Rajah

art Richard
Rial A Llndatrom

CHICAGO
AnoUo
(Sunday opening)

Davie

A K Bar
NEWARK, N. J.
Blajto

Lacy

Ollletta

Throe Chami
Walter Weema
Adela Rowland
Al Sexton
Bert Barle A Olrla
Orlff

WIU Oakland

A Burt.
Kajlyama
Marie Stoddard

Breadel

T. Aldrlch
A Bllaa

Chaa

Callahan

Lo

llarla

HEADLINING
FANTAGBS CIRCUIT

CLBVRLAND
Euclid Ave.
(Sunday opening)

Lew Fields Co
.Gear fie Price

jaek Conway Co
Belt A Rosedale

McKay

Fred Allen
Yvette
M'Connell

A S'pson
DAYTON. O.

Liberty
(Sanday opening)

Sam Hearn
Donald Sis

Bosoms n A Vance
"Broken Mirror"
Deaert Devils

DETROIT
11.

(8anday opening)
George Roaener

A Pa let
A K I>e Maco
Trio

B A Weilman Co
Armstrong A Junies
Nonet te
Regal A Moore
Clark A Arcaro
Majeetlc
Ben Linn
Bmlly Dnrrell
(Others to nil)

BRIE, PA.
Park

•Frances White
"Kiss Burglar"

Bob Nelson

Cnnnlngham
Dickinson A Deagon
Brnestlne Myers
Bert llanlon
Brengk's Horse
General Plsano
Munlcal Avolos
N'ovelle Bros

PITTSBIRGH
Shubcrt
St rouse
Pigolctto Bros
Dert Melrose
Polly Connolly

Ltplnski's Animate
(One to Oil).

MAC

Parson's

ORPHEUM
CHICAGO
Majestic
Mlllershlp A Gerard
Chaa King
Flanagan A M'rl's'n
Dtllon A Parker
Ford A Cun' Ingham
Marlon Harris
Garclnett! Bros
Page Hack A Mack
Coradinl'a Animals
Bully A Houghton

Palace
Valeska Suratt
Qlbeon A Canelll
Olson A Johnson
Howard's Tonics
Mllllcent Mower
Miller A Mack

Frawley A Loolso
1 Lordons
State Lake
Bllnore A Williams
Br on son A Raldwln
Harry Jolson
Princess J <j Tal
La Bernicia

Wiley

Leon Vavarro

OAKLAND
Orpheuaa *
Lee Children
Joe Bennett
Chas Harrison Co

Toney A Norman

Llora Hoffman

Walter Brower
By an A Lee
Frances Renault

WASHINGTON
Klinbert-Bclaaro

Cullen

Joe Jackson
Vine A Temple

DALEY

and

Vlnle Daly
Zlcgler Sisters

Jimmy Hussey Co

CEttCUIT
Lyons A Tonka
Johana Josoffson
Moss A Frye
Bd Janis Revue

Sam Mann

Sophie Ksssmlr

KANSAS CITY
Orpheum
Bushman A Bayne
Carlton A lUlltw
Neal Abel
Juggling Nelsons
Bennett Sis
%

Wood A Wyde
DcHaven A Nice
Main

LINCOLN, NEB.

*

Cnrlyle Blackwell
Dob LaSalle

Canalnos

•J A: M Lefevre
Mel Kloe

Margaret Ford
Jack Rose
Dooley A Storey

The Oellis
Marga Barracks
Harry Conley

Shop

Qautler's Toy
Van Cellos
8wift A Kelly

Orpheum

DBS MOINES
Orpheum
Rlggs

Watts

LOS ANGELES

A Wltchle
A Hawley

Gantler'a

B'klaycrs
8can!on Deno A 8

Tony Gray Co
Leo Zarret] Co
York A King

Whiting
Clifford

& Hurt
A Johnson
A Graves

Anderson

Bob Hull
Young A A

Olile-

Anderson A Yvel
Michon Bros

P Regay A Band
Servals

Li-

Roy Co

DULfTH

MEMPHIS

Orpheum

Orpheum

"laremont Bros
Rdlth Clifford

Prank Farron
Kellam A O'Dare
Harry Marcus
George Davrral
Muldoon F'klln A R

EDMONTON. CAN.
Orpheum
(2H-30)

(Same

bill

plays

Calgary 1-4)
T
-ardan Girls

"Dross Rehearsal"
Toto
Rolls

A Royce

Norton

A

Nlrolson

MIIW.U KKE
Majestic

Daphne Pollard
W C Kwlly
The Bnnys
Nuthane Bros
Higglns A Braun
Palace

Ona Munson

Id half
A Nelson

Ritter

A Knappe

Q Hughes Co

2d half
Broslus A Browa
Moore A Fields
Kelso A Lee

Johnaon

Moody A Duncan
A Lane
Dugan A Raymond Murray
\ irginla Belles
Ed E Pord

Fulton
Hurley & Hurley

Sterling

May Wlrth Co
Green A Parker

(One to

Hoaoucr

N*.

Bulk* A Clark
Pearl Abbott

Id half
Stanley A Winthrop
Hodge A Lowell
Oddities of 1921

J.

A

Patrice

Co

H

Co

OR PHONE

O'Don'ell

Mattylee Lippard
Stone A Hayes
Word en Rros
Ben Beyers

M Montgomery
SACRAMENTO
Orpheum
(j8-r.o)

playa

Fresno 1-4)
Corln«» Tilton Rev
Billy Arlington

Bd Morton

Wilbur Mack

.Ian

Qulx.^y*4

(Mates
Viiler Kllnt

Noel Lester Co
Millard A Mariin
Choy Llag Hee Tr
Lydrll AL- Macy

A K

Mayhew

"Poor Old Jim"
Small A Sheppard
Saxl Holsworth Co
2d half

A G

Tom Ma honey

BILLY GLASON
TEA BO!

em.

HOW IT GOT 'BM!

talk, moetly about the glrla. la consistent
and funny and the aumbera are winners.
Clapon has the voice and style to put
numbers over. OUTSIDE OF THE HEADLINER. Venlta Gould and BILLT OLA-

WINNIPEG

Liberty

Orpheuaa

Handy

2d half

Emery

2d half

ManMn
Wilson

A Winthrop
Hodgo A Lowell

Stanley

(One

HEMMENDINGER,

E.

A I«arsen
A Holt Rev

Od^liUes of 1921

Inc.

Tel. 971

American

St.,

JEWELRY—REMOUNTING—RKMODI.I. LING

FINE PLATINUM

Tom McKay's Rev

Wm Dick

Hart
(One

ACCOUNTS SOLICITED

I

2<1

half

* IVrry
Lyndall Lnurell Co
Burns A Klein
Dancers DcLuxe
JJetiy Ilond

to

Mil)

Victoria
4

Bellhops

The McXaughtons
"Betty Wake Up"
Murruy Voelk
Jackson Taylor

S

2d half

The Norvellos
Armstrong A Tyson
Chlsholm A Breen
Ralph Whitehead
5 Musical Queens

Uncoln
Mankln

8q.

Beulah Pearl
Jas Grady Co
Wilson A I*arson

Tollman Revue
2d half
Alvin A Alvln
CVNell Sis

Hddle Heron

Brady

tV

Mahoncy

Pot Purrl Dancers
Greeley Sq.

F A A Smith
Kelso- A Lee
M RusftHl A Co

Anh A Hynms
Coslor

&

Ileasley 2

to

Over

Willing

A

Jordan

Larconlans
Lord Roberts Co

(Ono

Margaret Merle
ReifT Bros

H

Petty Bond
Pot 1'urrl Dancers
2d half
Carlos Circus
Rose A Lea Bell
Morris Co
Mumford A Stanley
Coslor A Beaslcy 2

Wm

I

A

Wllliama
Cd

Norworth

& Takl

ATLANTA
Hashl

Osal
Vurphy A Klein
J B Totten Co

A Edge

Ita...

Frnr.

i

Ross A

-is

L'd

half

ma A Connor
Mills A Moulton
H May Co

I

MAX

A

r

At

TEN EYCK and WE1LY

m.
:

nix Trio

i^i ic

Trio

IIALT1MOEB

En Route "Up In the Clouds" Company.
Per. Addreaai Friars Club, N. *
.

lllppodroano
»;

A.

L Garden

Hippodrome
127-29)

A

c;

Lew Hawkins

Fox A Evans

Zelda Bros
Ucefe A Lillle
(Others to fill)
2d half

Pollyana
Fields A La Adelia
C S Keith Co
3

Kervllles

MEMPHIS

Dayton

A

P# sc)

Qulnnell

Lalng A Green
Wild A Sedalla
Frank Terry
Mora A Reckless

Mack

IiWW
Duo

Castloton
Al Lest*T Co
A.

1111)

2d half

A

Leslie

Wsrdell A D'ncourt
Hsrry White

to

PAL Vernon
JAB
Burke
Pierce

CLEVELAND
Frleejjia

La Vine Duo
Bonner A Powers

(Two to fill)
INDIANAPOLfli

(One to

Lyric
Burrell Bros
Irving A Blweed
Plasett A Scott

fill)

CLINTON, IND.
Cllntep

Leslie

Burns A Wilson
Bonlsettl Troupe
OSWEGO, N. X,
Strand

4

BOCHKHTEBj

COLUMBUS

Victoria

Orpheum

AQ

Walters H'klns
Fortune Queen
2d half

Bernard A Meyers)

D

Purple Mlnstrela

WTERT'WN. N.^
Avon
Cody A King

177 N. State St.

Fhone Central H4h
V. M. A. and

Booking with Keith. W.

all affiliated circuits.

Standard Acts Wonted at All Tlsao*

A

Blair

McCarthy

2d half
Musical Rowellys

A

Bernard A Meyers
Purple Minstrel*

Mack A Dean
2d hair
Pauline A PrancW
Reefer A Alberta

Revue

Different

Gala

H

Walters

kins

A

<

WESTERN VAUDEVILLE

A Daye

Hel.ne s Davis

BLMINOTON.

Weber Co

Comedy

Florlan Glrla

4

James A Kendall

S

ICmtle A Wllye
Virginia I

Green

Dancing Whirl

l-'red

\

Bernlvlcl Bros

King A Rose
Octavo
V Mersereau Co

Warden A Doncourt
GLBN8 FALIJiJI.Y.
Harry White

Crescent

SI

A Dunn

Kahn A Boone

Columbia
Todesca A Todesca
Wsllsce A Ward
Payton A Lyona

Loew
Herman A Engel

Pitzre

I

AGRNCY (CHICAGO)

LOH8
A

I

HTTOTON, W.VAo

JACK GARDNER

A Gray

Wheeler A Mack
It Shaw Co
Robinson McCabc 3
'Dancing Surprise"

Clifford

Melody Glrla

4

Maek A Dean

Jaaaa Hawaiian*

McCarthy A Gala
Boggs A Beuhl
(Two to fill)

2d hslf
Sinclair

flit)

Id half
Green A Blair

Formerly Happy Jack Gardner

4

ST. PAUL
liOew
Bollinger A Rey'nds

M'Kenna A F'cp't'k
Badie A Ramsden
S.i lie A Robles
Dancers Supreme
Margy Duo

Dugal A Leary
Williams Darwin Co

A Smith
LaSova A Giimore
Mills

SALT LAKE CITY

You Wish European Engagements

CHARLES BORNHAUPT
12 Roe dea Princes, I1IU XSIIL*

CENTRAL! \, ILL,

ILL.

Majestic

Grand

Newport Stlrk S
Corrlne A Boys
(One

to

fill)

Baffin's

2d half
to

Maurice A Cirll*
Dual & Woody

fill)

C'D'R RAPIDS, IA.
Majestle

Gordon A Delmsr
H O' Don/if 11 Co
I^aydell
Z<-iaya

I

Harris

Pirit

Hoo

t.»

:

Pi

hs

'„

1

iCorilinuert

'n.*'-,

Marks
W.iyni:
<
'

K>rinedp

:
i

,t

to

..•

:,:;>

u.r.t
.[..

-

.'id)

on Pu^e

-*

W.:s.,n

M.»r.:l.

<riin.>

(Ho

'.>

<

r«»,

.t

>

iTwn

Uuiiey Four
Hally

,V

Cal.iluiM

II

<

ILL*

F«»ii^

jfc

l-'r;irn's

.

Sisi.

CHAM PAHi N,
Orplirnni

& Macy

.'.

V.i

Moran

3

Rfss

Four Lamys
2d half
Rarbetl.j
«'<iok .V Verrrnn
Mi nst nd Miimmi

Howard
Monks

Mclllynr A HmllPR
2d half

Kalama A Kao
(One

A Marshall

Rngle
Great

Hubert Dyer Co

2d half

Herman A Bngel
Clifford

^^-^^^^^^^^^^^^as^^^w^ss^ssstanaH^snasswasBBnasswi

,

DETROIT

2

If

*~

Roof Garden I
Lubln A Lewie
Three Baiters

B A H Marks

DAYTON
Hill

Lllllo

LOS ANGELES

N. Y.

Bentlry Banks

D

A

"Doll Frolics"

Bobby Jarvls Co
2d half
Preston A Isabelle
Bernlce Barlowe
Fox A Kelly

Carleton

l'h»rt

2d half
Zelda Bros

Palmar A Houston

Special Material
LONGACRB THEATRE BLDO.,
Phone: BRYANT .409
McNanghtons

W

Christopher A
Will J Evans
Lincoln Hlghw'm'n
Ko«.f

'

(One

(27-29)
Pol)u
Hilton Sis

ST.

Time A Ward

Piantadosi

Asa hi

Daisy

Reed A Lucey
F Sheppard Co
B Swode Hall Co
I/O BEACH. CAL.
State
(27-29)

WRITERS OF

Jackson Taylor
(One to fill)
Boulevard

A

2

—AL

Jimmy Rosen Co

Williams

2d half

Sutton

JACK—

Th<>

2d half

Taylor Triplets

Raymonds

H A K

Long Cotton A Co
Dobbs Clark A D

Mac A Hill
Jack Reddy
Tower A Dnrrdl
Skelly A Helt Rev

leew
Francis A Dsy
Ward A Wilson

Tilton Sis

Pierce

Carlos Clrcua
Casson Rros

2d half
Qulnnell

LONDON, CAN.

Jenerson
2

Williams Bros

Morris Co
Mumford A Stanley
2d half

3

A

DALLAS. TEX.

-a Peine

2d half

Laurel Co

A Wood

Ml

Martell Co

Fred

Orpheum

Belle

I

DcVine

National

A

L

.V

It

Hill

Lalng A Green
Wild A Seal la
Frank Terry
Mora A Reck'-ss

All)

Warwick

Bussc's Dogs
Armstrong A Tyson
Johnson Bros &. J

L

to

Larconlana

Tip'

Mae A Hill
L W Gilbert Co

Wm

A Williams
Johnaon Co

W

<*

Bellhops

Robinson

A Inman
A Fitzgerald

"Snappy Bits"

rw'Yjno

half

I'd

Curtis

Th»-

Fero A Coulter
Dnncern DeLuxe
4

Smith

2d half

Jimmy Rosen Co

™*

Burke A Burke
Towers Marsh A
Billy Broad
Tayoma Co

Stole

i'l

MELISSA

It

SACRAMENTO

Fasri nation

Brady A- Ma honey
Bend.r .t Herr

A Burke
Wagner & E

Getting

*

Orif^BatoTS and Itmntot*
OF THE N ATURAL WALKING
~"^

Parker

Burke

All)

Id half
A Wrigfcf
Snoffer A Book

Coleman and Raj

Weiss Troupe
Rceder A Armstrong

N. Y. C.

DIAMONDS OF QUALITY

A Wood
Wahl A Francis
Moore A Fields

'

Gordon

A May

LaVelle

2d half

45 John

John

HersKind
Belle

(One te

Wright
Beck

2d half
Morrell A Mae

Eugene Emmett
Cordon A Kenney
(One to fill)

JEWELERS

to Mil)

A Dap

Ward A Wilson
Taylor Triplets

It"

Melody Olrla

Cleo

Pe Lyons Duo
Dane A Loehr
O Handworlh Co

Casson Bros

Skelly

Hall Co
Id half

Francis.

"Divided

4

*

Cupid's Cloak

R Swede

Bogga A Beuhl

A
A

Snoffer

—

Wahl A Francis

Feeley
Id half

Gordon

VAC

Id half
Stanley A Elva
Fiske A Fallon

A Lucey
Sheppard Co

F

A

6U8 SOT CDaCUIT

Uyeda Japa
Johnny Dove
Avery
Barker A Dunn
Timely Revue

Lambert A Fish
Kee Tom Four

Money

la

WINDSOR* CAM,

Lueianna Lucca

Dura

The Hanotta
Geo Heather
"Aa Ton Like

SOV HAD THE APPLAUSB HONORR
Dave Thursby
BOTH WERE CALLED UPON FOR
Worden nros
Waldron A Wlnslow
Van Cleve A Pete
D Flint Co
Raymond A Schr'm SPEECHES.
Wilson Aubrey S
Maley A O'Brien
Harry Holman
Rath, VARIETY (Nov.18) Kalaluhl's H'w'll'ns OTTAWA, CAN.
Rlalto
Demarcst A C'lette
4 Marx Pros
Eddie Foy Co
KANSAS CITY
Work A Mack
Byron A- Halg
Rockwell A Ford
SVabury's Frolloa
Holland Do'krlll Co
Rita 8hlrley
J A J Gibson
Lucas A Knes
2d half
(One to fill)
W
Fenner Co
Musical Rowellys
B«-ndf-r A Herr
Jennings A Motler
Pltzer A Day
CLEVELAND
LOEW CIRCUIT
Wm Dick
Melody Festival
Smiles
H
Davis
"Betty Wake Up**
NEW YORK CITY
Fred Weber Co
2d half
PITTSBURGH
Rlegler 2
Ash A Hyama
Crescent Comedy I
Russo Ties A Russo St Clair Twine Co
Stute
Allen A Moore
Lyceum
Robinson A Pierce
Brosius A Brown
IdhaV
The Crista
Flying Howards
Palace
Tom
McKay's
Rev
Seymour & Jeanette
Basil A Allen
Zolar A Knox
Little Yoshl Co
Anakl A Takl
Msnuel Romatne Co Fero A Coulter
Ethel
Gllmore
Co
Mixtures
TAD
Lane
Harry Franklin
Lockhart A Laddie
Eddie Heron Co
Grace Cameron Co
P A O Hall
l> Burton Co
Ralph Whithead
Delaneey ML
LaTempIe A Co
Collins A Plllard
L W Gilbert Co
LeRoy Bros
6 Musical Queens
Williams A Daisy
Song
Dance Rev
Tlck-Tock Rev
A
Malla
Flagler A
PROVIDENCE
(One to All)
Jack Inglia

WASHINGTON
Anselraltha
Harry Gilbert

OKLAHOMA CITY

Faber Bras
Adams A Gerhuo
Chas Mack Co

The

I Pioneer*

A Parti
A Mormon
Gordon A Jollce

Dura

HOUSTON, TEX.

to Cloalng, Riverside Theatre.
York, went to work with his capital song
numbers and nut comedy talk. It got

playmates
Foley A O'Nell

Delyte

Lueianna Lucca
A Pee ley

2

'Lets Go"

New

Next

Id half
A Parti

A Mormon
Gordon A Jollce

Harvey DeVora

B. C.

Id half

Monahan Co
Marva Raha

Monte

Medley A Dupre
Meryl Prrnce Girls
Walter Baker Co
Rose A Srhaeffer

Monte

Fox A Bvana
Dance Creation*

Money

(H-2t>

State
(27-2t>

)>e)yte

Turner Broa
A A L Wilson

Lorraine Sis

YANCOUVBE.

SAN JOSE, CAL,

Australians Delsos
Zeller
Irrne Trevette

UAL Nathan
Stevens

J A C
Gruett Kramer
Jim Reynolda

Eddie Cassldy
"One Two Three"

Pete Curley Co
DuPlerre Trio
Id half
Hart A Bvana
Jack Lyle
Browa'a H'blanders
Morlaeey A Teuag
O Ayren A Bro

OAKLAND. CAL.

111)

Lynch A

McYleker*a

*

•

Kalaluhl's H'w'll'ns
2d half
Pescl Duo
Mack A Caatleton
Al Lsoter Co

IIOLYOKE, MASS.

CHICAGO

Babe La Tour Co
Pardo A Archer
Arthur Deagon

Jack Kennedy
Margaret Taylor
Claude Golden

Que Edwards
Van Hoven
Rom? A Oaut

Blaine

H

Preston A Isabel**
Bernlce Barlowo
Fox A Kelly

(11-tt)

The Haynotu

Geo Heather
Aa Yon Like It"

Douglas Flint Co
Maley A O'Brien,

(One to

Falrman A Patrick
DeMaria t
Cameron A Meeker
Brava Ml'hielina Co

Tollman Rev

F A M Britton
T A K O'Meara

LOUIS
Orpheum

A

ilrown

McKay A Ardlne
Rodoro A Marconi

J

ST.

Monroes
Grady Co

A' u.iica)

Orphcam
Howard A Clara
A A F Stcdman

Kara
Avey A O'Nell
Wm Kbs

Hal Stryker

Johnson Co
2d half

Henry A Moore

Stella

W

C

Barbette

TORONTO

Touna;

Ayreo A Bro
Id half

Donald A Don alio
Lyle A Emerson
Lone Star 4
A Covey
H Graaa Jass Band
Gualana Trio
Bayes A Field
WACO.
Stanley Tripp A M
Majestle

Creeeent
Stanley A Elva
Flske A Fallon

Sherman Van A

State

Lubln A Lew la
Three Batera

DuTiel

NEW ORLEANS

ALL LEGAL MATTERS.
Ask—SAM WRIGHT, PEARL REGAY. YAN CELLOS and ZI8KA.
A Breen

A

Morlaeey

Q

Morris A Shaw
Doraldlna

CHICAGO'S THEATRICAL ATTORNEY. COUNSELLOR FOR STAGE FOLKS ON

f'hl.«holm
n-ifT Bros

(M-It)
Hart A Bvana
Jaok Lyle
Brown'* H*hlandero

Australians Delsos

at thn PianO

ICIiffordo

Theafpe Building, Chicago

siorx CITY
Orphcam

IN POLITE VAUDEVILLE*

MONTREAL

Sullivan

Martell

Id half
Pollu
Hilton 81a

HERBIE HEWftON,

Catland
Chas Glbbs
Connors A Roy no

Harry Franklin

BUFFALO

Gualana Trio
Hayes A Field
Q Ayres A Bro

BOB NELSON

(27-29)
Aerial La Valla
Carlton A Burke

Medley A Dupre
Meryl Prince Olrla
Walter Baker Co
Rose A Schaffer

Dbert Carleton
Revue da Variety
(One to All)
2d half

Bugene Bmmett
Gordon A Kenney

WRITE, WIRE

.

Du

Reef Garden t

Strand

A! Tyler
"Kias Me Ravue"

4

(27-29)
Cliffords
Tiel A Covey

The

SAN FRANCISCO

All)

Thanks A Kelly

Dance Fotllea

Burke A Burke
Hart Wagner A B
"Getting It Over-

State

Foley A O'Nell
ft Pioneers
Id half
Fa bar Broo

MODESTO, CAL.

Cecil

Worth Wayten

STOCKTON, CAL.

Playmatea

Lambert A Ptah
Kee Tom 4

Cortes
A'ex Sparks Co

G Randall Co

Weiss Troupe
Boeder A Armstrong

O'Nell Sis

A

Maboney

A Van K
A Ryan

Rawles

Poor Old Jim
Small A Sheppard
Baal Holsworth Co

Adams A Oerhue
Chaa Maek Co

Kennedy

Hip Raymond

BOSTON

"Cupid's Close-Up"
Dobbs Clark A D

Santos-Hayes Rev

bill

A D

Franoea Rosa

A OHmore

LaSova

HAH
Marks
Kervllles
Al Tyler
"Kiss Mo Revue**

The Norvelloa
Monte' A Lyona

Orpheum

(One

Orpheum

C S Keith Co
2d half

811 via

A

Adella

Aerial La Vails
Thanks A Kelly
Carlton A Burke

Kramer A Boyle
Mary Haynea

A Dclroy
PORTLAND. ORE.

Orpheum

DENVER

iP.InON

A La

-

2d half
Zeller
Irene Trevette

Monahan Co
Marva Rehn

Dugal A Leary
Williams D'rwln Co
Mills A Smith

nCS Co"

Lynch A

Prlneeoa

Loew
Margy Duo

BEN
EHRLICH
Woods

Week Not. 2&-_Orpheum, New Orleans. Pardo a- Archer
M Rom. lino Co
AeatMt: 22t WEST 46ttl ST.. N. Y. CITY.
Miller Kllnt A K
Tazle

Fields

Harvey DeVora I

Tom Mahoney
," T

SAN ANTONIO

MINNEAPOLIS

DnPlarre)
SP'NGFI'D, MASS.
Turner Bros
A A L Wilson

Chaa Barney Co

Htrasale'a Seals

3

Mra Gene Haghea

fjose

Freeman

HAMILTON. CAN.

OMAHA

T.onjr

HUGH HERBERT

)?<

Kitty Doner

R

A Bby

Musical Buds

Race A Edge

'*

A King
Holden A Horron

FRESNO. CAL.

Orlfllth

Orpheum

St.

Ford A Price
Kinbs A Alton
Bckcfl Dancers
Lydia Barry
Cnrl McCullough
Williams A Wolfua
LHni> A Hendricks
Borclni Troupe

Orphonan
Helen Keller
A Mafck
Schechtere Ma'klns

Buzicll Co
High low brow

Duddy Doyle

B

Moran

Rlos

(Same

J

-

Boyd

Pollyana

Bobble G.>rdone
Muurlce Diamond

Brown A

&

SALT LAKE

J

Patrlcola

Jefferson

Phillips
l.ane A

2d half
A Oaal
A Klein
Totten Co

r»-n»

Innocent Bve

(27-29)

Blida Morris

E

Hashl

Murphy

Tyley Mack A H
F'ylng Russell Co
Id half
Ardell Bros
I.ft A Cs"»w
"Myatlo GardenWashington S

2d halK
»»,,..-.

Bd GIngraa Co
Jack 8ymonds

Zuhn A Drlea

Toney A George

'."he

Darrell

Nlhla

Vera Gordon Co

Swor Bros

•Edna \V Hopper

Rsth Bros

•"Chuckles of 1»21"

Hugh Herbert

A

A

Tlck-Tock Rev
(One to fill)

Loyal
Jack Joyce

Hughes Musical 2
Bowers Wtera A C

Comedy and Spectacular Roller Skaters.
Week Nov. IS—Halth'e, Lowell. Mass.
Week Deo. a—Keith's. Portland. Me.
Arranged by ALF. T. WILTON

H*RTF'RD, CONN.

AF

NEW ORLEANS

Whipple Huston Co

(Sunday opening)
Marie Drersler Co
Kremka Bros
Solma Braatz
Ethel Davis
Hurrah Rublnl
Llbby A Sparrow

Jack Reddy
P Abbott Co

.

Straaala'a Seala

Ed Hastinga

Eddie Caaaldy
"One Two Three"

c<rie*JGl

I^aat A West
Dance Fantaaleo

Clark A Verdi
General Ed I*h Vine

LOUS

la Dlxta"
Id halt

and HILL

DETROIT

Hollla Girls

Wallace Galvln
Adler A Rosa

8T.

Uortday

Pofe Curley Co

Twyman A VIneent
JACK LEWIS—KEITH.
HOBWITZ-KRA18— LOEW. Murray A Popkova

Dancing Whirl

Harry BentslI
Boyd A King
"Innocent Bve"
iioTden'A Herron

RAN FBANdSCO

Ford Sheehan

Kate

BUon

A Bull Iran
Long Cotton Co
Barton A Sparling

Patrice

Tower

MAY
Direction:

BIRMINGHAM

Areaae W
The Nawmana

Nasaro

Cliff

Adams A

Jadow Trio
Yan A Vernon

A Newell

Tartan

Jack

Rome A

Hattle Althoff
Bart 8hcp«rd

Hennepin
Cliff Wayne Co
Nippon Duo

Cecil

(Sunday opening)
Johnny Jones

(1-3)

Clark A Bergman
Tar son
The Sharracks
Carson A Wlllard
Frank Wilson
Morris A Campbell
8 Fisher Co

Julian Bit Inge

Chestnut• St.

Palo

DALEY,

I1H

Nanon Welch

Orpheom

FHILADELRHL

Torino

Otympia Dewall Co

Apollo

Phono; Bowling Groan

Flaahea
Rita Gould
J C Nugent

ROSS WYSE and CO.

J

JOHN STREET. MIW TOES CITY

Maatara

|fm« Bvrest Co

Detroit O.

Theatrical Insurance

•5

*

Bui la A Clark
Mae Marvfn
Johnson Broa A 9
Marriage vs Divorce
Dorothy Burton Co American Comedy 4
Sol Berna
King Broa
Q Hughca Co

Adair
Mabel Burke Co
HOLYOHB, MASS. Jean
Bampaon A D*uglaa Alex Melford I
Joa B Bernard
ST. PAUL
Mariettas Manlklna
The PlvkfotJir
Knapp A Cornell!
Ford A Truly
Lillian
Jerome
Shaw
Al
Mr A Mra Mel-Burn
Nat Naaaro Co
Mullen A CoratU
MINNEAPOLIS
Fink's Mulea
Lucille Chalfont

•In Argentina

Baaale McCoy
pa Gallon

KEMP

J.

Moalcal Huntcra

am Hlaaa

1

JOHN

Ifforan

lUKMnoff

Jeefc

yKRTETT

1001

2H)

II

AC

m

-

.

VARIETY

WEEK

BILLS NEXT
Marks

(Continued from Page 23)

CHICAGO

(One

Harry Holden Co
Moore ft Shy

<Thr*e

The Hennlngs
Al GamhlH

Cameron

Roatino

TERRE

to

fill)

2d half
Wilfred Clarko Co

George Morton

LINCOLN, NEB.

Melo Dunne

(Three to All)
Emprenfl

Sherwood Co
L. & M Hurt
Lor Ins & T.essls;

McMahon
Hobby

Browning ft Davis
Keno Keys ft M
MADISON, WIS.

Wanter

Ben Nee One

Orvllle

St

Clocker

«V

Vernon

St

Rosevere
Wilfred Clarke Co
Geo, Morton
Bally Hoo S
2d hair
Tyler & Bt Clair
St

-

V

Orphrum

O Fay
Hart
LAM
Jlrn'my Lucas Co
St

Bhrlner St F'slm'ons
K'V'o'gh St Everett

to nil)

(Two

to nil)

"On Fifth Avenue"
Harry Watklns

Monks

(Two

OMAUA. NEB.

£ermalne

St

2d half

Bsatrlce Morrell 6
2d hair

Hugh

(Three to

Warren A O'Brien

,

IA.

O'Donncll Co
Roatino A Barrotte

Troubadors

I

Golnmbln

Monarch!

(On*

to

Adelaide

fill)

(Ons to

Id half

Bay A Fox
Mack A Stanton

Helena 2)

Qu'ns"

"Popularity

D

Co

Belt
fill)

2d half
Foss
Dave Harris Band

Ross

A

Thomas A Play'ra Kenny Mason A 8
(Three to All)
Lang A Vernon
4 Lamys

QUINCE

DECATUR,

ILL.

Empress
Tyler

A

St Clair*
Sister*

Holllns

ILL.

Orphan
Watslka A U'study
Hall A Dexter
(Ons to nil)

Id half
Fox A Conrad Co
Waype Mahal! A C Hanson A B 81s
Flelda A Harrlngt'n
Anna Eva Fay
M Babon A Coll lea Gordon A Day
2d half
*ACINE. WIS.
C A A Olocker
Btalto
K A K Kuhen
Irene Jonanl
J* Worth Co
Harry Hooden Co
Anna Eva Fay
KVn'gh
A Everett
Jas H Cullen
Chaa Seamon
Phina A Co

DUBUQUE,

I A.

Majaatla
Rannka Japs

So ward

Nlohols

B

Lslchtelle Rot
Saxton A Farrell

Kenny Mason A 8

A Ralney

Kitner

•Ths Question"
Kennedy A Davis
Rosa King I
Id .half

•Ww

Leader"
3fack A Scranton
The Dorans
X. ST. LOUIS, ILL.
Erbers

2d halt
Stifle A Marshall
) Great
Howawl

Marston A Manley
Dance Flashes

A Butler
BOCKFORD, ILL.

Flanders

Palace
Nelson A Madison
Sarah Padden Co
BUI Robinson

The Rectors
(Two to nil)
2d half

"Broke"
"Pep"

Wanxer A Palmer
La France A Harris Orvllle Stamm
(Two to AID
(Two to All)

ELGIN, ILL.
Blalto

Maraton A Manley
Wills Gilbert Co

(Ons

to nil)

BT. LOUIS
Columbia*
Peak's Blockheads
Duel A Woody
Princess Kalaml

plays

bill

Mannihg A C
Hayden O'dwln A R
Dane's Humphries

Co

Al Flelda
Dr Pauling

BUTTE, MONT.
Pantages
(28-29)

(Sams bill plays
Anaconda 30; Miaaoula 1)

Pederick A Devers
Zelda Santley

Johnson Fox A
Glasgow Maids

O

FAT Hayden
Iihawaka Hros
SPOKANE
Pantages

-

"The Night Boat"
Foster A Ray
Six Tip Topa

Chuck Relsner
Legonna A Band
Jack Dempsey
Bee Palmer
Harry Van Tassew
B.C.

Pantages
Daley A Berlew
"Help"
Terminal Four
Arizona Joe
Byal A Early

TACOMA
Pantagss
Three Alexs
Bernard A Ferris
Iiee

against

injunction

Verdi
Maxwell Quintet

Coacla

ft

Fred Hughes

2d half
M'llynr ft Hamllt'n
Saxton A Farrell
Kitner ft Ralney

'

Pantages
Kansas City, Nov. 23.
Uumberto Bros
The first legal skirmish between
Juanlta Hansen
and P. T. Selblt over
Goldln
Horace
Ann Suter
Kennedy A Rooncy the illusion, "Sawing a Woman in

was won by

Half,"

Selblt

the

In

Federal District Court Thursday.
Goldln sought a restraining order
Pantages
against Selblt, after the two Illusions
Rekoma
opposed each other in the local
Justice Crouch on Monday handO tiara A Neeley
Orpheum and Pantages ed down a decision which gives the
junior
Jerome North
Little Caruso
houses.
first round to the Keith interests.
Coleman A Ray
Application for a temporary In- The plaintiffs are directed to make
Walton A Brandt
junction was withdrawn during the their complaint more definite and
Kane Morey A M
hearing by Goldln. This move fol- certain particulars as regards the
L'G BEACH, CAL.
agreement
franchise
lowed the introduction of evidence original
Hoyt
that the woman sawing trick dated claimed to exist by the Shuberts.
Georaalla 3
Lester A Moors
back as far as 1887. A reproduction
The present suit is the climax to
athel Clifton Co
of the original billing used by the a series of legal controversies that
Chody Dot A M
Manchester Music Hall (England) have been centered about the old
Al Shayne
3 Kanawaza Bros
was offered by the English magician. Grand Opera House. The Shuberts
The billing was Professor Hengler's have declared that the old controSALT LAKE
versy was one of the things that
"Sawing a Lady in Two." •
Pantages
Paul Sydell
Hengler's Illusion was brought to Inspired them to invade the vaudeCarleton A Belmont
official publication of the ville field.
light
the
in
Mary Riley
The Shuberts* complaint sets
American Magicians' Society, edited
Petite Revue
Walters A Walters by Harry Houdlni. Mention of this forth that in 1906 the plaintiff. Lee
Powell Troupe
as made two weeks ago in Variety's Shubert, acquired a lease on the
OGDEN, UTAH
editorial, anent the originality of Grand Opera House in East GenePantages
sec street to run until May 15, 1911.
the woman stunt
|

No renewal of application for InEdge of World
Amoros A Jeanetts junction may be made for SO days.
•'Tale of 3 Cities"
Selblt remained here after his en-

alleged that the lease was
transferred by Lee Shubert to the
It

is

Howard

ft

Fields

ILL.

Orplieum

Hanson
Fields

D Sis
Harrngfn

ft

ft

Gordon

ft

Day

2d half
WastH--' & C'stnc':Hall ft Ix'xter

(One

to nil)

JO LI FT, ILL
On>heum
Foster K- 1'*kkt
Foster Hall Co
Billy Gerbf-r RcT
2d half
Adams ft H.irnott
Newport Slirk 3
Crandell'H School

KANSAS CITY
(>lohe
Thornton Sis
John Geiijrr

Monroe Hros
Jo Jo Harrison
Toy I.lnjf 1m. o Co
2d half

The Kenning*

Wilbur Mack Co

Qulxley

McKay

4

Ardine
Choy Ling Hee Tr
ft

2d half
Noel Lester

Rodero
Lydel
Stella

ft

Marconi

Maty
Mayhew

Noon Co

Morse

Revus

-

Henry

ft

Orplieum
Handley ft Howard
5

Troubnditrs

Keno Keys

ft

M

2d half

Gordon ft Del mar
Choy Linjf ll-c Tr
(One to Jill)

BKND, IXD.
Orplieum
Watts ft HiriKKold
Jean Barrios
Howarrl ft li-.taa
SO.

Fiske ft Lloyd
"Yip Yip Yuph'Krs"

(One

to
2.1

fili)

half

Sarah Padden Co
Sid Lewis

Viral nian

Coxy Revue

C A A
Chas

Cloelter

2d half
Lcdeg;ar

"Smiles"

MEMPHIS

house.
divided box

was

used,

Pantages

Majeatle

K A E Kuehn

Earlier Franchfte

HAMILTON, CAN.

DALLAS, TEX.

Pantages

Majeatle
Clifford A Dothwell
Jean Mlddlcton

Dcslys Girls

3

L >l»by Heiiahaw
Kafka ft Stanley
Frank Hush
Mer.

I

Dogs

.ait's

MILES-PANTAGES
Miles
Clay Crouch

Love Lawyer

Andrew Mack
Choy I.inir Foo
(One

to

(ill)

DETROIT
Miles
ft 11 Cl.ason
Holland ft Oilen
William Desmond

J

(Two

to 1111)

hair

2.1

HaRgett
Allen

Sheldon

ft

Shaw

Orpheom
Aerial Hooney*
Ilairer

Sosmati

(Two

Goodwin

ft

to

ft

Sloan

fill)

R*sT«nt

Raggett
Allen

Grace

ft

Dixie Four

(Ono

Sheld

y
Valentine

nin

to

.

A n

J

2d half
Ctleason

oden
Wm Desmond
(Two to nin
SCRANTON. PA.
Holland

ft

ranlaa***
Tojettl ft Ilennett

Kennedy Hros
The Frill Shop
StHn ft Smith
Theodora
.1

2d half
Prevr>Ht
I.

Grace Valentine
Dixie Four
(One to nil)

SPR'GFIFXD, ILL.
Princess Minstrels

DeRoss

CLEVELAND

S.D.

Melo Da use

KENOSHA. WIS.

Pantages
Margaret Alveres

Moore

SIOIX FALLS,

Willie Hale ft Bro
Follls ft l.c Hoy
Carlisle ft LaMnl

II

OAKLAND, CAL.
Harmony

ft Lee Lewis
A J Chase Co
Austin ft Helaney

Viola

Chas Gerard Co

Lorraine Sisters

man and

talking and singing combination, entertained with a bright
line of conversational patter.
Tre
team did nicely, closing with a saxo-

phone song and dance, playing the
saxes while they stepped. Jimmy.
Lyons, a monologist, was fourth,
making the third act in a row In
one, likewise the third to offer talk.
Mr. Lyons works closely after tho
style and mannerisms of the late
Cliff

Gordon,

wjth material along

the lines of that identified with Gordon.
Mr. Lyons appears in a tattered soldier* make-up, with enough
military talk in his routine to carry
the garb. He uses a Dutch dialect,
like his material, strikingly similar
in style to that of Cliff Gordon's
also.
The talk landed its intended

comedy

results.

Closing were

The

Celebrities,

an

operatic singing turn, holding eight

The standard operas such
"PagHacci," "II Trovatore" and

singers.

as

Grand Opera House Company. The "Cavalleria" were very well handled.
gagement making depositions. It is title to the property known as the Bert Lytell -in "Ladyflngers" was
Bell.
Opera House later was tho feature picture.
not believed that ths matter will Grand
Pekln Troupe
again reach the courts, glnos show- passed to the George V, Fowler
DENVER
men appear convinced neither Company.
Empress
ST.
It is charged Benjamin F. Keith
"Stateroom 1»"
Goldln nor Selblt originated the ilThe weathen was brisk and busiLew Wilson
The
local opinion also is and A. Paul Keith had been in busi- ness was
lusion.
accordingly brisker Tues"Little Cafethat Selblt was the first to revive ness as booking agents. They de- day night, approaching well nigh
Little Plplfaa
the old trick, doing It on ths other sired an exclusive booking fran- capacity. The show itself was little
KANSAS CITT
chise
at
the
Grand Opera House, more than mediocre even for a famaide, with Goldln later presenting
Pan taxes
and accordingly an agreement was ily house llku the 68th Street, but
his version over here.
King Saul
It played in accepted fashion and
Ara Sisters
As an aftermath of the fight be- made with the Grand Opera House seemed
to please.
Reslsta's name
Ross Wyse
tween the Malnstreet and the Pan- Company and the K. A. K. Company was In the lights, together
Pantages Opera Co
with the
In
1906.
tages with their respective acts, the
Joe Whitehead
feature
picture,
"One
Arabian
By the terms of this contract the Night" (Pola
Clemenaon Boilings Pan staged a come-back and ofNegri), but Reslsta's
parties
were to operate on a profit- No. S position was not in
fered "Chopping a Woman in Two."
keeping
ST. LOUIS
The act was put on by demons sharing basis. The Grand Opera with the stellar billing. As a matEmpress
House
Company
and
the
Keith
Inter
of
record,
it
remained
for
Wlrs A Walker
Lloyd
on
featured
Belling and Company,
terests were to each take GO per and Rubin in the next to farewell to
Burns A Lo rains
the bill in "Circus Pastimes," and
SAM
Laurel
cent,
of
the
profits. Losses were to score the most in the way of apwhile not billed as such was a burJan Rublnl
plause.
be similarly split.
White Black A U
lesque act which played the other
The show started earlier than
Both Benjamin and A. Paul Keith
Jean Gibson

Frivolities

Carl Rosinl
Dixie Land

ft

Fargo and Richards, a

woman

Owen
Gilbert A Baal

rOHTLAND, ORE.

Stafford

ft

nighters.

Garry

I

GALESBl BG,

GATES, BROOKLYN

'

and a are now deceased. The K. A. K.
Company and the United Booking
female impersonator used for the
Pantages
Offices are operated at present by
Lew Hoffman
(Ons to All)
"woman." After "she" was placed E. F.
Gloria Joy Co
Madam Paula
Albee, it is stated in the comIn the box It was covered with a
Davla McCoy Co
EY'NSVILI.E, IND.
Chung Hwa 4
plaint.
Baffin's Monks
JAM Grey
Doral Blair Co
canvas, with the head and feet
Grand
On May 15, 1911, the Grand Opera
Grand
Nell McKinley
(Terre Haute split)
WUEELING.W.VA. showing. A blow was made with House Company executed
Gardner ft Aubrey House David Co
a new
1st half
the axe, the box pulled apart, and
Rex
E J Moore
TRAVEL
Booth A Nina
lease
with the Fowler company for
Bremen
ft Rotten
Jack Gregory Co
(Open week)
the "woman" jumped from one part
Hill ft Crest
10 years, expirlng'ln 1921. On May
Leo Fllller
Tllyou ft Rogers
Larctto
Hamlin & Mack
of the box and a small boy, "the
Geo A Fredericks
Jos B Bernard Co
Cuba Quartet
1911, the K. A. K. Company and
"Hal Johnson Co
The expose 15,
feet" from the other.
Paramount 4
Clark
Harry Antrim
Albee, It is alleged, requested of
Ray ft Emma Dean Cliff
Jcelan A Lusby
4 Catnerons
Yes My Dear
got a big laugh.
(One to All)
Fowler that the lease be continued.
Jas Thompson
Hardwell M'y'r A R
TORONTO
FT. SMITH, ARK. Larry Harklna
And after May 15, 1911, the leases
SAN FRANCISCO
Pantages
Jois
were held by Albee, the K. A. K.
SIOUX
CITY. I A.
Plckard's Seals
Pantages
Kennedy Bros
Stein A Smith
Artols Bros
Company and the United Booking
(Sunday opening) Walter Hastings
Orplieum
Theodora S
Thr Frill Shop
Swift ft Dalley
Delour
Co
Oaks
ft
Offices.
Juggllnsr
Jones
Sylvester
ft
NYItions
Nash ft O Donnell
Lnzar A Dais
Genevieve May
INTEBSTATE CIRCUIT
Jennings ft Howl'nd N'eal Abel
2d half

Skig.

closed.

58TH

Pantages
Conchas Jr
Roland A Ray

Paisley

of

(Continued from page 23)
looked rather tough for Combs
and Nevlns, who followed, but the
two vocalizers went the double,
quintet one better.
Jean and Val Jean (New Acts)
It

,

SEATTLE

Sheftll's

him.

(1-3)

Latoy'S Models
Violet Carlson
Melodies A Step*

VANCOUVER,

Court through certification of

any record

SHOW REVIEWS

Keith's
of the Shuberts.
seeks to learn whether the cori tracts
The inaugural bill at Loew's new
named in the complaint are .oral or
written, and if written wants them Gates shaded as a good pop vaudeville
and picture entertainment.
Bet down in the complaint.
The
held five acts, starting
6am S. & Lee Shubert, Jhc, the with jphow
the Four Dunubes. a corking
Grand Opera House "Company and casting turn, of three men and a
Lee ShUbert. individually. '-'arV 'th* woman.
The woman has „se.veral
The def. nil int« n^ u <V thrillers. "The flying twisters of the
plaintiffs.
fn the action are Edward FV Albee, man and woman brought gasps.
Moore and Fields, second, two
the United Booking Offices of Amercolored singing and dancing chaps,
ica (the latter a Maine corporation),
scored heavily with their, stepping
the K. A. K. Amiisiment Company and made 'em laugh with a routine
and the B. F. Keith Syracuse Com- of talk that was almost identical
pany.
with similar Conversational matter
used by Conroy and Lemalre. This
Briefs Asked
was the "vinegar river -and bean
After the argument on Saturday mine" stuff. The solo dattoes of the
counsel were advised to file briefs, taller of the team wowed the first

SAN DIEGO

Class

H

4),

plaint,

Any rulings will have the effect of
stopping exhibitions by the partlcu-*
lar offender only In the jurisdiction
of the particular court, but should
the same offender operate In other
territory he can be stopped in a Fed-

John R Gordon Co

Wll» Morrlsey

Mabel Harper Co
P?ntheon Singers
Henzer ft Balrd
Lunatic Baker*
(One to nil)

of the. B. F. Keith Syracuse Company was split as follows:
shares eactrto A* Paul Keith,
8,118
B. F. Albee and the B. F. Keith

ago, starting legal machinery short- sel to E. P. Albee, appeared In SpeThe injunctions here cial Term of the Supreme Court
ly thereafter.
were obtained in the District Court here to argue a show cause motion
of Western Pennsylvania, and are made by the defendants did the suit
thus effective in some twenty coun- of the. Shuberts become known.
Maurice Goodman, general counties In this section of the State. It
is a Federal Court action and was sel for the Keith interests, in an
started here rather than in State affidavit made the plea for the show
courts on the grounds of citlxenship, cause order intended to bring a
Goldln being a citizen of tfew York. more specific statement of the com-

Clias Althoff

Brazilian Helreas

Pantages
Smlth'a Animals

—

^~,

The stock

'

LOS ANGELES

Tumbling Demons

flfttttl

(Continued from page 4)
ed in any of the three actions here. bert losses under ths cancellation,
The failure to file answers enabled but have failed to pay that sum, and Theatre Corporation.
In ths pending suit ths Shuberts
Judge W. H. Thompson to hand this default has the effect of re-esdemand Judgment, that « trust be
down decisions without going into Ubllahtng the old franchise^
impressed
upon the leases referred
ask
for
the
Shubexts
Therefore
Attorney Qiffen for
the merits.
Goldln. In explaining it, amid the an accounting of profits In ths local to in the complaint to the extent of
copyright and patent Goldln holds Keith building and theatre and 50 per cent, and the defendants be
give him sole and exclusive right to judgment for half the total, which required to execute an instrument
would be from $750,060 to $1,000,000, conveying 50 per cent, interest in
operate hie type of aot
that lease to the plaintiffs.,
Gold in presented his illusion at it la estimated.
Not until J. Henry Walters, counthe Davis here about two months

eral

Harry Buasey

Tybelle Sis
Hall ft Francis
Harry La M our Co
Sampsel ft Leonh'dt

(Same

Adams A Barnett
C Vincent Co
Lang A Bernon

Barbette

"HO Pink Toes"

(29-1)

Wilfrid DuBols

"Rloa PuddingIflnatrel

were published with the

hills

GT. FALLS. MONT.
Puntagss

PEORIA, ILL.
Orpheum

Palermo's Canines

Ben Nee One

tages

cities in alphabetical order.)

WINNIPEG

Davis

Jean Barrios
Vincent A- Odn'r Co
Adelaide Bell Co

DAVENPORT,

request of the circuit, are printed
herewith in the order of their travel.

7

Browning

at the

bills,

The Pantages shows move over the
Heretofore the Pancircuit intact.

Bailey 2
Bobby A Earl

to All)

fill)

PANTAGES CIRCUIT
(The Pant aires Circuit

Cliff

A

John GeUor

Noodles Fugin

Empress

Sykea

ft

2d half

to fill)

MINNEAPOLIS

Hawfelle

Hiatt

Thornton Slaters
Monroe Bros
Jo Jo Harrison
Toy Ling Foo Co

Pant litres
(Sunday opvnlng)

ft

Price

ft

Le Fevre

"Dreania"

KelloRjrs

Knight

Beauclair Co

Byron

Ernest

Mellon ft Renn
John T Ray Co

Orplieum

The

M

Tom Bmwn's Rev

OKLAHOMA CITY

Ratlin's

Roberts A Clarke
Shrlner St P'fmorrti
'Luis Coatee Co

Novelty

II'TE, IND.

CLAM

ft

(;

Stever

.<•

(Soiilet

Harvey
ft

I.ovejojr

Zara Carmen
(One to lUI)

i

\VILKKH-n.\RRK
Tantages
Prevost ft Goulet

LAO

Harvey

Lovejoj
Zara Carnes S
(One to fill >
Stever

Shaw

ft

2d half
Tojettl

ft

"

.

TOPKKA, KAN.

to All)

(Two

Monks

Raffln's

Boyls
Sis

(Bvansvilie split)
lBt half
"Cotton Pickers"

Palmer

ft

Stamm

2d half
Nelson ft Madison
Blossom Seeley Co
Bill Robinson
Two Rectors

Lincoln

Gordon

A

"Broke"
Blossom Seeley Co

(Two

Kedale

C

Cook
Cook

Sisters

Karl
Beatrice Morrull C
ft

Verdi
Kav'n'sh & Everett
2d half
Peres & Laflcur
Watts & Rlnnold
Cook & Roscvere
Billy Oerber Rer
Coscla

Gaxton Cs

Hippodrome

*

2d half

B

Wm

(One

Barrotte

ft

Alf Rlpon

Wills Gilbert Co

2d half
Hollins Sis

Pinto

Liberty

Orpheum

to nil)

American
Yal Harris Co
Kaxw«ll Quintet
"Pap"

SHUBEBTS BASE

(Continued from page

The Kollogs
Knight A Sawtelle
"On Fifth Avenue"
Harry Watklna

November

.......

won

GOLDor

TILS A. OK LA.

Wilson

ft

Jas II Cullen
Lutes Bros

Irene Jo nan I

Friday*

-

Bennett

R F Hawley Co
Hughes A Debrow
"Little Cottage"

Max Bloom Co
I'ierlot A Scofleld
FT. WORTH*. TEX.
Majeatle
Sultan

Tracey Palmer ft T
Fred Bowers Iter
nutler A Parker
Tom Wise Co
Jos nrownlng

Cordon

A

Rica

GALVESTON
Majestla
(28-30)

(Same

bill
plays
Austin 1-1)

Dancing Kennedys
Larry Comer

Bronsoa

A Edwards

LITTLE ROCK
Majeatle
Five Avallona

2d half

Pallenberg's Bears
Claudius ft Scarlet
Alexandria
Sidney Grant

Kola Jackson Co

OKLAHOMA CITY
Majestle
(Tulsa split)
1"t half
"On Fifth Ave"
(Others to fill)

SAN ANTONIO
Majestle
Drzso Better
Stagpole ft Spier

D Sadller Co
WhUneld A Ireland

Win Rock Co

Milt Collins

Three Leea

Winton Bros

Al

Wohlmaa

TULSA,

HOUSTON, TEX.
Majestla
Les Keillors

Ray Fern A

M

"nioasoms"

OEM.

Majestle
(Okla. City split)
1st half
Kitty Thotnaa
Two Roxaellaa

Alice Hamilton

Reynolds

Wilbur A Mansfield
3 Haley Sla

Jack Hedley

Bert

earlier franchise the
Keith interests had agreed to book
solely at the Grand Opera House,
specifically stating that they would

Llbonatl

Nash ft O'Donncll
Devoe ft Hoaford
Howard ft Fields

Leo Greenwood Co
Gene Greene
"Eyes of Buddha"

Under the

S

Howard
t

not build nor operate a theatre for
vaudeville purposes in Syracuse.
Later, It is claimed, an agreement
was reached to cancel the old Grand
Opera House franchise on and after

The defendants, it Is
1, 1914.
averred, agreed to make good any
losses.
Accordingly,
the
Grand
Opera House went dark.
Eight
thousand dollars, it Is claimed, was
fixed as the sum to be paid to meet
all liabilities under the lease.
But.
according to the Shubert's present
action, thereafter the Keith interests declined to pay.
In the summer of 1919 the Keith
Interests started the erection of. the
present million-dollar theatre structure In South Salina street, and it
June

was duly opened with Keith vaudeville on Feb. 19, 1920, the Shubert
complaint charges.
The K. A. K. Company assigned
its rights to the Syracuse Theatre
and Realty Company, and the latter
in turn passed Its rights to the
B. F. Keith Syracuse Corporation.

usual because of the lengthy film,
progressed with more speed
proportionately.
Ths
overture
played was a pop selection which was
billed on the enunclators and sure

and

means one grand

"plug** for

any pop

Suppose those song pluggers
won't be pestering that orchestra
leader from now on! The El Vera
Sisters opened with a straight dual

song.

dance routine, making their changes
in full view of ttu audience in the
draped alcove upstage center. The
stepping is along familiar lines,
winding up with a fast acrobatic
dance that scored nicely for an
opening turn. Frank Gould, in the
deuce, whanged 'em with his windpipes, although his stories did not
click so well because of their familiarity.
Gould can shoot a Dixie or
mammy song over with the best of
em. only he seems to have too much
of the same Idea In his lyrics. For an
encore he did the Jolson number,
"Give Me My Mammy." from "Bombo" (by permission from Al, announced). Reslsta was spotted NO.
3, and.
despite the audience's unwillingness to respond in answer to
the invitation for a committee to
to
Reslsta's weight changing tests,
the lone "shill" more than made up for
it.
That burly chap is one grand
scream for a plant, and was re.

sponsible for

all

the

comedy

results.

La Pine and Emery (New Acts)
were followed by Lloyd and Rubin,
who stepped and gagged their way
to a legitimate recall for a comedy*
getaway speeehlet. "Chic Supreme'*

(New

Acts) closed.

Abel.

At a reception Sunday night at
the Samuel Lu:nlere studio, Mortimer Block's "spiritual portrait" of
"Enrico Caruso Ascending from tho
Grave" was formally unveiled to an
audience of 200 people among which
the theatrical and society element
predominated.
On the reception
committee in charge that evening
were David Belasco, Mme. Bertha
Kallsh, Mme. Gadskl among others.

I

ffovnnibac
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LOEWS GATES, B'KLYN,

CABARET

SPORTS

OPENS; SEATING 3,600
Weo/ier aa4 Sylvia. Bona dance selections la the cabarets on
joined the Ernie Young revue Broadway, as gleaned from the various foremost orchestra leaders.
the Century Roof, Baltimore.
Paul Whlteman this week contributes his list, as follows:
at
band
art
his
and
"SweetMike Special
heart/*
"Yoo-Hoo," "Ty-Tee," "KaYork,
where
New
Terrace,
ton
Carle
Loo-A," "Wabash Blues," 'Tennessupply the dance music.
iey will
Liilia«

MTf
;

see/' "Blmini Bay," "Say It With
The talk about the waits coming Music," "Sweet Lady," and "Second
wek has not Improved the usual Hand Rose." The popularity of
lancing In the usual dance places. these numbers is gauged not by the
number of times Mr. Whlteman's
Arthur Hunter has booked a 12- various orchestras voluntarily play
teople show for the "Tavern,- Pan- them, including the Palais Royal agyn* City. The dosen sailed last gregation, which he personally conducts, but the number of requests
Saturday.
he receives for them compared to
Arnold Johnson and bis Vernon or- other numbers. Mr. Whlteman has
also
observed that the fox trot is
their
conclusion
of
the
chestra at
jngagement at the Bellevue-Strat- the only and predominating dance,
the one-step never being requested
ford, Philadelphia, within the fortnight will commence a ten weeks' and seldom danced to except when
voluntarily
played by the orchesMiami,
Fla.
at
engagement
winter
tras.
The waits shows no sign of
The twor Brothers say "Ma" returning, despite considerable talk
Levy, who has opened a restaurant of late to that effect about the waits
en West 41th street. Is not the- being due to come back in popular
mother, as reported In Variety last favor.
week, but that "Ma" is the mother
The Government began a crusade
ef Mrs. John 8wor.
on saloons selling "good" beer at
Htaly's Qoldon Glades had a dance Albany last week, three proprietors
Katie of cafes being arrested in one day
contest last Sunday night.
Schmidt was of the other winning on a charge of selling beer of unteam in the elimination affair. Miss lawful alcoholic content. The arSchmidt Is the ice skater, now with rests were made by Deputy U. 8.
•ttet Together" at the Hippodrome. Marshal Terence M. McCaffrey, and
It is the first time that official has
Andre, of Andre- Sherrl, and the taken a hand In enforcing the procosthe
Sherrl,
hibition law in the Capital City. The
husband of Mme.
tamer, is nearly totally blind. The compaign Is reported to be aimed
affliction started some months ago. principally at "home brew" made
Hope was held out Andre could re- and sold by saloonkeepers.
The cafe owners arrested were
gain his sight, but it has been since
steadily falling him.
Charles J. Holle and Edward W.
Stroebel, Joint owners o» the saloon
One of the legit road men is In- at 126 Eagle street, in the short
censed over the following: A man- block between the Executive Manager of a musical show p'aying a sion and the Cathedral of the ImCanadian town pleaded a birthday maculate Conception, and John H.
and a thirst to secure, through a Geary, alleged owner of the saloon
house attache, a quart of Scotch at at SOI Central avenue.
The evidence was taken on Oct.
a dispensary for $6. The manager
thereupon sold the bottle to a prin- 19, when samples of beer being sold
In virtually every saloon In Albany
cipal in the show for $15.
were obtained by agents of the fedPeter Anselmo will open the up- eral prohibition enforcement office.
per floor of his place on 49th street These samples were sent to Govern{"Peter's") Deo. IS with Joe Frank
ment chemists at Washington, and
fcn's Syncopated Harmonists as the many of them are declared to have
Anselmo
attraction.
musical
prune
been returned labeled as containing
took over the first story In order more than the amoui.t of alcohol alto accommodate the demand for lowed under the Volstead act.
6*nce space.
Whei. Holle, who is head baker
and pastry cook at Heeler's restauThe Barr Twine are at the Cafe de rant In State street, and Stroebel
Paris this week. They have been were arraigned before U. 8. Complaying Intermittently for Shubert missioner Lester T. Hubbard, they
vaudeville in a week to week book- claimed they knew nothing about
ing arrangement. The Cafe de Paris the alleged beer.
The "evidence,"
engagement Is said to be for a sal- which was found by agents In a
ary of 1600 weekl-. Cliff ("Ukelele closet In the saloon, was declared by
Ike") Edwards Is also at the Cafe the two accused men to have probfle Paris In addition to appearing ably been left by "the man who
was there before."
flor Shubert vaudeville.
Agents claim the former propriemergency
as
acting
etor of the saloon was John J.
Ben •alvln,
counter man at the Sea Grill, early Moran, at one time a noted wrestler
one morning last week served a and a former personal bodyguard to
plate of oysters in one of which a Attorney General Charles D. New•

^

was found. The dis- ton. Moran was arrested March 18
mrge
covery was not made until the cus- last, charged with violation of the
tomer happened to chew on the bi- dry law.
pearl

the counter man having
Holle and Stroebel pleaded not
passed up the Jewel. That's almost guilty and were released In $1,000
Cold as the one about jewels lost bail. Geary also denied the charge
hotels by show people.
and was admitted to $1,000 bail.
Samples of beer sold by Albany
William B. Fried lander otartcd breweries are also said to have been
cabaret production this week with taken by the federal agents and
h revue at the Strand Roof Tues- sent to Washington.
day evening, produced by him in
There are at present, it is said, 25
conjunction with Roehm A Rich- more saloons in Albany than when
de
Vera
includes
ards.
The cast
prohibition went Into effect.
Mersden and Paul Dane, Jeane
ehlrley, Norrle Sisters, Charles
William Arnold's "Society Circus"
Bonnet, Delle Marie, Dan Healey.
York, is
The dances were staged by Ray- at the Moulin Rouge, Newwith
seva fast moving floor show,
mond Midgley.
eral principals and a dozen chorus
girls.
In these prohibitive cabaret
Boston's famous floating cabaret,
show days, when music or the
io steamer "Jack o* Lantern,** was
end appears to be the main
"host"
•old at public auction by the United
a restaurant,
and only attraction
States Marshal there last week,
Arnold entertainment
bringing $4,560.
The sale was to the Billy
feature.
formidable
up
as
a
looms
amtisfy
a libel brought by the
drawing as it should.
builder on account of a balance due It is
There are several numbers, all
aim for repairs.
Originally the
particularly so.
steamer was a scow. It was refitted well costumed, three
are the opening ("horse")
They
for a spring -floor dance hall with a
the
oabaret and rotlsserie.
The char- number, the vamp number and parlatter is
tering price without food or music Indian number. Th
Veronica
with
effective
was $400 for a moonlight sail be- ticularly
her t^,o
hind a tug. But when it wan (Marquise) bcsidco doing
Arnold, also
learned that the floating cabaret dancing, handled by
Veronica
never ventured into very deep wnt- walking a tight wire-.
first
Ors because of somebody's fear that walked tho wire before she
stepped ont on her toes on the stage.
it would sink, business fell off. The
venturo went down several months The number is full of color, from
•head of the boat Itsolf, the latter tb.' hcaririn fs to the faces and
taking a nose dive in silence shortly wnists »>f tiio prirwipMs all In a
lubt red.
after midnight one evening in ih«Kittie Witisii ;« u'i'y well liked
•Pring.
The transformation from
One of Boston's well known mud :h"ie a«* the t-n^enue with a couple
•tows into a floating palace of en- of songs and no bigger voice than
ehe owned when at Maxim's, but
tertainment was $88,000.
Kittle looks better than ever, which
Every few woeko Variety will pub- Is going some: Vera Gray la the
pleasant
M'h a Hst of the 20 most popular souhret and RVr! Mlllrr.
talve,

j

Pan (ages scored a

victory

over sh&!/££.xn because

*r»o

was on

tiic

dc*

Accommodations for the Orpheum on the golf links in
San Francisco last week when
Populous Bushwick Section
Chody Jennings and Mannle Kana-

Palatial

fenaive instead of on tht> offenslvo
throughout a greater part at aha
bout.
The wrestler's excuse woo
zawa on the Pan bill defeated that Pesek ha*I gouged his eyes so
Loew's Gates, Brooklyn, the new- Charle4 Mack and George Whiting, that he could not see; in this Ma
seems to have been born out by the
est link in the Loew chain, formally playing the Orpheum.
statement of a physician who saw
opened Monday night. The house,
exclusive of the land, represents an
W. D. Scoville, promoter for the amined him later."
Investment
of
The National Athletic Club, Kansas City,
$1,250,000.
Dartmouth and Syracuse waged a
ground cost totals about $400,000. announces two finish matches for
The Gates has an ideal location for the club's next meeting in Conven- rather sluggish battle at the Polo
a pop vaudeville and. picture the- tion Hall, Deo. 6. The matches will Ground Saturday which terminated
atre. It Is situated in the heart of be between "Flash" Davlscourt vs. in favor of the upstate aggregation
Zbyszko and Strangler by 14 to 7. The wearers of the
the populous Bushwick section of Wladek
Brooklyn, with the surrounding ter- Lewis vs. Ed Brlnkley. The latter Orange chould rightfully have trim
ritory holding solid blocks of mod- only recently entered professional umphed by a 7-to-0 score.
Only
erate priced apartment dwellings, wrestling, and is a former Ohio one of the three touchdowns was
The remaining
single and two- family houses, which University football star and mat actually earned.
He weighs 225 pounds two were scored by means of
gives it an enormous possible pa- champion.
and stands six feet two Inches In fumbles.
tronage te draw from.
Syracuse showed a slight
The Gates is tire largest Loew height. Since turning professional
house,
with one exception, the it is claimed that he has engaged in over their opponents throughout tha
16
matches
without
losing
fall
a
first half,' which had both team
Metropolitan, Brooklyn, the Gates
Davlscourt recently appeared In playing' good defensive football, ft
seating 8,600, with 2,000 seats on the
orchestra floor and 1,600 in- the bal- Kansas City, substituting for John was not until tha third quarter that
con; and boxes. The interior deco- Pesek, Who failed to show up for a Chick Meehan's pupils showed any
rations are tan and gold. There is match, and won from Jack Rogers, sustained offense. At that time they
a multi-colored lighting system the Canadian champion. As a re- carried the ball down tht field untH
fashioned so as to change the color sult of Pesek's failure to appear at stopped around tha 2S-yarl line,
scheme into a variety of combina- a recent match, Promoter Scoville where a place kick was prepared
tions.
The auditorium Is lavishly has made a ruling that all wrestlers for, which turned into a forward
fitted up with marble.
There ar<* appearing here must post forfeits of pass that put the ball less than It
goal.
two entrances, one on Gates ave- $600 each as a guarantee that they yards from tha Dartmout
will be here at least 48 hours before The play terminated the period
and
nue, the other on Broadway. Both
the match.
at the beginning of the final stansa
lobbies are exceedingly spacious,
four plunges into the line failed to
built of marble, and lighted with a
Benny Leonard had quite a ses- shove the ball across. It was a
soft rose-amber effect.
sion Tuesday night In Philadelphia, beautiful demonstration of "holdThe house easily comes within
where ha shaded Sailor Friedman ing" by the Green.
poor kick
the category of what is so frein an eight-round bout. According from behind the goal line by Rob*
quently, and all too often incorto New Yorkers who saw the bout, ertson again put Syracuse in a posirectly, described as , palatial.
Leonard had to travel at top speed tion to register which they did
The scale will be 40 cents .top to outpoint the westerner, who tore a series of plays which coveredafter
tha
week night and 50 cents on Satur- In and slugged with a wholesome necessary 20 yards.
days and Sundays. The Gates pol- lack of respect for the Leonard
Dartmouth seamed to have tha
icy will be 5 acts, feature picture, wallop that disconcerted the champ.
news reels, etc. Keith*- Bushwick Leonard boxes Georgie Ward in best offensive though handicapped
by
the loss »
one of their best
is located about a block distant New York this week. Friedman was
from the Gates. The Halsey and De expected to be duck soup for Leon- backfleld men, Burke, and the limited physical condition of RobertKalb, both playing small time, in- ard, but surprised the talent by
dependently booked, are respectively standing toe to toe with Benny and son, their captain who did valiant
on the line when Syracuse
located about eight blocks ea. ' and winning three >f the eight rounds. service
west of the Gates, along Broadway. Early In the fight Leonard made held the ball. The Orange forwards
gave
evidence
of being the main
The Bushwick, which plays big Friedman look foolish, boxing rings
victory, as the Salt
time, and the Halsey and De Kalb around him, but is reported as hav- reason for tha
City eleven were glaringly lacking
all draw from the same neighbor- ing tired badly from lack of road
hood and class of patronage as the work and proper training. Leonard In offensive plays, added to which
Interference afforded the runner
tha
Gates.
was reported to have weighed US, was deplorable.
Among the celebrities in attend- ringside. The report Is not taken
On the line Gallek, Thompson
ance at' the opening ef the Gates seriously by close friends of the
Monday night were Mayor John F. New Yorker, many of who claim MacRae stood oat while FrugoaO

A

high praise of Bennie will never again make Its
He is tentatively
he referred at 2 o'clock.
York's best matched to box Jack Brltton, and in
as not only one
citisens but a leading citlxen of the the event he annexes the welterTbe mayor resides but weight title will fight at the pouncountry.
three or four blocks from the new dage in the future.
Gates. Borough President Edward
"The Plestlna- Pesek fiasco does
Riegelman. Judge Mclnerny and
numerous other local city officials not mean the end of wrestling in
this State.
Tex Rlckard has not
were present.
A number of picture and stage washed his hands of Its promotion,
celebs appeared on the stage during contrary to all reports and prophethe intermission, each contributing cies." This was the declaration of
a member of the State Athletic Coma speech or bit of entertainment.
"The idea
The Gates sold out Monday night mission last Saturday.
that the sport Is dead here because
hours before the scheduled opening
happened
to flop, is all
contest
one
tune, a squad of police having their
wrong. Rlckard plans to stage anhands full in holding back several
other .\'iow within two weeks, and
thousand people who blocked traffic
efforts to conduct the game on an
on Broadway outside the theatre.
honest, above-board basis will be
Moving pictures were taken of continued," the Commissioner said.
the crowds outside, the stage and
"The State Athletio Commission
screen stars, the celebrities and the is striving to give every wrestler a
audience.
chance, whether he be O. K.'d by
the 'trust' or not, and In this endeavor it should have the support of
BOOKINGS the press and sport loving public.
POTSDAM'S
Charles Potsdam, who returned to For a long time the cry has been
agenting this fall, la now booking, raised that no man could wrestle In
having taken over the Fifth Avenue, New York unless he had arranged
Harlem, for split week vaudeville matters with a certain group of proThis house has bad a moters. Mr. Muldoon Is convinced
bookings.
picture policy, switching over this that this deplorable state of affairs
week. The house is located at Fifth has existed and he proposed to put
an end to it The grip of the octoavenue and 110th street.
pus must be broken and free and
fair competition prevail, but this
voiced young man, the tenor, with cannot be accomplished without the
Hazel Wilbur of fine volt, j tbe so- united backing of the daily papers
prano. Happy Lambert Is the bari- and the fans. The anvil chorus does
There arc not have to start because one bout
tone, doing characters.
a couplo of temporary specialties was a failure. Other contests will
Last week they be staged—contests which will give
often changed.
were Sybils, a kicking dancer and the public
run for Its money. Of
a good one, and Muzetto and Lewis, this the Athletic Commission is suthe whirlwind dancers with the premely oonfldent."
avoirdupois lady
According to the commissioner,
Billy Arnold has been with the Plestlna and Pesek were ordered
for back to the mat because Chairman
firm
Salvin-Thompsun-Boag
Hylan.

who spoke

Marcus Loew,

in

whom
of New

t,o

TOW

and Anderson shone behind tho Baa
for Syracuse.
For Dartmouth M

was Lynch, right and, who
most of the prominence as It
he who gathered up the loose ball
and scored, also being on the receiving end of the passes and Just
missing a long one that would havw
undoubtedly resulted in another

touchdown.
Following the

gams :. was
mored that the showing of Syr<
this fall had not been up to ea>
pectatlons and that it would ho
more than likely a new head coach,
to replace Meehan, would be installed for the season of

'2i'

Last Friday night at the Garden.
Al Norton, the Yonkers, N. Y., welterweight, was the victim of tha
rawest decision given in a season af
atrocious guesses by incompetent
judges. Norton boxed eight rounds
with Barney Adair, local New York
welter and after pasting Adair with
everything In- his repertoire was
amazed to hear the Judges decide
Adair had won. The demonstratl n
fans, none of whom knew
Norton, lasted until the star bout
was announced. Ar explanation af
the temporary blindness of tha
Judges . ay be Leaned from the fast
that Leo P. Flynn, the (Garden's
matchmaker, Is reported to ho

by the

The New York:
Adair's manager.
dailies panned 'he derision to a
but that doesn't
ell,
fare-thee
eliminate the Injustice to Norton
In the A. P. despatches sent oat all
Norton In his
over the country.
Billy Papko
last two fights stoppc
and K. O. Loughlin.
Johnny Dundee was entitled to the
decision in the main bout, which ha
won on a foul In the fifth round
from K. O. George Chaney. Chancy
on
has lost nearly a. djsen flgh
Muldoon wished to see what Ples- fouls, most of which occurred whc:i
Dundee
pasting.
tlna really could do In tho grap- he was getting a
had hit him six times to one up to
pling line.
rules. The
the
fraction
of
last
the
"It had beoTV assorted, even before
Governor Miller," the commission last time this pair met in Boston.
fouled Dundee after Dundee
official declared, "that Martin Ples- Chaney
and w *,ry. The
k"
tlna a'as of championship calibre had him
to take
but did not hav*- an opportunity to Scotch-Wop then refusi
show It, due to the fact that ho was tho decision on tho lov/ pv.r„a aad
»

nine years, starting at the old Gar-

den restaurant, rt 50th

street,

where

his fast floor revues drew general
At tho Moulin Rouge
attention.
(with the house translating Billy

:

W.iliam) a little padding out
bos Iven done through solos, and
tho current r<*vre runs solidly for
r
The stage has been
minutes.
ringed off and there' is a tent effct persona non-gritta with the wresMr. Muldoon desired
above, to give tho jircussy look. tling 'trust.'
In the very few worth while cab- to give him every chance in the
prove
the truth of this
world
Moulin
to
tho
around,
now
shows
aret
Rouge, right In the middle of Times claim, and accordingly had the bout
T'lesflna's showing was
square, seems to have picked a continued.
into

•J. )

corker.

i.ith'p

a

dl*»:fppolntnicnt

to

resumed fighting after a 10 -minute
He won b> a n.ile Friday
rest.

wis apparent Chaney"*
it
body punches wNifi hurting .Johnny,
but with a title at stako ».h«
little Italian should not have
(Sontlnued on page \:
tho
night

i

•
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Shuberts, has changed its policy to
afternoon and evening shows, instead of two evening shows, the

By JACOB SMITH
Detroit newspaper critics hail this
bill
of vaudcv.lle at the
as the best sent this
way since the Shubert* embarked
on the local vaudeville trail. Big
business has been A he rule, even the
galleries, which at first were pot
filled, now playing: to large .attendance. Headlining is Bessie McCoy
% In a prettily dressed act which goes
crt,
over splendidly. Brendel ar.c
In second headline pla ; on the bill.
go over especially big, as doe- every
act on the program. ..'he in .rmlssion inaugurated at the Shubert
house here, in the middle of the bill,
has been dispensed with, as has the
substitute ideau>f running the news

week's

policy

in

vogue for the

first

two

weeks.

fcjhubert -Detroit

weekly In its place. The news
weekly now has a place at the end
Of the program.

The New Harmony,

com-

bel.

pleted and opening about Dec. 1,
will play vaudeville, according to

announcement.

make

The Harmcny will
now play-

Gold wyn specShubert- Michigan,
a third and last
week, with prices reduced from $2
the

to $1.50.

Manager Richard Lav

ncc of the

Garrick, has a son.

—

12 Detroit theatres

at

GRAND.— Dumbells in "Biff, Bing,
Dang," their 25th and last appearance
here. Did turnaway last week.
by the
Next, "Mutt and Jeff."
Glaser Players present "The Grain of Dust."
CIIARLK8 HORWITZ
Material from my pen has mado many
SHEA'S,— Trixle Friganza and
XleadltiK-rx.
I.rt me write your not.
A other vaudeville artists.
prices.

The

Majestic,

operated

UPTOWN—

f«w

exct-lUnt manuscript* on hand.

HIPPODROME.— Dora

CHAULKS HuKWITZ

Loew Aatux

N*w

>

Hid*.,

ork City.

160 Wont 4fith St.,
Phono Bryant ftf.S.

REGENT—

Co., Frozlni,
ville acts.

Hilton and
and four other vaude-

Feature

film,

Doris

May

WASHINGTON,

D. C.

By HARDIE MEAKIN
Two new plays are getting under
way here this week. Lenore Ulrlc

and
ety,

SHOES
Ihe ingenious and artistic manner in which I. Miller designs
shoes wins the popular and quick
approval of the theatrical profession and others who are discriminating in their choice of footwear.

MILLER
Broadway
New York

1554

Blllie

Richmond

ir,r!f,

^rgt

t

TroJucer »/ Ihtstrutf $/tJ

Billy

Watson; Capitol,

"Little

.

and

addition of the Gosman Sisters.
Miss Scheff following Intermission
received a big reception. Next was
Ben Welch, assisted by Frank P.

Murphy.

It

was here Mr. Welch's

blindness first took hold to such an
extent as to leave him totally blind.
It touched a heartstrlng to see sir.
Murphy lead him on and off. They
went big, Welc.i securing laugh
after lav~h.
Closing
were
the
Humphrey
Dancers, the solo numbers of aflsa
Humphrey being par excellence.
This act seems to be constituted of
an
all-star
membership,
their
rhythm and grace holding the house
completely.

To Reach JAMES MADISON

KEITH'S

EXCEPTIONAL LOCATION
In Heart of Baltimore's Theatrical District

Picture Houses— Marirm Davles in
"Enchantment."
Loew'a
Palace;
"Ladles Must Live," ~ccond week.

Loew's

Rialto;
politan.

Columbia;
"The Sheik,"
"A Man's Home," Metro-

Charles B. Hanford, Shakespearean actor, is appearing as Shylock
in "The Merchant of Venice" with
the Shakespeare Society, Nov. 252$, for the benefit of the American
I-ejfion.

Belasco

Remarkably good shot/ at this
Shubert vaudeville house this week.

The patrons seem to have taken n
liking to the Sunday night opening.
No intermission and the final act
closing about 11.15 left a *
istkd crowd.

11

eat-

The Mabel Witliee offering. "Mary
Irene and Sally," by Eddie l>owling!
who also plays in it, is a sure lire
hit. It is bright and more than capably played. Miss Wlthee is exceptionally good, as were the other
girls, and Dowlin^ Is an attraction
in himself.
doubles

back

again

in

and
a little while it look« u as if h<. Mi
awful Hop would he thr. outcome,
due mostly to material, but lie pull.-.i
it together and succeeded in aecom,

third

Jo<- Dareey in blackface told some
good stories and sang well. He wan
liked, being follbwed by the Light*
ner girls and Newton Alexander,
assisted by the Gosman Sisters, Ramona, Vada Russell and Harry
Ames. It cannot be admitted tho
broadening out of this act has improved its value to any great extent.
The hokum of Winnie Lightner still
wins laughs, and the only real gain
that can be noted is possibly the

out front
Pedersen Brothers with more acrobatics naturally bed rough going
after the opening act of Arco Broth
ers and Boganny's offering, and although their offering is of a high
order they didn't hold them in their
seats. It wasn't their fault, though,
by any means.

and

..

single,

for

Chicago

rv

Perez,

Dow ling

Mate and Monroe Streets

was

FOR SALE

the second part, doing

\S

playlet

patrons.

"get nor," but long before finishing
she secured and held not only the
Interest but the admiration of those

consists of "HaPollock. Leouard

bill

Bo Peep."

STAGE AND STREET

m

"Lincoln"

brought forth spontaneous applause.
Mr. Burton is splendid as Lincoln.
while the balance of the oast headed
by William T. Turner are all effective.
The episode contains all the
elements so wel liked by theatre

next They went over bi«r,
too. Then Dow ling again, with Mason and Keeler next Then delightfully clever Lillian Fitzgerald. For
a moment they didn't seem to quite

Players. Clay and Robinson. Dare
Brothers and feature picture. Gay-

MILLER

making it necessary to omit
news pictorial. Opening wax

Tcschow's Cats, splendidly trained
and proving a distinct novelty
Then two boys came along, Ed
Healy and Allan Cross, who tied up
a hit with their harmonizing. Their
final bit was especially good.
Th»

address him 404 FlaUron Building,
Three remarkably good features Ssn Francisco. I will writ*
my acta
in this week's bill at Keith's. As a out there until
December 25th. Now
A
there was a splendid house. The whole It plays very well, but to York office, 14*3 Broadway, open as
second opening is that of 'The Fair these three must be given the usual.
Circassian" at the Shubert -Garrick.
It Is styled as a new romantic drama
by Gladys Unger, and has been
staged by Clifford Brooke.
This
piece is reviewed elsewhere.
Poll's has a return engagement of
'Irene,*' making the second showing
since Its open In? b«r*». No member
is
featured, but as this musical
comedy is almost actor proof, the
evident big business ahead will be
vana," Kelly and

I.

tain,

the

posters."

In "Kiki," which comes here from a
week in Baltimore, opened at the
National Monday.
Belasco star,

The Cosmos

4&

They

are Frltxi Scheff, Frederick Burton
in "Abraham Lincoln" and Doris
Humphrey and her dancers.
It was 11.15 before the final cur-

i

well satisfied.

I.

up greater share of the credit

one show.

in

PANTAO ES—

Picture houses Adams, •'Woman's
Place";
Broadway Strand, "EnThe train formerly leaving Toronto
chantment"; Madison. "From Die
Ground Up" and •'Bits of Life'; at 11.59 p. m. for Montreal, carrying
a
full vaudeville bill and a Columbia
Fox-Washington, "The Queen of
burlesque circuit show to open SunShcba."
day, leaves at 12.S0 a. m. instead, so
the baggage may be properly
Kunsky's Madison this week Is that
loaded.
playing Marshall Neilan's "Bits of
Li'e," together with Tom Moore in
Many
are visiting
"From the Ground Up.** featuring friends in performers
Toronto at present, due to
the bill aa a double she v. The lay -off and
8
unsatisfactory bookings.
Nellan picture has been relieved of.
the last two episodes.

ing vaudeville regularly, not counting many of the picture theatres
which fill in with two or threo acts
PRINCESS— The Savoyards Co.,
for two or three nights a week.
presenting "The Chimes of Normandy."
Next, "Mr. Pirn Passes
Jimmy Hodges' stock will open a By."
musical engagement at Miles' OrROYAL
ALEXANDRA.—
Sir Harpheum theatre Christmas week, the ry Lauder and his company
of
Jdtlcs office here announces.
The vaudeville stars. Next, "Maytime."
#
policy will be two shown dally

pop

pllsaing that rare feat of tleing

and two hits

Follies"

.

"Theodora,"

tacle playing the
will remain for

TORONTO

>

"The Foolish Age.-

LOEWS.—"Dance

other vaudeville acts. Feature film.
and Keeler have returned
May MoAvoy in "A Private Scandal." to Mason
their first, "Married." They've
WINTEROARDEN.— "The Three appeared
here at Keith's in it inMusketeers," last week.
numerable times, but never
it
"The Greenwich lose its charm as played bydoes
these
Villagers." Clay Crouch, and other
vaudeville acts. Feature film. Con- two.
For the first time since the open-,
stance
Talmadgc in
"Woman's
lng of the house with vaudeville the,
Place.
bill
was run as originally laid out
C5AYETY.— Mollie Williams and
The Arco Brothers with their hand
her remedies of 1921.
balancing
opened well and were
Regent Opera Co. Feaby Rudinoff with his
ture film. Gloria Bsmnson in "I'nder followed
smoke sketches and whistling. He's
the I^asli."
ALLEN.- Allen Opera Co. Fea- clever and went over well. Mile.
Nana, assisted by Alexia, prese nted
ture film, "A Virgin ParadiM-."
STRAND.— "Quo Yiidis,- iihu. Sec- dancing novelties that are really
new. They suffered, however, beond week.
cause of the orchestra. It is about
Pa lit ages Theatre has inaugurated time that orchestra under Paul
the system tried out In Chicago and Sch warts were pulling itself toOther American cities by theatres gether.
and Is giving two tickets to every
The fourth snot wan allocated to
person bringing old clothes and Vardon and Perry and the boys
shoes to this theatre, the a: arel went over with
a real smash.
thus obtained to t»e handed over to They're just
regular follows, not a
the War Veterans' Association for bit
stagey, and this, combined with
distribution among the needy.
entertaining ability, brought them
the first hit of the evening. Miss
Lc.ew's theatre was forced to give
four-a-day last week to accommo- Withee's offering followed. Intermission being omitted, with the news
date the crowds that wished »o see
^mediately,
Doraldina in person. She would weekly following
prove a good drawing card on re- which brought Joe Boganny's troupe
In their new offcrirtg. "The Billturn at any time.

A GOOD BUY.

Act with special

scenery, restricted songs,
dialogue, novel dances.

NEWPORT
with

original

This

desirable

piece

on North Howard

feet

of

property

street,

fronts

101

one of the leading

shopping thoroughfares in Baltimore.
It has a
uniform depth of 100 feet to Linden avenue, where
it is joined by a property
fronting 24 feet on West

Monument street with a depth of 55 feet along
Linden avenue, thus providing a frontage of 159
on Linden avenue.

feet

frontage
floor

on

arm

three

(lie

of

Approximate

ground

15,000 square feel.

All car line
.sections

Property accordingly has

street-.

t..

and fiom

Baltimore and

property or within

mi,-

its

tin

best

residential

suburbs either pass

block of

it.

CHRISTIAN RODEKURT
Equitable Building

BALTIMORE, MD.
Representing the owner:

and STIRK

SUE PARKER

=?

:

rriday^

^November

VARIETY

1921

25,

!
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AFTER LONDON SUCCESSES AND A TRIUMPHANT
TRANSCONTINENTAL CONCERT TOUR

ALLAN ROGERS

An Open

Moving Picture Theatres!

"Have You Seen the Handwriting on the Wall?"

LEONORA ALLEN

Your Business From
25 to 50% Less Than It Was A
Year Ago?
Isn't

HAVE RETURNED TO VAUDEVILLE, PRESENTING
AN UNUSUAL SINGING ACT

THERE

K

A FEW OF THE MANY REMARKABLE CRITICISMS RECEIVED
ARE APPENDED:
Music aid

The day

EEBALD

Comedy

in

Abandance at Keith's
WLt«n

Altai

ud

Staffer*—Be*

SYRACUSE JOURNAL

Teaiple Theater

FOB 1HI MUSIC LOVKB8

With the

legitimate

and concert

an unusual range from
which to sefect their favorites.

Leonora Allan Good offered

Welch Amanlng

From the standpoint of genuine
placed
Music lovers have real satisfac- artistry Monday's audiences
Allan
tion In store for them at Keith's the stamp of approval upon
this week in Allan Rogers and Leo- Rogers and Leonora Allan, recruits
stage.
. Miss Allan
concert
the
from
nora Allan, two young singers,
personable young
whose offering is one of the hest is a decidedlyvoice of rich timbre
woman with a
heard at that playhouse in many
and a knowledge of how to employ
weeks.
Mr.
best advantage.
it
to the
Possessed »of well trained voices Rogers' bell-like tenor also is heard
of unusual caliber and each well en- with fine effect, in solos, and with
dowed with that distinctive neces- Miss Allan in a group of old favorsity to aN people of the stage, per- ites.
Dudlelgh Vernor lends
F.
sonality, Mr. Rogers and Miss Allan valuable assistance at the piano.
serve up a dainty dish which left
Monday night's audience hungry for
PITTSBURGH SUN
more. It Is seldom that a straight
Singing act draws the applause
But there are other acts on the
Which greeted these two songsters,
and this again goes to prove that bi'il that deserve headline honors as
vaudeville audiences are truly apwell if not better than the featured
preciative of art. Charles Lurvey at
the piano aids materially, and an attraction.
elaborate stage setting places the
For Instance, there are Allan
act far above the ordinary.
One
Rogers and Leonora Allan.
may pay a great deal more for a
seat than once pays at the Davis
PITTSBURGH PRESS
and not hear voices half so good.
and
talented
are artists,
ALLAN ROGERS A LEONORA They
trained, and there's no Forty-second
ALLAN Tenor and soprano artists, street rasp to them. Their renderthese two demonstrated that vaude- ing of old English songs Is unusupleasing and brought them
ville again is getting away from the ally
Their
unspeakable orgy of jazz and shout much applause last night.
"music" and back to where voice, singing of "Ely, Ely" (by request)
artistry and real songs are worth made many friends for their voices.
while.
Both are artists and long The chant achieved an effect selmay they live In vaudeville and dom experienced from vaudeville

—

singers.

opera.

Next

Week

(Nov. 28), B. F.

a member of the Pennsylvania delegation at the dinner tendered Marshall Foch in New York Saturday

recitals

principal magnet, only to leave more
or less disappointed after a mediocre program, draw near and give

good heed
At B. F. Keith's this week there
are two young American singers,
possessed of exquisite voices that
in solos or duets, and
presenting a song series that, while

charm equally

from operatic efforts, affords
enchantment to more than

free

sufficient

by Mother Ford and delivered by

Schiller is to re-

\

the

t

^proval of Syracuse.

are three other numbers that win insistent demands for encores. Charles
Lurvey, presiding at the new Keith
concert grand piano, gives a sympathetic accompanmient that deserves
and receives
more than
passing attention.

—

NEW YORK

i
the morning the third
the home was open.
The
thieves bound the watchman and
were at work on the safe when
painters who were putting the finishing touches on the house entered,
frightening them away.
'

day

A

testimonial

dinner

was given

Fred Curtis of the Pantages- Miles
office by a group of independent
booking men and agents at the
Fifty-Fifty Club, Wednesday evening.
The committee in charge of
the affair Included
Harry Shea, Alex,

Bob O'Donnell,
llanlon, Jim

Shcedy and Bennie Piermont.
Lietzel, the aerial artist, will sail

main on the coast for about two
The Glob*, Washington, Pa., has for -broad, Nov. 30, for a limited
Weeks, having been called west by been added to Billy Delaney's books vaudeville engagement.
She will
parous Locw, who is preparing to in the Keith office.
return in time to open with the
It will statt
•Pen the new State, San Francisco. next week, playing three acts each Ringling Brothers circus In March.

PAUL TAUSIG *
Phone

1*4 East 14tb It.. New York.
Btvyresaat « 130-6 137.

SOFT,
t

been permitted to board their car
through the front doors of the
Grand Central station Sunday night.
The animals were on their way to
the Majestic, Boston, from the 44th
Street,

New

demon-

need additional novelties!

DO NOT DESPAIR!
The Darkest Cloud Has a

Silver
•

*r>

It Is

'

.

Shubert
Vaudeville
The

success of which, since its inception in
September, has been the talk of the theatrical
world

A

York.

Jsck Wei ner, formerly manager
for W'lllam B. Friedlander, is now

He was
with Smith * Forking
succeeded by E. J. Saulpaugh.

week

headliner a

may

desire, will

many

or at

acta as

•

you

be provided.

This need

not change your policy or your
you have the capacity. You still give
your Public your regular pictures, but you
also give them
if

SHUBERT VAUDEVILLE
An

Irresistible

This

is

Combination

the policy that

made

Loew — Fox— Pantages. But

millionaires

the public

is

of

now

educated to better acts than they can secure.

You cannot book them through Keith or
Orpheum because they are intrenched in your
city

and

will not build

up opposition

to

them-

selves.
1

REMEMBER!

half.

The Alhambra, Torrington, Conn.,
The Marconi Brothers, piano acLeon Errol and M. S. Bentham are is playing vaudeville the last half
from
have
retired
"The of the week, commencing this week,
skit,
Vaudeville to take over the manage- sending
Krrol's
out
ment of a music store on East f>8th (J nest.-" for a tour of the Orpheum booked by John Robblns. A picture
treet. The brothers in addition to Circuit, with Harry P.awley in Er- policy is used the remainder of the
week.
their new enterprise are playing for rors role.
the phonograph records.
/
Elephants
received
Robinson's
Pa.,
Scranton,
Miles,
The New
Charles Houseman, manager of which opened recently with vaude- front page publicity in the Monday
the Hippodrome, l'ottsville, Ta., was ville was entered by burglars at six New York dailies through having

Bt*nni«hlp nocomiuodnllons Arranged am all Mnea, at Main Ofllce
*rlcea.
Doata are a/olaa^very falli arraaa** earl jr. Forelsrn Money
bova-fct and sold;
Liberty Bonds boasjbt and aold.

past.

strating that pictures cannot stand alone, but

We

cordianists,

ARE YOU GOING TO EIPPE?

as a complete

a thing of thm

well as resorting to other methods,

prices

o'clock

U

But not

one of them, not even the Russian
Choir Singers nor the various recruits from the operatic stage, have
been more worthy of praise than
Allan Rogers and his talented wife,
Leonora Allan.
Their voices are far above the
level of the commonplace.
There
is a lyric beauty in both that is
wholly delightful.
The melodious
blending of tones In their rendition
of "Love's Old Sweet Song" is something that even the layman Is quick
to appreciate. "The Sweetest Story
Ever Told," "Bring Back the Old
Fashioned Days" and "Tommy Lad"

—

Moving Picture

of the

In desperation, managers, to bolster their
drooping business, have arranged personal
appearances of moving picture celebrities, as

satisfy the musical appetite.
B. F. Keiths, since it opened its
doors more than a year ago, has
presented many a 'musical act for

night of last week.

Joseph Sullivan, husband of Mabel,
Alice Lloyd, sailing from Southyoungest of the Ford girls, who ampton Dec. 3 on the "Aqultania,"
Journeyed to Canada for the pur- will open in a Shubert vaudeville
pose.
house over here Dec 19. Returning with 'Miss Lloyd is her niece.
E. A. 8chSller, southern repre- Dciisy
non-professional.
Hyams.
sentative of the Locw Circuit, ar- Miss Lloyd's daughters will rerived in >T ew York last Friday from main at home in England with their
Atlanta and left early this *week father, Tom McNaughton.
for S;;n Francisco.

lovers

who have been lured to
where the star's name is the

KEITH'S RIVERSIDE,

NOTES
The Ford ^rotor's were playing
Montreal Thanksgiving Day, but
they had a holiday dinner cooked
at home in Forest Hill, Long Island,

You music critics and music
of Syracuse

A REASON!

IS

Entertainment

DETROIT FREE PRESS

stages, the cinema, and of course
vaudeville, contributing to the sum
total, Temple patrons are this week

Letter

To Owners and Operators of

AND

SYBACtFBE

1_

III

have over 300 headunder contract.

line acts

The number
the

of franchises

band wagon before

it

is

is

limited.

!

Get on

too late.

Call, wire or write

MR. LEE SHUBERT,

SHUBERT VAUDEVILLE,
233 West 45th

St.,

New York

City.

1

'

L

•

30
J
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25, 1921
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"Allan May Be Down But He

Is

Never Out'

the originator of the Salvation Army Cellar gag and no one
has a right to use it but Mr. Raymond Hitchcock and myself, I protected it when the Salvation Army first adopted the slogan.
Artists, please lay off of this gag. I have already used legal meant
to protect my material and sha-l continue to do to.
I publish herewith letters received from Mr. Billy Glason and Mr.
Raymond Hitchcock. Miss Florence Moore elminated this gag at the
requests of Mr. Hitchcock and Mr. Henry Chesterfield, whom I thank
for his courtesies. I also thank Mr. Glason for eliminating the material
JAY RAYMOlfD.
when he learned it was my property.
Norman Jefferles Agency."
Real Estate Trust Bldg., Phila., Pa,

dm

I

dwas classed by maniTgerSrpress and public the "Dresden
China" sketch of vaudeville.
(

After having played it the last four years in every high class
yaudeville theatre throughout the United States and Canada,

we

October 19. 1921.
Jity Raymond. 500? Pulaski Ave.. C«rrn<antown. Pa.
My Dtnr Raymond .--That gag you nave me years ago about the Solvation Army slogan
being «a*xl too muili la vau-Jeville.
Can't you stop it. Hincftel.v.
Mr.

RAYMOND HITCHCOCK
TVRSOAT.

Dear Friend:—

time on Broadway

will present for the first

la

rtMcWed la?t night and content! raxcfuTy noted.
This gng thut you refer to was scut to me by my author. N.-al It O'Hara. of N. Y. World
and llobf n Post, some time ago. and on* nlgltt. to my surprise, someone rune to me and told
me that this same gag wa* being told by Kayniotid Hitchcock In the Follies show. I Immediately
wrote O'Hara nnd be told me that this particular gag sras not origmnl with him. which bo forgot
to mention In tl»« rush of the letter to me. but that he beard it around with the ocvftvtpcrmen.
and tliought that I might be able to u?e it. so he seut on mo to me. Under these circumstance*,
naturally I couldn't accuse Hitchcock, but figured that if it was popular with newspapermen. It
must hare been published somewhere and probaby Hitchcock got It from the same source. Anyway. »• time went on. I found that Florence Moore was doing the gag also, still 1 couldn't proYour:*

tect same aa It was not my property; only material at large.
Now. alter about a year, comes your letter I'm not doubting you In the least, but all I
want to know U If this Is your own original g.ig. written by your e'.f. htw come that Hitchcock
is doing it. and how is it that thts should circulate amongst a lot of newspai>ermen in Boston.
1 know how it feel* to have a gag that Is being lifted Intentionally, but I want to assure you that
I am just an Innocent partr. and If what you any Is true, you tan rest assured tiist It will be otit
and out for good, as I have never yet done anything that didn't belong to me, after It was proven
that It belonged to somebody else.
We all make mistakes, hut I wish tin <•• who lift from me. would be s« eager to rectify. Don't
worry, my friend. I will not do th's gag if it Is your*. I am writing O'Hara again this evening
and In the meantime I hare eliminated nmr from mv routine, and will try and remember all
week to keep it out. Doing a routine for ro long. I mlxht slip up by accident but I'll do my level
be-t and leave It out.
Thanking you for calling my ~lu-ul.on to same 1 am. Yours very truly.

A

Playlet by

We

— Music by HARRY DE COSTA

FRANK STAMMERS and WILLIAM COLLIER

way

has been received in the several out-of-town cities where we have already played, and
hope the same reception will be accorded us and our little
Offering, as was given its predecessor, when next week
(November 28) we play at B. F. KEITH'S
are grateful for the

it

PALACE THEATRE
Y.

rv.

Vi

BILLY GLASON

—

^/

terests are

now bombardln-

for

the rejection of the Sun., y film ordinance.

Erection of an amusement center
Watertown will follo.v the acquisition of the site of the old Taggart

at

block by Frank A. Err.psal!, owner
the
Avon,
Watertown, and
Charles Sesonuke of Morton & Sespnske, theatrical operators of Osof

ville 5

Empress Cincinnati.

"Bathing Beauties"

28

L O

3

Pcnn

Circuit.

HYAMS
Edward

Clark, vaudevillian, stage

director and author of several stage
successes, has placed under contract

>

by the Edison Phonograph Co. for
one year during which time he is to
record 24 numbers for the company,
ffhe first of the numbers will be "I'm
Going Back to the Workhouse," and

i

MINTM

SYRACUSE,

N. Y.

CHESTER

BAHN

By

WIETING.— First
"Lady

B.

half,

house on Thanksgiving Day. First
bill topped by Fox's "Thun-

week's

Mltzl

in

opened to better than
the average Syracuse business Monday night, and good advance for the
remainder of the engagement. Last
Billy,"

derclap," Grace Hoffman, soprano,
in addition.
House price scale under Fitzer lease fixed at 15-20 for
matinees and 25-35 nights.

Guy Bates Post, after passing up
Syracuse for several seasons, will

come to the Wietlng, Dec. 8-10, in
half, "The Merry Widow."
"The Masquerader." The house is
lit is possible that his "College of
BASTABLE.—
First half, "Garden going the limit
on newspaper adJHardknocks" will be the material Frolics." It's a pity this Irons &
vertising, and will split about $1,000
tor the reverse side of that record.

damage production has to follow among the three local newspapers.
or. the heels of the "Whirl of GayPost will play at a $3 top, refusing
Hutchinson, managing the ety." The latter is about the poor- to make any reduction In his cusest
show on the wheel; the former tomary scale in spite of the fact
Wilmington,
Del.,
Keith's Garrick at
has been transferred to New York. is mighty near the best. "Garden that Syracuse is not a $3 town.
Frolics" is a winner.
Last half,
O. L. Elsler succeeds at the Gar- "Quo Vadis"
film.
First picture to
The old Valley Amusement Co.,
rick.
be booked at the Bastablo in which operated the historic Valley
months.
There is more or less theatre 20 years ago, passed into
speculation regarding a film policy
history this week, the corporation
for the house the last half of the
the way for dissolution at
week in the event that all Erlanger paving
the final annual meeting. The thebookings are lost.
atre was built and operated by a
ROBBINS-ECK EL. "The Hell company formed of emp" ^yes of the
COLUMBU8 CIRCLE A 58th St.
Diggers."
old Syracuse Rapid Transit Co.
SAVOY.— "The Breaking Point." Comic opera, musical comedy and
vaudeville
were in turn the policy
EMPIRE. Opens as a picture
during the summer months. Edna
May, long retired, gave some of her
Guerrini & Co. early performances on the stage of
with SALLY FIELD8 6 Others.
John

REISENWEBER'S

—

* ALL-STAR *
VODVIL

—

Th# Leadlnf

Nightly During Dinner anil Supper.

AFTER THEATRE NIGHTLY

FAY MARBE'S
RENDEZVOUS
in

the old theatre, whlcLi
wiped out by fire.

ana)

Largest

ACCORDION
FACTORY
In

the United 8tatei.
The only rnrtiT?

(Ii.it

"f

makes

Itet'ds

hand.
277-279

PARADISE

—

any

sot

made

l>»

ColumbM

Avenue

San

44

Francisco.

Cal.

Church forces

in

flnr'ly

Rome, N.

Y.,

5

Revue"

Village

5

Majestic Jersey City.

5

Lew 28 Columbia Chicago
Des Moines.
"Knick Knacks" 28 Gayety Toronto 5 Gayety Mo Ureal.
Kelly

4-6 Berchel

"Lid Lifters" 28 Empress Cincinnati 5 L O.
"Little Bo Peep" 1-3 Academy

"Beauty Revue" 1-3 Van Curler Scranton 5 Lyric Newark.
Schenectady 5 Elmira 6 Bing"London Belles" 28 Palace Balti7 Oswego 8-10 Inter Niagara more 5 Gayety Washington.
Falls.
"Maids of America" 28 Gayety
"Big Jamboree" 28 Empire Toledo Buffalo 5 Gayety Rochester.
5 Lyric Dayton.
Marion Dave 28 Gr.yety Detroit 5
"Big Wonder Show" 28 Hyperion Gayety Toronto.
"Mischief
Makers" 28 Gayety
New Haven 5 Hurtig & Seamon's
Baltimore 5 Capitol Washington.
New York.
"Miss New York" 28 Olympic New
"Bits of Broadway" 28 Lyric DayYork 5 Star Brooklyn.
ton 5 Olympic Cincinnati.
"Monte Carlo Girls" 28 Capitol
"Bon Ton Girls" 28 Stamford 2930 Park Bridgeport 1-3 Worcester Washington 6 Bijou Philadelphia.
"Odds and Ends" 28 Casino
Worcester Mass 5 Empire ProviBrooklyn 6 Empire Newark.
dence.
"Pace Makers" 28 L O Gayety
"Broadway Scandals" 28 Haymarket Chicago 5 Park Indianapolis. Minneapolis.
"Parisian Flirts" 28 Garrick St
"Cabaret Girls" 28 Gayety BrookLouis 5 Century Kansas City.
lyn 5 Academy Scranton.
"Passing
Revue"
28
"Chick Chick" 1-3 Academy Fall
Century
Kansas City 5 L O.
River 5 Gayety Brooklyn.
"Peek-a-Boo" 28 Grand Hartford
"Cuddle Up** 28 Gayety St Louis
5 Hyperion New Haven.
5 Star A Garter Chicago.
"Pell Mell" 28 Gayety Minneapolis
Dixon's Big Revue 28 Englewood
5 Gayety Milwaukee.
Chicago 5 Garrick St Louis.
"Puss Puss" 28 Plaza Springfield
"Flashlights of 1921" 27-29 Bcrchel
Mass 5 Howard Boston.
Des Moines 5 Gayety Omaha.
"Follies of Day" 28 Gayety Omaha
5 Gayety Kansas City.
"Follies of New York" 28 L O 5
GILLIHAN and

O H

hamton

•

MURRAY

Empire Cleveland.

"Folly Town" 28 Gayety Rochester
G-7 Bastable Syracuse 8-10 Grand
Utica.
"French Frolics" 28 Empire Cleveland 5 Fifth Avenue Brooklyn.
"Garden Frolics" 28 Empire Al-

bany

Casino Boston.
de Looks" 28 Columbia
New York 6 Empire Brooklyn.
"Girls from Joyland" 28 Park In-

Will you kindly
drop as I need

cjo

H.

are

Jefferie*
BLDG.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

HICKS

& SON

675 Fifth Avenue, at 53d Street

determined that the Common Counshall not permit Sunday pictures.

Have a

Victorious in their efforts to prevent
a referendum at the recent eneral
municipal election, the church in-

MOOCH
WHAT

Norman

REAL ESTATE TRU8T

dianapolls 5 Gayety Louisville.

was

return my
at once*

it

BILL FOSTER

6

"Girls

cil

little

your friends

99

fruit delivered to

—take

it

to

your home or
your week-end outing

FOX TROT
By TIM BRYMN

Instrumental

»

a

PUBLISHED BY
Gaiety Theatre Bldg.

THE METRO MUSIC
I

CO. 1547

Broadway,

New York

City

2S

Palace Baltimore.

"Grown Up Babies" 28 Avenue
Detroit 5 Englewood Chicago.
"Ilarum Scarum" 28 Howard Boston 8-10 Academy Fall River.
"Harvest Time" 28 Star Cleveland
5 Empire Toledo.
"Hello 1922" 28 Orphcum Puterson

son.

(Nov. 28— Dec. 5)
"Baby Bears" 28 Gayety Louis-

LEILA

L O

Howe Sam 28 Gayetv Kansas City
L O.
wego and president of the Nova Op"Hurly
Burly" 28 Bijou Philaerating Co., which now operates the
delphia 5 L O.
Avon. The amusement center will,
"Jazs Babies" 28 Academy Bufit is planneds incorporate a theatre
falo 5 Avenue Detroit.
suitable for both legit and picture
"Jingle Jingle" 28 Miners Bronx
programs.
New York 6 Casino Brooklvn.
"Kandy Kids" 28 Star Brooklyn
5 Empire Iloboken.
"Keep Smiling" 28 Hurtig & Seamon's New York 5 Orpheum Pat*rBURLESQUE ROUTES
]

JOHN

"Greenwich

the al-

dermen with petitions praying

If

THE MOCCH

.

November

fie

Friday,

VARIETY

1W1

25,

31

/

CANADIAN TERRITORY
A

"Mecca"

this

season for worth while high priced and popular priced attractions.

Applications for "time" direct or through A. L. Erlanger or the Messrs. Shubert.
#

We

"buy" any acceptable attractions for any number of weeks, three or four weeks Eastern Canada, or ten
weeks
East and West, If you are going to the Coast or coming from the Coast, get in touch with us.
or twelve
will

,

feSp
our baying high

case of

the

in

THE BEST POPULAR PRICED
IN AMERICA

priced attraction*

we play

fcSP

HOUSE

($1.50)

We

GRAND
TORONTO

either

B. C. Whitney's Princess or Messrs.
9

Shaherts Royal Alexander, Toronto

«•

)

don't buy all attractions, hut

producers nervous about Canadian

come

Territory can
certainty

ii

on a

in here

they have the attraction"

f
»

•

r
>
/

*

)

>

.

GEO.

F.

DRISCOLL

R.

J.

LYDIATT

Booking Manager

Vice-President

Vice-President

Quebec

TInney Frank 28 L O 5 Star
Reeves Al 28 Casino Boston 6
Grand Hartford.
Cleveland.
"Tit for Tat" 28 Empire Provi"Record Breakers" 28 Penn Circuit 5 Gayety Baltimore.
dence 5 Gayety Boston.
"Town Scandals" 28 Casino PhilaEmpire
Newark
Reynolds Abe 28
delphia 5 Miner's Bronx New York.
I Casino Philadelphia.
Singer Jack 28 L O 5 Gayety St
"Twinkle Toes" 28 Empire Brook%
"Social Follies" 28

Curler

O H

Conduct Negotiations

L.

O

8-10

Van

O.

Watson
burgh

Schenectady.

L

L

6

Billy

28

Gayety Pitts-

O.

Fulln Bob
Hurtlg Jo«
Keith Bugene
Kelly Miss 8
Kennedy Marcella
Kennedy Molly
Kimberly £ Page

Lada Edw
Lahader M
Lambert Helen

-

LETTERS

S3.

"Sweet Sweeties" 28 Empire Hobjken 6-7 Cohen's Newburg 8-10
Cohen's Poughkeepsle.
"Ting-a-Ling" 28-30 Cohen's Newburg 1 -3 Cohen's Poughkeepsio 5
Phiz*. Springfield Mass.

When sendlasx for mall to
VARIETY address Mall Clerk

POSTCARDS, ADVERTISING or
CIRCULAR LETTERS WILL
NOT BE ADVERTISED.
LETTERS ADVERTISED IN
ONE ISSUE ONLY.
Ackerman Sans?
Adolpho 11
Archer D
Aldan Jim
A'.eva

Eve

Anderson B»*rnlce
Armstrong Geo

Baker Joe
Barclay Don
Barrett Tat
Barry Mabel

BILLY DO88 REVUE
Cave Herbert
Cawley Barton
DAWSON, LANIGAN and COTORT Choppman
Louis

himself

some caddys.

Clifford

Jean

Clinton Fred

Denies Ruth

De Rex

Billie

Vail Helen

Ganes A Eddy
Gardner Mrs J
Oeorge Chaa
Gilmore Barney
Gordon II R
Grace Catherine
Grager Jack
Green Eve

Hamilton Alae
Harrington Hav.pl
Ilurrlgan Capt
Hart Pegpy
Harvey Miss
Heather R
Helvey Ncul
Hill Clay
Hill Geo
Holly Marie
Hudson Bryun

REEDER - ARMSTRONG
Wish

to

Show You

TWO PIANO

Ryan Maude

Lewis J "Skinny"
Lea KeUofa

Sadller Dorothy

Wm

8harpe Harry
Silverman Harry
Smith Helen
Splngold F
Springer
Stanley Mabel
St Clair Ida

Wm

St Clair Pansy
Sterns Edwin
Sullivan Jack
Sully Estelle

Va Lare Vincent

Newman

Rlberg Ines
Rlesner Chae

the Only Original, Eccentric
NOVELTY COMEDY RESTRICTED SONGS

Alexander

Jflixon

^Ivenport Paul
Dancing Howards

Bernard Mike Mrs
Bradley A C
Hell Jessie

Hobby & Earl

C

Buchanan Mollle
Brunln J

W

Gustave A
Corrlnne

4

Pern Ben Co
Prcar Fred

Cowles Roy
Cathro J I,
Chue Joshua

L

Howard Edna

W

Horter Jtobt
Hendrlckson Ja»

Hathbum Max

I

Capman Harry
Comer

Dr

F.nrry

Claire Josephine

Hodges
.Tan«f>n

Jarvls

0;ije

(Nov. 24-27) Booked by Mr.
**»xt

Weak

(Nov.

28-34))

Mrs

TT.irry

& Bro.

PmV««lonArrorihon Manu-

"Jrritr't
il

facture r«
p.ilrern.

and

I n compare bit

Orphtum, Boston. (Dec.

1-4)

rlal

Work*.

Itlr>a

l»:itrlitrd

ISe-

flpp-

Emory, Providsnce.

L

No.

Zambounl Theo Mr*

evelyn BLANCHARDc n>
1403 Broadway, New York Cltjr
See If fur Dltf Ti^tf Restrict*
Material. Sketch es.Comedy Actfl*
Slmsrles, Etc.

Leila

Acts Rewrlttea, Rehe
Opealasni Arranged*

\

or send
2.

$1 for 1 pr. Stape NestoLashes.
are on a wide blue artificial lid
over your own. Six pairs, S5. Dozen

— These

which

fits

pairs,

J 10.

^

<y^

Prlvnto wear NestoLashes can be
worn in open daylight. Their foundation Is a nnrmw, colorless skin foundation, Imperceptible on the
eye.
Superfine No. Al, $1 60 pr., No. 1 Fine, $1.00 pr.

See thorn at Nestle l»,

Broadway drjg

Nr\?

Nee Yera Ct>

where they are demonstrated, or

at there
Also at beauty Minps.

stores:

'

MARLOWE 4 LUTHER'S

HIWIAI, ATTENTION TO MAIL ORDERS

CRAY'S

WINTER GARDEN
NICKERSON'S
NATIONAL DRUG CO.

MACY'S
LORD 4 TAYLOR'S

«.li;ft

Rryn.
Ttl.: Franklin =128.
2IS Casal Street

LUBIN

Shaw

Zelgler

Vox Valentine

I

Sherry J Barney
Smith Al
Searles Arthur

/

4 Harrison

E. Galizi

New York
NOW

!

L

Vail Arthur

Every Actress Needs Them

Cull

Gerber Billie
Gibson Myrtle
Glen Leo

Burns Harry
Bailey Bill

t

>^*

off.

Mny

Plorettl

Loew's

AMERICAN

M

Will

Prancls

O

adhesive, and though easy to slip on and take
do not come off until removed. Marvclously
strong too. for they last through many wearIn ps.
Thousands of stars endorse them most
sincerely, for what actreas ever liked the tedious neco.-sMly for grease make-up?

Evon A Clare

Gannon Betty

Berrent Aaron
Birch Stella
Black Katherlne

Raynor Babe
Russell Jack
Reyn Grace
Ruaael Jack Mra
Ring Blanche

They are real hair eyelashes, beautiful, long
and curly, the finest kind of hair work ever
made. They are applied In one Instant with an

Gardner Prank Co

Bert

Bimbo Chaa

York Shirley

Wells

lashes again.

Bell Florence

Byron

Unusual Duo

Dunbar Ralph

Poster

R

Wolf Howard C Mrg
Walker A West
Wakefield Frank M

NestoLashes are neither a chemical nor a paint.

Elliott

Hento Broa
HeJmont Belle
llurton RichardBarnes Stuart

Warner Frank
Williams Deaa

Turner Walter
Turner Dolly
Trovato
Texas-Walker
"Tenor"

Dixon

P B
Donegan P X Mrs
Davis A McCloy

nail Leonette

1

Warner Dorla

Just one pair of NestoLashes will convince you
that you will never brush cosmetic on your own

Daniels Walter Mrs

C

'

estoIashe
ART EYELASHES ^^

J

Albert Qcne
Allen Edna

W

War* S J
Wilbur A Mansfield
While Billy Jr

ft Bella
Vaudeville Leader

Jack

Clifford

Arnold Dick
Adams Oeorge

Ambler

Sheldon Arthur
Taacott

•Suninic».> Cecil Li

A

Betty

Jules

an

Thornton Arthur

Perettos The
Paris Lionel
Preble Edward
Prince Al

Smith Eddie

Neville Otis
Nifty Trie

Wright Mabel

Alfreds Billie
Austin Bob

BAG

Ray

W

CHICAGO OFFIC1
B T
Caslnelll

Stafford Edwla
Smith Dottle
Shaw Billie Collins
Schuyler Blsie

Qulntrell Fred

A Murphy
McGreevy A Doyle

Wing Mr C
Willis Bob

Wynne

L

Miller

Mo/fc'aft Jca/l

Williams Billy

Mra F
Rempel Harriet
Reynolds Sydney

A Bryant

Patton Joan

Lackey Evelyn
Bryan Lee

Moore J

Rellly

Oliver Cecelia

Llzette Mile

Milton

Rector Eddie

O'Brien Bill

Ott

Marts Eddie

Walker Nina
Wehlm Walter
Wheeler Arthur
Wheeler Oeo
Whltelaw Arthur
Wilhelm Mrs

Oberman

Lamplna M A Mrs
Lyons George
Lemley Jack

Morris A Towne
Morris Johnny

Vernce Verme
Verona Countess
Vert Hasel

Nell

Nifong Frank
Noble Ruth

Eva
Ormonde Cora
O'Nell

Olsmlth Mary

McConncll

Venn Jean
Vardon Vera

May Howard

Kennlson Jeeale

Miller Bert

McGuIrl Stan

DRI8COLL

F.

^ One Benny

Murphy Gene Miss

Lillian

Hamld Harry

Carter Irving
Caaaety John
Cassy Stuart

Doss challenges Eddie Heffernan
on the golf links. Covert challenges
Johnie Kllbain, and Lanigan is going to the hardware store and buy

Du

Karmino O O
King Loretta

Maurice Betty
Maxwell J

Dcnsang Minnie
Douglas Harry

Gretmack

Jack
Cain William
CahTll

with

Da Vera

Mason Edgar

H

Rogers Hern
Rose Harry
Rosen Jimmle
Rowkand Penelope

Sadler

La Vines The

"Whirl of Mirth" 28 Lyric New"Step Lively Girls" 28 Olympic ark
5 Olympic New - ork.
Cincinnati 5 Columbia Chicago.
Williams Mollis 28 Gayety Mon"Strolling
Players"
28
Gayety treal 6 Gayety Buffalo.
Washington 5 Gayety Pittsburgh.
"World of Frolic" 28 Star A
"Sugar Plums" 28 Majestic Jersey Garter Chicago 5 Gayety Detroit
City 5 Stamford 6-7 Park Bridge
8-10
Worcester Worcester
Sort

Keefe Chas

Riley Sid

"Some Show" 28 Gayety Milwau"Whirl of Gayety" 28 Gayety Bps- Lecardo Bobble
Lee Mlsa L
kee 5 Haymarket Chicago.
ton 6 Columbia New York.
"Whirl of Girls" 28 Elmlra 29 Lee Corbln Mlsa V
"Sporting Widows" 28-30 Bastable
Syracuse 1-13 Grand Utlca 5 Em- Bingham ton 80 Oswego 1-3 Inter Marjah
Niagara Falls 5 Academy Buffalo.
pire Albany.
Marley Jack

1.1

Connection With the Outright "Buy" of Attractions With

in

GEO.

lyn 5

t

1

Transportation Building

Quebec

Alberta

-Louis.

THEATRES, UMTTED
MONTREAL, CANADA

Montreal

Calgary

Montreal

TRANSONADA

SHARDE

E. J.

Asd

Other*.

Mukers

ef:

Quality Hair

)

NESTLE'S

Goods.
Originators of rernmnent

Hair Fawn lone.
Beuuly Culture

Waving

12 end 14 East 49th Street,
New York City

»

Friday, NoTCtaber

VARIETY

PAUL

-r.j
»

.

*.

'

M, 1MX

GLADYS

5^.;

^.- <•»

MURRAY and
"STUDYING STARS'*
Week

(Nov. 21) B. F. Keith's Colonial,

Next Week (Nov. 28) B. F.

New York

Direction

NEW ORLEANS
By
M.

to the
least.

8AM U EL

O.

"Bab" will be presented at the
Tulane next week. During the same

Lorch

offer

"The Three Musketeers."

Stock In "Sinners."

LYRIC— Bennett'*

Colored

Car-

nival.

STRAND—

"Experience."
Fagar Collinwood la now doing
the press work for the Shubert-St.
Charles.

The appearance

of Earle Edmonpersonal
representative
of
Pantages, in this city gave rise to
rumors the Louisiana would shortly
switch from stock iO again present
vaudeville. Manager Leopold denied
all reports, stating he would stick

ton,

Loew's stressed

its picture,

"Polly

With a Past," during the first half
of the week, relying mere on the
film than on the vaudeville section
to draw. Abundant patronage overflowed the foyer, lobby and arcade.

The vaudeville entertainment was
happy for the most part, although

—

"Playmates" was very safe.
and O'Neill were rather cool at first,
but stirred them later, leaving aus-

JTQR HEALTH 4UT9 BEAUTY
Nothing Ilk* our Eleetrle Cabin* Baths
t» too* up tha mti and banish that
tlrad

mm.

Chiropody.

feeling- 1

Bralp

Tftat-

made

PARLOR, .p%

(BbTAUTV

\l«fMBp. SMV.4t.8t

Op. Rtolt*

TkMk

The approval handicap run

at the

the subject of the hour with the great nations and

something to talk about, yet

unusually attractive and exclusively distinctive
Suits, Gowns and Frocks that are now on

array of

which

is

New

all

today the acknowledged loader of
York.

its

kind in

•

—

w

1

i

cial

PITTSBURGH

at

148 West 44th Street

—

drop and two sets In "three," his new Blue Mouse here, completely refitted and redecorated, not later
McGrath and Deed got fifth posi- which add class to her offering.
They shot away from the
tion.
Fenton and Fields got off to a than Thanksgiving day, with "The
barrier but stalled too often, slipped wow in the next-to-closing position Queen of Sheba."
back almost to the rear and then with their wop conversation off
stepped out and came mighty fast stage and surprise appearance in
Earl Franklin, Juvenile, has been
Needs some prepping. blackface, but weakened a trifle at enrolled wtlh the Lyric
at the end.
:uslcal
stopping as if short several times.
the finish, and Sansone and Delila Comedy Co., making his first apAlexandria was another in-and- had a hard time keeping the mob in pearanc in "Lulu" this week. Last
outer.
Placed next to the end by their seats.
week Miss Anna Chick, character
the starter his position helped conwoman, formerly of the vaudrville
siderably.
Several flashes, but the
team of Mr. and Mrs. John T. Chick,
Shubert
pace seemed a trifle fast. Little was
Jewel La Velle were Introduced
Lew Fields runs away with honors andLyric
expected of Alexandria, and his
patrons. La Vel!e Is a forto
showing was not half bad. Can do in the current Shubert offering, a
generally good one, but with Fields' mer member of the company, having*
better in slower company.
man with the company
been
leading
Sidney Grant was hopelessly out artistry in comedy work more imnew charof it from start to finish. His ab- pressive than ever.
A mild house three seasons ago. The
and La Velle replace
acter
woman
sence for several years may have attended Monday afternoon, with
accounted.
He displayed slowness indications for the balance favored Miss Madeline Matthews an' Eddie
in getting away, and was almost by the holiday crowds.
Joe Fanton Mar, respectively.
left at the post.
and Co. open with strong man fejPts
mildly, working up to a couple of
especially good ones at the end.
Mossman and Vance might improve
their song selections, scoring best
By COLEMAN HARRI80N
with their dancing. Fred Schwarz
PICTURES— Grand and Liberty. and Co. In the "Broken Mirror"
'Two Minutes to Go"; Regent and make the best of a light idea.
Rlackstone. "Manjfrom Lout River";
From the Following Agent*
nivmpic." "Knchantmont"; CameraFred Allen has splendid matter,
phone. "Case of Reeky" and "Beat- but his
S.
niake-up adds little value to
ing the flame"; Lyceum, "Trip to
rv.1l 7th Ave.. New York
his turn, and might be
l';n .Hlis. ';
Alhambra,
'Match After Fields' act, which improved.
141(14 Uruaduay, New York
took
five
Rreaker"; Savoy. 'Over the Hill"
curtains, came Yvette, opening the
M.
isth week);
Pitt "Theodore (3d
4B3 Washington St., Boston
week); Duquesne. "Three Mus- second half, the violiniste-singer
putting over every bit of hers for
keteers" (8th week).
a wallop, and ably assisted.
CO.
Lulu McConnell came back for a
73 \V. Randolph St.. Chicago
Thomas Burke, owner of a picture comedy sketch with Grant Simpson
house in the Hill district, was shot, that took four curtains. A. Robins,
J. M.
though not seriously hurt, by a lone often seen here with little change
Fifth Av*. Areata, 232 Fifth Avt* Pitttkurfh
highwayman last Friday afternoon. in his routine, again filled the nextMr. Burke was standing in the door- to-flnlsh spot deftly, and Seven
CO.
Flyway to the theatre when the ma- ing Desert Devils showed plenty
001 Main St., Kansas Cltr
of
rauder ran up, seized a diamond speed at the start of the finale
and
CO.
FT.
stickpin he was wearing and shot
and kept a goodly portion in.
HOS Main St., Ft. Worth, Tex.

stands.

I

it

MADAME KAHN'S SHOP

I

ly

THE TALK OF THE TOWN

I.

the

looking filly this, suggesting
Dainty Marie, Ruth Budd and LeltIt was first trial
zel in her pace.
here, and the fact she finished in the
comment in the
much
money caused

"Pioneers of Minstrelsy"
the tag. Elderly gents who

is

view

make

'

showed how 'twas done years ago.
They were accredited roundly.

is

the

Sisters did not

,

SCRAPPING THE NAVIES

is

to outdistance

They did not achieve third place.
The Wonder Girl got that. A like-

piciously.

Manicuring

TIMCS'S^UARC,^.

Two months

Buckridge and Casey, who deserved
the acclaim of the judges.

Cameron

but well advertised ahead.
of opposition have seen Starke in "Wife Against Wife." Counparalelled success at the Keith lumbia, Betty Compson in "Ladies
house, with two extra matinees hav- Must Live"; Rlvoll, "The Son of
ing been necessitated in that time, Walling ford";
Majestic, Miss Du
and a third Thanksgiving Day. All Pont in "The Rage of Paris"; Peosaid about Daphne in advance was ple's, Nazimova in "Camille"; Hiptrue, judging from the reception the podrome, Bert Lytell
in "A Trip to
Monday night throng gave her.
Paradise."
Dancing took up most of the program, all but three turns offering
Baker patrons were surprised to
some brand of it.
The Florrle learn last week that Miss Marjorle
Mlllership-Al Gerard "Kllck-Klick" F~ ;ter, playing leads since the openran 30 minutes and included plenty ing of the season, has quit the comof revue stuff, dancing predominat- pany, to take effect after the ening, and taking four curtains in the gagement of "Daddies," to go to the
No. 5 spot.
Ruth Wells, opening, National Theatre Stock Co.. Chiwith four male dancers assisting, cago, directed by her husband. Miss
started
proceedings auspiciously, Frances Woodbury has arrived to
two natty full stage sets required. take the leading roles with the
Two Murray girls won on sight, Raker players, and thus the Baker
dancl
forced to an extra encore
.. «*,,
and« *four bowa «
Frank
Wilcox, seen company secures the actress it dilihere before in his "S-sh," an old gently sought last spring before
tale newly trimmed, got all
the Miss Foster was signed. An existlaughs required of a good No. S, and ing contract prevented Miss WoodJack Benny didn't let the mob get bury from coming West at that
a respite from the laugh-spell pre- time.
ceding, winning three bows.
Then
John Hamrlck, owner of the Secame the Millership turn, followed
open
by Miss Pollard, who is using a spe- attle Blue Mouse theatre,
class,

.

showing expected. On looks they
had everything, but lost ground in
several spots which they did not restamneeded more sumgirls neeaeu
ine giris
cover. The
cover,
Foley IE? toa ^' ith f tanu. the *£e8» Vy SOlng

at the Davis

saw packed houses, though Daphne
Pollard was hardly in the same

William Gaxton was a contender
the way. Supplemented by the
good sketch "Kisses," he had the
Hash and snap of his party most of
the way. He did his best, but that

was not quite enough

"Daddies."

Davis (Keith's)

Two shows Monday

all

when it looked stormiest, and was
scattering sunshine at the exit. A
tall blonde with personality, how
she lacks equipment but that can
be achieved!

PORTLAND, ORE.
BAKER.— Baker Stock Co. la
LYRIC—Lyric Musical Comedy;
Co. in "Lulu."
ORPHEUM. — Kitty Doner headlined.
PICTURE S.—Liberty, Paullns>

opportunity for labor's recreation In
arguing his cause.

spare.

running a trifle long.
George and Mabel Monahan were
the openers. Their skating automaton is a regular idea and holds
something* as does the iron jaw
twirling finish. Marva Rehn, melting, willowy and running to height,
was very confident. Miss Rehn
brought them out of the clcuds just

CH AS. BIERBAUER

the

were attracted by
card. Cameron Sisters and William
Gaxton were line favorites, but did
not come through with the expected
burst of speed. The race went to
Buckridge and Casey, third choice
in the figures on the program.
Buckridge and Casey made a likely looking entry upon appearance.
They showed little at the start, only
picking up midway. From then on
they sent in every pound of energy,
overtaking Gaxton in the stretch
and winning with something to

period the Shubert-St. Charles will

In "Smilin' Through.'*

LOUISI ANA.—Theodore

this week brought
to the barrier only a fair field. Few

Orpheum course

present policy, for a time at

spectators

"TULANE.— "Boob McNuM."
SHUBERT-ST. CHARLES.—Jane
Cowl

FUMelpMa

Week Dec 26—Keith'* Alhambr*, Hew York
Week Jan. 2—Keith'* 81st. New York

Week Dec S—Maryland, Baltimore
Week Dec. 19—E. F. Albee, Proyidence

(

Keith's,

H&MTRUNKSl

a

"

NATHANS

SUGARMAN
BARNES TRUNK

SCHWEIG

IF

YOUR STAGE OR SCREEN WARDROBE

needs immediate attention or you must have something now and
up-to-date to establish your feminine charms and personality as
the highest class imaginable, then it is up to you to call on MADAME KAIIN at once, and she will take personal pride In fitting
you up in a complete and thorough way that will give you the
rank and footing that go hand-in-hand In obtaining the highest
pinnacle of stage and screen success.

BOOKS TRUNK

WORTH TRUNK

him in the shfblder. The assailant
was afterward captured.
Frank Tinney

getting good results as to attendance with "Tickle
Me," the holiday helping considerably.

.MADAME KAHN
NEW YORK

"Afgar" next.

Homestead's new mayor — the town

—

CREATOR
14* West 44th Street

Is

CITY

being a few miles from here is a
"wide-open" man and Is trying to
eliminate blue laws which at present
keep theatres there shut on Sunday.
Lnrgest steel works in the world'are
situated there, the Homestead Steel
being a Carnegie Steel subsidiary,
and the mayor points to the scant

WILL SUB- LET. Piece of valuable
vaudeville property. One story. 15
mins. from LaOghterland. Seo

NEWPORT
with

and

8TIRK

SUE PARKER

Herkert
01

&

Meisel T. Co.

Washington

St.. St.

Lonls

TYSEN THEATRE TICKET SERVICE
72

W. Randolph

Street,

CHICAGO

NEXT DOOR TO OLYMPIC THKATRK

WE CIRCULARIZE. INCREASINGLY. 10.000 PERSONS WEEKLY. WHOSE TIME AND
PATIENCE AT A BOX OFFICE LINE IS FIGURED IN EXCESS OF OUR SERVICE
CHARGE OF Ma PER TICKET. AND DELIVERED. WHEN 0E8IRED, ANY PLACI IN
CHICAGO. MANAGERS ARE RESPECTFULLY INVITED TO SEND THEIR "SMALL
STUFF" ADVANCE MATTER TO OUR GENERAL OFFICE—823 GARRlCK THEATRE
BUILDING. FOR MUTUAL BENEFIT.

THE ORIGINAL BOX PARTY IN ONE
WE ALSO THROW A WeDUMMY IN THE AUDIENCE
Some Have Already Appropriated Our Opening;

i

Week

(Nov. 21) Keith's Orpheum, Brooklyn
Direction

Trust They Will Be Kind Enough to Refrain from Using

Our Closing

•

HOLMES AND LEVERE

HARRY FITZGERALD

"THEMSELVES"

Friday,

November 8f, ItK

VARIETY

HOW COULD YOU SAY ALL THOSE

TERRIBLE THINGS?
IN LAST WEEK'S "VARIETY" YOU SAID YOU DISPENSED WITH
I
OUR SERVICES AFTER THE TOUR WAS OVER. THE TOUR LASTED
FIVE AND A HALF WEEKS, AND WE WORKED FOR YOU EIGHT
COULD YOU SAY THOSE THINGS? AND MOST EVERY TIME WE MADE A

BlnlmSm

-~%rlBy

__

HOW

MONTHS. OH! HARRY,

RECORD WE WOULD HAVE TO WAIT TWO AND THREE WEEKS FOR OUR MONEY. OH! HARRY, HOW
COULD YOU SAY THOSE THINGS? THEN YOU GO AND TELL THE WORLD THROUGH VARIETY, HOW
TERRIBLE WE REHEARSED. HOW COULD YOU EXPECT US TO REHEARSE WELL IF YOU WERE DIRECTING US? OH, HARRY! HOW COULD YOU? AND WHEN ANY MANAGER WANTED TO ENGAGE US
EVEN THOUGH WE WERE "THE COLUMBIA SAXOPHONE SEXTETTE'* AT THE TIME, THEY WOULD ALWAYS HAVE TO HEAR US PLAY BEFORE THEY WOULD BOOK US. SO MUCH FOR YOUR PRESTIGE!
THEN REMEMBER HOW YOU KEPT US WAITING FIVE WEEKS FOR OUR LAST SALARY IN ATLANTIC
CITY, AND THEN WE HAD TO HIRE A LAWYER TO GET IT? OH, HARRY! HOW COULD YOU? WE
ARE NOW AN ASSET NOT A LIABILITY AS WE ARE PACKING THEM IN AT (IKE BLOOM'S) "MIDNIGHT
mini

-i

i-mr

t~"

—

'

'

FROLIC," CHICAGO.

.

.

*

,

.

,

.

,

AMERICA'S GREATEST NOVELTY DANCE ORCHESTRA

H

BROADWAY SAXO-HARMONISTS
FORMERLY
-

COLUMBIA SAXOPHONE SEXTETTE
FRED BLONDELL,

Business Manager

21

DAYTON,

Viange In its policy Sun- ely, burlesque, is giving away turday, from eight acts at $1 twice a keys this 'week in an effort to bolStrand (Keith's)
day, to a continuous show consist* ster up business.
Keith's 6.30 show went from 50 ing of five vaudeville acts and nine
"Transplanting
to altout 90 per cent, by 8 o'clock. reels of pictures at 30 cents balcony, Jean/'
With the advent of the ShubertB* SO cents orchestra, and packed 'em
"Usten to Me."
continuous policy. Keith's is giving in; from the first row orchestra to
Lillian Shaw, other
six acts ot' vaudeville instead of the last row balcony every scat was
Th© Wilson Aubrey Trio gave occupied, including the 72 boa seats.
five.
Robert Adair in
very
e show a slow start, which
At 7.30 there was capacity and at 8 "Splc and Span," other acts.
uickly recovered with the comedy o'clock they turned 'cm away.
PAN*—
Six Lunatic Bakers.
Chamberlain
of
talking and »infing
The vaudeville consisted of GeorOder Revue,
and Karl. Lowe, Fee ley and Stella gie Price. Jack Conway and Co., other acts.
got four bows. Billy and Kddic Gor- Emily Darrel (who plea "d rightCRANDWife's Fam-".My
man were the tlrat show stoppers lly). Misses Holt and Rr :edale and ily." Tab show.
with their own songs built around Jock McKay, all taken enthusiasLeavitts
Joo
Some
current events. There have been a tically.
For tho tlrst time in sev- Show."
few piano players around here late- eral weeks the headliner headlined,
ly, but for pure comedy, eccentric- as tieorgie Price was encored behabot yond the usual.
ity and playing Chabot of
N. Y.
and Tortini has them., all topped. -JFhr:- t^.vtkj, M-iric-.- •• -Davi -•-.• ir.
And "Enchantment." rivals any feature
testified to by the audience.
By L. B. 8KEFFINGTON
piss Tortinl is not to be overlooked, the other local theatres are exhibit- .
"Tho Merry Widow."
as sis-* is not merely an assistant, ing this week.
first half;
Mitzi in "Lady Billy."
but part of the act. They he!d the
looks as if the Liberty had second half.
It
a unique found the key to Dayton.
tfurtain on "Shadow land.
Vaudeville.
closing act.
The Sporting WidKeith's last two bills have been
ows."
this
for
possible
about the b>st
PAY'S.— The Divided Woman,
hous". r.:id the present is not behind

enth hour

O.

i

8HUBERT. —

MET—
OKPHEUM-

HEXNEP1N —

NEW PALACE— M
NEW

OAYETY—

ROCHESTER,

LYCEUM—

*

TEMPLE—
OAYETY—

MINNEAPOLIS

By

then:.

FRANK W. BURKE

Hector's

.

Liberty (8hubtrt)
Shuberta' Liberty made an elev-

COVERS FOR
ORCHESTRATIONS
\M>

I

BATHER BRIEF

CASKS.

local theatrical
people can't figure any room for
Shubcrt vaudeville here. The New
Uennepi.i continues to clean up.
Last Sunday's business said to have

ART BOOKBINDING CO.
119 WEST 42d STREET
NEW YORK JCIT^Y.^. *>ft

and Church,
Jenny Trio.

VICTORIA

biggest since the junior Orphi'iim house opened a month ago.
Pantikges
featured new $40,000
pipe organ Sunday.
It is a Robert
Morton instrunmt. one of 20 being
Ix)eal
Pan houses.
insi.-illed
in

house

in

lirst

circuit

to

t

Koei.ig,

and

Seottie

Bell,

Travels,

Provan,

Vaudeville

and

-

Klnsey

Stork

Co.

in

Artist."

PICTURES— Gloria Swanson

Polls,"

The

•

rAll
BEST

Fish, Lobsters

packed

QUALITY

LOWEST

B.

'

FOWLER
Ulocks

Away"

and "The Champion"

last

half.

MURAT— '-Irene."

nmw.tr.vwn

he)

rww

upon a committee to study

iuK o»*£Cicvi cara*'ifrTho eong«
district.

Grace Valentino appeared

in

son

with the movie, "A Man's
Home," at the Colonial the last half
1

foe

WARDROBE TRUNKS
HOTEL NORMANDIB nt.DG.,
9 K. cor. 38th A B'ivof, N. Y. GW
PHONKl FITBROT 384*

viROTTA'S COLD
"With the Odor of Roses." 16
by Stein Cosmetic Co.,

Made
in

mm

N

STEIN'S

oz.

CREAM

$1.00

New

f

*

8oz.60c

York,

Mil*,

SI MAKE-UP

of

bw.rm

D

IN THEIR

NEW TRAVESTY

"FISHINGWE FOR FUN J

Direct Daily Shipments.

PROMPT SERVICE.
TLI I.llIONt; BK\ ANT- 10455.

IN FOODS.

VOLNEY

half,

A

Broadway and 6th At.
in

By

KNOLISrrS— Two

Convention

Hall
three times daily for three weeks,
lowing last Sunday.
During tho

CHARCOAL BROILERS.

and Set Foods Received

HeM

EDWARD CROPPER,
THEATRICAL

INDIANAPOLIS

best "puller" in Rochester In

EA GRILL
ST., Betweea

of

sidered too high at that time. The of last week.
present project indicates that Mr.
Dipson and his associates see a return to normal building conditions.

*

NOW OPEN—THE NEW

WEST 45TH
OPEN GRILL

Rikhoff, fa'

leave the stage next spring to
married.

pany, which is incorporated for
$175,000.
At v«r" hih times V-*m*+
have been rumors that a company
would be formed to build a house to
compete with Mr. Dipson. The proposed house will carry out tho plans
of Mr. Dipson rnado several years
ago, but held up owing to costs con-

Rogcnt; "The Sheik," Star.

many moon* has closed. Ainne
Semple MacPherson, evangelist and
healer,

141-3-5

next week.

in

Moment," Rialto; ConTalmadge
in
"Wedding

Herman

The Rata via Theatres, Inc., has
organized and made plans for the
Mayor-Elect Shank also has
erection of a theatre. Nikltas Dipson, owner of tho Family and tJrand pointed John Smith, business agent
theatres, is president of tho com- for the local
stage hand's union*

J

manager day-

Charles Hack-

tireat

stance

complete

all

Joe
pi-

few hunaway.

22

•"The Whirl of Nei. York" did
well at the Murat last week.

a -concert at Convention Rlkhoff, of the chorus of "The Whirl
Hall on Tuesday night. On Thurs* of New York/* has been appoints*
day Rachmaninoff, pianist, will ap- chief of police by Mayor-elect Sam*
pear.
uel Lewis Shank, effective Jan. f<
Miss Rikhoff visited her parents last
"Mecca" is booked at tho Lyceum week. The dailies hinted she is to

first

ARCADE

The

Madame Alda and

was usuaf

ett will give

stock: Forrest

ures.

'The

new organ.
W:l!iam

Prince

FAMILY— Musical

lietii

|

D«>gs,

Theodora Trio,
Helen
Ralph Whitehead.

Wise ones among

latter half of her stay it
to aeo crowds of from a
dred to thousands turned

PRICES.

IT

MUST BE GOOD.

A
£3 Now
,

touring

Loew

ARE ALWAYS WORKING

BIG HIT

Circuit.

Thanks

to

EVERYWHERE
Mr. Lubin

Piloted by

HARRY PIKCUS

VARIETY

Friday,

November

S5, 1801

HANNEFORD FAMILY

the

AND

NEW

WINTER GARDEN,
CLEVELAND
By

J.

House next lYiday, Saturday and Sunday.

the Play

WILSON ROY

played by the girls

(thlrd week).

STAR—"Big Jamboree."
EMPIRE—"Bathing Beauties."

and

Rube Town
Alloa Remsen, and pictures.
Queen,

—

Clevclandera are willing to accept

pictures.

GORDON SQUARE—Four

fjsji

Babe Ruth as I baseball phenom,
but as a vaudeville entertainer

Jacks

Follies,

Curiosity
METROPOLITAN—Grace Camerampant in the
ran, "Mixtures," Irene Zolar and
Keith's Monday
Billy Knox, La Temple and Co, and
the appearance
pictures.
of the celebrated pill walloper, but
FILMS—Allen, "Molly O"; Strand, let the truth be told the turn was
Circle and Rlalto, "Why Girls Leave both surprising and successful.
Home" Orpheum, "Nobody's Girl"
Much of the credit is due to Wellaad "Never Weaken";
Capitol. ington Cross, who engineers the en•Three Musketeers"; Monarch, "The tire act skilfully, while the Bambino
Invisible Power."
seems to look on the affairs as a
good joke, for which he is being
"Beyond the Horizon" will be well paid. As a singer Ruth would
given its first presentation here at readily find a place among jugglers
and animal acts. Attired in Yanstory-

—

;

kees' uniform Babe shows how he
makes his huge swats, cross-fires
with his stage tutor, then changes
to street clothes, when Cross works
him into his burlesque mind-reading stunt, and this sure-fire comedy
puts over the turn to a big hand.

Opera House (Shubertt)
Variety runs the gamut at the
this week, consequently the big audience Monday night
gave its imprimatur to the current
offering of Shubert vaudeville.

Something new this week is given
by Emily Ann Wellman and Richard
Gordon in their "theatrical storm"
dubbed "The Actor's Wife. M The
For artistic beauty, color, cos- offering is featured by a darkened
tumes and settings, nothing has house, and the scenes ten of 'embeen seen here that surpasses the are flashed in various parts of the
stage.
The playlet is lurid melofeature offered by William Seabury
and his company of girl dancers. drama throughout, but there Is an

—

uniqueness about the piece that demands attention. The leads are
played skilfully by Misa Wellman
and Gordon, whilo the minor parts
are well filled, particularly Adeline

This act easily holds premier place
this week; the charm and grace dis-

the

announce-

& Heron, archiare now preparing plans for
a theatre and office building at 1825ment that Hoffman
tects,

Market

35

street for A.

M. Green-

field.

Tho
on,
feet

building, the statement goes
will be 110 feet wide am' 180

deep,

and the theatre audi-

will seat 2,200.
Bide
for Nov. 14, but no
has been set for breaking ground, as the contract has not
been awarded.
This is the house which, it Is believed, will be the new Syndicate
theatre here, to take the plac of the
Forrest, which the Shuberts have
acquired. No* official statement has
yet been issued.

torium

Itself

were called

definite date

Bennie Leonard added an unex-

pected touch to the Shubert vaudeThe
bllle bill here Monday night.
headliner, Jimmy Hussey, staged
his burlesque boxing tight stunt as
usual and made the customary announcement that "So-and-so would
Bennie Leonard.**
substitute
for
Then he came forward and, adoressing tho audience, said that on this
occasion he would have the pleasure
of introducing the real Bennie Leonard. Th«' latter then arose from a
seat among the ringside fans on the
stage and made a few remarks and
cracked a couple of Jokea He got
great reception and most of the
between Maatbaum and Flelsher.
notices featured this stunt.
Abraham Felt Is at the head of a "The bill as a whole was good.
newly organised Felt Amusement Hussey went biggest, but the Rath
Co., which will erect a theatre hav- Brothers proved again that as an
ing a seating capacity of 1,765 acrobatic team they are second to
people, on Market street west of none, and Joe Jackson also got
5 2d.
A 80-year lease with a re- many recalls.
newal clause for the property,
The bill was again well balanced
which has a frontage of 88 feet on and not too long. The house was
Market and 125 feet on Ludlow, good, with some empties upstairs.
with a depth of 90 feet, has been
The Keith bill had Annan Kalis
signed, with a gross rental value of with his "Temptation"
sketch, which
$760,000.
Leasee on the Market was popular with some but got no
street frontage will not expire until very warm universal
welcome. PatJune, 1922, but work will be started rlcola warmed them after a slow
at once on the Ludlow street por- start and was obliged to make
a
tion so that the house can be ready curtain speech. The dancing
of
by September. The total cost, ex- the bill were especially good. acts
clusive of the land, will be $200,000.
Facilities for legitimate or vaude-

Opera house

Babe has a pleasing personality
helps his stage work, and
backed with his baseball standing
he had little difficulty In annexing
joint honors of the current bilL

by

announce- Market streets

—

that

I

indefinite

—

—

'

another
and suspense ran
big audience at
matinee regarding
well, that's

and opened with ah

—

Everything is set for the big
PRISCLLLA—"Sawing Woman In opening of Keith's
106th street
Half." Bert Guthrie, Todesca and house Thanksgiving Day.
E. F.
Wedesca, Payton and Lyons, TJomas Albee has been hero all week put•ad Carl, and pictures.
ting on the finishing touches.
MILES—Faber and Burnet, "Melody Garden," Holiday and Willette,
Keith's Hip
Jewell and Raymond, Ilite and
Roflo,

Is alluring,

21)

their sprightllness and snap de- ment for the run of the "Three
serve the highest praise. Seabury Musketeers. " Next week, the Stanhas something worth while In this ley people announce the change in
offering, and he leads the way in policy of the Karlton (new Chestnut street house), which opened a
nimbleness of foot.
Josephine Victor, in her skit. few weeks ago. This house, which
"Juliet and Romeo," wins big plau- has been sticking to program picdits, much of the success of the tures for a single week only, will
playlet being due to the real actors have features for as many weeks
supporting her every one a Thes- as the bouse and picture can stand.
pian, yet their names are omitted. "Fools Paradise," the latest Cecil
De Mille picture, will be the first
Miss Victor's work was splendid.
Jean Granese warbles some agree- under the new policy. Its showing
here will be the first anywhere.
Charnumbers,
her
brother
able
but
lie
who acts as a ""plant" ran The prices will be boosted with a
75-cent top ia the evening.
away with the applause.
Lew Dockstader returns with a
Fred G. Nixon-Nirdlinger has disnew monolog that scores. Rigged
up with a phone in his hat, he con- posed of his one-third interest in
verses
with dignitaries national the Metropolitan opera house to Aland local in humorous vein, and bert M. Greenfield, a realty operator
here.
The property is assessed at
lands a big winner.
Burt Gordon and Gene Ford get a $750,000 and was sold at public auchearty welcome again, and the com- tion last year to a group headed by
edy work of Gordon brings big re- Mr. Greenfield for $650,000. It was
Kay, Hamlin and Kay open later conveyed to Samuel Gross,
sults.
with a lively gymnastic offering, in who gave mortgages totaling $650,which some clever and daring work 000, and who reconveyed it as follows: One-third Interest to Greenis negotiated successfully.
Miller and Capman are a couple field; one-third interest to Nixon of loose-footed dancers who hold Nlrdlinger, president of the comdown the second spot to a good pany; three-fifteenths Interest to
hand, while the skating numbers Jules E. Maatbaum and two -fifinterest
Alfred
to
W.
offered by the Reynolds-Donegan teenths
Flelsher.
The recent transaction.
Co. make an effective closing turn.
Ethel Levy and Harry Fox next therefore, gives Greenfield a twothirds interest, and divides the rest
week.

A rumor is current here that
Loew's Stillman
(pictures)
has
changed hands. The name of Loew
has been eliminated from the title
of the house for several weeks now.
It follows the closing of Loew's Euclid last week.

• HANNA- "Afgar"; good business
Mseday.— Next, "The Masquerader."
OHIO "Abraham Lincoln"; good
Header. Next, Ziegfeld "Follies."
8HUEERT- COLONIAL— "Thoo-

YORK, THIS WEEK (NOV.

ville performances will be installed.
Martell as the ingenue.
The house will be Independent of
Nonette, sweet singer and "'-> »n
offers an act of artistic any of the Felt Brothers 'houses
merit and her work is well re- here, being under the personal diwarded.
Clark and Arcaro regis- rection of Abraham Felt. It will
however, be booked through the
tered as winner.
George M. Rosoner gets liberal same channels as the Felt Brothers'
OUTFITTjiJtS
applause for his "anthology of an theatres. Howard Childs Hodgens.
architect for the Felt Brothers' Amactor."
New York City oldRegal
and Moore offer some live- bassador, is at work on th » plans for
buHosaijLe.,_wpy the new house, which will jicol.ahiv
ly tumbling^in^a
"KTme
ninioie a"anclng ana a couple istT'lAtthed Trie Vanderbllt or Naof songs that bring deserved appro- tional.
Abraham Felt will erect a theatre
bation.
8
Jack and Kitty
._ Maco
, De
„ present
,««*,-..,. u,
a eatln 5 between 1,600 and 2,000 oa
neat, clever trapeze number, while JJ 10, we8? 8lde °' Bro *d street above
Armstrong and James have a black- CoIumb »a avenue, on a site they reface turn that bristles with ancient cently acquired.
material. They are*" a capable team,
The Motion Picture Theatre Ownbut they trail Joe Miller to their
ers' Association of Eastern Penndisadvantage.
Palo and I'alet have a good mu- sylvania, Southern New Jersey and
sical turn, about a dozen different Delaware, will hold a Thanksgiving
instruments bring used in the act. luncheon Friday of this week. At
Thoy are a couple of good musicians the luncheon the new charter of the
body will be presented.
and their work finds hlsrh favor.
The Apollo Trio close with a
•J.issy posing and statuary number.
The Olney, operated by Hess &
McArthur, has been sold *.o Shapiro
Low Fields next week.
& Barnett, real estate agents, for an
undisclosed consideration.

virtuoso,
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Publicity

Plan

PHILADELPHIA

|

Variety's continuous publicity for
players takes the form of announcements or cuts in consecutive issues of

'amount, but

A

!

I

nouses are:

"Over the
week.

Hill," Stanton, 8th. last

'The Three Musketeers," Aldine
-•oth

is

to

any

continuous publicity.

Write for particulars

to

any Vafiety

offiu.

flood

with two

Kirl to

is

work

in

with

Aaoei card brines a

comedy

same.

and

free

eampH*

thrown on

act

ALBOLENE
McKESSON

in

mon and charming

NEWPORT

Stanley.

"What No Man Knows."
"The Rough Diamond."

*V

ROBBINS.iNtj

MANUPACTURCAS

See

ESTABLISHED

STIRK

NEW

IftSft

SUE PARKER

^

YOOjg

Palace.
Victoria.

The policy of extended runs for
seems to have struck this town
in

a heap.

Karly this

fall

M. STIE6LITZ

there

was not a single picture house with
more than single week runs. Then
the Htanton opened with "over the
Hill," which ends its eighth and last
week Saturday. Then lie Aldine

1540

FOR RENT

Allen Theatre Bide., Toronto

CO., Inc.

BROADWAY

(Loew's State Theatre Building)

Dominion Theatre
FOR PARTICULARS APPLY
Allen Theatre*, Limited

&

INVESTMENT SECURITIES

t

HARRY

WINNIPEG, MANITOBA

i

light

on Uct h R Altaians et
your drutgist's or dealer's*

Insist

"I>on't Tell Everything," Karlton.

ill

figured at the lowest

more

FOR 8ALE.
one.

uofk.

"Cam 111*."

little

the question of the new theatre
talked of some time ago at 19th and

films

Variety.

and may be graduated

Ail and 2 ounce runes far de»
geoJbe-up box,and half-pound and
pound con* for the droning fo ols*

|

!

rates

Albolene not only re*
IfcK. ft
mores grease-paint in a jiffy , bo*
it leaves the skin as soft ejsi
•Booth as a baby's.

I

By ARTHUR B. WATERS
The films at the bigger downtown

is

R

»

.

The plan

Actresses %*££!"*
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j
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I
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BOSTON
By

LEN LIBBEY

.
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Ksith's

Engaged

T he "name" draw for the Keith
week la Irene Bordoni.
run awR y wlth the
of Irene's name
abow, but It ia a case
up by one of the
elng bolstered

toouse this
ghe d<>«« not

for

an Immediate Tour of the Shubert Vaudeville
at Shubert's 44th Street,

kind that has struck
art acts of Its
lately, with the former star of

New York, This Week

SEASON OF

iere

You Were" doing almost as
much in the 22 minutes she is on as

Circuit

(Nov. 21)

1921-22

SJjb

entire musical
gbe did, alone, in the
her last
ihow that she decorated on
For runners-up
appearance here.
tb« bill has
With a bang.

At

the

ftrroance

KEITH CIRCUIT

four acts that go over

Monday afternoon
there was one note of

perdis-

5^Uted touiT5v5*JJ
ORPHEUM CIRCUIT

when Venita Gould refused to
finish out her act, or take an encore,
which amounts to practically the
cord

same thing, because she objected to
being in the next to closing posiThis objection on her part
jnlfht have been brought to a cllwhen she
iBftx also by the fact that
WVi giving her imitation of Lenore
XJWic, which is her biggest hit, the
Uglfcti were fowled so that the effect
lost.
WAS tbmplete
As a result of her protest the bill
Wkg shifted around for the night
asow, and she went into' fourth
This caused a rearrangeposition.
ment of the balance of the bill,
tfon.

-jt&r*

M

.W. V.

.

TOUR

°^

CIRCUIT

A.

'

rjpr

r*f£

Paatages Circuit

Bankoff the dancer, following her;
being shoved ahead two acts, and
,

Powers and Wallace, who were in
No, 4 position, following him. Then
came the Bordoni act, und Cialtaghcr
Aad Shean occupied the next to

VITTORIA and CLOTILDC

and had no trouble
af the evening show making it one
tiMelng position

•f the strongest spots

Daly, Mac
roller skating.
this act,

who

on the

GALLARINI
SISTERS

bill.

and Daly open with
If one of the
is really there,

mon

in

would

only stop clowning at the start it
wouldn't do the act a bit of harm.
The act is full of pep and got over
well for aii opener.
jjkell, especially
Had el on and Paula Miller are in
The girls scarcely
Bext position.
have enough to warrant them holding this position on a big time bill.

"MUSICISTO

Dl

MILANO"

HITTING THB BULL'S EYE

OF 8UCCE88 WITH A
8HARP8HOOTER'S
AIM

"
Paul Decker's act, "I Heard
a great piece of propaganda
against the gossip.
Decker's offering has merit, even though it is
sadly backing in comedv and has
much wasted effort. One of the
features was the applause when the
la

slander ng of

x

Schwab and Wood row

Wilson was touched on
of Decker's sermon.

in

the course

Powers and Wallace did not lose
time before they had the
house with them 100 per cent. The
possibilities
of this act slopping
over and becoming muthy are so
big that it is great stuff to see It go
through with admirable restraint.
As the act went along it dtig in
deeper and deeper into the hearts
Of the audience and the bridal number at the finish wns a riot, especially when Miss Powers tosses a
bouquet to a girl in the audience
With the remark, "To the next
bride."
That piece of business
should havo the rows down front
well populated with girls as- the
Week goes along.
At the afternoon show it needed

much

Bordoni to keep thorn coming
after the other act, and she made
the grade. She got away flying with

a

her Spanish number: then kept up
the pace with her "My Man" song
in French.
On the applause her
song. "1 Do Like It," was her best.
"If You Could Care for Me," from
her former show, made the women
sit

THANKS TO
THOSE

up.

Calkigher and Shean were strong'
from the start. They were off with
their "Mr. Gallagher and Mr. Shean"
to a good start.
They ran for 17
minutes, during which time they
were a riot.
Ivan Bankoff in "The Dancing
.
Master* followed. Beth Cannon is
allowed to carry a great deal more
of this act than would ordinarily be
given a da;icing partner.
Bankoff
depends mostly on his agile twirling for his applause. He acted listless at the matinee.
Venita Gould was next with her
imitations, and Mme. Bradna closed
the show with her circus act.
It
was another strong closing for the
Keith show, and while there was
considerable of a walkout before it
came on, owing to a curtain delay
which the cutting short of the Gould
act was responsible for, it held those
that remained interested.
.The house at the matinee seated
late, and while not capacity by any
means, was a better house than has
been the rule lately.

Who

ments Pleasant and Successful

SHUBERT ENGAGEMENT SECURED
By JEN1E JACOBS
VITTORIA GALLARINI

CLOTILDE GALLARINI

Dale," proving that even a
house manager has u sense of humor
as regards "chaser" acts.
This week's shuffle brought a
weird layout up to intermission,
running the La Beige Duo in handto-hand work. Griff with his bubbles
and patter, the Gaudsmiths with
Majestic
their two dogs. Hal Forde and Lieut.
The back -wash from the Clark
much of anyand McCullough turn -away business <;»tz Hire with not closing in the
thing, and a heavy
all last week brought a plump matiFour Military
Robinson's
form
of
nee and an evening house that was
Elephants.
capacity, except for upper boxes.
Griff was especially full of what
It was not a bill that would bring
Monday
ascend
bubbles
a single Hut to the heart of a bean- makes
eater when he perused his Sunday night, but went over exceedingly
theatre ads and studied the running well.
schedule (which was badly muddled
The second half pulled the show
by last-minute booking changes). out of the lire, Lucille Chalfant, a
Neither was it a bill that played cold
beauteous
Irresistibly
but
*'ell,
and all in all, it stood out coloratura soprano, sweeping the
negatively as against the local Shu- bouse off its feet. Mile. Anna Codec
bert average to date.
followed, with Frank Worth still
unbilled, and making it rather towgh
It was a nine-act bill as it played,
•Maxie and George and "Cave Man sledding for Leo White and Clay
.Love" both being dropped from the Sn.lth, who followed with their act,
\"th Street booking of the previous which Is still wavering halfway be^ok. and White and Smith from tween New York and London in its
the Winter Garden being added. To atmosphere.
make the bill look like a 10-act card.
Billy MeDcrmott had things in
•losing position was billed as "Hill his own hands, and the fact that

t

Are Making Our Vaudeville Engage-

and

act

every

following

intermission

Track";

Strand,

"Woman's Place";

pulled songs that were good, bad Loew's, "The Silver Lining"; Palace,
and semi, made his comedy operatic "Conflict."
numbers go better than usual. For
second time since Shubert
the
It is pretty generally accepted that
vaudeville was launched in Boston, the Shuberts and the New LafayHouse Manager Taylor broke away ette theatre crowd are now farther
from orders and put the pictures at apart than ever. It does not appear
It is where
the close of the bill.
from present indications that any
they belong in Boston, the head- possibility of an agreement is near.
Early-to-Bed The purchase of the Criterion by
the
of
quarters
League.
Walter Hayes of the Mark- Strand
interests has led to a rumor that
the Shuberts may be coming in

BUFFALO

By SIDNEY

MAJESTIC— "Mr.

BURTON
Passes

Pirn

TOO polite for provincial
Bay."
fare; 'going rather light with "class"
audiences in evidence. "Lady Bill"

K—

"Ladies
S II i: B E R T - T E C
Night." Snappy fodder toned down
Naughty
for
road consumption.
press stuff featured, with news
writers

.

bo
to
"Tickle Me," follow-

inclined

Business good.

PICTURE

sceptical.

THEATRES.

"The While Oak";
"CamiNe"; Olympic* "The
terion,

—

Cri-

Hipp,
Single

there, but despite the excellent location of the house, its unsultabilsize and construction for
ity
In
vaudeviiie purposes and the tact
that the Shea interests h: ve undoubtedly restricted its use In sellnig it. make a Shubert invasion in
this direction improbable.
Claii < Nag*
was bui ied o,ui»-t!y
and unostentatiously h<ie this week
from the residence of her par its
Buffalo re-ws
in East North street.
1

writers lust the opportunity of a
decade for ;i story in the simple
rl
obsequies over the body of a
who, springing from humble origin
•

in the old east side of Buffalo, flared

up

over

night

into

the

reigning'

toast
of New York, and passed
away almost as quickly as she had
come. Her husband, Arthur Hammerstein, was In Buffalo for the
funeral.

An

investigation of the death of

William Walsh In New York last
week has been asked of the New
York authorities by Frank Walsh,
of Buffalo, father of the dead man.

Walsh, who has been appearing in
vaudeville, left Buffalo only a veek
His parents and friends are
ago.
at a loss to understand his sudden
death.

One of the lines In "The Easiest
Way." at the Majestic last week,
describing Buffalo of 12 years ago,
struck home for one of the biggest
Brockton, aslauirhs of th*' show.
sisting Laura to look up the trains
from Buffalo, remarks, •That's the
Century that doesn't carrj
LM»th
pas-.nc is from Buffalo " The remaik gees ba'k to the tim*» when
the Century did not stop to take on
ti

iv» h-rs

at Buffalo.

'

.VARIETY

Announce with Pleasure

the Return as

GENERAL PROFESSIONAL MANAGER

of

+.*•&

Where He Will Be Pleased to Receive All His Friends
Also Take Pleasure in Announcing That

MANAGER

Has Been Appointed PROFESSIONAL

WE HAVE SOME GREAT NEW SONGS READY FOR OUR FRIENDS
r
•v

a new musical gagement was planned for Broadway.
"The Dream Maker," with William
Hudson, due for resumption Dec. 5 with Gillette opened at the Empire Monday,
and "Marie Antoinette," with
Elsie Ferguson in "The Varying
Shore." This house, like the Cort, Grace George, opened at the PlayThe stars were
is under a season's lease to 8am house Tuesday.
Harris, the Selwyns and Arthur greeted favorably by the critics,
though
the
status
of the plays is
Hopkins, who formed a protective
booking arrangement last season. not so surely well regarded.
Two score buys were listed In the
The Cort will temporarily he off the
trio's hands, storting next week, brokers this week, with business rewhen "Her Salary Man" bows into ported good on the strength of the

BROADWAY STORY

getting
Still

the management of "The
Doml-Virgln" last week, ordered
the show to be closed by Friday.
¥h* farce has been playing to heavy
fcroaaes sinee opening and following
the printed opinion of the chief mag-

Mtored

istrate has played to a sell-out at
"Uliea of the Field"
the Eltinge.
reached the courts this week, when
Internal
dissension
resulted
In
thiowing the show Into a recelverAh%>. Its steady climb in patronage
at the Klaw tor the last month may
he destroyed by the publicity attendant the action. "Tangerine" also
figured In a dissension .suit.
One
of the reputed backers has applied

that

dark, however, is the.

house.

It

is

the third

John

Cort production of the season. That
manager takes back bis heuse for a
term of weeks, and tf his show' gets
off may cancel the booking agree-

ment

•

other dark house is the Comwhich for the third time this

The

for an accounting, claiming profits

edy,

due him. This attraction is classed season put up the shutters last Satas one of the musical hits and at urday
when "The Mad Dog" was
$2J0 top is beating $20,000 weekly. withdrawn. This
drama lasted two
'Showmen fix the piece as good for weeks, and its sudden stopping conall season, provided there is no Intinued the weekly record of at least
terference such as the court proone unannounced departure and
ceedings, and if the cast is kept inhasty failure. That no succeeding
tact.
attraction was placed into the ComTwo of the four dark houses with edy for a holiday week substantiWhich the week started, will be re- a tes the reports that few new atlighted by Saturday.
"The Wild tractions were available for Broad
Cat," a Spanish piece, was fixed for way.
opening on that day at the Park
Next week has at least three adby John Cort, the original date bewith ~Kiki"
premieres,
ing in December. The Princess was ditional
I

»d

for

relighting

Thursday,

it

starring Leonore Ulrlc, supplanting
"The Return of # Peter Grimm" at
the Belasco, being the most impor-

The Theatre Guild will offer
its second show of tr*» season at the
Oarrick, it being made up of "The
Wife With a Smile" and "Boubouorche," both being two-act plays.
•The Fair Circassian" is named to
but it was not definite
arrive,
whether It- would be assigned the
Comedy or another house. The Natant.

Ready
Inspection!!

For Your

THE NEW

TAYLOR
T R U N K
at

SEVENTY
DOLLARS
Ui
(war

ft)

"LIGHTER IN WEIGHT

ADDED CONVENIENCE.
LOWER IN PRICE

Send

for. Catalog

that

"Suzette,"

men had no

right

amount than the
they should be penalise! as a lesson for future cases,
but that to affix a salary claim
against the "Waltz" management
after the players agreed to the cut
a

lesser

was

unjust.
Equity's side of the argument is
that if the chorus are permitted to
make arrangements of their own,
that Equity members in general
j
might further continue to deal with
holiday visitors and the football managers on their own account
between the two service units without consulting the association
in matters out of the regular rouof the country. The West Point
Navy game always brings a crowd tine. "The Last Walts" played the
to thecity and the theatres profit | Century for 10 weeks with the matthe night before the game as well inees eliminated. At Labor Day the
This full eight performances were reas the night of the battle.
year, however, the demand is not as sumed, the show leaving for the
strong as it has been in the past, road last month.
although business is reported good.
Of the new shows of the week but
one entered the buy list. It is the
(Continued from page 10)
William Gillette attraction, "Tiro
Dream Maker," at the Empire, the an uncertain Dutch dialect, and
Arthur
Mayer in an equally waverbrokers taking 250 seats a night for
the first four weeks of the piece. ing conception of Hebrew, are the
comedy
strength of the outfit. The
They figure that the star will at- whole intent
and design is a laughtract for that length at least.
ing show at any cost, and the whole
The others on the list are "Blos- company, men and women, devotes
som Time" (Ambassador), "The itself to the end of feeding the pair.
Title" (Belmont), "Tangerine" (Ca- Bit follows bit at top speed right
sino), "The Perfect Fool" (Cohan), from the opening, which In itself is
good bit, which has the comics
•The Demi-Virgin" (Eltinge), "Dul- a
entering in a trick taxicab and getMorning ting into an argument with the
(Frazee),
"Good
cy"
Dearie" (Globe), "Six Cylinder Love" driver over the fare, building up into
(Harris), "Intimate Strangers" (Mil- a smash with the exploding taxL
ler), "Bombo" (Jolson), "Wandering John O. Grant, the straight, and
Jew" (Knickerbocker), "The O'Brien Mayer, have a specialty in "one"
shortly after this which is likewise
Girr (Liberty), "Grand Duke" (Ly- a
laugh maker, with talk close to the

KANDYKLDS

ceum), "Music Box Revue" (Music
Box), "Sally" (Amsterdam), "Bluebeard's Eighth Wife" (Ritz). "The
Circle" (Selwyn), and "A Bill of
Divorcement" (Times Square).

was

Sothern

vival of "T\\x. Chocolate Soldier." "Only Z8" (Cort), "We Girls" (48th
"Rose of Stamboul" will be a later St.), "Golden Days" (Gaiety), "The
offering, and it may be berthed in Straw" (Greenwich Village), "Lilies
another house. The business of the of the Field" (Klaw), "The WanShakespearean stars has been all dering Jew'* (Knickerbocker), "The
At $2.50 top Silver Fox" (Elliott), "Thank You"
that was expected.
they drew $17,000 last week. The (Longacre), "Main Street" (NaSaturday matinee was a clean sell- tional), "Just Married" (Bayes),
out, and at the same scale the gross "Marie
(Playhouse),
Antoinette"
for the afternoon was $5,000.
"The Great Broxopp" (Punch and
(RepubMan's
Name"
"The
Judy),
The list holds a number of weaklings.
One or two are apt to be lic), "Shuffle Alonp" (63d St.), and
of Dogs" (39th St.).
closed this Saturday despite the "Beware
•

holidays. "The Wandering Jew" at
the Knickerbocker is a disappoint-

the chorus

minimum wage,

Wednesday night, a holiday eve,
first named for it.
there were 17 shows listed at the cut
and Marlowe's Century rates, with the demand not extra
engagement in Shakespeare has been heavy during the afternoon. The
extended for two weeks, and the shows were 'Nature's Nobleman"
succeeding attraction will be a re- (Apollo), "The Title" (Bolmont),
tional

If

to takj

attraction.

(Continued from page 13)

N0 DECISION

Inable.
She follows the old style
familiar, "good fellow" mode of appeal, probably because her welterweight figure makes that method

unavoidable.
In contours she might be described
as a super-pony, a squab in height,
but an Amason in all the other
dimensions. You'd say that a girl
of her silhouette would tempt fate
by going in for bare legs and
spamjled Annette Kellermans, but
Miss Daley got away with it for
the reason that for all her plumpness she is a dancing demon. She
danced on at her first appearance
and continued to Jasz, shimmy and
step until the very finish, with acrobatic steps, splits and unbelievable

bends that would have broken most
slenderer dancers. You have to bow
to any woman who can so conquer
materia] flesh.
Miss Daley can't
sing, and she cheerfully accepts her
limitations, reciting the words and
dancing some more to make up.
"The One and Only Lena Daley,** as
the program has it, is right.
There are two other fully grown
women in the cast. Madelene Davis
and Grace Robertson. The former
never got a chance until her specialty late in the second act, when
she broke out in a capital coon
shouting specialty that tore the
house apart. She can sing "blues"
songs to the queen's taste. They
were loath to let her go after two
encores. Miss Robertson did nicely
with a specialty on the piano accordion also in this part of the proceedings.
The soubret is Babe Healy,
as slim as the others are well up-

and

holstered,

.

a

lively

number

leader and dancer.

The chorus are a miscellaneous

with a couple of "sleepers" in
the back row and couple in the front
line that continuously shudder with
line, but extremely fanny. The laugh- the shoulders
and so forth. Their
ing average, in spite of the fast start, costumes are all holdovers from anholds Its pace to the end. Some of other season, and some of them are
the stuff has a new twist and some pretty shabby. The settings are about
of it goes in the old way, but al- the average, confined
to drops and
ways this pair manage to get some- without set pieces.
Ruth.
thing of spontaneous mirth into the
familiar material. They have no
especially novel system of clowning,
but apparently get the effects by a
trick of working fast without ap34 West 34th Street
pearing to do so.
Grant, who is programed as the
writer of the book with Bd. E. Daley,
and who also staged the numbers, is

a first rate, smooth straight, with
good appearance and assured manner. He deserves a good deal more
credit for the comedy of the show
than most spectators would give
him. for his feeding builds up the
bits as much as the comedians who
get the guffaws. Billy Gray is the
general utility man, inconspicuous
in the running, except for several
numbers which he led acceptably.

lot,

RATKOWSKY

A.

INC.

FURS

The women are

all subordinated
to Miss Daley.
It takes a whole
scene to lead up to lier entrance,

Smart Fall Models

and thereafter the spotlight centers
If it's fashionable, it's here
(Continued from page 12)
ment. Last week It grossed $12,000,
upon her until the finale. She is the
which is reported to be losing busi- of $30 per week for choristers ($35 only one of the four women prin—but at a difference. The
C. A. TAYLOR TEUNK WORKS
The piece will remain only for out of town) was not curried cipals who wears striking clothes.
ness.
The others are the poorest dressed
price will be even one-third
until the holidays and then be out.
SIS M\ tUk RC. J 88 K. EimMph 84.
of principals observed to date on
NEW YORK
CHIC
CHICAGO
toured. It is claimed by the manThe minimum wage was agreed lot
less than you would have to
the American.
But Miss Daley
agement that only a limited en- to at the time the actors' strike was shines
and sparkles in the gaudiest,
pay wholesale.
Equity's aide of the arbi- even if scantiest, raiment iraagsettled.
tration was that the chorus men
Special
Discount to the
themselves were not empowered to
FOR RENT DURING 8EA8ON.
accept anything less than $30, since
Profession. Furs Repaired
No. 58 that sum is the least to be paid re- Comedy act entitled A Pair of
Jacks" and 3 clever performers.
and Remodeled.
gardless of whether there are two
Apply NEWPORT and STIRK
or eight performances.
It was rewith 8UE PARKER
futed that although a pro rata payVAL AND ERNIE STANTON, now playing the
ment for extra performances is a
Riverside Theatre, are just a couple of nice boys try*
part of the contract, a pro rata reing to get along. They are bound to succeed, as they
duction could be made for less than
have a style of their own. First they offer you a piece
eight performances.
of cake and secondly they "gazinta" EDDIE MACK
The arbitrators advanced different
for their stage and street clothes.
EDDIE MACK'S
Made by IIKItKKRT A
points of view, without the case
of St. Louie
clothes have the zip and pep that one demands to be
coming to a vote. One of the comCan new be bought in
York City
spruced up to snuff. As to the Stantons, if they play
mittee on the managers' side s'.atcd
around long enough and stick to Eddie, they will
Prices Reduced, $55
probably hit the PALACE (Brooklyn).
Beautify Your Face
Mail Orders Filled F. O. B. N. Y. City
Yeu Bint leek food te make
Send for Catalogue.
P. S.
notice that Ernie is advertising the new
oood.
Maay of the "Profcstrunks and ahopuorii «u M ij>lce „f nil Mtanclurd rmtke* alwnyn
I
»{on'' bare •htain*«1 and reon hand.
NESTO-LASH on his upper lip.
Ilartmsn. In-Ji-ktructo.
tailed better parte be hevlna
I

EDDIE

MACK TALKS:

4,

PROFESSIONAL TRUNKS
MUll
New

Up

—

M

I

me corrret thrlr fentural imperfection! and remove bUm-

1582-1584 Broadway
Oi»p.

*

V-

Strand Theatre

722-724 Seventh Ave.
Oj»i».

Columbia Theatre

Mte*.

ConMrtratUa

free.

F«ei

ible.

8MITH, M. D.
347 Fifth Avenue
N. T. City Op*. Waldorf
F. E.

f

Delete, (Khkosh. Taylor. Murphy, Nrvcrhreuk

HhI. Etc.

SAMUEL NATHANS ^tf^f&VUS
4 Br,M
w
Cit *Io? u
*lL 1 y *••?•
He re nth
831
Ave.. N. Y. C.
'

J'honr Circle 1878
fltm Hoy #088

Phone

OLD TRUNK8 TAKEN

IN

Bet. HI at and 53d Rtreete.
Bet. 38th and 38th Htn.
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fance of profit of copyrighted music.

The M.

P. T. O. of Baltimore hud
Issued a statement it

previously

would stand

behind any member,
should legal action occur which the
interpreted as a challenge
and Immediately commenced suits.
society

Leo Feist ha.« brought suit In the
United States Court at Kansas City
against E. P. Hickman and E. G.
Huston, owners of the Arbor Cafeteria, for $250 damages over the use
of a song. The plaintiff claims an
orchestra in the defendant's cafe
has been using the song without
permission. He also asks that a restraining order be issued preventing
further use of the music.

Distinctive!
•

Walter Donaldson, composer, has
brought suit against Irving Berlin,
music publishers, for $75,000.

Not since our shop has been established have we felt
as proud of a new line of designs as those we have just
accepted as being just the proper thing for the smart
and nobby dressers of New York.

They are not only new, novel and
are

distinctive of the
Paris.

strictly

original, but

Inc.,

attoi.iey,- Nathan
his
Burkan, Donaldson alleges a contract for royalty at the rate of three

Through

cents per copy and a proportionate
x
when be collaborated, with a
one-fourth "interest in mechanical
He drew against his
royalties.
royalties at the rate of $160 per
week, and later $200 a week, and
now claims he has not received his
statement.
Donaldson left Berlin,
Inc., in August, and his suit is for
royalties alleged to be due to June

some

su:

most ultra-fashionable

molds of London and

We

A

take as much pride in making a simple dress as
of the most expensive and costly make.

we do one

We

invite comparison with any of the New York
and know by experience that those bearing the
CAIRE label wear none but the best.

30,

shops,

J

The 16th

1921.

Joe Goodwin has rejoined the
Shapiro-Bernstein staff as general
manager. George Piantadosl is now
professional manager for Shapiro-

Anniversary

Bernstein.

AMELIA CAIRE,
102

Bud De Sylva and Louis Slivers
have gone for a trip to the Coast.
Just to kill the time and allow Mr.
De Sylva to see his mother.

Inc.

New York City. Phone Circle 8840.
Costume and Millinery
Stage Wear
Street Wear
W.

57th

Harry D. Squires has placed

St.,

Individuality

"Patiently"

number with

the

Number

his

Joe

Morris Music Co.

M. Witmark

&

of

announce

Sons

their syncopated number by Clarence Gaskill, "The Red, White and
Blues," interpolated in the new

Our Aim

I

Hattons' comedy, "We Girls," with
Day rendering the number
in the show.
Juliette

Louis Katzman,

some

who has arranged

of the biggest production hits,

has signed to arrange exclusively
for the Witmark Arm.

JUDGMENTS
The following

judgments have
from where he generally been filed in the County Clerk's ofsupervises his firm's western busi- fice the past week. The first name
ness.
Steele, of the Broadway Co.,
that of judgment debtor; name of
was formerly stationed in Boston is
creditor and amount follows:
and was switched to Chicago, which
C. R. Mscauley Photoplays, Inc.;
William R. Draper, the Toronto rector, is also no longer connected accounts for the news item.
B.-J. Dunning; $673.
music publisher, died recently in his with the firm. Carkner was formerAnna Q. Nilsson; W. Engel;
George A. Friedman has connect*
home town at the age of 60. A ly with Kressge in Chicago.
ed
with
Van
Alstyne
Curtis
&
as $297.46.
widow and two sisters survive.
Msry Murillo; H. M. Toch et al.;
The ten soag writers comprising general manager In "the New York
Edmund Braham, formerly known the "Trip to Hitland" act have writ- office. Billy Thompson has returned $95.48.
Ziegfeld Cinema Corp.;
U. S.
as a concert pianist, and last head ten several new number which local to Chicago for that firm and will
stay there permanently in the pro- Lloyds, Inc.; $246.07.
of a musio publishing house in Chi- publishers will exploit.
Otis SpenThomas J. Walker; J. Dralsin;
cago bearing his name, died sud- cer will join the act on its next tour. fessional department.
$221.46.
denly last week after a brief illness.
Jack Kearns and Joe Benjamin;
A widow and four children survive. Jack Smith, formerly professional Fred Fi .her says he's an honest
Rosenfeld; $322.95.
manager for the Broadway, will do to goodness vaudeville author as H.Olympian
Productions, Inc.; S.
E. B. Marks Music Co. has taken an act with his wife, Fay Smith. well as a songwriter and music
Marx
et al.; $307.20.
and
"Chick"
over Jack Caddlgan
Lew Brown, of the Broadway staff, publisher. The songrmith has just
8. Silverberg, also known as Jack
Story's number which the authors wrote it.
completed a two -act comedy for
first published in Boston.
Charles Kraft and Jack Haley and Lewis; R. Silverberg; $10,132.96.
Albany Grand Theatre Co.; City
Herbert Walters, last associated vows there is not one Fisher song
James W. Carkner has resigned with Harms, Inc*., is now manager or parody Included in their routine. of N. Y.; $43.18.
Film of But. Corp.; Craftmen
as business manager of the Broad- of the band and orchestra departH. G. Chase, publicity di- ment of the Broadway Music Corway.
A Sing Sing "lifer" is the com- Film Labs., Inc.; $358.67.
Theatrical Candy Co., Inc., and
poration. Mr. Walters was connected poser of a "blues" song which the
with Broadway about three years Triangle Music Co. will exploit. The Harry Wiener; Gray Drug Co., Inc.;
..._„'
affo.
_
._
_.
_
_ cpnvict's^nome. Js.Ike. Bradford, He $557.86.

WITH THE MUSIC MEN

in Chicago,

—

'

.

.

.

mailed

Tur Coats
25% Saving

chases

Al Von Tilzer has started publishing for himself. Ben Schwartz.

Also Mittcnthal

Made Now

Coat.
to 10 P.
to fi P.

&

Beck.

Joe Goodman returned to the
Shapiro-Bernstein staff this week
as general professional manager for
the
publishing house.
Recently
Goodwin published on his own.

small deposit will secure a Fur

OPEN EVENINGS
SUNDAY 10 A. M

manuscript,

Inc.,
is
another newcomer, with strength of its melody.
Louis Cohen, erstwhile manager for now being written to it.
Jack Mills, as general manager.

on Pur-

We are offering Fur Coat values
that cannot be duplicated anywhere.
A call will convince you.
A

the

M.
M.

Samuel Buzzell is business manager for Jack Mills, Inc.

unnamed

and lyric-less, to the publishers,
and the latter accepted it on the

A

lyric is

SATISFIED JUDGMENTS
Hlckflon,

Inc.;

Mai-tow

&

Hlnex;

$2,941.42.

is

December

an annual event*
*

An

announcement

for

the Anniver*

sary Number,
should be forward*

ed to VARIETY]}

-New York, -or any
branch office,
-^

Ben Berman is now in charge for
BANKRUPTCY PETITION
Remick in their San Francisco ofLilies of the Field, Inc., theatrical
Harry Leavitt is his assistant. enterprises of 25 West 4f»th street.

fice.

Remick has a new "When Shell
Meet Again?" song, written by
Dick Whiting and Raymond Eagan,
authors of "Till Wo Meet Again."

We

ATTACHMENT
Ganna Walska, also known as
Hana Walska Frankel Cochrane;
Clarice M. Baright; $2,850.

An

announcement

in the Anniversary;

The Triangle Music

Co. has taken
over "Blushes" from the Ed. Raymond Pub. Co.

The Montauk, Brooklyn, has discontinued its Sunday concerts after
three weeks' try. The house seThe Motion Picture Theatre Own- a
- MARCUS LOEWS ANNEX
"rred Fisher.
Mr. Steele is assocured its Sunday bills through the
M0 WEST 462 STREET. OPEN EVENINGS ciated with the Broadway Music Co. ers of Baltimore as a body is com- Amalgamated agency,
booked in
batting
the
music
tax
levy
by
the
in
the Windy City, and Willie
Pierce Is in charge for Fisher, Inc., American Society of Authors, Com- conjunction with Keeney's, which is
posers and Publishers, with the re- directly across the street.
sult the society's counsel in Baltimore has begun upward of 50 FedD. E. Bruier has been appointed
eral Court actions against the varimanager of Loew's Lyric, Atlanta,
ous picture, cabaret and dance hall
succeeding
Samuel H. Turk.
places,
alleging
infringement of
copyright for the public performThe U. 8. Thestre, Hobokcn, N. J.,
which has been playing vaudeville
Saturdays and Sundays booked by
John Bobbins, has switched its
$10.00
booking" to Walt*- Pliininer, utiing
Also a live aets each half of a split week.
ni& Bargain*. Have been u«ed.
p
Second Hand Innovation and Fibre The two-day vaudeville bills were
PRICES few
Wardrobe Trunk*, $20 and 125. A few
STAfJK LASTS.
Al*o old used at the l\ S. but a few weeks
^xtra Inrpre Property TrunkH.
J.
42d 8t
l'umpfl. Flu in,
26 Went Slut the housf having formerly played a
Ti.ylor and Hal Trunk*.
****** N ew York lUilldM -Mux or Soft T<><>
Strrot, Uetween Broadway and Gth Ave.,
Catalogue Y Kir.split week policy.
U<-llal>lc .Mail Ufilir ] > j.i.
N. w York City.
Through an error, Fred Steele was
mentioned as Chicago manager for

THEATRICAL
HIR CQ
—

in

Number

of

VARIETY
is

i

lasting publicity!

WARDROBE PROP.
TRUNKS,

1'

OR STAGE AND STREET AT MODERATE

GLASSBERG 225

w

BEAUMONT
VELVET, SILK, SATEEN SCEN-

ERY;

PRODUCTIONS, REVUES
•"d ACTS; THEATRE snd STAGE
ECORATIONS.

T U D

I

O

S

THE STUDIO OF UNUSUAL STAGE SETTINGS.
HKAIWIONT WAS TIIK FIRST PERSON TO CREATE A REAL VOGUE FOR
AMI VKI.VKT STAGE SETTINGS. HK ALWAYS WAS AND
ALWAYS Wll.l. HK A LKADKR. NOVKLTY DECORATIONS AND UNIQUE
11)1 AS ARK HIS CRITERION— ALWAYS.
IF YOU SKK HKAUMONT FIRST
YOU'LL HK FIRST IN UNUSUAL MTAGK SETTINGS. NOVELTY CREATIONS IN I NIQI K FABRICS. PLAIN OR DKCORATKD IN NUO-ART, DYTONE. OR RINKART METHODS. <.KT OIK IDKAS AND FIGURES ON
YOUR NEXT SEASON'S STAGK SETTINGS SOME AS LOW AS 1100.00. ATTRACTIVE SETS TO RENT— RENTALS APPLYING ON PURCHASE PRICE.
V
230 W. 46th ST., N.'Y. CITY Bryant 9448 ?Elbho lsl
SILK. SATIN

—

BEAUMONT
COLLEGES, CLUBS, EXHIBITIONS and WINDOW DI8PLAY8,
TO ORDER OR SUPPLIED ON

RENTAL

BASIS.

STUDIOS

$?*

~~m.*S>

;

<

m

VARIETY

'

J*

THE BEST PLACES TO STOP AT

85, 1981

AND

GRANT

Hotels Catering to Profession
^s»»"*»»s*N*

Hotels

Leonard Hicks, Operating

LORRAINE

CHICAGO

t

THE BERTHA

HOTEL COLONNADE
Chestnut

Steam neat and

HOUSEKEEPING ATARTMEtrTS

APARTMENTS

REX HOTEL

THEATRICAL HOTEL
CHICAGO

668 North Clark St.

IRVINGTON HALL
Phone

359 West 51st Street

HOTEL ASTOR
176 N. Clark

CITY
l'p

Circle

6640

elevator, fireproof building of the newest type, having every device and conApartment!* are beautifully arranged, mid consist of t. 3 and 4 rooms.
venience.
$17.00 l'p Weekly.
With kitchen and kitchenette, tiled bath and phone.
Address all communications to Charles Tenrnbaum, Irvlngton Hall.
No connection with any other house.

An

Manager

J. A. Delhsler,

Telephone: Superior 6319

CLEAN AND AIBT.

...

Hlcc-trlc I.tffht

*

BT ORPHEUM CIRCUIT ACTS

EUROPEAN PLAN

FURNISHED 500

NEW YORK

PHILADELPHIA.

Hts.,

HOTELS RECOMMENDED

(Of the Better Class—Within Rssch off Economical Folks)
Under the direct •nprrvlnlon of the owner*. Located In the heart of the city, Juut
off Broadway, elooe to all booking offices, principal theatre*, department stores,
323 West 43rd Street
traction lines, M L" road and subway.
the Urgent malntalnera of housekeeping furnished apartments spectaRsPrivate Doth, 3-4 Roouia, Cntri-lntr in (hi- comfort and convenience of IngWetoare
theatrical folks. We are on the ground dally. This aloae Insures prompt
the profewwlon.
service and cleanliness.
»o.r»o

COMPLETE FOB HOUSEKEEPING.

to

*

13th

Beat located hotel la cltjr. Bates: Single, wlthoS
bath. $11.00 per week.
Double. $16.00 per watsZ
Rooms with prlvats bath. $13.00 single; fll.Sja
double.
Telephones In all rooms.
*
DAVIO KRAUSE. Mgr.

Geo. P. Schneider. Prop.

Phone Dryant 1044

335

November

Friday,
—r^

ALL BUILDINGS EQUIPPED WITH STEAM UEAT AND ELECTRIC LIGHTS.

HILDONA COURT
West 45th St.
Phone Longacre 8500

Sit. $14

A building de luxe. Jast completed;
elevator apartments arranged In suites
of one. two and three rooms, with tiled
bath and shower, tiled kitchens, kitchenThese apartments embody every

ettes.

known to modern

luxury

science,

f 18.00

weekly np, $05.00 monthly up.

FIVE MINUTES FROM LOOP

St.

RATES

An up-to-the mlaate, new, fireproof
building, arranged la apartments of three
end four rooms with kitchens and private
bath. Phone In each apartment.
$17.00 Up Weekly

\

Sl-30 So. Dearborn

St..

Chicago

EVERYTHING NEW AND MODERN'
Rooms

$1.50

and Up.

SAVOY HOTEL

330 and 325 West 43d St.
Phone Bryant 0131-4203

241.247 West 43d St.

AND UP

$1.00

NEW TREMONT HOTEL

THE DUPLEX

YANDIS COURT

THE ADELAIDE

No, Clark and Ontario streets. Chicago

and $1$ West 48th
Phone i Longacre 3830

Sll to 347

St.

HOTEL CLARENDON

,

HENRI COURT

Near Randolph

St.,

CHICAGO. ILL.
Rates $1.50 Per Par and Up.
One Block from Palace Theatre.

$-'.00 and Up Without Bath
Phono Bryant .7012
$3.00 and Up With Hath
Three and four rooms with bath, furC*. NICHOLS, Mgr. and Prop.
One. three and four room apartments, nlidied to a. degree of, modernaess that 17th J.
and Broadway.
DKNVHK, COLO.
with kitchenettes, private bath and tele- excels anything In thla type of building.
$
phone.
The privacy these apartments These apartments wlB accommodate four
or more adults.
are noted for ,1s one of Its attractions.
Hotel
and Cafe
754-756
$15.00 Up Weekly
$9.50 Up Weekly
HAMMOND. I ML
One Block West of Broadway
Between 4«th and 47th Streets
Address All Communications to M. CLAM AN.
Very Modern. Running Water In All
Principal Office Yandls Court. 241 West 41d Street, New York
Rooms Shower Baths; Kate: $1.25 SinThree, Four and Five-Room High-Class Furnished Apartments $10 Up
Apartments
gle;
Double.
Can
00
One Minute Walk
Be
Seen
Evenings.
$2
Building.
Office
Each
in
Phones: Bryant 8950-1
MBS. GKORGK IIIK.H Mgr.
Jtrlctly Professional.

Hammond

EIGHTH AVENUE

—

—

—

,

fr

$6

PER WEEK
UP

MARION HOTEL

Tremont and Arlington Streets

CI. I

NO TIP

Booms

$15.00

In Boston.

B.

STAYERS, Manager

&
THEATRICAL

New Home

for the Theatrical Profession

HOTEL
DOUGLAS
BEN DWORETT,
Manager

ROOMS NEWLY RENOVATED.
All Conveniences.

207

W.

Vacancies

Now

Open.

40th St.—Off B'way
BRYANT 1477-$

-

Phone:

"mVTNGAPARTMENTS

Formerly

St.,

Outside

week.

per

single

ROCHESTER,
Up-to-Date European

persona.

CaU 11 A. M. to $ P. M.
$44 West «£d Street. New York
Two Flights Up

Under
new management and thoroughly reno- isfactory business and has been held
vated and newly furnished.
Special over for a second week, the other
rates for the Profession.
Rooms with houses all noticed the slackening up.
running water and baths.
We solicit At the Shubert the "Honey Boy"
your patronage. Write for rates.
minstrels failed to draw. For the
MRS. M. R. ALPHIN. Prop.
current week this house has "The
Hotel.

Bat" for

showing in this
T.avine. Jack Strouse, Horlick and city. The mail orders and advance
sale at the box office have been
the Sarampa Sisters.
its

first

heavy. The prices will be $2.50 top
with $1.60 top for the
Boulevard theatre, which nights,
went into the hands of a receiver Wednesday matinee and $2 top for
the Thanksgiving Day and Saturday
[One and two room, beautiful apartments two weeks ago, Is still in the lime- afternoons.
.with pr.vati* baths, elegantly furnished. light, this time through the charges
Steam heat, hot water and all modern brought against
Wilson J. Carroll,
<convcnienrej. Accessible to all transits.
Henry Miller and Blanch Bates in
a member of the first branch of the
Rates 114 up.
City Council, by Edward J. Wiley, "The Famous Mrs. Fair" and Eddie
C-rtcr,
with Nor. ILdpcrlt., ii. uTIie
lite vrovwoivr ot'DVe" enterpri.se, of
receiving $750 in cash and $1,000 Midnight Rounders" will be the offerings
at
the two legitimate houses
worth of stock for helping to get an
AUDITORIUM. "In the Night ordinance through the city council the week of Nov. 27. The Cantor
show
will
get the jump, as it opens
[Watch."
for the erection of the theatre. CarSunday night at the Shubert with
roll demanded a full investigation,
LYCKl'M.- 'The Bat."
$2.50 as the highest prico. The Milclaiming he acted in the capacity of
FORD'S.— "Bulldog Drummond."
ler-Bates attraction at the Grand
legal adviser, and the money reopens Monday and will charge $3
LYRIC— "Mecca."
ferred to was for legal services.
for the best seats. Reservations for
PALACK.— "(Jolden Crook." w
This Wiley denied, and offered a both shows have commenced, and it
OAYKTY.- "Monte Carlo C;irls.
check for $500 in evidence. looks like a big week for both
FILMS— Century, "Ladiea Must canceled
At the council meeting Monday a houses.
"The Wonderful committee of live
Kivoli,
Live";
was appointed to
Thing'; New, "Queen of Shcba"; investigate the charge, at
the reParkway, "Dangerous Lies."
Taking advantage of the publicity
quest of Mr. Carroll. Public opinion
Maryland (Keith's)
and the local press are divided as to caused by the rival popular-priced
vaudeville houses with their "cutThe longest and one of the best whether a Councilman can act as a ting" and "chopping" features,
bills at this house this season this lawyer and at the same time act for
Tommy Taffe of the Century anweek. Honors go to Karyl Norman, the public.
nounced a special wrestling contest
tho "Creole Fashion Plate." This is
as "breaking a man in two."

1 Irving Place, N. Y. City
(Ret. 14th and 15th Streets)

The

!

BALTIMORE
—

Norman's home town, and his dazzling array of gowns and singing
were
Moore,

highly

Kmma

appreciated.
Littlefield

Victor
and Co.

Others were
were
Robert Kmmett Keane and Claire
Whitney, Harry Delph, l-'rank I'.urt
and Myrtle Roscdale. Tolly and Oz,
Ruby Norton, Dallas Walker, Louise
de Lerma and Co. and Harry and
Dennis DuFor.
Academy (Shubert Vaudeville)
big favorites.

"all-star" bill here this week
a false start and is not quite
the bills for the- past two
to
iip
weeks. However, It improves after
the first part and could not really
be termed a poor show. The hit was

The
makes
.

KANSAS CITY

Frances McHenry, leading woman
By WILL R. HUGHES
with the Shubert stock company at
Milwaukee, has Just been granted a
SHl'P.KKT.-- "The Rat."
(IRANI).
Chaunccy Oloolt in divorce from Christian Hanlein of
this city. Hanlein is a 'cello player
"Kagged Robin." second week.
in the Hotel Muehlebach orchestra.
OAYKTV.
The Jack Singer Miss McHenry was at one time
Show.
CHN'Tl" It V.— "Pacemakers."
KM PKKSS.— Musical stock.

—

—

There is no use in trying to dodge
the fact that the smallpox scare in
this city had its effect on business
last week.
While Chauncey Olcott
at the Crand in his new play,

"Ragged Robin," did far from sat-

M
Est.

an unprogramed number, Loid-Ain,
who makes his appearance unheralded from an orchestra chair, nonchalantly smoking a cigarette, and
proceeds to render the quartet from
"Rlgoleito," displaying four good
voices, from barytone to soprano.
Whipple and Houston and Co. in a
tab, Connolly and Wenrich. Clark
and Verdi, Rigoletto Pros. Swanson
Sisters and Pert Melrose are those
favored with the big type in billing.
Others appearing are General Ed

HAMMOND, :ND.
in Every Itoom; Also
Rate: $1.26 and up.
Located In Center of City. Close to -All
Theatre*
N. SCOPES. Mgr.
Rooms with Dath.

HOTEL BALTIMORE

Bdhfus & Lewis
SCENIC STUDIOS
245 W. 46th St., N. Y.
Bryant 2695

Henry C. Miner,

N. Y.

—

UP

$1.00

Grant Pemberton. manager of the
Pantages, who has been seriously ill
a couple of weeks, is reported
much improved and is expected to
be on the Job again in a couple of
weeks. J. J. Cluxton, general manager for Alexander Pantages, who
has been looking after the local
house during Mr. Pemberton's absence, will leave for the coast immediately upon Mr. Pemberton's refor

turn.

—500 ROOMS—
A 2th St., KANSAS

Baltlmers Ave.

1

CITY. MO.

announcements

attraction arc the
the Shubert.

liner at the

Orpheum

unable

of

present

to

The Empress theatre, the Kansas
City end of the Ensley Barbour cirplaying musical taj shows, is
going after the business with a
two-for-one coupon printed in the
daily ads.
The house has a large
capacity, and with three shows a
day cau hand ie about 6,000 persons.

this week, was
her entire act

Sunday afternoon, only singing one
song, on

account of an attack of

laryngitis.

Nugent was

J. C.

called

Street.

Most every night is a special
night at the Century. Professional
try-outs, shlmmie contests, wrestling matches,

beauty contests, danc-

ing matches and other events are
put on constantly.

Although the Shubert is one of
the oldest theatres in the city the

Om

Evans

Hill-George

"Honey

Boy" Minstrels, playing there

this

week, present the first minstrel
band, playing in front of the house.

Theda Bare, screenland's famous
vamp,

is

Newman

appearing in person at tho

this week, and Al. Jen*
ings. the bandit king of the movies,
will be the attraction at the Gayoso*

SEATTLE
"Two Minutes to Go," Liberty.
•Bits of Life." Coliseum.
"Noboby'g Fool." Clemmer.
"Ladies Must Live," Strand.
"The Heart of the North." Colo*

cuit,

nial.

"Nobody's Money," Wilkes.
T. Daniel Frawley has been enEd Pawley of "The Bat" company,
coming to the Shubert next week, is gaged to direct the stock company
of
the Wilkes theatre here. He was
a local boy, who made his start in
the theatrical business with the formerly identified with numerous
slock productions here.

high school dramatic class.

Bob Carney, owner of the Alamo
picture house of this city, has been
elected president of the Kansas City

HOLZWASSER

Theatre Owners' Associa-

FURNITURE

/?

—BUY AND

CO.

NEW YORK

Fay Balnter in "East Is West" for
.Christmas week and Southern -Marlowe company for the New Year's

DIAMONDS

&

1421-23 Third Ave.
NEAR 80th STREET

tion.

RKLI_-

For the Profession

PRECIOUS STONKS.
Do Not Sacrifice Before Seeing Me
PAY HIGHEST TRICE
APPRAISING FREE OF CHARGE
HIGHEST REFERENCES
N. MILLER. Room 00.1, llarrlman
and

America's

finest

designs

for dining room, bedroom,
library and living room.

National Bunk Building,
!K7 Fifth Avenue, Corner 41th Street.

CASH

4

or

CREDIT

LYRIC THEATRE

INERS
MAKE-UP

PER DAY WITH BATH.
PER DRY WITHOUT BATH.

93.00
f-LtW

from the Main

leading woman with the Auditorium
stock company of this city.

Picture

NEWARK,

N.

J.

"ON MARKET STREET"
Now
iiurlemiua

Playing

"BIRLHSQI K ATTRACTIONS"

Manag'-m Having Open

RICHARD

Inc.

211

G.

MARKET

Tin...

Please

Conimumi

a *

DilV.'lly

With

TUNISON, Manager
ST.,

NEWARK,

N.

J.

DROP CURTAINS FOR SALE AND RENT
SOME OF THE ACTS
WE HAVE EQUIPPED WITH SCENERYSKELLY AND HEIT REVUE, "FORTUNE QUEEN"

CANTOR & YATES PRODUCTIONS
SATEENS AND OTHER MATERIALS

IN VELVET, SILK,

I

Running Water

Dorothy Jardon, featured head-

SEYMOUR HOTEL

Independent, large, elegantly furnished,
front parlors with gas stove, ice box,
bedding and kitchen equipment.
Very
reasonable.
Suitable for artists wishing
to locate In theatrical district; $ or 4

Boston.

New Tremont

NOTICE

and

APARTMENTS FOR RENT

HOTEL ALPHIN
$$1 Tremont

6\

double rooms $5.00 and up.
KAY, 478
W. 159th St.. New York, corner St. Nlcholas Ave. Phone Wadsworth 0031.

25c AND UP.
TABLE D'HOTE DINNEB, $1.00.
A LA (ARTE TILL MIDNIGHT.
FOR RESERVATIONS. Address

GEO.

St.

Manager.

COMFORTABLY FURNISHED
HOUSEKEEPING APARTMENTS

BREAKFASTS.

11

QRAHAM.

West 35th

MAJESTIC HOTEL

EUROPEAN PLAN.

68th 8TREET
'Phone COLUMBUS 1348
Single Boom and Bath and Suites of Parlor. Bedroom and Bath;
Light, Airy Rooms; Excellently Furnished; All Improvement)*; Overlooking Ceatral Park; Five Minutes from All Theatres; Low Rates.

SINGLE $2.00 AND UP.
DOUBLE $3.00 AND UP.
SPECIAL WEEKLY BATES.

Hotel Dining and Check

1*56

THE HOME OF THEATRICAL FOLK

COLUMBUS CIRCLE

WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE OF ALL THEATRES
Only

A

LOW BATES

EVERY SLEEPING ROOM HAS PRIVATE BATH ROOM
I

Blocks from Penn. Station

CIRCLE HOTEL «».«« REISENWEBER'S

CATERING TO THE THEATRICAL PROFESSION

r

Newly Renovated,
with Kitchen Privileges.

orJ^i-i

MARTIN

BOSTON, MASS.

\

Two

In the Heart of the Theatrical District.

HOTEL ARLINGTON

RATKSi

1A1 DsOsTnlMC
1U1 IxvJV/IVIO

from Orpheum Theatre.
Opposite New Parthenon Theatre.
TIIEO. OCSCOrF. Prop.

I

—
[day,

November

ALBEE,

F.

,

VARIETY

25, 1921

President

J. J.

;

MURDOCH,

39

General Manager

F. F.

PROCTOR,

Vice-President

B. F. Keith's Vaudeville Exchange
(AGENCY)

B. F.

(Palace Theatre Building,
EDWARD P. ALBEE

KEITH

New

York)
PAUL KEITH

F. F.

PROCTOR

Founder*

can book

Artists

The GEO.

AMALGAMATED

MARTIN BECK

s

PHONE BRYANT

BOOKING

>

"!"!!?

E.

t

BRAY

General Western Repress ntativs

FRANK W. VINCENT.
GEORGE A. GOTTLIEB,

L

I

Managers' Booking Dept.

FLOYD

New York

B.

SCOTT

KAHANE,

BENJ.

B.
Sec'y. Treaa.
S.

and Counsel

LAZ LANSBURGH
Associate Counsel

JOHN POLLOCK,
Press Department

Publicity and Promotion

O. R. MeMAHON,
Manager Auditing Department

80*3

fas* S)taav4as*4

PLAY OR PAY CONTRACT S

H. 8INQER
General Manager

CHARLE8

J

GENERAL OFFICES

PALACE THEATRE BLDG., NEW YORK CITY

WEEKS

12

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
Coaaerattve Boats*
Acts

MORT

President

AGENCY
Broadway,

WEBSTER

801-308 Hula* Block

ORPHEUM

VAUDEVILLE
1441

H

VAUDEVILLE CIRCUIT

J

the preferred, and a big climb of the
junior Issue would carry the senior
security along and make the aeemn*
ulation more expensive^ The trader
who evolved this argument believed
that this was one of the Influences)
which restricted the bull campaign
of the inside pool in the common.
Nothing happened this week 8b
Loew. Apparently It had discounted
Its betterment at the box office at
15 and will not pass that level «n«
til so mo line on future business It
disclosed.
After the first of the
year the possibility of resumption
of dividends ought to crystallise Into

something definite and a new move

ew York, Philadelphia, Washington, Baltimore
and intermediate towns

N.

BEN and
john

Cf TI FO
rULLLIx

AUSTRALIAN

I

CIRCUIT
VAUDEVILLE, MELODRAMA AND PANTOMIME

THEATRICAL ENTERPRISES
BOOKING VAUDEVILLE ACTS

American Representative, A. BEN FULLER
DELQER BLDG., 1006 MARKET ST.
Phone PARK 4332

Suite 912-915—1540

SAN FRANCISCO

Nash, Business Manager.

Themes

J.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

PAUL GOUORON
EASTERN REPRESENTATIVE. WOODS TUBA,
extricate themselves only at a price
to be fixed by company holders

WEBSTER VAUDEVILLE CIRCUIT
Wsst Randolph

CHICAGO
BILLY DIAMOND, <3«an Mar.

mM
vA

BLDQ..

Loew. tne

•

Friday—
Pom. Play-L... 8000 St
eT4» §T
Do. pf
too st% 88
88%
Lnow.*Ine
8100 isff 14% 16

Orpbsam

100 18

18

Boston so!d 800 Orphoua at
sold 20 at 18H.

18

-%
—
%

-H
^^

Chlcase

18!i;

Saturday—

Lf»<

having ceased, the public la not Interested in the issue as an invest-

WA +

sold 100 at IS.

Fain.
Do.

CHICAGO

_

r -——

fi

8800
IS
If
Ornhsvm
400 IStf It
Boston sold S00 Orphoasi at 10%; Cseesgo

Play-L... 1600 88

200-88%

pf

Inc

1000 18

Monday—

Mala OSse*
*

Thursday—
SaloaH|oj».I<ow. X#st
Fam. Play-L... 10108 fMa SS14 Is*

ALCAZAR tHEATRE

LOUIS— DETROIT— INDIANAPOLIS

as follows:

8TOCK KXCHANGK

BERT LEVEY CIRCUITS
VAUDEVILLE THEATRES
BUILDING,
SAN FRANCISCO

STATES THEATRICAL EXCHANGE
ST.

to Zi Inclusive Is

Do. pf.T.

Carmody, Booking Managsr

6th Floor State-Lake Theatre Bid*.,

Broadway (Loew Bldg.)

TELEPHONE DBTANT SIM

Managers' Association
J.

be reasonably clear.
la the)
meantime, with Insiders well bought
to

up to their limit, nobody Is Interested on el f her aide.
Ooldwyn was easy under I em
unusually large tranaactlons.
Tho summary of transactions Nov. 89

NEW YORK

The Western Vaudeville
John

& Shea

Feiber

should come from whatever aspect
the future assumes. Most holders
are reconciled to the probability
that there will be no payment until
the second quarter of 1988, but by
the end of April the outlook ought

ffPi

(ITS

s-."i

ftt',%

l-l-'-i

U\

—U

-\%

%

Fam. Play-L... 8800 8T% ecr. *?
- •*
Do. pf
x.l
500 SSU 83
+ %
Losw. Ino
2
1000 14% 14 a i m"»
Orph»um
200 18
>{
17 . IT ,
Boston sold GO Orphean at 18; CjI a so
-f

7

ment proposition and there is no sold
20 at 18%.
Tuesday—
The worst of the June 1 statement buying power behind it. A small Fam.
Play-L... 8800 8T14 W'i S7«4
play
on the buying side comes from
Can Always Use Standard Acts
%
having been long ago discounted and
Do. pf
200 83 "4 8*
8H>4
r %
800 J 4-* H , M",
the factor of bear operations being men in the show business who have Losw. Ino
—
Orphtum
ooo
confidence
k , i:»i 17 4
In the stock and take it
%
eliminated, the ticker players fell
Itoftton Hold 60 Orpheum at 17*.
back on tbe possibility of salec by up as an investment. At currpnt
I'ui-I,... flooo <js>4 r,rr t rr,„
INCORPORATED
%
some important holder or holders to prices the common yh-Ma aruund 12 Fum.
Do. pf
im>o kt>
u
Lo«w. Ino
8no<> m*;
»2
it
Want Novelty acts for our 1922 Circuit of Fairs. Six to eight establish losses for Income tax re- per cent, in dividends.
1200 nr, ir,
-i<;
An interesting line of "dnyw Orpheum
It was said that
week's play or pay contracts. Can always use standard acts for turn purposes.
of
THE
volume
comes
CURB
from
unusual
a
shrewd
waa
an
there
la-and-out
Strost

Phono Stats 7210

arbitrarily.

I

.

KANSAS CITY VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

i

*.

si;

•

)

;.;

our vaudeville time.

t

OKPHEUM DS0P8
(Continued firom page

tory
J)

transactions throughout the
Uat during the Wednesday session,
and this la always taken to mean
tax sales.
Under tbe existing law, stock
losses are allowed as exemptions,

cash

New York Ufa Building
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

731-732

and could scarcely

any

effect at this lata data,

After the
statement came out the stock ad-

speculative trader In reference to
the preferred stock. There Is 810,000.000 of this issue outstanding and
Famous Players is pledged to re*

deem

Thursday—
Ooldwyn
Saturday—
Ooldwyn

Monday—

Ooldwyn

Tuesday—
For this purpose a
specified amount of cash Is an- Goldwyn
Wednesday—
but Congress ha» just passed a bill nually set aside In an amortization Ooldwyn
withdrawing that privilege, tn Wall fund. This ties up a lot of needed
Street It was believed that the money, and tn addition payment of
tt

§a!e*.Illsh.r.o.

r.

1600

8

4

*

800

*i

4

\

VV)

',

5

;

.

',

!»

at 110.

JI.'lOO

3000

.

4' 4

l*i

— m
SI

4\

4,

4

..

1

X

vanced from around 17 to better
than 20, and until
President might sign the bill during the cumulative 8 per cent, dividend
r. days ago remained above 18. Obviously there the time between the Wednesday is a drain. It would be an advanmust have been some new Influence closing and the Friday opening. tageous move for Famous Players
to cause the new break. The sink- Thus the Wednesday business ses- to buy up the preferred In the open
around noon to 16.
tlila aston- ing spell had m reference to a like sion would be the last chance to market at prloea around 80 to 85
No light was shed
ishing development by officers of movement in the other amusement i tabllsh losses. A large number of (the underwriters paid around $95 a
the company, who said they did not issues. Famous Players held stead- interests have spread their tax sales share for It) and cancel it.
nderstanc the setback and "had ily around §7 Wednesday and Loew over the summer and autumn, and
Relation of Common
given up worrying over ticker prices was only fractionally off from 14% it was believed that the annual
completed.
been
had
At St. Louis Factory Prices
operation
It Is apparent that the interest of
futile.**
Inquiries among the to 14% at the low for the session.
Broker brought no solution of the
Orpheum was practically the only Famous Players would be to keep
Trunk* Repaired or
Immune from Bears
lassie and quotation fans fell back
stock In the list that showed Impor- the stock as low as possible while
Exchanged
Orpheum occupies an exceptional tant losses on Wednesday.
on their own resources to figure It.
it was cautiously making purchases
position as regards technical situaM.
In ths furtherance of this design.
Marking
Time
Famous
Oividsnd Vote In Docsmbsr
H a M Now Entland Agmrj
tion. The explanation of a bear raid
However, every advance in the
493 Washington Street
The dividend vote of the directors (can scarcely be used. Company inThere was no movement of Im- common stock Is almost automatiBOSTON. MA 89.
wttl not be held until next month, terests are understood to hold more portance in Famous Players.
The cally reflected in a like upturn In
*nd it seemed jretty early to dis- than 75 per cent, of the stock, and upturn stopped just short of 70
count any uncertainty in this direc- officers have repeatedly declared 69ft. to be exact and receded to an
tion,
besides which nothing has they were committed to a policy of extreme low of 66 *£, holding alwnys
•ome to the surface to indicate that refusing to lend stock for delivery to 67 or better at the close. The
the disbursement is not assured, ex- on the short contract,
if this rule turnover was moderate and the pool
the
semi-annual statement had been observed, there would be apparently had suspended operJ«Pt
-^
Formerly the Buckingham
••sued in September showing a net small possibility of a major opera- ations.
In some quarters it Is beOperating deficit of $136,619 for the tion by the bears. Short selling In lieved the insiders have acquired
LOUISVILLE,
KY.
hi months up to Jun 1 after pay- large volume would put the sellei
and are carrying about as much
ment of all charges, including divi- In a corner from which they could stock as thoy want.
Pool buying
BROS,
LOUISVILLE, KY.
dends on both common and prem9m
ferred
stock for the first two
turnover of 1.800 shares during the
two hours of trading. Therewas a lull in the trading
and prices made a partial recovery

IN

first

BOSTON

H& M

after there

TRUNKS

•>•»

SUGARMAN

—

FOR RENT-JEFFERSON THEATRE

i

quarters.
But this influence is ancient his-

WHALLEN

PRODUCERS
IF

YOU

WANT— Cleverly

ARTISTS
Designed Settings—Highest Uutiity

RE8TRICTED PROPERTY. Com-

ply act
;>ept.
,\

,„.],.

from Pat Casey Production
Written by Paul G. Smith.

NEWPORT
th

and 8TIRK

SUB PARKER

You are assured

of

Drop Curtains and Stage Settings of

NOVELTY SCENIC STUDIOS

THEATRES

Work—Reasonable

tV "prrr^n

vi

^D"

in

Prices— SEE US

dealing with

ns.

220 West 46th

St.,

New York

—

.

-

i

VARIETY

'40

At Home

Rom A

Curtis

RAINES awl AVEY
In "SOME SIMP"

Rsprosont
Paulino Saxon
and "8ia"

Rawson

Originator of tho Faka Talascopo)
Aatrominiat.

THE
HONEY

Direction

KID3

"Tew Funey Buoy*"

LAURIE ORDWAY

and Songs

Tsssto t* Mr. Lssts

AX OBOSSMAN

thank you for your splendid p*rhave a keen under-

Booksd
.Direction,

Solid,

ARTHUR

J.

knov

—

Mist Elsie and Eddy PANLO
M FUN AT THE BEACH**
— PANTAGB8 CIRCUIT

—

"We

by

good you could have

Little

Bag

o'

Trix"

New

SUPERB PRODUCTION OP THE SREAT
LONDON SUCCESS

"THE

WANDERING JEW"
By

TEMPLE THURSTON

E.

INA CLAIRE

Attractions

THE OAT PARCE

IN

BLUEBEARD'S
8th WIFE

H. Harris

t«l: bryant <m«.
Mats. Wed. an* Sat. at *:«•

ERNEST TRUEX

with

Act

THEATRE. W.

DAY

lists.

48 SI.
8«i.

ami

Wi'.l

—MARK—

S

A

R

D

N

West 45tb StrssL -A National Institution"— H'v%a> at 47 St.
.Joseph PltrakeU
ToL BRYANT M7t Direction.
SECOND WEEK
Eves. 8:15.
Mats. Wed. and Sat at 2:15
"Beet Muslcnf Show Ever Mads In
America."—Globe.
in "The Three Musketeers »>
1UII ICIi"*
lYlUOlV*
OVPA.

NEVILLE FLESSON

McGRATH

and

AND

MY

ALBERT VON TILZER
In Vaudeville

TRIXIE

FRIGANZA

Pittsburgh, N. Y., Nov. 23.
Fights between state troopers and
whiskey smugglers have again
broken out on tho Canadian border.
State Trooper Fred Waterman, of
Troop B, stationed at Ma! one, is
lying in the Physicians' Hospital at
Pittsburgh In a serious condition.
Ho is suffering from a bullet wound

IRVING BERLIN'S

— NOW — NOW — NOW
•"TIRJICC Cn THEATRE. W. 4M
1 lIVlEiO Dl£. Ms*.
4

DEEDS

ALLAN POLLOCK
—"A
Divorcement" —
Dill of

JANET BEECHER

With

week (NOV. 21)

ARP

* 40th 8t. Era 8:15
Thurs. ft Sst 8:15.
Cssrlss frsansa Presenta

lists.

They located them a few guarded now against their 20-in-24
WILLIAM GILLETTE
in a farmhouse about weeks' contract.
The further time
IN HTS NEW PLAY
where Waterman Is desired to generally benefit the
was left.
circuit and their booking conveThe other two men arrested by nience,, they state, though no shortWKS&MKPES.
Corporal Newlng were brought to age of acts exists in their office, JggtSA
Plattsburgh and committed to the I according to their statement, which
W. 48 St. Br. I: JO.
Then,
f
IDbTDTV
county jail on a charge of running lis borne out by the agents booking LlDEalVl I Mats. Wed. ft Sat. 8.14.
booze.
The two automobiles, a [with tho Shuberts. The Shubert
M. COHAN'S
Cadillac and an Oldsmobile, were agents of late have been complainLAST PRODUCTION
seized by the government agents. ing, along with other vaudeville
They contained about 48 cases of agents, of the long-standing con-

The Dream Maker

j

scuffle that followed the other carwas exploded, tho bullet
tridge
striking him in the right leg and
running down the bone into Ills

knee-cap.

Wounded, the trooper fell to the
ground, and one of the rlleged attackers grabbed tho gii" and, putto Waterman's breast, pulled
Had there been anthe trigger.
other cartridge in the gun, Waterprobably would have, been
it

man

killed.

.Foiled, he rv.nntrs ptruck hirn
across the side of the face with his
dver and left him lying in the

A woodcutter happened
woods.
along later and took the trooper to
where a physifarmhouse,
a nearby

GEORGE

Lee and

'The O'Brien GirP
UNDER.

CHARLES DILLINGHAM

The Duvis (Keith's) packed 'em
Monday and Tuesday, as It has been
doing generally for the last eight
weeks.
A third performance is
scheduled for Thanksgiving Day in
the shape of a second matinee to
start about 4 o'clock. The week will
undoubtedly be big, as was lost
week.
The Shubert report on last woek
was in keeping with general attendance there for the pa3t few weeks,
which showed a tendency to start

f

To Readers

of

Wonder Show

Sixth Annual

GET TOGETHER
FOKIN
with FOKINB
ARA. CII
other International

LOTTR and

stars.

~
^HIPPODROME Btotto
Two
Dally

prie
la

£,**•,?*:
Staved by

ZIEQFELD TRIUMPH
MARILYN MILLER, LEON ERROL

CAST

SELWYN

BATIKSK8 WED.

Corned, by Maura. Smith

— _

BELWYN8 PRESENT
SOMER8BT MAUGHAM'S Comedy

—

WBMSaSTBKT.
rWlttt
9AT.?30j

/ARLISS

The Green Goddess

we<fk
Thin
opened Htronic for
Keith's and lighter than ttnttal for
Keith's Moudny and
the M«ij*»stie.
Tn^JMlay ni«ht«< s^dd'oul, while the
Monday with Hetty King and MaJeHtie'H btisinews Mlitl nfl" through
Charles T. Aldrich. the features of tins Rrade (»f the current profrram
what Is pronounced as a very good not beinic up to th*' Mitudjinl of
bill.
Bhtlbeii xntid^vlll" « n r- it r'iiit«- tri
uw* dcllnrthN elty
The prlees ai*^ iif»
«

I

•'»

I:S0.

By .iiuTWiidl FRAN a 'CRAVEN

t
010.

rAHAN
VVnnll T M

E

A Y R

E-

Broadwsi sod 43d Strss%
Broadway

Mats. Wad. and 8a*.

Evaa. 8:15.

ED WYNN
"The Perfect FooT
NEW

MUSICAL RIOT

B.F KEITHI
B F KEITH

v p*r

?h?a t
THEAr
"SSt°'VAUD(
VIII
VAUDEVlU

Biggest Vaudeville

Show

10

—

in Town
ALL 8TAW ACTS —

Aselalsa

A HuahM

If

Haary

ssstrey A Sssd
Msrtsrst Vausf: Val A Ersis
Stanton: an4 Othan.
1

/aLL-STAR

HOLIDAY

FESTIVAL BILL
10 — BIQ ACTf —10
ERNEST
"THE
BAL.L *
LOVt RACE'*
i
Matan 4
Cola; Others; a Pala

'

.

Near! Is

»

"Os s ArsOIs s Nl»t"

AVON COMEDY FOUR
Billy

CO.:

Glasoa: Petty Parksr A
Daily Mtllli: Pala Nasrl

"ONE ARABIAN NIBNT"
GEO. JESBEL'S
"WIFE
REVUE
HUNTERS

Is

I

1

Irvist

asd Jack

Las Basra

.•it

Atlantic City. Nov. _".
The (Jlobe is playing u rihuhcrt
vaudeville show this week, opening

o-

Sat.

'1

GEORGE

Sat.

and Cuaulaf.

— —

iith

HIS

THE BAT

AND

a-

*

la

H0ftOSC0"n

A

We8t
BL Eves.
-ITTIL Pc Matn
Wed. A
"The 1st Yeai»

I

NIssM at EifM-SHrty.
(POP.) sod 8AT.

Mats. Wed.

Thank You
A

MRS. LESLIE OARTER
JOHN DREW
ESTELLE WINW00D • ERNEST LAWFORO
ROSERT RENOEL
JOHN HALLIOAY
THEATRE. W. 42 St.

WINCHELL SMITH

LUIMUHUnC

SALLY

BOOTH

I

VARIETY-

WE RECOMMEND

CHARLES DlLLINOUAM*8

ATINEES WEDNESDAY A SATURDAY
50C tO $2.50 -NO HIGHER

mildly and to wind up strong, for a
general average of about two-thirds
f£Tlctat« sew ss isis far Xnti A New Yasr Matt.
on tho week. The current week,
reports from Atlantic City
tho
favored by the holiday, will likely
Wtst 45th Street. Err*. 8:30.
(Globe), where vaudeville started
MATIN KK KATIHOAY. :3U.
Monday for the week, surprised k better.
MATINEE THANKSGIVING DAY
them, stating big house had been
Washington, Nov. 23.
drawn at the $1 top. Their vaudeKeith's continues on the even
ville would not bo continued at
tenor of its way. They are, howpresen r, they said, at th seaside.
The Shubert forces .-e calling at- ever, placing in various locations
in
throughout the city pe-manent blllthe
in
tentlo
to the letting down
former immensity of somo of the boards setting forth the value of
the
shows.
Keith's bills playing crgalnst thei...
Both houses are carrying heavy
They claim the Keith offlco has been
exhausting such a large quantity of display advertising in the dallies and the opening- attendance, very
featured material in tho opposition about the same size, thece ads be- favorable, primed lo enjov tin* oncities that tho supply cannot hold ing about four times tho spaee for- t«.Tt;»l»im«nt.
out, when it will be more show merly used by Keith.
The Shubert Sunday night openTho Shuberts also
H«mton, N'ov. 211.
against show.
(bisiiicsc; w.ih I>ik all tif last \v«»ek
profess to believe their bills are be- ing was an Increase over the preKrilli's :ind th<* HbnbrrtM' Ala.|'*Hcoming better arranged and that vious week, while Keith's IipM lt^
li<-.
as tho weeks pass with added time regular patrons.

Captain Broadfb-M and Sergeants and opportunity, the former critiand Lynch rushed to cism against the arrangement of the
Herrick
Moores from Malone and arrived at programs with some of the acts on
the border village shortl after six them will be missing.
Bills Improving
Waterman described his
o'clockThe Shuberts make no secret that
assailants and told his superiors
which direction they were headed they are continually reaching out
In and the troopers squad started for new h ou sea to expand their
out on the trail of. Lagoie and booking time, but say they are safe-
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THE ENTIRE PRODUCTION
THE SUPERVISION OP MR. COHAN.
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gestion on the routing books.
No information has leaked out as
to any financial backer the Shuberts have in their vaudeville project.
From those who are- known to
be very close to the Shuberts, even
in .confidential matters, It has come
the Shuberts alone are financing
their vaudeville operations.
Thla
information is skeptically looked
upon by many who discuss it, but
they have no bettor advices.
Tha financial and operating departments of the Shubert vaudeville
appear to be altogether distlnot,
with the financial operation apparently directly under the hands of
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hours later
five

Theatre Guild Production

With a Cast of Metropolitan FaTorKe*.

N )W

Orpheum, Memphis,

STRAND SYMPHONY OBCHESTB*
CARL EDOUARDB, Conductor

MUSIC BOX REVUE

MONDAY EVE. st 8:18.

about his head, as the result of a
hand-to-hand fight with two alleged
booze runners Saturday night. The
Eton were captured.
They ^ave
their names as Charles Lagole and whiskey, the federal agents said.
Alexander Boyer, both claiming
Now York City as their home.
They are charged with P.rst degree
SHUBEBTS TRYING
assault.
(Continued from page 5)
JteeeiviiiR a tip Saturday after- ancea
Monday and
in Brooklyn
noon that two booze cars were com- Tuesday.
ing across the border, C' stoms OfThe 44th Street is claimed to bo
llcer Riley and Immigration Inspec- a steady drawing house, and seems
tor DugKan, of Moore's, with Trooper to be ranked above the Winter
Waterman and Corporal Newing, Garden, New York, for substantial
The patronage. The Winter Garden is
started out to head them off.
two state policemen went on ahead higher scaled and can hold unore
When the money, but the suspicion of paper
of the federal agents.
rum runners saw the troopers, they in connection with tho Garden still
turned their cars and started up a clings to it.
dirt road in an effort to avoid arrest.
Detrpit is reported satisfactory by
The highway was in a poor con- the Shubert men, even their second
dition on uccount of the rains of house, Majestic, there, that runs to
the_\veok an-'V..th*»lr onr* atupV In the 50 cents top. No authentic informamud. The four booze runr.ers. dl- tion has been secured on tho Shuvhiltitf into pairs, utarted on the run bert
houso (Chestnut Street) In
in opposite directions across tho Philadelphia. Boston and Washingfields.
ton, the Shubert people say, are set
Corporal Newing went after one for them as far as vaudeville Is conpair and Waterman chased the cerned.
Pittsburgh remains staNewing did not encounter tionary, according to them, with
other.
any difficulty in arresting his men, Dayton not mentioned and evidently
but when Waterman caught his not highly thought of.
men and was searching them for
This week's special bills sent out
weapons they grappled with him for the holiday week only will not
and the trooper, pulling Ins gun, extend beyond this week, excepting
shot Lagofe through the right hand. at Hartford, Conn., where another
There were only two cartridges in Shubert vaudeville program is to
Waterman's gun and during tho play next week. Tho Shuberts say

•

Mstlasst Wednesday and Saturday st 8:15.
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done."
Til "Star" on Broadway even If I have
to play the blooming piano. I was a
"Star" In Bethlehem, Pa., anyway.
Majestic. Boats*. This Week (Not. •!).
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sistant general manager of both circuits.
When this wus about to be
confirmed and Herk -had located in the Columbia's headquarters, Scribner suddenly shifted his attitude, declared against Herk, and Herk
declining to accept any -other post or pass up his independence, left
the Columbia offices, returning to his own in .he American suite, leaving the situation exactly as it had been before. With the result, however, that Herk thereupon declared the American would be a real burlesque circuit or nothing.
He, accordingly, commenced to lay plans to
place the American wheel and shows in the position he wanted them
to be with the current fight, as Herk's plans developed.

STUFF—PICTURES

currently carrying a series of articles "showing
p" the Paramount franchise system. Without specifying any particular'
weekly's policy, it features Adolph Zukor and other members
•ace, as the
the Jewish race as the controllers of the picture Industry that dicexhibitor. It mentions the Pauline V. Dodge case in Morristhe
tates to
organization, the M. P. T. O. A In
25e, *Ji., looting ^vdaey-fi. Cubcn's
The no .. -ttfttrw's Stat-^-Los Angeles, opening Njc. 12 was attended by
others.
a full quota of the Hollywood picture stars with Governor William D.
Ike matter, among
Stevens of California and Mayor Cryer of Los Angeles also there. Marcus
On Eighth avenue, near Columbus Circle, New York, Is the Tlvoll, a Loew, Sam Harris and Irving C. Ackerman represented the theatre interests
with a long list of other officials and managers attending. The new
picture house of good else and competing with the Broadway film palaces.
coast house is playing a popular priced vaudeville policy, employing six
The Tlvoll is scaled lower than its Broadway relations. Through that it
the younger of the show people who reside more or less acts and a feature picture. The bills are being laid out by Ella Weston
is drawing from
permanently in New York. They know the scale is cheaper than on of the Loew, San Francisco, who selects the acts from the Loew road
Broadway, and of course with special features. It's a saying amongst shows coming into San , Francisco, from where she routes a number of
the acts into the Ackerman & Harris houses prior to reorganizing into
them, when someone of a group suggests visiting a Broadway theatre or
road shows for the remainder of the Loew western and southern time.
picture house, to remark, "Let's wait until that picture is at the Tlvoll,"
meaning the saving effected by the waiting. The Tivoli of late has been
Is

,

ballyhoolng on

Broadway.

COLUMBIA AGAINST
AMERICAN

Is going to have one real try at the production of
hectic scenario. It is an original story by Elinor Glyn, entitled "Beyond
Continued from page 10)
the Rocks," with Gloria Swanson in the steller role, and Rudolfo ValMrs. Glyn Is* coming catting days of burlesque, before the
entino enacting an especially passionate lover.
all the Way from London to work with the director and scenarist on advent of the wheel system of bookmaking it a "nifty."
ing shows. It has had a varied career as a theatre, its most recent
policy
having been small time
playing
than
years
ball
less
10
at
month
professional
$50
a
From

Famous Players

booked Independently.
ago to the head of Southern Enterprises, Inc., Is the pedigree of S. A. vaudeville
Lynch. It is said he draw 3 a salary of four per cent of. the gross takings The Lyric is at present controlled by
Dr.
Tumson.
They say Lynch
of ull the Southern Enterprises theatres In the South.
Warren Irons, of Clamage & Irons,
wants to buy the Vitagraph company and go into picture producing,
but is debarred from so amusing himself owing to his agreement with the Chicago burlesque producers and
owners, resigned from the
theatre
Famous Players.
board of directors of the American
Burlesque Circuit Wednesday of this
The fact that narcotics are still available In Los Angeles to those week.
who are in need of that sort of stimulant is apparent. A certain male
A telegram accompanied the resigtar, who is an addict, showed up on the lot of the producing organ- nation which is to take effect immeThe diately, and which will be accepted
isation for which he is working, and was under the influence.
studio manager started to "bawl" him for not having been on the job by the American Burlesque Circuit.
the previous day, at which the star insisted that he had been in the Irons also notified the American
studio and worked like a dog. The pity of it is that^at the time he was Burlesque Circuit he will disconmaking the statements, he was so charged up he really believed it.
tinue playing American Circuit at.

tractions at the Haymr.rket, Chicago,
after Dec. 3., when Rube Bernstein's
In the Fox studio there Is a female star who is totally bald. "She has
"Broadway Scandals" will be there.
two wigs, one for t,he street and the other for her picture posing.
American Circuit attractions will
continue to play the house despite
A picture director In a New York studio Tuesday of this week used j Mr. Iron's resignation, according to
uch abusive language while directing that the female star of the picture' I. H. Herk, president of the American. In the event that the Western
collapsed. She had to be carried to her dressing room.
men attempt to change the policy
of the Haymarket, Herk will go Into
the courts and seek to enjoin them.
Herk stated the Haymarket was
Clamage from
leased by Irons
(Continued from page 5)
the Columbia Amusement Co., with
fee] they can tax their membership for the admission under the present a stipulation in the lease that tho
condition.
One of the club agents stated that four of his best clubs, house must play American Circuit
using a show costing $1,000 or more for the evening, have already in- attractions. In the event the receipts
formed him they would postpone their annual for this season.
fell below a certain figure. Irons
Clamage could terminate the stipulation affecting the American CirThe Shuberts' suit against the Keith people over the Syracuse Keith
The minimum receipt figures
cuit.
vaudeville franchise and Keith's theatre there, stripped of the legal
have not been touched at any time,
phraseology, is in brief that the Shuberts declare that they are or should
according to Herk's figures.
be in on the Keith big time vaudeville there to the extent of 60 per cent.,
Irons & Clamage operated the "All
no matter how or by whom conducted. Some two years or more ago when
Jazz Revue" on the American Circuit
the Shuberts first thought of playing vaudeville, Variety printed a story
When the Liberty. St.
this season.
from Lee Shubert as to why he looked upon vaudeville as a desirable
Paul, was dropped from the Amerproposition for the Shuberts. At that time Lee said that while it was
ican Circuit, the .franchise on which
the commercial aspect of vaudeville that beckoned to him, still he was
"All Jazz Bevue" was operated
aggrieved at the Keith people, through having lost their interest In Syra- the
was automatically revoked.
cuse, also because the Keith office objected to its acts playing Sunday
At the American headquarters the
Bights In New York in the Shuberts' Sunday night concerts.
Irons
resignation was anticipated.
After events over the Syracuse tangle seemed to have been that the
&
Clamage have three attractions
Keith crowd offered to let in the Shuberts on 25 per cent, of Keith's, Syranow operating on the Columbia Burcuse, but the Shuberts Insisted on 50 per cent, or nothing. Later it was
lesque Circuit.
said the Shuberts sent word they would take the 25 per cent. Interest,
A story from Chicago to the effect
when the Keith people returned a reply it was too late. The Keith angle that
the American Circuit might
seemed to have been that while the Syracuse franchise had been Jointly utilize the Empire, a picture house
operated by Keith and the Shuberts at the old Grand up there, the
owned by Herk, was denied emphaShuberts breached the franchise when allowing it to lapse over the period tically by Herk, who stated that
specified' when vaudeville must be played under it to keep the franAmerican attractions would play the
chise alive.
Haymarket until they were ready
While the Syracuse incident irritated the Shuberts until they openly to quit or keep the house dark.
expressed their opinion of it at every opportunity, the barring of Keith
Zach Harris is scouting for the
aots from Shubert houses is what mostly got under the Shubert skin.
American Circuit, and Is now in
Though no doubt the Shuberts attacked vaudeville commercially, the Chicago looking for a house in the
feeling worked up between the Shuberts and Keith's was also an incentive.
"loop" district, and one on the west
J. J. Shubert had been wont to remark that vaudeville was as much a
side for the American interests.
part of the Shuberts* theatrical business as anything else and he would
The injunction proceedings begun
stand to see no one keeping people from playing for the Shuberts, meaning in chancery by the estate of H. C.
Sunday vaudeville. This ban by Keith's against acts playing for the Miner, Inc., against the American
Shuberts sometimes extended into musical comedy production the Shu- Burlesque Association and ltichanl
berts were casting.
G. Tumison, owner of tho Lyric,

INSIDE
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T'ntil the records arc searched or some one gets an adding machine,
there will remain a mystery in Pittsburgh, as to which has most seats,
Variety's Pittsburgh correspondent
the Sam S. Shubert or the Davis.
recently reported the Shubert as having the larger orchestra capacity
by about 300 seats, relying on a report from the Shubert management
and believing It true from general appearances. The Davis management
took exception. The correspondent's passion for truth was aroused by
so weighty a matter, and on asking the Shubert people again, the latter
insisted their first statement correct, though the actual figures were not

at hand.

The suddenness of the battle within the burlesque ranks surprised
The
all show business when Variety printed the details last week.
«h(»\v people had supposed burlesque w»« sorrrrn, out**i«lo of the depressed business, and that it had settled to its usual operation following
the ending of the open-shop movement by the burlesque people.
However, that open shop thing but started it.
Variety published several
guarded stories about burlesque for a few weeks after the open shop
attempt failed, in order not to embarrass the burlesque executives or their
enterprises, which had been left in a hazardous condition through the
confusion of the open shop try, also the settlement and the lateness of
their season's opening on Labor Day.
While there is a battle on between the burlesque factions (Columbia
and American wheels) and each is going after the other in the usual ways
of those theatrical disturbances, the strife actually seems to be directly
between Sam A. Scrlbner on the Columbia side and I. H. Herk in the
•American end. The open shop movement first created feeling between
those two men. An effort was made to smooth it over, following the opening of the season, when Herk was offered and accepted the post of asmost

Newark, to restrain the A. B. A.
from booking burlesque shows into
the Lyric, and to restrain tho Lyric
from allowing shows to be booked

the theatre, came up Monday
Vice-Chancellor
before
Brackes, who, In a brief oral decision, denied the injunction.
The action resulted when It had
appealed in the Newark dailies that
the American was to book burlesque
shows Into the Lyric commencing
Kflndny night. Nov. 20, the first attraction
being
Jimmy Cooper's
'V.eauty Review." The Miner estate
seived tin- defendant Fiidiiy, House.
(Grossman & Vorhaus acting for
both defendants. The Miner firm
commissioned Merritt Lane of 196
into

morning

Market street, Newark, to argue the
motion in the Vice-Chancellor's
chambers.
The suit Is based on an acrcenient last spring, when the Miner
estate gave up booking American
wheel shows into the Gayety and
installing a picture policy, the A. B.
A. agreeing not to play Newark in
the future In opposition to the Em-

41

"raspberry"
the aame
punctuations from the lips, the
whacking
of
both
his th.'ghs
same
with both hands, the same mugging,
the same running around and the
repartee,

same

situations of

making

love to

Miss Sweet, until the comedy enon the larceny of other
men's quips, and nobody else got a
chance to do anything but help
along this unnatural and unnecessary ono-man dominion— unnatural
and unnecessary even by the standards of commercial burlesque comtirely rested

edy.

Miss Sweet Is a finished comedienne and should have at least an
occasional scene without the oppressive and monopolizing hoakum
of Foster, who smothers the rest of
the cast. The audience loved her
and was glad every time she entered, always radiant in her gorgeous
wardrobe, smiling and vibrant. But
the pleasure was as pften shortlived, for Foster was breathing on
the back of her neck pronto, and
after that It was Foster, and nothsent. The Gayety accordingly gave ing was doing except his
pawing her
up its franchise, but with the split some more and again revising that
between the Columbia and Ameri- old one: "I'm not bashful, but I'm
can, the American last week decided careful."
Otherwise It's a tip-top show.
to incorporate Newark in ita route!,
Lai*,

and notified Miner to this effect
Miner estate was unwilling to play
American shows and refused to con-

AIUKHTT 8TASDS

although they could just as
(Continued from page 5)
well have acquired the Lyric for open the testimony,
and subpoened
their stock theatre.
the Keith Vaudeville Exchange. Mr.
The court held that this was not Monash, the Keith auditor,
testified
equitable, as far as the defendants Carroll
received a personal salary
were concerned, as this consent of $600 weekly and
that
his
might last forever. So long as both "Varitiee of 1921"
haa been workassociations were working harmoni- ing steadily
since August of this
ously this suboidinate agreement season.
The act
was all well and good, but with the 12,200 to $2,600 areceives from
week.
Mr.
split. It was not practical.
Monash also testified that the Carlton Hoagland-Harry Carroll production, "The Love Race," has been
BUBLESQUERS
playing steadily and that the new
(Continued from page 10)
Paul Morton -Flo Lew la act la a
dom, polished with the artistic phil- Iloagland-Carroll property.
osophies of the elevated realms. He
Carroll testified he owned half of
said:

sent,

.

BOWERY

"Dolly

is

a

pip.
like

And

that

White Carlton

Hoagland-Harry

Carroll,

Frances White, Inc., and the referee's hearing
and the little Gray baby looks like a averred he had not been working all
finishing school kiddie; I wonder if summer.
Carroll's gross booking
that type gets over nowadays in for the year was about twenty-five
burly-que, eh?"
weeks, according to hla testimony.
It was no use waiting for highMrs. Carroll at present is conbrow effusions from this. bird. He fined to
the Mlserlcordla Hospital,
knew more about the racket than
"""
New
York, with a general breakthe low-brow expert.
Therefore, let this report stagger down that started about five woeka
She may have to undergo
on with no Inspired gleam of the ago.
higher criticism, but just with such an operation for appendicitis next
observations as a trade paper show week,
according to present
reporter can make, plus some au- symptoms.
girl

has pipes

him

thoritative inside ball slipped

by the

legit

luminary.

Billy Foster is the principal comic.
Nay, he is the sole comic. If anybody ever had a right to envy anybody, Barrymore had a right to

SPOBTS

(Continued from page 27)
censured for accepting . -e deslslo-i
envy Foster. Barrymore is always from the wild-swinging left-hander.
on the stage most of the time, but Fighters who hit low many times
Foster Is on all the time. Barry- usually sink gently Into
oblivion.
more can pull a sad and weary
wheeze and get polite laughter once;
Eddie Mead will take Andy ChaFoster can kick it around and beat
ney and Joe Lynch to England for
it unconscious and turn it Inside
out and milk It and skin it and a series of bouts. Major Wilson, tho
pick it clean and torture forth forty English promoter, offered Mead 2,000
screams.
Moreover, Barrymore is pounds and transportation for Chamore or less limited to one man's ney to box Joey Fox, featherweight
nifties.
Foster has every man's. If champion of
Great Britain.
Fox
he overlooked one comic or one
comedy author it was indeed an boxed Chaney in this country and
was
knocked out at Hartford, Conn,,
oversight.
He ran from switching
the watch to ee-pha-soph-a-la, and in five rounds. This was the only
that's the gamut plus the chromatic time the Londoner suffered a k. o.
scale of all the book pieces, "nigger" Lynch will go along, as he Is
a card
acts, vaudeville specialties and Mil- in London, where
he fought great
ler-Madisons.
battles with Jimmy Wilde and won
Foster did make them howl, and a 20
-round decision from Tommy
that goes. He had to. Not a comedy line is spoken by any one else, Noble.
with the exception of Miss Sweet,
who gets some smart laughs on extra neat work, always in spanking
togs and always alive with person-

and true talents of the comedienne. The White girl threatened
to get a few over, but she wasn't
there with the wind or something,
and remained decorative purely.
Her partner, Miss Gray, showed a
girlish soprano voice and cute curls
and dimples, but also missed when
the high spots came up. The rest of
the troupe played straight all the

NOTES

ality

The Keith Circuit issued a little
Thanksgiving Souvenir booklet that
was
its

distributed to the audiences in

houses this week.

It

contained

three Thanksgiving poems and the
story of the origin of Thanksgiving

Day.

way.
This season's Bowery runs through
Jack Mason, through his attorney,
fanciful scenes such as Hell, Gar- Leon
Laskl, is taking Lina Abarbaden of Eden, Du Barry's boudoir,
nell Into supplementary proceedon the planet of Venus and the
ings.
Miss Abarbanell is now playQueen of Shcba's throne room. Joe
Hurtig has costumed his show wise- ing in the Belasco production of
ly and effectively, und the sets are "The Grand Duke" at the Lyceum.
far beyond those customary even Last March Mason secured a judgin latter-day burlesque.
ment ag; Inst her for $181.70 for
There were evidences of a book. services and In an effort
to collect
and some of the language was so this he
has summoned her.
good that nobody but Senion knowhow to handle it. and he seemed
Jean Moore has started action In
quite at home with the polysyllathe Municipal Court to replevin a
bles.
There was a book between
drop
made for her by the Buell
Foster's speeches— when lie .spoke it
was all the books. That baby sure- Scenic Co. and used by her in an
ly put himself together a fat part, act, "Call a Taxi."
The drop is
Without oinjM-i it ion, and, apparent- being held as a lien undor a claim
ly,
without the knowledge of the of $150 due. Miss Moore Is reprepolice.
His was an endless patter sented by Maurice
(JSoodman. Hess
and sputter of gagging, tearing its
& Kahn are representing the deway through a framework
»

of real
burlesque, like a Ford through the
traffic of nobler vehicles.
Some lighting efTects showed ingenuity, and the whole hhow revealed an earnest and honest effort
to sell the goods.
(July the preponderance of the red -nosed Foster in-

fendant.

noonday

terfered.
With this comic always
on. the show wept for comedy re-

to

8neak thieves gained admittance
the dressing rooms at the Hip-

podrome,

New

York,

during

the

Tuesday matinee performance and
escaped with several pocketbooks
belonging to members of tho ice

ballet.
The thieves made their en-"*
lief.
Jt was ul) along the same line.
and almost all with numberless trance by way of the tire escapes
Newark, which plays Columbia repetitions of the same business, the and departed before tho theft was
wh^ei i-Hows, without Miner's con- same gestures, the same stvlo of discovered.
pire,

PICTURES
NEWS OF TOE FILMS
r
The Rex, Defiance, Ohio, ha* been
footifhl by Harold F. Wendt, who
STlll play a picture policy In it
i

James Morrison play

in

port.

Friday,

4

November

25, 1921
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example of
knockabout and roughhouse in superior to the average
It will please all
abundance, ending In * carnival of program features. with
the elemenfamiliar
not
those
rescue
the
course,
of
and,
clubbing
tary tutelage of story construction
of the American girl.
that vast multitude which may
The naval stuff aboard the warbest
be designated as "the general
-ia
ship is amusing and the chase
/olo.
uproarious. The business on ship- public"
accordleading sup- board is said to be strictly
ing to Hoyle. Regular service men
PEARL WHITE'S 0EMAND
were employed for the scenes.

—

WHEN ONE

IRE ROUSED

PAYS AND OTHERS USE
Exchanges Start Investigation
—Loss $100,000

Helen Jerome Eddy will play a
"Always
$5,000 Weekly en Stage—$250,000 for
Bern Benelll, the Italian author, leading role in Goldwyn'*
Detroit. Nov. 23.
Picture
Jrho wrote "The Jest," has contract- Warm and Green," a new Gouveneur
story.
Morris
Under the firm belief that the exed to write original scenarios for
Pont
do
Mlu
Jen
International Pictures, a picture
One of the ambitious theatrical changes of Michigan are being unReginald Barker has commenced SIS!::::::v///"//™::::::w5«
producing concern headed by Malis
agents hearing there might be a de- lawfully deprived of approximately
colm Strauss.
His first will be "The Storm" at U. Leatrlce Jdy
cast In the leading role.
?*Tears of the Sea."
This is a commendable attempt mand for Pearl White to appear in $100,000 In revenue annually from
to transfer to the
"The Parson of Panamln" Is to be by Universal
drama, consulted Miss film rentals, the Board of Motion
George Ade, who originally allied Jack Holt's next La sky vehicle. The screen the one-act play "Ropes, by a spoken
nlmtelf with the picture Industry story is by Peter B. Kyne. Joe Wilbur Daniel Steele. The scenario White, to be informed she would Picture Exchange Managers of DeScarPaul
Clifton.
through trying his hand at writing Henabery will direct and Fritxi is by Wallace
consider the proposal at $5,000 troit has called a special meeting
tub-title*, has left for the Coast to Brunette appear in the feminine don directed. The feature runs only
to be held this week to take action
a little over 4,000 feet, and its fault weekly.
write and personally supervise a lead.
is
Who
is mainly in the casting.
•cenario called "Our Leading CitiThe agent was told by his prin- against what they say Is a veritable
why
and
example,
for
Pont,
du
Miss
zen," in which Thomas Melghan Is
Dr. Carlos do Mandil, musical didesignation? Surely cipal to inquire at what figure Miss net-work of film bicyclers and date
to star.
rector of the Mission theatre, has this ridiculous
Entrusted
name.
gone to New York to conduct the the girl has athat demanded the White would consent to make a pic- stealers in the western section of
Miss White replied she the State.
ture.
Charles C. Burr Is making ready orchestra at the Central theatre with a role
TalNorma
of
a
ability
dramatic
for the showing "in a Broadway during the premiere of "Molly O."
wanted $250,000, that the picture
madge, it is no wonder she fell short. must be started and finished inside
Grand Rapids is the particular
theatre" of a full-length feature
suit
•tarring Johnny Hint's, to be i lied
Rowland V. Lee, who has com- In less exacting roles she should
six months. If it were taken in spot at which the exchange man"Bum Em Up Barnes." T* e pleted two productions for Ooldwyn, the type of exhibitor who buys the of
Ive, it
France, said Miss White, she would agers are to start their
comedian has heretofore confined has just started a third, "The pust U product.
All Mr. Steele's conceptions are slightly reduce the price, as she being claimed that several theatre
himself to two-reel productions.
Flower." James Rennie and Helene
is no wanted to go over there.
This
dramatically.
effective
Chadwick are the leads.
managers In this city are guiKy of
exception. Into a quiet fishing vilPorter Emerson Browne's Initial
the practice of holding pictures for
istory for Inspiration Pictures is en"Never Weaken," Harold Lloyd's lage Jen comes as a school teacher.
befriends
boy
extra days and trading them with
titled "All at Sea," and will be a litest, finished a six week's run at For love of her two
They fight. J0HNS0H-STEGEB DROP SUIT other houses. Several other towns
come bitter enemies.
stellar vehicle for Richard Barthel- the Symphony this week.
The worsted one she accepts and
Robert E. Johnson's suit against in that vicinity are also to come
mess. Henry King will direct
An elaborate preview of Thomas marries, while Jim goes away to re- Julius Steger for $5,000 commission under the searchlight.
Lon Chaney has been engaged by H. Ince's "Hail the Woman" was turn five years later, a lighthouse inThe revelations are the result of
Director Clarence Brown for a prin- held at the Beverly Hills Hotel this spector. By that time Paul has lost alleged due for effecting the lale
films in many cases
cipal role in Hope Hampton's next week. Mischa Guterson, who wrote his Job and Jim gives him one as Enrico Carusp's picture contract late return of
"White the special orchestration for the keeper of a remote island light. with Famous Players has been and various reports that have come
feature,
National
First
and
born
from time to
is
baby
second
exhibitors
Faith." E. K. Lincoln will have the drama, led a twelve-piece orchestra There Jen's
amicably adjusted out of court. from other
The scenes' possibilities are Johnson, who is a musical and con- time.
dies.
in accompaniment.
male lead.
The exchange managers,
realized.
not
feeling that their losses are great,
The crux of the piece, with Paul cert manager, arranged the contract
William Alexander, of Alexander
Matt Moore is ftere visiting his
to operate a scouting sysFilm Corj>., has sailed for London brother, Tom Moore, but will return gone blind, comes now, with Jim with Steger, the agreement being intendkeeping
in their employ the
to consult with Sir Oswald StoU. east shortly to make another picture. making love to Jen. To keep Paul's that the latter was to waive all tem,
keep
job she lets him kiss her, then kisses commlsion claims in favor of John- year round sleuths who will
His firm will give away Sherlock
John McCormlck, West coast rep- him because she wants to, only to son, Steger's interests being else- in touch with suspicious exhibitors.
Holmes stories to the number of
fo!to
predicted
are
6,000,000 copies in connection with resentative of First National, has be discovered through ingenious cir- where.
Steger is now supervising Developments
their exploitation and distribution returned from New York, where he cumstances when Paul recovers his director for Fox.
low the meeting this week.
<of films based on the Conan Doyle was in conference with home office
sight, That their long love and life
inofficials.
utorles.
I together matters more than this
discretion is the moral, adequately
Goldwyn will produce Hall Caine's brought out.
Asta Films will reprint "The Mystery of Hamlet," by Dr. Vining. "The Christian."
Charles Kenyon
Here was great material and the
This out-of-print study represents has completed the scenario.
U did pretty well with it, but only
Hamlet to have been a woman, the
pretty well. Mr. Whltlock, as usual,
Alfred B. Green, directing Colleen dominated the cast. He is one of
assumption in the Asta rteilson film.
Moore at the Goldwyn in "Sent for the best heavies in the business, but
Out,"
finished shooting this week. the whole thing leaves you with the
The Appellate Division of the Supreme Court rejected Goldwyn's ap- E. Mason Hopper is expected to fin- hope that more stories by Steele and
ish
"Hungry
Hearts'* next week.
[peal from the decision of the Censor
his like will be bought. Fox and
ffeoard barring The Rose Girl" from
the U have both tried. Griffith and
William
Lecd.
Beaudine
York
is
state.
to direct his like should, too.
Raw
Kathleen Norris' first original screen
James Rennie returns to pictures story for Goldwyn. It is entitled
QUEED
SIH OF
.fcfter a recent fling at the legitimate. "The Happiest Night of Her Life."
America's greatest
;He has gone to the coast to play the
"The Sin of Martha Queed" is a
Ann Hn stings has been signed by Muyflower
lleading male role in "The Dust
production, written -and
never saw a
Larry Semon for his Vltagraph directed by Allan Dwan, photoactor, as the
Flower" for Goldwyn. Mona Kings
ley will have the opposite part. comedy company. She has appeared graphed by Tony Oaudio, distributed
until he was 25.
in a number of Pathe serials.
I Rowland Lee will direct the picture.
by Associated Exhibitors through
Pathe.
George Walsh has been signed by
E. K. Lincoln and Lon Chancy
"PunchiIt is a modern version of
been engaged by Director Universal and will appear in a series nello," carefully scenarioized to pass
I have
the director, mak2
IClarence Brown as principal sup- of out-of-door features.
It does not
stringent censorship.
iport for the Hope Hampton procome up to the standard set for the
er of sure-fire box office attractions.
duction. "White Faith."
better class of first runs, but for the
general run of program picture
Jack Pickford is to return to Los £ h * Boy
Harold I,!oyd houses It can be played up by exhib3
a fascinating
Mildred Davis itors as a high-grade production
|£Angeles within the next day or so. Thfl Wrl
rh» Rowdy Element
Noah Young
such
[a has been in New York since late Maharajah
Dick Sutherland and will please the patrons of
story
which
has
been
millions in
read
by
September, when he arrived with
establishments.
To a student of
lie sister Mary and Douglas FairHarold Lloyd's new four-reeler, dramatic technique it is long drawnMagazine.
Cosmopolitan
the
banks, remaining here while they release date and distribution plan out, with the agony and suspense
rent abroad.
not yet announced by Pathe. The piled on unnecessarily, but with, say,
story is by Hal Roach and Sam five minutes of footage cut from its
4 Albert Payson Terhune, author,
is ft
The Theatre Owners' Chamber of Taylor and the direction was in the present running time of 65 minCommerce announces a large ad- hands of Fred Newmeyer; titles by utes, would make for a gripping
writer of international fame.
melodrama, admirably directed and
ice ticket sale for the ball the Harley M. Walker.
nrganization is to give at the Astor
The picture has plenty of laughs, photographed, with a splendid cast.
Martha Queed, a school teacher in
the night of Dec. 3.
all in the familiar Lloyd vein of

FALSE KISSES

wSKX

What Makes a Picture a Knockout?
Why, 10 Counts, of Course
Count 'em Out Yourself!

MAETHA

l'JOHN BARRYMORE,

woman

man who

MARSHALL NEILAN,

•

SAILOR-MADE

MAN

"THE LOTUS EATER,"

who

comedy, and some good human a mountain village, is In love with
rights to "Buster touches, but the comedy does not a "city feller," who ia up there fishhave been secured for compare with Lloyd's best.
The ing, clad in riding breeches. He reShe Is
Jackie Coogan and will be filmed as comedian appears to be In the ciprocates her affection.
me of his features which the Sol process of changing the spirit worshipped silently by a hunchback
his
iser organization will distribute. of
appeal.
The transition and coveted by a middle-aged
so far is faint and scarcely dis- worthless relative.
Martha spends a perfectly innocernible, but it is in the wrong
cent afternoon with the city chap
direction.
Specifically. Lloyd is turning his in his bungalow*, accepts his offer of
Los Angeles, Nov. 23.
characterization from the "boob" to marriage. The worthless one disConrad Nagle has signed with the "wise guy." Instead of being al- torts the visit to the gin's father,
Metro to play opposite Alice Lake in ways the victim of the joke he Is the and when she returns home he sends
Wadsworth Camp wrote perpetrator. Instead of falling Into for a justice of the peace and forces
•*Hate."
the original and June Mathls the the banana peel trap he sets the her to marry the no-account. It is
continuity.
Charles Clary, Harry trap for somebody else, losing sight raining, and although the father
Northrup and John Ince are in the of fhe fundamental that the laugh gives the worthless one his daughter
poes to the banana peel victim ani he refuses to lend him an umbrella.
cast.

The

screen

frown**

'COAST PICTURE NEWS

May

Doris
tfeecond

has

completed

Hunt Stromberg

her

production,

{•'Eden and Return." on the R-C lot.
£,Her third picture will commence
this week.

Charles

Meredith and his wife
have loft for Europe, where he intends to study dranvi under several
noted French and British teachers
Alice Calhoun

has nrrived from
New York and will immediately
start a new Vltagraph feature, "Rlue

David Smith

Sell."

will direct

and

ORGANIST WANTED

I

for

'•

;

.engagement

ready

^bout Dec. 1st; state
lalary expected

in

first

all

and

letter.

pan Antonio Amusement Co.,
P. O. Box 1127, San Antonio,
{Texas.

i^

this rule.

It is

new picture obeys
funny, and at all times

tho surprises a»*e ingenious.
Of
course, the comedy punch is an
elaborate chase.
Picture making
has not yet developed any substitute for this sure-fire device.
The
whirlwind climax is neatly led up
Is smoothly dovetailed with
t > and
an amusing love utory.
Tiloyd is the rich boy.
The Girl

no-account if any harm has come to
Martha. Hero rushes to the hut,
tinds tho no-account dead and the

He

girl gone.

is tried

for the

The hunchback has
girl
libs

away
ill

spirited

tho

where she
Just as the hero

to his shack,

with fever.

is taken comes "love's fulfillment" in the form of a marriage
ceremony with the hero, the "sin"

she

The ship anchors in an Oriental
port and the CJirl. on a yachting
cruise with h r father, comes to tho
same place. Oirl goes ashore sightseeing, as gob also goes on shoreleave.
Tho Rajah sees the Ameri-

having existed only
mind.

and kidnaps her. The Hoy
and his matey go to the palace in
pursuit. Here begins tho wild chase
with a rich fund of comic detail.

The Roy takes refuge

in the

bath of

the harem, staying under water and
breathing through the stem of on
Oriental
wa'er pipe, which the
Rajah lights so that smoke bur' "es
ri: c
There is
from the water.

7

Anna Q.

Nilsson, whose statuesque beauty
and vampish eyes have cast a magic spell

on" the public.

Mary Thurman

in

her father's

featured as
Martha, and Nlles Welch as the
hero, contributing excellent characterizations.
Hut the outstanding
hits of the (liming are supplied by
George HackethOrn, with the actual
stellar role of the sclf-sacrilicing.
pathetic hunchback. Joseph J. Dowling, as the hard, unyielding father,
and Krank Campeau as the repulsive
relative who is shot by the hopeless

and

unhappy

is

deformed

8

J.

Barney Sherry, a strong,

known

mur-

der and found guilty, with the girl's
father in his capacity of district attorney prosecuting the hero.

a capital chapter, leading to the eomonting of
llrm friendship betwoen tho Boy and the Hully.

girl

6 Colleen Moore, as charming an actress as
ever crossed the silver sheet.

it

have him unless ho "docs is convicted the hunchback comes
something worth while." He rocs into the courtroom, whispers "In
into the navy. As a goh he goos to my cabin" to the hero, and tolls
sloop and dreams he is an admii.l. (flashback) It was he who killed the
This Is only an ineident. The dream worthless one, stabs himself to
onuses a flpht with tho ship's bully, death, and in the hospital to which

can

laugh.

the next
morning he swears he will kill the
the hero hears of

won't

.'.

manual Robert Morgan

prgan

When

net to the Joker.
In so far as the

5 Wesley Barry, the freckled faced "kid"
whose comedy touches have made millions

9

to

virile

actor,

every motion picture lover.

A complete cast
in

of stars of stage and screen
support 'of the great Barrymore.

10 Strong acting, lavish production, artistry,

—

beauty of settings and scenery a perfect
ensemble such as goes to make up a
John Barrymore production directed by
Marshall Neilan.

A
Opens

First National Attraction

at

Theatre,

the

Caplisl

November 27

"Punchi-

nello."

"The Sin

of

Martha Quecd"

is

far

i

November

riday,

JUTLAND
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Produced by Ideal and offered by
•gcVtlonal. -The v Battle of JutRlalto'a
a pit)in9 xviauu
of the
put VK
S» is pan

un

this

week.

It

le

fair,

5

It is

MOLLY O
Molly O
Tim O'Dair
Mra. Tim O'Dair
Bill? O'Dair

even Jim Smith

Ecinating. entertainment, but hlswould
Scally. as Billy Sunday

the bunk.
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In fact, British

Dr. John

8. Bryant
Fred Manchester
Miriam Manchester
Albert Faulkner
Mrs. Jas. W. Bobbins

«r

—

personality with their money and Is prevailed
upon by Stinson to leave the country with her sick brother. Lost in
the desert, Duke succeeds in roping
a strayed horse, rides to the rescue,
retakes the money, jumps from a
bridge to the train and grabs Stinson. He jumps into the river, Duke
grows restless on his father's ranch. after him. The fight can be imagOn the way he meets a girl under ined, with Duke getting the girl.
plausible and romantically exciting
The best Western in an age. This
circumstances, and then hooks up Jones Is a whale of a man, simple
in a fight, one, two, three, with his and natural besides, a genuine picfuture cronies.
From then on ture personality.
Leed.
"Three Musketeers" stuff, "One for
all, and all for one," making an
amusing finale when the three kiss
Bud's girl. Before then. In some Christine Bleeker
Betty Compson
Robert Ellis
convincing scenes, they save her Anthony Mulvaln
Mahlon Hamilton
Lincourt
from a Mex bandit, with a chase Ralph
Leatrice Joy
Barbara
and a rescue along the approved William I loll ins
Hardee Klrkland
lines.
Michael LePrlm
Gibson Qowland
Jack Gilbert
Mr. Desmond's support is all sat- The Gardener
Cleo Madison
Barron
The feature is a high- Mra.
isfactory.
Snitz Edwards
Edward
Barron
Leed.
grade first run offering.
Lucille. Button
Nell Martin
Lule Warrenton
Nora Flanagan
picture.

Desmond's

a ranch that la, be is being paid
to work, but spends his time thrum-*

Van Loan's story is
straightaway and full of action, the
U corse Nichols climax
gets
you,
and tho photogAnna Hernandei
Albert Hackett raphy is A-l. Joseph J. Franz diEddie G ribbon rected.
Jack Mulhall
Bud McGraw is sent to the border
Lowell Sherman
Jacqueline Logan to enlist with the patrol, as he
Mabel Normand

counts, H. H.

Ben Deely
Gloria Darenport
Sooaganda has never done any_.Carl Btockdale
3nir quite so porfect or quite so The Silhouette Man
Antonio
Uaclffalupl
Besaerer
Eugenie
Here in small space you
awful
you an example of
ulve set before
A
production
that
excan
be
hat governments have to do to
children ploited into a box office attraction
eD the masses (and their
by
the
exhibitor.
Not
whale
of
a
a
children) In line
nd their children's
picture, but one that Is strong
behind the ruling, and very neces*
enough
campaign
to
of
a
permit
of
ary power. So give the author
that
compel audiences to step
Mi film. Gen. Sir George Aston, up towill
the box office.
K. C. B„ credit.
Mack Bennett Is the producer and
The battle of Jutland was fought
May SI, 1916. Preceded by Admiral the picture has Mabel Normand, of
Sentoper's flying squadron, the Ger- "Mickey" fame, as the star.
nan High Seas Fleet came out that nett was also the producer of
orning and were engaged that "Mickey," and it was a long while
fternoon by Admiral Beatty, then before that production got under
commanding the English battle way, for none of the regular releascruisers. These are lightly armored, ing organizations of the time would
Richard Dlx
heavy gunned ships of great speed. take it, but finally when it was John.Colbjr
Leatrice Joy
Colby
They did fairly well with Hipper, slipped over as a states right pro- Katherlne
John Bowera
Tom Donaldson
but encountering the heavier Ger- duction it proved a veritable clean- Orace Donaldson
Lioalee Lovely
man ships coming up from the rear up for those who took a chance.
Irene Rich
Mra. Holt
Beatty's own
DeWItt Jennings
auffered a set-back.
"Molly O" was originally made for Lyons
Dave Winter
with
Phillips
went
down
Stephen
Lion,
the
flagship,
Associated Producers, but with the Hendroa
Laldlaw
Roy
hers, the British commander shift- amalgamation of that organization Edward Phillips, Br
John Coaaar
Ftankle Lee
ing his flag and heading north, lead- and First National the latter stip- John In prologue
Dorothy Hoghea
ing the Germans after him till all ulated that they were to have the Katherlne In prologue
came in touch with the advance of right to accept or reject whatever
A woman denied the expression of
the Grand fleet. This advance was they wished of the A. P. -made proled by Rear Admiral Hood, who ductions. They exercise the right to maternal love Is the basis of this
went down on the Invincible In the take "Molly O," and therefore it. is feature, which takes as its theme
in
ant charge.
being marketed as a First National the question of whether success
the form of business and social adRight here Is an Interesting point. picture.
the
to
compreferred
the
battle
after
be
is
to
vancement
British
The
It is on Broadway for a special
plained of low visibility, but this run of four weeks at the Central wealth of a family with youngsters
film shows the German ships were theatre.
The reason for that may to clamber on one's knee and tiny
against the light, though their com- be that the Strand, which is the hands and Angers to muss one's hair.
wind,
the
As a picture the feature will stand
figured
have
may
mander
First National franchise house, dewould blow obscuring smoke toward cided not te, run the picture, or per- as one of those productions that can
handled either on a sensational
be
was
not
it
case
the British. In any
haps it may run it after the Broadlong before Sir John R. Jelllcoc way flin has created a vogue for It. scale—a sort of "Where Are My
idea or Just as a feaChildren?"
all
with
British commander-in-chief,
This seems rather doubtful, because
the dreadnoughts, goth the range, the Central is only a* stone's throw ture that Is slightly above the usual
Either
features.
program
run
of
_ and Seheer. the German commanderfrom the Strand and the most direct way the picture is going to have its
in-chief, withdrew behind a smoke opposition to the big house.
office.
effect
at
box
the
screen through which he sent his
The picture seems to have been
The Leroy Scott story. "Mother
destroyers to attack the British line. chopped all to pieces as far as the
This torpedo attack occurred after last 1,500 feet are concerned. The Love," was adapted to the screen by
seven that evening. The film quits fore part of the story is one of the author, and Reginald Barker was
tho directing force behind the fllmhere, merely stating Jellicoe moved
those sweet little Cinderella tales, Izatlon, and because of that "Povto 'avoid this attack. Skipping sevsomewhat
of the "Irene" type, that erty of Riches'* carries the brand
the
eral hours, it states that in
ended when the hero marries the "A Reginald Barker Production" of
Germans slipped is
the
morning
little heroine, but in addition to this Goldwyn release.
through the whole British fleet into
a
couple
of thousand feet have been
Ordinarily handled, the picture
This is the first
Wllhelmshaven.
tacked on that are totally unneeded. would have been just a program featime we have ever seen It implied
It carries the story along after ture, but the manner in which the
that the British fleet got between
the marriage of the girl and tho usual clinch is avoided at the finish,
the German fleet and its refuge at
Wllhelmshaven at any time during wealthy hero, and ft is clipped in I and the fact that the ending is not
sections
with the titles carrying the a happy one, pulls this from the rut
this battle.
The Helgoland strongyarn.
Incidentally that titling re- of regular releases. Both story and
hold Isn't shown in this film. Getflects credit on John Gray.
.
direction are exceptional In those
ting anywhere near it would have
"Molly O" has the name role two particulars.
been difficult work for the British.
played
by
Mabel
Richard Dlx and Leatrice Joy,
Normand,
who
is
Meanwhile* what really happened
during those several hours skipped the daughter of a Tad family in a who play the leads, are first shown
big
town.
Her
children of about six years of
dad
as
day
is
a
laborer,
in the film?
If memory serves
age, boy and girl sweethearts. A
-correctly,
the Marlborough was ma takes in washing to help along
brief prolog is employed for this
the
cause,
Jim
and
Smith
has
torpedoed
and Jelllcoe's moveon
ment was a "strategic withdraw- been picked to be Molly's hubby. purpose. Then they are shown her
He Is a husky who works In the the day the heroine celebrates
al" to th
north, which carried
twenty-first
birthday.
On
the
same
the great dreadnoughts far out same ditch with dad. Molly, howday the hero Is Informed of his proi- touch.
Concerning this move- ever, has other ideas, and she man- motion In the iron works the proment briefs have been filed both by ages to capture the wealthiest young motion
that the pair have been waitbachelor
in
town.
He
is
a
doctor,
British and American experts that
ran in tone all the way from the and they meet in a tenement where ing for that they might marry. With
the
promotion
there comes the adthere
is
an
infant
111.
He
takes
her
bitter to tho derisive. Both British
and American critics have accused home In his car, and a few Sundays vice of the office manager that a
young
man
owes
It to himself to put
later
they
meet
in
church.
He
again
running away.
Jellicoe
of
An
American flag officer told this writer takes her home and stays to Sun- up a front, appear a success if it
the wrong side got the better of the day dinner. Yes, a regular boiled takes his last penny, and the world
will believe that he Is successful.
battle.
Right here is where, and one!
After it Is all over, dad fells the The hero takes this as his creed, and
certainly as a result of. this movealthough
his wife wishes for chilwealthy
young doc that he has been
ment Jellicoe lost supreme command
trying to raise a respectable family dren to liven up their home, his attiand Beatty succeeded to it.
tude
Is
that
they must wait until
and
that he'll be Just as well satisPlenty has been said In defense
they are on Easy Street.
of Jellicoe. He preferred to keep all fied if doc will forget the address.
When
that
time Anally does arBut the church is giving a charity
that stood between the British emrive some four or Ave years later the
pire and defeat in being as a poten- ball, and Molly steps in at the
wife
Is
Injured
In an auto srn^sh-up,
tial menace, but if he had sailed in proper moment to lead the march
and won, the war would have been with the young Prince (who Is the and as a result of her Injuries the
possibility
of
family is denied her.
a
measurably nearer an end, the doc) In place of the girl he is enRunning parallel with the pictured
frightful issue decided two years gaged to. The latter, who has been
life of this pair of people is that of
earlier than it was.
out on the balcony spooning with
As noted, the film did not picture her. real love and has missed the another, the husband being a fellow
They have two children,
this debatable maneuvre. It draws cue for the march, breaks off the employe.
a veil over it It ends with a picture engagement then and there, and and while they are not quite as maof the King and an insert of his Molly steps right In. But when she terially successful, their existence Is
message to Jellicoe, in which he de- gets home that night dad is waiting the happier in the end. The conclares the Germans avoided the for her with a strap and turns her trast Is skilfully drawn and effecbattle they had long prayed for, and out. She then turns to the doc, who tively shown on the screen.
The combination of Richard Dix
so for purposes of propaganda the marries her that night
and Leatrice Joy in the leading roles
impression is perfectly created that
That logically should have been is a happy one. Dix has a leading
the handling of the British Grand the finish of
the picture, but the role, which Is almost a heavy, and
Fleet was all that it should be. From producer thought
a few thrills were therefore a difficult one for him, but
the King's statement it is lnferen- needed, and
he padded out a few he comes through with flying colors.
tlally evident why the Germans so airship
scenes and a couple of coun- Miss Joy is really a delight and
criticised their own commander for try club
bits and little things like acquits herself nobly. She has one
failing to press the German adthat They weren't necessary at all, of those speaking faces that are cervantage.
but they place tho picture In the tain of success on the screen. John
Furthermore, two more Interest- class of the big Drury
Lane mellere, Bowers and Louise Lovely have the
ing points are left unexplained by
and as such will help the box office roles of the "other couple," hanthis film. The Germans picked up
angle in the factory and tenement dling them skilfully.
British survivors after the contact
neighborhoods.
The balance of the cast Is adein which
the smoke screen was
For the big houses it will be en- quate and the photography and
used. In the Skagerack, far to the
tertaining at that, for Mabel Nor- lightings excellent.
Fred.
north, German ships were sighted
mand does manage to get to the authe following morning, June 1, by
dience, for the role in the first part
Danish lookouts. All this hr.s been
of the picture has lost none of the
taken as presumptive evidence that
Duke Travis
Buck Jon«»»
charm that the Cinderella theme Bess Lynne
Ruth Rcnlck
the Germans followed
e British ever has had.
Harold Lynne
Wm. Buckley
all night and that Jellicoe retreated
Stinson
Arthur
Carew
F. Richard Jones, who directed Bill llarli.sa
before them to the north, but the
James Farley

ming a home-made

—

|
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BAR NOTHIN*

'.'

film neither assert:- nor denies this. "Mickey," is likewise responsible for
A poach of a Western, Fox prodFor purposes of propaganda this "Molly O." There Is nothing to rave
s all right— in England.
In Eng- about In direction in this picture uct Ktarrlng Puck Jones, running
land it is necessary to present that and the photography hasn't a chance 4.300 feet and every foot worth
Point of view; but in this country for medals, but the picture will Ret while. Tho story Is by Jack StrumFred.
the exact truth, or nothing, should patronage.
wasacr and Clyde C. Westover, and
be presented, particularly in a thethe scenario by the former. Edward
atre.
Sedgwick directed. Jones himself,
The exact truth because this
country la governed by popular
with his faculty for seeming the real
vote; theatres and pictures form the nii'l MvCJrow
William Prsmond thing rather than an actor, stars
opinions that direct those votes, and !'•»: K>' Hughe*
Virginia Brown Fa re for a fact, and the whole support
Doris Pawn pleased, Ruth Renick and Buckley
" they are wrongly directed, the Kilorn Graham
Rosemary Th«*hy particularly, which Is one way of
country will suffer. The truth makes Nlta d*» Carina
Joseph J. D»wlinK
James Mctiraw
i.icn free.
It creates an intelligent
Wi Ilium I*awr<-nce saying Arthur Carcw was a satisFrancisco Luzuru
•>ody politic.
Kmmctt C King factory heavy.
It lessens mob rule.
Howard Graham
Jack Richardson
Am>s Rnwson
The Lynnes have a valuable ranch
Lccd.
Obadiah Brrnnan
William J. Pyer which dishonest cattle people want.
Bert Llndley
Micah Hlajrin*
"Possession.'' a French production, Colonel (iatoi
But
rough and ready Duko comes
tScorge Stanley
made by Louis Mcrcanton in Paris Captain Farley
Vernon Snlvelcy to their rescue as foreman, sells
and distributed* T5y Robertson-Cole,
their cattle, only to be lassoed and
is founded
This Metro with William Des- dragped to the desert. Meanwhile,
on Anthony Hope's novel,
mond at the Rialto is a first-rate t'-r girl Is persuaded he has run off

FIGHTIN*

MAD

I

Is

j

the

ex-presldent's

efforts to
to steal

back his leadership and
girl

without giving the "old

win
the

man" a

look-in.

With the aid of his mule and a
trick horse. Mix does a number of
clever feats of horsemanship in the
circus, is selected by the girl's father as the leader of his army bent
on his restoration to the presidency,
and Mix goes through a series of

LADIES MUST LIVE

.

POVERTY OF RICHES

He

guitar.

literally kicked off the place by the
owner, taking with him his trick
mule.
Joining a circus, he once
more meets tho daughter of the deposed president of the aforesaid
country, her father and her fiance,
th latter a villain plotting to defeat

and romantic escapades before winning out for father and
leading the girl to "the old hitching;
thrilling

post"

Viewed from the standpoint of

William Mong burlesque, the feature Is very laugh*
J/ck McDonald able, but there is a possibility that
Mareia Manon Mix's
admirers may resent his own
Arnold Gregg
refusal to take himself seriously. In

Max

Bleeker
The Butler

Nancy
Ned Klegg

Bearing In mind this

Is

a May- which event the experiment might
react on his future "dead straight***

flower production, written and directed by George Loane Tucker,
based on a novel by Alice Duer Milaccepted for distribution by
ler,
Paramount and shown at the Rlvoli,
it Is undoubtedly the worst production offered the first run public in

productions.
The cast, production, direction and
lighting are on a par with Mix'sj
other feature presentations. Joto.

HUSH MONEY

many a moon.

It takes an inter.J
Alice Bra4?
time are you quite sure what it is Alex. Murray
George Fawcett
Lawrence Waaat
all about, and It never proves its Bert Van Vleit
Bishop
Deema
Harry
Benbasn
Mr.
point.
apprehended
dimly
Tucker, perhaps, had a moral in
dramatically
story
Telling
mind.
a
"Hush Money" is a Realart pro*
is what screen productions should ductlon, written by Samuel Merwin,
do.
What this picture might have one of the leading short story writhad Is a fashion display, but now ers of the day, and directed by,
that it is released all its fashions Charles Malgne. It is a light story,
are out of date. Besides, the gowns but- an Interesting vehicle for Alice
are too low cut and in very bad Brady, who wears some beautiful
taste.
clothes and has an opportunity to
What the production has is a prove that she can handle sentU
cast Betty Compson is named as mental comedy neatly and convincstar, but is lost in the shuffle, first ingly.
honors going to Leatrice Joy. A
The real star, however. Is George)
minor characterization of an old Fawcett, who has a part made to
roue always trying to buy women order for his peculiar gifts as a
was superbly realised by Snlts Ed- character old man. Fawcett, who
wards, and the rest of the troupers stands alongside Theodore Roberta
aro treated fairly enough when you In the portraiture of this type, plays
say they did adequately with the one of those grouchy old boys whose
absurdly conceived parts handed
bark is worse than his bite, and who
them. Whatever Mra Miller wrote,] always comes around after his
It Is doubtful her book is so full of tirades to agree that he is In the
caricature as this picture, which as- wrong and begs forgiveness.
His
sumes society is made up of a lot part as the rich banker is an espebf people who think of nothing but cially sympathetic and amusing one*
This is the and he gets all there Is in It.
profitable marriages.
general assumption In "Ladles Must
The cast Is small and the story?
Live," but the story of it as told in told simply and straightforwardly*
the press book differs from the hel- but the production has been hanterskelter tale told on the screen, dled
painstakingly.
The backarguing there 'as an orgy In the grounds, most of them interiors in
cutting room.
the heroine's luxurious home, are
We see a little shop girt helped unostentatiously rich but still conwith $1,000 by the wealthy Lincourt vincing. The usual studio attempts
She Is contrasted with poor little to picture modern palaces of the]
Nell, who is sent to Jail because a wealthy look Just what they are, a
man buys her a square meal. Once make-believe film setting. These
out, she gets a job as kitchen maid, look real.
The whole production
but is pestered by the butler. The has the air of genuine elegance. The)
undergardener loves her, but re- acting is natural, easy and appro*
fuses her, so she drowns herself. priate to the ensemble.
The body Is carriedrinto the living
The story has to do with the adroom and the scrubwoman points at ventures of Evelyn Murray, daughall the well dressed women stand- ter of a sort of J. Pierpont. Driving
ing about and delivers herself of a In the city with- her fiance, she runs
Taking over a waif named "Pipe" McGuiro.
series of moral precepts.
these to heart these silk-gowned The .man insists that she run away
forth- and avoid arrest. She consents, but
thing
ladles all do the right
with. Before the tragedy an aero- a garage mechanic learns what has
from happened and blackmails her fa*
men
two
plane has brought
the clouds to the house party.
ther.
The newspapers report that
so "Pipe** has been taxen to the hospiwealthy,
presumably
Both are
the women set their traps for them. tal badly hurt, but father forbids her
On* of them is a roughneck, so to go to his aid, as she wants to do.
grabs the lady he wants and rushes Father has contributed a large sum
off with her in a motor, followed -by to a church memorial to be devoted
Anthony and Christine. Anthony's to settlement work, and Bishop
idea Is, of course, to prevent "the Deems preaches a sermon on social
worst," but he has hard luck and service and the selfishness of the
ends up by having to spend the rich, while stirs Evelyn's conscience.
night in a mountain shack alone
She appeals to the bishop with her
At this point troubled conscience, and he recomwith Christine.
alarmed exhibitors Will catch their mends that she go to tho hospital
breath but no! The two come out and do what she can for her uninas pure as they went in. In fact, tentional victim. Father learns of
there is enough purity in this film to this development and berates her.
suit a woman censor in Kansas-* So does Bert, the nance.
Evelyn
more than that, it is convincing. breaks her engagement and runs
Who in this moral republic has sunk away from home, taking refuge with
to low as not to believe that he (if the bishop and devoting herself to
he's a he) and she (If she's a she helping "Pipe" through his illness.
and beautiful as Betty Compson) For this the 'tanker revokes his gift
would triumph over the promptings to the memorial.
of evil If misfortune gripped them
Crusty old father misses the girl
as It gripped these two young and sadly and appeals to the bishop to
noble souls In "Ladies Must Live." find and restore her to his lonely
However, while this picture may home, but Evelyn holds out until
not suit the sophisticated, .it Is well dad comes to her terms, which are
to remember New York is not all that he reinstate the gift to the
America. In a country where novels church (more hush money) and live
by Harold Bell Wright sell to a mil- more unselfishly. Bert is also relion, "Ladies Must Live" may still established as betrothed on condimake money and the backwoods tion that he receive "Pipe" Into the
wonder what it's all abcut and if family and be more human there"8assicty" people are really like after. All of which makes a satisLccd.
that.
factory ending, with the Lady
Bountiful In the middle of the picture and dad, the benevolent Santa,
Claus, looking on.
Rush.
TTank Shrrman
Tox Mix
(tlnrla Ciomez
Eva Novak
Manual Garcia
Sid Jordan
The Cosmopolitan is making "Just
Eedro Sai-hrt
Edwin Brady Around the Corner" with Frances
Eincliuno (Jouicz
Hector Sumo
Marlon directing.
Her husband,
In T*>m Mix's latent Fox produc- Fred C. Thompson, is in the car^t.
tion, directed by Sedgwick, he per- Also Margaret Seddon, Lewis Sar-

minable time to get started, at no Evelyn Murray
i

—

—

ROUGH DIAMOND

petrates what

is

tantamount to a gent,

Slgrld

Holmwqulst,

Edward

The Cosmopolitan's proburlesque on his usual "Western" Phillips.
duction of "Walllngford" will be
stuff. Although done seriously, with
the week of
shown
simultaneously
facetious
satirical,
it
sub-titles,
amounts to a take-off on the hack- Dec. 4 at Rialto and Rivoli, New
neyed plot of the gallant hero of the York.
"Prisoner of Zemin" type who capCharles Dana Cibson, the artist
tures a throne and restores its former occupant to the highest olflce in and proprietor of "Life," is going
tho lnnd. thereby winning for him- into film production. He has a oneself the beautiful princess.
In thin teller consisting of amusing sayinstance the mythical country is ings from "Life," drawings of the
called l.mgravia and Is palpably Cib.son girl and views of Mrs. Gibmeant for Mexico, with its revolu- son, the original. MrS. Gibson 1*
one of the I^anghorne girls and a
tions and counter-revolutions.
It opens showing Mix working on sister of Lady Aster.
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WITH BERLIN FOREIGN CENTER;

FAMOUS SHUFFLING DIRECTORS
To Educate Americans There and Germans Here
LubiUch and Negri Due—De Milles and Stanlaws
Going

—Advantages of Interchange

ANKLE PINCHER

SYRACUSE PINCHED
Women

cate American directors abroad and
foreign directors here.
Ernst Lubitsch and Pola Negri sail for this
country Jan. 1. Both De Milles,
Penrhyn Stanlaws and other Paramount directors are going ope by

police to stamp out the assaulting
women in Syracuse picture
of

houses by men operating under
Arena,
cover of the darkness.
who was first arrested last August
after one of his assaults, now conone to Europe to make productions
fesses he escaped prosecution at
there. By this program it is hoped
that time by the tendering of a $25
to interweave the best of both sysbribe to the object of his attack.

tems into one.

The woman

Artistically foreign pictures have
to recommend them, and if

much

Americans can absorb German ideas
of picture making, it is felt American productions will Improve to
such an extent that their domination of the world market will be assured.
But Germans have even
more, from the world market standpoint, to learn here than our directors can get there. This is demonstrated by the selling power in this
country of the German productions.
"The Golem," for example, has
followed in the trail of its predecessors. X hit in New York, it has
flopped in out-of-town territory.
This was true also of "Passion,"
"Deception"
and "Caligarl," all
sponsored by different companies.

later

flAX

WARREN'S LATEST IN
FRISCO ENVIRONS
With Requisite Capital He
Start New Concern
San Francisco. Not.

MAYER DIE8

Mayer, manager In Los Angeles for J. E. Brulatour for the sale
of Kistman raw stock on the coast,
died in Los Angeles, Nov. 18, aged
He is survived by his widow.
65.

Sam

will

21.

P. B. Warren Is here in the interests of his new releasing organ-

He was a brother of Leo Mayer the
sporting man, who left for the coast
immediately on receipt of the wire.
Adelaide Denk, Brulatour'e secretary* has gone to Lot) Angeles to
assume Mayer's duties until a successor can be appointed.

He arrived on Sunday and
has been In conference with a number of local bankers regarding the
financing of the production units for
his proposition. The plan is to make

BUFFALO CRITERION

productions at the new San Mateo
He intends to distribute
studios.
from San Francisco, not New York.
It seems certain that San Francisco capital will be available for
the proposition as local financiers
have long been anxious to attract

Acquired by Walker Hays of

ization.

After testing out French and EngIN
as a home for a foreign
production studio. Famous Players
has finally concentrated on Germany
as the most advantageous center for
European activity. Al Kaufman has City to Protect
in Picspent practically a year in Berlin
ture Houses
completing local arrangements designed to play a part in Famous'
Syracuse, N. T., Nov. 23.
general scheme.
Arrest of Pasquale Arena for a
This scheme, as already hinted at second time as an "ankle pincher"
In several news leakages, is to eduwill result in a crusade by Syracuse
lish territory

Friday,

was unable to reArena as
her, and

peat her identification o:
the man who assaulted

Arena's case was dropped.
Arena's second arrest occurred at
the System Theatre. It Is charged
that the man made two attacks upon
women. His method of operation
was to permit his overcoat to fall
Then, picking It up,
to the floor.
he grasped the ankle of the woman
sitting next to him. The object of
his attack screamed, and only the
arrival of the police saved the man
from rough handling.

Mitchell

Buffalo. Nov. 23.

picture producing to this territory.

Shea's Criterion, owned by Famthe producing activity for years, but ous Players and operated by the
within the last two years a few com- Shea Amusement Co„ was this week
panies have come north to make sold to Walter Hays, manager of
the Mitchell Mark Enterprises. The
pictures.
If Warren can swing sufficient new owner takes possession Dec. 15.
The
policy is still undecided. Hays
capital here to start producing It
will be easy to bring producers and has admitted the whole building
players to this city, because of the may be given over to offices. The
long period of Inactivity that there d£al involved $500,000.
It has been known that the Crihas been in and about Los Angeles
terion has been in the losing colsince the first of this year.
umn for months, and in fact has
The new Warren sales organiza- scarcely ever turned in a profit.
This was largely due to the fact
tion will get underway In a short
that the house, since 4 going into
time. There are a number of sales„
men and managers under salary to Pictures has never really bean put
Snea will cease operatlbns at
warren personally. For the greater
Warren
the hou ae at he * xplra ,on °' nl "
part the men were identified with
i,
,
f
u5
contract
Exceptional
with
the
the F. B. Warren Corporation, but
Realty Corp., a subsidiary of Famthey have been recently dropped
when the organization was taken ous Players.
over by F. C. Gunning.
,

.
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AGAINST HAM0N FILM

INJUNCTION AGAINST CLOSING

ML

Kansas
Ralph Talbot,
Theatre Owners'

direction

,

of

Albert

Rogell.

Nov.
of

19.

the

ROTATION OF PATHE

Brunet Says Worst of Trade
Depression Is Past
Paths has just completed the flo*
bond Issue, according to a statement from Paul
Brunet of that concern, who detatlon of Its $750,000

clares his belief that the wont of
the depression In the film trade is
over, but the recovery will be slow
until the exhibitor has reduced his
operating costs to a point where
revision of high admission scales
will be practicable.
In connection with the announcement of the bond issue it was stated
that Pathe "quick assets" are more
than 385 per cent, of total liabiliPathe stock Is not traded in
ties.
on any open market, and no financial statement is made public except by underwriters in connection
with new financing, such as in the
present instance.
The bond sale
was handled through Morrill, Lynch
of
New
York.
& Co.
"While we do not look for any
tremendous betterment In general
conditions," said Mr. Brunet, "it is
our opinion that the depression so
far as the exhibitor Is concerned has
Just about hit bottom, and we are
sure to witness a gradual Improvement. That improvement will be

more noticeable

Nov. 2.1.
scheduled to

I.os Angeles,

Jesse Ii. I,asky is
leave here today for New York.

A

circus

mm

arrived in town last

week and decided to take in a legit
show thai evening. He looked over
the

advertisements

and

found

those billed, "The Mad Dog."
"The Silver Fox" and "Re.waro of
He remarked to his wife
Dogs."
that "Gentry's show must have

among

busted up."

Jack Flex Is manager
Lyric, Newark, N. J.

of

the

in localities

where

the exhibitor himself has taken
drastic steps in so adjusting operating costs as to enable him to establish an admission price well within
the buying power of his public.
"When I refer to exhibitors* operating costs I do not refer alone
to film rentals, because the government tax figures have already re-

&

it could not replace the loss of busitorney general of the State to stop
ness many exhibitors have sustained
the showing of the Clara Hamon
during the last three or four
film in the State. The first showing
months.
of the picture in Oklahoma was
"There are today theatre operatgiven *at Brlstow, last Monday. The
mayor of Tulsa, Okla., has forbid- ing costs aggregating a couple of
hundred million dollars annually
den the local showing of the film.
that exhibitors did not find necessary a few years ago. It is the cost
First National Buys Back Texas
of such items that keeps up admisA settlement has been effected sion prices."
between Famous Players and First
National over the Texas franchise
INCREASED
ON FILMS
of First National, which was taken
over from the Hulsey interests in
Paris, Nov. 17.
that State some time ago.
The new tariff on mo zing picture
The matter was adjusted by the films has come into force, fixing an
repurchase by First National of the ad valorem duty of 20 per cent, on
franchise.
all categories.

DUTY

The Star Without
a Failure
J4
/

LEWIS O. SELZNiCK
offers

you

the greatest

Eermanent businas*
uildcrs

in the'

LYRIC PICTURE TAKEN OFF

be
next Sunday "Our Mutual Friend"
This Is a Danish
will be shown.
production of Oickens* story of that

will

New York

BONDS COMPLETED

s

Theae features are being distributed
The name of the F. B. Warren
by Irving M. Lesser and Mike Ro- Corp. has been changed to the Gunsenberg, of Western Pictures Ex- ning Corp.
The concern's venture
ploitation Co., in Los Angeles. They
as an exhibitor at the Lyric with
are in two-reel length.
Want" has not
Men
Do
"What
Reeves was a former Universal proved highly successful thus far.
player and Miss Aye was formerly
The initial production at the Lyric
I*arry Semon's leading lady.
withdrawn th:s week and
Lssky Returning to

/

City,

president

25, 1921

flected a very considerable reducManagers' Astion in film rentals.
Furthermore,
sociation of Oklahoma, has called a
even
though film rentals, as a cost
meeting of that organization for
of operation, were removed entirely,
the purpose of requesting the at-

'

the

Mark Co.

Los Angeles has been the centre of

Vernon, N. T., Nov. 23.
An attempt on the part of Mayor
Elmer L. Kincald to close the Little
Playhouse (pictures) Saturday because of alleged Building Code violations was met with an injunction)
BISHOP DECLINES
obtained by the lessees through Attorney Sydney A. Syme. The inRefuses to Marry Couple Who Have junction, temporary, was issued by
Published Announcement
Supreme Court Justice Young and
Stanlaws Picked
Is returnable on Nov. 29.
In Penrhyn Stanlaws, artist, illusThe license of the theatre expired
Ogdensburg, N. T., Nov. 23.
trator, portrait painter and playRefusal on the part of Bishop OcL 1. The mayor said he did not
wright. Famous officials feel they Joseph J. Conroy to perform the renew it, pending the Investigation
have a comer. He has Just signed ceremony because the bride-to-be is which started after Fire CommisHavey had complained
.a new contract with that organiza- a Protestant prevented the marriage sioner
tion after doing particularly well of Leland Bayley, accountant with about conditions.
The lessees, through President A.
with Betty Compson. His handling the Island Paper Mills at Carthage,
of "The Woman in the Case," an N. Y., and Clarice Miller, pianist in H. Weinberg, claim that they had
old play and an old theme, is par- the orchestra of the Hippodrome, intentions of making the repairs,
but that the mayor failed to call
ticularly pleasing to the organiza- Carthage.
tion as ho has made the story live
The unexpected refusal of the the conference at which details were
through new situations injected. bishop to perform the ceremony to have been none over.
Directors who show promise as he came as a double shock, inasmuch
has during his training "period the as the couple had authorized a
has been only a year and a half at friend to announce their elopement
the game) will be sent abroad for and marriage, and the announcefurther training.
ment had been duly published in
Adolph Zukor says he sees no the newspapers.
tangible production relief from any
The elopement followed the young
He is couple's trip
of the European centers.
j
Syracuse *with
constantly experimenting in the friends for the Colgate-Syracuse
hope of securing something worth game.
Quietly on the following
while, and even when he gets an Monday morning tfiey secured a
feature it marringe license at Carthage and
fort-i^n
occasional
amounts to less than a fraction of then hurried to Lowville, intending
1 per cent, of the entire output of to have the marriage performed by
Famous Players.
the Rev. George L. Mun .y, pastor
"At tho present timo," Mr. Zukor of St. Peter's there.
said, "we are making two producBecause of tho difference of retions 'n Germany under American ligious faiths tho priest declined to
supervision, but my reports indicate act, ad.ising the couple to go to
there is little to hope for in that this city and have the bishop offidirection, as has been the case with ciate. But the Bishop also declined
all foreign picture making."
to tie the knot, in tho meantime the
marriage announcement duly making its appearance.
Reels
Two
in
Cactus Features
The sudden shattering of her roThe "Cactus Features," co-starring
mance has led Miss Miller to leave
Maryoon Aye and Bob Reeves, have
her
for Appleton, Wis., to Join
made four productions t f their father.
Work on the
scheduled eighteen.
fifth picture starts next week under
.

SOLD BY FAMOUS

November

STAR,

name.
Cspitol and "Cnocolats Soldier"
S. I,. Rothafel had only shown a
tabloid version of "The Chocolate
Soldier" at the Capitol one day
when the Shuberts. who arc planning to revive this musical comedy,

requested him to withdraw it. He
substituted "The Geisha," which
The understanding
ran last week
was entirely amicable. Mr. Rothafel
arranged for the Strauss production
before he knew of the Shubert
plans.

THE WAY OF
BY

HEX

DIRECTED

THE MERRIEST

SERIES
w

A MAID

TMfLQP^^

BY W. P.S.IARII

STORY Or TUE YEAR

—

—
Friday,

November
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By Way

Comment

of

FJLM TITLE NUISANCE
cooks, spoil the broth." how much are— no, is— "too many"?
If "too many
the growing nuisance of preliminary
This daffydll query is prompted by
screen footage that an audience has to sit through before the picture
'em.
Count
njay begins.
First semes an Introductory strip, an
Neighborhood
that the screening Is "A
prvia this there are 14 distinct steps
)-wit:

The

title

of the play,

name

animated cartoon nerving notice
Theatre Co., Inc., presentation."

before the play actually begins,
of the star, name of the producer,

company, name of the author, name of the
Irector, name of the scenario writer, name of the cameraman, name
of
the employe who edited the film and wrote
the art director, name
the titles, a necessary record that the New York State Censor Commishas psychoanalysed the picture and found it reasonably legal,
together with a license number, the fact that the National Board of
Review has also put the stamp of approval on it and Anally a rod or
two of "lead title" setting forth in print the precept and moral of
otme of the distributing

among the

And that
*

isn't

all.

Once the picture

starts

of cities killed In

manner, of which Syracuse. N.
the howling example.
The
others are Baltimore and Atlantic
City, with Washington standing an
excellent chance of being doomed in
this

V.,

A

INCE FILM

MARION D AVIES BETTER

TO PLAY

Is

the same manner unless the political
transients always at the Capitol
will be the deciding factor In favor
of the try-outs.
The legit business in Syracuse
has dropped to the point where it
la almost nil.
One of the best
known of all legit stars made a miserable showing recently in that
town with a Broadway -rep piece.
The "dog" thing -has- turned the
Empire in that city over to pictures, leaving only the Welting as
tho legit stand.

I

the story.

list
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.

manager

producing

lately

vouchsafed ^fae information that the
day of the "No. 2" company has
pasaed.
While taking the present
season with its unfavorable conditions for his surmise, and admitting It, he still stated that as an
extensive producer with a large list

and the audience gets of numbers up to 7 of the originals
on his past career, that the hinterland will not again pay for any-

Interested in its action the play is constantly being interrupted by the
distracting breaks of long titles, so elaborate that they have to be
aide In type so small they cannot be read from the back rows of an

thing but the original cast. It is
neighborhood theatre. No one argues against brk f titles neces- cheaper in view of the, present situation, he said, to send out the origsary to clarify the action, but the Intrusion of a title writer's comedy or
inal and get some money than to
philosophizing upon the attention of an audience is a gross impertinence.
slip ovr- the No. 2 to empty seats.
Presently unless someone checks the tendency there won't be any room
The record of the road in the
left for the pantomimic action of the play and the title man will have
legitimate this season is that only
the screen to himself.
a guaranteed value in the name of
a player or play and at a reasonable
The theatre ushers appear to be the only group In the fifth greatest scale gets any real money through
Industry (except the fans) who don't get any personal exploitation out the box office.
This Is an Injustice to an earnest, sincere and hard
ef the business.
working class of artisans. Why do exhibitors allow this waste of time
and film footage when it Is important for them to pack as much entertainment as possible Into their shows? And furthermore, why does
everybody concerned In the making of a commercial product struggle
to hook his moniker to some of the output? Which leads to the anecdote:

"ejfftJnary

Star Narrowly
capes Pneumonia

International's

LEGIT
Show

THEATRE ROUTE

Marlon Davies wanted to
to the International's studio

)<

Esturn

Tues-

Have Musical Revue day, but her physicians forbade it.
The doctor's disagreed with tho Inas Added Attraction
ternational's star as to the precise
to

stage of her recovery.

Miss

Bookings have been completed
for an Immediate tour of tho Southern states in which the picture "The
Girl of Taradlse," featuring Enid
Markey and Willard Mack, an Ince
production, will be presented in
elaborate form In the legitimate

Davies

narrowly

escaped

pneumonia

last week when a temperature of over 104 developed oa
Wednesday night following her return from the studio, where she had
gone to work, though not feeling
well that same morning.
Prompt
theatres.
In addition to the film, medical attendance averted the
threatened
danger.
Miss
Davies
the "Hello Hawaii" revue will be
shown with special scenery, cos- will probably be able to leave the
house
before
the
week
Is out.
tumes and such. Tho production is
going forth under the direction of
KEEFE TAKES
MOORE
Jack Darrell, and will be routed as
a first-class theatro attraction exLos Angeles, Nov. 23<
clusively.
William Keefe. formerly with GrifThe tour begins early in December fith and more lately interested la
and will include the principal cities independent production, has placed
below the Mason and Dixon line. Tom Moore under contract Moore
The presenting company will In- was one of the Goldwyn stars until
clude
native
Hawaiian singers, recently.
dancers and musicians.
Keefe plans an Independent pro*
ducing unit for him and will start
on production within a short time*
CHET WITHEY'S
Los Angeles, Nov. 23.
Ksnn Connects With Goldwyn
Chet Withey Is about to organize
his own producing unit.
He will George E. Kann, who has* occustart work on the active organisa- pied a number of Important posts
tion of the company as soon as he with Universal since 1918, has been
completes the direction of his pres- engaged as foreign sales manager
ent contract with Katharine Mac- for Goldwyn, entering upon bia
Donald whom he is now directing.
new dutlea Jan. 1.

TOM

OWH

•

f

The late Shop Friedman was an able newspaper man and a hardIt is related of him that when
boiled executive of the editorial desk.
York Journal one of his bright young
he was city editor of a
reporters handed him an elaborately written article with the timid suggestion, "Mr. Friedman, I think I ought to be allowed to sign this."
Under city room discipline this is treason, insubordination and unbecomShep snarled and the young reporter shrank away. Later
ing conduct.

New

oa Friedman read the

first

two pages

and roared for the
a good mind to make

of the copy

reporter, growling when he appeared, "Smith, I've
you sign this."

LOWELL SHERMAN AND NOTORIETY
The appearance of Lowell Sherman on Broadway In person in "Tho
Man's Name," an A. H. Woods production, and in the Mack Sennett
feature picture, "Molly O," are representative of two distinct types of
-showmanship with tho legitimate producer as the winner. Woods irregardless of the undesirable publicity Sherman received through his connection with the Ar buckle case engaged him for the play, as Woods

knew Sherman waa an actor and as such would carry himself through.
The picture people tried to cut Sherman' out of the picture as far as
they could, and eliminated him from all of the advertising matter In
connection with the

i

f
'

•

film.

Monday night of last week when Sherman made his appearance on
the stage of the Republic, New York, he received a tremendous ovation
in front of the house.
It gave the insiders a line on public
sentiment in regard to the Arbuckle matter that was a surprise to a
great number of people.
Saturday night at the Central, when "Molly
O" was first shown, there was another tremendous round of applause
when Sherman made his first appearance on the soreen.

from those

Ths Woods play with several strong openings against it drew $600
•n the opening night and built up slightly but steadily as the week went
en, reaching almost $2,000 on the day Saturday with matinee and night
performance.
The gross on the week with seven performances was
about $4,760. Sunday "Molly O," after the opening on Saturday, did a
fair business in the afternoon, and at night there was a tumaway done
with the overflow from the Strand with "The Three Musketeers."

Man Who Made
"The Miracle Man"
The

GEORGE
LOANE
TUCKER

Made
"Ladies Must Li ve"
two years the world
FOR
has been waiting for another production from George
Loane Tucker.

Here

it

is at
since

last*— his

only

"The Miracle
Man," with a theme as powerful and as universal, with
the same tug at the heartpicture

strings.

George Loane Tucker is dead,
"Ladies Must Live" was his
last picture.

On

two

pictures

—

"The

/?

Miracle Man" and "Ladies
Must Live" his reputation
rests. These two are lasting,

—

monuments

living

to

The

something more than marionettes, is
evident. 'Indies Must Live* is many
degrees better than most of the pictures you are likely to see in any
weason." New York Timet.

his

memory.

ROAD DEMANDS BWAY SHOWS
(Continued from page

known producers are available,
they will not be accepted. Bookings
this fall have brought poor offerings
into town so often that the public
has turned against the box office.
Recently Variety stated a new show
trying out lost $2,500 on the week
for the house.
The reference was
to Baltimore.
John O. Lambdin, dramatic editor
of the Baltimore "Sun." In his Sunday column, explained the situation
from the playgoer' a standpoint admonished managers against abusing
Baltimore, which is nearing a population of 1,000,000.
He wrote: "It
is only when we are treated to dogtown shows that we become resentwell

and justly so. As
fact the failure of so

ful,

a matter of
is

duo en-

tirely to their quality.
"It is not that Baltimoreans

are
deserting tho drama, but that thoy
are refusing to spend money on unknown plays, that are being produced with unknown casts by producers lhat have no established reputation and of whom they know
absolutely nothing.
Itultimore is a
grown up town in which there lives
a perfectly sophisticated, trained
and highly specialized theatrc-goinK
Public, yet it has been treated (and
rather too consistently it may be
**i<l) like Stamford or Wilmington
or any one of the tryout cities where

x

plays hastily thrown together arc
put on for a night or two.
"What we want in Baltimore is
plays that are ready for Broadway,
not mere laboratory experiments.
We have passed the New Haven,
Stamford stage.
Better a 'dark'
theatre a thousand times than an
experiment."
The writer mentioned a number of
plays which drew big patronage. It
is not alono plays which have already made a reputation in New
York that are pleaded for, but the
aim of the managements appears to
be for attractions which have been
whipped into some kind of shape be"The
fore a "cold" opening here.

Love
many shows main

on the road this season

1)

Letter," though

it did not relong on Broadway, drew over

$18,000 here. Last week with •Kikl"
equal, if not better business was enJoyed. Plays which came hero from

New York and were strongly supported include "The Merry Widow"
and "Tickle Me."
The

"dog towns" of tho show
have been killed off as
profitable stands for legitimate attractions. That seems to be admitted
by producing managers of
Broadway who only accept Long
Branch and Asbury Park through
theirs being a summer population.
Even Stamford. Conn, is included
business

1

Critics Said:

"All of Mr. Tucker's power to put
life on the screen, to make his people

The crowds flocked to see
'The Miracle Man."
Now
watch them flock to see "Ladies Must Live."

"Unquestionably forceful.

draw the

It will

is a subject which
people talk. Nora Flannagan's story (in 'Ladies Must Live')
will be retold as long as the world
turns round." New York Telegraph.

will

people. It

make

MAYFLOWER PHOTOPLAY

CORP.

Presents

George Loane Tucker's
Production

"Ladies Must Live"
with

BETTY COMPSON
Based on the Novel by Alice Duer Miller

(X (paramount Qicture
fi FAMOI >8

PLAYfc R8 IASKY

CORPORATION

1

PICTURES
ANDERSON ACTIVE

EXPLOITING SPECIALS BY LOSING B:G

SUMS

IN LEGIT

HOUSES CONDEMNED

In Letter to Variety Leo A. Landau of Milwaukee MARION DAVES' FAN
Alhambra Suggest* Exhibitors Advise Public
OPENS NEW GRANADA
Specials at Legit Prices Will Later Be Shown at
Picture House Scale Asserts Big Picture Houses San Francisco's Latest Picture
Could Make as Much Even as a Successful ShowPalace Gets Under Way
ing at Legit Sale for Producers with Specials

In a letter to Variety Leo A. Lan- except at regular legitimate house
managlng director of the prices.
With this advertising still fresh
Milwaukee, protests
against the practice of showing big In the memory of the public that
production was shown In all
samo
prices
legit
specials at high
at
house*. He declares they lose any- the motion picture houses throughwhere from $100,000 to $200,000, and out the country at GO cents admisthat this loss is later charged off to sion or less. How can the public
be expected to believe the next big
the exhibitor aa exploitation.
Ha declares the pictures could production that comes out and adlake as much money as possible at vertises on the same basis? And is
regular prices at regular picture it fair to the exhibitor that plays
all the other productions of a prohouses.
ducing company to withhold from
His letter follows:
him the big feature and play it in speechmaking.
Milwaukee, Nov. 19.
The Marlon Da vies feature, "EnEditor Variety:
a legitimate house?
I have read with great interest
My advice to the motion picture chantment.** was selected aa the star
item
of the initial program.
the comment in Variety relative to houses throughout the country and
The Granada can seat comfortably
the telegram I sent you about the in the small towns, too, Is: Whenbusiness done here by "Over the ever one of these so-called big pro- 3,200 on two floors, half in the balBill."
ductions plays In a legitimate the- cony, which also includes the loges,
I would like to answer a few atre, they group together and ad- comprising approximately half of
things in it First of all let me tell vertise to the public over their sig- the space. The construction is of
Mission
architecture
you that "Over the Hill" did over natures calling attention to the fact the early
$16,000 here the second week of Its that every so-called "tremendous" mingled with Moorish and Spanish
run, which is $2,000 more than the photoplay feature that has ever design, and for beauty excels any
figure you quote as having been opened at legitimate house prices theatre in the west.
The house is equipped with the
done the .second week at the Astor has afterwards played at regular
largest stage in San Francisco, with
theatre in New York with "Theo- motion picture prices.
depth of 62 feet. The lighting
a
dora." If I Quoted $10,000 as having
In other words, if the producer is
bean done the first week by "Theo- going to Ight the regular motion system is controlled by the largest
switchboard of its kind It. the west,
dora** it must have been a typo- picture exhibitor with the big picgraphical error. What I meant to ture in a legitimate house now and with Its fixtures at a cost of $86,000,
quote in the telegram was $18,000, then, I hold that the exhibitors each fixture having four color cirand even at that figure we exceeded ought to group together and fight cuits of lights, each circuit having
dimmers to control their brilliance,
here in Milwaukee their first week that producer when he plays that
superb effects thus being possible
on Broadway.
big picture, letting the public know]
in every r-art of the house. A house
You say that account Is not taken what probably will happen with] staff
of over 100 Is employed aa an
•f the picture houses that cannot that picture afterwards, and furoperating force.
do $20,000 gross.
thermore, in these times the public
The organ has pipes ranging from
In reply I wish to state that In usually is no^- inclined to pay $1
12 feet In length down to the size
almost every city In the United and $1.50 for a motion picture.
of a lead pencil, with 15 miles of
States the size of Milwaukee and
Offers Facts
electric wire in their connections.
aven in some smaller cities there is
Oliver Wallace is the organist,
As I stated above, there is nothit motion picture theatre considering to prevent the producer from one of the greatest interpreting
ably larger than the Alhambra the- r^ntl
a legitic
house and play- artiste that the screen haa ever
atre of Milwaukee, and capable of
ing it there with a tremendous loss known.
doing $30,000, aa I am sure this
Mayor James Rolph. Jr.. made the
if he chooses to do so, but I know
theatre would have done with the
what I am talking about when I opening address and felicitated San
first week had our seating capacity
complimenting Herbert
Francisco,
say that theatres like the Alhamfeeen 50 per cent larger.
bra In Milwaukee, the Chicago the- L. Rothchtld. Eugene H. Roth and
I do not expect that producers
atre in Chicago, the Newman the- J. A. Partington, the managing di•hall play their big productions' first
atre in Kansas City and others of rectors.
tun In a little village ir a motion the same caibre in other cities can
The opening program was as folplot ure house seating 800 people In
gross more money for a big picture lows:
preference to the legitimate theatre
Unit 1— "Granada March." played
nowadays than the legitimate house
which probably seats a thousand, in that same city.
by Severl and Granada orchestra-

Alhambra,

—

•

do maintain that in cities of
fifty thousand or
over, there is a motion picture house
large enough to take in more money
at a popular admission than the
legitimate house in that same city
woiiul uike In with the same production at $1.60 and $1.00.
i cannot see what difference it
Would make in the argument one
way or another as to what business
the Alhambra theatre did in an
I

two hundred and

week.
Losing $100,000 to $200,000

OrUifi.'trv

have no Idea of conveying that

I

the picture houses should pl_y only
big features; I know well enough
that there are not enoug'u big productions like "Over the 11111" '0
The point
play fifty-two weeks.
that I want to make is Just this:

You know,
know that

I

know and

all

exhibitors

has been the habit for
the producing companies when they
get a big feature to rent a theatre
it

on Broadway in New York and in
the Loop in Chicago, sometimes, and
play their picture for $1.50 and $2.00
top over an extended run and lose
somewhere between $100,000 and
$200,000 In playing the picture that
it up to "exploitation," and then when they sell
same
picture
to a regular mothat
tion picture exhibitor afterwards
they expect him to pay enough more
for that picture to cover this exploitation loss.
You have a vivid example In your

way, and charge

k

Issue today in which you tell what
being done with the picture
Is

"What Do Men Want?" I will venture to Bay that picture would have
done considerably more business at
one of the Broadway motion picture houses.
cnll your attention to a
production that played in
legitimate
theatres
several
months ago, and every one of these
legitimate houses advertised that
|he picture would never be shown
I

also

Griffith

the
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POLITICAL GROUP

Working on Two- Reel Comediee—

Ta Da Featuree
San Francisco, Not. M.
O. If. ("Broncho Billy") Anderson
Is back In San Francisco preparing
to re-enter the moving picture production field, and already haa
started a comedy company at work.
This unit will be headed by Stan
Laurel, and the first picture la to
be called "The Nut."
The company will locate In the
Montague studio here temporarily.
George ("Sootty") Cleethorpe la

MAY

ENTER PATHE WRANGLE
Rumored New Board Members
Will Furnish

6,000,000 Fit.
Paria,

Nov.

15.

The local picture people are still
discussing the dlfferencea which
divide the Societe Pathe Consortium
and the .Pathe Cinema. Charles
Pathe divided his business, concedtechnical director. Walter A. Riv- ing to a financial group the producers, who waa with Anderson aa ing of pictures and to another com*
scenario writer at the Mayer studio pany the manufacture of film stock.
In Los Angeles early this year, haa The conflict is between these two
been engaged to do special continu- groups, the latter reproaching the
San FranclscA Nov. St.
Consortium of having failed ta
The Granada, Saa Francisco's ity work.
Anderson says he Intends to make launch the first issue of stock for
newest and most pretentious picture
i
,
of two .-reel
ree i ,comedies, a a capital of 20,000,000 franca and
1
palace, waa formally opened and * "fT
waa^nTand
westerns and a number falling to justify the increase of
dedicated Thursday night. Nov. 17. " erleis 0f
capital.
of five-reel features.
The entire house was reserved for.
It is now rumored political inthe premiere, over half of the tickets
fluence may be called In to.fill the
having been purchased by the offiplaces of the revoked members of
IN
cials and board of directors of the
the Board of Pathe Consortium,
theatre company. The handling of
Achille Fould, Joseph Denais, Paul
the tickets in this manner elimide Casaagnac, Worth, Jousselln and
nated the free list, incidentally
Xavler de Magallon being menestablishing a precedent for a theationed as uniting a capital of six
tre opening.
The ceremonies atmillion for the purpose.
tending the formal dedication were Justice Guy Refuses to Order
The criticism of the A stock is
most impressive and were without Receiver for 'Blonde Vampire' explained that each share carries
the usual introductions and long
20 votes, whereas 20 shares B stock

—

but

November

Friday,

i

*

BRUENNER WINS

M00ERS RELEASE

are required to record one vote.
In the suit of Allan Rock and
Before the general meeting of
DeSacla Mooers against Herman H. stockholders, reported last week,
Briienner to compel the defendant Charles Pathe made tho following
to release "The Blonde Vampire" declaration
feature, in which Rock claims a 35
"We can give other facts proving
per cent, interest and Mrs. Mooers the role of the Pathe Cinema group
10 per cent, Justice Guy denied the has been to protect shareholders
plaintiffs' motion for r receiver af- of Pathe Consortium against M.
ter the defendant had submitted Ricaud, who unites by a strange
affidavits in opposition to the mo- hazard the position of managing dition maintaining he la the Bole rector of the Banque Industrielle
owner of the picture; thn; the and of Pathe Consortium. I have
plaintiffs are his employes; that he confidence in the experts appointed
had expended $43,952.90 for the pro- by the courts ultimately revealing
duction of the picture; had paid the true conditions. We cannot igRock $200 salary as publicity man nore that the majority obtained tofor 20 weeks, and that their per- day is artificial, and we reserve the
centage interests did not make them right of demanding its cancellation.
tenants in common with the defend- Years ago at a meeting I warned
ant, but represented merely a per- shareholders if they accepted simicentage Interest in the profits that lar proposals they were sanctioning

may accrue.

almost the total loss of the value of
their stock. What I then foreshadowed hapened, and to stockholders
setting forth that despite he had ar- of Pathe Consortium
I can say toranged a pre-release exhibition date day the same thing will happen
at the Broadway theatre. New York, again if those who
demand our
for the feature, Bruenner had re- withdrawal
continue to control the>
fused to release it. Also that Mrs, company."
Rock's reason for the receiver
to hasten the picture's release,

was

Mooers elaborate sartorial display,
fashioned by the most exclusive
dressmakers in

1920,

had since gone

out of style.
Rock continues ho had arranged
an elaborate publicity campaign on
the picture, including the publication of two editions of the novelised
version by Moffat, Yard ft Co.. a
picture version in paper binding by
the International Copyright Bureau,
a song and phonograph recording of
the theme of "The Blonde Vampire"
written by Walter 8canlan, a portrait by Henry Cllve, a sculptured
Unit 2—Pathe News.
As a concrete example for MilWallace, organist, bust and other things, but because
Oliver
S—
Unit
"The Four Horsemen"
waukee,
selections.
with
of the delay in marketing the feaplayed here not so long .ago in a
Unlt 4— Ben Turpin in "Love and ture these stunts have depreciated
legitimate house at high prices. I
in effect
Doughnuts.
am not informed as to exactly how
Unit 5—Glno Severl, violin solo,
much business t-.ey did, but Judging
Ormay at the piano.
a
from the looks of things I would be with Gyula
SAWING" IN PICTURES
Unit 6 Tony Sarg*s shadow film,
willing to wager that the Alhambra
Atlanta, Nov. 28.
First Vamp."
"The
could have played to a bigger gross
Three
companies of the "Sawing
of
Unit 7 "Memories," consisting
business in one week than that
scenes recalling San Francisco's Through a Woman" illusion started
legitimate house played in two
Exhibition, including ensemble and over Southern picture circuits from
this point Monday. The companies
the company that released "The
Unit 8— Marlon Davles In "En came here from New York, where
Four Horsemen" comes around to chantment" as the feature picture.
they were organized and outfitted
us and wants us to buy its other
The admission prices are: Mati- by John F. Coutts. Each 1j carrying
productions.
nees, 80 -40 -50c. and evenings, 85- special exploitation men who wo-k
The motion picture today is not 55-75-90C
up interest In the illusion.
so good that the exhibitor can afThe bookings are arranged on
ford to sit still and let these things
both a flat rental and percentage
be dono under his nose and lay
HARRIS
FILMS
FOR
basis,
NO
with nothing but picture
down and keep quiet abo-. c thorn.
William Harris, Jr., denies that houses being played.
Leo A. Landau.
the rights to "East Is West" for
motion picture purposes have been
SCHWAB NOT INTERESTED
disposed of to D. W. Griffith as
DOUBLE FEATURE VOGUE
Charles M. Schwab, who was reA triple feature bill was the In- was reported in a dually trade sheet ported from the Coast last week the
novation presented at the Rlalto or to anyone else. He also denies backer of a new motion picture
enhave planned to do
this week, where Wm. Diamond in that he may
terprise In Los Angeles, denies he
"Fight In' Mnd," a reissue of Taul- the picture version himself with is identified with the venture
in
Balnter
the
in
loading
role.
Ine Frederick in "Tosca" (cut to Miss
any particular whatsoever.
three reels) and tho "Battle of Jut- as he has no desire to entor the
Representatives
of
the
organizaland" were presented on the same picture producing field.
announcement tion which is to produce the proRegarding
the
program.
ductions under the patent? of Lloyd
Loew's New York has added an from Los Angeles that Miss Balnter Brown, are expected in New York
was
engaged
to a naval officer, the
additional double feature day to the
in about two weeks.
regular weekly program there and Harris office states that it does not
now is presenting two feature at- believe that such Is the case, and
JURY AND A. «P. DEAL
tractions on both Tuesdays and that in the event it is true they
Paris, Nov. 23.
Fridays instead of just the latter have not been advised of it. The
same
rumor
was
prevalent
during
Arthur
Levey, foreign suleH agent
day. This policy hss been in vogue
of
the
run
the
piece
at
for
the
Astor
Associated
Producer*,
Is here
at the house for the past two weeks
two years ago.
negotiating pictures sales.
l[<» renow.
ports he hns closed satisf.-ictorily
New Staff at Strsnd, New York for the Kngllsh rights with WilACCUSES JAPANESE
A new house management has liam Jury.
Seattle, Nov. 23.
hcen installed at the Strand, New
T. Shi ma, a Japanese, was this York. Al Jones, who has been house SUPERSTITION/ FRENCH
„.
.„,
week arrested at the N. P. hotel manager there for a number of
lionecr
Film Corp. has acquired
here upon telegraphic advices from years, resigned two weeks ago and
n dIstrlbution ^'hat is
^° r
.52 as a big
San Francisco. He is accused of Harry Deveys haa replaced him. described
European superbelonging to a gang that has stolen Kirk MeGee is acting uh assistant production,
titled
"Superstition."
$L'G0,000 worth of fltms.
manager.
The picture waa made in France.

—
—

MADE

,

SECOND TIFFANY ACTION
Close on the heels of the $50,000
suit which the Globe Pro-

damage

ductions, Inc., began last week
against the Tiffany Productions,

over the "Peacock Alley" film,
same plaintiff began a new action for a similar sum against Robert Z. Leonard, the director, and
Inc.,

the

Mae Murray

(Mrs. Leonard), alleging breach of a written contract. An
in the suit against Tiffany, the
Globe Productions, inc, sets forth
that one Henry L. Gates, its general
manager, executed a contract with
the defendants February 22 last, affective for a year from April 18.
1921 (which contract was eventually
assigned to the Globe), whereby
Leonard was to direct four pictures
with Miss Murray in the stellar
role.

The defendants were to receive
$200,000 for their year's services,
$12,500 of which was paid March 1,
the balance to be satisfied in instalThe grievance is that they
the Globe employ April 15 without cause. A temporray injunction
is asked for also in addition to the
ments.
|aft

$50,000

j

damages.

The

Globe's suit against Tiffany
Productions, Inc., concerns itself

with "wrongfully inducing" and enticing Mr. Leonard and Miss Murray away from the plaintiff's sorv-

!

ices.

Double Days at New York
The Loew Circuit has inaugurated
a policy at the New York of two
double feature days a week. Until
now Friday was the only day when
two features were shown at that
house.
Hereafter they will be on]
Tuesdays and Fridays.
The double-feature policy doe»
not materially lengthen the running
time of the shows, as nothing else
Is cxhibltod on these days
excepting
the news weekly.
The average running time of two
features and a news pictorial is two j
|
hours, ami ten minutes.

New House

Proposed

Bronx

in

According

to K. Osborne, real esoperator. 3 Kast Burnsido avenue, plans are being formulated for
tno erection of a picture house
seating 1,800, nt 171st street ami
Ogden avenue, High Bridge. Bronx,
The selected site is in closo proxImity to the Bronx entrance of
late,

Washington Bridge
,

'
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NATIONAL SUB-FRANCHISE CONTRACT
WEAPON OF OPPRESSION, SAYS SEN. WALKER
^

t;

scathing Arraignment of the
and a terrific ripping
rtait National

A

Before Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce Slate Senator Attacks Whole
of
by New York
System of Valuing Productions Practiced by J. D. Williams and Organi*t was delivered
g£u Senator Jamea Walker in an
Theatre
Ownzation—Cites
the
First National ExecSpecific Instances
Feist's Objections
before
ress
Chamber of Commerce In the
utives
to
Statement
Attend,
Fail
Invited
Company's
Though
The
Tuesday afternoon.
[otel Astor
their

tf t

sun-franchise

con-

—

ctskm was picked for a get-toFirst Napther on the part of the
Owners of Amerlonal and Theatre
Brandt,
In
an effort Mr. Fiest took exception to several \
by William
settlement of the figure quotations made by the Sen
to bring about a
differences between the two factions. ator.
Theatre Owners
Clause 3
In the case of the
and Famous Players, the discussion
Senator Walker stated that, in his
the
b.
T.
before
differences
the
of
opinion, "the subfranchise contract
a C. brought about an amicable ar- is not v.orth, .he'jjaper it is written
rangement under which F. P. has on. It is inequitable and lacks

**
mutualit y." »*><* ~he~stated that"was
the reason the First National had
day would likewise result in a set- never taken the contract into court.
tlement of the questions in difference What reason, there would he *e been
between the exhibitors' organisa- for so doing he failed to mention
tion and the First National.
at this particular stage of his adThis did not prove to be the case, dress.
the
of
executives
as none of the
The Senator took clause three of
Prior
First National was present.
the contract which provides that
to the meeting a letter was deliv- the sub-franchise holder shall under
ered to Brandt, signed by J. D. the contract accept any
picture
Williams, general manager of the which the First National shall have,
First National, in which the resobe interesting in, distribute, offer to
lution framed and subscribed to at the
exhibitor with such playing
the Chicago meeting of the delegates dates that the organization shall desub-franchise holders, was
of. the
termine and at whatever price they
repeated as the reason for the nonshall fix, and stated that the exhibappearance of, and the refusal by,
itor had by signing the contract "dethe First National executives to be
livered everything to the First Napresent at any investigation of the
tional except his wife and right to
internal affairs of the organization
eternal salvation
to t»e conducted by parties outside
Pointing out the agreement under
of the organization itself.
which the First National took over
The First National sub-franchise the productions of the Associated
delegates in Chicago are reported as
Producers, he stated the exhibitor
having gone on record as against
sub-franchise holder had no "out"
any investigation of the finances of
except to take whatever of those
or its business
the association,
productions First National wanted
msthods by anyone outside of the
to give him at whatever price it saw
association, on the ground it would
fit to determine, and in the event
five competitive organization a line
that it did not want to give him a
on the inside of the business as
production because it was of greater
first National Is conducting it
merit than the regular run of picA printed report of this Chicago tures, First National was at liberty
First National "get together" and
to offer it under the terms of the
the sub-franchise contract as issued
contract In the open market and the
by that organization formed the
opposition could take the picture
basis of the attack which Senator
and the sub-franchise holder would
Walker launched before several hunget the worst of it after he had
dred exhibitors and the trade press
played all the mediocre offerings.
representatives at the Astor meet"We'll Get 'Em"

stec^

lisved

^"^^t^thA^mpJHn^TuMl
a «w the
a mM
nst Tues
ue*"
meeting
by many
**»
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Senator Walker's talk occupied
greater part of the afternoon
the exclusion of the regular buses usually transacted by the T.
Si C. C.
After the reading of the
refusal of the First National executives to be a party to the discusMen before the T. O. C. C, Senator
Walker took the floor and started
With the Chicago "get together" as
the basis of his talk.

Walker's Points

He showed where the delegates
from Eastern Pennsylvania, South
New Jersey and Delaware presented
a complaint at the Chicago meeting
in which 15 specific charges were
made, and stated their charges were
not read at the meeting but were
sidetr ked in the "zone committee
meetings,"

which were held prior

to the open convention. Ho held up
the fact that in order that any sub-

franchise holder might get a readjustment of the pro-rata charges,
made on the individual on the determination of exhibition values of
a picture and a readjustment of the
same, the exhibitor was compelled
to file a complete statement of his
box ofTlee receipts and his expenses
of operating with the First National,
and then it would determine whether
or not It would grant a reduction, or
eventually declare an increase of
the charge basis based on those report a

Senator Walker's most definite
statement during the afternoon was
ns a result of this
exposure of First Nation 1 method*
in the open, within a week or so
"there will be a definite pronouncement that exhibition values are com-

to the effect that,

ing

down," so, that even if First National executives were not present.
the meeting would not be in vain,

would have had the purpose
having done some good for the
r *hibitor
body of the industry.
The only producer representative
'or

it

f those linked with Associated First
KUlonal present was Felix Feist,
•presenting Joseph Schenok, who
leas* s the Norma and Constance
'tiRudKc productions ajul the Buster Keaton comedies through the organization.
During the afternoon

"No matter what happens, whether they come Into the open or not
we'll gt 'em," he announced in tones
that brought cheers from those as-

sembled.
The next point of attack was the
placing of exhibition values on pictures by the organization. The first
Anita Stewart release made by First
National was given an exhibition
value of $350,000, and the exhibitors
playing the picture on the pro-rata
charges made on that basis, according to the Senator, flooded the First
National with complaints because
they could not exhibit the pictures
at the price asked and make money.
He charged that the First National
took no notice of the complaints
and. even after the first year of the
Stewart contract was completed,
continued to place an exhibition
value of the same proportion on the
Stewart productions, atlhough it
had been Informed by Itc exhibitormembers the pictures of this particular star were not a box office
draw.
In making these declarations, Senator Walker asked the trade press
to soften them down as much as
they could as it was not his intention to attack the product of any
producing organization or the drawing powers of

any

star.

MacDonaM Values
Following the statements about
the Stewart productions the Senator

PICTURE WITH JACK JOHNSON
Jack Johnson has been engaged

to

—

—

the Theatre Owners of America
waged against Famous Players, in
which he went from one end of the
country to the other, he in reality
acted as an advance agent for the
First National In their sales campaign for the sub-franchise, but he

had done so unooaamously and much
to his regret.

First National's Statement

On Wednesday -after the publication of the rem:i ka of Senator Wal-

entered on those bearing on the position was as follows:
Katharine. Macttonald pictures which
Advances to producers and
originally had had an exhibition
value of 1 200,000 a production placed
on them. Later in the face of complaints
from
exhibitor-members
against this valuation the First NaExecutive Committee Intional
creased the exhibition value of the
following pictures of this star to
$350,000 per picture.

He

said

certain

Taxes

0151

representations

er8'

of

Commerce,

In

which

1

executive officers, was ananlmously
upheld by the delegate meeting of
our franchise holders in Chicago. As
far as we arc concerned, we
consider this phase of the matter
a
closed incident, as far as a public
discussion goes.

becomes effective until 1945. In
that event the organization holds
the right at any time after June 30,
1923, to "revise, alter or modify in
whatsoever this agree
any respect
"
„
Senator Walker warned the
exhlbItor|S of what he called the
danger of this clause, because, he
said, it gave the company the right
to change the contract so that it
might be made to include any irksome conditions in the event the
executives of the association saw
fit to exact them so that the holder
WO uld have to refuse and then the
company would be able to dispose
f t he franchise elsewhere.

cally

1^

1

"We do

everyone connected with this
industry— whether
exhibitor
orlater,

ganizations, 'trade papers, distributor and producing organizations,
or
other component
parts will
realize that the business as a whole
is not to be helped by destructive
measures and destructive tactics)
that some men find as their only
stock in trade."

—

After this statement was issued
plans were completed at the First
National for the continuance of the
meetings of the executive committee
and the special committee, and the
original franchise holders of the organization at Atlantic City over the

week

.

reorganization of the
,

|

D

offices

Chicago, Nov.

28.

1

.

>

Wednesday.

Another angle of complaint was
raised In the First National ranks
this week, and that came from the
producers of the organization.
It
was stated that they felt that the
committee that was appointed as a
body contained two producer-exhibitor members
of
tha
original franchise holders and that
they could not give unbiased consideration to the needs of the organization because of their interest
ir their own productions.

special,

The special committee comprises
E. V. Richards, New Orleans; Spyros Skouras, St. Louis; Col. Fred

i

star in a five-reel picture, entitled
"The Queen of Sheba." which suc"For His Mother's Sake." to be pro- visit to the big city; in fact, it is ceeded "Over the Hills"
at the
duced by Blaekburn-Valde Pictures,
the first time that he has ever been .Woods', with a two-a-day policy
at the Ideal Studior in Fort Lee.
and
top
a
$1.50
after
three
days
of
Walter Hall wrote the scenario and east of Chicago. He was tendered that style of business, is back
again
the freedom of the city by Mayor
will direct it.
to
the 11 to 11 grind with the price
Johnson will receive $1,500 for Hylan on the steps of the City Hall,
r
Evans, of admission scaled at 5 Or. and 7. »c
his week's work in pictures, follow- Wednesday noon, and Madge
The
picture is doing almost capa«Py
picture
inmotion
the
ing which he goer, back to "The representing
business on the "grind."
Passing Review," American wheel, dustry, welcomed him on behalf of
The scale of "Theodora" at the
the craft.
as the added al tract ion.
Ray is to become a member of La Salle was also reduced r after ten
The cast of the Johnson picture
top to
days
of two-a-day at $
wfll consist of i>oth whl'e and col- the Friars and a dinner is to be
ored actors in support of Johnson. given in his honor at the club house the same scale as the Fox pictures,
Johnson pWys in the film next on Dec. 11, after which he will re- with two performances remaining In
vogue dally.
turn to the coast.
week only. J

office of

ating under. Incidentally, the matter of the rearrangement of the selling plans of the organization will
also be under consideration.
It has been rumored that the new
order of things may And Al. Lichtman at the head of the sales organNation of the rompany, with J
Williams retaining his position as
general manager.
This, however,
was denied at the First National

?V^

SPECIALS REDUCE PRICES

home

t h e organization will be fully
disPn « H n* and
or^ compared
™r„««..«/i „.i*w
cussed
with the plans
that the organization la now oper-

»

BAY

end.

Those attending the meeting left
f0r Atlantic City by special car
on
the Pennsylvania at 10 o'clock Frld ay#
At thIs mee ting the plans for the

!

Charles Ray arrived in New York
on Wednesday, this being his first

wish to make the state-

ment here and now that sooner or

,

LIONIZING

Chamber

'

'

in their power to do so, and
therefore the promises the salesmen
made in behalf of the sub-franchise
contract that such pictures would be
guaranteed, were misleading.
He stated that in Buffalo an exhibitor that had been playing Buster
Keaton comedies at $125 was forced
to pay $750 for the pictures after
Keaton had become a First National
First took exception to this
star.
and made a statement that Harold
Weapon of Oppression
Franklin, the exhibitor in question,
Walker
"In
reality,"
Senator
had originally had the pictures for stated,
"the sub-franchise contract
»J25 and that he had voluntarily inoppre~lon." He
creased hi. price on them to IS50 for
President Lelbcr'a speech
S]'
one house and that he now was pay- in
Chicago, in which the executive
ing $750 for three theatres.
pleaded £hat the exhibitor-members
Feist Excepts Again
have faith in the organization and
by his faith communicate faith .to
instance
bookof Keaton
Another
Faith in the
ing and increase of price Fiest took the other members.
exception too was that of Loew in executives, according to tho Senator,
could
had
bo
by
reviewing
certain
Cleveland, where Senator Walker
stated that Loew was now paying alleged communications of Harry
$1,600 for the Keaton comedies, a sj Schwab,p whom he referred to as
against a much smaller figure in thej tho "Pennsylvania music tax colJ. D. Williams from
Feist stated that heretofore lector," and J
past.
nc said wcre
were their recorded exLoew had paid $600 for the pictures what he
pressions
in
the
past. He read what
in two theatres and now he was
purported... to bo these communicapaying I860 for three hous***
tions.
To Harry Schwablo he atThe manner of placing exhibition tributed this:
"The only way to
values on productions that Senator
treat an exhibitor is to hit him on
Walker declared was unfair to the the head, take his
money away from
exhibitor-members of the First Naa
hCl1 re8pect >?"'
tional was In the instance of "Pas.
un J. D. Williams
n.
1
while
Is reported by
sion," which First National secured
the Senator to have set himself
for $27,000 and on which an exhibidown in black ad white with the
tion value of more than half a mil- following statement:
"I will moke
lion was placed, and also in the case exhibitors the
Janitors of their own
of "Gypsy Blood" which cost First theatres."
National $7,500, according to the
As a further exposition of the
Senator, and which has an exhibition proposition whether or
not the exvalue of $350,000 placed against it. hibitor-members of the First NaParagraph
No. 5 of the complaint tional ought to have faith in the
~
"
~
of the Pennsylvania delegates to executives and their employes in the
Chicago meeting was next organization Senator Walker cited
the
brought up. In this complaint the the case of H. A: Gungllng of ChiPennsylvania delegation asked for an cago, who, when trying to obtain an
accounting of the business done by adjustment of a claim from the local
In reply Harry exchange manager, Senator Walker
the organization.
Schwable, treasurer of the First Na- said, was assaulted by the latter. A
tional, is reported to have stated sworn affidavit of the exhibitor was
that it was "too big an o»*der," bit read by the Senator In which charges
that the chart on the wall before the of the alleged assault were made.
delegates showed where every dollar
Near the conclusion of his talk
that the organization spent was di- Senator Walker stated that he revided up. Under this chart the dls-! B rettcd to say that in the first fight

was

1

Senator Walxer made an oratorical"
This was well, enough to show attack
upon
what became of every doilar spent, statement by this company, that a
us has become necesbut Senator Walker stated what sary.
was wanted by the exhibitor memThis company has acid, and still
bers was a knowledge of How much holds
that ita relation with tha'
came In.
franchise holders is a matter of inHe next attacked the clause re- dividual action
between them and
garding the continuance of the sub- ourselvea
We have a full realization
franchise contract after June 30, 1923, of
the serl.uness of this obligation
at the option of the exhibitor, pro- and
we shall continue to handle an^
viding he does not give six months'
complaints properly presented to us,
notice prior to that date that he
with the full measure of considerdoes not care to continue; the con- ation
that they deserve. This positract. If the exhibitor does not give
tion, originally expounded by &«'
such notice the contract automati-

were made by those who sold the
subWranchise services contracts and
stock jn the First National on the
ground that this was to be the
greatest protection measure ever
made to exhibitors, had undoubtedly
made misrepresentations, because
the First National could not guarantee exhibitors certain productions
such as the Norma and Constance
Talmadge features and the Marshall
Nellan productions, because the contracts wtolch the organization held
with the producers gave them the
right to pass on all contracts for
the exhibition of their own product
and in the event that they saw fit
to cancel any exhibitors contract it

.

the First National issued the
following
statement through ita
president, Robert Lieber.
"It would seem from the phone
calls coming ito our office from
the
trade press regarding the meeting
held yesterday by the Theatre Own-'
ker,

...$.6399
Exchange operation ....... ,1476
Prints
• -0893
.0436
Home Office expense
Company profits ......... .0274
.0186
Interest on loans
-0186
Advertising

royalties

Levy,

Louisville; Sol Lesser. Los
Angeles, and Harry Crandall. Washingtcn. It is to Col. Levy and Sol
Lesser that the objections hive been
raised,
art
they
are
interested
together in the Jackie Coogan productions.
Thus far the executive committee,
on which Moc Mark, N. H. fJordon,
Sam Kal7(> A „. Blook ailll 1L
are acting, have passed
| gchwalhe
on but one production for the circuit.
It is the Col. Selig-Sam Kor-k
production, "The Ilosary." which has
hecr.
tal^cn for dlstrinution as a
National attraction without
First
any advance to the producer.*. Several other productions arc under
consideration Including "The Wandering Iioy," but there has been no
decision reache on them. a« yet.
'
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